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Trust Funds of disbanded Units and
E tablishments of
The Royal Corps of ignals
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•

Scheme varying the charity including appointment of trustees

EAE Info Staff Ltd,
Offshore House,
Wellheads Way,
Dyce,
Aberdeen,
AB21 7GD

BACK COVER: At play in Australia (From IRBY Sig Sqn SC)

CHARITY COMMISSION

Your skills will be in system design, commissioning, installation and support. Candidates
should have left or are considering leaving the Corps in the next few months.
Please reply with C.V. to:

orthem Ireland

M EMBERSHIP

• 20
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£I 0.00

CHA 'CE TO WI. CA II PRIZE OF UP TO

•

F OUR QUARTERLY DRAWS

•

FIV E CA H PRIZE WIN ERS PER Q UARHR

I APR '98 - I JULY '98 - I 0

The Commi ss ioners propose to make a Scheme for this charity. A
copy of .the draft chcme can be een at Regimental Headquaner ,
Roya l Signals. or can be obtained by ending a stamped addressed
enve lope to The Charity Commi ssion, Woodfield Hou e. Tangier,
Taunton, SOMER ET TA l 4BL. quoting the above reference.
Comment or repre ·entation s can be made within one month from
Ist February 1998.

Advancing Telecommunications
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'9 - I J

£ 1.000.

'99

1-t Prize (50%) - 2nd Prize {20%) 3rd Prize ( 15%)
4th Prize ( 10°·0) 5th Prize (5°10)
(A percentage of ca h priLe total).
Contact the Mu eum hop on (0125 ) 482 24
for more detail , drop in to ·ee u · or end your
ub cription direct!) 10 the Mu ·eum
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Royal Signals institut ion (RSl)/British Computer Society
(BC ) Annual Lecture

By
AUBREY E COOPER

1998

/'

04/02/98

RSVIEE Lecture (IEE Sponsored)

RSS

04/03/98

Army CIS Eng Gp

l\TERNATIOW

It is the rum of R I 10 host the 3rd Joint R I/BC Annuul Lecture in
t998. It will be held in Princess Mary llall. The Royal chool of ignals
on \ ednesday 24th March 1998 at 6pm. The subject of the lcc111re is

05/03/98

24/03/98

'The Chol/e11ge of leading a Knowledge-based Orga11isa1ion'

17/04 <98
17/04/98
18/04<98

QM's Dinner
RSA Central Committee Mcctmg
RSA AGM & Bmnch Reps Mectmg

Donnington
Donnington

13/05/98
20-2 1/05/98
215-29/05/98

Royal Signals London Dinner
S0111C (A)'s Conference
R. Signals Spring Golf Championships

Cafe Royal
HQ Royal Signals
11 Sig Rcgt/BGGS

24/06/98
27-28/06/98

Blandford
Blandford

27/06198

Morri>an Cup (R. Signals Athleucs)
RS/\ Weekend
Pnncess Royal Day Parade (TBC)
Re>yal ··ignals CoflJS Luncheon

Blandford

09107198

Din inf Out ofSOinC (A)

HQ Mess Blandford

3-4109 98
06109198

Royal s;gnals Autumn Golf\ileeting
Royal Signals Corps Luncheon

11 Sig Rcgt/BGGS
Cattt:rick

15/10/98
30110198

Corps Guest Night
Royal ignals Scottish Dmncr

HQ Mess Blandford
Glasgow

05/11 /98
08/11/98
26/11 /98

Opening of Field of Remembrance
Remembrance Sunday
RS I London Lecture

Westminster Abbey
Merchant Centre

15/12198

Royal Signals Carol Service

London

Blandford Lectures 1997/1998
The Blandford Lectures arc held in conjunction with the IEE outhem
Centre (Wessex Arca) and AFCEA (UK) outhern Chapter. The
Lecture are held in Princess Mary I !all commencing 6pm. with tea
being scrYed in the foyer at 5.30pm. Members from outside Blandford
Camp who "i~h 10 anend should contact
Lt Col (Retd) R P hiner, Headquaners. Anny CI Engineering
Group, Blandford amp, Dorset DTI I 8RH .
Tel: 0125 8 4 5407 or AT 737 5407
The details of ll1e final lecture in the 97198 programme arc:
Wednesday 4th March 1998
·command lt!formation System in the Milleniwn ' by
Mr Larry Johnson,
Senior Vice President. Computing Device Canada Ltd

(lecture .~ponsored by RS!)

ruill@

FORECAST OF EVENTS
RSl/lEF. Lecture (R I Sponsored)
!IQ Mess Corps Guest Night
RSl/BCS "'-nnual Lecture (Blandford)

and i. to be given by 1s Elizabet h Lank,
Programme Director Kno" ledge Management. I L.
Applicauon for tickets should be made to
Lt Col (Rctd) R. P. hiner, I lcadquarters, Am1y Cl Eng Group.
Blandford amp, Dor ·et DTI I 8Rlf.
Tel: 01:!58 485407 or ATN 737 5407.
(Sec inscn in Lins month. issue)
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Are you looking for a challenge with a difference?
Raleigh International rum JO expeditions each year and
aims to develop young people through participation in
demanding community and comen•ation projecLf.

Volunteer Expedition Staff Wanted (for 4 months).

RI IQ Royal Signals

• Deputy Expedition Leade rs • Project Manager
• Doctors, Nurses and Paramedics
• Accountants and Expedition Administrators
• Civil Engineers and Builder
• Diving In tructor and Marine Scientists
• Mountain Leaders (Summer and Winter)
• Kayak In tructor • Boat Handlers/Mechanics

27/06'9~

• Public Relations Officer • Artists and Photographers
• Communication Officers and Mechanics
• Logi tics Managers and A istants
• Interpreter (Spanish Speaking)
IVe are currenlly recrui1ing for exped11ions to Namibia, Belize, Chile, China & Borneo.

For a detailed job description and an application form
call the Staff Office on 0171 371 8585 or write to
Raleigh International,
Raleigh House, 27 Parsons Green Lane, London, SW6 4HZ.
E-mail staff@ra leigh.org.uk

HM Forces supports Raleigh International Expeditions.
Registered UK Charity

o. 1()47653

AFCEA (UK) SOUTHERN CHAPTER
Programme for March and April 1998
19 March Ti tle:

A young soldier's fight for survival in Japanese
Prisoner of War Camps during World War 2,
told through imaginary letters to the girl he later
married. Portraying anguish and despair
over three and a half years.
Copies may be obtained from the author:
Aubrey E. Cooper
Cwm Bychan 1 Rhodfa Sian
DYSERTH Denbighshire LL 18 6BJ

Speaker:
Venue:
Time:
16 April

Title:
Speaker:
Venue:
Time:

' Bowman-The Way Ahead for the
ervices in the 21st Century'
Brigadier C Burton, MOD(PE) D/BOWMAN
The Vine Hotel, Ower (Nr Jct 2 M27)
I 800hrs (Drinks & Supper followed by Lecture)
' The Problems of Equipping the Services
with a new Communications ystem'
The ARCHER Consortium
The Vine Hotel , Ower (Nr Jct 2 M27)
t 800hrs (Drinks & Supper followed by Lecture)

AFCEA Members and their gue ts are welcome. Re ervations must
be made through : 1aj Gibb , Secretary AFCEA(UK) Southern
Chapter, BDMT, Bla ndford Camp, DORSET DTI I 8 RH . Tel :

123pp

OMISSION
The Shon Service Limited Commission anicle, on page 436 of
the December Wire 1997, was suhmi tted by 2Lt Emily Richa r ds
who served with 7 Sig Regl. She was awarded her SSLC whi lst at
Cheltenham Ladies College and is now at Birmingham University
reading Spon and Exercise Science. She has been awarded a Royal
Signals Bur~ary and is a member of the Birmi ngham UOTC She
hope to rejoin the Corps after her degree and on compleung her
R. 1AS training.

2

Alexander Mann, a pioneer in both permanent
and contract IT recruitment, have a
considerable nationwide vacancy list for
Ex-Royal Signals Officers and Soldiers.
Alexander Mann have negotiated on-site
Project Management resettlement training
with one of the top global IT companies.

£9.99 + £1.20 p&p

ISBN 897666 26 8

TEES TOTAL

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (0 1793) 849890

GRAND HERITAGE DRAW
DECEMBER 1997
LIST OF WINNERS

01258 482621 Fax: 01258 482620

North Wales UK.

PRICE:

SPECTACULAR OPPORTUNITIES FOR
A SECOND CAREER IN THE
IT INDUSTRY

DO YOU KNOW THE WHEREABOUTS OF
THE GEORGE HOLDEN RELAY TROPHY?
During the I 980 's, when I Armd Di v HQ & Sig Reg t were
stationed al Verden , an annual race called 'The George Holden
Relays ' (or . omcthing simi lar) was held . A trophy donated by
George Holden , an ex-Corps member who captained a hi ghl y
successful Divisional Cros -Country team durin g the 1970's, was
awarded at this event. I am trying to trace the whereabouts of this
trophy-can anyone help? lf you can, plea e contact WOI (Yof'S)
tewart Little on:
Blandford Military 2634 or 01258 482634.
Alternatively write lo WOl (Yof'S) Little
BDMT, The Royal Sc hool of Signals,
Blandford amp, DORSET, DTI I 8RH
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Prize

Name

I.
2.
3.

Ticket

£1:00
£500
£500
£250
£250
£250
£250
£100
£ 100
£ 100
£ 100
£50
£50
£50
£50
£25
£2 "
£25
£25
£25
£25

Mrs E. Jago, Plymouth
Mr B. D. Ashby. Ke ttering
Mr P. M. mith , Leeds
Mr P. D. E. Cha e, Bishop tortford
Lt Col P. B. Neale. DCIS(A)
Mr I. Wotherspoon, lnvcme
Sig G. S. Morgan, I UK ADSR
Mrs J. Thorpe. Harrogate
1rs B. Webb , Harrogate
1r G. W. Fordom , Brigg
Mrs S. Brigg. I UK AD R
Capt A. C. Hopkins, 80 ig qn
Mr N. ander , 2 16 {Para) Sig Sqn
Capt '· M. Peet. 256 Sig qn
Lt Col (Rctd) J. MacLean, \: ellington
Mr D. P. Matthews, Li keard
Brig (Retd) B. H. Baynham. Hamp hire
"1r J . F. mith , llenfordshirc
Sig A. Yard., 23
ig Sqn
Mr 1. tokes , Camberly
Ir P. E. Riding. Ch urch Cookham

38909
5 942
49434
3605
• 1304
4 672
01027
3 19
39542
34963
00138
07921
06063
04760
37762
·92 0
I 960
5477
07311
14947
13004

4.

Alexander Mann have major IT and banking
clients with substantial reward schemes.
The IT industry needs vour technical skills,
leadership and courage now.
For more information call Jerry Collier on

0171 891 6602 or 0468 006374.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II .

12.
13.
14 .
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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0 FICER
DECE !BER 1997

·ame and R.:ink
Lt Col D. \kDowall MBE
Li Col P. B. eale
1aj A. Brinenden
Maj J. F. Calvert .. .
• 1aj A. I. Johnstone
Maj R. C. Papworth BA

Unit to which Posted
R. Sig Int Corps M M
DCI (A}
HS 2 ignal Regiment
240 ignal Squadron
23
ignal quadron
71 (Y} ignal Regiment (V)

apt G. M. McCrindle
apt . P. Moffat B c(Hon
apt A. J. 1ould BA(Hon }
Capt C. E. Rank.in
apt A. E. Talbot B c(Hon )
Capt G. W. Wil on B c (Hons)

HQ Brili h Forces Cypru
l(UK)AnndDivHQ& igRegt
71 Signal Regiment
Royal Military Academy Sandburst
35 Signal Regiment (V)
264 Signal Squadron (SAS)

Lt A. R. Aitken . . . . ..
Lt G. Blondell . . . . ..
Lt C. K. Luckham BEM
Lt . J. Morris ...
Lt D. M. Stachini

9 Signal Regiment
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
H PJHQ
ATR Bassingbourn
JCUFI

JA

ARY 1998

Ra11k a11d .Vame
Maj J.E. Body .. .
Maj E. A. Davis .. .
Maj A. J. Duncan
Maj G. R. Mason
1aj P. Robenshaw
Maj . R. Sharman
Maj M. P. \ ise ...
Capl G. W. Barber
Capt B. J. Elliott
Capt G. Inglis
Capl T. M. P. Mountford
Capt M. Smith MBE ...
Capt T. 0 . Wood
A Capt M.A. Wright-Jones
WO and ' COs
DECEMBER 1997

Rank a11d Name
WO I C. P. Mountain
WO I (FofS) P. McGiveron ...
W02 . J. Barnes
W02 M. J. Brooks
W02 R. W. McCombe
W02 D. Meggitt
W02 K. M. Munnelly
W02 F. elson . . . . ..
W02 (FofS) B. A. Knight
Sgt D. AnwyU ...
SSgt P. K. Brown
SSgt M. J. Crowther
S gt S. G. Metherell
SSgt S. G. J. ewton
SSgt 1. S. Swan ...
SSgt G. Tomlinson
Sgt A. C. Wet
SSgt (FofS) M. T. Sheppard
Sgt K. R. Blal' .. .
Sbrt P. S. Bridge .. .
Sgt C. Callabr~e
Sgt K. Ellams
gt P. J. Gruncell
Sgt 1-J. M. Hamlett
Sgt G. Harbage-Brown
Sgt S. A. Hare ign
Sgt C. R. Hickman
Sgt L.A. J. Hill ...
Sgt R G James
gt M. J. Keeble
Sgt C. L. King .. .
gt S. D. Owen .. .
gt P. J. L. Peterken
gt W. M. Potter
Sgt J. W. Prowse
gt P. ·. Render
"gtJ M. Roberton
Sgt J . Runchman
gt G. cott

Unit to which posted
CIS Eng Gp
HQ I Signal Brigade
3 (UK} Div & Sig Regt
36 Signal Regiment (V)
HQSDiv
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
HQ 11 Signal Brigade

Jssu CFn

HQ MND (C) (BAE)
HQ LAND
DCI (A}
4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
HQ LAND G6 CJS
HQ R. Signals

Unit to which Posted
MOD ASD (Info Sys)
CIS Eng Group
Royal School of Signals
225 Signal Squadron
PJHQ
.
39 Signal Regiment (V)
JSIO
HQNI & 15 Signal Regiment
24 Airmob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
JSSU Oakley
604 Signal Troop
30 Signal Regiment (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
24 Airmob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
JSIO
11 Signal Regiment
34 Signal Regiment (V)
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
Royal School of Signals
238 Signal Squadron
259 Signal Squadron
24 Airmob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
243 Signal Squadron
2 BnREME
7 Signal Regiment
HQ Eastlant
33 Signal Regiment (V)
2 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
Royal School of Signals
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
CDC
HQ UKSC(GE)
249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))
243 Signal Squadron
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
240 Signal Squadron

Sgt S. A. trawn .. .
gtG . . Wa lton
Sgt . L. Wright . . .
gt M . J. Yates .. .
gt N. M. Asquith
Sgt J. P. Drewett
A/Sgt P. D. Green
JANUARY

, ame and Rank
W02 K . Bolam
W02 T. P. Crane
W02 C. F. B. Hymas ...
W02 C. J. Motgomery
W02 S. W. later
W02 (FofS) P. J. Cooper
SSgt S. H.F. Bovan
SSgt S. Ferris
SSgt P. J. Green . ..
SSgt J. J. Holland
SSgt L. McGrail
SSgt A . F. Quinn
SSgt J. Ramsdale
SSgt K. R. harp
SSgt D. I. Sloane
SS gt T. Smith
SSgt D. Stewart .. .
SSgt A. R . Thomas
A/SSgt C. Davies
A/SSgt N. L. L. Perham
Sgt P. J. Brooker
Sgt A. Burdus ...
Sgt R. D. Burrows
Sgt A. Caulfield
Sgt . A. C. Cooper
Sgt J. P. Cordery
Sgt D. B. Evans . ..
Sgt S. Hamilton
Sgt A. J. Harris ...
Sgt S. 0. Harri on
Sgt D . P. Hepburn
Sgt S. D. Johnson
Sgt P. 0. Joyce .. .
Sgt S. K. Legg .. .
Sgt S. Maughen .. .
Sgt T. B. Mayner
Sgt R. McCollum
Sgt C. A. McGriffen
Sgt . G. McKenzie
Sgt I. A. Middlemiss
Sgt M. M. Murray
Sgt M. I. Pavier ...
Sgt M . A. Radzimier
Sgt M. D. Robinson
Sgt P. R. Stevens
Sgt J. M. Thome
Sgt D. G. Ware
Sgt M. Wigmore
Sgt M. J. Wynn ...
A/Sgt J. M. Booth
A/Sgt R. L. Fogg
A/Sgt P. N. J. Howes
A/Sgt D. R. Taylor
A/Sgt M. T. Yelland

Royal School of Signal
24 Airmob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
225 Signal Squadron
20 Armd Bde HQ & ig Sqn 200
I Bn REME
259 Signal Squadron
CIS Eng Group

U11it to which Posted
HQNI & IS ignal Regiment
20 Annd Bde HQ & Sig qn 200
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
BOD Donnington
HQDSF
40 Signal Regiment (V)
7 Signal Regiment
3 (UK} Div HQ & Sig Regt
11 Signal Regiment
Anny Apprentices College
CJS Eng Group
9 Signal Regiment
CJS Eng Group
HQDSS
7 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
20 Arn1d Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 200
I (UK} Div HQ & Sig Regt ·
9 Signal Regiment (R)
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regiment
HQ PSC orth
30 Signal Regiment
9 Signal Regiment (R)
22 AD Regiment RA
2 Signal Regiment
19 AD Regiment RA
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
SHAPE
Royal School of Signals
I Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (21 S)
Garats Hay Support Unit
HQ I & IS Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
HQ I & 15 Signal Regiment
Royal School of Signals
7 Signal Regiment
l Regiment AAC
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
11 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
40 Signal Regiment (V)
16 Signal Regiment
ATACCS
Rocchan Balado Bridge
Roccban Balado Bridge
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
HQ l & 15 Signal Regiment
AAC Arborfield
HQAFCE T
Garrats Hay Support Unit
NITW
16 Signal Regiment
35 Signal Regiment (V)
Royal Schoo l of Signals

CHARGl Of AOORlSS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk
at RHQ, IN WRITING,
of any change of address.

THIS INFORMATION SHOULD
NOT BE TELEPHONED
T HE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998
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HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde

Comd
Brig S. G . Hughes CBE
Con AFT
.
Lt Col M. Sinton
Congratulallons go to the Commander, Brig Gordon Hu hes on his
recen.tly ~warded CBl2, awarded for his work bringing tog;ther Serbs
Muslims .a nd C'ron1s to re-establish the Bo nian civil Telecommunication~
network m th.:1r ~ar ravaged country. Since his return from Bosnia the
omhmafinder has immediately et to work on e tabltshing the way ahead
or t ~ ~turc oft~e pr vision of the Army's Information Services and the
B ngau~ s role ll1 1t.
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Basi.1 1-1 ill Barracks in Corsham, the home of HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde, is fast
b:commg.the national centre for Defence Communications control for all
l ree services. The New Army Mail department has recently moved into
~e~r luxunou newl~ built offices here and in April next year the new
c ence c.ommun 1cattoi:is Agency and
the Defence Fixed
~elecornmun!cattons Service are officially operational, providing triserv1ce s.oluttons to the ever changing requirement for military trunk
commumcattons. 2 (NC) .1g Bde provides the Army's Information
Serv1ces throughout the Mamland UK through its Six Regular Signals
quadro~s; 238,. 240, 241 , 242~ 243 and 251 Sig Sqn , who deliver
lnformatton Services to each D1v1s1onal/District HQ. The c in c has now
endorsed the creation of the Army CIS Group (ACG) whose role it w·u b
to bnng toget~er Communications and Information Services to prov:de :
c~mplete service to the 'customer ' at the coalface. These six squadrons
will now form the core of the A G and will provide Information
Technology support and a~vice t.o both LA D and Divisions/District HQ.
fi The COs of the .Brigades Nallonal Defence units were brought together
or a conference m November where they were informed of the man
chan~e that are ta.kmg place. E~ Apollo Shield, the last validatio~
exerc1 e of the National Commumcat1ons Radio System (NCRS) w
conducte~ by the Brigade in October and saw a good turnout by the un~
and ~rov1ded an excellent confirmation of ihi unique equipment'
capah1hlles .. An. adapllve High Frequency radio system, de igned olel
f<;>r the Temtonal Army and intended to operate in the 1110 t extrem~
c1rcumst~1:1ce . the sy~tern incorporates an automated frequency amplin
and. selecllon capab1hty. Thi automatically change the frequency of aIT
: tat101~s on the net tb~oughout t_he day a rc9uired by the continual changes
m the ionosphere. With ~he vahdallon oflh1s new equipment complete, the
Bngade is now tummg 1t attention to its Regional Communications roles
overall and preparatto111s now continuing apace for the Brigade's Bienn ial
E~erc1se next Se~ten:iber. E.x Purple Du ter 3, is to be Emergency/Di aster
Ass1st~nce Exercise mvolvmg all the unit and assets of the Brigade ove
r
the entire country.
Captain L.ce Smart, one of the co-authors of the cartoon book 'The
B~lkan
ui:11val Handbook ... !FOR, ema Problema!' is now servi n
wllh the Bngade HQ. The book old 2000 copie and raised £7500
three Bo~~ia r~lated .charities. Shown above an offering from 'A Smarter
Point of View , a s.atmcal ca.rtoon scric which will be familiar to many of
you who erved w1.th IFOR m Bosnia in 1996. This will hopefully now be
a regular feature with the Brigade's offering to The Wire journal.

fo~
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(L-R): .Ba.ck Row: Lt Col Hancock, Capt Brownlee, Maj Whittle
Mai Gilfether, W02 Berry, Lt Col Knowles Lt Col Lapsle '
Fr~nt Row: Lt Col Wilkinson, Lt Col Griffiths, Maj Thoma~
Brig Hughes, Col Foakes, Lt Col Davenport Lt Col Weston'
'
'
Lt Col Wh ittle.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned,
unless they are irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing a
photograph that cannot be replaced.
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HQllSIGBDE
F 1'. RC I E WI NTER E GLF,-A 'LOGGY'S' VIEW FROM 'THE
Ot:T IDE'

During the murk). nusty e' ening of Frida) _14 ovember th<: Brigade
deployl!d throughout the length and bread1·1 ot England to par11c1p~te m
Ex Winter Eagle. \\hich I was told \\ as to be the most amb111ous
ignaL exerci since I 91 , or something like that---0nd om : of us still
rem mber . . .
Preparauon within the headquarters prior to tartE:-; had been intc1~ e (or
'hould that be 'in-tents"?). a· the exerci. e wa. to be the last one with the
Brigade for a number of key peopl the Comd. DCO , BE 1E and Chief
Clerk to name but a te" . The Brigade. staff vehi le had been po' ered up,
checked owr and prepared day before by a work d tail made up of one
\ fajor R JG 'AL . one lajor RLC, two BE 1Es and the Brigade
RQM and nll thi for three B V and a PY! ~urprisingly, all the vehicles
actually mad it to the e:1.crci:e area. Early on Thursday 02 (W) Op Cl .
:\1aj David · fad Dog· ulliva n and \ 01 YofS G arry ' outh Bank'
hakespeare had curried from the HQ bound for the 'notional' JFHQ in
Bulford. part from the o casional phone call, all remained quiet during
the remainder of Thursda) and Friday (can anyone explain to a confu ed
RLC type why mobile phones are now known a ' ATCOM'?). D 0 ,
, laj C harlie 'Black Hole' M iller , found the pe1fect excuse for turning up
late for the exerci e. when he managed to rever e the Brigade Corsa into a
ditch (b~ has no\\ a ked the RQM to have it fined with an inclinometer).
He quickly made up for his late arrival by launching into a pirited briefing
to the three raff Activation Teams provided by 143 (West-Midland ) Bde
and 42 orth-West) Bde. The team . having received this mo t impres ive
of briefing on the exercise, and communication in general. haltered any

e

illu ion that they tru ted the sy tem to work with the phra e ' could 1 have
our mobile number. just in ca c?'
In the wee ·mall hours of unday morning the movement plan of the
century was finall y formulated to recover all units back to barracks. The
plan. which had been thoroughly dc-connicted and (amazingly) approved
by all, was pronounced A GOOD PLA ! This, however, was before some
bright park remembered that England were to play Austra lia at rugby
league in Leeds on Sunday. an you guess where 80% of the Brigade
vehicle were to be routed through? Our S02 Log Sp (Y), Maj Steve
·Blanket tacker' Bellerby, was seen sobbing pitifu ll y over his movement
tables.
Our new 02 Log Ops. Majo r Phil Daisey, had completed his hand
over from Maj Rod Gladwin minutes before starting the exercise, and is
·till doing impres ion of the girl from ' The Exorci t' (head spinning,
glazed eyes. feeling deeply nau eou etc). At EndEx he was still look ing
for the cupboard where all the 'other hat he would be wearing' were
tored. Contrary to popular belief the Commander is not actually leaving
the Army in January, he' merely re-badging to the Royal Military Police.
He ' a potted hortly after EndEx in hi staff car · taking-out' the Al
with hi trusty driver, L pl 'Plod ' E mmett, ob erving the convoy
di ciplinc of units returning to barracks. Rumour has it that the Mondeo is
to be fitted hortly with blue light and a siren.
The saddest words that summed up the exercise for me were uttered by
Cap t Jim Sykes whil t co-ordinating a conference call . . .'Gentlemen, 1
appear to have lo.t the Commander' . . . and your career, that i if you
hadn't been saved by the Arm Selection Board confirming your Reg C
(LE) only days earlier!

G Ma-lviA ndy Hill (S02 (OR)). Recently arrived and took O\. cr from '1aj
ary ason who left for the prc~surcs of 36 Sig Regt. Maj \1ason ·was
l 1lc 0~1 1Y ~ca~1 Member who managed to get stuck in the sand ev~rv time
he ventured 111 to the desert 111 a 4 11.hcd drive! '\1aj Hill 11 b . . t · d
the lon.g, put. ll IO\\. ratio1difflock, course.
WI
<;at en mg
. MnJ Ga; u1 Wc~t (LO Western Region). Relati vely new Team member
a nd o ur m" n 111 J~dda h . the hottest spot in Sa udi Arabia. Only po ted
1
tlcn:
b 'ca use of his name.
~aj Ron Ki~kwood (LO Eastern Region). Recently taken over fi 1
MllJ Ar thu.r Bnttcndcn who le i! to pu t his slippers on and feet u
~rthur Brrttenden wa~ our man in Dammam since 1995 and leh. fi1tt .J
.md hcnlth1cr than when he arri ved.
er
L' raj ~e~ . Jepson. (Lq Centra l Region) our liaison o ffi cer 111 Riyadh
. 1 e J> l11.:!1 1sh hard 111 this pa11 of the worl d hut he never gives up Whe 11·
is he back from leave?
·
·
1nj Paul Wood ( 02 (O&M)). The lowest hand icap golfe r in the
Team. which doesn't say much for the rest! Due to go Augu t 1998
volunti:ers?
• any
~02 ,CFofS) Richie ,Conway (Fo fS _Mai nt) . Tryi ng to emulate the
· 0 - (O&M) at go lf, don t stop your runmng Richie!

HANDOVER OF QUARTERMASTERS

The only London Club exclusive to
officers of the three services

•
•

•
•
Spacious & stylish public rooms
•
Located in London's West End
•
Family membership encouraged
•
Ann ual membership rates 1998:
Superb catering facilities

Fro nt Row S itting (L-R): Co l R. J . Holmes (PD In c om ing),
Col R. A. W right (PD O utgoi ng ), Mr E. P. Pa rkes (Dep Dir).
Rear Row (L-R): M aj P. Wood , W01 M . Wa lke r (AGC ),
Mr M . Carte r, Lt Co l J . Fletcher, Lt Col M. Martin,
Maj M. Ra ttra y, M r M. Day, Mr K. Harper

Lt Col Peter Hutch inson, PWO, handing over hi responsibilities as
the Quartennaster for Warmm ter Training Centre to Lt Col And B 0 •I
Andy is ~he first Roy~! ignal Quarterma ter to be electedyfor ihf·
~ormally infantry appo1nrn1ent. L t Col Hu tc hin so n is retiring and he and
us wife, Molly are off to the Cook Islands, in the outh Pacific, to enjoy
a well earned rest! Lt c.ol An.dy Boyle ha CFQ to look forward to
among a number of other treats which have been brought to his notice! '

HQR SIGNALS

PE R 0 ALlTIES
Try to spot someone who's been in post for more than three months:
Col Richard Holm es (Project Di rector). ow fully in the chair, and
trying admirably to come to gri ps with the intricac ies of negotiating with
the Na tiona l Guard officers. Two steps forwa rd and th ree steps back
springs to mi nd.
Lt Col .Jo Fletcher (SO I Trg). Recently arrived and took over from Lt
Col M ike Ma r ti n. Same problems as the Project Director at the moment
but hi s golf sw ing is improving. This is j ust as well becau e o ur intrepid
windsurfer's style has been severely cramped by this location.
Lt Co l K im Parso ns (SO I Comms). Took over from Lt Col A la n
Wallace who departed for the lush pastures of Bland ford in December,
Just in ti me for Christm as.
Maj ick Ha mmett (S0 2 Trg). Took over from Maj ick Rattray
who had so much sand between hi s toes that the Corps must have fo rgotten
he was here. Maj Rattray departs to take up a post in Leconfield.
T HE WIR E, FE BRUARY 1998

London £280
Country £195

'- -Please send me-a- memb-ershfp-pack- for- the - Army & Navy Club.

Name ... .. ........... ... ..... .. .. .... ..... .......... .... .
Mailing Title .. ......... ..... ... ..... ....... .. ..... ....
Address ··· ·· ········ ···· ··· ···· ···· ···· ·· ······· ······ ·
····· ··· ················· ····· ···· ···· ·············· ·· ·· ···· ··
Post Code ··· ····· ····· ·· ········ ···· ·········· ····· ···
Mail to:

Major D B Taylor, Secretary
The Army & Navy Club
36 Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5JN
Tel: 0171 930 9721
w1re98
Fax: 01719309720

F l a n ke~ by the ~ ig nal Offi cer in Chief (A ) and the Commanding
Offi ce r~ 1 Sig Regt, th e Span ish Signal Officer in Chief,

Ge n e ra l Briga da J . L. Garcia Espon e ra is greeted on arrival at
He adquarters Royal Signals on 9th December by Barrack Guard
Com ma nder Serge ant Shau n Flem ing .
TH E WIRE , FEBRUARY 1998
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Inexpensive accommodation
in comfortably furnished rooms

So now you have some idea what the SA GCOM Team is all about.
When you read this we will have missed your Christmas and be well into
our Christmas (Ramadhan). We will unfortu nately not be sipping sherry
and eating mince pies, we will be having sleepless nights Ii tening to the
'Christmas Carol ' being ung by the Imams from the ma ny many
mosques which abound over here. It 's a hard life but the chosen few can
just about manage it.

Co l ' Bob' Wright hands over the S AN G COM project to
Col Richard Holmes the project plan can be seen on
the board behind them

~
~

Free membership for the first three
years of commission

SANGCOM PROJECT TEAM
K MOD SA GCOM PROJ ECT T EAM (SAUDI ARABIA)
A lot of The Wire readers wi ll probably 110L have beard of this elite
(unique perhaps!) little establi hment tucked away as it i in the sandy
wa te of the Arabian Gulf. o a liule by way of introduction fir t.
The United Kingdom audi Arabian 1 ational Guard Communication
Project Team (SA GCOM he reafter plea e) is a Mo D organisation
taffed by civil servants and everal Royal Signals Officers and Warrant
Officers. The job of the Tean1 is to ensure that a large communications
contract with the ANG runs moothly and that the SAJ G get the best
po ible deal from the B ri tish contractor. This ta k is agreed at inter
governmental level and thus has the ble sing of ministers from both
co u nt rie concerned. At pre en t the Team co nsist of seventeen
permanent members, ten of whom are Royal Signals and one ex Rag a11d
O il WO I as our adm in officer, th e remain der being overpaid civil
er\'ants. There are several loca lly employed civilians who support the
Team as drivers and 'fixers'.
On Saturday 22nd November 1997 a new contract, known as LOA 3
was signed. meaning in reality the continued existence of the Team for at
least another 8 years or more. The contract, wonh more than SR l.6Bn,
w ill b ri ng abo ut th e total mode rni sat ion of the SA G s trategic
communication systems. The Team members, to as isl in obtaining the
new contract, have put in a lot of effort and now that we have it the real
work is oon to start. Ju t prior to this event the Project Director, Col
· s ob' Wright handed over to Col Richard Hol mes.
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SHQ

T • MES PA E STICKING

Class 1 rank thi left W02 Andy Campbell or W_02
~arra~ ~~~~~n
botli Yeom~n of ignals. A Yeoman with a pace stick,
1
u~ER~ ~:ics 'you're per uaded by the R Ml, o it was to be, that
y, E
· f ignaJs Darlington would be the dnver. The practice.started,
1
stick .
tune. Change S~1ck~. C d ~arry again Then back the other way in quick
Stick . Change lie. s, =~m when ou .wing your arm ) and the challenge
time (not ~s easr~~t~~ ition was~ out of 13, a hearty congratulat!ons by
was c~~f re. I od effort Perhaps ne ·tycar's Signal Team could tnclude
~~e:SM an~~:J:: external ·to the Academy, you would be most welcome.

~~o~~~~

w~_re o~~ t~e ~f!k:,rr~va~ ~~f~k~.p ~~~e s~~i~~- ~h~;

VISIT OF BRIG N F WOOD ADC SOINC(A)
. .
.
For the first time. the ignal Wing had the honour of a v1s1t b~ Bng
Wood during his attendance at the R Signals Selecuon _Board. Jir1s wa~
Ii
rtunity to firstly capture the occasion on 1 m an
t~~~n~~ i:,eo:~~od chat about the Wing and the_ ~orp~n g~ne;il.:~~~
an overview presentation by the RSM!, and wit co ee m an.' I
o· C(A) took the time and consideration to have a talk ~1th all _R S1&na
tn
l w1·th·. m the Wing · this time produced some mterestmg views
personne
from both partte .
CONGRATULATIONS
.
b ·
1 to both WOJ (YofS) Kenny Kendrick RSM! on cmg
Congra tu! at"on
. . . J
d SS t 'Taff' Thomas on his recent
select~d for a comm~s ion m une an S~I leave mid 1998 and SQMS
. el~ct~on for ~im~~o~~oF~s;~Jh~!i Cyptus respective)y. All of the
~in: ~~ them both and their familie the very best m the fu~re .
tulations o to ig ' tretch· Wrightson and Tracy on t_1en
~~~rn held in 8reat Yarmouth and upported by a m~mber of the wmg.
All pers~nnel \\i h the happy couple a long and happy ltfe together.

f

The e ·eants' Me s (Yes it i pelt with a ·r in Sandhurst) holds an
nual a2e ticking competition to as e and_ choo e its be t three tea~s
: go ~orward into the world championships held annually _also m
andhurst You would be surpri ed how many over eas countne a 1~o
~ave the Pace Stick. After a very hefty gauntlet w~ thrown on the _floor in
the Serjeants · Mes by the Guards element. the Signal Wmg too~p t le
h II
In fact the RSMT accepted, knowmg full well tha_t a arrant
c mc~~~ias I is' not permitted to enter. With the challenge m hand Sgt
ocott (well volunteered) el about gathe_nng togc;ther l?t~ lhe~rn olff fisowgt
·
d
d · • The Team hst was Scottie 1mse .
Seqeants, an one D\ er.
.
LG
d SS t (SQMS) 'Taff'
Richard Hughes IG, COH 1 Benge
an
g
·
1
Thomas R Signals (Re erve). The driver was more of a challenge, rues
tate that the driver has to be of higher rank than that of the team, but not a

-

_,,.,,-

Army Training Regiment
Bassingbourn

Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst

.\l Wl 'G PERSO 'ALITIES
.
· '
WOl (YofS) Kenny Kendrick
R II
W02 (Yo ) To ny Bunce
'tot Old College
woi (\'ofS) ndy Campbell
Yul
e'' College

,

"

ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS
b
f
The Signal Wing would like to welcome the arrival of a ~m er od
personnel and their familtes to the Acadern~ all frc;ts~ar1~~sss~i~:~Y

~~;~{r~~~~~~~~tc~a':i~nCJ'~~F~~~
.· ~~~~nJro:Ji~d~~~~n~
Sgt Andy Draper 7 Para RHA, Sgt obby Clark
,a

Glenton. During the recent term we had to . say goodbye to many
rsonalities within the wing, too many to mentto~. However.to name a
C t Todd KRH Cl, W02 (YofS) Russ Darlmgton R Signals, Sgt
e'~· ap 0
r S Kas Mather RM and Sgt Andy Owen D
a~~ckDSi~~: {!.r~t1Jo~~· Ii~~. to th3;nk them all, including those not
mentioned, for their support dunng their tour.

te

Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Vickery
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Anderson
The Squadron would hke to thank S~t 'Jase' Smithurst for organismg
an excellent Christmas party. It wa., a shame how all raftle-prize winners
appeared to be people who ju ·t joined the quadron. Don't worry Cpl 'Si'
Ashwood; maybe you will win something at your next unit. The Squadron
continues to pass out recruits faster than the Regiment can issue clothing
and all ;eems to be on track for a relaxing Christmas break.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Rich Byfield
Tp gt
Sgt Carl Tucker
Yet another pass o• 1 under their belt, Alpha Tp begins again with fortythree superbly motivated, smart and intelligent recruits. Cqngratulations
mu t g'l to Cpl 'Geordie' McBean on the successful completion of his
Service Funds Accmmting Course and we: wish him luck with future
money managcment. (1oodbye to Cpl 'Gash' Doe and his wife Christine
who arc boti1 posted ,o 1 UK Amid Di' HQ and Sig Regt. His vacancy
will be even harder tc accept now that Sgt Carl Tucker has taken over the
dnll instruction. tand by Phase 2 for the products of the Tucker Drill
School.
DELTA TROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgt

Lt Nick Morris
Sgt Jason Smithurst

The Troop would like to give a welcome to Lt' ick' Morris, the new
Tp Comd. Another new arrival is Cpl 'Jim' Berrey and his wife Anke,
posted in from 7 Sig Regt, Krefcld. Delta Tp now have a training team at
full strength and enjoy long coffee days with small work breaks. We say
farewell and good luck to our last recruits who pa ed off on the 3 lst
October and welcome to our long-haired civilian on 3rd November. ot
long after Chrisunas and the Troop will be doing laps of the square once
more-we can hardly wait.
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Lee O ' Rourke
Tp Sgt
Sgt Roy Carter
The Troop welcomes Capt Lee O'Rourke from his great pasta tour of
the Italian Army. We also welcome Cpl 'Jimmy' Frew and his wife
Gaynor who have joined us from unny Blandford. The Troop bas just
returned from Ex First ight and enjoy introducing recruits to the field.
Quote of the exercise: 'Cpl. when my hexi block runs out does it mean
my meal i~ ready?'
Sight of the exercise: A white pla tic 'Spar' bag with brown stripes
which a recruit had camouflaged to make it le s conspicuous when
removed from his bergen.
CHARITY EVENTS
On unday 14 October 1997 the recruits and permanent staff of Delta
Tp held a Sponsored Car Push in aid of the Childrens Hospice for the
Eastern Region. The event was held at the Steeple Morden annual Vintage
Car Rally and was organised by John Brown. The qn 21C Capt Mick
Bohanan made good use of his local contact and made the initial
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arrangements with the event orgamsers. The aim was to push an old
Austin 7 around as many I km laps as possible. The event began early wnh
much gusto and speed but as the recruit.~ began to reach the 30km point
they began to suspect the pennanent staff of adding more weight to the car
By the end of the day they had reached an impressive 35km but it was not
to end there. As a grand finale two teams were selected to race the car
around a l/4mile 'go-cart' track. The first team made an impressive time
of I min 49sccs. The second team was allowed a re-run as some
skulduggery had crept in the previous team had left the car in gear and
caused a slow start until the problem was rectified. On their proper run the
second team managed a draw and shared the two slabs of beer donated by
John Brown. While this was going on Cpl Jez 'Mad as a balloon'
Bromley set up a RRB on loan from 24 Air Mob Bde This proved to be a
popular display with both the public and recruits alike who all now sported
Corps tickers. Our thank to Maj Watts and SSgt J. Alger for their
assistance in supplying RRB I it did not look out of place in a vintage car
rally! Over £200 was collected on the day and the running total now stands
at over £1200. The event was a huge success helping children with
terminal illness and introducing the recruits to the Army tradition of fund
raising and aid to the community.
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From a cast of thou and the four female permanent staff from ATR
Bassingboum represented the Regiment at the Blandford Tower Royal
Signals Half Marathon on Sunday 19 October 1997. The girls were very
ucce sful and won the ladies team event. hown from !ell to right the
team consi led of Cpl icola Coombs, Capt Lisa Taylor, Cpl Lorna
Banks and LCpl Fiona Molloy. pecial Congratulations to Cpl Coomb
who was third female overall with a time of !hr 40min . The team wa ·
particularly impressed with the encouragement given by ex-recruits who
acted as marshals. Capt Taylor, Cpl Coombs, Cpl Banks and Cpl
Kelson have gone on to win the team event at the RAF Hen low I0-mile
Road Race on 12 ovember. The girls are currently top of the
Lincolnshire Services Cro Country League and are expected to release
their first hit si ngle in the new year.
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RXF.RC I E BRADLEY WAGI (YOKKSHIRE DALES THR FF
PEAKS)- 14T H/15TH I OVEMUER 1997
O C Bradley Troop 97C-Lt S. W. Ba r lt rop AGC(ETS)
. Ex Bradley Wagi was. o_ne of those 'what a good idea ' moment.<; durin,
a lu ll in the CMS(R) tram111g programme !hence the name) . Little did th~
permanent staff (PS) realise what a Pandora's box they had opened If
they had the OC wou l_d probably have been shot on the spot! Very soo.n a
cun111ng plan was dev ised whereby a date was identified when an attempt
on .the Yorbhire Dales three peaks would be feasible. With backing from
th i.: CO, w ho had vague memories of domg the walk even before OC
Brad ley Tp was alive. the full might of the Bradley Tp p swung into
action . Under the thorough guidance of gt A nthea Burdus practical
mail er . such _a s food, equipment, transport and communications were
dea lt w~t h whtlst d 1e OC pont ificated about how nice it would be for the
a pprenti ce~ to CnJOY the cha llenges of hill walk ing while wandering off in
~ h e opposite d1rcct1on. No o_nc was spa red. Even the Sqn Comd, Maj
Im Pate rson wa' roped 111 to lead a team round the three peaks. He
was unfortunately una~lc to use the excuse of, · 11 w ill be good to get me
o ut o f th e office d uri ng the week' routine, as the exerc ise had been
pl anned for a Saturday. For t~e apprentices it was a chance to do vital
~ t a~ 11rn a nd endu rance tra1111 11 g. the course bei ng over 25m il es lo ng
whil st ga 111mg a 'fcl I good factor' fro m ra isi ng money for the G urkh ~
Welfare Trust.
A

263 (Harrogate) Signal Squadron
Army Apprentices College
Arborfield

'QUADRO, UPD TE
.
.
The 'quadron continues to be in a very bu y pe~1od followin g autumn
i.:.1n:
c,·erthele · the re ha been the opportunit) to complete some
extra activ1tie which are detailed i.n thi article. By the time th1 1
printed the current • cnior term, colt Tp 97B . will ha.ve. moved on. to
Blandford whilst the juniors will be well e tabh hed w1thm their ec~nd
term. Jnnuarv 199< will sec intake 98 of approx11nately I 00 ATs amvc
and begin training within the quadron. A few face . ha.ve changed too. A
,·ekome to Cpl Ye ndell from Germany and cheerio to Sgt Anthea
Burd us. The very best'' ishe for the foture.
DIARY OF EXER CI E IBERIAN (TIGER) 1997-A COMPILATIO
b' T Mucrs and Ca pt ewell
·The College saw an expedition go to Spain during the autum_n rec _to
complete ome arduou mountaineering in the Pyrenee . This exerc1 e
wa led bv C ap t · Arn1ani Versace· Newell with Capt ·Daz' aul and
Cp l · 1ike' C handler with nine Apprentice . The diary i. below.
F rid a ' 24th O ctober 1997-A the un fell on Friday night we all
tarted to feel excited. The next morning would bring the beginning of a
week of adventure in and around the Pyrene~'ln Mountains.
aturdav 25th Octobe r 1997-The alann clock rang and signalled
0330hrs and as I ro e J felt more nervous now than before. l dressed and
picked up my bergan before checking on the rest of the ATs involved,
K enned \.\ G rier on, Re nsha\\ . and S mit h 066. We all set off for the
Guardroom at 0350hrs ready for a 0400hrs parade. We loaded our bergan
on to the tran it van and waited for the REME ATs to arrive Barker,
Brown , Rees and l\taid er. We climbed on to the mini-bus 20mins late and
et off for Luton Airport. either Kennedy nor myself had flown before
owe were looking forward to the experience. At 0700hrs the flight left
and a I watched the ground fade away I sat back and thought of the
week's
adventure
ahead.
The
plane
landed
an
hour
and a half later and we all ampled our first Spani h coffees in the
airport at Barcelona. Ca pt Newell and Capt Sa ul went off to the Tourist
Information before we headed to the train station. The first train we caught
took us into Barcelona itself where we changed onto another ervice.
Some of us lipped iato our wann-weather clothing as the temper_ature had
begun to rise. Thi time we at for 2 ~ hours on a tram headmg north
towards the Pyrenees. We then had to wail for a connection in a town
called Ripoll for a few hours. All of us AT were sprawled out on the
station platform in the blazing sun and I realised then how good this week
could end up being.Our next stop was a place called Ribes de Fre er where
the D went into the Touri t Information and sorted things out. We found a
supermarket and bought up provisions for the mountaineering ahead. We
then took a final train up the mountain to the tiny village of Queralbs
where we found our campsite closed but a hostel open. There was only a
short time for a walk around and ll bite to eat before we all enled back to
bed and worried about the climb we had to look forward to the next day.
unday 26th O ctober 1997- Reveille couldn't come soon enough for
some of us, more nerves then excitement. We caught a train to the small
monastery at uria at the base of Puigmal. We had the chance to grab a
coffee and as we drank coffee we thought of the height we had ahead of
us. We et off up the mountain and before long we realised breathing was
a little more difficult than expected but we carried on even though the
pace was slow. We arrived, and at 1330hrs that day we were all sat eating
lunch on the summit The view was incredible and we couldn't believe
the temperature on rhe top of the mountain, we all at at least I OOOmtrs
above the clouds . unbathing, it was all worth it

S ummit o f P ui gm al a t 2920mtrs (rear), ATs 'Ren ny' Ren s haw,
'Muery' Mue rs, 'Sm u dge r' Smith, C p l ' Mike' Ch and ler,
(front) ATs ' Paddy' Grie rson , Adm in Ke n ne d y, 'Maid i' Ma id er,
' Ervin' Brown , 'Ree' Rees, 'B rains' Ba rke r
Aft1.r an hour on the top we started to descend and this was ju t as
painful as 1hc climb. AT mith and my elf ended up with some lovely
hlistcrs to sort out. We dropped 2000mtrs to the train station at Queralbs
10

and licked our wounds wa it ing for the train . The train journey took us
back to Ribes de Fre er and eventually we reached Ripoll late in the night
where we e entually booked in to a ho tel. We a ll s howered and shaved
and as we orted our kit out, AT Grierson, AT Ren haw and myself all
felt pleased with our achievement that day.
1onday 27th October 1997 ·A reveille arrived with a vengcan~e we
all ro e to a stiff feeling all over our legs and arms- better stretch oft next
lime! We all knew that the day was going to involve some travelling o as
we made our way to the station we looked forward to a few hours of rest
before we tarted the coastal walk. As the day pa sed the train carried us
to Figures where we waited for a bu to take us to our final destination
ea t of Port dcl la elva. We were dropped off and began the challenge of
the few hour walk to Cadaque . This wa s totally different lo the
mountains- very rocky with lot of up and downs . Tired and weary we
arrived late and had to endure ome testing moment whilst the OS found
somewhere to tay. The camp ite was clo ed o we were forced to stay in
a hostel that night which wa a little primitive to say the least .
Tuesday 28th October 1997- We aro e the next morning and AT
·Paddy' Grierson wasn't feeling too good but aid he would bravely
crack on with that day's walking. Capt ewell wouldn ' t have given him
the choice. We thought thi walk would be easier than the mountain well it was, but only very slightly and with ' Paddy ' ill it was slow going.
As walking became extremely painful for the other and m yself we
stopped for lunch. We ate o_u r rations. and ~II too o_on we were up and
going again . A our de unatton came mto sight, o did th_e ram clouds. It
soon began to rain worse than I'd ever een on any exerc1 e. We still h~d
a fair di tance to go before we came to the Cape de Roses and the ram
absolutely drenched us. The walk became extremely painful for all the
ATs when the rain tarted- uddenly we weren ' t miling too much. We
arrived in Rose . our econd coastal base and apt ewell and Saul left
u on a wet sea-front whilst they disappeared off 10 find the Tourist
Information. By the time they returned we all re embled sponges. The
place we tayed in that night was slightly better than the night before and
we were all very glad to get a shower and tried to dry our drenched kit
out. We were all pleased with the achievement so far and were in high
pirits.
Wed nesday 29th October 1997-Reveille from our slumber was not
enjoyable especially when we saw the continuing storms ou_tside. The_OS
decided to delay our departure for an hour to see 1f the rams and wmds
would ease, which thankfully they did. We all took our waterproofs off
and started to walk south along the coastal path . ll was a pleasure to do
some trekking following the heavy days on the mountains and hills. The
coastal walking was undulating and we covered some considerable
distance despite the on !aught of the storms again . Eventually we arrived
on the beach after a small adventure involving a bridge and a river- thi
had saved us about Skm. It was approximately 1430hrs and we had to
make fast progress due to the encroaching tides. We were not going to be
lucky that day and as the tide rushed over the ground we were walking
on. we all noticed how far we still had to go. Our speed increase was
quite mas ive but not before we all got wet feet and ankles. We came.to a
small estuary that was impo sible to cross afely so Ca pt ewell decided
to head inland up to the first bridge. By this time the rain had stopped but
the wind seemed to slow our progress south. Once back on course we
continued south along the empty wind-swept coast until we eventually
arrived at L' Escala at 2000hrs in the darkness.
T hursday 30th October 1997-The next day of the expedition saw
some more relaxed walking, as we were all very sore. The storms eemed
to be subsiding but the sun wa struggling to make itself felt. The waves
that day were huge. There was only one bus that day which slowly took
us across the Catalonian countryside to the ancient medieval city of
Girona. In Girona we were to catch the train to Barcelona.
Frid ay 31st Octob er 1997-The next day we had a walk around the
town and cathedral of Girona before heading south on our way to
Barcelona. The train journey lasted a few hour and was one of the le s
enjoyable of the trip, with AT Ba rke r managing to catch the flu. We
arrived in Barcelona all a little weary and after booking into a hostel we
all just went out for a bite to eat before heading to our beds all exhausted
from the week's adventure.
Saturday I st ovemb er 1997-0ur slumber was broken by a knock at
the door from C pl C ha ndler at 0600hrs and a sharp warning that we had
I Sm ins to wash and pack our bergans and be ready to move out to the
train station. As we all moved at the speed of light I took a minute to
reflect on the past week and realised how much I had enjoyed it. It had
gone all too soon and before I knew it r was heading o ut of the hostel to
the station. As the train pulled in to the airpo1t on time we all relaxed and
made our way towards the boarding gate before getting on the plane and
awaiting take-ofT. The flight passed quickly and the week of adventure
was over. As we climbed onto the minibus which had dropped us off a
week earlier, I think we all felt glad that we had gone on the exped ition
a nd were sure we had spent our money and leave wisely.
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It's all for charity, mate.
Team Three resplendent atop the first peak, lngleborou g h

Pause for breath en route to lngleborough (L-Rl: Apprentices
Gralton, Berry, Lt Barltrop, Levey, Kennedy, Morgan
_On the day three teams of 18 apprentices achieved the aim of 25 .5
miles. m under twelve hours a m a~nificent effort con idering their short
amount of tlme 1~ tl'llmmg, _only nme weeks into CMS(R). The OC had
the honour of bemg the quickest rou~d the route, despite being the last
team to leave the start pomt and p1ck111g a team with the shortest legs so
he would be able to keep up . For the apprentices it was a moment to
savour true. success, whil s t for others s uch as AT Mousely it wa a
voyage of discovery, to see heep, work out how tile work. and how to
tighten the buckle on a Karrimor ruck ack.

The clouds clear. Team Three was give n the
best views of the da y
Full ma r ~s were al o awarded to the admin team of Sg t n t hea
Burdu s, wllh LSgt Still on o 5 cookset and pans and C pl Co li n
B rot hcrston and.C pl 'Rob· l\1cCorkell as the demon-driving duo. As a
real test of stamma Ex Bradley Wagi wa just that as 24hrs later the
Troop was d~ployed onto • ali bury Plain for Ex Final Fling. their
M. (R) conhrn1atory test exercise, so well done to all those who took
part, _apprentice and P alik~. T O'Con ner write ; Can you imagine
walk mg up a.n<l down three d1fTerent mountains, a distance of 25.5 mile
m the moonlight as •veil as daytime, in the wind and rain and all in under
121u·s? Well that is what a chosen few from Bradley Tp, 263 ig qn did
on tl~e 15th ovember 1997 in Yorkshire to rai e money for the Gurkha
Welfare Tru t chanty.
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On Friday 14th . 20 e xcited _m_ember of Bradley Tp left camp at
2300hrs for the long four hour mm1bus ride up to York hire. Upon arrival
we were greeted by_ a hearty breakfa t prepared by our Tp gts, Sgt
Burdus and LSgt Still. The walk tarted early in the darknes at 0500hr
and we were off. The walk 1tsel f was very tiring but a lot of fun at the
same time. _ot only were we raising money for charity but it also taught
us about the importance of working as a team. Everyone had to pu h each
other along and work together. Along the route we bad four checkpoints
so we could get down plenty of food a nd hot drink . The e breaks
boo ted our morale because people were telling us we could do it and it
wa~n ' t far to go _
(liars!). We nav_igate~ our way over the three peaks
ou1 selves to pra.:uce our map read mg skills and our u e of compasse . In
the last ~ew miles of the walk people soon began to feel low. with their
leg ac~mg and feet starting to get blisters. However. as soon as we aw
the fimsh, the Pen-y-Ghent cafe, the pain disappeared and we regained
our JOiiy moods. We felt very proud of ourselves a well as glad that it
was all over at. the same time. When we reached the Apprentice College
that mght at m1dmght the rest of Bradley Tp welcomed u home. I really
en)OY~d the walk but am now unsure if I'd want to do it again as 25.5
miles 1 a long way!
AT Haase writes: Ex Bradley Wagi was a great idea for a fund rai ing
event b:>: the Tp Comd .for the Gurkha Welfare Trust. The idea wa for 18
Royal Signals ApprentJ~e from Bradley Tp to hike over the three peaks
(Inglebor?ugh, Wberns1de and Pen-y-Ghent) in the Yorkshi re Dales. It
was ongmal, was of great int~re~t for the new recruits and a great
challenge for everybo~y. The maJonty of the Troop wanted to be involved
so a .renod of weedmg out began a couple of weekends before the
exercise. The Ex hopefuls et off on a short orienteering course around the
local area of the co.liege. Thi wa ucce sful for some, wherea others
took tbe more cemc extra 8km _route turning a day navex into a night
navex. This gave a clue as to which 1 walkers to pick. The I selected
were th~n broken down into three groups, led by C pl Lowe. Lt Barltrop
and Maj P a ter so n. The teams were now ready to go. The big day arrived
an.d. aft.er a normal working day in the college the team boarded the
numbu es at 2300hrs. Upon arrival at Horton in Ribble dale everyone wa
excited and rarmg to go. We received our first of many meals from Sgt
Burdus, L gt S till, C pl McCorkell and C pl Brotherston. By 0520hrs
we ' ere_off, along with laj Pa terson ' hou e ized bergan. The hard
unf?rg1ving terram began with the ummit of lngleborough that we
achieved by 0720hrs. By the time we reached the next peak ofWhern ide
II seemed as 1fall the taffwanted to get in on the act a I aw the CO. Lt
Col Moor e how up and walk along with us.
The CO left ~ as we came to the final checkpoint before we began the
pamful a cent of Pen-y-Ghent, the final peak with our bli tered feet Two
hour ·. later w_e were up and o\·er the worst and ucceeded in completing
the distance m !es than 12 hour , gaining us entry into the three peaks
club. After more food 11 wa back to a hero' welcome :·ronr the rest of
the Troop m Arborfield.
97C PE 'EY T ROOP-CAPT D SAUL
A VIEW O F CM (R) WEE KS 9 A D 10
Weck9
~s the end, of the term rapidly approache" the ~pprentice of Penney Tp
begm to look ahead toward the delight of emor term; freedom, more
A Fl .runs and the classroom. However, there remained two daunting
and testmg hurdles to overcome the first of tho c being Ex Final Fling.
The t~oop. deployed on a cold and miserable Monday morning. bound for
the wmd _wept o~ennc s of a far away land, where life as "e kno\\ it no
longer exists- ah bury Pl~ i n. On de-bus, ing fro m the troop carriers of a
modern rmy the apprentice were uddenly overcome by that dreaded
feeling of 'Oh dear, we 're here!' The permanent staff on dc-bussing from
their transport, which ha only recently begun to resemble that ~lf the
regu lar m1y. could on ly mi le.

,,

O'er tJ, nc. t -h hoim. the apprentices were to experience se:-'~ml n_ew
ph ·n menon rain, cold and tabbing! The • kill of personal admm1 t rall~n
be<.-amc all too apparent when at first light o~ Day Two.,47 masked AT_':
l d in ·B ·uil!>. \\ere bugged out of their harbour m torrenttal mm.
I anng behind them 400mll of !~ping ba~s. Bergen ·s. ponch? and the
like. After th . BC pha. e the mm conttr ued to devour their morale.
enthusta m and will to live. The staff. safely wrapped m Go~ex, were
unmoved by the apprentices cries of 'help". 'mercy' and 'l can'• . Despite
the min th c.·cn:i:e progres cd without a single drama and thro.igh?ut _tl1c
da} the T"s were to indulg m cction ~ttack .• r~ce t?atrol and digging.
On the final morning at 0400hrs the AT . filled m their hell scrape and
headed off into th darknc for the final attack. The enem• . all 3 of them,
,, a. dug in some three cltcks to the ea t and of course the only way to reach
them wa. on foot. The move wa to cau
ome consternation to a number
of r~ who e Bergen ·s were by now heavier than ~em elve . On am val at
the FUP Cpl Yendell wa quick to remind us all of the potentially painful
pre. encc ol an electri fen ce- thank ! The attack was e.xecuted with tile
peed, preci ion and finesse that only a Troop of apprenttces can mas~er.
Th onlv hurdle that now remained for tile battle weary troop were fil ling
in _hell - crapes and a three K tab, in the rain, to breakfa t.
Wee!. 10
.
After the hard hip of two night on Salisbury Plain the apprentices were
now looking forward to a challenging and eventful day out _in London-or
at least that' what they tllought. Exerci. e London Learn 1s indeed a bof!a
fide exercise but so i Ex Basic Leadership. This i a 72hr exerc1 e that 1s
de igned to develop the character and _leadership abi~i~es of tile future of
our beloved Corp . but it do not mclude any Vl its W Londof!. So,
exactly one week after boarding the coache boun~ for Sah_bury Plam the
AT' were now boarding the same coache . tilts time headmg to London.

Morale "as sky high and miraculous ly no or~e had reported sick! . As the
coaches approached the camp gates the T s were so.on to reah .e that
London was going to be anuthcr two wee.ks away. ~ as 1c Leader;>htp had
arrived. di guised c unningly as a da} out m the capital. It wa a coup de
force· for the pem1anent staff as 81 solemn looking ~T 's were marched
aero s Bramley Training Area, all drcs. ed fo r a day out m London , to meet
tl1eir beloved Bergen's!
97 B SCOIT TROOP
CHIPS WITH EVERYTHING
by T Sheehan
On Friday 14tl1 ovember cot ~ Tp of 263 Sig qn went on an
educational isit to the Royal at1onal Theatre, London to watch a
producrion called ' hip :Vith E ve~t~ing' . On. arriving at th~ Royal
ational Theatre dres ed 111 best c1v1han clothmg, 36 quaddte sttll
managed to look out of place amongst the dedicated theatre lover· that
were sitting nearby. H3\·ing taken up the two centre row of the theatre, we
finally settled down to wa.tch the produ.ct ion which was based upon RAF
recruits in the same 1tuatton we were m back m May. We watched t11em
go through tlleir training, undergoing drill les on. , block in.s pections, and
lecture which was imilar to what we had experienced dunng MS (R).
Ther~ were numerou occasion that made people laugh but I think the
funnie t must have been when the recruits were attempting to ma ter the
complicated process of a left tum. Then there was al o the. occasion when
they were attempting to steal coal from a comp~und , whtle a guard was
patrolling it. ll came acros as a clever and dev1o~s plan that the ~vho l e
audience appreciated. The show was well acted with some recogmsable
faces in the cast including someone who ha tarred m Grange Htll.
Although the production lasted_for about 2 ~ how:s it managed to retain our
intere t and tile whole troop enjoyed the producnon.

11 Signal Regiment
Blandford

BLANDFORD TOWER HALF MARATHO
SUNDAY 19 OCTOBER 1997
The Blandford Tower Half Marathon which incorporates the Royal
Signals Team and Individual Champion hip was held in Blandford Camp
on unday 19 October 1997 sponsored by the Royal School of Signals. It
attracted some 176 official entries of which over I SO ran on the day.
The course was run over multi terrain and started in the morning at
11 OOhrs harp. In ideal weather conditions the runners ran around the
ports field complex. up and over the hill down to Tarrrant Monkton and
out onto the picturesque country ide ortheast of Blandford. The course
had changed from previous years in that the start and finish were located
on the sports fields . This change of location en~ured tile runners
competing in the half marathon event were out on the multi terrain course
quic kly and away from road and traffic . lt also ensured that the children's
race that were to be organised whilst the half marathon was in progress
were all held in and around the playing fields.
The children's races attracting ome 60 children including some from
local schools in the Blandford area. The under eight and under twelve
years of age children ran over a I mile course in and around the sports field
complex. Some of the mums gave valid support to their children by
joining in the races. TI1is was followed immediately by the under sixteen
year,, of age children, with them racing over a 3mile cross-country course.
All the children were awarded prizes and certificates at the end of their
race with the first three boys and girls in each age category being awarded
special prizes. The prizes were kindly presented after the races by 11 Sig
Regt CO's wife, Frances Canham.
The first runner over the line was SSgt Paul Buckley AOC of 216 Para
ig qn in a time of I hour 20 minutes 13 seconds followed by Mr Paul
Griffin of The 'eath Harriers. The first Royal Signals runner to cross the
finishing line was WO tewart Little, from The Bowman and
Dtgill'<lltion Military Trials Team located in Blandford Camp, who
finished in a creditable 3rd position in a time of I hr 20mins 4Ssecs.
The women's event was won by Mrs Jo Edwards from a local civilian
club who finished in a time of I hr 31 mins I 7secs followed by Cpl icola
oomb frc-m ATR Ba singboum in a time of I hr 40mins 19sces. In the
Team Championships, 7 Sig Regt took the major honours in the men 's
c~·ent with 216 Para Sig qn as the runners up. It was ATR Bassingboum
who took the winner's trophy for the women 's team event.

The Tower Ha lf Marathon including the children's race that were
organised raised in excess of £600 wh ich is soon to be donated to the
Royal Signals Association and loca l chari ties. The plann ing for next ycar·s
event will start in the early part of 1998 with details being forwarded to all
uni ts, agam schedul ed to be organised in the month of October.

3 (HARROGATE) SQ ADRO
CHILDREN IN NEED
by W02 Abbott
One of the mo t unusual challenges was presented to the I J Sig Regt
Tug of War ream recentl y, but all fo r a very worthy cause. In support of the
RB TV Children m Need Appeal a Dor ·et based company had a
' brainstom1ing' idea to hold an aircraft Tug of War challenge event at
Bournemouth International Airport. Euroscot Express Limited invited the
Reg iment to enter a team of 12 to pull a 40 ton I04- eater pl ane over a
distance o f lOOmlrs against a team from Royal Marines based in Poole.
The event would be . ponsored by local compames and telev ised by a crew
from BBC outh Today headed by the presenter Sally Taylor. The
ch allenge was readil y acccptl!d as an opportunity to capitalise on PR as
well as supporting the annual charity appeal.
Recruitme nt of (vo lunteer) team members was prioritised by the
necessity for cxpen ~ nce and strength. The secondary consideration was
centred on avail abil ity. In the hurt and limited amount of time allowed
team members traim:d using 4-ton mi litary vehicles to simulate a 'dead
weight' wheeled mass. One vehicle proved easy enough so two were
strnpped together ano pulled over various distances in a number of styles.
During t11c preparation phase official Pudsey Bear sponsorship forms were
deployed around the Garrison in pursuit of contributions for the Children
in Need Appeal.
On Wcdnc day 19 ovember, with eager anticipation and a coach load
of supponers, the team arrived at Hem Airport. After a hort briefing for
both teams rope. were attached to the two aircraft parked on the apron
directly in front of the terminal building. In the knowledge that the winner
would be the team to pull their aircraft over the finish line in the fastest
time both teams listened and watched carefully for the start signal. At tile
drop of a flag by Sally Taylor with a simultaneous shout of, ' Pull!' the
race was on. With muscle straining and lungs gasping for air both teams
applied every possible effort towards the finish markers. Shouts of
encouragement from the CO, 2IC and Kohima Tp supporters indicated
that the Regimental team had won by the narrowest of margins (one
metre). Despite this confirmed advantage the organisers suggested a
second pull to decide a 'clear' winner. Such a proposition was nor readily
accepted, we thought they were joking, until we realised the aircraft were
being returned to the tart position. Fortunately, a shon burst of cloud
brought a welcome respite and a chance for some much needed recovery
time. Whilst sheltering, on the Euroscot aircraft, team tactics were
discus ed and encouragement flowed until the rain stopped.

Sqn Comd
Maj D. J. Lumb
SSM
W02 (S M) C. J. Udell
3 (Harrogate) Sqn has now formed and are currently residing in
temporary accommodation whilst awaiting the refurbishment of their old
Squadron offices. The Squadron scored its first success by winning tile
Inter Squadron Boxing Competition, the standard of boxing was
outstanding but more of that later.
ULSTER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Oliver
Tp SSgt
Sgt Les Crowder
Like the remainder of the Squadron, Ulster Tp has been busy with the
changes taking place in the Regiment. Initially the Troop was responsible
for the administration of both Up-Graders and Basic Technicians, but now
looks after the up-graded Corporals and the Basics awaiting driver training
on completion of their trade training. Looking to the future, the
Troop cadre are looking forward to conducting both military and
adventurous training after Christmas, for the soldiers awaiting driver
training.
LIGHTNING TROOP
by Cpl Levick
Tp Comd
WOl Bob Banner
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jeff Morris
After weeks of anticipation and rumours of great things. 'option to
change' eventually reached 3 (Penney) Sqn. With a great deal of
organisation and planning the transformation to 3 (Harrogate) Sqn finally
happened, executed witll tbe finesse which can only be associated with the
military. Maj D. J. Lumb, took the helm of 11 Sig Regts ' new flagship on
27 October l 997 witll W02 (SSM) dell, in charge of shiny boots and
haircuts at his side. The formation of the Squadron gave rise to two new
Troops, and in keeping with the Regiment's policy of Troops being
affi liated to field units these were aptly named Lightning Tp (affiliated Lo
14 Sig Regt) and Ulster Tp (affi liated to IS Sig Regt). The Troop began as
a combination of the Corps finest T2-TI Up-Grader Technicians and, to
even the balance, Basic Technicians, all under the caring eye of their
Troop cadre. This ha now changed to Basic Technicians only. The Troop
cadre are SSgt 'days to do' Jeff Morris and Cpls Mick Delaney and
Dave Rogers. 3 (Harrogate) Sqn are now easily recognisable by their
hiny blue tabs that they all sport so proudly. Squadron members will be
pleased to hear that the introduction of Troop flashes will commence early
1998, all design ideas are welcome!!!
REGIMENTAL BOXING CHAMPIO SHIPS
by Sig Stojanovic (Team Captain)
Boxing training for 3 (Harrogate) Sqn tarted in September 1997 with
many eager soldiers turning up for the early morning runs. Training
consisted of circuit training and cardiovascular-in other words long run
and the dreaded track ses ions! As the weeks pas ed by and tile weather
worsened the squad got smaller and smaller until we were left with a total
of 15 boxers. Finally (after weeks of running) we saw the inside of a ring
for the first time-the boxing gym was now open. The 'boxing skills'
training started in earnest with Cpl ·Ro y· Rosendale and W02 (SSM)
Eric Udell putting everyone through their pace , the tuition wa top notch
and everyone responded really well, training hard and fighting hard for
Squadron pride. After five week of boxing skills this brought us to the
preliminary round , where from our quad of 15 we ended up with 11
finali ts in 7 weight categories. The finals were fought our in front of the
entire Regiment including over 100 Officers, S CO 's and VIP guests.
Thi made for a great atmosphere on the night.

The Griffin Memoria l Trophy, awarded for the first Royal
Signa ls competitor being presented to,
W01 Stewart Little by the CO 11 Sig Regt, Lt Col T.W. Canham

Cpl Nicola Coombs ATR Bassingbourn
being presented the runners women's trophy by
the CO 11 Sig Regt. Lt Col T.W. Canham

The start process was repeated and tired aching mu cles were forced
into action . With an unbelievable amount of energy and effort, inspired by
the trusty supporter . the Regiment' aircraft ero cd the line a clear
I Omtrs ahead of the Royal Marines. After a very sporting hake of band
and team photographs the official result was announced, 2 nil to 11 Sig
Regt. ot only had the team won both 'pulls' but tile 11 Sig Regt aircratl
was laden with an extra balfa ton of aviation fuel. The" double-whammy'
wa that we i1r luded a female team member. A tremendous result for team
esteem, the Children in ced Appeal and justification for the presence of
such a unique group of supporters led by two high ranking ·cheer-leaders'.
eedless to say that there were a large number of eyes (and videotapes) on
the evening BBC outh Today report for our brief fraction of stardom.
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A consolid:11ion of the team sponsorshi p forms showed that a total of
£850 had been plcdg<!d. Team mcmb.:rs were; W02 (RQ\1 ) Abbott,
W02 (SQ:\lS) Goudge, Cpl's Cowlard, Delaney, Gemmell and Rogers,
LCpl Hayes, ig's Crawford, Davies, foses and Treen and \ctr Gray.
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3 Sqn result were as follow :
Light weight
Sig 'Elvis· Costello stopped Sig ' Sarah' Ferguson , in the
3rd round.
Light Welter
Sig ' Igor' Stojanovic, stopped Sig 'Prezzie" Preston in
the 3rd round.
Welter Weight Sig 'Micky' O'Rourke topped Sig ' immo' immons
in the 3rd round. (A String)
Welter Weight Sig ' Whitey' Whitlock won on points from team mate
Sig "Big Game' Hunter. (A Iring)
Light Middle
Sig ' Yozzer' Hughes. wa defeated by ig 'Droopy'
Durward (2 qn) in a very hard fought fight. Although
Hughe wa defeated hi excellent perfom1ance merited
him tile Best Runner Up Award.
Middle Weight Sig 'Shiny' Shipley defeated ig ' Fairy' Fairley in the
first round with an e ccllent boxing (B
tring)
performance.
Light Heavy
Sig ' Ziggy' Alexander proved himself best boxer on the
night with a tunning boxing performance again t ig
·Prickley' Hickley.
Heavy Weight Sig 'Kings ' Lynn defeated ig 'Chicken' Currie to end
an excellent night for the quadron team.
The Comd RS , Col C. L. Le Callais pre ented the pnze · and tt
was with pride that I collected the trophy on behalf of the quadron , we
then all retired to the gts Mess for much back lapping and beer
drinking.
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The Trovp can feel justifiabl) proud of it · ell~. having bat~led against
manpO\\Cr gaps and ma111tainmg \~ell oYcr 500~ 1t~ms o~ eq~1pment, an_d
commg through it all .to gai n I 9 900_1 accr~d ttat1on . Life m TM Tp !S
busier than ever. but 1s alway full ol surprise ·. The next challenge 1s
eagerly awaited

Sig 'Igor' Stojanovic collects the Champion Sqn Boxing Trophy
from the Comd RSS, Col C. L. Le Gallais
Lr\'1. -GIN CHRISTMA DI1 NER
bv ig La,~ton
·The oldiers Chri unas Dinner wa held on Thursday 11 December
1997. The Comd RSS, Co l C. L. Le Galla is as i ted by a number of
officers, WO's and l\CO's led the charge to feed the hungry ma ses.
Hundreds of impatient Signallers waited for their food and before long tl1e
tarter was erved. Everyone tucked into their bowls of oup and before
long demanded more. Everyone was surprised that the cookhou e ~va able
to produce something edible and was looking forward to the ma111 meaL
Before long turkey, with stufftng and the trimmings arrived, (What's going
on?), we wondered. Are we really in the cookhouse? Everyone tucked 111
and before long plate were empty and people were happy and fulL
However. that' not to ay there wasn ' t room for des en; chocolate gateau.
Chri unas pudding and chee ecake-what more could we a k for. To the
:iccompaniment of Chri rmas song everyone joked and laughed. Crackers
were shared and it was obvious to all that the night was a great ucce s.

I N 1EMORY
In 194 1 o . I anadian ignals Reinforcement Unit was e tablished at
the garrison in Cove, Hunts (nea~ A lde1 hot). to process newly. arrived
ionallers from Kingston, Ontano and provide ongomg rra111111g and
ad':'ninistrative support. This garri O!l in Cove became the 0rst Engl_ish
home for thousands of Royal Canadian orp of 1gnal soldiers arnvmg
a. reinforcements from .anada.
At the end oflhe war, on 26 Jul y 1945 a memorial aim wa unveiled at
o. I Canadian ignal Rein forceme nt Unit by Maj Gen E. G. Weeks.
The Cairn commemorated the service of Canadian Signallers during the
war and contained a nominal roll of ome 12,000 members of the
Canadian ignal Corp who had passed through the camp. On 18th June
1975 the camp was tran ferred to the Royal Engineers and it was decided
to re-locate the Cairn to preserve this important part of Canadian and
British military heritage. The new location of the Cairn was .Roo evelt
Garden in Blandford amp; a Umted tates memorial designed and
constructed by a U oldier at the time when the Camp was occupied by
the US General Hospita l during the econd World War. In _July of this
year. the very kind permission w~s given to move the Cairn from Its
location in Roosevelt Gardens to its pre ent po 1t1on on 1lawke Parade
Square. to the right of the Corps Memorial. Initial attempts to transpol1 the
original Cairn failed due to its design and weakem_ng of the truc~re over
time and the deci ion was then made to proceed with the construction of a
new Cairn from Portland tone.
On ovember 8 a 30 man guard of I Squadron 11 ig Regt ,
commanded by Capt Kyle Barker, participated in a ceremony for the
rededication of the Canadian aim on Hawke Parade Square. Brig Gen
W. S. (Bill) Richard CD, wa the reviewing ofncer for the red_edication,
representing former members of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals and
the serving member of the Canadian Commu111cat1ons and Electromcs
Branch. The ceremony was attended by the Comd RS , Col LeGallais
OBE, and the CO 11 Sig Regt, Lt Col Canham , as well as several retired
and serving Signallers from Canada and a number of veteran members of
the Corp now residing in variou . area of England. The Cairn c~ntmues
to commemorate the wartime service of thousands of Canadian Signallers
who found a Kingston-like home among t the green and plea ant fields of
southern England in the midst of the turmoil of the econd World War.

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT AWARDED THE BIRTWISTLE
Pl<: NANT FOR SPORTI G SUCCESS-APRIL 1995-APRIL 1996
The Regiment was awarded the BirtwiMle Pennant for Sporting Success
for It~ achicvc1m:nts in the sporting arena covering tht: period April 1995
to Apn l 1996. The original Pennant was unavailable earlier thb year for
prescntat1011 so Commander I I (ARRC) Sig Bde, Brig D. J. WiJls
awmded a new Pennant to the Regiment on a flying visit to Blandford.
During the award ceremony the Brigadier took the opportunity to meet and
chat with just a few of the up and corning stars who will ensure the
Reg11n.:nt reta111s the Pennant for Sporting Success in the Year April 1996
to April IQ97.

The New Birtwistle Pennant

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF THE CORPS CAP
BADGE 'JIMMY'?- FIND OUT AT
Some up and coming gladiators and an old geezer in combats
who sneaked into the picture

www.royalsignals .aimy.org.uk/museum/

...

MND (SW) HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BANJA LUKA METAL FACTORY
LETTERS FROM LODESTAR!
Sqn Comd
Maj N. A .W Pope
RSM
WOJ (RSM) J. Howell-Walmsley

(L-R): S ig S tuart, Sig Widdison, S ig Piff, Sig S tojanovic
TM T ROOP
TM Tp has seen quite a tum round of personalities since it la t appeared
111 The Wire. We have said farewell to gt Ia n Middlemiss, C pl haron
Loth ian, (The idea of literally tilling your car with polystyrene on the day
you left was entirely that of M rs Linda Burn, and had nothing at all to do
with Fo
teve Davis!), Fl, W right, Paul Ra lf and Rob Jennin g , as
well as '\1r imon hclton who moved on promotion to AEMCA. The
total Troop manpower was cut by 30 per cent in one day when SWS
cction wa poached away to life at the sharp end with HQ RSS. In tum
we also welcome to our midst Sgt Mick O penshaw, C pls Kev Dawes and
1artin Farnfi eld as well as Mr I Ega n and Mr ruck Tilley. All appear
to have settled in well. gt Mick O penshaw proving himself to be a more
than adequate replacement for gt Ian Middlemiss, his tale of how to
survive an avalanche have left u all in awe. Cpl Elaine Ra lf has had 'an
int.:reMing year'. She started by completing her re ettlcment and duly
handed in her kit before leaving to start a new career a a chicken packer.
Within three months she was welcomed back to TM Troop as a civilian
technician, five months on again and she is back in the Anny, busy
clearing the backlog of PTAs that built up while she was away!
In recognition of the close ties that TM Tp retains with the SWS
cctton. a Bowling afternoon was arranged. It soon became obvious that
Sgt Ste~e Jones does not retire to Secure Workshops, but heads off to the
Bo" hng Alley every day! How el e can a 200 plus score be explained.
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Brig Gen W. S. Richard CD (left), with some of the
Canadian Veterans

Some of t he Vete ra ns gathe red by th e Me moria l
T HE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1998

SQUADRO HQ
Dear All ,
If you were to say that the Puking Panthers (209) had replaced the Rats
(207), but that the wans and Black Adders were taying in place you
might think I was talking about ome sort of zoo. You would po sibly be
right although in this ca e the phra e covers the latest roulement of Royal
Signals unit in Bo nia. The only animal is W02 (Fofs) 'Zoo' Willia ms,
the Foreman of209 Sig qn !
A major estab li shment rewrite has seen the amalgan:iation o'. the
Brigade and theatre Signal Squadrons to form a composite _D1v1s1onal
Signal Squad ron. With an all up strength of around 350 soldiers. 1t 1 a
large train set for the OC to play with. The Comms Ops Orbat continues to
grow apace. The Squadron culn1ral officer. Capt Andy Perc iva l,
continues to plumb new depths as Ops Ofl'r. The Adjt, Capt 'Admin'
Dave Drinkall, does his be t to keep the OC and Squadron in order! 03
Comms!Plans Capt Jim Langley i set to return to Bramcote to !?read
mayhem a Tech Adjt. His shoes (and his very well used duvet) will be
tilled by the Mark 2 cultural officer. Capt Mark Corn ell. The 03 CIS,
Capt Colin Russell (Virus) has now moved into the Op Room- a move
that coincided with the breakdown of every LA in theatre. The assistant
Op Officer, Lt Mike Wong, was last seen out on the Lash (very in joke).
The Trunk System is over een by Sgt (FofS) 'Tes' Brown and S. gt
(YofS) '!?'?'!?'? Sutcliffe in inimitable style. 'Zoo' ha made the redesign
of the Ops Room a daily activity, whilst W02 (YofS) ndy ' wampy '
Drummond sleeps on and the whole set up is controlled by LCpl Main
and LBdr Gerrard.
A St Andrew ' Supper and Medal Parade was held on 30 ovember
1997 to celebrate the awarding of LS & GC Medal to W02 (SSM) Kevin
Simmons, gt Mark Swain and Sgt teve Bell RLC and The
Accumulated Campaign ervice Medal to W02 (RQM ) John Gibso n.
A well a presenting the medals Comd 19 Mech Bde, Br ig A. D. A.
Dunca n DSO OBE also pre ented Warrant to both the R M and W0 2
( IM) Simmons prior to being dined out of the Brigade by the Squadron.
The dinner wa an excellent affair that went extremely moothly, although
Sgt Andy Haye~ almost gave a toa t to the Adjt and R M thanks to the
cxcelient advice given by Ca pt Grant Peden!
I lope to see you both soon, ick
T HE WI RE, FEB RUARY 1998

Q ARTERMASTER'S DEPARME T
QM
Maj Tony C rease Scots D G
RQMS (Tech)
W0 2 (RQM ) Steve T inkler
Dear All,
The handover/takeover of the Squadrons was the precursor to a bu y
time for all involved. With the on et of winter there have been frantic
preparations to ensure that the welfare of the soldiers both on the hill top
ites and those in Banja Luka are catered for. W 02 (RQ 'I ) John
Gibson is presently wondering bow to top the Divisional water reserve
from freezing and becoming the bigge t lollipop in Europe. Sgt Lin e . i
keeping up diplomatic relation by not talking to anyone, it save him
aying
0 which often offend ! LCpl Morri on bas thankfully
developed her card kills during the evenings, leading to the DOwo·
clerk being indebted to the quadron for the re t of the tour.
ig (now LCpl) Allcock and ig Ardron have managed to alienate the
whole of Comm Tp in one day and are pre ently working on the
remainder of the quadron, before moving onto the Div HQ. US meal
ready to eat (MRE ) keep appearing in the department, forcing the RQ to
a k who is doing dodgy deal with the American .. He wants a Hum\'ee,
not MRE ! The SQM . SSgt Lenny Martin, has been ta ked with orting
out the welfare account. He ha tran formed hi accommodation into the
biggest Radio Rentals in theatre. having five banks of atellite tele\•i ion
running at any one time. gt Ma rk Swain, recently stolen from ODA. l~a
been ta ked with orting out IT equipment. What that has to do wnh
continued trip to plit no one has yet worked out. till he eem to be
happy. With that we will close and send you another report honly.
infonning the out ide world how deep the now gets over here.
All the best. Ton_
1T DEPA RTME T
MTWO
W 0 2 tu Conway
·
Dear gt 'Taff' Dav is,
The MT has now ettlcd into its chief role of providing a Taxi and Tour
Operator ervice, for all ba ed in the BLMF and further afield. In betwec!n
of course, we do carry out vital resupply. A panicularly difficult location to
get to, Paljenic"s unmanned ite, appears to be jinxed. Afkr getting boned
in, then in olved in a RTA, (not L pl Lee Taylor ' fault), and finally not
being able to start the donkey engine (not LCpl Lee Taylor 's fault). he will
launch a fourth and hopefully final attempt to complete this mi sion!
Congratulations are in order for LCpls 'L<!nnie' Lyon and Ka rl H arris
on their recent selection for promotion to pl. C pl Lyon is trymg 10
improve hi multi lingual capabilities a he is responsible for issuing fuel
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to II of then 11, n. that c me th!\,ugh th.! BL \ff. Hi Greek is ~trugglmg
t th m,Hn nt. a!I he ha. mastered 1s 'Put that cigarette out you silly
p r n • alb.:11 m lightl~ stronger t nn,.
.
A pe ·1. Im ntion mu t go to the TA reserv1 · t attached to the MT, all
fnim different Corps, who have h lped to ca.c the rest of us mto our role.
Of particular not.: 1s Cpl ·As old as the hills·. eth inglcton who has been
km"' n 10 rant and rave about the neccssny ol first works parade . He 1 o
con ·m ·d about making sure \IC do it. that he forgets to d. ·ck the fuel on
h1. KB and rnn. cqucntly doe not get \Cry far.
Hot>C to se you soon (ma be out here!), tu

<0. l:\t

TROOP

apt Grant Peden
fpComd
gt teel
Tp :s gt
Dear World.
Th< :ton· so far: The big day came. the 13 October 1997, looking
forn ard to ihe pro~pe t of ·ix month including Chri tmas, ew year and
Easter at the metal factory 111 Bnnja Luka. 0430hrs was the time to ~arade
for the flight at I OOOhrs. nothing like parading early for the Royal 1gnals
and a ·soc1ated hangers on!
\\',•were greeted at the factory by various welcome slogan (Christmas
ones. painted on he ·ian-how did that get out of the QM's? .They mu t
ha1e left the door open and gone for lunch). One of the first bnefs was by
the MTO who warned u ofthe harsh consequence if caught peeding. A
fc\1 dav later. he had hi 01111 comeuppance when he wa topped for
peeding. but luckily he wa a leep whilst co-driver. o didn't realise they
were doing 401..m over the limit. The driver apologi ed to the MTO and the
1TO replied ·Don't do it again MTWO!'
The rebro personnel had their lucky escape on the second day and the
rest of Comm· Tp were left holding the paintbrushes. They came in handy
a couple of week later when Capt Grant Tm tuck in arajevo' Peden
thought it would be a good idea to paint Comm Tp JSO's (£11,000 each)
m Corp colours. Thi didn't go down too well with the RQM • W02
John ·full 1onty' Gibson. Luckily the Troop seniors SSgt Gaz 'Hard as'
teel and gt Rob ·Mad as !he hills' Enderby were on hand at 9 o'clock
at night to repaint them back to red lead and got so engros ed in the
enjoyment 1hat they painted the Troop oftice windows in the process! Well
dont: eniors, next time leave the work to the lads!
The following weeks settling in pa ed by ... vehicle maintenance and
painting was at an all time high in condition resembling the tum of the
century- with bad lighting. damp freezing condition and smog rolling over
the hill morning noon and night. Just like Catterick, but at least that has the
A I home! We just have route Gull to Split but only Sgt Steel can vouch
for thae Various in tructional ta ks flew Comms Tp way to teach every
man ilnd his dog about Tac Sat, lnmarsat. Kiplina and KL43 C. One such
task involved Cpls Steve Clarke and 1ark Richards with the help of Sig
John 'AKI' Atkinson deploying on a trip to Gomji Vakuf. However, on
arrival they discovered that another unit had already given instruction. The
day was fini hed early and arajevo was on the cards for the night.
Bumping into the Ops Offi, Capt 'Lance' Percival and W02 YofS Andy
'Drum banger' Drummond so early in the day was quite embarrassing.

Life aflt.!r the fir t month in Bo nia is not that of a happy soldier.
However. we have adapted. improvi cd and overcome. We are looking
fonvard to the month, ahead\\ hen hopefully we will sec our civvies again
and the water will return to our wa hrooms! We congratulate and wave a
fond farewell to Cpl Phil Howes as he escape on promotion for his new
po t in Germany. We will write again oon, all our love- Grant and the
Boys.
Ju · t to quosh the rumours the mail ystem is not the only reliable
fonu of Comm in Bosnia this is going out on the INTERNET!

£s...

TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS
Dear all in the IEEE and other spotters,
Since our arrival in theatre in mid October the Tech compound has
undergone a bit of a face lift which has given W02 (Fol ) William
enough scope to u e hi hidden architectural talents (not!). The week spent
in Chalfont t. Giles (on a BFBS course) prior to our deployment is now
proving fruitful as a large percentage of our workload is spent maintaining
and repairing the SVC tran mitters usually at the barren landscapes of
Lippa. Kupres and more frequently Zareb!
The fonnation of the MND HQ + IG QN ha bought about the
amalgamation of the 19 Bde workshops with 30 and 14 Sigs which has led
ro extra tasks for the duty 'Bod' i.e: more brew making! The Technician
and the Lineman in the work hop are working, together well and both are
extremely busy. but it is during the quiet social hours that 'all ' come to
life. LCpl 'Geordie ' Watson ha shown prowess a a poet in winning the
Troop literature competition wi th the following, verse:

I've fallen i11 lo\'e 11·i1h a girl
from above tire hilltop of Ba11ja Luka
Sires so far above tire gro1111d that I 'm stood
and god only knows
how I miss her
I want j11st to 1011ch
and /111g her so much
I 'm longing for the day
that I kiss her!
So send all my love to that girl from above
tire hilltops ofBanjo Luka.
Cpl Jason Wells has put his knowledge of Serbo Croat (having
attended the colloquial course whilst in theatre) to good u e and he now
spends many an hour discu sing the contents of his 'doobie' bag with the
laundry women! Sgt Terry Mcintyre also pend many an hour
discussing rhe contents of hi bag- SWAMPY!!! Finally all in the
compound would like to wish Sig Mark Streven all the best for the
future as he returns to the life as a TA oldier with 36 Sig Regt (V).
Will write soon, yours Zoo

(Fwd)
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\1 ulti- . ational Oh is Ion ( orth) Tu1la
Det Comd gt 'Va l' Valentine
I .ife in Tuzla. with thc Americans throws up its own set of unique
challcngcs: Which Burger Bar or Pizza Joint shall I eat in today'> Shall I
have a 'donut' with little pink bits on or chocolate (for Breakfast' J? pl
'Dave· Walker is now available to any unit that may need some Fibre
Optic expertise. However, he should only be used for demonstration
purpo ·es on how things should not be done. Farewell to LCp l 'Kev JMH'
Young, you forgot to empty the bins before you left'

HQNI and 15 Sig Regt
BFPO 801

Pedjcated to Sig 'O live Oil' Taylor

280 (UK) Sig Sqn

Chief Op 'Main
Capt 'Russell (All Rowid Entertainer)' Ed\1ards
Yeoman
SSgt (YofS) 'Billy' Cardwell
A the Squadron heads into the final six months of an evenrful 20
month tour the Operations & Maintenance Teams, throughout theatre, are
as bu y as e\'er. The quadron Command Post is now established at its
new site. The Yeoman, however, is reluctant to lay the carpet provided by
\\ 02 (RQ\f ) 'Rob' ~1elotte until Capt ·Pugsly' Edwards has proved
that he can make or at least driru. a cup of coffee without throwing half of
it ol'er the floor. (Hopmg for him to actually make a brew is probably a
little to optimistic). Lt 'Shon Tour' Todd is currently off on yet another
holiday he likes to think its work but we all know the truth.
The mo t recent memorable event to take place out here was the CSE
. how. apt Edwards was called to the stage to show of his obvious
abilitic~ as an all round entertainer. \.1.ime, magic, comedy or serious
role, you name it, he can do it (the singing and dancing needs a bit of
worl. though). An excellent evening of entertainment was provided by the
C. E. 11 was quite spooky how the comedian managed to pull out our
illustrious leader to take the brunt of the lighthearted abuse. Capt
Ed~ard howel'er was successful in his witch-hunt, at least eigh t people
~r. ed on Lt Todd. Watch out 'Toddy' you may be on a shon tour but
there 1s ttll plenty of time for revenge.
Th Squadion has also had a number of visitors in recent weeks, including a
11\ \ 1,it from the Pnme Minister \1r Blair asked some of the RAF personnel
why they H'l'C wearing anny uniforms (Combat 95), this in tum led to a touch
ice banter, the Prime Minister seemed amused! Obviously a very
f lnll..'r
astut m.m, the Prime Mini'\tcr picked up on the Yeoman's 'hands across the
oceans t} le and invited him to.join the Diplomatic Services.

Multi-National Division South East-'\1ostar
Det Co md gt 'Geordie· Raine
The current Chapter in the ' History of Mostar' is about to end. The
good thing to come out of the changeover of personnel is the return of
LCpl 'Chalky ' White to Krcfeld. Trying to explain to 800 French men
that 'Cha lky' is not nonnal has been quite difficult, especially in Sgt
~ainc 's outrageous Geordie-French accent One thing that will be missed
1s. the ever popular 'M.ostar t~ought 10r the day' on each of the daily
S1trcps. The Yeoman did admit that the only reason he read the Silreps
every day was to sec what amazing but true fact thc det had comt: up with.

Capt ' Drill Pig' Edwards and eight members of the Squadron also had
the pleasure offonning a guard of honour for the outgoing DCOMOPS Lt
Gen Cordy- impson. As the Squadron is currently completing another
rotation of personnel, comings and goings bave been too many to mention.
A farewell goes to all those leaving the sharp end and thanks for all the
hard work. A welcome to all the new faces get stuck in, enjoy the
challenge and uphold the fine reputation we have developed.
EWS FROM THE DEPARTME TS:
Q uartermaster's Department- Sarajevo
Recently there has been a major change over W02 (RQM )
'Brummie' Cox handing over to W02 (RQMS) ' Rob' Melotte. The busy
routine continues, LCpl 'Ja on' Dukes has temporarily changed trade to
Radio Op looking after the CODA . A big thank you and farewell to
LCpl 'Dave' Duggan and Sig ' Roy' Reed (the Bully th ieves) who have
returned back to 249 and Sig 'Wee man' McDougall who wi ll be sad ly
missed as the jack of all trades .
Multi-Nationa l Division South West-Ba nja Laka
Det Comd Sgt 'Ginge' Duffy
Since the arrival of Sgt 'Ginge' Duffy the Banja Luka Del has taken on
the appearance of a health-farm. Early rnoming PT, every morning, is truly
a treat to be enjoyed by all on the Det. A bid ha been submitted for
another CORIMEC to accommodate all those 'chise led ' bodie . A littl e
more space is also required for the certificates from all the courses that the
Det Comd keeps disappearing on (apparently one more day out of theatre
will equal ' Short Tour' Todd's outstandi ng record).
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

225 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj D. I. Whimpenny
W02 (SSM) C. Hymas

MERCURY CUP-MILITARY SKILLS COMPETITIO
The Military Skills competition was the last event of the year for the
Mercury Cup. The Squadron was still in contention, but to win we were
now relying on placings within the Military Skills. The gauntlet was
down, a was reinforced on numerous occasions by the SSM. The Military
Skills team consisted of Sgt Conception, Cpl Lythgo, LCpl Halls, LCpl
Owens and LCpl Wade. The first test of the day wa the March and
Shoot, which con i led of two lap· of the NATO assault course followed
by a two mile webbing run and a competition hoot. The team went off
like a rocket until the top of the first ob tacle. where disaster struck- LCpl
Owens froze on top of the rope ladders- he was scared of height . Some
mild encouragement from the SSM (in the form of 6 extras per second
wasted) was enough to get him over, but it did not look good for the rest of
the cour e. However, he was soon too tired to care and the problem never
arose again. A good time over the assault course wa followed by a fast
run to the range, even with Cpl Lythgo attempting a swan dive on the way.
The shoot was poor, with only 10 out of an BP of 50, though it was not
the worst by any means. The team wa m good spirits going into the Pistol
Shoot (the next event) and achieved a score of 99 out of 120--eventually
the highest score of the day.
After a low move to the fir t aid stand, LCpl Wade found himself
nominated as Sect Comd. The pressure was on, but be kept hi wits about
him as the Section moved into a house that had had an explosion inside.
The casualtie were dealt with quickly, and the command and control by
LCpl Wadr gained maximum points. The ection scored well, keeping
them well in the running for the title. The next stand was the Command
Task. LCpl Owens was in charge of this, but a high score from the
performance wa not enough to win, giving second place. So it wa on to
the last event-the VCP Stand. LCpl Halls u ed good control to et it up,
and the searchers (especially Cpl Lythgo) were very thorough. However,
good result from other teams only meant a joint third place.Finally it wa
time for the presentations. The Military Skills results were called out, and
we had won! However, we did not know at this point if we had won the
Mercury Cup until the CO read out the re ult . We had jut pipped 233 Sig
qn to the post, and won. The team was delighted, but not as happy a the
SSM who just grinned like a Cheshire cat. ow all we have to do is win
again next year.
24 HOUR ROW-A-THON CH LLENGE
On I 0 October at 2000hrs. ix oldiers from Bravo Watch. ( gt
(Supvr R) Osborne, gt White, Cpl McBain, LCpl's Cassidy, Crane
and C rocker), and five Officers/SNCO's from HQ prepared to take part
in a 24 Hour Row-a-thon. The original aim was for Bravo Watch to row
250km in the allotted time, until SHQ laid down the challenge of 'the first
to 250km ·. The race started on time, and for the first few hour moved on
at a fast pace with the SHQ team going fas te t. but they oon slowed a
they on ly had five rowers, and Bravo Watch started gaining on them.
Throughout the night SHQ stooped as low as grabbing stragglers from the
NAAFI bop to row for them, and the pace r ughly equal between the
teams. As day dawned, everyone eemed to get a new lea e of life and the
pace lifted again. By lunch Bravo Watch were amazed at how many people
the SSM had managed to drag in and row for his team while he curled up
on the crash mat for a few hours-and we have the photo's to prove it!
Congratulation to SHQ who managed to complete the 250km by teatime, and they then bowed out to allow the profe ionals to continue.
Bravo Watch completed the 24 hours, with an excellent distance of just
over 350.km. Well done to the whole team. The event raised well over
£500, whi ch was bumped up by a £50 donation from the tation ergeant
Mess. It has gone to the Diana, Princes of Wales Memorial Fund. si nce
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

the event occurred a few days after her funeral. Our thanks to LCpl
Crocker for a very well organised event, and to Cpl's Matthews and
McChesney for the preparation of some well needed food, and for shaking
buckets at people to en ure money was donated. Finally a big thank you to
all rowers, upporters and helpers who helped make the event such a
success.

Cpl Crocker taking part in the Row-a-Thon
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd

Capt L. Burrell

CHARLIE WATCH
Well thi ha been a fairly active period for the Watch with regard to
people coming and going. gi\'ing thi · gloriou outfit plent. of
opportunitie to socialise. Firstly, a few goodbyes to LCpl · ed' Kell)
and his wife Alex. Good luck in Wal and in the future (February) with
the long awaited new arrival. Also hello and goodbye to gt Jim Porter
who managed to stay with us for at least a couple days before wangling to
nice little 'cu hy' day job. To that end hello to gt Bryan Hand~ \\ho
replaced him. Hello also to LCpl Carla Gilligan (A.K.A- ora Batty) and
LCpl 'Baz' Keen . Lastly goodbye to LCpl Richard Basil \,larklew
(A.K.A Le Grande Grimoire) who i· moving on to reap ome fresh soul
on the mainland. The watch would also like to congratulate Cpl Dan
'Tight Lines' Marrs on buying hL very first tank top. A fc\1 ocml Cl'Cnh
have marked the calendar recently. with a watch meal in an Italian As is
u ual on the e occa ion we all ate and were merry. Thi. get-together even
forced a rare appearance from the watch bos: , gt Paul •Lord l ucan •
Davey who took some time out from taking lca\'e to come and join u .
Unfortunately there wa' a beer promotion on and they wen~ gl\ ing ~1\\3)'
free pints of the stuff ·o there were a fe\\ grogg) head the ne\t morn mg.
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DI.LI\ \\\T H
lli<n: h,1, l.x-en a Im e of acti\'ity on the watch thi · month.
in ratul. 11on go to L pl tu Russell on hi marriage to hi. new wife
arah and to Jon ·Ratbo) · Baker on hL marriage to Cath). Jon, hoped
\OU hk\'d th " ddmg present' Congrntulation also to Phil .'. D. Wnlton
1. p!\)1110tion 10 Corporal, a topc pa round I heard. Well done also t_o
. ~gt ·. ·upen 1sor I'm playing football Radio· Dunn on managmg to do his
JRTf course at long la t. There i_ also a pat on the back from the watch
for L pl \nd~ ·1 can'! drink affre)s' Johnson , for p~. mg ht. RSCC.
Welcome this month got
gt 'Doc' Livinp,;>tonc on h1 amval on the
hif\ just line poin" try not to get ki ked 011: of the Ch~stn.1a~ ball for
"caring a norgi. On the point of welcome Cpi Campbel.I is h ted. on our
manning but ha . o far not be n seen al work. LCpl Boris Wadf s up to
th< same. dedicating all of hi hard work to scrvmg the Corp.-good luck
g<'<:~ to him on hi. Tl Upgrading. He should have no j)roblems, a~er
·ailing through hi crammer course with top results (we ~ill not menllon
the mor> Boris). Goodbye go to Sgt Rob on who 1s po ted as an
in. tructor to Chicksands-expect the trade standards to drop sharply.
Finally be·1 wi -he- and goodluck for the future go to LCpl Hew 'Who'
Allen, who depart us for a career with MaeDonalds.

on

GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Steel~
.
It i H7re note time again from the boys and girls here at Golf Tp th1
time though we do not intend 10 late our Troop Staffy, S g~ John
Greennood. He alway get it from the boy . but we do appreciate the
hard work you do. A few of our technical geniu es spent a two-week
holiday in the quaint German town of Mondorf. eedless to say they acted
in the mo t profi sional way a diplomats for our Troop. Our re ident
German tran lator V 02 (FofS) Tommy teele, with his mixture of
German and Geordie lang certainly impres ed the local populou and a
few of the bar staff. His prowe for goldfi h tickling cannot go without a
menuon after only a few lagers he proceeded to try and flick the bar
goldfi h out of their pond and onto the table of the bar owner. Well done
Tommy and we can't wait till our next holiday.
\Ve would like to thank gts Charlie Brown and 'Chez' Walker for the
technical prowe . You know what we are talking about lads so next time
a k que tion or keep your hand off. Finally we would like to mention
Cpl Billy bare as he never gets a mention. so BiJly here you are.
HQ 233 SIGNAL SQ ADRO '
qn Comd
laj '. Keen
SM
W02 ( M) . Day
Another busy period within the Squadron with the CC now well on line
and providing a good service to the users and something for visitors to the
Squadron to view. Recent visits have included the SOinC and GOC
'orthem Ireland so Maj 1 1ick Keen now has his briefoffpat. SHQ has seen
a few changes with Capt Martin Bever off to JCSC and Capt Jules
Wal ter arriving from SORLS. We bid a fond farewell to Capt Bever and a
warm welcome to Capt Waister, although only for a short period before she
hoots off to represent the Army Ladie Ski Team, Lanyard Trophy and
Adventure Training to name but a few. Additionally plans are afoot to move
the quadron back into Building 31 from whence it came many moons ago.
and the 233 Sig Sqn Comd has hi crayons out attempting to squeeze us all
in with a pecial eye on hi new office (the CO's current office).
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we go on we have to say goodbye to cvcrnl stalwarts of the Troop, first!Y
farewell to Sgt Openshaw off to sunny Blandford. We all hope that he will
enjoy the G pot and training! econdly goodbye to ig Eddie Grant off
to pastw-e new in Civvy trect. All the best and we hope that things work
out OK and its 1101 all work work work. Last but not least goodbye to SSgt
Tony Quinn who is off to 9 Sig Regt. Well af\er two years of rain we all
deserve a bit of sun every now and then. Even if you have to desert the
tech side of life and move to the ADP roster to get it. We wish them al l the
best in the future . To fill the considerable void left by the outgoings we
have had .everal ne~ members po:ted in . Welcome 10 Sgt Brian Gillies
and his wife Carolyn from not o sunny Bulford. WCpl haron Lothian
from even le s than unny Blandford and LCpl's Stuart Walshe, Lynda
1acculloch, Glenn Clarke, tuart Powney and his wife usan all
straight from 11 Sig Regt. Welcome to one and all and we hope that you all
have a safe and enjoyable tour.
The Troop wa recently involved in the tation Fun Day that meant
rolling out the wheel of fortune for its initial airing. The day was a
con iderable success with many a happy customer wa lking away clutching
various beverage . However, the wheels true value has yet to be rcali ed
but we are sure that with ummcr only a few months away it won't be long
(ever the optimist !) · Reme mber Remembe r the 5th of ovember' well
we did and despite the 'will it or won 't it light?' book running. all who
attended enjoyed a fun eveni ng. especially the members of the troop
running our Gluwien tall ! Why we sold out o quickly was either
testament to the fact that the wine was excellent or the fact that to keep
wam1 on the night and to make sure that the temperature was just right
several ta ting ses ions were carried out! The latter may explain the ruby
red no es of everal Troop member .
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TI TROOP
Tp ( omd
W02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford
To gt
gt haun Cook
Yet another busy period for the Troop has seen not only many changes
m per onnel but also in the make up and layout of the Troop lines. Before
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Kilgallon ~tllrt< l the te,im off, by holding on to fourth position, before
hand!ng over to SSgt Rose. Sgt Rose worked hard to hold on to the
pos1t1<.m, _he Ill turn handed over to Sgt Openshaw who ran an excellent
leg brmg1ng the team through to I st m his last few &tride.s. He then handed
over to W02 Cheslett who had 10 battle hard with the third place runner
befor_e kickmg hard over the final stage to fim~h ma very r.:spectable 2nd
pos1uon. More sueces was to follow in the Army 's at Twesledown
Ald_ershot when_ the same team produced yet another good performance
agamst some big names in Arm) running. Sadly since the relays yet
another member of the squad has gone to pastures new gt 'Mick'
Openshaw and we wish him well and good running.
'

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

co

Lt Col . C. Beacom TD
WOl (R M) J. S. Black

40TH (UL: TER) IG REGT (V) OFFICERS' DINING CL B

ARRIVALS & DEPART RE
The Regiment warmly welcomes SSgt Holmes and hi family from
13allykelly. f-arewell and good luck to WOI (FofS) Woolaston and hi
family as they head for Oman in the New Year. Also tn SSgt Paul
Armstro ng who has left the Regiment to join 3 Royal Irish , and to Cpl
Paul Graham and his family who are leaving shortly for Wattisham.

RIGGER'S
Sect IC
Sgt 'DeDe' Watts
Thi period has seen the Telemech put one over the Techs in the Troop
by beating them fairly and quarely in the inter TM Tp Game night. Still
anyone who can bury a 6 inch nail in a block of wood af\er 30 odd hits
needs to be good at some other game . Revenge will be sweet chaps!!!

'Kill alea'
30TH AN IVERSARY JOINT MESS DIN 'ER NIGHT
The inaugural dinner was held at Clonaver Park TAC on 21 ovember
1997. 40 members were present. The Pre ident of the new Dining Club is
Lt Col (Retd) Jim Brown M and the Secretary is the Adjt, Capt
Dominic Sharkey. Membership is currently for fonner and serving
members of the Regiment and former members of 66 Sig Regt (V). We are
lookmg for new members and welcome enquirie to the Adjt on 01232
653264.

REGIME TAL CROSS COUNTRY
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Richard , -ewhouse
Tp gt
SSgt Frank Corrigan
The Troop has seen a few more changes in the past couple of months
with a few hello' and goodbye' . Starting with all the best to WOJ Chris
fountain (old hat of India Tp) who goes to a cheeky posting back to
Blighty. Then there is Cpl teve '.\lfunroe who is off on his Tl and
dragging a marriage down to sunny Blandford and last but bigger than the
re t LCpl Des Lang who's laughing all the way to the bank (unlike Cpl
Dave Burke). Welcome to the land of shift's and jiffs go out to WOl
Fiona . elson who has moved over from 225 Sig Sqn to a real Squadron
and more work. LCpl 'Plod' Wardle another technician to bother India
Tp! Lastly the creme de la creme of igies, ig Brian Milne and 'Muz'
'1urray both onto another cracking posting under their belt. Apparently
we have a Foreman back in the Troop by the name of W02 FofS Andy
Forbes! Hardly anyone has seen him but he has been heard a lot! With the
Troop in total upheaval mode right now there has been a lot happening that
has lipped by quietly. ig ' Daz' King has opened a new magic club with
I member' ( gt Kev McHugh won't admit it but we all know it's him!).
Cpl's teH Tresitlder and di Fisher have sorted the admin out for
the Regimental Rugby Team and even managed to get a game in last week.
The McElvie Trophy is in full swing with the mighty India Tp leading
from the front as norm. Volleyball went down a treat with the COMM CE
and TM Tp practising most night's on ly to finish behind a team of natural
player'. i.e. India Tp. The Royal Signal's Regatta had two of our fine
Ponland Bills' ig's Massey and King takmg part and finishing a fine
second. The YofS, W02 Ru sell Darlington decided to tart a Troop
Chunder Book that ha~ turned out to be an SSM Doz Day diary. Af\er two
week It was half full. with Sgt Dave Alderson getting the nomination for
the unfunniest material.

-

race seaoo11 with an average. result of 5th. Howcve1. tlus was due very
~,~ch lo a weakened ream racmg with Sgt Oave Kilgallon carrying a knee
lrlJury and the new team member~ not being available. This unsteady start
was soon rectified when four membi:rs of the team entered the RAF
Aldcrgro c half marathon with the first three members coming home in
under I hr I 8mins after a slow start. The fou11h team member Sgt 'Taffy D'
Drew (RLC) prouucmg a very good performance and time for his first
attempt at the distance, I hr 28mins. After this very encouraging re. ult
more was to come when the four-man relay team went to Ballykclly for
the NI relay championships. The team being, W02 'Chez' Cheslett S ot
'Q' Ro c, gt 'M ick ' Openshaw. and Sgt 'Dave' Kilgallod. Sgt

RSM
U STALLATIONS
Sect IC
Sgt 'Bod' 1cDonald
De pite the usual pres ures of work the section has performed well both
on and off the sporting front helping to put the Troop Ten Pin Bowling
Team well po itioned in the league, ready to take the title when the
opportunity arrive . Lt has also been the backbone of our volleyball team
who performed well on the day but were just pipped by another troop
during the Inter Troop Competition, still as Sgt Dave 'the pikema ter '
Kilgallon put it, mo t philo ophically, 'it was onl y b*** *y luck they
won'. After all, with a team that consisted of the TM Troop Warrior , lean
and mean sporting machines, it wa down to the fact that the silverware
really needed to be shared amongst the other Troop to top that feeling of
inferiority. We therefore, decided to give the final nail biting game to
another deserving Troop. With Christma coming up the work load is
increasing which is putting pressure on Sgt 1att 'I've been invited lo
every function in the Regiment ' Clark as it is difficult to balance work
and play when all the days seem to blur into one. Roll on the ew Year
when we can all take a step back and breathe a sigh of relief
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66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIGNAL SQ ADRON
qn Comd
Maj J. Fallows TD (V)
M
W02 ( S 1) Irvine M
Af\er I.he rigours of Ex Able Condor, the quadron had a training land
down during July. Revived and refreshed we recommenced training on
Saturday 2 August 1997 with a fun day. This venture was organi ed by
W<?2 Derek ' lnvertron' Irvine and Sgt Ian ' o clutch' Wolfe, and
a 1sted by LCpl Davey 'Hospital' Burgess, LCpl 'Big Horse' Small,
LCpl Jan _'Hollow leg ·Halsall and LCpl ·even Hollower legs' Hanna,
not forgettmg our ·uper SQMS. Sgt Geoff 'get your gats' McClean.
·1t' Cat C training Sgt\ olfe,' aid the S M.
'Oh we 're tak ing the quadron cat ir, · replied gt Wolfe.
· o! It' unpaid gt Wolfe.'
Activitie consisted ofinvertron, auto-te t, swimming and horse riding.
W~ returned to the TAC for a di co after 1900 hrs. A good day wa
enjoyed by all. Cat C training can work if a big effort is put 'n all round.

15 Signal Regiment Relay Squad
(L-R): Sgt Kilgallon, W02 Cheslett, SSgt Rose, Sgt Openshaw
The Regimental Cros Country team has continued to show the strength
that it finished the athletics season with. even though it lost two of its big
names to 7 Sig Regt and 3 (UK) Div, SSgt 'Geel' Keane (now W02) and
Capt 'Fred' Whichelo (now Maj). The team has since been reinforced by
the late budding talent of WO I (RSM) Steve Pellant and Sgt 'Q' Rose,
who although looking older than the majority of the team is in fact one of
the younger members of an otherwise old mans team. The team started the
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LS & GC Presentation
(L-R): SSgt Barrass, CO, SSgt Coleman
Mrs Barrass, Mrs Beacom, Mrs Coleman
Congratulations to Sgt Mark Barrass and Sgt Da ve Coleman on
receiving their LS & GC. Al o on 9 OYembcr to SSgt Burton who
received her TA Efficiency Medal, S gt Holmes who received his first
clasp to the Efficiency Medal and to pl Robinson who also received his
Efficiency Medal.
Congratulation. to Sigs Graham, Kennedy and Stewart on being
promoted to LCpl.
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EXERCISE GEBOYS FIN -22/25 AUGUST 1997
The qn ~P. I (S gt. Mark Barrass) organised a very succes. ful
ad cnture trammg exercise to the Isle of Man. Acuvities included rock
climbing, abseiling, shooting, the assault course, boating and walking. The
quadron were accommodated ju t outh of Ramsey and pro,·ed to b~ well
placed for the intended programme. The quadron wa spilt mto two
groups with the
CO' leading the way.
Group 1 wa following LCpl Jan Hal all and the plan wa · to make 1110
the ~uarry for lunch then carry out some rock climbing and abseiling.
Putting the younger element to hame by getting to the top \>as Capt
(QM(V)) Maurice Stanley-well done old man. Ile only did it for th.:
rocky bar. ocial nights were ·pent in Douglas and Ram ay. All too soon
the weekend wa over and it was time to go. However. we lefl wuh happy
mcmorie. of all having had a great time.
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E f .R 'ISE STAR TREK 2J E. 'ER lSF. \\Ii TER EAGLE
Th• 'qu.uiron deployed on E tar Trek 2, a. Comm~ Ex. at quadron
k' c I. m preparation for the 11 ig Bdc [ \\'mtcr Eagle m 'ovembcr
1997. B th e erdse · were a great ucce~s with many lesso1~ learnt. Ex
Winter Figk wa followed by a U\\ I weekct.d to fix all the kn we broke.

RE RLITI 'G

R "ruiune. continue· to go well, with ttm recruit · being taken on
,tn:ngth dming the rcponing period.

69 ('\IH) , IG AL ' QlJ ORO
qn omd
Maj W. B. Hou ton (\')
\1
W02 (
l) Lyle (Y)
On unda) 9 ovembcr 1997 (Remembrance Sunday) Ma) A ~an
\loore. Comd 69 { ' IH) ig qn handed over command to laJ Bna~
Hou ton . 1aj Alan ;\loore had a uccessful tour as Comd for the pa t 2 ~
vcars and ha · now tran. ferred to the Civil Affairs (CAG) MoD where we
all \\ i~h him well.

L Q ADRO S PPORT CHILD~rn I NEED
On Frida) 21 'ovember 1997 the quadron rnn a sene ofe,ent to
rJL e money for the BBC Children in
ed Appeal.

69 ( IH) IG

The main event was a lorry pull through Limavady. Alth.ough the local
population thought it wa'> a fuel saving exerc1 e they. slll.1 contributed
generously. Those imoh d 111 the pull were the OC, MaJ Bnan Houston,
W02 ( i\1) •Billy' L\'le, apt 'Mac' lcGowan, Lt Hugh Lynch, Sgt
Hugh McKeown, gts Les Gamble, Charlie Milligan and <; hristin e
Williamson. Cpl 'Des ·ie' Hunter, LCpl Joanne Palmer and 1g G lenn
Ander on. Due to hi advanced years and short leg , the SM steered the
trnck while the younger volunteers did l~e pulling; A di .co wa held on
the ame evening with all the profits going to Children 111 Need. At the
final tally the quadron had raised £500. Thanks for the effort and
genero ity of all involved.
EXERCI E WINTER EAGLE
The quadron ·s 521 detachment deployed on 8th ovember 1997 to
Ballykinler Training Centre under the watchful eye. of S gt 'Mo '
Howarth. Their mi ion was to link the Regnnent to 11 Sig Bde by an HF
Brigade Command et and to the DC
etwork u ing the CRL (HF).
Their main task. on initial set up. was the erectton of two 30m mast . The
two ma ts were erected under the guidance of gt 'Sammy' Martin and
Cpl 'Thoma The Tank' Bromfield. Wit~ the help ofhi~h wind at the end
of the exercise they came down in a fraction of the lime 11 wok to putt.hem
up. The remainder of the quadron deployed on 14 ovcmber to prov.1d.e a
secure HF net as an additional means of command and control, prov1Chng
the Regimental guard net while the Trunk Comms were inoperative during
movement and exercise play.

u
Sqn Comd
RSM

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
BFP0801

Maj ll. J. Healey
WO! (RSM) G. B. Hawkins BEM

COMMS TR00P
Tp Comd
2Lt Fraser
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kevin 0' cill
ovemb..:r ha · been a'> hectic ~s usual for the shift personnel, what with
the usual shift patterns and guards, and a weeks worth of excellent military
training some how squeezed into the month . As always, the shift Daddies,
Cpl 'Pie Head' Davis, Cpl 'Rations' Cowan and LCpl 'What did he say?'
Johnston arc kecp111g a tight check on the ever swelling number of shift
personnel. A. ever, people are changing over at a great rate of knots, so
'Hello' and welcome, to LCpl Purdie, who joins us from 3 Arrnd Div Sig
Rcgt and to Sig 'Mat' Math ias, who has been thrown to the COMMCEN
s traight from trade tra:ning.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Andy Hartley
Starting with arrivals, a welcome goes to Fors 'Pretty Boy' Glover,
S~gt
ndy Hartley who seem to think we an: all actually soldiers, Cpl
'Piggy' Lee-Davies, Sig Neil 'Where's your teeth?' Leatham and ig Jim
'This is actually earth?' Lawrence. We al o believe there has actually
been the fir t sighting of Sgt Pete 'Lord Lucan' Barber this year.
Farewells go to Cpl Ste~e Holland, who finally admitted to sending
various Star Trek memorabilia to variou members of the Troop, Cpl
'Dav's half a job' Da\'idge who are both off to bigger and better things in
Civ Div, LCpl 'Shipy' Ship who is po ·ted to Laarbruch and to SSgt Steve
'Egg on legs' Hodgson who has gone to unny 3 Div?
The Troop has recently been involved in Mourne Minder were we all
completed our ATD's again! but at least SSgt Andy Hartley and Sgt
Andy Maylett seemed to enjoy them elve .Good luck to Cpl ' Bev son of
Lord Lucan (Pete's Apprentice)' Bevan on hi RSDC course, Cpl 'Studly'
Murcott who failed his Team Medic's cour e (get the beer in) and LCpl
'Geordie' Tonk who managed to get off his RSDC course by getting
injured playing football in the gym a week before!

Pipers escorting the truck pull in Limavady

W0 2 (RQM S) Carter has a word with W02 (SSM) Belam
about his exercise dress

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your home
town ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school and ACF
to tell them about life in The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting soldiers into
The Royal Signals?

YES!!
The contact your Troop Office for details of
THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME

RQMS DEPARTMENT
The Department is now fully into the Christmas spirit. Before we ee
out the year it is perhap a good time to reflect on the key events over the
past few months. In September the Commanders Cocktail Party was held
at Carrickfergus Castle, an extremely high profile event attended by VIP ,
MPs and Senior Military Officers from acros the Province. It was a tense
time for the new Double Act of WOI (RSM) Hawkins BEM and W02
(RQMS) Lawes. The challenge was on to covert the beautiful 13th
Century castle into a uitable venue for the party. After a short brief from
the custodian of the castle on how it had survived many attacks over the
centuries from various am1ies. the Squadron set about its task with the
assi lance of a couple of hilti drills, para cord and good o ld urban cam!
Never was the saying more true, ' If you don't like the weather in orthern
Ireland, wait five minutes.' The fatigue party battled for five hours against
the elements to achieve its goal, de pite the odd teddy being thrown in the
comer. The event was a resounding success and the castle had survived
one more on !aught.
October aw the RQM depart for an attendance course at Blackdown
and it is now official that he is a proper RQM and he now kno\\ that Mat
Regs isn't some bloke who knows every QM and RQMS in the British
A rmy! In this busy period the Department still found time to fit in a
brewery trip courtc y of Sgt' ean' Hyland , however, there wa a light
caffufle at the entrance when some Japane e tourist confu ed Cpl Paul
elby with 'G reen Grass' from Heartbeat.
The Department would like to bid a fond adieu to Sgt Al Keir on hi
promotion and posting to 16 Sigs. Ile wa la t seen at the Station Clothing
Store signing out a pair of pink fluffy slipper . Congratulation also to
LCpl Lyon Sher idan on her selection for promotion to Cpl. The Hyla nd
family have yet another addition, in the form of Paige. Congratulation to
Sean and Adele.
ROVRRGROUP
It has been a relatively quiet period for the group with the current policy
on mobile and foot patrol in We t Belfast. The trips into the We t are till
ongoing but not as regularly. LCp l J. C. Moses still makes his head a
target for the local youth to throw a brick at. We have managed lo get in
the normal monthly training, done on variou ranges and the FIB A
vi llage at Ballykinlcr Training Centre. The normal sight of seeing the
APVs hurling themselves around the trccts st ill gives the range stafT a
woll'y or two.
We managed to get two of our Pioneer contingent off to Switzerlar;d on
the Swiss Raio Commando competition, it is now thought that for next
year a bit of training would do no hann whatsoever.
Farewells go to LCpl Ga ut ier who left us to go to Bice ter then found
himself back on detachment over here to do loads of guards at Kinnegar
and LCpl Qu igley who has left for l lereford with wife Helen. ew

The 69 Sqn truck pull in Limavady
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a1Ti\'als are LCpl Bowen and LCpl Owens and we hope they enjoy their
tours with the Group. Congratulations go to ig Dick Hartley and Pte Del
Munro on promotion to LCpl and to LCpl Lamahl MacGregor on his
promotion to Cpl.
VISIT TO 80 MALO E RO D TO PRE E TA CHEQUE
by WOI (RSM) G. B. Hawkins BEM
During the summer the HQ and Signal quadron rai ed money for our
local charity which is called 'Friends of 80 Malone Road '. The
e tabli_shment is a home for severely handicapped children and every year
the untt attempts to raise money to present to them. This year we organised
a charity 'It's a Knockout' event and a charity Car Boot Sale and managed
to raise £I, 700.
In ovember the home was celebrating it's 10th anniversary and we
used this opportunity to present to them the cheque for £1,700. The
quadron was represented by the OC. Maj Healey Royal Signals, LCpl
Tilsley RLC, LCpl Horne AGC and Sig Moffat Royal Signal . We all
had a chance to meet the parents of the children as well as the children
themselves. The home provides the children with a warm friendly
environment and we were escorted around each room and were hown all
the facilities it had to offer. It did not take long to realise that the money
the Unit had been raising for the home was put to very good u e.
The Squadron will continue to support Friends of 80 Malone Road
especially now that some of us have een what a worthwhile cause it is.

Presentation of a cheque to 80 Malone Road
RUGBY CLUB EVENTS
by gt Sean Hyland
Whiz! Bang! Well, that's how it feel the eason tarted. The League
being trange and the matches being few we decided that the players
needed ome help. Sgt Sea n Hyla nd tried to call a Will Carling help line.
but apparemly he ba retired. Straight to the as istance of the team came
the OC, .M aj Hea ley he got onto hi mobile and from the old chool
network he came up with combined ervice Captain Maj Bremn er. The
day started well by dragging rugby players from every comer of the
Squadron. The training was hard and very beneficial. r know the team and
the club co-ord would like to thank Maj Bremn er very much for taking
time out of his bu y schedule.

Photo-call fo r members of the Squadron Rugby Team,
as coached by Maj Bremner
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rc<:entl y two of the Troop Technic ians fo und a \t:l of Sgt tapes. Well done,
get down the Foyle and ring that bell. to ·gts Dan Coles and ' Mouse'
Lever. Just to tip the balance a little more to the top ig 'Noo oo · Miers
and ig Steve Bradbury have recently come olT the promotions board to
prove that they arc not just high flyer from the top o fa mast.
' One foot i11 the grave· gt Col in Bentley recentl y spent two evenings
helping out wilh an archaeological dig and was successful on both
occasions with some outstanding ancient finds .
•Drnp rh e dead donkey· gt Andy Craig statement of the week was
'chinchill a· ate my trousers '. Thi s comment was made w ithout the a id of
alcohol and he has smce been given the number o f the padre.
'Chance i11 11 111illio11' Cpl Gareth Dearden recently entered the

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (218)
BFP0807

Maj ;\t. J. Perry IBE
W O l (R 1 1) Fi her l\IB
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E:.:1. Cumbrian Rock Finn was an advcnturou training week run m the
Lake Di ·trict. The aim of the excrci e was to introduce personnel 10 the
ba;,ic of rock climbmg and hill walking. The exerci e was o~~n i sed by
gt Colin Bentley as part of the quadron' adventurous tram mg_ plan.
The e:-.erci e was deployed on 5 October 1997. perhap not the be-t tune to
go to the Lake Di tricl, and we were happy to find out that the weather was
similar to that in Londonderry. It wa. decided to rough it and camp ratl1cr
than book into a ho tel and as a result we tayed at the G reat Langdale
Camp si te. The exerci e consi ted of two _day_ climbing and two days hi ll
wa lking. Due to the bad weather the chmbmg had to take place at an
mdoor climbing wall rather on the crags a had been. planne~ but the
inclement weather added to the enjoyment of the htll walkmg. The
exerci. e wa a great ucce and has prompted a ~econd exercise to the
ame area next year. Hopefully the weather w ill be slightly better.

The bitter taste of di appointment lie firmly wedged in my throat even
some four week afier returning from the Himalayas. Ex Mera Finn wa a
joint expedition\ ith 24 Airmob Bde (210 Sig Sqn). Our goal was to climb
the Mera Peak (6500m). o problem thi afier all this was ju t a Trek
wa n't it Sir. What the qn Comd. Maj M. J . Perr y M BE omitted to tell
u . until we had signed the pro crbial dotted line wa a frightening array
of unnatural bodilv function that occur at altitude. The majority of the
group had limit.:d experience, SO when it was exp lained Iha! you can stop
breathing (Chaine- tokes) but it \ as OK becau e you normally restart
afier IO seconds or so, eyebrow began to raise. Coup led wi th fu rt her
James Herbert like tories of vomiting, headaches, diarrhoea and weight
lo s it did cem like I wa going to relive my previous five weeks on the
Royal Signals Sergeants Course. I don't intend to give a detailed itinerary
of the expedition as this ob iously i available through the PXR. Instead I
write this short article by way of a thank you. Firstly to Maj Tim Watts
for the organisation and ·making it happen', to C pl 'Jasper' M arriott wi th
whom I hared a tent for the two weeks on Trek. Also to all the members
of the team for making the trip a very memorable one.
Unfortunately due to evere weather and poorly equipped upport staff
the seven of u out of the twelve strong group who attempted the Peak
were forced to tum back at approx 5500m, which is till a re pectable
height. otwithstanding this ome of the most pectacula_r views were
witnessed and I would reconunend uch a trip to anyone-if you get the
chance go and experience epal it is unique, friend ly and a memory to be
cheri hed.
MER C R Y CUP M ILITAR Y SK.ILLS C O M P ETITIO
b YSig Ke nt
·On Wednesday 12 ovember 1997, Ballykinler Training Centre saw
the arrival of the highly aught atler, scratch rerun from 8 lnfBde Sig Sqn.
111e team were there to take part in the Mercury Cup Military Ski lls
Competition. The team was led by gt Carl Budding and consi ted of
L C pls Sean 1cllroy and Si Burke and Sigs 'Jase' K ent and 'Worm'
Wood supported by C pl 'Scou e' W oosey and Pte 'Mel B' Ba~e r .
The competition featured a round robin of five events and included a
first aid stand, a command task, a vehicle search, a p i tol shoot and finally
the ATO a ault cour e and a 2-mile march and hoot. After the thorough
team talk by Sgt Carl Budding we attacked each event and ea ed through
with confidence and grace . . . ot! Seriously though the team worked well
together throughout 1he competition trying hard not to incur too many
penalty point on the way. On completing the la t task the team were 111
high spirits and waited in anticipation fo r the results _to be ann?unced _by
the CO of 15 ig Regt. We came a very clo e econd 111 the mi li tary skill s
competition and the Squadron, as a result, came fourth in the overall
Mercury Cup. Well 1here' always next year.

Ex Cumbrian Rock Finn Personnel
(L-Rl: LCpl McDonagh , 2Lt Cl ixby, Cpl Treeby, Cpl Lumley,
LCpl Muhsin, Sig Brown, Sgt Bentley

The 218 Sig Sqn contingent

(L-Rl: Cpl 'Jasper' Marriott, Maj M. J.Perry MBE,
Sgt Carl Budding, S ig Miers not present due to
altitude sickness
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C O MMSTROOP
Tp Comd
gt L affey
In the last two mon ths the Troop has seen a large turn over in its
personnel. We have to say a sad farewell and thanks for a ll th~ hard work
to SSgt P ete ·Strech' G riffiths who goes back to RD with 7 Sig Regt, Sgt
M ark 'gone scuba diving again' Warein g off to train cadets, C pl Cav
·Tele Tubby' Baber off to CSSG, LCpl Daz 'Large Boy' Smithurst off to
train the infantry at Warmin ter and fina ll y LC pl Matt 'No Mora ls'
Williams po ted 10 Civ Div. To fill this hole in the Troop we welcome the
new boss SSgt John 'Ginge' Laffey, Sgt Eddie 'The Si lver Fox'
C ochrane, Sgt Jim 'what do you mean I have to do the Sgts course'
Skimmins, LCpls Ronnie • ice ame' Cuthbert, K ev Daw, Sandy
Hanbridge and James ·007' Bond. We also welcome Sigs Dave
Bateman, Karen Glenis ter , Baz 'A lright my son, Hopgood and Greg
'Worm' Wood . Following the last Sig to LCpl promotion board we
congratulate Sigs Kev 'Airborne' Barrs. K a ren Gle nister, Jase ' PT!'
Ke nt, Keith Knox, Barry Hopgood and K ev Morley on be ing selected.
Six promotions in one Troop mu t be some kind of record.
TM TROOP
T p Comd
SSgt 'Shuggy' Hughes .
'A /lo, A//o'-The Troop continues to grow and we have recently
poached Sig 'B iscui1s' Brown fro m the MT who joi ns the rigging section.
He has already done some inten ivc hot can work and is slowly building
up to constant RUC catering. We also welcome Cpl ' Mac' MacDonald
w ho takes over as the as istant BTLO. Since his arri va l there has had to be
an extra phone p ut in to the department to a llow c lose ' lia ison' work ca ll
to be taken.
'Goodnight Sweetheart ' It was a sad day as Cpl ' Josey' Wales fin a lly
left the Troop fo r C iv D iv. As a mark of respect the Troop en mass
drowned their sorrows and there was great w ai ling and fa ll ing over with
grief. The Cheshire dyna mo was awarded w ith hi li fe long rewe
A lexanders supporters shirt and promi ed to drop the fa ke j ock accent and
go back to his nati ve roots. C heers-On opening a cornfla ke packe t
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Stirling Moss hall of fami: rnanagmg to pull off a tunnmg crash on a
traight piece of road m perfect driving conditions. Gareth suflcred from
acute memory loss as h..: could not remember any mmd bloY.ing
di straction that might have led to the accident.
QM DEPARTMENT
QC
W02 (RQM ) Higgins
Day to day life continues as normal and the only major event to report is
from LCpl Phil ' Its all for charity mate' M inns. He organised a charity
run from Liverpool to Great Ormond Street children's hospital rai ing
£3300 on the way. Congratulations also go to ig Stu Firth who came off
the promotions board.
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Lt Col P. A. Pratley MBE
WOI (RSM) M. A: Scho fi eld

Afkr finishm,; the support to the Divisional Artillery Group's firing
concentration on Ex Shelldrake Sword the Regiment took a welcome
brcaiher as the GO(' cancelled Ex Rhino Charge because of our over
commitment. The short gap wa punctuated by a Long Service and Good
Conduct Presentation ceremony and by Remembrance Day, the latter
bringing together more people than ever before as the extension to the
Gymnasium was opened just in time to fit everyone in. Remembrance Day
also marked the beginning of the last exercises of the year. Exs Proving
Dart and Arrcade Fu ion. With the whole Regiment deployed Herford
once again took on a deserted look for the better part of ovember. Taking
advantage of the quiet Echelon Sqn, utilising the QM' Dept, the MT and
the LAD changed the Regiment's G Land Rover fleet for Wolf
Defender 's, almost without anyone realising. A trnly remarkable feat with
o few soldiers lefi in station. ow with the Exerci e successfully behind
us and Christmas here already, the station has begun the deluge of parties
and celebrations that will see us all into the next year.
EXERCISE PROVING DART
Whit t the remainder of the Regiment deployed on Ex Arrcade Fusion
20 l Sig Sqn was ta ked with providing the vital communications
backbone to the Royal Artillery's Ex Proving Dart. The Exercise was the
fir t fielding of the High Velocity Mi ile (HVM) in Germany and two
Royal Artillery Regiments put both the mi sile and them elves through
their paces. The 443 area looked mightily familiar to everyone in the
Regiment being e sentially the Sennelager-Paderborn bowl and thi later
proved a godsend as the Regiment wa able to double u p its
communications as ets; at one point upporting both major Exerc ise
simultaneously with a single communication infrastructure.
An initial week of SCRA(T) training for the Gunners by Sgts Pete
Preece and 'Ritchie' Rich a rdson and Sig Keith Lamb in Dempsey
Barracks, Paderbom paved 1he way for the rest of the Squadron. With all
the centrals on the hills and T 051 in ormandy Barracks the Squadron
ettled down to what turned out to be a not too onerous time. Cpl ' Hanny'
Hann on seized the opportuni ty to prepare for hi RSCC in a carefu lly
planned PT programme supervised by C pl ' anch' C rooks and LCpl
'Bobby' Ball. After multiple repetitions in the weight room he suddenl y
found he couldn' t rai e his own arms and spent the rema inder of the week
moping. with his arms hanging ape-like by his sides. Sig 'Chocoholic'
Recs al ·o used hi time productively although for him it was to eat
mountains of chocolate, putting on almost a s1one in the process. ig
'Billy' S ma rt celebrated both hi birthday and his wedding anniversary in
the field with a cake made by Pte Jack traw RLC and after a short
speech by Cpl Craig Bowman wa seen to have a defin ite gli ten in hi
eyes.
The Exercise sa\v its share of acci de m . LCpl Robert Green and ig
Lee Ma r sh decided to ho ld their own impromptu barbecue when the
engine of their SAS/MC bur t into flame . Rumour ha it that Cpl ' OM '
Dav is-MotTis was actually seen to run as he rushed from hi s own AS to
put out the flames! gt 'Richie' Richardson managed to roll hi La nd
Rover, whi ch having swerved off the road onto a very steep slope was
unab le to settle. Reputedly this was due to the weight of Sig 'Geordie'
G ough sat in the pas enger scat who had obvious ly thrown the vehicles·
cen tre of gravity way off. With the 1997 exerc ise ea. on now fi ni hed the
quadron say farewe ll to its 0 , Maj .Tames Body and look forward to
a promis ing 1998.
EXE R CISE ARRC ADE F ION-THE TR NK PERSPECTIVE
As our sister Sq uadron ro lled out the gate. for Ex Prov ing Dart, 208 ig
Sein, once aga in supported by T 015 and W004 from 16 Sig Regt, put
away its No 'l. dres after the Rcmcmbrnnce ervice. It then ba cd itself
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once again in the Teutoburger Wald, for the duration of Ex Arrcade
Fusion. Although the HQ was taking the opportunity to put itself through
its field paces we merely took it upon ourselves to ensure that we were not
embarrassed in fron t of the Spanish, Turk and Germans by poor
communications. In our efforts we were supported by an American
Satellite Detachment, a wonderfully useful aid to spanning the di tance
from Sennelager to Rhei ndahlen. Unfortunately as payment for the
satellite kit we a lso had to take an American Tropospheri c Scatter
Detachment. Anyone who thinks Ptannigan is o ld hould come see thi s
equipment. During the three weeks it successfully achieved Comms for as
long as three .. . hours! This panopl y of kit became yet more useful tools
in the careful hands of W02 (FofS) Mick Solomons, S gt (YofS)
'Geordie' Bartlett and LCpl Brian ' Da ngerous' Hurcombe, who made
up OSC 141.
TN 071 had only just ettled themselves into the comfortable
surrounding of a nice wann barn in Marienfeld when the QC and SSM,
M aj 1 eiJ Fraser and W02 ( SM) Al Baisden, arrive for an evening meal
and promptly order the Troop into a Green field site.

W02 (SSM) Al Baisden proving that he is usefu l for something
on exercise, if only for mixing custard
Lt Paul ewson was immediately in his e lement as the cam cream and
poncho came out. and de pile ome long face the Troop soon ettled into
its routine. Pte Chris mall produced morale-uplifting food, to chase
away the shock o f being in the field , and guided our new adm in Cpl. LCpl
·Robbo' Robertson in the art of· lartini ' satellite erection (any time. any
place. any where). LCpls icky eedham and 1ark Gower both added
new Ir ing 10 their bows, by extending their kill a- RTG to working m
a witch- who rather urprisingly poo pooed the tate of the art
technology. likening it to workmg in a coffin and preferring to pan ba ·h
instead
T 081 roughed the exerci e in Rommel Kaserne in ugustdorf and
were pri ilcged (! ) to have the 0 C and the U Tropo Det share it · realestate. Everyone was rather surpri eel when the Tropo Oct arrived and
turned down our offer of tentage and other -upport. However this soon
turned to envy when the det fully heated. in ·ulated and extremely
comfo rtable rapidly deployed shelter was put up. till if you have a 12xl2
what more can you a k for. The 0 and
M had a knack of turning up
out o f the blue and visiting detachments to check their admin. drills and
the quality of their egg bnnjo . Fortun ately LCpl And) Plum and ig
·Pedro' Letton did indeed have the 36 eggs nece, sary to meet all the ir
vi. itor request over one 4 hour period.
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Lt Paul Newson demonstrating the finer points of camouflage
and concealment inside Node Command
draft of new arrival· ( <>ts .'.\1ark Jones and Reg Gutteridge, and ig
'Dickie· Dicken on ) went ~raight out on exerci e and they in~luded i_g
· peedy" tann who barely had time to find his bed pace and 1gn for h1
kit before he joined the quadron on the ground. With the quadron
beginning to look healthy in numbers again e\·eryone can look forward to
199 . mindful ofa ucce ful 1997.
E ERCI E ARRC DEF IO 1-THE HQ PERSPECTIVE
When the Divisional staff decided that during Arrcade Fusion the
Di,·is1on · HQ would conduct their own FTX they obviously h~d ~ot
di cemed the GOC or CO · imenL This exercise was to be the culminauon
of the training year for the HQ and o a testing time was to be had by all.
1any Royal ignal' faces broke into a grin, and many a staff officer's
sen e of humour was found lacking, when the Squadron pulled into a
izreen field >ite and the
M. W02 ( M) eil Coat worth pointed to a
~·ariety of wooded areas infom1ing the staff to get out their ba has. Even
then many would not have lept afely, had they been fully aware that they
were guarded by igs 'Trigger' Mark and 'Geordie' Rattenbury, both of
whom couldn't use the phonetic alphabet and who would be unable to
challenge with a password properly. As the HQ rushed about the
Sennelager-Paderbom bowl yet again, changing control with alacrity, new
challenges aro e. The threat of an EW strike during the height of the
contact banle was eventually discerned by LCpl Selwyn Murray to be
interference from mobile phone re-chargers resonating in the Clan~man
frequency range. Since found out there have been rumours of 14 Signal
Regiment clande tinely placing phone re-chargers all over the Sennelager
area instead of buying a ferry ticket for their jammers on future exercises.
LCpl Tim Barker and Sig Jessica Limbert both trie~ to prove jl!st how
good the 432's cros country ability was when the tiller broke m the1r
vehicle. Their wift trip ofT the road and into a small copse was thankfully
uneventful. One trip that did end up quite fraught was LCpl ' Dads'
Daddo" 's move to one of the new locations. Thankfully the SSM found
the bergen and webbing during his clearance of the old site just where
LC pl Daddo'~ had left them--<>bviously his panzer was just too full. Eve_n
the ubiquilou Sgt 'Scouse' Wharton had a narrow escape when his
driver ig 'Ginger' Lan ju t mis ed colliding with the OC and SSM as
thev both nsited a darkened rebro site at night. though at different speeds!
The year's turmoil. from reformation 10 proficiency at pulling a HQ in
the field. is now almost over and we all look forward to the challenges
199 will bring.

EXERCISE ARRCADE F ION-THE LOCON VIEW
It was again 2 12 ig qn 's role to provide the Comms support for the
exercising LOCO s. although this time th~ job wa refined to. merely the
radio equipment and operator/staff a_s ·1 lanc_e. the ~lanmgan bemg
provided b 7 Sig Rc~t. The cu. ·hy existence m Ayr lmc Ban·acks, the
envy of e\·eryone else m the Reguncnt, oon pal~d as the whole team was
struck by a crippling bout of diarrhoea and vomltmg. Eventually the cause
wn nanowed down to the water but not unul a number had been
quardntined for -ome time- we would like to personally thank the ARR
Support Battalion for their hosting of the LOCONs, but we couldn't find
them when we lefl:! Only S gt (YofS) 'Taff" Owen eemed immune to
the attack but then having been brought up in Barry, Wales he i probably
used to such water.
The staff provided the normal variety of problems that continue to be
a cribed to Comms faults- not answering up on the net , pretending that
they can't hear on the nets: and claiming to be on radio silence when the
remainder of the Divi, ion isn't. But new problems did ari e. ig Chris
Fogarty saved the very expen ive ABACUS Higher Fomiation Trainer
when all 160 computer terminals were lost imultaneously. ~ficr fi~ding
the errant Bundeswehr Radio Relay Det who, deploymg without
generator, had plugged directly into the mains and begun radiating, he
politely told them lo go away and find another power source. Cpl Darrell
Bailey was excu ed from collapsing from uncontrollable laughter when
anotl1e~ Bunde wehr Det approached him enquiring if their 1000 watt 50
Frequency multi hopping J-!F radio system was go ing l? be over hadowed
by our own extensive equipment. Cla1m mg the Official Secrets Act tl1e
Germans were denied acces to our YRC 321 s and were assured that we
would do all in our power to make ure they could work.
A~ the contact battle developed 3 Squadron Commanders in the
ennelager Bowl breathed a huge igh of relief as the. GOC de,cid~d to
Bngade
move down to Ayre hire Barracks to co-locate wuh h1
Headquarters'. Capt Jame
nderson bec~e the highest paid fax
courier in the British Army as traffic from Mam HQ began lo go astray
and <>uaranteed delivery was required. As the tempo increased, tempers
frayed and Comm became even more vital. Sgt Jase Bar l~y earned the
unwelcome ta k of infonning a General. who clearly did not want
anything other than one radio et and one Ptarmigan subset, that th~re
were another four ubsets in a nearby bush and yes that was a 50 I Satellite
Detachment setting up nearby, with its own LOA community. Discretion
became the bener part of valour and the General is till unaware 10 this
day. Pleased that 1997 has pa ed succe sfully, the Squa?ron now look
forward to the return of its JCUFI element and a resumpt10n of its proper
role of providing Divisional Alternate Headquarters.
BASIC PARACH TING COURSE
by Sig Luisa Rodriguez
.
.
I had been in the Regiment just four months when l decided to see 1fthe
QM(T), Maj 'Butch' Maycock, was as good a his word.
.
·While you 're here. get something for yourself . .. Promot1011, a course,
a qualification. Anything. Just do11 ~sit around and vegetate!'
Well that's what he'd aid on my initial interview, sol tned and before I
knew it I was on a basic parachuting course down in Sennelager. One of
many from all over Germany, there was a good spread of _people _from
Private/Signaller to Officer cadet all there to learn the po 1t1ons to Jump
out of a perfectly serviceable aircraft and more importantly how to land.
They kept up our instruction from 0900hrs to 2000hrs on the first day,
when we took a welcome and well earned break in the bar, brui ed,
banered but in great spirits. After learning how to cope with malfonctions
the first two team got in their first jump the next day before 11 got too
dark. lt was a taster for all of us and we all looked forward to the following
day.
The next day it was my tum. When we reached 3000 ft the Jump Ma ter
prepared the first two students for their jump. I couldn't watch and pul my
head down until I felt the door shut. Then it was me! The Jump Ma ter
said ·tn the door.' and I did. He said, 'Look up.' and I did. And then be
said'. 'Jump.' and I didn't! l froze but he shouted a~ain. and this tim~ l
didn't think about it and jumped. It was the worst feelmg 111 my whole life
and even though we had radios and the instructors on the ground were
talking the whole time I was incredibly scared and unable to relax.- Befo~e
I knew it the ground was rushing up and I made a perfect landmgJust as 1f
I had been stepping off a stool. Everyone walking back was ta lking about
!lie buzz except for me. I seemed lo be the only person who hadn 't enjoyed
11. But I took the opportunity to have another go and didn't get Rtu'd with
the six others who refused to continue. I kept going until my I0th jump,
still hating it ... and then there was a change and all at once I began to
relish the experience.
Out of my two weeks I did 19 jumps and definitely have plans to go
back, this time to do the freefall I was too frightened to do. It was
definitely the best course I have ever done and would strongly recommend
it to anyone e pecially if they begin to 'vegetate'.

2 Sig Regt

York
VISIT OF WELBECK COLLEGE TO 2 SIGNAL REGIME T
29-31OCTOBER1997
An enthusiastic party of 29 Welbexians descended on 2 Sig Reg! for a
two-day familiarisation visit on 29 October 1997. They were introduced to
the Ri:gimcnt that night at a dinner in the Officer' Mess hosted by
SORLS. This was an instructional period for certain members of the party
who drank rather loo much before dinner and then found that they were
prevented from leaving the table. Most suffered manfully for a while but
once one went the dam broke· if you will excuse the pun.
The Thur day had been scheduled for a radio orienteering competition
organised by Sigs Paul Wilson and Benedict Brand-Cotti but a surpri e
was in tore for the Regiment. CDT arrived that morning and confined
everyone to camp rather restricting the navigational complexity of any
onentccring. Lt Roddy Wilson and his resourceful Falcon Tp conspired
to kci.:p the group happy for most of the mommg whilst the tests were on
and then a re ·tricted competition was conducted around York in the
afternoon. With half of the group out at any one time the remainder were
set tv work r.icing CAM 12 masts around the secure garages and having
time trials erecting them. This was concluded safely (remarkably) and
LCpl Colin Villiers and LCpl Kicron Slack deserve a mention for their
reactions to tne short notice reque l (2 hours lo jack the whole thing up).
The second evening was spent in York with all returning home in good
time to be on the range at Siren all at 0900 on Friday. The group shot the
9mm pistol, many of them for the first time and some very good scores
were recorded. The mo t memorable shot of the day came from a certam
nameless individual who managed to fire from the 25m firing point into
the ground .. between the 20 and 15m firing points. All of lhe cadets
were keen and willing to make the most of what 2 Sig Regt had to offer
and it appeared that they had not wa ted their half term break. Welbeck's
standards have not fallen too dramatically since 71 entry then!
TM TROOP-EXERCISE MIKE EBOR l AND 2
On the 4 and 18 November members of Mike Tp look part in Ex Mike
Ebor Part I and 2. Part I entailed a semi arduous (for techs) walk through
Dalby Forest led by LCpl 'Gripper' Evans and LCpl 'Meaty Thighs'
Wills. WOI (RSM) Whitaker joined the walk for a day away from his
'BatCave'. Sig 'Bubblebutt' Rumford's ankle gave in halfway along the
route, finally breaking under the enormous train. The second half of the
walk wa the really arduous part, with a quick tab up valley and down
dale, followed by an 8-mile tab completed in record time thanks to C pl
'Quickstep' Smith. The reason he pushed us to new extremes of physical
endurance was to ensure that we got to the pub before closing time.
Part 2 consisted of another semi arduous walk. This time the route took
us along a 16 mile stretch of the Cleveland Way from Saltbum to
and end. The walk leaders were LCpl Dave 'Chicken Legs' Randall
and LCpl Claire 'Who eeds Food' Rutter. The driving wind and rain
delighted everybody who were dismayed to find a pub open halfway along
the route. eedless to say, the second half of the walk was much more
enjoyable and ended with us paddling in the orth Sea thanks to Sgt
Mark' Lets Go wimming' Pryke. Thank to the Regt FofS, WOI (FofS)
Riorns for allowing us to leave the barracks for two excellent day out.
We now look forward to Ex Arduou Ebor.

LCpl Kimberly Croad fixing the 'Red Brick'
during a quiet period of Ex Arrcade Fusion
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Ex Quick Ebor
(L-R): Cpl Ian Strachan, Sig Dave Smith, LCpl Dave Round
and Sig Gaz Parker

Ex Quick Ebor
(L-R): Sig Dave Smith, LCpl ' Cookie' Cook, Cpl ' Del' Parkinson,
Sig 'Gaz ' Parker, LCpl Dave Randall?, Sig ' Paddy' Moore
W01 (RSM) Whitaker looks on disgusted at poor obstacle
c rossing drills

IS THERE A BRANCH
OF THE RSA IN DERBY?
FIND OUT AT

(continued thanks to Regimental Ops for their unshakeable insistence on
sending T 24 to uncleared exercise locations), many of the gallant shower
refused to de-buss for ome time. However with SSgt teve Owen at the
helm it was soon going swimmingly.
The first day of walking saw the Troop ascend in two groups up
Hellvelyn. Much to the chagrin ofW02 lark imcox, the second group
made il to the top first. Cpl Ian Strachan picked a suitably noisy lunch
top and vainly attempted to prevent Lt Andy Carroll from being rude LO
a passing mountain biker. Soon the second (older, wiser) group arrived and
ig 'Geordie· Pedersen was heard to remark that 'hill walking is JUSt like
tabbing, only slower'. Soon the group were picking their ways down
Striding Edge and before anyone even mentioned 'opening time' we were
at the camp site. With uch a hard day behind us it only seemed fair to have
the next day enjoying the water sports and culture of the Lakes. However,
keen mountaineers to a man a return to the hills was called for and
following a disastrous failed RV with the QC and SSM, the groups ably
led by LCpl 'Cookie' Cook and LCpl Gav Bevan ascended Fairfield and
Hart Crag. Cloud, rain, mist, wind and cold aside the condition were
perfect and contributed to another fine day in the hills. Once packed, the
Troop returned to York and to the garages. Rumours of morale were
quickly quashed-we did not want anyone getting jealous after all.
A great trip, many thanks to all those who helped especially the QM'
Dept for transport and W02 QMSJ Chapman for the loan of the tents.

EXER ISE QUICK EBOR-8-12 SEPTEMBER 1997
.
.
After a lot of organi ation by Sgt 'Olly' Oldroyd, Hamer Tp (with
assorted guests and itinerant hanger -on) wa rea?y t? break free of the
shackles of the Ptarmigan Garages and spread their wmgs (and the g?od
new ) in the Lake District for a fe~ days. First slop wa_s acmally n~ht
outside camp, but after that we got nght down to the bu mess of fi ndmg
the Lakes. Quite out of keeping with Troop tradition, the campsite was
found on the first day. Unaccu tomed to being let into our first location
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214SIG ALSQUADRO -EXERCISE KOHi fA THUNDER
Ex Kohima Thunder wa 214 Sig Sqn's field firing excrci c. Run by Sgt
'O lly" Oldroyd with able a sistance from a select group of the qn
hierarchy. Each Troop visited for a day and there was the u ual pre~d of
'Rambo Wannabes' and · hrinking Violets". Pha c 1 wa the lndtndual
Battle kill Range. W02 ( M) Bob Foreshirn ·et the highest of
tandards commonly insi ting on hi. charges re-doing the hoot. Of
course. he usually called a halt to an indindual", progress before
ad ancing too far down the range. This wa not becau e he did not want to
have to walk back! ome performance, deserve mention: Cpl · PaynM,tcr ·
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Pinhorn. ' ii! ·J3nlkt' O Donnel and of cour:;e S, gt (. Qi\1 ) Mark
Bri. to" for his ins1,1ence on nmnmg back up the range. trangely enough
, l.•'l) of the other afet) supcnN'r~ followed hi. example. Unfonunately
the . . I \\a' never m a po'ition w take part.
tollowml! the customar. 311llll'nt of needles shouting and running
around the Troop: \\ere ready to t>'lgagc in Pba e 2. This '\\as a defence
:hoot. Th Troop> fonned section' and were .cm away to perform the
m\ ,ten es of Battle Prep. As u. ual this involved :nore shouting and
running around which e\ eryonc enJoyed immen ely, not least Sgt Paul
Brannon. Occupation of the defensive po ition involved a tact~cal mo_vc
of some 400m "ith the obligatof) crawling through a culvert flll~d with
\\atcr oon the positions had been occupied and the Troop awaited the
m '1table nrri\ al of the enemy. Preceded by an anillery barrage and
mokc screen and initiated by fire control orders of va1ying
eonventtonality. However. the de ired effect was achieved and .oon the
sections were operating with alarming effectivene . Ju. t to add to the fun
the D · decided to include an BC' pha e (thank
gt Terry hicl ).
Ha\ ing ur.·ived the BC pha e the Troop then had to deal with a crie.
of ·ommand appointment change . Thi. saw the like of Cpl teve
Wilson and Cpl ·Der Parkin on doing the hooting and Sgt Dave ttley
enJO) mg the life of a rifleman.
The exerci e received its fair share of vi itors, including the OC, Maj
Ian Bucklo11 a well as the CO, Lt Col Wakerley 'IBE and RSM
(\\ 0 J) D. Whittaker. urprisingly the DS managed to keep core of hits.
ctually. that probably was not such a difficult ta k! They even managed
to add them up and decide which Troop had cored the highest.
Congratulation go to Viking Tp for winning the quadron hooting
Troph). , 1any thank to tho e involved in helping the orga.ni ation and
running of the Exerci e. Here' looking forward to Ex Kohima Thunder.

a. The Radio Relay Stand run by C pl 'Brnmmie' Perks, LCpl Dave
Warrender and LCpl Dave Randell gave the tudents the
upportunity to erect a 'cam 12111 ma L and attempt to establish
comms between two dets.
b. Sig 'Dibsy' Dibbert organised the Radio tand enabling the students
to establ i h comms on the HF ct and send Morse Code me sage· to
each other. This was of course after some expert tuition from Sigs
Bob Birkett, John Hick , and t ick Brown .
c. The Trailer race was hosted ably by Cp l ' Monster' Hannah . The
race wa · against the clock to put a wheel onto a Y.-ton trailer, pull it
IOOOm ... sorry lOOm then take the wheel back off whilst remaining
free from mud and hor c muck.
d. The Royal Signal Mim Motorbike were organised by Sgt Gary and
i<> Chri Elliston. father and son, who a lso brought along a Royal
Signals Motorcycle Display Team Triumph to let the students pose
on and have their photo taken. aturally, I wa obliged to ride it
around to cany out the Health and Safety check !
e. The command task and mini as ault cour c wa extremely well run
by LCpl 'I 'll do any thing to get off guard. yes even that' Vi lliers and
Sig ·Have you e er tried hog roast on a spit' Walker. The students
found some of this stand quite demanding but were cheered up by Sig
\\lalker's antics in the mud and horse muck.
A big thanks goes to Sig 'Gaz' Evans and LCpl Ma ndy Barlow
REME who spent most of the week at the Chemist ... developing the
photos (only because the> appear in the mo t photographs). ot forgetting
Cpl Ch ris Hirst who with hi. clo c friend. Queenie the civvy domestic
help, put on some excellent food for the students and so ldier , (we never
want to ee burger and chips again!). The week went very well and the
feed back from the tudent was excellent. After ampling the attractions
and nightlife of the 1 orth-Ea t everyone agreed it wa a great tour and
looked forward 10 the next one. Tip of the tour: get on the tran port or walk
... or pay£ 15 for a taxi , even if you are an officer!
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as Details Cl!!'.·k wu~ POL Accou111am w/111n t1111c has permilled. fie is a
most 011tsta11~111g dnver who has recent~v completed the Advunced swJI
Car _Dm·er Cour ·e: lCpl U11 has completed 30.000 mile~ oftra1·el i11 the
staO car during /11s tenure and 1101 once has he caused the CO to he
concl!1"11 edforhi.~ safety._ Despite many late nights he i.~ 1101 only punctual
'.he next mommg hut he.ts always smart~~· turned m11 and the car is always
111111wc11lc1te~r polished 11wde and 0111. /,Cpl U11 is one oJ the best known
111rm1bers <!I? Sig Regt hecause ofh1s 1111.nven•ing allegiance to both QGS
and the Brt11sh Arm; He possesses the highest principles, a determined
·lwracter 11 hose personal discipline is without question. He has
ol//standi'.1g organisin_g ability, keen perception and good judgement. LCpl
U11 ts ll'llhout quesrwn a most 011tsta11di11gly loyal and hard working
soldier ll'ho because oj his exceptional ah1lities is highly recommended for
the award of the Ridlington 71-ophy '.
. Lt Col Wakerley 1BE, CO 2 Sig Rcgt, and Capt Santa Pun, MTO 2
1g Regt, congratu late LCpl n on hi s award.

Thursda.1 Glenrothe" Golf(. 0111'. e · Brilliant sunshme for the final 18
holes of the 54 hole medal. Even after much handicap reduction, the field
·.;ias sllll unahlt: lo catch the Mexican Bandns. 'a pt Paul Gaffne~ won
the overall competition with a net score of 215. To end a glonous day the
afternoon was taken up w11h a Texas scramble won by Mes rs. Capt Paul
Gaffney, Cpl Eddie Leek and Sig Graeme Rennie with a net score of61
Thursday _evening was graced with a splendid meal prepared by Wullie the
clcav~r w1cldmg-chef of Gl~nrothcs golf ~tub, then into the prize giving.
Fri~ay Glenrothes Golf Course: The Big Match, Scotland captained by
gt Jim McEwan v England captained by SSgt • tu Read in our O\~n
R~der Cup Match. It tumc~ ouL to be a very close match with a nail-bning
climax. The score at 3~ pomts to Scotland and 2 ~ points to England with
one match sti ll on the course all square at the 18th tee between Sgt (Fofs)
Ritchie Paterson (Scotland) and Sgt dam Gordon (England). gt
Adam Gordon eventually collapsed under the pressure v.hen he missed
the putt needed to draw the match. Richie holed his putt to rapturous
applause from .the Scots. s. gt Dave Simpso n made up it was a very
enjoyable and tmng week with many fond memories and anticipation of a
return next year.

••

=

LCpl Unbahadur Thapa and Maj (Retd) Ridlington

<L-R): S ig Dibsy Dibbert, Lt Rache l Harvey, LCpl Mandy Barlow,
S ig Ga z Evans, S ig Chris Elliston

Sgt Paul Brannon celebrates his fi rs t hit of the day

Some of the team with a syndicate of students

Sig 'Geordie' Pedersen in action
KAPE TO R-l-7 N'OVEMBER 1997
b) Sgt am Faulds
It was a cold windy day in a small village called Whitbum on the North
last coast of England. All seemed quiet and tranquil, then 2 Sig Regt
turnt:d up. The whirl wmd tour \\as staged a five one day stand alone
'"its to ~chools and colleges of between 30-65 students per day. The team
consbted of a mix of trades and cap badges to man the various stands we
h:iJ arranged.
Alier a lot of debate between Lt Rachel Harvey, OJ Kape Tour and
myself. 11 wai. clec1ded that we would provide the following activities:
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THE RJDLINGTO TROPHY 1997
The Ridlington Trophy may be unheard of by those who have not
served with Lht: Queens Gurkha Signals (QGS). It i named after Maj
(Retd) Ridlington who served with the QGS in Hong Kong. Each yea r the
Trophy is presented to the most loyal, hard working and dedicated soldi er
in all of the QGS, regardless of where he is tationed. This September the
QGS celebrated it's 48th birthday at the home of 30 Sig Regt, Bramcote.
During the birthday party Maj (Retd) Ridlington was on hand to presen t
this year's Ridlington Trophy to LCpl Unbahadur Thapa of2 Sig Regt.
The citation for the Ridlington was written by the then CO of 2 Sig
Regt, Lt Col J. L. Fletcher, excerpts of the citation follow :
'The job of Colonels driver is renowned for being a task that involves
long hours and hard work. However, such is the clwracler ofLCpf U11 that
he 1101 only completes his job in an exemplmy manner but has also filled in
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

GLE ROTHES GOLF TO R 1997
Fifteen member., from 2 Sig Regt set off on 14 September to start an
arduous five day golf tour at some excellent golf courses in the Glenrothes
area situated in the East of Scotland. We met up at the Black Watch TA
Centre on Sunday at I 200hrs. After taking over the accommodation we all
set off for Glenrothes Golf Club for our fir t Tee-off time at I 300hr . It
wa a very windy day intersper eel w ith spells of driving rain. We all
played 18 holes over the next four hour in very challenging condition
which was a good introduction to the course.
Monday Charlton Golf Course: The first 18 holes of the 36 hole
Stapleford competition was played in the morning and then had the first 18
holes of the 72 hole medal competition in the afternoon. The cour e i in a
beautiful setting of mountainous terrain and the weather was much
brighter although there wa a twenty minute pell of torrential rain in the
morning. By the afternoon Lhe electric golf carts were looking quite
attractive though no one weakened and all persevered round helped by
some home made broth and a couple of malt . Sgt Jim McEwan won the
morning round with 35 points but by the end of the day Capt Paul
Gaffney and Maj Pete tephen on were in the lead.
Tuesday Glenrothes Golf Course: The foreca t for torrential rain and
gale , was unfo1tu nately accu rate and the competition wa suspended
when the course was closed for the day. Undeterred, a mall crack squad of
lunatic Golfers decided to take on St Andrews and all met up at U1e TA
cntre of 2 Sig Sqn (V) in Dundee to amp le some hospitality and watch
Lhc Celtic v Liverpool game.
Wednesday Burnt Island Golf Co11rse: An early start aw a few glazed
eyes on the way to Burnt I land, ituated ju t orth of the Firth of Forth.
Cpl John Hart took a little longer to recover than mo t having pent most
of the night u ing the big white telephone. The course was magnificent
with glorious panoramic views over the Firth of Forth. Sig Graeme
Rennie ama sed u total of 36 points to win the . econd leg of the 36 hole
Stapleford. gt Jim McEwan and Sgt Stu Read maintained their
position by finishing 1st and 2nd respective ly over the 36 hole taplcford
competition. Cp l Nigel Weir finally confessed · 1 have nothing to offer the
game of go lf' and had his clubs been of any value he might have looked
for a buyer at lunch -Lime.
The ·afternoon again bolted to the Mexican contingency namely
' Sombrero' Gaffney nnd ' Amigo' tephenson who maintained their grip
on the now 54 hole medal. Wedne day evening, arranged by the
Entertain ments Officer, Capt Graham Reith (or is it George) involved a
trip to Edinburgh and a vi ·it to 61 (City of Edinburgh) Sig Sqn (V) as a
starting venue for a big night out. Sgt Jim ' l don't drink whisky' McEwan
turned into a one-man cabinet act a~cr his quote ·You 're in my country, in
my capi tal ci1y, so lets have a malt or rwo •.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

The Scottish Team
Back Row (L-R): LCp l McKeown, Sig Rennie,
Capt Reith , Capt Gau l
Front Fow (L-R): SSgt Patterson, Sgt McEwan, Capt Gaffney

The English Team
Back Row (L -R) : Cpl Leek, Cpl Hart, Sgt Gordon , SSgt Read,
Sgt Smith. Capt Stephenson
Front Row (L-R): Cpl Weir, SSgt Simpson
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OFFICER TR\I 'I ·c; DAY
,
.
On a .:old dear day on 4 D~-cembcr. the Olli ers _01 2 1g ~~gt met up
for breakfast 111 preparation for an arduous 'Of11cers Tra111111g Day ·
\\.al ing from Horton 111 Ribblesdalc up to the peak of !ngleborough and
dcm n 1 Ingleton arranged hy mtcmutionally renown~d ui:'1val expert Lt
And' Carroll. Judging by the assorted dress and 11.e of bcrgan . .there
were· dilli r nt mterpretation. on 'al· ly how arduou the day was gomg to
be The wor t dm.s award goe · to '.. apt Paul Tm a Para· Gaffn~y who
co~ldn "t bear to take hi. combat oft for the day. We set 0tT on our Journey
to the FllP complim m ·of' anta Tou_rs·. The .fat lad. ii..mely Capt Dave
Gaut dcmoli ·hed hi packed lunch bctorc leavmg Imphal ~ai;acks.
On arrival the coach wa. met by the ·Cruft Mobile , where an
as:ortmem of dogs and their 0\\11ers alighted: It wa not~ a~ th1 early
stage that . 1 nty. the tud pup owned and t~ame<l,_ by Maj Mick Besant
hJd taken a liking to mudge-the flirt. tramed tor the day by Lt Bee
Lambert. We ·et off on our bri k walk and were soon . pread out .ov~r two
J...1lome1ers! \\c topped to regroup and chocolate e~la1rs were dt ~tbuted
b the Families Oflicer, Capt Graham Reith. At this st~ge Monty s hkmg
had turned 10 lu ·t and he was reprimanded back onto his lead so he could
do no further damage.
.
.
.
We made the peak of lngleborough m good time after a par~1culady
1eep climb where we stopped 10 have lunch and auen~pted to call m an air
ambulance for Capt Mick Boxall who was su~enng fro~11 a fo~ of
altitude ickne s and Capt Rupert Whiting was JU t uffermg. 'l~J la~
Bucklow made the peak with tl1e a i tance of. h1- U:U· ty suck ·Tngger
and \laj Da\'e Jones with his portable cockta1l cabmet. The effort had
definitely been worthwhile to ee the magm_ficent v1e~s on a wonder~lly
clear day, therefore there had been no need !or Capt Billy Badger to "~ar
·uch hideously bright green pyjamas. The de cent was done at varymg
paces according to need for refreshment. Three meinbers of the team went
AWOL, including young. innocent 2Lt Kerry Cochran who wa . led
astray by two LE Officers. All ~ well when eveDtually they made 1t to
the right pub and the team bondmg commenced. It must be noted that
fonty at thi stage had been placed under close arrest and Smudge and Lt
Bee Lambert were being counselled by the Families Officer. After some
games of pool and dominoe the ~y con,cluded. Everyone had cerramly
enjoyed them elves and hopefully II won l be too long before they let us
loo e again.

Officers Training Day
(L-R): Capts Whiting, Badger, Majs Bucklow, Riley,
Lt Col (Retd) Worrall, 2Lt Cochran, Lts Carroll, Lar;ibert,
Maj Besant Capt Reith , Lt Harvey, Capt Suttor:i, Mai Jones,
Capts Boxall, Gaffney, Santa Pu.n an~ Mai Walker.
The CO, Lt Col Wakerley MBE, 1s trying not to be
identified at the back

A c ry for help! From Smudge (fo reground) with Monty looking
lustfully on

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt

RHQ

CO
Lt Col G. R. Leach
RSM
WOl (RS f) K. Fitzpatrick
The Regiment has been warned for Op Lodestar in April so the JCUFI
tour that was scheduled for August has been brought fotward to February.
This will have the advantage of hortening the period of turbulence for the
Regiment, well that's the theory. Planning for .these depl?yments
continues to occupy the Command teams. The Regunental ma1J1 effort
over the last months has been focused on Equipment Care-Boards of
Officers. Stocktaking and Maintenance to ease the reconstituti?n next
autumn. ot withstanding this. the ·fun' aspects of Regimental hfe have
continued and the porting uccess stories continue through the Hockey,
Association Football teams and the Cambrian Patrol team (see later
report). The Squadrons have carried out several demanding Adventu~e
training exercises in Zimbabwe (see later report), USA, Wales and India
(almo t), also there has been a lot of sailing around the coast of England
and 206 did an exchange with the Canadian Army. ln all this has proved to
be a very busy and testing year for the Regiment. The first two weeks in
December saw concentrated sporting effort in the Regimental and
Garrison Sµ()rts weeks. HQ Sqn excelled in the individual sports and the
communicating squadrons dominated the team events (a re~ectioi:i on
normality there). 202 Sig Sqn deservedly won the Champion Wmter
Sports Squadron Trophy.
202 IGNAL SQ ADRO '
Maj Fred Whichelo
Sqn Comd
SM
W02 (SSM) 'Dougie' Tait
It has been yet another busy period for 202 Sig Sqn but this time the
emphasis has been more on fun and less on t11e hard work. We spent an
excellent couple of weeks in the Isle of Wight on the Squadron Summer
Camp, the second week of which was spent hosting an exchange visit with
a French Canadian Squadron. The visit lasted three weeks and kept Lt
Kah Caie on her toes as she rearranged the programme for the nth time.
Thi ·was followed by a short Squadron Exercise on the plam that was used
a a refresher for some and introduction to the workings of the HQ for
other . We livened the Excrci e up by including a 'cra5h-oul' and a wood
clearance with the obligatory enemy (thanks to 216 ig ~qn). Back in
barrack~ we started the preparation for RSIT which was interrupted by a
deployment to Ludgershall to carry out a Board of Officers. This was

followed by a Regim~ntal Briefing Day. Well Done to Capt Dart, Bdr
Fitz immons LCpl Adams, ig Wright, LCpl Flintham and LCpl
Wilson who had the guts to stand up and gi e presentations on 202 Sqn's
activities over the last year. Thi led into the Regimental Sport Weck for
which the quadron put on an excellent performance across the ?oard
winning the Men ' Indoor, Men's Outdoor and Women ' Competitions
outright.
OVERLOO
TpComd
Tp SSgt

TROOP
Lt Duncan Parkinson
SSgt Jim Stillie

WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Ca1>t .John Hanington
Tp SSgt
SSgt Crawford
As usual it has been an eventful and busy couple of months. Cpl 'Alfie'
Alford and Sig Dave Meacham have done us proud in the Regimental
Football Team by winning not only Div 6's and Corps 7's but also
triumphing in the Am1y 6's! Well done also to Sig Shackleton on
achieving a superb second place on a gruelling JNCO'. Cadre Course. We
also had members of our Troop who took part in the Cambrian Patrol:
LCpl Scott and LCpl Rudd used every ounce of their military skills to
help the team win a Bronze award, a result which wa well earned
con ·idering many teams did not fini hat all. We also have others in the
Inter-Squadron Boxing team. 202 Sqn won the competition last year and
the team trainer SSgt Andy Crawford is working hard to make sure we
win it again. Well done to LCpl 'Buck' Rogers who has worked hard to
attain hi: pass m upgrading to Clas I The Troop sends its congratulations
to LCpl 'Stevie' Piprr who is getting married to Emma Hunt from
Northampton on 20 December 1997. In this active period, LCpl Glen
Lyon has been more act ive than most and ha been informed by his wife
that he is to be a father next year; well done! A warm welcome indeed to
Lt Lamb who replaces Capt Harrington as our Tp Comd. We also
welcome Sgt Braysford, Cpl Sorbie and Cpl Halliwell. Unfortunately
we will be lo mg the valuable experience of LCpl Scott, LCpl Wilson
an<l LBdr Williams. Finally a mention to our other recent arrivals, ig
Richardson and ig Brierley from Blandford and Sig Rankin from 7 Sig
Rcgt.
BUSSACO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Caie
Tp SSgt
Sgt Andy Dick
The Troop ha been very busy-in line with Regimental policy-over the
last few months beginning with Bussaco Day. This consisted of2 days out
in Scnnybndge carr;ing out military skills included 'Defence ofa Cornms
Site' and 'Live Section Defence Ranges'. A good time was had by
all especially during the three way fire fight!! With little time to gather
breath, the Troop headed off to the Isle of Wight for the quadron
Battlecamp. Activities ranged from hill walking, mountain biking through
to water sports. Of course life would not be the ame without the ATD
training which we managed to fit in'! We were fortunate enough to be
hosting a group of French Canadians over to the Regiment on an exchange
visit-didn't\\ e get the good end of the exchange whilst 206 Sqn had to go
to Canada!! The Canadians were ho ted by the Tp Comd over the three
weeks therefore sightings of Lt Caie were few and far between as she
organised and visited as many places a possible using the excuse of
playing the dutiful ho t. With the Canadians on the plane home. thoughts
and plans from SHQ (Space HQ) ended with the Squadron deploying onto
Salisbury Plain for a mini-exercise to test all aspects of training without
the STAFF looking over shoulders and constantly demanding tea. coffee
and of course Comms! ow we could look fotward lo carrying out some
overdue maintenance on our vehicle however a Regt board of officers
took priority and off we headed to the BY D at Ludgershall near Tidworth
(see separate soldier's view). Before we head into the hello , farewells and
congratulations, a big tl1ank you to Cpl Charlie Brown for organising a
Sea Survival Course for the troop to attend-in ovember. Honestly the
water wasn't that cold! Finally on to the hello etc. Welcome to the
following SSgt Andy Dick (new troop staffy-he's still trying to figure
out why with 70 people on his book only 25-30 are ever on parade!). gt
'Bear' Convery from RSS to pass on hi word of wisdom to the operators
and to Cpl Chris Wilson into MT- how many A job ! Farewells are
extended to Sgt John ' Mr Admin ' Clark who has returned to Technician
wonderland, Cpl Dave Sawyers-on promotion, LCpl Kenny Purdie to
NI and Sig 'Peanut' O 'Connor. We wish them and their families all the
best in their new jobs. Congratulations go to Cp l's Lynn, MiIJer,
Gleadall, Thomas, Chalmers and Collins on their recent promotions and
to Sig's Collins, Parkes, O'Connor, Hall and Williams on being selected
for promotion to LCpl in the next promotion year- well done all.

Maj Paul Glibbcry
W02 (SSM) Terry Crane

EXERCISE MAPLE EXCHA GE
In October 1997 50 members of206 Sig Sqn were lucky enough to take
part in an exchange to Yalcart1er. Canada. Our hosting unit was the French
Canadian Signal Squadron of 5 Brigade, 50 of whom spent their time in
sunny Bui ford!! (Thanks must go to 202 Signal Squadron for entertaining
the visiti ng Canadian Unit.) The exchange included plenty of arduous
military training along with some adventurous training and of course some
R&R.
We went back to basic infantry tactics during a field exercise which
included CTR's, ambushes. platoon assaults and kidnapping. LCpls
Baines and Campbell found themselves tolen by the enemy in the
middle of the night, the entire platoon wa alerted by the high pitched
screams as they were whipped away. During the exercise we used
Canadian platoon weapons, C9's and C7's, which are basically the same as
the M 16. We also had a chance to fire them on the ranges as well as on a
March and Shoot Competition. The winning team was of course British
led by W02 (SSM) ' Wahr' Terry Crane, but Cpl Beswick's team were
outstanding considering the bad all got to bed two hours before the start of
the competition. Having beasted ourselves it was now time for some
relaxing Adventurous training. We travelled orth for several hours where
the mountainous autumnal scenery provided a pectacular backdrop to our
activities. We pitched our tents and the canoeing, mountain biking,
horseriding and hiking began. The nearest pub was about three hrs away
so we built a bonfire and supped beer in the evenings.
Good use was made of Ca pt Bob 'I'm never without my PSlO ·
Lovett formulated several key trapping phrases in French so that the boys
could communicate with the local babes. The less said the better. The
Squadron was parricularly sociable. regularly meeting in variou clubs
which shall remain nameless and a special mention must be made here, of
SSgt Carlos 'the Shirt' inclair, whose vast array of shiny. luminous
shirts is second to none. To finish a sad farewell and good luck 10 W02
( SM) Crane, W02 (FoS) Ball, Sgt Miller and Capt Sutherland, and
welcome to SSM Hymas, FofS Docherty, Capt Lovett and 2Lt Allan.

222 SIG 'AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Mark Billingham
SSM
W02 (SSM) Andy Campbell
SHQ Tp has been through a very busy patch, most recently giving
technical support to Satcom/Reboil. Previously in early ovember the
Troop provided a lot of manpower to 222 Sig Sqn's running of the
Garrison Bonfire ight. W02 (SSM) Andy Campbell planned and
organised the event with Sgt 'Guy Fawkes' Pattendon providing the
fireworks. Sgt Jim 'It worked earlier on, Honest' Robertson ran the P.A.
system and handed out parklers to local children. SSgt Bruce ' Saturday
ight Fever· Ibbotson did the announcements including a stunning
rendition of the Gun Powder Plot. Despite torrential downpours in the
early part of the evening the event was well attended and the rain
eventually eased just in time for the fireworks to start. ew arrivals to the
Troop have been many, starting from the top. Capt 'Edmund' Hillary
takes over command of SHQ Tp from Capt 'Elvi ' 1eadowcroft who
leaves to attend his advanced Karaoke course at Shrivenham. Sgt 'Matt'
uttal takes over as SQMS from
gt Dave Rook who was po Led on
promotion to SSM. Other new boys were as follows Cpl Dawes, Cpl
Carnegie, Cpl Weate, Cpl Roberts, Cpl Sibbald, LCpl \ elch, Sig
Astbury, Sig Harrison and ig Muir. Welcome to all new arrivals and a
sad farewell to Sgt Drew Thompson, Sgt Jim Robertson , Cpl Fred
Farnfield Cpl 'Wozz.er' Waring, LCpl ' I'm not Ginger! It's strawbeny
blonde' Callander and LCpl Geordie Reid.

OVERLOO DAY
To celebrate the Troop's Battle Day it was decided to hold a FIBUA
training day. This took place at Copehill Down village and i~volved the
whole of the available Troop. After the mandatory safety briefs and the
fitting of the SAWES equipment we got straight down to bu incss with a
number of practical building assault demos. It wa then our tui;i to have a
go with each section being given a house and an enemy. Havmg entered
the hou e easi ly things then became tricky as over half of the section
started to beep as they were shot from in depth position . We reloaded with
more ammo than we could cany, including three chorely grenades each,
gathered up all of the as ault stores and after a quick set of battle orders
made our way around to the Platoon FUP. A small number of the enemy
had to be cleared from one side ofa street.' o Problem ' we said and then
watched the first two assault teams being killed before they even got to the
first house. Losing 50% of our strength on the first building was not good,
but some j udicious use of the umpire gun ensured that we had enough
manpower to continue the assault. l lilirs later and six b1;1ildings had b~en
cleared and four of the enemy well and truly killed with the as aultmg
force the victors as always.
ARRIVALS A D FAREWELLS
Farewells on departure to a life in civvies are due to Cpls Toby
Fernbank and Stu Mclean and his wife Heidi. Departing on posting arc
Cpl 'Fishy' Heron to AFCE T and ig 'Ronnie' Allan to 17 Port ~
Maritime. We wish them all well for the future. Welcomes are due to Sig
'Son of Osborne' Robinson straight from training and gt ' Mo' Morris
on an inter troop move.

Bill and Ben (Sgt Convery and Sgt 'Colonel' Hyde)
on a days outing
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206 SIGNAL SQUADRO
SqnComr!
SSM
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Sig Carl Welsh gets his monthly bath.
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/\ DE T ROOP
Tp '"omd
lLt C. P. ro\\ther
gt P. B.. W. Hogg
.
I p S 'gt
Tins ha. pro\ ed to be another busy period for Aden Troop; among ·t th1
!me of ncttnty ig Ford. Green. Hemley and mith all~ndcd the
Regimental Cadre Course.
onttn :~ ·nt of the Troop were mvncd to
attend a R -membrance Parade at E<l" ington. The month has ccn n big
transition \\ ithin the rank of den 1 •oop. We would like to · a) goodbye
to Lt ick · chumachcr' Iorris and Cpl Jimmy Frc\, who have been
po'tcd to ATR Bas mgbourn nud to ig Karl Harrison who stay with in
the fold of the quadron but is no\\ a member of SHQ Troop. \: e. would
like to '' clcome 2Lt hris ronther from the R S. C pl Hobson trom 16
ig Regt. LCpl Reid fro m SHQ Troop and Sig Adam Robb from the
fa IOI)!

Final!) congratulations are in order to gt Mick Woods on his recent
prl'motion.
:\L\ ""I TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt F. Hay
Tp gt
gt D. Allan
The last few months ha, ·e cen a mixtur of e ·crci es and a Board of
Officcn.. We have also welcomed a few new face , namely Sig ' Mac '
IcCull og h. who join u from IAD R, and igs Hemm ing and Davies
who both arrived traight from Bland ford. The Troop has al ·o waved
goodbye to a number of people who have decided that the ·future' bright'
but it' not green. Good luck to L pl ' Jez' Anderson who ha recentl y
left and to Cpl 'Thommo' T homson who leave us oon. Congrarulations
go to gt Andy Hayter on hi recent marriage and forthcoming patter of
tiny fet:t. Congratulations al o go to our resident ·Action Man' ig ·Jacko'
J ackso n, who is reco\'ering on guard after completing a gruelling
ambrian Patrol training package foll owed by a two week .I 'CO Cadre
cour.;e. \\here he di ·tingui hed him elf with a Commendation Certi ficate.
La t. but not lea t. in th-e hall of fume are LCpl Hoggart and LCpl Dave
hristi on who were promoted on the last board.
H RJ HTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt . J. R. Stead
Tp gt
Sgt R. Lang
The Regiment has settled down to a hou ekeeping period after a bectic
ummer. With time on our hand a plan was conceived. An invasion wa to
be launched with the combined fo rce of Sharjah and Masirah Tp, the
newest 222 Sig Sqn reinforcement . Our victims were to be the 257 Sig
qn garage . After ending out recce parties and gathering local
intelligence a date was set for the attack. As the sun rose over Wing/Ward
barracks the attack was launched from the 222 garages. It involved 50 men
and 28 vehicles in a full frontal assault: regrouping at AAFf break the
operation continued until lunchtime when the elite 222 forces had ecured
the garages. 257 bad been reduced to Troop trengtb and withdrew to
Picton Barracks. Mis ing during the invasion were Cpl Ski dmore and Sig
Drake who are both in Bo nia. However the arrival of LCpl Ward, ig
Fitzpatrick and ig Goodacre reinforced the Troop. Congratulations to
ig G r ab am and ig McDougall for their promotions in the New Year.
IASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Hawes
Tp Sgt
SSgt A. 1. Keen
The Troop ju t gets bigger and better. ew people are being posted in
from as far and wide as Blandford and Manchester. Welcome to gt Al
Keen taking the reins from gt ' Elusive' Emmerson. Some of tl1e original
members have been increasing their Regimental Stanis: igs Wa ll ace and
'Grommit' Claridge attending the recent JNCO Cadre cow-se. They
apparently performed well, but Wall ace had all the gear, with ·Grommit'
ha\'ing no idea! Congrarulations to gt ' Yes, I can do that too• Emmerson
on taking a Bronze medal as part of the Regimental Cambrian Patrol team,
and more success as part of the Army Development Team in Orienteering.
We look forward to eeing Sgt 'Shortly' Emmerson back in the Troop
before the Millennium!
The virgin Troop finally lo t it's cherry on Ex Arabi an Dawn, our fi rst
deployment to the field , all be it on the Plain! Many lessons were learnt
and it proved to be a great success. Masirah took part in the Regimental Ex
Red ' l love to count' Reckon and showed the troops numerate kills
shining thro••gh.
REG l:\t ENTAL OPE RATIO 'S
Ca pt J. utton
Ops Officer
Regt Yeoman
WO I (YofS) lll ixon
The last few months have been very busy, after getting in from the
DCinC te L cxerci c. Ex Lion Sword, during which the Regiment was
spread all the way from Hullavington in Wiltshire down to Bovington and
West Lulworth in Dorset. This involved one of the HQ from 202 Sig Sqn
being placed on boat in Marchwood and conducting a beach landing at
Wc>t Lulworth, which proved to be a great success. No ooner had that
finished and 222 Sig Sqn deployed onto Ex First Crusade, this was
pro\'iding I \1ech Bde with a solid Ptarmigan network. It was then onto
the fir t of two JRDF exerci e~. the first being Ex Pegasus Strike for 5 AB,
\\here a 2 ~tar HQ wa set up at South Cerney. The Regimenta l YofS WOI
(\'o ~ ) • amm} \ t cElreave> and the Ops Sgt, Sgt Tony May were the
luckier one's to deploy all the way up to West Freugh near Stranraer with
me RRB 's and a small ISM team that met up with a 501 det from
Bramcote. This provided Euromux and ATacTs down to South Cerney.
Then onto a well earned rest of three weeks block leave. Immediately we
returned for 202 Sig qn and 222 Sig Sqn to deploy on the Divisional
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Arttllerv Group exercise. Ex Iron Tornado which took place on alisbury
Plain with 202 1g qn providing the Main I!Q and 222 ig qn providing
the Trunk ctwork for tht• "hole exercise. Again this proved to be a very
s ucct>~ fut exerci c. Straight after l:x Iron Tornado the Regiment took on
the taffCollcge Demc \\hich took place on the Plain . Thi invo lved the
se tting up of Mam I IQ compkx, small Pt a~ igan ne t w~rk and 206
pro\'iding the HQ D G. On compleuon of th1 · task 222 1g Sqn were
invoh·ed in the P1arn1i ga n Integrated y ·tern Upgrade tna l for two weeks
at Siemens Plesse) in Christchurch at the same time 206 Sig qn and HQ
ig qn were deployed to h i c k ~n nds for the econd of our JRD F
exercises, Ex Pu rple Link. The exercise provided a two star HQ and UK
Response Team with a total of up to 800 Staff. The exercise provided links
from the UK all the wa aero· to merica. It also provided a Video
Conference link with the Americans. During this period the Regimental
Ops team ha had a number of departures and arrivals. The first to go wa
Capt Touy arginson off to London. WO ! (FofS) Tony Mullen , WOI
(YofS) ammy McElrea\'CY both of which have gone to Blandfo rd and it
i believed that their handicap has improved in ju ·t the few months they
have been there. The la ·t one to go was apt 'Bl ue Beard' utton who
has made his way north to York a · Adjt 2 igs. We wish them all the best.
Finally onto the n-ivals, the first being Capt 'igel Cullen and wife
Linda and children, then V 0 1 (FofS) Russel Lifton and wife Lindsay
and children, WO I (YofS) Bob ixon and wife J ane and children. We
wi h them all the best during their tour here.
EXERCISE CHI MA TM
I IRO
A special report from our Afri ca Correspondent
Ex Chi manimani Tron took a party of fifteen people from 202 Sig qn to
southern Africa for three weeks to give new cha llenges amidst a
completely new culture and environment. This was a self-co ntained
trekki ng expedi tion to Zimbabwe. over the period 3- 26 September 1997.
The aim of the expedition was to trek around the peaks of the
Chimanimani Mountain in the Eastern Highland of the country, to be
followed by local leave, white water rafting below Victoria Falls. The
CO , four JNCOs and eight
party comprised one subaltern. two
Signallers, including two females. All but one were members of 202 Sig
qn, escaping from the rigour of armoured exerci c on Salisbu ry Plain.
During the trekking, the party split down into smaller groups of eight and
even, led by Sgt Bob Dillet (Group One) and Lt Alan Garr ett (Group
Two).
We arrived early in Harare after a long overnight flight. After the
proces of immigration (Ho\ can you tay in the Chi man imani ? I need a
proper address) and lo ing a tent, we took a coach to the city's ra il way
tation. We then de cended on the city centre in search of map and
supermarkets and their tinned food. We then returned to the tation to wait
fo r our overnight train to Mutare and to divide out hundreds of tins into
eagerly awaiting rucksacks. Duri ng the day, ig Dan Pearson was the
victim of the local vagabonds when he found the bag under his seat had
disappeared. As wel l as hi travellers' cheques and camera, it contai ned
hi s and two friend ' passports and a plane ticket. There followed a round
of visits and phone calls to the local police and the High Commission. The
rather ha sled Duty Officer from the Commission (chi ldren crying in the
background as he was in the midd le of di nner) assured u that we could
easily be issued temporary passports during office hours. As our tra in wa
already paid for and leaving in a few hours, we decided to pas through
Harare earl y on after the trekking. It wou ld not do to return to Bui fo rd with
three hort, ·well, Colonel , it's like this .. .'
The trai n was a gl imp e of the country's predeces or, Rhodesia. The
carriages still had Rhodesian Rai lways engraved everywhere and the gap
between first and economy class was immen e. All trains in Zimbabwe
leave at night and arrive early in the morning, no matter how long the
journey. The majority of the loca ls travel in economy class, wh ich means
spending a night packed on seats like ardines. Although we had sleeper
carriages, with all our ruck acks and bags, we were not that much
different. We arrived early in Mutare and haggled with a local 'Commuter
Omnibus' dri ver lo take us to the bus station. We had a bit of a shock on
arrival at the bus station. It was jam packed with old buses, wa iting
passengers and even more street children sell ing everything from bananas
to cigarettes to sugarbeet. When we deb ussed, we were immediately
surrounded by these kids and spent a rather nerve-wracking three hours sat
in a circle around ou r rucksacks. As always happen , two bu cs came at
once and it seemed a if there was going to be a fi ght between the drivers
over which was going to carry us. Eventuall y (after locating the three who
had gone ofT in search of a cup of tea), we boarded one and were on our
way to Clumanimani, after stopping at someone's house to pick up a trailer
to load the bags into. The trailer did not look very reli able at all and Sig
Ange Wright was nominated to keep watch out of the back window after
any bumps on the road. Late in the afternoon, we arri ved in Chimanimani
vi llage and arranged to put up our tents in the garden of the Chimanimani
Hotel, where we also had a good meal. Investigations were made to find
transport to the ational Park and a little more food was bought. All the
food was then divided betwet:n the two trekking parties and split in to fir t
and second weeks' rations.
The next day, we walked lo a nearby camp ite, Heaven 's Lodge,
arranged to stay there on our return and caught their transport into the
mountains. After 45mins on the ricketiest landrovers we had ever seen we
arrived in the Muteskewcne base camp, the start of our trek. We had a bit
of a shock when we found out how much the park ranger were going to
charge us for visiting the National Park, but we had no choice but to pay
up. After leaving the second week's rations with them, we plit into our
two groups and headed into the mountains. This first day 's trekking was
also one of the most diffi cult, as one has to climb up into the mountain
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range. Group Two took a slightly easier path up a long gully full of
u~dcrgrowth and rca~hed the planned location of outhcrn Lake~ Povls.
(1roup .One. m~anwh1 l c, had decided to try <i different route, up and o' er
the ma m ndgc linc. They J_ust managed to get up and over before night fe ll.
~o uthc rn Lakes P oo~s 1s probably the nicest looking place to camp out,
as 1t h.as. you guessed 1t, a cou~l e of pools. These arc just big enough to
swi m 111 we thought that cvcrythmg would bl! lovely with the world. In the
morn mg, however, we realised th at camping beside the only bit of water
aroun.d 111ea111 that all our kit was soaked. Group Two set off south for a
pro111111cnt pea_k. known as Devil 's Tooth Rock. The going proved to be
extremely lest mg, 111vo lv111g a long cli mb out of the pools onto a fea ture
called the_' add le', before_ entering a tough area fu ll of the deepest valleys
and the highest spurs. This took a lot longer than anticipated and by the
ti me w.: camped well short of Dragon 's Tooth, most of the group were
very tired. Only gt Dave Marti n seemed to have any st rength left as he
went ofT in searc h of short cuts and water. We conti nued the nex t morn mg
unti l the grou nd flatte ned out near Dragon's Tooth. We were then able to
sta1t on the fi r ·t. of our peaks and climbed the exciting sounding BB73.
This was a relallvdy easy one lo start ofT with, yet the views at the top
were still brcJthtakmg. We could also set: the start of some cloud coming
in fro m Mo/ a111bique

Lt Al Ga rrett, Sig Rich ie Hay, Sig Jamie Young, Sgt Dave Martin
and S ig John Grant on top of BB73 at the Zimbabwe
Mozambique Border
The next day involved dimbing Dr~go n 's Tooth itself, not the highest
but one of the most difficult TlllS 1!1volved a lot of scrambling and
p1ck mg our way up the lope. Aga m. terri fic views until the cloud started
lo come in: Ou~ camp was beside another small pool and we were able to
enJOY a qmck dip to clean ourselvc off. It wa al o very refreshing as the
water was an awful lot colder than expected. To fi nish off in the south of
the Park, we set off fo r_the. furthest pea k. BB73 A. When we goc there, it
was not really worth clunbmg. o we walked a little further to look from
the. top of the Macurupini Falls. These were a long drop down into the
pla111 below and ·eemed to be covered in genuine ra in forest.
By now it was time to travel north back through what was dubbed · The
Stairca es from Hell'. Again, it took a long time and wa extremely
di fficult go111g. By now low cloud had started to arrive so at least it wa a
break from the baki ng un. As night fell, we camped next door to a termite
hill, o we were very careful not to disturb them. The group continued
north the next day and a1Tivcd back at outhern Lake Pools. The de cent
into the Pool is very steep, approaching vertical. Sig Da n Pearson
tl~o ught that it would be a good idea to take the weight off hi feet and let
l11s bergan de cend usmg the force of gravity. Before anyone could yell,
' It'll fa ll in the water! ', it fell in tl1e water. It proved to be an excellent
~cmo n strati on of ig Pearson's traming, however, as virtually all his kit
1n 1?e stayed dry._ That night .was another night of booming bullfrog
callmg to the lad ies. We contmued north , fo llowing the Bundi stream.
After a nice little stop off at the beautiful Digby Fall , we climbed up onto
the plain that is at the base of the highest peaks. From our camp- ite here,
we spent the next few days climbing up a variety of mountains including
' Ben Nevi ' and Domb1. By now the cloud wa at ground level and if it
was not actuall y dria ling, then the mi t wa soaking wet. This prompted
the phra ·c. ' ft never rains in Zimbabwe ' 10 be repe!lled rather a lot. The
expedition leader had u ed this as a selling tactic whil t in Bulford.
llowever, the ex pedition leader had last been in the Chimanimani
Mountai ns du ri ng one of the worst droughts in recent southern African
tunes.
We also i.eadcd back down to the rangers hut to pick up our econd lot
of upplics. We were able to find a much better route than the one we had
originally taken into the mountains, but it wa till one of the longest
~ownhill and uphill log around. [t was definitely worth it, though, a the
little tuck hop wa open and' c were able to have a coke and a tickie.
p~ak.•
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We conunu~d to!mng around the noi:thcrn plateau and finished off the
trek by chmbmg Kweza, the second htghc't mountain in L1mbabwe at
2500metrcs. The cli mb 1tsclf is not technically difficult, but it 1s very l~ng
and very h1.gh. Once we had done this, we realised that we had stood
numerous limes with one foot in Zimbabwe and one in Mozambique.
l:J nfo_rtunately, we were unable to get our passports stamped. After our
fortn ight m the Park, .we then trekked back to the rangt:rs' hut to awa it our
transport. Of course, 1t was late. but it did arrive and fo r that we were more
than thankful. On return to Heaven's Lodge, it was time to wash, put up
tents and have a steak. ever has hostel food tasted so good.
. We then hcad~d off on the long Journey to Victoria Falls. The beginning
mvolvcd squeezmg onto the local bus which was jam packed with locals
carrymg bags of com. That was certainly an experience. Lt Ga rrett sat
beside a chap, wi ~h a skin di ease: who kept falling asleep on hi s houlder.
Our travels continued on by tram through Mutare, Harare (picking up
passports on the way), Bulawayo and finally into Victoria Falls. We were
111 Victoria Falls for the white water rafting. We paraded at the Saf Par
Exc.ellencc office at 0730 hours to meet the transport for the white water
raftmg. We were taken to the grounds of a nearby hotel where we recei\'ed
a long and thorough safety brief. After meeting our river guide. Laza ru s,
we descended mto the Zambezi gorge and got in our rafts. The thrill of
what foll~wed was, in reality, the pin nacl~ ~f th e expedition. Although not
a rc~ogmsed _adventurous tra1111ng actlVlty, the white water rafiing
provided the _biggest tests of courage and character of the whole exercise.
"".h~~ the g~1de gave us instructions like, ' Herc, you must paddle or you
die, 1t ~erta m ly focused the mind. The whole day was excellent fun most
of the ti me and very scary when one ended up in the water. ig J amie
Youn g had the bes.t quote, ' Are you scared too, Boss?' Group One's boat
only managed to fl ip themsel ve~ ov~r onc_e, th o~gh had quite a few people
flung out of the boat too. As their guide said, ' Where i that tupid
~e l hman?' Group. Two, as the day's sacrificial lambs, flipped three
tlm~s, us_ually sending themselves down-ri ver towards the next set of
r~p1d~ without a raft. Once you are in the water, it can be quite a
d1 onentatmg expenence, as you tend to get sucked under just as you are
try mg to fi nd_an? get back mto the boat. Everyone survived with their
bodi es and pnde mtacl and finished off with a 250m vertical climb out of
the gorge. We had completed 17 rapids and the sight of water falling away
111 fro nt will stay with everyone for a long time. This was a very
entertaining and frighten ing day. We were able to watch ourselve on
video later and everyone said that if they had seen it first they would not
have gone rafting. Thi clone, it was time to head back to Harare. After an
overnight top at a camping lodge in the city (with braii barbecue
provided) we got to the airport and started the lono night home.
Ex Chi manimani lron was an excellent advenhire for the team and for
most .wa the first ~m e that they had taken part in uch an expedition. The
trekkmg was certamly arduous and a big challenge for all. A lot of people
learnt ~esso n about themse_lve and each other that they wou ld not have
done m Bultord. Pan ot the adventure was doina all thi in an
underdeveloeed country l i~e Zimb_abwe, where the culture is completely
different. Th is was a great ms1ght mto how other people live. The rafting
was by far the best experience for mo t and can be trongly recommended.
CAMBRIA PATROL COMPETITIO
A Special report from our Welsh correspondent
Training for thi_s years eve.nt began in earnest at the end of September
after the maJor arullery exerc1 e for the year though it looked doubtful for
a while if the ~earn capi_ain would m~ke it after nearly killing him elf in a
land rover accident dunng the exercise. However, Lt Alex 'Jinx' Fennell
soon_recovered and wa back in training with only a couple of cars to his
credit. The team wa entered in the third phase of this years ' patrol which
ran from 27-29 October o this left us ju t over a month to get ready. A lot
of badgering by the team captain and the team manager gt Peter
'Cowboy· Rodriguez got everyone on the team released from work o
that we could train five day a week. Thi early on in the training everyone
wa . very grateful to get out of the garage . little did we know what would
be m store for- u . Thanks go to I RGJ for the Bergan and radios and
2PWRR for the CW ' . Everything wa returned more or le intact
though we really didn't want to give back the Bergan .
The training went very well and ge~erall y con.sisted of tl1ree big physical
s~s1on a week. with the_rest of the time covering theo~etical aspects and
m~t _patrol kill . Dunng one mornmg spent leammg how to clear
mmefield a lot of laugh were had when a dog being walked by its owner
ran _straight through the minefield etting off both trip flare and narrowly
llVO~di~g the blank ' Ehe' mines eattercd arow1d. A team wa
lowly
begn:nmg to fonn tho~1 gh our option were becomi ng limited with injuries.
The lmal wap occumng when ig Jam es 'Chill' Chamberlain stepped in
to take over from ig Paul ' We ty' \ c termao who after being recmited
by the team captain in the local chip shop trained his back at a fair two
weeks before the event. With two week · to go the whole team tra\'elled
down to Okehampton amp for a week to conduct final trainmg. ome
a pect were definitely more enjoyable tl1an others. Getting bugged out at
0400hr.; Monday morning for a I6hr patrol was definitely one of the IO\\
spots wh!le shootin~ what seemt!d like the Regiments' yearly quota of h\'C
ammunition wa a high. This week wa an e, eellen t opportunity to bond as
a tea!Il .and eve,n though th~ weather was mi crable the team enjoyed it. Sig
Ja mi ~
?<ldy Slade provided the most laugh when he was dropped off on
top ot a hill to pick up a truck and he 'd left the key at camp leaving himself
tranded. During training • oddy· also managed to pick up the nickname'
'Dog' afier his voice procedure and · ea Ba • afier hi · ineptitude at card>
The final week was spent in fina l preparation and thi. wa. wh.:n the
Dani h team we were hosting arri\'cd. The Princes Life Regiment were a
great bunch of lad - and many jealou · glance were exchanged between
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m at each oth ·rs eqmpmcnt. 1 ht: \\eek in camp allo~\'ed the Danes 10
•et u, 00 to the equipment we were lendmg them and also for them to get
u. d 10 \\ orking \\ ith (.'pl Ian • ys Bu•h' ~1ilsom who '~a attach:<f a .
th ·ar Radio operator. It alsv allowed us a ~hancc to ·ho\\ th~m the delights
of Bulford night-life in the guise of the K1w1 pub.
To sa' e us~ an ob,cenely early start on Monday both !cams travelled to
,tav at the team managers house ju-t outh of Lc_ommster 0~1 . .unday.
rhlngs began for our team at 07l0hrs when \~·e arr.tved at the m1t1al RV.
froni thi point on e\'Cl)1hing \\ , fairly hectic un11l we ?eployed on the
patrol at l 230hrs. Throughout th~ Patrol morale stayed high although '.he
te-.un captam had hrought along 3 small teddy for u e ~y :ny~ne ''ho
,, ant~d to throw 1t. In fact we hadn't even tarted before \\ esty .u e~ it
and broke it. arm ofl1 Afier l4hrs of patrolling which included chmbmg
what felt like the steepest hill in Wale· we reached the Op pha-e and_could
afford to rest for a little while. All too soon however we were off agam and
didn't top until 2230hrs on Tuesday when we got. to the HL . We were
pra 1 ed on arrival and told lha1 o far in the competmon we were the only
11.·

team to actually make it ahead of ·chedule, a small justification for our
aching limb . . We were also gleefully infom1cd by a member o'.the D~ that
it was the coldest night in October smce records began. A d1 appomtmg
nioht shoot and helicopter ride later we found omselves at Bde HQ
m~crgoing an mtcnsive debriefing. .e sion that la ted f?r an hour. Full
marks here for the wh le teams' abthty lo blufT th~ mtclhgcnce officer_ at
the drop of a hat. It was then imply a case of walk mg to the pick up po mt
where we were to be collected by our admm team.
The 11\\ ard ceremony took place the following day and for our efforts
we received a bronze award that the whole team were chuffed to bus with,
e pecially when taking into consideration the number. of teams. that
dropped out due 10 the di lance and extreme cold. The Dam h team picked
up a bronze as well and we were all really pleased for them. hopefully now
they will invite u up . to De1~mark so we can ample their brand of
hospitality. As usual th1 year Cambrian Patrol was long and hard and
the team fell a great sen e of achievement to get a medal though to a man
none ofu ever wam to go through that again!

7 Sig Regt
BFP035
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Lt Col 'like Dyer
WOI (RSM) Pete Griffiths

HEADQU RTERS SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob O'Hara
s M
W02 ( S 1) Angie Hilborn .
HQ qn say a fond farewell 10 Maj 'Mickie' Fogg and h~s good lady
Joan and welcome in their place Maj 'Bob' O'Hara and his good wife
:\1au~een. The Squadron ha been filled with frenetic. activity for all
members in recent weeks. with two major events to orgamse either side of
Ex Woodland Flight 3.
.
On Friday 31 October 1997 the Station celebrated Guy Fawkes 1~hl
The God were mi ling on us, as the weather was perfect for the evemng.
Catering Tp did u proud with their _u ual high standard of fare a~d th~
Anglo-German stall provi~ed a wai:i;im~ but let!1al _Gluhwem. LCpl Wes
We broom did a grand JOb of 's1tmg the wmmng Guy on top of !he
bonfire and setting light to the aid bonfire by 'tripping' the trip flare too
TIL
soon. How many times did we hear, 'DO OT TR.IP THE FLARE
THE SSM GIVES THE SIG AL.' Tbe SSM tells us that LCpl
Wesbroom was uitably remorseful! The evening how~ver, was ·~ade'
by the spectacular fireworks di play that would have g1v~n the Chmese
'ew Year Display in Hong Kong Harbour a run for thetr money. Cpl
'Geoff' Richards and his Firework Display Team are to be congratulate~
for the rime effort and planning that went into the display to ensure thal 1t
was uperb.' Last but not least the clean up party headed up by Sig 'Slug'
Owen managed to bave the whole area cleared inside one hour ( omeone
obviously had a hot date!).
On Wednesday 12 ovember 1997 the Regiment was host to _the St
Martin's Day Parade. This event is organised by the local German C1llzens
Association and ho 1ed by the Regimental Anglo-German club. The
hi tory of St Martin is shrouded in th_e annals of. German folklore.
However it is believed thal some centuries ago a kmght named Martin
was out riding his horse on a cold November evening.. He met ~n old
beggar in rags sitting by the road nearly .fr?zen to d~th. _With no he 1tat1on
he topped. took ofT his cloak and cut 1t m two. with his sword and gave
one half to the beggar. He became famous for his good deeds and he was
later canonised. Children carrying lanterns, following a man dressed as St
Martin on horseback form a procession commemorating him each year. At
the end of the procession a bonfire is lit and the children receive a &ift of
sweet . The Gymnasium was set up to pack the sweet bags for the children
with all 1ands on deck including, the CO and his wife, A nnie. With over
I 000 sweet bags to be packed it was a mammoth task. ( ee photo upper
right).
, ' TO \EHJCLE OMPARISON EXERCISE
What slope can a truck cope with, how deep can _it wade, and how !11uch
mud can it struggle through? Two teams from 7 Sig Regt took part m the
'!\TO Vehicle Comparison Exercise, led by Sgt Northeast, ably assisted
by pl Hewitt, Cpl Ho,~lett and LCpl Field.
The event was hosted by the Bundcsweher and held in Drover Heide
training area, "here there was lots of mud and water, ideal for the
l:xerci:.c.
All the other team declined the offer to try the water, but the Brits, not
to be outdone, had a go. Alas the water was Im deep and the Bedford
\\c1ghcd 8 ton• , 'eedlc~s to say the inevitable happened, gt 1 orthea~t
looked at pl Hewitt, Cpl Hewitt looked at Sgt , ortheast, look hts
.,..atch off, took his shirt off and jumped in 10 the delight of the other learns.
A 6x6 S\\ iss Saurer\\ inched the Brits out al the cost of a beer in the bar.
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229 rBi<:RLI l IGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Stringer
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tony Barry
The keen-eyed 1¥ire reader will probably have noted that the word
Berlin has been incorporated into our Squadron title. We are immensely
proud of our long-standing association with the great city, a pride that was
highlighted earlier this year in the re-naming of our three Tnink Node Tps
to Charlottenburg, Wilmersdorf and Brandenburg. Since then. the
symbol of Berlin ·a fearsome black bear has been stencileJ onto the front
bumpers of the Squadron vehicle fleet. In the meanwhile the OC's office
and SHQ corridor have been decoratively enhanced with pictures, sports
trophies and other memorabilia which all refer to our historical links with
the once divided, one-time capital of Germany.
COMMONWEALTH SERVICE OF THANKSGIVING A D
REMEMBRA CE-KOLN
On the morning of Sunday 9 November this year, the Squadron had the
honour of providing both the Lintng of the Route and Wreath Laying
Parties at the annual Commonwealth Service of Thanksgiving and
Remembrance at •he Commonwealth War Graves Commission Military
Cemetery in Cologne. The service provides senior Commonwealth
embassy staff in Bonn with the opportunity to gather together to remember
all !hose belonging lo the Commonwealth nations, who have fallen in war.
Th" Amba adors of nine Commonwealth countries were present,
together with representatives of the Ambassadors of a further ten
countries. C'apt Michael Booth R , the Naval Attache in Bonn,
rcprcscmeJ the British Ambassador. A number of senior German Civil
Service officials attended the service, representing the Ministry of
Finance, lhe Ministry for Family, Senior Citi:ten , Women and Youth and
the Foreigr> Office. Wreath Layers included representatives of the City of
Cologne, the German and Belgian Armed Forces, the CommonwealthGerman-Fre11 ch Joint Committee, Gennan Ex-Servicemens' Association
and U1c Commonwealth Armed Forces Association. The Senior
Commonwealth Ambassador at this year's service was His Excellency
Mr V. J. Ogutu-Obare. the Ambassador of the Republic of Kenya who
al o laid a wreath on behalf of The Commonwealth itself. The service was
led by the Reverend Patrick Curran, with mu ical accompaniment
provided both by The Clive Band of The Prince of Wales' Division and by
a lone piper, who movingly played 'The Flowers of the Forest' as the
wreaths were being laid.
Capt John Russell. the Squadron Second-in-Command, a the Guard
Commander ably led the Lining and Wreath Laying Parties. The faultle s
precision of the rifle drill had been honed to an excellent standard by W02
(SSM) Barry.
231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Keith Whitehead
SSM
W02 (SSM) Chris Ward
It' been a busy time in 231 Sig Sqn. We are in the midst of the final
exercise of this year, Ex Arrcade Fusion '97, but it has been a slow steady
climb to get to this point. From Ex Woodland Fox 3/97 through Ex First
Winchester and then with barely time to scrub your favourite exerci e
undies clean it's back out on Arrcade Fusion. Ayrshire Barrack (South),
AB(S), (no more interpretations of the abbreviation please) has become a
home from home for the Squadron.
QUEBEC/LIMA TROOP
Quebec and Lima Tp recently ventured off on their trip ofa lifetime (to
cotland) on Ex Highland Fling. This wa an adventurous training
exercise covering the West I lighland Way. a walk that tarts just outside
Glasgow and ends in Fort William, some 95 miles away. The Exerci e was
organi ed and led by Lt 'Barking Mad Porridge Wolla' Galli and included
a rogues gallery from both Support Tp (Quebec) and Line Tp . At this
stage apologies must be made to the MTO, who kindly gave the expedition
u e of two 'healthy' Mercedes minibu es ... Lt Galli promises never to
let Cpl Jeff 'The caravan pulled out in front of me' Sigston, Sig Pete 'The
ditch was much smaller than that yesterday' ex or Cpl ·Pervert' ' I don't
remember scraping the minibu along the fence' La ndregan drive ever
again. Every other aspect of the expedition ran smoothly, apart from the
stoves and gas being left at one of the can1psites and a di tinct lack of
maps (no-one is 10 blame for lhal. are they Sig 'Jock' 'never hurry'
Murray). After a pot of improvisation and a few medicinal jars the walk
wa well worth having lo spend a week in the Republic of Jockinski.
Finally congratulations to S gt Rick Hannah and his wife on the birth
their baby son tl1e length some people go to to get out of deploying on Ex
Arrcade Fusion!

'Hold on the morale is in here Staff! '
(L-R): LCpl 'Tammo' Thompson, SSgt 'Miss Diane' Hannah,
Sig Dave Bright and
2lt 'Calm Down, Calm Down, Scouse' Connor

' Get yer hands off ma bum Scouse!!'
(L-R): Cpl 'Pervert' Landregan, Lt ' Porridge Walla' Galli,
2Lt 'Scouse' Connor, SSgt 'Benny' Hannah,
Sig 'I can't ho ld my breath much longer' Nex
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ' ick ' Mine's a Babycham' Yardley
Tp SSgt
gt Rob ·Kape Tour' Dunseith
After an extended period of change within the Troop an air of calm ha
descended and a degree of tability establi hed. All members of the Troop
are working extremely hard, though this i not urpri ing con idering we
are currently at considerably reduced manning. Thi has not however
prevented the Troop from being victorious in the quadron ports day. It
must have been our outstanding ability to absorb the mo t pain, for all the
events inevitably deteriorated into some form of ·murder ball'. Special
thanks from all members of the Troop to SSM Chris 'Homer' Ward for
his alternative approach to contraception, though surely there i a le.
painful way? Sig Rob 'Wiggy' Wiggins survived the Regimental Cadre
Course though his map reading require a bit of work, having got lost from
the middle of a packet twice in one week. Thi , even though he had a codriver, map and route card (thanks Sp Bn) iherefore, ome blame mu ·t lie
al his co-driver· door. The co-driver wa 2Lt Phil 'Which way up doe
the map go Staff?· Connor. Fortunately for him he ha no" departed to
the Officer· Drinking Course in Blandford.
Good luck, in the drinking practi e that is! The inter-Troop bowling
night proved to be unusually very competitive and developed into a
contact port.
Unfortunately due to the ·trength of the beer that night no-one
remembers who won or who left with the troi:hy--0ops orry S M.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for April edition must be received by 15 February-latest!
A dress rehearsal for The Full Monty?
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P\P TROOP
... lo nd
Lt 'Da) on, Da) olT' cott
Tp .. gt
, gt eil ·Hopalong' . van~
\\ , ·tart thi: cntn on a sad not.:. b) sa) mg a fond tare\\ ell to the
quadron ·, only picc Girl: Cpl Da"n '. cary pice' \\'right is finally
getting "hm :,he really re:1ll} :rnnts and 1: off on re ettlemcnt. On y~ur
d ·parturc we wi.h you a fond t~rC~\ell and we hope you and your tongue
ring \ill be very happ) togcthe• \Ve also ·ay a he~· farewell to LCpl
Chri • happie' Chapman whe> I ave u for Bosma, oops sorry, 30 1g
Rel!t.
,
The Troop isn't ha\ ing much luck these days. . gt ·Hopalong TalTy
Ernns ha. been absent from the Exerct e scene with a bro~~n ankle first
noti ed when he obcred up from the All Rank Ball .. ':'e vc told you
ti.: fore that you're too old to play rugby! Lt 'Evil_ Kenev1I _cott ha. al o
narrow I) a\"01ded ho pita! hy u ing a German car m tead ofh1s m~tor bike
brake .. \\"c knO\\ it wa n 't the first time and won't be the la t tune you
drc>p your bike. but next time don't do it in front of the Royal in JHQ! The
T1oop didn't fare too well in the qua_dron . l>°rt~ and although we gav~
our all. we ·oon realised that compeuuve pmt 1s all well and good but it
doe'n ·1 top you getting . ruffed at Volleyball!
.
In between all the port and ociali ing it has been a hectic few month
w11h Ex rci e and the introduction of ne\\ members. Sigs ' tetlie' Ree
and· 1att' Penn c) to the Troop. Both of them being exerci e vir&in from
Blandford it has certainly brightened up the exerc1se/R IT
preparation-thank you Blandford!

'I don't care if you don't like me, you're coming home with me
anyway!' Cpl 'Scary Spice' Wright practices her 'pulling'
techniques with a bayonet

9 Sig Regt
1 Q ADR01-GO LFTROOP
EXERC ISE T HROBBING FEET-213OCTOBER 1997
(An Ard uous Two-nay Hillwalking Exercise in the Troodos Mountains)
by C pl i owell
PE R O NALITIES
Cpl Shane Cantbell
WOI C hris M oye (OC Exped)
Cpl raig Graham (Driver)
\\'02 Kev Whalley
Cpl Steve J enki nson-Cro s
gt teve Brown (UEL)
gt Richie Walker-Morecroft ( EL) Cpl Bren Mattrews
Cpl Si owell
gt Wain R atcliffe
LCpl J im Liddell
DAY I-Dropped off in the village ofMilikouri. LCpl Jim Liddell was
gi\'en the ta k of navigating to ~he first checkpoint. In w_hat eemed hke no
time at all, the party was hangmg onto a cree slope with theLr eyebrow .
J im had decided on the direct route! After W 0 2 Kev W halley's teddy.
had been retrieved from the comer and WOI C hris M oye had rescued
several of his boys, checkpoint one was reached without any further
incident. It was now the tum of Cp l han e Ca mpbell to take the helm.
The majority of the leg was downhill, so morale resurfaced. After lunch
C pl teve J enki nson-C ross had the unpopular job of leading everyone
back up another big hill. This particular hill !~ft Sgt W~ in R ~tcliffe
wishing that he had volunteered 10 carry the abse1 I rope earlier. Hill after
hill after hill took their toll and ome cf the weaker members of the party
began to look jaded. The end was in sight however, and. wa~ reached
before tea time. It had been a hard day, and as such, the wa1tmgJerry cans
of water were much sought after. Once camp was established in a cop e
near Prodhromos, compo rations were devoured before the party headed
off in search of a taverna for the local fayre,

D Y 2-The day got off to an easier start than t_he previous one. tarting
with a oentle climb, followed by a demonstration of how to set up an
abseil \;hich had been created by our intrepid leader , Sgts tcve Brown
and 'Richie' \: alker-Morccroft. Unselfi hly, Cpl Bren Matthews
volunteered lo te 1 the sy tem out but had lo be denied due to the lack of a
climbing in tructor. Once the ropes had been repacked, a cension tarted
once more in earnest. Apart from a ·hort brew-break on a b1sect111g path,
the climbing did not stop until Mount Olympus· bottom trail had been
breached. With the majority, of the party now sweating profusely, It was a
great relief to follow t_he le\'el trail all the way_ into. Troodos vil!age. A_fter a
quick photo opportumty out 1de Troodo Statton, 1t wa ttmc to hand 111 the
kit and head our separate ways.

that 'You're only limited by your own imagination when it comes to
surviva l' . Flossy the chicken soon lost her head and was quickly turned in
lo a stew. One section was given the task of making something out of
Flossys' feathers and a hat was soon produced. The end of the week was
the ti me to put everything that they had learnt into practice, and we
deployed on Ex Mercury Minor. The Exercise went well and just as the
troop thought 1t was all ovi:r they were dropped off and taken the scenic
route back to Melanda (a 5-mile tab up heartbreak ridge and around the
area). It was all over for the troops but the training wing staff and I still had
another week to do.
After Mercury Break had finished, I was invited to various functions in
the mess (need I say any more). My next project w;c, given to me by Capt
John Mullcnder the Regimental Training Officer. I was to write the
Admin Instruction for the Military Skills Competition also known as the
Trai111ng Wing Trophy. I was told that a new format would be achieved
with simple rules and that I needed to ensure that the competition was
challenging, imaginative and enjoyable (I had realised that this meant
there was no Admin Instruction that I could just copy.) The Admin
Instruction took several attempts to write as this was my first attempt at
Defence Writing. I was relieved when the competition ran smoothly and
everyone enjoyed the day.
While i11 Cyprus I had to go diving (as the water is too cold in the UK)
and have now got my PADI Open Water Certificate. I also travelled over
10 the North of Cyprus and spent a couple of days there. The experience I
haVt: gaineJ by being on this attachment ha been invaluable and I have
hall a trnl) wonderful time,
MILITARY SKILLS COMPETITIO
' Make the competition challenging, imaginative and enjoyable', this
was what we had to do so the tand commanders were briefed and a ked to
come up wllli novel ideas for their stands. The events were kept a secret so
that it would be more fun on the day.
The day was drawing near and many teams were training hard for the
competition and all seemed to try their be t to get information out of the
stand commanders. The day came around quickly and at ftrst everything
seemed to be going wrong but fortunately all the little hitches were
resolved instantly. All eight of the teams did really well on the inspection,
they then moved on to the as ault course where they were shocked to find
that they needed to complete the course twice. All the teams were really
enthu iastic and gave their be t. When the teams arrived at the NBC tand
they carried out the drill and prepared themselve for the Respirator
Testing Station where Sgt 'Stripper' Mills had set it up like a classroom
and the competitors found themselves doing all the normal drills and a
written test under CS conditions. Many competitors thought we were
sadistic (and called u some names) by making them sweat lots on the
as ault course then go in to the RTS! (What they did not realise was what
they had to face next). The First Aid stand te ted them all a time was
short. When the teams arrived at the swimming pool for the Command
task all the team leaders looked horrified when the QMSI briefed them on
what they had to do. They had to cross the pool with all thei.r kit and
complete some rather difficult ob tacles. Unfortunately some teams ended
up resembling drowned rats as their packs kept nothing dry. One of the
more phy ical stands was the stretcher race but all the teams knew that one
last elTort was needed as it was nearing the end of the competition and they
only needed to do the shoot before it was all over.
The competition was a close one and evidently all the team had
worked really hard but at the end of the day you can only have one
winning team. As the results were read out a blushing 2Lt 'Scotty'
Roberts and his winning team from 3 Sqn L Troop went out and received
their trophies. They won by one point and the runner up were HQ Sqn
MT/QM Tp. The competition ran smoothly and mo t of the competitors
eajoyed the challenge.

The Winning Team (3 Sq n L T pl
Back Row (L-R'J: LCpl Nottle, 2Lt Roberts, LCpl And rews
Front Row (L-Rl: LCpl Roberts, LCpl O rme, SSgt Mcinally
OPE I G OF THE NEW COMMUNITY CE T RE
AYIOS NIKOLAOS
The new Community Centre in Ayios ikolaos, ' The Forum', was
officially opened by Commander British Forces Cyprus, Air-Vice
Marshal Peter Mi llar RAF, on Friday 12 September 1997. The new
Centre is a tremendous as et to the Station, and will serve all personnel,
including 9 Sig Regt (R), 33 Sig Unit RAF, and the Civilian Wing.
Agencies housed within the Centre include the Families Officer, Families
Office, Estate Warden, Padre, Married Quarter Exchange Store. and the
Field Post Office.
Air-Vice Marsha l M illar opened the Centre with a brief ribbon cutting
ceremony, and remarked in his speech that Ay ik Station was extremely
fortunate to have such a facility. C BF was then conducted on a tour of the
Centre by the CO 9 Sig Reg(R), Lt Col T im In haw, who introduced him
to various taff and personalities, including the Unit Familie Officer,
Capt Ray Patrickson, who is also OLC The Forum. The Opening
Ceremony was also attended by the Garrison Commander, Col M ike
Brooke, who was accompanied throughout the visit by the Regt 21 C, M aj
Nigel Harrison. For tho e readers amongst you who know and love Ay
ik, the Forum i situated j u t off the roundabout opposite the main
entrance to Mercury Barrack . It i hoped to expand the Community
Centre in the near future by incorporating the Medical Centre, Dental
Centre and Station Library in phase 2 of the building. Old hand returning
to the Station would be impressed to observe the amount of renovation
work that ha taken place, and new buildings that have 'sprung up' over
the last couple of years. The Station is justly proud of its reputation a a
thriving Community, and the opening of this new Centre confim1s that
commitment to the future. The Forum has already proved to be extremely
popular, and regularly hosts the Wive' Club Coffee morning of both the
Military and UKBC wive , as well as being used twice a week by the
Mothers and Toddlers Group.

14 Sig Regt (EW)
BFP036
On behalf of all exercise participant , I would like to thank gts tcve
Brown and 'Richie' Wa lker-Morecroft for a thoroughly cha llenging and
rewarding two days.
MY ATTACHME T TO 9 SIG AL REGIMENT (RADIO)
by 2Lt S. Hughes Manchester & Salford UOTC
' What are you doing here?' has been the most frequently a ked question
as I talk to people in Mercury Barracks, so l begin to explain for the
umpteenth time ...
After graduating I came on a fun packed attaclrn1ent to 9 Sig Regt where
I had a fantastic time so when the opportunity to return for an exercise
arose, naturally I said 'YES! After a few hitches to get me out to Cyprus I
eventually got on a flight and a1Tived (with only a slight delay), 10 a
stormy Cyprus. To my surprise the following morning I went out on Ex
Mercury Break to the salubrious Melanda beach area where I met SSgt
Andy 'Thong' Slack and gt 'Dinky' Donn elly. Later that day the troop
arrived and we went for our first run of the week (one of many).
Throughout the week the troops were taught and revised basic military
skills. The most popular lesson was the survival lesson where we all learnt
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Lt Co l I. W. fackenzie
WOl (RSM) B. Payne

REGIMENTAL BIRTHDAY
On Friday 28 November the Regiment celebrated it 20th Birthday-and
true to form it wa celebrated with tyle. All ex COs were invited back, to
see what their 'old train set' had evolved into. Those in attendance were
Maj Gen I. O. J. p r ackling OBE, 1aj Gen J. D. Stokoe, M aj Gen W.
J . P. Robins OBE, Brig W. Roper, ol M. P. S. Shaw. and L t Co l A. W.
R uss. The visit and celebration concluded with an immaculate dinner
night held in the Officers' Mess.
EXERCI E ARRCADE FUSIO
The R giment deployed in support of this ARRC level CPX, playing
two of its Squadrons in their official war rolo. 245 ig qn provided
annourcd EW support to I (UK) Div and 226 Sig qn worked directly to
the ARRC EWCC, headed by the 0 and his Regt Op team. The Exercise
was very successful, and it provided an ideal forum 10 demon trate to
THE W IR E, FE BRUARY 1998

multi-national commanders at all le el ju t how effective EW i a both a
J2 and J3 weapon.
W I E CLUB F
CTIO 1
As expected. the \: ives Club XMAS function guaranteed those in
attendance a very bad hangover pre-empted by a very good night. The WO
& gts' Me - provided the ideal etting for the 85 wivt!li who took the
opportunity to do what their husbands do so regularly! Organised by
Anne-M a rie Clapp, the eveni ng went very well with some out landing
entertainment. Aller a formal dinner, the club wa· addrt!li ed by the CO·
wife, ue M ackenzie. and the diner were prese111ed gifts by Father
Chri tma and hi Ugly Si ·ters-alias C apt ick O ' Kelly, Mark mith
and iall Stokoe. What followed wa a fem drinks in tn1e Mes fashion
(3am fini h). a disco and a game of Blind Date involving an extreme!)
unfortunate wife, Lenny Henry ( j!I Jones). Elvi ·(Cpl lcCardle) and a
very cared Father Xma . lncidcntally Father, mas wa removed from the
fos by his protective Ugly i ters when chant of· trip Santa· became
too deafening.
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6-lll SlG
L TRO P (E\V)
Ip Comd
apt tokoe
Tp. 'gt
gt Andy Harriott
rhe Troop ha-; had a very hectic time of it lately. Element of the Troop
ha\e been 1molv rl m exercise. in Belgium, Cypru.. Gibraltar. G nnany
and Chicksands. In addition, even 111 mbers of the Troop took part in the
Cambnan Patr.:>l competition. They were awarded the bronze Med~I for
their effort . LCpl 'Freddy' tarr ha won the Troop sun-worshipper
award for back-to-back ex rci ·e in Cypru and Gibraltar. Hello to the
following: W02 ndy Jen~t·n a· the new OP WO, and a big hello to all
tho ·e returning from an ard.-ous tour of Bo nia. Goodbye go to W02
igel Watton -off to Bo nia 1long with pl Steve Bottomley .Cpl Steve
Price, and ig Ro coe. Li a tanforth is off c1t long Ia·t to civ\y · treet
and will be sorely mi ed. La t but not lea t we ay bye and goodluc~ to
pl Andy 'The Hat' Patrick who i now with 264 Sig Sq~. Promotions
mw,t be menuoned, even if they a.re for two of the Intelligence Corps
memben., well done to pl Dave 1iles and Cpl C hris • ick ote'
Bou fi eld. The major Troop deployment for this period ha been E.x
Devil Hat in Gibraltar that took place between 6-20 ovember. This
Exerci e was made very memorable by the trip up to ee the 'Rock Apes·.
L pl ·Freddy' iarr became quite attached to the apes especially George,
an attachment that could only be between brothers. LCpl Laura haw,
although kept out of much of the exercise, .did also manage to fin.d ~ out
mate in the ape . There were a couple oftnp around the cave withm the
Rock 11 elf, really intere ting if your name is Sgt Richie 'Fi nd me things'
noon. Inter- ervice co-operation wa achieved in the fom1 of numerous
trip· on HMS Trnmpeter and her a sociated rigid raiders. Spon took the
form of football practice in preparation for the arrang~d match .between
ourselve and 642 ig Tp. We won, the final score bemg 6-3 With Capt
tokoe only scoring four goal . a beer slab fine for hi efforts. The
Kangaroo court held was a certainty and the punishment for not upholding
the fine was Peach Schnapp (particularly na ty chnapps). ow we are
back and all that just eem a distant memory, a cruel. na ty, distant
memory with us all waiting anxiously for the next time at the ame place.
The Troop is preparing for the ever looming demos and Exercise around
the globe, o until the next instalment we keep our wagons ever clean and
painted.
CO 1.MSTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt C. Roberts
Tp gt
SSgt Paul Jude
Comms Tp has een a quiet time over the last few months, mainly due
to having its manpower econded away on other Troop/ quadron
exercise . Firstly October saw our two rebro's off to 237 Sig Sqn for a
holiday in Cyprus. Obviously the heat affected Sig ·swampy' Gibson on
immediate arrival at the unny Isle. He is till trying to wash his leeping
bag from the in ide out. Cpl 'Rik' Woolley sent a plea back to Brawdy to
send out some warm clothing-apparently he never realised rebro 's were
sighted on top of mountains (Troodos)! ovember we had several of our
Siggy's from the Troop loaded on to the potential rcos Cadre. There
were excellent results by Sig ' Kev' Rutherford, 'Stan' Standish and ig
' Swampy' Gibson, who's maggot got wet again on the field exercise
phase, but by the rain this time! Finally we wou ld like to congratulate Sgt
'Brian' Heslop and wife 1 icola on the birth of their son Matthew.
Farewell to LCpl 'Andy' Preen who is off to York. Hello to LCpl
'Randy' Randerson from RS S Blandford, ig ' Dale' Hegarty from the
factory and not forgetting the lads and lasses returning from a six month
tour in Bosnia.
EXERCISE CAMBRIAN PATROL
This year 14 Sig Regt (EW) entered an eight man team for the
Cambrian Patrol held in Mid-Wales. Despite this being only the second
time a team had been entered by the Regiment the training went
remarkably well. The team was led by Capt • iall Stokoe with his 2IC
being Cpl Rob Tubbs-the later being responsible for the fitness of the
team. He wasted no time in taking us out on lengthy runs, most of which
took place on the coasta l path, up and down the dreaded 'steps'. Our
military skill needed a thorough shake up too and this was provided most
kindly by the Regt's Trg Wing, who took time out to show us the delights
of E TA. Thanks go to them for preparing the team for the gruelling
competition that lay ahead. By the time the competition came we
con idered ourselves ready but still had some reservations. The majority
of the navigation was left to Capt Stokoe who's 'It's only another 2kms
lads' did wear thin on the first night when the RV ' clearly were not 2kms
away! Once we were under way the skills we had practised so
painstakingly as a section fell into place and we gave a good performance
at every tand en route. Bearing in mind the patrol is 40 hours long and
covers a large area of which most i on foot, injuries have to be expected.
Unfortunately our team was no exception and we lost Sig Pete Sykes on
the second day with a knee injury. He clearly could not continue and we
had to casevac him. This did provide us with a wellneeded opportunity to
do ome 'non-tac' admin, so thanks for that Pete ! The remainder of the
team was determined to finish the competition. Capt Stokoe, Cp ls Rob
Tubbs, tu Burton, Ed Mortimer and i Green and LCpls 'Spud'
Fawcett and 'Rob' Forwood completed the patrol in the very early hours
on aturday I ovember 1997. Once an extremely rigorous debrief and kit
mspecuon had taken place we met up with our admin team led by Sgt
\fick Dullaghan . He was ably assisted by igs tandish and orris, both
of whom had trained hard with the team but could not start the competition
due to mJune:>. finally came the presentation of the medals and certificates
to all the teams that had finished. Much to our pleasure we gai ned a
Bronze \.1edal, a just reward for the effort of the team. That aside, the
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ense of sati faction gained from completing such a difficult competition
i reason enough to warrant doing it in the first place. It is well worth
attempting and hopefully next year U1e Regiment's team can equal if not
better our team's re ult.

and ~followed , allowing for a quick vi sit to Cairo and the Pyramids. Cpl
Martm South amazed the locals w11h his fine collection of matching
~oha~ travel clothes and made him a target for every hawker and beggar
in Cairo. The Troop returned in time to join in with the Battlegroup
o~tbreak o~ King Tut~ Reven.ge with LCpl 'A1dy' Clarke and ' imon
Kmslow .wmmng the most vi its to the toilet ' competition. During this
pleasant tune the Troop also managed to fit in a El Alamein battlefield tour
and .a.Coalition para drop. The final FTX saw the Troop revert to its more
familiar 1 manpack OP role. The staged nature of the FTX meant that the
EW target was very limited but the Troop was able to practise all of its OP
and d.eploym.:nt drills in a de ert environment. The highlight or the
Exercise t•amc at the start when the Troop managed to infiltrate undetected
through an Egyptian battalion position. The return to the UK gave Lt Ian
Ballantyne a chance to get to know the Defence Attache following a
' diplomatic incident ' and .. gt ' ico· icholson had to convince Egyptian
Customs that he was a British soldier and not a local.
The Troop is now back in_ Bi:awdy after a hectic year preparing for the
forthcoming Christmas festivt11es. We say farewell to our two Aussies
Cpls Colin Quaile and Simon Kinslow, and welcome to Sgt 'Mat'
England all the way from Victor Tp and Cpl 'Mad Dog' Mount from 220
Sig Sqn. rinally, congratulations to Cpl Bradbury on his selection for
promotion to Sgt and Cpl's Dent and South on their recent promotions.

REMEMBRA
EDAY
The Squadron helped U1e Regiment pay its respects to fallen old
comrades by involving itself in numerous ceremonies in the local area.
The bulk of U1e Squadron paraded through Haverfordwest under Maj
Robin C lapp and S M Mick Co uston. Capt Mark Smith and Sig Al
Ryall headed of to Pembroke to lay a wreath and repre ent the Regiment
at a very moving and appropriate ceremony held in the grounds of
Pembroke Castle,
237 IGNAL SQ AD RON (EW)
Sqn Comd
Maj J. J . Cole
SSM
W02 (SSM) Cox

(L-R): SSgt Roberts, Capt O' Kelly, The Skipper, SSgt Evans,
Maj Pilling, Sgt Rowlands, Sgt Fielder (Fl, Sig Ryal!, Sgt Fielder (M)

L EWT
The main focus of allention for the Troop over the past two montl1s has
been preparations for, and deployment on Ex Bright Star 1997. After
spending most of September in Windsor with the HCR cond ucting predeployment training the Troop flew out lo Egypt on 4 October. The Troop
formed part of the HCR Battlegroup that in tum provided the recce screen
for the 3rd US Div. The first two weeks saw the Troop involved in a
variety of Troop level training activities. There wa plenty of opportunity
for live firing includ ing pairs fire and manoeuvre, ection attacks, posting
grenade and firing GPMG in both light and SF role. The Troop also
practised working from CVR{T) commanded by Cpl's 'Tez' Blakeley and
'Brads' Bradbury. These first two weeks culminated in a three day live
fire exerci e that saw the Troop operating in the un familiar scenario of a
fast moving armoured battle. It also gave S gt 'Oll ie' Campbell the
chance to have his stufTsack 'stolen' by 'somebody'. A short period of R
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226 SIGNAL SQUADRON (EW}
Sqn Comd
Maj Robin Clapp
SSM
W02 ( SM) Couston
Does EW ever rcst?- not m this Squadron! Around the Globe the 226th
has contin~ed to take EW to the enemy. Squadron life continues amongst a
never endmg stream of demonstration , presentations, socials, fast-balls
from hell, and the rants and raves from the OC regarding 'lnve ting in
People'.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl Stapleton
Sgt Fuller
Tp SSgt
The last tw.o months have been a relatively quiet period for the Troop.
However, vanous members were deployed to Cyprus on Ex Bright Star.
during which suntans were duly issued. SSgt K ev Jones and Sgt teve
Moffet w~re deployed on Ex Arrcade Fusion with the Sqn 21C, Capt
Mark Smith. We say hello to Sgt Bill Riley and Claire, Cpl Mark
Hopkins and Heidi. LCpls Dave eil and ulivan and Sig ' Bacon' Roll.
Goodbye's for Sgt 'Loz' Hill, Jane and Jack who are off to Italy (holiday
have already been booked). Congratulations to Cpl Gerwin Evans and
ngela on the arrival of Karl, Cpl Paul Browne and Sarah on the arri al
of Jacob, LCpl 'Buster' Keeton and Zee on the arrival of Daniel and
~Cpl Colin Davis and Jo on the arrival of Sean . .. it must be something
m the Welsh air! Last but not least we say congratulations to Cpl Steve
Lyne on his engagement to Neroll .

Cambrian Patrol Team-you should have seen us 40hrs later!

EXERCISE DEEP DIAMOND
At the end of October the Squadron 21C took a diving expedition to the
W coast of Scotland. The team consisted of ten members of the
Regiment with mixed diving abilities. F.rom the newly qualified novice to
the very experienced advanced divers, the wrecks of the W coast were at
the mercy of thi extremely keen group. Wrecks such as the Espania and
the Thesis were all dived in the crystal clear waters in the Sound of
Mull-the most difficult part was the 15hr drive from Brawdy. In total, nine
dive were completed by all members of the expedition and a great deal of
valuable experience was gained.

TROOP
Victor Tp welcomes a few new member~ gt Wood , Cpl ' n ,~orth
LCpl Jan~ier and LCpl Wain.wright arc all now glad to be part ofthi'
happy family. We would also hke to congratulate gt Yule on his recent
marriage and Cpl Dean on her promotion. Sadly we say a fond farewell to
Cpl Conroy, LCpl Hodson and LCpl Wakeford and wish them the be t
of luck in th~ir future car~ers. A ftcr a ?us)I exercise period the troop ha
spent some ttme m a penod of con ohdahon. The opportunity has been
taken to tra~n up our n~w operators on the Barracuda System and
demonst.rate its capability m the field. L pl • mith took the opportunity to
give an impromptu lesson on perpendicular parking during darknes . ig
Barritt was not at all pleased to find out that he was to be u ed to
demonstrate pacing between vehicles! Nice one Smudger. We are all now
looking forward to recharging our batteries over a well deserved
Christmas leave.

Straight after fie ld firing
Back Row (l-R): Cpl Bradbury, Cpl Kinslow (Aussie),
SSgt Cambell, Sgt Nicholson, Cpl Clarke.
Front Row (l-R): Cpl Blakeley, Cpl Qua ile (Aussie),
LCpl Potton (226), Cpl South .
TTROOP
The arrival ofSSgt Kitchen in the Troop has heralded some significant
changes, mostly m the area of IT as Lt 'Bally' Ballantyne is a total IT
vacuum. The Troop's main effort in recent weeks has been Ex Tango
Dragon that was a chance to get away from the Regiment visiting the
delights of Sennybridge Training Area. The Exercise covered as many
aspects of military and trade training a humanly pos ible. Sig Peacock
trialed the new amphibious Land Rover Wolf but forgot to deploy the
snork~l. A a result the ever handy Cpl taff rescued both Sig Peacock
and his Rover. It was a lesson to u all to water proof your kit even if
you're in a vehicle! The First Aid land was a killer with LCpl
Drummond putting his all into being a dead weight for the tretcher carry.
That mortar fragment in hi leg and extensive burns to his face didn't stop
lmn from encouraging everyone on. The ranges proved that safety is
paramount as LCp l Fairclough took hi first tentative steps to sky surfing
on a figure J 1 target. Laugh? not much!! Meanwhile, Sig 'Jonah' Jone
was the lucky man to travel to RAF Valley and get a trip in the back eat of
an Airforce Hawk fast jet. As usual U1e weather in Wales was appalling but
who care when you're at 25,000 feet!
The Troop says welcome back to C pl Richmond and Sig Daniel from
Bo nia where they have been living it up for six months. The Troop says
farewell to Cpl 'Buz' Burrows who i off to Cypru , and to Cpl 'Bi h'
Bishop, LCp l John Reardon and ig 'Gaj' Gajic who a.re all olT for a
short tour in Bosnia. The Troop al o ay farewell to Cpl Richmond and
LCpl Smith on posting. Al o congratulation to Cpl Staff and hi wife
bigail on the birth of their first child.
KTROOP
Kilo Tp welcomes back Cpl 'Kev' l:fibberd and Cpl ·Sven' Gronn
from Ex Long Look in Australia. After four months of untan, beaches and
kangaroo spotting they can look forward to mixing paint for a few weeks.
The Troop ha been busy exercising on Templeton airfield which includes
the obligatory breaking and repairing of at least one Bromure. Sig Louise
Gregory ha c caped the routine, she is currently hang gliding in
Crickhowell for two weeks. LCpl Phil Mcdiarmid, Sig 'Brads'
Bradford and Sig Phil Lee have just deployed to Bo nia for six months
and in exchange we welcome back LCpl ·smudge ' mith and LCpl 'Faz'
Farrar. We also welcome Sgt Bob lnglesant, gt Dave Keenan , Cpl
Stanley-Jones, L pl Piper, ig Drury and ig Richard on into the
Troop.
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HOTEL T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brown
Tp SSgt
SSgt Angove
Hotel T p has endured a very busy couple of month , with commitments
to operations, exercises and demonstrations, a well as the usual array of
dodgy courses dug up from dusty old DCl's. The Troop says a big 'Hello'
to Cpl Lee Holmes, complete with wife and kids, and ig Dionne
Bradley, all the way from Blandford. A warm welcome to Cpl Dillon
Davies, who recently joined the Troop-though no-one sees much of him!
'Welcome back' goes to Cpl Jim Reeves and LCpl ·Bambi' Hildreth,
both returning from operational detachment . Congratulations are in order
for LCpls Dawson and Potton, both of whom came off the recent Cpl
promotion board. The Tp wi he all the best to our current Bosnia reps C pl ikki Dawson, Cpl Danny Clay!Dn, LCpl 'Gaz' Leadbitter and
Sio's Gav Robinson and aomi Wilson. We also have LCpl Joe
Gallagher serving in l at present. and LCpl 'Gaz' Flatman on
d~tachment to Hedley Coun. Hotel Tp traditionally keep the training
wmg bu y. and the last few months have been no exception. with both Sgt
F ielder
pearheading the as ault ports Divers, Advanced Powerboating and All-arm EW being among the cour e completed. A pecial
mention hould go to Cpl Chris Dunn, upon completion of both a ba ic
parachuting course and an BC in tructor course. The Troop has had
commitments to Ex Pegasus Strike, Ex Devils Hat and Ex Arrcade Fu ion.
Scotland, Gibraltar and Gennany, respectively. Among tho e invoh·ed
were Lt Brown, SSgt Angove, Cpl 'Emily'· Pankhurst, LCpls 'Jay'
Waites, 'Dinger' Bell, and' ozza' Knowles. On the sporting side of life,
we have many Troop members playing Regimt:ntal sport , in addition to
gt Andy Ball playing Am1y badminton and LCpl 'Jay' \ aites playing
Corp football. A pecial mention and 'Good Luck' goe to LCpl Katie
Leak, who is preparing to he the nuptial knot in a matter of day . Final!) a
fond farewell to LCpl ·H' Honeywood, who has de ened us for the
wondrous height of the Gym.

If responding to any
advertisements in
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please mention that you saw
it in your Corps magazine
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L QU DRON
gt Ian 'Commander Comm, TN 014· Davies
The lecpy hollow chat i HQ continue 10 slumber along punctuated
only b) the occa ional frantic burst of activity' hen the coffee run out!
The ball i tatic!
Howe\'er. back in the not too dim and di tam pa t our erstwhile 21 ,
apt Loui e Tomkin , held a conversation with an old taff ollege
colleague. Thi colleague is at present the Briti h liaison officer and 21 of
an infantry company with Gebirg jagerbanaillon 233 lmountain infantry
to the uninitiated). The po ibility of ome quadron members going to
gi'e a linle bit of voice procedure trnining to them wa discu scd. · o
problem. we can do that'.
The ball tart, to roll'
The 21C zooms off to Bo nia for another holiday and the 'ball' i left
Boating 111 quadron Ops with
gt (FofS) Harper, S gt (YofS)
Warburton and
gt Davie . The Foreman dodged the ball. the Yeoman
ide-'tepped it and S gt Ian Davies (who has a bad ankle), didn't!
The ball gain momentum!
The Regiment soon became aware of the visit and it gained official
sanctioning (more momenrum), and wa planned for the end of July. The
week prior to departure, Lt Col was heard to remark to SSgt Davies- 'I ·ve
een your name omewhere taff,- you're up to omething oon'. To
which the reply wa heard, 'Who Sir me ir, no Sir. Colonel: ' Oh yes
that' it, chi trip to the German Army next week· SSgt D: 'Oh that. Ye
I'm doing that Sir'. Further remark followed from the CO in the area of
'high profile vi it'.· tandards', 'reflective of the Corp 'etc.
The ball rolls downhill!
o, one fine summer's morning (28 July to be exact). Sgt Davies,
LCpl E. Roberts and ig I. A. Clark departed JHQ for an eleven hour
trial of strength against the worst that the German motorway system and
holiday traffic could throw at them.
The ball i hurtling at break neck speed!
The maxim ·no plan urvive contact with the enemy' applied perfectly
for the occasion. Capt Head, our Liaison Officer. mentor. guide and
translator was being deployed on flood relief duties and hi parting word
as we dro e in and he drove off were. ' I left some notes for you'.
The ball is lowing down.
The language barrier had been anticipated-although o had the use of
the LO as a tran lator. However, we persevered and the next day an
a ortment of Germany's be t arrived. After a short introduction the
immortal words 'how much English do you speak?' was met by a total and
very solid wall of ilence.
The ball is now only subsonic.
The impressive and Hi-Tech powerpoint presentation, the plasma
creen, and all the other useful pieces of equipment lose a little of their
attractions when the students can't read it. Thus, we fell back on the old
favourite Chalk and Talk. The result was three days of intensive, but
highly enjoyable joint voice procedure training.
The ball is at running speed.
The culmination of the course was a short but intensive 'radio' exercise
(with no radios) and a swapping of gifts. All of the course members
received a 'Jimmy' cap badge that they wanted to wear. Of which one had
to be handed over to their Colonel as well. (It increases the chance of
wearing one if the bo s has one too.)
The ball is creeping along.
After the ceremonies we returned back to JHQ with a feeling that it wa
not only a job well done but more importantly a job over ... 'Oh yes Staff,
The Wire notes ... '
The ball never stops moving!
by

TN015
THE DEPLOYABLE NODE
·Recognition mu t be given to the harJ working soldiers from the finest
Troop in the Squadron, TN 015. What has been a hectic couple a month
with Exercise, RS!T, ATD's and Challenge Pursuit Camp is finally behind
us, and now it is only the wind down to Christmas and New Year. Well
done and many thanks to all of the Troop and the attached exercise
personnel'. The Boss.
After an influx of broadminded, slanderous, humorous and good quality
Wire otes from the majority of the Troop, I was forced to select at
random only one contribution. So, reluctantly here i our rendition
( lightly edited) from the Troop ED's. Standby!
After being posted into TN 015 from owie's Coach Company at the
beginning of ovember straight out on exercise, it has taken only days to
spot the c~aracters and people with no characters within the Troop. Firstly,
the ode is controlled by 2Lt 'The Boy' Balfour who is a keen wildlife
emhusia t, Penguin in particular! He is helped along to work the problem
with hi· new sidekick gt Taff 'The Irate Welshman ' Morgan who has
made everyone nervous of his 'Little Empire' where nobody dares come
to eat. This brings me nicely on to the Chef, LCpl 'Esky ' Eskdale kindly
attached to the Troop from upport Battalion! Well done for the very high
~tandards maintained on Ex Arrcade Fusion and of course promotion from.
L pl to Cpl. Be warned, don't touch his knives and hands off his radio!
Congra~ulation also to. ig Kev ·Lazy Man' Fearns for coming off the
promotions board to LCpl. lg 'Brigadier' Jepps, the man that has been in
the Army for JUSt under two years and acts like a Sergeant already.
Remember he always has an eye on you. Moving swiftly onto the Admin
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Tent Squatters is LCpl Richie 'The Mexican Porn King' Sheard and Sig
Billy 'The best looking man in BAOR' Bedford, who make up the back
bone of the Troop as the ED' ofT 015. In ode ommand we have the
Bos . le s said the better. gt 'Tech!' Robinson , attached and naturally
wanting to stay. Cpl ince 'Gauche' Saunders who went to an all boys
chool and smoke ilk Cut and men. Although he is trying to give up
cigarette . Our new Reece Sergeant pops in now and again in the guise of
Cpl 'The man that sleep ' 1acPherson. Recognisable by hi si milar diet
10 Jeff Capes and from occa ionally getting hit by planes at 30,000 feet.
The witch crew we rarely ·ee, and are classed a the Exercise Hennits.
All we ever hear i CRA H CRA H. CRA H. ' it's the di e's fault'.
Congratulation also to LCp l 'I'll take on OSC by myself' Smith,
promoted ro Cpl and to good luck to ig 'Jonah' Jones, Cpl '0.B.'
O'Brien, and Cpl· i' Piearce on signing oIT, only day to do lads. (The
latter two are Tech , so won't be missed!) The Electronic Repair Vehicle
has been practi ing the new Football ubstitute Ruic by giving every
member of TM Tp a chance to deploy with ome real so ldiers. Characters
uch as Cpl 'Sassy Cassy, Classy Lassy, loves it ... ' Maycock and her
fa cination for Die el. (I'm glad T'm an ED, I feel wanted) gt eil 'Fax'
withenbank, LCpl Jules 'TraAActor' Portlock, and Cpl ' Dusty'
1iller. ome of whom mu t owe a lab and have open invites to Endex
Troop Drink . D1gre ing there a bit, o onto the Relays with LCpl Hartly
'The man with no hair' Hare who failed miserably at growing an exerci e
Tash, maybe next time. ig Kev ' Scouse· Fea rn s get another mention
with hi Fiance Sarah who recently gave birth to their baby boy Daniel,
like his Dad. he ·s already into football. The rest of the operators who must
receive a mention are, Sig i Ross, Paul King, 'Mac' MacFarlane and
the two new sprogs. Finally, Radio Det Ed, LCp l Roberts and his
crewperson Sig Angie '90' Bird· G.-aham. He's been in the Army since
we were fighting t11e Fuzzy Wuzzie .
In the word of the Boss, ' You're all Biffs' .
On a more serious note welcomes go out to Sig ' Jase ' Lowes and C pl
'Popps' Poppa kindly donated by I (UK) ADSR and Cpl MacPherson
from 3 (UK) ADSR. igs McCrory, Filsen and A ngie Gra ha m, in at the
deep end from Blandford, and la tly Sigs Bell and Bedford. However,
unfortunately we say our farewells to one of the Corps finest. SSgt ick
Bell. After months of hassling the hierarchy oft11e .Regiment, he has been
granted his request and will transfer to become the Regimental PRI
Manager. Although we still see you on AFFl breaks you will be sadly
missed.

T 016
by Cpl Mick Holdsworth
Rerurning from a short ' paraly er' trip to BATUS, I found little had
changed within the Troop. I had been back a matter of hours and found
myself deployed on Ex Flying Fox in support of t11e fighting 7th Sig Regt.
It was heart warming to find gt Sean Littlefield still had not ma tered the
decent location side of life, and that 229 Sig Sqn is still the second best
Trunk ode Squadron within the ARRC set-up. Back in camp little had
changed either. Cpl ' Taff' Elsto n still leads regular renditions of Father
Abraham (even after all these years). Sig Danny A rgyle still lu ts in ltis
pursuit of the ever elusive '28 days' but is thwarted at every turn, 7 days
being his best to date. Also ig Steve ' Commander Comms' Welsh still
has the final word among his peers, in no small part due to his overactive
vocal chords.
On the porting froni, gt ean Littlefield has 'done a Gazza ' on his
knee and is now out of the Squadron Football team, Rheindahlen UTD, for
about a year. This was the only way we could stop him selecting him elf, and we now win the occasional game. SSgt eil Fisher, the only CEQ'd
Tele Op Hockey in the Regiment, stil l continues in his relentless drive
towards forming the Royal Corps of Hockey (and Signals if you must...),
but must concentrate on using TWO hands the CO . ay . LCpl's Jim
Thisby and Mark Jago have been trying to keep on the Squadron Comd's
good side by volunteering for the Orienteering team , and LCpl Ma rk
Jago' efforts paid off when he received a lovely letter in a pretty brown
envelope.
ovember saw the dawning of another Ex Arrcade Fusion, an exerci e
on which- we were told- only 0 E Trunk ode from the Squadron would
be required. Why then, are the garages empty of vehicle and deserted of
manpower? This said, TN 016 has had no wholesale deployment this
month since our move from Krefeld in April, (but don't tell anyone we're
h~re). To that end Lt 'Magellan' McAnulty has had little oppottunity to
display her uncanny knack of direct nav igation.
. Sig 'Steve ' Welsh 's ever increasing collection of parking/speed ing
tickets seemed to be on the decline, and then three arrived in a week. Do
some people never learn. ig Dann y rgyle returned from the local
con~tabulary after his ! ~test stretch, and is now awaiting his reckoning.
Unul then, get on exercise son and stop being a role model for Sig Chris
Lawson. The Troop has said hello and goodbye to a fairly large number of
!>ersonalities so forgive me if I miss a few. 1n no particular order we would
hke to say a fond farewell to C pl ' Lecroy' Tinscll, LCpl 'Moonmonkey'
Collins and ig 'Silverback' Bland, the latter off to 5 C IVDIV. We would
like to express a warm welcome lo Cpl ' Andy' Clewes, ig Chris
Lawson, Sig 'Fi re tarter' Husband and Sig 'Geordie ' Bowry, as well a
greetmg Si~ 'Sarah' Clark back from maternity leave and grudgingly
congratulatmg Cpl Dave O ' Brien on bis promotion which has us all
bewildered, even him.
'
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Cronin abo took a bit of a mauling but then that 1s what being a PT! 1 all
about! In the afternoon, the Troop assembled at a viewing point on I lohne
ra!lges to _witness a firepower demo. Everyone was amazed lo see the RAF
miss, (twice~}, and_the AAC have a blind with a TOW mis ·ile. There was
also much d1scuss1on on why the RA seemed to be using chalk bombs to
!leutraltse targets! Many thanks to all the teams who made the effort to
JOUrney up tO Hohne for the day including the Sqn Comd Maj Thomas
and the SSM, W02 McKenna, who both travelled up fro~ JHQ.
'

The battle scarred participants of the Regimental Wives Exercise

252 SIG AL SQUADRO
KOWLOO TROOP
hc Troop has . been busy over the last few months with our system
op ·rators descending on Herford detachment to participate on various Div
exercises_. This is providing good experience for the younger soldiers. On
the· ~portmg front. the Troop has participated in the Regimental Leice ter
trophy hockey and onenteering competitions. After finishing second in
both the Troop is now lying in first place overall due to excellent team
performances.
The Troop hru. had. as usual , .1 lot of departures and arrivals. We say
farewell and good luck to Sgt Ruth Tomlinson and family Cpl Jim
' ki~ins !on pn_>motion) an~ wi~e Lisa. Also farewell to LCpls Jim
Carhn, S1 Harns, MJ Du_rkm, S1gs Scott Hovey, Henry Ford, Simon
Cooper and last, but defimtely not lea t, farewell and congratulations to
LCpl Alex ~ill and hu band Tom who have just become proud parents to
James Dame!! Welcome replacements have arrived in the fon11 of Sgts
Roberts and Hood, and Cpls Salter and Jukes and families as well as
igs Benham, Williamson, :VlcMahon and Reid. Gutersloh: Paderborn
and Herford detachment have benefited and arc now able to function!
SIG M RIE ROWE
On a more s~rious n?te, after participating in the Regimental challenge
pur Ult camp, Sig lane Rowe from Hohne detachment was involved in a
severe RTA in which she sustained everal injurie . Since the accident on
8th Aug_ust 1997, Marie endured her stay in ho pital with great courage
and resilience and he 1 now continuing to make a good recovery at her
home m Manchester. The thought of all the Troop are with Marie and her
fami ly.
KOWLOO TROOP DET DAYS
The Troop det day programme is continuing and reports on two of the
most recent ones follow.
EXERCISE ROAD RAGE
by Sig Jacko Jackson
Ex ·Road Rage 97' was COMM E 1 Padcrborns 'Det Day'. Thee are
a regular.occurrence w1th111 Kowloon Tp, 16 ig Regt, and are aimed at
encouraging teamwork and bringing the far-flung members of the Troop
together a often a pos 1ble. The day tarted with everyone arriving at
COMMCE Paderborn, and then reporting to the conference room for a
briefing on the day·s events given by LCpl T heresa James. Once this bad
been done a co~ch arrived to transport everyone co the day's main
event-tn~oo~-kartmg at a local raceway. Late arrivals at the racetrack gave
the organisatton team for the kartmg event ig 'Murray Walker' Jackson
and LCpl Mick Durrant an instant headache but eventually these were
so1tecl out and the event got underway. From the scan it became clear that
we have a fow clo et Schumacher and Hill within the Troop as well as a
couple of memorable Sunday drivers, pa11icularly gt Danni T hwaite
who appeared to want to know where the rear view mirrors and indicators
were on her go-kart! The e,·ent wa run as a knockout event with the
fastest two drivers from each heat progressing to t11e next round. Thi
ended up with a final race of the six most demonic drivers battling it out
f~r the honours. In the end it wa Sig 'Peck' Ramsden , (Tp MT), who
triumphed by a couple of nano-seconds over LCpl Mick Durrant. who
got to spray the proverbial champagne. The day then continued with a
mini tournament of five-a-side hockey and football, organised and run by
LCpl ' Joey' Maguire, before everyone retired to the bar for a hot buffet
and quiz set by Cpl 'Magnus Magnu ser1' Tait.
EXERCISE SUPERSTARS
by LCpl Matt Childs
On Wednesday 22 October 1997, the rest of Ko' loon Tp arrived at
I lohne Garrison for a day of fun and game,. The day was organised (sort
of1) by LCpl 'Matt ' hilds and Sig ·Treena' Taylor. anc! took the form of
a school port day. The theme was certainly appropriate judging by the
temper tantrum thrown by the teams taking part! There wa a doghandling demo, arranged by gt ' Danni' Thwaite, which wa one of the
highlights of the day. LCp l ' am' Applegarth succeeded in scaring the
dogs to such a degree that they would not come near her' LCpl ·Paul'
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255 SIGNAL QUADRON
Another busy month ha~ passed with the Squadron having deployed on
a number of exer_cises culminating with Ex Arrcade Fusion, an ARRC
exercise. The main aim of which was to practice the Staff Ollicers m
deployment and exerci in_g in a tactical scenario. The Squadron deployed
out all that way to Ayrshire Bks ( _mmrn all of 4km away'!) for nearly a
month to provide vaned comrnunicattons-the most unreliable being the
American Tropo det that managed to have a radio link for all of 3hrs in the
whole of the 20 days! Their sense of urgency became apparent right up till
the end .. : The Sq~adron proved that it could do the job outstandingly
~1th the Lmeys havmg to work extremely hard and doing a marvellous
JOb.
Ex Signet Globe was being undertaken at the same time with the
Squadrons CNR det pulling out all stops to achieve communications all
aro1:1nd the world. :me number of antennas that Cpl Berry had the crew
setting up and pullmg down. left no rest for the wicked. Well done for all
the hard work.
A DAY OUT AT THE RACES
, 1:11e day was org_a~ised _b)'. LCpl ' Scotty' cott and his tru ty helpers
. Al Cheetham ano Admm Vickers after weeks of intense exercise,, IL
involved several races at the local indoor GO-KART race track 'KART O
MA IA'. The races were taken more seriously by some of the contenders
than other. Some spectacular crashes were witnessed and not all were
planned 'hon~t' . Although Sig ·Schumacher' Savage did earn his name.
After a gruellmg two hours of races the following prizes were awarded.
Fa test overall winner
ig 'Squirrel ' Worrall
Fastest lap
ig Brannen
Slowest driver
Sig 'Buck' Rogers
Best Crash
2Lt Kate Simmonds
After the race it was back to the bar for the champs!
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Over the last _month or o, its been quite busy within the Squadron, with
new faces amvmg tra1ght out mto the field and old faces skiving off to
places new and bold. A welcome goe to Cpl ·Gus' YendeU off to beast
some Arborfield recruits, LCp l 'Das' Cartwr ioht to Civ Div LCpl
' Dangle that carrot' Hobson on promotion and LCpl ' Dunc' Marsh off to
get his w~ite he1?1et, if his ear~ will fit in. Welcome also goes to Cpl ' op'
Blears, 1g C hris Stewart, Sig Peter Beardsley, 2Lt Steve Hutchinson
and a hello and goodbye to gt 'Lorreal' Goldsworthv who cannot hack
the pace. Congratulation to LCpls ' ick Kerslake; 'Smudge' Smith,
Andy !'/Uttley and Tony Seville and to Sig 'Doc' Savage on their
promonons.

WHAT IS THE COST OF A TITLEIST
GOLFBALL WITH THE CORPS LOGO?
FIND OUT AT
www.royal ignal .army.org.uk/mu eurn/

ROYAL SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS
POTENTIAL VOLUNTEER
REGISTRATION
Royal Signal White Helmet . Blandford Camp
Blandford, Dor et
DTI 1 8RH

Trade .......................... Cla s ......... ........ .. ... ....... ................... .
Unit .... .. .................. .... ..... ........... ..... ........... .. ....................... .
Please register me to receive further infom1ation on. lection for
the Royal Signals White Helmet~ when details are available.
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(Acting W02) Reynolds . the photo show Sig Aitken and A/SS:\-1
Re}nolds discussing the incident. Whilst LCpl 'Chelsea' Reynolds wm,
standing in a~ stick man, the real S~M. W02 (Acting LCµI felemech) Jez
Robinson was in Air Traflic Control being employed on telephone rerout ing under the expert supervision of Signaller& 'Donny' Stewa r t and
'Poohy ' Powe according to the lads, the SSM might make a Telemech
once he has worked out how to use the 'Drill' At time of writing, it was
not clear how much money had been raised for Children in Need, we will
report in the next issue!

21 Sig Regt (AS)
Colerne

Thi. month we have an interesting mix of u imissions from the UK
ba. cd :quadrons. First a few event of a more Regimental nature:
IA . CHE TER MARATHO '
On unda) 12 October 1997 14 '!1cmbers of21_ ig Regt (A ) to~k part
in the Am1y Marathon which. this year, wa mcorporated w1th111 the
tanchester • Jarathon. 21 ig Regt (A ) are now the unofficial Roy~l
. ignals hampion by virtue of the fact that they were the only Corp ~mt
111 -the e\ent. As well a taking part in the Army event, the team rai ed
£ 1152 for The Briti h Diabetic Association and Guide Dog. fo~ the Bhnd.
Plannmg for the event began in July when C~pt Paul mtth gave an
outline on the training that wa required. workmg up to complcung ~O
miles before the end of eptember. A three-week_ deployment m
eptember to Gem10ny on Ex Rhino Replen severely di rupted the plan.
The day before the event, the team crammed into tl1e mm1-b~ alongside.
personal k11 and two dozen pairs of training ~hoe., none of which belonged
to Cpl 'Harry· Harrop who, for ome reason, decided not to take any,
choos111g to buy a new pair the day before the event!
On the day of the event the weather was pe_rfect.an? tl1e final hour bef?re
the race was spent applying Va eline to our bodies. s1ppmg water and applymg
more Vaseline. Once the event tarted the team was qwckly separated ~ong t
the 2500 competitors and \ 01 (RSM) Chris Laycock ped off mto the
di tance and was not seen again unri l the fini h. Aft_e r 26 mil~ and 385 yards
of pain the fmi h line was cro ed by all and 1t was tJ.me t~ rece1:e our medals.
There were a number of masseurs who were ready with their lotions and
potion to ease the pain. LCpl 'Richie' Preec~ suddenly managed one last
burst of energy w get himself to tlle two 'orwegian female masseurs where he
jomed the smiling Capt Guy Richards.
.
The rest of tlle day and a few days afterwards were spent hobblmg
around m di comfort but it was a tremendous effort by tlle team who
fini hed fifth in tlle overall Army competition. Congratulations go to the
R M who ran a rime of 2brs 52min despite carrying an injury and 2Lt
Georgina Tvnda le who finished third in the Army ladies competition. It
was a memorable and pamful experience but one that all of the teani are
glad to have bad and will not forget in a hurry.
CHilLDREN IN NEED
bv Identity \Vitheld
- To raise money for ·Children in Need ' a group. of regimental
personalities, who for obvious reasons wish to remam anonymou:;,
kidnapped the Adjt Capt Paul Smith and tl1e RSM WO_t (RSM) Chns
Laycock. The pair were held to ransom, 1~ a secret i?cauon, for a penod
of2!-furs being subjected to all manner ofb1deous punishments. _The ta.J¥el,
which would secure the release of the two, was £150 to be raised m JUSl
over an hour. ln all honesty. the incentive for raising tlle money was not
the release of the hostages; tlle real incenti''.e was t~e j)romise that CO~ PT
would be cancelled if the target was achieved w1thm the alloned ttme.
Strangely enough, tlle target was reached easily. The final sum, a
iaggering £274.34. was rai ed in around 65 minutes. Well don_e to all
those involved. Ob yes, by tlle way, the two were released as prom1 ed.

220 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
REMEMBRANCE
NDAY-9 OVEMBER 1997
The immaculatelv mainlamcd Reich. wald Cemetery wa the venue for
RAF Laarbruch · ·ceremonial day of remcmbranc~.. The quadron
provided a party of one officer and twelve soldiers to JOm the RAF_111 a
Guard of Honour that marched mto the Cemetery at I 045hr . ~ollowmg a
week of rifle drill conducted under the watchful eye of the talion W~rra~1t
Officer. the 220 ig Sqn party JOincd the ~F to represent the tat10n m
front of soldien: and ainncn from many nations. Veterans from the Dutch
Am1y flanked by thctr standard bearer remembered comrades w_ho had
fallen along side them. At 11 OOhrs the parade was brought to attention and
in the cold light of a damp ovember mommg the bugle sounded and all
were left to remember in the silence.

REGIME, TAL MT
It has been a very busy period for the MT havingjust comp leted a very
succe~sful LSI inspection, and preparing for the annual onslaught also
known as Christmas, with all the functions that go with it. Who is going to
gt '.\1ark ala ha just completed his UEL course, so
drive for the MT?
all he \I ants to do now is take the boys and the civilians up mountains. gt
faff Roberts has JUSt returned from his DDE course in Leconfield;
congratulations on passing a very difficult course. We don't seem to see
much of him these days a he is always out taking people for driving tests,
ut
Ion• ~ he eats his Weetabix he'll be all right. The Unit is now
expecting the new WOLF Landrovers in mid December so that will make
a lo ely Chri,tmas present for u , Big Boys wtth ew Toys ...

WELCOMES
Welcome to the new OC, Maj 'Andy' Williams and Danni, \ 02
(SSM) Robinson and Theresa and W02 (FofS) Lewcndon and Joa nn e,
we hope you will enjoy your time with the Squadron.
244 SIG AL SQUADRON
My Attachme nt To ACIO Barnsley as
atisfied Sold ier
by Sig Kerry Haines, Alpha (AWL) Tp
As l consider myself a fairly satisfied oldier, I thought I would
vol unteer to go on the Satisfied Soldier Scheme at my local Army Career
Information Office (ACIO). My working day started at 0900hr~ and
fini hed at 1630hrs, and entailed doing various jobs around the office,
including with a kettle! My main task was to talk to any females
approaching the office wanting information on the Armed Forces. I would
talk to them about basic training, what lo expect and answer any questions
they would have on the Army. l was urprised to see that at least one
female came in nearly every day.
One night in the week, l visited a local Cadet Force. I was nervous at
first about having to talk to the cadets, but then when l found out I only
had to speak to the fema les, I was quite relieved. However, at this
particular establishment, there were more females than male . Fortunately,
they were all interested in the military and a few decided they wanted to
join the Army. It was quite an interesting evening. It turned out to be a
busier week tllan I originally thought. I thoroughly enjoyed it and would
recommend a simi lar attachment to any satisfied young soldier.
LCpl (NSSM) Reynolds discussing this morning's parade with
(Siggy for the day) OC Tp!

Lt Andy Aitken with the Squadron guard,
preparing to lay a wreath on behalf of the Corps
LS&GC PRESENTATIONS
On Thursday 30 October 1997 four of the Squadron were rewarded for
15 years lllldetected crime W02 ( S t) ' H' Wells, SSgt 'Taff' Brya_n t,
SSgt ' Chris' Holmes and Sgt 'Kev' Scott. The Laarbruch ~tatlon
Commander, Gp Capt Clive Loader, presented the medals m the
Officers' Mess.

Sig ' Phooey' Powe struggling to keep a straight face whilst
listening to the SSM's Comms skills

HQ Q ADRON-T 1 TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FofS) Martin Drake
Tp gt
gt Steve Shaw
The Troop welcomed two new arrivals in tlle last month. LCpl Gareth
Richardson, who almost immediately took time off to have ht burst
appendix removed, get well soon 'Rhino'_, and Cpl ~ h a u n 'I'm not v~ry
Military' Allsopp who doe a great 1mpersonat1on of a Yorkshire
Coalminer every time he touches a Ptannigan i'ax. Congratulations go to
.
ngie Thirkett on her promotion to LCpl.
The Old Timers of tlle Troop have been busy Spec Test111g most of ~he
Regiment' equipment whilst waiting for the contractors to fin_1sh
rebuilding the workshops. nearly done and only one month behmd
chcd· le. Cpls Wayne Ball ard and Ja on Hillard are now on their EFP
and LCpl Angie Thickett is taking her C+~ Tes~ ~ood luck to all ofthe"!l.
ig Ed Ch,,;eseni has just completed his Tra111mg for Ex Hardfall m
orway, lovely Snowman Ed.
Finally it's time to say farewell to Cpl Grant C_a mpbell wh0 leaves us
on promotion to Civvy, all the best from everyone m the Troop.
(L-R): S S gt Holmes and his wife Mi c helle w it h t h eir t wo
daughters, Gemma and Char lotte; S g t S cott and h is w ife
Angelique; W02 (SSM) 'H' Wells and SSgt Brya nt w ith h is wife
Angela , congratulations and well done to y ou all.
CHILDRE IN EEO 'JOB WAP'
On Thursday 27 ovember 1997 the Squadron took part in the
Laarbruch Station Job Swap in aid of Children In Need. A number of key
Squadron personnel changed places with the troops to get back to ba ics.
Lt 'Andy' Aitken, L Tp Comd spent the morning as a Signaller and
during morning parade somehow managed to upset the SSM; LC pl

The outgoing OC, Maj Ken Jones, leads the S.q uadron back to
the bar on his final run as OC, (he's the one wit h a moustache)
FAREWELL
We bid farewell this time to the majority of the hierarchy of 220. The
outgoing Squadron Command team. M aj Ken and D ~ bbi e Jones, are _off
to HQ I. We wish you and the boy all the very be t 1n your new post111g
TH E W IRE, FEB RUARY 19 98
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and we thank you DehbiE' for your tireless work with the Squadron
fam1hes, your wann \\Clcome ~isits to new families amving in the
Squadron will be greatly missed. Keep on producing the football team you
two, Everton need some new blood' Goodbye also to 'H' the SSM. \\02
Wells, ~incc you left 'Mad Dog' Mount has had withdrawal symptoms
from looking at the back of your trainers. All the best in London, The Wire
Editor might welcome your opinion on The Wire covers!!! (Ye.s Please
Explain - £dito1/
Fina ll y we say goodbye to W02 (Fof ) Paul Sweeney and icky who
arc also off to HQ I. Hope the Saab survives the tour.

ALPHA (AMF(L)) T ROOP
The last week of ovember was spent with 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) at
Okehampton Camp where the new boys, and a few attachments, were put
through their first ta te of arctic training- Ex Dryshod. The week was
predominantly spent in the cla sroom trying to digest view-foil after viewfoil finish ing off with a few days on the moors for the la t weekend. After
uccessful completion of Dry hod, all that i left is for the four 'snow
virgins' 10 get some snow under their boots and pass the Arctic
Ski/Survival Course on Ex Hardfall '98.
A big welcome goes out to tlle new arrivals; Sgt 'Tim' Tom kin son,
igs ndy Day, C hris Ki rkman, 'Scott· M iller, Pa ul ·You thought you'd
said goodbye to
orway' Richardson and ·zach' Spencer. Al o
congratulation to the following; LCpls Ba rker and 1axwell who will
hortly have two tapes on their arms and LCpl 'Richie' Ho ran on his
recent promotion. The Troop would also iike to bid a fond farewell to
LCpl Maxwell who i po ted to 30 Sig Regt in the New Year.
EX CHA GE AU PAIR UKJSPAIN
by 2Lt Georgina Tyndale-QC B Troop
I was extremely fortunate to have been chosen to participate in the
above scheme during October 1997. A Spanish Signal Officer, 2Lt
Davil a, came to England in early October and spent a week at Coleme
with the Regiment. As part of the programme we took him to Blandford
where he was indoctrinated on C Rand Ptannigan. He wa then driven to
RAF Wittering where we had ome of our detachments deployed for a
upport Helicopter Force (SBF) HQ demon tration as part of the Air
Weck for the Joint Services Command and Staff Course (J C C). 2Lt
Davila ·wa impressed with the Ptarmigan system since the panish
equivalent require a manually operated witchboard! On hi final day we
visited 30 Sig Regt at Bramcote.
A week later I went to pain for 2 weeks and was attached to 'RETAC
21 '(Regimiento De Tran misione.s Tacticas - 21 ). The Regiment is located
in the Valencia region of Spain, at the Military Ba e at Marines. Despite
sharing the same name as our Regiment there are a number of ignificanl
difference between the 2 unit . Firstly, although RETAC-21 i a Signal Unit, it is till part of the Royal Engineers Corp but it is de tined to divide
in the not too di tant future. .:<:ondly, tlle Unit i huge! RET C-21 ha. 3
Battalion and in each Battalion 3 Compame and then 2 to 5 Platoon · in
each Company. but tlley call their Platoons 'Se1;tions'. very confusing.
The Spani h Am1y. till ha conscription. The con ·cript - serve for nine
months, the first of which covers ba ic training. Officer training i agam,
unlike ours in that the cadet are in the Academy for five years. At the end
of their - -year training the Oflicers are Lieutenants and ha,·c a
qualification equivalent lo a degree. Univcr·ity graduates who join the
Army need to attend the Academy for two years and at the end of lhi> they
earn the rank of Second Lieutenant. If an CO wishe to become an
Officer then he or he is required to allend the · CO -' Academy' for two
years after which he or she would also wear the rank of econd
Lieutenant. Unlike 21 Sig Regt (Air upport), RETAC 21 does not suppl_
communication for the Air ervice. In fact the Spani h Army have their
own helicopters and their O\ n pilots. The helicopters in the ir er. ice
arc only used for earch and rescue operation . Pen;onnel from an} Anny
Regiment or Corps can train to be Anny pilot ' and ''hi le they can retui:i1 to
their O\ n unit after training they arc on call to return to any one of the
seven helicopter Balla lion . These unit · als
hm e their own

Continued on page 47
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Whilst the Cls are responsible for the_ cow·ses "'.ithin their Division: it is the 9 a111onomous instructional Training Groups, who actually deliver the training.
The resources necessary to conduct training, t~ e mstruetors, the equipment and the accommodation (classrooms, laboratories, lecture theatre and training
areas) arc now controlled by the Director ofTra1n1ng Resources, Doctor Mike Motley. I le ensures that the Groups. who conduct the instruction. are given the
wherewitha l to comrletc the designated training.

Chiefof taff: Lt Col R.T. lloole
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asse.t are our
therefore,
Here. the aim i 10 develop character, plac~nll: the team bc~?re the needs of t~c mdmdual an_d d?velop1~1g an absolute
I
T
i ion We have taken the Corp pamtmg "Through as a symbol ofth1 ethos - to m~mtam the lmk at all costs.
c~:~~1~~1~c1~~~01~: ~Ji~~du~J ~~~~~~1~;;:; ~oncep.tual and Phy-ical Components. The purpose of the Conccptua_l . omponent designed lo develop an
und ~tandine of o erotional context in which we deliver Communications and lnfonnation ystems (C&l )._ M1ss1.011 command must appl¥ at _all levels
since ~Ye place so ~uch re.ponsibility with our young detachment commander they ~a e to under tand t~c ~1ggcr p1~turef~~ll~'.~f~s~~~~~~~~t1f; 1W1:~~
Phvsi al Component i all about bemg totally professional as ystcms managers._cqu1pment operatodrs.anb t c provd1s101\o "tlJ' I l l red Regimental
'j- . h in voun trainee cannot be conducted within a purely academic environment an 1· est came ou ~v1 m a rue u
. .
~11,~1~(at~~no Pha '1 ~inee arriving from the ATR at Ba ingboum or the AAC at Arborfield become members of 11 1g Regt throu~h_out t~c1r umc at
B?:indford The co i; now re pon ible for en uring that they not only receive their trade rraining from the Chieflnstructor ~f l_he Trade r~m~ng .D1v1ls101~. but
also the oiher facet. of military training and moral development. Before le~ving to join th~ _F_i~ld A1my the CO must sat1s_fy h1msel. l at ~e 1~ re .ca_ mg a
trained oldier 10 his first field unit. Tiie Chieflnstructor of Command Divi ion ha respons1b1ht1e for the command cour e . Our new orga111sat1on is shown
below:
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COMMAND SUPPORT
1aj Philip Russell PARA is in charge of Comd Sp Gp and his small team of captains (actually, only Dave Duggan until recently), plus the invaluable
support of Cpl Alan Sands, provide the Comd Training given here at the School. In the fullness of time Phil Russell's post, will be converted back 10 R
SIG ALS and our Infantry lnstmctional post will become the School's All Arms Adviser. In his new guise he will team up with Maj Peter Bowles, who is
currently t~.c S02 TA Trg to form the new T All Arms Training Cell.
COMMA DTECH OLOGY
Mr Ray Halliwell heads up Comd Tech Gp 111 which he and his Burnham lecturers, provide the technical training to students on command courses. This
ranges from some basic theory given to Troop Commanders, through to degree level teaching of the Foreman. At the moment they are busy putting together
an officer' System Manager' course to replace the old TEM course. The first of the new courses is planned to start in Sept 98.

DATA AND SECURITY
Maj Andy Stokoe now heads up Data and Security Group, and currently resides in Catterick Block and orth Block (old 30 Sig Regt buildings), which
ha expanded to cover a variety of soldier and command training subject areas. Those of the 'old school' will remember Traffic Group being respon ible for
just the Yeoman of Signal cour e (roughly!); this is now no longer the case. All Operator trades. be they basic or upgrader. pass through the group to a
greater or les er degree, where they are placed in the guiding hands of the two HTOs Kevin Mather (ex Matelot) and Mick Altham (ex Yeoman). The Group
also conducts the training for 'Crypto Operators', All Arms Custodians, Tp and Sqn Comds courses and all matter I FOSEC and COMPUSEC, to mention
but a few. Oh yes!, TA modular courses as well. We have also still retained the pleasure of producing the future batches of Yeoman; YofS Course 50 currently
sees 16 Yosling. being put through their paces in C2W and Radio Groups having just(!!!) pas eel/scraped through their Data and Security element of training.
There is worse to come for them- Trunk is just around tbe comer.

[~~;~~~~·~~] L --~~~ .J
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COM 1 1'\ID ANO CO TROL WARFARE
Maj Denni~ Weir leads his small team of instructors in C2W Gp (yes for those of you who have been nodding sagely at the use of that term, that's what it
means!). Along with Capt Darren Watts, WOl Mack McCreedy, W02 Mark Gould, Sgt Stuart Hamilton and gt Amanda trawn (recently moved
across to Data and Sy) they are rapidly building a centre of expertise in the instruction of C2W. It has to be said that it is a subject area with often changing
and rapidly developing doctrine. Hence members of that team "have" lo visit other training establishments. in all corners of the World, in order to impart or
receive updates. Al lea ·t that' · what they tell the Cl!

COMMUNICATIONS AND I FORMATIO SY TEM
In re ·pon c to the new kills demanded of our soldiers by Stage I of the Digiti ation Programme. CIS Group is delivering an increa ing amount of training
at the School. The Group is commanded by Maj Martin Ramshaw and taffed with a mixture of military and civilian instructors. delivering training to both
Command and Trade courses. All trades now receive five days Computer Literacy and Information Technology (CLAIT) training as part of the Ba ic
Signal ling kill package. As the lead operator trade, Tele Op (Tg) receive eight weeks training on the support of computer networks. In parallel with these
efforts. the Army Tactical Computer System (ATacCS) Training Team has been training Sy tern Managers and Maintainers both here at the School and with
units/HQs on exercise and on operations .

The Royal School of Signals j
Colonel C L Le Gallais OB:_j
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I
Lieutenant Colonel
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COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP
Combat Support Group arc now firmly established and using the excellent new facilities available in Ouston (Cable Sy terns) and Richmond (Power)
buildings. These facilities are clearly the envy of both the other Services and our many civilian visitors. The Group is commanded by Capt avindra
Gurung. ably supported by W02 (FofS) Prem Bhattachan in the Power Section and Mr Peter Rossall in Cable Systems. Cable systems provided one of
the main stands for the Colonel in Chief's visit and I IRH was clearly so charmed by Sgt 'Hank' Cappelman and so intrigued by Sgt Gorman's display of
Fibre Optics that both are being blamed for disrupting the programme. Tele Mech is clearly the trade flavour of the year with huge and understandable interest
in :he developing use of Fibre Optics. Cable Systems are working flat out to meet the demand and have also occasionally provided small instructional teams
to other units in the Corps.

l
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RADIO
Despite the organisational changes within the RSS during the last 12 months, the role and organisation of Radio Group has remained unchanged. It
continues to be responsible for the delivery of all combat net radio training lo both Royal Signal officers and soldiers. To meet its task the Group,
commanded by Maj Mark Eaton, is divided into 4 functional areas: Command, Operator and Technician Sections with the all important Radex Tp. In ep 96
the RSS inherited a number of ex-Harrogate Apprentice courses ( 10 Tele Op (Tg) and 2 Tele Tech (Radio)); a total of 165 students. These bad to be trained in
addition to the normal training load and it was no mean feat that they were uccessfully completed in Sep 97. Finally following direction from TDT, Mor e
Training for the Tele Op (Tg) trade was ceased in 1997.

TEACHING GROUPS

J>vtilitary Training Squadron Data & Security Group

Conunand SupJX'rt Group
Tactical Tnmk Systems Group
Command & Control Warfare Group
Radio Group Conurmnications & lnfonnation Systems Group
Combat Support Group
Conunand Technology Group
Trade Technology Group

Organisation ofThe Royal School of Signals

ORGANISATION OF THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
11 IG, ALREGI 1E T
Now that the last of the old 2 year-apprentice have departed, I I th Signal Regiment, under the command of Lt Col Te_rry Canham._ has been able to
reorganise into 3 Single Entry Training quadron , Military Training_ Squadron. and the Blandford ~upport Squadron. '"!'h.e tra~nmg Squadrons have adopted a
similar organisation to that of Catterick with combat trades and holdmg troop m I Sqn, Operators 111 2 Sqn and Techrncians m 3 Sqn: We have also used the
same quadron colours as before enabling identification with sub-units as a basis for friendly rivalry. As part of our programme to build C~rps .spmt we have
affiliated our troop to regular field regiments usi~g divisi_onal or regimental. insigma as a basis ~or their name . !he secondary 1ntenuon 1s that current
information will be held on all units thereby enabling soldiers to find out a little about where their fir t postmg will be before they leave Blandford. Th.e
Regiment's aim is to do as much as we can to develop our young trainees to prepare them for field unit . We also hope to challenge them and further their
development. o far, we have in ligated a "Sport for All" programme which i1.1serts any one of 17 sports into c~u~se plans. We have enhanced our phy 1cal
fitnes regime to build on that already covered at Phase I and ate now developing a m1l11ary and adventurous trammg programme to dcvel?P confidence and
military kill . Overall, we are concentrating on developing a proper environment so that our soldiers feel that they are part of the Corps m cverytl11n& t~ey
do. The move of'vlil Trg Sqn from Colerne in Oct 1997 has, effectively, completed the reorganisation of the School into the Corps' Single Centre for trammg.

TACTICAL TRU K SYSTEMS
The era of digiti ation is fast looming upon us, and not to be left behind the curve, Tactical Trunk Systems Group (TTSG), commanded by laj drian
Pearce, are formulating new training initiative to meet the Corps' need in the new millennium. The Group i re ponsible for the training of both trade and
management in Trunk Systems and Satcom. With thi in the mind TTSG ha undergone a _restructuring in the way that resources are identified and allocated
to task, provided by the "infamous" implementation of a Group Planning Cell (GPC) (The great divide between oldier and management training ha been
breached for good!!). In order to meet the rapidly expanding teaching requirements, TTSG has had to adapt and lead the way in computer based training
(CBT) techniques with a Ptarmigan management imulation system, known as 0 PREY, which was ori~inally desi~ned for manag:me~t style courses, but
has now been succe sfully introduced into the Pha e 3 courses for all Tele Tech System and Tele Op Radio Relay. With this succe 111 mmd a new enhanced
O PREY2 suite will shortly be introduced greatly improving the standard and quality of training for upgraders. survey giving Field Units "their chance to
speak" will be released (Units watch out!). Please assist us to help you by answering promptly! Extra training ha also been provided fur a number of out ·ide
units preparing for operational commi tment , uch a Euromux and Satcom training for Op LODESTAR.
TRADE TECH OLOGY
Trnde Technology Group provide the technical element of training that i common to both Radio and y tern Technicians. It is headed by Mr Colin
mith BEM, who with 43 year service both in uniform and as an Jn·tmctor will be known to many in the Corp . An innovation thi year ha been the
introduction of a maths module of three week prior to the start of Pha e 2 (Cla 3) technician training with the aim of pro iding revi ion for tho e \\ho ha\·e
been out of school for some time and reinforcing the maths ability that will bee ential later in the course. The module hai been a great succe sand many
more potential technician are now making the grade who perhaps would otherwise have fallen by the way ide.

TRADE TRAf ITNG DI I. ION
Trade Training Division (TTD) has been established in the Catterick Building with Lt Col Peter Richards as the Chief Instructor (Cl), who i responsib~e
for ensuring that the quality of Pha e 2 and 3 soldier training matches the requirements of the Field Army. TTD provides 76 cour cs ranging from Basic
ignalling Skills to Technician Upgraders and there can be over 1,000 students undergoing training at any one time. As training objectives and equipments
change so coun.es evohe and training facilities arc alway being developed. Details of the work being carried out towards further improving the quality of
tr~dc trammg is given in the Group reports later.
C'0'.\1. 1AND DIVISI01'
ndcr the recent re-orgamsallon of the School, Command Division has been established in the Old School Building with Lt Col Willy Brewin as the Cl,
with re~pons1b11ity to the Commander for all the Command cour e run at the School. These include Troop and Squadron Commanders and COs Designate
cour es as well as Yeoman and Foreman. Other courses run at the School, including those for Overseas ·tudents and for Other Government Department ,
\\hich have a pr.:dominantly command or management content arc also the responsibility ofComd Div.
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HER ROYAL HIGHNESS,
TO THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF

THE BADGE OF
THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

The Royal party tl1en moved to the entrance of the Harrogate Building
where the COS, Lt Col R.T. Hoole, tl1e Director of Training Resources,
Dr M. Iotley aml tl1e R M 11 Sig Regt, WOI (R M) D. A. acree were
presented and the visitors book signed.

After a short brief on the ethos, role and organisation of the School, the
Roval party moved on to the Ouston Building to view trainees and staff
conducti ng trade training in the Cable Systems Section under the control
of Capt avindra G ur ung.

The new Badge ha been designed to ymbol i e the
role of the School in deli verin g military si g nal s
training. The design ha precedent from the history
of the Corps; the traditional crossed flag and word
on a gre e n background were the s ymbol of the
Training Brigade Royal Signals at Catterick. The
sword handle and guard being derived from the Army
Sword. The Royal Crown reflects the granting of the
Royal Title to the School in 1992. The badge is placed
on a green background, the corporate colour of the
Army Training and Recruiting Agency, of which the
School is an operating division.

HRH arrived on Hawke Square by helicopter to be received by the
Master of Signals. faj Gen I. O. J. prackling OBE . who pre ented the
Regimental Secretary, Col A. F. Carter tBE , the ADC for tl1e day. Capt
P. Atkinson , the visit project officer, Maj M. Ramshaw and the
Commander RSS, Col C.H. Le Call ais OBE .

BLANDFORD GARRISON CREST
Headquarter , Blandford Garrison,, which has
retained the Coat of Arms of Blandford Forum a it
crest, is colocated with the HQ of the Royal School of
Signals, and mo t of the staff upport Col Le Gallais in
his capacity a both Garrison and School Commander.
Support functions for the Garrison including the
School, 11 Signal Regiment and all other organisation
based at Blandford Camp, now come under a
Blandford Support Squadron based around the old HQ
Squadron of 11 Signal Regiment. Whilst CO 11 Signal
Regiment, who is also the Deputy Commander of the
School, retain command of the Squadron, OPCON is
exerci ed by the Garri on Commander through the
Garrison Staff Officer (GSO), Lt Col (Retd) Lee
Tilson, formerly the SSO, who is now a member of the
Garrison HQ Staff. The combined HQ Staff has been
further reinforced by the addition of an IT/Equipment
ta.ff, headed up by an SOI , which has control over the
Crypto Di tribution Agency a well a the Garrison
Information System Support Team (GJSST), formed
from Computer Support Group and Signals Works
Services Troop.
The Royal party then moved onto the Junior Rank Club, the
Semaphore Ami , where the CO 11 Sig Regt, Lt Co l T. W. Canham
pre ented the Manager of the club, Mr S. Bird and ix group leaders who,
in turn, enabled HRH to meet members of the permanent cadre and their
fam il ies in relatively informal urroundings.

Upper Left. HRH is intrigued by SSgt Gorman's display
of fibre optics
Left. A cheerful smile for Sig Hamilton, w ith Mr Alan Brooks
in attendance
The Master escorts HRH to the Ha rrogate Buildi ng
Photo courtesy of the Dorset Echo
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HRH signs in accompanied by the Commander
The Royal School of Signals
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Above: HRH meets some of the ladies of the Garri son
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Continued from page 41
!'he part) ihen mo,·ed onlo 1he gymnn. ium _wher~ the ~a . 1er of Anns. Capt I. Shaw was
pn.•,entcd and then conduc1ed HRH on a lour ot physical 1rmnmg.

communica1ion syslems. I lowcvcr, the Headquarters 8attalion does
employ n Signals Company attached lo it to ~et up the HQ structure in the
field and to supply the communications. They also have to manage the
aviation as well as 1he groundwork. It is, lherefore, this Company that ha~
a role similar to ours.
It was not only the equipment and unit make-up 1ha1 caught my
attention, but also the Spanish attitudes. They are religious, patriotic and
conscripts aside, extremely proud to be in the Anny. The Spanish soldier is
by and large dedicated, works hard and their equipment is in good
condition. There is a strong camaraderie among the soldiers and in
particular bciween the senior NCOs and the Junior Officers. However,
!hey do have a severe manpower shortage and so, although it is a Captain's
job to nm a Company, ii is not uncommon to find a Lieutenant in charge
inslcad. During my two weeks in Spain I had the opportunity not only to
sec RETAC-2 l bul also the Anny StafT Headquarters in the heart of
Valencia, a helicopter Battalion located just ouiside Valencia and finally
the helicop1er Headquarters situated in Madrid. I had a very enjoyable and
interesting attachment with the Spanish Anny They were friendly and
professional nnd they treated me very well.

Finally, after lunch, the royal party moved to the
foyer of the Catterick building where The Princess
Royal wa able to observe the introduction of the new
badge of 1he Royal School of Signal. and ign _the
design. This wa followed by tJ~e sea~mg of the tune
cap ule containing a number of items mcludmg:
A photographic record of the Royal visit. al o signed by HRH .
A paper copy of the School's ISO 9000 Management Sy tem
Current pay scales
R SIG ALS cap badges
A copy of the new badge of the RSS
A copy of The Wire magazine and Corps Prospectus.
A bottle of Corps port.
A Morse key.

EXERCISE GRYPHONS EVE-21-27 OVEMBER 1997
by 2Lt Leanne eill-OC C Troop
Ex Gryphons Eye started on Friday 21 November for the first
detachment tht> Radio Relay- lucky him! The next deployment was TAC
with WOI (YofS) Roach, Cpl James and their merry band of Signallers
on the Saturday. On Sunday the main body mrivcd in the theatre holding
area in Barion Stacey after the u ·ual 50 million changes of plan ...
flexibility is the key so they say! As is the nonn, the Radio and Ptannigan
assets were spread to the four comers of the exercise area from deepest
darkest Cornwall to Bui ford. Unfortunately the exerci e for us never really
materialised the weather playing an important role in 1ha1. Due to the fog.
" loud aod other meteorological excuses the RAF refused 10 fly and so the
e, crc1sc ground to a halt Meanwhile all manner of goings on were taking
place in the 21 Sigs camp. Vicious rumours of the Porta-Loo leaking into
the 1·111 al TAC under Sig 'Pongo' Abbot's sleeping sy tem and another
Porta-I oo funny of Sig 'Be' Hebden doing her morning wash in the

RSM

Lt Co l Paul Oldfield
WOI (RSM) Gary Johnson

250 SIGNAL SQUADRON
SHQTROOP
Recent months have seen a !arge turnaround in the manpower within
SHQ. The Troop has said its goodbye to W02 (YofS) Jim Knight and
Sgt John Blythe and wishes them and their families every success in the
future. We welcome the arrival of W02 (YofS) Kev Robinson and gt
Tim Parkins.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ichols
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mahendra
Firstly the Troop would like to ay a huge welcome to Sgt Mandy
Precious who has recently arrived on promotion from 256 Sig Sqn and to
Cpl Surya, LCpl's Om and Lok and Sig Jalaj who joined the Troop after
the closure of Hong Kong and Nepal Leave. Farewells go 10 Sig Binod
who is embarking on his Long Leave to epal and to Sig Ramkrishna
who is leaving us on discharge from the Anny- Good Luck! Lately variou
lucky members of the Troop have been to Brunei, Australia and Germany
on three separate Exerci es and omc even luckier individuals got to stay
in Bramcole on Ex Cygnet Globe! 01her than 1hat and the general nm of
the military work load, the Troop i fairly quiet (oh apart from the
preparation and look forward to the CO's Challenge-Good Luck 250
Gurkha ig Sqn), so with no1hing further to report it's goodbye from V Tp
until next time. .
The Troop Comd i deploying 10 Bo nia this month (mm-mmm plit
for winter- lovely)! Have a good tour ir!
WHISKEY TROOP
Whiskey Tp continues to scatter iiself about the globe on Exerci es or
commitments. Some of the Troop have recently returned from Ex Cygne!
Spear in Brunei, 01hers are still manning detachment on Op Lodestar in
Bosnia. The first female in the Squadron for a while, Cpl Davie recently
arrived from ATR Bassingbourn. and within days found herselfcommiued
for the nc·x1 cighl months on opera lion · cour·c etc. Welcome_ aboard.
Final!), congratulations have to go 10 LCpl Bhnrat and lus wife. ~vho
recently gave bi1th to a healthy baby boy. The firs1 of 1he newly amved
wives from cpal to do o here in sunny Bramcote.

HRH then moved on to the old school building LO view further
command training in the fonn of an electronic warfare exercise for No 50
YofS course, accompanied by the OC C2W Group, Maj D. J. Weir MBE.
The royal party then moved on to 1he HQ Officers Mess where after a
short retirement, HRH Joined a luncheon reception where 1he Mess
\1embers and their familie were presented.
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The capsule i mounted in a concrete pit in the foyer floor and is due to
be opened to mark the 50th Anniversary of the esiablishment of the Single
Centre for signals training in Jan 2045. The visit ended when the Comd
RSS, project officer, ADC, Regt Sec, and Master of Signals took their
leave of HRH after the breaking of the new School flag and a resounding
3 cheers from over 300 trainees on parade.
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STOP PRESS
21 Sig Rcgt (ASJ have just won the 3 (UK) Div Minor l!nns llod;ey
Cup beating HQ QMG in a very one-sided final, the score was 9-0! Wlulsl
the score natters our team, as the oppo~ilion only had nmc player~,
rcvengr is sweet as we lost last years final. again to HQ QMG, when we
only had nine players. See you in m:xt years final again.

The winning Hockey Team enjoy their moment of triumph

30 Sig Regt
Bramcote
co

HRH then walked to the location of the radio detachment where
tudems of o 40 TC course undergoing command training were
pre ented by the CI Comd Div, Lt Co l \ . E. Brewin and the course
officer, Capt D. Duggan.

· ~ink'. more commonly 1dc1111ficd as a urinal' The camp itself v.a n little
strange as half wa.1, comple1ely cammed-up whereas the olhcr half wa
not work that one out! Although v.c did not 'cxerd,e' as such 11 v.as u
good opportunity for some morsc skill driven by SSgt 'Give me the mof'\c
key· Walton. Well done lo the guys, the morale remained high dc~pltc the
boredom.

EXERCI E SMRITI DOHORAUNU 1997
by Cpl urje Gurung
Readers should be aware that the month of August wa on target to be
8ritain ·s hottest month on record with the temperature above 86 degrees
Fahrenheit. With September very busy. and ju · 1 around the comer, what
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could be more exciting and adventurous for the Squadron to take ume off
from its daily routine than August? With the whole of Bri1ain sunbath mg
on beaches under the record breaking heatwave, Z-0 Gurkha ig qn \\as
off 10 explore the haunting cenery and colourful history of Scotland on
adventure training exerci e 'Smrili Dohoraunu'. 1-21 August. This was
ma terminded by OIC Adventure Training, SSgt Rajukumar Gurung.
About 74 personnel were involved in the Exercise which was conducted
in two identical phases. consi ting of five groups in each phase. each
group having six to eight participant . All the pressures of the Sqn'
commitments immedia1cly vanished as we arrived at 1he Garelochhead
Training Camp where we were to be fed and accommodated for the whole
exercise. During our brief stay in Scotland we were in tructed on variou'
adventurous skill
uch as; lop-roping, ab eiling. wind surfing. hill
walking, canoeing. orienteering and mountain biking. Above all. hill
walking in 1rncted by Cpl Harrop, 21 ig Regt proved to be a grea1 event
Al o a couple of nigh! out camping were organi ed for the intere ted one
and the week saw three potential gladiators; gts Rudra, Yam and
Buddhi, making a vi-i t to the . park ling· isle of Skye·, 1he majestic crag...!!}
mountain where the famous Hollywood movie "Highlander Jr wa shot.
A fier frolicking in the un during the days, in lhe afternoon we normally
played ports uch as football, ba. kelball and qua h in HMS Nep11111e's
gymnasium. The evening were spenl singing and dancing, drinkmg beers
and reminiscing aboul the old day·. Howeyer, no vi ii lo cotland would
be complete without a trip to Edinburgh and Glasgow. Our 'i ·ii 10 the>t:
two magnificent cities. the HM Xept1J11e Submarine Base and 1h.:
Dumbanon Dis1illery wa very rewarding as thi really gaye U> a new
insight into the inspiring hi lory of cotland. Las! bul not least. before our
return back to camp, a barbecue night was also organi~ed where
memento·· were presented 10 our guest from the submarine base a' a
token of everlas1ing friendship.
Jn conclusion, there wa no doubl that ..:,·eryonc thoroughly cnjop!d lhc
Exerci e. Coming from a nature cudo\•,ed country like Nepal. we at first
fell that che visit would be unenj1,y:1ble wi1hout really giYing a :c1.,md
though! to the beauty of cmland. However, a. the excrcise progr.:sscd, \\C
felt overwhelming excitement rising in the pit of our . tomachs. This
lremcndous experience compleled ·ucces ·fully is 0111e1hing we will
always cherish. Finally. man> thanks mus! go 10 the O!C co-ordinalor and
hi 1eam for organLing ~uch a memorable visit \\;e bid ADIEU lO !Im
unbelievably beautiful pot, looking forward to busy eptcmbcr and
obviously, promising to be back with new dream next year. JAi 250!

Change of addres ? Write and let u. k.now
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E. J R( ISE C\ ,; 'FT, PE,\R-0 TOBER 1997
b) I.Cpl\\ hitehl'ati 0 Lt • ·i ho.I .
.
l (, gnd , ~ar " a commumcattons Fxerct ·e nm • ery couple of
~cars to· test the \\Ur time role of the Regiment. Commumcattons were
pro' id d usmg 52~ HF. 322 Hf' and a MOST ( atellite Link). The three
d •t were "orking to Cypru~. HM ll'itst111i11stcr and the L. K. The tltght
O\ 'r \\a a mere 32hrs with stop. in Egypt, Oman (thank to the ultan for
the loan of the runway tam1m: n• the Airport to sleep on) an~ .finally n
L. nJ,.a (\\ho· · a name dropper). • nee we'd landed m Bnmc1 11 came to
unloadmg re-loadmg the eqmpment hy hand and wii'1in mi~utcs we were
,oakc<l 10 the s1'.in. it \\as a, if the he:l\cn had op~ned nght above u•.
Fn>m the airpon it \\as off10 Sittang Camp and the final unpack a well as
.ome \\ell desc1\'ed 1.1.z:azzn·s in a bit more comfort than a ClO can
offer After a couple of hours lcep it was Uj> for breakfa t and the tas~ of
. ·ttmg up the det . yet another ·weaty day., m fact .they all were. !he :>2~
dct (L pl Hoyle, ig Debnam) were havmg a mghtmarc .erect mg their
antenna chopping down tree ·o they could get better rccepuon. they mu.·t
haH' thouoht the\' were in the jungle. no boy that's yet to come. tg
Dehnam decided° to oo paddling in a hidden swamp. while till erecting
th' antenna, fool~ The MO T det was coming along nicely, Cpl 'Dad'
mart and LCpl 'Profes or' Jo nes were taking t11eir time er~cting ~he
10 T di. h. Once all the kit was up and workmg a nonnal shift rout me
\I us put into force, well that was until LCpl Anscomb decided to power
up the 322 and blow the main power upply 10 the camp'
.
.
Two COMM study da) were arranged and all ent~red mto. a daily
workmg routine. Each det had to prepare a 20 to 30 mmutc bnefing. a
small briefing was al 0 giYCn on Euroruux. Officers. wo·s., gt'.s from t11e
Royal Brunei Force (RBF) were the first to be under the hmehght. They
found all the briefing to be of great intere t, but seemed to be more
interested in copper wire that the 322 det was using. Brunei ig Tp. were
the next Yictims. th1 was more of an mtcrcst factor for t11e boys eemg a
most of them ha\'e served with t11c Regiment at some stage. Apart from the
normal day to day routine there wa al o a two-day jungle package put
together for u by Training Team Brunei. The Exercise personnel were
plit 10 cover the two-day period. The topics t11at were covered were the
basics on hO\.\ to find food . water, trapping of animals and how to make a
fire u ing various pieces of equipment, ic flint and steel and of course a
couple of banerie . Both day were of great imere t and enjoyable.
l\o" this is a good bit. R and R wa a mixed bag. First of all there was
the ports phase where we were plit up into teams of five to play
\'Olleyball and of course everyone's favourite- ba ketball, and no Lt
~ichol team didn't win. Then came the hopping phase, we've heard the
expre sion hop till you drop well we did more than that if it's po sible.
We'd put all you women 10 shame. Then the bet of all, sit back, relax and
clo e your eyes clear your mind and try to picture thi . a theme park the
ize of Alton Towers there's no admis ion fee, there's room to walk
without bumping into anybody else, no queuing to get on all the top ride .
\Veil there is such a place and its in Brunei, Jcrudong Park is the place. The
night we decided to descend on Jerudong Park was a warm night. As we
got out of the Rover the younger guys decided to race round but o ld LCpl
'Grandad' Whitehead and Cpl 'Dad' Smart decided just to take their
time. They plodded round, and decided to break themselves in gently with
a l!.ame of ·snake and Ladders' before going onto the big stuff (a wise
move we thought). Unfo11unately our R&R phase was extended by an
extra three day due to theVCIOs brake system breaking down in Bahrain.
The RAF in UK di patched the spares but British Airways managed to
lo c the parts-allowing us to soak up the sun and fi h for 72 hours longer
than planned. Evenrually the plane was fixed and was greeted by our bored
freight crew who had to once again load it all up - involving a little bit of
weating from us but loads from the toadies (for once)! With all the
equipment stuffed in the plane we got on board and made our way for a
stop in Sri Lanka and an overnight stop in Bahrain (cheers for the
extra LOA). Oh and by the way, 1hc beds in the Holiday lnn are so
comfonable ... The guys would like to thank everyone in Cyprus and the
crew of HMS Wes111imster for their patience. That has now brought us to
the end of the Travel Programme, if you want further details then please
tum to page 468 on CEEFAX.

Sig Debnam (522 Det 21C) explains to the Royal Brunei Military
how after he planted seeds from the local river, a giant
beanstalk had grown ...
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Sig Jus tin Fortne r improving his war paint

. Afte~ the initial sprint to get to the first check point it foll dark .
followmg a close encounter with some civil ians out walking, the point
man. Sig Justin Markey, fell into a <le.:p gorge with a river at the bottom.
The rest of the team fo llowed suit and morale remained high while apt
Hargreaves assured everyone they could not be lo t because they were
stlll headmg south . By dawn the team found itself in an OP eating cold
food. Sig 'Chappie' Chapman nearl y fell through a roof trying to install
the OP on a building. By the time night was falling the team wa getting
ever closer to the ~i ver yYye, and surpri singly. there were no bridges
n.carby. After some mtcnstve waterproofing of kit, the team reached the
nver, only to find that boats were provided. The team wa nearly
compromised at th.is point by ig Wayne Miller laughing at Capt
Hargreaves m1stakmg a hedge for a railway track. The team managed to
complete the Patrol early the next morning and were awarded a Certificate
of Merit. In true Corps tradition the team celebrated with many crates of
bccr. The youngest member of the team, Sig 'Smudge' mi th was JUSt old
enough to be able to drink as well.

31 (CofL) Sig Regt (V)
Cpl Smart (Det Comdr MOST) and LCpl Jones (Tee for MOST)
'What do you mean we didn't bring out the other cables?!!'

Cabling up on the 522 LCpl 'Tilak, LCpl Hoyle (Det Comdr) and
LCpl Buckley (Ginge) Det Tech (Day 1 and the smiles
didn't last long)

RHQ
C0
Lt Col R. T. Weston
RSM
WOI (RSM) D. E. Hall
The rc. ent months have ccn the Regiment take part in numcrou
ccremomal events includmg the Lord Mayor's Show and five
Remembrance parades a well as hosting members of the Defence Review
Committee. ·r raming continues apace with more members of the Regiment
Yisiting units ' acros the pond ' and finall ) preparations are well underway
for the final tram mg weekend of the year prior to the Christmas festivities.
More tale· of embarrassment and mischief follow . ..
OFFICERS MESS
What better way to get ma;(imum attendance at the annual audit board
than to throw a me s dinner during the cvening. With this sneaky plan in
mind the PMC, Maj Bob Davis TD, managed to get almost fifty officers
(both serving and past officers of the Regiment) around the same table at
Mercury House on Saturday 8 November 1997. The occasion was used to
bid a fond farewell to Capt George Devine who retired earlier in the year.
George was obviou ly revelling in hi new found freedom and life of
luxury, and t:vt:n revealed a few ecret antics from his years as PSAO with
the Regiment. Unfortunately, his farewell gift (a printer for his new
computer) from the Regiment wa not available to be presented to him on
the ni ght. However, he has since reported that he is a fully fledged
computer anorak. The evening was a re ounding succe and there were
one or two sore heads at the numerou Remembrance Parades the
followin g morning. Particular mention should also be made of Capt Dave
Thomas who ensured that all present knew how much time and effort he
had put in during the audit board and dinner night preparations.

256 SIG AL SQUAD RO
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ingrain
Tp SSgt
SSgt Gratrick
The Troop have just welcomed the arrival of LCpls ' H' olan and
Martin Sheriden from 15 Sig Regt and 16 Sig Regt respectively and Sig
Mick Loughran from 251 Sig qn and we hope they enjoy their stay here
at Bramcote. We adly ay goodbye to LCpl's Howell and Bond who are
off to 3 lnf Bde and 8 Inf Bde LCpl Bond was late for his own leaving
drinks (still no change there then!!!) . Also we ay goodbye to LCp l Pinie
on his posting to PJHQ Northwood.The Troop recently participated in Ex
Apocalypse Ram, a Troop level military training exerci e at Swyncrton
that was al o used as preparation for the Regiment' Cambrian Patrol
team. The team achieved a good result during the patrol and is now
contemplating next years' event. The Troop is now in preparation for a
Squadron Exercise; Ex imble Ram 2 in which 'A' Troop are going to the
Caribbean climate of RAW Brawdy for a week, apparently some people
have to stay there all the time! After this exercise the Squadron will begin
in camest the wind down to Christmas and the Squadron Christmas Party,
the results of which should fill the duties roster for months to come.
CAMBRIAN PATROL
The Regiment entered a team in this years' Cambrian Patrol, a
competition that tests military kills and the soles of your feet. The Patrol
was preceded by six weeks of training organ ised by Sgt Trev A usti n and
Sig Jase Wing. The training was suitably hard and even included the team
being struck by lightning on Pen-y-Fan. Throughout the training, Sig SI
Mooney was in charge of morale. He always managed to keep spiri ts high
by dropping equipment, eating his food in double time and smiling when
the situation wasn't funny. The pain of running up and down hills as a
punishment was made easier by ig Wing declaring, 'After all, its just
PT. ' After finding this statement amusing, ig 'Richie' Hewitt managed to
find himself doing twice as many hill reps, The week of the Patrol came
and fortunately eight men were left, just enough to make a team. Capt I an
Hargreaves led the team and the 2IC was LCpl Dave Gregg. Just before
the start the ten teams on our pha e were able to mingle. The anadians
and Italians didn't think that Sig Ju tin Fortner had enough cam cream
on and decided to add their own.
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members of the London UOTC led by WOl (RSM) Black RE. All those
taking part in the parade arrived at the London UOTC on the Friday
evening for a brief by the RSM's and a walk through/talk through of the
morning's .events, followed by a 'quiet social evening' with both sets of
troops gettmg to know each other. The early morning came too early (as it
always docs) and all the troop headed out to a nearby cafe for breakfast.
The ~SM had the payment for all the food and 'took over' the eating
establishment (as he does) and made the breakfast very enjoyable the
programme 'Can't Cook, Won't Cook' didn't have a look in!! On return to
London UOTC working dress was donned and the drill practice began
under the watchful eyes of the Regimental Drill Instructors, namely the
RSM, SSgt Craig Bruce and SSgt 'Dinger' Bell. All the troops worked
extremely well including PSI Mil Trg Sgt ' Des· Eldridge-who hadn't
done weapons drill for a few years and just wanted to go through the
Weapon Handling Test 's. After the drill was' lick' the troops moved off to
the Guildhall under the care of W02 (SSM) Jim McMahon dre sed for
the occasion. On arrival another practice took place in forecourt of the
Hall which confused the civilian observers lightly in the fact they left the
main parade and began to watch our troops, as they should!! The parade
began shortly after with all the action being captured on film by W02
(AQMS) Andre Scrivener and SSgt Meg Carven after they had a quick
'TP' on the operation of their cameras! The troops performed very well
!ndecd and had the 'best ~cats in the hou e · for all the floats that took place
m the parade. At one pomt a group of crazed females decided to play the
game of 'kiss the squaddic' and to Sgt 'Des' Eldridge's horror a female
that obviously has had a glorious rugby career managed to plant a ki s on
the shocked PSI. Eventually after about two hour the Mayor arrived to
take residence in the Mansion House and took time to talk to the troops.
Sig Sarah Winm ill was ingled out by the Mayor for a lengthy
chat- perhaps the fact that he is 6ft 3ins helped in his choice to pick her.
The day was enjoyed by all the oldiers that took part in the parade and
was a chance for the Regiment to ' how ofT' it goods to a large crowd. We
can now look forward to preparing for next years show after the odd
fe tive refreshment!

Capt George Devine presents the CO with a port decanter
for the Officer's Mess
HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Sig Sarah Winmill cracks a joke to the Lord Mayor of London
on his first day in office
Maj B. McAneny
W02 (S M) J. J. McMa hon

THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW
The lime of year came around again for the Lord Mayor of London to
tand down and for the new one to take over the duties. This involved
member~ of the Regiment and the London UOTC dre ing up in their
' Ginger Suits' and boot · 'shiny shiny' (a quoted by PSI HQ S gt Craig
Bruce BEM) iu order to fom1 the Guard of Honour at the Mansion House
as part of the Lord Mayor' how. The Regiment wa headed up by WOI
(RSM) Hall and attracted members from all four quadron , as well a
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4l(PLK)SIG ALSQU ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj . Baker
S M
W02 ( S I) J.P. Paine
HELLO'S A D GOODBYE'S
The quadron welcome ' back Lt ura Jack on (nee Rabenda) to the
dizzy heights of 0
Tp. he wn last ·cen five year~ ago as RPO at
RHQ (Hammer mith). \Ve waved a ad farewell to Sgt Am) \lcAuliffe
who leave u to go to RHQ. That leaves us with two McAuliffc 's after the
marriage ofSSgt levc l\lcAuliffe lo pl Kerry Cosgrove.
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E ERCISF \
Ll.0 SHIELD 17-19 0 TOBER 1997 .
l· >lltm ing a 3 'hr dri' e to Thetford {".ith fl couple
.unpla1~ned
dclllu~) the quadron spht to move mto their re pecll\e locallons. ~ Tp
h.1d a • hocking· move in ,, h 'II they . tumbled aero s an e.lectnc tence
,,hich the\ were a"un:d' isn't there on the recc . (We believe you 0
K').
Tp had similar high p-O\\ercd problems when their locauon was
made out of bound · b) an .rnpending visit by the ecrctary of tate for
Ddi:n . The Right Hon Gt\lrgc Robinson. tP. ndeterrcd the, moved
onltl the sport' pitch in. tead. whert! they would hnve been better emplo~ed
pla} ing football. as the) wt!rc l,
than . c c ful at establishing
commumcauon..

?'

32 (Scottish) Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

co

RSM

CO 'GRXf LATI01'S!
.
To gt Friar' Tuck on hi. recent promotion {P .•has any~ne go_t ~size L
{Pork}l m .· kit for ale.}. Also to L pl 'Bab. Byrne for gain111g top
student on his recent Cadre Cours<= no urpri e to. tho.e w~10 ha~·c met
him!The fitnes level of the quadron hould oon improve tollowmg tl1e
. ucce~ ful completion of the PT! Course by LCpl !a.n Byrne and pl
Tan\a Cumphell-lan having pent the la t few day injure~. yviio know .
pertiap~ with their help gt 'Friar' Tuck may only need a 'M Stze mess kit!

Lt Col A. C. C. Lapsley
WO! (RSM) J. Mclachlan

Sl(HIGHLAND} SIG AL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna Strachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Donah! Webster
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELL
We bid a hearty welcome back to Capt 'Dan' Robertson from the
rigours of Bosnia. he was the TA liai;~n man in the field and according to
reports chd a sterling Job I have seen his confidential report and it looks as
thoui:;h he wrote it himself. It is with a heavy hea1t that the Squadron has to
s.1y farewell to two cf its staunchest and most popular members. LCpls
Dale and Pat Urwin have decided to et up house in Dale's homeland of
New Zealand our photograph shows our 0 , Maj Morna Strachan
pre~<.nting Pat and Dale with a small memento of our appreciation for the
hard work put in on our behalf.

RECRUITI G
As we look forward to the Christmas Standown the rccrunmg machine
is. still in gear with the Squadron bcmg repre entcd at the Gordon
Highlanders fun day in Aberdeen and the recent visit of the Tall Ships to
Aberdeen harbour. An open night is being planned for mid
February- hopefully it "ill be as successful as our last event that brought
us an excellent number of good quality people .
F

D-RAISI G
The 9uadron has adopted the Anthony olan Bone Marrow Trust a!>
our charity and a number of events have taken place for this worthy
cause- gt Elaine Stewart organised two teams to take part in a
sponsored assault course held in the pouring rain believe it or not.
The next ev.:nt was Exercise Highland Wheel a l 73mile sponsored
cycle from Aberdeen to Glasgo" via Edinburgh (our Squadron locations).
The riders who completed this pam in the rear task are pictured: PSI
(Tech) Sgt John Gorman , Sig Jacqui Brook, LCpls Paul Ta\ lor and
·
Alisdair Jamieson-{Zig and Zag to their friends}.

Sgt Bonner receiving a memento of his visit to the US
TREE OF REMEMBRA CE
A tree of remembrance has been planted within Eastbourne TAC in
memory ofS gt(. RPS) lien Cunningham who sadly passed away on
JO September 1997. His widow ue attended the short ceremony. An
in cribed plaque is nearby.
QUADRO A N
L REU IO DINNER
The Squadron annual r union dinner was held on 4 October.1997 al The
Cavendi h Hotel. It pro ed to be a very succe ful event enJ.oyed by all
who attended. especially Capt Jackie Blake who had the dubious honour
of being promoted in front of e\ crybody at the end of the meal o she then
spent mo t of her future pay rise by ringing the bell al the bar! A special
word of praise must go to our PSAO, Capt Ian Murray who coordinated
the whole event, and ensured that it more than lived up to previou
dinner .
PROMOTIO S
The Squadron is pleased to announce that WOI Phil Waterhouse has
recently been promoted and assumed the appointment of SVWO. Filling
in his shoes as the SSM i the newly promoted W02 (SSM) Potter.
Congratulations to you both.
Cpl Tanya Campbell reading the lesson at the service in
memory of 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn members, past and present

56 SIGi 'AL Q ADR01
SqnComd
M

faj G. M. Bryan TD
W02 (SS 1) A. J. Potter

EX CHA. GE VISIT TO THE US
As part of the Regiment's annual camp the following lucky six
pen,onnel were sent to the United State to serve with the 1108 US Army
Sig Bde based in Maryland· gt Bonner, Cpl Samuel (83), LCpls Bell
(83), Butler, Renaud and Roberts (HQ). They were a signed to the
11 IOth and 111 lth US Army Sig Btn for a joint communications exerci e
followed by a joint diplomatic relations exercise. The first phase, the
Comm Exercise, was a complete success. Comms from botl1 snes were
maintained with the main body of the Regiment who were located in
elgium. The second phase, the cementing of Anglo US relation ,
included vi its to Arlington 'ational Military Cemetery to see the
changing of the guard at the tomb of the unknown soldier, tbe Vietnam
Memorial. and a trip round the White House although Bill wasn't at home
to meet us. A tnp to Gettysburg aw the group walking over the Civil War
ba\tlefield and the site of President Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address containing the poignant words,
'That l\'e here lriglrly resolve 1lra1 these dead shall !rave not died in vain.
that this nation, under God, shall have a new birt Ir ofji-eedom, and that
go1·ernment of the people. hy tire people, for the people, shall not perish
from the earth. ·
A good time 1>.as had by all making the second phase an out tanding
,uccess. Friendships were formed and contacts will be maintained through
further exercise and on a more per onal level by the u c of e-mail and
telephone. Global communications in all it's glory.

The Royal Signals Web Site:
www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/
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83 SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj M. Jackson
W02 ( M) R. A. Harding

REMEMBRA CE S NDAY AT T PA L'S CATHEDRAL
Each year. members of London TA units attend the service at St Paul 's.
This year Capt Guy Bewsher, Cpl Becky trickland,. LCpls .J.uliet
Jarvis, and Colin Ande rson had the honour. The service 1 a trad11lonal
one including the t\ o minutes silence followed by a wreath laying
ceremony at the Royal Exchange War Memorial. A you are no doubt
aware the TA cannot go anywhere without a function of ome sort and
those who were lucky enough to attend were invited to take lunch with the
Lord Mayor of London in the Mansion House. Lucky! Lucky!

SOCIAL SCENE
Our warme I congratulations go to ig Jacqui Brook on her recent
marriage to Jules-he ha entered into the ocial cene of the Squadron
with gu to-keep up the good work. An event ju t pa t wa 51 Sqn ummer
Ball held at Gordon Barrack things went very smoothly thanks to the
hard work carried out by Cpl Yvonne Malcolm and Sio Brian
'Dangerous' Hunter and the usual dedicated helpers. Our ph~tograph
hows the a embled company in traditional Highland Dre s, includino0 the
PST's who were hiding behind the girls in their kilt .

Thank al o to Sgt Harry Buck who had the torrurous task of driving
the support vehicle. The event itself nearly didn ' t take pla e due to a
howling orth Sea stom1 blowing ashore. however Jacqui donned the
yellow hirt and set off de pite the pouring rain. The rain evenrually
stopped and after a quick change into dry clothe we pu bed on again until
our strength levels were depleted ufficient to warrant a top at a local pub
for lunch. Re-fuelled we carried on a linle further then decided to call it a
day when Jacqui decided to leave her bike at l5mph and attempted to hide
in the undergrowth. The following day aw ·zag' fighting off the
attention of a suicidal hedgehog and picking up a puncrure for hi efforts.

VISIT OF MEMBER OF THE DEFE CE REVTEW
COMMITTEE
Although not our norinal training evening, the Squadron was visited on
Wedne day 19th November 1997 by five members of the Defence Review
Committee. The evening went very well, even with members of the
Squadron attending two drill nights in one week, the attendance was very
impressive. Sig Coultas-Pitman and a number of other member of the
Squadron made a special effort to attend as SSgt ick Wood laid on voice
procedure and PRC 320 training in the drill hall. The PSAO Capt Dave
Thomas was pleased that at last someone else had to come in from
Crawley as his local MP Mrs Laura Moffatt was one of the visitors.
Some of the members of the Squadron, including Cpl Becky trickland,
LCpl Martin Woodhouse, and Sig Caroline Bone, were invited for
drinks and a bite to eat over in the I 0 Para (V) drill hall in order to chat
informally with the Ws. A particularly enlightening experience indeed as
all of them have served in Bosnia and were able to give useful feedback to
our honourable guests.
WELCOME
Tbc Squadron bids a warm welcome to 2Lt tephcn Clark who ha
joined us from 33 Sig Rcgt (V) after settling here in London . We eagerly
wait to see if his footballing skill are as good a he would have u believe.
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, qmd: roadside repair and ot_r ac.ro the Fol"!h . Roa~ ~~idg:, imo
Edinburch. With the support ,·dncle 111 clo e prox11111ty th<.: kam. ct off
gain \\-ith Gia. gow m sight. nt Bu_c~ u~able to keep up wit~ th:
bli t<•nng pace soon parted compan) am\·m~ 111 Glrugow a~ hour ~fit:r the
re t of the team. o all in all 'lOt a had achievement covenn!\ 17.> mile ,
,u.staining no major injurie~ ao. sun h ing the inclement Scottish ' cat her,
and all in a ~ood cause.

C.RO S 'ERVIC'E VI ITS
.
Instead oftryin<> to ct off a few damp fireworks on Guy Fawk~s. 1ght
quadron membe;; were in ·ited onboard HM~ Richmoml._Thc v1s1t gav:
the quadron a chance 10 sec life and ome real Gucci kit onboard th~s
late t type 23 Frigate. Being an ex- arnl man, Capt (Pugw~ h) _Ma~k1 e
particular!) enjoyed the \ i ·it. The picture show C apt M ackie ~far ngh~.
\\ ith the pi!!tail) telling the a ·sembl d quadron per.sonnet that long hair
\ \ a all the ':age when I wa a Jack Tar·.

Check the Museum/Shop opening times. Telephone 01258 482248

61 (CITY OF EDINB RGH) SIG AL SQUAD RON (V
qn Comd
Maj F. Farq uharson
M
W02 G. Garland

,W ADDITION

. .
.
.
Congratulations to gt ' FM' Faichney and his wife on the birth of_1he1r
baby daughter Francesca-it's ama7ing what length . omc peop le will g_o
to to boost their recruiting figure~! Capt 'B.luc Go ldfish .Campbell is
rumoured to ha\'e Francesca on the short list ,for p~omouon to L,a~c~
Corporal already. Welcome to our new PSI Baby Tech, C pl Fm
truther a local man who ha proved invaluab le a a Scouse/Scott1sh
interpreter for p I 'Jimmy Corkhill' Lea ch. Unfort~nate l y .C pl Struthers
arrived ju t in time to prcp~re for the _annual R IT mspccuon and 1 now
looking fonvard to a break trom greasmg CRS trailers.
OLD DDITlO
.
.
Welcome back to a familiar quadron face, Sgt Jacqui S mith , recently
returned from a one year S type engagement with SFO_R. he has quickly
called in old favours and obtained ·employment' with the quadron'.s
traffic officer Iaj Bri a n 'Mayhem' M urray m between S types- he is
off again in March. tl1is time to BATUS.
RO T INE IN DEFE CE
.
.
Following the excitement of annual camp_ and ho?no.bbmg with the
Yeomanry. the quadron scttl~d back into a quieter r>enod 111 the ru~ down
10 Christrna . The only major events on the tra~ n mg. fro nt bemg Ex
Apollo' Shield and Remembrance Parade. Apollos ~1eld saw us b~ck
once more at Dreghorn but thi time. following complamts from Scottish
Power Yeoman J eff 'what's wrong with putting it under pylo~s·
J ephc~te was not allowed any ay in siting the antenna. The exercise
pa sed off without incident or very much in the way of traffic! .
Remembrance Day saw a slight change to the norma l 61 outmg to the
local church, this year it was decided that one of the Squadron P1 pe~s
would a company us on the march. LCpl C ook (whose ~1ckname is
unprintable) set off at tl1e regu lation pipe band pace and playm_g fo r all ~e
wa worth. Unfortunately the
M, W02 Garland (whose mckna me 1s
even more unprintable), unaccusto_med to the p~pes, was ca!l mg out the
time at a pace more often fou nd m the Queens Gurkha 1gnals. After
much pace stick waving and bawling by a red faced SSM the Squadron
halted and Cpl Cook continued on his way alone. Once at the chu rch, Cpl
Cook saved the day by playing the tradi tional Flowers of the Fore t and
the Reveille.

hectic period of activity for the squadron. In October it was all hands to the
pumps for Ex Executive Stretch.
As u rcs~ll of contact made over the exercise weekend this Squadron is
currently s1gnmg up a chartered sun'eyor and following up four other
interesl_ed young executives. The end of October saw a po itive blitz of
mspccuons. The annual PRE tun1t:d into I 00% check of vehicles and
equipment while at the same time the QM , Maj Tom Ponton, held a
stocktakinµ and managerial examination board of squadron stores. Just to
make 1t interesting, the six monthly audit of service funds took place in the
same week. All this, prior to the Regimental work up Exercise for Winter
Eagle. On being told that all comms vehicles had been VOR'd the FOS,
SSgt 'Picman' Hamilton, was last seen muttering into his computer while
chewing hi~ beret to shreds.

ETHNIC MINORITIES SPORTS DAY
As part of an initiative by 42 ( W) Bde an Ethnic Minorities Sports
Day was held m Fulwood Barracks, Preston during October 1997. The aim
was to boost mterest in the Arn1y and Territorial Army amongst the ethnic
community. 42 Sig Sqn (V) provided a Ptarmigan display stand and
recruiting stand to represent 33 Sig Regt (V) at the event, the effort being
organised and commanded by SSgt 'Concord' Woody Wood. He was ably
assiskd by our own band of Asian signallers, Sig Seim M unif, Sig J ulia n
Bertie and Sig bd ul Han if. Seim M un ifis an Oxford graduate currently
working in Stockport as an in urance underwriter whilst J ulian Ber tie and
'-\bdu H anif are second year students at Manchester University.

It took some time for us volunteers to mtcgrnte fully wuh the Regular
soldiers. They were understandably sceptical ot our abiliucs and not
w11lmg to trust u with their equipment. However, after a few weeks the
barriers came down as they came to realise that we \"ere willing to learn
and despite being short on experience were full of cnthu iasm. I would
certainly recommend the Bosnia experience to other volunteers. Anyone
considering thi~ would be wise to accept the fuel that they will be Regular
soldiers for six months and must comply with all the rule . This along with
having to do the jobs which may seem unimportant or unnecessary but
which in fact do need to be done. Also, remember that you wi ll be a\\ay
from family and home for a long time. Having ·aid all that, if you want a
challenge, want to make new friends, gain some valuable ex perience or
even consider joining the Army full-time then a six-month tour in Bosnia
1s well worth the cffon.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Sig Griffiths at the sharp end
CO
Lt Col J.P. Moreland
RSM
\ 01 (RSM) K. Hallett
The Regiment continues to be unb~lievably busy! lnspect io~s, a
alway , continue unabated and the exerc1 e pro~ramme ~h ows no sign of
heading south for the winter. Regimental ~xerc1ses provided the bm_ld up
for the 11 Sig Bde Ex Wmter Eagle, which recently saw the Regiment
scattered over orth Yorkshire. Most personnel knew where they were
mo t of the time, possibly with the exception of a Junior Officer or. two!
The Exercise was notable as one of the most diverse and geographically
spread for a number of years.

October saw the Regiment running Ex Executive Stretch near
Lancaster. For those not in the know, the Exerci e is designed to show the
bosses of TA soldiers just what sort of tl~ing their employ~e could be
getting up to at the weekend. After a prom1smg_start of howling wmd and
torrential rain, unfortunately and to the chagnn of the D S. the weather
improved and a thoroughly great, tboug~ extremely testmg time, was had
by all the civilian participants. A reunion 1s planned for the middle of
December, where no doubt the and bags will be pulled up and the war
tories will get taller by the second.

Sig Sei m M un if engineering com ms
while Sig J ulian Bertie poses fo r the cam era
BOSNIA R EPORT
by Sig G riffiths
Having j ust returned fro m a six-month attachment in Bosnia
Herzegovina I fell victim to the PSAO, who in isted on my written
experiences to boo t the Squadron' Wire input. o here goes:
My time in Bosnia was spent with 7 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn and
along with other Territorial Army and Reservi t personnel we enled in to
the 'metal factory' in Banja-Luka. The Squadron pro\·ided L'HF Comms
for the Multi- ational Division outh West Area (M D SW). As a radio
relay operator. [ had never worked with arn1oured vehicle nor used any of
the radio equipment currently in u e in Bosnia. Therefore, my first few
weeks were spent getting to grips with the basic operating procedure and
becoming familiar with the equipment. Thi completed it was.off to one of
the many hill top sites to put into practice what l had been taught.

i

FAR EWELLS AND ARRIVALS
We bid a sad farewell to two of the quadron stalwart . SSgt Tommy
Smith and SSgt ' Rottwei ler Spice' Keen, leaving us for pasture new.
Tommy Smith has served for 14 years as the RPS SQMS(R) with the
Squadron after completing a full career with R Signal . He take up an
appointment with the Corp of Commi ionaires and we wish him and
Marian a long and happy retirement. SSgt Al Keen was tl1e Squadron S I
for three years and is now serving with 3 Div at Bulford Camp. He wa a
popu lar and bard worki ng individual who will be mis ed for his all round
contribution and in particular his efforts in pu hing Adventurous Traming
and orienteering/running to the forefront. In their places we welcome our
new SS!, SSgt lartin Henley, late of2 DiY HQ and Sig Regt at York and
gt Bernie Meehan who takes up the appointment ofNRP
Q~S ( R) .
Finally warm congratulation" are extended to Mica Cummings, our
former Acee Tp Comd, who ha' been promoted to Major and 1akes over
a HQ Sqn Comd at Huyton in Li,erpool.

35 Sig Regt (V)
Sutton Coldfield

xxxv

'Stretchees' tackle the final race-but they've only just started!
The eagle-eyed might just spot the 3 foot 4 inch Lt Mike Brown
in the middle

'Gently does it'
Two Ex Executive Stretch 'victims' conduct an abseil with a
difference. Capt Andy Parsons, Sgt Ian Cawson and
Cpl Doug Pepper help out with safety
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42 SIG AL SOUADRO (V) MANCHESTER
November sees the Squadron gearing up for Ex Winter Eagle that takes
place this year in the Harrogate/Ripon area, over the weekend 14-16
ovember 1997. LI is an 11 Sig Bde FTX in support of a simulated IRDF
deployment. Euromux , Ptarmigan and CNR assets will be deployed m
orthern Ireland linked via
Southern and
orth-Ea t England and
Mcgastreams and the Corsham I lub. The Exercise will have link s lo
Ankara in Turkey and Madrid in Spain where 2 Sig Regt and 30 Sig Regt
arc deployed on Ex Arrcade Fusion, to provide the largest deployment of
Comms assets since Op Granby. This Exercise is the culmination of a
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EXERCISE A NAPUR A DRAGON 1997
by 2Lt Caroline Daly
A team of eleven members from the Regi ment went on a three and a
half week expedi tion to epal, trekking around the Annapurn a Circuit.
The tea m compri sed of two Pern1 anent tafflnstructors and nine members
of the TA: Lt Inn Cas ell (expedition leader), gt Michael Mann
(ex pedition 21 ), 2Lt Caroline Daly, Sgt Denn ichols, gt Nav
Mohammad, Cpl Ray Blanchette, pl Wendy Geddis , Cpl Steven
Ht-witt, L Cpl nndra Wigley, LCpl Dave Jones and ig Peter
Benumo1111t. The Expedition was run to mark the 30th Anniver·ary of the
Regiment, coordinating an IT link up wllh the Freedom Pa~de and rl~e
Lord Mayor of Bi rmingham on 27 eptember 1997. The cxped111on wu m
3 pha e . Pha e one the Annapurna Circuit trek; pha e two, white water
rafting down the Marsya ngdi Ri ver; and phase three R&R at h1twan

THE WIRE . FEBRUARY 1998

ati onal afari Park. Throughout the e'l.pcdition regular updates of our
progre s were ent Yia atell ite onto the lntemet. This included the dail)
diary and photographic images taken with a digital camera. The team
carried all the neces ary IT equipment, induding laptop computer. su1ellitc
dish. atellite phone, olar panels and rechargeable batterie to enable
maintaining communications throughout the expedition.
A maximum f four weeks for the expedition wa. all that was possible
becawe of the difficulty of getting time away from ci\'ilian jobs. This put a
tight time schedule on the expedition, e pcciall) the trekkmg pha'c
allowing little slippage time and making it tough . Due to this. traming for
the expedition and qualification onto the team wa. es. cntial. Train ing
consisted of six progres ive week ' nd , tarting in April at Le ·k six
months befon: the expedition. The tra ining took us to the Lake District and
orth Wale , where we climbed many of the clas. 1cs carfell Pike,
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Af\cr a frnrlv C\entful ni ght of c'<pcn~ncin~ the Monsoon rain and pl
Blanchette eveballing a ·wolf', or rather a wild ~og. we began the trek at
. . o l and completed a fairly gentle day to Tll'kh.edhunga. The ccond
d;;~~ved much harder and quite arduous. more like we had e.xpcctcd,
1'ti1 a limb of 1300111 to Ghorcpani (3000111), most of the height was
\\ · ct' • 11 th" morning! The views from here were spectac ular. Th1 · was
game I
'
'
.
. .
f tJ
l (ti
al · o our cho en location for our ccond trans111 1ss1on o ie rcpor, ~e
first having been sent in Kathmandu). However, all _our dfort wcrcm
vain, we climbed on shed roofa and held up_the atclht~ dish (m th.c ra1_11)
but the surrounding mountams ~vere too high and a l11~k to tl_1e satellite
could not be established. The third day ' as, all do~vn hill , losmg 1600111
·topping at Tatopani. mcanmg ' hot water . ~og1ca l since there were
naniral iiot pring · by the Kah ?andaki River which we all relaxed m wi th a
b 'e · A small oa ·i of relaxauon aner a long clay! The next day wa tl1c
b~g~~ning of the long ascent up to the Thorang La pass that was a long and
exhausti ng walk to Lcte Khola .

The first CIS link back to the UK
The Team donates books, stationery and money
to buy enough tables and chairs for all the chidren

Helhelvn and triding Edge, Cader ldri . Tryfan, Crib Goch, nowdon
and the. nowdon Horseshoe in hotte t weather of the year and the \':'.ette t!
Co,ering distance was not the onl) o~jective o~ the tram1ng, conhdenee
building played a big part startmg wllh ab e1hng. er~>_ smg gorge , pot
holin'' and ending \\ith a 150ft death lide! The Exped1t1on' a open to a
total ~f tweh·e places. However. not everyb~y that came forward was
able to complete all the training or wa phy 1cally fit enough. hence _the
team of 11, 3 female and men. Each team member' as given a spec_1fic
JOb ranging from baggage contro~ler to cultural repres~ntallve,
photographer, diari 1, powerm_an. atelhtc phone operat~r. entertam1~1~n1,
and medic. Thi worked well mvolvmg each member with a pec1fic task
and spreading the work load.
The Trekking Phase
.
. .
\\e flew from Heathrow to Kathmandu \'ia Karachi amvmg a day lat~,
due to technical problems with the aircraft, on 19 September 1997. This
meant we had even les time to complete the Annapurna circmt. but we
had gamed an insight in Karachi!' At K~thmandu a uyort we were met by
the Yeti Trekking AgenC) representative_ a~d Khim, Otlf S1rdar. The
following dav we took a bu to Pokhara. picking up en route the P?rtei;;,
sherpa and· cook. All nece sary ~or the suc~e of the exped111on m
cro ing the Thorang La pa , the highest pass m the world (54 l 6m), and
tra' elling up 1500m of the deepe_ t river valley. Kahgandak1.

Team p icture just prior to their ascent over Th orang La (5500m)
Day five wa a continuation of the previous day, coyering
approximately 30krn and stopping at Marpha. Tlus. was an 1dyll1c
ituation and an hour hort of Jorn on, a larger town w1tl1 an airport that
we walk~d through the next day. The vegetation by this point had began to
chami:e from the luscious green forest of tile l~wer wetter cl_1matc, to the
harsher, blander scenery reflecting the arid climate and alt1ntde .. So _far
nobody had suffered any ill from altitude or food and we were m high
spi rits. Day six wa an ard~ous tre~ to Muktmath (3798m), this was the
highe t we had been and 1t took 1~ t~ll. Some. members of the team
experienced AMS (Altitude Mountam Sickness) m the form of vom1t 1~ g
and headaches, mostly once we had reached Muktmath. However, St~
Beaumount suffered from quite a severe case of food poi on1ng and 11
became evident after lunch tl1at he was unable to go any further una1?ed .
ot being disillusioned by the situation a herpa wa en t ahead to hire a
horse to carry Sig Beaumount the la t I 0 km! £8 w~ll pent. The 300m
climb to Muktinath was exhausting, we had gamed altitude quickly due to
our tight schedule and it was beginning to tell on people. It wa decided
that we would take a day of re tat Muktinath. The day wa put_to good use
as we vi ited the local school. the highest school in the Muktmath region
and distributed colouring books, pens, crayon. and weets to the children
and school teachers.

Cpl Blanchette gives a colouring book and crayons
to a Nepalese child

Cpl Ray Blanchette and Steve Hewitt crossing the Kaligandaki
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They were absolutely delighted, their faces beaming with joy. A
donation was also given to the school from 35 ig Rcgt so that they could
purchase enough desks for the children to sit at.
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IJJy eight came and we moved on Up a further 600m to a height of
4500111 and camped at a locally known area called 'High Camp ' . By now
wall-ing was 1->ccoming very difficult due to the low oxygen supply, our
bodies were s.;reaming out for oxygen and all we could do was walk at a
slow plod. Cpl Blanchette was still suffering from symptoms of AMS and
Lt Cassell beJ!an to develop them. Day 9 wa THE day for crossing the
pass. We started out before 0700hrs. after what had been a very cold night,
with the tents fr.::ezing up and flurries of snow. The trekking was very slow
and arduou . The condition of Lt Cassell and Cpl Blanchette worsened to
the extent that Lt Cassell had to be frog marched up and over the Thorong
La Pass very quickly by a sherpa. While he was thi high up hi life wa in
danger. Cpl Blanchette on the other hand was physically much weaker as
a result of rnmiting so he was helped up and over the pass. The remainder
suffered no ill effect_ except shortne s of breath and slight headaches. The
v1cws from the pass were amazing, with such clear skies it was
breathtaking and tranquil. We did not hang around, stoppi ng only long
enough for a cup of tea from a Nepali man in a mountain hut. Amazing!
We caught up with Lt Cassell at Thorang Pheidi in another hut. Here it
was about 4000m and Lt Cassell seemed to have made a miraculou
recovery. So much so he wa enjoying a cigar! Cpl Blanchette was not o
lucky to make a rapid recovery. but looked a lot better. We carried on for
another two hours and camped just past Churi Lattar (4300m). From here
onwards the trekking was all down hill which we covered with some
speed. Cpl Blanchette was fully recovered by Day I 0 where we stopped
near Pisang. Over the next three days we covered approximately 30km a
day stopping at Dharapani. Sange and finally Be hi Sahar. the end of the
trek and the beginning of the raf\ing phase. The trekking had been uperb
but we were quite relieved to change our mode of tran port and looked
forward with anticipation to the rafting. On the last night of the trekking
we held a presentation ceremony for the porters. cook, and sherpa to how
our gratitude and thank them for all their effort . They were delighted and
taken aback by their gif\ of money, a ubstantial contribution to their
income.

The Wet Phase
Day 14 and we began the rafting down the Marsyangdi River from
Be hi Sahar to Dumre. Thi wa a very challenging and swollen river
providing many grade 5+ rapids! After a vague combined safety and
in structional brief against the noise of a grade 3 rapid, and equipping
ourselves with afety equipment that would not pass British Standard , we
boarded our two rafts with nervous excitement! Perhap we should have
read the signs the unintelligible afety briefing and the worn out afety
equipment! However. we carried on down the challenging torrent of tbe
Marsyangdi River. cgotiating the rapids. toppers and boulders was more
luck than skill, it was hardly urprising when Cpl Hewitt was washed
overboard during a head on collision with a stopper. Unde~erred and
thinking it was a freak occurrence he boarded the raft agam and we
continued to travel the river. By this time it had become evident that the
guides were not as competent as we had assumed which did not combine
well with novice rafters and grade 5 rapids!! The river wa such that even
the two safety kayaks had problems with the rapid let alone with rescuing
us! The river was rapid after rapi_d af\er rapid. grades 4. and 5. It wa_s
relentless and certainly challenging. However, the ~enousncss of II
became apparent when one of the rans go_t caught_ 1n a topp~r and
subsequently knocked one ide of the ran 11ymg! Agam C p~ Hewitt wa
experiencing the Marsyangdi River the natural way, along with 2Lt Daly.
This time it was not a case of move to the bank or grab hold of the ran. It
was the start of 600+ m of rapids from grade 3-5+. It was a save yourself
situation, which is precisely what C1> l Hewitt did: 2Lt Dal~ was n~t quite
o lucky and went bobbing down the several rapids, catclung a bnef rest
with the help of one of the Kayak before being told to let go to prevent the
canoci t going in. After whining pa t, ~o the shock of the on lookmg
econd raft, she was eventually headed oil by the secoi;d afety kayak and
pushed into the . ide. You can't argue w11h such a ferocious nver!
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The fun and adve111ures of the day did not end there. Alier watching the
remaining four crew members skillfully negotiate the rapid, with a 11oodcd
raft, Cp l Hewitt and 2Lt Daly hitched a ride with the other raft to catch
their ran. Cpl Hewitt at this point wa~ not happy - two dunkings m one
day is more than anybody wants with adequate safety gear, let alone what
we had. So you can imagine his horror and disbelief when this raft began
to hurtle towards a huge rock. The guide not knowing which way to steer
the ran fro7e, and the raft ended riding up the boulder sideways, gelling
caught in a wrap. The water was pounding against the lower side forcing
the raft under water. Khim was outside the raft, clinging onto the rafts '
rope while being pummeled by the white water. Every so often he would
appear gasping for air. Lt Cas ell, Sgt Nichols and 2Lt Daly, all situated
on the low side of the raft were trying to move up onto the high side to
force the raft down. Lt Cassell eventually managed it. re~ultmg in the raft
shining down suddenly causing him to fall out of the raft and become
sandwiched between the rock and the raft. As the raft swung down the
river he hauled himself back into the raft . Meanwhile Khim was back in
the raft and the guide had regained his composure, although he was
without a paddle! In fact there were only two paddles left! We collected
most of the paddles while moving with some speed down the river and
made our way to the side. Concern now went with the other raft that had
only four crew members and an even les competent guide. Apprehension
was misplaced as the raft came peeding down everybody with huge grin !
They pulled in next to the other raft and redistributed the crews for the last
stretch!
The R&R Phase
With the rafting phase ewer we moved to Chitwan ational Safari park
where we spent two days R&R in comfort and the luxury of beds!! The
adventures of this phase were of a far more gentle nature, encompas mg a
safari walk, sighti ng monkeys, a panther and deer: a canoe trip on a very
tranquil river (!) and a vi it to an elephant anctuary where we saw a 21
day old baby elephant. The highlight of this phase has to be the jungle ride
on elephants. It was an awesome experience, lo be sitting on the giant
animal , which was enhanced when we came across two pairs of rhinos.
We were just metres away from the rhinos which appeared not to be
agitated by us until the elephant got to within a couple of metre of them.
We were entenained in the evening by native dancing to which we joined
in after much persuasion! On the last morning there wa a bird watching
trip for those that managed to get out of bed, which involved stroking an
orphaned four month old Rhino. A once in a life time chance! After
Chitwan we headed back for Kathmandu for a erious 24 hours of sou,·enir
shopping and a farewell dinner put on by Yeti Trekking. The whole trip
was a uperb succe and a once in a life time experience, epal is
beautiful country and well worth a visit, the people are polite and
hospitable. The country has to be experienced.
EXERCISE EXECUTIVE STRETCH
A quick glance around the as embly area in Bunker 7 at Swynerton
Training Camp on a dismal Friday evening in October told it own tory!
Despite their fa lse bravado and cheerfulness, the anxious looks on the
face of the a sembled executives betrayed their true feeling of nervous
anticipation tinged with fear and apprehension. Some knew what they had
let themselves in for, while others had only recently been volunteered by
their MD's o they could develop their characters and management skill ·
at hort notice! However. once the executive. who came from many
companies throughout the . We t Midlands, were formed into team fears
about the weekend ub ided as team members quickly got to know each
other. Teams then prepared them elves for an intensive weekend of
command task de igned lo tretch their initiative. intelligence. physical
trength and tamina. lt i a well e tablished fact that Ex Executive tretch
is aimed at young manager and potential manager from industry an~ the
business world and also erve to promote the TA an1ongst the busme ·
community where it ha. earned a tremcndou reputation over the years.
This particular exerci e wa organised by the Trg Maj, Maj Pa~I Ford
and his training team and wa the result of many month · of plannmg and
preparation.
The cenario wa imple, team had to achieve and secure a number of
objective in order to re cue hostage from a ho tile environment, starting
with a ight avigation exercise. Fortunately at this early tage no te:i-m
went mi ing and some even managed to achieve a decent leep penod
before the demanding ta k of the next day. aturdays· m ·k were tackled
with an enthu iasm that proved to be infectious as each team wa
dctern1ined to avoid penaltie which led to points being forfeited. Each
team had to overcome a serie of daunting ta ks to meet the requirements
of the cenario and recover items that were essential to completing the
final ta k of the day. To achieve thi teams were required to negotiate a
difficult Combat Trail, while carrying heavy item of recover) equipment.
Then they had to build a raft and cros a heavily polluted ri\ er, abseil
down the heer wall of a tall building. recover casualties from a RTA and a
minefield, recover chem,icals from a contaminated area. Af\crwards they
had to endure an exhnus'ting run over a difficult a· ault course. this wa,
immediately followed by a trailer race and finally solve a devious problem
that would not be out of place at the Krypton Factor finals. The teams
barely had time to dra" breath between stands and when the final days'
task was completed they were overcome" 1th relief. All teams then headed
(staggered) for a much sought af\er . hower. hot food and ~n e\cnmg.
entertainment programme "here pomts were con\'erted mto pmh.
Reveille on unday for some cam.: a little too early because tl_ic dUl)
staff forgot to put their clocks back and woke teams up an hour carhcr than
expected. Undaunted by this. most teams took advantage of the early
breakfast and headed towards Bunker 7. lien: each team was required to
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f<EST I VE FU
A~ we headed towards !he end of the year it wa~ comforting to know
that. after one of the busies! and productive years in the history of the
Regiment, our energies, !emporari ly at least, could be directed towards the
party season. Stress and nervous tension quickly evaporated and was
substituted by a more relaxing mode al !he Regiments' premier function at
the Birmingham Council llousc on Saturday 29th November. Once again
members of the Officer Mess past and present and their guests were
joined by Regimental guests at this wonderful Dinner Night where good
food was consumed, accompanied by fine wine, a delightful choir and the
Corps Band. All in the palatial surrounds of the Council House
Banqueting llall. The Regimental Guests were welcomed by the CO. Lt
Col Richard Th urston and the Honorary Colonel. Brig Ian Sim. They
included the Deputy Lor<;! Mayor of Binningham, Mrs Marion ArnotJob and her consort. the Chairman of the Binningham Children ·s Hospital
Appcul, Mr Andrew Bacon and his wife Frieda and !he Binningham
Chinese community representative Mr Billy Ko and his wife. The Dinner
was followed by a special presentation by the CO to Lt Ian Cassell. Ian
was awarded the Subaltern's Cup for his tremendous contribution
!hroughou: the year !hat culminated with the Annapurna Expedition. Tan
then surprised the assembled guests by making his own award to the Mess

Theresa Wilkes with Ward Staff and the HQ Team in the
background

A TEP JN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
A leap into the unk nown

when he presented a magnificent silver model of a Buddhist Temple m
memory of the trip to Nepal. The Dinner also recognised the departure of
the Adjt, Capt Graham Inglis and his wife Melanie. Both will be sadly
missed by all those who got to know th~m. A final mention must go to
Capt George Cairns for once agam organising a sumptuous and
successful Dinner Night. cws of all other Regimental and Squadron
Christmas activities will appear in the next cdiuon of The Wire!
GOING 0 T IN STYLE
As already mentioned we have said farewe ll to our outgoing Adjt, Capt
Graham Inglis. Unfortunate ly Graham's parting gift was to_ leave a
considerable dent in the CO's brand new Staff Car when he accidentally
backed into it! This overshadowed !he accident the week before when the
CO's driver, Cpl David Styles, managed to scratch the driven;' si~e .
Parting 1s such sweet sorrow especially when a string of F MT3' requ1~e
completing. The CO however. having waited so long for his new car. 1s
understandably inconsolable! On a happier note we have welcomed the
Adjts' replacement Capt Andy Talbot. We have al o welcomed back to
the Regiment Maj (QM) Rod Gladwin and his wife hirley and say
farewell to Maj (QM) Barry Will ia ms and wife Sheila.

37 Sig Regt (V)
.

Over the last few month another two courses have completed t_he1r
rugged Phase J training and are now well on therr way to becoming tramed
TA soldiers A joint Pass-Off Parade for Course D and E/97 took place on
Sunday 23~d ovember. The CO, Lt Col ~ch ar~ T hu r ston took the
alute and presented the award of Best Recruit to Sig D_ar~en Meeh_a n of
48 Sqn, and to Sig Michelle Carvell _of 89 Sqn, who mc1den1ally 1s the
third female recruit thi s year to achieve Best Recruit, winch must be
omething of a record!

co

RS 1

Lt Col Alan \\ hittle
WO! (RS'\-1) Paul Edwards

VISIT Qi< COMD 2 (NC) SIGNAL BRIGADE
On a winter tnde training weekend , Brig S. G. Hughes visited the
Reg11nent at Redo1tch. Most of !he operators were lraini~g elsewhere at
home TACs but. alier discus ions wilh the CO and a bnef by Trg Mai.
Maj Stewart 1cCunnell, Brig Hughes toured the t~aining for pe~ialist
trades at Redditch. TOT. Capt Dave Fraley explamf'd the techmc1antraining programme before Brig Hughes visited HQ Sqn's recruit training
gt Paul Skelton, and the LAD. Here Capt Le Atkins
team. led by
expounded on the introduction of Total Quality before the Comd met
MTWO WOI 'Jim' Smiley, who left him in no doubt about the effect of
succes>ive cuts in the Regiment' MT fleet on our operational capability.
After coffee in the officers' mess, all paraded to receive the new 2 (NC)
Sig Bde flash. First the Sqn Comds received the flash to take back to their
Squadrons, then the Comd presented the fla h individually to all ra~s on
parade Finally the CO presented him with a montage of the Reg10nal
Brigade flashes which would no longer be worn m the Regiment.

EXERCISE CHlI..DRE 'S TREK
This year's Children in Need Appeal was supported by 37 Sig Regt who
et out to raise a substantial amount of money, cycling and running over
400 miles. The set off point was from 93 Sig Sqn on 15 ovember. Here
the group descended on Blackbum town centre dressed both in unifonn
and pantomime costume. They carried out a street colleclion and met the
Mayor, who presented the team with their first message, which started a
relay to link all their main destination around the UK.

I've just bin had !
prepare and present their plan to rel~se hostages _from . t~e Swynertonia_n
, ational Fronfs compound. At this stage semor v1s1tors ~rom_ thetr
organisation. who would also witne s the final rescue mis ion JOmt:d
teams. The plan presented by Team 2 was selected ~ the best plan. which
was executed successfully in a blaze of pyrotechnics .. coven~g fire from
the •. mock heroics and snatch and grab teams. An 1mpress1ve fina le to
a most exhilarating weekend.
.
. .
At the closing briefing the CO, Lt Col Richard Thurston paid tnbute
to the courage, skill and detennination of all team members and _thanked
company representatives for their val ued support. This was a view that
was echoed by Comd 143 Bde, Brig J. ~: L. King. MBE and the
Honorary Colonel, Brig ran im who both v1S1ted the exercise on the final
day. A special thanks is. also reserved for the many members _of t~e
Regiment who gave their total support to the weekend ensunng its
complete succes .
HE ART AND MI D
.
Children in need are never far trom !he thoughts o_f sold1e~s from !he
Regiment and their efforts to rais~ r:i~ch needed cash tor the ~1nnmgham
Children· Hospital have no! d1mm1 hed. Our latest donation of over
£ l 000 wa:. raised by soldien; from HQ qn, based m Sutton C_oldfield,
after they completed an exhausting three peak~ challenge, that involved
climbing Ber Nevis, Scafell and Snowdon. Th is remarkab l~ venture was
achieved over a single weekend. The money collected_ will be used to
benefit Ward I in particular. A special cheque presentallon took place at
the Ward on Saturday 22 ovember. The cheque was presented by gt
Phil Jovce to a clearly delighted Teresa Wilkes, aged seven and
rc..:overing from a major operation, who happily accepted the chequ~ on
behalf of the ward. gt Joyce was joined by other members of the fu ndraising team who included, LCpl's Michelle Bagnall and Tan ~o gan and
Cfn \.1 el Buffrev and Pte Lorraine Cantrell. All the team wish Teresa,
who is a great ·ran of the Teletubbie's and the Spice Girl's a speedy
re ovcry and a swift return home!

Cpl Joh n McCarthy dons fa iry garb in the centre of Blackburn

S igs Darren Meehan a nd Mi chelle Carvell - Best Rec ruits
The joint Pa s-OfT Parade was viewed by many relatives and friends.
Following the parade they joined all recruits in the Sergeant's Mess. for a
special celebratory reception ':"here the
congratulated all recru1ls on
their uccess and thanked relatives for their upport.

c;o

Where' your old friend now? Advertise for information in The Wire
The Course Photograph
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Brig Hughes and MTWO W01 J im S miley ta lk with the ir han ds
the CO keeps his peace

CO prese nt s t he Regi on a l Brig ade Flashes t o Comd
THE WIR E, FE BRUARY 1998

SSgt Pete Dawson, OC 93 Sqn Maj Ross Parsell, Mayor of
Blackburn and LCpl 'Chaff' Chaffer outside the Town Ha ll
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,\tt ·r a ·ucce>>lul couple of hou~. during which the rc~id~nt, of
Bl. !..bum donated g·ncrousl). the T~am c<?mmenced on their JOumey
tJ.rtllll! \\ uh .1 thn: ·-da) trek to ardiff. A high profile '~a~ obtam~d fo~
the Regiment b\ the atel) \eludes dri. :n by the mosi patient Sgt Fred
Huehe. and pl Lind II) We twootl , M~dic). The~e tw~ followed and
adnuni 1crcd 10 the team· needs the cnnre 400 miles: 1 h1. was at an
a\ crage speed of only IO mile· per hour! A two-foot m•la~able Pud ey
Bear thot \\ a. strapped 10 the roof of the landrover accompanied them.

who howed grc,u intcrc,1 in the building. An 1maginat1vc tl~ree~storey
dc. ign in s1cel frame and gl<r;:. it stands as a gat7w~y to. bo_~h (a~~1ff Bay
and the citv-ccnlrt!. There arc two stainless steel toca! pomts. one 1~ a.huge
Jimmy, brought from Park trcet: the othc~ i · on th~ front o.fth~ bu1 ld111g, a
'i clsh dragon by t Clears culptor David Petersen. This dia&o1~ is the
logo of the Territorial, uxiliar:- and Volunteer Rcst:r ~ Assoc1auon f<_>r
\\'ales. The centre was named atlcr Co~ Sir Godfrey L1cwel.ly!1 , born m
1 93 who had a distingui shed career with the Royal oq~s o f Signal and
was~ Deputy Licmcnant for the County ofM<?nmouth~h1n:. lltgh Shen ff
of Glamorgan and of Monmouth and al ·o one-ttmc hamnan oftJ1c Welsh
Ho pita! Board.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

A wide and varied programme of events was undertaken at the
Regiment's Annual Camp at Longmoor. After the necessary plug up and
admin preparation, the Regiment deployed on exercise. Tp Comds and
OCdts conducted aerial ·i te recces, allowing them to assess their troop~.
camouflage and possible future locations. After this demanding eomms
exercise, the Rcgunent had th<1 opportunity to enhance other skills such as
off road driving with gt Andy Ca nn adi ne, and wrestling with the
contro ls of an AFV 434 recovery vehicle Congratulation~ to Sig Green
for bogging m the 434, causing it to shed a track and needing to be rescued
by a passing JCB!

Taking a break somewhe re in S hropsh ire
S S gt Pete Dawson, Capt J eff Dolan, S ig Bernie Allen
and LC p l Euan Lake
The first dav a team of ix completed a total of SO mile (Tiffy's exact
distance ) over mainly hilly terrain . The second day saw the. team
complete a longer leg of 84 mile between Whitchurch and. Leomms1er.
Broken in and extremely saddle-sore, the three completmg the full
400milc . Capt ' Jeff Dol an,~ gt Peter Daws.on, and Sig Bern ad ette
Allen. were joined b. the illustnous W 02 ·steYe Town end w~o spurred
them up a grueling 3-mile hill towards the next location at S.> Sig qn,
Cardiff.
.
To tart the fourth day, 53 ig qn pa ed and rece1 v~d message froll!
the Lord Mayor of Cardiff. while lhe three would-be Tour de France
continued throuoh 1he wind and rain of Wale . to the dry and warmth of
unny England. Thi was, of all day . '!1e most re\~arding b~cau e of 1he
\ iews and with lhe upport of lhe public and pas mg mownsts the team
conqutred the Malvern Hills ~nd did not wan! to ~t<?p_cyclmg. The fifth of
the even day saw the olonous ·Top Comdor JOll1 111, a day late, to
complete the mammoth distance of !Smile to 67 (QOWWY) _Sig Sqn
ba ed at Stratford and 2lmi les to 96 Sig Sqn in Coventry. These 111cluded
the TM. Maj Stu a rt M cC onnell, Adjt, Ca pt S a~a C opley and R M Paul
Edwards. After vi iting both Mayors and ~rry111g out two further street
collections, the team completed the penulumate le_g to Redd.itch TAC.
Unfortunately on this leg the team suffered a ten-nule detour ID orde~ to
buy ig Bernie Allen an ice-cream (costing £5 per tub) from her local 1cecream shop!
.
The Mayor of Redditch gave the final message of goodwill ~ tl~e
Regiment embarked on its final leg . to BBC. at Pebble Mill .m
Bim1ingham. where they were to appear hve on Regional TV. After a swi ft
promotion from SSgt to Capt. Peter Dawson presented ~ cheque for
£3.531 .02 t0 the Children in eed Appeal l 997 . When questioned on who
ga1·e lhe two pence, the Y~~man replied. _'They all ~id!· 37 Sig Regt would
like to thank all those 111d1v1duals and umtS worldwide. who supported and
pon ored us on what was a unique and rewarding exercise for a superb
and wonhwhile charity.

53 (W E LSH) JG AL Q ADRO
qn Con.J
SM

(VJ-CARDIFF
!\1aj John Dugga n
W02 (SSM) C arl Walker

NE\\ TA CE 'T RE OPEN IN CARDIFF
Monday 3 ovember was a big day for the Royal Signals in Wal es: exWelsh Guard man. Gen Sir C ha rles Guthrie, Chief of the Defence Staff,
made a flying vbit back to the Principality to open the new Territorial
rmv Centre in Cardiff. Among the 200 guests were the Lord Mayor of
Card-iff. four Lords Lieutenant and several senior Royal ignal officers,
111cluding the Chief of Staff at HQ Land, Maj Gen John Stokoe, and Brig
Bill Backhouse. the Hon Col of 37 Sig Regt (V). A rugby player by
upbringing, the General al o met the President of the Welsh Rugby Union ,
' ir Tasker Watkins C. Wales' mo t distinguished Territorial Army
oldier. at the opening ceremony, and later toured the new Millennium
Stadium complex.
Ty L1cwellyn. the new TA Centre for S3 Sqn, was provided by the
\\ R • and opened three years to the day after the Squadron's previous I IQ ,
al o known as Ty Liewellyn, in Park Street, had its own official opening.
The l'ark Street TAC had to be demolished to make room for the new
\1illennium Stadium, which is why the WRU agreed to re-house S3 Sqn
on another Cardiff city-centre site. The new centre was designed and
con,tructed in JU ·1 34 weeks, and the Cardiff-trained architect Ca rolyn
\l errifield v.as at the opcn111g to explain the concept to Gen Guthrie,
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Maj Gen John Stokoe with his daughter LCpl Jo Stokoe
of 53 Sqn outside t he new TAC

Lt Andy Whal e n, Lt Simon J e nner, OCdt Betts, Lt Bev Swift,
Lt Amanda Moody, Ca pt Simon Kirkham , PO Ho uch in Miga lto
an d OCdt Neil Shea rs
Annual Camp also gave t h e CO, Lt Col I. W. Griffiths, the
opport unity t o prese nt a number of medals to both
Regu lar a nd TA soldiers .

SPS1s S taff S ergeant 'Stan' Kelly a nd 'Ned' Needha m
p reparing for t he pro motio n parad e
ru n ni ng t he Re g iment's busin ess

Maj (Retd) Norman Merrifield and his da ught~r, a rc h itect
Carolyn Merrifie ld, in front of the new Ty L1ew e llyn
67 (Q OWWY) SIGNAL SQ ADRO (V)STRATFORD PO AVON
Maj Roy Naylor
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (S M) J ohn Downi e
EXER CISE APO LLO SHIIELD
The Squadron enjoyed a rel axing and plea ant weekend b_athe~ in
glorious autumnal sun hine at Moreton-in-M arsh to t~k~ part 111 th is 2
(NC) Bde exercise. I lowcver, due to the heavy trammg burden the
manning profile was slightly unusual. Sig M ikey Sheard (NFQ) found
himself as the only sli ghtly experienced person in charge of Fl NCRS Det
with his subord inates numbering two Capta ins: Sqn 21C C apt Steve OrrCooper (is it switched on?) and Sqn TOT Capt Ma l C ooper (don ' t a k
me about it) and one W02 (I last saw thi s in 1989) Brian Sm a rt.
The un shone as the SHQ head Che f, Maj Roy ay~or cooke_d
unceasingly to provide unusua l and challenging compo ~ollatio n s for his
watehkeeper (PSI Sgt Pete Lam ont) and his over exc itable tech111c1an
L C pl Viktor Jonins. The Stourbridge Detachment F2 had a wonderful
curry prepared by Sgt Ken Barlow. The off-. hi ft later that evenmg
enjoyed a 'Beaufort' Contcs1 that was won by C p l A rnie Ca nn i n~. 901
Tp meanwhile remained aloof, scorning such riba ldry and ma mtamcd a
professional stance all weekend whilst enjoying the curiously shmy
spectacle of ig K atherin e mith 's newly shaved head , Lt Andy
Fletcher claimed that they had remained in comms all weekend- and we
believed him.
TH E WIR E, FEBRUARY 1998

Territorial Efficiency Medals and Bar Pres e ntat io n
Rear Row: Lt Col I. W. Griffiths, W 0 2 Conn o lly, Sgt Cro g a n,
Cpl Simmons, Cpl Doda, LCpl Verity, Sgt Delane y,
SSgt Widdows, W 0 1 (RSM) Mi ck Bo yl e (incorrectly dre sse d! )
Front Row: Cpl 'Webbo' Ta y lor, Cp l S ue W right.
Brig Hughes (Comd 2 (N C) S ig Bde). Cp l Morritt, Sgt Potts

Ex Rothe r Spla s h (Cra s h)-HQ Sqn Advent ure Traini ng
SSgt Cl a rk, LCpl Graha m Blyth, Sgt ' Pitprop' Ba ldwin ,
LCpl Dea n Ox le y, Pte Betts, Sg t 'Thu mper' Thw aites ,
Sgt Co nn elly, S gt Julie Potts

Long S e rvi ce a nd Goo d Co ndu ct a nd Territoria l Effic iency
Me d a ls P rese ntati on : W01 (RSM) Mick Boyle, Sgt Ma rsd en,
Sgt Lee, Lt Co l I. W . G ri ffiths, Sgt Fle mi ng ,
SOinC (A ) Brig N. Wo od, W02 (YofS ) Esson
TH E WIR E, FEBRUARY 1998

87 SIG
L SQ ADRO - OTTI GHAM
The quadron 's annual leader hip weekend is rapid ly developing into
one of the main event. of the training year and thi year 's clfort ",1. no
excepti on. With the very able a. si tance of a appcr Trg team from 73 Eng
Regt ( ). the quadron deployed 10 Upton for two days of challenging and
very different act ivities which defi nite ly developed indi ' idual leaderslnp
·kill and a lot more be. ide.. PS I. SSgt Mark ·Raghcad · Richmond.
deployed with the ad\.ance party only 10 di. cover thut the \cry de1a1kd
route card he had prepared would not lead the quadron to the right place.
Panic phone call had to be made to make sure he did not hm·e 10 drink all
the beer him elf! uitably updated. the ma111 party arrived. ha\ ing tak<'n
various routes 10 avoid the nonnal Friday night traffic on 1hc Al.
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.iturday nwminc . 3\\ the quadwn di\ ided into teams and t~cn off to
chariot racing organi ed by Sgt 'Pete oopcr
p \ id(d a ·different and t tmg challenge. particularly for those who _do
not knO\\ left from ni:ht. The main event o l the day was the construcuon
ot. wire-rope footbridge over a ri\ er that put brains an~ brawn to the te t.
. C\er.JI pt.'Opk \\ent for impromptu swim. but tl~e wmne~ of the mo~I
art1. t1c foll mto the riwr \\as , gt Phil Jones with a. !Jerlcct ~.q.
gt
'\"ickic" Hardy produced a fine ." ienteering eompetJllO!I ,to l 111_1~h tl~e
day· acti,itie· and hone the sk1IH ready for ncxc ye~r. Reg1~1ental
,iriemccrmg comp.!tition.
gt (YufS) F~a nk McC::uhbm held 111 stag
nie.ht in Ripon on aturday evening. The high ~pot ol \\ .nch, was the male
membc~ of the party practicing for their part· 111 Full 1onty.

fa c th da\, Bhndfo
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It wns back 10 the \\:lier on Sunday morn mg, thi s time i~ ?oats. After
the mysteries had bi.:en explained. everyone h?d a go at dnv1ng ~ M_k ;
A:sault Boat and at rowmg a reec.: b~al. 1 !~c Office~ Command mg,
Captain And' mith, and S M \\ 02 (SS I) tgcl Cald1cott, took lo 1he
water in a reccc boat. 1m:1ting the quadron to t~ke their revenge but
nothing more th~n a few drops o f water came their ~vay._ Fo~ _Co rporal
Heather Blair 1t was a different sto1y. _She had _tell 1~ necessa1y to
emphasis her point quite ti_ercely the pre' 1ou cvenmg with some sharp
kicks to several appcr shms. The revenge was short, harp, cold, and
very. very wet.
.
·
I
·
d
The weekend proved the value of careful, mnovauve p annmg an gave
everyone who attended valuable experience. We look forward to next year.
46 tCITY OF DERBY) SIG AL SQ ADRON (V)
EXERCISE APOLLO HIELD
..
The move out went well and no problems occurred until no contact was
made with t11e Beckingham CRS Oct of gt 'Pen~1y' Burns. It appears
they had been over-run with stampeding bulls dunng darknes and the
traffic antenna had been pulled down - we don ' t know who was_ the most
frightened - the bulls or the Det. Penny ha henceforth been nicknamed
'Mi Whiplash' after her efforts to ch~se the bulls ~wat The M Det,
headed by SSgt Phil Mellor, gt 'Dickie Alto~ ~nd Sig Lmda_Johnson,
put on a great display with ~1e. Morse/HF trammg and listening to the
Royal Signals Morse transm1 s1on . The D Del, under cont~ol of SSgt
Martin Pratt, Sgts haron ifitc hell and Carolyn Ryan-G1lbank and
Cpl Karen Harvey, were so good the GOC forgot to talk to iliem as he
went around their display. : le was later was heard to say that they had
looked o busy he felt it wrong to disturb thel!'.
. .
The Sergeants' Mes continues to be a tnfle ~areful w1tll its financ~s
this year. The SM, W02 Jim Ba_tchelor,_ decided to watch th7 city s
firework di play from the 1es windows m. te~d .of ?uymg their O\~n.
The Mess does overlook the park where the C11y s display was taking
place. Our ever faithful SQM . Sgt Alan L~nd_sboroug~ was on hand to
provide us with an excellent buffet. Alan, incidentally 1s the cousm of
Charlie Landsborougb, the country singer (something he constantly
reminds us of).

Corporal Heather Blair taking an early bath
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ROYAL SIGNALS SERGEANT COURSE
Congratulations to ~gts Paul Johnson and Judith Philips on coming
first and ·ucond respectively on 1he1r course at Coleme in September 1997.

/~

.

Being a PST with a TA unit can be a rewarding and enjoyable
experience TA soldiers come from many walks of life and their diverse
backgrounds can make for interesting conversation in the Mes~ .
Unfortunately. these experiences do not include much exposure to the
trials ofRS!T and everybody finds it very difficult to understand why the
PSI (Tech) seems to get more and more agitated as the RS!T weekend
looms ever closer. To the TA, the PSl's fixation with different types of
grease and oil and where they are supposed to be applied is
incomprehensible. From the PSI's point of view there is nothing more
difficult than trying to explain to a TA LCpl (Civilian Occupation: Rocket
Scientist) that he should forget his degree in metallurgy and just do what it
ays in the !Ml!! As the RSIT team pack up and leave, che PSI (Tech) has a
nervous breakdown and everyone look quizzically at their RS IT reports
wondering what it is about this flimsy piece of pink paper that drive
regular soldiers to distraction. Well done lads and roll on the PRE!
LAFONE DAY
Major A. M. Lafone won the Victoria Cross, whi lst commanding B
Sqn, Middlesex Yeomanry at Karm in Palestine during the Great War. This
year, more than forty members of the Squadron took part in the Lafone
Day Parade and Church Service to commemorate this historic event.

RO\AL SIG1 AVi CORPORALS COURSE
Well done to LCpl Steve Brady for achieving a very creditable pass on
the course at Colcrne in October 1997 You did it Steve!!
GUARD OF HONOUR

FESTIVAL OF REl\1EMBRA CE
The Royal Albert Hall, Festival of Remembrance is an annual televised
event lo commemorate Remembrance Day. Four members of 47 Sqn were
lucky enough to be invited to take part in this year's event, representing
the Territorial Army. Cpls Gary Che hire, Jo Francis and Richard
harp together with LCpl Allison Ellis proudly marched out with their
heads held high to be seen by milli ons of television viewers. It has been
rumoured that next year they intend to do the ame thing but iliis time they
are going to march in step!!
PROMOTIO S, WELCOMES A D FARE THEE WELLS
With Annual Camp fas t becoming a dim and distant memory, the only
reminder we have of those heady days in sunny Thetford are the post
Camp promotions. Congratulations to Cpl Dave Strevens, Cpl Jo
Francis, Cpl Richard Sharp, LCpl Yvonne Vallence, LCpl Tina Gross,
LCpl Chris icholls and la t but by no means least LCpl Craig Langley.
ew arrivals to the Squadron include the new OC, Maj Mike Lan donn
(who we believe has already met the PSIS. the caretaker AND the Adjt! !)
and Sig Chris ' Medic Lovely' Devine-welcome to you both. A the new
OC psyches himself up for the official handover on the 18 Dec, we bid
farewell to Maj Paul ·Bosnia Vet' Willmott who leaves us to take up the
appoinunent of2IC, 36 Sig Regt in II ford. There were plenty of Es ex girl
jokes flying around until he pointed out that hi wife was from Essex .. .
Ooops! We also bid a fond farewell to SSgt Ray 'Tojo' Peters who leave:;
the Squadron after a lifetime of ervice.

39th (Skinners) Sig Regt

57 (CITY AND COUNTY OF BRISTOL) SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj H. Aston
SSM
W02 (SSM) Packer

CO
Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
The Regiment started its ~inter Trai!l~g Cycle on. 1st _Octob~r.. It
includes a mixture of commumcauons. military and contmuaaon tra1111ng
over eight weekends. Regimental Training Weekends I _and 2 have already
been and gone (see, ifs nearly Spring! !) at RAF Lockm,g and Longmoor
Training Camps respectively. The squadrons took part m Remembrance
Day Parades in Bristol, Cheltenham (Capt 1ark Carter bemg the Parade
Commander), Banbury, Uxbridge and The Royal Albert Ha!I!
.
.
The Regiment said a fond farewell to Capt John Norn and his wife
Lucy who leave us for Bulford where John is to lake up a staff
app0intment. Capt 'Bobby' Scott replaces John as Adjt. Goodbyes also
to W02 (RQ if ) Jeff· Racing Snake' Martin who leaves the Anny after
excessi'e years service! He is replaced by another new face around the
place, W02 (RQ tS) Dave Meggitt. Finally, welcome back to the
Traming Major on his return from Bo nia.

5 Sqn PSAO Capt Bob Sheldon became married to Miss Jo Riley on
the 4th October 1997 in Rhyll. orth Wales. The Squadron provided a
Guard of Honour and were guests at the evening reception held at Kinsale
Manor Hotel. We wish the happy couple all the very best for the future.
47 (MX YEO) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj P. , . Willmott TD
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (S M) S. Prance
RSIT Weekend 'Why is that particular weekend shaded red on your
calendar P I (Tech)?' asked the OC Sq n one Tue day night.
'Because that's the annual RSIT weekend. sir'
'What do you recommend we do about it?'
'Transfer to the RLC, sir '.

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRON
qn Comd
Maj G. P. 'ash
M
W02 (SSM) J. G. Bloomer

STROUD HALF MARATHON
by Sig Kevin May
The Stroud Half Marathon took place on 26th October 1997 and
incorporated the Territorial Army Championship. This was the first year
that 57 qn, 39 Sig Regt (V} had entered the e championships. The team
comprised of: Cpl David Gres well, LCpls Steve lien and 1artin
Davies and Sig Kevin May. The team look part in tlle Regimental training
on the Saturday and left for the race on the Sunday. The frosty Sunday
morning gave way to a sunny afternoon- near ideal condition for an event
such a this. Thi half marathon had over one thousand entries including
forty oldiers representing nine different TA un its taking part in the TA
Champi_on hips. The 57 qn team are to be congratulated for their
performance in this event. Three personal best times and third position
overall were achieved.

Headquarters Squadron Adventure Training 1997
Canoeing on the River Torridge, Devon
(L-R): Spr Simon Weeks (Instructor from 100 Fd Sqn RE),
SSM Bloomer, Sig Don Thurlow, Cfn Steve Roberts,
Sgt Nick Marsh
5 (QOOH) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj P Wenlock
SSM
W02 (SSM) Simpson

Bristol Half Marathon
Back Row (L-Rl: Sgt Paul Hanley, Capt Richard Bel bin,
Sig Brendon Hembrough, Sgt Phil Clarke,
Cfn Paul Whereat, Sgt Nick Marsh
Front Row (l-R): Sig (Now LCpl) Tony Hawkins, Cpl Paul Phear
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QUEE 'SOWN OXFORDSIIIRE HUSSARS
BICENTE ARY CELEBRATIO S
In 1998, The Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hussars will be 200 years old.
Celebrations are being planned for this event along with the granting of the
Freedom of Banbury for 5 (Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hu sars) Squadron.
If you served with the Squadron and wish to either take part or support this
historic event, please contact the PSAO on 01295 262178 or 724 8029.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998
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71 Sig Regt (V)
Bexleyheath

20 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (200)
BFPO 16

Lt Col R. K. Wilkinson TD
\\OJ (R 1\1) A. . Do lartyre

co

R. \1

\l ' lfOFD 0 LAND
On aturda) :22 'o'' mber 1997 DCO La~1d, 1aj Gen J.
tokoe
BE, 1• ited the Regiment at Lomgmoor Trammg Camp. FollO\\ mg a tour
oft ramine. where the Gener.ii met most of the Regiment, he presented the
L ·G niedal to W02 (RQM ) John Paterson in the Warrant Officer.. '
.
d'
and crgcant. · Mc.s.
In the e\·cning a Blues upper wa held 111 the Officers Me. to me out
\laj And~ Johnstone and Capt C~ri Whitehead. The Regiment w1 he
them all the be t in their future po tmg .

?.·

Award of HM Lord Lieutenants Certificate
(L-R): W02 (YofS ) Mark Bell-Col David _Casstles TD DL

Looking on Lt Andy Martin
EXERCISE ROBUCK FORAY
Ex Robuck Foray was a 145 (Home Counties) Bde Concentration he~d
at Sennybridge Training Area. A Detachment commanded by Capt Craig
Tallants and admini stered by the PSI, Sgt teve Matthews from _the
Squadron provided the Comm · fo r the FTX pha e of the Concentration.
Although the Bde Concentration came hard on the heels of Annual Camp
it wa well upported and those attending were given the opportumty to
fire Mortars throw Grenade and attend Infantry Range firmg. The
quadron wo~ld like to thank the fo llowing who assisted in the Detachment:
Sgt\ eighill HQ Sqn and LCpl Greatbach 68(ICCY) Sig Sqn.

The General had a 'relaxed' tour of the Regiment
70 CEY) IG1 AL SQ ADRO
Maj Simon Palmer
qn Comd
S M
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys

SHQ
Sqn Comd
'\-1aj J. E. Richardso n
RSM
WOI (RS:\1) K . J ones
Al la ·t, after yet another busy couple of months the end is in sight for
our 97 Exercise commitments. This should allow the Squadron to catch its
breath and recharge the batteries prior to the final of the Army Minor Units
Rugby (possibly the most im portant date in the calendar). Ex Ulan Eagle
was a great suc(,:ss, \\ith the Squadron demonstrating its war fighting
capabi li ty. ft Jbo demonstra ted the usefulness. or not, of the BFT. At last,
1t h:i~ bc"n cast into lustory, now onl} available for weddings, concerts and
general large- cak func tions. all bids through the Ops Office. Ulan Eagle
also proved that th~ Squadron can now move with the best of them, with
the record now b<:ing set at 28 moves with no repeated sites. 4 Armd Bde
HQ and ig Sqn 1 c challenge ha. been set! The only departure from SHQ
has been Cpl Rob La\'ers. who is of to HQ I ig Bde. We wish you all the
hcst. His replacement, C pl John Fleming, has only had to make the short
jump from the Bdc r-1Q upstair.s.
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt D.R. Se) mour
Tp SSgt
Sgt Payne
After another heavy bout of exercises we can now ' look forward· to
RS IT. Putting that aside, we can also look fo rward to a well-earned
Christmas leave (except for those lucky few on Ch ristmas duties). The
past months have been filled with the Brigade's deployment to Poland on
Ex Ulan Eagle and the twenty- omething changes of contro l that went
with 1t. This was followed by the u ual post exercise tum around and then
a couple of days on the ranges. We then managed to squeeze second line
technical inspections into the programme before losing another two
weekend providing Div HQ in the field on Ex Arrcade (Con)Fu ion. In
addition, we have detached LCpl Chris Rowland and Sig Dave Dow on
to I RT R for Christmas in Cyprus and Sigs Al Harris and Steve Wilson
are joining the quadron exodu to JCUN I. We wi h them all well.
Another loss from the Troop ha been Sgt Ware who, after seven excellent
month a Troop Staff Sergeant, ha made way for SSgt Payne. We wish
Sgt Rick Ware all the best in his new li fe in the Training Wing and
welcome SSgt Mark Payne and wife Alli on back to Paderbom.
EXERCISE LAN EAGLE 1997
by Sig Bruce Morrison

AWARDS

The quadron congratulate the following who received awards from
the Sqn Hon Col. Brig C. A. Brown and Col D. Ca sties, Depu~ y
Lieutenant of Es ex and a former qn Comd and CO of the Yeomanry 1g
,
Regt.
.
\\02 (YolS) Mark Bell was presented with The Lord Lieutenant s
Cenificate for Meritorious Service in Es ex . Cpl Andrew Douglas RLC
wa. pre coted with the ATO Medal for Service in the Former
Yugoslavia.

Essex Yeomanry Guidon Party
(L-R): Sgt Tony Perry - Sgt John Taylor - Sgt Jim Swain
To the Right of the picture The Squadron
The Squadron participated in the Annual Remembrance Day Parade at
Chelmsford. The Parade was led by the Guidon Party of the Squadron and
commanded by Maj imon Palmer for the march to the War Memorial
and the March Past. The Mayor of Chelmsford look the Salute.

Award of NATO Medal for Service in Former Yugoslavia
(L-Rl: Cpl Andrew Douglas RLC-Brig Colin Brown
Looking on Maj David Swann

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention
that you saw it
in your Corps magazine·

OC bores the Yeoman to sleep and then himself
In the very early hour. ofa cold unday moming in mid September, Ex
Ulan Eagle began w1tl1 the move to Scnnclager Railhead. We chocked and
chained the armoured vehicle and left Sennelager on what was suppo ed
to be a 24 hour journey to the Drwasko-Pomorskie Training Area in
Poland. Thirty- i~ hours later we finall y arrived at the DPTA Railhead.
During the course of the journey, all we had for comfo11 was the
remarkable drink called Rola Cola. A drink you simply have to ta ·te to
believe. It produces a different facial expre sion with every mouthful and
untold damage to your digestive system.
On arrival, following processing into theatre, we deployed straight out
onto the Training Area. It was to be the beginning of three week ofcrosscountry manoeuvre with no more nice nat roads (for armour anyway). By
E DEX, we were all extremely tired and looking forward to the tram
journey back fo r some well-earned sleep, but we took with u plenty of
things to remember from Ex Ulan Eagle 97.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998
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A ftcr a relatively incident free fi rst few day , the first of our track
problems happened on the move into our econd location. LCpl 'Ronme'
McDonald and ig · retie' Lewis drove in first and threw their track. The
remai nder of the night and much of the following morning was spent
rectifying the situation. This proved a timely lesson for the remainder ofu
as to just how easily tracks could be thrown on the challenging terrain of
DPTA. Despite this, Cpl Jim Pear all rein forced the me sage, becoming a
victim on the next move but fortu nately the situation was more easily
rectified. Another feature of the exercise was the horrendous night move .
With ambient light levels approaching zero and out of date maps not always
reflecting the maze of tracks on the ground, movement by night, using only
convoy lights, proved extremely challenging. One particular move we did,
led by Capt Dave Seymour, turned into quite an expedition. Initially, all
was going well, we had found and used the M3 rigs, crossed the main
manoeuvre area but after about nine hour . we still could not find our future
location. We harboured up until first light (by then only an hour or so away)
owe could ee exactly where we were going and what, quite literally. we
were hitting. It turned oul that our hide location had been only 500m from
our future grid. Earlier the previous night, whilst LCpl 'Pip' Crowder and
Sig Matt ' mile and a hair Coverley drove over the trees, Sigs Bruce
' turret boy' Morrison (yours truly) and cott 'moleman' Lewis had been
having problems. The conversation went something along the lines of:
' Watch out for that tree.' ' What tree?' ' That tree.' BA G! 'Ob, that tree.'

Capt Seymour lost again!-on his way to the toilet
One of our other locations was extremely boggy and Cpl \: ayne
Dunbar managed to get hi SAS/MC AfV 439 bogged in deep. In his
ultimate wi dom, Cpl 'DMI' Davies- 1orris (or i it Mavi Dorri ?), with
hi own AFV 439, attempted to recover him. Hi attempt, not urprisingly,
succeeded only in doubling the number of vehicle bogged in. The next
vehicle called in for a istance was the Foden. It uffered a similar fate and
could not even elf-recover. Two Challenger Recovery vehicles were then
deployed to the scene and succeeded in pulling the vehicle out of the bog
by working in tandem. The de truction caused by the overnight recovery
operation was considerable and was destined to keep the DAM CO teams
bu y. Gei1erally, it wa a good exercise. We were constantly tired but were
alway able to move quicker than the ta ff we were supporting. Through
the sheer hard work and determination of the Troop, we can now look back
on a ucces ful Ulan Eagle.
TECH WORKSHOPS
The last few months have een many change in the Tech work ·hop
with old face going and new one arriving. Good-bye· go to Sgt Mark
Cuddy and Sgt Martin Heathcote who have both gone to eek their
fortunes in the civilian world. Farewell al o goes to
gt Barney Patel
and hi wife Deni e who have left u for 11 ig Regt in unny Blandford.
Good luck to you all, you'll be orely missed.
eptember was spent preparing for and participating in Ex Ian Eagle
with members of the work hop split between lpha and Bra\'O Tp HQ,
and the ERV at Echelon. On returning from Poland i.1 early October it was
straight into 2nd Lines in preparation for R IT in December. With a 4
week break between exercise , the workshop \\as also able to indulge m
sporting activities which had been difficult to fine time for pre\ iously.
LCpl's Ryan Peek and Jim Baxter who are keen members of the
quadron' Cro Country Team, pent a memorable weekend in England
participating in the Anny Relay Final at Alder.shot following\\ hich LCpl
Peek will forever be known as ·sick breath'.
Congratulations go to Cpl Mike Parke and , gt Alfie Da~id on on
their promotions. ' ell done to LCpl Jim Baxter, Leste) Ja~, '\loit
Alibhai, Ryan Peek and Jim Powell on getting their Cla · 11' . Finally. a
warm welcome to gt Ian Burton and his wife Wendy who JOin us from
223 ig qn at RAF Digby. Welcome also to gt Mark Yates and his\\ ifc
Marianne who join us from '.!59 ig qn in Cyprus.
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PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Hopcraft
Tp SSgt
.
SSgt orman Finnegan
"!"he .Troop would like to welcome the following into the Troop. their
amval is greatly appreciated- Cpl Mickey Preston, Sig Mark Lowes, Sig
• preadsheet' Excell, ig M ick Williams and Sig eil McElhinncy, may
your tour be all you would expect it to be. We would also like to take this
opportunity to bid farewell to LCpl Steve Towers, his wife Alma and the
children Benjamin and Carmen, we wish them every success out in the
big wide world and a happy future in Holland.
The Troop has just retumed from the most demanding t:xerc1sc it has
ever taken part in. Our role this time wa DSG for I UK Armd Div on Ex
Arrcade Con Fusion. The mo t interesting aspect was on the night hift
when the complex cowboys were under the iron fist of· Sheri ff' Sgt Dicky
Dyer. This posse did have one or two laughs mainly at Oscar Tp's
expense. Mind you. they did try to keep us warm by constant ly setting
their generators on fire. Papa Tps very own fashion show was led by Cpl
'Dinger' Bell and LCpl 'Bent Head' Vinny Walsh who both tried to get
into the Guinness Book of World Records with the biggest cowboy hat
made from secure waste sacks. We would also like to thank RSM 'Bamic
Rubble' Waters for his introduction to the GOC that went down a treat.
As u. ual the Troop perfonned with the highest profcs ional ism that is
always associated with 204 Sig Sqn. Finally we would like to say a word
to our spon~ors 'LLLLLLets get ready to rumble!!!!'

4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204)
BFP0538

HQ TROOP
.
qn Comd
\1aj E. A Davis
R \.t
\\ 0 l (RSM) G. \\' ters
.
\ J997 finalh roll 10 it conclu ion. the quadron ca~ once aga111
look back on a y. ar "hen it ha done it el~ proud. A .year m wh.1ch the
quadron has upported fh.: diYisional exerc1 es mclud111~ Div Mam (The
occa, ion b.: 111 g o enjoyable tl1e qn _('omd want~ 10 do n aga111!). It ha
also undertaken four brigade exercise • 111clu~111g two 111 Poland, and
articipated as Ci\-pop in orthern Ireland rram111g, (Oh wa ll a year
~
how time nicd. Jn addition the quadron ha conducted adventurous
tni~ing in Ba\'aria (lt , a ·n 't that bad . .. lads!). t~e Pyrenees (now t~at
<lid :ound like a nightmare!) and ailing in the Ba.Jue. It has also seen its
oldicrs er\'e in anada, Bosnia and Poland. ~\11th another year near!~
upon u it seem already like no ch~nge. Thal 1 e_xccpt o.ur Iea_der MaJ
'Elton' Da\'iS ... who although seemmgly craz.y al tnne , will ha' e left u ·
Good luck to him and hi wife ue from all m the Squadron, may your
next po ting be a: enjoyable (You know it won't!) and welcome to the new
oc. Maj A. ampbell-Black. 1ay your fortune be as good a your
predece or.
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LO 'G ERYICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL
PRESENTATIO
Five
COs -erving with the Squadron were recently awarded the
Long Service and Good Conduct medal in the Garrison Warrant Officers
and Sergeants Mess. Thi prestigious and well deserv~d a~ ard was
presented by the Commander 4 Armd Bde. Brig Richards 111 the course of
a simole but very smart ceremony organised by \~01 RSM Gar. Waters.
The medal awarded for dedication and Joyal service over a penod of ome
fifteen years. wa pre ented to: S gt ' orman Finnegan,
gt Dave
Hizzett. Sgt nthony King, gt Alan Duffus and Sgt '.\'ta~k ~wns.
After the ceremony, Brig Richards congratulated the senior .cos and
said that the pre entation of medals was alway high on Ins hst of
priorities. To be awarded the L &GC medal was a very comme_ndable
achievement. which clearly demonstrated a rrong sense of service not
only to other people, but to Queen and Country as well.

SSgt Dave Hizzett receives his medal from his
Brigade Co mmander
The Brigadier then pre ented a bouquet of flowers to each of the wives
before the whole group sat down fonnally to enjoy an excellent lunch 111
the well appointed me s.

PAPA TROOP TOUR TO ARNHEM-7/8 OVEMBER 1997
The selec• few from Papa Tp sat under the cam net as the battle flowed
around the town of Arnhem. Fortunately we were in no danger as we were
ju. t watching 'A Bridge too Far' in the Squadron bar to prepare us
mentally fo1 the next two days. ig Slater had done an excellent job
preparing th-e 'Second World War Cinema' however and so we were all
ready lo take J\rnhem by torm . We spent our first day in Arnhem trying to
get a feeling for the battle itself and what it must have been like to fight
there in 1944. We were fortunate that we couh.1 rely on the 'Hartenstein'
Airborne Museum in Arnhem for the majority of this. The museum itself
is very infom1ati1·e, taking vi itors through the battle from beginning to
end with models, videos, ·snap hots in time' and many uniforms, photos
and items of equipment from September 1944. Having now read the
history of the battle, seen the film and been through the museum, we all
felt quite informed and were keen to get into the town itself and sec some
of the battlefields. We were fortunate enough to have the museum director
as our tour guide of the battle. He took us all over the town, working from
the glider landing sites out to the West of the town, down the routes that
the Briti~h forces took over 50 years ago to the bridge itself. The fighting
in Arnhem was extremely fierce and having now seen the ground, a
daunting prospect for anyone. The quality of tour was so high that many of
us really felt we could picture parts of the battle, e pecially around the area
of St Elizabeth Hospital where the fighting was particularly hard. It was
also near here that Gen Urquhart and Brig Lathbury were forced into
hiding during a key part of the battle. The tour finished with a stark
reminder of the realities of war with a visit to the Airborne Cemetery in
Oosterbeek. It is very well maintained and contains the graves of over

2000 allied soldiers who gave their lives during the battle, many of whom
were members of the Royal Signals.
On our second day, the Troop had some time to look at areal. of specific
interest more carefully, before we left Arnhem for the town of Deventcr.
Dcventer is 35kms north of Amhem and il was here in 1975 and 1976 that
'A Bridge too Far' was filmed. Despite the traffic, we had a chance to
walk the routes of Robert Redford and the infamous flame thrower team
('Now we're in trouble, you bloody mi sed it well you knocked my arm
you clumsy idiot (in a Welsh lg CollinHsque accent)). Arnhem was an
exceptionally educational and entertaining town to visit. The Hartenstein
Museum (Telephone Holland 026 333 7710) is extremely informative and
helpful, with excellent volunteers who know everything there is to know
about the battle. We thoroughly enjoyed our visit and would recommend it
to any other unit looking for something a little different.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Odling
Tp SSgt
gt Heaton
The past couple of months have been exceedingly busy (just like the rest
of the year). Starting with ATD's at the beginning of October it became
quickly apparent that the memory retention of 17 and 18 year olds has
declined over the years; no names mentioned, but I hope you do better next
time Sig icky Moxon. Straight after a week of ATD's which is enough for
anyone with the amount of work that needed doing in the garage , we then
proceeded to Sennelager Training Area, for a two-day range/practical ex.
This incl uded a section in defence night shooting. CQB and practical map
reading. Also harbour drills/admin in the field which fini hed off with a
night navigation exercise. This was followed by a week of inter troop
sports, where unfortunately we came last but congratulations must go to Sig
Paul Richards for winning the individual iron man competition.
Around this time LCpl Smith and ig 'Mac ' lcLeod managed to get
away from it all as they deployed on Ex Proving Dart with 12 Regt RA
(Air Defence) for four weeks, this proved to be a really strenuous exerci e.
During Ex Proving Dart the remainder of us were busy preparing to deploy
on Ex Arrcade Fusion. It took a while to find the garages as we hadn't seen
them for so long. The Exercise was unlike our normal role (whatever that
is!) as we were employed as HQ DSG (Div Support Group). The Exercise
started off well when we finally arrived in location the Tp Comd, 2Lt
Odling, thought it would be a good idea to go a few more km cross
country than was originally intended.
ow with three weeks to go until Xmas leave, 0 car Tp is extremely
busy with RSIT prep and PRE that are in the final week before leave. It
was mentioned that we should work 8 till late, we ' re now going to be
known as Spar Tp. By now all the lads and lasses had had enough so we all
decided to go and ee Oasis in Oberhausen to wind down a little. However.
l don't think Liam was impressed with our Flag. Finally to the farewell :
Sig Gus ' I'm not ginger' Sygrove who went to 21 Sig and to Sig Paul
Richards who i leaving to become Mr Paul Richards. all the best for
civvy street Paul. Welcome back ig ·war Veteran' Mallaburn from an
extremely hard tour in COMMCE Split, and Sig Andy Martin back
after a 6 month tour in Canada. Finally welcome to Spar Tp: Sig Dinsdale.
Sig Ashmore and Sig Moxon.

7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (207)
BFP030

SQUADRON HQ
Sqn Comd
Maj I. Cameron-Mowat
RSM
WOl (RSM) P. Atkinson
It's been all change for the Squadron during the past two months. It wa
a fond farewell to the Metal Factory in Banja Luka as the rat were led
away in a noisy convoy. Our best wishes go to 19 Mech Bdc HQ and Sig
Sqn for their tour, and their attempt lo paint the entire camp. We then aid
a fond hello lo Hohne and a welcome return to a spot of square bashing.
This wa ho ted by tl1e RSM, along with two Coldstream Guards drill
in tructors, who helped the period go with a swing. All this led up to the
Squadron exercising its right to march the freedom of the local town of
Bergen. ll was a bitterly cold day, but things oon warmed up a the
Squadron began the march through the town. Following the march, the
troops were then welcomed into the tlldthaus for warm brattys and
chilled lager. As the year draws to a clo e, preparations are being made for
the busy New Year as the Squadron takes on its training upport role.
However we now take a well deserved break through the month of
December.
ALPHA TROOP
TpComd
TpSgt

The medal group poses for a quick photo
Back row (L·Rl SSgt Norman Finnegan,SSgt Dave Hizz~tt, Maj Elton Da·•is, W01 (RSM) Gary Waters,
Sgt Alan Duffus, Sgt Anthony King, Sgt M~rk. Newns
.
.
Front row (L-R) Miss Heike Henricks, Mrs Jan Hizzett, Brig David Richards, Mrs Christine Duffus, Mrs Hayley King, Mrs Alison Newns

2Lt H. Murphy
Sgt T. Caulfield

THE PO T BOS IA EXPERIENCE
The day finally arrived, when we were to leave Bosnia and return to our
beloved Hohne. Once back the first thing that everybody wanted o do was
to hit the town. The first hurdle on route was the RSM's mandatory brief:
lbe usual don 't get too drunk, don ' t get into trouble with the police, the
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Fusiliers etc, etc. Taking on board all that was said we went out to enjoy the
now allowed third, fourth , fifth beer. Once the vehicles were collected the
work was piled on, with CES checks. the Freedom of Bergen parade, CDT.
Set-ups and, for good measure, a health and safety in pection. Time did
pa s quickly, e pecially for the newly appointed Troop Storeman, LCpl
Dale Petty, who found he was continually producing different version of
the diffy Ii t. Before we knew it. the Post Bo nia Ball was upon u , where
2Lt Helen 'Give u. another pinf :vturphy embarra ed most of the Troop
by drinking them under the table. Their wicked revenge wa to nominate
her to give an ear-aching rendition of Teenager in Love on the karaoke.
adly, after the tour there are ream of hello and goodbye to be made.
gt Joane joins u from 7 Sig . gt Tony ' Squeaky clean· Caulfield
takes his wife, Kelly. to 22 Regt RA swapping wi:h Sgt Buckle on the way.
Cpls Taff' Hamblin and eil Pollitt go to Blandford and I Mech Bde
respectively. The ·off to 3 Di · Po e consi ts of Cpl ·call me Ke ·
Tharby and hi wife Sandra, plus LCpl 'Andy' Morri and his soon to be
wife Jackie. LCpl 'Daz' Mordecai i off to 14 Sig with his econd Lape
on hi ann - Congratulation . We al o ay goodbye to Sig Dean Thompson
who we lose to I Di . A wann welcome i extended to Cpls 'Mick'
Robjant and Paul Musson, and, Lrnight from Blandford ig 'Rob' Ross.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. Carter
Tp SSgt
gt Ferris
Good news at la t! After a ix-month tour in the Former Rcpubli of
Yugoslavia, where the Troop pent much of its time doing useful wori..
uch as painting the troop office. battle PT and much more, it "as finally
time to hand over the reins to 19 Mech Bde and ig qn. God hie , them.
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department and has been given the excellent task of fort ~~!:\ the
accommodation out. no wonder he looK older than the RQ. . 1" Blod
Davies is doing a good job a' the RQ's PA and_ runnmg the clothmg store.
All tliis no1mul routine stuff and we till have umc to fit m the Freedo~1 of
Bergen Parade. The department would like to wish_LCp l P~rcy Percival
all the very be t and a spccdy recovery from his opcrauon and look
forward to seeing you in the ew Year, we will save some work for you!
MT SECTION
.
.
.
Well once again 7 Amid Bde MT has been workmg hard smce then·
return from Bosnia a few weeks ago. We rctu~1ed bac~ to ·ay fa~cwell to
Sig 'Daz' Burns, we hope you make the same 11npress1on on 3 Div as you
did here.
big well done goes to all the MT who made 1t through tl~e
Freedom of Bergen parade, after a fe\ weeks of hard foot and nfle d_n ll
the parade went really well and thanks go to the local Germans for the free
beer and food afterwards in the tadthalle. La ~ but not leas~ w7lcome to
Sgt 'Barny' Barnard to the MT and hope you like your new JOb.
NEWS FROM THE GENE BAY
.
.
We are pleased to be back from a hard six m~nths m Bo ma a~1d we arc
really looking forward to lea e in a few weeks lime. Congratu lau_ons go to
Sig 'Ratty' Ratcliffe on your promotion to LCpl about t~me l?o!
Farewells go to Sio Wa lter Keown on your posting to 3 Div. EnJOY
Bosnia next year! Aiso farewell to Sgt 'Barny ' Barnard who ha moved
aero s the road to the MT ection- Enjoy! ! Last but not t.ea t welcome. to
ig C h ris ' ixon and ig Mark Barclay just out of tram mg from 11 S1gs
Blandford. Hope you enjoy your time here.

The Karaoke Kid-Maj (QM) Wally Drain
We all hope that they enjoy the Cllri tmas pre ents ometime in the . ew
Year. Upon our return all the married per onnel in the Troop _were r~un!l~d
with their loved ones, and all the singlie have been reW11ted with Mic
Mac ·. the local di co cum boxing ring. We would hke t,o take this
opportunity to wi h . gt J. C. ~o rdery a peedy rec~very, we re glad that
he's now out of ho p1tal after h1 last excur 1oi:i there .
., .
'ow the whole Troop is back together m Hohne, Its ttme to say
goodbye and hello ma number of valued or soon to.be val~ed mei_nbers of
the Troop. Firstly to Sgt teve ' Me myself and l F~rns who 1 takm.g
hi numerous personalities along with the tnbe to 3 Div. To _gt ';lam _I
only have to look at my wife and he's pregnant' Yafai who 1 takmg his
wife Wendy and the football team to 30 Sigs. Goodbye to Sgt J. C.
Cord el)· who is off to 19 RA. yet another po ti~g wh~re he won't be
doing any work. To LC pl Big Jim ' Gwinn ell who 1s leaving us to go to a
proper unit - 16 Sigs! Finally to ig 'l_a r k Plunkett, who has been told by
his girlrrieod to leave the army. We w1 h them all_the best of luck. To Sgt
'Jim' Runch man, Cpl 'Richy' Ri chmond (ongmal or what?), LCpl
hcroft, LCpl J ona h J ones, LCpl 'Pants' Und er wood and L<?pl
Bithell (Congratulations on gening your first tape), we _a ll hope you enJOY
yourtour with 7 Bde and welcome to the be~t Troop m 1t.
Congratulations also go to LCpl 'Gaz Jennings and LC pl .~ar~
Yo uno who also came off the board. Finally well done to LCpl Titch
'.\t eaidn for getting an inter troop po ting from ·Play Station Troop' to us .
Those members of the Troop who thought that all ~ve had to _d o upon our
return to Sunny Hohne was to sit around and wail for Christmas leave
were adly disappointed. A a Squadron we deployed to Emden on Su~day
afternoon to collect the vehicles. Thanks must go to Sgt Ad a m Yafai for
volunteering u to collect the panzers. Cheers Sarge. On af!ival at E_mden
it took us half an hour to get through the gate to the port. Th is was a sign of
thing to come. To pass away the time that nig~t, a few frie1~dly games _of
cards were played. Cpl Dave Rimmer would hke to take this opportun1~
to publicly apologise to his wife for losing her and half tlie car to Sig
'.\fartin Pin k. He' ll try and win you back in the ew Year- 20 I 0. Monday
tarted well enough, the vehicles were to be collected at ten, and then
loaded onto the train at eleven. Sadly this was not the case. We finally
finished loading the train at nine, only ten hours behind schedule. It's good
10 see that after all these years of practice, Movcon are a smooth and well
tum was
running organisation. That wa followed by a CDT, which
followed by the troop having to CES all the armoured vehicle before
knock-off. All in all it was an easy day that the whole Troop enjoyed.
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C apt W. Dra in
W 02 (RQ MS) G . Hodgson

DE PA RTl\JE T
The department has ccn quite a few changes in Bosnia and it seems
that the boss Cap t (Q 1) 'Wally' Drain is missing Bosnia because he is
very enthusiastic about next year's exer~ise eason! Sgt Englis h ~as on
the other hand been trying to locate his desk under the mountains of
paperwork that has built up over the last six mont~s. ~02 (RQMS) <?c~ff
ll odg5o n has been sorting out the department m his own perfccuomst
\\av' He ha!. not shut up about his new car. C pl 'Jim' G r een and LC pl
• ~z· Ca ta no till await their posting orders- how does Catterick sound?
Sig 'Bart' im pso n has purchased a new Turk Mobile that has had the
pare pack from G Ops. ig 'Robbo ' Rob in son is the new member to the
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24 Airmob Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (210)
Colchester

CCX
OC>a•
EXERCISE GRYPHONS EYE
_Ex Gryphons Eye was the biggest, and most important exercise for the
Brigade for over two years, and the preparation had begun well in
advance. No sooner had we returned from the Squadron Banlecamp. then
we were m the thick of things, with briefs, plug-ups, and PACEX's a
plenty. It was also the first time that the Squadron had used Euromux
coupled with a 501 SATCOM det borrowed from 30 Sig Regt, so ther~
wa plenty to learn for everybody. Also attached to the Squadron was
some help from 2 Sig Rcgt, plus a welcome reunion with some of the
Dutch Army, who we'd met in Belgium on the last MND(C) exercise, as
Lt Doelitzsch, Sgts Tamboer and Batista-Silva, and Pte Appelman
joined us as visi tors.
The Exercise was designed to simulate a full operational deployment,
including a simulated 'boat move' (by road!) and a small air move packet.
Our first stop was at Barton Stacey, the Theatre Holding Area, for some
food, full tactical and political briefings, and enforced sleep prior to
deployment. The most triking thing about the first location was the sheer
cale of the exercise, and the number of troops waiting to deploy (over
2,500). We lived in a kind of military shanty town of 18 x 24 tent , and the
~encral opinion was that we were glad that we had nothing to do with
s~>tting them all up, it made setting up the Brigade HQ look like a walk in
the park! Fortunately, what must have been a logistic nightmare for some,
wen: smoothly for us. and we were on our way to Ludgershall first thing in
the morning.
The staging area at Ludgershall consisted of a complex of huge hangars,
and it wa a imple maner to fit in the HQ and all the many anached
vehicles. The weather was appalling, with strong wind , and pouring rain
keeping a cold company, and the pro peel of the quadron gening any
flying done wa~ the big question on everyone's lips. The question on
Alpha Tp ' lips, however was, 'Why us?' a they deployed on the Sunday
for Mcrryfield Airfield, and found it to be a freezing cold swimming pool.
The first message received from the unhappy Troop wa 'Jn location, send
150 sand bag over', which cheered everyone up at Ludger hall!

LCpl Slaughter prepa ring for take-off in the Commanders' Lynx

Brig A. R. E. de C. S tewart Q BE presents Sig Kn ight with his
Bosnia Medal

Bri g A. R. E. de C. Stewart QBE and the Burgermeister speak to
S ig Moore (2 42), Lt Carter and M aj Cameron- Mowat look on

If responding to any
advertisements in
The Wire please mention
that you saw it
in your Corps magazine
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(L-R): Sigs Tucker and Richardson in CV1

S gt Fa irfield giving Sig Tucker first line medical support

Afie1 handing over control, Bravo Tp had the unique privilege of
actually flying on the next move, as the HQ complex flew to Merryfield to
await a further fly-forward to David tow. Although the flight went very
well, the weather around Merryfield was not conducive for flying. and as
the exercise was conducted in real-time, that wa as far as we got.
However, the time was not wasted, as Sgt J im Alger managed to make
use of one of the many helicopters available to organise some helicopter
abseiling, and also to fit in some top quality po ing a he flew over
Merryfidd airfield dangling from the end of a rope.
Meanwhile, all was not well for some of the out det . Di aster struck
Sig Marshall and Cpl Morton on their relay (already in the location from
hell!) when, hock, horror! The TV blew up! With only Tetris on the Det
'Game Boy' to keep them occupied, it 's no wonder they went a lillle
crazy! Even though there wasn't a shot fired in anger, the quadron still
managed to u tain one casualty. A flying corned beef tin propelled by
LCpl Stewart hit LCpl Russell, which changed his smile a little!
LCpl 'Scony' Tremain and Sig Da n McTeer showed the mettle of the
modern Lineman by scaring themselves half to death afier they thought
they heard the beast of Bodmin Moor. After topping some civilians in n
car to ask what type of wildlife i. on the Moors, they heard the howl of the
bea t again . Before retiring at speed, they shot off several blanks (the only
defence against an imaginary enemy!), ditched the line they were laying
and drove off with headlights blazing. Only to find ten minute later a
couple of the Bravo Tp lads come rolling in the lent laughing their head
off as they had been following them making tl1e wolf noises!

Afier an uneventful end to the exerci e due to che lack of flying. the
quadron redeployed back to Colche ter in the early hours of Saturday
morning. Despite the bad weather a lot was learned from the exerci ·e, and
perhap the mo t important thing taken away from the two weeks wa-; a
greater understanding of ho" the whole Brigade works together. Thanls
go out to our attached dets from 2 ig Regt and 30 ig Regt. without
whose help thiug would have been much more difficult, and to our Dutch
friend . we look forward to a reciprocal visit soon'
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LO G SE RVICE AND GOOD 0 1D CT tEDAL
PRESE TATIO S
The Squadron would like to publicly congratulate
gt J . A lger . C pl
R . Turn er and Sgt lcCulloch (AGC) on being awarded the Long
Service and Good Conduct Meua!.
S gt Ji m Alger enlisted into the Corps at Dundee in June 1981, and
completed training as a Radio Telcgraphi 't lattr that year. I le has served in
Germany, orthern Ireland, United Kingdom. cw Zealand, Iraq, Bo,,nia.
and Turkey amongst others. and wn promoted to taff 'crgcant m M:t)
1995, he, and his wife Ruth ha' e been with the Squadron ~ince then.
C pl Tu rner enli ted into the orps at 1 ottingham in June 19, 0. anu
a!lcr a time as n Junior oldkr completed training as a Radio RchtY
Operator in ovember 19 I. During his career he has spent >cvcral tours
in Germany. ardinia. the Gulf and Bosnia. He received promotion to
Corporal in 1987, and he and his wife Lor rai ne haw been \\ith the
Squadron since April thi year.
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Robinson Cpl John Cranrnick, LCpl Charlie Fulton and Sig Karen
Abbott. The Troop would al o like to say congratulations to Cp l Bob
White, and Cpl Stu haw on pa . ing their TI Entrance.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Dan Ashton
Tp S gt
gt Jim Alger
There ha been quite a Jot of personnel movement over the last few
montlis so, hello to Sgt tcvc Wa lton from I ~HF, Cpl 'Paddy' Porter
from The Royal chool of Signal , LCpl Robmson lrom 249 Sig Sqn
AMF(L) and ig Palmer straight from the factory. Goodbye to Sgt Mick
Thompson who has m~ved ov~r to_ upport Tp a~d Sigs 'Fo sic'. Foste~
and 'Brunncrs' Brun kill to C1v Div. Congratu lation to LCpls Robbo
Robinson and Tarry and igs Lawson and ' lasher' Slaughter on their
well de erved selection for promotion. Well done to LCpls Pond and
Robinson (the Engli hone) on pas ing their Cla s I upgrading course.
The Troop recently took part in a helicopter absei ling cour e ran by
SSgt Jim Alger, which was designed to t~ain the rebro_ and Z IPO crews
and enable tliem to fulfil their role . De p1tc the odd disco leg everyone
passed the course. A special mei:ition has to_ go to _Cpl Aidy ' o Fear'
Watts for actually exiting the aircraft de~p1te hav111g_ to hang onto his
helmet chin trap by hi teeth. The Troop 1 now look111g forward to the
illy ea on and the Winter ports. lfthe Summer sports are anythmg to go
by. then we tand a good chance of keeping the wooden spoon.
LS & GC Presentations
Back Row: 2nd Left SSgt J. Alger, Centre Cpl R. Turner,
2nd Right SSgt McCulloch (AGC}
Front Row: 2nd Left Ruth Alger, 3rd Left Brig Elcomb,
4th Left Jackie McCulloch
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (QM) Ben Britton
Tp SSgr
S gt Latimer
.
.
Firstly, the Troop would like to say goodb_ye to SS~t Jed Robmson,
Cpl haun Ka and Cpl Dan Benson . Then 11 wou.ld like to say hello to
Sgt Phil Latimer, Sgt Brett Palmer, Cpl Kit Knight, Cpl ·Robbo'

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Bo\~dler
Tp Sgt
S gt Shetmerdine
The past couple of months have been quite b_u yin the Troop, with the
main effort focu ed upon Ex Gryphons Eye. Firstly Ex_ Gryphons Reach
was a Test Ex prior to Gryphon Eye, te t111g the Rad1_0 Relay lmk and
CNR in tlie We t-country area. The Troop was heavily mvolved with the
exercise and all went well witli tlie testing. The run up to Christmas is
proving to be busy with a Board of Officers tock check ~nd numerous
functions. Finally the Troop wishes to congratulate LCpl 'S1 ' Stewart ~n
his recent promotion, and tliey would also hke to say goodbye to Sig
Chris Doe to I (UK) Annd Div and ig 1 ick Empson to 30 Sig Regt.

began tu role. commencing with a static display of vehicles from both
a~rc .and Be_ngal Tps. ~he a~tc!"°oon was spent driver training under the
clooe 111stnict1on of C~I. Nome Crook and LCpl William Simpson. As
ever a concurrent acuv1ty was arranged by the Squadron's LAD who
demonst~ated the recove1y of a 43 series vehicle und_er the guidance ~f Cpl
, t~v~..o Connor (REME). T~e evenmg ~egan with a small navigation
exercise_ over the Bulford ridge. The mght was still young on the
compl_ellon of all the cl1eck~oints and the remainder of the evening was
spent m t!1e Squad_ron club with Sabre Tp who org;mised a humdinger of a
games night (which of course they won). Sunday morning time for
command ta ks . A much needed section of track had to be taken to a broken
do_wn AFV_432. The vehicle had been rather mysteriously situated on the
driver tram111g area of S_alisb~ry Plain. After a gruelling and physical start
(~ot many teddies remamed m t_he play-pen) one team won by a clear tliree
mmutcs. We told the rest to JOJO Cpl Connor's mob in the REME. The
we.:kcnd was a ~!ear success and all that took part thoroughly enjoyed the
packed and v~ned programme. The soldiers of botli Troops had the
pleasure of seeing the dogged determination of possible future Officers.

Retreating from the sight of Seven Sisters Hill in the
Background. Particularly nasty going with Ammo boxes

Maj P. J. Davies
WOI (RSM) D. Skimming

WHY WE ARE WHO WE ARE-A RECENT CHA GE OF
INSIGNIA
THE BLACK SWAN IS 0 TLAWED!
by gt 1ark Langton
The Sqn Comd asked the RSM where the Black Swan came f~om on the
Squadrons insignia ... The story unfolds as we delve mt() thf: h1s_tory ?f l
Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (215)'s Black Swan. An ms1ght 1s g1 en mto
tlie origins of its replacement by the !st Me.ch Bde Flash (The Triangle).
I beoin at the beginning and my story commences on Monday 8
September 1997 when the RSM WO! Darrell kimming entered my
office with a look on his face that said today is going to be die best day of
your life. He then uttered the words that I will never forget as long a~ I
inhabit this mortal coil, ·Why does the Squadron have a Black Swan as its
Emblem can vou find out for me?' And so an intensive investigation
began. The firSL cry for help went out lo the Corps Museum who came
back with tlie immortal line, ·we will get back to you' ... They did. As far
as the Corps Museum is aware nothing official was ev_er submitted t_o
anyone reque ting that the Squadron use a Black Swan as its Emblem. It 1s
only used for letterheads and presentation pieces. Hencefortli its unofficial
status has led to it being outlawed, a new Jetter head has been adopted
con isting of the Brigade Triangle.
T' e top sleutli investigation team continued to research the deptlis of
our history leading us, WO! (R M) Darrell Skimming, gt Kevin
T\\igger and myself gt Mark Langton directly to the museum. We
would . olve the mystery behind the ' Mucky Duck' once and for all. On
arrival at the Corps Museum the RSM went off in search of pictures to
decorate the Mess walls with, while Sgt Kevin Twigge1 and myself
decided a trip round the Museum was in order. After about an hour we
found ourselves close to tears because 99% of the equipment in the
Museum we were taught on in basic training. We regained our composure
and headed off to the archives room and the real reason for our visit to the
Museum I found the answers whil l halfway through my jam doughnut in
the museum Cafe, and recount the origins of 215 Sig Sqn. The notation
·21 s Signal Squadron' was first used in l 959 when the Squadron wa
formed from 51 Inf Bee llQ and Sig Sqn in the Middle East. After a life of
only one year 215 Sig Sqn was amalgamated with 201 Sig Sqn, now 22
Armd Bde ig Sqn and its number was dropped. On 16th December 1983,
lst Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216) relinquished tlie tradition of wearing the
Airborne Lanyard and changed its number from 216 to 215.
The reason for the 1 Drigade Flash and its incorporation in the
Squadron In 1gnia Formauon badges in the Britsh Army originated during
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BENGAL TROOP
EWS FROM THE GARAGES ...
What a busy time it's been for those plucky chaps in Bengal Tp. PREs,
UWls dnvmg cours~s ~tc. _Wc,'vc ~d a baby, well actually Sig am ways,
wife has had one. Sig Willy \VII on came top of the potential JNCO's
cadre,_ ~ig 'Tommy Hilfiger, Polo Sport' Evans has successfully pas ed
his dnvmg course and 3-2 upgrading. Sig 'Football Hooligan ' Opie came
top of the 3-2 course and Sig Bob Yuille won't let anyone forget that be
came top in the written exam (3% of the total marks). ig 'Tillers'
Holroyd returned lo us from Canada and has been given the cursed
C?m manders Tac detachment. To break tlie monotony ig Kevin
Bickford got p_romoted to LCpl (Next week Maj General). It is a shame to
be losmg certain character and their experience to other units. Goodbyes
go to Cpl 'Mitch· Mitchell the Troops' Complex Cpl, Cpl tu 'Si lver
Fox' Ross who ~oes to 2 Sig Regt, LC pl ' AAFI Break again' Chapman
off to some mobile phone Regt, Sig 'Salmy ' Samways (also to the greener
fields of civilian life), Sig 'Ernie' (Origi nal Soldiers nick name) Wi e to
15 S1gs and Sig Ian ' Worzle' P ike to I Div. Hello also to ome new
soldiers from tr_ain_in~, Sigs Cattel, Green and Giroux. Al o a couple of
more seasoned ind1v1duals, LCpls Bird and Gambles, welcome.

5 AB Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216 Para)
Aldershot

1 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (215)

SqnComd
RSM

THE SQUADRO FOOTBALL TEAM
by Sig Opie
We are now halfway into the sea.~on and arc doing well. This is down to
our player manager YofS Paul 'I'm the biggest Barnsley fan of all time'
Rose, who never misses a game m the back four. Unfortunately we got
kn~cked out of the A~y Cup by_ the Commandos (~-0). at Barnstaple. but
we ve got ourselves 111 the semi finals of the 3 Div cup, which will be
played on Monday 15 December. We have been missing Capt Ken ' l do a
lot of running, bu_t not much sconng' McKenzie up front, and taff Paul
~dams "':'ho has J_ust h_
ad the snip (midfield). We ·ay farewell to ig Ian
Hoor P_1ke who 1s gomg to 1 (UK) Annd Div Sig Regt. Cpl 'La La' tu
R~ss , with whom I shared the goal keeping responsibilities and Cpl
M 1ch ~e l 'I sub every gam7' '1itchell are.both going to 2 Sig Regt in York.
We wish them all the best m their next umts. We should win the league and
cup but we'll keep you up to date on that.

the First World War out of the same nece sity to have some means of
immediately recognising the transport. and personnel of any unit ~r
formation. It was also intended to mystify the enemy and lo prevent hts
discovering the identity of'lhe Corps or Division that was opposing him at
any particular portion of tlie front. As a result sign were adopted by
formations. Discussions with the historical advisor have indicated that one
reason for the adoption of the I Bde Triangle might be that the Triangle
could be based on the fonnation sign for I t lnf Div whose sign was a
white triangle with a red edge. This reflected tlie tip of a pear point, and
could have been taken from tlie lst Corps (spearhead of the British
expeditionary Force) whose sign was a complete white pearhead on a red
diamond. The case for 1 Bde's formation sign, as part of 3 (UK) Div, was
staffed by GOC 3 Div in January l 993. Hence tlie origin of thf: Bde ~la~h.
As part of the Bde HQ it is only fitting tliat we fully adopt its ins1gma.
ow we know who we are because we've found out where we come from
. . . If you get my drift.
ARRIVAL AND DEPART RES
The Squadron has had many coming and going over the last two
months. We warmly welcome all tlie new arrivals: Capt Phil Abbot
(QM-just recovering from his course), Sgt Brown, Cpl Pollit, Cpl
George, LCpl Gambles, LCpl Rowbottom, LCpl Miners, LCpl
Umney, LCpl wift, LCpl Plant, Sigs Cattel, Dawson, Leach,
Hamilton, Howard , Heath, Knight, Campbell, Clarke and Thompson.
Jt is always sad to say goodbye, the following departure will definitely be
missed, particularly in our comparatively small Unit, where the outflow of
friendship and experience is very noticeable. They are: Capt Mal Heaney
(QM going off to I) Capt Dan Spacie (Adjt and supplier of disgu ting
football strip), Sgt Eric 'Commanders Tac ' Head, Sgt 'Big Bad' Trev
Henry, Cpl Young (Acting Sgt), Cpl Greenham, LCpl esbit, LCpl
Woodman, LCpl Russel, Sigs Mc Gary, Coopet and Wise.
PROMOTIO
The following were selected for promotion to LCpl in November
(Actual rank at time of writing): LCpl Kevin Bickford, LC pl Jones, Sigs
Pike, Holroyd and Edmcnt.
VISIT OF LONDO UOTC 14-16 OVEMBER 1997
by Sgt John Rutland
A contingent from London UOTC visited the Squadron over 14-16
November 1997. When they arrived Sabre Tp ho ted them. The weekend
started with their reception into tlie accommodation closely followed by an
introduction to the Squadron role by Capt Lloyd Coll ey, the Ops Officer.
Maj Davies tlie Sqn Comd gave a welcoming speech and the activitie.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

ALPHA TROOP
The two main events that the Troop was involved in during October
were an adventure training expedition to Bavaria. and providing the
comms for the Cambrian Patrol competition at Sennybridge.
'.he adventure traini~g, organised by 2Lt Tm having a quiet one
tonight ' Lowther, consisted of ten days trekking and climbing in the
Allgau region. De plle an unplanned hortage of instructors 2Lt Lowther
al?ng with SSgt Kevin Read and Sig 'Robbo' Robertson did a superb job
()f makrng sure that there ~v~ enough going on io keep everyone
mt7re ted. The favounte activity seemed to be go-karting, with OC's
Driver LCpl Syd Cleworth putting in a performance worthy of Nigel
Mansell.
The two weeks spent in Wales running the Ops Room and the comm
for the Cambrian Patrol wa never going to be tlie most exciting of time .
~owever g~at fun could be had following the progress, or lack of it, of
~1ffercnt units. The rebro 's especially found novel ways of making the
time pa s. Ct~I Al i_Iammond and Sig_ ''.ackleberry' Finn. spent hours
pract1cmg their su.rv1val techniqu~s , butldmg ovens, stoves and anything
el.se they could thmk of. Meanwhile, LCp ts Cleworth and Tiplady, and
S1gs Dowd and Francis had been on a hopping spree at Dixons and were
having competitions to try and overload the generator watching daytime
TV. While all thi wa going on. 2Lt 'three punch wonder' Chambers and
Sig Thorpe were tabbing around the picruresque area of Catterick.
Congratulations to both of them for pa sing P Company. Congratulation
also go to LCpl Daw on, almon and Clancy for pas ing their
parachuting course and gaining their wings.
Currently detached from the Troop are Sig Reid who is serving with I
PWRR in orthern Ireland and LCpl Jones who is serving with the
British Antarctica Survey. Meanwhile. the troop said farewell to ig
'Tommo' Thompson. Good luck for the future Tommo. Finally,
congratulallons go 10 Cpl Cochran and hi wife on the birth of their
baby.
EXERCISE RU NEL STONE 3-5 OCTOBER 1997
by Sig Robertson
On 3 October 1997, two patrols left 'The Home of the Brili h Am1y' for
Brizc orton, ready to emplane on to a Cl30 Hercules. The aim of Ex
Runnel tone was to parachute into Denmark. meet up 1 ith local
partisans, carry out a Close Target of an enemy location manned by the
Hom\; Guard, and then attack it. However, due to the weather, the first part
of thi plan had to be abandoned and all element were airlandcd, before
being met by locals and taken to Safe Houses.
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The CTRs were quickly underway and involved heli and vehicle moves
as well as, surprisingly, tabbing: After some enforced rest, banle prep tlien
com~enced for the attack. Helicopter were again u ed for the in ertion,
resu lting m ome awe ome warming action. Meanwhile, LCpl 'Chalky'
White did a st!perb job o~locating the electric fence and proving that they
were funct1om~g. On amval at the target, to everyone's surpri e, copiou
amounts of re1i:iforce_ments and defence had mysteriously appeared,
making the prev1ou night recce totally usele . This meant that the patrol
had to_ change from plan A to plan F, with Sig ' Dog y' Barker from M Tp
changmg to plan R for runaway. Having finished tlie attack. all the patrol
managed to reach their pick-up points apart from Cpl Dave Maxwell who
wa keen to experience tress po itions with tlie Danish Home Guard.
After thi there wa just time for a quick debrief and a Carl berg breakfast
before .hitting the duty frees and ren1rning to Brize orton. Overall,
everyone enjoyed the Exercise and are looking forward to next year.
SPANISH PATROLS COMPETITIO
by Sig Dowd
The 20 September 1997 aw six members of 1he Squadron getting
thoroughly lubncated on the 24hr ferry from Dover to St. Andere. This was
tlie culmination of comprehen ive preparation . designed to ensure that
1hese six warriors arrived in pain. ready to do battle as a team in the
panish Patrol Competition. The panish Patrol · Competition. unbeknown
to the team at the time, i actually the final test week for the E panol pecial
Force . It con 1 ~ts of a twelve-mil~ and an eighteen-mile tab, an abseiling
and ropes technique day and a Zodiac crossing oft:wo re ervoirs.
On arrival at tlic SF can1p we were told to report to a base camp locntion
in tlie Pyrenees from where we were to ' tart the first tab. Due to a lack of
acclimati ation and knowledge of tlie area. tlie two marche were quite
te ting, but the eighteen miler went pamcularly well, with a trong
performance from Sig ' ocial Hand Grenade· Charlton. The la. t da)
proved to be a swprise killer. A 30km reservoir crossing in Zodiacs fitted
with _engines didn 't sound too bad. Aller even hours of paddling everyone
was m varying states of knackeredncs with a 2km swim to the bank till
left to go. Luckily even LCpl 'the fi ' h' Peace managed to finish th1 m
time for the pecial Forces gmduation the next da) . Afier a day' R&R.
everyone wa looking forward to the cro · ing home. e pecially L pl
Oliver who was convinced lhi would be his strongest event of the
competition. All in all this wa · an excellent trip and everyone hope. to
enter again next year, even if the team 's leader. Lt ·o Leary' hort, ha•
caused all sorts of disgruntlement by di playing weak moral fibre m total!\
ignoring hi own pronouncement that ·what happen on tour, tays on tour'.
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Before the Reservoir Crossing-Prepared for Action

\\~th the right approach and the determination to sec the training through
can asily be uc:cessfully completed .
E, -ERCISE PEG • S \\JOU TAIN
by LCpl Donoghue
At a horrendous hour in the morning of the 4th October, Ex Pegasus
Mountain ground into life. The first achievement was the successful
e:maction of Ca pt nderton-Brown from the Officers' Mess. This
proved to be no mean feat wi~h the Function he'd been attending ha~ing
fini~hed just half an hour earlier. However, fifteen h~.urs J~tcr wc amv~d
without hitch at the Landhaus Englehof 1n the Allgau region of Bavaria.
There then followed five days trekking in near perfect weather. Bright ·
sun. hine with temperatures in the mid twenties meant everyone· fading
summer sun tans received n much needed top up. o with the fresh
mountain air kept fomly in check by LCpl Dave ' Skunk' currah, Sig
·Oobbo' Dobson. being the only female. et about earning her honorary
bloke statu . Thi wa achieved in tage by the scaling of narrow ridges,
made po sible in places only with the ai.d of 1.eel cables pinned to. the rock
face. Although not impossible. drops either side of up to I OOOft in place
did lead to di co leg making progres tricky. A dodgy pint and not a hint of
vertigo were used 10 explain the lack of enthusiasm shown by gt
·Geezer' \Van tall when on the sixth day we turned our skills to rock
climbi ne and abseiling. Performance of note came from ' bloke' and ig
'Claire'-Rayner, who after starting the day howing near perfect ' Disco
leg' but ended it without a hint of the dreaded yndrome. On lhe last day,
after doing the obligatory tourist bit, a local indoor Karting centre wi hed
we'd never learnt to drive. We joined force with the track ace of Alpha
Tp, al o training in the area. and left the owners in no doubt that the Briti h
trnlv are masters of the automobile; if not the rule of the centre. Prior to
our-Ayrton enna impersonauon we had tried to drown our elves. Thi
wa thinly disguised as an attempt at water skiing. on a local lake with.a
cable drag around its perimeter. Excellent fun with a direct contrast m
tyles benveen Capt 'Ignore him he'sjust showing ofT' Anderton-Brown
and Sig ·3 yds' Dobson. Fa test learner honour went to W02 (YofS)
'Tango"('?) Redman, who despite the best efforts of the cable refu ed to
wipe out as dramatically as the re t.
An evening of 'l igh t refre hment' to accompany England vs Italy,
iasseem Hamed and Chris Eubank on the TV, rounded off what was an
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Maj Andy Johnstone
W02 (S M) H. Wells

CHA GE OF SQUADRO PERSO ALITIES
":he. Squadr~n has recently seen a significant change of personalities
MaJ Jim Harris has been posted to I UK Armd Div HQ ands· R
.
· ~~1 egt asl
the Regimental Second in Command the quadron wish
Ell ie all the. .be t for the future · A·. a r~sult of Maj· Harri"s'yeonut,h usiasm
~na atincor
Jaguar cars 11 wa~ arr~nged for him to leave camp for the final time in a
new XK8. However. I m sure the dealer that the car came from w 't be
too 1.mpressed with the amount of wear on the tyres after only 45 m?~uteb!
~n. his pla~c we extend a wari:i welcome to Maj Andy Johnstone who
1oms the Squadron from 71 Sig Rcgt, we hope that you will enioy your
t11ne at 23R.
"
It is also time for a ch~nge of Sgt Maj, we say farewell and good luck to
\~?2 (RQ 1. ) Tony Singleton who leaves the Arrny after 22 years of
se1' ice 111 order. to improve .his Golf handicap. At the same time greet
W02 ( SM) H Wells who 1s recently arrived from 220 Sig Sqn.

The Prizeg iving

PCOl\lPANY
b\ 2Lt Chambers
· The aim of P Company is to test courage. aptitude. fitness. endurance
and determination under condition of stress to assess whether the
individual has the ability to erve with Airborne Forces. This may ound
like a daunring introduction to what is arguably the Army's phy ically
toughe 1 course outside of selection for Special Forces. However. any
soldier or officer who wishes to attempt P Company should not be put ofT
by any horror stories, rumours or exaggerations about the course. Perhaps
the best way to encourage more suitable applicants is to run through the
sequence of events that comprises pre parachute selection. Any soldier
intere ted hould inform their re pective Tp Comd and Sqn 21/C who
hould then contact the training wing al 216 (Para) Sig qn to book them
on the next Pre Para.
The Squadron runs a Pre Para merely for the benefit of soldiers and
officers about to attend P Company. The course comprises a BFT and a
CFT on a similar route to the creening test run by the P Company taff.
The course will have an introduction to the high shuffie bars on the
trainasium at Aldershot and attend a series of lectures on the role of S (AB)
Bde and the quadron. The pre Para starts on a Monday and on the
Thursday of the ame week the P Company staff arrive to take the
creening tests which a soldier must pa% to attend P Company. In the
morning the i.:our e auends a BIT with a pass time of nine and a half
minutes. After lunch the CFT commences. this is a normal infantry CFT,
although with the large number of personnel attending (often over I 00) the
T B can be quite daunting. The most important aspect is to keep going
and ~tay \\ ith the main squad as the course gets stning out over the training
area. Weather permitting the high shuffie bars are also included in the test
and tnose remaining receive a brief on the kit they wtll need to take with
them 10 Catterick.
P Company is currently four and a half weeks long. There are normally
two physical events every day that build up your fitness prior to test week.
Opinions differ a to what are the hardest events in the build up weeks but
1 certainly found the indoor assault course and some of the named Tabs
quite 'tasteful'. Test week begins on a Thursday with the 10 miler
followed by the assault course in the afternoon. Friday is a hard day with
three e,·ents: steeplechase, log race and the milling, although by this tage
your bodies are prepared for most forrns of punishment. With a weekend
to recover transport dcpa11s on a Monday to Warcop for the eighteen miler.
The follo'' ing day comprises a twelve mile TAB and a I Okm speed march.
Wednc,day morning holds the last event that is a stretcher race. Personnel
core poinh on each event and discover if they have passed or failed on
\Vednesday. Over one hundred people attended the screening tests of
\\ h1ch on!} 64 went forward to ·auerick. A further twenty dropped out
due to injury or other reason pnor to test week. Out of the 44 who began
1 t "eek there were only two stand-up fails. I hope th;s article encourages
potenual airborne signaller., 10 attend the course. which although hard,
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. 'T~ank s for the leaving present.'
MaJ Hams leaves Camp in a new Jaguar XK8

LCpl Donoghue getting some air time

'Not quite Aldershot eh ?'
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

SUMMER CAMP
by an intrepid but preferably anonymous soldier of238
This years' ummer Camp was based at Wyke Regi rented camp
(Weymouth). The advance party departed from sunny Che! ea on 24
August and once Cpl Paul '_Pathfinder' Cra.b b reali ed that the best thing
for the route ~ard was to wmd down the wmdow and chuck it, nice one
MT. They an:1ved finally at the wind and rain wept town of Weymouth.
Fortunately for the Squadron gt Simon · 1 like my creature comforts'
~cholicld had arranged solid. accommodation in the form of a Wrigley tin
1oofed Anderson shelter, which unlike the rest of the camp didn't leak or
blow around in the wind.
The activities which were arranged were, climbing with the Trg OtTr
an.d Tp. Com.d, Cap! Ker.r y Levin , Wind urfing with Maj (Tfc) Da' e
G_ilchnst. Hill walkmg with W02 (RQMS) Tony 'Rain's good for you'
mgleton and LCpl Sarah ' Which way is orth' Hill. Mountain biking
with anyone fool enough to risk life and limbs on the road and also if
they'd remembered to bring their own bike. finally swimming down at
HMS Osprey. Due to the evere weather for the duration of the camp l!MS
Ospre;: played a large part in the Summer Camp, something to do with it
bemg indoors housing a atuia, un beds, multi-gym and a five-a- ide
pitch. T!1e I~ t day was spent carrying out a teamed relay race, tarting
with w11111nmg al I !MS Osprey, then a three mile up hill bike race in the
local llM Pnson. Then good bye tran po11 and get back to camp by 1230
hrs! 200 metres down hill BT telephone, ten minutes later half a dozen
taxis and hello Wy'ke Regi s into the mess and in the crazy Golf care of
LCpl ' Sleepy' Gibson to end the race.
. A ~ew gladiators worthy of a mention for their efTort, ingenuity and
mt~gnty were for initiative Sig ' I'll grab 01110 the back of the mini bu and
cruise'_ Bull. No initiative went to ig Andy ' I can smoke and ride at the
same t1;i1e' Birt and finally the . wimming prize \ ent to Sig Dan 'The
Aquatic Hou ebrick' A ton . The Wind urfing wa run .l!parately in the
camp by Maj Gilchrist and involved LCpls Will O'Leary and Ann
Vardy and ig Helen James. We mu t not forget gt ,lohn ' All the gear,
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

n? idea'_ Hayden who was commended by the coast guard when the

1

~c~e~~ 1m ~p he.admg towards Cherbourg in the international Ferry Ian{
a1 d b1 Christ did .alle~pt a r~scue but reali ed without hi pa.%port it
wou 1 e contravenmg mtcrnat1onal law to go any further.

BATTLE CAMP
by Cpl Ian ' pouting' Devonport
The Squadron Bau.le camp was based in Barry Buddon, Scotland for the
econd year. Th.c mam aim was 10 pass Squadron Personnel in all ATD's
a~~hal~o ~o Juai1fy the Squadron S COs up to Range Management tage 4
w1 l e a1. o newly qualified
gt John Tm in charge· Laffey for the
range quahficauon. One of the OS Sgt Simon 'make like a tree' cholield
was later heard to say, 'They don ' t teach them like they u ed too.'
The advance party left early on Friday morning for the two day road
~o~+o sunny Barry Buddon, armed only with another route card from
l e
courte Y of Mr tevens the MT supervisor dare we trust thib one
On r~~te ~he packet was led by W02 (RQMS) Tony ' \\/here ha the road
gone.
mgleton .who. bravely led his packet off the recognised route
because he wa~ usmg his Yorkshire Orienteering map down a road which
Just fi?-1shed with a ~enty foot .drop. The road move would be done in two
legs w 1th the over night stop being man Engineer Camp in Euston Coun
~urham. All were accommodated apart from Cpl Ian Devonport and ~
Jim Walton who drew the short straw . They had a Leyland OAF each
"'.Ith 15,000 rds 5.S6mi_n. S.000 9mm rd and weapon varying from
pistols to L96 smpers nfles not forgetting the Law 94's, GPMG's and
enou.gh pyrotechn~c. to start world war three, if two lonely bored oldiers
so wished whilst smmg on t.he most remote wind swept part of the camp.
Thursday on the live finng exercise Sig Faye 'Top Shot' Doncaster
was een to take great delight in taking out the enemy tank with the Law
94mm. Once all the ATD ' s and range days were complete the exerci e
ph.ase began! and the. mev1table era h out was launched at 0300hrs on
Friday morrung. Out mto the cold the students went all 14 of them and
then mto a very warm classroom for the worlds mo t boring !es on on
Conduct Aft~r .Capture. All pan of Capt Levins' plan (or was it a wind
!-IP) wh1.ch ongmated from ome murky cell at J JO. Once decidedly tired
it was time to del?loy onto the Trg area for the next pha e of the Exerci ·e
that mvolved ettmg up a harbour area followed by a series of patrols.
At 0330hrs on Saturday morning one of the patrols wa tasked to
recover a land rover with one injured person. After many hours of
stumbl mg around m the darknes the patrol returned to base location
~nable to ~nd the Landrover or the simulated casualty Cpl Jon
So~g\\T1ter ~owe which wa confirn1ed by our re idem Arctic Warfare
Tramed LCpl when I wa at 249'_ Stewart. ig 'blind as a bat" Slight then
ventured aro~nd the tacucal location like a bull in a china shop and had to
~e d1pl.om?ucally returned to his ba ha b.Y Cpl 'Adolf Crabb. Capt
Technical Levms wa al o een stumbling around the location even
though he had been is ued with night vi ion goggle . On returning them to
gt 'l. hate the e tores' cholield he was asked, 'Why have J been i ued
two nght m?n?cle ?'Sgt.Schofield then showed a puzzl d Capt Levins
wha,t the 1d1ot s g~1.de said by turning one of the monocle round. ·Ah
that s how you do 11 he wa heard muttering.

Cpl Ian Devonport wonders if he can tie the GPMG back
together with flannelette
The final attack .tarted with the platoon lea ing the harbour area on the
that was earlier recced by LCpl ' Who put that deer fence there'."
Gibson. O~ce . the detour ''us accomplished the weather finally broke
bn~ging w1tl1 11 snow. s~cct and hail all for about 20mms, then 1t \\Cnl
agam. 1:he anack went 111 under the dc.:afcning ·ound · of thunderfla,h.
automatic gunfire and plenty of smoke, afier the reorg. endcx. It \\a. at thb
ro~1te
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~ int th,1t apt Le\ in and S. gt ' Golden lccpmg ~ag ' Laffey executed
their Jenou littk plan. The smd ·nts ' ·ere marched into harbour area and
then told to make a hollow square, and told, · o speakmg, :mpty your
kit ' What were the O looking for m the personal belonging· of ~e
J, ·co. of:!J ig qn? Perhaps it was 'xercise und_erwear, mould. rotting
rauon. or ''as it the mi: ing goretex t'f the 1J11mmg officer? o! Capt
'Admin' L ,in wa · jut te ·ting hi ne" fo und skill and al o to dish out
cream cake to the Lad·.
The rear party departed and the main body were left wai'iug out ide_the
accommodation for the conch to take them back to Londo11. They waited
and waited until finally a coach turned up from RAF Lucas for the flight
bad: down to London. Unfortunately the flight had been cancelled two
Jay. earlier by the RAF.
gt eil ( o~) 'Where's my luxury coac~?'
te 1 art then began a multitude of frenzied phone call to Capt Levms
and '.\Jr tevcn and finally the main body arrived in London 12hrs later
than expected. after completing a scenic tour of cotland .

SSgt John Laffey-'Elvis has left the bu ilding'
l\1IKETROOP
Tp Comd
faj (TOT) Richard Howes
Tp SSgt
SSgt Graham Owen
There have been moves a plenty in Mike Tp of late. Cpl Park was only
in the Troop for 24brs before being posted out to 11. not through any fault
of his own I hasten to add. We also say goodbye to Sig Lee who has left
unny Che! ea for the joy of duty free ale in Germany and fina lly to Mr
Jason milh who has left us lo work for Drake and Scull. We have
recently extended a welcome 10 Cpl Cattle who bas just arrived, and also
to ig \\'ood who has been here for over six months but as yet nobody has
een him! A usual life conti nues at its normal hectic pace for Mike Tp
\\ ith a mixture of PA Ta k , new installations, repairs and support to
Ceremonial events. A ide from that little lot all is quiet in Mike Tp! !

0 CARTROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

.

£
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Having said Goodbye to so many we should now greet the new (or at
least relatively new) arrivals. We extend warm welcome to gts George
Roper. Fergie ndcrson and Karen Ellams, LCpls Pa ul Masters and
Emma Dexter. also to igs ran light. Jenny Mills, Henry Ford and
Lee Pearce. we hope you all enjoy your time with the Troop. For the
civilian employee we say hello to Mr Steph Ami, Mr Jake Killick, Miss
haron Mu lholland. 1iss Elizabeth Clark and lastly Katherine
Griffiths.
EXERCI E PEMBROKE RELIEF
by Cpl 'Chalky' White
Ex Pembroke Relief was an Adv Trg Exerc ise for the Military
Personnel of Oscar Tp, which took place in 1997 on the Pembrokeshire
Coa 1. A particularly picturesqu~ location was found ~nd reccc ' d. by ~aj
(Tfc) Dave Gilchri t. who obviously had lots of Wmd urfing 111 mmd,
' unfortunately' the weather had other ideas. With the Advance Party ready
and waiting it wa time for the Main Party to depart from Chelsea
Barracks. The journey out of Central London was somewhat like trying to
drive through the middle of a stampede, a Che! ea Fans were giving their
heroe a fitting welcome for winning the FA Cup the previou day. Having
achieved Phase l of our mis ion and e caped from West London, we reorged at a service station on the M4. Miraculou ly no injuries were
ustained, miraculou , becau e LCpl Ann ' Olive' Va rdy wa at the
wheel.
The ai:tivitie undertaken during the week were Mountain Biking, Rock
Climbing, Mountain Walking and on one night a Ten Pin Bowling
Competition. Among the highlight of the week were Sig Tony Oakes and
his unerring ability to attract viciou dog (of tl1e canine variety) which
proceeded to shred his Tracksuit bottoms! Remaining with mountain
biking a comment worthy of note wa gt Debbi e Gosnell who having
completed the 27 mile route, picked by Maj( Tfc) Dave Gilchrist, was
heard to ay that she would rather give birth than go through that again. An
emergency did arise during Rock Climbing when , whilst halfway up a
rock face, Sgt Fion a Baker wa heard to queal with fright and despair,
when she broke a fingernail , fortunately emergency surgery wa avoided
and the proposed amputation didn't have to take place. The Bowling
competition was the etting for a major up el. Well it upset SSgt (YofS)
eil Stewart, who was beaten into second place by Cpl ' Chalky' White,
who i now in the proce s of requesting a po ting because he now fears for
the tate of hi CR this year as a result of this competition.
To conclude the week a barbecue wa laid on, by SSgt Dek Painter,
where everyone feasted and chatted of the high and lows of the week. It
was decided that incident of the Exercise was LCpl Ann Vardy failing to
master the art of changing gear on a mountain bike, consequently he was
involved in a very nasty acciden1 involving a bike, a !till, the tarmac and an
innocent dog. Overall a thoroughly enjoyable week wa had by all ,
hopefully we can go and do it again next year.
RADIO TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Captain Kerry Levins
SSgt imon Hadley
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243 Sig Sqn
Bulford

OPS ROOM
Ops OfTr
Maj (Tfc) John Floyd
The OP . Room m the Squadron is based at Bui ford with the SHQ d ·
maml)' responstble for all the Army COMMCE s
d T 1 ahn is
· I 3 ·
an
e ep one
Exc hanges _wit· I1111
t 1e Div area that ranges from Andove 111
· H
·I
to Pcnhale 1n Cornwa ll.
r
amps me
Michelle ~rnold the ~p~ Assistant deals with the allocation of pool
operators (Tele Op Data s from COMMCEN Salisbury) to the civilian
staffed Army COMMCE S and OAC's (Operator Assistant Centre
(manned telephone exchanges to you and me)) that require relief due to
leave, s1cknes~ etc. S~e also has other tasks ·uch as making coffee and
cakes for the Fastnet side of the Ops Room. However on thi . t k h r II
short.
•
a s e 1a s
orm~n MacDonald and gt Geoff C roudace deal with the day to
day rnnnmg o~the Anny Telephone ctwork within our area, which is an
extremely va;1ed and busy department, e pecially now with the approach
of the migration of~ervice provision to DFTS.
Jenny Barnes ~ho has on ly recently moved into the Ops Room
provides the expert! e on the Telephony side and manage the OAC '
there 1s only one remaining after rationalisation. We would like to :~
congratulations on reaching her half century, recently! Obviously she did
not ha~e a hard paper round when she wa a teenager.
Maj John Floyd, who with one of his many hats that he wears in the
Squadron. over ees the smooth running of the Ops Room with his
humorous repartee.

SQUADRON SPORT 'S DAY
by Maj (TOT) Peter Davis
As _th is event was held late in the year the morning started with the SSM
orga111smg a bunch of civi li ans erecti ng a 24 x 18 marquee on the port
pitches, as possible shelter and beer tent. It went surprisi ngly ea ily and
produced _much merriment. The SHQ team all turned up in fancy dre s for
the occasion, this led to remark that ome looked marter than when in
u111form! The fii:>t event wa billed as an agility course but was in fact a
team rela¥ on tilt~ over a few obstacle . The ladies performed very well
under trymg condition particularly ' Ro ' from OAC Bulford. Chris
Sharp of SWS Troop, who is used to viewing the world at height, being
over_ 6ft tall, perforn1ed very well. We are going to uggest that he tries
repamng telephone line on sti lts in future!

SWS Troop, winners of the McConnon Trophy 1997

' 0 T WITH THE OLD IN WITH THE NEW'
We have een a fairly significant change of faces around the Troop in
the past few months. Starting fairly high up the food chain we have said
gt John ' Son of Prodigy' Laffey, who is off to Northern
farewell to
lreland where his accent will fit in perfectly! In hi place we extend a
wa1m welcome to SSgt Simon Hadley, who joins us from 36 Sig Regt
(V), welcome back to the Regs. Recently we have al o said goodbye to
LCpl Si 'UM! ' Kenny who ha headed to the wilds of I Div, LCpl
Derek Easton Douglas, we had to mention his full name, LCpl Will
O'Leary and Sig 'Smudge' Smith who are both leaving the Am1y, good
luck to you. We ay hello and welcome to the following LCpl Brian
tewart, LCpl Lee 'Uncle Fe ter ' Lester and Sig Helen 'Si d' James. We
also extend a warm welcome to the new PTI for the Squadron C pl Debs
' Ridiculous Laugh ' Walker.

Maj (Tfc) Dave Gilchrist
gt Dek Painter

HELLO AND GOODBYES
In the past few months the Troop has undergone a great deal of change
in terms of personnel leaving and arriving. We shall begin with the
military, we ay farewell to Cpl Lorna Waud who has left the Army after
22 years, but we also say hello to her because she came back to work a
couple of days later as a C04 doing her old job in the COMMCE .
Remaining with the CO\.l'MCE we also say goodbye to Mr Steve
Gallimore and \1r ' orrie Small who leave on promotion to the grarle of
C03 and to Mrs Tanya Ayres who is moving to deepest darkest Devon.
Due to the recent clo ures of the Woolwich and Feltham Operator
A i tance Centres (OACs) we have to ay goodbye 10 a number of
people. From Feltham 1rs Sylvia Miles bas transferred to Military
ur\'ey, fr James Walker has gone to the COMMCEN at JSTC, Mr
lun Walter has moved to the Wellington OAC and Mr Caron Best
has gone on to work at the Record Office in Hayes. From Woolwich, Mrs
. 'a ureen Tinker and Mrs Jo Bolton have transferred to the Wellington
OAC, \1r John Conquest has gone Lo work at the Victoria Day Centre in
Woolwich and \1rs Sharon Bright is now a C04 at Woolwich
COMM E . From the JSTC COMMCE we say goodbye to Mrs
Donna Ra"sley who is off to be a full time Mum and also to Mrs Renee
Da\i From Mill Hill COMMCE we have lost LCpl Kerr~ White who
1s m tra•nmg for the birth of her first child and last but not least Mrs Dawn
Painter.
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CO GRATULATIO S
II would appear that congratulations are in order for Sig Jasper Bishop,
firstly on the birth of his daughter Khloe and secondly because ig Bishop
is no longer Sig Bishop he is in fact LCpl Bishop and well deserved it is
too. (Four mentions in The Wire, that is going to cost a lot Bish, get the
beers in!)
(The Editor also would like to co11gra1ulate LCpl Bishop on his

Mr Steve Ingram, finds the going easy

pro111orio11.)
CEREMONIALS
1997 has seen the usual round of ceremonial occas ions for the Troop.
The year began with the State vi it of the Pre ident of the State of Israel,
this threw up a few an1using incidents, primarily involving arguments
between the Metropolitan Police and the Israe li Security Service as to who
was in charge! ext in the calendar was the State Opening of Parli ament
following the election in May. June brought us the Queen 's Birthday
Parade and it 's seemingly endless rehearsals and shortly after it was off to
Buckingham Palace for the Troop to work at the Queen's Garden Parties
which as usual saw a wide variety of people allending. There was then a
lull in the proceedings until ovember which turned out to be a rather
hectic month with Diplomatic Receptions, Remembrance Day and
celebrations for the Queen's SOth Wedding Anniversary, all of which saw
the Troop working at full speed and ome fairly antisocia l hours. More
recently there was another State Visit, this time for the President of Brazil.
All in all it has been a busy but rewarding year.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

LCpl Kev Draw discovers hidden talents
Thi was followed by a drum rolling conte t where mixed teams of six
pulled a 5ft diameter drum over a I OOm cour e which included a
horizontal telegraph pole 111 their path. All went well until one drum
e caped and headed for the beer tent. Gerald Pedrick who was upposcd
to be pushmg the SWS Tp drum, having shorter leg. than most,
unfonunately never caught up with the drum once it reached rolling speed.
!here was then a marathon cro s-country mounrnin bike relay that
mvolvcd once round the football pitches and up a rather fierce slope. 1 he
MTO Da,•e Taylor played a blinder but failed the up-hill bit! The finale
was a lug-of-war that was a clo e call. The major problem was when the
nylon rope stretched 2tt when the team took up the slack. The ladies were
great spo11s but used ome unorthodox tactics that cannot be published!
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1998

GE ERAL' CUP-CRO CO
TRY
by LCpl Damian Davies
On Thursday 16 Oct<?~er, Land Comd held the annual General' Cup
Cros -Country Compeuuon. The quadron combined with G61CI
entered a strong team with high hopes of ucce s. With eight teams entered
and over a hundred nmners ~here wa plenty of competition. There wa. a
very muddy 5-mile course tor the men and a 3-mile one for the ladie
'.!43/G6 P!aced our first ten runners in the top forty and were very unlucky
not to wm the event, _but did achieve an excellem second place. We
managed four runne~ 111 the first ten. they were W02 (S 1) 'Paddy'
~orrow_, Sgt 'Bob Lawrence, LCpl Damian Da' ies and ig Nicola
Vmcenzi.
GENERAL'S CUP-Fl E-A-SIDE FOOTBALL
by LCpl 'Andy ' Shepherd
The quadron 's illustrious ·quad embarked on. their mi sion to conquer
all tc~m, \~1th111 I IQ Land. T~c te~m consisted o l gts 'Jimmy' Meado"s
and Rod Kenna. Cpls Ben Jefferies and · like' aban (On
a~t~chment for 3 Div) LCpls 'Chris' Germain and ·Andy' hepherd and
cmhan _staff members 1\Jr 'Bob· Dodds and lr '.'leil Whitton. On the
first out111g for the team we were very caullous and defensive. Led by our
Manager. Ben we were hammered 7-1 ! ot the start we were looking for
so he re 1gned and took the job up tairs of Director of Football! hris "a~
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then tn>talk I a our ne · . tanager and wc neYer looked back. \\e then
wugh ·ned up our act. and" ith Bob in the back playing like an older c~ ·
bn: ·d of\'mnie Jone:: and Razor Ruddock. not many pla ers got pai;t hnn!
Jimm~ ro.c 10 hi~ new job of Goa he, and with him ·ri. ing like a salmon·
he let in onlv a few well-aimed ~hots. Brni.er ,\ndy was showmg no fears
with hi~ hding tackks on the astro-turf(no tackle too dirty!) and it was in
cvcl) game that he lost all the skin hl hi knee through hi dedication to
taking p;. oplc out!'
We never lo t an thcr game and at the end of the Competition the
Director of Football and the Manager got their heads ogether to pre ent
the two Trophic tTiny bottle of Bucks Fi zz!), Top Goal- corer and
Pia) ..:r of the cason Competition. Two players ended the Competition by
.·.:oring tcn goal each (Andy and . ell). but the award went to , eil on the
fact that he played one game less than Andy. 'ot to be outdone though
, ndy won the Player of the eascn:Competition . We fini hed 2nd overall
and ma) be next year w will win it!
Q UADRO ' Q IS DEPART.ME .T
b' tr C hris Rit on OG'D'
·Thi 1s a first. ·Hello' to The Wire from hri and Karen in the QMS
department. We are the forgotten two who live m the dark, damp depths of
the ~HQ building and arc locked in there during official vi it ! We arc
known for collecting any broken or unwanted equipment from various

department> of the ever expanding quadron and then stori ng it in our
glorified cupboard ... ·ouch, sorry! I meant store". After being posted
from the now closed R SD Copenacre, which had numerous underground
store of around 30,000sq.11, I thought it would be nice to work on the
surface and actually se' thc weather. How wrong I was, I now run a store
which appears to measure around 30sq.ft including 'office area· and its
source of daylight are windows gla1.:ed with frosted glas , protected with
iron ba1' and . ituated eight feet from the ground.
Being a ci Yi lian within the military world can get you used to being
stone-walled when seeking advice or as i tance, but de pite a few knock
backs over the la t two and a half years, I have met some helpful
characters and am finding the nny world enlightening. I have e en been
on a quadron Battle Camp (from which I have never completely
recovered). Karen ha recently completed her life long ambition of
·getting into a oldiers uniform'. when she represented SJIQ in the annual
Squadron Sports Day. The only reason the HQ team didn't win the event
wa due to the fact that the team was the only one to wear fancy dress!!
Atter completing the annual ISO boards and inspection we are now
experiencing a slight lull in the torm and have decided to clear out the
junk from the store, three skip· later and the tore still looks the same.
Reading notes fro m this department may become a regular event, because
inevitably if something i going to go horribly wrong within the Squadron,
this section will have some involvement!

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

SLO ENIA FREEDOM P RADE 1997
by Cpl 'Mo· Pay
Six men from 249 ig qn (AMF(L)) led by C pl 'Mo' Pay left from
Bulford, for a country mo t of u- didn't know existed never mind knowing
how to pell it. All willing volunteers as it was over the last period of
leave. We were told our task was to fly to Slovenia for a quick parade.
where the local would thank the Allied Force for their part during World
War II. Have a beer and then fly home. However, i n't there always a
'however.' When we arrived and were met by Col Hutchinson from the
British Embassy in Vienna (tough job). The parade and its importance in
the lives of the people involved became very apparent. We were there as
an honour guard, representing the British Army, who were involved in not
only the liberation of Komen, but also the rebuilding of a town. Even
today they still bond together in unity lO remember all their friends and
families who uffered and died at the hands of the azi invaders.
We paraded during the morning, joining us in the parade wa an honour
guard attachment from an USAF base in Italy and a detachment of
Slo,·enian soldiers. During the parade various guest speakers were invited
to read poem or pa sages from text written to remember all that had
happened. The whole town and others from the surrounding areas had
turned out to ee what was obviously an important event for them. Before
the ational anthems were played, a minute of silence wa observed in
memory of Diana, Princess of\ ales. Which was a touching gesture from
the Slovenian . Once the parade was finished, the fcstivitie began with
local folk music, which LCpl 'Baggy' Bagstaff and Sig 'Dougie'
Douglas really enjoyed. so much o that they went into town straight
afterwards to ee if it was available on CD! Then when the local school
tarted a version of the· Highland Fling' it was all we could do to stop Sig
'Heed' Smith from JOming them! We were also invited to try some of the
local ale whilst LCpl Martin Rudland and ig 'Stu' Dodge got to grips
with some decirledly suspect Goulash.
When we had aid our goodbyes, we left feeli!lg that the British soldiers
we were here to remember, had been made of strong resolve. To come to a
strange country and help people to rebuild their lives must be one of the
most gratifying feelings known to man. We alute you all. Our thanks go
to all the people in Komen who made our stay memorable, and special
thank~ ;o the· lovenian Exile Society 1941-1945' organisation of Komen
both living and no longer with us.

KIWI TROPHY
by LCpl ·Baggy ' Bagstaff
On Friday 14 ovember 1997 the Squadron 's annual March and Shoot
competition. 'The Kiwi Trophy' took place on Salisbury training area. The
march tart and fini he on the Kiwi chalk carving that tands behind
Bulford camp. ew Zealanders awaiting repatriation made the carving
after WWII. The quadron now care for the carving laying ome 100
tonne of chalk on it thi year alone.
The march is 21 km long with a I 0 round shoot at 200m, for which
every dropped hot means three minutes of Lime added to your total time,
all carrying 30lbs of weight and a rifle. The support team had already
completed the course on the preceding Wednesday and the standard was
set by gt ·Jock ' Ca tie. Before the competition had started the usual inter
troop rivalry had begun. The first man away was C pl 'Jelly' S mith and
from then on the competition was well under way, with everyone putting a
good effort. Sig Tipple putting nails in his own coffin, group one PT for
you now mate! Sgt 'Gaz' Greaves put in the fastest march time of2hrs
Smins, but shot like Andy Cole and put himself down the placings list.
Once again he wa~ 'tabbing like the very wind itself' but fell at the very
last fence once again! The competition was won eventually by Sig ' ick'
Jenkins (and that's a crate for being mentioned mate). Jn a total time of
2hrs 23mins, with no shot missed. The inter-troop competition which
involved the first ten times and one officer or SNCO's time was won by
the superior skills of Papa Tp, with an average time including shot of3hrs
and 2mins.
The 'Bald Hedgehog on the Christmas log', or Kiwi trophy was
presented by Brig Duthrie from the Royal ew Zealand Army to Sig
Nick J enkin s. Al o presented by Brig Duthrie was the Barry Trophy,
presented in memory of Lt James Barry who was killed in the Falklands
conflict whilst on attachment from the Squadron to 3 PARA. The trophy is
awarded to the person who has the lowest total time from the I Okm and
20km Ski races that are run in orway and the time from the Kiwi Trophy
so what with postings in and out etc. not open to that many people, thi
year the trophy was justly won by the SSM (no not a fix), well done to
him. All together a good effort by everybody involved even LCpl ' Baggy'
Bagstaff (oops that's me!), and we're all looking forward to January and
the delights of the frozen orth.

EXERCI E DRYSHOD 1997-24 OVEMBER TO l DEC .
EMBER
by LCpl Paul Warren
Monday morning saw the majority of tl
Okehampto.n Camp, Dartmoor. On arrival, a ielci~~1~~~ron .depart to
adopted, with a whole five minutes 10 •et from . . Y athtude was
down to the cookhouse for the lnt~o b~cf from Cv~i~{ to, ~.fom1 and
Monday night the troops deployed in sections on a P.
ug
13 . •!son. O.n
resulted in the north west of Dartmoor being illu . n~~~\; viga 11?n. T~1s
a scene from ·ET' Cpl 'Fossy' Foster b f: h ~mac .Ytore 1hght hke
that is! Througho~t the week lessons ,Jer:rke~~mg the ~gg~st one, torch
~omc rather poor acting from the M.S.l's and pots~n1se',~ atf um.orous by
'M 1.ck' .Ra1· ne w~ th e pie
· k o f tI1e bunch, though I do · 'tth'
· s, ok , which
b I ' Cpl
.
n
m any ody will
be p1ckmg up the~r equity card just yet.
Saturday mommg saw the start of Ex Gilbert Gutbuster A sw·n tab
nav ex across Dartmoor with full arctic kit except skis and ·th e pu 1'k . Dcsp11e
and

1

the mm, all .sections made it to the first Bivvy site by I 630h~· •n
reasonable mghts slee · 4
·
',. ' er a
bright sunshine a~d
m. F ':[ 5 man !cnts, Sunday morning bcgan "ith
around the biv
· ig.\ u ~epackc;r Rudge and 'Dan' King running
routine. The fin7.t J~tyc s~~~ ~a~~~~chna1snddcmrecanors co~ceml mg tent ~oup
sl d ' N di
·
~cue, ex, mvo vmg a 'HJelper
~~d ii:a~s ~~ree~zi:f~~iag~~1;!a~tsingfthke.
lldjclpcl r ~ledge aero rocks, roads
0
·
s is cp oymg to orway next year
All · II I ·
lot bu:ns~~ th1~k. most of the students would have to admll they learnt a
•.
. e question. r..:mam unanswered Can c I 'M · p k
..
while takmg a lesson'! Is Cpl ·At' Bell eail
d tk'' o ay eer sull
'Adie' Sims got at the back of his headrthain~e: cs~ ~~~hv.hat has., gt
,'JR1ck mention to all the attached from School
;:
enou' h to ~ . cgt and 244 Sig Sqn to name but a few, who were fortunate
leamf at lc~'~n~sth! ho~Ae thhcy go back to th~ir respecti:-'e units havmg
mg. t t c end of the day m orway 115 COLD!'

l

s
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259 Sig Sqn
BFP053

Q ADRONNEWS
Sqn Com~
.
faj Steve Turnb ull
There !S an awful lot happening in Cyprus, much of it fendin off the
enemy w1thm, .but then that eems to be the case the e day Th g
·
that the s uns h me d 1'd n •I quite
· make it to December to kee
· e nau e· 1s
throughout the pseudo-winter. The new 21 C Capt 1a'n E ll . Ph us g?mdg
f
h. fi l
1·c
·
•
is, as arnve
~o~ ~s 1 m star 1Lcstyle m York to adopt a millionaire's lifestyle in the
e . apt Cath Wa udby the stand-in 21C has taken her thermal down
to Command Group at Blandford. The SSM, W02 Ch ris Hardwidge is
off to ~4 1g Re~t (EW) as RSM , not quite the same sort of beach resort' he
1 use to, and 1 replaced by W02 ( SM) Dean Ewi ng The quadron
FofS,W02 (Fo~) Skelton is .off to greener pastures, weli home countie
at least, a a c1vthan. Meanwhile, elsewhere in the Squadron ...
12SU WALKABOUT
It all started very early at approximately 0400 hrs on Tuesday 7th
Octo.ber, where ~e co~verged on the registration building at Episkopi
Gamson. Last mmute kit checks and stowing of bare e ential rations for
the long day, a head took place and then off we went on the ' magical
myst.ery tour coached. Lo an u11d1 closed tart point. The 259 Sio Sqn team
~on 1sted of, Sgt 'Fudge' MacP hee, Sgt Steve Lvncb and ~yself Cpl
S~lly ' Webster~ the Squadron entered four teams 'and fini hing was the
pnmary. aim. Thi .gruell ing two-day event would lead u across the harsh
mountamous .terrain between Episkopi Garrison and Troodos tation and
back agam w11h teams navigating between ten check points.
. _D~Y ON~-We ~ad a good day thank to the uperior navigational
skill of Sgt Fudge Mac Phec, many times we were pa sed on the track
only to come out .ahead of the nmncrs who had run off past us, (Fudge told
me to add that !me). By the time we reached checkpoint four we were
exhausted, and slightly disillusioned thinking that we must have taken a
bad rome, but. w~ were encouraged and ready to run when we found out
that we were in line for Fir t Resident Team Day One. All those training
Sunda~s nmnmg around the mountain bondu had payed off. Eventually
w~ finished Day One in pretty good shape that wa an achievement in it
se f. By the end ?fDay One it was confirmed we were up for winning the
solid silver boot 1f we could maintain thi. performance.

DAY TWO-With another silly o'clock start in tbe momin we were
offi It ~vas much harder to motivate our bodies. but the menf~t stamina
kicked~ Not lo bore you with the details, (whoop too late already) we
n~v1~at to a t:emendous victory Homing the 1st Resident Team 'and
w~nnmg the Sohd Silver Boot in an excellent time of 17 Jong hours ?
~~~~~ and 59 seconds. The cour e took us from 550ft all to a climb of
,d
o ver .rugged mol'.ntamous ter:am covering more than ixty miles
an ~e a1l aid never agam, till next time?
, F ~1tbstanding all the physical stress the teams had been through gt
Cu ~~· i:~cP~ee and Cpl ' Sally' Webster then went on to represent a
om me erv1ces Cyp~ Orienteering Team. They al o competed in the
f-AF lnter-Command Onenteenng Champion hips 1997 le than a week
ater. .C~I ally Webster. also competed in the Anny Manial Arts
Asso.c1at1on Karate Championship and was placed 2nd in the individual
figh~1~g ei:t1on and 1st place 111 the team event representing 259 Sig S n
rece1vmg his Army Colours. for repre enting the Army Karate Team. ~n
excellent performance from the team and individua ls which is a credit to
the Squadron.
CALEDONIA CLIMB
.Four members of th~ Squadron recently competed in the Caledonian
Chmb that too.k place .m the Troodo Mountain during September The
Caledoman Climb 1s literally that: a race run over a cour e of k~ but
mcludmg a n e of 600 metres. The four members of the team Capt Paul
Merry, Sgt Ste"e Lynch, ig Jon Hogg and Sig ·flan' Fl~nnigan all
:om~leted the course and came second in the team e\'ent. However. the
exertion and effort was n.ot wasted a the members of the team how whit t
weanng their fi ne ·one size fi ts all' Caledonian Climb T-Shirt .

We'll take the cable-car next year!

LCpl 'Baggy' Bagstaff attempts to hide his face behind a
proudly held flag
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The Kiwi Trophy winner Sig Nick Jenkins receives 'the Kiwi'
from Brig Duthrie who is on the New Zealend Defence Staff
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Five more wins and we'll have a pair each!
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EPI TROOP-BATTLE CA IP 19'J7
Cyprus in . ovei:iber is generally regarded a· a particular! wet sea ·on
so 11 was an idea l lime for the quadron Battlecamp, Ex Bra\'e Crnsadcr.
T~e fii:st week we deploy.:d to the Akama. Training Area for a spot of
L1\ e Fmng and the second week was clo,er lo ci"ilisation in the Paramal 1·
area.
'
We O\'ercame the ini.ti~ I pmblcms associated with all quadron
Battlecamp . uch a adm1111stcnng cnthu ia,rn 111jcct1ons only 10 find out
~hat . a numb:r of local Cypriot were oppo ed to our plans to conduct
section attacks on their nature rescn e and were planning to blockade the
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· teady hands' Donnelly who joined the quudron from 9 Sig Regt to run
the ranges.
The second pha c of Battlecamp was .centred. around th.e d_csci:ted
Turkish village of Paramali and wa mostly mstmcnonal, c~1lmmatmg 111 a
patrol competit ion and a fina l assault. As. the old1ers t01led m the field . the
directing staff wa: kept busy conducung numerous recces of the Ep1
Gamson sandwich bars and shower blocks. After a hard patrol the
quadron formed up and launched a. tacticall y b:illiant assa~1lt on those D
who had made it out o f bed at 5.30 m the mornmg. Followmg photos, and
a clean up back at camp post ex_crci e ~rinks wer~ hel~ at the Jimmy Club.
Be t Signaller award went to 1g Daz Who me? Harnes. Every one wa
in agreement that it wa a t~ntastic '~ay to spend two ~eeks and a~e
pleading with the O to do 1t all agam a soon as pos 1ble. March is
looking a favounte, when the weather 's really bad.

route ,n to the kamas. A ctmmng plan wa de\ 1scd and we managed to
a\oid am real hade with the local lentil brigade. We.managed to ~onduct
three dit'rerent ranges over four days and the majority of .the obJeCtl\'eS
\\ere achic\'ed. The rain that had b ·n booked eventuall. arn.ved and made
up for its del!ly in quantity. \ , the wind picked U)l and the.ram got heavier,
the tent took off and were o!· · v prevented from d1sappeanng totally by the
Bedford they were la:,hcd to As the~' hole quadron c.lung desperately ~o
the cook-hou. e tent to prevent a • mular fate ne-,,·s of turthe: disaster was
only a phone call away. A number of the Cl adr?n r~cc1\'ed word of
intend d po ting to tho e other renowned hohda_ situations Bulford and
Brawd}
On the final day of li\'c finng .L Cpl ·.Taff' James. gav.e everyon~ a well
de erved thirty minute break with t~e1r head buned into the dirt after
throwing a blind from the grenade pit. The long lonely \ alk fell to Sgt

'Michael' Jackson. Finally we would also like to sa h II 0
postit:s, S igs Radz ' Teletubbies' Radivojsn and Robbi:.£ e
to, ~ur two
well done to you both for keeping the MT flags flying .
ye eye urner,
QUARTERMASTER DEPARTMENT
QM
Capt B. J. Dalton
RQM S .
.
. W02 (RQMS) W. Cox
Well th mg are still runnmg ju~t within the department eonsiderin h
changeover o'. staff between Sarajevo and St Tonis. Now we have th: !BC:
Team m Bosma, RQMS (Stand-m) Rob 'I 've got a job ' M 1 tt c 18
B.otwright: congratu lations on his promotion to,Cpl. Att~ihed ispLCa~
J~m McPlue from the LAD and ig Chippy Williams ( econd tour see irl
can last as long as the QM). Now back 111 the land of the living is the 'A'

JCUFI
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280 (UK) Sig Sqn
BFP035

ALPHA TROOP
TpComd
Tp gt

Lt Todd (deployed in Bo nia)
gt Barker

FREEDO I PARADE A1 D MEDAL PARADE
.
After a glorious week of drill, ~vhich the whole Squadron ob~1ou ly
enjoyed, we wanned up for a workm~ weekend. (At lea t we d1dn t have
to go hopping v.ith wive !!) On Fnday 14 ovember T he 1~ster ~f
ignals, 1aj Gen I. O. J. Sprackling presente?. personn~l with. thetr
Bosnia 'ATO medals. This was followed by the important stuff m. t11e
bar. The next day the Squadron was honoured by the local tadt.and given
the 'Freedom ' of t Tonis. After marching t11rougb the town wllh words
drawn and bayonets fixed we were all invited, lO take part in a fun run or
as the Germans seem to call it. a tediou walk.

delight ( till all ery civilised) wa hed down with oodles of oozo and vino
collapso. After fully atisfying our taste bud we set off en mass to the
bowling alley only to find Cpl ' ick' McAnuJty had sneaked away early
so that he could practice. In the mean time LCpl .' Rodney ' J:Iatcher
discovered his all time hero, the European Bowling Champ ion. He
managed to get a neaky autograph. and even seeme~ quit~ ~isappoin~ed
when it was explained the guy was JUSl a Gem1.a n waiter. 1g AndY_ Htg~
Five' King decided to celeb~ate afl~r a on~ time stnke by S gt Tom
Davies and ended up flat on h1 face m the middle of the bowling alley.
Many 'Red Zombies' later the bowling deterio!'3ted from bad .to worse
so several of the die-hard decided to venture mto a seedy mght-club
behind the bowling alley. This is where gt ·Trev' McSwee~ came ou~ of
his shell a the next replacement for L.L. Cool J. While this was takmg
place his audience, consisting of LCpl 'Rodney' Hatcher, LCpl ' The Zip '
Lobb and LCpl ·Jan' Wells, were doin& a virtual retake fr?m the Full
Monty. All in all everybody had a good mgbt and we would like to 1!1ank
LCpl 'Gilly' Gilbert, LCpl 'Cocksy' Cocks and 'Rodney' for orgi1:msmg
a very entertaining evening and hurry up and get the next one organised!
The Troop is now trying hard to wind down for Xmas but w~th the
reformation of Charlie's Tp thi just eem impossible. Congratulations to
LCpl C. Marshall and LCpl L. Rickar~ on their promo~ions, al o
congratulations to Rick and family ~n the .birth of their baby gul, Emma
Jade. I finish though on a ad note m saymg farewell to all ~he lads and
lass that we lost to the Charlie's, gt A. Peel, Sgt M . Stebbmgs, Cpl S.
Ireland, Cpl M. Lennie, LCpl D. Bailes, LC~l C. Marshall, ~Cpl 1.
Rutland, LCpl K. Young, Sig D. Anderson, Sig T. Holland, Sig Heed
McDonald, ig M. Wild.
MT TROOP

MTO
Tp SSgt

The Master of Signals Maj Gen Sprackling
presents Sig Wild with his NATO Military Medal
WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
The Troop would like to give a big welcome to LCpl Si Harris, Sig
' GWAR' Crothers and ig ' Plug' Ryall and a sad farewell to Lt Gareth
'The Towel' Lamb, best ofluck in the future.
1

"llEW SQ
DRON FORMATIO
adl we have got to move on, our mission in Bosnia has almost come
to an end. Charlie Tp are reforming in readiness for the Squadron to be
operational on mis ion end. That means a big move to Troops yet again.
o we mu t say farewell to the following personnel of Charlie Tp, Sgts
Lee Coffill, Andy aunders, ean l\llay Cpl Steve Perry, Sigs Si
Richens, "'obby tiles, onny Lowe and Jo Elli on. A hearty hello to
LCpl Barney Barnacal coming to us from the MT.
BRAVO TROOP
by Sig ar!tlield
.
Tp Comd
Lt Evans
Tp S gt
SSgt Davies
With the ongoing deployment in Bosnia life in the Troop continues to
be hectic. However, despite the extra commitments, we still managed to
find the time for some of the more traditional military pastimes, TROOP
PARTIES!' On Saturday 25 October, Bravo Tp had a little pre-Xmas
soiree to give the boys going back to Bo~nia a bit of a send ofT. The
e\cning all started very civilised, and as one would expect as the night
went on everybody began to relax into the spirit of the event We began by
gorging our. elves on what can only be described as a gastronomic Greek
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Team. Wc!c?m~ back to _RQM Cox (Top of the cla ss for plane spotting),
gt Scott Imm love with a beautiful woman ' and ig ·rvejust collected
my POHR ' Wood.
.
. Welc~mcs to LCpl 'I'll have a shot on yer bike' '\1cCracken and his
wife Elam e and chJldren Graham and hannon-Lee LCpl 'l'lljust walk
mto a Board of Offic~rs' Carli n and LCpl 'Bl~ndic' Po,~ell. The
department v:ould also like to welcome C pl • ice to meet you I'm Dave'
Hurrell. Whilst the A Team were out in Sara.1evo there was a considerable
change to Capt (Q~) Tve ~till got a sun tan' Dalton holiday resort, with
a newly laid patio with luscious green gra s surroundings. ot forgetting
the h,cl~ful Bos~1an gardener who we think lives on Malboro cigarettes.
The B Teams challenge now the winter is closing in is to build a ki
slope!!

Capt Dougie Wright
SSgt Rick olan

ARRIVALS/FAREWELLS
Firstly the Troop would like to wish S gt Rick '"':'here's <;Jromrnit?'
1 olan and his lovely wife Jannine, who ha~e JUSt arnved fr?m
Leadership Tp, a warm welcome to our busy domam . We would also like
to welcome Cpl Kev ' o HGV' Butler from . freland an~ Cpl Al
'Felcher' Pearson and his lovely wife Tracey who have JUSt J01ned us
from Alpha Tp. We all hope you enjoy your unique tour within a busy
operational unit. We would all like to take lhi oppo1tunity to say farewell
but not goodbye to the followi ng: Cpl Ally 'Sash man ' Munr~ who has
left us, kicking and screaming, to become the fearful Sheriff. LCpl
Barney Tm Welsh you know ' Barnacal who has now become Alpha Tp
MT rep . LCpl John 'MTO' Phoenix has left us to become Charlie Tp
MT rep . Finally we all would like to wish our deepest sympathy to all 111
. Ireland on the arrival of ig Darren Pullen and his wife Sig Nicky
Pullen. Congratulations to them both on their very recent and very well
deserved promotions. So what's been happening? The start of November
was exceptionally busy and started with drill rehearsals under the watch.Fu!
eye of gt Dave 'where's my voice' Honeyman for the up and commg
SFOR medal and Freedom of St Tonis parades both of which went very
well. The following personnel from the MT received their medal for an
often eventful and arduous tour in the Balkans: Sgt Mick McDonnell,
LCpls 'Ritchie' Birch, 'Puggy' Pugh, Sigs ' Jacko' Jackson , 'Robbie'
Turner, ' Scott' Wilson, ' Jase ' Summers, ' Daz' Pullen and Charlie 'Sam
Dingle' Lister. Well done to you all and we all hope you're all lookmg
forward to your next experience of a multinational deployment. Absent on
parade, LCpl John 'Managed to skive off lo America' Phoenix- catch you
next time!
Next on the agenda was the all ranks Christmas function and obtaining
the 280 family Christmas-Tree which was kindly donated by the S~dt,
with a special thank to LCpl Al 'Robber' Watson and hi s amaz~ng
hacksaw and not forgetting his big green truck! The Christma~ funcuon
went extremely well and was a big tick in the box for our MT w1lh special
thanks to LCpls Ritchie ' Lance . .. ouch!' Birch, Al ' Scouse' Watson,
Sigs 1 eil 'If it's going to happen it'll happen to me ' Pearson and ' Jacko'
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OC
Maj Mark Adams
USM
W02 (S M) Steve Hughes
Welcome to the latest instalment from the South Atlantic composed b
the Army Ele~ent s~ppli.ed mainly by I (UK) ADSR who t~k over in lat~
August. De p1!e this bemg our first submission we are already on the
down s lop~ bemg halfway though our tour and we'll almost be home b
the time this reache readers.
y
UHQ
gt 'Chiefy' Clarke at the admini trative hub of the unit continue to
st:ugglc with the problems oflooking after sailors, soldiers and ainnen all
wu,h d~ffere.nt systems and differing requirement . It doesn't help that
we ve mhented the fi ling s:i:istem from hell and Pte 'Broths· Brotherton
would. much rath.e r be yompmg. A recompense for working in UHQ is that
Shark1es, the umt bar, 1s there. Resident artists Sgt 'Mac' McBride the
USM , and the bar manager Sgt 'Robbo' Robertson, Cpl Billy ' An'gus'
C uthbe1·tson .and the committee ha~e further improved the decor inside
and several highly successful funct ions have marked it as the funkiest
groove pot in town. The charity Halloween ight in Sharkies rai ed £360
for the Stanley '.L1gh.thouse ' Seaman's Mission which ha done much for
JCUFI populanty with the locals.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Flt Lt Martin ' ice but dim' Ingleson
SNCO IC RADCO
Sgt Mark 'Scouse' Simcock
The a?v.ance party. for ~DCO consisting of Sgt 'Scouse' Simcock
and Cpl s Geordie Pie Man Pearson and 'Tommo' Thompson had their
work s~ t out sorting out_RADCON with less manpower and more tasks.
The slufts panned out with LCpl ' Paddy' Briscoe taking the lucky straw
he now has. 1x months on shi ft with ig Lucy ' Barbie' Corlett. The neV.:
!P Comd !s etthng 1~ . Well, in body anyway- him being RAF Flt Lt
Feebleson Tngleson 1s a refreshing change a his first word were ' J
ha~en't got _a clue what I am doing here'-join the club. It also takes u
qune a while to understand his Yorkshire accent so we just nod in
agreement anyway. Despi te his encouraging words (whatever they mean)
RADCO
has been bu y. Stagging on shift and upplying rebro ,
detachments and com1:ns tnals for every exercise going.
On. Ex Purple Strike, apparentl y the onl y joint serv ice live flring
ex~rc1 e done anywhere involving coordinating and supplying comm for
~hip , toi;iadoes, range afety staff and an in fantry company. Cpl Geord ie
Stage Diver ' Pearson, ~igs 'Fattybu m' Ireson and ' Rosie· Rose et up a
tac HQ on the mappropnatel)'. named Sag Cove Ridge. They had to put up
with the exercise controller, mfantry Lt Col 'Grumpy ' George and Ops
Officer Capt Guy ' Sharky' Benson, who both had a tendency to get
extremely excited , while the lads tayed calm (too many E numbers in
their compo rations or something) .
1:he big one, Theatre Exerci e Cape Petrel involved plenty of
excitement. LCpl Tim Borrie unfortunately succumbed to a superior
:nemy f?rce at Campito bill top ite de pite igs ' Jimmy ' Hendrick and
KY' W1lcockson aggre sively laying trip flare and patrolling trying to
look ITloody and meaningful. igs Rose and ' Lacey Stacey' Payne arrived
by Chmook like the 5th (AB) Cavalry with their rebro detachment but the
landowner complained (reminders of Germany) so they went home again,
was 11 something they aid? There was a different result on West Falkland
where the detachment at Mt Adam is now known as 'The Heroe of Mt
Adam'. Cpl Paul George,
igs 'Adie' Howland and 'Shacks·
hnc~leton , repelled an infantry patrol by craftily catching rhem in their
sleep111g bags. Very embarra ing for the infantry, much more amusing for
.I UFI. The Brigadier flew up to Mt Adam later for tea and medal . ot to
be outdone. Campito received a specia l visit from the tranglers on a C E
visit. Unfottunately, the lad , not being old enough to remember the group,
were much more interested in the ' exotic' dance troupe.
SOUTH GEORGIA
ll may not be ' The Edge of the World', but we can ee it from here. The
South Georgia igs Det, tbat con ists of gt Andy Turner. LCpl Rob
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Brodie, the newly arriv~d Cpl Morrow and Sig Martin ' Baggy'
Bagshaw, amved on the !s.land of South Georgia in mid-August to be
greete? by the happy smiling face of the off-going Sigs Det. South
Georgia must be ?ne of th~ most remot.e places that British troops have to
endur~ . The gam on 1s situated at King Edward Point, which was the
adm1mstrat1ve. centre ~or the island during the period that the whaling
Stallons were ID operat10n. The whaling station called Grytviken (known
l<? ~ as 'Grimviken') is situated just across the bay. Currently our only
~ISltors ~re lh?se who come on the monthly re-supply ship (2Lt Phil
Jughead MUJr on HMS Somerset and Flt Lt 'Fliptop grin· Ingleson on
H~S Bra1'e) and the occasional c1vvy visitor. scientific visits and cruise
h t~. Yes, ,some people volunteer to come down here, some people even
P~Y· lfwe re extremely lucky the RAF talk to us if they manage to get the
air re-supply to us. Although our tour on South Georgia is intere ting
challengmg and very varied, it i without all of the 'Quality' that'~
provided on the Falkland Islands. a~d we are very much looking forward to
getting home ..Meanwhile, we w1ll1usl have to carry on with all the Arctic
Warfare Trammg. boat haadling training, Reindeer culling. etc. etc.
CHARLIE TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

2Lt Simon Coeshott
SSgtlan Lee

COMMANDO CHALLE GE
Completed i.n I?ecem?er, the <;ornmando Challenge competition was a
gruellmg 76 mile yomp, followmg the route of45 Commando from Port
San ~arlos to Sta.nley durin,g the war. St.ands were attempted along the
way mc!ud1.ng nver c:ossmgs, fast atd, range , map reading and
co'.nmumcauon .. The highlight b~mg the JCUFI team scoring higher
pomts than the mfantry on the sectton attack. All competing teams raised
~?ney for. the '82 Tru t that support families of servicemen killed or
mJured dunng the conflict. The JCUFI team consisted of team captain Cpl
:Me~· Carter. LCpl ' Paddy ' Briscoe, LCpl • nakey' Lake. LCpl
,Yak H~aley~ LCpl ' oft Mint ' <;leary, Pte 'Yo Bro' Brotherton, Sig
mu.dge Smith and la. t but deftrutely not lea t, Sig ·Big Boy' Lindsay.
De p1te their youth and mexpenence the team finished an excellent fourth
crossing the lin~ in style all together ahead.of the depl~ted RAF and a~~
tca~s. They rat ed over £400 for the chanty and I tl11nk they·d ay, now
thetr bh~ters have ub~1ded.• that th.ey enjoyed it. an event they're unlikely
to expenence agau1. It s quite pos 1ble they would have been in for medal
had a team member not been abotaged by a dodgy AAFI pizza
consumed whilst carbo-loading the night before and the fact the Falklands
Islands Defence Force team relied su piciously heavily on 'local
knowledge ' .

The Commando Challenge Team
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Th.: initial k\\ week · ha\ c seen the FIT team. winch comprises IC Sgl
·nu t\ · \Ii lier. pl Dave ·Catalogue l\lan · Morgan. L y~ :\latt ·~rash
Bam/ dams . who·· had c"l.pcricncc of the hazardous dn n ng cond1t1on ·
hcre~on th !<lands, and mysdfLCpl teve rnold leammg the ropes . \i c
are all settling 111 and trying to familiarise ourselvc · '' ith the unmanned
hill wp : ite>. when the R F he 1r.op1ers decide not to hreak down on _us.
I.Cpl tatt Adam · h.1s st ill not "ecn forg iven by the locals fo r destrO)'. lllg
one of their ta"\ts. and cutt ing off their power for a day atler dnvmg,
"\\ 1thout due care and attcnuon · otherwbe known n not ee1ng a l?P. 1gn
unt il 11 was too late. He got in the local paper and made a bn el but
e. pen. i\ e appearan e at tan le~ magi tra_tes court. \ ~ are ably upportcd
b} John ·Guru ' , ' ichol thc l\ tarcom engmee~ who me_ to educat~ us on
FIT •. he's been here ten years -;o he'. had a httle pracuce, we cant be . o
bad. he"s >0lun1eered for a Rhino badge on his landrover.

LCpls An d y Langa n and 'Mas e ' Mason co mpare notes
POWE R ECTIO
ince the Power Section ED's arrived in the Falkland Islands on the 22
August we have been bu . completing essential repairs on the generators
on remote hill top site . After a few days on rhe Islands, three of the

·c
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Maj Gordon Duncan
W02 (SSM) Pete Charles

It has been some time ince our last conrribution to The Wire. Much has
happened and we hope in this short space to bring people up to date on
what we have been doing.
E E RCI E IN BRIEF
Ex Glacial Enigma in February saw five Regular members of the
quadron deploying to orway to undergo Arctic Warfare Training and take
part in a communications exerci e. March saw the Squadron deploy on Ex
Tellurian Lynx to the USA, cotland and Jersey. The exercise concluded
with those in Scotland gaining either Bronze or Silver skiing awards. This
year TA Squadron members were given the opportunity 10 take part in one
of three exerci es. Ex Global Lynx I took pl.-.ce in Denmark, Cyprus &
Gibraltar in June. Ex Global Lynx 2 took place in Australia in November
and Ex Global Lynx 3 is yet to occur but will be taking place in Africa.
September was the first OBUA exercise for the Squadron. Combining
OB A training, a confidence course, dawn attack and CFT all into one
hort 1eekend in Thetford. In October the Squadron deployed to Denmark
on Ex Runnel Stone. Other exercises during the year have also een the
quadron deployed to Jordan. Egypt and Kuwait. What would at first
seem like a super jct-setting lifestyle has been largely due to the
commitment of both TA and Regular per onnel and the hard work of the
Op> team led by Ops Offr, Capt Ros Brown and YofS 'Ginge' Willimon t.
EXERC ISES J DETAIL
EX E RC ISE GLOBAL LY X 2
On 4 ovember 1997, 19 members of I Sig Sqn deployed 'downunder' for a three-week exercise with 126 Sig Sqn Australian Army- ten
days of comms, three days of adventure training and a week with the
Australian Commandos messing about in boats. No Cl 30's for us though!
\\'e flew in reasonable comfort and even managed a stopover in Si ngapore
for 'ome duty-free shopping. On arrival in Au tralia we deployed to three
w 1dely dispersed locations. The comms were challengi ng but easy when
compared to sonic of the other problems enc-0untered! In the north the det
had to endure 'Camp Krusty' (aptly named) buried in dense equatorial
Jungle 35 degrees and infested with flies and dangerous inhabitants such
as the lethal <nakc that sneaked up on our YofS! 111e concentration of the
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section were ent up to Mt Carolme to carry out minor repa irs. LCpl
• ' ipplc" Humphre~s. I.C pl Mart) Warner and ig L! ndsay were under
the impression that the. were go mg up for only one ni ght , however .thi:y
ended up : pcndmg four mghb due to the bad_ wcathc1: and the Helt-op
being cancelled. L pl ·Masc' Mason and Sig Ncsshng arc now bu y
travelling up the mountain si!es fi xing generators. M ~anwhil e the Section
CO. C pl ' Merm · Carter ts haY1ng a conu nua l mghtmarc sortmg out
JCUFl MT: he appears to ha\e lost most of his hair through stress. With all
of this mayhem going on ar? 1111d J:iin1 LCpl ndy I.:a.n gun is having fun
organising helicopter opcrauon for all the many v1s1ts to the mountam
top . The least pleasant job o f~ has been a FOO weep at Mt Carol!ne.
This unmanned ·ite on a bare hill top has no toilet and team omcumc
spend several day. there, you can imagine the · ort of un avoury items that
were picked up. 2Lt imon C oeshott led the way.
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T he h ill w al kin g group

(L -R): Mai q1 1fether, S gt T homson, SSgt T hornton Granville

Lt Ca v in, LCpl Bruce, SSgt Waters t on, SSgt Taske r,

'

Capt Tho mpson .
Dinner on this occasion was delayed, while those who can and those
who thought the)' could, held a Golf competition, on the local nine-hole
course. The tension w~ high, the OC being the holder of a handicap,
play~d off cratch, while the re t negotiated an advantage. gt •oaz·
Collms,w1th ~ 1 new clubs {£120 from Index), won the day from W02
(YofS) ~ndy Dobson (who u ed hi s cast off sticks). 1aj Bryan "Did I
really give you 14 shots ' G ilfcth er had had a trophv cabinet made
specially. Others worth)'. of a mention are, C apt Andrew ·FOUR! '
T hompson, and Ca pt En c ·Go back to one, when you lose count" Blyth .
Swarming practice from a Puma

EXER CISE RUN EL STO E
Ex Runnel Stone is an annua l quadron exercise taking place over a
weekend in Denmark. It involves deploying by sea and air, meeting with
local partisans, carrying out recce patrols against real targets and using
skill and cunning to plant dummy explos ive devices in key installations
whilst bei ng pursued by enemy soldiers, dogs and handl ers. T he Squadron
invited members of 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn, 63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (Y), and 216
(Para) Sig Sqn to take pati in the exercise on the is land of Fyn. With
gusting winds the exercise started with a night insertion by air. T he first
and only parachutist to jump before wi nd got too high was Cpl ylvester
Hack. He drifted some way outside of ihe DZ and went to ground waiting
fo r his other patrol members to join him. He was eventually found after
some 30 minute by the QC and Brig Griffin who was seen carrying Cpl
Hack's bergen ofT the DZ. The patrols deployed to their hide locations in
farms and awaited orders. They set off but as ever things did not always go
according to plan.

•

0

LI ESECTION
The ectioa is extremely busy with a never ending Ii ts of task
generated by the antiquated telephone y tern and lots of proj ect work.
This hasn't topped gt Joh n P hiJips and Sig 'Ears' L affer ty arranging
the nece ary re ources thro ugh foul means or fair to organi se an
enormously uccessfu l trea ure hunt for the whole unit. Sgt Phillips and
his section abil iry to procure items down here ha become legendary and
was put to excellent u e when looking after the 8 1 Sig Sqn (V) lads who
are all BT engineers who worked and played hard during their extremely
beneficial battlecamp.

det close to Bri bane was broken by the sound of gunfire at l o' clock in
the morning to di cover that four murderers and a rapist had just escaped
from the nearby top ecurity prison and were hiding in nearby woods.
They had 10 lay low fo r several hours until the e capees were
apprehended. A for Melbourne, they' d packed their shorts and sun cream
and came back lilly-white because the weather wa so chilly! With the
comms pha e sati factorily completed it was time for ome adventure
training on the Great Barrier Reef. This included abseiling, white water
rafting and the highlight fo r everyone was a day on The Reef scuba diving.
The aim o f the military exercise phase was to introduce the members
from the Squadron to Australian Commando operations and to participate
in an amphibious exercise. The first thing was to introduce everyone to the
craft and learn the cap ize and man-over-board drills, omething we
became totally proficient at by the end of the exercise. Then fo llowed
familiarity training where we actually were let loose to steer the boats
making the Australians practice their capsize dri ll.! After a short period of
drowning our compatriots, we relinquished the steering ta k and were
prepared for a four hour transit discovering many new mu cles on route!
The next day we ventured into Riverine Ops practisi ng ' Action -On' and
Reece Drills followed by 'Swimmer-Scout' drills and surf-negotiation. A
day on the ranges was followed by a navigationa l exercise- the pore in
Papua New Guinea is quite picturesque!!!

/

r:s1t9~~ in~roduccd Kayaking, with the prom l!SC of an expedition to Canada
· . cy presto, ten canoes instantly filled with 'kayakcr 's' Day 1
· ·.
·
was an
. an cxpcnmcntal
. e1ght-m1leJ·oume y, to 1cam how to paddle. usmg
1.~arn ~gbpackage currently under tria l. ft seems quite simpl e, the instructor
J st o s doY:'n telhng you why you capsized! We fini shed at the
~ran~~u llh rapids on the river Tay. All were able to tell tales in the bar of
T~; ~ t~ \"aves we;e. ~nd how eas.)' it is to get out once submerged .
·il d aJ Bryan Just ~me more ndge Gi lfct her led a group on a
d
r~wn
~sk JOumcy, which ensured all were tired and thirsty upon
h" um. en awes was the mam peak crossed. with excellent weather and
1 ~h cl~ud, the group was able to escape completely from city life and
enJOY t e spectacu lar scenery that is so unique to Scotland.

YSCON& MT
Greetmgs from y con, the , new hifi ? n watch and SMT 0!1 call 10
mend all broken technical stufl . Our role is to mam1a111 all 60 c1rcu1ts m
theatre and that arriYe on island by HF or atellitc and the things that
connect 10 tho ·e circuits. The RAF, not unusually, have done pre-tour
training to pave their way, gi ving them a head start. We are all up to speed
now and outages don ·1cau c mis ed heart beats any longer, we ll not much,
Cp l 'Gaz ' Stokoe did go a linlc pale at the end the first mon~h '";hen both
satellite decided to go down together JUSt before the Bngad1ers prayers.
Of the many circuits we look afier the flightwatch HF mu l be the most
important as we ta lk to the _incoming Tristar on it. E senti_a l for checking
the flight can:y mg the mai l, R& R pas engers and mo t importantl y the
many parcel for LCpl Lean ne Barker, the question is has she got
enough shoes yet? Finally a late welcome to LC pl ' Sunny' Ha rdy who
arrived in eptember and has volunteered to stay unul the end of tour
whenever that might be!
Motivati ng yourself to get involved with a team port here is a good
thing. ome of y con are haring their passion of football and performing
well- a mention for Cpl Stokoe and FofS ' Jenks' J enkins (despite his
unfortunate obses ion fo r Arsenal FC). with a strong RAF contingent in
the frame and all hitting the net on a regular basis.

1 (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC)
SqnComd
SSM

.

OTHER MATTERS
. The Squadron training te.am have been busy introducing a new TA trade
tra ming package and . trammg the Regular Special Communications
Cour e which re ulted 111 fi~e new members joining the Squadron in June.
As thi s report ~oes to pnnt we look forward to welcoming 24 more
Regulars 111clud111g. m ~ ~y . volunteers on our A es ment Course. Tho e
Regulars mterested lllJOimng us for the next intake should read SOinC PD
206. Th~ l ~tes t acqui sitio!1 i_ a new telephone exchange. Whil t
dramatically 1111pr?vmg_service 11 has led to a few grey hairs for the Chief
Clerk, _S gt Debbie Driver with a new expre smn being added to her
reperto1re- ' Please excuse me if r cut you offi '

EXER CISE DEEP GORGE 26 SEPTEMBE R-2 OCTOBER 1997
ln support of Army HQ Scotland. we provided 4 detachments with
sec_ure telegraph communications, available for use by the EXCO staff
Th is gave the unit an additional event, to confirm the trade traini ng which
had _been conducted on. o~: own annual camp earlier. Capt (Tfc) Bob
Dav idson took respons1b1hty for leadmg the troop into the fie ld. He
~eserv~s a firm lap on the back for bringing them back a week later a
little wiser and a lot older. The link we provided were kept bu y when the
staff had messages to send to each other. but when it got dark and a linle
cold, the watch-keepers did not eem a keen ro keep u busy. Its a well
know fact, a bored s1~aller ~s e.xrremely dangerous. he/ he i brighter
than_ the average soldier and ts likely to carry out experiments uch as
finding the computable temperature of an HB2 battery. To thi end we

2 (City of Dundee) Sig Sqn
Sqn

omd

Maj B. P. G ilfether MBE TD

UPSA D DOW S
Welcome to Sgt 'Daz' C ollin who arrived with hi wife L isa and
d~ughter Georgia, on promotion from 14 (EW) Sig Regt. Farewell to SSgt
A~ d e Ga rner , promoted and po ted to l (UK) Armd Di\'. The quadron
w1 h you all the best, and hope the abacus is ucd on leaving will assist
w11h the blanket counting.
PICE 12-14 E PTEMBERl997
EXER CISE TA RTA
A convoy ?f mini-bu es made the ' hort journey from Dundee to
Kenmore to enJOY a weekend of advcnturou training. The advanced party
pr~pared the accommodation and kitchen, so when the troop arrived the
bncfing package was got out the way quick ly, 10 ensure Squadron bonding
was not delayed. The short eight- tep journey from the accommodation to
the bar was comp leted by all , both way ! And after a si ngi ng experience, a
qu ick power . leep was in order, before the days' activities began.
The Squudro~ has a wea lth of experienced climbers, with members also
part of the cotush Mounta in Rescue team . All this experience could not
help a fnghtened ig 'Woody (not Alan)' V oodcock de cend from the
lop, after the hard work of the climb. The track wa too sma ll to upport a
Cran~. so hr was tentatively lowered. gt ' Daz' Collins cont inued to
practice his rendi tion of All the lec1ves are brown by the Mama's and
Papa's, much .to the annoyance of everyone el c.
Smee arnv mg W02 (YofS) 'A ndy' Dobson ha tried in vain to get the
Squadron canoeing. Well since canoeing ha had such bad pre in the
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Sgt 'Buzz Lightyear' Goodyear-'Why don't they answer?'
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mcntcd our own trat1i . mo~tly of a humorou nature. The troops were
,u,pieious at the amount of 'rubbish ·bemg produced by apt Bob and the
Yeoma n. It came to light afkr endcx, that they l~ad exha.u ted the_ cont.e1:t 1
of ~ copie: of Vtz and the problem pages tr?m everal girlie_~mg .
C'oncratulations to io Forbc ·1wo umames Smart for _sun I\ mg a
\\eek with the two p;'eviously 1nentioned gentlemen and " 1gs lurrc).
utclifTe and Jen uy Randall , tor coping with the strange behaviour ol
gt •Tony lCicnr Reekf Doher l)'. The weeks h1gge' t cock-up was
produced bv the \eo ma n. who ha\ing serviced wil.1 the COM EC Team
·hould kno\, better than to invent voice procedure ·Tango 22_, Tan_go 2?,
you are diffo:uh. dit1icult, unhearablc over·, , cveral econds of holdmg ht>
head in hi hands followed .

1

Highland r..) near Blair <\tholl in Penh hire where the sett ing up of the
gt P~ll Skene
equipment \\as demonstrated by the RAF Corporal .
provided tech cow r and a squeaky clea~ 240' suppl y was. delivered by
generator watched o\er b)' gt Da1 Colhns. Capt Bob Davidson was put
in charge of lighting and make-up, atler only a couple of tecthmg
problems an initial trial of_thc equipment was successfully ~arned out by
beaming u fu ll fro ntal of the OC' to London. On the tollowmg two
mornings the equipment was succcs~fully set up ?Y tl1e . Squad'.on
members and demonstnited to the sta ff at DCMC dunng their mornmg
briefino ses ion. the staff appearing to be particularly impressed by the
live video shots of a mist co, ·ercd Scottish hillside in ovembcr.

'E RI ES 3 L .• DROVER CA TING POLICY
.
.
.
Beino a member ofa TA unit i· a dangerous a erv1ce with u RE mme
\.:aran;e unit. lwell the journey to the minefield is at le~ t). Our _REM!!
section has worked tireles ly to en ure our fleet of 40. ene 3 vehicles, 1
roadwonhv. Most of the oldier; are younger than tl1e vehicle. they work
on and our, RP V 1, gt Dave 'When I wa an A M' Hea p. can only
just remember the day they replaced the donkey. ormally a great dr_a w
for the TA i the ·free' driving licence. Well, when tl1e tro~p get behind
the wheel and a ·k question like, · hould I be ~teenng this much to _go
straight?' and ' Are tl1e windsc~een wipers suppo_ e to mear the' ater like
that?' one tan to worry. Whtie the regular umts col ~ect the WOLF and
gladly pa their ca t off~ down the food cbam? we rn. the T hope the
Corps Collective have ignored the dyno-tape motructton on the da h
'thra h me· and 'back load reliable truck '.we need them.
T RATION
AT ELLITE VIDEO CO fFERE1 CE DEMO
Four members of the Squadron as isted the Defence Cri i
Management Centre (DCMC) ba ed at MoD Main _Building to conduct a
te ·t of a deployable satellite video conference facthue (VC ) dunng the
period 4-6 1 ovember. Thi coincided with a trip so_u~h for _PSI' S gt
'Tony' Doherty and Sgt ·Steve· Goodyear to part1c1pate 1~ Ex Abl_e
Alley. The plan was to deploy the VCS equipment to a remote site. ow 1f
you want a remote site, Scotland is the place to be and afier an arduous day
in a helicopter recceing some likely locations throughout Scot_land. the
reccc team of OC, Maj Bryan Gilfether. SSgt (P J Tech) 'Phil' Skene
and Sgt (PSI Ops) · Buzz' Goodyear put for:ward an acceptable
recommendation to the DCMC team. The VCS eqmpment wa delivered
to the TAC in Dundee by RAF Cpls Jim Choi and Colin M cG la ughlin
after an overnight dash north from London. 1aj Bryan G ilfether led the
team to a remote location clo e to Blair Castle (home of tl1e Atholl

LCpl Halewood giving his Cpls Cse 4/97 Viewpoint
to anyone who would listen
Cpl Halc,~ood wa~ keen to tell of his Det Comdrs exploits to anyone
~ ho would_ltsten, whilst Sg~ Swe~ney was busy doing his impression of
Comb~ t Spice. Col_Acda obltged wuh a demonstration of his dancing skills,
to thCJOY of Sgt_Mick Brown, before depaning fo r a tour of a RRB site.
A n ~ mbcr o l promotions ~ave taken place lately including Sig 'white
feather McCoy to LCpl, Cpl any news on my promotion yet?' Gillbanks
to Sgt, and Sgt ~ark ' Comb~t Spice ' Sweeney gets the long awaited SSgt'.
~he . li g_htly ba1d111g but dashmg Lt ' Ged ' McCann was promoted to Capt.
lJournalt st1c license applied). The ~RTT have once again done a superb job
and managed. to ,enthuse six recru~t enough to ec them leave to j oin the
Regulars. Lt S1 Mason has applied for six recommendation fees but we
don ' t . ~old _up much ho!le for hi!11. With the shooting and Lanyard trophy
teams tra1~111g hard, 1t promises to be an even busier time ahead.
<:o~gratulattons to Lt Lynne Reardon, Lt Alan Mitchell and 2Lt Paul
Kmght who have all recently pas ed MAs. Watch this pace.

'Left a bit, Right a bit' as Capt Bob Davidson and C pl Jim Ch o i
·
try to find the 'Bird in the Sky'

600 Sig Tp

55 Sig Sqn (V)
ROYAL SIG ALS CORPORALS CO URSE 4197
A TA VIEWPOINT
October 18 dawned and four terrified LCpls sped their way SW to
Coleme for their Royal Signals Corporals Course. Taking only 'essential'
items a 3-4 ton Landrover was packed solid to the roof. 'It's a doddle, it's
only an attendance course,' boasted lying past course attendee's to make
us feel better. Reaching the guardroom we were greeted by these word
'TA? Hope you're fi t there·s lots of runni?g on that course.' o~mous
words indeed. Reaching our assembly pomt we were _shunted mto a
broom-clo et with all our kit! The stan of our course bond mg, 24 men and
women into a room 12ft x 4ft.
ervous banter couldn't hide our
trepidation. ·Right put on T- hi rt and com~ats we are going for you~ intake
test.· ays a cheerful Sgt Burduss. A written test, weapon handlmg test
and a BFT followed. The BFT defied Einstein and the course went UP, UP
and CP! By J 730 hrs we all knew what was to follow. 14 days of work,
work and work. Not realising how littl we knew, the course DS were
determined to etch thi~ course into everyone's memory. Drill, NBC, First
Aid. Internal ecurity, BlT'S, Map Reading, Weapon Handling, and
Tactics made the first week blend into a haze c,fCandlelight studying and
tests. People's resolve was stretched to their limits and some weren' t up to
it and it was beginning to show. O nly sporadic burs~s of humour ke!lt us
going, as in thi clas. ic, 'Situat ions Vacant, Chemical Sentry required,
shon term v·acancy 3-4 days only, good rates of pay Must have own
re p1; . tor, CinC an advantage (Canary in Cage)! The firs t week was gone
and our R&R (20hrs) was celebrated in Liquid fashion but the serious
work was still to conie. eeding to pass critical subjects still, the second
week was the mo t imponant of the course.
Tuesday arrived and the fie ld exercise was to come. 'Excuse me
Sergeant someone's put a spade on my bed.' 'Yes Corporal that's so you
can DIG', Aargh! The last spade I saw was in a poker hand, DIG, Oh no!
What's to come? The field exerci e came but due to extremely hard work
by the DS the exercise was a reasonable success from our point of view. lt
was obvious that we had little experience of Jiving as ln fanteers but we
toiled manfully, some of us even ended up enjoying it! End of course came
and for 19 of us it was good news a Pass! 2 however had failed the
exercise and must return not a happy thought.
Everyone enjoyed the end of course social and we all regained our sense
of humour. The DS, Sgts Burduss, Balmforth, Render and Gilbert
dropped their disguises and became friends, telling us how well or poorly
we had performed. Their advice was eonstrncti ve and their
profc,sionalism and dedicat ion shone through at all ti mes. Their pride in
their profcs~ion was th.:re for all to see and only showed us how much we
needed to learn. LC pl Halenood , Hunter, Chatterton and Woodford
all pa.,srd the course successfully but not without minor alarms. The fi r t
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Col Acda s howing off his dan c ing skills to the joy of
S gt Mick Brown

Pass/Fail Corporals Course was successfully overcome, but. not one they
would like to do again. The intensity of the cour e proved 11 was a good
course, only time will tell if it makes us into good Corporals and
eventually Leaders of Men.
After the po t ' Able Condor ' lull, Aintree Barracks i once again a hive
of activity. The Squadron welcomes 2Lt Pa ul K nig ht and O C d t Anna
Willia ms both from LUOTC, taking up positions of A and B Troop 21Cs.
A very successful stan to the sea on has been enjoyed by the Squadron
football team who have thus far reached the final of the NW TA cup,
seeing off 59 Sig Sqn (7-3) and V Coy 5/8 Kings (4-3) after extra time in a
thrilling emi-final encounter. Let's hope the team can repeat the success
enjoyed by the l 993i94 team who went on to win tl1e final. An excellent
showing at St Georges Hall, Liverpool on Remcmbran~e Sunday was
quickly followed by an equally good attendance for Ex Wmtcr Eagle (1416 ovember), an 11 Sig Bde/JRDF Exerci e. Once again the RRBs
provided tlle VHF secure engineering net for the Ptarmigan system, and as
always the Squadron takes great pride in being the first workmg net. VIP
visits were made to both Radcon and Echelon at RAF Di hforth and RAF
Elvington by the TA Colonel Royal Signals, C ol P Acda and L t Col
Ha rrison who gained a good insight into the important role played by the
Squadron.

Tp Comd
Maj Alan Eames
600 Sig Tp was formed in December 1993 in order to bring together,
under one ~anner, agencies that otherwise might have become orphaned.
The agencte~ uwolved were: Cl)'pto Distribution Agency Land (CDA
Land) , Ptarmigan Crypto Generation Cell (PCGC), Royal Signals Systems
Suppon Team (UK) (RSSST(UK)), Comsec Data Production Team
(CDPT) and the Frequency Manager (FMan).
_The_ Troop is ba ed in the pleasant rural surroundings of Corsham in
Wiltshire, tn a butldmg hared with RSIT and the UK Satellite Hub. The
Troop is commanded by Maj (TOT) Ala n Ea mes who took over the task
111 Oc~ober 1997. The only previou incumbent, M aj (TOT) F ra nk
R unmn g has (at last) moved all of 250m to HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde. The
Troops' per onnel is a mix of both military and civilian taff. The admin
o~ce is rnn in the capable hands of M rs M ary cott ably assisted by
Miss Emma Claydon. CDA is headed by WO I (YofS) Pete M cin ally,
assisted by Sgt Pete Boo n, C pl 'Radar' oott, M r G lynn Halliwell , M rs
S~ rah Clayton and Mrs 'Mo' T hackeray. PCGC is rnn by SSgt (YofS)
1gel Richards and his team is comprised of gt Steve Pope, Mr
Campbell Ha milton and 1 r 'Fitz' FitLgera ld . CDPT is led by S gt

'Rob' Carroll. ha_ving recently tak~n over from Sgt ' Gus' Murray, who
left after coi:npletmg 2_2 years erv1ce. Cpl Iatt Petts (also the re ident
PTI) as 1 ts m _the secuon b_ut h a~ decided he would prefer the rigours aad
excitement offered by service with Special Forces, his selection stan s in
March 1998. Best of luck to you latt!
. WOl (YofS) Bleddyn W illiams is the FM an. Congratulations go to
him on bemg selected for commi sioning. He runs a lot and has been
advise? to slow down when he becomes m1 offi cer! RSSST (UK ) is
comprised of two teams led by the ubiquitous Scot, W02 (FofS) tick
Ca mpbell. The Team 'A. FofS post i currently gapped as Joe Docherty
has left u on promotion to W02. Congratulations Joe our lo s 3 Div '
gain. Sgt Keith Mar_dl_ing (Mr Ptarmigan) leads the t~m consisting of
Sgt Dave Doody who JOmed us fro m RS T(G) and Mr Satellite himself
M r Charlie Cave. He i a well travelled expen and F lorida beckons i~
January 1998 with 30 Sig Regt. a fa r cry fro m life under canvas in Po land
and Keith !\lardling's cooking! Team ·B' is led by SSgt (FofS) Chris
Wilson and in hi team he relie on Mr Garry Annetts and Sgt Kevin
Wosika (or Ptarmigan expen ise.
gt , igei' Quaile and SSgt Max
Inman have Euromux. Emads and ystem Trials responsibilities.

Front Row (L -R) : SSg t Richards, Mrs Thackeray, W02 Campbell, W01 Will iams, Emma Claydon, Maj Eames, Mary Scott W02 Bruce
Tony Bishop, Sarah Clayton, SSgt Carroll
'
'
Ba ck Row (L -R) : Fitz Fitzgerald, Charlie Cave, Campbell Hamilton, SSgt Inman , Sgt Brigden, SSgt Quaile, Sgt Boon Norman Bradshaw
Glynn Halliwell, Garry Annetts, SSgt Mardling, Cpl Petts
'
'
Absent: W01(YofS) Mcinally, SSgt (FofS) Wilson , Sgt Wosika , Sgt Pope, Sgt Doody, Cpl Lee , Cp l Noott.
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The As ociarion commimicates with its branches and indii•id11a/ members tluvuglr tire pages ofThr Wire. ll'hiclr conlllins accounts of Bm 11clr affairs as well
a forecaSecretaries
t of Association
evems.
. of The Wi· re. Assoc1011011
· · HQ can ai·rauge fi0 1..copies
· · to be
Branch
are asked
10 check that their Branch members recei1·e .sujji~ielll copies
delii·ered bulk to Brauch Secretaries f or ftmh er distribwion if this is com·e111e111: 11 helps us sai·e mi postage.
111 Branch ei•ellt can alwa\'S be p b/i Ired ill The Wire a11d slro11ld be s11bmitted to tire Editm: We also welcome le//ers. '1!q1~ests to comae/ old
Datef of
11
comrod~s and amrouncemelll!i of bii:tlis, marriages
and deaths. We /rope that each Brauch will co11trib11te a .1hort account of Its ac11wt1es, preferably w11h

a:;

photographs. at least once a .w a r.

NEWS FROM THE AO'S DESK
Branch 'ews: Firstly, on behalf of Jacky in The Wire office. apologi~
m Alan Foot (Hon Sec Reading Branch) for the complete cock up over his
addre in the list of branch ecretarie in the October is ue. Alan's proper
addre and Tel o. are: 96 Chiltern Ave. Earley, Reading RG6 IA , Tel:
0118-926-1952. Jacky mu t have been having her pre-booked breakdown.
a Geoff\Vaddoups'initial was hown as 'C', plu everal other pelli.ng
mi take . It i worth noting that between writing entries and tl1e magazine
coming off the printing pre s, there are sometimes changes to branch
officials' details. Geoff cort has been elected a ecretary of the
Huddersfield Branch. Geoff's address: 2 Waverley Rd. Elland. West
Yorkshire Tel: 01422-373075. Bob Aitken has stood down after 16 years
as secretary of the hropshire Branch and handed over duti.es to ~rian
Podmore. Brian 's addre s is ' Certa Cito'. 9 Redlnll, Tnmty Fields,
tafford ST 16 I LR. Thanks Bob, on behalf of us all here at RHQ , for all
your hard work and devotion to duty. .our thanks to all those branch
ecretaries who end RHQ a copy of their 1ewsletter- we really do enJOY
reading them, they are also au eful means of keeping up with the branch's
new .
. ew Branches: The newly re-formed Cornwall Branch has had its first
meeting. in Truro-watch out for a report in the next issue. Roy Andrews
has been working hard. trying to resurrect rhe South London Branch.
There are many Life Members who live in the area, an? Roy would be
pleased to hear from any of them who ar~ mterested m attendmg the
inaugural meeting, to be held m February m the Croydon area .. Please
contact Rov at; ' Moorings' 7 The Heath, South Tankerton, Wh1tstable,
Kent CT5 3HJ . Thirty member attended the inaugural meeting of the Sub
Branch Australia, in Sydney, when Tim Howley and Arthur Kirche were
cle.:ted a Chairman and Secretaryffreasurer respectively. Since the
meeting, rthur has received enquiries from several more former
signallers who now reside ove.r there, so the branch ~eems to be on a sou~d
footing. A branch tandard will be ordered so that rt can be ~araded with
pride at the next ANZAC day. The 'F Boys Company Royal Signals 192041' has applied to become an affiliated branch of The As~ociation. There
are around 100 members of the branch and enquines from eligible persons
are always welcome. Contact for the branch is Capt (Retd) Victor
Dugdale at; 1,2 Deep Well Drive, Camberley, Surrey GU 15 2HF. Tel:
O1276-29176. A warm welcome is extended to all these new branches.
Annual Gtneral Meeting!Branch Representative Meeting: It has
now been confirmed that the combined AGM/Branch Reps Meeting will
be held at HQ 11 Sig Bde, Venning Barracks. Donnington, Telford,
Shrop hire on Saturday 18th April 1998, tarting at 1030 hours. All Life
Members arc wckomc to attend. Lunch will be provided. Agenda points
must be with The General Secretary at RHQ by 1st March to be eligible
for inclu ion at the meeting.
Field of Remembrance: Around 30 members attended Westminster
Abbey on 6th Nowmber. when HRH The Queen Mother, accompanied
by the Duke of York, opened the Empire Field of Remembrance. Our
photograph (courtesy of Tony Marchant) show the Corps plot, upon
which was planted a cross on behalf of each of our branches, and a shot of
a few of the attending members.
The plot was fronted by the Association Chairman, Maj Gen Alan
Yeoman CB and '\1r Bill Taylor, chairman of the Glasgow Branch.
Afterwards refreshments were enjoyed in the Officers Mess of83 ig Sqn
(\'\in the Oukc of York\ HQ.
Cenotaph Parade: Our thanks to Michael Aimable for acting as the
Corp> 'Vlarshall at the last Cenotaph Parade. Michael , Charles Buick

Wh c ~c did you serve? : The Register (of where members served· th
Corps) 1s now ready for participating member ' ' use. If you haven~~ e~
sent· m
r your form, then
. pl ease do so · Those me1nbers who have sentY.m
tI1e1r 1orm, may now give me a cal l and I' ll bring up the reco d fth
·
·m qucs t'ion and we ' II. see 1·r there is
· anyone listed who you remember
r o e u1111
544
d11Tcrcn1 umt~ are li sted (some going back to the 1930s) and nat~ral l
thcr~ some with onl y .one or two members registered so fa r- but there i~
noth ing to lose by askmg. Nearly 700 fo nns had been received
t ·d
D~ce.mber. ~or Branch Secretaries- Thank you fo r distributing th:sf~nn~ _
11 1, mterestmg to note that quite a few li fe members, who have sent in
returns via branches, h ave not been listed, here at RI-I Q, as being in the
Branch. o the .exercise has proven very useful as I have bee bl
correct that detail.
n a e to
o .3 Operators Training Battalion : Mrs Kathleen Tuckwell has
ve~ kmdl>: donated her late fa ther's copie. of 'The Owlet Magazine' (the
~ mt magazme of No 3 OTB) to the Mu eum Archi ves. T here are 15 issues
trom 1945(46. Her father, LCpl Sydney John Hatton was a contributor to
the magazine.
Reunio~ : If you haven' t as yet given me your name for details of the
1.998 Reunion, to ? e held at Blandford on 27/28 June, do o now. What
little accommodation there 1s ava il able on camp will be offered to
Secretari es ~ f our. orthem Branches. So in order to help you, a list of
loca l B & B 1 available from R.HQ, but book now, as last year mo t if not
'
all were fully booked by May.
ew Life Members- A warm welcome is extended to those new Life
Members shown below. Unfortunately the Editor withdrew my list for the
Dece ~ber Wire, a there was msuffi c1ent pace-hopefully he will add it to
this hst. Don' t forget t.hat by join ing your loca l branch, not only do you
have the companion hip of fellow Fonner signallers but you also get the
latest new about The As oc iation and Corps- so why not enquire about
your loca l branch now?

'.Wher~??' 'What??' To revert. to more serious matters, the drnner was an
~ ~ e n ,e

success. It was presided over, as usual, by our President, Brig
om Brown who was ~ccompa ni ecl by his wife Heather. We are alwa s
dc l_1ghted to have them rn our company. The loyal toast was proposed{ .
Brian Vardy, the Colonel-i n-Chief was proposed by John Chi~che:
~.Ian ~oot of the .Reading Association proposed the Royal C.orps of
igna 1s coupled with the Association. He gave us a most intcrestin
acco~nt of how .the Brighton Branch came to be formed. Alan still pl~ys ~
prom ment part m the Reading Branch and has done so for a quarter of a
century. The toast lO the guests was proposed by the Brigadier and the
rep 1Y was made by Col Andrew Carter fBE. After expressing his
pleasure that he and his wife were able to attend he said that his firs.t
~easant dtty· was to convey the best wishes and congratul ations from the
aster o .~1gnals to the Brig?ton Branch. These kind remark were
received w11h great apprec1auon. Having mentioned that he was a
secretary ?e comn~ented ' When t~e great men get up and go olT to di~ner
the shecre.tary rcmam growmg thmncr and thinner but in this case I shall
get t c dmner'!
'
·

Brighton Annual Dinner
!L-R): ~ol Andrew Carter ~BE, Mrs Heather Brown,
Brig Cohn Brown, Mrs Debbie Carter, Joe Morrison and
Mrs Margaret Holloway

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The RSA AGM will be held at 11 Signal Brigade,
Venning Barracks, Donnington, Shropshire on
Saturday 18th April 1998. It will tart at I 030hrs.
All Life Members are entitled and welcome to attend.

BRIGHTON BRANCH

At our ~eptcmber meeting we had a most interesting talk on the 19th
Century Mll1ta~y h1 tory of ~rightoa . It wa given by Ir Roy Grant and
1Uustrated by pictures and shde . We realised what changes there had been
wnh b~rrack s demolished and unit di banded or moved. October saw a
splendid talk by. tan Wedgebury, a greatly re pcctcd fonner Brighton
headteacher. He 1 now connected with the Citizen' Advice Bureau. He
had a ma~s~v~ amount of information for everyone. We hope he will make
anothe~ v1 s11 m due cour e. At our next meeting we tried a new idea, a fish
and chip supper eaten on paper and using our fingers. We have a plendid
chippy nearby. oon we all tucked in, of cour e, it made ome of us think
about World War Two. These fish and chips were wrapped in grea eproof
paper with snow-white outer paper. Of course. in the war there was no
greaseproof paper just newspaper. The trouble wa the fish stuck to the
newspaper so you often had Mae West stuck to the fish! You either ate
~ac West or lo t half your fi h! ometimcs the fi h wa. cooked in whale
0 .11. If you were hungry you could still eat it. However, there wa the
1 ~nalnian who caught some pond fi hand cooked them in motor oil! 'It i
Still oil you know,' said he! Enough aid and no cormncnt!
Nv:v on lo our 21 t Dinner Dance. Thi year it wa held in the Excelsior
Hotel 111.Hove..With 94 people attending it was a ·ell out. Some people had
to be .d1sappo111tcd. Your humble scribe as the junior member of the
co~m1ttee had a most e ·citing job. It was to take charge of a passage,
po111t out the toilets, urge everyone onwards to the bar and make ure that
no one fell through the fire door. •Promotion next year' hi eel a voice.
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(with guide dog) and the other Corps members were cle· I
h
· d t ·D ' 1·
I
.
ar Y seen on t c
•
TV b1oa cas. on t orgct, ct me know 1fyou want a ticket r, h'
parade on 8th November.
or t is year s
Corps C arol Service: Nearl y JOO peopl e attendud th 10 h A
· . Is · . w
·
~
e
t
nnual
on 18 December· The 34 s·trong eh01r
·
Corps · aro
II r crv1dccf. at cstmmster
·
(cspecia .Y. iorme rof!l servmg an d retired members of the Co s and
their fam ilies) gave their usual excellent performance unde th rp·d'
• ·ter o f Chousters,
··
L t Col John Chambers' Th r I c gm ancc
of lhc Mas
·
F w
.
· e essons were
rca d by B rig . . . ood , MaJ K. Clarke (31 Sig Regt (V)) •t s M
chofield <?38 Sig Sqn). Lt Col J. K. McKee (MoD) ig A i., th · 1 ·
(71 (Ye.o) S.1g Regl) and the Master of ignals. Afle~ard i~ the c::r~~
Hall, acquamtances were renewed and seasonal greeti'ngs
h
d
·
·· · d h
Wh '
.
exc ange over
1lst ta lkmg seasonal, may I thank all those who
mmce P.1cs an s .erry.
Ith
sent
their good wishes to RHQ and wish everyone a safe and he ay~
~
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The Brighton Secretary Mr Phil West and
the Brighton Chairwoman Mrs Dee Barber
O.n a more erious . ein he pointed out the massive changes that ha' e
and mdeed arc still takmg place m the Royal ignals a technology sweeps
on. The Corp contmued t? play a. leading role in today's events. \\'ith 400
1gnals perso~nel 111 B~ ma, that mcludcd members of the TA and that we
also had umt m the M1ddl~ Ea t. the Congo am! the Fall..lands. Finally. the
Branch was presented wnh a splendid ·Jimmy' given to us by-Ken
n~rews our Area. Rcprc entallve. \\c were pleased to welcome oncc
again h1s .w1fe. 1!1 his remark he detailed some of the change, 1hat have
occurred m hf~ ·mce the Branch was formed~ I years ago. The fonnal part
of the proceed1!1gs now ended. the DJ made merry and a the dance floor
was cro~vded ht effort were obvious!} appreciated. Your humble scrihe
went to mspect the fire doors. Finding no bodie he retired to the bar Thu'
ended a memorable evening.
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CARDIFF BRANCH

.

ture of the Rcm.:mbrance Da
ervice in Cardiff was the
pr~' j~,~~ or' a Guard of Honour out ide the .church. by the mngargs
Rcgi~ental A.sociations. Our O\' n 'lei Cother carr!ed our St~n ar :m
, ~I · d that the idea wa · to c ·ovide a welcome tor the vanous YfPs.
U~~~~natel;. tanding outside ·1or a .Ion~ period wi'.11 th~ t~1~d~~r~a~~~
tf\ mg e'i.perience and ma need rev1 wmg at om.: 1me mt e
·
3
re:11 ,;)1 of Remembrance "as held at St. Davids Hall and folio'. ed the
u. ual olourful pre entation. The ~rst half being largely cntertammg and
. h
the ·econd half being commemorauve.
lt doesn't ·eem to be all that long ago that we were pre ent at. t e
enmg ~fthe ne" T Centre at Park tree!. No' h~re' e we~e agam ~o
0
op n tile ne" and better Centre in Adam town. Tl11s new bmldmg ' 111
~-ea a bas~ for 53rd (W) ig qn and a new volunteer secuon of 14th
IE\\) ig Reo1 now ba ed in We t Wal .
.
Friday 24 e October aw a full busload . depart for the Flee~ A1r ~\
tuscum at Ycovilton. The weather was kmd to us and we arrived at. e
• 1u,eum ·u 1 before 11 OOhr . By I300hrs, most of us had barely had ume
to ~n·o\ Jju t half of the di play but rumour co~trol .had 1t that the
~ · · 1 d d a BAR so a break was definitely m order. In the
'
.
r
·rcrafi
re taurant me u e
afternoon the hii!l1light wa a simulated tnp by he 1copter to. an ~1
carrier. We departed for home at about 1600hr an~, after cr.os mg t e new
bridue toured the country lane of Gwent eekmg a mtable hostel!)'·
Evcntt;ally Bernard Gigg declared the quest accomplished and the entire
party boo ted the landlords' takings.

OJ

CATTERICK & DISTRICT BRANCH .

On Frida) 5 December 1997 the Branch held their Annual Dmner 111 ~he
Sergeants fess, J9 Mech Bde HQ & Sig_ Sqn, Gaza Barracks, by k111d
nni sion of WOI (A M) Mermagen, l:i Field Workshop.RE.ME, WO
Rear Details. 19 Mech Bde are currently carrying out du11es 111 B<;tsma
and are not due to return until early 1998. Our thoughts and best wisl~c
were with all tho r who were not able 10 pend the fe tive season wtth
their familie and loved ones. We look forward to thetr safe rerum.
Our guest of honour, Col G. ' ·Donaldson OBE, Deputy Commander
I 9 1ech Bde and eighty members and thelf gue ts sa~ down to dinner. The
meal was, as we have come to expect. excellent; erv1ce of the me.al by the
Mess Staff under the upef\'ision of Mrs Kathy Burns left nothmg to be
desired. The taff who gave us their time to caier for our n_eed , and our
small committee under our Social Secretary, Stan Perkin, i:iade our
Annual Dinner a great ucces . At the coffee stage of the dmner our
Chairman Maj (Ret'd) Bill Barnes called upon Col Donaldson to m~e
two prese~ta1ions. The first was to 1r Frank Lovatt (Stalwart Indian
ig and Branch supporter) of the Fifty Years Badge for service to. the
Corps and Association. The econd was the award of the Mentonous
ervice Medal to :\1r Dick HeppenstaU a !onner ~arranl Officer of the
Corp (Stalwart of Arena Displays at Canenck Rewuons).

Fe

Frank Lovatt receives his 50 Year Badge from Col Donaldson

Our entertainment was provided by a very talented .guitar player and
vocalist who was also able to provide music for danc111g for those who
were en~rgctic enough to do so. Mo ·t grat.cful thanks g.oes to Mrs. Jennie
Todd Geonzian Flori ·ts and to the Georgian Hair tyhsts .for their 1~ost
ene;ous donation of prizes for the raffle. The Branc~ wish. to exp1ess
fheir appreciation of those members of 1he Branch, m particular Stan
Perkins and the Me s ta IT for their support thr~ughout the past y~ar. We
would also wish to record our thank to the President and membc~s.ofthe
Sergeant Mess for allowing us the pnv1lege of usmg their Mess !or our
meetings and functions. Thank you one and all and, may you all have a
very happy and pro perous ew Year.

o

DORSET BRANCH

,ain our AGM was held in the Corps Warrant Officer and
Se ~~t:'gMess at Blandford, by kind permi sion of the RSM.WO I Dave
rg
?
acree,
on Sui'day
•
- ovcmbcr
. · The good turnout. eems to md1cate that
Sunday morning is a popular time to hold. the meetmg.
Our Branch membership is still on the mcrease and we no~ number 110
members. We are also pleased to record that ther are all hfe member .
Thi i thank to Peter Cuckow, the Assoc Admm OIT~ and our Branc~
Secretary DaYe Walker. The President, Col John Francis, took t.he Chair
to elect the Committee for the next year. The incumbent .Committee was
re-elected. The Chainnan, having resumed the Chair, thanked the
Secretary, Dave \ ulker, Dick Houghton . the _Treasurer . and the
entertainment team of Mick eville and l'."lartm P~1or for their support
over the past year. Loud applause and a sigh of rehef went up when the
Chairman thanked Jimmy Wilde, our Standard Bearer, for his excellent
ervice. He told us that Jimmy had agreed to contmue for a further year.
During the meeting the ladie present were kept mterested, over a cup of
coffee, by a display of home-made co tume jewellery. I don't doubt that
many took this opportunity to purchase their Chnstmas pre ents.
The meeting was followed by a most enjoyable Curry Lunch. Our
Chainnan Pat Lafferty welcomed the gue ts Lt Col T,W. Ca nh am, the
CO of 11 ig Regt and Mrs Canham, the RSM WOl Dave acree and
the A sociation Admin Offr Mr Peter Cuckow and Mrs C uckow. We
were very pleased to have present Brig P. J. Evans CBE, the Area 5 Vice
Chairman and Mrs Evan and several friend from the Poole Br~nch, M.r
Ivan L ight Chaim1an of the Salisbury Branch and M r s Light, his
Secretary John Shires and other friends of the Branch. The entertamment
Team organised a raffie that produced £ 104 fo_r the Corps Benevolent
Fund Just in case any ex-member of the Corps is not aware, we meet m
the S~rgeants' Mess Blandford Camp on the third Tuesday of the month.

EAST KENT BRANCH

.

Our visit to the Royal Hospital Chelsea meant an early start especially
for those of us from the East Kent towns of our County but by the end of
the day. not one of the enthusiastic but sma~I band of members regretted 1t.
The early morning sun hone as we waited tentatively . for the bus to
negotiate the drive but once aboard, we settled .back unnl our amval_ at
Farthing Comer Service station. Here we were JOmed by . Donald C n sp
and the Foakes. On to the Black Prince at Bexley to pick up Arthur
Hailes, Bill Lovett, Bill Mundy and thence to .the Royal Hospital. .Many
had not seen the magnificent grounds and bu1ld111gs amongst wluch In
Pensioners went about their businessman unhurried and peaceful fashion.
A short walk took us to the main entrance ~nd .for~court where we were
met by In Pensioner Sgt.Brock re plendant m his tncorner hat and scarlet
runic. He had erved with the Hon Sec in Cyprus some forty years a~o.
There followed the first surprise when the Hospital Sergean~ Ma1_or
announced that the Royal Signals contingent wa~ to fall 111 smart1sh with
the In Pensioners for the Governor's pre church m.sp~cllon. The Hon Sec
was invited to accompany the Governor on his ms(:>ecuon. He can
therefore testify to the steadine sand bearing of all th.ose involved, 1~deed
our oldest member was older than the oldest Ln Pensioner on parade. The
wives and many other spectators watched with a mixture of pnde. and a
feeling of ·serve him right'. Then into the ~hapel, a resplendent bu1ldmg,
where the contingent were reserved spec1~l seats at the altar end. The
congregation was made up not .o~ly of the inmates of the Royal Hospital
but also residents and fnends hvmg nearby and two of those were La.dy
and Dennis Thatcher. There followed a lovely service, as p~rt of wl11ch
the Hon Sec read the Corps Collect and the Padre referred m his sermon to
the importance of communications.

Al1c1 a long joumc:i; and lusty hymn singing. members wasted no time
in getting to the Pensioners Club (over the entrance door of which had
carved m stone 'The Master Cook') where there was a handsome bar with
all the walls plastered with unit shields. One of the rule~ was that no one
may ~tand at the bar and. all were encouraged to sit at the tables, at each of
which sat some ln Pensioners who made our members most welcome as
the usual military reminiscences were conducted. The Hon Sec soon
discovcn:d that his erstwhi!e Corporal who had once drunk modestly on
beer had devdopcd a considerable capacity for Grouse Whisky! As had
quite a few of the In Pensioners! Next came a curry lunch as only the good
army chef can make. By this time it was time to say our farewells to the
Royal Hospital Sergeant Major who had made our arrangements, but not
before we paid a visit to the Great Hall where the 1,600 or so pensioners
take their meals. To walk through this Hall and read the Battle Honours on
plaques upon the panelled walls is a history lesson in it~clf.
Most of us would have liked to pend more time there but we had to
leave for the return joui;iey home at 14 l 5hrs. The whole party, ladies and
gentlemen, were so delighted to have taken part and want the Branch to
pay another visit next year. They were ·orry that others had missed an
absorbmg day. (As usual Donald Crisp's cartoon captures the mood).

WOl RSM Jim VlcLachlan and \1rs McLachlan were among the
guests. Everyone assembled for a sherry before bemg piped into dinner.
Due to the Regt 's instrwm:nts being packed ready for their tour of Cyprus.
the piper was borrowed from the Royal Highland Fusiliers. He downed the
whisky from the Quaich offered by Gen Anderson, with the ceremony of
gem:ration of pipers. They must learn the art at an early stage in their
careers. The dinner was arranged by the Branch Committee with W02
John Wren who with his staff of 32 Si gs Regt provided an excellent fourcourse meal with wines. Coffee, Tea, Mints, biscuits and cheese were
available downstairs, whilst the tables were rearranged to clear space for
dancing. The members and guests were very complimentary of the meal,
and considered it to be the best yet. Take a Bow John. The Loyal Toast
was proposed by Willie Duffy. recent member of the Branch and the toast
to the Col in Chief HRH The Pnncess Royal proposed by orma
McWatters. WOI RSM Jim McLachlan proposed the toast to th~ RSA
Glasgow Branch. The President asked a surprised Lt Col Lapsley to say a
few words. An update of the Regiments ' status and the future of their role
in world communications was his theme. The piper who had played
several tunes then piped the company out to partake of the coffee and tea
During the interval a raffle was held. Eric McWatters Branch Treasurer
expressed the committee's appreciation of tho e members who donated
the fifteen prizes up for grabs. As it had started a bit late the band LIBRA
were willing to continut! until 1 am. The Branch committee is to be
congratulated on their efforts.
The monthly meetings have a healthy attendance and the visit to the
1998 Blandford Reunion has been discus ed. It is hoped members can
make it, as we now know the road south is feasible. It is with regret that we
announce two members of the Branch have died recently George
Hamilton served from 1937 to 1946, and Ina Forbes who uffered a long
painful illnes . The Branch members extend their sincere sympathy to the
families.

LEEDS & DISTRICT BRANCH

Those who read the Kent Messenger will have seen a lengthy article and
picture of Jack Caplan who is an active member of the Burma Star
As ociation and a firm believer that the Japanese should recognise the
atrocities that their troop performed amongst Allied POW (of which he
was one). He has at last been received by the Japanese Ambassador in
London and believes from his conversation, there was a chance that there
might be a formal apology from the Japanese Government. We extend a
warm welcome to M r and Mrs Kesavon and Prabha Komologan of
Portland House, 6 Eaton Road, Margate, CT9 IXE. He wa a Regular
from 1965 to 1971 serving first with 18 Air Formation Sig Regt in
Singapore, then in 22 BOD RAOC and then the Admin Clerk in the Signal
Exchange in Singapore until 1971 when he came back to UK.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The Remembrance Day Ceremony in George Square, Gia gow. was
attended by 28 members. Bill Mc amara paraded the Branch Standard
and 'Wullie' G lenfield laid the wreath on behalf of the Branch. The
members then marched behind the Standard pa t the Lord lieutenant and
the Lord Provost at the saluting ba e. The members marched into barracks
behind 32 Sig Regt, then enjoyed an excellent lunch provided by W02
John Wren and his staff. A choice of curries (much appreciated by us Old
Un's after standing in the cold) or a cold buffet was available.
The St. Andrew's Dinner Dance held on 29 November in the drill hall
of32 Sig Regt was attended by 104 members and friend . Maj Gen A. .
Anderson CB presided with Branch Chairman Bill Taylor, Mrs Betty
Taylor, Lt Col A. Lapsley, CO 32 Sig Regt, Mrs Lapsley, Maj (QM)
Gus Boag and Mr Boag at the top table.

The Branch continues to flourish despite the loss of our Canerick and
Harrogate connections, but we have overcome this by switchi ng more of
our major events to the local barracks in Leeds. In doing this we have tried
to keep our events to around the same times in the year as before, so far it
has worked very well. The Branch President went to the final parade at
Harrogate, with the Chaplain Genera l, other members attended what was a
fitting tribute to the high standards we have all come to expect. For those
of us who have managed to visit RHQ at Blandford, we know that the
tandards and traditions have gone along to the new location. As our
member hip increases in age, but very little in number, we have decided to
move our AGM from an evening to Sunday lu nchtime, and couple it to a
luncheon. It worked very well and so it is taking the same format in
February 1998.
ot being able to hold our annual church parade at Harrogate this year,
we switched it to ew Carlton Barracks in Leeds, and with the
considerable assistance from our local Squadron, who also laid on a
demonstration of the latest equipment, it was a very fine substitute parade.
The Rev John Blackburn QHC, a long time friend, took the service. The
march past. and other musical entertainment, being provided in style by
the Leeds Pipe Band.
In keeping with recent years, the Branch Dinner was held in early
Autumn, thi year on 18 October and again it wa a well attended ucce s.
The principal guests were Brig Conrad Garton and Mrs Cathy Garton,
they came a fair distance to be with u and are alway very welcome.
(Advance otice-the I 998199 AGM is cheduled for Sunday 15 February.
and the Branch Dinner for Saturday 26 September, these will be confim1ed
in due course.)
The branch continue to hold fund raising and social function at
regular intervals, the e are very well attended by our loyal supportive
members, and the committee continues its regular meetings in ew
Carlton Barrack , with the welcome assistance of the PSAO and
permanent taff.
Like all Branches of our A sociation, we can only function becau e of
our committee, who all give freely of their time and energy, e pecially our
Secretary. Trevor Smith and our Treasurer, Mrs Margaret Egan, and
nobody will begrudge them thi special mention. Our Branch President
recently called to see tl1e Regimental Colonel. and the Corps Museum, and
wa glad to report to our branch that both were in \cry good order indeed.
The Branch sends fraternal greeting to all other Corps Association
Branche and members.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

Congratulations-Dick Heppenstall receives his MSM from the
Dep uty Commander 19 Mech Bde

Parade about to be handed over to Gen Sir Brian Venny,
Gov Chelsea Pensioners and Maj Gen John Badcock CB MB DL,
Hon Sec East Kent Branch
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Top Table at the St Andrews Dinner
(L-R): Maj Gen A. A. Anderson CB, Mrs Boag, Lt Col A. Lapsley
and Bill Taylor
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We were pleased to have Lt Col 1 • Beacom. 0 40 ig Regt (V). at our
ovember meeting and to have him join the Branch a a Life Member.
With hi help we intend to produce a programme for incoming year of
199 with certain meeting nights reserved for ·ocial activitie or vi iting
speakers. Indeed we arc looking fcmvard to hearing our first speaker, of
the new year, when in January 1aj H. quance will peak on the subject
of Amateur Radio. Also in January we hope to resume the social contacts
we had ome years ago with 1- ig Regt by visiting the Regiment at the
invitation of Lt Col D. E. Rowlinson .
February will be our AGM when we will elect or re-elect the Branch
Officers for 199 . We hope for a good tum out for thi: as a po. sible
change of meeting night will be di cus ed. Early December our team of
visitors called on our incapacitated ex- ignallers and Wido\\ s with
Christma gift . Tho e of u who visit realise that sometime th<: chat is
even more welcome than the gift. We arc al o grateful to our Welfare
Member, John McAreave) , who vi ·it· throughout the year. Once aga111 a
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n::mimkr 10 all the
nhc-rn lrdand reader. (Regular, TA or cx-serYicc)
that we meet ·ach third \\"ednesda)' in ClonaYer TAVR entrc. Bel fast.
You" 111 be mo~t welcome.

READING & DISTRICT B~N~H

The Reading c• District Br~ .1ch of the R A held their 'Christmas octal
wtth a Diffcn::nce' al the Reading Brock BarraC'ks 01~ ~ie C\ e1!111g o~ 5th
December 1997. It \\3S organised with timed prec1 1011 to 1nclud7_ l~
different e' cnts among\\ hich were a 'Match. t~1e dvert to the Advertiser
pnie competition. a Fancy Hat prize competll101~. (Ja n and v.ul, and Du' c
Kctle\ won the Ad\'ent. er' prize and Gen Bill and Pauhne Tennant
,, 0 n the Mad Hatter's prize:.) There wa ~boa Hor c Race game, the 50
Club Draw the Chri. tma ' Ratlle and Aucuon. the Chn tmas Po?t Box and
then there ~, 3 ~ an excellent Buffet upper prepared by the Social Sccuon
followed by mince-pies and Chri tma Cake. Time was allott~d for. the
December Branch meeting and the evemng rounde<! off wnh Carol
mging around the Chn tmas Tree ably led by the orgamst. Proceeds from
the C\'Cning were donated to the Bene\'olent Fund.

SOUTHPORT AND DISTRICT B~NGH .

ince our la t report the Branch has continued 1t ac11v1ttes wit!~ e.xer\'icc on!ani at ions in the town. At the AGM of the Southport an~ D1stnct
onnandy Veteran
sociation CA ignalmen showed their worth
or hould we say, forgot the old oldiers mono. ' ever vo 1unteer for
anything.' The re ult being t~at four ex-s.1gnalmen are now members of a
committee of ten officials: quue a proportion.

Sam Elliott recieves his 50 Year Badge
Follow that Band

Bert Wright receives his 50 Year Badge

The Band

REUNIONS

Southport & District Normandy Veterans AssociationEx Signallers
Back Row (L-R): 2nd Fred Rose (Standard Bearer),
4th Roger Stanforth (Quartermaster)
5th Bill Parker (Membersh ip Secretary)
Standard Bearer Graham Krinks has maintained his usual impeccab!e
conduct on many occa ions including a Beating Retreat Ceremony m
August in aid of the tar & Garter Home and the Remembrance Day
Service. The Branch' traditional Autumn Social in October was as usual
well attended and we were mo t plea ed to have our friends and colleagues
from the Chester Branch upport us at the function. Along with a number
of civic gue t attending were members of the Royal . Engm~ers
Association Polish Combatants As ociation and the Anglo/Pohsh Society.
In October ~he Branch had a stall at a local car boot sale which as usual
boosted the coffers of our Trea~urer. Bernard Moorcroft. The tall was
organi ed by our Chainnan, Bruce Gillingham.
During the Remembrance weekend Secretary, Roger Stanforth? took
his 1944 Standard Utility to the Fonnby suburb with ome s1~nals
equipment. to assist the Royal British Le~ion _Poppy Appeal. Bemg a
trained scrounger, he also managed to obtam a Ferret. armoured car from
the Milita!') Vehicle Trust to enhance the display. Owing to po<?r weather
(Canerick type rain) the use of heliographs was abandoned wtth Lamps
Da\light Signalling coming into use. It was most surpnsmg how many ex
operator~ came out of the woodwork to operate the key!
.
Interest 1s now being aimed at the forthcommg , nnual Dmner and
Dance in February and the AGM. We hope by then that two of our
members, the Padre Rev .John Roberts and president Murdo MacLeod
will be fully recov'ered, from their recent periods in hospital and all
members of the Branch wish them well in their convalescence.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
The Association contmues to nourish under the Chairmanship of
George Kev The Lafone Day Parade at St. Pauls Cathedral was well
attended. There wa a very good turnout from the Squadron led by Maj
Paul \\illmott. Once again the Band perfonned to their usual high
standard, by kmd permission of Col Bill Wilhams.
A remmder to everybody that the Cavalry Memorial Parade in Hyde
Park will take place on 10 May at 1030hrs. Don't be late or you will miss
the opponunity to practice your marching.

56 DIVISIO (CITY OF LONDON) SIG. ALS BRA .CH
October aw a mini-convoy of two mm1bu es headmg from . South
London via Fishguard and Ros lare to Co. Clare. The convoy earned ten
old comrades to a reunion with ex-Cpl 'Mac' McNamara. Plenty .of
Guinness was sunk as memories tretched to recall the gomgs on m 2 (City
of London) Sig Sqn in the middle 1960s. Training camps in Germany and
Aden and, from 1967 in 83 (London) Sig Sqn (V) where 'Mac' served
with the 01d comrades. Also on the itinerary was touring the local beauty
spots and appreciating 'Mac' and Helen 's hospitality and a round of golf
at Lahinch. The visitor included Steven Bland, John Robson , Paul
Spendlove, Colin Waddon , George Brown, 'Lucky' Johnson, 'Bob (the
hat)' Simpson , Chris (still serving) Mahoney,'Tony (Stretch)' Taylor
and John Ru ke.

79TH ARMD DIV SIGNALS OFFICERS
ASSOCIATION
When we first staned meeting 25 years ago there were fourteen
members but we are now adly down to ix, the eldest being 85 and the
youngest 74. For our 25th meeting, we met at the Che ford Grange Hotel
twixt Warwick and Leamington Spa on Friday 17 and depaned on Sunday
19 October. We were a little le s adventurous than last year (when we were
six men in a Canal Boat), and pent Saturday at the Black Country
Museum at Dudley. Well worth a vi it which included going down a Coal
Mine and travelling in a canal boat (again!) into the mid t of the hill under
Dudley Castle to ee the remains of the lime tone workings. now fine
cavern but with animated characters showing how the lime tone wa
pent in eating drinking and
extracted. The re t of our time wa
remin i cing! ext year- who knows?

Maj Gen Yeoman 'in mid flow'

8th 254 OLD BOYS ASSOCIATION

56 Div Members appreciating the Irish sunshine
On 28 November we held our Annual Dinner at the Union Jack Club,
Waterloo. As always it was an excellent occasion after which many
members were keen to meet fellow diners the next day to find out ho\~
they got home. Our Guest of Honour was the Association Chaim1an, MaJ
Gen Alan Yeoman CB, who presented well-earned 50 year badges. to
Bert Wright and 'Sam' Elliott. He then came up trumps with crack1~g
jokes that no one had heard before, as well as bringing us up to dato: with
activities in the Corps. To mark Maj Gen Yeoman's ' regular atte_ndan~e at
56 Div functions', ex-Chairman, Mr Roy Hughes presented him with a
City of London Black Cat tie. I lave a good Christmas and New Year.

The Tillington Hotel, on the outskirt of Stafford, was this year's venue
for the 8th Reunion. We are now in touch with two hundred and fifty exBoys of which ninety were attending the Reunion accompanied by their
ladies.
The weekend was admirably and expertly organised by Anne and Pat
Fox-Robc1·ts that ensured that everyth ing went with a wing. They were
ably assisted by Val Forster and Claire Brown who ran the Raftle. Also
by Bill and Maureen Gibson who collected the cash. our sub criptions for
the year. The photograph were organised by the hotel's tame
photographer whilst Liz and Bob Jarrett took the orders and of course the
money. As usual George Severs who keeps a linger in every pie headed
the team. Unfonunately the hotel docs not have a golf course so The
Dixon Cup, for the foreseeable future will remain in the care of Ken
Brown the last winner at Brandon. There were no facilitie for hooting or
archc1y that u ed to be enjoyed at Brandon.
As usual the Friday was reserved for the arrival from far and wide of all
those attending and 1 can tel I you that tongues must ha e been sore by the
time people departed for bed. in the wee mall hours of Saturday. The
following <lay three coaches took 150 of u on the outing to The Iron
Dridgc Gorge Museum that had been organised for the aturday. It wa a
gloriou October day and e,·eryone had an excellent time, especially at the
Blists Hill Open Air Museum where the original building have been
restored to show everyone how life was in the early days of the lndu ' trial
Revolution. Returning to the hotel there was just sufficient 1ime for
everyone to get ready for the Saturday evening formal dinner, where one
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hundred and sixty sat dO\• t~ to cat drini-' and make merry. Gr.ice "a' aid
by the Rev (ex 254) Jim Ireland and as usual the toa~t to departed
com rad e~ wa. given by Peter Mc ·aughton who reponcd that Charles
Tim on had b.:cn added to the roll of honour He also mentioned .'.\-Ian
Webb wife of 'iorman Webb who had passed away three months ago.
George Severs then gave his "State of the Nation Address" welcoming
the seven first time attendees John (Clem) Ashman, Derck Cropper (cxcadre S CO), Jim Esson, Benny Goodman, Peter Kent, Des Duncan
and John .Jeffery and their ladies. A welcome was also extended to the
four widows who attended Val Forster, "iorma Timson, '.\liranda
Hewitt and Evelyn Wighwell. Afterwards there wa~ another thank you to
Don Herring and Geoff Fletcher who arc finalising the nominal roll, and
finding the names to complete all the ·quadron photographs. quite a
fonnidable task. The fonnal part of the evening ended and it was down to
dancing, drinking and as usual nattering
We once again had visitors from Australia, Norman Webb and Olive
and Terry Beare. Terry came last year and was so so full of 11 on hi
return that Olive insisted that they both come this year. unday sa\\ the
majority head for home although a few couples did stay another night in
the hotel. Finally a list of tho e who attended but are not mentioned above.
Den Alborougb
Jack Allison
Jeff Baker
Bill Bailev
Dennis Bowden
John Ba s
Mike Bayliss
Dough Bower
Jim Braid
Wally Brown
Eddie Brewer
Brian Huxley-Duggan
Jerry Brewer
Dukie Cairns
Dennis Burge
David Bussell
Ron Fairburn
Jim Crow
Colin Day
Derek Harri on
Brian Fisher
Bill Graham
John Heard
Harry Hawke
Don Hazel
Jess Weir
Keith Hopwood
David Hughes
Terry Barnett
Jim Jenkins
Jan Davidson
Ian Leach
Mal Johnson
Roy Kelly
Mac McKay
'ick Leach
Ken Lloyd
Geoff Oakley
Brian MacDonald
Lou Munday
, at Preece
Stan Parry
Fred Pedley
Bill Ramsa.
Vic Purkis
John Radford
Terry Reeves
Dai Rees
Danny Daniel
Alan earle
igel Ribchester
Dave Ross
Pat oward
Buster Slade
Deri Smith
John Walker
Paddy Stringer
Roy Hunter
Dick Burt
Cliff Wood
Ken Wood
tuart Dunlop
oel Clarke
Ted Crampton
Bill Lerigo
David Abercrombie
Jack Fenner
Pip Clark
obby Parvin
Bill Cecil
Ron Pearsall
Tich Curtis
' ick '.'!acme

LOSTCOMMS
Dear Editor
During the period 1988/91 1 was a Corporal in the REME and was
po ted to 71 Aircraft Work hop REME, in Detmold BFPO 41. At thi 1ime
200 Sig Sqn was al o in Hobart Barrack where my wife and I became
friends with Cp l Jerry Browning and hi family. Joanne and son R)an.
Due to various postings. hou e move and sub equent di charge we have
lo t touch. We were wondering ifa.nyone who reads your magazine might
be able to help put us in touch with them again. My name i Cpl Cary
Raby and my wife's name is Diane Ru sell-Raby and we have a ·on
called Nathan . We now live on the I le of Man. Should anyone haYe any
information plea e contact me on 01624 834526.
6TH INDEPENDE T BRIGADE GRO P SIC:-.IALS
Does anyone remember Dvr rthur Gray, Royal ignals. who served
in Bumm ovember 1942 to April 194 , when he was reported missmg
presumed killed at Indin. Please contac1 his brother Ken Gra~. Tel: 0181
502 0405.
Capt (Rctd) Victor L. R. Dugdale would like to contact the OC 3rd
RHAR R. ignals Tp, 7th Armd Dh at Elmshorn, eptember 1945-March
1946. nyone who can help plea.c contact the above at 12 Dcepwell
Drive, Camberley, urrey GU 15 2HF Tel: 01276 29176.
Le lie B. ' utty' Jones is seeking contact with an_ of hi . fonner pab in
ee oon Barrack . ingapore and GHQ ingapore in 1949 50. Leslie
was medically discharged following an accident. Le lie 's address is. 123
Cleveland Road, Papakura, Auckland outh 1703. cw Zealand. Tel.
0064 9 298 571.
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in ' to contact an old Pen-Pal (19 01 I). his n:imc
1;;hnL~~~~{~r"a ~d~e ~ime from Gillingham (at the time he ';·~ s mto
i~k ·n· Roll). If anybody can help plea ·c contact Mr Llewc yn on
1

Ql(l05 3531 9.
'frs l\lolh Howe i rrving to trace h r fc wer pal \ i~miePl utton
"
•
·
• - h 1• , . go at Katherin
ace m
(Seaburne) They served tloglet elr . ' ;f~M:ily on 0132 701537.
•
London. Anybod. who can 1c p p case c
J h

Henn Bainbridge i eeking hi fom1er pal l oel Ward. Noel
er\'.ed to ether in the Guard · Anud Di in \\ V2. 'oel was a
~nd John .f i nal gand his wife' · name was Pat. Anyone who can help,
pf:n:~~~act lohn at: 40 Lawrence Hill Court, Wardley. Gateshead, Tyne
0 0

·\\'ear
C 1r

area~

ElO TG.
th fi rmer Cpl Ralph Wilson. who live in the Leicestershire
:~g 'e! h~m i trying to contact you. Sid can be contacted on 0116

291,744
Anyone knowing the current whereabout of former Ll Antho•~Y !l.~07
h - rved during WW2 is asked to make contact wit 1 r •
~~:~~:~swD~~~ traat 37, 9699 PB 'vriescheloo, The . e~her!ands. Tel: +31
(0) 597 S319 . Mr James wa , when last heard of, h mg m France.

ASSISTANCE IS NEEDED IN TRACING
A WARTIME DESPATCH RIDER
Mr E ddy Coward is seeking, on behalf of a Belgian family, to
trace a ,~artime Despatch Rider in the Royal Corps of Signals.
The detail are as follows: Paul (surname unkn.own) was a Royal
Signals Despatch Rider with the British Liberanon Ai:mY· H~ was
billeted in the wayne Cigar Factory near the church 1.11 the village
of eerpelt Belgium close to the Dutch border, dunng l 944/45.
Paul was ~en into the home of the Coenen family, but they lot
touch with him in 1952. Paul wa married to Lynda and had a
daughter Audrey. They were known to live in Su sex 111 1952.

CORRESPONDENCE
Ftom: Rel! Briggs (Member RS •\ Peterborough :md also the BKVA)
DearSir
.
,
l 99· ~ th d d'cat' of
Duri nll. the \ 1s1t to Washington DC Ill Ju ). I d ) , _or . ct. e ll 1011 'ti
the Korean \\ ar Memorial. my wife and I rec..:1ve an mv1ta 1011 a ong,w!
man more to a11end the Evening Parade at the Unned Stat~s M~rme
y k Tl'is is their oldest po t and home to the most drmnalle military
Barrac s. • .
celebration in the world.
·
d
On arrival we were met by a fema le Sergeant. She 111 1101me us our
artv had gone in. 1 \\as smncwhat taken by SURPRISE . ._ . But l like
~ian more veterans wa' wearing a VIP badge. A male marine Sergeant
~ed m wife Margaret to her seat. As we sat down a loud cheer went
~~c~ not ~or me. but fo r Col Glenn the astronaut. I must say the parade
·
11 nt One evening never to be forgotten.
.
G C C KRULAK USMC Commandant
was exce c ·
Two years later 1 \Hote to en · ·
'
.
f
of the larinc Corps to ask if he would send me some photo copies o
Radio badge for publication in our local branch ews Letter o_f t_he .RS.A.
In the letter of reply that he sent he kindly enclosed several u111t m 1gn!a
from their communications and radio battalions throughout the Manne

!

10

Corp.

EXERCI E BOY MEET AGAIN
'When I attend~d the final parade at Harrogate a couple of years ago I
·~ • Bear ·Terry' was a old 254 boy I was a 22265 boy and we
~~\ e~ 1;;' ed the ·day very much. My wife Margaret and "Terry's' wife
;Live a~ got on very well. After the parade we drove back to Ha~oga~e
and made arrangements to meet again later. Another ex~boy who lived 111
· · d
that evening lt was a warrn evemng and we were
·
.
· · h c
'T
·
cotIan d Jome u
drinking at a pavement tabl.e until late. After h1s.serv1ce mt e.
ke7f
went out to Australia and JOmed the SAS. Dunng co nver~allon a h.e ~
he would end me a badge of the Royal Au tra 1an 1gna 1 s, 1 is e

1

i

1

o7

promised to do.

Editors Note: Members of the Association are welcome to be members
of more than one Branch.

Anyone who can a si t with this enquiry hould contact:
Mr Eddy Coward at 5 Brocksford Avenue
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8RH

J.A. Butterfield (ex WS/Cpl 2363724)
I have been trying to trace some of my Army pals since the War
ended. Jn 1939 J joined l Sth (Scottish) Div Signals. The two
pecial pals I am trying to locate are: Frank Yates (who .at o~e
time lived in Glasgow) Ian iuir (who used to hve ~n
Motherwell). I lo t touch with them when I was posted a?road 111
l 942. I then joined the 4th L of C Signals and the two spec1a! pal~ I
would like to c-0ntact from thi unit are: Sid C hown (who hved Ill
orthampton) ldri
Williams (who lived in Newport,
Pembroke hire). l have advertised on teletext. 'Your ' magazine
and have written to a Scottish newspaper, but with no success.

From: ~apt . J . Morgan (2 16 (Para) Sig Sqn)
Dear Sir
. Many rea?ers or Til e Wire would have seen that among those branches
li sted :.i~ being members of the RSA thcr.: arc a number of affiliated
branches of whi ch I st AB Di v Sigs is but one. I t AB Di v Si gs OCA was
f~ rmcd i.n I ~48 and ~or many year~ the Old Comrades met at Caythorpe
v1llagc, 111 L~ n co l n s h1re, on lhe anm ver ary of Operation Market Garden .
Caythorpe v1lla ~e and the.surrounding area were the forming up point for
t~1c D1 v1s1on prior to the Jtunp imo Arnhem in September 1944. Nearby
hilbeck Hall was used as the HQ by Maj Gen Urquhart.
In more recent years 2 1~ Para Sig Sqn staned to offer practical and
mor~ I suppon to the assocmtion'. pan1cularly in relation to the annual
rcurnon weekend at Caythorpe. W11h the inevitable passage of time it was
fe lt that this voluntary arrangement between the Squadron and the OCA
should take on a slightly more fonnal aspect. In September this year after
a period of runni ng in tandem with the OCA, the Squadron took o'n full
respons1bil11y fo r Its organisation and administration.
At the last meeting of 1st AB Div Sigs th'! following was agreed : That
the OCA be renamed 'The Airborne Signals Old Comrade Association'
!t was felt t.1~t 1f the O~ A were to continue then it should be opened up to
mclude all Airborne Signallers from 1941 to the present day irre ·pcctivc
of whether t ~ey had served with the Para Bde SAS or any other AB Sigs
Unit. That Maj Gen A. J. Deane-Drum~ond CB DSO MC be
approached and a kcd if he would continue to hold the p~st of P;esident of
the .Assoc1i'11on. Tl11s he graciously agreed to do. That the posts of
Chaimian nnd Secretary should be tied to the appointments of the OC and
the Adm in Offr of2 I6 Para Sig Sqn re pectively. These posts are currelllly
held ~y ~aj 0. G: Hals.tead and Capt S. J. Morgan.
lt 1s neither the intention nor the wish of the AB Sigs OCA to poach any
members from other Royal Signal . A S<.'Ciation , we do not have any
monthly meetmg~, pay any subscnpllons or meet on a regular basis. There
arc only two occasions throughout the year when we get together the first
on Airborne Forces weekend in Aldershot, next on 20th June I 99S, and the
second at the Caythorpe reunion weekend in Linconshire, on the 5th/6th
September 1998. The AB Forces Weekend is open to all and individuals
need onl y tum up in Aldershot and enjoy themselves, whereas the Reunion
Weekend is a more fonnal affair consisting of a dinner on the Saturday
111ght and a .church service on the Sunday. Should any fonner Airborne
Signaller. wish to be added to our mailing list or like any further
mformallon on any of the above then they should contact me at the above
addrcs .
Yours Sincerely

Don't get lost 'Terry' put this on your back
It was a great delight when my wife received a phone .call from 'Terry'
who wa in London to say he would visit us on th~ Friday and .brough~
with him the badge as promi ed. 'Terry' was topping .at the Um?n Jae
club in London and passed comment that he thought ti dear. Ohve had
returned to Australia and 'Terry' would return a fe\y day later.

Anyone who may be able to help me, please contact me at:
8 Dalesian Road, Riddlesden, Keighley, W. YORKS B20 SES

From: Lee Manley
Dear Sir,
I wa interested to read in the October 1997 edition of The Wire the
article concerning W02 Bob Ingham MBE and the reference t~ the
Chanty Football Match that he organi ed against John Quinn's All Stars.
I enclose a photograph taken at 22 Sig Regt, Lippstadt sometime
between I 960/62._ The man fourth. from the left wa Sig John Quinn, who
was completing his National Service with the Regiment. John was playing
for Sheffield Wednesday 111 those days and also played for the British
Army XI.
. The others in the photograph (L-R) are 'Geordie' (surname unknown),
1g Alan Rog~rson , (another N/S professional footballer.al though l can't
remember which club he played for), Cpl Tom Webster, ig Turnbull
and Lt Co li~ Brown (late_r Brig), who l '!n sure will be known by many
readers. J thmk the occasion was a Regimental or Squadron Chri tma
party. Although no mention wa made in the article of John Quinn being
an ex-Corp member, I'm sure this must be the ame person.
Your inccrely

DONATIONS

:~1 ~~~~~~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::£~~~·~

:~! ~~?~s~p & District .... ..... ............ ......... ...... ..... ............ ....,. ... ....£25:00
0

Ca~~ ri~·k::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·::·£f~g·gg

RSA
42 Sig Rcgt Officers Club ........ ............ ..... ............ ................... :.: ..:£126:00

~;~*~~:~~;~·:

Hill~

Capt (Retd) Victor Dugdale in memory of the fallen from
11th Annd Signals during 1944/45 ....... .. ..... .. .... ..... ......... ...... ........... £50.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club in memory of Mr E. B. Breakwell .......... £10.00
3 Div igs Reunion C lub in memory of Mr John Allerton .............. £10.00
From friends and family in memory of Audrey Peachell ............... £75.00
Miss A. J. Wemyss in memory of Audrey Peachell ......................... £25.00
Mrs Irene Truscott in memory of Lt Col M. E. E. Truscott .......... ..£25.00
M ich~ el Hugh~s in memory of Frank Kirby ......... ...... ...... ............. £100.00
Readmg RSA m memory of Lt Col (Retd) D. Crookes OBE ........... £10.00

LAST POST
Atterton -Sgt J. R. Atterton MBE
Bailey - SSgt T. Bailey
Baker - Sgt R. Baker
Bond - WOl H. G. R. Bond
Bowles - LCp l C. A. Bowles
Crawshaw - Maj G. Crawshaw
Davis - Sgt P. J. Davis
Edwa rds - C pl D. A. Edwards
Egan - Sgt E. Egan
Fernon - Sig J. Fernon
Forbes - WSgt D. M. Forbes
Hamilton - Sig G. Hami lton
Kelly - Cpl D. Kelly
Kfrby - Sgt F. JGrby
Lambert- Capt A. W. Lambert
Leech - Sig W. Leech
Ma rshall - Sgt J. Marshall
Parrott - Sig . G. Parrott
Riley - SSgt N. A. Riley
Ru sell - W. W. Russell
Salisbu ry - Maj R. H. A. Salisbury
Sharman - Cpl E. Sharman
Shove - Lt Col R. L. J. Shove
mith - Maj C. A. Smi th
tarkey- Sig S. Starkey
StockwelJ - W02 C. W. Stockwell
Wilson - Sgt Maj Howard 'Tug' Wilson
Wright - Cpl C. H. Wright

Served
Served
Served
erved
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served

1939/46 Died 08/ l 2/97
l 939/46 Died 01112/97
1938164 Died NIK
193 l/55 Died 29/l 0/97
1990/98 Died 05/0l/98
1938/4 l Died NIK
1958/66 Died 28/ I I/97
1951 /63 Died 0911 l/97
l 950179 Died 15111/97
1940/46 Died 15/04/93
1965178 Died 30/07/97
1937/46 Died 13110/97
1962178 Died 02/0 1/97
1939/46 Died Oct '97
1939173 Died NIK
1937/45 Died IK
194 l/46 Died 04/11 /97
1945/48 Died Ol/ 11/97
1939/61Died20/ 1l/97
J939/45 Died Oct '97
1933/64 Died 18/12/97
1940/45 Died IK
J928/68 Died 09109191
195918 l Died 11 / l l/97
1943/47 Died July '97
1938/57 Died IK
1939/46 Died 08/ 12/97
1943/47 Died 26/ 10/97

George Hamilton- The Glasgow Branch regret to announce the death of the
following member . . . Sig George Hamilton who died at the age of 76 on
13~ October, 1997. George served from 1937 to 1946 as a Dispatch Rider
IT, m the UK. Palestme 1938, Egypt 1940, udan 1942, Syria 1943, UK
1944, and the Army of the Rhine 1945/6. His decoratioas include the
1939/45 Star, the Africa Star, the War Medal l 939/45 and the General
Service Medal with Bar Palestine. He mentioned that he also served in
Greece, but our documentation is scarce on that part of his wartime record.
On discharge George wa employed as a Shot Firer in the mines until 1972
when he joined the Civil Service in the Cu toms and Excise Division until
retirement in 1986. He was a life member of the RSA. The Branch members
express their sincere ympathy to hi fumily.
Mrs Ina Forbes - The Glasgow Branch regret to announce the death of
the following member Mr Ina Forbes who died an 30th July 1997
after a long and painful illness. Ina served for many year with the 52nd
and 32nd ig Regts. The Branch Members expre s their si ncere
sympathy to her family.

Frederick William 'Billy' Simkins
'Billy' imkins was a member of the Royal Signals servi~g in Bui:na
during WWII. He may have received an award for surv1v1.ng behmd
Japanese lines. but nobody is sure. 'Billy', Mr D. A. Simkrns' uncle,
has not been heard of ince he went to live abroad after the war.
Mr D. A. Simkins (ex-Royal Signals}, of l 11 Lyndhurst Gardens,
Barking, Essex !Gil 9YA (Tel: 0181 594 125~) is seeki ~g any
information about the above named. Any infom1a11on to go direct to
Mr D. A. imkins.

Alan Phillips served with the Royal Signals 1962/65
m the Far East at Singapore Pasir Pan Pag.
He would like to trace Roger criven with whom he served.
Please contact on Tel: 01745 354614.

(L-Rl: 'Reg' Briggs w ith his wife Margaret and 'Terry' Bear
Despite the weather being inclement (no we did not wear Greatco~t l
we enjoyed the day. I have since received a card from 'Terry' and Oh\'C
saying how nice it was to be back in the warmth. 1 have mounted the ~ad~~
onto a map of Australia with the Corps colours beneath it. Than X
'Terry' I will send you a copy of The Wire. May I als? add that ?1.1. the nt~
my wife received the call to say 'Terry' from Australia would v1s1t she a·3
took another one from ew Zealand from ' Doug' Bushby w~o hve~ ~
Upper Hut North l. la~d. 'J?ou~'. had been visiting the UK agam, wke OK
met several times dunng his v1sll, he phoned to say he had got ba~ an
He was with K Force Royal New Zealand Sign.als during the ore
conflict and we had met before in Washington DC 111 1995.
Yours Sincerely
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS
CHENEVIX-TRENCH PRIZE ESSAY
COMPETITION 1998
PRIZES
First Prize

£750

Available to all entrant .

The Royal Signals Magazine

April 1998 Vol. 52 No: 2

All correspondence and matter
for pub lication in The Wire
should be addressed to
The Head of Publications,
The Wire, RHO Royal Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum, DT11 8RH
Dorset. Tel No: Blandford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079
Matter for publication must be
received by the 15th of February,
April, June, August, October and 10th December
for publication six weeks later.
All enquiries regarding subscriptions/despatch
should be made to ext: 2087

Subscription rates
1998 (Bi·monthly)
(Feb, Apr, Jun,
Aug, Oct, and Dec).
Individual: Yearly £9.00;
Bi-monthly £1 .50.
Remittances should be made payable to
Royal Signals Benevolent Fund

Editor Lt Col (Retd) P. Valder
Assistant Editor Mrs J. A. Herring
The Wire is a member of the Association of Service Newspapers

SOinC's Special Award £125

CONTENTS

Available to non commissioned ranks ofRoyal Signals.

Young Officer's Award £125
Available to Royal Signals Officers below the rank of Major.

Non Royal Signals Award £125
Available to the Retired Corps, civilians or officers and soldiers of other arms and services.

one of the last three awards will be awarded to the wim1er of the first prize.
The objective of the competition is:
"To encourage the study of all aspects of relevance to The Royal Corps of Signals and, in so doing, enhance the reputation of the
Corps and its [n titution and provide a fitting memorial to its benefactor".
RULES:
I.

The Competition w ill be known as " The Royal Signals Chenevix-Trench Prize Essay Competition" .

2.

Entries will be welcomed from anyone.

3.

Essays may be on any topic of relevance to the Corps. ln addi tion the SOinC (A) has nominated one subject of current
interest for those who wish to use it: Digitization promises to revolutionise the way t he British Army conducts its
business. It will present many challenges to Royal Signals. How should we ensure that our officers and soldiers are
equi pped to meet these challenges?

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

All essays must be submitted complete with duplicate. They may be of any length , and preferably should be typewritten
in double line spacing, but manuscript entries will be accepted and will not incur a penalty provided they are legible.
Essays wilI be judged on qua Iity, not quantity, of reading matter.
Classified matter must NOT be included.

Edita s Notes and In Tray
Movements ...
News from Headquarters and Training
New from Blandford
News from Northern Ireland
News from Regiments
News from Squadrons
News from Troops and UOTC
The Royal Signals Institution and Journal
Sport
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
The Royal Signals Association News and News from the AO's Desk
Reunions
Lost Comms ...
Correspondence
Donations
The Last Post
Opinion

FRONT COVER:

Essays should reach the Secretary of the Royal Signals Institution,
Regimental Headquarters,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum ,
DORSET DT 11 8RH
NOT LATER THAN IST SEPTEMBER 1998.
Adjudication will be arranged by the Council of the Institution.

Page
91-94
95
96-10 1
101-102
102-109
109-143
143-162
162-163
164-174
174-175
175-179
179-180
180-181
181
181
181-182
182-184

FOR SALE

Cpl Carl Croft of22 Sig Regt
just holding his line in a tight corner

BACK COVER:

Service Dre s, Mess Kit, British Wann, Sam Browne
and various badge of rank. o hats.
Ht 5ft 6ins. Chest 38ins. Wai t 36in . ln ide leg 29ins.
All in good condition.
Offer from impecunious officers welcomed.

An unusual and stun ning view of Gibraltar
with the Lavanter Cloud overhead, taken by Cpl Kev Jones
RAF. for 642 Sig Tp

Lt Col (Rtd) W. Lombard
Tel: 01609 775965 (Northallerton)

When a reference is made to any work, its title and author must be quoted. Quotations and extracts must be
acknowledged as such to the title and author concerned.
Every author must write under a nom de plume and must submit with the essay a sealed envelope with the nom de plume
on the outside and name and address inside.

9
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Authors alone arc responsible for the contents ot their_ ~ides._ . el op h . . .P , the Royal Sign~ls or the Ministry of Defence. Thi publication
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FORECAST OF EVENTS
17/04/98
17/04198
18/04/98
24/04/98

Q\4 's Convention/ Dinner
RSA Central Committee Meeting
RSA AGM & Branch Reps Meeting
White Helmets Opening Show

13/05198
20-21 /05198
28-29/0519?

Royal Signals London Dinner
Cafe Royal
SOinC(A)'s Confere nce
HQ Royal Signals
R Signals Spring Golf Championships I !Sig Regt!BGGS

24106/98
27-28/06198
28/06/98
27·06198

Morrison Cup (R. Signals Athletics)
RSA Weekend
Princess Royal Day
Royal Signals Corps Luncheon

Blandford
Blandford

09/07/98

Dining Out of SOinC (A)

HQ Mess B' ford

3-4109 '9H
06 09/98

Royal Signal Autumn Golf Meeting
Royal Signals Corps Luncheon

11 Sig Regt/BGGS
Cattcrick

07/10198
I 5110198

RSI/IEE Lecture
Corps Guest Night
oyal Signals Scottish Dmncr

Blandford
HQ Mess Blandfo rd
Glasgow

Opening of Field of Remembrance
Remembrance Sunday
RSI London Lecture

Westm inster Abbey

Blandford
Donnington
Donnington
Blandford

Blandford

ROYAL SIGNALS
THE WHITE HELMETS
BOOKINGS FOR 1998
AffilL
24
28 - 30 inclusive

SOinCs Opening Show Blandford
Travel to Germany

MAY

30110198
05111 198

08/11 198
26/11/98

Institute of
Directors
There is a change of venue. The RSI London Lecture will now
be held at the Institute of Directors, 116 Pall Mall, London.
I 730hrs for I800hrs.

17. 12198

There i a change of date. The Corps Carol Service will now be
held on 17112198 and ts.QI 15/12/98.

I - 3 inclusive
4 - 7 inclusive
15, 16
17
24
25
27,28, 29, 30

rum,
6
7

11 , 12, 13
20
23,24. 25
27, 28
JULY
I, 2
4

AFCEA(UK)
SOUTHERN CHAPTER

Rheindhalen Show - BFG
Travel to UK via SHAPE
Shrewsbury West Midland Show
Imperial Charity Show Warminster
Leeds Steam Spectacular
Birmingham Lord Mayor's Show
Royal Bath & West Show

5
6,7,8,9
I I, 12
18
21, 22, 23
3 I (3 days)

British Aerospace Godalming
(Provisional)
British Legion - Youth Spectacular
Colchester Garri on
South ofEngland Show
HMS Collingwood
Lincoln Show
RSA Reunion Blandford Camp

Royal orfolk Show
Uttoxeter Fe rival
30 Signal Regiment
Royal Stoneleigh Show
Wirral how
Bol over Tattoo
East of England Sho
St Helen's Show

PROGRAMME FOR MAY & JUNE 1998
21 May

Title:
Speaker:
Venue:
Time:

8 June

Title:
Speaker:
Venue:
Time:

'The Apache Helicopter in the Digital
Communications Arena'
Mr Keith Robson , GK We tland
The Vine Hotel, Ower (Nr Jct 2 M27)
I 8.00 (Drinks & Supper followed by Lecture)
'An MoD (PE) View on CIS into the new
Millennium'
Dr Ian Wat on, MOD (PE) DGCIS
The Vine Hotel. Ower l r Jct 2 M27)
18 00 (Drinks & Supper followed by Lecture)

AFCEA Members and their guests are welcome. Reservation must
be made through:
Mr John Cu nnison,
ccretary AFCE (UK) Southern Chapter
INRI (UK) Ltd
Alpha House
Chilwo11h Research Centre
SOUTHAMPTO
0167
Tel: 01703 760484
Fax: 01703 76048
e-mail: jcunni. on@inri .co.uk
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AUGUST
I. 2
5.6
8.9
15, 16
17
22, 23
29, 30

SEPTEMBER
12
19,20
27

NOVEMBER
I - 20
21 - 22
23-25

t Helen· Show
Bakewell Sho"
Bristol Balloon Fie ta
orthampton Balloon Fiesta
Cheltenham - Young People
Project (Charity)
Bolton Show
Egham how

Woking Military Tattoo
(Evening perfom1ance)
ewbury how
Tank Mu -eum. Bovington

Tra el to Greece
Athen Military Tattoo
Travel to UK
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THE

ORPS RSM'S VISIT
DOWN-UNDER
16 0 TOBER - 7 NOVEMBER 1997
A RE COL LECTIOl'i BY TH
ORP R, l
\\QI G. WOODCOCK
Imagine, Ill} honl r haYing arrived in my new job at the ·tart of the
R \Is' Convention t find that ten days later I would be flying outh to
\u,tralin and ew Zealand to accompany the OinC( ) on a three week
long v1>it. Brig Wood had .ct off before me to Yisit the Royal Malaysian
1gnal Corp· on the way. I stayed behind to summarise points from an
e. eel nt conYention and to finish off unpacking my ne'' quarter. Later
that week I fle\\ out to t-.lalaysia to catch up with the Oin (A) in Kuala
Lumpur prior to flymg on to Au tr.ilia on aturday 18th. We arrived at
the Au trahan chool of ignal near Melbourne on unday 19th and
·tarted our 'i it programme early the next day. We were greeted by t11e
Director of the Royal Au u·alian ignal Col Allan, Lt Col Clifford the
CO of the school, Capt Barwise the Adjt, WO I Fisher the chool R 1
and our own e. change officer Capt Sall~· Rees.

"'

,.

•.•
--

by the 0 in hi, ollicc overlooking the Sydney Harbour, an awful place
to work I ~an assure you! That cve~mg l was invited to a fonnal dinner
m the , gts Mes~ that included. the full Cpls as the annual training night!
My red Mess Kit and 111 particular the spurs were the topic of man
con1-crsutions and I had to stay until the biller end to ensure that my hos&
who were incredibly friendly. did not think that the 'Pommie ' cou ld not
keep up! The weekend was spent driving via the Blue Mountains to
Canberra during \\ h1ch we saw only our second kangaroo, unfortunately
it was lying at the side of the road showing the later s tages of rigo;
mortis. In Canberra we were briefed on Parakeet and AUSTACC and
had the oppo11unity to see the excellent facilities at the Oflicers Academy
and the Undergradunte Training School. I was hosted for lunch by the
R M of the Army. We also aid farewell to our host Co l Allen whose
Headquarters is cle\ erly concealed in an industrial estate.
Our final two days in Australia sa" us in Bri bane with l!Q J Div-I
JCU and a 01en11ght trip to 7 (EW) ig Regt where again we were well
looked afler. I certainly found the water-bed in the gts' Mess VIP room
difficult after a !Cw 'schooners' of beer.
On aturday I st ovcmber after another 0500 hrs start we flew off to
Ch~·istchurch,
ew Zealand, where a relaxing weekend was had by all.
Thi was a welcome break from the schedule and a time to collect our
thoughts and sort out our suitcases. which didn't get unpacked once
during the whole trip. On Monday morning after a flight to Wellington
the SOinC(A) had an otlice call with CG and I was taken off to meet the
Anny R M. Our trip from here on in took a different perspective as we
travelled north by car pa sing through and laying overnigh t at Wairouro
Training Camp, 'i iting the Z Army Mu cum and the School of
Signals. Corps dinners were also laid on in both Messes and the
hospitality was again excellent. We travelled via Hamilton where on
Wednesday 5 o\·ember we had the opportunity to meet members of the
e\\ Zealand R A. Refre hments were laid on and the 'O ld Comrades'
turned up in abundance to peak with the SOinC(A) and the Corps RSM.

LES ECOLES DE SAINT-CYR
COETQUIDAN

by Lt Co l tcpbcn Croft
After a year in Brussels at the Belgian Staff College I thought I would
be returning to a desk at Whitehall, until that is I was told there was the
possibility I would be selected to become the British Liaison Officer at
Saint-Cyr Coctquidan in Brittany. Four weeks later 1 was told the JOb was
mine and I started here at the French equivalent of RMAS on 15
September. Wll'.lt does the liaison officer actually do? I have a German
and Amo.:rican counterpart and it is our task to be the focus for anything
to do with our respective defence forces. For me this includes teaching
the officer cadets about the British Forces, giving presentations to the
directing staff on ho\\ we go about doing things and briefing on the
aspects of our forces that make them di ffcrent to their French equivalents.
They arc especially interested in how we made the transition from
conscription to an all volunteer force, as they are about to make the same
change, and keen to know more about Britain's role in NATO. In addition
I attend training days with the cadets. visit units of the French army and
have a secondary role as the liaison officer between the Royal School of
Signals and its equivalent just up the road in Rennes. Of course, I shou ld
not overlook the parades. soin~es and balls that all three LO's have to
attend
On the ,porting side, the academy offers a whole multitude to choose
fiom. and as well as representing them at badminton I ride, run and fly
with the J1ffcrent academy clubs. There is also a parachuting course in
March wh,ch will qualify me as 'parachute tramed' plus a jungle warfare
course in ti;c heart of French Gabon that is run every year. It is easy to
understam.' why my predecessor, a gunner, wanted to stay here, but had to
content hinl'·dfwith buying a Brittany farmhouse down the road So next
time you a~ asked where you want to go, get yourself onto the overseas
staff college c.;ourse and thereafter the world could be your oyster!

CITY OF LONDON SCHOOL
CCF EXPEDITION TO KENYA 1997
Extracts from a diary

Early momi11g i11 Nairobi -

After a shopping trip A relatively early night was had by all after the cramped travelling in
the bus had proved to be very tiresome, especially as the bus was piled up
with many sculpture bartered for with varying outcomes.

The expedition up Mt. Kenya Up early at 6am, cracked open the frozen fly-sheet, time to cook
breakfast which proved very frustrating due to various acts of
extraordinary clumsiness 111 the kitchen area. It proved to be a cold night,
our coldest yet at about 50°C below zero. We were dressed in full
thernials, hat, scarves, socks as well as fo ur sea on sleeping bag and liner
Day 3, we ascended steeply again past some caves in a cliff face before
we encountered as a group, the first real difficulty with altitude. People
began to look and feel slightly the worse for wear. An eventually famous
day for everyone involved started slowly at 2am! Headaches sub ided o
at 3am 16 of the 20 who began four days earlier attempted to hit the
summit. The steep climb up scree gained 785 mtrs (about 2400ft) in just
I 5km. We scrambled up gullies following a path we could not even see in
the pitch black of night save for the torchlight. It was about -100°C with
a stiff wind making it feel even col der. The cold sweat running down
you r back made it feel very uncomfortable, this day was what we had all
worked for and the detern1ination was incredible even though a few were
developing headaches and some were so exhausted that they wanted to
sleep. Someone up there must have been looking down kindly on us for
all sixteen reached the summit afely.

After picking up the bag. and loading the bus we were provided with
an initial hock of a guard wandering aimlessly around the car park
brandishing his rifle, no weapon safety here . The next shock was not long
in coming when we saw a young boy arise from the gutter, put on his coat
and leave for another day on the treet . This provided clear indicators of
what type of country we were in and the infrastructure was obviou ly
fairly basic. While some in the bus became uncomfortably aware of how
many people were staring at us, others were just generally shocked by
their new surroundings.

The Com1111111ity Project We were working very much within the community in that we were
surrounded by kids with a combined vocabulary of 'Jambo', 'H i",
'Sweets?' 'White men working? Ha! Ha!' and 'Bye', not to mention all
the Swahili they were shouting. I do not think that any of us could quite
believe how successful we had been both at mixing cement and laying the
very heavy stones. A good day ended well, shame about the weather o
far. A5 the days' work e nded , we attempted to leave, which proved
difficult seeing as the children held on to us for dear life, constantly
shouting 'Bye', becau e they thought that we would not be returning.
This was clearly their way of showing gratitude, one or two of our
upposcdly compassion less souls had a bit of a tingle in them.

The City of London chool Combined Cadet Force conquered the
third highest peak on the African Continent at 0605hrs on the 2 August
1997, an historic moment that will never be forgotten by anybody who
was there that morning.

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENTS DINN ER
20 JUNE 1998
The next Pre ident' Dinner will be held at Welbeck College on
aturday 20 June 1998. The Annual General Meeting will take place
on the fol101 ing unday morning.

The SOinC with Lt Col Clifford
of the Royal Australian School of Signals
\\le were given two pre emations and met the officers WOs and
S. COs for coffee bcfor~ being s hown around the tra ining esi:ibti shment.
\\e had .the opportunity to see ome of the Australian Parakeet
commumcauon system that is just being brought into ervice. Also trips
to ATEA and RA S1gs museum the folio.wing day prior to our departure
for_ Adelaide. Here we had the opportumty to ee the civilian boffins in
acuon at the Defence cie~cc and Technology Organisation (DSTO). It
\\a~ also our first opportunity for a cultural visit, this was to the Barossa
region where world famous wines are produced in abundance! eedless
to say the afternoon went too quickly ...
An early start on T~ursday 23rd for another internal flight to Sydney
where we met _CO 8 Sig Regt and then went off to LHQ Australia which
commen~ed "1th a cultural tour around the impressive Victoria barracks,
built dunn~ th.! last century when a tri~ !O Australia was one way! The
afternoon sa1\ _u~ at the Telstra (The Bnttsh Telecom of Australia) were
\\e \ 1s1ted their international operating centre, but, were not allowed to
ha Ye any free .phone calls! The evening allowed us the chance of a ferry
n.d~ ac;oss thc.ra!nous harbo~r, dmner out 111 Manly and a viewing of the
cny lights A 1s11 the following day to HQ A T where we were briefed
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Dre i Me K it for erving officer and Black Tie for retired
officers. The co t will be£ 15 . Timmgs are 1930 for 2000 hrs. Limited
basic accommodation i a1·ailablc on request.

The SOinC ins p ectin g the G ua rd of Honour
Our last 30hrs were spent in Auckland visiting and be ing hosted by 2
Sqn before the_long haul back to UK. Throughout the trip we were given
excellent br1cf1ngs on the problems that rapidly advancing
C?~r:riun1cat1ons bring to the Armies we meet These challenge such as
d1g1tisat1on and C IS ~re being addressed to good e!Tect. Everyone we met
from officers to sold1~rs to the members of the RSA were open, honest
and_ friendly and de pile our common problems of lack of finance, ageing
eq uipment etc. th.ey wer~ enthusi~stic about the future of their orps and
were a great c redit to their respective Armies.

The water tower was still standing and looking quite impressive by
lunch time when optimum height was reached at even layers. making it
well over six feet high. We had surprised many people with our succes ,
especially the locals and perhaps even more so, ourselves. During our
time at the school Mr. Vine had organised the rebuilding of the ursery
Schv.:>I swings by asking a ll the cadet to contribute a . mall sum to the
cause. All the little kid loved it and could not stop smiling, e pccially as
the 'PO was handing out lollie as well.
T HE WIR E, A P RIL 19 9 8
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pplications, including a contact address and telephone number.
s hould be sent to: Ca p ta in R. G. Strawb r idge, Ro~ a l ig na ls
Adjutant Welbeck College
Worksop
OTTS
03L
Tel: 01909 476326
Fax: 01909 530447
Applications should arri1·e at lea. t three week. prior to the Dinner.
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Letter From The Whineing Pomme
b' Lt Beanie Lloya
Returning from J-..i,;el)ak: in December 1996. ·spitting· becau~c 1 had
only serv~d 2,' day . in Bo ·nia. and therefore had not collected enough
omflake ttikcns to qualify for a medal. I was summoned to see my OC. J
made Ill) ",1) . lo\\ l) to hi. office expecting. with my current run of luck.
that he was .-bout to tell me I had picked up a Chri nnas duty. lnsteud I
\las greete<l ·,ya b'aming face and was told that I hud been nominated
for Ex Long Look.. I did not haYe the first idea wbat Ex Long Look was,
and not wantmg to embarra m• ·self in front of my OC I dared not ask. 1
ldt hi, onice quite be\\ ildered and. bumping into another ubbie just
outside. I enquired nain:ly, 'What is Ex Long look?' I "ill not detail the
content of the 'erbal abuse 1 recei' ed.
I till wuld not believe that l wru going to Au tralia. until on 18 July
1997 J felt the Tri ·tar takeoff from RAF Brize orton; and e\·en then
ome mighi con ·ider that a little too optimi tic! I wa attached for the
four month period to I st Joint upport Unit (IJSU). Brisbane - a 500
strong unit re · ponsible for · upporting the Deployable Joint Force HQ
(Land) (DJFHQ). Meantime a large. rugby playing Au tralian was en
route for Gennany to spend four months with 7 ig Regt...

Amongst other tasks. I was involved in role-play as a rioter and acted

as a pregnant evacuee sutlering from the heat and high blood pressure' I

recovered from this traumatic ordeal by taking three weeks leave a~d
managed to cover 5.000km over land and 2,000km by air seei ng and
doing a-; much as possible. 1 dived on the Great Barrier Reef, walked the
Rock , drove the Great Ocean Road and saw th e citie and wildlife
bctwcc1~. So I return to 13FG pen1_1ilcss again but with lots of photos and
memories 1f not too many warnc (Australian for war stories). Late•
dunng my stay I also had the opportunity to meet the SOinC, Brig Wood
during his short visit to the Unit.

OFFICERS
FEBRUARY 1998
Rank and Name .. .............. ........ .. Unit /o which Posted
Brig M. G. Taylor. ......................... HS, RSS
Col R A. Wright .................... ....... D of Exams & Courses

Lt Col S. L. Gale MBE, QGM ...... ACDS (Overseas)
Lt Col S. L. M. L. Martin .............. RSS
Maj
Maj
Maj
MaJ

P. Beynon ..... ....... ..................
I. K. Bucklow .........................
J. A. Compston ..... .................
K. W. Goodfellow ..................

DCIS(A)
HQ I
HQ I
D/CJS3 DGClS

Capt . C Bruce ...........................
C'apt ( Douglas ............................
Capt M D. Philips ......... .... ..... .......
Capt R. E. Pilkington BSc(Hons) ..
A/Cap. P. Richardson BEM ...........

16 Sig! Reg
I ( K) Amid Bde HQ & Sig Regt
15 Sig Reg
2(Trg) Regt AAC SAAVN
Royal School of Signals

MARCH 1998
Rank "'''11\/ame ...........................
Col J. BL1<e ........................... .......
Col M. J. Dent ............... .. .. ............
Col S . Paul ... ... ..........................

Unit to which Posted
DRFC
MVCMO UNIKOM
HQ LISA Andover

Sgt R. A. Davey ..........................
gt S. Marshall .............................
Sgt M. B. Mcintyre ...... ................
Sgt L. Meek ..................................
Sgt B. G. Parry ..............................
Sgt A. T. Peel. ................................
Sgt P. E. Remnant.. .......... .............
Sgt G. J. Richmond .......................
Sgt M.A. Sherwood ......................
Sgt R. Smith ........... .......................
Sgt J. R. Walker. ............................
A/Sgt M.A. Woods .......................

THE MEDAL YEARBOOK
The collectors price guide
and handbook for the
Medal hobby. With listings
and descriptions for all
British and
Commonwealth medals;
prices for full size and
miniatures; orders and a
photographic medal
ribbon chart in full colour.

Lt Col R. M. Thurston .... .............. ACDS (OR) LAND Systems
Lt Col G. W. Bartliff .... ................. ATO Comm Sch (BAE) Latina
Maj H. N. S. Colburn .................... HQ ARRC
(For Lt ol 98)
Capt M F. Graham ....................... 21 Sig Reg (Air Sp)
Capt D.R. Seymour .. .... ..... ...... ..... 8 [nfBde HQ & Sig Sqn 18

Lt Lloyd wondering whether to blow it or suck it
During my ,·isit , lJ U underwent a major restructure that involved a
change from a ignal Regiment to a Joint Support Unit (in line with the
restructure of the Divi ion to the DJFHQ). The Unit was also trialling
Parakeet - a trunk sy tern produced by Briti h Aerospace similar to
Ptam;iigan, utili ing atellites as an integral part of the ystem. Despite
the differences that were apparent on my arrival it is amazing how much
of the day to day operation is the same the world over. all be it at a slower
pace and with the sun s_hining. With the re tructure of the Unit underway,
and a urplus of subb1es (yes. overmanning) there wa no immediate
employment for me. So without too much disappoinnnent I managed to
get
elf selected for a _cross-country skiing expedition in Boyong,
Victona. This came as qmte a surpnse ince l had not imagined that I
would be cold in Australia. e\·en le s that I would see snow! I returned
from freezing temperatures to deploy to the sweltering heat of Far North
Queensland on Ex Tasman Eagle. a Services Protected Evacuation.

Lt J.M. Evans BA(Hons) ............. . l (UK) Arrnd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Lt R. M. Harvey BA(Hons) ........... 210 Sig Sqn, 24 (Ainnob) Bde

m:r

21C Regt, 'That's the last time I allow my wife to

do my make-up!'
Ex long_ Look has provided me with a new perspective, a wider
understandmg of the operations of a different army and some new
cultural experie_nce . With the strings tightening on Defence budget
purs~s an~ ~n rncreasrng focus on accountab il ity for all military
exercises, 1t 1s vual that these opportunities are not wasted. There is a
great deal. o_f potential for an exerci e of this nature to be of great benefit
to the md1v1dual, to both the Units and to both Armies. J believe that the
potential of the Exercise is not being fu ll y rea li sed. Host Units must
prov_1d_e a str~ctured programme and set c learly defined objectives for the
part1c1pant 111 order to provide the participant with a c ha ll e nge and
safeguard the opportunities provided by Ex Long look for the future.

TEES TOTAL
Another hard day at the office - Lt Lloyd en route to N.
Queensland
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High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AI
TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX: (01793) 84989.0

WOsand S CO
FEBRUARY 1998
Rank and Name ............................. Unit to which posted
W02 P. D. Jones ....... ..................... HQ LA DCE T
SSgt M. O'Brien ........ ...... ............. . 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
SS gt R. L. Plummer .. .. .................. Royal School of Signals
SSgt A. J. Yafai .......... ................... 30 Sig Reg
Sgt P. C. Asplen ............................ 16 Sig Reg
gt P. S. Baker ........ .. ......... ............ 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg
Sgt A. E. Buckle ..... .,............ ......... 7 Arrnd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
Sgt I. Cawson .... ..... ....................... JSCSC
Sgt P. T. Davies .............. ........... .... 280 (UK) Sig Sq
gt J. Donnelly ...... .............. .......... 14 (EW) Sig Reg
Sgt G. S. Duffy ......... ................... .. 9 Sig Reg (R)
Sgt J. G. Guilfoyle ......................... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
Sgt J. M. MacNamara .................... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
Sgt S. E. Margison ..... .......... .......... 34 Sig Reg (V)
Sgt G. R. Mathieson ........ ...... ........ 3 Inf Bde HQ & ig Sqn (203)
Sgt C. A. Meehan .... .. .. ...... .. .......... Royal School of Signals
Sgt K. E. Muggleton ...................... JCU (NI)
Sgt E. Pomeroy ........ ......... ... .......... 243 Sig Sq
Sgt A. Regan ........ ...... .. ................ JSSU Oakley
Sgt G. Steel. ........... .......... ........ ...... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg
Sgt G. M. Thompson ...... .......... ..... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg
Sgt M . J. R. Wakeling ................... AFCENT Sp Gp
Sgt J. A. M. Watt ........................... 3(UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg
A/Sgt C. E. Burke .................. ........ 3 (UK) Div HQ & ig Reg
A/Sgt T. J. Croxon ............. ............ 11 Sig Reg
A/Sgt D. W. Owen ......................... 24 Ainnob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (210)

MARCH 1998
Rank and Name .............................
SSgt G. Collins .. ...... .. .. ....... ...........
SSgt M. A. Giles ............. .... .... .....
SSgt D. G. Richardson ....... ...........
SSgt S. A. Shaw ..... .......................
SSgt J. Stephen ............. ....... ..........
Sgt T. R. J. Austin .. ..................... ..
Sgt C.R. Avey-Hebditch ....... ........
Sgt S. Barrass ................ ....... .........
Sg, J. P. Blyth... ....................... .... ..
Sgt D. W. Burdus ................... ........
Sgt P. A. Clogg ..... ....... ..................
Sgt D. E. Cox ........................ ...... ..
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Unit to which posted
14 Sig Regt (IEW)
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Reg
(W) Sig Reg
399 SU
35 Sig Reg (V)
HQ I & 15 Sig Reg
ATACC
I Welsh Guards
ORTH
30 ig Reg
16 Sig Reg
12 Reg RA

11 Sig Reg
Balado Bridge
I (UK) Div HQ & ig Reg
3 (UK) Div !IQ & Sig Reg
14 (EW) Sig Reg
5 AB Bde HQ & ig Sqn (216 Para)
Royal School of Signals
2 Sig Reg
6 Sig Reg
1 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
14 (EW) Sig Reg
RLS Wales & West

Also included is a complete index to MEDAL NEWS
magazine, the worlds only magazine devoted to medals,
battles and the history of heroes.
The MEDAL YEARBOOK 1998 co ts just £12.95 (plus
£1.50 p&p) for the softback or £19.95 (plus £1.50 p&p) for
the limited edition hardback. The first printing sold out
completely within 8 weeks and the reprint is going fa !order yo ur copy today
MEDAL EWS : £2.50 per issue or £25 UKJBFPO per year
For a sample copy of the magazine imply send £1 in stamps.
Plea e quote reference CSP/4 on all order

1,

TOKEN PUBLISHING LTD
Ro, H EATHPARK,

ORCHARD HOUSE, D UCHY

HONITON

EX14 SYD Tel: 01404 83 1 878

Fax: 01404 83 1 !!95

RSVC
DINGHY HIRE

Contact SSgt Steve Bungay

737 2409
01258 482409
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ARMY CJS GROUP (ACISG) - EW NAME - EW JOB!
The ACISG was formed as part of 2 (NC) Sig Bde on 5 January 1998
to provide a single, coherent LAND Command Communications and
Information Sy terns (CTS) organisation responsible for the local
delivery, control and management of in-Service Army CIS. Tt is bringing
together the experience and resources of the six UK based signals
squadrons and the IT practitioners from the 06 (CIS) sta!T branches. At
the heart of the ACISG is the Army CIS Control Centre at Corsham and
Regional CIS Control Centres providing intimate support to commanders
and staffs across LAND Command. The AC!SG Vision is based on
'Mak ing CTS Work' for commanders and staffs. This will be achcived by
a direct. local service through a 'One Stop Shop' concept. Throughout
LA D Command local problems will be resolved by experienced well
trained local staff Local solutions will be sought where possible. The
ethos of the ACISG will focu · on a proactive , integrated Cl
management support service drawing on all our Defence-wide CIS
. upport resources. All user will have a Single Point of Contact, by u ing
an Army wide telephone number to contact the local Help Desk. This
Help Desk will be the gateway o an integrated network of C!S support
services ranging from immediate de ktop assistance from a local
Response Team to network reconfiguration by the Defence
Communicattons Services Agency (DCSA) or system pecific contractor
support. In addition 10 its primary role the ACISG will evolve into the
A rmy's CIS 'Wa tchdog' to ensure that the Defence Fixed
~lccommunica ti ons Services (DFTS) and its commercial partner, I CA,
d~l iver the agreed level of service to users. The ACTSG will also become
.111 Intelligent CIS Focus bringing together users, developers of new
vstems, the second and third line support organisations and commercial
contractors.
The change has already begun. During the latter part of 1997, 243 Sig
Sq began the takeover of Help Desk and ISM responsibilities for HQ
LAND at Wilton. Under the guidance of Majs John Floyd and Tony
\1cMahon the Squadron wa ready to go live on 5 Jan 98. The remaining
ignal squadrons are now well into the planning stage and will probably
be in a similar position by April of this year.

HQ 2 (NC) SIGNAL BRIGADE

Comd
DComd

Brig . G. Hughes CBE
Col . Foake TD

BRIG OE OFFICER . T DY PERIOD - LO G 100R
Occasionally. like a TV wa · hing powder ad. I have heard that oflwhi pered query, 'What doc your Brigade staff do for you?' Well, this
weekend they had their ·Daz' doon.tep challenge! The Brigade Officers'
Smdy Period at Longmoor camp! ln a brave attempt to come up whiter
than white, despite the inherent vagaries and uncertainties of 'TA
Tommy·, your valiant Brigade taff .et to, ome months ago. planning,
preparing. 'profting · and promulgating.
On Friday '.!3 January (just long enough after the festi e season for
your livers to have recovered), from all over the country, one hundred and
thirty eight officers from the Regiment of the Brigade (and 2 quadron!)
descended on Longmoor camp to sample the fruit of the Brigade taff's
labours. Now, how many 2nd Lieutenant can say they have had their bed
made by their Chief of taff? ome of ours can! To a man (and woman)
the Bde Permanent Staff pitched in, ably as isted by their TA
counterparts. Within three days they tran funned Longmoor Camp into a
bona-fide national conference centre which any major hotel chain could
be proud of.
The Study weekend itself passed the test, by all reports. It had
something for everyone: Technical updates for the anoraks (courtesy of
S03 Tel ; Capt 'Handy Andy' Saddington), Powerpoint magic counesy
of W02 (YofS) Dave 'Thumbs' Brudenall, Strategic Defence Review
go ip for the cynic , lively debate for the opinionated, visibility for the
thrusters. copiou beer and bamer for the sociable .... and a BIT the next
morning for the SOinC! Spiritual guidance was provided in abundance by
~e. 15 padres of 3 (UK) Div who had been guided to Longmoor by a
V1s1on from our own Padre l\licbael Bryce. Their presence was much in
use admini tering the la t rites to the BFT casualties and earlier the
evening before to Capt Guy 'Feet First' Bewsher and the unknown
warrior 2nd lieutenant after their mauling at the hands of the surprise
guest speaker. the BBC's indomitable Kate Adie, at question time.

GARRISO C P RUGBY CHALLE GE.
. The Garrison Rugby Challenge took place at the I RHA rugby field in
T1dworth on_ 16 December 1997. The actual reason why 100 people were
slowly freezing to death m the chill December wind was in fact to select
the J?ivisi?nal Rugby Tea~1 fr?m th~ talent on show that day among t the
Garrison players. We wait with baited breath for their selection list
. With only 13 players from_ 21 Sig Regt (A ) in Coleme and 2 Sig Bde
m Corsham, Cot wold Garn on managed to field a full team with the
help of Warminster Garrison who surprisingly were only able to field 5
players themselves. Our first game wa lost, 15 - 23, to the eventual
winners of the main competition; The Middle Wallop Garri on
'Aviators'. Denied the main event, we steeled ourselves to take the plate
cup instead, eager to at least win some silver and restore our pride in
ourse~ves. Our next game was quickly going the way of the first when at
half lime we were 5 - 12 down. From the second half kick-off however
we seemed to pick up a gear and proceeded to dominate the field. Afte;
much hard work from the whole team the game ended 27 - 12 and morale
soared. After this boost to our fragile egos we went on to win two more
gam_es and progres to the Plate Final. Here we came up against the
Bovmgton team. The game started well with two tries traded in the first
h~lf. The second half started unsteadily as Bovington ran in two quick
tnes with no reply from us. Once more we dug deep and went back
through the breach. 1:ime ticked away as we ran in another try that then
left us five points adnft. After a hard fought drive to within ten metre of
the Bovington line the referee awarded us a penalty that we had to run
hard; and run we did but the Bovington defence held on to the whistle.
Ultimately we took runners-up in the plate final. We returned home with
a few more bruises then when we had arrived, there 's always next year
lads.
Sl"!AlcT'ER. POINT Of l/1ew.

APASS?..."TllE ollt.y PASS 11IA'7"

~

G.llN.JF•U )bu FOR 15 AH O.A. I'.

JIUC PASS!

Kate Adie discreetly checks all her rings are still present
after shaking hands with ROMS Tony Simpson,
W02 Trevor Berry provides a pocket
K~te graciousl:r delayed her departure to join HMS I11vi11cihle in the
Gulf in order. 10_ give th e Brigade Oflicers an interesting talk and insight
mto the Media in the battlefield, and the effect of new communications
technolo_gy to their re.lationship with the military. Iler talk Jed to an
entertaining. and forthnghl debate which no doubt continued, lubricated
by a few swift G&Ts, throughout the Games Evening organised by Major
Peter ·1t's a Knockout' Williams.
Congratulations go to. the Chi~f of Sta!T; Maj R. Thomas fo llowi ng
the announcement of his se lection for promotion and to the Deputy
Comd: Col tephen Foa~es TD, on the award of the second bar 10 his
Terntonal Dcclarallon which was presented by the SOinC.
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Sp~c_iaJ thanks go W02 SSM ' Taff ' Tarr al 3 Div Sig Regt for
organismg the event, 2Lt Jamie McGregor and fan 'Am J good or
"".hat?' Fowler of 21 Sig Regt (AS) for organising the support from 21
S1gs.
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ARMY DATACOMMUNICATIO S CO TROL CE TRE (ADCCC Bicester)
The well established ADCCC, the QMGs Data Commmunications
Delivery Service which forms part of the ACISG, have had yet another
busy time with tbe increase of networking in the IT area. Mike Tomi ins
(HPTO) and the OC, Maj (Retd) Ken McRae have just spent ten days in

Bosnia setting up additional QMG data !mks. Also on site was Rob Watt
who was simultaneously establishing the new TSAT links.
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Lt Col (Retd) Tony Porrit together with Mark Tomlin) and Paul
Crowhurst are out sunning themselves in Cyprus for three weeks. If the
RAF ever find their cargo they may end up doing some work. Back at
sunny Bicestcr Sarah Smith and Sue Thornton are trying 10 keep up
with the rush on Operational and Exercise Field Deployment Packs
currently in Poland, orway and many other places. If we ever find the
time and manpower there is installation work and in pections due in
Kenya, Brunei, Kathmandu, Belize, Canada and the USA. With 18,000
users outside of the UK there is a lot of scope for travel and training in
networking. There are currently vacancies for 2 X PTOs and hopefully
soon an additional 3 X Sgt Technicians. Interested in a career in Data
etworking! Who said this is a National Communications Brigade?

Major Graeham eal
It is with much sadness that we notify The Wire and its readers of the
death of Maj Graeham Neal, the late Officer Commanding of 243 Sig
Sqn based in Bulford, killed in a car accident near Stranraer over the
Christmas stand-down. Our condolences go to all his family and friends.

HQ 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES

by a member of 'The Escape Commi11ee'
The Escape Committee can finally report that on 10 December 1997
the largest breakout from 'Stalag Donnington' in recent memory was
succe sfully executed. leader of the escape, Maj Charlie ' Black Hole'
Miller, is known to have reached afety in LLnny Cyprus, although we are
still waiting for the postcard and the invitation to join him! The S02 Log
Sp, Maj 'Rod' Gladwin (last een crawling down the ~unnel muttering
' Free, free , finally free') has only escaped as far a 35 Sig Rcgt (V), and
has since led a number of raids on the HQ, making of with armfuls of
' loggy' publications! Capt Sa rah 'Hopa long' Allan staged a cunning
escape by feigning injury to her knee, but has unfortunately been
recaptured and is bel ieved to be undergoing interrogation at the infamous
Hedley Court rehabili tation centre, prior to being returned to Donnington.
Rumour has it that she has already fom1Ulated a new escape plan for later
in the year that is guaranteed lo be succc sful and permanent! Maj Peter
'Jean Luc' Pickard, the S02 ES (V), used the old trick of producing a
stand-i n to disguise bi e cape. Unfortunately, his uccessor, Maj Dave
Atkinson, is about 6 feet 14 inches tall, and I think the guard may have
noticed the swop! The final escapees were our AGC personnel, W02
Dave 'the civvy' Smith (who has now left the Army) and Cpl Jasmine
Clcathero, who escaped to Hereford on promotion. Best of luck to you
all, and keep the tunnel open!
.
A new batch of inmate arrived in January, and are now getting used
to life in 'the talag'. The new DCOS, Maj Mike ' MC' Wise, arrived
from Germany and has already tak en over as head of the inmates
entertainment committee, having co-ordinated a Royal Visit and
organised a dinner night for the same day! Capt ick 'Rip Van ' Range
arrived 'on remand' from 33 Sig Regt (V) for three months, nnd, dunng a
recent recce to Germany proved his worth as a 'sleeping member' of the
Ops team . It 's rumourdd that the bed-sores are heali ng nicely! W02
' Kathy' Fenlon and Cpl Dawn 'Mad Max ' Lanning almost _complete _the
new additions to Stalag Donnington, altfiough 11 would be mappropnate
lo end wi thout welcoming the new Commander, Brig Jonathan Cook,
rumoured to have been brought in to tighten up security and prevent
future e cape attempts! Be I wishc to all the new arrivals, and the recent
escapees !
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Brig David Wills hands over 11 Sig Bde to Brig Jonathan Cook
PTARMIGAN TR<\..11 I G CE TRE
The purpose built Ptarmigan Training Centre was handed over 10 the
Brigade by the We t lfidlands TAVRA in January. Thi excellent facility
was primarily built for the training of 33 and 35 ig Regl ·. However,
with it 162 eater training theatre . equipped with the latest ound.
computer graphic projection and video equipment, its six cla • rooms and
large internal garage, it i being seen as a very useful facility for all unit
in the area. There is also the option 10 park communication vehicles
outside and electronically connect them via the Ptarmigan ports on the
building into the cla rooms. Vehicle can be powered up from e tcrnal
supplic with single and 3 phase C a well a 28v D . Additionally HF
and VHF communication · port have been added. The Centre can be used
not only a a Ptam1igan trainer but for trade training. CPXs. pre:entations
and conference ·. Booking arc taken by the Facilities tanager W02
(RQ 1S) Buxton on (74 ) 2722.
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Th.:- Pt. rm1gan Tr ir.•llg Centre" a> officmlly opened on 23 Januai)' b)
th Colonel in Chief. he was accompanied by the faster of Signab.
'\taj Gen I. 0. j, prackling and \lrs Jilly Cook, widow of the late
\laj Gen Robert ook. l hl' building wa named The Robert Cook
Buildmg. F 1!10" ing th opening ccr~mony. the Colonel 111 hicf toured
the facilitv and >ill\ both mtcrr.: I and extemal demonstrations of trainmg
and qmprncnt laid on by all un s in the Brigade.

OEPARl RE OF BRIG WILL
On Monday 26 January. command of 11 Sig Bde pas cd from Brig
Da"id \ ills to Brig Jonathan Cook Before he departed from the HQ
for the la. t time. Brig Wills was 'treated' to afternoon tea by his small
(but pcrfoctly formed) staff. Once all the ncce ·sary presentations and
farewell speeches bud been dispensed with, he was escorted to the llQ
front door and proY1ded 1nth suitable transportation for his tran sition into
cil'ilian trcct - a decrepit black rmy bike. However, moments later
from around a comer ca me Ca pt Lee Brown resplendent in Blues and
sash, riding hi trusty Gold \Vmg. Brig David was then driven around the
barrack. quare on a final lap of honour before di . appearing into the
e ening . unset for the la~t time to the strai ns of Meatloaf s Bat out of
Hell. Capt Bro,~n later commented of the Commander's rid_ing ability,
•He' bloody dangerous on a bike - nearly had me off three times in U1c
first 400 yard"· Returning to their desks for the night shift, members of
the HQ were unanimous that life would never be quite the amc again!

ATR Bassingbourn - Cross-Country Teams
ORDlC SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS I
ERRE CHEVALIER
(FRA CE)
When the Arf'1y (UK) Ski Championships were held in the Serre
Chevalier Region l.lf France in January, a small umt like the Army Trg
Rcgt. Bassingboum had to rely on the existing skiing experience of its
Permanent Staff to draw on if they wanted to enter. Even for uch a fine
sporting regiment ru, Bassingbourn with much talent to boast of, finding
ordic Skiers capable of competing at Army level was not such an easy
ta k. With the CO's blessing however, and the backing of the Regiment. a
team of five was mustered and were soon travelling through the Channel
Tunnel on their way to the French Alps.

The Colonel in Chief talks to Mrs J. Cook
(widow of the late Maj Gen Robert Cook)
having just officially opened The Robert Cook Building
BRIGADE DL ER , JGHT
To mark the departure and retirement of Brig Oa id W ill s. an
Officers· Dinner Night wa held in the Venning Barrack Officers Mess
on the evening of the Royal Visit. All of the Brigade's units were
r~presented and the Commander wa presented with two claret jugs and a
1lver alver, Liz Wills received a number of bushes for their garden in
Henstridge. After an excellent dinner, sketches were performed by the
HQ ta_ff highlighting some of the funnier moments of Brig David ' two
yea~s m com?1and including provision by his ta ff of clothing and
equtpment ~vh1ch had been forgonen! All too soon the evening came to
an en~ leavmg the as emb!ed officers and their wive with the sad duty of
escortmg \fr and Mrs Wills to the camp gates by torch-light and to the
strams of Auld Lang Syne played by the Pipe Major from 40 Sig Regt.

Cpl Nicky Coombs about to be tagged by Sgt Galbraith
on the 4x10km Race
Departi ng Brig Wills being driven off in style by 'Display Team
hopeful' Capt Lee B~own astride his Honda Goldwing 1500SE,
the Brigade staff are in attendance

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
Bassingbourn
HQ 1 SQ
Sqn Comd
SSM

DRO '
Maj Steve Vickery
W02 (SSM) Paul Anderson

o mention of the Lanyard Trophy this issue, however there are
congratulauons aplenty for the nerve centre of the Squadron.
Congratulations to W02 (SSM) Paul Anderson on promotion to WO!.
Your tu_ne as the ARSM has paicl dividends. All documentation coming
out of ::.HQ has a maternal flavour to it as our Squadron Clerk Launa
Green 1s now a proud mum to be, so congratulations to her and her
husband. SSgt ·Taff' Furnival is still standing in as SSM although the
removal of his mou tache did result in him being occasionally mistaken
as a recruit.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Nick Morris
Tp Sgt
Sgt J. Smithurst
Delta Tp has continued to wade through the delights ancl downfalls
!hat the CMS(RJ
to offer. The ~chool of Signals now has a further 43
Tramed Soldiers thanks to the diligence of the Delta Tp training team.
Of particular note was the now famous ig Fenton who became the
A!'ffiy·~ first homeles individua~ to pass basic training. The QC Sqn, Maj
\ 1ckery would like to pass on his thanks for his new found national fame
followm~_hi TV interview, and no. he does not have any other relatives
m the military! Cpl ·Da1' Kidd wishes to let the world know that he has
brnken his leg wh_1lst playing a hooligan 's game known as football, for a
little ~nown semi-pro side. Cp_I Paula Kelson would appear to have
fallen!" love, more on that next issue! Cpl Jim Berry is getting well into
~1~ tnde and take~ the award for the most. spontaneous speech in history,
1~ front of an assembled crowd of recruits parents. Had he been wearing
false tcet~ he wo~ld surely_ have swallowed them. Srecial mention also
for.~ooking a high rankrng. ?1ember of the Squadron during the
Regiment~! Fo~tbal.I ompet111on. It was al~ a big misunderstanding
apparent I). pl Jez Brommers Bromley contmues to imbue the recruits

?a
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Nordic Skiing is a highly pri7cd military skill and the British Army
places a~ much emphasis on it a it~ other , ATO partners. So much o
that it supports training and competition greatly - to the extent of ho~ting
the champion hips in guaranteed snow conditions such as is available in
the French Alps. The team had barely unclipped the snow chains off the
Regimental mini bus on reaching France when they had their first race!
The competition takes place over ten days and includes races from I 0 to
30 kilometres. some events include skiing with .22 calibre rifles and
target shooting at staging points throughout the race (known as the
Biathlon).
The team performed very well. achieving 18th place overall from an
entry of 43 teams. Within the Divisional Championship they were placed
3rd in the Major Units Competition and were the only minor unit to enter
- a very fine achievement indeed! The team was led by Capt 'Ted'
Martin who is the Regimental Physical Training Corp Officer, with him
was gt ndrew Galbraith, Army Physical Training Corps, pis icki
Coombs of the R. Signal • teven Robinson RE and 'George' Foreman
Royal Anglian Regiment. They all competed in races such as I Okm and
15km distances, Biathlon relay races and the 30km patrol race carrying
IOkg of weight in their bergcns and the SA80 issued rifle which they
were called to use on three ranges shooting at 'falling plates' and 'figure'
targets.

Team inspection prior to Patrol Race
L-R: Capt Martin, Sgt Galbraith, Cpl Nicky Coombs and
Cpl Foreman

with the required ethos while drinking dray load of 'guini'. He was la t
een wandering aruund camp dres ed in half No.2s and underwear,
marvellous. The show mu t go on.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Harrop
Tp Sgt
Sgt Lagden
Charlie Tp has had a recent change around, moving offices, lockers,
boards and the odd Cpl. Welcome to gt Peter Lagden , his wife Ruth
and daughter Kayliegh. Within a week of his arrival the block has been
transformed and exercise rations are now a pleasure to eat. Cpl Laurie
'Teddy Bear' Askin ~ontinues to inflict his personality on the recruits and
would hke t? know 1f anyone has a second-hand pace stick going cheap
to replace h_1s old one that wa de troyed in a ho1Tific accident. Rumour
ha 1t ~hat . I\ flew at over IOOm! Cpl Martin 'is EFP multi choice?'
Hunt 1 sllll manag111g to convince the recruits he is allowed into the
~~Is Mess Bar. Welcome also to Cpl Mick ·too polite ' Rutherford who
JOms us from Delta Tp. Sad farewells go to Cpls Lorna Banks and
Andy 'The Cat' Fisher - ~e'll miss your war stories. Thanks for all your
hard work and our best w1she to you both and good luck in your new
UllltS.

Outside. the Squadron it members are contin uing to fly the flag. The
ATR Bassm~bou1:n male c ross-country team came second in the minor
umt champ1onsh1p of the 2 Div Cross-Country Championships at
~attenck on the 10 December 1997. Congratulations go to C pls Andy
Tweak the no~e of death' Fisher, Jez 'Mad as a Fish' Bromley and in
particular C hris Rober!s ~ho came second in the individual competition.
fen~ale team, con 1st111g of Capt Lisa 'Jock I' Taylor, Cpls icki
Jock 2 Coombs, Lo~na Banks and LCpl Fiona MaCarthy (nee
Mol.loy), gave a tcrhng performance, coming second overall. A
particularly outstanding effort considering they con istcd of the entire
f~male instructor POJ>ulation here _at Bassingbourn. Congratulation. to
Fiona and Mac on their recent marriage. Their wedding present from their
fellow gym queens was, of course, a mirror.

:inc
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'Getting released for sports when with an Army Trg Regt is not the
problem it is perceived to be' ays Cpl icki Coombs. 'l repre ent the
Regiment at Cross-Counrry and I compete in one or two races every
week. My fellow CO' know when I will be away and cover for me, we
actively encourage each other to take part in most external events and our
quality of life is just as good as in any other posting but more rewarding
and gratifying - if anything, we need more of a female presence here to
enable us to talce part in team competitions so come on girls. speak to
your po tings branch and ask for a move to Bassingboum - your recruit
need you!!'

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Army Apprentices College, Arborfield

Just a things were becoming routine, il i all about to change. On 4
May I 998 the RE and RLC are joining the Army Apprentices College to
train alongside ourselves and the REME. At least there may be some
competition on the Rugby pitch at last. By the time U1c College is training
at full strength in September 1998, 66 Apprentice will be under
training at any time (166 R SIGNALS). ln order to meet the challenge,
we have decided to reorganise the Squadron and post out all of the
experienced staff (particularly U1e officers) ju t to make life a little more
interesting. In addition, we have decided that we no longer require 4wheel drive transport and we have chosen Ferrari-red transit van in tcad
to tactically deploy Permanent tafT onto Excrci e and to u e as rangeafety vehicle - extremely effective they are too! Many thanks are
extended. to the umts who have already helped u out by loaning real
vehicles. Just to ensure that we were not becoming overly confident with
our training - PSS(R) has loomed it rather large head. Phy ical training
tests will now be gender equal, but CEQ dependant - why does the
Operator have to be able to static lift more than a Lineman? Bizarre.
The lrainmg course is developing well and we are most thankful to a
number of units for their excellent support - 3 (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
(particularly 202 Sqn) for organising numerous visits to how the
pprcnticc that there is life at the end of the training tunnel. Al o we'd
hke to thank I (M.:ch) Bde HQ & Sig q11 for pulling on an excellent
display al our recent Passing Out Parade. (it was a Friday afternoon just
before hris11nas leave as well!). Al o our thank go to 11 Sig Reg! for
termly familiarisation visit , and presentations from 5 (AB) Bde !IQ &
Sig Sqn and 264 (SA ) Sig Sqn.
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The next et of Wire otes will reflect the major turn-over of
Permanent Staff but recently we have said farewell to SSgt Tom mith
and Elaine who are now sett led in and drinking all of their LOA in 20
(ARMD) Bde HQ & Sig qn. Congratulations, 'Q' on your election for
promotion. Also, welcome to the Squadron to SSgt (SQM ) ·Dutch'
Holland, Cpl Murray and Cpl Meir. Good luck during your tours. With
no further ado, some reflection on life at the Army Apprentices College
(some more heavily edited that others):
WHY I JOINED THE ROYAL CORP OF SIGNALS'
by AT Pearce
The Royal Corp of ignal first intere ted me when my rmed Forces
Careers Officer bowed me the variou Corps and Regiments whi h o!Tered
Apprenticeships. The Royal Corps of Signal tood out and made me keen
to find out what was on ofTer. A communication technology is advancmg
I felt it nece sary to do an Apprenticeship in an advancing trade "h1ch i.
needed in both military and civil ian life. The Corps al o has a lot to o!Ter in
the way of sport as well a a career, so an active life that I enjoy m pircd
me to join the Royal orps of ignals. I saw that the Royal ignals arc
necessary in battle, as most orp are, but without ignallers to maintain
and operate the communication set the operational effectiYcnes. of the
Anny would suffer and battle effcctivenc s would detcriornte. Overall the
Royal Corp of ignals seemed the mo. t interesting and I W<mtcd to
improve my own communications kill ' . I am no\\ in week 3 of Phase I
training. enjoying every minute of it and improvinf( my personal military
skills every day. I definitely made the right choice!
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•\\HY I JOI. ED THE ROY L CORP OF SIG:\ ALS"
b) \T Barker
I "a nearly at the end of m) la ·t term in school and l didn' t ha\'c a
clu.: what I \\ ant.:d to do for a career. There wa. a careers con\'ention in a
10\\ n close to us. so I de ided to go along. l\fy mum kept nagging me ·Go
and . ee_what the rn1y have got to . ay '. I wa originally not too hooked
on the idea but I e_\'entually gave in. The CIO explained everything to
me about pprent1ces and smgle entry, and about all the di ffere nt jobs
that wer~ on offer \~ithin the Anny ·o I think I had a good idea of what I
\\as lettmg my. elf 1~ for. I kept getting appointments to go and sec the
ACIO and '0 go on fun and fitnes days but I still hadn"t made my mind
up a to ''hat job or trade to apply for. The ACJO gave me ome leaflets
about the Royal Corps of i~ nal · and ad\ised me 10 read them before
making my final choice.
The-Rci~·al Corp of _ ignals sounded exciting and different from
anythmg l d ever done m the pa ·1. l partly chose this job for a bit of
adYenture and travel, l"d love to ee the world and on top of that there·
alway the pay (e\en though there·s not much of it at the moment)! My
parent ah\ays wanted me to have a good career. They can hardly nag me
no\\, can they?
'WEEK3"
b) T Hydes, Bradky Tp
The fi~ t day of the Army were quite low and I wa quite
apprehensive at first._ Leaving behind all the tliings you are u ed to and
e~tenng an ahen_environment can _be a real h?ck to the y tern. Along
\\lib early mornmg and a total diet change. 11 eemcd to me that the
Am:iy was a wrong career choice. 1ow, three week along the line, I
~eah e how wrong I w~ . Y?~ gradually get used to getting up early. and [
staned to ee the benefit of u. You can get on with your kit and be totally
awe!<~ by the_tune y~u are 'called' for breakfa t. As for mis ing your
families. that ts unavoidable._ You get ~1e chance to phone and write, but
the ~y ha ways of replacmg the thmg you lo e when you join. l wa
pu_t m a room with even other lad from different parts of the country. At
th1 early stage they are all trusted friends, which hows how quickly
everyone bonds together and become a team, ju t like a family.
. I found ~e f?od to be of a good standard from day one. One point to
thmk about 1 did you ever have three hot meals a day, everyday. even
day a we~k at home? ! found that the Anny wasn't all running around in
fields playmg toy old1ers - it was nothing like that. l attend lecture and
do pracltcal I~ son such a First Aid and Skill at Anns. All the e are fun
and m~orn1auve, t;>ut as we are tested at the end of training it all has to be
taken m. _E~·el)'lhmg m the ~rmy i done for a reason. At the beginning
of the tram mg you tend to thmk that some of the training is pointles and
serves no purpo e for learning. l thought exactly that , but as you
progress. you tan to ~ee ~vhat the Corporals are getting at. Drill is a good
example. At the begmnu_ig. I u ed to wonder what the point was of
march mg aroll?d camp with an:n _straight, swinging fully front to rear.
One of the mam purpose of Dnll 1 to instill discipline into a Troop and
leach them to work together. Comparing the way we all used to march
and bow we march now, it is obvious that it work .
am looking forward to going home to see my family. but 1 also can't
wall to ask my mate what they had done in their time. r can guarantee
that not_ one of t~em would have done anything like I' ve done. J have
een a hve fire display, le_arnt how to load a weapon and make it safe, [
now know ~ow to re uscnate an unconscious casualty and my physical
lime s ~as mcreased cons1~erably. Along with that I have made a lot of
good friends and have convmced myself that this is what [ want to do for
at lea t twenty years.

kept our minds on the job. Our section commanders broke us down into
fire tea ms and all went well. .\II that was tell was a debriefing by our OC
and a fi eld church service by Padre 'I ' m now senior Padre' Cosslett.

we mu t have bee1~ hungry to ~njoy it.) After a day of le sons it wa time
to put our new s_k1ll mto action. First standing patrols, which included
findmg a location and watching for any sign of the enemy. We
ucces fully. found our Grid but our ' oldier' like instincts took over. AT
LCpl Jacklm s1ghtcd _what he thought was the enemy, planned an attack
and prepared her ectton to open fire - whoop._ Later we found out that
the so-called ·~nemy' wa Cpl McCorkell and two ' sickies'.
The patrollmg went on throughout lhe night , som e success ful and
some not so uccessful. Th~ un ucce sful one' usually involved map ,
comp~ ses. Ea_rly next mornmg we came under attack, everyone panicked
'.or a ~ug ou! , but because the enemy were clearly disconcerted by our
robu t rea~uon , th~y retre~ted. That was it, we had to finally mop them
up. We obtamed their locauon and planned a section attack. The fire and
movement was excellent and we took out the enemy without difficulty
(AT <;harnock's final Rambo _a sault made sure of that.) To end a good
e_xerc1 e we had a church erv1ce 111 the field, with combat , cam cream
nfle and hymn books (an intere ting combination). We rejoiced and the~
returned to camp for tea and medal .'

'Endex'
SPORTS AND HOBBIES
AT THE ARMY APPRE TICES COLLEGE
C apt C. Winskill AGC(ETS)
T hro ughou t th e se nior term at th e A rmy Appre nti ces C o ll ege,
Arborfic ld the Roya l Signal Apprentices are gi ven a twi ce weekly
opportunity to participate in a team sport and a selected Hobby. Monday
evenings are set aside for hobby activities: the choice ranges from
mountain biking to amateur dramatics and are all supervi ed by member
of the Permanent Sta ff. ot only are Apprentice able to spend between
one and tw o hours on their chosen activity but qualifications can al so be
gamed. Already this term six Apprentice have qualified as level one Sub
Aqua Novice Divers, this involves a two day pract ical and theory test in
th ~ pool. The next stage i to take the Apprentices diving in open water.
During the half term leave period a group will seek lo attain level two by
di ving in the Red Sea. Budding canoeists are trained by both military and
civili an sta ff who coach and demonstrate the skills of paddling and
caps izi ng . Those who show promi se will be encouraged to train for
slalom and white water competitions.
The Coll ege has it's very own Pipes and Drums and during this period
the Pipe Maj or and Drum Major teach the techniques of playing the
bagpipes and/or the drums. Those recogni sed as having potential are then

trai ned to perfonn at their very own Pass off Parade. Other mu ic1an; can
join a civi li an teacher ("fr 'Mad Dog' Archie \Jiles) \\ho in truct5 both
classical and folk guitar. T he more thi:atrical Apprentices are encouraged
to attend drama lessons and perform in the College play. Team activities
include basketball , rugby. football and volleyball, whilst the individual
acti vities offered are badminton, squash , weight training and aerobic gym
work . These sports can not only be played on a Monday evening during
th e hobbies period but are also actively encouraged as part ..,f the
Wednesday sports a fternoon . Team sports arc played at all levels, troop.
squadron and College level. The chosen sports for the Spring term arc
football , rugby, hockey, netball , orienteering and cross country running.
Often Apprenti ces are given the opportunity of participating m local
competitions as well as Army wide competitions. This term so far \1
Sykes has competed for the College at local cros counll) races and AT
Sellings has been selected to play football for the female Army tt>am
against the RAF at RAF Cosforth. Last term AT .Jones wa., the Welsh
Junior Karate runner-up.
PERMA. E T TAFF FIRST IMPRESSIONS
SSgt (SQMS) 'Dutch ' Holland
As you pas underneath the main gates to the Army Apprentices
College Arborfield you could be forgiven for thinking that no one is at
home. Everything is quiet and tranquil, only disturbed by the wind
ru tling the leaves and the sunlight reflecting off the Troposcatter Dish
(kin dly donated by the Corps Museum). Having just co•npleted an
eventful tour with the I (UK) ADSR I allowed myself to think that after
16 years with the Corps, finally a cushy number has come my way. Sadly
this is where the dream ends and reality comes flooding in. My first day
at work - lucky for me - just happened to coincide with 86 former
civilians turning up for their induction into the Corps. ot a problem. I
thought - if I can just find someone to show me where my store b .
Having successfully navigated my way to my home away from home
and 86 sets of webbing and various enquiries from the latest members of
the Corps (all relevant que tions were answered in a polite manner), I took
time to reflect on my shattered first impressions of tranquility and
wondered what else is in store. Day 2 heralded the induction course
mandatory for all new members of the Pennanent Staff where you spend an
interesting and wonhwhile day being inducted into College life and variou
personalities make their introductions (was that really the Padre). In
general, life at the College promises to be interesting and most certainly
challenging. I look forward in anticipation to my tour with the College.
resting in the sound knowledge that the future of the Corps i in safe hands.

.!
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EXERCISE SIG AL DEFE fDER 23/25 JA~UARY 1998
by Lt S. Barltrop AGC(ET )
~x Sign~I Defender was devised as the first in a package of three
major exercises for t~e senior term Apprentic_es from 263 (Harrogate) Sig
q~,_ Anny Apprentices College: Its mam aim was to provide refresher
trnmmg after a peno~ ?f approxunately two months since their CMS(R)
test exercise. In a_dd111on, Apprentices were introduced to the Orders
Pro~ess and Standmg Patrols as part of a larger process towards gaining
outlrne km>wled_ge of low level OBUA tactics. How to clear, secure and
defend ~ ~ex pomt as pan of a com.ms site. whilst delegating much of the
re _pon 1b1h11es of l_ow level leadership onto the Apprentice themselves.
It is hoped th~t this _type of Corps-relevant training will give them an
edge over their Bas mgboum counterparts as befits a 28-week training
pro~amme. The Appr~ntices ~nJoyed the challenge of command at the
sec~1on level, the exercise prov1dmg a welcome break from the perceived
te~mm of the clas~oom. !nde~d, Tp gts 'Paddy' Townley and Mark
\\ 1g~ore never raised their voices once - surely a first in the history of
263 Sig Sqn.
\\rite AT Ardern
. ·At last we were out of the classroom and off on Exercise. Morale was
high throughout_ the Troop al the thought of getting dirty, putting on cam
cream and findmg the enemy. We left Arborfie ld after the traditional
troop rend111on of'foxy lady' by AT Elliker
The Exercise began with a short tab to o.ur harbour location and then
we we~e on our o~ n - no mor~ Cpls. It was up to our new AT LCpls and
oursel\es to org_amse the ecuons. Oh no! The first night went well and
th~re was no sign of the enemy. In t~e morning we got up to a hot
breakfast. gratefully received after a mght spent in our 'doss' bags at
50·C and below. (Later we reali ed the food was from the cookhouse,
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Writes AT E lliker:
'This_was our fi_rst night deployment. Although there was a sen e of
trep1dat1?n ~n the air. we were all excited at the prospect of moving into
an exerc1 e m the dark. The temperature that night fell below zero, but we
were too excited to worry about frostbite. Anyway we had our fair share
ofGoreTex, SAS smocks, shemaghs, arctic gloves, GoreTex gloves twotone cam .cream ~tc. ' All _the gear - no idea ' as Sgt Townley woul~I say.
To ,them 11 wasn t a . rev1s1on exercise it was a full frontal as a ult on Dr
1 o s ecret forest hideout. For that night alone they were not ju t ATs
they were paras, SAS, commandos, signallers. Anybody!
'
SJettmg mto our Patrol Harbour was handled well by the AT LCpls
th~tr first _ta_ste of command outside of the barracks. It was conducted
with a. m1m~um of fuss and noise that came down to a calm and
collective atlitude. 'Stags' kicked off soon after which in theory should
have ,gone smoothly. J-!owever, around 2300 hrs {when eve1yonc began to
feel tired) Oscar wmnmg excuses started to appear. For instance 'I can't
be on stag - I just did it six hours ago ' and ' ['m not on tag [ ~an't be
~t's not 2359 h_rs yet' - 'It is' - 'No it can 'l be' - 'Look at ~y watch• ~
You e_hanged 1t, I know you did, it's not fair.' And finally, my personal
favounte,_ th~ one whe,re they talk gibberi~h in a vain attempt to make you
JUSt give m, No no, I m not on because 11 's my sisters bi1thday, 1' ve just
got to pr~pare the cake, yak yak, blah blah. '
Mornmg came and it was time to admin ourselves and our kit. For
once I managed to get my sleeping bag away in less than an hour a
~mra~le at ,1ast. The day began with an 'nutritious' container meal. I s'ay
_nutnlious _t;>eeause_it did~'~ taste that good. The rest of the day was spent
1_ev1s1!1g military skills, g1vm~ orders, and most importantly canying out
standmg patrols. In the evenmg we put our patrols into practice and it
see1~ed t~at we had picked up most of the points raised by the Tp staff
(Lt Balt1 _Bar!trop AGC(ETS), ~gt Wigmore R Signals and Cpl 'Rock
and Roll Biker McCorkell (R Sig). After the patrols had come in some
of u l~ad a snea~y fag in the infamous portaloos and then got our heads
down m preparation for the next day.
.
Su_nday mornmg came (as well as the drea?ed container meals) and we
practtsed our fire and movement before the big attack on the enemy. As it
grew ever nearer II Hour we went back to the harbour location and filled
m our shell s7rapes, shared a joke (quietly), a crunchie and 'prepped· for
battle. The big attack amved and for the fir t time on the exercise there
was a little nervousness amongst the troop. This was probably good as it

The motorbikes are ·out of trim ' i.e. black and battered, the team are
black, blue and battered; in black kins and in training that is, becau e the
official training season has begun with a vengeance . A bid has been
ubmitted for the loan of mountain bike ; stage I of initiation to the fast
crossover rides. The Team Sergeant has the challenge of training a total
of ten new riders, who were ucccssful after both the election course in
November and a supplementary attendance course in January. The team
thus warmly welcome the following:
Sig 'Geordie" Adams from 3 (UK) Am1d Div & Sig Regt
Sig ' Fish' Fisher from 2 Sig Regt
LCpl ' Baz' Fullerton returns to the team from 249 Sig Sqn
Cpl ' Little-Bruvver-Big-Ears-Mark-Onc' Malin from 399 SU
LCpl 'Duncan-Big-Ears-Mark-Two' Marsh from 16 Sig Regt
Sig ' Scousc I only weigh
tone' O'Leary from 20 Annd Bde
LCpl 'Finbar' Sa unders from I Mech Bde & ig Sqn
Cpl ' Bob' Sizcland from next door in the 11 Sig Regt MT
LCpl 'Kev· Parkes from 16 Sig Regt and
LCpl 'Ricky' Ross from 3 (UK) Div & ig Regt.
The team says goodbye to LCpl Danny Cooper who returns to hi
unit to focu on his military career.
The l 998 show season is developing into one even busier than last
year. Highlights are The Royal Bath & West, St Helen's. The outh of
England and Royal toneleigh, as well as international trips to Belgium,
Germany and Greece.
'Join The White Helmets and see the world.'
Throughout the year The White Helmets will, a u ual, be on the
lookout for new talent to attend the selection cours for the best team in
the world. If any soldiers are intere tcd , are over 21 years of age and have
served at least two years in the army, contact Capt Giles or Maj Russell
on Blandford Mil Ext 2365. Pica c make a note of the: show programme
if you wish to see the team in action
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CALIBRE
\llLIT RY TR INI G Q ADRO '
TROOP
The Troop runs ten TA Recruit .Courses and four Corporals ou.rscs a
year. Except for one or two Recnnt courses, all are held at the Mthtary
Traininl( quadron, 11 ig Regt and are for a two-week durntton.
Exceptt nally. for example where there are ~in.ing backlog . one or two
course for recruits may br held under our d1recnon al a TA Camp.
Recruits Cour e 11197 wa the first cour e of 199 and was from
I 0-24 January 199 . It finished with a pectacular day of Inter-Section
Competitions and a Pass-Off Parade presided over by our qn Cmd. Lt
Col 'Trapper' lcLean.
Top rudent for 11 97 was 18 year old Sig Wood of 57 qn, 39 ig
Regt (V) based in Bri tol, who during bis 'spare' ~ime is srudying for.bi ·
'K' level . He joined the TA a year ago. wanting to find omethmg
different that would benefit his foture career. whatever it may be. and to
add .ome additional excitement to his already bu.y hobbies of running,
rugby and ub-aqua. During tbe course he enjoyed the camaraderie and
teamwork that developed between himself and his fellow srudcnts. When
asked what got him through he said, 'You need the correct attitude and
need to be witched on!' He certainly demonstrated attitude and
exceptional agility and ·trength during a memorable performance on the
!onkey bars. A great feat and an excellent course performance. Well
done ig Wood.
The Military Training quadron in ite all CO to look out for our
quarterly 1 e" letter CALIBRE. The first i ue was in January 1998. The
next i due out in April. It is delivered direct to Units. Through its page
we aim to keep you up to date with e ential training new .
f

INTEREST RATES FIXED FOR THE TERM O F Y OUR LOAN
Whatever your budget, there's never been a more affordable time to
buy what you need, thanks to the Wilsons Personal Loan, provided by

No repayments
until July 1998!

CAPITAL BANK pie, a Bank of Scodand Group company.

Wilson Hogg Robinson have negotiated a special repayment optio n

Pay everything off and
spend the rest almost as you like

for HM Forces ... to make NO repayments until 3 months after you
receive your cheque. So why not use this free time to re -o rgani se
your budget .. . or to simply enjoy a breathe r fro m any repayments.

You may wish to use the Wilsons Personal Loan to pay off any

HQNI and 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
BFP0801

outstanding credit you may have.Then you'll just have one monthly
repayment - and you could even have cash left over to spend on
yourself too! Just call for a quote and see.

EXER<;ISE TAR Fl~
23 'O EMBER-1 7 DECEM BER 1997
by Sgt Davis
The Exerci-e consisted of just over three weeks in Nepal, with the aim
of introducing members of the Regiment to 1rekk.ing and also white-water
rafting, Twelve forrunate people departed from Heathrow Airport on the
23 ovember J 997 after having volunteered, and paid a small
coatribution to the overall funding of the expedition. After a lengthy and
tiring flight by Pakistan Airways on what must have been the oldest 747
in their fleet. we arrived at Kathmandu on the 25 ovember, after a stop
off in Karachi the previous night. By this point everybody was eager to
begin the trekking phase of tbe expedition, however, there was a small
maner of 36 hours LO endure on a bus, in order to reach the start point.
Take a normal bus, remove anything that constitutes suspension, take out
all the padding in the seats, reduce leg space by 50% and then play the
same local music over and over again. Drive it up and down mountain
tracks, and you can begin to imagine bow relieved everyone was, when
the 36 hours were over.
The drop off point for the start of tbe trekking was a place called
Patigber, a very picture que area next to a river spanned by a large
uspen ion bridge. We all took advantage of the river in order to have a
quick wash apart from Sgt 'Chris' Taylor who decided to have a bath and
was promptly washed down the river in a raging torrent. After a light
lunch and when Sgt Taylor had dried out, we were off with an immediate
300m ascent that was something of a shock to the system after so long on
the bus. Everyone seemed to take it in their s!Tide, apart from a few red
faces at the top, mine included. Over the next few days we continued the
ascent passing through places such as Taplejuag, Ne Mitlung, Sekathurn,
making good time in order to reach the objective, the base camp of
Kanchanjunga. Unfortunately however. we were now a day behind
schedule.
Due to circumstances out of our control a delay of 24hrs had been
enforced upon us by the authorities in Karachi. Therefore on the 4th
December Maj Whimp enn y made a decis ion to make Khachi n, alt
4040m, our last stop for the ascen t, in order lo have enough ti me to make
it back down for the rafting. The night at Khachin can only be described
as outrageously cold. FofS 'Danny' Warwick and SSgt 'Gaz' Bateman ,
who incidentally looked more and more like Grizzly Adams as each day
pas. ed. decided that it was too cold to sleep in a tent, and so paid I 00
Rupees (£1) to tay in the local hostel. They took great delight the next
morning as we climbed out of freezing tents to inform everyone how
warm they were the previou night.
The descent from Khamachin took us back down the same route as the
ascent, passing through and staying at the same villages as before, and
a\ailing ourselves of the warm hospita lity extended to us. It was noted
that many of the local populace seemed to th ink that Cpl andra
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Tho mpson bore an uncanny re emblance to a famous epalese actress,
Sangita, much to the amusement of us all, but especially her fellow
COMMCE workers LCpl 'Keechy' Keec h and Sig 'Rich ' Allen. Once
the trekking was over the most exhilarating part wa yet to come, the
rafting. After quite an extensive brief and an a urance from our guide
that no one had been seriously injured yet, we were off flying down grade
4 rapids trying desperately to bang on and not fall in, however a number
of us did, LCpl 'Lee' Forrest having the most pectacular dunking. After
four days of rafting the end of the line was reached on the 14 December,
and another bu journey to look forward to, but this time only 12 hours.
Well it actually took 23 but time seems to take a different meaning in
epal. After one last night in Kathmandu we departed early the next day
for our rerum flight to civili ation, all of us taking back fond memories of
our time spent in epal, and of the experiences we had gained.

Before

After

Outstanding
personal loan

Wilsons Personal
Balance

£210

Lo:mAmounc

Cfl!dit Card

Balance

£688

New monthly repayment £150.35
over H months at 16.9 A PR

Store Cards

Balance
Total

Monthly Repayment Total

£196
£1,094
£295

Cash left over after
settling accounts

£3,000.00

For HM Forces, procedures are kept to a minimum. The re are no
£t,906.00
£t 60.86"'

Saving each m o nth

Please note; this Is 30 example of one way a Wilsoos Personal Loan could be used. It
to imply any relevance to your own personal finance.
.,. Repiyme.nu are uiually rtduced by uttndin& the rtpiymtnt period

Call today for
a cheque tomorrow

LS

not intended

long application forms to complete nor inte rviews to atte nd. Ju st
pick up the pho ne and you can usually expect a decisio n o n the
spot. If you want to go ahead, you can get your cheque del ivered in

24 hours - if yo u req uest o ur Express Courier Service*.

Back Ro w (L-R): Sgt Da vis, LCpl Hami lto n, Maj Whim pe nny
Sig All e n, Cpl Thompson
Midd le Ro w (L-R): Cp l Taylor, Sgt White, LCpl Keec h
Front Row (L-R): LC p l Fo rre st, SSgt Bate m a n, Sgt Ta yl o r,
FofS Warwi c k

225 SIG AL Q ADRO
ALPH A T ROOP
HELLO A D GOODBYE
A warm welcome goes out to the OC on his return, a stone and a half
lighter, from Nepal. Rumour has it that he's now trying fo r the posi tion of
winger in tbe under 21 's Rugby Tournament. The Troop has seen a large
turnover of personnel in the past few months with W02 Dave Rook, his
wife Gaynor and football team of three chi ldren, taki ng over the RQMS
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po. ition from W02 Tony artorius who i now our infamous ergeant
la1or. Welcome al o to W02 lick Brooks and hi family. Quick hellos
to gt Dan Green treet and family: Sgt Sharon Wright who ha taken
over from ~ gt ndy Purdy "ho i.. oon to be a civilian and will be
earnmg cop10u amount of money; Cpl Ian ' Block job ' Bennett and
hi wife from sunny Cypru .
Farewell to pl Tracey 'Wardrope who is now a milk monitor for the
young ~oldiers at Blandford.
LPH TROOP Y 1C ' 1
PARTY
Picture this, the Pheonix bar, 225' new watering hole, the evening
kicked off" ith nearly all attending in fancy dres . A pecial mention has
to go out to pl , ' ikki Dunlop who wa that gay-bar loiterer in black
leatheri h pant · and lots of imitation (or wa it) body hair. A helping of
·y 1CA' popped up every now and then a everyone proceeded to boogie
on do\~n. A great time wa · had by all e pecially when the 21C. Capt
'Santa· Worden. made the girls and boy mile when they at on hi knee
to recen ed their pre ent .
GOLF TROOP
December anived to find Golf Tp dispersed to all four comers of the
earth, Li bum. Londonderry, Am1agh and Canada. Four member of the
illu triou }roop havi_ng been em there care of the British Army to
further their commumcat ion lrnowledge, and not just to have a free
holiday. Two people managing to have a holidav o er the Chri tmas
festivitie were gts 'Charlie' Brown and Paul A~nies who entertained
the residents of 0 lo in their own unique way. December al o saw the
d~parture of gt Da_ve E\'a ns who e cutting wit and dedication to the job
will be fully appreciated at 14 ig Reg!. Our only hope for urvival in his
ab ence hangs upon the newly promoted Sgt ·CIJri ' Warren, who ha
· hown u ~11 that determination can overcome severe handic aps.
Congrarulatton al. o, to gt John Greenwood on nis recent marriage to
the lo\'ely Catherme. we can only hope that he mellows out under ner
~nllue~ce. W~ also ha e a new men~ber to the rigging fraternity, Cpl
Clem Clemmson, whose fear of ne1gnts ha led LO the introduction of
the 2 metre mast.
ECHO TROOP- DELTA WATCH
The major event occurring in the Delta Watch calendar wa the
wedding of LCpl Jon Baker and LCpl Stu Russell not to each other but
lO their respi:ctive fia~cee . LCpl Bakers weddi~g in Cornwall didn 't
e~ac~ly go without a hnch as LCpl Boris ~ ade attended and in his own
1111m1t~ble way managed to go for a late night wim, jumped over the
quay side. expected to rut the water and fow1d the tide was out. eedless
to say. this little prank co t nim a fair amount of embarras ment and
money.
The watch organised and hosted the Squadron Chrisonas party at the
ew Forge Lodge. Cpl 'Lord Lucan ' Campbell charged back from bis
EFP course to put the final touches to the organisation and the event was
a great_ success wit~ not o~e major or minor scandal reponed, apart from
Sgt Bnan Hands d1scovenng that not only blusher makes your left cheek
go re~. Sgt ·Geordie' Robson was an excellent compere, so say the
Geordtes though the rest of us couldn't understand him ably assisted by
' Snaz and Trace· better known to the rest of us as LCpl~ Rachel Bowers
and Kay 'I've got a sore hand' Wallace.
233 SIG ' AL QUADRO '
SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj ' ick Keen
SSM .
W02 (SSM) Shaun Day
Ha\'l~g recently taken over from Capt Martin Bever, who is now
busy bemg educated at JCSC, Capt Jules Waister has instantly become
an absentee landlord as she represe_n~ the British Ladies Army Ski Team.
H~vmg progressed ~hrough the D1vmonal Championships, by the time
th1 re.ache_s publication, she wtll have competed in the Army
Champ1onsh1ps. and we wis~ her the best. of luck - break a leg. A very
successful Chr! tm~ funct ion was held m the Leisure Centre in early
December, which la id .a very good foundation for the festive season.
Thanks and congratulat10ns go to SSgt ' Bod' McDonald for organising
such a succes ful party.
COM"1CE, TROOP
Tp gt
Sgt Andy Corlett
Although we remain very bu y supporting HQ N. Ireland staff, the
Troop found time to celebrate the festive season by throwing a fancv
dre s party. The whole Troop made the effort to put some sort of costum~
together ~nd some people's ' true' identities came to the fore. So we were
graced with gt 'Jean Claude van Damme' Robson accompanied by his
brother Cpl 'Jean-Luc Picard' Robson. Also typ~cast were Sigs Joe
Leyl~nd and. Tanya Webb who made very convincing stand-ins for
Patsy and Edma from 'Ab Fab' . The many other celebrities paid homage
!nclude,d Cruella de Ville, alias Gail Corlett; Sam Dingle alias Sig
Ro s1 Ros and even Zippy, alias LCpl 'Nicky' McRae.
Congratulations .go to gt Dave Greenstreet and his merry band of
helpers fo~ get~mg t~e event off the ground and arranging such an
excellent m&ht, mcludmg a ~umber of excellent raffle prizes.
Once agam, the turnover m the Troop has been quite high and we wish
a fond farewell .to LCpl 'R~z· Holme who leaves to become a civilian.
Bon ~oyage. or is tt au revo1r to S gt Lindsey Manktelow and Sig ikki
Jenkms for whom motherhood fast approaches. Hankies were also aired
for the dcpanurcs of Cpl 'Johnno' Johnston , who made it all the way

dow~stair to C::DA and of the newly promoted Sgt Dave Greenstreet,
who 111 com~an ·01~ went a g~eat deal furth~r - across the road to 225 Sig
Sqn. Balan~mg this was a smgle new amval, ig Nata lie Gooch who
JOms u tra1ght from Blandford.

INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Richard ewhouse
Tp S gt
SSgt Frank Corrigan
.. Firstly the Tr?OP would like to welcome 2Lt E mma Bruce who has
JOtned us fres h from Sandburst with a degree in zoo logy - maybe she's
come to t~ e right_ elace! A fond farewell follows SSgt John ' Rabbs'
Rabbetts into ctvtlian employment at short notice after he was made a
better offer a few month ago, and also to Cpl Steve Tresidder who will
. hortly b~ off to sunny 0 nabi:uck after serving hi s two year sentence (if
1t doe n t get cancelled aga111). Congratulations also to LCpl Phil
Callaway on getting engaged.
Over the ~hristmas period the '.roop has been reasonably quiet, other
than supportmg the normal operation . The Squadron function involved
virtually the whole Troop except Cpl Dave Knapman and Sigs ' Jase'
Whitehead and ' Daz' King, who were left on night shift to man the
CC. The next festive event was the Troop function , very well organised
by Cpl's teve Tresi~der and Adi Fisher. The evening went off without
a bitch de pile the mghes trymg their very best to gatecrash a private
pruty!
On the portin~ front , football and rugby training eem to be very
P?pular - and with the 1:-anyard Trophy coming round again Capt
Richard ewhouse and !us band of merry men are yet again in training.
Members of the Troop are also about to depart on Ex Knee Bend a week
kiing trip to Scotland.
'
·
Fi~ally_ a~er six years dodging it, Sigs ' Jase' Whitehead, ' Daz' King
and f?es 1mps?n prepare for the career enhancing cadre course in
pmenck by runrun~ around Magilligan with 2Lt Bruce and SSgt Jim
Just a tcad y 5 miler todar Lads' Duncan in tow. LCpl Ian ' Plod '
Warble also eems to be anxious to prove that he de erves his tape.
ROMEO TROOP
. The harde~t worki ng Troop in the province ha just about settled back
into normal,ity after a. particularly stressful rebuild of the Troop
accommodatton, .which mcluded new workshops, operations room and
above all else_a mce n~w restr?om. wbicn has been equipped with one of
the mo~t 111tngu111 ~ bits of kit yet to be seen in Province namel y the
Australian Navy divers lung tester, if you tbink you can handle it then
apply to .....
During the last few month we have had one or two new arrivals so
we would like to welcome W02 (YofS) ' Rev ' Bolam SSgt Dave 'The
Cardigan' Old, Sgt Ralph Johnson, Cpl ' George ' Sutherland Cpl
'Treffor' Davies and LC pl Amanda Verra II. Members of the Troop bave
also had remarkable good fortune recently and we would like to take this
?PPOr;t""l)' to congratulate Sgt _'~ac' Mc_K enna on his engagement, Cpl
Taff Jones on the new add1t1on to bis family, namely a bouncing
Welsb/Ulsterman by the name of Kieron . The following also deserve a
mentio_n on tneir promotion, Sgt 'Del Boy ' Trotter, Cpl 'Swanny'
Swanmck, Cpl 'Les' Dawson and Cpl ' Birdy' Bird. A special mention
has to be make . to those brave young technicians wno were on a hilltop
detacl:iment dunng December when one of the perimeter trip flares was
~et off d_uring a horrendous gale and set fire to the neather all around the
rnstallatton . The fire was uccessfully beaten by honorary fire-persons
Cpl Si Butler, Cpl 'Bi rdy' Bird, LCpl Peter Mulcahy and LCpl Karen
Ballard. Although it wouldn't be fair to forget Sgt ' Monty ' Farrow who
successfully managed to evacuate the entire detachment after all the
ot?ers wer~ already out fighting tne fire - How brave he is! A mo t
enjoyable mght was had by all at the Troop D ining Out of W02 (YofS)
'Bil l>'.' Bingham, whi~h was superbly arranged by Sgt 'Tony ' Ward. The
~1gnhght of the evenmg was the Troop being piped down the road to
Scot.land the Brave', although what happened to the piper after than still
remams a mys~ery, as does the majority of the evening.
Fmally, dunng the next few months we are going to be saying a sad
farewell to several people. So we shall take thi s opportunity to wish them
?Uthe. be.st, as we_ might not get tnem mentioned next time. W02 (YofS)
Billy Bmgham ts off back to 264 Sig Sqn, on promotion to WO I, did
he ever _really leave?_ Sgt Brad ' Baby Ox ' Bradford ('Wayne' to his
friend~) is off to the b1,g bad world of civvy street, Cpl ' Mar ' Parr is off
to 2 Sig Regt and Cpl Les' Dawson is off to I (UK) Div.
TM TROOP
Tp Cmd
W02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford
Tp SSgt
SSgt Shaun Cook
. Yet another busy period for the Troop nas seen not only many change
m personnel but also m the make up and layout of the Troop lines. Before
we go on we have to say goodbye to several sta lwarts of the Troop firstly
fam~ell t~ Sgt Mick Openshaw off to sunny Blandford we all hdpc that
he will en1oy the G Spot and tr~ining! Secondly, goodbye, to Sig Eddie
Grant - off to pastures new tn Ctvvy Street all the best and we hope that
thmgs pan out OK and its not all work, work, work. Last, but not least,
goodbye to SSgt Tony Quinn who is off to 9th Sig Regt, well after two
years of ratn we all deserve a b!t of sun every now and then even if you
have t.o desert the tech s1d~ of ltfe and move to the ADP roster to get it.
We wish them all the best m the future. To fill the considerable void left
by the outgoings we have had several new members posted in so
welcome to SSgt Brian Gillies and his wife Carolyn from not so sunny
Bulford. Also to Cpl Sharon Lothian from even less than sunny
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Blandford and LCpls Stuart Walshe, Lynda Macculloch, Glenn
Clarke, Stuart Powney and his wife Susan all straight from 11 Sig Regt.
Welcome to one and all and we hope that you all have a safe and
enjoyable tour.
The Troop was recently involved in the Station Fun Day that meant
rolling out the Wheel of Fortune for its initial airing. The day was a
considerable success with many a happy customer walking away
clutching vario us beverages. However, the Wheel's true value has yet to
be realised but we arc sure that with the summer on ly a few months away
i, won't be long (ever the optimist).
'Remember Remember the 5th of November' - well we certainly did
and de pite the 'will it or won't if' lighting, all who attended enjoyed a
fun evening - especially the members of the Troop running our Gluhwein
stall. Selling out so quickly was either testament to the fact that the wine
was excellent or the fact that to keep warm on the night and to make sure
that the temperature was just right several tastmg sessions were carried
out The latter may explain the ruby red nose of several Troop members.
I STALLATIO S
S
Sect l/C
Despite the usual
both on and off the

ECTIO
gt Bod McDonald
pressures of work the Section has performed well
sporting fro nt, helping to put the Troop Ten Pi n

Bowlmg team well place<l in the league ready to take the title \\hen the
opportunity amves. It has also been the backbone of our volleyball team
that performed well on the day but was just pipped by another Troop
during the Inter Troop competition. Still, as Sgt Dave 'the pike master'
Kilgallon put it most philosophically, 'It was only bloody luck they
won.' After all, with a team that consisted of the TM Troop Warrior.. lean
and mean bporting machines that we are it was down LO the fact that the
silverware really needs to be shared amongst the other Troops to stop that
feeling of inferiority. So we decided to give the final nail biting game to
another deserving Troop.
With Christmas coming up the work-load is increasing which is
putting pressure on Sgt Matt 'I've been invited to every func tion in the
Regiment' Clark as it is difficult to balance work and play when all the
days seem to blur into one. Roll on the New Year when we can all take a
step back and breath a sigh of relief
RIGGERS
Sect llC
Sgt 'DcDe' Watts
This period has seen the Telemechs put one over the Tech in the Troop
by beating them fai rly and squarely 111 the Inter TM Troop Games Night.
Sull anyone who can bury a six inch nail in a block of wood after 30 odd
hits needs to be good at some other games. Revenge will be sweet chap,!

40 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Belfast

co
RSM

Lt Col . C. Beacom TD
WOI (RSM) J. S. Black

Newtownards Royal British Legion. The money was part of the proceeds
from a vehicle pull around the town in September.

ARRIVALS
The Regiment warmly welcomes WO! (FofS) Cooper and his family
who have just arrivei:I from 24 Bde, and Sgt 'Mat' Murray.
PROMOTIONS
Congratu lations are extended to LCp l Dave McQuillan and LCpl
Jonathan C lark on their promotions.
66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIGNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Fallows TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) Irvine (V)
The Squadron warmly welcomes Sgt 'Mat' Murray who ha replaced
Sgt Burrows as the Tele Op (RR) PSL
69 (NIH) SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj W. B. Houston (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Lyle (V)
69 Sig Sqn con tinues in its own inimitable style. The Squadron has
been preparing for RSIT during January and despite not having had a
Radio Tech on trength for nearly eight months. we are proud to say we
now have the only ta k-worthy TRC 521 that is left Qu t).

Members of the Squadron leave the Cenotaph

85 ( LSTER) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj C. R. utherland (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) M. Brotherston (V)
EXERCI E WI 'TER EAGLE 1997
November saw the Squadron take part in the Regimental ' Total
Training' Exercise, Ex Winter Eagle. A very good Exercise was nad by
all and we came back well practiced in defence of a comms site. NBC,
first aid, contact drills and communications amongst other things. Prior to
the exercise we had all been told that it wa to be a 'dry exerci e' but
obviously nobody told the local weather supplier at Ballykinler. Extra
spice was given to the defence pha e by making two of tne Squadron
PS Is play enemy, but LC pl Sarah Taggart didn't help the cause, trying
to help theme cape by lending them a penknife.
A !though the exercise wa very tiring, mo l of the quadron managed
to get a little sleep while they were on guard a could be een by some of
the reactions to the enemy attacks. ig 'Suzy' tewart managed to detect
an BC anack in her crystal ball and was whisked away to the medic
and Cpl Wendy Cush decided to transfer to the Parachute Regiment
whi lst on top of a Bedford, unfortunately her pants did not inflate in time.
85 SIG AL SQUADRO REMEMBRANCE SU ' DAY
To mark this year 's Remembrance Day, the S 1uadron took part in the
ewtownard Remembrance Day Parade along with other local TA unit ,
the British Legion, Regimental Association and other participants. After
a Service of Remembrance held at the Cenotaph in the town centre, the
parade marched through the town to cwtownard 1st Presbyterian
Church for a further service after which they rcmmed by the ame route
to the cenotaph. On the return march a salute was taken by the Mayor of
Newtownards, C ll r Ronald Ferguson . At the completion of the
Armistice events, the OC, Maj Cathy utherland. and the
M. W02
Mark Brotherston , pre entccl a cheque for £350 to members of
THE WIRE, APRIL 1998

Maj Cathy Sutherland a1d W02 (SSM) Mark Brotherston
present the cheque for £350 to the Royal British Legion
EXERCISE ROADMASTER
31 OCTOBER - 2 'OVEMBER 1997
ine personnel from the quadron competed in Ex Roadma ·ter 1997
over 300 miles on alisbury Plain Training Arca with e\·en complding
the course on time. Sigs Michael Speorri and Steve Elliot were OTl.d
on the Friday night but continued the re t of the Excrci. c with enthus1a ·m
and really enjoyed the dusty aturday run looking a bit white on their
return to camp.
Congratulation go to Sgt Sheenagh Cas idy and Cpl Wend) Cu h,
coming first in the Ladic, event. and Sig Elaine Evans and Hannah
peorri, who came second in the Ladie · Event. The we kcnd \ 'as
organised by the RAO ( ). Maj Inn K) le, and he and Maj Robert Kell)
came back a u ual with their lorry load oftrophie·.
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Maj R J. llealcy
WOI (R M) G. B. Hawkins BEM

Sqd Cmd
RSM
qn Comd
RM

laj C. R. Owen
WOI (R '.\I) K. R.\.Vinkles

mi eel by all who knew him.

PROMOTIO S
W02 (YofS) Hughes to WO I .
LCpl Wardale to Cpl.

FOOTBALL
CO,J'.\t TROOP
Tp Com<l
2Lt I. Bates
Tp gt
gt . Parke
omms Tp continue their Yitai exi tence for communications to 3 Inf
Bdc. Their 'itality come in the form of their amazing four. yscon.
OMMCE . Crypto and Comm Trial Team. All of the above can
handle any problem any time with any outcome! The amazing bonding
and profes, ionali m run through the Troop with ease. cw members to
thi band of merry men and women include the new Comms Tp Comd.
2Lt Ivan '\Vonderboy' Bates from Blandford. and his new followers
LCpl A lex ·Boogie ight • Howell from 30 Sig . LCp l Tom ·Ernie'
Wi e from 7 ig Regt, LCpl Karen ·Headmistre ' Gleni ter from 8 Inf
Bde, and last but not least igs Phil 'Psycho'.Wise from I Mech Bde.
and tan Mortin from Bde. The Troop·s infamou gt Donna ' evens
is till prO\ iog herself as a brilliant Bob Sleigh competitor ri ing to the
dizzy height of world number eleven.
SKEL ETO . BOBSLEIGH
Have any of you ever watched a spon on TV and wondered what it
would be like to have a go? Well I did, after eeing a pre entation on
keleton Bobsleigh by Sgt Tony Law, I put my name down to auend a
novice week on Army winter ports in Lillehammer in October la t year.
I arrived there with various other people from the Army, not knowing
what to expect. Our fir t day was spent getting all of our equipment and
our sled adju ted. then it was off to ee the track for my first glimpse of
the sport I was about to do. My initial thought, as I was going down the
track for my first run. wa that of 'What am I doing?' If you can imagine
omeone going down a bobtrack at I OOkm/h on a kateboard without any
wheel . that about urn up the experience I had. The rest of the week was
pent liding and preparing ourselves for the big novice race, which wa
held for all the beginners. I went on to win this race and in so doing
getting my elf selected for another weeks training, which was sponsored
by Biitish Aerospace. Thi extra week was spent in Inn bruck. and again
I performed well, this time the result was unbelievable and I was asked to
repre ent Great Britain in the FEBT Ladies Cup.
To date I have competed in five international races with one more
coming up oon in Calgary. As previou ly mentioned my world ranking
at pre em is eleven but I hope to be in the top ten by the end of the
season. I came second in the Briti h Champion hips, which means I have
9ualifi_ed for the Briti h Team next season. When I return from Calgary it
1 straight out to Innsbruck to compete in the Army Skeleton Combined
Se1Yices Championship . My main aim i to be able to repre ent Great
Britain in the 2002 Olympic in Salt Lake City. (Ed: Great!! Picture

UC

Sgt T. Hair
Thi season's football results have been very dilTerent from last
season's victoiiou league winning team. The team has not managed to
continue their domination of the league and have sulTered a few losse .
This. however. has not been entirely their fault, inju1y and postings have
hampered the teams performance. This, is not unusual for an operational
unit and with a few more game left this season the team have promised
to perform in preparation for next season. So watch this space!

R GBY
VC

WO I (R M) W ink les
2JC
SSgt Penn ell
This ea on' Rugby Team have delivered a mixed result of win and
lo ses. As normal any Squadron Team has difficulties in the upply of
players and the continuation of regular matches. The season started off
well with a good win over 25 Regt RE with a convincing thirty point win.
This was then contrasted with a big twenty point loss to the QRL. All was
not lost due to the fact that the Team had made it through to the semifinals of the cup, only to be beaten at the la t by a much larger 3 Royal
Iri h Team, in quite a controver ial match.
The Team continues to nurture new talent and excel exi ting talent. A
mention hould be made for both C pl ' Woody' Wood and also Capt R.
Webb who have both helped the team out of many a sticky situation, and
with all the luck in the world could help the team on to become League
winners above the Grenadier Guards.
MOVERS AN D SHAKERS
Congratulations to the following: WOI (RQ) Craig who i , a yet,
uncertain of his next destination, WOl (FofS) Steven who is off to 16
Si gs. Sgt Dudley who is going to jump out of plane at 216 Para Sqn and
finally Cpl A ndrew 'Umin' Wood who is going to 30 Sigs.
ATTACHME1 T
Finally a small mention should be made for 2Lt G. Wills who joined
the Squadron for a short while. He visited many areas of the Province
undertaking many job , including operational patrolling. This was all
prior to his Troop Commanders Course, and he was welcomed into the
Squadron very well and enjoyed the valuable experience. He is now
ready to attend the Troop Commanders Course in Blandford for 18 weeks
(Good luck! ).

please!)
D-1TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) S. Steven
Tp SSgt
Sgt l. Pennell
The Troop would like to welcome quite a few new boys and girls First,
there was LCpl Ja e 'The gimp' King, who recently become engaged to
teff: congratula11ons! Then there was S ig Craig 'The Fister'
tainer
who 1s very popular with all the guys. Shortly followed by Cpl ·Cec'
Mason and Cp l Oa\id 'Tosh' Pope and his wife Debbie. ext to arrive
was Cpl 'Bone , (Did I tell you I was in the White Helmets)' Balkham.
Sig 'Moggs' Morris after his short tour of Bruggen and his run in with
RAF coppers. Also newly arrived is Sgt Andy 'fore try eommi sioner
and deer stalker' Lothian the infamous Lanyard Trophy man and his
wife baron who enjoys life with 15 Sigs sleeping FRT. Oh yeah! and
gt Phil Bridge.
The Troop ha also said farewell to a few bods as well. First there was
~pl ' ,fac' \.1ac0onald _who ten to go to 3 _Di v. Followed by Sgt Brett
Patsy Palmer to 24 Air Mobile, we all miss your wild ways. Soon to
leave are LCpl · Kips ' F i her to Blandford for a trade re-allocation to
GOD \1ECH , so there is a gap going at the ' House of Ill Repute'. Soon to
follow _is Cpl 'Umin' Wood with his promotion to Cpl, to 30 Sig Regt.
Comm1sera11ons to J;Cpl ' Jonah ' Jones on his decision to sign olT and
postmg to 38 (TA) Sig Regt for a mellow time. Last but not least is W02
(FofS) '\llano' teven on. his promotion to WO! and his posting to 16
1g Regt. Other news this month, Cpl 'Rab' isbet (the Foreman's
favourite blue-eyed boy) received some good news for him. when his
application to PVR was accepted. He's looking forward to becoming a
c1\\y by August.
Belated entry: Yet again this year's Christmas best dressed BTLO was
a dra\\ bel\\ecn
gt John 'The Baldy Man'.Ai nsworth and gt Craig
'I must be gomg back to the sunshme' Wrath for their magnificent
fc-,tive pullo\·crs.
. . The ~roop _v.cre all saddened to hear of the untimely death of James
Jimmy \\ hltc who had recently left the Army. He w ill be great ly
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TM TROOP
by LCpl Wedge
We have no welcomes or farewell to make so for once the Troop 1s
quite settled. Looking on the good side we do have to congratulate Sig
Llovd on her well earned promotion •o LCpl and we wi h her all the best.
The" last couple of months have been 1ery quiet especially over the Xmas
and cw Year when the Squadron went to 50% manning for a period of
four weeks, giving everybody a couple of weeks leave. The Troop
enjo .:d a good night out at RU New Forge where they went for their
Xma~ mght out Congratu lation to ·ig Leatham on eventually
bee< ming a Rigger alth )Ugh at his height climbing shouldn't be
necc. sary. Last but not lt:a>t a tip for Cpl 'Adonis' M urcott it usually
heir-~ to tum the radio on before doing radio check .

held at the Leisure Centre at Thicpval Barracks over a full day in January
and after a number of hard fought game> 39 reached the final again't 21
Log Support Regt. A ftcr a hard fought match the final score at the .:nu of
normal time was 14 all Unfortunately in extra time 21 just edged it and
won by a couple of nets. It was only a short lime later v.hen we found
ourselves back in the Leisure Centre for the 'I Ba~kctball
Championships. The team was pretty much as for the Netball but also had
LCpl Miranda Oa\ics m for added firepower. With a lot of on court
coaching b} the RSM and some good play by gt 'StclT' Gee on. \\e
managed to gt:t through to the final with FllJ. which "e eventual!~ won.
This guaranteed us a place back on the mainland for the Army
Championships. Cheers easy. The whole side looks forward to taking part
in tht:se games.
SWISS RAlD COMMA~DO - OCTOBER 1997
On the I st October 1997 the quadron announced that it would be
entering two team5 in the Swiss Raid Commando competition. funnily
enough bemg held in Switzerland. After much juggling of workloads and

RQ 1S DEPARTME "T
W02 (RQM ) S. F. M. Lawes

RQM~

The Department has once again not had a chance to it back and rest
on its laurel from the past year which passed us by successfully; as one
year is completed another more demanding one looms over the horizon.
Sgt Sean Hyland ha had to retire from the Sqn Rugby Team due to hi
fast approaching old age, and a re-occurring back injury and not as a
result of the birth of his fourth child. This bas given him time to start the
planning of the Wives Club Adventure Trg Day and also the Squadron Its
A Knockout Competition. We have heard rumours he i going to attempt
some work on the unit Misc Account (things must be desperate). LCpl
Lyne Sheridan is lo be congratulated on being selected for promotion to
Cpl. All that i now required is for her to successfully complete the
RSC and look forward to a posting to 21 (SAS) (V). Sig Urton is oon
to depart for a cushy job in Civvy Street. He bas been one of the key
member of the Department and although a Tele Mech by trade ha for
the last year done an outstanding job. He will be missed by all the
members of the Squadron and we wish him all the best for the future ,
although we won't miss his war tori es. To end, the whole of the
Department is to be congratulated on receiving an excellent report frcm
the Brigade G4 Inspection Team.
COMMS ECTIO
Section SSgt

I

SSgt 0' eiU

EWS FROM SYSCO & ROVER GRO P
Thankfully, everyone returned from Chri tmas and ew Year leave
with no impending court case and eager to start 1998. Rover Group have
been kept bu y since the ew Year with tran porting the new Brigade
Commander around the area, en uring that all hi communication work
as well as carrying ou t a number of foot and mobile patrols around
Anderstown and the We t of the city. Many a war ditty will be pun in
years to come. SYSCO has continued to play it important pan in the
Brigade plan by ensuring that the 'Good Ship Comm ' keeps floating in
the right direction, under the new management of Cp ls George Cowan
and Roy Davies , both who double hat as the Brigade Trial_s Team.
Although the job ha taken precedence we have of course contnbuted _to
the winning Male and Female teams in the orthem Ireland Mmor Umt
Basketball Championships.
Finally a few hello and farewells: Hello to Cp ls Tony King and C pl
Dave Rimmer who take over as hift ommanders and to ig Claire
Mathias who arrive with sponges till stuck behind her cars from the
Chocolate Frog Factory. Rover Group has al o had some new blood in
the shape ofLCpls Jim Bowen and A ndy Aitchison. Wckcme to you all
and hope you have a good couple of year at the fighting and gloriou
39th.
Sadly we say goodbye to LCpl 'Frog' Gautier. who departed u to go
to the Pioneer Regt at Bice ter, LCpl John Quigley and Helen who
were posted to Hereford , LCp l 'Hutch• Hutchison to 25 Tpt
qn,
Bicester were he will be taking part in Yorkie Eating ontcsts and finally
big farewe ll to C pl (now Sgt)Ma rk Holden who has left us to .take up
hi. job as the Rear Link Ops Sgt at the Maze and to LCp l ' Gaz Mahy
who has left u for Civvy street. We wi h you good luck and all the best
for the future . Finally congrarulations are in order ~o LCpl Dean Jenkins
and 'ikki on their marriage. Good Luck for your hfe together.
ot long after Santa bad put away hi reindeer and we had returned
from Xmas and ew Years leave, we found that we were due to take part
in a number of unit competition . The first of these was the ctball
Competition. A combined team of Li bum tution and 39 Inf Bdc HQ
and ig qn consisting of Sgt · tcff' Gee on , Cpls 'Mandy' Duffy and
uc Baston, LCpls Marie Horne, Tina Leavitt and Vicki Tils~ey , plu ·
Sig orma Moffat and my.elf made up the team. The competuon was
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The Winning Pose

N. Ireland Basketball Minor Units
& Womens Services Champions 1998
manpower two teams of four were finally selected, plu an additional l\vo
members to act as admin/driving taff. Luckily out of the two driver one
held a current driving licence, or al least he claimed too. At thi point
special thanks must go to Sig orma Mofrat who after being cho en as a
driver failed to mention he couldn't actually drive. evertheless she
managed to keep the team· morale high by endlessly going on about her
posting to Hong Kong. The team et off on th~ 3rd of October for
Switzerland via Stranraer, Hull. Zeebmgge. Ram uen. Bern and finally
Colombier.
The competition it elf consisted of lot or tabbing. ome cycling on
old tyle Hovi bike and plenty or hooting, followed by lot' more
tabbing. All in all th.: Squadron did rather well fini hing 4th and I !_9th
out of 196 teams. Again at this point pecial thanks must go to the Umted
tate
avy E L for providing the entertainment and to our spon. ors
MacDonald and Burger King for providing uch whole ome and hea.rty
meals, without tl1em we'd have never made it. After 36 hours of gruelling
competit ion against Europe and Ameiiea_' line t. the teams and . upt;iort
staff moved to Bonigen near Interlaken tor a spot of adventure trauung.
Thi con isled of mountain biking, hill walking and a spot of high Ipine
walking over the Shilthom and iederhom ridges. The p.:rsonnel \\ho
walked over the Shilthorn Ridge are LCpl J. C. '\.lo cs, Pte Ton~
Coleman, LCpl tu Palmer. Lt Fraser, LCpl ·Jenk' J e n1dns and LCpl
Dan Thomas. All in all a greal lime was had be everyone in,·ol\cd. and
bidding and aving up for next years event ha· already staned.

213 Sig Sqn pose for photos on the Shilthorn Ridge
L-R: LCpl J . C. Moses, Pte Tony Coleman, LCpl Stu Palmer,
Lt Fraser, LCpl 'Jank ' Jenkins ard LCpl 'Dan' Thomas
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Tp Cmd
W02 ( 1TWO) Kemp
ew arrivals to the Squadron include Cpl Benson and Family, Cpl
Guest LCpl Cruick hank, igs Palmer and Harrison Pte's Collins
Tanner and ~treet. It is also hello and goodbye to ig H~aly attached t~
the MT for 1x months before bemg lucky enough to aspire to the dizzy
height of TM Tp for the re t of hi tour! Unfortunately we mu t also say
~ewell to Pte Baker who ha decided to join the rank of I (UK) Civ
01 . Pte ·Ten Bellies'. Prie ti_ who managed to get a TA posting near his
home a he m1 ed !us mum too much! LCpl Winderb who found that
his tomach topped the steering wheel from moving, even with the seat
fully back! LCpl Hankley who is off the Military Academy at Sandhurst
to wet-nur e young Officers! LCpl Thompson who started his slippery
lope to oblivion by first joining the QM 's department and then
transferring to the Royal Irish!
ln May this year Cpl 'Dan' Benson will be taking fearle s bodies from
the Squadron to go hurtling around the cottish countryside on motor
cycles. Hopefully more will return with their licences than broken bones!
We would like to wish ig Palmer the best on his J CO's cadre in
Catterick.
Back Row: W02 (ROMS) Higgins (LSGC).
W02 (YofS) Donohue (LS GC),
W02 (S QMS) Challinor (LSG C),
S S gt Millen (LS GC, ACSM),
Cpl Mitchell (ACS M).
Cpl Roberts (ACS M)
Front Row: Ex-W02 Mrs Higgins (Royal Warrant),
Mrs Donohue,
Brig Young CBE Late D&D,
Mrs Mitchell
Congratulations to W02 (RQ 18) Higgin , W02 (YofS) Donohue
and W02 (SQMS) C hallin or who were awarded their Long Service and
Good Conduct fodal . . gt l\.U llen was awarded both hi Long Service
and Good Co~duct Medal and his Accumulated Campaign Service
fedal. Cp ls Mitchell and Roberts who were awarded their Accumulated
Campaign Service Medal. Al o congratulations to Mrs Higgins on being
presented with her Royal Warrant along with her husband W02 (RQ 18)
Higgins and W02 (YofS) Do noh ue.
LADIE CHRI TMAS DI ' ER 'IGHT
FRlDAY 28th NOYE 1BER 1997
The Squadron held its annual Ladies Christmas Dinner on Friday 28th
ovember .1997. The ~vent wa well attended with sixty ladies
hoehomed into the funcuon room. As is usual the Squadron S CO's and
Officers entertained the ladies with a number of well prepared cul tural
sketches:
. The e':'ening ci:>mmenced at 2000 hours with rhe ladies being called to
dmner with the aid of a barber shop quartet. During the meal the ladies
were entertained by gt 'Tom Jones· Fitzpatrick with a rendition of the
twelve days of Christmas. This came as quite a surpri e to the ladies as
the t:\".elve day revolved around items stolen from their own homes
af'.ording us all an insight into the life of Jen ny 'Kinky Boots' Va udin
N icky ·smelly Wellies' D on o hu e and S ig ' Kelly Cuddly Tedd/
, 1cCufloch .. Unfortun.ately S~ F ran~ Cr?whurst failed to bring in the
roof rack with a pec1al meaning to his wife' that he promised! ext on
the agenda was a visit by Santa (Pad re Steve Robbi ns) and his two able
h~lpers, LCpl 'Stu the sack' Fi rth and LCpl Ben on. Presents were ably
d1 hed out in re11;1m for bottom pinching and veiled comments. On to the
pan of the evenin~ they had all paid good money to see - the cabaret.
First up was !he Diet Pepsi advert. It must be said that all characters were
~mar~abl.Y hke ~he tclev.1s1on advert with Ca pt 'Jugs' Va udi n and Sgt
'v1ark Fitzpatrick playing two of the most hideous females that man
had e\e~ cl~pped eyes on. Sgt 'Skeleton key' Coles played the first of our
Coke w1eld1~g hunk followed by gt "Chippendale'.Cr aig with a liberal
dou~ing of 011 and then the creme de la creme faj ·sex God' Broad.
First sketch over, and the audience was now eating out of our hands.
ext up was. the ' Leader of the Pack' pre\iously stolen from W02
( .M) '~hns' H a~d\~ i dge. Thanks C hris . This consisted of W OI
~RS!\1 ), Kat~erine F is h.e r, W02 ,CYo fS) 'Nata lie' Don o hu e, Sgt
•Collett. B~dd 1~ g and Sgt C~ssandra Bentl ey as backing singers, Sgt
Gerald1~e \111len as lead singer and SSgt 'J ilted John ' Laffey as the
greasy biker. A more ably choreographed routine has not graced the West
~nd o,C .Londo_n! T~en on to the e.ncor~ which consisted of gt
\!lark Fitzpatrick with the four backmg singer doing his rendition of
:\1ustan~ S~lly thi:n quickly followed by the Blues Brothers. Sgt 'Mark
kroyd f1tzpat~1ck and S. gt 'Geoff B~lu hi' Millen upported by the
\\ h?le chorus line. To round off the evening before the girls were Jell to
~heir own resources, a ~uest appearance by the Chippendales was made.
~h1 ;ubtlc ~ancc rouunc managed t~ raise £50 .00 for charity. Initial
feedback indicate> that all pai;y goers uad ~n excellent evening and three
uf the quadron Office!'> Sl\COs have applied for sex change operations!
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218 SUADRQN MAKES THE CHILDRE. 'S CHRISTMAS
by LCpl Min ns
Not content with one event LCpl 'Do a lot of work for Charity' Minns
decided on a double adventure. A charity auction and a charity run from
Liverpool to Great Ormond Street Hospital, both in aid of the hospital.
On th<! 29 November 1997 we left sunny Londonderry with our flashing
lights, safety vans and posters. The next day we found ourselves at our
starling point and Cpl 'Syrup' Martin set us off and after five miles
handed over to the next runner. LCpl Minn~ broke through the M25 and
we phoned for our much promised police escort. We think it must have
got lost in the traffic! On I December 1997 we n:ached our final food
stop and met up with SSgt 'Tour Guide' Laffey who escorted the safety
vehicle to Great Ormand treet via what seemed like every landmark in
I ondon! We managed to complete the 234 miles in the 24 hours and
having almost lost LCpl 'Dipsy' Stamford who wanted to join the
Christrna queue for a Tele Tubby before we arnved at the hospital. We
would all like to thank the many companies that gave us free food and
gifts to allow the Squadron to help Great Ormond Street. Thanks also
must go to the Sgts Messes of the Royal Signals and Royal Logistic
Corps.

2Lt hakespeare
S gt 'Shaggy' Hughes

1 UK ARMOURED DIV HQ AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
BFPO 15

BLOOD OF DRACULA
The Troop would like to welcome fresh blood into the Troop in the
form of 2Lt 'Shakey' Shakespeare who is taking the helm before joining
his Tp Comd Course. Lets hope your tour doe n 't tum into a horror story.
HELLRAJSER
~t' been ~e time of good. cheer recently and the Troop went back to
their past with a good old gmgangooly campfire ingalong bash in the
hack. En tertainment was provided by Sgt 'A ndy ' Craig who
demonstrated his bottle juggling skills. In what has now become a Troop
festive tradition, Sig ' oo oo' Mier led the Troop in the ritual of
'ma t , towers and pylon ·.
THEHU GER
. gt 'Col' Bentley being of sound mind and body volunteered to stand
111 as duty b.od for the ~hri stmas sea on hoping to catch up at a later date.
~adlr,.as with all wen-intentioned i:ilans, all has.gone horribly wrong and
Col 1 now wandenng about Ebnngton Barracks like a character from
'lee Cold in A lex' .
THE WIDCKER MAN
. The Colonel Lundy March appeared as if from nowhere ju t as party
nm.e .was ~bout to get started. A usual there was a frenzy of Troop
ac11v1ty wtth the lads spread arou nd the four-corners of the universe
(TAOR). We would li~e to send our best regards to all those invo lved in
helicopter tasks for their outstanding support during this period.
THE HITCHER
Sgt _'M~use' Lever has finally left his squat in the block and is now
tunnel~ng 111 the Mess. He has recently added a pair of I 6oz' to hi s
extensive wardrobe to be used when getting a DCO's brief, steady !
DRILLER KJLLER
Cp l 'Stu' Crossma n was tasked with the high profile job of installing
the ~eputy Commanders car fit. 'Soup' set off like a banshee and was
well mto tt when some drilling was required. Seconds later there was a
Bond style explosion and as if by magic no electrics. Following on in py
mode, the dirty deed wa kept undercover until SSgt 'S huggy' H ughes,
bead of ODIS (Dodgy Deal lnformation Service), was leaked the story
an? had to add C pl Crossman's name to the comer of disorder. Chink,
chink, fizz.
H O 1 D OF T HE BA K.ERVILLES
The BTLO section, SSgt 'Keith ' W illia ms and C pl ' Al' MacDonald,
have recently come back from elk hunting up in the snowy provinces.
Unfortunately 'A i' was unsuccessful but 'Keith ' came back with a bushy
pelt.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advi e the Subscri ptions Clerk,
at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any change of address.

Thi information should not be telephoned.

CO
Lt Col P. A. Pratley MBE
RSM
WOl (RSM) M. A: Schofield
o sooner had the Regiment returned from Christmas leave than
SATCOM REBOIL was upon us. At a frenetic pace all the modifications
for the Divi ion's Ptarmigan equipment where made in Hammer miith
Barracks under the watchful gaze of W02 (FofS) Mark Solomons, all
happening with the backstop of the Divisional deployment in the first
week in February. With time being at a premium and no room for error,
the Trunk Squadrons obviously bore the brunt of the work and so whilst
no one wa looking the Armoured Squadrons quietly lipped down to
Haltern Training Area for a week's battlecamp. Ex Rhino Charge 1998
threw the whole Regiment into the field in early February as the Division
tested its Brigades in the art of war fighting. This of cour e is in
preparation for the Division's own TESTEX in May. A this edition of
the Wire goes to print the Regiment wi ll have just fini hed its support to
JCUM and 2.12 Sig Sqn will be whole again ready to re ume it ta k of
fielding Divisional Alternate HQ
GERMA SIXTH FORM VISIT- 22 JAJ ARY 1998
On January 22, the Regiment opened it gates to thirty German Sixth
Form pupils from local chool in Porta We tfalia. The Regiment ha
developed a very close relationship with the schools in the area, often
being asked to give talks and receive visitors. ow for the fir t time the
Germans had a kcd to visit us and to cc 'What was behind the wire?'
They wanted an insight not only into what happen in Herford, but in the
Anncd forces generally.
The subalterns, hostin g them for the day took them on a whirlwind
tour of the barracks, including stopovers in BFBS and the SAT trainer.
2Lt Nat Baker escorted the girls group whilst Capt G ill G r een hill
accompanied the boys, both feeling thi was in keeping with their
respective images. The SAT trainer, received a mixed respon e. ranging
from the 'Kill all that moves' attitude to those who did not even want to
pick up a gun let alone fire it. BFBS, kindly spent about an hour bowing
them around the recording studio , although getting them to ac tuall y
record anything was beyond even the persuasive power of the BFB
crew. Returning to the lecture room, at found that four of his girl had
enjoyed their visit to BFBS so much they hadn 't followed him back, and
it took the herding in tincts of Sgt J im Bu rns to finally round them up
and return them. 2Lt Karl Jeeves found to hi co t that not everyone has
quite the ame sen e of humour, and on the late arrival of the girls aid,
'Don't worry, a fter this you can all get down and give me twenty'.
Greeted with tony faces he admitted this was a joke - more stony faces he then moved on.
Finally it was time to say goodbye to our visitors. All in all it had been
a highly succe ful day, much enjoyed they assured u by all who had
attended.
HAPPY EW YEA R? .... 201 SIG AL Q UADRO
The return from Chri tmas leave is never an ea ·y one. Everyone is
re laxed, larger by at least a couple of inche anrt hoping again. I all hope
for a quiet time. nfortunntely ATCOM REBO IL had other ideas
keeping both witch and Central crews as busy as any exercise period
with LCpl Peter G oulbourn and Sil( Nikki Ha nnon leading the way.
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Great Ormond Street Hospital Charity Bonanza
Rear Rank: LCpl Steen, Cpl Duncan , Cpl Martin, LCpl Benson,
Sgt Crowhurst,
Front Rank: LCpl Stamford, LCpl Minns, Sig Barr, LCpl Scelly

Despite the systems operators being o busy ig M ich ael Ho lt still
managed time away from the Regiment to compete in the Inter Service ·
Canoeing, achieving an excellent overall position in conditions that
topped the other two team members competing at all.
The Squadron said farewell to its most senior member in the form of
Maj James 'Old man · Body who is now Blandford bound. After only
mentioning Bosnia eleven times in his leaving speech. and making one of
his troopies richer on the sweep take, he was wili ked away perched in
the antenna cage of Cp l Jase Cook 's and Sig ·oooh Mannn' Kec r 's
Radio Relay. As he was driven away with an image of Rommel in his
mind he left u all with many new thoughts in our minds. What will the
new QC, Maj Lawrence be like, will briefs now be brief and I wonder if
the new sport of Relay Surfing will catch on?
B TTLECAMP - 211 SIGNAL SQ A D RO~
Picture a warm summer' day in Herford, OC 211 Sig Sqn . Maj
Alisdair HarwelJ and hi SSM. W0 2 ( S!\-1) "eil Coatsworth gazing
wistfully from a window in the quadron office.
' Do you think we ought to have a battle camp, Sir?'
' Yes of course!' came the reply, ·But let wait until January a it·
much more enjoyable then.·
' Yes you·re right ir. we'll appreciate the warm sto\e in Excon far
more then!'
Time for battlecamp soon arrived and the troop departed Harewood
Barracks looking gloomily at the weather. However. once in Haltern they
oon cheered up thank to a warm cup of S gt (SQM ) Terry Hague's
strangely curry-flavoured tea. Into the platoon harbour area · . C pl 'Car
Hewi tt carefully positioned his camp bed and unpacked hi du\'et,
tippers and teddy bear. Just a few sur\'ival aids he ha picked up in his
22 years of ervice.
Without doubt 2 Platoon had the best patrolling techni<.jue due to their
in i tence on keeping the correct spacing although thi wa cau ·ed more
by Sig ngela Twist's in i tence that , ig Lee Gobie keep his di lance
after hi unfortunate mi take of a latrme for a fire trench. I Platoon \\.:re
ably led by Lt P aul Buck who forced
gt Harry Kemp to initiate a
new toppage clearance drill after the former complained he couldn't
clear it. Luckily one of them k.ne\ which way up the maga71ne i>
suppo ed to go! Everyone had heard so much about Cpl And~ Allen's
legendary night navigation -k 1 l , however according to his patrol
members they pent all night vi iiing locations yet couldn't fiml any
rations for breakfast. Don't let it be said that 3 Platoon ha n 't got their
prioritie orted out. They couldn't manage to get their intelligence
report in on time but they alway got their chocolate demands! All the
platoon harbour areas had their security wdl tested throughout the week
by Maj 'The hadow' Ha rwell who had a habit of JU t appearing next to
the platoon commanders unchallenged. It also appears that the
Squadron' vehicle recognition instructor may have a ne\\ cu tomcr, af\er
ig 'Ritchie' Ho rseb urgh a ked the qu ·tion, ·\ hy had the quadron
brought ome of it A V -136 · to Haltern for battle camp?' In fact he \\a,
observing four burnt out 1960 tank on the BEAT range! Battlccamp
turned out to be enjoyable we ·k for all concerned, but plca:c kh haw it
in ununer next year!!
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BAITLE C.\\lP-212 IG'\ \L QlADRO
',tr. 1f\\C arc going on Batt! camp in Januarv whr don't we move
mto the 1mnsit accommodation on Haltern Training rea ·o that the
lads and la. se' aren't LOO cold. wet and mi crablc?'
·It's becathe. '\"oman. I don't want them to. I want them to be cold,
wet and miserable. we·,c all gone sotl!'
o It ''a· '' nh some shock that the range ta ff. directing staff and
Admin perso~ncl put .up their bashas in the now alongside the-exerci ·ing
soldiers and Ill lt11l '1ew of the large range hut that onl) the chef were
allowed !O sleep 111. A.head lay raTJge work for those qualified and dry
tr.~mmg for newer sold1cn:. both p!\1gramme • coming together for pha. cs
ol patrollm~ an~ 11:1' 1gat1on. The lh e firing programme progre si,ely
dewloped h\'e llre-t.:am: (all who had pa ed APWT, FTA, AT and
:\1;'-ITTR :hoot.). f~om individual fire and manocu\'er to patrol contact
dnll ·. The df) tram mg programme imroduc d fi,e fire team' of soldiers
direct out of training. into li,ing in the field, patrolling. camouflage and
concealment. and had the added incentive of tltrO\\ ing live grenade and
firing the GPMG.
.Sgt. (FofS) i\lick Con ie 's (the Corps Orienteering Champ ion) ni ght
na\ 1gat1on phase tested c,·e_ryone orely. Hi in istence on no light and
the u c of compa : and pacmg foxed LCpl Alan Charnley and hi team
of igs 'Cath) · l:lcD.onald, ' hep' S hepherd and Sally Griffith . who
spent nil night searchmg for the fir L tand. LCpl 'Rob' Green 's team
fared better but _then if you wander aero the whole training area at least
three nmes you re bound LO find omeone. LCpl tephen Read and Sio
;\lark Record were soon noticed as the quadron's deadlie t LAW
mark men. both achie' ing a maximum number of kill with the ODT in
complete contrast to ome who could obviou ly not hit a barn door with a
·ho\'el. On the grenade range ig Richard Jar ay and Barry Han•ey
both surpnsed thcmselv7 by blowing the figure 12 target clean apart. and
hence. hamed Lt Nigel ·well 3 feet till clears the parapet'
Franc1s-McGann . (For tho e grenade potters out there - yes we know
the i:>osed photograph of LCpl Ben Franklin how him holding a
pracnce _ gren~de but we're hardly likely to take a photograph from the
\I Tong side of the parapet whilst they are throwing live grenades, are we!)
The final night, which had been kept a secret from even the DS saw
the Squadron im·~lved in a ta_ctical ~~nario that ultimately resulted in a
i;qu1.rement to butld ~ defen 1ve ~o 1t1on ar?und a communications site.
-Lr W~o hall remam namele
and Sgt He knows who he is' were
caught. )list before Thui:sday night. neaking a preview of the D pink in
the 0~ s folder. That .night as the Squadrou dug rheir Stage 3 po ition .
t~e mt creants oon d1 CO\'ered _that the piece of ground that the QC had
given them to dig was the rockiest. harde t mo t nastie t area that could
be found. As the remainder of the quadron re ted after a hard seven
hours they kept digging and digging and digging. Both later admitted
they would never .touch the OC' folders again. The enemy's recce
elements appeared JUSt before dawn and LAW 90 teams were dispatched
to destroy them uccessfully killing the ir target but not before the
comm_s He ha? .been ob erved. A rapid bombardment with HE and
chemical munitions then ensued which when finished forced the
Squadron to bug out in 1 BC black.
Tired, but satisfied, the Squadron returned to Harewood Barracks to
Cpl Rob Porter and LCpl Paul William 's Taj Mahal Restaurant for a
\'el) well earned slap-up curry.

Scenes from the Battle Camp
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EXERCl E KEY FLIGHT - FALCO TROOP RXERCISE
by LCpl Richards
On 19 January 1998 the day finally came for the 3 SANs of Falcon Tp
to Jeploy with the new Airportable Communications detachments.
Although the Troop was only trialling them we were cager to sec if they
would live up to their expectations, and they did!
~AN I, led by the infamous SSgt tu ' Mad Dog' Allister, set off on
thc~r fi~sl leg of the Exercise to Catterick with his band of merry men
which mcluded Cpl Chris 'Veteran' Middleton , who unfortunately is
leavmg us very shortl y. Now on Lo the new Airportable, this brute of a
machine can go anywhere with six wheels, but somehow Sig Mick
Luwrence managed to get it bogged 111. His excuse was that he wanted to
'ce how good the winch was on the front of the Radio Relay Airportable.
, 1mmm ... we don ' t th111k o.)
Well, what about SAN 2 of which I was a member, LCpl Jim 'In the
l\.1irror' Richards. This SAN wa led by Sgt Taff 'S heep are Nice'
O'Connor. Actually, we were the backbone of.the Exercise, moving
ery six to nmc hours, always gettmg comms 111 first and always on
show when the SS 1. SSgt Paul Downie and the QC, Maj David Gaul
~re ,·isiting. My crewmen, Sig Carl 'Popeye' Bennett and Sig John
·G WA' Rodmell , both performed outstandingly on the new lARRCIS
c •mpu ter terminal , able to complete the game Mahjong within 15
n .. nutes by Endex.
Last, but not least, SAN 3 - no moves - in fact they did move, but only
as far as the cookhouse under chcu leader Sgt 'I should be at Rugby'
C assidy. With. their Detachments static and being centrally fed. we came
Lo the conclus1on that they may have had an easier time than us. Within
this SAN was LCpl Bill y 'The Respirator ' Morris who, after the
exercise, received hi s promotion to Corporal. So, from everyone in
Falcon Tp Congratulations! Overall the exercise was a great success and,
although the SAN A.rrportables were only being tested by 2 Sig Regt, we
all agree that they will be a great as et to the Royal Signals.
FrREPOWER DEM01 STRATION
by 2Lt Michelle Hanlon
Hello 'OA' this is 'H29A.'
Contact at I J 10 hr .
Grid 047649.
10 T64s moving East, am engaging over.
The scenario was set and the enemy were advancing toward our
position, which was fortunate, as it would give the Combi ned Arms
Training unit at Wanninster ample opportunity to demonstrate their full
range of weapons and firepower. Initially, sections mounted in Warriors
were used, but their range and firepower proved ineffective against such a
strong enemy. Mortars and grenades also made little impression, although
the Law 94mm did appear to slow the enemy advance. lt was time for the
Milan anti-tank team to deploy, wh ich in conjunction with barmines did
halt the onslaught.
By now our position wa beginning to come under heavy artillery
bombardment and our forward rccce platoon had sighted further depth
po itions. Jt was now time Lo call for Cha llenger Two, after first smokingoff the enemy positions they were then subjected to bombardment from
HESH and Armour Piercing Discarding Sabot. What little remained of
the enemy was then destroyed by a counter-attack by Challenger, Warrior
and mass firepower. Lt ·Bee ' Lambert and 2Lts Kerry Cochran ,
Stuart Cambridge, Mark Crinnion and Michelle Hanlon, alongside
many foreign visitors with cheque-book had witnessed the true might of
the Briti h Army 's firepower - next top JOTES One exam.
HQ SQUADRO FIBUA TRAI ING
by SSgt Gardner
Tuesday 13 January 1998 saw the fir t elements of HQ Sqn travel up
to a fog-bou nd Catterick FIBUA range to embark on omc serious
F!BUA introduction training. Once the morning introduction briefs and
videos were over, the Troops were divided up between the variou stand
of the day.
Running the Molotov Cocktail tand wa the unlucky SSgt Ian Swan
of MT S gt fame, who ended up with more blinds than the local curtains
and window covering shop. The fun element of throwi ng extremely
unwilling oldiers off a 50 foot building with a dodgy-looking safety rope
and abseil rope fell to Capt ' Billy' Badger, who ha now proved that he
has qualifications, other than AGC Det Comd, of which it i rnmourcd he
is also qualified in! ig 'Tam' Dick from the Training Wing ran with the
Booby Traps stand and successfully managed to scare the daylighi out of
anyone con idering storming a building without thinking fast. Cpl Phil
Owen provided the final phase of the day, in his capacity of ' Gymnasium
Beasting Person'. This involved the Troops ha ing to complete the
flBUA assault course and the arduous tunnel system - Cpl Owen was o
impres ed with the efforts of the Troops on thi final tage that he let
them do it all again ...
There were many memorable moments throughout the day, including
the look of fear on the face of Sqn 2 1C, Capt Graham Reith , prior 10
him being safely hauled over the Ab eil tand by the griuning Capt
Badger with W02 ( SM) Terry giving moral encouragement. ewly
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arrived LCpl .Jodie Wood also showed an uncanny aptness at throwing
petrol bombs at wheeled vehicles, so a mis-spent youth must be
questioned? All the members of HQ Sqn that attended the tra1n111g
seemed. to thoroughly enjoy the day, even though the Cattcrick weather
wa.s .at 1Ls usual wet best for the Lime of year. A really valuable day'>
trammg .wa~. had by all and I ai;i sure !he picture say the rest. Let's hope
the SNC 0 m the Squadron enJOY their day out as much at FI WA on the
30th.
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Cpl Grant Smith - 'So that's how the Vietcong did it!
EXERCISE ARCCADE F IOl'i 97 - ANKARA DETACHl\IC:NT
When. tol? that 24 oldiers would be deployed to Turke) to upply
commu111cattons upport 10 1 (Turki h) Mech Di\' the fir·t repl) was,
'How much R&R are we getting"' This looked like an opportunity to get
a good suntan before Christmas, ~nd even stock up on a fe,, presents.
The deployment wa to Ankara the ·ap1tal of Turkey and eyes lit up when
it was reali ed that there was not going to be some long draughty trip on a
Hercules but we \ ere travelling BA. The first hurdle was that Cpl
Dcbikumar wa, not allowed on the plane due to hi Nepalese passport
and he had to be left behind a: Heathrow airport. This \\8S closcl}
followed by Cpl Roger's luggage going mi sing in I ·tanbul and gt
· egatl e Viper One' Elgenia having to bluff hi W8} pa ·t visa control
with a ATO travel order that had .omcone el e's name on it. fn Route
to the accommodation Cpl Crnig Purdon was heard to say that. 'The
standard of accommodation makes an exercise· and h<.' ''as s111tably
impre ed by the in hou ·e burger bar Meairn hi le. gt John Ro) le and
Cpl Samuem were on an
ntono\ full of vehicles O\er the
Med1te1Tanean hoping it wouldn't fall out of the sky. When th~} finally
111

arrived in Ankara 1he} met 1he customs official. from hdl who wanted to
impound the 'chicles O\Cr the weekend . They wer • only released when
the Turkish LO pointed out that they ~vere the rypl? guard a n~ would
tarve, as they ould not leave 1he vehicles. At lasl wnh the vehicle the
e xercise could begin.
.
The lineman. L pl ·Tunnel Rat' H. nd looked over3oyed a t the
amount of ca hie he had to lay and was so excited he even crawled dow1~
. torm drain' to lay cable in the middle of the nigh!. FofS 'Guru
Patter on found that ll help. to have your flexib le . frie.nd when he
ex1rac1ed Lt Bob e' mour from a 'midnight express' snuauon when the
is ·ued A 1EX to pa·y for fuel did not work. II appeared that Sig J .o hn
Rodmell had brought hi · entire room on Exerd. e and he had a video
collection bigger 1han Blockbuster. Afler 1he 1111ttal build there '''.a~ a
communications TE TEX and the Turki h staff seemed 10 be wntmg
me sage like ii wa going om of fa hion. The SA I.M C crew, led by Cpl
Christopher Middleton had a tough t1m~ cducatmg 1he iaff that al!
me age could nol be Fla hand Immediate. Sgt "Apprentice Guru
Harvey spent mosl of the Exerci. e trying. to gel TARRCIS to work and
almo t cried when a erie of power pikes led to the whole sy tem
crashing. but what really hurt the mo t was being accu ed of being
· peccy~ gt John Royle did a.sterlingjob in keepi.ng 1hc Ptan:nigan Fa'.'
going, by the end there w~s. vmually smoke pou.nng out of 11. Then n
began 10 rain and ii kepi ra1nmg, where wa all tlu good weather? oon
there wa a stream running through A 1 CP and it had to be andbagged
up. Cpl imon Elliot heard one of the HF masts crash 10 the gro~nd a
the Exerci e area became a mudbath. The HF RATT detachment. 1t wa
later found out, were al o making shovel recce to the football pitch, the
Turki h mu 1 ha\'e thought they had moles.
The Exerci e drew to a clo e and it wa now lime to di cover the
delights of this capital city. Sgt Andrew Allan led the charge by gett!ng
in with the local and found him elf in a variety of late night wa1enng
hole throughout the city. Cpl Craig Purdon et up a seven-a: ide maieh
with the Turkish and after a hard battle lo t 12-7. For many n was their
first international, and it is widely believed that nerves got lo ig 'Arthur'
Rhode . who managed to fracture his leg when he ran into a slonn drain
and thi wa after doing the camp assault course at 2 o "clock in the
morning. After ending bar profits soaring in downtown Ankara the li~er
can only take so much and it was time to redeploy. Ex Arccade Fusion
wa an excellent experience for all concerned and eyes are already on
next year, when there are deployments to Italy and Greece.
EXERCISE ARRCADE FUSION
bv Lt ·Roddy· Wil on
• Ex Arrcade Fusion was an ARRC Exercise involving the deployment
of 2 Sig Regt. The Spanish contingent consisted of a SA provided by 2
Sig Regt, a 510 detachment from 30 Sig Regt, a handful of Rapier F B2
from 22 Regt, The Royal Regiment of Artillery. The Welsh Gunners and
2 LAN managers. We were about to leave York on IO ovember when.
by chance, we noticed an extra vehicle at the back of the packet.
Apparently 2Lt ' Kerry ' Cochran, who had arrived the day before, had
got wind of a deployment to Spain an d decided to tag a long.
Unfortunately. she was rumbled at the last minute and ent packing. We
stopped overnight at Bramcote where we picked up the Det from 30 Sig
and then down to Plymouth to pick up The Welsh Gunner . SSgt (YofS)
Bill 'Disco King' Barnes and Sig ·Twinkle Toes' Bennett provided the
evening entertainment at the local night club. We finally boarded the
ferrv for Santander.
Finally arriving in Spain we were met by a Spanish escort and civil
guard. who lOok us to our destination on the outskins of Madrid. The
exercise phase went fairly smoothly, once the Spanish finally upplied us
with the correct fuel. The language barrier was overcome by Lt 'Sanjay'
Wilson who took to talking in a loud , slow and boring Indian accent,
which seemed to work better than Sgt Steven Hillier who preferred the
vigorous hand movements approach. A book was kept by Cp l lan ' In
The Book' Burt of any clusters. The book was evenrually won by Sig
'Get The Beers Jn ' Bennett. As the Exercise progressed there was a
considerable drop in the number of cats spotted around camp,
consequently MacDonalds was selected as the best cook house in town!
MacDonald 'runs' became an important asset to morale and were
provided courtesy of Cpl ' Path Finder' Pargin, who did the recce for the
R&R en-route to MacDonalds. The move back to UK was quicker than
the way out with the 'Tres Angalis' being separated for the first lime in a
week. All-in-all a successful exercise.
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Cmd
Lt eymour
Tp SSg1
SSgt Allan
Eagle Tp has seen a large change around in personnel in the last few
months. Welcome JNCO additions are Cpl 'A l' Hanlon from
Bassingborn, Cpl 'Charley' Farley and Cpl ' Hoss ' Cartwright (who we
will have to widen the door for). From training are Sig 'Forest Gump'
Bailey, ig Mark Brooks and ig Martyn Edwards who are making the
most of being in York.
Departur.::s are: Cpl Steven Bartliff to civilian street and Sig Anne\1arie Reed to I Mech Bde. The Troop wishes them luck in their future
endeavours. Congratulations are due to Sig John Rochford and ig Paul
\\ilson who ha"e come off the Board and will undoubtedly be moving
onward and upwards in the New Year. Also congratulations to Sig
Rachel Batten on her reeenl wedding and excellent reception. This has
been a busy time for the Troop with all the inspections coming at once
alongside a deployment to Turkey and an ORT. The Troop has worked
tirdcs~ly in the run up to Christmas and is looking forward 10 the break.
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ext year the Tro op is looking forward to a n~1;ibcr of airm ob ile
ex.:rc ises and some we ll de erved adventurous tra1111ng. The good ship
will now sai l merrily on into 1998 a nd more adventures .
EXERCISE ALPI E EBOR
by Lt Bob evmour
· On the 3 January 1998 six intrepid explorers ct oul on an epic 18 hour
m inibus j ourney 10 n ma ll valley in the French A;lps known as Sen-e
Chevalier. Herc, among the now-encrusted mountain , !hey were gomg
to train in all a peels of a lpine kiing. Thi was preparation for the UK
Land ommand ki Champion hips. After spending two hour looking
for the accommodation the group found that 1wo of the bunk looked like
the living quarters of a ubmarine. It was time to draw straws to ee who
got the double bed and Lt Bob 'Look I Don ' t Do Black Mogul Field ,
OK· Seymour, won and then promptly burnt the fir t meal of the
expedition.
The snow conditions were superb and the next day the
out on
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The Regimental Main Effort over the last months has bee~ focused on
preparation for the imminent tours in the Falklands and Bosma. There h:u.
been a deluge of new a1Tival (over January and February) and these have
been introduced to the Regiment through a number of (UP comphant)
briefings. Without doubt the Main effort, for the Wire N?tes editor, has
been fina lly succumbing to join the ranks of the stmkmg scrounging
pads.

WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Gareth Lamb
Tp SSgt
gt And Crawford
The New Year looks set to be another turbulent one for the Squadron
and the Troop. Last year was lar~ely spenl re!ormin$ ~h.e Troop a~d
practising its primary role .o,f providing an armoured D1v1s1onal HQ. It~
radio communication and it s admin1stra11on m the fiel~. Unfo.rtunately.
as always seem to happen these days, the Troop and its equ1pm~nt 1
about to be reorganised in order that the Squadron can pro".'1de .a
communicatic..ns Troop and a HQ Troop on. Op Lode t~ m Bosma 1h1~
April. Most of the Troop will be .deplorm_g either .to Ban3a Luka or to one
of the remote. cornmunica1ions sites w1thm the D1v1s1onal Area. Much of
the Troop's armoured expert ise is to be used in the provisi.on of the
GOC's annoured tactical Headquarters and will mean thal quite a good
proportion of the Troop's equipment must be re-roled: A pleasant benefit
of our impending tour is the number of welcome mtroducttons. to ~e
made Hello to Sgt Rowe Cpl Tharby, LCpl Perkins, LCpl In~m, 1g
Rankin and Sig Thornley. Farewells go to LCpl .Scott, LBdr William.s,
LCpl Wilson and Sig Rodda. Finally we wish could luck lo Sig
Scadden as he look forward to the Regular Commis ions Board.

Lt Bob 'Where's York?' Seymour
the slopes. There was plenty off-piste skiing to be had and gt Gaz
'Headplant' Corrigan was soon waving his skis in the air. The ski hop
in Villeneuve were soon doing a roaring trade and especially delighted to
see Cpl teve 'Can I Buy The Whole Shop' Wilson, who went into a kit
frenzy. With eight hours on the slopes everyone was mighty thirsty and
Le Frog Pub treated u as regulars oon after our arriva l. ·
After seven days on snow it was time to embark on the ski racing with

Maj Adam and Mrs Pam Ewell outside St George's Garrison
Church with The Guard of Honour
(All R SIGNALS except as noted) Col H. H. Ham,
Majs Peter Gillespie, Paul Glibbery, Pa~I Keleghan RA,.
Stuart MacRostie, Roddy Nicholson, Justin Stanhope-White
RLC,
Tim Wadey and Keith Whitehead.
The Best man, Maj Emery PWRR in the background .
202 SIG AL SQUADRO

Cpl Carl Crofts
the eeding Giant Slalom. It was two runs of adrenaline-pumping skiing
that lefl everyone wanting more, but nol convinced their legs could take
it. The team quickly became fiercely competitive w ilh Cpl Ca rl Croft
leading the charge.
There quickly became a good relationship with the other Royal Signals
teams on the mountain and this led to over 30 Royal Signals personnel
sitting down to an inaugural Royal Signals Ski Dinner. Only problem was
the 'General' was having drinks at the same location. Then it was on to
the dreaded downhill , in which the alleged aim is to get from the top to
the botlom of the mountain in the fastest po ss ible time. Sgt Dave
'Munley' Uttley turned into a speed freak, really catching up the others,
after initially ob erving the 30mph speed limit. The Downhill run was, as
one person put it, 'The scariest thing that I have ever done, can l have
another go?' SSgt Jez 'Snowboarding Is For Older People Too' Ratcliffe
then proceeded to entertain some Danish skier with a rendition of
' Father Abraham' which they thought was great - strange race the Danes.
The team , after achieving their best result and having a great but
exhausting time doing it, then had to play ' Wacky Races' with the entire
Army fleet of Renault Traffics in the dash for home, at the end of what
proved 10 be a very exciting competition. Next year is another towards
some silverware!
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Maxtcd fresh from training and lo LCpl \\'ilmott on hi arri\al from 7
Sig Regl. ig 'I'm a Para' Robinson proved his mck name and managed
to pull one of 1he longest ~iekies in the book dunng a ~reefall eour~c
where he managed to smash up both of his ankles earning himself 10
months off.
.
Congratulations are due to Capt ·Randy West_' Parkinson on his
recent promotion and to S 1,rt Jim Stillie on selccll~m for promouon to
W02 . Watch out ior the Drill Boots and the Pace Suck. Come on ~own.
LCpl Williams, Sigs Bartell, Wa.tt, Gallifor.d, Lanca .ter and Kmghts
You have won 1he chance of a hfeume holiday for six months in the
magnificent, picture quc and sunny resort of. ....... wait for it. ..... .JCUFI
(mmmm take care lads! Send us a picture ofa penguin).

I

BU SACO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Caie
Tp SSgt
SSgt nd) Dick
h has been a busy month in which the Troop ha worked hard to
receive very good RSIT reports, so well done lad. and lasses. Th~ Troop
now finds itself entering a period of change pnor to the Bo. ma 1ou1,
during which the Squadron will reshuffie manpower and eciu1pment to
form the Comm and HQ Tp for deployment. Although this is the last
month for Bussaco Tp. as we know it, the Troop we.lcome a large
number of new face ; Sig Bramley, Clark on and Dmgley fr?m the
Factory, ig Keown from 7 Am1d Bde. Sig Locke from 280 Sig Sqn,
LCpls Clark, Aitchison from 7 Sig Regt . and last ?u1 ~ot least. u7p1
Hughes from 14 Sig Regt. We say our .farewelL to Sig Ymce Cns\\1ck
who sadly leave u and to Lt Katy Ca1e who mo~·es across to take O\ er
Waterloo Tp (Le Confidential Reports to wnle - thankfully - and
hopefully. le coun cases!) The Troop gne· .a huge pat on l~e back !O
LCpl Mat Parkes for a well-.d~served promouon and w1 hes him well ~n
his new po mon ofr pons1b1hty; We al o ha\e to wish good luck to ."t
'Badger' Welsh currently on h1
ergeant· Course and 10 LCpl '\\at
Kemp on her Leadership Course and hope they both return to the Troop
with succe ful result .

Sqn Comd
Maj · Fred' Whichelo
SSM
W02 (S M) 'Dougie' Tait
The year started with the same hectic pace a· we ended 1997. The first
hurdle was 10 complete R IT, which turned out to be very ucce sful for
the Squadron as a whole. With the Regt Plug Up al o. out ofth.e way, the
quadron can now focus its auention on the tas~ of prepann$ for a~
operational deployment. The following rr~onth will sec a ~ons1~erablc
upheaval as Troops reorganise and md1v1duals get stuck mto 'anou
training courses. We say farewell to 1he.21C quadron Capt Jayn~ Dart
who is leaving the Regiment for the dc~1ghts of J C . he w1H be JOmed
by Capt Duncan Parkinson who will ho,~ever. be returnmg to the
Regiment to fill 1he job of Rear (Bollom) Adjutant. Reeentl)'. prom_oied.
Capt Gareth Lamb,_ will tep acros~ 10 take up th.c ,rems ol 21C
quadron. Congratulation to the followmg; W02 0 1e. Osb_o~ne on
his promotion to WOI~ NWO~ Phil Anderson, S gt Jim Stilhe and
SSgt Andy Dii;:k on their promotion to W02 .
OYERLOO I TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Duncan Parkinson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jim Stillie
Big congratulations are due to all 1he Overloo~ boxers who. took part
in the Regimental Boxing Competition before Chnstma followmg cxpc~t
training from Sgt ' Deann' Cox. ig 'Bomb~r' Lancas.ter lived up to lus
name winni ng 1hc Middle-Weight hamp10 1 hip with ease after two
excellent fights. The 'Mighty Warrior· ig Freeth won. the lle.avy Wc1gh1
Cup after wha t was clearly the be t fight of the mgh~. Sig Hudso.n
deserves prai e for competing, b~n was adly. bcmen on. points ~fler a ha1d
nail biting fight. A big hello 1s due 10 1gs 1atl11c, Robinson and
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-;The BFT goes forth!'
Sig Rodda demonstrating the speed of the complex set up
206 SIGNAL Q ADRO'll
Sqn Cmd
Maj Paul Glibber)
M
\\'02 (S M) C hris II~ ma
199, is fa t becom111g a frantic and e ccptionally bw.y year. fh.:
quadron is being plit ·cycral different \\ay largely 10 upporl
operational commitment· in both JCUFI and Op Lodestar.
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J lFI

The quadron has alrcad_ lo t 25 oldier and 0 lnkennan Tp, Lt
Ale Fenn el, to the pecially formed 257 Si g qn fo r deployment ~o
JC Fl. The p·1rt has been drawi:i m~inl)' from _l n~e.nn.an Tp and will
form a vttal µa rt of the communication organisation in the Falk land
Islands. Gooo luck to all the lad and particularly to . gt Paul \Vringc
who after only two weeks in the Regiment fo~nd him elf on route to
outh eorgia. You never know what' ( 000 mi les) around the comer 111
3 Di\·I

r. ' KER
T ROOP
Tp gt
Sgt Chris Lloyd . .
Tp gt
gt ' alty ea Dog L1ttlcwood
Jnkerman Tp i now much reduced due to the JCUFT deployment, but
oldiers on before being plit again for Op Lode tar and the Rear Party.
Th re have been far too many new arrival to mention - welcome to you
all. Finally a farewell to gt • ally ea Dog ' Littlewood wh~ has
managed to engineer a po ting c~o e to home ~~ 17. Port and Manume
Regiment RLC. for hi final po nng before reurmg 111 three year time,
all the be t for the future .
10N T ROOP
Tp Cmd
Capt i ick Bruce
Tp gt
S gt Richard Bell
·
. B o ma
. mo t o f h.t " T roop prepare t o
Whil t QC Mon old1ers
on m
bead that \\ay them elve in April. There have been many new arrival
and the focu now is very much on preparing for the deployment to
unny plit. All tho e concerned are now franticall working out how to
get all that uncream and beach ware into one small MFO box!. A fond
farewell to ig Matt Dorling who is on is way to join our old SSM at 20
mid Bde.
CAM.BRA! TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Liz Allan
Tp S gt
Sgt Carlos Juan inclair
.
Things are definitely livening up in Cambrai Tp. On 20 Apnl 1998
mo t of the Troop are due to deploy on Op Lodestar, along with a large
chunk of the Regiment. Most of the Troop will be aving money on
hilltop sites while Cpl Kutzner and a select few 'Chosen Men ' will man
the very 'green' GOC' Light Tac Forward HQ. A a direct re ult of this
commitment the Troop has seen its numbers double over the last few
month . A elect few have been loaned to 257 Sig Sqn who are on their
way to JCUFI. Good luck to Sgt Steve Bartlet, LCpl 'Smudge' Smith
and LCpl Kev Tve extended again' Reeve. we look forward to your
return. Welcome to all the many new arrivals and farewell to LCpl Law
and LCpl Jenny Campbell who are off to I Div. Congrarulations and
best wishes also to the newly promoted and married Cp l ' Mitch'
litchell who is now teaching new recruits at ATR Ba singbourn .

OMA1 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt f . Ila)
Tp gt
S gt D. A lla n
.
. ,
Oman Tp arc now in what is commonly tem1ed ·suspended ammallon
while the deployments to Bosnia ~nd the Falklands take up mu.ch o_: the
troop manpower. Lt Fiona Hay 1s now co111 mand111g a troop 111 JCUFI
a nd has taken Sig 'D usty' Millar, S ig ·Gaz' Swailes and Sig 'Mac'
Mc ulloch with her. S gt Dave Allan still has piles of work to do in the
quadron. C pls Dave ~ hri s tison ~nd 'Unc le Fester' Lester are. ru n~i ng
the train in g wing while the Regiment 1s away. gt Hamlet 1s o lf to
Bosnia. The remainder of th e Troop arc under the able d irecuon of gt
Andy 'family man' Beel who wi ll bring all that's new and approved by 3
Div in the next Wire note .

QM TECH DEPART\.IE, 'T
a pt J .\\.. Mackay
QM
W02 <RQS\J) SP'VI \titchcll
RQMS

SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. J. R. tead
Tp
gt
SSgt R. Lang
Many c ha nges have occurred since our las t no tes appea red in The
lf'ire . The promotions of Cp l John Ward , LCpl ' Mac ' McDo uga ll and
LCpl ' Bob ' Graham . Farewell have been aid on posting to Cpl Steve
Foord to 280 ig Sqn, Cp l ·Rob ' S mith on promotion to I Di v, LCpl
' Bob' Gra ham to 11 Sig Regt to look after the troop commanders and
others In Rad Ex. Po ted in have been gt McNeill from 15 Sig Regt. Sgt
Baker and C pl Russell from 11 ig Regt. Cpl Ireland from 280 Si g Sqn,
Sig Car lis le from 16 Si g R eg t, Sig Goodacre from I Di v a nd ig
Holden from tra inin g . The end of 19 97 was de di ca te d to po rt ,
ma intenance and celebrat ing the fes ti e eason. In Ja nu ary th e RSIT
tea m vi it took the majority of the month , w ith th e Troop ur fi ng
through, avoiding the rough break and catc hing all the big ones.
MASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Hawes
Tp Sgt
Sgt A. M. Keen
. . .
After Ex Arabian ' Boogie' ight , a success ful RSIT v1s1t 111 January
ha hown that MasiraJ1 Tp are now ready for action. If just the tip of
the iceberg, with a bu y year already lined up the first exercise is just
around the comer and the Titanic Ma irah Tp i ready. Farewell to gt
' Ghandi ' Howlett and LCpl 'Rocky' M ilton both off to count penguins
in the Falklands. It 's also farewell to LCp l Ca th Burgess, taking a key
role in the Regiment 's Bosnia commitment. Welcome to C pl Eades,
LCpl Catney and LCpl Pozo joining the.fighting third. Al so a welcome
back to hop-a-long Sig 'M arcellous' Wallis whose string of good luck
just keeps getting longer!

A RRI VA LS A D DE PART R ES
The following new arrivals are welcomed into the department W02
(RQ'.\1 ) Steve 'Vlitchell all the way from 257 Sig Sq n, 'Sgt Graham
Grey from 15 Sig Regt, C pl Andy Rosser fro m 206 Sig Sqn. LCpl
C armen Michalska from 2 Sig Regt and Sigs Laura Murphy and Tara
Kenny straight from the factory. Enj oy your tours. Unusually there are no
departures. Since last putting pen to paper the department has as usual
been very busy. Apart from ' normal' work, which included a highly
successful Logistic Support Ancillary Inspection and contrary to popular
belief, the depa rtment has ma naged to see the light of day. A strong
representatio n from the de pa rtm e nt too k part in the Inter Squadron
Orienteering competition a nd won. It also gave the Quartermaster a
chance to air his caguole, now that they are back in fashion. ig Matt
Burdess deserves a mention fo r his prowess in the boxing ring. (He came
second). Sgt Mark Hardway is still playing hockey. Congratulations go
out lo the Quarte1m a tcr and Sig La ura M urphy for their forthcoming
marriage. Respecti vely that i~!

Womens Cross Country Team
Back (L -R): Sig McClean, Sig Darcy, Lt Hay,
LCpl Au stin-Williamson
Front (L-R): Sgt Korchel, LCpl Campbell, LCpl Baines,
Sig Davies

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT
BFP035

co
RSM

Lt Col Mike Dyer
WO! Pete Griffiths

ARCHIE'S RETURN
Fo rmer M aste r o f Signa l , Maj Gen Archie Birhvistle CBE DL
returned to· Bradbu ry Ban-acks on Friday 5 September 1997. to offi cially
open the new Junior Ranks Club, 'A rch ie's'.

C ROSS CO :\'TRY
The Regiment's Cro s Country tea m continue to flourish under the
guidance and tra in ing regime of W02 (FofS) Joe Docherty. At the
recent Divisional Cross Country Championships the Men 's team won the
Major Units Competition and the Women 's team won the Female Inter
Unit Competition. Congratulations go to all those who ran what could
only be described as a ' nightmare ' course, a nd contributed to the
excellent re ults. ext stop the Army Champs!

ORO
222 IG:'\AL Q
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Billingham
SSM
W02 (SSM) A. C. Campbell
The Squadron has just returned from a well deserved Christmas block
leave period and are now back into the swing of things, preparing for yet
another very busy year starting with RSIT later on in the month. The
technicians giving support to the four trunk nodes W1der the watchful eye
of gt teve Pattenden. The drivers busy with the introduction of the
new Wolf LandRovers being over looked by Sgt '.'leil orley. Those SHQ
Troop members not deploying to Bosnia or Falklands later on in the year
will be kept busy with exercises in Germany, Wales and Cyprus, just a
few 'visits' which the ops team are busy planning for th is year. This
planning is headed up by SSgt (YofS) 'No medal Eddie ' Yates. I'm sure
you will get one soon! Congratulations go out to W02 (SSM) An d y
Campbell on selection for promotion to WOI , Sgt Si Jarn ell on
promotion to SSgt in February, LCpl Grant Duncan and LCpl Kevin
\\elch on selection of promotion to Cpl on completion of their RSCC
during January/February. We welcome to the Troop Cp l O'Hara from I
(UK) Div, LCpl 'Ad' Adams from 7 Bde, and finally Sig ' Herbie' Hyde
from 280 ig qn. We hope you all enjoy your tour. Goodbye to LCpl
eth Campbell off to 14 Sig Regt, LCpl Stuart Metcalfe off to Civ Div
on a medical discharge. LCpl 'Ricky' Ross off to the White Helmets
after his recent selection and finally ig 'Robbo' Roberts off to the not
so sunny Herford with I (UK) Div.
DE ' TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt C. P. Crowther
Tp Sgt
S gt P. B. W. Hogg
We bade 'Merry Christmas' to one another with happy hearts, sore
heads and empty pockets. eedless to say everyone had a cracking break
- especially Cpl Milsom who went one better and cracked his kull! We
wi h him a peedy recovery. With the bells of 1998 still ringing in our
cars we returned to Bulford to lock horns with a demanding year. Our
ody sey thus far has been hampered by a strange malaise that has struck
of the Troop; we have lost S gt Hogg to education courses,
the S.
·gt \\oods to ACIO Cumbria, gt Wakeling to AFCENT and Sgt
\1organ is . lowly lipping away to civilian life. It is with open arms that
we welcome LCpl \1orris from 7 Armd Bdc, Sig Carvin from 4 Armd
Bde and Sig Wilkinson from Blandford.

·cos
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Mens Cross Country Team
Back (L-R): LCpl Smith , Sgt Robertson, LCpl Pilgrim , Lt Lamb,
LCpl Wheeler
Front (L-R): Sig Dawson, FofS Doch erty, LCpl Howard,
Sgt Hayler
THE WIRE, APRIL 1998

Maj Gen A. C. Birtwlstle commanded 7 ig Regt from April 1969 to
July 1971 and so it wa an emotional occasion for both the General _and
his wife ylvia to ren1rn to the Regiment and m~et the pre. enl custodians
ofthi famous Royal ignal Regiment. The .Jumor Rank
lub ha had a
£200.000 facelift in a joint venture between AAF I and Scottish &
Newcastle Breweries lo provide a first class club wi th a pub theme. The
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new bar is a concept being trialed by NAAFI and the first of it kind in
Germany. The aim is to create a friendly 1.T1eeting place for the junior
ranks and their familie . It is a fantastic facility and is already proving to
be extremely popular with the soldiers.
CI TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ' 1 oddy ' Baugh
The highlight of the la t few months for CIS Tp was Ex Able Condor.
which saw the Troop deployed to the four wind to upport HQ ARRC.
SSgt Patrick Hurge-Mogg, Cpl Mick Graham and ig Tony Gaffe}
went to HQ Main, where they supported the Staff showing them how to
turn the computers on.
gt Al C hurchward and his team of merry men
went to HQ Altn. Sgt Vince Body was left to look after the Wart'Lan
link . Sgt ' Crafty Comber· S haw and C pl Col Richardson went to
Diis eldorf, suppo edly to support 7 Panzer. The only exercise that I have
ever heard of in Dii seldorf happens in the Alt Stadt, and for that you
require 'civvie ' and a lot of money! Sgt Paul Elgenia unforrunately
deployed to Turkey for four week , two weeks exercise and two weeks
sight seeing. In those two week he learnt to belly danc~, so anyb~dy who
has a function coming up soon, please call early to avoid d1sappomtment.
LCpl Jase Clayton had an indifferent exerci e, he deployed with hi
detachment to pain. On arrival, the detachment was quaranuned due to
an out-break of Meningitis in the region. However, after a scrub down
and a body search they were free to continue.
229 (BERLT1 ) SIG ' AL SQ ADRO '
.
Maj C hris Robinson Royal Austrahan
qn Comd
ignals
SSM
W02 (SS I) Tony Barry
After a couple of hectic month preparing for the beloved RSIT tean1 it
wa decided to blow away the cobweb with an Inter Troop Football
competition. An exhausting experience for Charlie Tp as they dtd all of
the running around and till lo t 5-3 lo Whi key Tp.
The la t two weeks in December saw the Squadron lurching from one
festive celebration 10 the next. Cpl ·Gaz' Barlow was bu y organizing an
ex ellcnt quadron Christma. Party and he al o came to the aid of the
Krefeld Kindergarten. anta couldn't vi it the Regiment thi ' year. '>0
along with hi wife Iris and LCpl Paul Dacey \\ho played anta's little
helper . ' Gaz' was a perfect .!bstitute .. December also a" pl t\t_ick
Heathcote and gt tu Sander on dec1d111g to test thcmselve · agam•t
the winter elements of orth Wale . Along with four other members of
the Regiment they et off on Ex Winter Reality. _The aim was to walk
acros the mo. t challenging peaks of Snowdoma , but allegedly they
managed to do quite a lot of Christmas shopping too 1
A lot of faces have changed in the quadron over the past couple of
month . ad farewells were aid to Maj Stringer who has run to 212 tg
qn to try and whip them into shape .. Also Squadron hopping is C~I
'Granny · Grounsell . longest ' en 1n g member of the 1111rnotf
Appreciation ociety. who let! us for U~ifofi:11 Tp, and ig Jim (and hi
golden guitar) Bonney, posted to the Ofltcers Me s. Fond fare\\ ells were
al o wished to Capt John Russell who. e sen ices are no" bemg reaped
in Blandford and to ig Annie Lenno:1. off to Bulford. \\'e 11 elcomi: - ig
Deven and Smith two fre h faced ys Ops traight from the factory and
al o a big 'G'da)' Mate' to our new Au tralian OC. \laj Chri
Robinson .
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2JI lG AL QLADRO~
Maj Keith Whitehead
qn omd
. 1
W02 (S M) Chris Ward

0
ARTRO P
Tp omd
Lt Beanie Lloyd
T!J: arrt\'al of December finally relegated Ex Arrcade Fusion to
nothii;: but a distant memory. However. re ting on our laurels was hardly
an option as R IT and RE 1E PRE tarted immediately upon our return.
\\'ith hard work, morale boo ting extended working hours, bodge jobs
(surd not), bluff: and Troop pride we all emerged, relatively un cathed
at the other end of the in pection • au age machine.
\\'e ha\'e had a ·light manning injection recently witl1 the arrival of
L pl Ritchie 'Jim' Evans. who can now recognize the in idc of a
Ptarrmgan "itch again. and ig Hilton who arrives straight from the
factory to boo t the Radio Relay crew . A ever the outflow i also teady
and at tim
ecms greater than the influx. Imminent departure is on the
card for C pl Chri 'G Lo\'er· GloYer. off to wear hi track uit with the
TA. and Cpl 'Midge' foir who leave for gainful employment in civy
treet. Upon return from Chri tmas tht> Troop wa devastated by the ad
news that Lt 'Lizards don't do went' Yard ley wa being dispatched to
become a Combat Pen Pu her in Sarajevo. well it'll kill six month and
think of all that D practice! Lt Beanie' kippy· L loyd now has the tiller
of the Troop, following her return from Oz. Back down to earth from
down under. the Troop welcomes you and hope you won't be clearing
your throat too often whil t on the assault course! Maybe the Troop can
now get in touch with its feminine ide.
PAP TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt '\ ho' Scott
It ha been a bu y few months leading up to Chri tmas with exerci e
after exerci e and the annual vi it of the R IT and REME PRE Team .
Once again, and with the evertight manning constraint . the Tro()p
came through with flying colours - perhaps you should take note 0 car
Tp.
ow regarded as a Regt SOP we paraded at the Troop office at 2100
on unday 2 ovember 1997. in preparation for lining up and the now
familiar trooping of the MA 1 prior to deploying. We finally departed
camp at 0 I 00 to our first and only location of Fir l Wine he ter. A
sweepstake bad already been taken by the lad on bow tong it would take
for Lt ·Scottie' cort to get geographically embarras ed navigating his
way to Panzer Ka erne. Duren. First the Troop Packets had to check into
Ayrshire Barrack (South) to liase with ARRC Sp Bn. Lo and behold they
were nowhere to be een but finally arrived to cries of did you put your
clocks back? They always have trouble extracting them elves from bed!
On arrival at Duren we all witched to convoy - ·Got to be tactical.'
cried the SSM only to be blinded by the full beam tactical lighting of
ARRC Sp Bn. The MA
ite (or hould that be a BOY site) set up with
ii- usual well practiced efficiency. This was of course to the usual verbal
assi tance from Sgt 'You need another pole there ' Easter. The Radio
Relays bimbled off to try and defy the Yeoman and get a shot into the
out ide world before Oscar Tp - who only had to shoot from Ayrshire
Barracks to JHQ Tower. As normal , Troop rivalry (a crate of Becks)
caused an increased sense of urgency and within minutes the eomms site
was completed. By now tempers however were being tested with
camming up in a gale force wind and initial cable lays that went on for
what seemed like forever. It did not take long for Sig Steffie 'When's the
next admin run?' Rees to discover that there was a MacDonalds just
down the road. The inclement weather and high winds caused the most
headaches. The sleep tent decided it wanted to be a kite and disappeared
o'·er the top of the HQ. Cp l Tony '264/216 Airborne Airborne' heridan
wrestled it back to earth and the off shift finally got some leep. With
Endex being.called it was off to Ayrshire Barracks to build the HQ for Ex
Arrcade Fu ton. I could tell the full story, but it 's all ju t too painful to
remember.

LI IA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt 'She' how old?' Thompson
The month of October was taken up by quadron and Regiment level
training in preparation for the ARRC deployment in November. Once
again the Troop proved that we were up to the task of the engineering,
maintenance and repair for the ·state of the art' comm equipment
(Ptarmigan). After a month and a half of hard gran we had a whole thr~c
days in which to repair all the damaged cable and techn ical fau lts on the
quadron' wagon in preparation for the annual RSIT/PRE. This was
O\'Cr all too soon - not - and it wa time to get into training to survive the
festi e ocial calendar. The Squadron Christma party started out as a
fairly rescr ed affair but oon Cpl 'Rodder ' Rodway , 'Ginger'
Rotherforth, and ' pitola · Spittles. (the living tribute to the Brothers
Gibb) showed the old timers of the Tech Workshops how to blow their
trumpet on the floor of the club Tropicana (231 Sqn Bar). This started
the trend for the re t of the night as everyone from the QC downwards
enjoyed themselves. The Troop would also like to show tlleir appreciation
for S gt ·Mad Monk' 'orris and hi excellent Ringo Starr impression.
During uch a hectic couple of months there have been many changes
to both the personalities. We say good-bye to Lt 'Granny' Ga lli who i
now at the tiller of Quebec Tp. Stepping in to her shoes, but not filling
them is 2Lt 'Arnie' Thomp son. Straight from school, we hope your
Mum knows where you are! We al o have to ay a fond farewell to SSgt
'JR' Ewing. The job of replacing him has gone to SSgt Bovan - good
luck! Unfortunately whil t welcoming newcomers we must also ay
good-bye to other . Fir tly Mr Kev C lark who has left u for civvy
treet. We also ay a sad farewell to LCp l 'Thomo' Thompson and hi
family who are off to Blandford, and Cp l Chris Wilson who i off to
Bulford. A ad farewell and good luck to you all.
QUEBEC TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ·Granny' Galli
A quiet time wa had by all over the hri tma period and the New
Year saw the arrival of new members of the Troop straigh t from the
factory: Sigs Kerry 'Bimbo' Roberts, Ross 'The Ero ' icholls, Steve
'Trailer Leg' Ware, Kate 'Bog' Hellos also to Sig 'Gar-tar' Phillips and
fami ly from 3 Di v and Sig 'Buzz Light Year' Borrows and family from
21 Sigs and finally the comedy duo Sigs John ·Peanut' Roberts and
Jimmy Sa mu el our very own equivalent to Robson and Jerome.
Recent events have included a Troop Trade Training week with 3 to 2
upgrading for certain members. This entailed a written exam in which
everyone scored top marks (honest guv) followed by a Batco !es on
without vocab cards. As alway the be t was saved till last... .. dy lexic
Morse. On the second day we decided to give the cam nets a wash and
blow dry, with the aid of the weather. Congratulations to Sigs Terr)
Flook and Rodger 'Fire Starter' Manns for achieving their Class 2. The
Troop aid ome fond farewells to igs 'Chall)'' White, ' ick' Parsons
and family, Pete 'Inspecto r Gadget' Green and LCpl Tom 'Ernie'
Longbottom (or was it Wise?) and wife and wish them all the best with
their new po tings.
On a more 'cheerful' note, the Troop celebrated Christmas with one or
two get togethers, the main event being a well-earned Chinese meal. The
final days before standdown went by for many in a blur (and not because
the days were pa ing quickly, it must be aid}. January aw the safe
return of the Troop after our much needed Christmas break recharged and
ready to go! The year got off to a fine tart and our congratulations go to
LCpl 'Winston' Whyte on his promotion (again) to LCpl....Get the beers
in!

9 SIGNAL REGIMENT
3 Q ADRO '
qn Comd
Maj Chris Thain lnt Corps
\1
.
W02 ( SM) John rulcy Int Corps
It 1s with great sadness that 3. Sqn, after some 40 years at 9 Sig Regt,
has almost come to a close, and 1s to relocate to RAF Digby in the UK by
Au~sl 1998. To commemorate its closure, the Squadron has organised
various evenl~ to mark the occasion.
DIP-BY DA II
'\ow., remind me once again, why I am in the Technogym at 0400hr
prctendm~ to cycle th~ough the Anatolian landscape? Also, why is
everyone m 3 qn walking around camp doing a rather good impression
of John Way_ne's famous gait? Oh ye~, we arc .all taking part in the Digby
Dash! Th.e aim of !he e~ent was to raise sufficient funds to leave a lasting
pre~ntauon to Ay10
1kolaos Station to remember 3 Sqn. The race took
part m the Technogym to simulate the route from Ayios ikolaos to RAF
Digby, ~twe~n L Tp and ~I IQ I M Tp. The route chosen was to cycle
from Ay10 , 1kolaos t~ Pohs, row from Polis to Sifilke in Turkey, cycle
through Turkey and Greece to lgoumenusa on the Greek coast, row to
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Brindisi in Italy, ~hen a long cycle up through Italy, and France before
rowmg from Calais to Dover for the final cycle leg up to RAF Digby, a
non stop race of a total distance or nearly 5000 kilometers.
The race was started by the CO, Lt Col Inshaw, at lOOOhrs on
~ond~y 2 Februruy 1998. Every person in 3 Sqn took part in the race,
mcludmg dependants who voluntarily gave up their warm beds to suppo11
the event. The event caught the attention of the majority of BFC th rough
several BFBS radi.o visi ts and interviews, and the new CBF, Maj Gen Al
Ra!ll~ay dropped 111 by helicopter to talk to the competitors. The race was
an11c1patcd to take ten days, but we forgot to subtract the competitive
madness that began to unfold after the first two minutes of the race! Both
L T~ and SHQ I M Tp were neck and neck throughout the race, with a
m~x1mum of25km separatmg the teams, however, L Tp put on a massive
mJeCt1on of speed to win the event by 22km, and after an exhausting
seven days, four hours and twenty-two minutes the race was over.
A fe~ individuals efforts are worthy of noie, the faste t 5000m row
was achieved by 2Lt ' Scott' Roberts, QC L Troop, wbil t the prize to
cycle the furthest in 30mins went to Cpl 'Oz' Ozannc who, on the day
managed a massive 22.7km
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As a sideline to the race, an island wide S\\ eep:.lakc \rn:. ct up to
guess the winning time, and the winner of the £500.00 fir~t prize Y.a
Mrs C. Warren from Episkop1. 1 he pre~entation to A) ios ikolaos
Station will he given after the final 3 Sqn farewell parade on 20 March
1998, we will let you know the details of that in the next echtion of The
Wire.

Cpl Roger Willson finishes the race for L Tp

Lt Col lnshaw, LCpl Glen Roberts, Maj Gen Ramsay,
Maj Chris Thain, Capt Barry Spiers

OUR PRICES
CANNOT BE BEATEN!
If you are looking for leading clothing
brands - Levi's, Yves Saint Laurent, Kangol,
Armani, Reebok, Adidas and Calvin Klein,
then look no further than the spring /
summer Naafi Select catalogue. We have
checked our prices against all other home
shopping catalogues and we promise that
our prices cannot be beaten!

Our 31.6 page mail order catalogue also
offers major brands in TV, videos and
stereos including Aiwa, JVC and Sony - as
well as garden furniture, gardening
equipment, jewellery and seasonal toys.
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GOLF TROOP, 1 SQUADRON
THE BERE GARIA TREASURE TRAIL
C pl Owen Watrett (RAF) of Golf Tp came up with a simple idea
which raised money for both the RAF and Army Benevolent Funds, as
well a helping six needy local families. and offering one lucky
individual the chance to win one thousand pounds. All thi in rime for
Christmas!

Naafi Select' s unique offers include:
e Free delivery world-wide (normally
guaranteed to mainland UK within 72
hours and to Germany within 5 days)
e VAT free prices overseas
e Guaranteed lowest price promise
e Interest free credit on selected items
and spread payment plans

ORDERING IS EASY THROUGH
OUR LOW-CALL ORDER LINE

0345 023 753
JUST ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

I
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\ d
" , ,, ,,1md up al the beginning of. eptember. and sct running
at n un<fo,do,cd tune. fime ,101. of one ·econd were S<lld at the ?argam
pric:e of 1O cents ca h. Th< £I 000 pri7c mon_cy had to be raised belorc the
c.:mtribuuon 1;,. charity could begin. and tlus took much longer than had
b.:cn cxpcctcd. Since it had been s tarted , the clock had been secured 111 .a
afe. far m' a~ from prying .::yes. The af< wa, opened at the Berengana
Chri. tmus Favre. and the winner was announced. who \\'3S then allowed
to . elect £: oOO worth of jewellery of their choice, from a loca l)ewcllers.
The funds rai, ed forn1ed part of the overall total made al the tayre. Tlus
\\as di,idcd among the l\\ O benevolent fund and six needy local
famtlt 'S. A great deal of hard work wa done by 1he re t d~ nts of
Berenearia but it
all worthwhile as over £2500 had beer• ra t cd by
the end of th da).

''a

Cpl Watrett {left) presenting cheques to representatives
of both the RAF and Army Benevolent Funds

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT (EW)
Cpl South LEWT in Exercise January 1998

226 IG 'AL QUADRON ( EW)
RO 1EO TROOP
Tp Comd
WO! Stapeleton
Tp SSgt
Sgt (S upvr R) fuller
Welcome back 10 LCp l 'Bulldog' Drummond fre h from a six month
detachment in orthern Ireland and a sad fare\ ell to Cpl 'Taff Eva ns,
one of our most experienced JNCOs, who i to leave for 1 orthem Ireland
,\;th wife Angie and family. Cpl Evans i · our own resident Denni
Bergkamp, not in the footballing sen e unfortunately, but due to the fact
that he has a chronic fear of flying. Good luck Gerwyn! Last but not least
of all, we say goodbye to Cpl 'Ambrose· Rice who move on 10 pastures
ntw in the form of HQ Land. Good luck to you and your wife uzie for
the fumre.
December was probably more busy on the social front than it wa at
work' The Troop found itself attending numerous functions and services
and a big tbank you must go to Sig Colin Twclls for an excellent
Christmas funcuon in Haverfordwest. Tom Jone and Donna Summer
need have no fears about certain members of Romeo Tp re-releasing their
hits. After the Christmas break, we found ourselves rerurning 10 work
wondering whether norkel and fins should be the order of the day, as the
tormy weather that had swept through most of the UK had taken its toll
on the Squadron hangar . o need to take the vehicles down to the
washdovn1 point then? Romeo Tp is now busy preparing itself for the
Squadron SOI and forthcoming Squadron Exercise.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brown
Tp SSgt
Sgt A ngove
Firstly a sad farewell to Sgt Fielder, a stalwart member of the Troop
since God was a lad. Wl1at he didn't know wa n't worth knowing. He is
off on his Supervisor Radio course. 1oget:her with SSgt Richie Angove,
who had his stay with the Troop cut all too short. Also at this point
congratulations to
gr Angove for coming off the recent promotion
board. On the brighter side welcomes to Cpl Holmes and ig Bradley,
both overjoyed to be in sunny Pembrokeshire. Once again H Tp
performed extremely well at the various Xmas fuuctions that were
organi ed, al times some would say we took things a bit too far.... still we
enjoyed our~elves! H Tp held their first function of the year on the 7
January 1998. An afternoon of non-contact Go-Karting which quickly
degenerated into an afternoon of full contact Go-Karting. After a number
of hard and very competitive heats, during which Cpl Dunn cheated
more than any man should, ll cam..: to the final. Congratulation then to
LCpl 'Bambi' Hildreth who stood victorious on the winner's rostrum .
So there we are, H Tp carrying on the ew Year much as we left the old
one. only smarter as we arc sporting new Troop T-Shirts 1ha11ks to Cpl
Pankhurst.
CQI\1)1 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Roberts
TpS gt
. gt Jude
This has been a penod of great change withm the Troop and we would
ltke to sa) a big hello to a number of newcomers Sig Hegarty
icknott' Clarke. and tc~enson , LCpls Quinn, Randerson and Raby'.
Al o welcome back to all those returning from their sojourn by the
Adriatic. At the same time 11 1s a sad fare-thee-well to gt Meck, good
luc m 3 Div. pl \\oolle) and ig Thompson.
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640TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Stokoe
Tp Sgt
SSgt Harriott
After all the Exerci es earlier in the year the last few months have
been a relatively quiet period for the Troop , Xmas excesses apart'
However. there ha been a bit of coming and going so here goes with the
helloes and farewells. Firstly, welcome to our new OPSWO, W02 Andy
Jensen and his wife W02 Jeanette Jensen and congratulations to them
on 1he birth of their on James . Congratulations also to C pl 'Shacks'
Shackleton and Sally on the birth of their daughter Bethany. Welcome to
LCpl 'Trigger ' Wilson and Sig Andy Con nor and farewell and good
luck in the future to LCp ls Laura Shaw and M ike lies. Finally, welcome
to LCp l 'Smudge ' Smith a nd farewe ll to LCp l (not the same one)
' mudge ' mith . No confusion there then! As witl1 all the other Troops
in the Squadron, much work is now afoot in preparation for the upcoming
Exercise period, Gibraltar, Ascension ... it' a hard life in 640!!!
ROLE REYER L DAY
On 12 December 1997 the Squadron experienced role rever al. The
event was organised by Cpl key and Burton to help rai e funds for the
quadron Xmas function. Ln total 13 roles were reversed. These being
OC, 2TC, S M, YofS, SQMS, Troop OCs and Troop SSgts. The day
tarted with an OC Squadron 's parade with Maj ' Kitch ' Kitching having
Sig Robin Clapp and Cpl Dave Fu ll er being marched away at a great
rate of knots. Straight after the parade Sigs Dave Stapl eton and Mark
Harris were een to be dusting the Squadron' trophic and brass shell .
At the same time the 2IC, Capt La nce Beaton had realised he' d been lefl
a huge pile of paperwork to sift tltrough. It was now time to throw the
new Troop OCs in at the deep end being tasked to carry out low level
interviews. Cap t ' Babbs ' Woodhouse, Lts ' Freddie ' Starr and 'Scouse'
Meehan and WOl Kevin Ruth erford having worst case cenarios
thrown at them, from bullying to sexual harassment and the final stra"
which was a love triangle with a difference (the mind boggles).
Lunch-time, and the ·soldiers' went down to the cookhouse to sample
their culinary delights. Meanwhile, the ' Sgts ' and 'Officer ' went to their
respective Messes. The new Maj Kitching proving extremely generous
and putting a bottle of champagne on QC 226s Mess Chit. Down at the
bays Cpl Mark Smith was tasked wi th taking spare tyre off the bonnet
of the Wolf defender. and having to side mount them. LCpls ' iall
tokoe, Jim Brown and Paul Jude had the Squadron 's drip trays to
straighten out. ig 'Richie' Angove was scrubbing springs on a 1railer
(lovely job). The SSM, teve Ly ne realised his wouldn ' t be an easy job,
on many an occasion say ing ' I'm too busy ' (even for lunch in the mess).
The Yeoman, ' Del ' Sp r y had 10 write a CEI for an exercise and give
permission to use the quadron 's Jammers. The SQM , Paul Howe.
drank brews all day including during the OC's parade. ig Mark Harris
was the Sqn Clerk for the day with C pl Dave Fuller and LCpl Andy
Harriott ' prepping' vehicles for QC' inspection and I st lines (spending
most of the time sneaking off for a smoke). The Troop SSgt were kept
busy, making sure all the lads were sorted with days off and the real
quadron hierarchy were being 'beasted', of course they realised this was
the easiest job of all to have. Last but by no means least is ig Robin
C lapp , kept busy and hopefully happy, dying to have his nice wann
office back and to . cc what 'Kitch' had done to his Squadron. Sir, I hope
you enjoyed your day we did and thanks for the champers!
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Maj (formerly Sig) Kitching hard at it in his office
237 SIG AL SQUADRON (EW)
Sqn Comd
Maj Cole
SSM
W02 (SSM) Cox
Over tht: las t reporting period the Squadron ha been bus)'. both
socrally and operationally. Chri tmas was a part1cularly fun tune wnh the
u ual melee of parties and social get-together .
LEWT
QC
SSgt Campell
December started on a somewhat sad nute for the Troop as we bid
farewe ll to our two Austra lian member . Cpl Colin Quaife and Cpl
Simon Kinslow returned to 'OZ', having provided all on the Troop wit_h
an interesting insight into an alternative approach to EW..It wou ld .b e fa.1r
to say the diggers had a positive a nd fulfilling t_o ur with .exere1 es 111
Europe and North Africa, where their effort and mexhausuble sense of
humour will undoubtedly be missed. During December the Troop not
only welcomed the fe tivc season, but ~ l so Cpl 'Mad Dog· _Mount from
220 ig Sqn. Ja nua ry commenced with the LEWT prov1d111g on the
ground EW support to 2 Para on T ESEX l. '98, offering the Troop the
chance to blow away those festive cobwebs. After a couple of weeks
finalising drills and procedures, the Troop. deployed on .the ex~rc1se. One
four man and a C P team deployed in an airborne capacity, whilst another
team joined them from the TALO onto the variou DZ' of Sali bury
training area.

Cpl Arundel and Cpl Blakeley - 2 Para TESEX S.P.TA January 98
Post exercise frivolities included the .usual award of th~ ~re ,tigiou J
Brooke Trophy, for dire personal admrn m the field 10 gt 1co (armed,
but not quite as dangerous) icholson.
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TA GOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ballantyne
Tp SSgt
SSgt ~itchen
Chri tmas has come and gone wrth the usual troop party produc111g
budding talents such as Sig 'Spike' Lane and his amazing f\inky c~icken!
Some of the luckier members of the Troop managed to fit 111 a qmck skr
trip to the LA D ski championships that took place in Serre Chevalier.
France. Sig 'Suicidal Skier' Pri~stley proved t~at courage could
overcome anything apart from toppmg! We would like to welcome Cpl
Giffen and LCpl Owen to the Troop and say goodbye to. a C<?uple of
characters over the la t month. LCpl 'Gaz' Proctor and ht wife have
moved to 3 UK Div. Jn order that he can look afier LCpl ·Dot' Perkins
who ha al o left so he can go to Bosnia! Ha Ha! The Troop has been
busy on another Tango Dragon Ex which proved useful for all those who
' thought' they could put up a ma t! The week was pol.ished off with an
excellent live firing 'section in defence range' with maximum use of pyro
and two GPMGs per section.
KILO TROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt Spiers
The normal mad-cap social whirl of ma querade balls and debutante
parties for the social calendar year culmin~ted in the triumphant Kilo °!'P
Chri tmas drinks ession where vast quanuue of Bolly where unk with
lager chasers. Several debs left the fold, including LCpl ·XL' mith and
LCpl 'Gav' Hughes to become fully fledged sloane with their CV's on
di play in Harper and are now w~ltz111g around Euro~e on the Grand
Tour picking up object d'art for their bonom drawers. Sig Lou Gregory
became engaged to LCpl I Doyle ~d ha now satisfied he~ parems
with a socially acceptable match which brings along a nrce _h_tlle tidy
dowry including ferrari, yacht and all the other neces ary prov1s1on that
one comes to expect when marrying up mru:~et. .
.
.
ig Clubb attended the Regimental _k11ng ~tree 111 Serre Chevalier
where he partied continuously w ith the gl!tteratzi:t through_ the cold briulc
nights and then managed to tay on the p1 te dunng the bngh~ clear days.
To finish, welcome back to Cpls • ven' Gronn and Kev Hibberd who
recently returned from ix !'llonths .on Long Look 1997 where ~hey
worked hard trying to expla111 1he mce11es of Debrett 10 the oc1ally
naive down-under and have a nice day to Lt ·Power Point' Powell
currently far removed from a Harrod hamper with SFOR.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. mith
Tp S gt
gt \ atter
.
ever the premier troop of the Squadron has experienced an. e\'entful
few months. V 02 Ashworth, gt Jukes, Sgt Cle~e.nts an~ ·~ H~yes
returned from Bosnia to be met by the hive of acuv1ty which !S 1ctor
Troop and are now ettling in to the.ir ati fying work routines and
enjoying the lofty status !hot comes wnh being a member. of the troop;
Unfortunately we bid a fond farewell to Sgt id 'the world ts my. ashtray
Yule and Cpl l\lcKecknie, who are no doubt finding th_e thc_tr sedate
London urroundings not up to par with what they have l~~t ~eh111d . e~'
blood ha arrived in the forms of gt \ oods, LCpl \\ tlkrns and tg
Pun•is. of Woods has done us proud in taking control of the comm
detachments while \ ilkin and Purvis are being moulded into tl~c
fighting breed that is the crux ~f!he troop. ~inally gr: Paddy' Bro~n 1
to be con.,ratulated on ri;cc1V1ng his 1h1rd. A ene of Troop and
quadron kvel Exerci es have given the Troop ·ome quality time in the
field. We not only braved off the extreme weather cond1uons. but lefi the
LE\: T mortified after defeating all their attempt to 111filtrn1e our
detachments. One det commander quotes, 'The guard rai ed the alarn1
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fl r th~' heard them crnshmr through the undergrowth like a herd of
Rhmo'. f got the lads out m stand-to. gaYC the buggers a ·w1t1 kick up the
x1c si<ll' nd ":nt them packing.'
2-l5 SIG. AL SQLADRO\ (EV)
Sqn Comd
'1aj DaYies
1
W02 ( '1) Fisher
Q,.:r the last fe,, months the quadron h been fairly busy with a
hectic round of pre- ocial extravaganzas. dventure ~raining in t_hc
11owdoniJ region and both Troop and Squadr.:m po t-Chnstma. Exerc1 e
·hakcout. to ,\·ekomc in the 1e\\ Year. During thi time we ha' e bid a
fond far'wcll to \\ 02 Jan · kippy' Harrison "ho ha returned lo
\ustralia atlcr completing a two-year exchange posting. Welcome to
Capt Katrina Re) nolds who ha just returned fresh from 11 tour wnh 14
ig Tp (E\\') in Bo ·ma, keen to fulfil her t\~o-month. ·econdmem to the
Regiments' premiere armoured Squadron before tandmg-m as Ad;1t for a
.;ix month period. We al.o like to extend a warm welcome to W02_Bob
'fat he\\ and his family, o\·er from OZ on a two year e hangc po tmg.
EXERCI E IYOR DR GO~
Anticipation of the journey from Brawdy t? Twywn ~roduced a great
deal of anxiety. Cpl 'Buck' Buchanan had kmdly provided transport m
the modest forn1 of an army DAF and despite Sig 'Biffa' Quinn's vain
attempt to create a them1al hessian lining in the back. we had to batt!e
w11h ·ub-zero condition for the whole jo urn ey. Twywn camp ts
definitely not renowned for it', surrounding nightlife. Undeterred, the
\\hole team occupied the NAAFI on the fu·st eYening and sociable drinks
en ued. gt Bernie Topham was congratulated on his engagement and
kindly bought a round of drinks after tupidly letting it slip in the bar.
After an early tan the next morning the Troop set off to climb Cadair
ldn . All went according to plan until we neared the ummit. at which
pomt LCpl 'Daz' Whatmough decided that trudging through a foot of
snow with a bergen was no longer fun. Cp l Ed 1ortimer kindly relieved
him of hi - burden and the troop continued the ascent. Cpl ' Heike '
Claxton-Prior decided that the summit would be the right place to
inform the rest of the walkers about her fear of heights. Remember timing
i of the e ence! gt 'Dog Bag' O lh·er acquired this nickname during
the Exerci e. He had brought with him his 14 week-old dog, Dylan, who
decided halfway up the mountain that hi morning walk had been taken
into a ne\\ dimension and he did not wi h to be pan of it. For the rest of
the trip poor Dylan wa carried in the top of a bergen! The day was
fini hed off with a trip to a half creditable pub in Twywn. Three members
of the group made light errors of judgement by con um ing chicken
phaals. The ob\ ious results en ued
After another early start, Sgt Topham , Cpl 'lortimer and LCpl
Whatmough were all very grateful that a roll of toilet paper had been
packed. Three teaming trig points later, walking continued along the
Mawddach Trail, following a disused railway line along the estuary. We
topped for lunch at an appropriate site and settled down lo our death
packs. Sgt Top ham found amusement in wolf-whistling the local sheep.
He wa,, not o amused when the heep answered his calls and trotted over
to share hi lunch. After a fight Lt Crapper was forced to surrender his
apple to the heep (He must be due a pay rise soon!). Having finished our
trek it wa · time to clean up camp and prepare our elves for the cold
journey home. HaYing learnt from the trip up everyone put on all their
warm clothing and got into their sleeping bags. This seemed to work as
their wa more snoring than complaining during the trip.
WHI KEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Crapper
The fe tiYe period greeted the annual organised chao of social
activities for Whiskey Troop. Man) thanks to Sgt Bernie Topham and
hi team for organising a thoroughly enjoyable Squadron party. The troop
bids a fond farewell to gt Frank Straw n, Sgt Blyth , Cp ls ' Buck'
Buchanan , 'Badger' Arunde l, ·Taff' Hamar, 'Spike' Milligan.
'Woolfy' Woolfit , LCpl , ichols and JT Yule all of whom have been
po ted to pastures new.
DAWN
E ' ERCJSE DRAGO
b) ig :\'ichols, W Troop
At the end of January the Squadron deployed on the first of its many
Exerci ·cs this year,_ Ex Dragon 's Dawn. After an anxious week watching
the events surround mg the Welsh farmers ' Beef dispute with the Ministry
of Defence. we der · yed to the initial staging area. This initial move was
no mean ft:at, as it involved a road move of over 60km by armoured
vehicle . The ~rst night aw t~e action _get well and truly underway with
ancther move mto the first tacucal locat1ons. The OC saw this Exercise a
his opportunity to test the Squadron in it's various procedures and to that
end we all spent the next few days reacting to numerou s compromise ,
·crash outs' and other general spanners in the works. The Exerc ise was

made that ltttlc bit more interesting by the fact tha t the Squadron has had
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a large turnaround of personnel in recent months, and there was much
cxpcnencc to be gained at all levels. A local CF unit . under the expert
guidance of Lt Thomson- mith. visited towards the end of the exercise
only to find them elves in the middle of a chemical attack! The learning
curve ecmcd to get steeper as the week drew on and the OC and INTWO
added serial in many di tfcrcnt guise .

Maj Davis proves to the CO that he does have the power of
levitation on Ex Dragon's Dawn
All in all the week was a succe s, as could be seen on the faces of
everyone concerned the day after endex (e pecially Squadron Ops!). We
now look forward to an almo t non-stop forecast of exercise deployments
throughout the coming year.

Z LUTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Thomson- mith
Tp SSgt
SSgt Donnelly
Cliri tmas came and went with its usual speed . January has been a
bu y time for the troop culminating with a deployment on Ex Dragons
Dawn. The Troop were honoured to find that LCpl ' orman' 1cCallion
bad managed to drag himself away from the clutches of the SQMS and
deploy with a RRB and Cp l Grice. Sgt 'Ca rrot C run c he r ' Turner
actually got his hands diny thank to good vehicle maintenance by Cpl
'Rabbit ' Warren when it started raining track pads! However, the Troop
pe rformed to it u ual impeccable standard tha nks to RRB4 a nd the
DEWCC (the backbone of the Troop). A tearful farewell is extended to
SSgt 'Richie' Plumber who has left the Troop to join 11 Sigs and
welcome to SSgt Si Donnelly fresh from sunny Cypru . Congratulation
to LCpl Si and Sig Lorraine pcraft on the birth of their daughter
Lauren and Cpl Scott McKenzie and his wife Harriet on the birth of
their daughter Hannah.
EXERCISE PARTAN HIKE - 2121 FEBR ARY 1998
Although skiing as adventurous training may be thought of a easy, in
reality it can be something quite different. So the ordic and A lpine ski
teams from 14 Sig Regt (EW) found out on their recent expedition. Using
the firs t week as train in g the ordic team, under the command of Lt
' Bally' Ballantyne, became acquainted with their eq uipment and skiing
in general. Meanwhile the Alpine team favoured the jump in the deep end
approach of training by entering the Corps championships in Kaprun,
Austria. As well as improving their sk iing Capt 'Chief Guar ' Stokoe and
Sgt Jez Clarke managed to improve Anglo-Ru sian relations on the
slopes.
All training completed the Alpine team joined the Nordic team in
Villeneuve, France for the UK Land sk iing competition . While the Alpine
team were u ing gravity to propel them down the slope the ordic team
found that good old fashioned physical exenion worked just as we! I. ig
' Red Baron' Priestley showed that he had no fear of peed or era hing.
which was good a one lead to the other in his case. The Alpine events
consisted of four events, each of which lasted a maximum of I minute
thirty seconds. Capt ick O'Kelly only managed two minutes fortythree seconds sk iing time in total which changed hi s nickname from 'Big
o 2' to ' King Dobber ' in one painfu l mistake during the Super GS.
2Lt Steve Jo nes managed to wangle himself a place on the Nordic
team for his attachment straight from Sandhurst. The remaining members
of the ordic team were LC pl Jo n Broo k we ll and Sig C lubb and
representing the Alpine was LCpl 'Su lly ' Sulliva n .

co
RSM

Lt Col G. A. Jam es
WOI (RSM) Boyle

ORDIC SKlfNG ANO B IAT H LO TEAM
SKl CHAMPS 1998, LES CO TAMINES
by Lt J. CARTER
Early in the New Year 16 Sig Regt's newly-fledged Nordic ski team
travelled down to Les Contamines in the French Alps to take part in Ex
Pipedown. the I (UK) Div Ski Championships 1998. Following on from
the Royal Signals Nordic Training Camp held in at Mittenwald in
December. The team had trained here with member · of I (UK) ADSR and
7 Sig Regt and the week immediately pnor to the championships was
reserved for mtensive race training under the expert guidance of RQM
(T) Jed Keene. Although the team in general , Sig Jan 'Viking' Aanes
and C pl Ma rk Blears in particular, were particularly di heartened when
RQMS Keene sprinted way into the distance on the initial 5km training
ru11 the team worked hard to meet it 's rigorous 30km-a-day training
sch~du le. This training was to pay off at the championships the following
week, when the team 's two experienced skiers, _Cpl Blean and LCpl
'Gaz' Ulman, put in excellent perforniances whilst comp<!lmg m every
race . The rest of the team led by Lt Jon ' ki Poles ' Carter consisted of
novices: LCpl 'Rich ' Turnbull. ig 'Rich' Hugget and Sig anes. The
team achieved it~ best result n the Patrol Race with only bad luck
preventing us from coming even higher, as well as putting ii:t ~on istent
performances in the 1 ovi.:e J!1km, IOkm Relay, 15km lnd1v1dual and
Biathlon races. All in all, for a mostly novice team 111 it first season the
team ach ieved an excellent re~ult and now looks set to build on this in
looking towards next season's Championships.
TRlP TO HM S BERKELEY MOORED UP I AMSTERDAM
by 2Lt Orlebar
A
CO and a group of Tele Op (TG) and Tele Op {R) from the
Regiment and myself ~eized on the opponunity of visi ting the most
uncensored city in the World . Our valid reason was a recent
JOCOMMEX, a Joint Communications Exercise, one in which VHF
radio det make radio communication with ships of Her Majesty's Navy.
Our destination wa& to one HMS Berkeley. moored off the Am terdam
coast. Its main aim in life was to search for mines left over from World
War 11 . [ts secondary aim was to patrol the seas to police illegal (and
foreign) fishing boats.
The day tarted early, not knowing quite how long it was going to take
us to reach the hip. We stopped off for lunch and arrived at the ship at
noon. The travelling time was a mere two and a half hours.
We were greeted warmly by the Officers and crew. l was ushered into
the Ward Room and looked after with true Naval Hospitality. I was
enthus ia tically quizzed about myself and my life in the Army. I might
mention that due to the lack of facilities, HMS Berkeley is a men only
ship; conseq~ently my presence on board added furth7r fascinat_ion: To
fulfill the purpose of the visit we were hown the ships commumcauons
facilities. The radio equipment seemed antiquated, even compared to th~
Anny's: They infonned us that it wa installed in the sixties. However, tt
worked which wa after all it's purpose and since nobody had to cairy 1t
about it's bulk and weioht was immaterial. To add ceremony to the v1s1t
re pe~t ive plaque were presented.

Visit to HMS Berkeley
We were given a productive tour of the ship's deck and quaners. The
Officers' accommodation l saw was compact but comfortable. Bedrooms
doubled up a studies and were often shared with one other. Occasionally
they were annexed with bathrooms. While we were in Amsterdam, 111 the
Red Light District in fact, it seemed a pity not to look around the streets
near where the ship was moored up, or at least that is our story. eedle s
to say my limited imaginatio n was stretched. The crew from HMS
Berkeley has invited members of the ~roup to at! with them. from
Denmark to Oslo. in Sweden. I would like to see ltfe aboard hip and
perhaps contact those back in JHQ using ~heir radios. ~(together it was a
highly educational and worthwhile tnp and I env1sa_ge a n:iutually
beneficial, long-standing connection between the Army m Rhemdahlen
and this Royal avy Ship.
EXERCISE FAST TRACK XI - CO 'S CADRE C O URSE
by Sgt Knight
For most of the Regiment's Signalers, it was just a normal Sunday
morning, but for 35 of them it meant the stan of the co· 19~8 Cadre •
Once the normal admin points had been covered, and wtth the CO s
opening address out of the way, it wa introduction to PT with an ~PFA.
This was used to assess the student ' fitnes and put them mto ect10ns of
varying fitne . The real fun was to tart on the Monday morning with PT
at 0630hrs. With the morning PT se sion out of the way, the students
were left in no doubt as to how easy the course was going to be. The
course consisted of one weeks revision and instruction on all of the ATD
subjects and a few more including fieldcraft, M of L and low level tactic .
There were also a number of events designed to build team pirit among
the students, these included a log race over four miles and com1!1and
tasks. With the first week over the course deployed to Haltern Trammg
Area on Saturday afternoon for the tart of a five-day Exercise to as e
the soldiers on their personal admin, tactics, orders. comman.d tasks, an~
mo t of all their common en e. On Day One of the Exercise Lt · Umt

NOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
TEL: 01258 482248
CO's Cadre Cou rse - Ex Fast Track XI 11/23 Janua ry 1998
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Fm: Olli r· Jl'nnings. Trg \\ ng Comd, decided to pick a fight with a
multi fuel cooker. unfortunately he lo t and had to be taken back to JHQ
with omc quite sc,erc bum~ . We all hope the bli tcrs heel soon Boss. It
wa. 10 be an eventful fi,·e day with the students not having much time to
re>t bet\\ ccn ration resupplies, crypto re upplie , reccc patrols, clearance
patrols. a ernc, to name but a few. The Exercise finally ended on
Tue. day with a full :' 1atoon attack. which wa. nearly . et off early by
:ome members of ; .: I Ammo upply qn, who were on a night
na,igat1on exercise! • gt Kevin 'Geord ie ' 1errie aski ng them very
politely to move awn) from the area vel) ;iuickl) managed to avert this only not in o many word. ! Wedne day morning and with the exerci e
coming to a clo. e. we had 30 very tired, wet, di heveled tudcm read. to
retum to JHQ. but we had other thing · in mind. We moved th m across to
the training area to the tart of the Inter Section trctcher Race. The CO
and nw11ber of qn and Tp QC' had also turned up to give ome moral
uppon. The Race wa; finally won by l Section. who had led from the
beginning. Back at camp and all that was left we for the ' tudents were
the final exams and the Pa . Off Parade. The D had to sort out the
re · ults and come up with final placing ready for the parade. The top three
place were a folio\\ ;
I t
ig Roberts
Kowloon Tp.
2nd ig Bedford
T 015. 230 Sig qn.
3rd
ig rgyle
T 016. 2 0 Sig qn.
ongratulations go out to all tudents for completing the course and to
ig Roberts for promotion Lo LCpl during the Pass Off Parade.

Lt Col James presenting the Top Student Award to Sig Roberts
230 SIG AL QUADRON
SHQTROOP
by SSgt Graham Beech
Having recently moved from SHQ Tp to a sume the post of
Comma~der.Comms T 014 the time is now nearing for SSgt Ian Davies
to hand m bis. ID card after 22 years gloriou service in the Corps. (His
words not mme.) In time honoured tradition the ceremonial task of
handing out all of his jobs has taken place and the mantle of Wire Notes
Author has come my way. I, Sgt Graham Beech, ' .. ... .. . . now have the
honour to become the new SHQ Wire Note compiler.' (The 2IC' words
not mine.) Little has changed in the sleepy hollow we call HQ, although
S9n Op now h~ a new ~entium PC. This means that S gt (Yof'S) Bob
Warburton , (Simon lo ht mates), can produce warning orders to his
beans c_onte!lt. This wonder of modem life however, was not the only
new amval tu the Squadron. We are now proud owners of 7 PC's and a
la er pnnter all ?n the F~reman~ ' (SSgt Jamie Harper) flick. (That
number seven spnng to mind agam for some reason. Oh yes I remember
now.)_
gt And_y ' Where is he?' Brown ha gone skiing AGAIN. It's
amazmg how quickly your Squadron funds are mounting up Andy. Come
back oon.
The main change within the Troop has been that of the SSM. W02
(. 1) Ke_n . ykes has handed in bis combats for a move to 252 Sig Sqn
and we wt h him and his wife Byork all the best for the furure. Jn his
place we welcome W02 (SSM) McKenna and his wife Debra. Good
Luck. The Tech Wkshp is run_ning as smoothly as ever, even more w
\\'hen the Techs are away. With most of the Squadron deployed on
exercise
gt 'Cable Guy' Beech took it upon himself to carry out a bit
of ma t n:pair. It 's amazing how many masts 'come out of the woodwork '
\\hen someone admi_ts to know!ng bow t_hey come apart. SSgt ( QMS)
Frank Campbell pilots the Q s dept wtth consummate ease as usual,
along with his ere~ of Cpl 'Denny' Denton and LCpl Steven Wylie.
Ever busy they stnve to keep the Squadron on an even keel. Frank's
latest achievement being that of a fine performance in the Leicester
Trophy cross-country _event. Sgt Ady Haslam cont inues to keep the
vehicles that we can_sttll man o~ the road despite having lost Cpl 'Rev'
Counter to a plum JOb at Ayrshire Barracks as the (only) man in charge
of the qu.adron's out of use vehicles. Some guys have all the luck.
special mention must go _10 our new Sqn Clerk, Pte Bo tock hidden
somewh;re under the mountam of paperwork in her ' In Tray'. Where 's
my mail. That lea\CS last, but definitely not least the Sqn Comd Maj
\\ood and Sqn 21C Capt · :ol here_ very often ' Tomkins. Capt T was
last ecn lc<mng SQH muttermg the immortal words · if anyone wants me
I y, 11l be redecorating the ghost tunnels in the mess'. TI1e O has just
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returned from another orienteering event explaining omething about' 13
econd ' to anyone unfortunate enough to be within earshot. I didn't quite
catch all of it but 1 don ' 1 think it wa the winning margin. Well there you
have it , with everyone getting a men tion so stop complaining that
you ' re never in The Wire.
230 IG AL QUADRO 'S VOICE PRO CEDURE VISIT TO THE
GEBJRG JAEGER B TTALIO 233 MITE WALD
b' 2Lt M. Morton
·On the 19 January 1998 a group of four 'vo ice procedure experts'
climbed mto an Opel Astra estate loaded with in tructional aides and et
off on a joumey to outhcm Germany. It would take eight hours from
departure JHQ to arrival in Mittenwald, Bavaria, with th e regulation
MacDonalds top en route. However with LCpl 'Gaz' Stone behind the
wheel to negotmtc those interesting autobahn junctions, the remainder of
our merry band were quite able to relax and enjoy the cenery. The
remainder con isted of LCpl Ed Roberts , who instructed the course
uperbly well, ig teve Welsh o ur most competent German speaker. and
my elf 2Lt M ike 1orton. fre h out the factory, keen as mu stard and
a long forthe ride.
Havin g arrived sa fel y we et up the classroom for the following
mornings le son. We then placed our personal kit down in our room and
in true style it was ofT for scofT a nd into the bar. Several rounds of
' hock-out ' later. ( hock-out is a dice game I was to become very familiar
with, but never very good at!), and ii was time to head home having well
sampled the local brew. The week training went very well. The students
a mixture of junior oldiers and CO's demonstrated a high tandard of
Engli h. LCpl Roberts et about teaching them all they would need to
knO\ about voice procedure before their deployment on exercise in
orway. Voice procedu re i not renowned for being a n e lectrifying
subject, never the les the tudent remained keen and quick to learn. This
is credit to the oldier . and their Battalion, the quality of instruction, and
the numerous five-mmute breaks we allowed. The evenings were all
pent in mucb the same way as the first. Variations to the theme included
a couple of evenings in Mittenwald town, and me craping shaving foam
out of my hoe in preparation for a good evening out. The constant
were the good hospitality we received from our hosts, the quality of the
beer, and the trange dice game. Despite my 'key role!' in the instruction,
L~pl Roberts assured me he could cope without my presence and so
without funher ado, Sig Welsh and I went skiing. We borrowed skis and
boots from the Battalion tore and despite the fact the boots were 'multipurpo e' arctic boots a nd so gave almost no upport for downhill skii ng.
we thoroughly enjoyed an afternoons kiing. The snow was good, the
scenery breathtaking. only technique was lacking. So Friday came around
and it was time to leave. It was the end of an extremely good week. We
had wished the Geburgsjaeger Battalion 233 good luck with their AMF
(L) exerci e in orway. However, I don't think they will need luck
following the visit from 230 Sig qn and their ' top VP team '. We hope
we can contmue to build upon the relation hip which two units have
. enjoyed over the last year, it is proving to be valuable for all concerned.
Then having met the Colonel, Ober tleutnant Pfeffer, we loaded up the
Opel Astra estate with our instructional aides, and ourselves and began
the eight-hour journey home to JHQ. Tha nk to all conc;rned at the
Geburgsjaeger Battalion, Mittcnwald.
252 SIG AL SQ ADRON
EXER I E TO E WARRJOR 7/12 DECEMBER 1997
Ex Stone Warrior is a weeklong course, held by Kowloon Tp, to
prepare the tudents for the CO's cadre course. It covers ATD ' S such as
NBC, first aid, map reading, and ba ic fieldcrafl.
_Kowloon Tp 's elite D.S. met us on Sunday 7 December for our initial
bnef. Capt. Hawkes, gt Graham, Cpl 'I'm not doing a BFT, I'm D.S.'
Ramsden a nd Cpl ' drill pig' Finn briefed us on the course content and
what wa expected of u in the week lo come. We then did our weapon
handling tests. This should have only taken a couple of hours, but ome
of us could not grasp 'forward assist ' . On the Monday morning we had
o~r first casually, Sig ' Pennicillin Pam ' Winson who unfortunately
mtSSed the remamder of the week due to illness. During the day we had
lectures on BC, map reading and first aid . Once dark we boa rded the

Cpl 'Al' Finn b~ing t~eated by Sig Ramsden and LCpl Angus
on the First Aid Stand during Ex Stone Warrior
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bus and set off on our first night navigation exerci e, keenly planned by
W02 (Yof'S) Perks. We were given a map and a compass and told there
were eight points to navigate around. After two hours the Yeoman had
come to the conclusion that we were no Chris Columbus's and we needed
mor.:: practice (much more)! Tuesday brought more lessons. We had a
deba te on leade rship , w here the ge ne ral conc lu sion reached by our
yndicatc seemed to be that if you were a fat person then you did not
stand a chance ! After lunch we gave our M of I lessons to our fellow
students. There were a wide variety of les on plans, including Sig 'Peck'
Ra msden 's lesson on body language. We finished the day with tactics
and another night navigation course in preparation for the next stage, the
Exercise.
Before we deployed. however, we had a morning of drill with Cp l 'Al'
Finn. We all had an opportunity to take the squad on the square and some
of the voices were quite surpri sing, especially that of Sig James, whose
vocals could be hea rd in JHQ! After lunch we donned our combats and
departed to our location. We set up our harbour area and were given
orders. Our first mission, should we choose to accept it, was to close
recce an enemy's location. We patrolled (after a fashion) to the location
and gathered intelligence to give to HQ upon our return. It was now
0200hrs and we waited for the all clear to return to our harbour before the
next phase of the Exercise. At 0530hrs Sig Roberts. as acting Pl Comd,
wa. gwcn orders. We were given our time of departure to go and attack
the etll'my's location we had recced earlier. Sig ' I can't do it, the effing
things ammcd' James was IC of the supporting fire team . The enemy
pu1 up J good fi ght but was unable to stop ig Jackson on a heroic dash
that sa v the position de. troyed. We re-org'd and headed back to our
harbour. where we packed up and got ready to move to our next task.
Before leaving the area each section had to complete three stands (first
aid, VJ' and command ta k ), whilst tacucally patrolling between them .
Our Sq11 Comd, Maj Thomas, and SM, W02 ykes arrived from JHQ

to watch the fun During the command task stand my 11npcrsonat" on of a
baboon crossing a rope bridge caused much hilarity and \\as a definite
highlight. So the fina l day had arrived and the talk of the morning was.' I
wonder ifl got Top Student?' and 'Who is going to take the parade.' The
weather held for the parade and the people that came to sec 11 were
sui tably impressed. ongratulations go to the Top Student. Sig Robert\,
who was presented with the trophy by Capt Hawkes.
CONGRATULATI01 S
Sig Roberts is now LCpl Robert after achieving an 'A' grade and
Top Student position on the CO's cadre course. Well done
COMM CE ' HERFORD DET DAY - 27 OVEMBER 1997
by Sig Paul Roberts
The day started early with some of the dets having to set off in the wee
small hours to arrive at Herford by I 030hrs. After a quick briefing by
Cpl Kieran Jukes, who was the mastermind behind the day's cvcnL~. the
teams set off on the first event. This took the form of a murder mystery
hunt. Clues to a murderer, murder weapon and a murder location were
hidden around the garri son area. The learns had to find these with the
help of cryptic clues. We thought the clues were easy but the perplexed
look of some of the teams told us otherwise. The winning team was led
by Cp l 'Smudge Smith who had the foresight to send different team
members to different locations at the same time (otherwise known as
cheating). After lunch, all teams made their way to Bielefeld for an
afternoon of ten-pin bowling. The star of the afternoon was Cpl 'Ca~·
Carrington who at one point got five strikes in a row and a stupidly high
final score. The day was rounded off by a Quiz Night and a cookhouse
curry. The overall win ning team on the day was team two, who won by
the dubious margin of one point. A fun day was had by all and everyone
is looking forward to the next one!
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220 SIG AL SQUADRO,
SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Williams
SSM
W02 (SSM) Jed Robinson
We lcome this time around to a completely new crew. Maj Andy
Williams and Danni join us from HQ ARRC. W02 Jed Robinson and
Theresa have arrived from 2 10 Sig Sqn in Colchester and the double
hatted Foreman, W02 Guy Lewendon and Joanne are windswept
havi ng motorbiked we t from 4 Arrnd Bde Sig Sqn in Osnabruck. A
warn1 welcome to you all. We hope you enjoy your tours.
LTROOP
by Cpl Dave Cascarino
Tp Comd
Lt Jim Lambeth
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mick Senior
1998 ha neaked in. leaving us pretty much the same as we were
when 1997 sneaked oul - too much work not enough pay! Same whinge
diffenmt day! For a station that is nearing closedown, RAF Laarbruch
seems to be throwing a lot of work in L Tp's direction. The projects crew
ably led by Cpl Alvin 'Mad Dog' Lilburn arc nearing completion of the
infamous RAFMAlL installation, great sigh of relief can be heard from
the line office, along with the giggles from Cpl Jason 'Harry' Harris as
he books yet another flight Lo sunnier climes! Meanwhile down at the
sharp end , chortle of glee can be heard from Cpl Dave ·The Fat
Controller' Cascarino as he relinquishes control of y terns to Cpl Steve
' Mcz' Mesmer. May the force be with you teve. Dave Cassi reli hing
the delights of works orders, along with hi rag - tag band of rebels
namely, Sigs Donny Stewart, Hayley Winder, Jimmy Wright, and
Martin Ferguson.
Apart from the normal pressure of work life at RAF Laarbruch, the
Troop have been extremely busy all over the world - literally. At present
we have ig's 'Bambi' Bamforth and ·Fez' Quinn enjoying a Falklands
summer, Cpl Andy • potter ' Prout and Sig 'Sosij Sandwich' Roberts
slumming it in plit slipper city.LCpl 'Lard Boy' Ship and ig ·Popular'
Evans, are detached to JllQ, to teach the bifT techs a thing or two about
fibre - is this a case of the blind leading the blind? Add lo this, our
imminent detachments 10 Zimbabwe - SSgt Mick 'Green Machine'
Senior and Cpl Alvin Lilburn, they've really drawn the short straw
there then! We find the Troop stretched to its limits. othing we can't
handle though! Sig Malcolm 'Pew' 1\1ck de erves a mention because of
hi marvelou . bullet proof sick chit - cxcu ·ed breathing for one whole
year! - stupendous. Glad to ·ay it has not affected hi love life one jot!!
Congratulations to Cpls Dave Miles, Andy Prout, Alf Mangera and
to LCpls Matt White, Si Reynolds on their recent promotion . Recent
arrivals include Sigs Lyndsey Byrne, Jess ·Pull up a sandbag' James,
and 21t Jim 'Pampers' Lambeth straight from the factory. Sad farewell ·
to Lt Andy Aitken (who - if he carries on the way he did here, won't be
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much longer!***!!!??!!) Only joking. Good luck to him and Phoebe at
unny 9 Sigs. H Troop' gain is our loss - farewell Alfy 1angera
(George Michael's lookalike) - gone but not forgotten. Chris Lodey goes
to civ div - and a new life/wife. Dave Miles goes to God knows where the sooner the better! ig Kevin 'Ratty' Powe- al o to civ div - soon! And
la t but not least LCpl Brendon · ookie Bear' Wilkinson, al o to ci'
div and a change of career (speech therapy) good luck and all the best for
the future to them all.
FOOTNOTE
Congrats to ig Matt 'Spotty' Dawson on his recem engagement to
Michaela . Al o to ig Chris 'l'm not Jaffa' Bain on his imminent
wedding to 'Chrissy' ( I'm his bird). Finally a huge congratulations to
SSgt Mick Senior for earning hi promotion to W02. we will be ad to
lo e you and Melanie but it couldn't be for a better reason. well done to
you both.
HTROOP
Tp Comd

Lt Toby Heath

EXERCI E CARVER BACKSTOP 3/10 JAN ARY 1998
In early January, after hanging up its water-skis the 220 ig qn Ski
Team, water or alpine depending on the eason, embarked on its annual
adventurous training downhill ki 1rip to Kaprun , Au tria. The word
'annual' is used in the loosest context! T11e Exercise is de igned to train
people in cold weather urvival, avalanche awareness and now hole
preparation! All these a pects of winter training were e ential for an
exercis.: that happened to coincide with the Corps Downhill kt
Championship .
Although the ki Team ha only been in exi tence for one year, all
members were determined to make an impact on the Corps
Champion hip . This was one aim the Team would have no problem
achieving. Each member wa traind to ·peciali e in a certain area of
downhill racing. Capt 'Carnage' Dallyn wa the tt:am's saboteur and
infom1er. Sgt ·calamity' Cain the ski manager, ig · o\·icc' Napier the
admi ni trator (mo tly with his admin where it shouldn't be!) and Lt ·1 am
on ly coming out for one' Heath the Dutch Liai. on OOiccr (well someone
had to do it)! On arrival in Kaprun , he team refused to he phased by the
jargon a ociated with Downhill kiing. for example; G (Giant lalom),
Super GS (Super Giant lalom) Downhill (Very Fust). I SO (small k1s),
PIO (bigger kis), 224 (VERY big kis). However. after a bncf by the
Corp ki Officer Lt ·Cindy' Cran ford everything became cl)·stal clear.
well almost! Fonunatcly. in ' tructon; were available to guide and lead the
team . In fact the instruction wa so good that the student. managed to
beat mo t of their mentors in the competition! Well not quite all of them.
S gt Andy Bronn (next year ma be).
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Aller the medal pre.entatlon by Brig J. 1. ha\\ MBE, Comd I ig
Bde it wa ob' ious thnt our no' ic team had made a la ·ting nnprc. ion
on the champion ·hips! The Championships (exercise) was such a massiYe
'uccc:;. that the qundron Team fini.hcd fourth overall! ongratulation
to apt · amagc · Dallyn for winning the women' prize and the Sig
• O\ ice·
a pier \\ho imprm cd incredibly 0\ er the week. The team
publicly thanks all tho e who loaned u equipment (a Team with four
pair., of ki;, need~ help) and instructed the 220 Sig qn lpine ki Team.
We look forwan: to next year and being able to provide the emertainment
for all those concerned.

Capt Liz Dallyn relaxing during the arduous Corps
Championships
STATION CO 1MANDER'S CUP COMPETITIO.
H Tp in Bruggen have taken time off from di patching Tornadoes to
· tap addam Hu sein. to enter the tation Commander' Cup Sport
Q~1z. The Troop (The only Army unit on the tation) wa in competition
with 14 RA~ team . After a night of high jink and suspense, in the best
Army rradmon, H Tp won. They achieved this even though ig ·Bonny
cotland' Dear o~ly managed to get one que tion right: Where was the
Rangers player Richard Gough born? ... Sweden! It really irritate- the
RA~ to see the Army take the honours. we love it and long may it
contmue!

The Winning Team with Sqn Ld r Townsend
Standing left to right: SSgt Bath, Sqn Ldr Townsend
Cpl Jordan. Kneeling left to right: Sig Hanson, Sig De~r,
Sgt Scragg
244 lGl\' L Q
qn Comd
SM

Para Cup-: The .fina l approach the Team from B Troop
From Left: S1gs Singlewood, Dudman and Berry and LCpl
Graham

ORON
Maj Frank Roberts
\ 02 ( SM) Steve Dickson

REGI~1ENTAL KILL-AT-A RMS MEETI G
21 /23 JA
RY 1998
apt Krishna Gurung BEM, QG SIG 'AL
The R~g1mc~tal Skill-at-Arm Meeting (SAAM) was held this year for
thefirst lime me~ the Regiment refonned back in C<?leme. The plan to
ha\e the compeut1on evolved from a series of casual discussions between
Capt Kri~hna Gurung, the qn _2 1C and W02 ( M) teve Dickson,
the
M. who were al o respect!vely the Regimental Shooting Officer
and As_s1 tant Reg11nental Shootmg Officer. The main subject of their
~1scuss1on "a~ actually traming for CORPSAAM and DIVSAAM later
m the year: The ergeant-Major all of a sudden voiced his wise idea to
hold a Rcg1m.ental SAAM. All credit therefore to him. As it was too late
to gc~ our ~1ster Sq~adrons . (81 Sig _Sqn (V), 43 ig Sqn (V) and
Germany-base~ 220 .'g Sqn) mvolvcd m the competition, we decided to
run the compeuuon with only HQ Sqn and 244 participating. The aims of
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the competition were to select a team for ORP AAM and DIVSAAM
intro?uce as many of the Regiment to competitive combat shooting a~
possible and genernlly 1mproYe the standa rd of marksmanship in the
Regiment.
The competition. held at Warminster Ranges. was based on Army
Rifle A ociation matches, with mod ifications to allow for the lower
tandard~ of the level of participation. Teams co n ·isted of four member .
244 were required to fie ld two teams from each Troop (except A Tp. who
could only provide one team with the majority of the Troop being on
exerci e in orway). whi lst HQ Sqn could only provide two teams. T hi ·
gave a total of nine teams. The first day was used for zero in g and
rehearsals, which arc e scntial to the smooth running of such an event.
The second day saw the first stage of the Ritle matches and both stages of
the LS \ match. Although standards were genera ll y low, which can be
attributed to the fact that pathetically little shooting is carried out in the e
time of over-commitments and und erma nnin g. it was eviden t that
competitors were enjoying shooting omething other than the APWT. On
the th ird and final day, the Parac hute Regiment Cup was run along with
the final stage of the indi iduaJ Rifle Match. For tho e not in the know,
the Para Cup involves a march of two miles in 18 minutes followed
promptly. by. a fire and manoeuvre starting at 600m and ending in the
Reorga11 1 s t1 on Pha e at 200m - an excellent matc h to tes t fi tn es .
mark manship and teamwork. For pistol enthusia ts, a sideshow was
made avai lab le to fire the Pistol Match u · ing the standard 9mm selfloading Browning.
The ..AAt-:1 endl,!d in the .tra?i tional fashion with the Falling Plates
compeutton, Ill which the wmnmg team had to shoot against the co·
team. It should. be said that the latter might have won had they had their
o~vi:i nfles, as 11 was a clo e match. All then congregated for the prize
g1vmg at the central stats area, splendidly et up by SQMS 244, S gt
Lee. and his merry band of helpers. The CO, Lt Col J. A . Terrington,
g~ve a~vay th«.: prizes and closed the Mee ting with a short address,
re1terat111g the importa nce of this most essential military sk ill which every
~oldier should pos ess, shooting. A s for the re ult , they are not
1mpor1ant. What is, is that many so ldiers in the Regiment were able to
experience for the first time that hooting is not only about firing their
APWT.

After the FIBUA Match, Sgt Mann checks the scores as
Sig Singlewood looks on
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.EXERCI E WI TER WARRIOR 1998
Sig Jobson. B Troop
After leavi ng Chelsea Barracks it was a very long and boring trip to
J\u. tria. We arrived at I_Jochfel zen over 24 hours later on 8 February, very
lucd although thi s did not >lop some of us trying out the night life in
the local town. The first phase of the course was ordic Cross-country on
skis. For the nex t three days. we learnt techniques that many of us picked
up ve1y quickly. This practice came in use for the last day race, which
was won by Sig Matty 'Ski- Instructor' Dudman in the male category
and Lt Georgina 'Frugal' Tyndale (B Tp Comd) in the female race. So,
with Nordic out of the way, it was time for what we all had been there
for, the Alpine phase. Placing people in ~roups was the first thing on Day
I . The groups ranged from confident skiers to the 'not-so-confident'. but
no matter what group you were in, the fun was always there. Over the
next eight days, many hours were put in by all. but it wasn '!all hard work

(if you can call 1t that). There were a number of orgam. cd events for the
nights in Austria. Probably the best night out wa~ at the MT\'
snowb.oardin{\ party, at whi~h. along with a lot of beer flowing, a friendly
wrestling cxh1b1t1on was laid on by ig Gaz 'Thumbs' Lane and anothc r
and some serious dancing displayed by LCpl Vic 'Doctor ' Szolin . Sig
'G .... ' Barlow won th~ night prize, but that's another story altogether.
Now back to the skiing, and the last day. After everyone had mastered
the art, a downhill race was one of the highlights of the day, the other one
being the end-of-course party, which went extremely well. even for LCpl
Dave 'The Seed' Graham and his photo poses after one too many
Frugals. Then the fun was all over and it was time for the return trip to
sunny England and the cold hangars of Azimghur Barracks. Overall, we
found the exercise a very worthwhile and interesting experience; so, its
'Get your bobble hats ready for Winter Warrior 99·!
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Lt Col Paul Oldfield
\\01 (RSM) Gary Johnsoa

REGIMENTAL BOXI G IGHT .. By the one who lost ....
On the 8 December 1997, at the Bramcote Arena. 30 Sig Reg! boxed
L3 Pioneer Regt .. to a stand sti ll. First up in the seven-bout contest were
tic 'hunger striker>' at light welter; Cpl eat 'Celtic Warrior ' Lean
ver~us Pte Quantrill. In a tota lly one-side contest, Cpl Lean gave a
glonous display of straight punching. resulting in a comfortable win. ot
to be outdone, Sig Matt 'Boom Boom' Johnson promptly dispatched Pte
Glass for a lightning fast 2 .. 0 lead. 2nds out came the light middles; Cfn
Marty 'Mad Dog' Skirth tREME) versus LCpl Ringer. In a hard fought
conte t, 'Mad Dog' Marty's inner strength saw him through . Next up, Sig
Sean ' P ycho' Finnegan out-fought Pte Malik in a ferocious contest and
promptly won best boxer. A hard act to follow, but out trode LCpl Bob
'Fast Hands' Scott (to the Airborne Anthem Ride of the Valkyrie ) and
swifily dispatched Pte Kelly, in a first round blur of power punching.
Time for the lard boys (heavyweights). Cpl Rich 'The Hux ter'
Huxtable soon realised he was totally outclassed, the referee saved him
and his no e from further punishment as Cpl Howe went to work.
Finally, the 'G un slinger ' .. those super-fast, highly- killed
welterweights . Out came the Reg imental 'Billy the Kid', Cpl Paul
'G unn y' Conroy and in true southpaw style punished Pte Pearson to
give the Regiment a glorious 6-1 victory. The team would like to thank
W02 AQMS 'icholson (REME) and SSgt Keenan 'Hicky' Gratrick
for all their 'combine experience' and training; althou gh the beastings
wcren ' t appreciated at the time, the result says it all!

Back Row (L-RJ: SSgt Gratrick, LCpl Scott, Cpl Huxtable,
Sig Finnegan, W02 AQMS Nicholson
Front Row (L-RJ: Sig Johnson, Cfn Skirth, Cpl Lean,
Cp l Conroy
SUPPO RT SQUA DRO
The CO 's Challenge couldn ' t hav been closer in the 1997 term. and
the winning Squadron would only be determined on the la t day before
the Christmas break. The deciding event wa an 8 mile March and Shoot,
incorporating some arduous cross-coun!ty and a minu tempcraturnd river
cros ing. Sp Sqn was feeling quietly confident with a va t amount of
experience (age) and a quad full of phy ically fit soldiers. The fir t part
of the competi tion wa around camp, and all was on roads. All was going
well until the 3-milc point where LCpl 'Eli' Wallace u mined an injury
and wa unable to continue. ext wa the turn of Cpl Andy King to
take a tumble, and with W02 · ick ' icholson banling against illne s.
things could have gone horribly wrong. Cpl Hux' Huxtable was also
sufTering with an old knee injury. The CO had blurred vision towards the
end, not through fat igue, but from too many camera fla hes. The hoot
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did not go too well for Sp Sqn, but that just purred the Adjt mto pushing
us that much harder over the next five miles. It was very hard going as
the ground was muddy and this made it difficult to get your footing.
adding more pre sure for us to push harder. The water crossing was a
welcome break after the 4 x 4 cro s-country trail, which incorporated
steep muddy hills with deep pool at each one. However, the water was
freezing and it did nothing for the injuries already sustained. Staff
(FofS) Yam didn ' t look too happy at the water being an inch or two
below his nose, but once this obstacle was overcome we knew it was best
effort for the mile home. It wa probably the slowest mile we did. but I' m
sure everyone will tell you it felt like the fastest. Lt wa a great team effort
and a lot of determination wa shown. so we pleasantly welcomed the
news of having the faste t time.
250 GURKHA IGNAL QUADR01
EXERCISE SHARP HOOTER- C , ' AD 1997
Shooting on the sporting front, is becoming more and more popular in
the British Army· sporting calendar. De pite the ervice shooting
com petitions appearing to be small individual e\ents with limited
support, I believe it provides soldiers with an element of excitement and
incentive to be ucce ful in conditions of tension. ft also allow· them to
gain pride and confidence in their ability to handle their personal
weapon to full effect. 1988 was the year when QG ignal ' shooting
team created a piece of its own Regimental history by becoming the first
Corp Unit to represent the British Army Rifle Team in Canada. ine
years have pas ed si nce and the ign of history in the remaking wa seen
to be approach ing nearer. After the unprecedented succcs · at the Corps.
Brigade and Divisional SAAM's and in recognition of all their heer hard
work and dedication. the dream of returning to Canada eemcd more
rea listic. 30th Sig Regt was elected to represent the British Army
Combat Shooting Team (B C T) for Ex Sharp hooter in Canada OYer
the period 16 July to 6 ugu t. High on the recent good new we took off
for Bi ley for the Queen' Medal Competition (QMC) with a mi sion to
prove that our election wa by no mean a fluke . As the QMC
progressed, visits by the CO and Gurkha Major Saheb did much to
enhance the morale of the team. Towards the end of the competition Cpl
Sibachan Jimi managed to come 15th while ig Chau a relati,·ely
newcomer, came in a very creditable 65th. But above all, the tremendous
achievement of both Sgt Yam and Cpl Nirmal on the whole of the
competition were the main highlight of the day. The) were well in the
rmy top ten. Although we lost the Methuen Cup (the inter Division
Match) in a very closely fought compet ition to I Royal lri h Rcgt, we
till managed to win the overall Corp Champion Troph}. thu. bringing
to an end a very succe ful perfonnancc at Sisley.
The actual team selection for BAC T wa a very diflicult ta k but
after month · of paperwork and tirele effort an eight-man team that
comprised of very experienced and also ome ri ing tars was put
together. They were selected according to their performance primarily on
the QMC re ult . This Wfil further complemented by specially selecting
eight hooters from the re t of the Army and wa placed under the
supcrvi ion of Lt Hitman Gurung as the BACST Adjt. [\en before the
starl our prime objectives were to win the International Match. Thi · \\as
to be hot against the Canadian 1-crces, The etherland lnf:mtry chool
Team and the U
ational Guard and the oldier's Cup. n equiYalcnt of
the Parachute up that is a twc--111ile run withm a time con:;traint of
eighteen minutes to full CEFO fo llowed b} a 600 to 200 mctn: :hoot.
After carrying out all the final preparation at Bisley camp on the 14th and
15th July, we finally left for Canada on the 16th.
The night itself to Ottawa was sc,·cn h urs and upon arriYal we \\ere
accommodated at annaught Rang.: and Primary Training Centre. a
military training resort situated 2 "kms Wc· t of the capital and of course
the ultimate venue for the final phnse of the competition. Traming . tarted
in earnest from the 18th to the 25th to maintain the team p,'rformani:e
level. The Canadian Forces mall Ami> Competition (CF AC) was h ·Id
over the period 26 July to 2 Augu s t and all matches were both
cha llenging and ve1y atisfying and to everyone' surprise the B ..\CST
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\\Cnt on
achieve remarkable resul~ b) winning more prize. than the
pre' IOU> team. hogethcr 31 prize and trophi were won of which nine
were mdi,idual. omc notable n.."Suhs of the tournament are a folio''
a.
L \\' Champion
gt \'am
b.
L \\ Pair Champion
pl Nirma l and LCpl Bharat
c
oldien; Cup
\ inners
d.
International 'tateh
Runners Up
Thi w as complem~nted by the fact that Cpl 1irmal Gurung fi nished
a' the BA T top sho1

Sandhurst. 256 Sig qn arc proud to say that they emerged victorious
bcatmg 250 GS Sqn by 2 point HA! The Assault cour c team was led by
Lt G raham Ingram and SSgt (YofS) Lloyd. They worked very hard
during the training for this competition, much more on technique than
speed. ft was this training that landed them in overall eeond place behind
250 GS Sqn. The other two events were more of a mental lest to the
competitors than a physical one ic: Mili tary Knowledge and Detachment
drills. The prominent members of the military knowledge section were
, gts Phil Hardrn and 'Gingc' Dyson and LCpl 'Rats' Ratcliffe, this
team came a respectable third. The Oct drills competition consisted of a
trade test and the building ofa CP. The 256 team led by Sgt Jon Pen rose
was a \'Cry close econd place

Below:

30 Sig Regt Shooting Team with CO, GM , Adjt, RSM +
Shooting Offr.
The winner of 143 Bde, Royal Corps of Signals and the Team
selected to represent the British Army Combat Shooting Team
in Canada 1997

BACST during the soldiers Cup (Para Cup) - Running Phase

EXERC ISE BRI GHT STAR 1997
On September 28 1997 ten members of 30 Sig Regt deployed to Egypt
to take part in a multi-national exercise in support of the Household
Cavalry Rcgt. The ten members that took part were SSgt Ian Thorb urn ,
'gt Paul Bolton. Cpl Tim Bagnall, Cpl Dean Morgan. LCp l Colin
Pirrie LCp l Liam Mcswee ney, 'ig Mick Consta ble, Sig G ra ha m
Fields, Sig Dan Preston and Sig Kumar Limbu. We provided a tactical
COMf E and telephone lines to the UK for th e main Battle Group .
R& R packages were organised by the HC R for 4 days. Some of the
dlltachment went to the Sheraton in Cairo whilst the others went too the
Red Sea rt•sort in a plac.: called Sharm El Sheikh.
Or he 24 October 1997 a remembrance parade and battlefield tour

Ex Bright Star, ' Sand, sand everywhere and not a bucket in
sight'
was held at El Alamein to commemorate the battle which took place there
on that day in 1942. We must say a big thanks to the Americans of 52nd
battalion for the support th at they gave to us. We left Egypt waving
gladly as we took off.. .... Thanks for the memory!
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp C'omd
Lt 'Boggy' lngram
Tp S gt
SSgt 'Icky' Gratrick
Alpha Tp would like to say a fond farewell to LCpl 'Officer' Si Dyble
who i off to the delightfu l 24 Bde in Colche ter and LCpl 'no nickname' Howell and LCpl 'James' Bond who go to the Province or God 's
country as the troopy keeps calling it. Our best wi hes go to Mr 'ex-Cpl '
Keith Martin , Sig ' Parky' Parkin on, Sig Si Turner and Sig 'Tracy'
Farr who are now happy members of civilian treet (top tip, do not buy
lonica shares)!! Straight from the factory we welcome Sig 'Taff Yoxall.
Hope you enjoy your stay with us all here at 30 Sig Regt.

The CFSAC finally came to an end on 2 August but before our return
back .to the I !K on .the 5th, we also had the opportunity to explore the
beautiful country. V1s1ts to vanous ~ttractions such as the iagara Falls,
I000 islands, the C. Tower and K111gston Town were just some of the
many wonderfyl_places we ~isi ted . The on ly thing we could not do whilst
there. was to v1s1t the Amcncan PX shop thereby missing our chances of
cleanng out_all the 50 I jeans! One of the most unforgettable moments
was ~he v1s1t to t~e Ottawa Branch 16 of the Royal British Legion. A
Koth1!11ora Khukn and a ~edal ~ere presented to mark this very special
occas!on as a token of friend.ship. It has .been a thoroughly enjoyable
experience to have taken pan m the hoot m Canada as a member of the
B'.'CST The team is grateful to the Regiment for ensuring that we had
this treme~dous opportunity for without their suppon this would have not
been poss.i ble. We eagerly look forward to next year' shooting when
onc_e agam we hope to accumulate more silver for the Regiment 's
cabmet!
Jai Queen's Gu1kha Signals! Jai 30th Sig Regt!
256 JG 'AL Q ADRO 1
qn Comd
Maj Nick Metcalfe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Steve Lockwood
_A far as SHQ goes there have been mercifully few comings and
gomgs dunng the last Wire ' reporting period'. An exception to this was
the return to the real world of Capt 'Just one glass of wine i fine by me
thank _YOU or I may get squi!Ty ' Davies and FofS ' Data' Ramsdale !Tom
the "1lds of Bosnia ller~cgovina. It has been a characteristically busy
pcnod for the . quadron with the Boss 1aj 'So-on and so-forth' Metca lfe
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an~ SSM _'Buzz' L:o~kwood at the tiller. The Ops room has been a

vemable hi ve of actrv1ty ably controlled by Capt Davies with the FofS
YofS S gt 'Look at my belt-buckle' Lloyd and Cpl ' Mac ' McAleese'.
As for me, Capt ' ot even with both bands' Peet, well I struggle on in
the over worked and under recogni ed GI world, what do you mean who
cares! What about Cpl ' H' Sainsbury we hear you ask ·'Please don 't
'
leave the Army you wi ll hear us answer. '
COMMA DJ G OFFICERS' CHALLE GE 2 1997
On 23 December (wh ile the re t of you were probably on Chrimbo
leave) 30 Sig Regt held the final series of events for the 1997 CO
Competition. The day comprised of five separate competitions with 256
fieidlllg five strong teams drawn from all ranks within the Squadron. The
March & Shoot team included the OC Maj ick Metcalfe, W02 (FofS)
~am dale and • Sgt ' Icky 7 minute miles arc nothing' Gratrick ably
JOllled ~~ LCpl ' Shlong' Sneath and Sigs Phelps, Taylor plus more. The
competition co~s1stcd of a three mile march followed by a shoot then a
further five miles run/s ta gger/crawl that included a river crossing
(through no~ over (23 December!!)) PTJ LCpl Clare Allsop was carrying
out lllterestlllg Baywatch impressions at the river crossing as the team
wadcd/ swar!Jldroncd .across depending on height. The Squadron
completed this competrtron and came a superb 2nd behind 250 GS Sqn
The Drill team included th e 21C, Cap t ick Peet, SSM teve
Lockwo~d as. well as a sq uad of 18 men and women of which LC pl
1 olan, S1gs Kmnard, Fairbai rn, Preston and Hitchen (Author) are but
a few. This was a very close competition that was judged by WOl
(RSM) Jones RRF who recently completed two years at RMA
THE WIRE, APRI L 1998

EXERCISE GRA 'D PRIX 3/97
by LCpl D. Knowler
Seven weeks of sun, they lied, our trip to anuyki Kenya with 522
Blue was the same as standing in a very full bath. Our job was to provide
a secure rear link back to the UK for the main elements of l RGJ. The
crew led by Cpl 'A ndy' Bailey enjoyed safaris local foods and Tu ker
beer, the latter going down in large amounts. After weeks of good comm
and good trips away for the det the hi ghlight of the excrci e was an all
expenses paid stay in the Inter-Continental hotel in airobi care of the
RAF due to the fact t11at they managed to break all their aircraft, a good
night and a trip well worth doing again.

EXERCISE MMBLE RA f II
Exercise Nimble Ram 11 was a 256 Squadron level ommunication~
exercise in which Alpha and Bravo Tps deploying to Brawdy (very nice!)
and Swynnerton (where'!) rn early December 1997. The Exercise was a
one to one commu nications exercise between each locat ion , with a
learning phase on days 3 and 4. The 501 and 522 detachments at each
location remained static while the CNR detachments roamed the local
areas providing mobile comm unications as their role demands. As per the
Warning Order all Troop personnel arrived for the off canying CEMO
and wearing berets. That was until the sky grew dim and the
1
'Steve' Lockwood, amvcd with his scythe cammed up wearing helmet
and webbing and helpfully reminded us that it was his train set and he
was the 'conductor ' (I thought that was the RLC}.
On arrival at our location all detachments quickly set about the task of
setting up communications and initiating the guard roster. However, for
the A Tp 522 detachment, myself included, a further week in the field
would aot ha ve guaranteed comms. Due to several e quipment
malfunctions we did not achieve the level of communication that was
hoped for but many of the fresher faces amongst us had ao excellent
opportu nity to play with our green boxes for the first time since training,
but boy do we know how to defend a comms site! A lighter moment in
the exercise came when ig Preston ran over a Scam 12 with a OAF as
he could not sec it, and apparently bears don't do that in the woods after
all. On our return to camp the Squadron carried out a full tum around and
OCs debrief before going on a well earned weekend and a beer or ten.
256 SIG AL SQUADRO ' CHRI TMAS PARTY
The 256 Squadron Christmas function was held once again at the
grand and exotic location of the NAAFI (Nearly All Army Functions
fncluded) bar. The function was organised by a rather frustrated and busy
Cpl ick Blake. The entertainment left nothing to the imagination and
was enjoyed by everyone, if you had long hair and were a fan of gothic or
drank blood from still living humans, but frequent rest bites of disco
mania ensured spirits were kept soari ng. The food, kindly laid on by the
catering staff, was outstanding with a wide range of dishes ranging from
Chi nese and Curry to your more familiar pie and chips. A small and
rather hastily organi ed raffle was entertainment in itself due to the lack
of volume in Cpl Blakes' voice (tech, say no more!) and confusion over
the actual numbers called. Therefore apart from not knowing that the
raffle was actually taking place and what numbers were being called all
went well! All in all everybody had a crack in g time and after the
untimely invasion of the Sp Sqn Viking (who invited them) we set about
drinking the bar dry!
258 SIG AL SQ ADRO
DELTA T ROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Capt Harvey Woods
SSgt Paul Boughey

CO 11 GS AND GOINGS
Goodbye to Sgt 'Sumo' Calbrese to Blandford
Cpl Mick Preston to 4 Armel Bde
Cpl Jim Gray to Wilton
LCpl Pete As hcroft to 7 Armel Bde
LCpl Paul Strong to 3 Div
LCpl 'Juicy' Lucy Mason to Arborfield
Hello to LCpl 'Janice· Jopling
LCpl Mick Abraham
igs Allen, Davies & DonaJdson. (Sprogs).
PROMOTIO S:
Congratulations to Bob Scott on hi promotion to LCpl .
TROOP LIFE
The Troop ha had quite a busy couple of months with members
deploying far and wide. Sgt ' Chirpy' Ken Barker, LCpl Pete Ashcroft
and Sig Dave Kyle spent a month adventure training in India on Ex Kulu
Dragon. Capt Woods and the kiing team spent two weeks on the piste in
France on Ex Spartan Hike, and SSgt Paul Boughey took half of the
Troop to the sunshine of Florida on Ex Cobb Ring. The remainder of the
Troop. uot to be outdone is looking forward to a week travelling around
the UK on Ex Training Bear, under the watchful eye of Sgt can Dewar.
Finally not forgetting Sig Frankie Eversfield, who after going on a
routine exchange vi it to HMS Jl/11strio11s, found him elf teaming off
into the un et towards the Gulf!
REGIMENTAL Kil G TEAM
Ex Spartan Hike wa the Land Command (UK) Alpine and ordic ki
Championships and took place at erre Chevalier in the French Alps
between I0120 January 1998. ot having taken part in competitive skiing
in recent hi tory, the Regimental team set off a week early on Ex wan
Dragon to get some practice in before the big event. On the 2nd January,
not-so-fresh from ew Year ' Eve, an intrepid quad of skiers ·et off
from Bramcote for the sun and now of the continent. After an une\'entful
I 8hr-road trip, the party eventually arrived at crre Chevalier. POL was
de perately required and S gt 'Doc' Halliday and two others (name.
with.held to protect the guilty) quickly jumped to. Lots of moke and two
drained fuel tanks later, everybody wa fully briefed that Renault Prima
minibuses take diesel, not 4-star, Hmrnm.

Cpl Andy Bailey with ' Henrietta' - Don't ask!
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While the AIJ?ine Team were riski ng thei r live and lim bs on the
s~ope . the . o~d1~ tea_m. led by 2Lt 'Geo.rge · Alex.and er , were bei ng
tes ted. to their l11111t . ot e!1durance and .starnmu down m the va lley be low.
Calories were prov ided 111 large quanttucs by Si~ ' Di zzy' Wa lker, who
produced a feast every day for lunch, much to th e annoya nce of SSgt
'Doc· Ha llid ay, guardi.an of the C lLOR bu.dget. Another fa n of the lard
proved to be LC pl Plu l Fou l.kes, who, whil t not stuffing his face with
pa ta or teaching th e nov ices to s ki , w as bu sy dr ea min g abo ut
. nowboards an~ po~vder snow.... u :;p t 'Bob ' Scott mea nwhil e emerged
~ the top ord1c. kier from the Reip ment and fini hed not far off the top
m the final stand mg of the.compet1t1 on. The fin al Nordi c event wa the
Pat~o l race - a _!ll~rc 25 km m heavy now and w ith no tracks to fo llow _
which nearly h.mshed everybody off 2Lt Alexa nder was no exception
and afier return mg b.ack to the apartment spent the re t o f the a ftern oon in
U1e bath . em~ rg mg hke ~ shri velled prune when he fin all y woke up in the
evenmg. T l11 was all m a days' work tho ugh for PT! ex traord inaire
LCpl ' Paddy ' Bevan, who was till miling at the end of the race and
ev~n had enough breath for ·a fag'. For a Regiment that had not put on
k1 s. and raced a.s a t.eam in li ving memory, the performances by both
Alpme and ord1c k1ers were fa r better than could have rea onably been
expected. o sil verware tl11 s tune, but we' ll be back .. ..

' PTI' Ro bert~ have gone off to sunny Norway allached to 249 Sig qn
fo r a couple of months. The feel ing is th at nei ther of the lad realise wha t
they have let themselves in for, but they will have a great time anyway.

4 1 (P LK) SIG NAL SQUADRO I
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Baker
SSM
W02 (SSM) J . P. Pain e
EXERC I EKE SINGTO
AVIGATOR
The advance party, under the command of the QC, proceeded to that
remote island in the Solent, the I le of Wight, on Thursday 15 January
1998. Two members actua lly carried their pas~ports with them and spent
time looking for the duty free shop!

SQ ADRO~ CH RIST:vlAS p. lffY 20th OECE\18ER 1997
As usual the quadron met tor it's Christmas party on Saturday 20th
December 1997. Guests at the function were such well known officers as
Maj (Q M) Ken Cl a rk, \1 ajs .John Irvine and M ike Lansdov.n , Capts
Bryan Alder son and Bridget For~te r. ecdless to say the scene was set
for everyone to have a good time, and they did. The event went on late as
normal with much consumption of beverages. muc h merry makin g,
dancing and the like. Capt Dave Thomas made some feeb le excuse up
for his damaged nose, it is said that he wal ked into a door, ha! ha!
EXERCI SE CRYSTA L COCK:"IEY 11123/25 JA:-;U RY 1998
The Squadron ventured north once again fo r its annual skywave HF
Comms Exercise. Members of the pennanent staff gt ' ick ' Wood,
SSgt Roy Smith, Cpl teve Tay lor led the ad, ance party to our base
statio n in Victo ri a Barracks , Ba llater. The Exercise went very we ll ,
communicating th is time to 56 Sig Sqn (V) at Eastbourne. Time was
available for members of the Squadron. during off duty time. to try their
hand at downhill skii ng - Franz Clammer look out or should that be Eddie
Eagle in the case of SSgt ick Wood!

Dirty members of HQ and 41 Sqns at the Isle of Wight
2 Lt Colin Ale xander, LCpl Phil Foulkes, LCp l ' Pa dd y ' Beva n
a nd SSgt ' Do c ' Ha ll iday
The Alp i~e team had fun !or the first few day trying to get their ski
leg- back. 1g Kate Deal bemg the first to crash out and the remainder
following close behind. Even Capt Ha rvey ' The Shark ' Woods was een
to go .over more ~an once. LCpl Steve 'Sideburns' Bugg and Sig A ndy
Cole m the rn~an~me were out to have a go at any jump they could find ,
usu.ally resultmg ·~ ome fine crashes. Race training started soon after,
which was an entirely new experience for three-quarters of the team Yery hard work but in~a luable when it came to the racing it elf. The
racmg was nerve-rackmg to say the least, even with the brand new
Regimental cat u1ts to wear, which everybody could not wait to "et into
honest. 1:he cariest race by far was the Downhill, judging by the"'arnoun;
of ' ~ttlmg ou t' and nwnber of injuries amongst the other teams. But
despite this. everyone endured the minute-and-a-half of pure terror and
hved to feel the great sense of achievement at the end.

Back row (L-RJ: S ig A ndy Co le , Ca pt Ha rvey Woods
LCpl Bo b S cott, 2 Lt ' Ge? rge ' A le x ande r, LCpl S te ve Bu'gg,
Stg Kate De a l
Fro nt row (L; RJ: ~Cpl ·~ad dy' Be va n, S ig ' Dizzy ' W a lker,
SSg t Doc Hall id a y an d LCpl Ph il Fo ulkes

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)

RSM

Lt Col R. T. Weston
WOt (RSM) D. E. Hall

MEDAL PRES E 'TATIO T E VEN! G
The Sqadron was proud to be the venue for another Regimental medal
pre e ntation evening which was held in January. The Dep Comd
LO DIST very kindly awarded medals to Capt Brian Howe from 56
Sig Sqn (Accumulated Campaign and ervice Medal), SS gt ikolas
Stan ley Wood our very own PSI ( Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal), and W02 Rudi Ha rdin g our SSM (Bar to his Efficiency Medal
TA), Very well done to all on achievi ng the e rewards. The Squadron is
till not quite sure how SSgt Nick Wood managed to receive hi LS&GC
- there· hope for everyone else yet! A fina l surprise at the end of the
evening was the presentation of two silver medals to our 2 1C. Capt Guy
Bewsh er, who was successful at last year TA AAM.

I

Maj M. Jackson
W02 ( SM) R. A. Harding

FAREWELL TO ' SKIPPY' 9 DECEMBE R 1997
On Tuesday 9 December 1997 it was with . ad regret that the qadron
said a fond farewell to Lt P eter ' kippy' Evans and his wife Kylie (not a
joke name- honest!). Peter, an Au tralian Signals Re erv.ist Officer. had
taken time out to visit Europe, becoming a member of this Squadron for
hi year long visit. Peter pre ented the quadron with his cocked hat that
is now proudly displayed behind the bar - where el e!

THE C OLO rEL' DIN ' E R
On 17 ovember 1997, a dinner was held in the Officers & SNCO 's
Mes. at the Duke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea. to celebrate the 30th
Anmversary ~f the formation of the Regiment. All those who had served
~mh the Reipment who had attained the rank of Lt Col were invited and
it wa pleasmg to note that all but two were able to allend. The First
Ho~orary Colonel, Col B. R. Wo.od, was able to give a most illuminating
!'Ilk o~ the ea~I:t days of the Reg1111en1. The photograph,(right) was taken
Just pnor to dmmg to ensure all looked at their slinnne$l and most sober!
RTER SQ ADRO
HEA DQ
Sqn Comd
Maj B. .McAneny
SSM
W02 ( SM) J. J. l\1cMahon
. The Squadron has returned from the Christmas and New Year break
!re. h an.d read; for another busy and demanding year. There are changes
m t~e p1pelme to move i:>eople around within the TAC and our PS I Sgt
C raig Bruce BE M 1s. qui te happy, due to the fac t that he has only had to
move one~ so far th1 year. yve are currently planni ng events for the
Squadron .m the form ~f. a 'Bnng a friend ' evening and also an open day
to help ~· 11h our recruiting drive, hea~ed up by our PSAO, Capt Paul
. arn\~ ays, to wdcome more troops mto our hap py gang. On the last
quadron v.eekend we teamed up with 41 S ig Sqn (Co ulsdon) and
ventured aero . ?.l'. ferry to the Isle of Wight. T he weekend took the form
of adventur~ tra1nmg and consisted of mountain biking and orienteeri ng
and v.a enjoyed by all who took part. We would li ke to extend a large
thank ~ou to ~II !hose at. 41 and hope we can repay the favour soon. Two
of our thrusting JNCO • LCpl's .James 'Speedway' Colley and imon

Ex Crystal Cockney Ill hard at work!

COMlNGS A D GOINGS
A welcome to the Squadron goe to igs Melvi n Baldery, T imothy
Bisset, Vanessa Coles and Matthew Payne. Good luck to Sig Mar t in
Henson who is joining the Regular Corps in March and LCpl Ian Byrne
who is on exerci e in orway with 249 (AMF(L)) ig Sqn .
83 IG AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
SSM

RHQ

co

The main party. which cons isted of HQ and 4 t Sqn personnel arrived
o n the Friday night. Sat urday's ac ti v ities inc lud ed two elements;
orienteering and mountain bike rid ing. The orienteering, which wa well
organi ed by Cpl Tanya C ampbell and L C pl Ian Byrne, proved
enj oyable though testing and was won by a team consi ti ng of Sgt 'eil
Fish er (PS I) and a new volunteer Sig Melvin Baldery. To prove the
point that you should never give an officer a map, Lt Sara Jackson aided
by LCpl Jo Ogle eventually had a search party sent out to look for them,
which confirmed this. They com mented that ' We knew where we were,'
b ut the u nan im o us res po nse from the Squad ro n was . 'Losf. The
mountain bi.king was tough but enjoyed by all taking part, although we
were all a little sore in a certain region. Well done S gt Roy Messenger
(PSI), Sgt ' Trav ' Travis (PSI ) (isn' t it nice to come home to the little
la dy) and gt Brian Tray n or (have you hea rd th e one abou t th e
implants) fo r acting as guides for thi event.

(Back row L-R):
Lt Col R. T. Weston, Lt Col L. French, Lt Col (Retd) C. St J.
Graham T£?, Col P. P. R. Thompson QBE TD DL, Lt Col (Retd) D.
A. Ha~ktns TD, Col (Retd) C. P. Stenning TD, Col (Retd) B.
Austin, Lt Co l (Retd) D. J . Grocott TD, Lt Col L. Harrison,
Col K. Bruce-Sm ith TD DL, Lt Col R. C. A. Thwaites,
(Front row L-R):
Col (Retd ) J . C. Eversfield ERD TD, Col (Retd) D. A. 8 . Crawford
CSE ERD TD, Col (Retd) 8 . R. Wood QBE TD DL,
Lt Co l (Retd) M . W. Whyman TD, Lt Col (Retd) Misti in,
Lt Col (R e td) D. Strong
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Lt Pete and Kylie Evans, sad to leave 83 Sig Sqn
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SSgt Niko las Stanley Wood
is overcome with emotio n as he rec e ives h is LS&GG
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33 SIGNAL REGIME T {V)
32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Glasgow

co

Lt Col J. P. Moreland
WOI (RSM) K. Hallett

RSM

co

Lt ol Lapsley
WOI (RS 1) :\lcLach lan

R .1

PR :\lOTlO'\
Congratulations to \\ 02 ( :\1) McVcy on being selected for
promotion to WO I. He i nO\\ the Regiments enior Volunteer Warrant
Officer { WO). Al o many congratulation_ to Sgt pro ul on being
promoted to \\'02. he i now our RQM (V). Both the e promotions are
well de. erved.
\ ' I IT OF C Oi\lD 2 (. 'C) IG BOE - BRIGS. G. H CHE
BE
The Regiment wa 'i ited by the Brigade Commander on the 19th
member 1997. Aller touring our Squadrons in Aberdeen and Edinburgh,
he arrived in Gia gow, where he wa met by the Quarter Guard. and RHQ
personnel. He wa given a very quick tour of the T C and then ru hed to
the WO and gt k s in time to watch the Celtic Rangers game. The
R M had graciou ly allowed All Ranks into the me s where two TV
. creen were set up for the match. It provided the Comd with an
opportunit) to meet all the oldiers in an infom1al environment. After the
match. the Officers and , COs hosted the Comd to a curry supper in the
Ofticers l\1e s. where the Comd was presented with hi Glengarry.

The Squadron has also been deluged with app lications frorn Officers
currently with the OT , RARO and other Unit· who wi h to transfer to
the quadron. At the recent 2 ig Bde tudy Weekend, a Senior Officer
a ked why so many people wished to join 52 qn. Maj S u t herland
replied that. ·we keep being nice to them'. The enior Officer responded
by aying that the quadron hould stop being nice to them becau e they
no longer had the facilities to accommodate them all.
Al
during January, a number of well de erved promotions were
announced. LCpl Wight and LCpl Sweeten were both promoted to Cpl,
while ig Dougans. MacDona ld and McGill were promoted to L/Cpl.
ince her promotion. Cpl Carol Wight has moved to the Regimental
Recruiting Team where he ha become an active member in the various
Recruit Training activities carried out. Her instruction before she joined
the RRTT, were to make the training enjoyable and educational. Working
with the others in the team. this i one of many things she is doing with
her typical 'igour and ze t.

o

61 (CITY OF EDl1 B RGH) IG ' AL SQ AD RO N
Maj F. Farq uha r on
Sqn Comd
W02 (S M) G. Ga rl a nd
M
All ha been relatively quiet on the Ea tern Front here in Edinburgh
during the Xma
ew Year stand-down period. Training has been
somewhat restricted becau e of the holiday period the highlight ince the
la t report being ucces ful emergence from RSIT in o ember. The
usual round of Xmas parties, dinners ha most unusually not re ulted in
any spectacular scandals - not a ingle charge sheet. ewly promoted Sgt
'andy Andy' Crawford of RLC prepared an excellent all ranks
Chri tmas Lunch for the soldiers with traditional carol singing being
overseen by PSAO Cap t ·PeeCee' Cam p bell and the combined voices
of Officers and Sgts Me s Glee Club.
EWADDJTIO '
A warm welcome to recent recruit
ig Ju lie Ma r tin, Marion
A nderso n and Kirsty Garrioch with a warm return to am1 for our mo t
recent officer recruit OCdt Loui e McConn el-Trcvallion who join us
after a fairly lengthy absence from oldiering. She has set to retraining
with enthu iasm.

THE WOS
' D GT MES
The highlight of our very busy social calendar was without the doubt
the Chri tmas Draw. Our PMC W02 ( YofS) Rathmell put together a
night to remember, all tho e who attended were very impre. sec!. The drill
hall was transformed by the clever use of a marquee and lights into a
palace. The entertainment and food was superb. The members and their
gue t were unanimou in their approval. Well done to you and your
committee for a memorable evening. We then started the ew Year with
our tradi tional Burns Supper held on 25 January 1998. The evening was
organised by WO I ( VWO) McVey and SSgt iblock. The haggis was
addressed by one o ur guest Capt (P S AO) L ynch and he gave a
memorable performance, as did al l those who had a part to play, in
particular
gt (FofS) Dunc a n 's toast to the lassies, he is indeed a
braveheart or wa. it the whiskey talking?
T OP PRES - PRO IOTI01
Many congratu lations to W02 (RQMS) colt on his selection for
promotion to WO I. He was o stunned by the news, he broke the habit of
a lifetime and rung the bell in the mess, after spending the afternoon with
the RSM buying him beers, thinking he was getting off cheap. At least
you dispelled the rumour that you are tight. but proved that after two
beers you are anybody' , which is an improvement on when he first
arrived, then he only had to sniff a soggy beer mat!!
52 (L) JG
qn Comd
SSM

L Q ADRO. (V)
Maj R. J . H . uthcrland
WO! (SSM) T. Mc cy
J~nuary_ 1998 has been a period of moving and shaking for 52 Sig Sqn.
Dunng this penod they held a whi rlwind recruiting campaign which
netted nine new recrui ts at the last selection weekend. This has now
brought the Sq uadron strength up to I 00%. T hi s mammoth effort was
brought about by the PSAO of 52 Sq n, Capt John 'Colonel' ands and
the Squadron Admin Officer, Hazel Colema n. A staggered OC, Maj
Rodd~ 'Thruster' uthcrland was quoted as sayi ng, ' I'm staggered'.

I

PRO 10TIO. S
Congratulations to 'Andy' C rawfo rd on hi well deserved promotion
to Sgt. And y seems a likely successor to the venerable W 0 2 Meld r um
whose retirement was reported earlier. Sgt C r aw ford 's catering skills
will be well challenged here.
AWARDS
lt was with plea ure that SSM Ga ry Ga rl a nd presented the ' John
Brown ' Trophy to LCpl Ja mie Venerus. The trophy named after a late
SSgt who served with the Squadron is awarded arurnally to the soldier
who in the gill of the WOs & Sgts Mes ha put in the best effort over the
year. h is a trophy that is held in high regard by the S CO most of
whom served with
gt Brown and LCpl Veneru s is a well deserved
recipient.

42 ' IG1 AL SQUADRO (V) MANCHESTER
Sqn Comd
Mnj l. G. Kelly TD KlNGS
SSM
W02 (SSM) P. Williams
42 Sqn wishes "1aj Brian Kennedy all the best in his new post al
RHQ in Liverpool, havmg relinquished command after 16 years with 42
Sqn. Wi:. would also like to welcome our new Sqn Comd, Maj Ian Kelly,
on posting from the Kings Regiment. I le i pcrh~ps the_ only. Jnfa~try
Officer to command a Signal Squadron. but we won t hold tt agamst him.
THE COMMA DI G OFFlCER'S COMPETITION
The mght before was awful. Riding ~cross Lancashire on a powerful
motorbike, visibility was almost nil. pray everywhere and a lake of
waler or. the road as sheets of rain poured down incessantly. The teams
were go ng to be tested this weekend; puso1~al administration would
havt to )C of the highest order if they weren t to drown m their own
~oggy ~it The night turned out to be the st01m before the calm. Saturday
d311ncd bright and still with not a clou~ m the sky. and the teams set off
happily. fight teams of six soldiers with each squadron pro>tdmg two
teams. 1 ittle did they su peel the weekend ahead of them.
The °f".mtng Major (Maj Carl torey) and hts team had put together
a fearsom·~ collection of tasks to be completed. Cros mg a ragmg torrent
(which nee: ed little imagination after the !light before) after recove~n~ a
downed satellite was only the start of it. Ftrsl 1d was tested to the hmtts
of knowledg in a gruesome traffic accident. That ~androver h~d to be
\\inched clear; but first a minefield to cro s to get to ti. The Sa tame Che fa
demanded a 5-course meal, in field condition , in 20 minute . The clock
was ticking on the gruelling cross-country march with the falling plate
shoot to follow. The tasks went on and on. Teamwork, initiative and pure
Northern cunning were tested to the limits. SSgt (FofS) Hamilton had
proved that he had missed his vocation in life - no matter how good he
will ever be as a Foreman of Signal , he will always be a master at
devi~ing tortuou tasks.
For the team . the day was a blur and Saturday night came so quickly.
o time to rest. A quick shower, and the Regiment, to it's horror, was
paraded in the bar. A drink? Of cour e, but only a few because the
competition continued even there and heads had lo be kept clear. The
Regimental Foreman of Signals (W02 (FofS) Hen l ~) had always seemed
such a quiet, friendly chap, but his quiz was pure evil. C~nfident, perh~ps
arrogant faces turned pale in the barrage of fast and furious que ttonmg
that wa directed at the weary bodies. Some fell by the wayside. others
made it to the finish po t only to suffer the final humiliation - beaten by
the Recruits! They had played their secret weapon - Cp l 'Magnus
Magnusson' Garnett.
So off to bed. Sweet dreams? For ome, perhap . For others, a night of
' What ifs' and 'If onlys' for the day pa t, or trepidation over the day yet
to come. Again the day was dry, but this time windy and overcast. The
first event was the clay pigeon shoot. After watching half the. teams go
through it was decided that the afest thing to be was a clay ptgeon. o
records would be broken that day. One team even tried to claim the
cartridges were blanks! What next? What else can you fini h on at
Holcombe Moor Training Camp but the Krypton Factor A sault Cou~se?
Head to head , two team at a time, no quarter wa asked and certamly
none was given. From the fir t wall to the final sodden death hde,
everyone showed a determination to win which was remarkable.
Everyone fini hed soaking, cold, tired, but happy. Morale peaked, and

stayed there. The weekend was over and bathtubs all over the "forth of
England were calling
.
Oh yes, the winners. 42 ig Sqn (V) from Manchester but that hardly
mattered. Everyone had won that day.

One of t he Command Tasks
Back Row (L-R): 2Lt Sofia Hughes, Sgt 'Roost er' Cobu rn,
LCpl Duncan Anderson,
Kneeling down (L-R): Cpl Tim Mounfield, LCp l A lwyn Mu rray,
Cpl Phil Jennings

SI (H ) SIGNAL Q UA DRO '(V)
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Strachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) D. Webster
I-laving recovered from the Ch ri trnas hostilities - sorry fe tivities it is
very much business as usua l here in Aberdeen. 1998 started very bu ily
for us with exercises from the word go. The tart of the year is now
traditionally the busy time for recruitment into the Squadron and we have
an open night to encourage members of the public to vis it and talk to the
people who enjoy it.
D EPA RTU R E
We have finally said goodbye to LC pl Dale and Pat rwin who have
left for Dale's homeland of New Zealand. We wish them a happy life
down .under. Al o depart ing the frozen north is S ig ' Rosie' Reid whose
JOb w1th a well known Scottish Bank has meant her moving to London wherever that is. She will join a unit down there and wi ll be an asset to
any uni t she chooses - their gain is our lo s.
C O GRAT LATIO S
~o n gratulat io~s go to Sgt Russ Li ndsa y and Sgt Harry Buck for
their good showmg on their accou nts course. Onl y one snag - a they
both adm it - they now know how to make mi stake profe sionally.

KEEP IN TOUCH - PUBLISH IT IN THE WIRE

]
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The Winning Team
.
Back Row (L-R) : Sgt Paul Corrie, Capt Dave Tithendge,
Cpl Spider Smith, Lcpl Andy Connell
Front Row (L-R) : Cpl Dave Kerr, Sig Helen Carden
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Sig Dace, Sgt Wylie and a member of 208 Field Hospital RAMC
(V) patch up a victim
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'Can't cook, won't cook' in the field! Sgt Leslie Deakin,
seated on Cpl Steve Smith, tastes the culinary efforts of
Cpl Dave Kerr, LCpl Andy Connell, Sig He len Carden,
Sgt Paul Corrie and Capt Dave Titheridg

LCpl Andy Connell, Sig Helen Carden, Cpl Dave Kerr,
Sgt Paul Corrie, Capt Dave Titheridge and Cpl Steve S mith
show off their prize winning gourmet meal. And that was the
prize winner?

Recruit Andrea Stott enjoys every minute

34 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Middlesbrough
A good time was had by all.' Sig Kevin Tilley, S ig Paul Reig ler,
Sgt George Shepard, Cpl Sandra Cartlidge, Sig Andrew
'Rodders' Ledgerton and SSgt Neil Fletcher

Sgt Shepard - who needs to build a raft?

LCpl Duncan Anderson after the speed march
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EXERCISE JIMMY' DRAGO '
Kif ' G EXPEDITIO ' TO FRANCE
The first week of 1998 saw 13 members of the Regiment on a
downhill ski exercise in Serre Chevalier, France. Headed up by Lt 'B ill'
Dixon, the team flew from Manchester to Grenoble. Flying was a good
option, removing the hassles of vehic les and driver fatigue. The
accommodation was small, especially for the officer ; fortunate ly Capt
Dave Titheridgc didn't pack his sw inging cat. T he four female members
of the team (LCpl Chris Jackson , Sig Helen Carden, Sig Michelle
Delooze and ig Ruth Cross) faired slightly better. lt wa alleged that
they even had a washing machine available. At the oppo ite end of town
was the third block, this housed six men. On the day the team arrived two
and a half feet of snow fell , giving excellent skiing. gt Tony Wylie and
LC11l Jim Bland were in their element, vying with each other for the last
free hospital bed in the region. They were nearly beaten by Sig Cross on
Day 2. After being stretchered ofT the mountain she was relieved to find
that she_ had only strained a mu cle. Day 2 also saw ig Carden, a fir t
lime skier, being escorted down a red run by an enthu iastic gt Paul
Corrie. Sig Rory 'Uncle Fester' Haddock found his ski legs agai n aficr
a 12 year break.
Apres-ski, one night, saw some team members on a skidoo. Riding up
t~ ~ mountain-side restaurant at night appeared to be fun, except for the
pillion passenger clinging to the hips of Capt 'Mad Biker' Titheridge.
The pas_senger claimed to have had a near-death experience.
Tranqmlhsers are only now starting to work. The next day saw Lt Dixon
and_ Sig Cros at.taching parachutes to their backs and skii ng off a cliIT.
Senously! Psychtatnc help has been sought. The va liant instructor, after
removing ear plugs to stine the screams, was thanked for a smooth
descent into the valley. But kiing was the priority. With snow falling on
all but two nig.hts and brilliant sunshine every day, the ski ing was some of
the best experienced by the team. On returning to the UK everyone was
unan11nous that the expedition had been a resounding success.
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Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves
WOI (RSM) D. Showell

RSM
A

EWCO
The Regiment wished Lt Col 'Paddy' Crowley and Sheila well, on
their po ting to MOD (PE) in Bristol, where the Colonel returned to the
BOWMAN team. He gave the new CO, Lt Col David Hargreaves, the
ideal Christmas present, his own Regiment, whilst al o running hi~ de k
in Bristol. Evidently it' really easy, and TA CO_ have nothing to
complain about! Lt Col Crow ley was dragged out of camp with the last
of the Regiment's series 3 Landrover ! Hts do_g. Sam. who wa ~e?owned
for scoffing the Adjt's packed lunch, and passing wmd m the Adjt s office
before important guests arrived, was more reluctant to leave Brambles
Fann and o wa assisted. Lt Col Hargreaves who came from Wh1teh~ll ,
is another regular CO, wbo has a lot of volunt_cer experience. havmg
commanded 706 Tp Cambridge. part of 36 1g Rcgt and 55 1gnal
Squadron (V).

Happy Christmas - have a Regiment!
{Left Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves. Right Lt Col W. P. Crowley)
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The last of the Series 3 Lan drovers i::; dragged out, with the old
CO. {The CO's driver, slips w ith the umbrella, but the moment is
saved by a loyal soldier who lunges to wipe the rain off the
CO's shoes!)
MAJOR VICTORY
TA HALF-MARATHON CHAMPI01 HIP
On 26 October 1997. llQ quadron and 90 Sig qn entered a team of
six runners in the TA Half- la rat hon Champion hips in troud. Three
nmners had to count. Sgt Patterson came overall First T Compellto~.
and the team won the event. They are the pndt: of the Regiment! Their
result · were as follows:
S!!t Patter on (I hr 12 mins 54 ·ec )
f., Willey
(I hr 24 min 5 ecs)
SSgt Jowers
( l hr 27 min -7 ~ecs)
gt Lyon
(I hr 30 m!n 5~ ecs)
io l\lnrtinez
( 1 hr 3, mms 5) . ee )
Cpl Donnelly
(I hr 40 mins 28 secs)
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efforts of the collection team! Our local disc jockey finished the evening
having his head shaved to raise money - l'm reliably informed his wife
was not impressed. Our photograph shows a cheque for £1,000.00 being
presented to n.:prcscntatives of both charitics (£500 to each). An t:xcellent
night was had by all.

L-R: Marina Bushby (CF Trust), Pauline Singleton (CF Nurse),
Capt Duffy (PSAO 90 Sqn), Fiona Lindsay (CF Nurse),
Samara Windross (Sister PICU) with Baden George Knibbs
and in front - Samuel Fraser
Sgt Mayer, Sig Martinez, Sgt Lyons, Cpl Donnelly, Sig Willey,
Sgt Patterson, SSgt Jowers
90 SIG, AL QUADRO . (V)
qn Comd
Maj Ian Hall R Signal (Y)
SM
\ 02 ( SM) Hugh 1ulligan
11\lJAL CA.\fP 1997
A a reward for seven year of field exerci ing the Regiment was
gi\·en the opportunity to test it Adventurous Training ·mu cTe ' at
Penhale Camp in Cornwall during two weeks in September 1997. The
first week con isted of military training: battle drill , assault courses.
navigation and hooting at Tregantle range . All the e skills were tested
b) a gruelling 2-day inter-squadron competition on Bodmin Moor. The
Birtwi tie Troph) (named after the ex Ma ter of ignals Maj Gen
·Archie· Birtwistle) put the officers and soldier through a eries of
demanding tests and although 90 Sqn never won. it was by no means
beaten.
The second week was where the fun really started. Supervi ed by
Capt Peter ·Qi, me hearties' Turner and W02 (YofS) 'Splice the
main.brace' T homp so n, six members of the Squadron spent a day
crewmg the Corp yacht. Despite a bucketful of pills ig ' Bedpan '
Williamson still didn't manage to keep anything down but did succeed in
getting a whole days' Jeep in the cabin. Those who went fishing faired
little better. Only Cpl Dave 'Cod. Codli ng managed to tay sufficiently
seaworthy to ca t a line. The following day, 25 bra\'e heroe had the
chance to enjoy the delights of gliding. The longest flight wa by Capt
Chris 'Bi.ggles· Jon e although Lt Simon 'Tug' Smith nearly managed
to keep ht up as long (the glider that is!). Abseiling and rock climbing
took up another day although Sgts Dave 'Wavey' Sm ith and ·Beach
Baby' '\1cFarlane preferred surfing. After a cross-country hike and
spons competition (well done to 90 for just losing the football final on
penaltie ·), it was back to home.
Did camp achii:ve its aims? Well , one aim was to improve team kills
and ·esprit de corps' and in this respect it was very successful. The
Squadron thanks go to the training office led by Maj Simon 'I'm to old
to play football' Green and the ex CO Lt Co l Crowley for organising a
memorable camp. Roll on 1998 in Germany.

Taking in the Views

L-R: Capt Owen Bryant giving words of comfort to
Sig Williamson

The Assau lt Course on the Birtwistle Competition

The big bang

L-R: SSgt Dawson spots for Cpl Donnelly
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CHA RITY BEGIN AT HOME
Saturday 24 January welcomed a Charity Event pon ored by 90 Sig
Sqn (V), 34th (N) Sig Rcgt (V) at Brambles Farm , Middlesbrough.
Members of the Junior Ranks Club decided to hold the event to raise
money for two Middlesbrough based cha rities - ystic fibrosis and the
PCIU_, South .C leve land Il ospital, Midd lesbrough. The even t was
organised to raise money a a way of thanks for the outstanding treatment
given rece~tly to two ch ildren of members of the Squadron, Baden
George Kmbbs (Son of LCpl Knibbs) a nd am uel Fraser (Son of Sgt
Fraser). Baden was recently rushed to hospital with Me ningiti and
amuel has been receiving treatment for Cystic Fibrosis. Thanks to their
treatment both are now in much better health.
'f!le eveni ngs events included a raffie, an auction, and various money
makmg games. The compere for the evening was our local popul ar radio
presenter Mr Stewart McFarlane MBE who donated his time at no cost.
SS~t Dawson (Squadron PSI ) did a great job in parting so ldi ers from
their hard earned ca h during the evening! Our new CO, Lt Col David
Hargreaves left th e eveni ng with a muc h lighter wallet thanks to the
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SO SIG 'AL SQUADRON(\!)
qn C'omd
Maj Mike Hulman R SIG ALS (\!)
After a period of rather poor recruitment and the loss of several of our
good attendees, we are now experiencing an influx of high quality, male
and female recruits. These young people have boosted our recent
attendance figures and are proving themselves to be keen and efficient
team members. Welcome to you all! We contrnuc to prove our
communicating ability, folfilling our commitment to the Regimental and
Brigade communications plan. After a non-Ptannigan camp, concern was
expressed about our ability to maintain our high communicating
standards without a major communications exercise - but the serie of
post-camp exercises proved that we had nothing to fear! Our RSIT
inspections were good, with our cwca tie Tp being award.ed the
Williams Trophy for the be t overall RSIT report. Congratulation to
Capt Clive Chisholm and his .team for achieving that result!
..
Major Mike Holman agam took a Squadron team to the !Jmegen
Marches where they once more acquitted themselves well. On their return
we had the usual horror stories about blisters and aching muscles - but
they seemed well enough to compete i.n the post-march enjoyment
competition! During Annual Camp our B1rtw1stle Trophy team won the
HF task - the only communication element in the competition - and
were firmly in support during the military skills elements. Sig Kn ea le
was surprised during one of the stands io be whisked away for a ride in a
Gazelle - courtesy of the Army Air Corps. Our excellent turnout on
Remembrance Sunday - at Darlington and ewcastle - proved once again
that our soldiers are commilted to maintaining our links with the
community. Many of them al o howing the same commitment in the bar
afterwards'
A fine sense of fancy dre s was . hown at the Regimental Christma
weekend with a good show from Signaller to Captain. The Squadron
Commander would have joined in but the RSM seemed to have stolen his
kilt! The year ended with a Squadron party that was, as u ua.1, well
supported. Santa came early for C pl Kevin Brae~ , who was. ~rpnsed by
the presentation of his promotion to Sergeant durmg the fe 11vmes. ~t has
been rumoured that he'll have to remortgage his house to pay off his bar
bill! The quadron has continued its commitm.ent to the Regular Army by
providing soldiers for the Falklands and Bosma. We currently have W02
Steve Tin kler and Cpl Paul Standing in Bosnia. We wish them well and
look forward to seeing them home soon.
49 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

(\!)
Maj A. Grindrod
W02 (S M) A. James

CONGRATULATIO S
49 qn see a complete change in the hierarc~y this mof'.th, firstly with
the successful promotion of Sqn Comd MaJ Alan Gnndrod to the
position of Regimental 2!C. Maj Grindrod, who ha bee!1 m command
or 49 Sqn since 1996, will be moving on to his new post111g m the ne~r
future. ongratul ations are also extended to WOJ John Bm:kler on his
recent ra nk promotion, which· in turn sees his promouon to Semor
Volunteer Warrant Officer (SVWO) for 34 ig Regt (V). WOI Buckler
sc1vcd a SSM for two yeai . Further congratulations go to Sgt (FolS)
Kevin turman on being selected for promotion to W02.
WELCOME
.
.
The ' new-look ' Squadron give its warme t welcomes to the mcom111g
S ' M, W02 (SSM) Alan James. W02 James comes to arlton Barrac~s
from 745 ig Tp in Hull. The quadron we lcome new. member Sig
Steve Tho mp son from the rece ntl y comp le ted recrull cycle, and
congratulates ig Collick on her promotion to Lance orporal.
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EXERCISE \\ J 'TER EAGLE
The major event for the Squadi 0n of recent months was Ex Winter raglc
in November of last year. This saw the full deployment of all reguncnt> of
the Brigade in a major Ptarmigan linkup involving the mcga-;tream hnk
between York and Corsham and satellite link-ups to Spam, Turkey and
Germany. 49's contribution to the Exercise wa\ deployment of Trunk Node
034 to Imphal Barracks. York, Lo provide one end of the megastrcam
linkup. with the Access Troop deployed to the delightful, disu\ed airfield at
East Moor. The end result was a fully operational Ptarmigan system w11h
over 30 processors connected together, and a chance to catch up on the
weather picture in Spain and Turkey. Ex Winter Eagle pro\·idcd invaluable
experience for the Squadron, and saw the first full deployment of all the
current Tp Comds on a single Exercise. This was a great hock to the
system and meant we were able to have a shift ystem working in ode
Command, under the watch fol eye of Capt David Sixsmith, the 2IC and
the OC. Congratulations to Lts Jo Howard, Ruth Middleton, 2Lt .\.lison
Drennan and OCdl eil Cookson, on not breaking the 21C's home from
home. Admittedly, there were no coffee percolators around to drop out of
the hack door. Locked in a secure compound, Trunk Node 034 showed the
rest of the Brigade how to fight a war - with a full belly and wann bed.
Allegedly against their will, the group was confined to the Cookhouse and
sleeping quarters in the Gymnasium, where Squadron members gained
pounds in the name of providing comms for the ARRC. 1 ew membe~ to
the Squadron please note, it doe· get a lot colder, wetter, d1rtter than this but we still have Sgt tuart Key, the star of 'Won't Cook. Can't Cook', to
keep us filled up with his home made cakes and ocher goodies - so I'm
afraid those pounds will just keep piling on.
REGJME TAL CHRJSTMA EXERCISE - WATHGILL
The weekend of 6-7 December was the 34 Regfs Christmas Exercise
for 1997, and once again the Squadron walked away w!th all the prizes
for the Inter-Troop Military Compet ition. Congratulations and thank
must go to Capts 'Taff' Watts and Grah am Jennings for putting on a
superb weekend for all those that attended, and rest assured guys, your
honorary membership of 49 Sqn is still safe and secure. Rumour .has tt
that next year's Christmas weekend is the Birtwistle Trophy - so dig out
those green longjohns.
ROYAL SIG .ALS TA BA D
The Corps TA Band is based with 34 Sig Regt (\!). in its Darlington
TA Centre. Not many people realise the experience held within the Band;
with ten bandsmen who completed 22 years in regular band , and another
ten who served for less, lht: Band masses over 300 years of regular
ervice. It i little wonder it holds the reputation of being the best TA
Band in the orth of England. Being a TA Band. it is availab le for
fonctions, within driving distance of Darlington. on Tuesday evening ,
Friday evenings, Saturdays and Sundays. The band can be requested by
bidding to the Band President, who is the Adjutant of34 Sig Regt (V).

The Band outside the Dar lington Ptarmigan Training Centre
This year has been an exceptionally bu y year for the Band, whi.c~ 1s
always the case when, in addition to the normal engagem~nt · and trammg
for the year, there i a Royal Military chool of Music lnspecuon to
prepare for. With the retirement of the Bandmaster, fr Dodd, and a
replacement Band ma ter or Director of Music ~10t read~ly available, it has
fa lle n on the shoulders of the Band RP . Jim Robrnson , to steer the
Band through the year. Be ides the many dinner night in Me ses in the
Catterick area the Band have travelled the le ngth and breadth of the
country playing for Corp even ts. Among t other, they pla~ed in
Blandford for th e dinino out of the Ma ter of 1gnals '\laj Gen
Birtwhtle, the Freedom Parade for 35 ig Regt in Birmingham, two
dinners for 63 and 264 qn in Hereford, 'l ig Sqn dinner dunng their
training in \Varm in ter, and 34 ig Regt Retreat Ceremony at Mount
Grnce Priory on the edge of the orth York hire Moors.
Charity event have al o been supported by the Band, notably The a\'C
The Children Fund Gala in Ponte!Tact. It wa here that a Lancaster Bomber
flew 01·er the Band as "The Dam Bu ters' March was being played. The
Fanfare team opening of the ABF sponsored Opera Gala at the underlnnd
Empire Theatre and the Children's Hospice Appeal. Gala in ewcustle
upon Tyne. Annual Camp wa· arranged to be hel? 111 Blandfor~ Camp
where the Band took over the Corps Band complex lor two week m order
to prepare for the forthcoming B~nd Inspection. A \ery methodical
progranunc was followed throughout the two weeks and by the tnnc the
inspection came about the Band were ready to give their be t. On route
back to Darlin<>ton from Blandford the Band called m at outhampton
Dock to play" out the P&O liner 'Oriana'. P~ a y i ng alongside this
magnificent hip was a real e.xpencncc for many 111 the Band .. cspc,mlly
when the hip moved off with streamers thrown O\'Cr the side by !he
pa , engcrs and the Band playing · ailing'. The whole. e\'cnt was bemg
filmed for BB I lloliday programme that was tclev1 ·ed Ill Octobt'r.
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Runner Up . Best Offi cer was Capt Simon Glover. Best Female was Lt
Anna Cliffe, 8 esl U21 was Sig Wright of 95 Sqn. Best Male Vet was
W02 lark Kalinski of 48 Sqn and finally Best Female Vet was LCpl
Sue .Joyce of89 Sqn. To all competitors very well done!

35 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Sutton Coldfield
.'XXV
THE RE tR\'E FOR E , ACT
In any T unit recruitmg and retention takes the highe t priority,
simply becau e if we fail to maintain an. e~ective strength we would be
unable to meet our operational or trammg commitment and would
therefore cease to exist. The R ,·ruiting element throughout the Regiment
therefore plays a Yitai role in the surYivability of the unit and is charged
with attractmg, training and retaining quality manpower. - the~ are o_ften
the unsung and misunderStood heroes. The results of their terlmg effort
are ' ecn on average every two month when another succe ;ful cou_rse
proudly parades for their Pha e I Pa. Off. Course 1/9 was no _excepnon
and many high quality recruits were delighted to con~lude their Ph~se 1
Training during the weekend 10 11 January. Tlw pai11cula~ Pass Ofi wa
unique in many way a. pectators were treated to a magn1ficem _d1 play
of preci ion drill courtesy of W02 Paul 'lellish and the Regimental
econd in Command, Maj Richard Hemming . wa. gi,en the honour of
acting a inspecting officer in the absence of the 0. He pre ented the
award of best recruit to ig imon Brown of HQ qn and after the
parade warmly addre - ·ed family and friends. Recruiting acti. itie
throughout the Regiment carry on unabated and team of dedicated
recruiters from each quadron are seen regularly in town centres and at
local fete and show . Huge effort are made to give new recruits a
reali tic view of life in a TA unit and quite often tl1ey are invi ted to what
are de cribed as 'Look at Life Weekend '. These are where potential
ret:ruit engage in a number of activitie designed to promote both the TA
and the unit requiring recruit . The ucce of the e weekend can be
measured by the nwnber of potential recruit who tWTI up the following
Training Evening to complete the documentation phase. Recently a very
-ucc ful weekend was concluded by 89 Sig qn thanks lo the efforts of
the SSM, W02 Mick Clarke and Sqn SPS!, gt 'tark Giles.
Following visits IO a local further education college to promote service
in the TA they quickly discovered that it was an excellent ource of
potential recruit - this view was also shared by in tructors within the
College. A partnership was forged and a 'Look at Life Weekend ' quickly
organised at which 15 students participated during the weekend 17/ 18
January at Leek. The weekend proved to be immensely successful and at
least fi\•e tudents have expressed a genuine intere t in joining the TA.
eedless to ay many other similar weekends are now planned.

The course photo!

A jubilant Sig Simon Bruwn

THE KlD ARE ALL RIGHT!
48 ig qn hosted the now traditional annual Christmas Party for the
Children of\ ard One in the Birmingham Children ' Ho pita I. The party
wa organised by .Jnr ister Michelle nipe and 48 qn's PS! Sgt Ed
Perry. Both were ably as isted by that congenial , pirited and gentle 'old
timer'
gt 'Uncle Bob ' Heaselgrave. The event once again was well
attended by both hildren and their parents who were determined to make
ii a pecial and enjoyable occasion. This is remarkable when you consider
that many children at the party had either undergone major surgery or
other radical treatment at the Hospital, which incidentally is moving lo it
new location (with much heller facilitie ) later this year. The party
provided many attractions for the children including a junior disco (can
tho e kid move) , face painting (no cam cream), a magician (who was
hugely entertaining) and last but not least Santa! This year Father
Chri tmas can1e in the shape of one of 48 Sqn ' very own MG (Military
Guard anta) Mr Tom Reeve. Tom was somewhat overwhelmed by the
children ·s cheerfulne and energy despite their seriou illnes es - which
happily were momentarily forgotten. We were joined again this year by
the local Royal ignals A sociation repre entative Mr Reg Cannadine
and his wife who jointly pre ented a cheque lo the Ward after holding a
ponsored ' barn dance'. The party ended all too quickly for all those
involved including the children and we are now looking forward to
holding the party again thi year and hope fo r a more pectaeular event
with very special vi itors! !
SHAKE OFF THO E WT TER BLUE
A clear ign that Spring is in the air i when the Winter easonal
mi ery yndrome i repla ed by the humour and laughter recovered from
the du tbin of despair. ot that we have many SAD cases in the
Regiment a we can always rely on a good sprinkling of humour from the
Regimental comedian at mo t times of the year - tarting with SSgt
Charlie Walker's reflections on his recent Food Hand lers. He
uqexpectedly extended the comforting and warm hand of sympathy to
our Master Chef, W02 Mick Ca irney who was recovering from a na ty
wound right in the middle of his bald patch. Charlie's bumorou sting in
the tail however, was to suggest to the bemu ed Master Chef that as he
looked like a Teletubbie, had omeone snapped his aerial off! The Master
Chef swears he will exact suitable revenge. Meanwhile a simple question
- how many members of the RHQ staff does it take to carry out a recce
for a Battlefield tour? The RSM, Tech Adjt , YofS and the CO's driver
(wa he there becau e he scratched the CO 's car) could provide the
an wer! How do you find out if a VDU creen is non-reflective - give
PSAO 89 qn a ring, if you find him in a reflective mood he will be
pleased to advi e you. Finally to end thi humorou interlude can
someone explain why Sgt BiJly Butlin offered the QM £5 to buy some
sweetie during the recent Sgts Course.
INWARDS, 0 WARD & UPWARD
Movements in, out and within the Regiment have continued to take
place during the last few months and we have welcomed LCpl Rob
Jones who joins 58 Sqn. This solitary arrival has unfortunately been
overshadowed by the number of departures and we have bade a sad
farewell to Capt Julian Webb whose civil ian job has moved him on to
36 Sig Regt. Al o to Sgts Phil Joyce and Chris Cheesman and Cpl
Mike Smith all who move to 3 UK Div, to Cpl Pete Hepple who moves
to Comms Sy Gp and finally to Cpl Martin Yelland who moves to the
School of Signals on promotion. We extend our best wishes to them all!
Moves within the Regiment have also taken place with Maj Chris
Edwards taking over command of 58 Sig Sqn and Maj Joan Fathers
taking over command of 95 Sig Sqn. The Training Wing bas also
changed hands with Capt Ricky Logan taking over the reins from Maj
Mick O'Hare who has enough to contend with in HQ Sqn. Many
congrarulations are now extended to Capt Jane England on her recent
promotion and to W02 (FofS) Mark Hardy and SSgt (FofS) Ray Edge
on their selection for promotion on the recent promotion boards.
REGIMENTAL ORIENTEERJ G COMPETITION
On Sunday 25 January 1998 teams ga thered from throu ghout the
Regiment at Kingsbury Water to participate in the now highly
competitive Regimental Orienteering Competition . HQ Sqn were anxious
to repeat last year's surprising shock defeat of the Regiment' premier
team from 89 qn - but would they against all the odds succeed yet
again! Unfortunately despite a brave attempt by some of the Regiments
most experienced runners, the grit and determination of 89 Sqn 's team to
recapture the prized shield for the team event proved too much for the
tough oppo ition and once again they triumphed (even without their star
runner). Making it a record-breaking number of ten wins in twelve years.
After a magnificent run the top honour of Regimental Champion went to
W02 John Midlcr closely followed by Cpl Tony Griffiths who wa
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The Champion Team
YO . G BLACK AND ASIA PEOPLE ARE MISSJNG OUT
Two Binningham Signaller have launched a campaign to recruit young
black and Asian people in the West Midlands. _aveed Muhammed and
Henry McClcod's aim is to help re_dres ~he ethmc nnbalanc_e 111 the TA.
Around 14 per cent of people li v111g 111 the re&1on are ~1the'. black or
Asian . Yet currently only three per cent of part-lime soldiers 111 _the TA
come from Britain's ethnic minorities. gt Muhammed said that
hundreds of young people are mi sing out on career advantage and
qualifications as a result. Al just 29 years old he alrea~y manages a_ large
section of 48 Sig Sqn, 35 Sig Regt. Hi commu111cat1ons specialists
operate ' tonnes of the late I mobile radio equipment from a fleet of five
heavy wagon , Sgt. Muhammed _aid , 'The TA .&ives _you managen;ent
experience that's worth 11 weight 111 gold 111 _c1v1lian life. Also ~~res a
huge variety of trades to be learned, rang111g from HGV dnvm~ . to
catering. Soldiers achieving trade kill are el~gible for ~qmvalent c1v1ha~
M certificates - they ' re a real bonu when you re after a Job or prnmotton.
Sgt McCleod said many young people ~llll felt cul~ral _differences
prevented them joining a predom111antly white .orgamsatlon like _the TA.
However, there 's so much for black and A 1an people to_ gam from
joining up. For those who feel unsure there are people like me and
Naveed in the service to help represent their interests.'

On a Mission
(Left) Sgt Henry McCleod and Sgt Naveed Muhammed

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)

co
RSM

Lt Col Brian Scott-Morton
WOl (RSM) Benny Bywater MBE

WELCOMES AND GOODBYES
We warmly welcome Maj Gary Ma on and his family from
SANGCOM and notice with interest the ease with which he changed
transport from a camel to a Skoda, we hear the Skoda wa cheaper. May
your tour with the Regiment be enjoyable. Farewell to the old Trg MaJ,
Maj Graham Lewis-Taylor, who sadly leaves the Army, for a new
challenge in civvy street. We al o ay. farewell to ~g_t ~Mac ~cc le llan
who claims he isn't bothered about d1g1usation and 1s J0111111g c1 vy street
as we speak. Another mover is the 21C. Maj Phil Penfold, ~vh~ has moved
somewhere in England to carry on his career, 111 anllc1pallon that h_e
ubscribc to The Wire. 'Thanks for all your hard work and good luck .
Finally a warm welcome to the new 21 C, Maj Paul Willmott, who ha
moved across from 39 Sig Regt.

'laster Chef. W02 Mick White, for the uperb meal he laid on and the
tandard of the waiters, ably led by W02 (RQ IS~ ' Bl<><!" Godwin . The
hiohlight of the day came with a stunned Col Bnan be111g led 11110 the
lo~al 'Th is i Your Life tudio'. Here the Reg iment's answer to the
'Spide Boys'. name ly Capt Scott 'l'm Handsome Spice' Young on
(Adjt), Capt Ray 'O ld Spice' Cor~ (QM) and Maj Graham 'Dodgy
Spice' Lewis-Taylor proceeded to divulge the complete 46 years of th~
'Life of Brian· to the a sembled audience. Ague t appearance by MaJ
Ben Britten prompted even more tories of his dark past. The day ended
with the arrival of tran port in the guise of a camel that had t~e Gulf
Veterans reaching for Shem1agh and de ert combats as Col Brian wa
e corted out ofRHQ.

CO GRATULATlO S
.
To RQMS 'B lod' Godwin who was deservedly selected for promot1011
to WO I and is now eagerly awaiting the new challenge ahead away
from the relative shelter of the QM 's dept. Sgt Tony 1anktelow who
was selected for promotion to W02, well de erved.
THE LIFE OF BRIA
As the Writer pens this article the Regiment are saying farewell to the
CO LI Col Brian Scott-Morton. who i on his way to BMM Kuwa1_t; he
clai;ns money has nothing to do wi~h it? He startc~ l!i rot~nd r~bm of
farewell in the Officers' Mess ofwh1ch we ha e no mtorrnation fiom the
Regimental mole, except that it wa a very good even_ing. He was then
dined out by all the Regimental _Permanent, tafT. Th', pr~ved to be a
re ounding success with a lunch 111 the WO and gts Mess hosted by
WOI (RSM) Benny Bywater MBE . All concerned must thank the
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Lt Col Brian Scott-Morton
and CO's Driver LCpl Scott Witts with transport
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occupants were not too di tressed when awoken from th eir lumber!?
, S!!t •Jim' Pollitt was th.: m:xt friendly face to appear as the 1 pha e
wa started. The troppy reporter in the hape of the Adjt. C apt ' o.:ott '
Yo ungso n, appeared on the scene to complicate matters for the I P (what
was ama zing was the way he became stroppy, ob noxious and caused
chao-. and he hadn ' t even done a course).
The cadre finally finished with a parade and aft er thanking the DS and
GI per ·onnel. the CO, Lt Col Jackie Allan TD then announced th e Top
tudcnt - ig E llington - who was then promoted to L pl, an excellent
re ult and a deserved promotion. Many thanks to 0 s HQ, 44 and 54
qn. for visiting their personnel, always good fo r mora le.

W01 (RSM) Benny Bywater MBE p resents a gift
from all Permanent Staff of 36 Sig Regt
The week ended with a dining out by the WO ' and gt · Mes with
food and wine being once again uperbly prepared by Master Chef\ 02
· -tick' White and many thank · must go to hi s team of ilver er ice
waitre co. The normal traditional night followed , ended by the loyal
toa t with the finale being a full rendition of 'Always l ook 0 11 the Bright
ide of Life· with lead inger V 02 Eddie Kikas playi ng the tar role.
Presentations were given and received in true tradition .
Many handshake and farewell later Col Bria n wa then snatched
from the Me by Bedford' answer to 'the ugly i ters· . • gts Baker
and Ba\ington. He was gently thrown into hi transport and an escorting
guard was formed and then , led by WOl (RSM) Benny B) vater MBE,
the man of the moment was e corted to the gate of llford where he was
met by the re t of the mess members. A the CO prepared to di mount his
1) ' Eddie the Eagle' Ki kas boldly stepped forward
tran port W02 (
knowing confidential were due and auempted to lift Col Brian out of
the trailer but ended up losing his balance and throwing him into 11 ford '
largest thorn bu h. Realising that th i· incident was not a good car.:er
move ' Eddie the Eagle ' then threw himself into the bu h obvious ly
looking for sympathy but ended up with se ere scratches to hi s now
glowing bald-head. Three more hours of farewells en ued until finally Lt
Col Brian cott- lorton departed 36 Sig Regt en route to Kuwait. The
Regiment wishe him, Liz and family a fond farewell. We nO\\ welcome
Lt Co l Jackie Allan TD a the CO and wish her luck during her
challenging tour ahead.
NCO/JNCO CADRE 1/98
The Regiment's potential S COs and JNCOs met at Stanford Training
Area for the annual cadre. A short harp hock in the form of a BFT of
which participants were expected to put in a 'brave attempt ' was the 6am
tart devised by WOI (R M) Ben ny Bywater M.BE. Instruction on Map
Readmg, Reece and Site clearance, Admin in the Field accounted for the
first morning. The JNCO 's cadre then undertook a gentle stroll in the
orfolk counrryside, culminating in a series of section attacks. This
happened under the watchful eyes of WOl (RSM) Benny Bvwater
MBE and gt ·igel Back. Realising that 'shouting encouragement' was
no longer allowed both the RSM and Sgt Back politely suggested that the
cadre move _along at a sli_g htly quicker than normal walking pace but not
qune as quick as a sprmt o that no-one would gel cold, the cadre
surpri ingly obliged. In tructional periods followed for the rest of the
weekend finished by the ' Multi Stage Fitne s Te t ' . The final tage of the
cadre wa a _24hr Exercise putting imo practice everything tl1at had been
taugh~ prev_1ously. The JNCO cadre embarked on a
ight Nav igation
Exercise usmg compasse only, whilst the S CO cadre were tasked to
recce a location for_ a vehicle. night move. A short 3km patrol into
locauon to m.eet up with the vehicle was then undertaken by both cadres.
The locallon was then occupied and guarded in preparation for the
expected attacks by the enemy. It wasn 't long before the enemy hordes gt Jil'.!1 Pollitt, Sgt 1:-an Chappell, ~gt Lawrence Ja r vi and Cpl
teve Bhss - d~scended into the comms site. ight tasks were completed
and all was quiet for a brief 3hrs until 0500hrs when the alarm clocks in
the shape of thunderflashes were carefully placed in location so that the

Sgt Nigel Back briefing the JNCO cadre
prior to suggesting the pace is increased

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)

co

Lt C ol Alan Whittl e T D
W O! (RSM) Paul E dwards

RSM

TWO PF. RSO NAL OTES
Capt J eff Do lan and Sgt Di Fccst finally tied the knot this year,
he fore abandoning us to sai I round the world on their own boat. Both arc
long-serving members of 93 Sqn and congratulations and best wishes go
with them now and on departure. Meanwhile, 96 Sqn 's LCpl And y
Polla rd and wife Ka ren have been blessed with a son, M atthew. Well
done and keep up the recruiting effort!
T RADE T R A I. I G - A VA RIETY
Where do 37 Sig Rcgl do their trade training? This may seem a . illy
question in our own Wire notes but there seem to be no easy answers. In
an ideal world we would probab ly all go to somewhere like the nowdcmolished Burniston Barracks in carborough • if it were in the West
Midlands, of course. But life ain't hke that and Trg Maj , Maj Stewart
"tlcConn ell and YofS, W 0 2 S teve Towns end , have to find the best
solution as it seems impossible to get the whole Regiment toget her
centrally in the West \llidlands, with all the necessary facilities. For most
trad.:s tl11s winter cyck. two weekends of classroom work have been
foll •)Wed by two week.ends of practical training, in some cases in the
field. You can't really train a tradesperson from cratch in four weekends
am\ mo ·t indi vidual have worked hard in between, including Tue day
traim ng nights, prior to the fifth, trade board, weekend. Some excellent
result~ have been achieved and some lessons learnt for next win ter. The
nght combmation of Squadro1t based and centra li sed Regimental tra ining
has to b' struck and \\C don 't seem to have been too far from the mark
thi; year. All the student ' thanks go to the instructor who have also
worked hard lo ensure their succe s.

SSgt Dan Locker, Capt Marcus Cosgrove,
Maj Stewart McConnell and SSgt Jill Summers look pleased
with the trade test results at Redditch

VI IT BY GOC 5 DIV
Maj Gen R. V. Searby visited clement· of the Regimem on centralised
training at Redditch on a January weekend. After briefing by the CO. Trg
Maj, Maj Stewart McCo nnell and Adjt. Capt Sara Copley, the GOC
vi ited the trade training in progress. Capt Tony G il es of 53 Sqn
explained the process of Tele Op Data training and TOT Capt Dave
Fra ley howed how we train TA technicians. gt Mark Po un sett had the
Redditch mobile NCRS Detachment outside to show the General before
QC LAD Capt Les Atk ins and MTWO WOl J im S miley gave him tl1e
garage tour. Finally the GOC met the Officers and WOs over lunch in both
me se .

Sgt Julie Brookes, SSgt ' Fred' Hughes, Sgt Rob Cameron and
SSgt Nicky Neill enjoy a joke
while marking trade board papers at Coventry
GOC and CO tuck in as 53 Sqn make polite conversation
L-R: Capt Jonathan Loveys, (back of) Capt Tony Giles,
W02(SSM) Car l Walker, OC Maj John Duggan

WO 1 (RSM) Benny Bywater MBE and Lt Col Jackie Allan TD
taking a breather in the Norfolk countryside

Cpl Christine Mcintyre checks the time
as Sig Caerwen Makepeace completes her typing test

93 SlGN L QUADRON (V) - BLACKB RN
qn Comd
Maj Ross Par ell
SSM
W02 ( i\[) J im Wa lshe
The end of the calendar year ee a lowing down of activitie and our
Squadron is no exception. On Saturday 13 December the Squadron \\a
given a demon. tration of interrogation technique . Sgt Paul Wal h and a
small group of volunteers , including an e - qn member nO\\ with 23
SA , displayed the ort of activitie that could be used against a member
of the miltary captured by a foreign foe . In the afternoon. with the R, IT
vi it looming, the equipmem to be in peeled ' as given a final clean and
laid out. On the Tue day following, RSIT arrived to give its exacting and
detailed equipment check. Thanks to hard work by all. but e peciall)'
RP
QM
Sgt Pete Harris (ol skiing and line laying fame) and P I
gt Dan Locker (three years with the TA and three tone heavier). the
inspection went well and our fitness for role (equipment wise) wa
e tablishcd.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for June edition must be received by 15 April-latest!
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39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT

38 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Sheffield

F.\RE\\ ELL OF HO~ORARY COLO EL
COL (RETD) DAVI S MBE
Atler . cl"\ mg numerous years with the Corp· and with the TA in his
capa ·it) of Honoraf) Colonel. Col Davi handed over hi appointment to
Maj Gen (Retd) . H. Boyle CB. The final Chapter to his farewell wa a
lun heon ho. ted b' Col Da' i and h.is wife Ann. During the cour e of
tho:- da) Col Davis. was pre. cmed with a bronze 'Jimm) · as a thank you
and fare\\ ell gift from the Regiment.

comrade-. whose quadron i part of 3
ig Regt. are among the mo t
highly trained in the T . Their role i to operate the late t military
communication equipment without which the rmy would be unable to
function.
CROWi I 'G MOM
T
A decoration for out ·tanding and loyal service was the icing on the
cake for Leicester TA cook. Ian Hayes. When the 36-year-old part-time
soldier lined up for hi medal it was his parents' proudest moment ever.
His father, World War 2 RAF veteran Mr George H ayes and his mother,
Irene. came as VIP gue ts to the ceremony at Ian 's Wigston am1y base.
LCpl Haye , from Braun tone aid, ' It 's been worth every second of my
15 years in the Territorial Army to earn my medal. Even so, serving with
38 Signal Regiment has brought me far more than ju t my decoration.
I've ome wonderful friends and many fantastic memories.'
Ian' kills a a cook with the 46 Sig Sqn are vital. He i ometimes
called on to cater for up 500 oldier in the field. The work demands
critical care with food afety and hygiene, often in the mo t difficult
condition . It al o takes huge imagination to prevent hard working
oldiers becoming bored with field rations. But Ia n aid the fun for him
and hi team lay in turning mundane upplie into exciti ng meals. Years
of practice have made him an expert confectioner. His pecialty is
producing superbly decorated cake . Yet despite his culinary trade he
must have all the military kills expected of an infantry soldier. At 6ft
6ins tal l. he is more than capable of tackling any mission his commanders
ask of him. He was presented with his Territorial Anny Efficiency Medal
by The Colonel Commandant of the Royal Signals, Co l A lan
Hawksworth.
POTE 'TIAL OFFICERS ELECTION TRAI ' I 'G GRA THAM
24-26 OCTOBER 1997
Capt Fred Nil so n ran a weekend at Grantham for anyone in the
Regiment who might have the de ire to go after a commission. He was
aided and abetted in his 'torture' of these innocent by
g t Phil
'Marquis de Sade' Jones PT!.

Q
Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock
Trg Maj
Maj A. D. Shaw
After an extremely long round of Christmas Parties - that started in
ovember at the Regimental Training Weekend and finished on 18
December with the Slaff Chri tmas Party - and a spot of leave, the
R~giment returned to work 'refreshed'. During January and February,
personnel have taken part in Squadron, Regimental and Brigade levels of
training and exercises. The 2 ( C) Sig Bde Study Period - Ex
Tomorrow's World - was very successful and all those Regimental
Officers who took part, benefited a great deal from the knowledge and
experience that was shared during the weekend . Congratulations to
ourselves for also winning the Games Night on the Saturday. Many
thanks to 38 th (City of Sheffield) Sig Regt (V) for not rigging it
..:orrectly! On the Sunday, the SOinC (A) visited our Regimental Training
Weekend, running concurrently with the Study Period, where he enjoyed
freezing to death watching a variety of training including recruits, radio,
tcch.nician and driver training.
WELCOME & C O GRATULATIO
Welcome to Major Heather Aston who join RHQ a QC RRTT,
having completed a tour as OC, 57 (City of Bristol) qn. Many
congratulation go to SSgt A nd y Baird on his recent selection for
promotion to Warrant Officer Cla s 2.
EXERCISE BRO ZE LY X
Bronze Lynx was the first in a series of three Regimental Exerci es
designed to develop and enhance the trade and military kills of the TA
officers and soldiers. Exercise Bronze Lynx was a tactical
communications concentration exercise, created by the Trg Maj - Maj
'Logger' haw, and based at Hullavington Airfield. It was the cu lmination
of earlier Squadron Individual and Collective Training. The Exerci e
proved very valuable, testing the Regiment at all levels and standing us in
good tead for the exerci es to follow.

CO 38 Sig Regt (V) Lt Col Ian Griffiths,
Col P. Acda (Col TA R SIGNALS), Col (Retd) Davis
87 IGNAL SQ
DRO ' (V)
EXERCI E APOLLO SWORD - 24-26 OCTOBER 1997
The fir t exercise after Annual Camp was a 2( ' C) Sig Bde
non -tactical . CRS Exerci e. It gave the Squadron a chance to shake off
the cobweb although the far flung reache of Chi lwell Depot,
'oningham were not exact!) new surroundings.
The highlight of the weekend exercise was the visit by Comd 2 Div,
'laj Gen Farrer-Hoclde. IC, who managed to get around all the Dets
with the exception of gt Crogan's (she is believed to have 'paid
someone at the top' to be left in peace). Our own 'Hot Chefs', Sgt
Huckerby and LCpl De La Billiere cooked up a powerful 'cauldron' of
curry, which the General declined to sample having heard of it legendary
effects.
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EXERCI E CARJBBEA ' STORM
4 DECEMBER t 997 - 11 JANUARY 1998
by LCpl Sheena White
The journey began from RAF Lyneham on Thursday 4 December
1997. I was going off to BelLle. Seven and a half hours to Gander where
we had an overnight stay... seven and a half hours to Pope Air Ba e in
outh Carolina where we had another overnight stay... and finally four
and a h.alf hours to Belize International Airport on Saturday 6 December
1997! The first thing I noticed as l stepped off the aircraft was the heat 90/lOO"F. We were met by one of the REME gang from ES Workshop .
the unit I was to be attached to for six week . ES Workshop was based in
Airport Camp. I was to work here alongside the permanent REME
personnel gaining more knowledge and experience of my VM trade. On
arrival, it was explained to me by A M WOI Barry McGee that all the
vehicles were being prepared for Ex 'alive Trail that was due to start on
Thursday, 15 January 1998. I gue sed the knowledge and experience was
not going to be hard to come by! I was then informed that, in hours few. I
would be tarting three and a half days of Jungle Training - i this really
the work of a VM! So at 0400hours the following day, we departed for
the jungle at City River - a very uncomfortable eight-hour ride. O_n
arrival, we were met by our Jungle Warfare Instructor who led us into his
mysterious world!
We commenced with a river crossing, moved on to a shelter referred to
as 'The School' where we were 'taught' how to survive and what creepy
crawlies to keep away from. We were then split into group and
introduced to our daily menu - grubs, termite soup and sweet potatoe ,
followed by pork and live chicken. My urvival training from last year's
annual camp came in very handy. After building our shelter from wood
and leaves, I was ready for bed. l had not been a Jeep for long howev~r,
when we were woken by a thankfully OT hungry jaguar. I lept with
my eyes open from then on. The following clay we were off for a nine
mile 'yomp' to test our map reading skills in the jungle! The final day
was a fishing competition that my group won. We caught eight fish. the
largest being THAT BIG (well t\~o inches long at le~t!). Back at ".'1rport
Camp it was time for hard work m the workshop leading up to Chnstmas.
After the festivities we had five day adventure training at St George'
Cay taki ng part in a number of water sport activities. New Year was
upon us. Another week in the workshop and the vehicle were ready f?r
the Exercise. l departed from Belize on Saturday 10 Janua ry 1998 via
Washington DC where we were delayed due to the fog in the UK and
arrived in freezing RAF Brize orton on the Sunday. The attachment was
excellent. I gained a great deal of knowledge in my trade, co!llpletcd
jungle warfare training and still had time for adventure tramm~! I
trongly recommend TA personnel to make full use of ihe opportunities
that their unit "ive them to go on attaclunents such as these. for the
experience, the
and the chance to work with regular personnel.

fun

5 (QOOH) SIGNAL SQ
Sqn Comd
SSM
The Training Major's PA, Yof~ ' Bi~er' Whiti_ng and
the Regimental Chief Aud io Visua l Advisor, .
FofS 'Cyberchick' Dawson , pass on some han~y hints to
potential SSM, Staff Sergeant Andy Baird

WELCO'fE HO 1E
The Squadron OC. Maj fcCappin remmed from his tour of duty in
Bo nia and was plt:ased to ~e;;e that Capt nd y 'Rumpole ' mith had
kept everyone on their toes in his absence.
TRIPLE HONO R URPRI E
A military recall, to collect long service medals, came like a bolt from
the blue for three county \Cteran Territorials. The trio found that although
they hdd left the Royal ignal they were far from forgotten. For when
they returned to their old base in South Wigston for the ceremony the
whole of 46 Sqn turned out to honour them. Stephen Lewis (48), from
Broughton Astley, wa there to receive his decoration for 20 yea rs
out landing and loyal ervice. The former Sergeant said, ' I was
absolutely astoni hed when I received the call to collect my medal - I
retired from the Territorial Army (TA) in 1989 But it was a terrific
honour - it' great to think I'm still appreciated.'
It was a double honour for Robert Warden (48), from Kingsway,
Le1cc ter, when he came back to the Tigers Road TA Centre. An
administrative hiccup meant he missed out on his award for 18 years
SCI"\ ice. o when_ he lined up for his decoration for 24 years serv ice, he
.... a~ presented, with both at the same time. Fonner Sgt Warden , who
Joined the TA m 1967, is an administrator with British Shoe.
Da~ e mith 's one regret was that work commitments meant he had to
1.:a~e the TA four year ago. The 38-year-old computer repair expert,
from Old Dalby, said. 'I really recommend joining the TA to any young
person It help you get a huge amount out of life.' Mr mith , who
retired a, a orporal. received his award for 16 years service. His former

HEADQ ARTERS Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj G. P. Nash
SSM
W02 (SSM) .J. G. Bloomer

Potential Officers selection weekend
'Let us pray'

Staff Sergeant Ritchie Arundel briefs the Regiment on whe~e he
will live once he has left the colours after 22 years of service

DRO
Maj P. V enlock
W02 ( SM) impson

FAREWELL
With areal sorrow that we bid farewe ll to our IC Recruiiiag. Lt arah
Hunter ~vho leaves u to join 57 (City of Bristol) Sig Sqn on Tue day 17
February 1998. Our loss i their gain. arah ha also served with 47
(Middlesex Yeomanry) Sig Sqn. Her collection of quadron Emblem
and Stable Belts i almost complete. Where next! We look forward to ull
seeing you on Training Weekend and at Annual Camp in eptember.
Thank you for your help. hard work and friend hip during your eighteen
month in the quadron.
SQ ADR01 CHRI TM
DI 'NER AND DA1 CE 1997
quadron held its Annual Dinner and Dance on S~rurday 20 December
1997 in the TAC at Banbury. ft wa a thor ughly enjoyable e,·enmg (and
morning) for everyone who attended. Lt Rupert Cranston ·poke on the
Squadron' achie ement during the training year so far and on the futu~e
training events and Bi-centenary Parade fo r 1998. He presented Melanie
Braddock, our departing Admini trative A i tant with a farewell gift
and wished her and her tiance. Ian, the very be t of luck for the future.
Cpl ' Paddy' Ferguson wa awarded i1~ his absence! the~ Is' Be t
Soldier Award. Paddy joined u from the J3rd (L1nca hire) 1g Regt (V)
- Cheer ! Send u more. A number of other ' quadron wards ' were
made by member of the quadron to those who ha~ perfor~cd or
otherwise during the year. The Pnze Draw aw gt Robbie Hall wmmng
the Star Prize - a Colour Portable TV. Capt Robert heldon won a slO\\
cooker - he', slow enough already. so he traded It for an expen iYe bottle
of red wine. Although the 0 had to decline hi invitation. he wa
succe ful in winning a line prize. A very special thank you to the
141
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achieved the leadership aims and will stay in the memory for a long time.
Special thank go to SSgt Steve Matthews for all his efforts in producing
such a challenging weekend.

outl!oing Entei:tainment Committee. \\ho under gt Judith Phillips ha\ e
orl!a m - d :i spate of excellent function·. Sgt Andy Baird gets full
mark' for his d orati ng of the T C talents. ably a · isted by • gt l \'olS
1 \ ) Debbie Frankhnm and gt Robbie Hall.

VISIT OF HARLOW M. P. T O 882 SIGN L TROOP
882 ig Tp, based in Old Harlow, command ed by Capt raig
Tall ents received a visit from Mr Bill Rammell, MP for Harlow. \tr
Rammcll was briefed by the Sqn Comd on the Squadron 's role and then
show n rou nd the TA Centre by Capt Craig Tallents . He met and
questioned mem bers of the Troop on their TA commitments and why
they joined the TA. On his departure Mr Rammell thanked the OC for
the opportunity to visit and meet the soldiers.

RE RVITl'\G - A
E
TORY
Jnnual) recruiting campa ign was organi ·ed by Capt Robert beldon
and Lt arah Hunter. Th- Town Hall in Banbury was booked and a Jomt
Regular and Re · en e rm. Recru iting Information Office wa· established
for three da\ . gt Peter mith and hi team of recruiters from the ACIO
0:1.ford joined u for thi venture. which we believe is the first of its kind.
The C\ cnt was a great . uccess with over 500 \isitors to the land and 69
potential recruit · e :1.pressing an intere t in joining the quadron. The first
'batch· attended a selection weekend in January. We welcome to the
quadron the following n.--cruits: John Ross. Paul Bentley. Rhiannon
Butler. Ton\
ollin • • ' icholas Emm, Matthew Haine , M ichelle
\liller, Paul ·Morrison, Joanne Trinder, lain \Valters, Graham Wilke ,
Le lie Yardle) . ean Buckley, Dean weeney. Daniel Cooper. imon
Parrott. The next election weekend will be held in April where we
alreadv ha\e another 31 recruits booked to attend . ow can we ha e a
bigger TAC!

Q EE:'\' OW:'\ OXFORD HIRE HUSS RS
81-CENTEN RY ELEBRATION
lf you ha\'e en·ed with the quadron. you may wi h to know that
199 i the year we celebrate 200 years of the Oxford hire Yeomanry. A
number of exhibitions are to take place within the County of Oxford hire
- details will be publi hed in County newspapers. The quadron i to be
granted the Freedom of Banbury and a Parade is planned for later in the
year. If you wi h to join u for the celebration . plea e call the PSAO in
Banbury lTel: Mil - 724 029 Chi I - 01295 2621 78).

5 and 57 Sqn Recruits on Command Task

Mr Rammell with OC looking on speaks to

L-R: Sig Rebecca Marchant, Sig Matthew Edwards,
LCpl Joan Smith crosses the High Confidence Wire

LCpl Paul Docherty receives his achievement award from
Cpl Marcus Spurgeon

0

R 1

Lt Col R. K. Wilkinson TD
WO! (RSM) A. S. Dos Martyres

RHQ
The Regiment welcomed two new arrivals, 1aj Erle Heritage as
Trammg Major and Capt Andy Mould, the new Adjutant. We wish them
a succe; ful and happy tour here.
LO:-;DO:'\ DI TR ICT CRO co ' TRY CHAMPIO SHIPS
This year 's event was staged at Oxleas Wood, Woolwich . The
Regiment had _e_n tercd one male and one female team . In absolutely
atrocious conditions the race started at 1100 hrs . Despite the weather,
t>oth teams did extremely well and achieved the following resu lts:
.\<tale team
4th
Female team
4th
Ladies veteran
2nd
The male team and
gt Liz Murphy then qualified for the TA
• 'ational Championships to be held in Edinburgh. Unfortunately only the
male team is available to run and we wish them every succe s in the
C\Clll.
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Recruit Nicholas Emm being documented by Cpl Tina Strachan
at the Town Hall Banbury

71 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
Bexleyheath

70 (EY) SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon Palmer
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys
ARRIVALS AND DEPART RE
The Squadron welcome the following on transfer from 36 Sig Regt (V)
Si~ Teressa harp and Sig Helen Chillingworth. We hope that they will
enJOY their service with the Essex Yeomanry Sig Sqn. We say a final
fare~vcll to Sig Rodger Martin who leaves the Squadron for Regular
erv1ce with the Royal Marine . We thank him for his service with us and
wish him well in his future service career.
EXERCISE EW DAW
Ex New Dawn was a leadership Trg weekend held at Bramley Training
Area for potential and J CO's. The Exercise was contro lled by the SSM
and Sqn YofS. The SPSI Sgt teve Matthews was the main afety
Controller and provider of the various Command Tasks that included a
High and Low Wire onfidcncc cour e, an orienteering course and other
Con_if'?and tasks ~o test the l~adership qualities. It was agreed by all who
part1c1pated that 1t was cenamly an arduous, challenging weekend which

Cpl Peter Young, LCpl John Laskey

SHQ
Sqn Comd
Maj J. E. Richardson MBE
RSM
WOl (R M) T. Crane
It has been a quiet couple of months for the Squadron, with the
emphas is being on Adventurou as oppo ed to Military Training. With
the Ski Team competing in the orps and Div Championships, numerous
soldiers away on BWT and the Brigade Ski trip, skiing seem. to be the
navour of the month. There i only one arrival within SHQ in recent
months, the new RSM. Welcome to Terry Crane, his wife Mary and
children Lewis and Liam . Finally, congratulation to the Sqn Comd on
receiving the MBE in the ew Years Honours List. Anyone that does two
years continuou ly in Bosnia deserves recognition.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt D. R. eymour
Tp SSgt
gt Payne
Tbe changes continue within the Troop. but still enough of the hardcore remain to ensure that new arrivals are quickly made to feel at home.
We we lcome SSgt Mark Pa yne and wife Ally. Cpl Cade w~o has
recently arrived from a ' desk job' with the TA, and Sigs Martin. and
Heathcote, as fresh from trade training as you get these day from
Blandford. On the farewe ll side of life, we wish Sgt Rick Ware all the
be t in the increas ingly busy Training Wing, Cpl D-M, wife Elke a~d
' the bump ' best of luck for life a a larger family in Bulford. and . 1g
Wit on and Harris complete the Troop 's quartet in JC
I. Mean-:vlule,
back on the Tank Park Christma Leave, Vehicle Cadre and 0 s run
behind us, we prepare t~ do baule with the clements and the Brigade tafT
on Ex Rhino hargc where hopefully we will demonstrate oursehes as a
new, lean, mean communicating machine.

BRAVO TROOP - by ig Still Phillie
Tp Comd
Lt Bill Holbrook
Tp SSgt
SS:,,rt Jim ' Didn.t come off the board ' Crabb
For-all at 20 rmd Bde HQ and ig Sqn the ew Year tarted with a
refre her exercise, Ex Fir· t Try, to burn away tho e extra portion of
Xmas pud that we ate and to tune up on tho e trade ~kills. When the lads
returned from Chri tma leave all but two were hard at it. Chri tma
came in two parts for LCpl Lee Le,,is and ULCpl Dave Hone. \\ill
who were traight of to Bavaria to in. truct the eason of BWT (Basic
Winter Training). The first of which tarted on 12th January with four
people from the qn . l was luckily enough to be cho en and after the
even-hour bus journey we were greeted by a lack of snow, a lot of ice
and smiling in tructors. After we were given an introduction and a com'!.e
content. we were put into our group and allocated room ·. Three of the
lad from the Squadron were in the same room and we met up "ith
another Squadron member Sig 'Ca.-ey' damson. who is on attachment
with the QDG' due to go to orthern Ireland until June. After the kit
i sue (no Army planks or orange Kagools in sight!) and coff. it was off
to the bar to neck a fe\\ ociable be r:; - to get to kno'' our other group
members and in tructors.
The next morning it \ as up bnght and early at six o' clock and off to
the slope . There were a few minor mishap and . ome amazing tunt.·,
that even Eddie the Eagle Edwards would have been proud of. as 1he
student · got used to life without f1.:ct. After the fir t day C\crybody was
doing fine. learning good tcchniqm! ' , trying to forget bad ones and seeing
who had the biggc t bruise-. We got a shock when it wa time for the
touring pha. e of the BWT, after spending ~ours \~alking up a mountain
the piste ·eemed unfeasibly short! and then II was tune to lang lauf agam .
For omc, the journey down the pi te lasted longer than other:;. due 10 the
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f' t that the) were predominatel) on their back- ' ides . Even the
nstructOI'> found it demandin_ a LCpl Da\'e Honeywill proved when he
w iIJ<.'<i out a fe'' times - although none of u. mentioned. it . T! \\'it~1 a
fair know ledge of .·ki touring and un j,·al m the snow it wa ume to live
in it. Aller a couple of hours digging and .om_e . well desen'cd scorr: w~
had built our own now hole and ·.ve were urpn mgly ready to settle 111 1t
for the night.
The next morning it was ti1m: to ski back down to the lodge to dekit
and clean up.
fe\~ benie were upped whi~h 1r. 're than made up for
the night in the now hok and the next mommg "e left for Paderbom
good time wa had by all ~hat
, ith good memories and sore heads.
p nicipated and all want to go back next year - if you get the hance 'JU t
do it·. Our thanks go to the in tructor at the lodge and to Dave
Honen'ill and Lee Le,, is who pro,·ed at time even in tructors can wipe
out - deliberatelv of course.
The Troop Jia had a number of po tings recently. LCpl ar l
·c nthia· Pa\ ne is off to 24 ir fobile Bde, LCpl Ian ' cully '
ulloch and ig · cou e' Wallace who arc off to 14 Si~ Regt and Sig
·o·D·ary· O'Lear~ who is po ted out ~o era h motor~1k~s w1!h The
Royal ignals Motorcycle Display Team m Blandford. 1g Buzz B.u r~·
is posted on promotion - congrats to him - to 249 AMFL. be advised
enJO> 11 Buzz and inbound into the troop is Sig 'Harry' Ramsden fre · h
from the facto!) at 11 ig Regt.

'le

LAD
Chn tma leave over and so the LAD r turned to work . but not a
chee ed-off a expected. We were going back to work at a unit that
wasn't actually on Exercise for at lea tone month. When you belong to
20 Armd Bde.HQ & ig qn t200) that is omething to celebrate! oat
!rut a good chance to get the Yehicle up to scratch. gt Kevin Bailey
recent!) posted in blew the dust off hi coverall and attacked the many
vehicle awaiting PRE. A he in pected we fixed. as he m pected ome
more we fixed some more but it wa inevitable he was to beat us. o by
the time he had finished we had a bit of work on. We looked at the VOR
board. ar down cried for a while and then went at it. Jn the end (with the
aid of a fe,, shortened 'AAFI break that Tiff SSgt 1arshall as ured u·
we volunteered for) we got there just in time for Exercise.
For our reward we had time off to go kiing which turned out to be a
thoroughly enjoyable day. On top of that, a couple of good Jes on were
learnt. Firstly. by Cfn ·Junior· Tabel , who decided to try his hand a t
now boarding, never try to guide anything down a slope that is bigger
than your elf. Secondly, by Tiffy. try not to look an a s in front of a
couple of sarcastic Germans that speak Engli h ' 1ice k.iing mate.· o
all in aJl not a bad month, but I'm sure there is worse to come.
THE ROYAL IG~AL & DJVISIO 'AL
A LPI E SKI CHAMPIO ' HIP
After a hard training year it was decided. with much persuasion and
as urance that the OC (as an Jndependent Sqn Comd) could come and
'i it for free. Al o that 20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200) would enter a
team of ix people (Ca pt Stu Boyne, Sgt Calum Bruce, LCpl Phil
Gray, LCpl Ian McCulloch, LCpl Jim Powell and Cfn John Williams)
to compete in the Corp and Divisional Championship . After having to
return from leave early (oh the hardship!), the team left for the Corps
Championships, which were held in Kaprun, Austria. Due to
commitments. the team had unfonunately been unable to attend t11e Corps
ki Camp in December and therefore the aim of the week was to u e the
skiing. to prepare for the Divisional Championships. to be held the
following week in France.
Racing is nothing like free skiing, a we all soon found out. Being told
when to turn as opposed to doing it when you feel like it is po sibly the
harde t challenge, and w hen speed is added, it has a tendency to go
horribly wrong. Fortunately, there were some excellent instructors on
hand to offer their expert advice, most noticeably SSgt Andy • Aren't I
good' Bro,~n and our very own gt Calum 'The Bear' Bruce. It was
also comfoning to know and see that we were not the only ones. Despite
the relatively poor turn out, the level of competition was very high and
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. Even the foul weather, which marred a

couple of the days. did not dampen the spirits. Jn fact , it gave everybody
tb e op po r tu n ity to c atch up on the sleep lo t to Kaprun v ~r y
ac co mmod ating ni ght -life. Everybody, howc er. docs not include Lt
• indy' Craw ford , who would need months to catch up on what he lo ·1! !
A pa rt o f u team that had no experience of racing , it came a
somewhat of a surpri c to find that we were coming second in all of the
team events . This wa somewhat helped by the lack of depth in 7 Sig
Regt's team. or commonly known as 'Capo ' Clowns'. However, it was
also a tc tamcnt to the level of commitment and cnthu ia m displayed by
our own team . The final results had us fini hing a very creditable and
satisfying second O\ era II. behind 16 ig Regt and this cnt u · off to the
Div Champion hip in a much bt:tter frame of mind than the one we
arrived in for the Corp .
The Di Championships were held at Les Comimine in France and it
wa here that we hoped to put all the experiences of the la t couple of
days to good effect. However, even by lunch on the fir t day it was
ob iou that we were till unprepared and could not possibly compete
with the majority of other teams (one week in Kaprun i nothing
compared to i · week in Vcrbier). To their credit, this did not dampen
the spirit of the team, as we were determined to have a good time at any
co t. Th is was helped by the fanta tic weather for the first couple of days
and the very challenging courses set by the French ki Instructors.
As the week progressed it became apparent that the only way we were
going to qualify for the Army Championship , wa as very profe sional
Gate Keeper . Gate Keepers, for tho e non skiers, are usually the last 15
racers. who e job is to ensure that the racers go the correct way through
the gat . We, along with the remainder of the Signals team (except 16
Sig Regt) seemed to fill the majority of those la t 15 place on a regular
basi (if it wa not for Sp Bn ARRC the ignal would have filled tbem
all of the time). Unfortunately, the weather for the last couple of days of
the Champion hip deteriorated to such an extent, tliat the Blue Ribbon
event. the Downhill, had to be cancelled. This was to the relief of LCp l
Jim ' Of course l can ski' Powell, who was finding it difficult to stay on
hi ki and top on some of the lower courses. It was , however, a
di appointment to Capt tu 'The o e· Boy ne, who had brought hi
helmet especially.
It wa at this stage that our official visitor(s) arrived . Maj Jim 'I've
got an ?vfBE' Ric hardso n M BE, his driver - Sgt 'Griff' Griffiths and his
co-driver - WOJ (R M) Terry · 1 skied with 249 ' Cra ne. De pite the
weather. they managed to see some good racing, particularly by LC pl
Phil 'l beat the 21C' Gray, and gel in plenty of free skiing. Fonunately,
the only accident throughout the three weeks occurred to the minibus
when, whilst driving to the ki lift on the very first morning, the from
right wheel came off. Our thanks go to 220 Sig qn, who came to our
rescue with the joint u e of their minibu and C fn John ' I can fix
anything but thi minibus' Williams, who fixed the bus. Despite the
Team's rel atively low seeding , we once again managed to come away
from the Championships witb ome medal . This Lime it wa for third in
the Minor Units competition. Well done to 4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
who narrowly beat us. After the prize giving it wa time to depart for the
warmer climbs of Paderbom and back Lo work. However, not before one
last pany in downtown Les Contimine and what a pany! Once again Lt
'Cindy' Crawford behaved impeccably and was not escorted from the
pub! Overall it wa an OUTSTANDfNG Corps and Di v Championships,
that could only be improved with an increase in turnout. It was certainly
not the holiday many people thought we were on, despite the suntans
sported by u all on our retu rn . We all learnt a lot about ourselves
throughout the weeks, particularly when standing in the start gate for the
very first Giant Slalom (that nervous smell is a very distinctive one!) The
Squadron cenainly intends to compete again next year and will hopefully
partake in the ummer training camp in Zermatt.
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PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andrew Hopcraft
Tp S gt
Sgt orman Finnegan
December staned off busy for Papa Tp with our annual RSIT visit but
quickly turned into a blur of celebrations and partying. Topping the bill at
the quadron party was the grudge match between Cpl's 'Dinger (Busl a
Bloodvessel) ' Bell and 'Mino (Amazing Molars) ' Minorczyk, the whole
event being sponsored by Ron Hill. The Jnr Ranks Christmas Dinner saw
more rumblin g with the traditional food fight resulting in mo t of the
Officer and
COs escaping with minor cuts and scrapes (there's always
next year!) December saw the return of LC pl ' Mrs' M iggi ns and Sig
Paul Henderso n from BATUS (Random quote, ' No we really did work
hard there honest!') and the return for his second tour with the unit Cpl
Mick ' Glutton for punishment' Preston. We said goodbye, if only for
10,11 months to LCp l Kevin 'Geordie' Liddle attached to 249 Sigs for
their trip Lo orway.
In January, the Squadron took over the role of Armd HQ for the lead
armoured battle group of the JRDF. We were to be quickly tested in our
reaction timings and operational readiness, which inevitably led to a few
sandbag being pulled up by ome of the Sqn's Active Edge Veterans.
Elsewhere the newer members of the Troop were having a competition to
see who could devalue their new tax free cars the quickest - the winner
brmg Sig Mark Lowes for his crash into the central reservation and huge
ewcastle United sticker on his bonnet. Two members of the Troop, Cpl
Stuart Foste r and LCpl A ndy 'never in work' Higgins were part of the
Squadron ski team that came runners up in the divisional minor units
competition with C pl Foster qualifying for the Army championships good luck Stu !! Finally we say farewell lo LCp ls Andy '3rd mention this
article ' Higgins on his way to 3 Div and LCp l 'Lord Lucan ' Steven
Towers off to seek his fame and fortune in civvy street. Good luck lo you
both.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Odling
Tp SSgt
SSgt Heaton
The run up to Christmas proved to be like much of the year for the
Troop - hectic. After the end of Ex Arccade Fusion, it was time for the
Troop to get ready for the ' dreaded ' RSIT inspection. With only I week
to prepare for the inspection, it was decided by the powers that be, that
the Troop should work a 12-hour day. It seems that their wisdom and the
late nights paid off as the inspection went well. Now that the hard '~ork
was over, it was time for the 'silly season' to begin. It started off wi th a
bang, the two Troops decided to pool all their r~sources a~d have ·a
combined Christmas do. After many an hour racking our brams 1t was
decided that we would have a 70's night, thi would give some of the
older member of the Troop a chance to drag ome of the old clothes out
of moth balls and dress up. So, that wa one down, but still everal to
go .... After the Squadron Christmas bash and the mandatory Chnstmas
bun fight, it was them time to go home for a well deserved leave to recharge batteries for what i to come in 1998.
1998
ow it 1998 and this year look to be as bu y as the one j ust gone.
After returning from leave we were told it would be a gentle two weeks
of vehicle maintenance to get back into the wing of things. o. such
luck ...... first there was the J RDF readines test and now there 1 the
exercise looming aro un d the corner. Luckily for ome, they have
managed to escape by one way or another over the last few months. We
would like to say farewell to Sig 'Gus (its trawbcrry blonde)' Sygrove,
who has left us for 21 Sig Regt, Sig Paul Richard s who has left to
become Mr Richards (good luck Paul) and finally LCpl 'Get off your
knees ... tand-up ... oh you are .. . s tumpy ... etc, etc' mitb 180 . Here'
hoping the gra i greener for all of them.
SUPPORT TROOP VOXTRUP MARCH TEAM
This Squadron has always taken time out to en ter many local
competitions, and thi year it wa Support Tp' .tum. The enue was the
local reservis ts marching co mpetitio n held 111 a mall town ~ailed
Vox tru p. The co urse was set over a gruelli ng 14km tretch ot loca l
German countryside with varying terrain. This year Sgt ' Spike ' Hug~es
selected his team from a ca t of thousa nds and et about an extensive
training programme. The team cho en to represent the Support Tp. along
with gt Hughes was Cpl Sean Middleton and W02 (RQMS) Vmce_nt
Mc aught. The team et off early on Saturday 6th Dcce~ber 1997 with
a
a steady start and a time went by reali ed we were 111 w1_th a shout
trophy. Sgt Hughes pushed the team to the edge allowmg u to fimsh
with a 1.;reditable 3rd place. The Bde Commander wa at hand to welcome
the team home and to watch the presentations .. A good ?ay wa had by all
who attended the competition. It was also a mce surpns~ to ee .the local
organisers present a cheque for DM 500 to the Royal Brill h Legion.

fo:

LCpls Phil Gray and Ian McCulloch relaxing after a hard day's
racing
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LC pl Ian McCulloch at the top of the Slalom
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EXERCISE ARJSTORAT DIAMO. D
The opportunity to escape from the rigour of life in one of the bu ie t
Signal quadrons in the Corps rarely presents itself, especially with the
onset of RSIT. However. for two week. in December, eight members of
the Squadron swerved RSJT and trekked down to Kaprun , Austria for
some high altitude (not to mention extremely cold) ski training. With four
of the crew (Cpl Fo ter, Capt Ayers, LC pl Higgins and Sig Ellis) who
had so ably competed in last years Corps and Divisional championship
still present, promising newcomers to the sport (Cpl Bapty, Sig Battey
and ig Stanto n) and Sgt Colledge who was undertaking a few days
refre her before embarking on an instructors course, the team was
confident. Having arrived safely in Kaprun and hoehomed ourselves and
equipment into the apartment. the team settled into their routine, which
belied their habits. LCpl 'Where have you been for the last 6 months?'
Higgins spent mot of the time in the toilet which was probably induced
by Cpl 'Gourmet Chef' Foster's spicy meals. Cpl 'GWA' Bapty en ured
that the new breed of techs carry the ame 'ad min ' reputation of hi
forebears whilst Sia Ben ' ls it or isn't it fractured?' Battey and Sig "Tim
(Daydreamer)' St:nton attempted to smoke themselves to death. Sig
Mark 'On the head son' came away whilst on disembarkation leave to
JCUNI. Good luck. Sgt teven 'Geordie Lad' Colledge and Capt Roger
'Wot no minibus again' Ayers were the clean living example to the re t
of the group.
The skiing itself was marred by the weather and storms that meam that
race training was affected and much powder kiing wa done. Over the
gt A nd y Brown and Sgt Dean
first week under the tutelage of
McK enzie '. technique and confidence improved significantly. After the
first week Sgt Colledoe vacated the apartment to go on his instructor
course. H~ later proved~ all wrong by actually passing the course! Well
done, Ste en.
With a rest day in the middle to recharge batteries and empty wallets,
the econd week commenced with slalom and GS training. The weather
again con pired against us with heavy fall of snow and bitingly cold
wind sweeping across the glacier. On the Tu day ig ·Ben' Battey had
a bad fall and was taken to the local ho pita! where they diagnosed a
fractured tibia . (On return to ewcastle, he was told that he had not
fractured it!) He spent the res t of the week being the exped hou e-boy.
Two days later, much to th e chagrin of Capt yers , who had to
accompany him to the hospital for the rest of the day. Sig Elli , landed ?n
his head (so no damage done then) and had to be casevac d. De pile
injuring a quarter of the participa1.11s on the expedition. Ex Ari torat
Diamond was a di tinct success wllh 1mpre s1ve improvement by all
concerned. At the end of the exerci e. we\ ere picked up by LCpl 'Rob'
irignano. in the Garrison HQ hed minibu and fortuitously bro.ught
home to O nabruck, just in time to go on Xmas Leave but havmg mis ed
the end-of-year panies.
DIVISIO AL KJ CHA 1PION HIP
The four be t skier left landing from the previou exped were
elected to race in the Div hampionships at L Contamines in France
in early January. Capt Ayers had decided not to compete at the Corps
meet the week before which obviou ly gave the other units a chance. The
team of Capt yers, 'cpl Foster, Cpl Bap()• and LCpl Higgins departed
late due to Capt yers over-sleeping (he claim it was due to the
previou nights O leaving party). Having left camp, we had to return. to
pick up a few forgotten things of LCpl Andy Higgins. That night, ha\ mg
spent a cold but beery. night in the minibu, in Chamonix. the team felt
.
,
.
,
geared for the com(Jellt1~n.
The Div Champ1onsh1ps appeared to be a mix of profc 1. nal . orp
teams the largely Cavalry officer· team and the Connthian . pmtcd
ignals team . The resort . though mall. provided excellent fac1litie and
the race pistes were well groomed de · p11e the poor no\\. A· the
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unpctition progr s ed. It became apparent that the Black R~ts were .one
of the better ll!nals unit team. and that the) had a chance m the M mar
Lnit champ1on~h1ps. Despite the good initial seedings. the team fad ed,
,, tth C pl tua r t Foster ~kung well below his best and Cpl Bapty. a
no\ ice 10 Alpmc racmg. propping up the lower reaches of the seed and
bcc,lming a perennial gatekce;-ier. Luckily. after a few days our luck and
pcrforn1ances 1111pro,cd 31 the · n' et of the fa ter Downhill and Super G
race. Large!) on borrowed ·quipment. Cpl Foster and Capt ycrs
b -gan to cla\\ their \\ay back up the seeding · w :•h Cpl Bapt)' and L pl
Higgi n finding their nkhcs in the race order.
.
.
,\\\ ay from the slop". the team was kept bu y borrowmg equipment.
preparing . k1 · and attending race meetings. Luckily Cpl Bapty brought
his Pia) talion and T\'Yideo. Whit 1 Cpl Foster sla,ed over the oven

cooking our food or do1cd. Capt Ayers and LCpl H.iggins beca me
add icted to ony Actua Golf2. FIFA 97 etc. In the meantune, Cpl Bnpty
appea red to sleep all hours of tht: day and night. The Slalom race · on the
la t two days were affected by new snow and poor vi ibility. For the latt.:r
racers, the coursl! beca me rutted and very difficult to ski. Capt Ayers
perfo rmed badl y in the cond it.ions.' Cpl Foster scraped eno.ugh good
perfo m1ances togethe r to qualify for the Army hamp1onsh1ps. LCpl
Higgins steadily impro ved his res ult s a r~d Cp l Bapt.y , apart from
forgetting hi · ski . glow s. pass etc one morning, learnt quickly. The final
re. 'iilts proved that mall un funded team can compete with the ~argcr
units. We came 2nd m the mmor units and were 15th (out of 25) m the
whole competition . E\'en mo re of a re lief to the te a m was that th e
minibu got us home to Osnabruck.
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R 'vi

HE DQ ART ER
l:lj I. Ca meron-M owat
WOl (R 1) P. Atkin on

The quadron returned from Chri tma and Po t Bo nia leave t:raight
into it u ual chaotic timetable. The Divi ional Exerci e. Rhino Charge,
loomed at the beginning of February. and we had build up Exercis~ as
well a first line to be quashed into January. Another welcome dram on
our time was the numerou. celebratory drink required after the recent
round of promotion . The quadron ha had a particularly succe ful year
and congratulations must be extended to the OC, W02 (Yof'S) G raha m
Pa rde" , W02 (RQ 1 ) Geoff Hod gson, Sg t (Fof'S) A ndy Ga rrett
and S gt imon 1urray.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt lurphy
Tp gt
SSgt loa ne
ince Bosnia it's been all hands on deck to tum the Troop fleet
around. A lot of hard graft ha been put in to the task. which wa made
harder b) the fact that nearly 30% of our experience ha just been posted
out. o well done the Troop. Ex Rhino Charge got off to a flying start
when the first vehicle in the first packet refused to tart, and had to be
towed to the railhead. Despite freezing conditions troop morale wa
maintained by the culinary delight of Restaurant Radio Relay, and
watching others constantly lipping over in what came to be known as the
ice rink (or was that car park?) location. Lastly farewell to LCpl 'Daz'
Mordecai (on promotion) and Cpl Eddy Aggar. A hearty welcome to
the land of Panzer Rash i extended to Sgt Dave loan e and his wife
Lorna and dog Molly (or wa that Long Wheel Based Rat?), C pl Pa ul
Mu s on . wife J a ne and on Da mian , Cpl Mick Robj an t, LCpl's
J e nkin on and C lifton and igs Robe rt Ross. G regor Dick and finally
to Gareth yto and wife Kim.
BRA\'0 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt C arter
Return from the well deserved post tour and Christmas leave has
pu hed the Troop into a change of manpower from SSgt, Sgt through to
the ignalman on the tank park. Work started on the 6th January
preparing for one of the Troop and Squadrons Exerci es, B Tp deployed
on the 8th January to the far reache of Hohne training area, to sec up the
ne\\ improved Bde Complex. With LC pl Ross Gl ea ve directing, C pl
'Richie' Richmond (the new Complex Cpl) and the new troop Sgt, Sgt
J a me Runchman , over aw the Troop set up. Fun was had by all, even
laughter wa heard in the complex which soon became a mudbath, not the
desired urroundings for the Bde Staff.
The Exercise came to an unscheduled but welcome halt at about
0200hrs, which gave cve!)·one a chance to get some shut-eye. Even the
Hntel Rebro came in allowing Cpl Harvey and Sig Whetlor to get even
more sleep. The first Exercise was hardly over and done with when Lt
'Rich· Carter sent the Troop out on another one. The new improved Bde
complex proved to be more than a handful with more problems arising
day by day. The Troop then deployed on Ex Rhino Charge that gave the
Tp gt and LC pl .Jonah Jon es a chance to catch up on some of their long
forgotten trade skills for the first time in years. However the exercise was
a great success and the Troop have a busy time to look forward to with
hrst Lmes, PREs and more exercise preparation.
The Troop wisht.:s to extend a warm welcome to its new members:
Sg t ' s .Jim Runchman and And y Buckle, Cpl Richmond and Sig's
£ranter and Cowley, also sad farewells go to some long last ing members
C pl One Rimme r. LCpl Ross Gleave, Sig Mark Young and ig Dave
Hallwa)
OP , ES TROOP
Lpon returnmg from Bo;.nia, the Squadron d ispersed for some well
de cr.ed leave. However, not everybody took the opportunity for a little
re t
'gt imon 'Sex God' Murray decided it \lould be better for us all
it he tried to lose himself in the Brccon Beacons. Unfortunately, he made
11 back to work and the cry of 'Boots and Haircuts' was heard all around

Hohne Garri on. ow that the leave is over, and haircuts have been
forced upon u once again . we can settle back into our usual hectic
routine. The in pcction of our tracked vehicles mu t be carried out with
their u ual enthusia m and the never ending task of fixing cables has
been given to the newc ·t member of our Troop, C pl G udge. But at least
we can hide away in our workshops with our soldering irons out, and
wallet brimming with much unspent cash.
With the start of 1998. the Troop aid Goodbye and Good Luck to a
few well known members. Back to Blandford went C pl An dr ew
' Demands' Owe n, he joins Slipper Tp, I I Sig Regt. Also saying a fond
farewell to l-lohne i gt C harles McG iffe n, 4 Amid Bde now has the
pleasure of his company. Another lo s to the Troop is Sgt Ri ck 'My
mate, your mate ' Davey. One more departure from the Troop, hopefully
not for good. is LCpl teve 'T2 - Judgement Lobe ' L ivesey, who leave
us for a three month tour with 20 Armd Bde in Paderborn. A big hello
mu t go to our ne\ Tp Sgt. The words efficient, intelligent, keen and
good egg, do not de cribc him. Sgt Julian ' Johnny Bravo ' T horn e ha
kept u in fits of cringes at his joke and fits of laughter at his choice of
cars. urely anybody who owns a Renault Twiglet and desire a mini i a
beer hort of a six-pack, also 3oinmg the Troop is the fighting fit C pl
Owen 'Tinky Winky' Gudge. Yet another new arrival is LC p l Scott
'Huey' T homas who achieved celebrity tatus on hi first PT ession. We
are also forced to mention our Lord and Master, SSgt And r ew ' My
Body Is A Temple and I Worship It Every Hour' Ga r rett, who manages
to find time in his busy gym schedule to work for the good of his humble
disciples . However, despite his fanatical fitness regime, he still fails to
beat W 0 2 G r aham 'flapper' Pardew at a BFT. Unfortunately we have
to say a temporary goodbye to our Ops Offr, Ca p t 'Grey By ature '
G r ay as he is off to Bosnia.

J
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EXERCl E 1ERA MER CURY
Soldiers from 210 Sig Sqn recently returned from a 3-week Expedition
to climb Mera Peak, in the Everest Region of the epal Himalaya. Mera,
at 6476m (2 I ,247ft), is the highest mountain in epal which requires no
real technical climbing skill, and the group of eight included seven novice
mountaineers. The team new into Kathmandu. and straight out again the
next morning by a small twin engined light aircraft to an invigorating
landing on the mountain airstrip at Lukla. Ten day of trekking followed,
through very remote, steep, green countryside, over swaying suspension
bridges, and across high passes, until the group reached the mountainous
high camp of Khare at 4900m.

S igs Vicky Moran a nd Nick M ie rs on the approach trek
The weather had been uncharacteri tically poor for the time of year,
and a great deal of snow had fallen. However, on the day we climbed on
to the Mera Glacier, and up to the Mera La, a glaciated col at 541 Sm, _the
sun hone and rewarded us with spectacular views of the surroundmg
peaks, hanging glacier , sheer rock wall~, and the climb ahead.

Q M DEPARTME, T
QM
Capt W. J. Drain
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) G. Hodgson
The department is now afely back from post Bosnia/Christmas leave
in one piece. although Sig ' Bart' impson didn ' t make it as his DM400
CD Player (Ford Granada) didn ' t even get him out of the main gate! The
Department is at its busiest since returning from Bosnia, getting ready for
another hectic exercise eason, however we have still found the time to
have a beer or two assi ·ting the RQ W02 (RQMS) 'Geoff' Hod gson in
celebrating his selection for promotion to WOI- Well Done! Another bit
of luck has befallen C pl Jim 'Do You Know I'm Posted?' G reen who
has recently received his final posting order to 20 Armd Bde, so watch
out Paderborn! We think that the QM Ca pt Wa lly Drain has finally got
the message and has stopped saying DOBRA since his return from
Bosnia, but only after numerous fines for crates - by the way Sir, you still
owe TWO of them .. ....
We'd like to welcome LCpl tuart Rowles and his wife Bernie who
have joined us from sunny Blandford and we wish them a good tour with
us here in Hohne, and good luck on the birth of their baby due in April.
Lastly, onwards and upwards for the Desert Rats QM Dept.

Th e Highly P romot able Com ms Ops
Maj Ian Came ron -Mowat, SSgt Si Murray,
W02 (RQMS) Geoff Hodgson , SSgt (FofS) Andy Garrett
and W02 (YofS )G raham Pardew

We had spent the previous day accl imatizing and doing some training.
and, despite a great deal of snow, were hopeful that within two days we
would reach the summit. Having camped ju ·t below the col, we awoke
the following day to the now all too familiar low cloud and a fre hening
wind. The route up to the planned high camp at 5800m was completely
ob cured. After roping up and attempting to make progress through deep
snow, an hour later we had gained less than 50m, and the weather was
wor ·ening. Nobody had summitted in the previous ten days due to deep
snow and the risk of avalanche, and we were not about to break the duck.

Sig S t u Tucker pauses on the final pass at 4500m
Our way back down, we met with other a piring clim bers wh? ha? had
a far worse time of it than u . Two local epalese sherpas had died m the
area . one on the ame route a u , and more than one team had fou nd
themselve separated from their upport, in very poor weather. The rou~e
ou t in o lved cro sing one, las t high pa , and here we were agam
rewarded wi th some out landing iews. T hen on, back down to Lukla. a
day exploring and relaxing, and the flight back to K_ath_ma n ~u in a
Rus ian surplus Hip Helicopter. Kathmandu greeted us with II not e and
extraordinary cultural mix, and after a day of temple , tupas, ~ddhu .
burning ghats. snake chamwr , rick haws lnd :i _great .deal of eatmg and
ouvenir hopping we headed back to Englnnd via an mtere tmg 24 hour
stop over in Karachi.

LCpl Russ Heynes on the Mera La

EXERCISE BRAVO BRAVE
Ex Bravo B rave. the brainchild of gt Fairfield, wa a Troop In itiative
Exercise based in the Colchester area. Six intrepid team from Bravo Tp
were given a set o f ta ks, and a rmed only ~vit h the.ir wits (or 1s that
di armed?) were launched onto an unsuspectmg publtc for an excellent
day's competition.
.
The aim of the day wa · to complete a' many of the ta k as po::. 1ble
using as much init iative, imagination and ense of humm~ r a they could.
The day tarted wi th the teams hav ~n g ab o lutely no idea as to what
awa ited them. a they were ushered m to the crew room before muster
parade. One by one, the teams ' ere called fo rward. gt\ en their t:i. ks '.,Ind
allowed fi ve minute 10 get off camp. and not allowed to ren1m helore
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h If pa~t four. The ta. ks to be completed included; appear on TV or
Radio, muck mt the elephants at Colchester Zoo, and sen·e tea and cakes
10 resident of <l retirement home. ounds simple'? Don't you believe it!
, fter t\\o t.:am man," ·d to g.:1 thenrel\'e on GR. and Mellow FM.
th~ opuon' began to di)· up. S ig Fletcher managed to c_ombine the da(s
a ti' ihc' with an anatomy le on. swiftly preceded by his allempt 10 milk
a bull'

Area cleaning African style, LCpl Russ Heynes and
Sig John Duran
The da) wa an out:.tanding ucces . and an excellent way to finish off
the work ing year. The trophy. made by gt Fairfield and resident chippy
ig Richardson , wa· presented to the winning team by the Sqn Comd,
:\laj Watts, at a spec ial pre entation where team recounted their storie
of the da).
VPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
i\Iaj (QM) Ben Britton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Latimer
The Troop lo e -ome of its favourite characters this i ue. as we say
goodbye to V 01 (YofS) ·Monty ' lontgomery to BOD Donnington on
promotion, WOJ (FofS) ' Phil' Cooper off to Northern Ireland , and Sgt
'Trc,·' Croxon off to I I ig in Blandford . Fortunately there ha e been
reinforcements as well. in the form of W02 (YofS) Tomlinson and \\'02
FofS) Knight who. if early indications are correct, w ill drink ju t as
much as their recently depa n ed counterparts! Al o po ted in are Cpl
rmitage RLC from 1 Green Howard in 0 nabruck, and Cpl Butlin
from 280 ig qn.

ig '. Cpl Roy Turner, and wife Lorraine are celebrating the birth of
their new baby son. William. Mother and baby arc both doing fi ne,
although Cpl Turner is looking much older!
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bowdler
Tp gt
Sgt Shclmcrdinc
Firstly, und most importantly, the Troop would like to congratulate
S gt Ke' in ·Don "t call me ir. l work for a living· Sh elmer dine on his
selec11on for promotion to \.\02 , "ho will have 10 spend his pay rise on
getting a new catch phrase! Also, congratulations go lo C pl M ark Tench
for hi promotion to Sgt . and to Sgt Fai r fie ld on his marriage to
Michelle. Bravo Tp would like to welcome Cp l Rutl a nd , LCpl Dyble,
ig Letton, ig Chacksfield. ig lcKenzie and ig W hite to the fold .
With ·o many celebration · to do, the only thing for it wa to have a Troop
drink without funher ado! As the crate of beer began to pile up on the
table in the bar, it was easy to tell that was going to be a big one - let's
just ay that quadron PT next morning wa even more hard work than
usual!
EXE RCI E PA RTHIAN SHOT
This year, Ex Parthian hot took on a much lower profile th an on
previou years, and wa to last just over two days. The main aim was for
it to act as a general shake out exercise after the Chri tma break, and for
the Brigade tafT to plan for a forthcoming map exercise. It al o gave
Alpha Tp chance to do ~ome refresher training on their nying drill ,
having missed out on Gryphons Eye due to bad weather. Bravo Tp started
the Exerci e off. and once set up there was little communicating to do. so
we took the chance to perform a few first line inspections in the field.
The new Chief of Staff ' plan for the last day, transformed what would
have ended up as a fairly dreary excrci e for the troops. Wh ilst the
remnants of the quadron packed up to go home, a ll the Brigade Staff
and the Officers and eniors of the Signal quadron were off on a log
race! Of course, the Signal Squadron won, but even the honour of the
Squadron took second place to the enjoyment felt by the lads, that for
once it was them drinking tea while somebody else wa worki ng!

HOT OFF THE PRES
Late news has ju 1 come in that SSgt ·chief' 1cCulloch has ju t been
promoted to \\'0 2 on posti ng to orthern Ireland - nice one Chiefl
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Dan Ashton
SSgt Jim Alger
Tp SSgt
First of all. mega congratulations go to SSgt Jim 'Lager ' Alger on a
well de se rved se lec ti on fo r promo tion to W0 2. B ig A lpha Army
welcomes go to ne\\ Tp gt. Sgt Walton fro m the province, and Sigs
Palmer, Gordon and Downard, fresh from the factory. The Troop also
say a sad farewell and wishes the best of luck to Sig Harvey off to 2 1

Pre sent ation o f LS a nd GC Me d a ls to
Cpls Co nnor, Farme r a nd Bra dley a nd W02 (YofS l Ro se
HELICO PTE R DUN KE R DRI LLS
by Sig Austin
It was a wet, drizzly Tuesday morning when the 16 volunteer boarded
the rninibus and departed for RNAS Yeovilton. We arrived at the aval
Air Station to rehearse our drills, if in the unfortunate event a helicopter
we should be nying in ditche in water. We were shown into the 'Under
Water E cape Training Unit' pool, signed in, and then were briefed about
the escape drill and why they should be followed precisely. We were
issued a pair of trainers and a set of coverall , which were spotless,
compared with our own covera ll s which are covered in dirt, oil and
grease from ou r dai ly vehic le main tenance. There are four phases
involved in the dunk drill . Each phase was conducted in a 'mock up'
helicopter fuselage which was dropped into the pool and allowed to fill
with water. Mean while eight of us were strapped in by our seatbelts unt il
we were fully ubmerged, and then it was time to get out! We were
dunked four times as outlined be low:
First Phase
- Helicopter in upright position and submerged.
Second Phase
Submer ion, 180° rotation of mock up
(upside down).
- Submer ion, 180° rotation in reduced lighting
Third Phase
(upside down and almost dark).
Fourth Phase
Submer ion, 180° rotation in total darkne s
(upside down. no lights!)
Escape became second nature after a couple of phases; until the Chief
Petty Officer controlling the dunker turned the light off and then
disorientation set in.
All went well until Sig Wilkin son , who arranged the whole day,
decided to call the staff ' avy Poofs' and my teriously his drills became
hindered, slowing his escape, just a if he was wearing concrete hoes.
Well done to everyone who took part, especially Sig Hill who attempted
the first phase but is cared of confi ned spaces. Al o our thanks to the
in trnctors and staff of the Under Water Escape Training Un it.

Brig ade S taff (B) t ra il a spe ed in g Squadron Team

Maj P. J. Davies
WOI (RSM) D. G. Skimming

CO .GRAT L TJON
Congratulations go to the fo llo\lii ng on receiving the Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal:
W02 (YofS)Rose
Cpl Bradley
Cpl Connor
Cpl Farmer
LCpl Bickford was presented wi th the Joint Commanders
Commendation. Congratulation also go out to W02 Steve Carr on bis
promotion to \VO I.
LO~G

SERVICE A1 D GOOD CO. D CT PRESE1 TATlO
On IS January the Squadron was visited by Maj Gen C. '. G. Delves
CBF: 0 . 0 , GOC 3rd ( K) Di vision. During his visit he wa ho ted by 1
1ech Bde ergeants' Mess and invited to present commendations to Mr
Bobb~ ~1cKay (formerly Sig), LC pl Kevin Bickford and SSgt ·Ash'
A hbridge AG for ou t landing service in the Former Republic of
Yugc;>:.laHa Capt ~e1_1 McKenzie read the citations that gave fascinating
and mspmn1;1 dcscn puons of the events. The General then gave each their
Commendauons m the presence of their fami lies and friends. The GOC
then presented pl teH Connor REME, Cpl •Brad ' Bradley, Cpl
Peter Farmer and finally W02 (YofS) Paul Rose with their LS&GC
medab. A lier the pre. entauon the GOC mixed with the sol di ers and their
bm:sts \\hilst shanng an odd glass or two of champagne.
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Presentation of Joint Commander's Commendation
L-R: Maj Davies, LCpl Bickford, Mr McKay, SSgt Ashbridge,
Maj Gen Delves

T H E QM'S EM PIRE
by LCpl Deas
The past few months have been unus ually quiet in the Empire. This
has been due to the long awaited promotion of Sgt ' Rhino' Henry who
has been bani hed to Loughborough for bei ng too loud. Congratulations
anyway cupcake! Another part-t imer is LCp l ' Rat Boy' Jones who i on
holiday in BATUS for five months. Farewell wishes also go to Capt
'Mullah· Hean ev who has crossed the water to orthem Ireland, as a
resu lt the Cypriot economy ha hit an all-time low as stocks of brandy
sours have become depleted. Welcome to the Q!vl, Capt bbott, who has
arrived from the School of Signal to the rough end o f the spectrum.
Another addition to the Empire has been Sgt ' Snoozy· Brown fro m IS
Sig Regt, who on his last two mess fu nctions has had to be carried to his
bed after falling aslee p in his food. Huge co ngratul atio n to W02
(RQ MS) Steve Carr who has been elected fo r promotion to WO I.
Thank for everythi ng that you have done and good luck in the future .
The Echelon Crazy Gang is goi ng to miss you. The Empire's chedule is
starting to fill up due to the looming exercise period. Last but not lea t,
well done to Cpl ' Brad' Bradley who has ju t received his Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal. The question is on everyone's lips is ' How did
you manage to stay out of trouble for that long?'
MT
SSgt Forrester
MT SSgt
MT Sgt
Sgt Smith
There have been a lot of postings in and out recentl y. So to start with a
few hello and goodbyes. Fir tly welcome to LCpl Chri Umney who
has joined us from 280 ig Sqn. Also welcome to Sigs Jim ·Toolbox'
Boward. Steve Local, And y Hamilton and John Leach who have
joi ned u s from B la nd fo rd . We bi d a sa d fa re well to LCpl Scott
'Chinner ' Chinnery who has left us for 14 ig Regt. The crafty cockney
will be mi sed by all. Tbe latter end of 1997 saw the MT busy back
loading the old Land Rover 11 0 Defenders in exchange fo r the Land
Rover Wolfs, so in between co nversion train ing wh ich fo r Sig Liam
Britton was done in Oasis-style ' Roll With It!!· Armed to the teeth with
paint and bmsh we set to work on the 11Os an excellen1 job done by all,
well done troops.
BE1 GAL TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ick Shenow
Tp S gt
SSgt Dave Gosney
Exercise approaches yet again. the adventures of the past two month
fo llow. We wi h to welcome gt Harrison to our ranks from ' ITAT. He
ha already demon trated a surprisingly good knack of tell ing jokes.

1 MECHANISED BRIGADE HQ AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)

Sqn Comd
R M

SABRE TROOP
A/Tp Comd
gt John Rurla nd
A/Tp SSgt
Sgt Paul Storey
Just before Christmas Leave, Sabre Tp joined Bengal Tp on their visit
to the UWETU at RNAS Yeovilton. The unit is commonly called the
'DUNK TANK'. The day was a very eventful one and enjoyed by most,
except a certain cottish person who was quite brave in confronting the
Navy divers with a few generalisations about their inclinations ....... Other
than that the Troop has had a quiet period preparing for the new exercise
season.
We have had an influx of postings, and they are as follow : C pl teve
M in ers and his family, who are due to join him on completion of hi~
Class I Course. LCpl igel ewton and his wife C laire and family from
I (UK) Div, Herford. Sig Tony Dawson from Trg. ig ean Knight from
Trg.
Departures are as follows: LCpl Da ve Saund er s on his a11achment to
the White Helmet Motorcycle Display Team.
Congratulations go to: Sgt Pa ul and L isa torey on the birth of their
son P atri ck. Cp l Pau l and Kath y Young on the birth of their so n
Jordan .

The budding volunteers for Helicopter dunking drills

BE GAL TROOP TRAINING
by Sig Green
.
_
The Bengal Tp Trg Ex was designed to show the new old1ers 111 the
Troop how the Bde Main HQ operates. Seeing Bde Main HQ wa a
cultu re shock. All we have been u ed to recentl y is working in the
garages maintain ing vehicle_. l~ wa a relief to dei;il o.y on exercise to
show the new oldicrs what hfe Ill the fi eld 1 hke wnhm a Bngadc HQ.
A part of the Comm Ops crew I did not depl oy with the rest of the
Troop straight away as our vehicle had mec~an i c a l problem . _however.
we joined the re t o f the Troop on the square JU t befo re deploymg to our
fi rst location. When we eventually joined our packet, the complex tentage
had been dismantled and wa being packed away ready to move. We
wer too late to help (unfo rtunately).
We left the square for our first location and moved into a farmyard .
There wa a udden burst of activity as people m hed about ellmg up the
complex. A soon as we had set up, communications were established, I
at down to be bamboozled with information from Cpl Cooper about
Comms Op and it rol e within th e HQ . By thi · time we had apt
Shcnow fim1ly ti ed on the radar - crui ing at a tcady altitude. Comm
Ops doe n "tactually fo1m part of the main complex ·o when there wa · a
les on on Kipling or the Tactical Intercom I hnd to put my kit on and
make my way o er to Billy mart ' Circus extravaganza. A · well n
learning about Comm Op . I also had to learn about new equipment. On
the fi rst night I wa. taught about the Clairman ecure peecl1 Hame_s ,
this i a series of bo es and cables that allow you to operate the radi o~
from other point in the vehicle in tead o f from the radio face it elf
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Operating the radios just rrom the face would prove difficult a the radios
are . pread around the back of the 'Panzer· . That evening I al ·o learnt
about the Tactical Intercom (TAC IC or Red Brick). this i a red box with
;1 keypad that allow· you to dial up and talk to other annoured vehicles in
the location. rather than re orting to nmner. Ptarmigan or
R to pas a
routine mes. age. The long winter night on exercise will just fly by. Day
mo was another dn) of learning and once awake we prepared to move
location. Before we am,·ed in our new location we had a few practical
le'>Ons to do on the Driver Training rea. One of the e le ·on was
'ehiclc reco,er,;. An AFY 132 was abandoned in the middle ofa two foot
deep puddle that had turn<~ into a pond. To recover it we had to connect
tow chains to two AFV 436. that, under careful control, were able to pull
the 432 out. Tho ·e attaching the tow chain. were up to their wai t in
\\ater and got extremely cold and wet fiddling with the hackles in the
December air. Once dried ofT we were given a demon tration on trip
llare .

Vehicle recovery during Benga l Troop Training
Unknown to any of u . a flare had already been set up and on our way
LO the le on it \\'a unexpectedly et off by a hocked ig 'Wehby'
Webster howing all the tealth and cunning of a large bull in a very
small china hop! En route to our new location we were taught and then
practiced our vehicle anti-ambush drill . We were not far from location
when BA. G. we were ambushed. Immediately moke grenades were
released and the packet split up heading off in different direction . We
then re-grouped at a pre-arranged RV which, as an SOP, is the next point
on our route cards.
Upon pulling into our new location, we set up the HQ and had more
lesson- for the new arrivals in the Troop. Sig Bob Yuille conducted the
les on. and we were hown how Kipling operated and the basics of
creating message and Loring them ready to be sent. We encountered
difficulty sending the message over the HF net and unfortunately
couldn't pass it, {the message that is). At the end of the exercise we were
taken \~a the cenic route around Salisbury Plain Training Area. thanks to
ig Hall's map reading skills - taking a lead from hi Tp Comd. A few Utums later and slight detours we got back to camp about three weeks
later. where we had a controlled turnaround . inspection and then home for
the weekend. The exercise was a very worthwhile introduction to an

nnd Tp in the field but there is still much to learn which I'm sure I'll
pick up a we spend the next few wonderful weeks on exercise.
POTE 'TIAL JU lOR NCO CO R E
by Sig Wilson
We arrived at the Brecon on a sunny October day. After unloading
and packing away everything it was time to get changed into sports kit so
WOI (RSM) Skimming could take us on a hort nm to get our bearing .
As the re t of the course unfolded we covered everal different subject .
Time was spent on the range . doing indi vidual battle ranges, live firing
including the GPMG and section attacks. All th is was perfonncd under
the guidance of S gt Forrester . The individual battle range and li ve
firing attack were refre hers as most o f us had ju. t returned from Ex
Lion un in Cyprus where we had carried out similar live firing attack .
A lot of emphasis wa · pent on map and com pa s exercises and lessons,
culminating in two orienteering sty le navigational exercises.
Our instructor for map and compass was pl Dave Skingley. After
several le sons, mo t ections were full of knowledge and the other four
ection went their separate ways. After a few hour all but one ection
had fini hed . The sectio n in question was led by Sig ' Pathfinder '
Copeland. They did eventually manage to find the way, but on the night
navigation there wa a very similar repeat with the same section having
more problem with their map reading. The cour e ended with a final
exerci e. The build up to the exercise led to the final attack, a two
pronged affair, myself leading one attack, whilst the then ig, and now
LCpl Bickford led the other. After some fierce house clearing and some
superb fire uppon by my GPMG gu nners, Sigs Copeland and 0 Shea,
the enemy wa defeated. So with E D EX called we went back to
Tidwonh. all that wa lefl was for the top tudent to be announced and to
collect hi trophy. l wa presented the trophy by Col Gallaway prior to a
career briefhe \as about to give with 216 and 249 Sig Sqns present.
TECHWKSPS
IC Wksps
SSgt Crozier
Well. it's been a busy few months in the workshops, with a few new
faces posted in and some old faces po ted out. First and foremost we
received a breath of fre h air in the form of SSgt George 'Gunny
Highway ' Crozier . Since arriving from 3 Div he has successfully
transfonned the old 'can of worms' into a new all singing and dancing
workshop . exactly what this place needed. Also we can say hello to Cpl
Steve 'Chicken· George traight off bis TI. He is presently on his Royal
Signal Corporal Course, so best of luck there. Just remember, don't flap
a don't forget the pecking order! Another new arrival is LCpl ' Stu '
Rowbottom straight from the factory. He 's already got to grips with the
econd line side of life. It remains to be seen if he will perform as well
on the ftrst line maintenance under the watchful eye of Sgt Reg 'Erner'
Ebanks.
This month we say goodbye to W02 (FofS) Boyd (now Mr), although
none of us were I 00% sure what he looked like! Also the awesome Cpl
E ddie Edwards is leaving us, again soon to be Mr. No more will the
shout of 'DOH !!!' echo through the workshops.
All that remains is to welcome Joseph , the latest addition to the
Faizey clan, into the world. Cpl Paul Faizey, has been working on his
scheme to take over the planet for several years now, and his private
Anny of litt le Faizeys now number thou and . All the best Paul and
Thea . Also congratulations to LC pl ' Don't get big, get massive! '
1urphy who will be a substantive Cpl by the time this is printed.

5 AIRBORNE BRIGADE HQ AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (216 Para)
Aldershot

LPH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt M. J. Chambers
Tp Sgt
S gt K. Read
Another busy period for the Troop as we 'pioneered' the use of a
TALO Tac HQ on Ex Lanyard 111 with J RGR. Members of Alpha Tp
deployed to outh Cerney, prepared vehicles and then followed in on C130 Hercules with the Rapid Air Land onto Brawdy Airfield - home of 14
S1gs. We arrived and set up the Tac HQ in the dark an hour before the
Commander arrived. Once the Gurkhas had dug into the Regiment 's
cricket pitch we drove back onto the Hercules and headed for home.
Lt hamber and gt Read headed the Squadron's 5AB Bde March
and Shoot Team managing an excellent time for the March/Orienteering
Pha. e and a creditable re ult overall. Without even pausing for breath
. Sgt Read \\ent o~ to organise (with a little help from the Tp Cpls) the
best quadron hnstmas function in recent history. The highlight of the
e~enmg was the live band that included 2Lt John 'Gallagher' Griffiths.
One of the priLcs \\On at the Christmas function raffle wa the
opportunity to be R M for the day. gt 'The Quaff' Jones won and the
following Wednesday the Squadron paraded in togas for a morale
boosting twenty-four hours• ecdle s to say the PRJ's income from ale
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was extremely high that day. Alpha Tp remained in the Christmas sp irit
by later deploying onto a brewery visit , followed by an even ing at a
greyhound track, finished off (for those sti ll standing) at a night-club in
Reading. Thank goodness Christmas only occurs once a year. The next
day the Squadron 'pond life' destroyed the Officers and SC O's football
team 5-1 with Sgt Read being casevac'd off.
We said a sad farewell to the Bdc Comd and welcomed the new one
from ITC Catterick. 1998 has kicked off early with the Brigadier and
;ara Tac p~r~chuting onto 2 Para's TESEX. The Sqn Comd, Maj Olly
What day 1s 1t and where am I? ' Halstead was concussed on landing. Lt
'There's no way we're parachuting in these winds' Chambers now
believes he is a sky god after completing his fust parachute descent with
theLPBG .
Congratulations go to Cpls 'Al' Hammond and Eddie Cochran on
becoming fathers for the first time and to Cpl 'Elvis' Flounders for tbe
birth of his third child, all the best from the Troop. LCpl 'Daz' Brazier is
now attached to the Pathfinder Platoon after passing their hideous
s~lecuon - well done but don't think you get out of paying Troop subs!
S1gs Thorpe and Blaney are now back from Brize Norton and increase
the numbers of airborne signallers within the Troop. Our thoughts go to
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LCpl 'Loddy' Jones who spent Christmas on his own in the Antarctic.
The Troop welcomes Sigs Allen, Jones, Hillyard, Martin, Wilkie, and
LCpl Eva ns and says farewell to L pl Ronnie 'Butch' Barker who has
been posted to TACP.

Priti, LCpls 'Bob' Hoskins, 'Charlie' Chap lin, 'Daz' Broun and Sig~
'Dog' Barker, Black, Gav Ca mpbell , George C lone} t0ok part in the
run with C pl Jim Haywood recording the fastest time in 4hrs 15mm
Amongst ~ome of the guest runners was R M Dave Catchpole's laithful
dog 'Airborne Ted,' who was revived by the kiss of life after having a
cardiac arrest. Ted retired from the run and was looked after by Sgt 'Taff
The Quaff' Jones who coordinated the admm suppon. Whilst the Troop
were on the run Sgt Pete Burdett and his team of collectors were out on
the streets of Fleet and Woking scrounging contributions and at the ~amc
time doing some recru iting. The day was a huge succes,, and the Troop

Q Troop presenting the cheque to Cancer Research
raised £800.00 which was added to money already raised during the
Squadrons' annual Caythorpc weekend. The quadron was then able to
present £2000.00 to Cancer Research when they came to visit the
Squadron in January. The money will help the Campaigns £48 million
investment into more than 700 projects UK wide.

Sgt 'Taff the Quaff' Jones takes charge
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt S. J. Short
Tp SSgt
SSgt K. Weaver
The end of 1998 was celebrated with Bravo Tp' in ertion to
Portsmouth's City Centre where they established links with the local
population. Sig 'Grenade ' Charlton carried out a recce of the High Street
fountain and SSgt Karl Weaver practised bomb-bursting from a moving
portaloo. The Troop was involved in 2 Para's Te ex at the stan of 1998.
supp lying elements for the LPBG, guard force and BSG Com1~1s.
Congratulations to Cpl Si Barker and ig John Blackmore on earning
their wings and joining the Airborne Brotherhood. Well done also to Cpl
Rob Howe and LCpl Paul Henderson for pass ing their A I course.
Finally, ' Hello ' to Sigs Fyfe and Sherington who joined the troop this
month and to Sig ' Del ' McDowell who is still attached to IPWRR over
the water in orthern Ireland.
Q TROOP - BAST G TOKE CA AL RU
On the 25 November 1997, Q Tp under the guidance of SSgt SQMS
'Nie' Organ took part in an event to help rai e fund for Cancer
Research, running the 33.5 mile long Ba ing toke Canal.
Capt George Burrows, WO! R M Dave Catchpole. W02 RQM
'Geordie' Marsha ll, W02 Dave Rollins, S gt ic Organ, Cp l St~ve
Lawrence, Jim Haywood, Gav Deacon. 'Ginge' Halsall, Paul Magmre,
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EXERCISE FROZE1 CRA .E
Ex Frozen Crane took place in Labrador, Canada. in the area
urrounding Goo e Bay from the 6112 January and was led by 2 Sqn RAF
Regiment. Ten members of the Squadron were chosen a part of a
contingent of sixty men from 5 AB Bde. The aim of the exercise was to
practice parachuting into an arctic environment, learn ba ic arctic
survival skills. and learn/practice cross country and downhill skiing.
The initial parachute in ertion from RAF Lyneham onto the frozen
Gosling lake DZ was scrubbed due to high winds. but the para pha e
continued s ucce sfully over the following three days. Sgt ' Dicky '
Dickinson discovered that adrenalin really is brown after getting too
friendly with a fellow parachutist in the slipstream. resulting in a partially
inflated canopy. LCpl ' Ollie' Oliver attempted to go one better by
headbutting the aircraft on exiting. the aircraft won. Once on the DZ,
parachutists were picked up by the Canadian Ranger and taken on
kidoos at a va t rate of knots off the lake filmed ar.d later broadcasted by
Canadian Television. Arctic urvival training was coordinated by the
Canadian Rangers, and had a limited number of place which enabled
only five members of the quadron to partake from a menu con i ting of.
frozen, raw caribou fle h followed by frozen. raw fish caught during an
ice fi hing lesson. The lucky five who also built helters, drank tea and
burned around the locality on skidoos were 2Lt 'Doris' Day, LCpl
' Jakey· Jakeman and Daz Barnes, Sigs Chris Dowd and ' Grenade'
Charlton . The kiing pha e wa dominated by Cpl 'Ted' Page and Sig
' Robbo' Robertson who both got the chanc.: when not instructing, to
display to a beginners group ome reverse downhilling at 50mph.
Special mention hould go to LCpl Rob Dawson for hi public
relation toward the indigenou local population (Eskimo ). and to the
RAF Regiment.
C01 GRATULATTON
The quadron would like to congratulate SSgts · ic' Organ Karl
Weaver and Andy Young on being elected for promotion to W02.

223 SIGNAL SQUADRON (399 SU RAF)
RAF Digby

I

QL ORO.
qn omd
Maj Ian McComb
The Operattons upport Te<im continues to keep the quadron on an
c,·cn keel. de:.pitc having 10 administer 400 personnel. mo t of whom are
awa) in upport of operations. 1 'eyerthel s, Sgt Tony Worley manages
to bea,er around the workplace keeping all the paperwork flowing. A
huge congratulations to \\'01 ( upvr R) John Gower on his selection
~ r Commi • ioning in April. \ e wi h him ' ell in his future career
(·tan mg in 11 Ord Reg at Didcon) and look forward to an eventful dining
out from the gts' 1ess. Hopefully John ha destroyed all the evidence
of him elf in flare and tank top·! A quick mes age to all those per·onnel
on the po ting plot from Cyprus and into the Squadron, fear not! The Ops
upport Flight is ready and waiting for your arrival and will hopefolly
make your stay trouble free.\ e look forward to eeing you all.
ALPHA FLIGHT

OC

Capt Shane DuGuay
W02 (Supvr R) Eddie Fisher
nr pr
It ha been a busy time for the flight over the la t few months. A lot of
personnel ha' e moved on or departed on detachment. o without further
ado here i the new . Firstly we welcome our new OC, Capt S hane
DuGuay. Jt" unknown whether he will be with us long tem1, but we hope
you enjoy your tay with the flight. We welcome Cpl 'Buck' Buchanan
from the depth of Wale , and we al o hope SSgt 1artin P estell is
enjoying hi temporary (?) attachment to this flight. A few ad farewells
have taken place recently, as we say goodbye to a few old timers. C pl
John Myers (congratulations on your promotion) and LCpl ·Matty'
Duckering are off to EOD, while LCpl ·Mac' facaskill depart for the
joys of Tl upgrading.\! e al·o ay a sad farewell to FofS 'Scou e' Taylor
''ho ha left u to join the dark ide (day workers). AU the best. ' cou e'.
There al o eems to be the cast of Ben Hur temporarily detaching
them elve from the flight in order to see a bit more of the wide world.
LCpl' Donna McCracken, teve Fox, Lisa haw and Paul Ashton
have all pulled the hort straw. with rain, rain and more rain forecast,
while LCprs tuart Fenton and ·Reg· Gutteridge hope to eventually
return with a untan. The social event of the year was saying goodbye to
two people leaving the army for good. LCpl's Lee Shanks and bona
1cGregor decided to go out in style at the 'Black Orchid' nightclub in
'ottingham. Having assembled a cast of the finest drinkers from the
flight and other peciali ts we departed for the event. On arrival we all
sampled the delights of the nearest bar, well it would have beeo rude not
to. Many flagons of ale were downed by the Viking horde. Then, en mass
at the sound of the rams horn, we invaded the 'Black Orchid'. Cutting a
wathe through the masses we encamped at the bar and settled in for the
night. After many hours of frivolity, the night sadly came to an end.
Although many photo's were taken, they can not be printed as they are
presently being u ed a evidence. So, a fond farewell to Lee and bona,
we wi h them all the be t in civ div and thanks for the memories.
BRAVO fLfGHT
OC
Capt am Harrild
At the time of writing, the most 1ecenl memorable event has been the
Flight Christmas Party, o now is the time to dish the dirt. This years bash
was hdd at the British Legion in Sleaford and it turned out to be a night
to remember, although that may be easier for some than for other . The
dance floor wa the scene for the 'Full Monty' competition, with LCpl
'\eil Crispin showing his very own tyle. o need for exy stripping
here, just how quickly can you get all your kit off. There was a lot of
e'fon put into dressing up for the night, including LCpl E mma
tephenson proving the Barbie girl image is definitely not dead and
buried. The most impres ive turnout of the evening was made by LCpl
·Jock' Johnstone, JT Tony Quinn and JT teve Lawrie, who all turned
up in rather fetching kilts (nice ocks boys!). It was good to see a bit of
culture, but can anybody explain why Tony Quinn was wearing one,
'hen he's never even been near the border, let alone can claim Scottish
heritage. Personally, I just think he's trying to reach his feminine side.
Other news to hit the headlines in darkest Lincoln hire is JT Andy
l\lortimer announc111g his engagement to his lovely girlfriend,
Gemma-Louise. Lets hope you've made the right decision, Gemma and
best of luck for the future!
. 'ow for the more serious stufT LCpl Jim Hobson is sti ll bottom of the
fan~\Y footie league and is no_ doubt planning to stay there. Perhaps he's
looking f~r a new trophy for h1 wooden spoon collection. He'll certa inly
not make 11 o!T the bottom rung if he keeps wangling himself on courses!
The Flight is abou~ to go through some changes shortly, as everyone
makes a break for ll as the weather wanns up. We start ofT by saying
farC\\ ell to S. gt ,\I utherland (Congrats on c.oming off the board, are
you actually old enough to get promoted?!) and LCpl Kerry ly who are
ofTto unnicr climes for a few months. Don 't get sunburnt, now!

CH RLIE FLIGHT
OC
Flt Lt Dave Hoyton RAF
Hello and welcome to another year. Charlie Flight i in the middle ofa
re huffie at the moment as we get people joining us from training as well
as tho e who have returned after ix months in exile. Howeve, the escape
tunnel eems to have got larger as language cour es and posting suck up
any chances of exce manning and the Flight continues to shrink still
further. Once again there was another great tum out for the Chri tmas do
at the Lincolnshire Oak in leaford. After stuffing our faces on a threecourse meal (can anyone remember what we ate?), LCpl Phil Be rry was
given a warm end off for his posting to JHQ in Germany. Apparently the
female population were in tears to see him go. The prize draw prcad the
prizes around the Flight, but exactly what u c i a wok in the block? As
the night wore on, Lhe party tumbled into the Asylum night club and
continued on. The arrival of a few tuxedoes left an impression on the
startled population of sleepy Sleaford as the dance floor filled up with
Army and RAF alike.
There are a large number of congratulations to hand out, although the
firs t one mu t go to JT Tracey Duke and her hu band Cp l John Duke
who have recently been bles ed with double trouble. They are now the
proud parents of Alexandra and William. Aahhh! JT Jul es Field has
been bowing off her netball skills, nearly being selected for the Army
team before they reali ed she was RAF! Cpl Dawn Poole has also
excelled her elf, repre enting the Intelligence Corps in the lnLer-Corps
Basketball Championship , although it was LCpl Phil Be rry that bought
the Royal Signals male team to victory. JT Mark 'Five Bellies' Jordan
also did well (con idering his age!) to be part of the victoriou Logistics
Command Football team at the Annual RAF Tournament, while LCpl
Winny' Vincent is climbing the Karting ladder of fame.
Congratulation finally to our American, Will Whaley, for being
promoted to C Fit mascot. o. that's wrong, for being promoted from
something to something el e (we don't full understand this American
system yet). Congratulations also for becoming a solid, dependable beer
monster within the watch - it must be a first for an American. Thi year
should hold a lot of promise for the flight, as there i plenty of adventure
training planned. Firstly, we're off to the Brecon Beacons 's, which will
certainly rest the level of fitness throughout the watch. However, it's not
quite in the same league as JT Helen Alcroft who is j ust back from a
two-week expedition in South Africa (more details somewhere else in

Cpl Pete Best and Sgt Ted Whichelo enjoying their barbecue
As it wa on top Ben Nevis, they had a few problems lighting the
coal s. Going off in the opposite direction Sgt Coleen Stanton took a
, mall group of people from RAF Digby to South Gennany on Ex Blue
Vixen in search of the perfect pi ste. Included in the team was also LCpl
Paul ' LOUD ' Randle who did manage to get ome skiing in , allegedly.
Wc icome to the newest member of the night , Cpl t eil ' Aye Aye '
Benson, who has already massed the large ·t in tray in NATO. Farewells
go to C pl 'Tim ' Chapman who leaves the army for pa tures new and gt
'Ted' Wichelo who ha packed hi bergan for a stilll at sunny 14 Sig
Regt. Have fun and all the best, chaps!
EXERCI E DARING DRAGO
ARY 1998
Shortly aft.er the Chri tmas and ew Year festivities this year. a group
of 12 Anny and RAF personnel from RAF Digby found themselves on a
Brittania Flight to Johannesburg for the start of a two week expedi tion in
South Africa. After two month of preparation, including weekend walks
in the Yorkshire Dales (generally starting at 0500 in order to get back
before dark), it was a relief to finally be on our way. 12 hours later, on the
runway at Mombasa, Kenya for refuelling, it didn ' t eem so great. The
flight wa full and we were packed in like ardines. Due to the malaria
risk in Kenya, we weren't allowed off the plane, so we hung out the back
of the aircraft to get a bit of warm , fresh air. Once we all arrived in
Johannesburg, there wa a couple of hours wait at the airport stretching
our legs before getting packed into our two people carrier hire vehicle
and another five-hour journey orth to Lo utho and the Drakensburg
ational Park.
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DELTA FLIGHT
OC
F lt Lt Andy Ca lder RAF
Snr Spr
W02 (Supvr R) Paul ' QT' Trethewey
Quite a busy few months on the Watch with regards to Hello's and
Goodbye's. We have recently had Cpl John Lloyd, J T's Jim Rothwell
and 'Sid' Churm and LCpls 'Beaker' Stringer and ' Deano ' Atkinson ,
all returning to the fold, whilst in the other direction it's a ad farewell to
C pl Gary Pearcey, JT George Wynn, LC pl Michelle Kendell and
LCpl 'Tony' Green , all of whom are disappearing to the four winds.
On the sporting front, a hearty well done to Cpl Gary Pearcey and
LCpl ·Deano' Atkinson for representing the Station in the recent RAF
Area Football Final, which unfortunately was lo t to RAF Waddington
2-1. Commiseration's to all on the team for such a close match. Moving
on to a happier note, congratu lations to LCpls Tony Green and ' Sid'
Siddiquee for taking part in the RAF Digby Boxing Tournament, in
which 'Sid' Siddiquee won the 'best bout ' trophy, no doubt for hi s
'Naseem' impression.
A general thank-you to everyone who managed to make this year's
Christmas ' Do' at the Eagle Lodge Hotel in Woodhall Spa a raging
success. A good night out was had by all, although the general consensu
of opinion was that this was not due to the efforts of the DJ. The Nurse's
Party being held next door seemed to make up for it , though. A
special mention has to be made of LCpls 'Sid' Siddiquce and ' Richie '
Cross's charitable efforts, in putting together a hamper for Help The
Aged . Maybe they are hoping someone wi ll think of them in their old
age!

area later in the expedition and everyone had sta rted taking the tablet
early to chec k for reaction s. nfortunately, Roy had got chronic
insomnia, lost a lot of weight and the flight had finished him off. He
decided to return home and managed to get a flight the following day. It
was ad to see him go, especially with the work that he had put into the
organisation of the expedition.
The remaining nine people (the two drivers returned to Johannesburg
with Roy) started the walk into the mountains in a melancholy mood.
However, thi s quickl y picked up when the sun came out and we
remembered how cold it was back in the UK. The Drakensburg 1s a
mountain range that runs from the ortheasl to the centre of South
Africa. We were in the area around Losutho, an independent state within
South Africa . The walk in started at quite a gradual uphill pace and
gradually got steeper and teeper. Cpl Peter Best started uffering as the
effects of altitude started showing and it was decided to take him down .
qn Ldr Peter Beange and Sgt Trevor Down drew the short straw and
then there were six. As the climb got steeper and the air got thinner, it
became harder and harder lo put one foot in front of the other. Eventually,
we trugglcd to the top of ' Windy Valley' (and it was!) just as the light
started to fade . Despite the sheer exhaustion felt by all the members of
the team, the tents went up in record time (despite having to hold on to
everything as it came out the rucksack) and we were fed and asleep as the
light finally disappeared.
We awoke to find we hadn't all been blown off the side of the
mountain, but it was clear the climb had taken its toll. The group set off
for Rockcries Pass, which was expected to be a long day. The altitude
was making peopl<! suffer and by midday. it was obvious we were going
to have to revise our plans. There was a gorge quite close by which we
could descend quite quickly. Following the rock climbing and caling
vertical slopes, it was nicknamed ·nm Death Gorge', in honour of our
JSMEL. W02 (S upvr R) hane Knight decided to lower hi rucksack
down a small cliff, only to see it slowly continue down the gorge and
round the comer out of sight. Bits of plastic mug were seen shooting into
the air as we all just stared at it. I uppo e it did save carrying it.
We had to pend a night in the gorge, o found a small ploc just large
enough for the three tent , where the view the following morning would
have been amazing had the mist not come down overnight.
The walk down remained as steep for the first half of the following
day, but it was sheer heaven to see the river at the bottom of the valley
come into view and know it flattened out. The rest of the route was a
steady decline through the more rolling hills of the range, with a short
stopover to bathe our feet in a small river. After three days on the
mountains we eventually arrived at the very plush Cathedral Peak Hotel.
Unfortunately, we weren't staying and we only had time for a quick beer
before being picked up and driven to the atal Camp ite further round
the ational Park.
On 13 January, we drove to Durban to spend three days ofR & R (the
large distance between location made it ea ier to have it in the middle of
the expedition). Most of the time seemed 10 be pent buying T-shirts to
prove we'd been to South Africa and Sgt Trevor Do~n spent a fortune
on presents for his new born daughter. By the 16th, 1t was back in the
vehicles for a long drive up to odwana ational Park. The air got h_otter
and hotter and opening the window was soon no relief. Once we amve~.
the fir t shop we found was stripped of refrigerated bottles of water an~ 11
was down to the bay for a paddle. The followmg day was spent walking
along the bay, getting attacked by a sea eagle f?r being too clo e to .her
ne t and being thrown around 111 the waves hke a washmg mac_hme.
Snorkelling revealed a multitude of tropical fi h and, to my urpnse, a
close up of a Moray Eel. The panic that ensued ca~sed a ru h for the
beach like a scene from Jaws. W02 :vtary Fry admllted to not actually
eeing it herself. but was ·caught up in the atmo phere ofit'.
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Sqn Ldr David Balaarn

TRAI I G FLIGHT
OC
WOI (Supvr R) Eric Clee
SSgt
Sgt (Supvr R) Frank Dalton
The Christmas period went well with Trg Flt, much beer and more
beer was drunk by all, with SSgt Frank 'E l Gordo' Dalton enjoying it
more than most, much to the am usement of tbe rest of the flight. The
New Year started wit h Sgt 'Ted' Whichelo and Cpl Peter 'The Explorer'
Best travelling up to Scotland for the first barbecue of the year.

W02 (Supr R) Shane Knight considers the delights of biscuits
brown
ll erc we tayed in Cathedral Park Camp ile, before an arly t~rt .on
the 9th. When we awoke, it was obvious that everyone wa su!lc~ing
from the long, cramped journey that had taken place over the previous
two days. We all felt a bit rough , but the per on really suffenng was the
expedition leader, Flt Lt Roy icholls. We were due to go into a malanal

The Team prepares for the Blyde River Canyon
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Th folio\ ing three <la} . were spent on the Manyeleti Game Re ·e n~e
on, Bu. h uni, al Cou , e k'll by our local guide · . Bruce and Dave. Thts
111 luJ~ tm·kmg the 'big ; · on foot Thi sound like a good idea. until
',pot a \\hite rhmo about :!Om away through the trees and Bruce want '
tog 1 CLO ER' The wildlife wa in rediblc, with zebra, gira!Tes. hyena
and cn:ntuall) a hones · with cubs. The food was al o onie\\ hat better
than rnw ration packs, w11h Raymond the cook introducing us to such
,pectalities a. Impala ste\\. Two days left of the Expedition and the team
headed for the Blyde Ri' r anyon ~ •r a day of white water railing with
a difference
The rafb \\ere small, two-man boa~. o no room for an in tructor. In
_ roup' of two, we set off down what we later found were croc and hippo
infe~ted '' atcrs. \\'02 ( up yr R) hane Knight and pl Peter Best
made :i n1liant effort. but still managed to pend more time in the water
than out of it. The eYening wa · ·pent in a tribal 'illage, eating the
truditional food m the traditional way (no hand ), The males of the group
seemed 10 enjoy it, a · the women did all the work and the men were
completely obh' ious to" hat they did in the kitchen!
The n '' morning wa an early one for the rush back to Hoed pruit
nport. There wa enough time to buy a couple ofbot1lcs of wine in duty
free before the long haul back to the K In true expedition style, we all
wore our short- until we got off the plane, but they didn't la t much
longer th~n that. The photos have ju t got back and so its back to the
memories for u-.
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AIRFI ELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Finneran
Tp SSgt
SSgt tcnhousc
The T~oop h_a ve recently had ~he pleasure of welcoming the following
new arrivals into the fold , S1gs ' Deadeye ' Hob son, 'Porridge I'
Fletcher, 'Porridge 2' Stanley and 'Spud' Murphy. We wish them good
luck and an enjoyable tour in Cyprus.
Cpl Pete Best savours African food the traditional way

Bulford

U, ' IT:'\OTE
As a mark of respect to Graeham our Unit notes remain unaltered in
any way.
GO KARTf.'IG MAYHD1 - by Sig ·Penelope Pitstop ' incenzi
The contestants:
Maj Graeham ' ear Black Flag' Nea l
S gt Bernie 'Blue Flag' Smith
Sgt Andy 'Dodgy Driver' Burdge
Cpl 1ark 'Rammer' Woodhouse
Cpl 1ike 'Take it easy' aban
LCpl Trev 'Si lverstone ' Legg
\1r hri Hollis
When L~p_I Tre~ 'Silverstone'. L~g said he had organised a day at
the race_ this 1~ not what we had m mmd. We all showed up at the race
track with .~1aJ · . car Black Flag' Graeham Neal and LCpl 'Lunatic'
Da" _b~n!png thc1~ ow~ helmets brimming with confidence while S. gt
Bernie B Je Flag nuth _and myself were slightly apprehensive about
what we had let ourselves m for. The afternoon began with a witty brief
from the Course Manager and a slight ly complicated safety and flag brief
(which Judging by performances. Cpl ' Rammer' Woodhouse payed no
a!lentlon to at all). We were all kitted out in overalls which consisted of 3
'111:s large and extra large so us two girls had to roll up arms and legs in
order to control (all be it not so well) the go-karts.
s the ~·arm up prot,'Tes _ed to the semi-finals LCpl 'Silverstone' Legg
st_arted wtth great enthusiasm, proving that he had actually been to
1lYer>tone (but on two wheels). Slowly the rules went down the tubes as
:vcryonc ~\'as. cutting each other up and taking each other out with Cpl
Rammer Woodhou~e managmg to remove the OC Sqn and the OC
earned the can for II receiving a 'Stern talking to' from the Course
tanager · gt 'Dodgy Driver' Burdge and LCpl 'Lunatic' Daw fought
11 out on the track and even loc~111g wheels together they provided an
e_ ·cell.em race. ~ htlc_ Cpl 'Take II easy' ab~~ was demonstrating skids
SS~t Blue Flag Smith and myself were cruising at the back (no broken
nail plea.~~!) My p.:r,onal claim to fame was taking out Chis Hollis as J
O\enook him a he was to be the winner.
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SAT ISFIED SOLDIER
LCpl 'Daz' James and Sig 'Shaz' McCreadie have both been given
the chance to how their hometown how happy they are with life in the
Royal Signals, with the Satisfied Soldier scheme. We are still mystified
how anyone from Llanelli or Stirling can po sibly be satisfied!
DHEKELJA TROOP
TpComd
Tp S gt
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In Memory of the late :\tajor Graeham Nea l
by Capt (Retd) R. D. Wright
It is with great sadne. that we announce the death of Maj
Graeham ' eal, our OC ( ovember 1996 - December
199'.).Graeham was tragically killed in a road traffic accident just
outside of S_tranraer. He and his mother were returning after visiting
h1 brother m orthern Ireland, just prior to Chri tmas. Fortunately
bis mother sun·ived the accident. A full military service was held
for Graeham in the garrison c hurch , Bulford on Wednesday 7
January 1998. The Squadron is grateful for the memory of
Graeham , and to all his family members, friend and members of
the Corp who gave their support and condolence ,

Maj Turnbull
W02 ( SM) Ewing

The result of the final was Mr Chris HolLis in first place with LCpl
Daw m second and amazingly the OC in third. With a few sore arms and
a lot more experience we all piled down to the local pub to celebrate and
ay ~arewell to Cpl Woodhouse and LCpl Daw as they were both
leaving the Sqn. A great day wa had by all and while we were not
planning to join Formula One Team we are planning another day at the
races.
COMMCE ' BULFORD
by Mr Guy Parry
COMMCEN Bulford is one of the bu ie t 24hr COMMCE s in the
UK. The 11_ staff (1 x Co2, 1 x Co3 and 9 x Co4) look after Un its from
Bulfor?, Bnstol, _T1dworth, etheravon, Ludgershall and Units exercising
on _Sal_isb~ry Pla1_n ,_as well as one Urut m Jer ey (we're till waiting for
an mv1ta11on to v1s1t_!). 1:he figure_ of a~proximately 90 plus Units springs
to m111d \~tthou~ takmg mto con tderauon the 24hr guard responsibilities
for Larkh1ll, Middle Wallop, South Cerney, Upavon and Ashchurch. We
al o have 'out of hours' responsibility for Bo combe Down, and with the
clo ure of Exeter. we have taken over re ponsibility for 43 Wes ex Bde
area. We believe that th ere are more units planned for Upavon and
etheravon, o they will probably keep us busy.
At pre ent we have one tran mit and one receive fax, handling in
excess of 400 faxes per day (is anyone in 2 Sig Bde reading this???)
What a useful piece of equipment a fax-box would be to us, anyone got a
pare £12,000?? As well a providing world-wide comms for the local
um~s , we. s_t1ll i:ianage to keep the troops in South Georgia in touch with
thetr families via the Famgram Service.
T~e staff at Bui ford have communications backgrounds from all three
services and have lengths of ser:ice ranging between 22 years and 11
months (me). They also have a wide range of hobbic :Averil 'Chocolate
eati?g' McCaffery, A li son 'Nicking people, special constable' Morley,
Jo Dog walkmg and horse riding' Hughes, 'ic 'Redi covering men'
Re_nn,ie, Tim_ 'Tattooing and leather work' Timby, Pete 'Choo choo
trams. Go~ldrng, Roger 'K,arat~ and ki~ns' Steel, Ian 'Gliders' Bryant,
Jo~n Takmg_ h_alf a day off Wiles. Senously though, congratulations to
Ah on for gammg her Bronze Award with the pccials and good luck to
Roger on his final BSc Exam (hopefully).

HELLO A D GOODBYES
Firstly, welcome to our new secretary and keyboard diva Mrs 1indy
Mortimer. A lso new are Sgt Glen 'Road rage ' Cavanagh, Sgt Pete
'Roy Cropper' Gruncell, Sgt Lee ' Boxhead' Turbitt, Sgt Lee 'Po t it
King ' Warren, Sgt Jay 'The Letter ' Roberts and finally the oddly
named Sig Danny James 444. Abundant goodbyes include Sgt Mark
'Forest Gump ' Yates, Sgt Gary ' Chunky Spice' Matheison, Cpl Mark
'Just coook will ye! ' Reeves, Cpl Gaz ' Sick note' Meir and Sig Mick
' Hombre' Owen . We wish them all the be t to them and their families in
their new po ting . A huge goodbye goes to Sgt John 'Airborne Warrior'
Ridgers, Cpl Mark 'Doctor B' Burniston and Cpl Jimmy 'Tangerine
Dream ' Marshall who are venturing tentatively into civilian life. Good
luck!
Congratulations to Cpl ' Scouse' Reeves and ig M ick Owen on their
posting on promotion. A special mention must go to LCpl Andrew
Fazackerley and his wife Sharon on the birth of their first child Steven
Ian over the Christmas period.
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ewton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Tierney
We would like to welcome Cpl Richards and also congratulate him on
winning the individual prize at the inter-troop shooting competition.
Also, a big hello goes to Cpl A llsop, Sig Mar hall and Sig Bennett We
say goodbye to Cpl Rigby who i posted to the Province, and we end
him our best wi hes.
HODGSON SHJELD COMPETITIO
The Hodgson shield competition consists of eleven porting events,
over an e leven month period. Each Troop take turns organi ing the
different events, and enters as many people a possible. Recent events
have een the Troops vying for points on the ranges and over a
particularly good orienteering course. Dhekelia Tp showed their shooting
prowess by winning the team trophy in a fiercely contested Inter-Troop
Shoot. The e ight-man team led by Sgt John Ridgers, carried off three of
the available trophies. Despite the unofficial rendition of automatic fire
on the first shoot by Sgt Glen 'RAPTD! ' Cavanagh! The Squadro~ ·
team for this year's Corp SAAM will be selected from these elite

SQMS DEPARTME T
by Chris Ritson
Our Storekeeper Karen Chesterson has recently left the Squadron
after even_ year . Karen has gained promotion and moved over the road
to th~ Ration Stores at 3 (UK) Div. Karen is known for her healthy
appell~e a~d as Bob Wright, our 21C, pointed out in Karen's farewell
card, Ration Stores. That means store not eat'. Rumours have it that
many of the s~ldi~rs from 3 Div, have been seen leaving the Mess, over
recent days, wn~ Jackets s_tuffed full of back-up food, just in case Karen
makes ,a few m1 take with_ the _ordering in her first couple of weeks.
Karen _bubbly personality is gomg to be a great loss to the Unit and the
Store ~v1ll seem a much duller place without her. I'm sure everyone in
the Umt would like to thank Karen for her efforts over the last ·even
years and would like to wish her every success in her new job.
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Capt Merry
Sgt McGirr
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marksmen. The orienteering event was won by Airfield Tp. for a second
year running. They claimed that no prior knowledge of the course was
required to prove that they are ' Simply the best' map readers in the
Squadron. The Squadron OC put in a valiant effort collecting a huge
number of points. Unfortunately, he arrived twenty econds out ide the
cut-offume!
MEDIEVAL NIGHT
The medieval night, held in the Jimmy Club, was a superb evening.
Everyone who attended this very original function enjoyed it a great deal.
The night began with drinking and feasting, accompanied by some very
interesting period music! During the banquet the 'Sheriff' ( gt
' Braveheart' MacPhee) steadily threw erfs into the dungeon for
disobeying the King's orders. It i also worth noting that a rack was fully
operational throughout the evening! A pecial mention must go to Cpl
Richards and LCpl Cooper of Episkopi Tp for all their hard work that
made the evening such a resounding succes .
12S WALKABOUT
It all started very early at approximately 0400 hrs on Tuesday 7
October, where we converged on the registration building at Episkopi
Garrison. Last minute kit checks and stowing of bare essential rations for
the long day ahead took place and then off we went on the 'Magical
Mystery Tour' coached to an undisclosed start point. The 259 Sig Sqn
team consisted of, Sgt 'Fudge' MacPhee, Sgt Steve Lynch and myself
Cpl ' Sally' Web ter, the Squadron entered four teams and finishing was
the primary aim. Thi gruelling two-day event led us across the harsh
mountainous terrain between Epi kopi Garri on and Troodos Station and
back again with teams navigating between ten check points.
DAY 1: We had a good day thanks to the superior navigational skills
of Sgt 'Fudge' MacPhee, many times we were passed on the tracks only
to come out ahead of the runners who had run off past us, (Fudge told me
to add that line). By the time we reached checkpoint four we were
exhausted, and slightly disillusioned thinking that we mu t have taken a
bad route. but we were encouraged and ready to run when we found out
that we were in line for first re ident team Day One. All the training
unday running around the mountain bondu had finally paid off!
Eventually we finished Day One in pretty good shape, which was an
achievement in itself. By the end of Day One it was confirmed we were
up for winning the solid silver boot if we could maintain thi
performance.
DAY 2: With another silly o' clock start in the morning, we were off! It
was much harder ro motivate our bodies, but the mental stamina kicked
in. ot to bore you with the detail , (whoops too late already), we
navigated to a tremendou victory as the Ist Re ident Team and winning
the solid silver boot in an excellent time of 17 long hours 2 minutes and
59 econds. The course took us from 550ft to a climb of 5.700ft and over
rugged mountainous terrain covering more than sixty miles and we all
said never again. till next time?
With tanding all the phy ical tres the teams had been through Sgt
'Fudge' facPhee and Cpl 'Sally' Webster then went on to represent a
Combined Services Cypru Orienteering Team which competed in the
RAF lnter-Command Orienteering Champion hips J 997 les than a week
later. Cpl • ally' Webster also competed in the Army Martial Arts
Association Karate Championships and was placed 2nd in the individual
fighting section and lst in the team event representing 259 Sig qn
receiving hi - Army Colours , for repre enting the Anny Karate Team. An
excellent performance from the team and individual which i a credit to
the Squadron.

264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON
( \PE 10 C PE H.\LLE. GI:. 1997
\\ hc:n I 11 as told 1 would be going 'on a long journey' I had v.ision: of
a \el'\ long dri' ing deiail. little did I kno11 that this one wa~ go111g to be
1.-o6 mik';. I had-been entcn:d. a· part of a team from 264 ( ) .ig.nul
-qn, into the ape to ape Challenge 1997. a time tnaled d~1,· 111g
competition from ordkapp. the northcrnmc~! hp of orway to. Tanfa the
south 'rnmo. t part of pain. We were a four·· ion team entered 111 the OffRoad clas . with a Landrover Safari TOI.
h took 11.5 da\ s to reach the ·tart po mt at ordkapp and then we
reah. ed just what ~,·e had let ourselve· in for. Luckily we had 'tale from
the \\.if (L)' by our team captain to entertain u on the way up. We
spent on night m ordkapp before the tart of the race, but here we had
a chance to -obsene the .trange diet of our REME idek_ick who w~nt
nati\ e and ate a combination of boiled eggs and fi h. Tlu strange diet
was to han· a kick back effect later on in the hot cramped environment of
the Landro\'er.We started the competition on a Friday evening and we
na' igated outh on our pre-planned route through candi1~avia . The
11hole competition opened out in Germany _where the first vehicle made
use of the unrestricted road . My map reading became mterestmg around
Paris. but once wc e caped from a car park in Orly Airport without any
Police mterference we returned to our route and raced acros France and
headed for pain. We were amazed at how our team captain ·Julio' could
be understood in every country we pa sed through when we could not
understand him and we ·poke Engli h. Hi driving panner realised that
he wa speaking hi yersion of English adding an ·o· on to every word
and then houting. it mu t be an old AMF (L) trick! As we crossed the
Pyrenees in pain the heat tarted to take it toll on our VM comrade.
good ole' ·Gangrene Feet' as hi diet of boiled egg and fi h wa being
released a an odour through hi feet. Luckily for him, we reached the
fini h point without any casualties. We were rewarded with R and R at
Jerez De La Frontera after completing the challenge. This included some

Go-Karting and a vi. it to the Gonzalez Byass distillery and then, you
guessed it. we had to drive all the.way back. ho1i:ie.
..
This year we \ ere the only off-road vehicle 111 the compet1t1on. but we
now ha e the fastest time of any ofT-road vehicle to have ever entered the
competition. The presentation and prize giving was held two months later
at the Moat House Hotel in Peterborough. The day started with a Grand
Prix Go Karting c mpctition that wa once again won by the 264 Signals
team. Then back to the Moat House Hotel for the presentation. We were
confim1ed as having the fast t time of any ofT-road vehicle in the history
of the competition. and now hold the world record for the category.

CHARLIE TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgl

.•

really worked on it due 10 other circumstance . The Germans were quite
impressed with the out dets, due to the fact that we could get Sky in
within five minutes, and get the ration cooking. We were first in and
definitely la t out but that was only because we had ome beauty sleep to
catch up on. Overall the exercise was a good experience for the newcomers and hopefully they w ill master the system in the near future.
PlSTOL SHOOT
On a good but cold Thursday afternoon, foot-sore members of Alpha
Tp (fresh from a CFT) decided to have a hoot-out at the 30m range. Run
by Sgt ' Geordie ' Raine and S gt 1urrell. Some training was required
by the more junior members of the Troop, who later put in ome very
re pectable cores. To start with the high core went with the experience,
then out of the blue, Sig 'Dead Eye' Thompson put in a great score
clearly winning by ome 30 poinL~. and so hutting up those of us with
more experience. In all, it wa a very enjoyable afternoon for all.
.22 RIFLE SHOOT
The following Thursday the Troop had a fun shoot in the indoor range
run by SSgt Murrell (for the LAST time!!) where nine people managed
to get through 500 rounds of ammunition. The competition consisted of
DM2 a head to the winner, which was won by Cpl 'Gym Queen ' Wells.
GOODBYES
Alpha Tp would like to say a hearty cheerio 10 LCpl 'Chalky' White
who i a bit of a comedian in his own right, he is now going to
Northwood to do some hard grafting so watch out Northwood.

. gt teven Gill is currently working hard within the Crypto Cell,
helped b) Cpl Steven Foord. soon to deploy to Bosnia - Stag on dude.
We also bid a fond farewell to SSgt ' Terry ' Murrell, who leaves us to the
sunmer climates of Blandford. He is looking forward to the windy Dorset
roads to test hi motorbike to the full. One day he will pass hi test and
progre,s onto something bigger than I 25cc!
~LPHA TROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgt

Lt Todd
gt Barker

EXERCISE C \CTl.iS CAPER 12 - 16 JA, UARY 1998
As onl) half of the Squadron is present at the moment, it was good to
do a m.x:k cxcrc1sc, especially as most of the 'squaddies' back at the OK
Corral had ne\er seen or worked on the system we have. Having said
that, 'us c~p.:nenced people' had to affiliate to the system, as we haven't
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jo Evans
Tp SSgt
SSgt Tom Davies
With Christmas loom ing, so did another rotation of Troop personnel in
and out of Bosnia and many old faces returned for a well ea rned
Christmas break. However, 11 guys and girls from the Troop are still out
there until the end of mission, whenever that may be. With a Troop
shrunk in size after Charlie Tp was reformed, we still managed to have a
cracking Bravo Tp Christmas party for all Troop members past and
present including a large proportion of MT who ju t wanted to come to a
good party. Bravo Tp's A team also won the Inter Squadron ' Lt 's a Knock
Out' competition before Christma with the B team coming last (it had
nothing to do with the Tp Comd being in it!). Po t Christmas lethargy
was shaken away with an exercise supporting 990 German Sig Coy that
went well after a few technical hitches. Many old Troop members have
eventually been posted which include Cpl 'Billy' Butlin to Colchester,
Cpl 'Smudge' Smith to Bassingbourn, LCpl ' Richie' Cocks to civvie
street and finally our former Tp SSgL Terry 'Madness' Murrell who is
off to The Royal School of Signals al Blandford.
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280 (UK) SIG SQ
by LCpl Theobald
We were posted to I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt, Herford, Germany
in April 1992. After spending five and half years there, needless to say
we were very ettled and fond of the place. My wife, Beth, had a very
good job at HQ 1 (UK) Armd Div and the prospect of being posted
omewhere new and giving up her job was rather daunting. When we
found out we were coming to 280 (UK) Sig Sqn, all we could think was
'great it's near to Holland o we will be two and half hours nearer to
Dover when we drive back to the UK. It's also near JHQ o at least Beth
could get a good job'.
We didn't have an opinion either way about the unit itself. This didn't
last long, however, as I made the usual enqu!ries and foun_d out about
'280' as the unit is now fondly referred to. It is a NATO unit and rather
removed from mainstream British Army and Ptarn1igan, the system I had
u ed up till now, was not used.
My first day at work was the usual round of personal ~dmin. My new
Troop has just been reformed and are a good, hardworking bunch. As I
have pent more time at '280' I have noticed some remarkable
differences to 1 (UK) ADSR. Being just a Squadron in strength, most
people are double hatted and find them elves doing job that they
norn1ally wouldn't. I, as a Tele Op Sys, hav~ been given the additional
role of Troop Storeman as an example. Bemg attached to a umt with
Germans and Dutch who have a totally di!Terent philosophy on Army
life, is strange. They only work 9 - 5. rarely working at w~eke~ds. _This
can cause some of the imp le t task to take fore".er. Due to 280 ?eing a
ATO unit every piece of equipment 1 now ~se is new to m~, wh ich ha
led to a very steep learning curve. However, if my first. exercise here wa
anything to go by, '280' is going 10 be fun. I am looking fonvard to the
next three years here, as I am going to learn a lot!
BWT98

by ig Anderson

.
When offered the chance to go kiing for two week. , you might have
thought that people would jump at the chance. Surpnsmgly some people
had to be told to go and when t11ey returned, they wondered why they
hadn't vo lunteered in the first place, as they had such a great tune ..
On Monday 12 January 199 , six m~mbe~s _of 280 (UK~ S:g Sq~
including; LCpl 'Hatch' Hatcher, LCpl Ronme Radf~rd, Sig Jacko
Jackson, Sig 'Grant' McDougall, . ig 'Jenn)'. the legs . ar fit>l_d and
myself left to take part in a Ba ic Wmter Trammg course m Bavaria. We
arrived at the Haus Magnus lodge in Wertach to find a s~vere lack of
snow, which had us peculating whether or not we \".ere gomg to do any
skiing. The instructor did manage to find a place wtth enough no' for
us lo learn to ski. The fir t five days of the course wa devoted to _ordic
skiing. Because of the relatively mild weather, parts of t11e ord1c ski
track had melted, then iced over.
After falling over onto the ice, time after lime, most people found that
they had a very brui ed bum by the end of the day. There wer.e _no
complaints, as ~verybody was enjoying thcmsel:-re . To help with gammg
control of the skis and also as a means of warnung up, we played a .game
of football with the kis on which wa fun to play and ju t us a mus mg to
watch. On the third day w~ found ourselves in kiing h~avcn._The now
was perfect and plentiful. and the weather was bcaullful. ~v~rybody
found this to be the best day of all on the ord1c skis. The butldmg of a
snow-hole filled the econd half of Day 4. Later that night we had to ski
to the snow-holes and then pend the night in them. l have to admit. most
people were a bit hesita nt about going out that mght, a the weath~r had
taken a turn for the worst. My group' snow-hole was very well built and
would have been very comfortable for three people, unfortunately we had
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to cram seven people into the hole. It had to be the wor ·t night's . leep
that most of us ever had. At least we were warm and dry. Two member~
of another group got soaked during the night and came down with mild
hypothermia. They were alright by the morning, as they slept the rc~t of
the night in one of the mini-buses. The next morning, before breakfast,
we had to destroy the snow-holes. which was ca ier said than done, as
our snow-hole took the combined weight of LCpl Radford and two
others to collapse it. After breakfast, we all took part in a 5km race,
which had to be completed as part of the course. The next five days were
the best days of the course. This is where we learnt how to do Alpine
skiing. These five days can be summed up in just a few words; lots of
speed, spectacular crashes and immensely enjoyable. To sum up. this 12day course was OM I 00 well spent and I would highly recommend it to
anyone.

2Lt Rae
SSgt Kevin Smith

REFORMATIO
Charlie Tp re-appeared from the wilderness on 3 December 1997 with
the hierarchy set in place to organise the metamorphosis. After two weeks
of frantic activity the Troop was ready to receive its manpower and
equipment but due to ongoing deployment commitments a maximum of
ten able bodie could be mustered, so the transfer of vehicles and stores is
still an ongoing process. Despite the short numbers we have still
managed to say goodbye to LCpl 'Shifty' Rutland, Cpl tuart ·Dodgy
deals' Ireland and gt Al 'Big Digits' Peel - good luck to your elf and
Tina for the coming birth.

280 (UK) SIGNAL SQUADRON
BFP035
HQ
The Squadron' elcomes the new Sqn Comd, Maj Simon Hutchinson
and his wife. andra . Together they have fu lly immersed themselves in
quadron life with andra taking an active interest in the welfare of the
quadron \\ives and families. The Squadron said a fond farewell to Maj
(nO\\ Lt Col) Ian Condie on 6 January 1998. After a meal in which
representatives of990 (GE) Sig Regt, I (NL) Sig Sqn. and 440 (US) Sig
Coy, together with the tadt Director and Karneval Kommittee from St
Tonis aid goodbye, ~1aj Condie was helped out of Francisca Barrach
by the LAD' Hyster, driven by Cpl Ali 'lunro. aturally in the imerests
of health and safety a hard hat must be worn ...... !

Despite th.is hectic perio~, three Bravo Tp members managed to get
away on Basic Wmter Tra1nmg (BWT) at Haus Magnus in Bavaria for a
spell of ski in~. The I 0-day c?urse included five days Nordic skiing and
five days Alpme down 11111 sknng. LCpl 'Hatch' Hatcher, LCpl ' Richie'
Radford and ig Jenny Sarsfield all took to having 6fl planks of wood
on their feet like ducks to water, needless to say there were a lot of
bruises being nur ed after those first few days. They were all moving
along the white stuff like pros in no time. Even though the Nordic skiing
was hard work, everyone enjoyed it and by the end of the five day most
of their pride was still intact, especially 'Hatch ' who managed to gain the
Bronze award. They then moved on lo the excitement of downhill skiing
and finally got some snow and lots of it! The biggest difference they
found between ordic and downhill skiing was that the size of brui es
increased when they fell over, although amazingly no one was seriou ly
injured. BWT was a well worthwhile and fun course, if you get a chance
to attend go for it!

LCpl 'Hatch' Hatcher on Basic Winter Training in Southern
Germany
KE SINGTO ' PALACE VISIT - 27128 JA
ARY J 998
b Sig Hillson, Sig McDougall and Sig Wood
On the 27 January 1998, seven members of the Squadron set off from
St Tonis to Ken ington Palace to present a cheque for DM 15.000 to the
trustees of The Prince s of Wales Memorial Fund. The money was raised
by ten soldiers who took part in a 24hr Sponsored run around HQ SFO_R
compound, Sarajevo. whilst erving a ix m?nth !our in ~osnia.- Th~ ~1~
members of the original ten were Sgt ·Kev Smith, gt Al Big D1g1ts
Peel, ig Brian Hillson, Sig "Charlie' Lister, Sig ~-rant McDougall, ig
Woody' Wood and our unit photographer Cpl ·Phil Gavan. The Journey
was long and drawn out only to be broken by odd sounds from .Sgt Al
' Pampers' Peel. We arrived in London late afternoon and booked into th.e
Union Jack Club, our accommodation for the stay. That mght we hit
Leicester Square where we wined and dined at Planet Hollywood and
then onto a bar all courtesy of the Army Paymaster General thanks very
much.
We woke early and departed for Ken ington Palace_ amid the rush of
morning traffic. We were greeted at the gate by two policemen who _knew
of our visit, this hocked us into thinking there were obYiously no S1gn~ls
oldiers in the chain of command and messages were passed from semor
to junior within a working week. We were led into the Prince of Wales
private office and introduced to Mr Michael Gibbon~, Paul Burrell
and )'ls Jacqueline Allen. all members of the fund commtttee and former
employee of the Prince . On amval our expectations of plendour and
. fine art within the Palace wa enjoyably sl:tattered. The office were very
humble and the tru tee ' ere genuine people · people from which we
concluded it to be an obviou reflection of how the Prince did bu ine s.
After presenting the cheque and a quick photo shoot we were. erved tea
and bi cuit and entered into light conversation. As we talked tl wa very
clear that although the e people were succe ~ful in t~eir careers the~ were
oenuinely rnterested in what we achieved m Bo ma, not only with the
fund but our welfare. How wc and our families live our lives in Germany.
Soldiers do not always need money as a form of incentive, '~e felt a great
en e of self-satisfaction and purpo e from their sincere grantude., We left
the Palace and headed off back to St Toni very happy and very ured, but
the run, the pon orship and the journey back to London had been well
worthwhile.

FOO LEA RANCE OF HILLTOP SITE - MT CA ROLr E
LCpl Ja~ie Mason
.
.
Periodically the requirement comes for Charli e Tp to clear its
unmanned hilltop comm uni cat ions sites of FOO (Foreign Object
Damage) material. Due to the fact that helicopters are used for transport
to the sites, anything that could find it way into an aircraft engine intake
has to be recovered and disposed of, making it another one of our
responsibilities. The merry band dispatched to clear Mt Caroline were Lt
i111011 C oeshott , gt 'Dusty' Miller, LCpl Andy Langan, ig Paul
Lindsay and myself LCpl Jamie Mason. Some of the things we found
tillering the hilltop had been there an incredibly long time - dead sheep,
ten year old boxes of rations and cardboard canons. Little 'presents' in
plastic bags had also been left to us by previous personnel using the site
because of the lack of toilet facilities. Unluckily for us, the wind was
blowing th e usual gale, and investigating the contents of these bags
proved dangerous as the plastic was likely to tear. One such person to be
caught by a splitting waste bag was Lt Coeshott who gai ned some
freckles and was heard cur ing for the next half hour. We managed to fill
a third of an TSO container with rubbish before the site was declared to be
Heli-Fricndly, and apart from being overrun by the hundreds of rats and
mice that make Mt Caroline their home. we enjoyed tbe break from
regular work LO become dustbin men. All w~nt well, and we finished just
in time for the helicopter to arrive and pick us up . ext stop Mount
Moody!

JCUFI
BFP0655

_qn Comd
l\ Iaj lark Adams
I
W02 ( M) teve Hu gh
.\s the end of tour rapidly approaches there is just enough time to end
off one last missive hefore we return to Herford. We can ca t our
thoughts back to our arrival amid the last nows of\\ inter (having left
Herford in a heat-wave) attempting to adjust to joint ervice working and
getting u ed to the complete lack oftru~y co!d draught beer. \~e migh~, if
we were being generous, ay that we II 1111 the bu. y and mtereshng
environment. taking the mick out of the RAF (easy target ), and _bemg
left to do tlle job we were trained to do. What we most ccrtamly will not
miss is the eparation. canned beer, bad haircuts. vi it after visit after
, is1t. and horizontal rain. One final thought - in the bar during the arriva l
hand-over we had the pleasure of being erenaded to the tune of 'Merry
Chri tmas· by cenain character from 3 (UK) A DSR. ow that they are
back perhap · w e ·re all going on a ummer Holiday· or 'Meny Fixmas·
will be appropriate, if 1t wa n ' t for the fact we might be back in Augu t.
We w1·h the new JA-CA-CA-CA-CA-COOO-FEE army element a tour
that has been a ucces ful. rewarding and enjoyable as ours. See you in
Augu t - perhaps.
L PHA T ROOP
TpComd
COICRADCO

Flt Lt Martin Ingleson
gt' cou e' Si mcock

RADCON PD TE
by ig tacey Payne
We have now taken pan in five major tri- ervice exercises since we
came down to the Falklands and we consider ourselves to be truly 'battle
hardened'. These exercise have een most of the RADCO personnel
deployed out on the ground at ome stage. giving them an opportunity to
really earn their spurs. Congratulations must go to those RADCO
personnel who took part in the Stanley half-marathon. triumphantly
coming ftrst, econd and third in the ·walking' category. Thrusting into
tbe lead in thei r category, they fought off several overtake attempts made
by Port Stanley OAPs. They returned to RADCO with their prizes,
subtly forgetting to mention that they walked! The only calam ity on tour
wa the disappearance of Cp l ·Geordie· Pearson 's 1 ewcastle Uni ted
shin. Tired of his mi rreaonent and continuous wearing, the shi rt went
AWOL and proceeded to tour the Falk.lands, including all of the hi lltop
site . It was only after seeing Cpl Pearson 's expression did the other
RADCO personnel manage to persuade the shirt to come back to it
owner. We are sure that be now wears the shirt undemeatl1 bis unifonn
for safekeeping. ow at the end of an excellent tour, [ will still have one
panicularly lasting memory. As we landed at Mount Pleasant over five
months ago there wa a welcoming party from the outgoing JCUFI Arrny
element. I remember the excitement on their faces in the knowledge that
they were going home. As it is now our tum co wave welcoming banners
to the incoming roulement, I wonder where all tl1ose montl1s have gone.
EXERCISE P R PLE TRIKE
The British Forces in the Falklands have just completed one of the
theatre level exercises which wa one of the largest LO have taken place in
the Falkland Island . It was centred on Falkland Sound, Second Creek,
and On ion ranges, and it included a sea move to San Carlos from Mount
Pleasant. JCUFI provided a Tac HQ and RRB facilities for the duration of
the exerci e. The Task Force deployed with JCUFI Ops Offr, C apt Guy
·Comm Gnu' Benson on board HMS Somerset. Meanwhile the Tac HQ,
consisting of Lt imo n Co es h ott, C p l 'Geordie' P e a r s on , Cpl
Thompson . Cpl :\-tor row , Cpl Howden , S igs L ucy Corlett , Steve
Ire on. and Da rren Rose, deployed by Chinook to a Hil ltop Site. The
fixed RRB crew. at Mt Campito, were LCpl Tim Borrie, LCpl Ky
Wilcockson . a .d ig Ji m my He ndrick who were po ised for action ,
ready to uppon the operation. A mobi le RRB was also deployed to cover
the movement of the task force ably crewed by Sgt 'Scouse' Simcock
and ig tace y Pa y ne . RADCO was man n ed by LCp l 'Tank'
\\barrier and his team who ke pt the ope rational comms runni ng
smoothly, under close direction of Capt Benson.
After landing by Chinook and Landing Craft, the assaulting troops
mounted sequential attacks on enemy positions with suppon !Tom monars
and .50 MG fire . Whilst Tornadoes buzzed the Rebro site as they began
their strafing run, HMS Somerse1 provided 4.5 in gunfire suppon to the
infantry. This Exercise saw tlle first time since the 1982 confl ict that naval
gunfire was used in suppon of troops on the ground. The Exercise ended
with a tactical heliborne recovery to l\,fount Oni on and then to Mount
Pleasant Airfield. Ex Purple Strike proved to be a testing Exercise for all
concerned, not least the JCl.iFI contingent. We now look forward to the
next Lxerc1se which will see L Bty 1 RHA and Gurkhas fro m B Coy
PWRR take pan, with JCUFI once aga in providing steadfast comms. A
final ·well done' to LCp l '(Comd Comms FJ )' Briscoe who was
nominated as CBF's signa ler for the exercise and survived wi th career
intact.
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FI HJ GI THE FALKLAl'IDS
Cpl Billy 'The Fish· Cuthbertson
During our six month tour it became appanmt that as ume passed by.
more and more people were trying their hand at angling in the fishabundant waters around the Falklands. Before we knew it, a fishmg
frenzy had begun, and the original two fishing pioneers of JCUFI, Sgt
'Mullet' McBride and myself Cpl Billy Cuthbertson had been joined by
a mob of enthusiasttc fishermen (fisherper ons). The now-famous Mullet
Creek became like a fish farm, with crowds of male and female JCVFI
personnel trying their hand at the new sport. A mall inlet nonh of Mt
Kent called Estancia was discovered later in the tour, usually a closely
guarded secret of the locals. Herc. fish were found in abundance, and it
was said you could catch a fish with a boot lace and a nail. Most JCUFI
anglers agreed with this except for a few sad individuals who remain
fishless, but will be named here: gt 'JC-C-C-C-CUFI!' Robertso n and
Sgt 'But I did use a worm' Simcock. Both who spent two days on R&R
at the best fishing creek in the islands and caught nothmg. It was soon
noted that there was a few core members of thi s new fishing fraternity.
Sgt Jan 'Survival Skills' Lee was seen to be fishing in the se~·erest
weather, being nominated as the all-weather fisherman. Later on Ill the
tour we were joined by W02 (S M) Ste c H ughes, Cpl 'Daz' Offord
and LCpls Andy Langan and • ipple· Humphries, as well as a few of
the COMMCE ' girls who will not be named becau. e they have caught
far more than me.

Ex Purple Strike - T he ' A' Team
Cpl Pea rson, Sig Darren Rose, Capt Guy Be n s o n,
S ig Lucy Corlett, Cpl Ho w den

0 ' THE HIGH SEAS - 0 BOARD HM BRAVE
by ig Lucy Corlett
The opponunity arose for me to 'cross-pollinate ' wi th an operator off
the Falkland Islands Guard Ship - HMS Brave. My opposite number was
W O M (C) Kemb le who volunteered to spend ome time with my
compatriot ' Pongo ' in RADCON . Luckily for me HMS Brave was
destined to sail for outh Georgia while I was aboard. During my time on
board I was employed in the Main Communications Office (MCO).
where I learnt about many di!Terent comms sy tern and found my elf
operating everal different circuits. The highlight of my time spent in the
MCO was talking on a world-wide ystem known a OpCon to many
other ships including HMS Ma111110111h and HM ln vi11cible thousands of
miles away. The sea\ as very calm for the sailing to outh Georgia, and I
got through it without going green or seeing my breakfast again. I usually
get sick on the Dover to Calais ferry crossing! On arrival at King Edward
Point, 1 was surprised with the breathtaking scenery that greeted us . The
old whaling station at Grytviken is now a ghost town and was eerie to say
the least.
The Royal Signals personnel at South Georgia, ig ' Baggy' Bags haw,
C pl Will Mor row, and Sgt Andy Turn er were pleased to see a familiar
face, and showed me round their signal shack empire. They seemed to be
enjoying themselves despite the difficult conditions. After my ten days
working crui e, sailing between the Falklands and South Georgia, it was
time to return to Mount Pleasant. I can hone tly say that I enjoyed my
time on HMS Brave, and was sorry to leave new-found friend . However,
life in green, on land, is where I would rather be.

Sg t Mac Mu ll et McBride (in the hat) and friend at Estancia

ID~l1t-IJI
S ig Lu cy Corlett and friends on South Georgia
C HARLIE T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt imon C oe hott
Tp SSgt
gt Ia n Lee
Life in Charl ie Tp since our last appearance in The Wire has been
hectic. We have supported various exercises as well as coped wit h a
string of va rio us inspec ti ons and vi its that, of co ur e, have gone
exceedingly wel l. Wi th on ly a few weeks to go until our repl acements
arrive we are now making the fina l preparati ons for our departure. Well
done to all those in Charlie Tp who have recently been promoted.
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CROSS TRAI ING
In January the Team took advantage of the quiet period to dismount
their computer co ntrolled monitoring equipment and install it into the
nice wa1:m classroom next to t)1cir offices. This gave all a good
opport~111ty to learn mo'.e about this system and practice reconfiguring it
for various tasks. Despite th e fact th at the Team has not received any
training on the system the week went very well. Towards the end of
January the COM SE Team UK, in the form of SSgt (YofS) Mark
Hogan , LCpl 'Geoff' Wilman, LCp l 'Scotty· Hoffman and Sig
·Rennie' tuart ca me over for a week to take advantage of the training
opportunity. Th is proved to be a valuable exchange of infonnation. Much
was learned about the equipment as well as about how each Team differs
in its operation. After a hard week's work the UK Team departed for
Blighty, but not before sampli ng the delights of Bergen Hohne!

COMBINED ARMS COMSEC TEAM
Germany

qn Comd
Capt ·Tommy' Bald\\ in
Yot.
gt (YofS) Pete van den Broek
With th main xcrci c period ahuo · t at an end the Team have been
tookmg forward lo ome adventurou training. With other aetiYitie
planned for the rest of the year uch as participation in the Blandford llalf
\larathon and. yes, you gues ed it, more ailing, now over to ig Andy
Pon ell for ome of the details.
In 0 tober. four of the team. LC pl 'Taff' Ed ward s. ig And y
Pon ell. • cott· Yuill and \"ic Vernon had decided to put their fitne s to
the test and enter the Royal ign a l Half Marathon held at RS .
Blandford. Ha\ ing ent red late, training started straight away; long run
and gym session. being the daily routine. a each competitor got fit in
preparation for the race. By the day of lhe race. everyone could complete
the required di tance of thirteen mile • although, in Holme, hill are not
as eas) to come by as they are in Blandford a all four found out. The
course wa anything but flat, with what . eemed never ending hills to run
up, but not many to run down.
TI1e three ignallers all finished in what they de cribed a , rca onable
times. while L C pl 'Taff' Edward , due to a stomach bug he had picked
up prior to the weekend , pulled out with ju t a few mile lefi lO the fini h.
!though he had done well to tart the race in the first place. 01 that the
race wa OYer. three of them have gone on to entering the London
l\1arathon in April 199 , an even tougher challenge. Once again the
rraining tarts.
On the 4 No\'ember six member of the Combined Amis COM EC
Team went to Kiel to undertake an eight-day sail ing exercise Ex Viking
Back top. on board the Ro_ al Signals yacht Quicksih·er, a Sadler 34 type.
'\1ember included YofS Pete Van Den Broek, LCpl ·Auz· G amble ,
the kippers for the Exerci e. pl 'lick 'lurphy, LC pl 'Taff' Edward s,
LCpl Eddie Edwards and ig ndy Powell.
Upon arri\ al at Kiel, we were not urprised to be the only one going
out this late in the year with tl1e weather bitterly cold. evertheles an
hour later all ix members were leaving the harbour under motor power to
get to their fir· t port of call, chlick ee, a half hour down the coa t,
before it got dark. On board that evening it was time to start learning a bit
about sailing for the new members, such as. safety on board and names
given to the different pans of the boat. Two hours of this and it was time
to get heads down for the full day of sail ing we would be undertaking the
next day. The next day arrived on ly to be met by horrendous weather
conditions which were going to keep us in port all day.
Day two and the weather had got better o we were all up early to try
and make up for the previous day lack of sa iling. We set olT from
chlick ee hoping to make it to Damp for that evening. For LC pl
Ed,\ards and ig Powell this was a firs t time sailing and certainly a new
expenence.
. A few hour later and out in the middle of tl1e Baltic sea, any early
·1gn · of up et stomach had oon gone and replaced by what can only be
described as mad men running about the boat like there was no chance
you could possibly fall O\'erboard. LC pl Eddie Edwards, during hi time
off the helm, had decided that if the sea is full of fish, catching them
houldn 't be too hard, how wrong he was! We arrived in Damp just as it
was beginn ing to get dark and put the boat to bed. The first thing YofS
Pete \"an Den Broek did then was to go and get some of hi favouri te ice
cream from one of the shops. He was so excited when he got back he
totally forgot there were stairs into the galley, the cooker at the bottom
reminding him as he fell straight into it. The ice cream remained intact
but Cpl li~k 1urphy not bothe ring about the YofS immediately
grabbed the ice cream to make sure it was all right. This was the end of
the first full day of sailing as we all sat down with a few drinks to talk
about what was for some of u a new experience.
The next day we once again set off early from Damp only to turn
round fifteen minutes into our travels when evere weather conditions
were mentioned on the radio. At the front of the boat the two LC pl
Edwards were sat loving every minute of the roller-coaster ride until half
of the Baltic sea found its way up 'Taff' Edwards leg. Once back in
Damp ~\·e settled down to much of the ame as our fir l day, learni ng
something new about sailing. This ti me it was different lights on ai li ng
\·essels and what they meant.
Day four and we were able to leave Damp th is lime sett ing sai l for
Eckenforde. We had to make good time on this day as it was one of the
lon~er legs we had to unde.rtake and Eckenforde is down an estuary
which ,was gomg IC! take a btt longer to get down than sai ling out in the
ea. \\hen we got. m we decided to go an~. test the local beverage as it
was a aturday night and after all the sa1l mg th at had been done was
needed. although by this time we were all suffering from land sickness
\\hich didn't help. With all rhe bad weather now behind us we were able
to set ..ail to Laboe the next morning which was the start of the return
journey to KieL It was a day that we could now really start to pul into
practice. everythmg we had all learnt. Everybody was moving around the
bo..t domg what was rcqu1ri:d of them without much help being needed
and when we eventually amved at Laboe looked quite competent at our
nC\\ ly acquired skill

AR RIVALS A 'D DEPARTURE
The Team finally said farewell to Capt 'Mac' McCrindle, Julie and
the kids, who have left us for the sunnier climate of Cyprus, pl '1ick
M urphy, Carrie and Declan. who have left for 30 Sig Rcgt, and L pl
'Aus' Gambles, Sa rah and Callum who have gone to Tidworth. We
wish them all the best for the future in their new units. On the arrivals
side, we welcome Capt Tommy Baldwin who has joined us from the UK
and is settling in nicely, and LCpls 'Taff' Edwards and LCpl Eddie
Edwards and his wife Anne-Marie who were posted in earlier this year.
We hope they have a good tour.

29 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
VI.ITS
Brig Hughes, Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde vis ited a drill night al the TA
centre, Dundee on Tu es day 18 ovember 1997, during which he
presented S gt Ro d Main with his Territorial efficiency medal.

only notice he got was the non-arrival of a snow-bound SSM who was due
to render the Memory. The evening concluded with a fair ampling of
Scottish 'liquid life' as the company retired to the mess bar and witnes ed
the dawn breaking.
RECRUlTL"'IG
The Squadron recruit training team has been particularly succes ful of
late with a recruit selection of 28 candidate . The word on the street is
that Lt Vic 'Please Sir' Cavin and his cohorts
gt ' Drill Pig· ndy
Waterston and Sgt 'Handy Para' Bruce Sin ger have been developing
press-gang tactics around Dundee docks . Although the preferred version
is that the remainder of the team , in C pl H ea ther ' Ginger Whinge '
Lawrie and LC pl Joe ' Bald is beautifu l' Wiggins, brought them in with
the promise of the best social life in the Highland . The rigour of the
selection process has since preened this number down to 20 who are now
filing their teeth to sharp points in readiness for the depot recruit course
at Blandford. Watch out 11 Sigs, the Haggis Munchers are coming!
MOVEME TS AND PROMO TI0 1
A recent elevation to JNCO was L C pl Albert 'Morse Monkey '
Woodcock who now in ists on including a mirror on bis det loading list

LCpl 'Aus' Gambles, LCpl 'Taff' Edwards and Si g A ndy Powell
Our last full day of ailing saw us leaving Laboe back out to sea with
the wind right behind us so making good speed. It wa n 't until we turned
round to go back to Laboe for the final night we realised a lot of turning
wa going to be required to get us back under sail. Four hour of 'j ibing·
and ' tacking' and we were back out ide Laboe harbour wai ting for two
submarines to pass us before we could get into the harbour. That night,
after a few questions on what we had all done over the last week it was
time for bed. Al last there was a proper bed for Sig Andy Powell who
had spent that week sleeping on the floor due to the lack of space in the
bunk he had crammed him elf into on the Iii t night. The final ail the
next day wa a half hour cro sing into Kiel harbour where the boat was
put to bed for the final time that year, whil l everyone was talking about
what had happened over the past week. An Exercise with a difference,
but one that is as important for getting a team to work clo ely together.

Brig Hughes spea king w ith Cpl Tracey Wate rst on

Cpl Mick Murphy te ll ing LCpl 'Taff' Edwards how it was on
Flamingo wh ile LCp l Edd ie Edwards, at the helm, avoids
icebergs

B RN NlG HT
On 17 January 199 a Burns ight was organised ~o celebrate the
at1onal Ba~d. The
annivcr a1y of the birth of Robert Bums, cotland'
guests were Brig Grant, Comd 51 Highland Bdc, Col Acda, Regimental
Colonel Roya l Signal TA, Col Foulkes, Dcp Comd 2 C) Sig Bde and
Mrs Foulkes and Col Hensman, ccretary Highland TAVRA an.d
Honoraiy Co lonel of the Squadron. The ceremonia l piping of the hagg1
commenced the traditi ona l events for the evening and a spl end id addres
to the haggis was given by W02 (RQMS) Bert Wright. Duri ng the
course of the mea l, enten ainment was supplied by the folk fi ddlers, T he
Reel MCKay, a loca l group. An accomplished inger 1r Roy McRca
sang a well know Burn song, Bonnie Wee Thing and C apt Eric Blyth
responded to numerou reque t and sang Ae Fond Kis and followed up
with My Love i like a Red Red Rose. W02 (YofS) Andy Dobson gave the
toast to the Las ies (clever tu fl) and the QC wife, Mrs Janet Gilfctber.
had obv iously done her homework and replied wi th a toast to the Laddies.
The evening was brought to a conclu ion with t.he,toas~ to ~ie Immort 11
Memory by C apt Bill ' Here's one l prepared earlier :11sm1th who gave
a seemi ngly well rehearsed perfo rm ance. This occurred e en though the

Sig Scott ' Professor' Mc Donald
During Assault Course Training - Barry Buddon Training Area
in order never to lo e ' ight of his new chevron. He wa overheard telling
a group o f the new recruits that his badge of rank was so bright and new
only to defl ect attention away from the new 2 ig Bde emb lem that they
were adm iring on his other ann. He then went on to expla m that the new
emb lem (a figure 2 withi n a horse hoe) i actua ll y our 0\\ n quadron
emblem and that the other 2 Sig Bde units were weari ng it to shO\\ their
affiliation to us! Well done Albert!
Congratulation and a sad farewell on promotion to Capt (Maj des)
E ric Bly th and hi wife Donna on as ·umption of hL new po l a
Compa ny Commande r of Tay forth UOTC . here in Dundee. The
Quarterma ter at the UOTC: ha a l rcn~y placed a ~ci;iand ~or ·andbags to
make him fee l at home 111 his new e111·1ronmcnl. Dig m faJ Bl) th !
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55 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
fh<' qu.. dron has JU't ompleted another he.cue three month , with
Clu . tmas and the ew Year ju~t adding to the hst. The Comd 42 ( W)
Bde. Brig D. . "· ha'~ re,iewed our recru it pass off parade. '~hen he
\'isiwd u .. He also pres nted beret and medals to the ~an ous re ipients.
\\'e ha\'e been acti\'C un the charitable front. and dunng the quadron
Chri tma part) pl Karl Da' is pre·ent.cd ,. cheque for £.1000 to the
Disc Jackie. of it' FM for The Children 111 1..-ed/G1ve a h1ld a Chance
charities. This 1s the re ult of various activitie· th roughout the ~·car. and
a b o mcluded fu nd· ra i ed during our 30th An i\ e rsa ry eleLra11o n
ea rhe r in the yea r. The Cel ebrati on was a g reat ucce s as was the
fun tiun a tlen' ards where the star singer w a none other than the mother
of · porty pice' ! he ha.d j.u . t dropped off he r mother but fo r ome
rea ·on declined the offer ot JOmmg u for the party!
On nturdav 13 December the final of th
orth W tem Area TA cup
final took place between the quadron and · · Coy. 5/ King at the

impress ive Kirkby tad ium . Against the run of the game 5/8 Kings were
two up by half time and by full time the quadron eventually lost by six
goa ls to nil. The match referees report repeatedly suggests that we were
very unlucky indeed. Constant attacks from the qu adron were in vain
and alt hough able to pu h fo rward we were unable to fini sh. Thi s was the
culmination of a great dea l of effort from all of the members of the team.
A special thank go out to the player manager, SSgt Alex Wilkie, who
continue to pu h the team as well as pester the PSAO fo r more money!
This coming March ces the e nd of an era after our currem OC, Maj
John Crackett move on to pa tures new and , w ith promotion, assumes
command of 39 ig Regt. He ha been our first TA OC in almost 30
years. and now he is to be replaced by Maj ick Caleb who is coming to
sunny Aintree, from an equally sunny Vienna ! o we bid farewell to Jim
and Clar and welcome ick and Emma.

Thomas, w ho is the longe t erving LC pl in the Corp s, not that he
mention it too often. To assist us with our large number of vehicles. we
also have three RL C vehicle specialists. They are LCpl Josie ' hy,
retiring type ' Wales , our res ident AAFI wagon monster LCpl Peter
'Thi kit is my working dress ' Beaumont, just back from Bo nia and Pte
Stuart ' Do you need a driving licence for a go-kart?' Wheaton.
608 Sig Tp is bas ed at the Base Vehicle Depot, Ashchurch near
Tewkesbury, in Glouce tershire. Whil t this is technically a civili an-run
depot, the majority of personnel here are RLC, placing us in the curious
po ition of being the minority Corps on camp. Thi has both po itive and
negative a peel to it, but ince we generally have a very good working,
and social, relationship with the depot, and since we u e it to promote the
Royal Corp' high level of profe sionalism, then it tands us all in good
stead. The unique nature of the Troop. its static location and large poo l of
vehicles (we currently have 125) mean that we fonn a valuable resource
for various projects, liai sons with c ivilian companies and a a n ideal
venue for counties , high profile information visit . We a~e curre ntl y
extremely bu y, with some as istance from 11 Sig Regt , preparing
vehicles for loan to the Land Sy terns Reference Centre, to bee tablished
in Blandford. We have an ongoing project, in conjunction with the
civilian firm Dytecna, dealing with the airportable ver ion of a SA , and
the next year promi es to be even busier.
De pite this heavy workload (not to mention our recent RSlT
inspection), the Troop does manage to find time to relax. Most of us are
very keen golfers (the Troop occasionally enters a team in variou s
competitions), some are currently involved in running the depot ' squash
ladder (and doing uspiciously well in it) and j et-skiing should also be
mentioned. La t summer we even found time to take a week in Wale for
adventure training and. ye , some golf may even have been played. So
there you are, that is 608 Sig Tp. A unique unit within the Corps, manned
by some fairly unique individuals and fulfilling a unique role. A very
strange place to be posted to, very hard, but also extremely rewarding and
should that posting order find its way into your slot, as it were, a place to
be anticipated and enjoyed.
A Challenge - Should any unit reading this article feel that they can
field a golf team, of whatever calibre, then 608 Sig Tp would like to hear
from them. AJ1y reasonable venue considered, all challenges accepted
with enthusiasm, how lucky do you feel ?

642 SIGNAL TROOP
(Gibraltar)
Tp Comd
FofS

Capt Paul Wilson BEM
W02 (FofS) Bain

642 ig Tp have not made a contribution to The Wire for quite some
time, so this article is designed to update the Corps on the things we have
achieved over the past few months. The existence of the Troop is not
widely known, o 1f nothing else th is will give soldiers another dream to
add to their preference postings! The Trvop consists of both military (11)
and locally employed civilians (29). The Troop is responsible fo r the
cablelfibre network throughout the ·Rock ', mobile phones, pagers,
·arious PABX telephone exchanges and just recently, now offer advice
and assistance on small CIS systems on behalf ofHQBF.
CLST0'.\1ER ERVICE HELP DE K
Capt Paul 'Maggie Thatcher ' Wilson since his arrival made it his
goal to 'modify' the Troop's structure, which is fairly straight forward in
a nonnal unit. but here in Gibraltar where local employed Gibraltarian
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The ageing SL I teleph one exchange was due to be replaced by two
PABX exchanges early in 1998. However, as with most projects this now
1s more likely to be early I 999 so the technicians will just have to keep
resuscitating the o ld exchange until then . Greetings to Sg t M ic k
Holloway (we were hoping to welcome a new exchange, but got Mick
instead). The Telemechs in between Cu tomer Services dutic are busy
with the MDF move. T he new C ustomer Services with thei r tech nical
support will shortl y move into a purpose built room, hence LCpl Chris
Pengelly and Cpl ' Yorkic' owdcn are pull ing cabl es in at an amazmg
rate to feed newly promoted LCpl Jim 'Tenninator' Stoeks's hunger to
terminate. The Troop has also been sub-contracted to lay a new fibre
network on behalf of Cogent Integrated Networks for the RAF LDCN
project and thus save the taxpayer an enonnous amount of money. 9km of
cable wi ll be laid by mid February I 998.
WJRELE S FOR THE BLI D GOLF
On Sunday I February l998 a gol f competition was held at Estepona
Golf Club (S pain) in aid of Wire less fo r the Blind. The fonnat was a
Texa Scramble 4 ball and a tota l of 24 teams were entered from the Rock

608 SIGNAL TROOP
qn Comd
Ca pt (Q 1) D. A. 0. Holmes
Tp gt
gt P. Farrington
Imagine ... after a long (if not di tingui hed) career in the Corp ,
another postmg order ha arri"ed in your pigeon-hole, infom1ing you that
you will hortly become a member of 608 ignal Troop. Jnunediatel y the
que tions ari e: Who are 608? Where are they based? What do they do?
\Vhy me? So. in order to alleviate this shocking level of ignorance, this
·malle Lof titled Signal Units has decided to break its tradition of quiet
anonymity and anno'iince its presence to the rest of the Corps.
This i 608 ignal Troop. Have you ever wondered where that old
wagon went? You know, the ab olute pile of junk that was left LO rot for
years in the garages and that had all the decent bits swapped or stolen
before it disappeared? Well, it came to us. because the primary role of the
Troop i to upply a War Maintenance Reserve (Wl\1R) for the Ptam1igan
fleet. and that means replacing that old wagon of yours with a
replacement, completely refurbished. vehicle. Thi unique role requires a
unique team and the Troop personnel at 608 are certainly that. Consi ting
mostly of ystem technicians (no operators here) the Troop
establishment currently numbers nine. including the Sqn Comd, and
becau e of this and the close co-operation required by the work, the
atmosphere here is al o unique.
The Troop is currently led (?) by Capt Don 'lt' my train set' Holmes
whose many years of experience and inspired (if unusual) leadership
style, make him the perfect Sqn Comd for this most unusual w1it. Ably
(and allegedly) assisting the Sqn Comd is the Tp SSgt, Sgt Peter 'Oops.
forgot my unifonn again· Farrington. who e natural Oair for admin is
probably explained by his being a radio tech . (What?). On the technical
side itself. the workshop is run by the ever-inventive gt Neil 'I've got an
air tool for that' Parkinson who presides over those children of a les er
god. the technical maintenance team. This consists of Cpl J. J. ' Orange
Trainee' Headley, one of our longest serving members, Cpl ·Spooky
'What Corporal's course?'" hrimpton , currently employing his
technical kill running the Troop's URS account and Cpl Lee
·woodwork ma terclas ' Thompson , who is quite happy where he is,
thank you ,·ery much! Supporting this indu trious team of dirty-handed
technicians is the tiny Stores Section of Cpl Bill ' Perhaps just one more
brew' Edwards, whose golf handicap is having to come to work
occasionally, and LCpl 'Is that a pelling mistake?' Efans, who is due to
JOin us hortly. Completing the team i~ LCpl 'Taff 'Woolly Mammoth"

VI IT OF LT C OL M. J. SINTO Royal Signals
During a few days in September I 997 Lt Col M . J. Sinton , from 2
(NC) Sig Bdc, visited the Troop in his capacity as the Senior Reporting
Otlicer. During his short stay he had a tour of Troop areas, interviewed
the Troop members, briefed on the way forward for the Troop and was
subjected to some loca l cuisi ne (Chinese!).

civilians tum to their Unions for Mafia style action , things are not so
easy. As he went about his delicate task, time and again a ' Trade Union '
delegat ion would be s een storming into his office for another
confrontation. He would need all his tact and diplomacy if be was to
enforce his radical plan . Deviously, he approached the budget holders
showing how his plans would reduce costs and improve our service to
'The Customer'. Naturally he got their ble sing so half the battle was
won. With the backing of the budget holders he then engaged the Unions
in true 'Thatcher' style and after a lengthy battle the Union succumbed to
his plan. So, on the 5th January 1998, the civi lian Line Test Clerks were
prised away from the MDF/Faults and the 'Customer Services Helpdesk'
was born. Comprising of the uniform element of the Troop and one
Spanish speaking civilian, all under the supervision ofSgts Bob 'I wish I
could play golf' Maxted and George 'Still here' Henry. The Cable
section now totally manned and headed by the local civilians. It must be
said that this remarkable change has thrust 642 ig Tp into the limeli ght
and customers are now reaping the benefits.

Golf Society, Med Golf Society and Combined Sen ice Golf Society. Th
642 team consisted of W02 (FofS) Bagsy· Bain , Sgt 'Bob' '\1axtcd ,
gt Dave Hun t and SSgt Colin 'I'll get you out of troubk · G ro H r
(AGC) who tood in at the last minute for Ca p t Paul \\ii on .
It had been raim ng heavily for clays prior a nd indeed d unng the
competition but it was for Charity so the show went on. The course wa
somewhat waterlogged and Sgt Dave ' o golf shoes' Hunt took some
time to adjust to the conditions and was often seen traversing the slopes
trying to avoid another fa ll ! The team made an excell ent start and aft er
nine holes were fou r under par with everybody making significa nt
contributions. Unfortunately, due to slow play (that's our excuse!) the
momentum could not be maintained and no improvement was made to
the score over the back ni ne. Th is gave a net score of 11 under which
although good could only manage third place two hots away from the
first placed team. Despite the weather, the team had an excellent day out
and the event raised a total of £900 for Wireless for the Blind.
ARRIVALS A D DEPART RES
T here has been <1 large turnover of personnel during the past months.
The Tp has aid farewell to Capt Dave Smith, W02 (FofS) Ken Dodd,
S gt 'Spike' Haynes and welcomed Capt Paul Wilson , W02 (FofS)
'Bagsy' Bain, S gt Kevin Quinn, Sgt Mick Holloway, Cpl ' Yorkie '
Sowden, Sig (now LCpl) Stocks. We have also said fa rewell to our
admin clerk Mrs Lillie Coggin on ea rly retire ment and Mr 'Richie'
Richardson, who has served an incredible 46 years with 642 Sig Tp. He
leaves us on retirement after reaching the age of 65.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON OTC

Tp Comd
PS I

Lt John Symonds
W02 (S M) Mark Tivey

FAREWELL
Recen tl y th e Troo p has und e rgo ne a c ha ngeove r of PS!s, a sad
farewell must go to W02 ( SM) ' Dougie' Craig who leaves u for I.
All those in the Troop andUOTC shall mi ' Dougie'. Everyone wishes
you and Tracey all the be t for the future and thank you very much for
the fa ntastic two years that you dedicated to the job. From all I have
learned so far, it is going to be a hard act to fo llow!
EXERCISE ARMOURED LOOK 1997 - by W02 M . . Tivey PSI
During the weekend 14/1 6 ovember 1997, l2 (Sigs) Tp embarked on
a li aison vi sit to I Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (2 15). The weekend began
with the usual Friday evening get to gether in one of London 's least
known establi hment , before setting o ff to Tidworth, at approx 05.30hrs
on Saturday morning. Our minor ore heads were only surpassed by those
who greeted us, upon our arrival. After having fought off the effects of
the ni ght be fore and a lso two fightin g dogs ! Capt L loyd Golly d id
manage to give us a most infomrntive lecture on the role of an Annd Bde
Sig Sqn. The excitement then began as the Troop got the opportumty to
prac ti ce t he ir favourite pastim e - (Throwm g 43 's around Salisbury
training area) and leaving someone else to wash them down . Saturday
evening takes some remembering, but I tl1ink we had ~hat can only. be
described a a uperb games night in the Sqn bar. This mcluded bei~g
drenched in beer and raw eggs and having everyone's ~aces cover.ed m
black pot . OCdt Kate Swatridge won the wet T-shirt compe11t1on!
With OCdt Rob Owen leaving the venue like an e caped leopard from
London Zoo.
. unday was once again spent on the training . area, printing around
with heavy ammo boxes leaving trail from the mght before as we went.
The rest of the Squadron was then treated to wimming les ons by the
PSI and OCdt watridge. Not to be outdone Lt John Sy monds took an
early shower back at the tank-park!

Overall the Troop had an excellent weekend and would lik_e to take
this opportunity to thank Maj Davie , Capt Golly and all of21' 1g Sqn
for hosting us. B : You will be seeing u agam!!

EXERCISE THUNDER CLOUD 1998 - by JUO P. Johns
IO January saw the Signal Troop darkening Blandford·s door tep for
Ex Thunder Cloud (named by our Tp Comd - if you haven ' t worked i~ out
yet. think 'Ex Lightning Strike'). The weekend began well, as we arrived
before the bar closed, and the 2nd Years were soon befriended by tho e
on the Tp Comds Course and given a taste of what lay in store for them
the following night.
Saturday morning was taken up by lesson on 'antenna theory' by gt
Palmer and a test on Batco with OCdt Harper at which we were
di appointed to learn that OCdt Zazzi ma~e a mistake. Unfortuna.tely,
W02 (SSM) Tivey had thought they were JOkmg when they asked 1f he
wanted to book the heating, so a warming cup of tea wa needed befo:e a
rather hilarious VP session. The afternoon was spent on mast erection,
where OCdt Choudhury pro ed that he is too dangerous to be let
anywhe re near a mast and WOCdt Parrott's group ~~peared t~ be
raising and lowering their for fun .. A final bit of team pmt wa: enlisted
in a gan1e of Murderball . rugby with a helmet and no rules. This proved
good training for OCtd Burke. who won the TA Cross Country
Championship the following day. .
.
.
There the fun tarted - Saturday mght m the Me s with the Tp Comd
and the theme of the letters Sand M, in any way you chose. So whil t the
PSI and Sgt Palmer retired for an early night we became a mo~ley
as embly of Mu covites, Saucy Mini ter (Mr Owens, yo~ could JUSt
have gone a 'Spots'), urgeons , and of cour e our 24C m umform:
' Would you like frie with that'> ' WOCdt Rigby, however. tole the
how - the football short were a nice touch. OCdt Choudhurv oon
found him ·elf in tbe pond (never try to cheat again t your hosts). but we
got our own back with the Weetabix and eggs. There the evening ended
for the JUO. who took Chumbawumba a bit too li terally. The pond
claimed more victims, notably the Tp Comd and OCdt Owi:ns who JU t
jumped in for the hell of it. Capt Owen fought too~ and nail to avo~d a
ducking, whil t 2Lt Williams took the d1plomat1c approach and JUSt
threatened to ue everyone.

unday morning brought the usual rec.riminauons and much relief at
the unavailability of a PT!. It only rcmnm to thank Capt Duggan for
dragging him elf out of bed to give u two lecture . One on the role and
stn~cturc of the Army and the other on Royal ignal , both were vastly
improved by the number of Blackadder clips. but then 'he's a \Cr) nice
bloke· hone t!'
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS
CHENEVIX-TRENCH
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·. .. a formal expres ion of milit01)' knowledge and thought, that the
Army accepts as being re/evanl at a given time, which covers the nature of
current and fiaure conflicts, the preparation of the Army for such conflicts
and the methods of engaging in them to achieve success. '3

" ... what to think is not sufficient; it ma. be said to supply the raw
material - historical facts, etc. - in which ' ho' to think' operate .
'What to think' supplies us with bricks and mortar, how to think'
"ith craftsmanship."
Maj Gen J.C. C. Fuller

In his foreword to The British Military Doctrine, the Chief of the
General Staff de cribes the function of military doctrine as follows:

The manoeu1rist doctrine now widely embraced within the British
Army is imended to guide commanders at all lei,els in 'how to think'. What
steps can be taken to en ure that, in being tauglu, doctrine does not
become dogma, effecti1·e/y then telling us 'what to think'?

The CGS stre ses the importance of 'understanding'. An under tanding
of the principle and the goals renders a commander better equipped to
lead and make deci ions than if they were reliant upon a 'rigid adherence
to prescriptive rules'. It is understanding that i the key to the avoidance of
dogma.
The Manoeuvrist Approach to warfare has been developed to contend
with the unpredictable nature of modem conflict. It has moved away from
the previou ly held belief in attrition warfare. [t i no longer the material
destruction of the enemy ·s combat effectiveness that is considered to be
the most important a pect, but the destruction of the enemy's will and
cohe ion through envelopment, encirclement and destruction. The
manoeuvrist approach has been defined as:

By Captain 1. J. Rayner BSc R. Signals
The collap e of the Warsaw Pact in 1990 led to a dramatic tum arowid
in British military thinking. Gone was the main threat to security that had
dictated the hape ofBriti h Military Doctrine for40 year. The demise of
the traditional Warsaw Pact threat meant that the risks to British security
had become much more diverse and not so clearly defined. This situation
thu dictated the nece ity for a reappraisal of military doctrine. The days
of the text book providing the answer to any given situation were no
longer extant. Today's commanders had to be able to adapt to any new
problem and seek a solution through the application of doctrine. The
requirement to rejuvenate British military doctrine was ummed up by
General ir Peter lnge.
'iJl? need to develop a warftghting doctrine which, rather than being
scenario dependent or an extrapolation ofplans for a specific operation, it
is based more upon well-tested and proven principles, and is hence
broadly applicable 111 a Jar wider range of circumstance. ' 1

The aim of this paper is to suggest the steps that can be taken to ensure
that the application of doctrine does not become the adherence to a clearly
defined et of :-ules and regulations. To suggest these steps one must first
dt:fine doctrine itself and more aptly manoeuvrist doctrine. Having defined
the term I will expand upon the requirement for a manoeuvrist approach
and the manner in which mission command fits into that approach. Once
the parameters and definitions have been established the opportunity to
suggest those teps that can be taken to optimise the applicatior of
doctrine presents itself. I have concentrated more on those ways in which
the environment for the application of doctrine can be maximised rather
than specific steps to avoid doctrine becoming dogma.
Put simply. doctrine is that which is taught. In the orth Atlantic Treaty
Organi ation ( ATO) it is described as the:
'... fimdamental principles by which the militfllJ' forces guide their
actiunf in support of objectives. fl is authoritative but requires judgement
in application. '1

The key words in the above quote are 'guide' and 'judgement'. These
term are fundamental in the application of doctrine and cl~arly do not
appl} to an adherence to dogma. Military doctrine does not aim to lead its
commander~ by the no~e, but more importantly it aims to set the guidelines
and parameter~ within which Its commanders can work and use their
jud~ement. The Anny Doctrine Policy paper defines Military doctrine as:
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'... to establish the framework of understanding of the approach to
wa1fare in order to provide the foundation for its practical application."'

'... an approach lo operations in which shattering the enemys overall
cohesion and will to fight is paramount. It calls for an attitude of mind in
which doing the unexpected, using initiative and seeking originality is
combined with a ruthless determination to succeed. '5

This doctrine stresses the achievement of a position of advantage
through the application of manoeuvre rather than attrition. The
manoeuvrist approach provides greater flexibility in combat and the scope
to seize fleeting opportunities to defeat the enemy and achieve the aim.
The high-tech nature of the modem mechanism of war highlights the
need for commanders on the ground to be able to make decisions quickly,
without constantly having to refer to a higher conm1and. This enables
them to capitalise on any opportunity that presents itself. This factor i
central to the application of doctrine. The significant features of
manoeuvre warfare arc momentum and tempo which in combination lead
to shock act ion and surprise. If a commander doe not have the flexibility
and the authority to make decisions then these principles cannot be
achieved. Thi leads on to the crux of manoeuvre warfare doctrine, namely
misson command.
Mission command intends to tell subordinates what to achieve and why,
rather than what to do and how, essentially the app li cation of doctrine not
dogma. This i achieved by the issuing of mis ions rather than tasks. There
arc a number of key tenets to mission command and manoeuvrist doctrine:
'timely decision making, the importance of understanding a su~erior
commander's intention, a clear responsibility to fulfil that intention'. The
application of these will lead to effecti ve command rather than rigidity in
command which would be the result of strict adherence to dogma.
The doctrinal theory behind mission command is that subordinate
commanders are allocated the appropriate resources to carry out their
missions, are not subjected to excessive control measures from their
superiors and are given a freedom of action within defined boundaries to
decide how best to achieve their missions. Thi process is designed to
'promote a robust system of command and t0 achieve a unity of effort at
all levels.' 7
Mission command is designed to complement the
professional and intuitive judgement of commanders at all levels. In order
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to correctly apply m1ss1011 comm~ncl to the . manoeuvrist concept, a
commander must be able. to make tnnely dcc1s_1on and take appropriate
action. If a commander 1 able to achieve this more quickly than his
opponent then a distinct advan tage can be attained.
The main criteria for avoiding dogma is understanding the doctrine at
all levels. T_his tmdcrstanding can be reached through collective training.
This collecuve tram mg should not purely concentrate on one's own area of
expertise. but needs to encompass the all arms scenario. Manoeuvrist
warfare is an all arms battle and to play a part in that, no matter how large
or small, requires an appreciation of one's own capabilities and those of
supporting arms. This emphasi es the need for a broad base of training and
under tanding.
The maintenance of doctrine as opposed to dogma relies upon a number
of factors. The key factors in my opinion are: understanding of the intention
at all levels, interpretation as opposed to adherence, a clearly defined area of
responsibility, freedom to act within that area, an appreciation of one's own
trengths and weaknesses and accountability for one's actions. Doctrine is
essentially 'de criptive not prescriptivc's, however if the above factors are
not applied doctrine very quickly becomes dogma.
Responsibility and accountability need to be devolved down to the
lowest level. Decentralisation is a facet of the manoeuvrist doctrine, but
has to be coupled with a unity of effort if it is to be successful. This then
hark back to the necessity for collective training and understanding al all
levels. In layman's tenns the essence of manoeuvrist doctrine is to be
given a length of rope, to be told what to achieve with it, but not the
manner in which you will do it and finally that whatever you do with it you
are ultimately accountable.
ln order to promote doctrine and not dogma one's area of responsibility
must be defined. During the Gulf War, General de la Billiere wa grateful
for the fact that his immediate superior, Air Chief Marshall Sir Patrick
Hine, allowed him to use his discretion and make decisions as he aw fit at
the time. De la Billiere extended the ame powers to his ubordinate
within the three services. However, he did experience problems regarding
his own area of responsibility.
His area had been clearly defined, but during the course of events in the
lead up to the opening of hostilities, he found that he was having to brief
General Schwarzkopf on events in areas that were not technically within
his geographic area of responsibility, but concerned soldiers and
equipment under his direct command. This clearly nece sitated a review of
his geographical parameter , this would then enable him to command
effectively within his operational area of responsibility.
A further problem highlighted by de la Billiere was that of freedom of
action. The Rules of Engagement (ROE) for British force were dictated
by Whitehall and were not in line with those of US or Saudi force . Thi
pre ented a great problem as firstly, British forces were not able to react
in tinctively to a pre-emptive strike and econdly. authority to react would
have to be ought from further up the chain of command. This wa not a
viable situation as too much delay would be caused. This could ultimately
have resulted in the loss of manpower and fighting ability. De la Billiere
needed to have the ROE expanded to enable him to command effectively.
Whilst there was an appreciation of Whitehall's concern that hostilities
could open prematurely, de la Billiere and his subordinate commanders
de perately needed to have the capability to defend them elves when the
situation arose. De la Billiere states:
'I saw the unbridgeable gap benveen the need of the mi/ita1J', who
11111st have power to protect their key assets, and those of the poliricians,
whose foremost aim is to prevent the triggering ofArmageddon. ' 9

This situation stresse the need for trust and the willingness of
Whitehall to extend accountability within a de ignated area of
responsibility. Whitehall needed to extend the tru t so that. the
commanders had the flexibility 10 apply their knowledge and experience
to make the correct decision. Within manoeuvrist doctrine trust mu t flow
in all directions. Thi must be a tru t in the abilities and capabilities of
one's ·uperiors, contemporaries and subordinates. Within that atmo phere
of mutual respect and understanding the facets of manoeuvnst doctrme
can be applied to their fullest advantage.
De la Billiere fought his battle wiU1 venom and wa~ eventually granted
the extension to the ROE that he sought. At one pomt however. he had
believed that Briti h aircraft would have to be withdrawn from the allied
air plan due to the fact that the British ROE would not enable them to
function alongside the re t of the Allied Air Force . Thi situation clearly
place a commander at a di advantage and in no way allows hun to fully
apply manoeuvrist doctrine.
.
De la Billiere's subordinate commanders al o felt that their hands were
tied by the ROE. For example, Commodore Chri Craig, the Senior aval
Officer Middle East (S OME), was concerned that the uncertamty
concerning the ROE' ..... was al o likely to have a corro ive effect 011 the
morale of his command teams.• 10 De la Billiere was able to delegate
authority to his subordinates and allow them to fully exerc.1. e command
within their given area , but due 10 restrictions pla~ed upon_ him he wa not
as able 10 fully exercise manoeuvrist doctrine. Thi 1 a pnme example of
how doctrine can be reduced to dogma. l f commander· are unable to apply
doctrine how they see fit then all they can do i reso11 to dogma.
To produce the best from a subordinate it is essential to afford them
responsibility and accountability. If an individual of any rank doe not
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have responsibility how can one expect the optimum result-. to be
achieved. If trust is not extended, then no reciprocal \I. ill be observed. This
cannot be initiated from a middle nmg though. The effect can only be fully
realised if the trust and mutual respect filters down from the top. lnitiative
can only be u ·ed, if initiative is actively encouraged. Doctrine can only be
applied if training is of a sufficiently high standard lo allow an individual
or body of people to apply a broad base of knowledge and unden.tanding
of that doctrine to a given scenario.
To that end that application of doctrine must be inculcated from the
earliest stage. Officer Cadets undergoing training at The Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst must be clearly 1rained in the tenets of doctrine and
mission command, rather than constantly seeking the OS solution.
Under doctrinal teaching there is no OS solution, merely a number of
options for a given situation. Thorough training, experience and
knowledge will lead one to a uitable decision. Our soldiers in training
again need to be taught to use common sen e and initiative more readily.
Clearly some situation do require an automatic response that i a drill, the
only way, or the tried and tested solution to a given scenario. The ADP Vol
2 expands upon the issue of drills and states that:
'The more practices that can be reduced to drills, the quicker those
drills can be execwed, and the quicker forces can transition from one drill
to another. This co fllributes fi1rther to the development and 111ai111enance
of tempo. However, drills and procedures m11s1 be adapted to meet the
demands of the situation. ' 11

The employment of the e drills is still within a doctrinal format not a
dogmatic one, as scope still exists to select the relevant drill for the task in
hand.
Therefore the training of our soldiers needs to be based on the
indoctrination of the basic drills and the flexibility to react to a given
scenario with the right drill. As our junior tradesmen advance up the
promotion ladder, their responsibilities become greater and our
expectation of their performance is enhanced. Therefore the teaching and
application of a broader approach to decision making needs to be
introduced early so that our soldiers can exercise their abilities to the
fullest extent.
Commanders at all levels must learn to delegate command and powers
of authority wherever possible. It is only when an individual recognise
that they are valued and their experience counts can we expect to observe
the optimum performance from that individual. If at the lowest level our
soldiers or junior commanders are expected to follow the principle of
'monkey see, monkey do and are not given the scope to make their own
decisions, then we can expect their actions to be more dogmatic than
reactive.
ln summary, the application of doctrine relies heavily upon a broad base
of understanding; understanding the intentions of our superiors,
understanding the capabilities of ourselves, our oldiers, our equipment,
our allies, our foes and most importantly understanding the tenets of our
military doctrine. Within thi framework of understanding there mu t be
an ability and authority to make decisions within a clearly defined area of
responsibility. Having been able to make the decision, there mu t be a
degree of accountability for that deci ion. Without accountability the
decision making becomes worthless as there is no urgency or real
requirement to make a sound decision. In order for doctrine, how to think,
not being superseded by dogma, what to think, initiative and originality of
thought must be actively encouraged at all levels. As a commander at any
level if tho e order that you i sue do not clearly convey your intention
and those of your higher command then how can they be interpreted and
applied doctrinally by your subordinates.
Successful employment of mission command on operation depends
upon its principles being fully comprehended, applied and practi ed in
training. Jt provides a common base-line, but 'requires a style of command
that devolves decision making without losing the unity of ej)ort and which
can 011/y comefrom a clear lead and a sense ofpwpose being gfren by the
higher commande1'. ' 12
.
.
Finally mission command and manoeuvn t doctrine are not
revolutionary concepts as thi quote from 1864 highlight . From General
Grant, the overall Union commander in the campaign again t the
Confederate Army, to Sherman his ubordinate:
'I do not propose to lay down for yortaplan ofcampaign ... but ·imply
to /av down the \\'Ork it is desirable to have done and leave you free to
e.xeci1te it in your own way. ' 13
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·commaml i.' u pmcess that makes use •1( informalio11 i11 onler .to .co-.
ordinate peoph• and things rmrnrrl the ace >mp/i. hment of ti:, 1r 1111 s1011
\ 'an Cre' eld.
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In today'. new ecurity environment few nations pl.an to go to war
alone. To demon. trate political ·olidarity and ignal firm mtent the trend 1s
for nation to ·hare re pon ibilitie . risk and burdens and JOll1 alhan e-led
or coalition operation ''hen they pcrceiYe their national intere ts. are
s.:n·r I~ threatened Operation. acros the whole. Spectrnm of O~erauo.n
from humamtarian or peace upport operation to l11gh 111tens1ty
conYentional '' arfare. has become a proving ground for the utility of
multinational forces in the 1990s. o far the remits look promising. The
Gulf war was a tunning succe s; the Bo nia operation i an out· tanding
model for a cohe ive multinational force confronting an e ·trcmely
comple\. et of poli tical and military dilemmas. t the heart of ucce in
multinational operation lie the ability of the Commander to command
and control hi !!:round force. , air forces, logi tic upport and his reserve .
ucce ful Command and Control (C2) in a multinational etting has
some unique dimen ion . The organi alional tructure of a headquaI1crs
should remain 'loo e' thus allowing a degree of tolerance for the cultural
difference between the taff from different nation . Doctrinal difference
and procedure· need to be understood and harmonised. Language barriers
must be raken into account, and o must the different levels of training and
experti e of national staff and unit . However. it i the Communication
and lnfonnation Systems (CIS), providing the technical mean of C2, that
brings cohe ion and re· pon iveness 10 a Multinational Force.
CIS are the sinews of command and have to be designed, deployed,
integrated and sustained so that they are available round the clock. CIS
must be able to take information to the commander and order from him
down the chain of command: they must be high ly respon ive and
tran parent to the u er. Like sinews. the Commander's Cl must be
reacti\·e. re·ilient, robust and ready for the fight.
AIM
The aim of this paper is to record experience in multinational training
and operations and draw CI le on for the future.
APPROACH
'Nothing and nobody ca11 replace a personal experience. ' Von Mo111euflel.
The approach taken in this paper is to 'Learn from Experience' by
drawing lessons from personal involvement in 2 major mul tinational
ventures - a trial and an operation:
Experience I - The Multinational 1 ATO Airmobile Division (M AD)
Trial. During 1991 the 2nd UK Infantry Division led a ATO trial
culminating in Exercise Certain Shield_ Detailed MNAD planning.
training. trialling and the post-trial analy is period extended aero s the
1990·91 training year. (Appointment - Commander Communications
M. 'AD and Commanding Officer of the MNAD Signal Regiment)
Experience 2 - The Stabilisation Force (SFOR) in Bosnia. The predeployment training and planning with HQ LANDCENT, followed by a
six months tour on Operation Constant Endeavour during 1996/97,
provided a unique opportunity to learn from experience on a 'live'
multinational operation. (Appointment - ChiefCJ6(CIS) IFOR/SFOR.)
Before focusing directly on the M AD Trial and the SFOR Operation,
it may be instructive to take one seep back from CJS and technology. We
should keep in mind that CIS is merely a means to an end. It is simply the
enabling m.:chani m for the Command and Control (C2) process.
Therefore a brief overview of the C2 Challenge facing commanders will
et the context for the remainder of this paper.
THE C2 CHALLE. 'GE
'The enemy dic_tates to me as much as l dictate to the enemy. ' Von Lultwak
Components of Combat and the Interactive Cycle: Jn very simple
terms the dynamic busines of Combat can be broken out into 3 broad
components; an Attack component (The Fist); a Surveillance and Target
Acquisition (STA) component (The Eye); and the Enabler - ClS (The
Brain). The~e components are clearly linked and interact wi th each other.
An interactive model of combat could be constructed high lighting the
importance of decision making and communications against the reaction
of the enemy and an environment of counter-measu res. Such a model can
illustrate the nature of constant enemy action duri ng preparations for war,
in operations and in countering technical innovation. It is within this
combat model that the C2 proce ·s needs to be understood.
fhe 2 Proce s: The end product of the C2 process is to take timely
and appropriate action against the enemy. The steps in the proce s leading
to action have been well illustrated in the widely recognised OODOA
(Observation - Orientation - Decision - Orders - Action) Loop. The cyclic
nature of the OODOA loop depends on reliable and robust
communications at each stage to carry information from the w;de range of
'ur.crllancc and target acquisition systems via information systems into
Command Posts (CP). Also to deliver orders from the commander to the

deployed forces with their weapon systems. Of course the quality of the
Commander· deci ions i · a major factor in the success of an operation.
Thi merits close allent ion.
The Drive for crtainty and Quality Decisions : How can the
Commander be sure'? How can he be sure that the decision that he is about
to take i the one that is m st likely to lead to a successfu l outcome. In
battle he will be confronted with a blizzard of information that will need to
be filtered to en ure relevance, accuracy and timeliness. The right
information needs to be ·pulled' from the system databases. prioritised,
evaluated and pre cnted. Jnfomrntion is a valuable and expcn ive
resource. Therefore, ii must be handled with special care and properly
managed by the taff in CPs in order to improve the quality of decisionmakir~g. It i here that operational needs, technical possibilities and staff
should interact in clo c harmony as they pursue the Commander's ritical
Information Requirements (CCIR). A C2 system hould be designed with
the imperative lo improve situational awareness and the quality of
deci ion making uppermo tin mind. The currency for both is information.
ln trying to understand the C2 process we can envisage a complex web of
intricately connected man-machine team · with infomrntion and orders
flowing from ensors to CPs and to weapons through a myriad of
management and control systems. Alternatively we can depict the
structure of a ommand ystem as having just three element ; the
organisation, procedures and the technical mean (CJS). Of course, within
the organisation is the Commander and his staff. From whichever
direction we view the C2 process it is vi tal to recognise that CIS must be
de igned a part of the overall C2 system and, in particular, the
Information Exchange Requirements (lER) of the Commander. In the
same way that the purpose of a train is to deli er people to the correct
platform al the right station on time and in good order (the travellers are
more important than the train!), ClS mu t be de igned and deployed to
deliver the right information to the right place in the right format without
being late. Commanders can then u e this information and their ' uperior
understanding· to take the right decisions.
EXPERJ E CE 1 - T HE 1NAD TRJAL
The overarching objective of the M AD trial - Exerci e Certain Shield
- in 1991 wa ... ' to develop future concepts and force structures for
ATO'. The Divi ion comprised Briti h German, Belgian and Dutch
troops with an ORBAT that included:
a. HQ 2(UK) lnfDiv.
b. 24(UK) Airn1ob Bde.
c. 27(GE) Luftlander Bde.
d. Belgian Para-Commando Gp.
e. An Aviation Group with around 150 Dutch, German and
British tran port and anritank helicopters.
f. A range ofCSS units.

CIS Concept Drivers: There were three main drivers behind the CIS
Concept for the M AD trial; the challenges and constraint of airmobility;
the mu ltinational nature of t11e ORBAT; and the deployment range and
area of operations.
a. Airmob ility. Airmobility imposed a requirement for a fast moving
reactive communications system that could be resilient in the face of battle
damage. This called for robust networks comprising a combination of
single channel Combat et Radio (CNR), satellite, multi-channel trunk,
satellite and Allied systems. Overlapping systems were deployed with
fallback options allowing for graceful degradation rather than catastrophic
failure; single points of failure were avoided. The main constraint impo ed
by Airmobility is the rapid movement of MNAD tactical CP, troops and
vehicle-borne CIS equipment. This required a judicious mix of airmobile
load and road tails.
b. Multinational ORBAT. The mix of multinational force placed a
high priority on communications interoperabi lity. No automatic electronic
interfaces had been designed for the MNAD Trial. Therefore a single
nation system approach was adopted usi ng UK Ptarmigan trunk and
Clansman CNR to support HQ MNAD with forward links provided by UK
detachments collocated wit11 brigade and group CPs. These detachments
with carefully selected Liaison Officers (LNO) did much to help overcome
the procedural and language barriers. ln a multinational environmen t there
is much scope for ambiguity with the spoken word. Part of the answer to
this problem lay in automating and formatting information for standard
presentation to staffs, and the production of hard copy Orders and Op
Overlays. We soon discovered that our GRID computer system, linked
over Ptarmigan, was a very useful tool in promoting understanding and
bringing a high level of responsiveness to staff work and cohesion to
subsequent deployments and operations.
c. Area of Operations. The radius of action of the M AD wa over
IOOkm, but this area of operations could only be sustai ned in a fast moving
scenario by deploying satellite communications to provide the extended
range and 'pools of Ptarmigan' lo provide a com munications umbrella in
the immediate local deployment area. This concept, successfully used in
the Gulf War, reduces the constraints of terrain and frees up CPs making
them more re ponsivc and survivable.
MNAD - Key CI Features. In brief the key CIS features of the
M AD Trial were:
a.
A highly deployable MNAD tactical CP capable of deployment
using Support Helicopters (SH).
b.
A single nation CIS system based on Ptarmigan trunk, Clan man
CNR and GRiD computer support.
c.
The deployment of SATCOM to extend range, reduce terrain
constraints and free up CPs.

d.

e.

The automation and electronic passage of Orders and Op overlays
and the general use of formatted reports and returns to help
overcome procedural di ffercnces and language barriers.
Enhanced interoperability through the widespread deployment
of LNO Teams.

EXPERIENCE 2 - SFOR in Bosnia
SFOR C IS Vision. There were four strands to our SFOR CIS Vision:
a. Our top priority was to operate and sustain the essential backbone
tactical communications systems. Without this backbone network
COM FOR could not command his ground, air and upporting forces
under all condition , including widespread conflict with one or all of the
Fornier Warring Factions (FWF). The tactical communications backbone
from I IQ SFOR down to the Multinational Divisions(M D) was provided
by the US A TRITAC/MSE system which replaced Ptan11igan in late l 996.
b. Next we maximised the use of commercial communications systems
and technology by developing and extending the erviccs provided by the
ATO Integrated Peace Support Network (JPN) and the UN VSAT (Very
Small Aperture Tenninal) satellite-based network. These commercially
based network complemented the tactical networks and added much needed
resilience (in the form of bandwidth and alternate communications path ).
c. We were constantly seeking new way to exploit Information
Technology (IT) in support of the mission. The range of deployed
Jnfonnation Systems (IS) included NATO CRO OS (the principal C2
networked IS); CRESP (Operations); PAIS (Intelligence); ADAMS
(Deployment and Movement); and the rNTERNET. The Video
Teleconferencing (VTC) System was u ed extensively providing a real
time video network linking SHAPE to HQ SFOR and also linking the CPs
within the theatre.
d. Finally, but mo I importantly, our vision included the wider
imperative to encourage the local Muslim, Croat and Serb factions to
rebuild and interconnect their PTT networks and cellular telephone
ystems. This was a major challenge that placed more demand on our
political and diplomatics.kills rather than our technical experti.se.
Overarching the detailed strands of the SFOR CIS V1s1on was the
constant drive to focus CIS Teclt11ology 011 tire Mission . We were alert to
the spin-offs in terms of developing new ClS concept for future ATO
operation ; the extent ~o which our experience would en~a.nce exist!ng
NATO CIS interoperability programmes; and the opporturut1e for usmg
the SFOR mission as a test-bed for prototyping new CIS concepts and
technologies. We recognised that the C2 framework of SFOR was highly
tuned and the conditions were ripe for 'sparking' technological innovation
with operational imperatives. At the forefront of innovation was the
development of data fusion techniques using ' terrabytes· of information,
ome downloaded from wide-band satellites; imagery from the
PREDATOR Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and reconnaissance
aircraft; and elecrronic map databa es and displays driven by special to
function oftware applications.
THE SFOR ClS CHALLE GE
SFOR C2 Structure. The SFOR CIS Challenge demanded a thorough
understanding oft11e SFOR Command arrangements and C2 structure. The
founda tion for CIS planning was based on t11e C2 relattonsh1ps between
the major HQs and supporting HQ outside the. theatre, and the ma~y CPs
and organisations supporting the operallon m theatre, m Bosma and
Croatia. The command relationship between SHAPE and SFOR wa
different from that during the !FOR era - in effect, SFOR i ATO' first
CJ Task Force deployed on operations. Include? in the .c2 strucrure w~re
the many specialist units and the myriad .of mtema~1onal and c1v1han
organisation who needed to co-ordinate their efforts with SFOR.
Meeting the CIS Challenge. In outline the Cl challenge has been met
at a number of level . First we had to en ure that the wide range of CIS
networks which had evolved from the early UNPROFOR days. were as
transpare~I as possible to commanders and taffs. T.h.is wa achieved. by
developing and improving the degree of interoperab1lt~ between tactical
and fixed systems; bel:\veen military and commerc1~l syst~m ; and
between communications and infonnation sy tern . This required close
integration between many diverse ystems and nel:\vork , an organ.i~ation
for sustaining the service provided by the network and t11e abrhty to
respond quickly to new or changing requirements. Therefore lo manage
and sustain the deployed ClS and respond to future needs we .et up a CI
Control Centre adjacent to HQ FOR. The key players m the IS
organisation were COS SFOR, Chief CJ3, Chi~f CJ6, Commander of the
SFOR Multinational Signal Group, and the Director of the CIS <;on.trol
Centre. The importance of a strong Cl management orgamsat1on,
working clo ely with the staff, can not be over taled. Sy tern management
and integration were fundamental to success.
The FOR Joint Operations Centre (JOC) or 1 er~c Centre. .The
focal point for command in SFOR was the SFOR JOC 111 the Sarajevo
ILIDZA Complex. The JOC was specially con tructed after Transfer of
Authority (TOA) from HQ ARRC to HQ LA DCE T. ~II t11e .I
installations were designed to match the new JOC config.urat1on and with
a view to improved system and teclmical manageme~t. W1th1~1 the JOC the
staff and technology were closely intcgrat.ed with a wide range of
infonnation ervices - ecure and insecure v01cc; FAX; computer upport
in several functio nal areas· vi ual displays using BARCO projectors; and
imagery from reconnaissa:1ce aircraft and UAV. It was a place where we
endeavored to bring humanity and technology into perfect hannony!
THE Cl

ETWORKS
The meshed CJS networks supporting the SFOR operation are outlined
below:

a. The Tactical Backbone Networks The US TRJTA 1MSh system
provided the secure backbone communications from HQ Sl'OR down to
MND CPs and out of the immediate area of operations to the Combined
Air OpcratlOns Center (CAOC) Ill Italy and HQ upport Command in
Zagreb. Within the MND area tactical communication were provided by
the lead nations; in MND (N) - by the USA with MSE and single channel
combat radio; in MND(SW) - by UK with Euromux and Ptarmigan and
combat radio; and in MND(SE) - by France with RITA and combat radio.
Automatic interfaces have been developed to allow direct dialing between
mo t of the e tactical trunk systems. Interface between Combat Radio
and trunk system are also in place. All the backbone tactical systems are
manned and supported by ATO signaler~.
b. The Integrated Peace Support 'ctwork (IP.'). The IP is a nontactical network deployed throughout the theatre but with a strategic reach
back capability to major ATO HQs in Europe It is an integrated, meshed
voice and data network comprising ATO owned and commercial leased
transmission, switching and multiplexing systems. The subsystems
include NATO Transportable Satellite Ground Terminals. leased and
satellite systems. host ation PIT and US SI IF radios, commercial and
U electronic switches and multiplexing pro\ ided by Integrated Digital
etwork Exchanges (lD X). Much of this network i supported by
contractors. The IPN is the bearer system for the CRONOS Wide Are
Network(WAN).
c. The Video Teleconferencing (\'TC) etwork. The VTC has
become the primary means of secure communications between
COMSFOR and his subordinate commanders. VTC Hook-Ups were
between commanders and key staffs are taking place several times each
day. The VTC system is networked across the fP and links ATO HQ
outside the theatre with HQ SFOR. There is also an SFOR VTC net
connecting HQ SFOR to the M Os. The VTC may be expen ive in terms
of bandwidth but it has proved to be a very effective tool in integrating the
command structure of this Multinational Force. It has done much in SFOR
to reinforce the importance of people in the command proces . From a
technical perspective the VTC is a complex subsystem workmg on the
design limits of the deployed CIS technology - it requires con tant
contractor support and very careful and constant procedural and technical
management.
d. ATO CRONOS (Crisis Respon e Operations Sy tern). The
CRO OS automated information system is NATO's secure /nJra net. It
compri e commercial hardware and oftware and provide a
comprehensive E-mail and file transfer capability over local and wide area
network . The oftware products include a full office automation suite
including word processing. spread heets, pre entation tools and diary. We
ee further 'stretch potential' in CRO OS. especially in the areas of
ystem management, ystem administration and information management.
There i much scope for improving the management of mformallon on the
electronic databases by the taff, this relatively new IM staff di cipline
should have a direct impact on hardware and software enhancements and
how we improve the networking of future systems.
e. CRESP, PAIS and ADAM . CRESP, PAJS and ADAMS are
specially designed oftware application package. in t11e operatio.n ,
intelligence and logi tics fields which are evol~mg. as the operauoa
progresses. Their utility is only limited ~y the imag.matlon of the st~ff and
the technical innovation of the peciah t techmcal team developmg the
application .
f. The ATO Internet. A the mi ion moves further from peace
implementation lo stabilisation there i a growing requirement for HQ
SFOR to communicate effectively with the many non-Government and
international organisation in Brus els and other capital . For the c
organi ations the world wide 111terne1 i the routine an~ primary mean of
control and co-ordination. Plans are well advanced to mtroduce FOR to
the wide pread u e of the lntemet ensuring that adequate ecurity
.
safeguard are in place.
Telecommunications Emergency Reconstruction Programme (TERP)
a. A review of SFOR CIS would be incomplete without a brief mention
of the importance of the work involved in helping to reconsm1ct, a.nd
interconnect the local telecommunications network in Bosma. MaJor
parts of the' network were de troyed during, the war. The Federation
recovered quickly (85% recovered as at March 97) but Republika Srp ka
(RS) ha recovered much more slowly (20%); T~e political, economic and
civilian infrastructure de elopment of Bosma 1s largely dependent on a
countrywide integrated telecommunication network. The SFOR C~
plan make full u e of the exi ting .but fragm_ented PIT network and will
make further use of this Ho t- at1on capability a the TERP progre e
and more reliable ervices are available from the local PTT companie .
b. The TERP involve rebuilding the R Micro\ ave backbone network
over 32 hilltop site . It also includes inter-entity link and the installation
of new telephone exchange aero ' Bo. nia: Funds have been.allocated b.Y
the EC and a contractor i already m country workmg on th1
recon truction project. However progre i being tifl_ed b¥ di agreement
between the FWFs who are using the TERP as a pohtical football. FOR
recognise that the TERP L an import~nt pa.rt of th<- pol.itical and
economic rehabilitation of the country, 111clud111g the standmg up of
civilian institutions. Telecommunications arc vital to the overall civilian
recon truetion plan and will do muc~ in the democr~ti ation programme
(Municipal Elections in 1997 and at1onal Elecllon Ill 1998) for Bosma.
THE KEYCI LESSO. FOR F T
OPERATION
The key les ons captured from the I
experience are summarised below. .
a. Focu Cl Technology on the Mis

REM LTI ATIO 'AL
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but 11 m1!!l•t h -Ip 10 :l\oid ·1-chnolog) drill '. We need to keep in mmd that
CL i, iiic pnmary enabkr of the C2 process. The goal are improved
11ua11onal awarenes' and quality of de · ision making by eonunan.ders. The
curren , 1s 10fonnat1on, .I is • imply a means of delivery and d1 pl~y. To
repeat ihc troin analogy - it ts the w.ellb -1~~ of ~hi'. travellers (bits of
mfom1ation) and not the tate of the tram (Cl' 1 that1s important.
b. Tacl!cal Backbone et\,orks. We must always plan for the worst ,, ;irfighting. Hcnc • pnont) need to be g1\· n to the sccu"c tacucal
backbone networks. The ·e will be sr.~1ally de 1gned to be m0bile and
,, ith. tand the environmental demand. of the battlefield; they mu t be
operated. maintained and supponed at first line by ?ldier rath.er ~han
contro ·tors. To en ·ure the ma.,imum degree of commumcat1on
interoperability a lead nation ·hould provide the tllcti~al network at each
1e,e1 of command. To en. ure clo·e mtegrauon between the
·ommunication . the CP organisation and procedure the commander and
the tac.:tic~l communication sy. tem ·hould be provided by the same
nation. This will also ensure that the CI Plan i finnly focused on the Op
Plan. Automatic interfaces hould be del'eloped between different national
tactical
)' tern
to allow inter- y tem working and improve
interoperability throughout the dep loyed Force.
. .
c. Commercial Cl . In addition 10 using tactical networks Mult111at1onal
Force - like national Forces - hould ride on the back of commercial
communications and computer technologies. Defence cannot hope to
compete with the ma ive civilian electronic industry, .except in o'!le
niche area such as electronic ecurity or computer ecunty. Commercial
net\\ orko. which can provide a full range of infonnarion ervice . hould
be deployed to complement tactical net\Vorks - not replace them. They are
flexible. easy to extend. reconfigure. and upgrade. But they usually come
with a long contractor's logistic tail which is not always respon ive to the
needs of the front line commander.
d. Automated Command Po ts. We know that the furure is networked!
Re earch and Development work should continue to enhance the
automated CP and to electronically network CPs within the area of
operation. and also 10 maJOr supponing HQs. Area which are ripe for
in\estment are data fu ion, electronic map di play-, graph ic interpretation
of infonnation, real time imagery. and the de elopment of special to staIT
function application databases. But at the hean of all thi automation lies a
new non-technical staff discipline - Information Management (TM). Thi i
an area that needs mart ta ff officers bringing together operational needs
and Cl technologies.
e. Host ation Telecommunications. There are two rea ons for paying
clo e anenrion to the telecommunications infrastructure of the ho t nation.
First the local PTT ervices can be used to complement military Cl
net\rnrk . econdly. an improved PTT infrastructure can contribute on a
wider political and economic front to mis ion completion. Multinational
Force deploying into war-com countries should make careful provision
for the training of ignalers on civilian PTT technologies. Deployed force
must also be prepared to employ local PIT liai on officers with
appropriate technical and language skills. Often it is the political and
negotiation kills that are more important than the technical kills.
f. CIS Management. The real value ofClS to the C2 process can only be
fully realised when the y terns are properly managed. System
management require much careful and detailed planning and is be t
undertaken from a CIS Control Centre, ide.iilly collocated with the
Multinational Force JOC. The CIS Control Centre include the
managemem of all CIS subsystem ; it brings together the tactical and
commercial y tern : the terrestrial and satellite systems; and ensure
clo e integration between the communications and information systems.
g. CIS Training. Soldiers can not be expected to perform well in banle
unless they are trained to hoot and to move tactically. Similarly, signallers
hould be properly trained in the full range of CIS technologies with
peciali t training 10 help them understand and maintain commercial
systems. including civilian PIT systems. Too often young signallers are
expected to learn all their equipment skills from On the Job Training
(OJT) and experience. Uood ClS trainmg ensures greater employment
flexibility and shou ld be regarded as an important componem of the CIS
Resilience and Reserve,.
h. Resilience and Re crves. CIS resilience. ensuring that the C2 process
is not unduly disrupted following battle damage or technical fai lure, must
be a key plannir;: factor in all CIS plans. Resilience is provided by having
a de ignated and deployable et of reserve CJS equipments and men; first
line reserve, should be located within theatre. Resil ience of the total
ystems is enhanced through improved interoperability between
subsy terns. Resilience planning should also include establishing a well
organi ed Cl logi tic suppon chain with a spares deployment plan; and a
respon ive contractor suppon and callout system. Wide employment skills
of the Force signallers can contribute significantly to their deployment
flexibility and hence the resilience of the Force.
i. Connecting the inews to the Decision Makers. The final lesson
which has already been alluded to severa l time in this paper bears
repetition - it concerns the need to connect CIS (the Commander's
SI 'l:.WS) to the Decision Makers. We are returning to the staff discipline
of Informauon Management (IM). In SFOR we had mature and stable
information system architectures yet the staff continued to struggle to
improve ituauon awareness. The key lies in IM . In simple temis all
Force. need a CJ3 (Operations} led plan and procedures for storing and
archiving information; for controlling and authenticating it; and for
dc't!!nating who is responsible for inputting data to the various Jatabases.
Staff ~hould decide what information is needed by whom and how it
hould be pre. ented: what i the pay-off between speed and accuracy;
Y.hat ri,k<;, if any, should be taken with security; who owns the
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info1mation. \~ho should have the authority to change it, upgrade and
access it. All this needs careful co-ordination by the variou rnff divbions
" ith the Cl staffs. But it should be led by J3. The boundaries between
J I and I manngemcn t need to be more clearl y under tood . IM must
become the master of future C!S planning. We will then have taken a
decisive step toward improvi ng situational awarene , reducing the level
of uncertainty in the commander· mind and improve the quality of
decision making.
Fl ALTHO GHT
In vitalising and nurturing the Commander 's Cl sinew we should
recogni e the intimate relation hip between human behaviour,
or<Jnni ational culture and technology. This rel ationship is su tained by
infonnation - the currency of all human endeavors across the pcctrum of
Operation .

"Man is 1hef1111da111emal ins1ru111e111 in ballle. · Du Picq.
·war is a great drama which cannot be reduced to 111a1hema1iccil
eq11atio11s. ' Jomini.

EXERCISE KULU DRAGON
OC Capt Chris Wood
Exercise Kulu Dragon was a three week adventure training trek.king
expedition to the Indian Himalaya undenaken by ten members of 30th Sig
Regt. The group et off for Delhi in October 1997 with the aim of trek.king
at high altitude in the Garwhal Himalayan in order to reach a high point of
over 16,000ft at the base of Mount Shivling.
The fir t pha e of the trek taned from Uttarka hi , a thriving town in the
Uttarakhand region of Uttar Prade h. The only snag was in getting there;
we soon di covered that travelling by bus in India i an adventure in itself
and thi wa a harrowing 14-hour journey. We were also soon to have what
would prove to be the first of many encounters with one of the legacies
from British colonial rule - bureaucracy. We had decided to stay in a cheap
little guesthou e in thi remote comer of India and were then somewhat
surprised when the proprietor produced a mountain of fo1m and
paperwork for us to fill in. He was particularly zealous in en uring that he
had every last detail from everyone of us before he would let u get any
leep. eedless 10 say he was immediately christened 'Mr Triplicate' .
The following morning we were up bright and early ready to finally
begin the trek. It took a while to sort out the porters and their enormous
looking loads, and it was a relief to be finally on our way.
Weather condition were near perfect with clear blue skie and plenty of
sunshine. The first few days walking broke us in quite gently until we
arrived at a beautiful lake ide campsite at Dodi Tai. Here the weather
staned to turn again t u and we set up our tents in a vicious hailstorn1.
One of the group was heard to remark what a strange feeling it was to have
hail tones beating down on sunburnt shoulders.

Another cold start
W02 Keilty contemplating life and the day ahead
The conditions were to get stead il y worse once we left Dodi Tai. We
climbed up over the Darwa Pass at a height of about 15,000 feet and it was
then that the weather really began to close in. We managed to find some
old, disused Gaddi shepherd huts that we set about patching up as best we
could. Soon after our arrival the head porter announced that one of hi s men
was missing and o we prepared some search parties to go back and look
for him. Fortunately, he turned up shonly afterwards but we soon realised
he was in a bad way. W02 ean Keilty and Sgt 'Doc' Halliday had the
unenviable task of patching him up. He had lost almo t all of his fingers
and toes (pre umably from frostbite on previous trips) and the remaining
wounds were raw. It was quickly realised that he would not be able to
carry anything anymore and we would have to drop him ofT for proper
medical treatment at the first opportunity.
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The most almighty storm bl ew in, and the sound of thunder could be
heard echoing round the mountains for most of the night. After a very
fi tful night' sleep we awoke to several inches of snow outside and near
bli uard conditions. There was no option other than itting tight until
cond itions improved, and we spent that day huddl ed round a small fire in
the smoke filled hut. The snowfall meant that our original route around
Mount Banderpunch would now be blocked, and so an alternative route
was quickly decided on. This would take us down through Seema and
Kordura to Hanuman Chatti. This still entailed a treacherous de cent
through the snow to where our guide assured us was an excellent campsite.
The now wa gradually to turn into sleet and rain as we got lower until we
aiTived at our promised campsite, only to find it completely swamped. We
decided to push on to the next campsite only to find that in an even worse
condition. There was no other option but to push on all the way to
Hanuman Chatti . After another mi ssed tum by the guide (after which most
of the group was ready to thsonle him) we eventually arrived some 16
hours a Iler setting off in the morning. An absolutely exhausting day ended
in a very partan little guesthouse (probably more accurately described as
a hut) but we all certainly slept very soundly.
Another memorable bus journey brought u eventually to Gangotri
where tl1e second phase of the trek was to start. Gangotri is a small town
that attracts a great many pilgrims during the summer months as they
make their way to the source of the Ganges river. It was a place full of
fascinating characters, many of which were keen to explain to members of
the group the virtues of discovering their inner self1 Sgt Ken Barker was
befriended by a woman who insisted on telling him in great detail about
the many lives she had led dating back hundreds of years. The path out of
Gangrotri was a well-worn trail and we had no difficulty in reaching our
overnight stop at Bbojbasa. The temperature oon plummeted when the
sun went down and we were all glad to be up and moving the next day. The
ight of the glacier wall that greeted u at Gaumukh early the next morning
was truly impressive - a sheer wall of ice from which at the bottom
bubbled the very beginning of the mighty Ganges river. It was ea y to
understand why thi wa regarded as such a holy place. We soon moving
on though, as we still had a difficult traverse to do up and over the glacier.
This was a really tough scramble through boulder and loose ice before
finally reaching our most spectacular campsite al Tabovan, right at the
ba e of Mount Shivling (6543meters). That night wa bitterly cold, with
temperatures dropping to -16°C and the fast flowing stream by our
campsite freezing solid.
The next couple of days were spent exploring further up the glacier
under the Bhagirathi range of peaks, before inevitably the clear sunny days
departed and snow arrived. Thi severely hampered our descent back
down to Bhojbasa, but it made the scenery even more spectacular as it was
by now snow covered. In the view of the worsening weather conditions we
decided to push on back to Gangotri which made for another very long
day trek.

LCpl Hold, W02 Keilty and SSgt Halliday
with the Bhagirati Peaks in the background
That night Gangotri received its first dump of now, which we were told
by the locals was extremely unusual for October and never n?rmally
happened until at the earliest January. The now made the bu Journey
down the numerous hairpin bend truly frightening, with absolutely no
chance of being able to get any Jeep. . .
.
We sa id our goodbyes to our po1tcrs m Uttarkash1 and finally returned
lo Delhi after some more tortuous bus journeys. We then had a couple ?f
days 10 explore this fa cinating city. The highlight wa undoubtedly a tnp
down to Agra to see the Taj Mahal that everyone agreed. was even more
magnificent than it photographs can portray. The expedition had been a
hugely rewarding experience for all its pnrticipan~ . The .sheer sca!e and
beauty of the Himalayas ha left a permanent. 1mpres ton, but it w~
equally fascinating ob erving the customs, trad1t1on and people of lndrn
at first hand.

The Expedition Members relaxing at t h e Taj Mahal
Back Row (L- R): Sig McCarthy, LCpl Trundley, LCpl Ashcroft,
Capt Wood, Sgt Barker
Front Row (L-R): Sig Kyle, LCpl Hold , LCpl Parkinson,
SSgt Halliday, W02 Keilty

INFORMATION FOR OPERATIONS
(Synopsis of a Focus article by Maj Gen Bill Robbins)
Some may have seen the article on Information for Operations in the
MoD House Journal 'FOCUS'; in view of the imminent retirement of Maj
Gen Bill Robins however, it was suggested that it might be worthy of
wider readership. This short article attempts to provide a synop is and,
where necessary, clarify any issues that may not be as familiar to tho e
working away from 'Head Office".
The Directorate General of Information and Communication Services
(DGICS) was formed in April 1995 following recommendation made in
the Defence Costs Study and was intended co unify the approach to
operational and non-operational computer ysterns and their .supponing
communications. Work is now in hand to create a Defence-wide plan to
draw together organi ational, infonnation and technology strategies: this
includes work on lntranets and the future relationships bet\veen major IT
systems. Add itionally there is a component to en ure that the UK
strategies and plans match tho e of allie and coalition partllers.
Maj Gen Robins stressed, 'Internationally w~ are now working v_ery
closely with allies and coalition partners and particularly the U to gam a
proper understanding of coalition warfare !CS is .ues._' He highlighted t.he
major projects, the Joint Command Systems lnlllatJve (JCSI) and Jomt
Battle pace Digitization (JBD) which have grown from the work and how
they upport the Commander at the Permanent Joint HeadqlJarters (PJHQ)
with the Pilot Joint Operational Command System (P-JOCS) an~ are abo~t
to deliver the main JOCS capability. With regard to JBD he said, "It will
mean u ing a wide range of en ors some carried in the front-line by
fighting oldier , others by aircraft or atellites. to gather battlefield data
and fu e this into a single clear picture that can be u ed by a commander to
direct operations.' Information drive operation as never before; 'I ndeed.
the modem battle pace can be viewed as an infom1ation grid [linking
ensors, weapons and command post . This ha enormous opportunitie as
well as vulnerabilitie ; information operation need to be understood by
everybody.' He further went on. to say, 'A lot of work. i being .done to
en ure that we can interoperate with ATO and other nations and. 111 many
re pects, as regards coalition operations, .th.e. US i. not just an ~lly; it i !he
environment. owe mu ten ure compatibil1ty with the US without lo mg
our own industrial soul in the process.'
On the subject of ecure electronic me saging he said how proud the
DGICS organisation was of its work towards compatibility and
harmonisation of the efforts in ATO with that of other alliance . 'When
this ta k concludes in a couple of years, we may ha e the al:ility to support
U operation with ecure electron!c i:i1e aging \ orld-widc with any
nation participating. This offer a 1grn ficant tep forward 111 en>unng
world stability."
Within the DGICS Operations Directorate, in addition to upportmg the
Defence Crisi Management Organisation (DCMO), the staff work on
delivery of !CS acros a full ran~c of exerc1 es . and operauonal
deployment including the Gulf and Middle Eat,. Albama. Africa an~ the
former Yugoslavia. An e sential component of tlu upport 1s _ihe Def~nce
Communications Service (DC ) at orsham. The Defence Fixed
Telecommunication. System (OFT ) wa the ubject of the MoD' ·
bigge t Public Private Partnership (P.PP - formerly PFI) a.nd invol\ed a
deal with the BT led I CA con ort1um last July. In Apnl the Defence
Communication Services Agency (DC ) will fonn to pro,ide a mgk
management focus for defenc~ commun.i~atiott . K ~ore~ will al.so
continue to depend upon the K
ET m1h1ary commumcat1on. satdhte
network. The K
ET 4 Pha e I satellite. are in orbit and three of the
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Ph.1 c _ con.1ellation ·atcllites hn' been approved. The first of these i'
du' 10 be launched short!) from <1pc Kennedy and development of
·I\. Y IT: 10 me t need~ well into the next century continue .
\ maJOr high 'isibihl responsibility for DGIC is the management of
th· Corponuc lkadquarter<; Office Technology
y tcm (CHOT )
pwgmmm'. With some 12,000 tenninal in use or planned. CllOT ha
•n ,1 major de' elopment through Yersions 5 amt 7 and is now ba cd on a
:ximmen:ial \h rosof\ solution C V . ystems. •>C they command or nonop r..nional, are en'ry bit a' important. 'Without fa t and accurate
1nf nua1ion handling in the t:K. \\ e cannot support the . en ic •mau · The
l · ·..1 hphra:e that 'Tempo begins at home· reflect the Dl lO's
.i •nd ·n e on
HOT . The re ponsibilitie for CHOT mean that
Ill· i. ·lo. el) im oh ed m the \lain Building Refurbishment (MBR)
'' ii.~ DG :aid: ·tn the a e of !BR. we want to u e communications
nd th· p • ·ing of infom1ation a catalysts for cultural hange in how
th O.:partm nt i managed and ho\\ we work together.· Thi challenge is
!!!Ji ed b' ha mg a Director of the Future Infonnation etwork
DFf 'CH) tor 1h -Corporate Headquarters a part of the MBR
,;ani · tion. A topical area of imere t 1 that of management of tlie Year
_()00 respon. e for the \loD. Th DG aid: ·we are working very clo ely
\\!lb the Cabmet Office. other goYemment department and indu try to
·h • all our .y tern for Year 2000 compliancy and put in hand remedial
\\Ork where n ·essary. e pecially on critical y tems by 1999. T he TLB
ha\ e to do th1 for th ir own y ·tems, covering every type of equipment in
loD from office -y-tem ·to front-line military hardware. We are working
clo-ely witb our allies to en ure that, where our y tern interconnect. they
''ill continue to function properly.'
\lajor General Bill Robins concluded: 'DGICS face tremendous
challenges in the future if it i to deli\ er operational and admini tralive
IC of the highe t quality, ju-1 behind tbe leading edge of technology and
aero -uch a wide pectrum of defence activities. We need to be as up to
peed on our thinking as leading commercial concerns - or ahead of them.
That is not imply a que tion of resources. but everything 10 do with
having committed military and civilian taff of the hi ghest professional
calibre in DGIC and being able to retain tl1em. ·

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM ARAIGNEE
20 J LY - 7 A G T 1997
by OCdt D. P.A. Barbara
Every military undergraduate from the Royal Military College of
cience hrivenham is required to take part in an adventurous training
expedition. To this end four others and myself planned and undertook an
expedition to Cauteret in the French Pyrennees.
After a long and eventful drive down through the A roads of France we
arri\'ed in Cauterets, which is a mall town located south of Lourdes in the
central French Pyrenees. From a base camp set up at a camp ite, we then
undertook four training trek in the area around Cauterets, each trek
lasting a day. Summit heights between I 742m and 2688m, made a
challenging variation from long academic lectures, and highlighted the
need for good planning and equipment. During this phase we experienced
quickly changing weather conditions, and were caught out on more than
one occasion. Returning to the base area provided Lt Rich Craig a chance
to hare with the team his kill with pasta and potato, for which I am
indebted!
Following this inirial training period ' e undertook a two-day trek away
from Cauterets. A change of weather conditions gave us the chance to
experience some breath taking views, especially from the observatory at
the top of the Pie du Midi. Fre h from this trek we then undertook two
three-day treks in the same area. During these tTeks, OCdt George
Jeffries and myself carried out most of the map reading. No 'geographical
embarrassments' helped keep team morale high, though with the loss of Lt
Tony Breen (who had to return early to UK due to posting) we lost our
potato peeling expert.

There were no injuries on the exercise, though the car sustained fatigue
problems caused by the three thousand-mile round trip. These were
O\ercomc by the combmed efforts of our team of enthusiastic engineering
'tudents, and a very small French dictionary. I bt.->nefited greatly from the
expcnence, and now hope to lead an exercise in the same area when I
I ave Sandhurst, a.<; thi area provides a challenge to walkers of all
ab1hllcs.
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INFORMATION WARFARE
SOME POINTS TO PONDER
Col Jim Blake
Assistant Director Information & Communication Se rvices Studies
Background
Until recently I was re pon iblc for oversight of the MoD Defensive
Information Warfare (IW) Policy development. In addition, therefore, to
some previous experience in Electronic Warfare (EW) and Command and
Control Warfare (C2W), I thu spent ome 30 months leading on the
Defensive JW from a entral ta ff perspective. A a re ull, not only do I
have ome thought of my own, but l wa al o fortunate enough to be
briefed extensively in the U A in addition to having bad the opportunity to
see how ome of our ATO allies are tackling IW.
Many of you will be familiar witl1 rw even if only a a concept. A major
area that caused me concem from the outset, was the question of
definitions and it often seemed there were as many definition as there
were persons present at any meeting. Then too. we almost always had
discu ions about boundaries and the related issue of determining where
the responsibility for leading on the subject shou ld lie. As with many areas
in Defence today, not only was it difficult to reach an agreement, but any
that were achieved were likely, just as quickly, to be modified or
overturned by the next meeting or further draft of a paper.
Definitions
In iew of my comments above, l do not intend to provide any
definition ; uffice to say, we must recogni e that we do have C2W policy
that has been endorsed by the Chief: of Staff and that thi work is current
having recently been reviewed . EW. a ubject of particular interest lo
Royal Signal , i al o well understood and I suggest that few, if any, would
di agree that it is a component of C2W. We also have policies for
Information ecurity (lnfosec) and Computer Security (Compu ec); an
Australian colleague attempted to persuade me that there was no need for
fW policie since Jnfosec and Compusec policies (and associated
Jnfonnation As urance work) already in existence negated that
requirement. You will not be too surprised to learn, I hope, that I could not
agree with his proposal! Shortly afterward , another US presenter
attempted to convince us that rw was a part ofC2W; again I had to demur.
A few week later, in discussion with the Joint Warfare Staff in MoD, the
subject of Information Operations (IO) was raised and I wa told that IW
was a thing of the past; I remain to be convinced, content though I am to
acknowledge that 10 might exist as a concept and could well be different
from IW.
Aim

The aim of t11is paper is lo stimulate discussion on the subject of IW
witl1 a view to heightening awareness and, in due course, being able to
reach consensus on ome of the definitions, boundaries and management
responsibilitie associated with the subject. (The views stated in
attempting to meet this aim are those of the author and do not (necessarily)
reflect official po ition ). [ Readers should also be aware that there is a
paper currently on circulation with a DGICS lnfo ec lead which does et
out some definitions and terminology in answer to the perceived shortfalls
in these areas .]
Information
I tbink it is worthwhile briefly exammmg the importance of
Jnforma1io11 and its role not only in defence but also nationally and
intemationally. There is wide agreement that we live in an i11formatio11
age; the Tofflers have written about this making clear the distinctions
from the earlier agrarian and industrial ages. Nowadays corporations and
even governments have tarted at least to realise the va lue of the
information they hold and exploit. They recognise too, the contribution of
employees and that there is an associated pool of knowledge that they have
access to. This means that information has become a corporate as et and is
something that needs to be protected, managed and invested in. Despite
being somewhat intangible, ways have to be found to make best use of
information and to ensure that it is accessible, timely and accurate and the
means to protect and manage it with the associated processes and
procedures need to be put in place. Neither is it acceptable to allow an
individual or a group to hold information privately when it is needed by
the corporation as a whole; we need to overturn the ' knowledge is power'
syndrome once and for all. Yet if we do share information as widely as
necessary, and we are al o prepared to try to limit the number of times any
given piece of information is collected or generated - ie collect once and
use many times if possible - then we greatly increase the potential
vulnerability of our information and its supporting infrastructure by virtue
of the diversity of the processes and communications that are used.
Vulnerability
Operation Desert Storm brought home clearly th e importance ofC41 in
modem warfare. Recognising that there were areas which needed attention
the MoD has, since then, invested considerable effort in C2W. As a result,
not only have policies been endorsed, but re. ources have been app lied;
work is continuing to put imo place both training packages and C2W
qualified personnel. Having embarked on the C2W work, reports started to
come from the USA regarding the related topic ofJW. lt was assessed that
IW impacted the wider areas of Information and Communication Services
(!CS) as opposed to the C2W's much narrower focus on Command and
Control. Concurrently the real va lue of Information to Defence began to
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be recognised and thi immediately raised concerns about the potential
vulnerabilities that existed. This was further exacerbated by the reality that
the threat to Britain had changed with the breakdown of the Warsaw Pact
and that there wa a potemial 'Spectrum of Conflict' from apparent peace
through stages of escalauon to genera l or nuclear war. At all levels, it was
possible for attacks to be made upon our information and its associated
systems, and thus IW became monolithic but multi-faceted.
The USA, which by its force structure and development is heavily
dependent upon information y terns, recognised that they were creating
extremely tempting targets for potential adversaries employing IW. Thus
were the various single service lnformation Warfare Activities established.
The widespread use of the Internet and similar technologies being
exploited in ome unclassified military systems that were linked to other
classified systems albeit through firewalls, served only to heighten the
concerns. When account is taken of the direction that is being taken in
Jomt Vision 20 I 0, ie a move towards combined and coalition operations.
then the assessed levels of vulnerability not only markedly increase but,
arguably, become so great that it becomes impossible to quantify them
with any certainty of accuracy.
pectrum of Conflict
The world has become more uncertain since the Berlin Wall came
down. In the past lO years we have seen increased ethnic conflict and a
further rise in religious fundamentalism . Terrorism and crime, panicularly
associated with activities such as drug distribution and sales, have grown
despite attempts to control them. There has also been a proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction and international attempts to control the
pread of the technologies associated with those weapons has been les;
than successful. In the Strategic Defence Review, attention has been paid
to the asymmetric nature of conflict that might well result in a developed
and technologically advanced nation confronting a third world aggressor.
With ever increasing reliance upon information and technology to support
our forces, the threat that an aggressor might try to attack us indirectly is, l
believe, growing. This is potentially exacerbated by the nature and
availability of international telecommunications and information systems.
In view of the problems of tracing a source of attack through, for example,
the international telephone system, countering such a threat is not a trivial
exercise.
It could well be the ca e that we are under 'attack' even as I produce
this article. Our ability to detect intrusion on our computer and
telecommunications networks i not all that we might wish. Nor do we all,
necessarily, take sufficient precautions to protect against viruses, Trojan
horses, chipping or hacker . The modification of both hardware and
oftware i relatively simply accomplished and what programmer does not
leave a trap door for himself in order that he can amend the programme at
ome later stage, yet this is not apparent to the user? Today the Spectrum
of Conflict encompasses what might only be passing for peace through a
range of intermediate levels to general and nuclear war. To protect and
manage our infonnation and its supporting infrastructure against uch a
broad threat spectrum is indeed a challenge.
Other Consideratio ns
Perhaps we can refine it down however, by making decisions abo~uhe
value of infom18tion and identifying only those elements that have cnhcal
value. That may not be as straightforward a it at first_ appear_s. ln add ition
to recognising the value of information, we, are also m?reasmgl~ te~1d1~g
to use its val ue-added components knowledge and artificial
intelligence'. The e added dimensions necessitate a review of the currency
and long-term va lue of information and are likely to lead to a need for
better protection for at least ome of our information. The e ame factors
mean that such components offer more tempting targets for potential
adversaries with the likelihood of even greater direct or collateral damage.
We al o have to consider a series of initiative that have been put into
place in Defence. These include outsourcing, contractorisation an_d Public
Private Partnership (now PPP formerly PF!); these are measures mtendcd
to enab le a greater element of the spending in defence to be devoted to the
front-line rather than imply being savings mea ures. We. requ1~e,
. therefore, to integrate commercial ystems with those of the military ~~'!th
attendant uncertainties and potential risk . We are also required to ut1h e
'Commercial Off The Shelf(OOTS) products. This has benefits fr?m both
a cost and interoperability perspective but also means that we are n k fro!11
any attendant problems that are inherent in those products. Beanng m
mind we cannot be certain where software or even hardware ha
originated there are potential sources of concern in following this line.
Then too ~e are users of the Internet for e-mail and for it acces to open
source systems in support of intelligence gathering; we are al o likely to
be required to join the Govemment Intranet. All of t~ese mean we _are
becoming more widely integrated and our interoperab1ht.Y 1 unprov.mg,
but conversely, our control is diminishing and our potential vulnerability
to attack is rising.
.
It is also worth considering very briefly how IW attacks might be most
effective. To attack the system is an option but it i usually .more_ profitable
and effective to make the attack upon the process. More ol th1 111 the next
paragraph, but J hope it is clear that , if the system can be defined and
bounded, then it hould be more straightforward to protect the sy~tem by
controlling access or using encryption. The greater the d1vers1ty and
c.onnectivity such a wi thin a complex busines. pr_oce . the_greater the
likelihood of a potential attacker having uccess m d1 rupnng 1t become ·
Types of Attack
It is not my intention to attempt, in this article, to di ~u the who~e
range of types of attack. In stead I hall briefly con 1der the basic
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principles. Essentially we can consider Defence, for example, to be a
business which is reliant upon information and other supporting services
be they utilities, information transfer services, or a range of resources.
The ability that any aggressor has to disrupt or de. troy the business
pro.:css can, in the simplest case, be reduced to either a direct or indirect
attack upon it. This means that the range of options, even in purely IW
terms, is extensive. An attack might entail affecting power, water or gas,
transportation, banking or telecommunications. All of these examples
might be indirect and could affect either the infonnation provision, access
or exploitation or the supporting services. Nowadays almost every facet of
our day to day living has some dependency upon information or
infonnation systems and so any potential attacker is, literally. spoiled for
choice. The que lions of whether the attacks are by means of hacking,
covert or overt, whether they are from outside or inside by a disaffected
employee are largely irrelevant in tem1s of recognising and attempting to
cope with attacks.
Protect/Detect/React/Deter
To date we have used the headings above as our guide for tackling how
we approach Defensive IW. Protection is something that the military are
very familiar with and the work done by Communications Electronics
Security Group (CESG) and lnfosec gives us a very good foundation upon
which to build. The encryption of critical information and the
communications bearer that it uses have long been standard practice. The
issue of detection is les well supported and is not traightforward. There
are a number of companies and organisations that are providing capability
in this area but there is still some way to go. In addition to any 'sy terns'
that may be provided, detection is reliant upon education. training,
confidence and experience within the 'users' of system . So far we have
not excelled at thi and even anempts to introduce simple procedures to
prevent the tran mission of viruse often fai l due to the procedure put in
place and the ' human factor'. There i , therefore, ome way to go in this
area and it is one which might well need the application of ignificant
resources.
The education and training that might be appl ied to assist with detection
will also benefit how u ers might react once they think they are being
attacked. Prompt reporting, isolating a terminal or part of a system,
assessing and ameliorating damage and determining the source of attack
are all proce ses and procedures that should be econd nature. to all use~s
of information sy terns. We need to ensure that every potential attack 1s
identified if possible; that corrective action is taken promptly and that any
details and lessons are widely and rapidly promulgated if appropriate. The
que tion of how one can deter attack is another matter altogether.
Encryption might deter the casual hacker or amateur: equally it might
draw attention to a sy tern and attract attacks that would not otherwise
have been perpetrated. With nuclear weapons it is the threat of their use
and the resulting effect that deters aggressors; it is si mply not credible, at
present, to envi age an infonnation system 'Armageddon' whereby a
potential aggressor might be deterred from attacking. Indeed, we hould
remember that there i a trong po sibility that there will be ome
'asymmetry· of threat whereby some potential aggressors will not be
reliant upon information ystems or information transfer. They will not be
deterred from utili ing IW again t us afe in the knowledge that they are
invulnerable to a counter attack using the same form of warfare, and owe
face rather more complex i sues in this respect than was the case in the
'good old days' of nuclear deterrence.
_
_ _
.
Legal and Ethical Aspect
The question of deterrence ra1 es legal and ethical 1s ues. In peaceume
information - and its upporting y terns - is protected by law. As the
Ministry of Defence we are not empowered to break the law and it i only
when we are operating under Rule of Engagement that have been agreed
and implemented by Parliament that we can even prosecute C2W at
present. uch con traints are not helpful in term~ of deterrence: Then too
there are ethical aspects; nation comply, with only relatively ~ew
exceptions, to the terms and condition covered by the Geneva Co~ventlon
and monitored by the Red Cro s/Red Crescent. There 1s scope m IW to
break ome element of that Convention and it would not. nece arily, be
easy to identify the perpetrator. Again then, th_ere are sev<'.ral i sues that
need to be addressed not only from the defen 1ve perspective but al o m
con idering how we might be able to u c C2\i and _IW_in the futu~: One
thing that is clear is that we need to develop our thmkmg and policies m
thi area not only in Defence but at Government level and then have an
integrated approach to the i ue . We will also need to ta~e this area
fonvard with our principal allies and be nundful of the comphcauon. that
might arise with regard to future coalition operations too.
The Capability Approach
J said that I would not give any definition but, ha\ ing touched on some
of the main issue as l sec them, I should like to return to the question of
whether we should be protecting again t (and possibly conducting) I~ or
IO. Looking at it simplisticly, military force conduct operations dunng a
war. Therefore it cou ld be argued that we could have both 10 and IW and I
would not disagree with that. \! e can al o look at the ubject in lenu of
capability. Just as one has a nuclear capabi}ity or a_ C:?W ?r !IV capability.
then one can conduct nuclew; C2 W or IH opera11011 "1thm a ww: As I
mentioned at the out et, I am content to ee both de ignmions used but I
would like to see omc clarification as to their scope and relation ·hip. It 1s
perhaps too cynical to ugge t _that 10 b~~me popular when the "hole
i sue of IW came to the attenuon of polmcal leaders. everthcless the
concept ofTO is perceived to be le s a~ressive in tit~e and nature than IW
and [ am sure thi ha a part to play m our debate 111 the same "ay that
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r<.'d-1<•;11nm•• (i<' aggrcssi\ l' attempt. b) our own specialists) to ~robe
, ulm:r.ibiii&s is at.:-o~ foiling into disfavour a being too on :rtl hostt lc at
least in the , ie" of some "ho arc sensitive to such matte .
Vinal Thoughts
.
.
.
.
I h;n c nly be n abh: to introduce n number of i_sues 111 th!s article.
, uffice to :a~ that there arc many and varied challi'ngcs awai tmg those
who ha,·e no\\ taken up the rein and are leading on thi w_ork. The~e
mngc from responsibilities and boundary i ~sue thrc;mgl! dcfinmg what is
meant b,· each of the terms. I have not menuoned oft en 1w IW a· such f r
the ,er-: good rea ·ons that it \\Ould have affected the clas·ification of the
article: it might ha\'e proved a d1 traction from the oth_er points ~nd.
probabl} most importantly. it would be illegal for us to u e 11 m peacetn:ie .
• 'e,enheless I\\ is a capab1ht) we could employ were we to be engagmg
,mother nation or group under agreed Rule. of E ngageme1~t. I ha,:e ~ot
dwelt either on the subject · of terroii m and crime and their a oc1auon
,, nh J\\ '. I have m.-nuoned lnfonnation Assurance briefly and some would
-;a~ that was really only another name for lnt~sec .
. .
.
I have di cu ·ed the importance of education and t:rammg. Tl11 ran~es
right aero the board from training end user through to makmg
commanders and their staff: aware of the potential uses of, and
yulnernbihty to. IW attack. Our ever increasing rel iance upon infom1ation
and it rapid availability. tran mi ion and exploitation mean that we a~e
also increasing!) vulnerable to IW attack. We need to get our h_ou e m
order and we hould al o be thinking of the impact of intcgratton and
interoperability and how we cope with thos~ ~re~ . Tn. a.n . e~ when we arc
"orking toward a Joint Battlespace D1gmzat1on 111111at1ve and when
combined and coalition operation · are very much the nom1. we need to
tackle i ue. such a IW in the ame way and not compartmentali e them.
Argument about all the details apart, we do have a major threat from and
of
and we should both recognise that and address it.
Perhaps there i a specific role in all of this for Royal Signal : 1 would
like to think o bearing in mind the kills and talents inherent in the Corps.
There is a danger that-i t might lead u further d0\\11 an JCS/CIS path with
all that that entail . Certainly we need to think on a tri-service basis and
the Corp has rradi tions in thi area. It i an area too, that is likely to be
addre sed in the trategic Defence Review and we should be ready to
eize any initiati,·e that that generates early on.
As I said in my Aim, with this article I hope to heighten awarene s and
tru t that it might generate some debate: I · ay that afe in the knowledge
that there are many working in thi area that will not agree with my
thoughts. I do not claim to have all the answer - but I hope I have ome.
'either have I posed all the question : this is a complex subject and
Defence cannot deal "~th it or be treated in isolation. Perhaps the mo t
important point of all is that there is. in my view, a real threat. While we
might debate how great that threat i and what should be done about it and
by whom. neverthele s there is not yet widespread acknowledgement of
the basic facts. It is a little like the 'Millennium Bug' in that we need to
face the facts and act ooner rather than later which might be too late.

co,crcd le s than half the expected distance. By I 600h rs, evcrely tired
and with no water. a group decis ion was taken to come down ofT the hill
and contact the minibus.

THE BI-SERVICE EXCHANGE VISIT
by Capt D. J. Thornton

rw

Foot1101e: I am grateful to Lt Colonel G. H. Hunt PWO for his
a istance in producing this article.

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM BASQUE
by Lt M. J. Grierson
Exercise hrivenham Basque was a month long trekking expedition
based in the Pyrenean region of France. The aim of the expedition was to
gain as many Quality Mountain Days as possible to allow applications for
the JSMEL (S) course. The six pa11icipants were fou nd from the Royal
Corp of Signal , the Royal Logistic Corps and the Adj utant Generals
Corps. All of which are currently stationed at the Roya l Military College
of Science, Shrivenham. The expedition left Shrivenham on the 18th June
1997 under the watchful eye of Lt 'Larry· Grierson, the expedition
leader. The mmibus headed South via Dover/Calais toward Perpignan.
The original plan had been to leave the minibus near Perpignan, in the
capable hands of the French Military and move by train to Bagneres de
Luchon. From there .ve were to walk the GR IO back to the Minibus. As
with all plans. thi didn't survive contact with the enemy.
On arrival at the French Military Camp we found that the nearest
station was part-lime and about 15km away. This in itself was not much of
a problem. However, attempting to persuade the French rai l worker that
the station at Bagnerc de Luchon did exist proved to be insurmountable.
Ha' ing given up on this idea the expedition moved to Perpignan. The
Information Office were. much more help ful and pointed out the Station
did indeed exist but it would take over 24hrs to get there. Plan C was put
mto action. The group under the direction of Lt ' Larry' Grierson and
driven by Lt 'Ricardo Patre c' Sellwood, both members of the Royal
ignals made th.:ir way to Bagneres de Luchon. The plan was to let fo ur
people walk wh il t the mmibus would resupply every three days. This
·ecmcd at the time to be a good plan, which maintained the aim of the
Exercise. fvcntually, having improvised, adapted and overcome, Lts Lee
Hendricks, \1ark 'Doolittle' Purves both Royal Signals, Lt Juli e
\1 ac Phee AGC and OCdt Tim. Venn, RLC sponsored, set off into the
wild blue yonder. The m1111bus crew then left for the rendezvous point.
Little did we .:xpcct the paths to be overgrown, the majority of
watercourse~ to be dried up and hills to be quite as big. These three put
together meant that on the fir~t day of walking the intrepid explorers
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Field Admi nistration
L-R: Lts Hendricks, Purve s, MacPhee, OCdt Venn an Lt Se llwood
Once the minibus turned up on the scene Plan D had been formulated.
Thi involved u ing a base camp and conducting three day treks. This
proved to be a workable plan. lt allowed flexibility in the distances walked
each day depending on the terrain encountered. Having decided on the
plan the location wa chosen, Espira de Confluent, approximately 70km
from the coast. The campsite was comfortable and the owners were
willing to Jet us use their telephone for emergencies (if we needed to!)
Plan D swung into action. Having had a quiet few days the first route was
to take in the Pie de Canigou, which stands at 2785m. The first day was
spent crossing the base of the mountain before attempting the peak on day
two. The day was quite uneventful and left us in bigb spirit for the
attempt on the Peak. Day two involved one direction, uphill. We got
within I OOm vertically of the Peak before the weather got the better of us.
Day three saw the return to the campsite and the other direction downhill.
Tbe next three day sortie saw Lts G rierson , Sellwood, MacPhee and
OCdt ' Captain Klutz' Ve nn covering a portion of the GR36. A much
flatter route then before but this time the weather was definitely not 011 our
side. A torrential downpour put a damper on spirits but on we soldiered on
and after a night in the middle of a herd of cows we ended that ortie. In
need of a mora le booster we attempted an assault on the Peak of Pie de
Canigou again. This time we drove to within 600m vertically of the peak.
We were aiming to get to the peak by 0800hrs to get the views butahe
cloud came when we were just short of the peak. Cloud i. a bit of an
understatement, the rain, hail and snow came in. We reached the peak at
0900hrs but missed the views.
The rota continued the next day with the next three day trek tak ing in
more of the GR3 6 and GRJO. The route cut just below the Pie Redoun at
2677m. The next trek was to be the highest of the expedition taki ng in the
Pie de Carlit at 2921m . This proved to be a fairly testing climb but
enjoyable and by this stage everyone was well into the trekking. Yet again
the views would have been good had the cloud not reduced visi bility. The
penultimate three day treks took in Pie deMadres, 2469m. The climb up to
tbis one proved to very enjoyable. The views were spectacular and this
time the cloud held off allow ing for some decent photos at last. The final
three day trek followed the Tour de Coropat and proved to be a relaxing
walk to finish the rota. The last day in the region saw the enti re expedition
undertake a day walk up the Gorges de la Caranca. A spectacular gorge
with tracks leading up both sides allow ing a round trip up the valley. The
return track manages to get the adrena line flowing. The path was cut into a
sheer rock face with a I00111 drop off the side. Having had a rocky start,
the expedi tion settled in to a suitable routine, which allowed us to maintam
the aim of the expedition. Only a few minor inju ries were encountered
including blisters and a few graze . Once the expedi tion was settled the
Pyrenees proved to be an excellent region for this type of expedition.
Costs were kept low by 'free cam ping' and condi ti ons lent them elves to a
testing exercise. All the participants enjoyed themselves arc now closer to
the prerequisites for JSMEL(S).
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The background to the picture is that I was part of a bi-service (RAF and
Army) exchange visit with the Czech Armed. Force designed to start det~~te
in the lead up to the Czech Republic entering ATO. As the only Bnllsh
helicopter pilot to go on the visit I was sent to the 33rd Helicopter Base at

Prerov in the south-east of the country, which flies Ml-8 HJPS, Sokhols and
MI-24 HIND gun hip . I was lucky enough to fly as the first pilot (ie: fully in
control) for an hour at low level. f am currently serving as a Lynx pilot in
Northern Ireland and expect to fini h my to uf\\~lh the AAC in late 1999.

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM COTOPAXI 1997
by Officer Cadet Duncan 1ann.

In early July 1997, having recently completed our second year at the
Royal Military College of Science, a party of eight undergradua~e~ left for
the foreign lands of Ecuador and fi ve weeks of adventurous trammg. The
team consisted of three officer and five officer cadets, repre entmg the
Royal ignals, Royal Electrical Mechanical Engineers and ~oyal Lo/listic
Corps. The aim of the exercise wa to experience the group m rrekkmg at
altitude. Most of our time was spent trekking at altitudes of around 4000m
in terrain that varied in similarity from the Brecon Beacon to the. t-.:'1oon.
We conducted four treks in several different part of Ecuador, ong1nally
we had intended fo r each trek to last for approximately three to four day
with the last one taking seven. However thi wa a con iderable
overestimate as we knocked one day of each of the treks and our se enday trek was cut down to three, when we di covered half of our route was
over private land.
. .
Towards the end of the trip our la t trek was to be the ascent of Ilhn1za
one, the eighth highest mountain in Ecuador at 5 I27m. Due to illness
only five of the team were able to set out from the capital Quito for the ba e
of the mou nta in. After ome heated bartering in pigeon pani h, we found
ourselves being driven to our sta11 point for the first. days walk t? the
'Refugio .. we also left a considerable sum of 'Sucres' with our dnver m the
hope that he would pick us up the fo llowing day. It only took us two hours
to reach the refuge however the condi tions were far from ideal; qmte ea_rly
on wc beca me hroudcd in mist and the temperature plummeted as the wmd
~peed increased. By the time we had reached our re ti ng-place for t~e nig~t
several members of the group were sufTe ring fro m prematurely greymg hair
due to the frost. Once inside the hut we each grabbed a bunk and set about
preparing all sorts of inedible mea ls. Pasta and tuna wa · a concurr_ent theme
through out our time in Ecuador and that night wa ~o exception. After
failing to persuade anyone else to try our lctlovers we tned to get our head
.
.
.
down for the early tart that lay ahead of us.
As wc had been trai ning at altitude for ·ome tune by now 1t wa quite
surpri ing to fi nd that we were still sufTe ring from msomma. The average
amount of leep had by the group amounted to little over two h?urs by the
time we got up at 0500 to start cooking bn:akfast and preparing for the
assa ult on tbe summit. Having had a mall leak from our fuel stove. over
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the last two week all porridge and brews had an interesting petrol tang
which was ju t too much this morning. So with less than full s_tomach we
et off at 0630 for the final two hour wal · climb to the umm11. After one
hour of low plodding (anything faster left one completely out of breath)
we reached the top of a ridge known as death pass. which wa by no means
as bad a Crib Goch. Unfortunately it wa at thi stage that the route
became a scramble over heavily frosted rock, and two of the team were
suffering due to the altitude o the decision wa . taken that three would
continue alone. Having quickly consulted the gui debook we started up a
gully that earned to funnel all the wind towards us. and _were soon
confronted wi th what appeared to be a wall of rock. As advised by the
book we kined round to the right, however for a bit of port we till
picked quite a challenging route halfway round, summiting wi th frozen
face and hand .

OCdt 0. Mann on the summ it of Mt lll inzia Norte
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Afkr :i quick photo ,e,,ion \\C oon decided 10 lcaYc what was a very
p~ k "ith t mpemture. reaching minus 30 degree · Cehu . We

, po 'd

On the Equator

ROYALS IG~ALS BASKETBALL

CANADIAN TO R - 20 A G-6 SEP 97
The Royal Signal Basketball team went on tour for the first time in
living memory and it was the Canadians who were lucky enough to be
our ho t . After a flight, reflected in the cheap cost of the ticket , the
team arri\'ed in Canada. We were two hour late as the plane had been
delayed praying the crops en route. After a quick in pection of the
accommodation (emergency. temporary, standby, trans it) and the
gymnasium ( mart, well equipped, luxuriou ) it was traight down town
for a recce of the local places of interest. The cab driver said that if you
can't pull in King ton you must be Julian Clary. but then he hadn'.t met
the Corp Basketball team before.
Despite jet-lag and hang-overs. training started in earnest the next day
ready for the first game against the Base Team on day three. Sig Mick
'The Rmg' Hogarth couldn' t score downtown but managed 23 points in
~e game. 'Popeye· did the reverse. This was to be our first and only
y1ctory. The Corps lost to the Ro~al Military College side by three points
ma hard fough_t match. The remammg matches against local college sides
were a !es on m how to play the game as a team, working hard off the
ball. The details are still too painful to recount in detail.
After the rigour of training and playing in Kingston it was good to be
able 10 see some of the Canadian sights, with trips to Ottawa. Toronto and
, iagara being amongst the highlights. Everyone eemed to enjoy the
expenence one ~ay or the other and several were obviously a hit with the
local . gt R1tch1e ·Blu~ Oyster Bar' lfa tless got a free but very dodgy
hf! home, all for the price of a hug. Fo reman Bagsy Tm not scared of
heights really' Bai n completed a two hour tour of the C
Tower iii
Toronto with hi eye huL ig ·Daz' Ling never did find his way to the
beach. LCpl Kev W hite and Sgt ' Taff' Ceaser gave a well rehearsed and
highly emertaining demonstration for two hours of how to put up
Amencan Camp-cot .

had been away from the re t of the team for little under two hours when we
finally returned . With the temperature still very low we beat a hasty retreat
back down to the refuge: wasting no time we soon vacated the building
and set ofT towards our pick up point. Upon arri ing at our destination we
found ourselves having to wait several hours for our lra n port, this was
due to the considerable language barrier that we often truggled to
o ercome. However after insulting each other and the loca l the highly
reliable Ecuadorian did a1Tive with both v ife and a local drink known as
Coca Cola, and there was much rejoicing.
Wi th about ten days left, the team went in sma ll groups to the four
comers of the countty and vi ited the jungle 'Oriente' and the coast 'El
Beach•. However. some of u decided to climb the two highc t mountains
in Ecuador, Cotopaxi at 5897m and himborazo at 63 1Om. Both of which
we had already trekked around and who e ights had inspired us to attempt
the a cent. We paid to go with a reputable company who supplied food
equipment and guide who taught u how to u e our axes and crampon~
properly. The climb invariably tarted at midnight and summited around
dawn (0600-0700). The a cents were extremely hard work and mo t of
those that set out made the summ it. with ome rather unfortunate illnesses
topping others. When it wa time for us to leave, there was a feeling of
excitement in returning to Britain, mixed with some adness in leaving
behind some great places and friendly people.

I TER-CORP BASKETBALL CHAMPIO smPS25-31 OCTOBER 1997
The Royal Signals Basketball Squad dribbled their way to the Royal
School of Signals Blandford from units in Germany, Cyprus and the UK
for a week' training prior to this season's championships. Inevitably there
were ome players who couldn't make it but the Corp managed to
produce enough players to field two team . Coach-i n-re idence SSgt
'Th i wayfrhat way' Matless led the training with customary
vigour and managed the schedule around the Gymnasium time available.
Early signs were promising with enough depth of talent to beat
comprehen ively teams from the Solent Area League and from the
Garrison. Congratulations were due at thi tage to LC pl Jon ah '3 pizzas'
Jo nes for being elected for promotion to Cpl. He must have been warned
off becau e it wa the only time that he was prepared with hi s own
duty-free beers.
At the championships in Grantham both 'A' and 'B' teams had tough
first matches against the RLC. Whilst the 'A' team struggled to get their
game together the 'B' team played hard and after a close first half left RLC
'B' standing. This was to be the course of the whole competition. The 'A'
team lo t to the perennial winner , REME, and to the rising stars AOC and
they needed to beat the APTC to make the play-off . The team started to
show their true colours and fought doggedly throughout. A basket in the
last minute put the Corps one point ahead and as some of players on the
bench struggled to control their emotion, a techn ica l foul was awarded and
the APTC took full advantage of the two free shots. The Corps had
snatched defeat from the jaws of victory. Meanwhile the ' B ' team showed
the depth of talent that exi ts in the Corps. Ably coached by Cpl Scouse
'The Doughnut' Reeve , they played well as a team with a positive style
o~ play. The}'. made a clean sweep of Division 2 and were convincing
wmners, bealln_g the REME by 40 points in the final. The Corps already
has some cunmng plans to do better next year. These include asking the
parents of Sig_Mick 'Pint of Baileys' Hogarth to attend every match to
ensur~ ~ cons1st_ent 150% effort. Sig ·Karaoke' Joyee will sing in the
oppos1~1on dressing room and ig Andy 'The Mouth ' Loose will have his
Jaw wired shut. Next year the Corps will enter a team in the ladies
competition and any ladies who are interested in playing basketball for the
Corps should contact WO l (FoS) ' ev' mikel at 16 Sig Regt.

O:o )

ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICER RUGBY

The Ro)'.al igna ls Officer XV ~ook to the field once again this season
play agamst the Honourable Art1lle1y Company in London on Sunday 8
February 1998. The pttch wa perfect and the setting splendid ideal
condittons for the barbarian style rugby that the Corps Officer. had in
mind. coring was started from a line out when 2Lt Dave Jackson dived
over after a superb take. Two more tries quickly followed from the back
line and a rout seemed inev itable. Surging runs from the back line of Capt
Stuart Gillespie, Capt Robert King and Ca pt Gareth Marsh were
plentiful. The forwards dominated through the experience of Majs Jo
Cooper and Scott Workman and the enthusiasm of 2Lt Stuart Whitley.
Ca pt Rupert W hiting was, as ever, faultless at the base of the scrum. The
Corps Officers turned around 22 points to nil ahead, the second half was
much of the same with the HAC tiring quickly and the Corps looking
dangerous every time the ball was in their hands. Final core was 46 points
to nil. Thanks t? all ~he others. w_ho ,turned out; Capts Jason Kennedy,
Andy Talbot, Rich Webb , Rich Spencer, Kenny McKenzie, Lts
'Roddy' Wilson and Bob Seymour and 2Lt Rhidian Jones. The eason
continues over the coming months with the final match being on the
morning of the Army v Navy fixture against Harlequin Gentlemen at
Cavalry Ba1Tacks, KO I 000 hr . Anyone interested in playing for the
Corps Officer should contact Capt Bob Strawbridge, Adjt Welbeck
College, 01909 4 76326.
to
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Royal Signal s ' B' Team - Inter-Corps Division 2 Champions 1998
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Soccer
20/02/98

Corps v Army Medical Services

27/02/98

Corps v APTC won 6 - 2

won 6-0
(Sig tevenson - 4)
(Sig

Cross-Country
Army Campionships

216 Para Sig Sqn

tcven~on

2)

won Minor Unit

Badminton
RE (5) beat Corps (4) in the Final.
Rugby
25/02/98
04/03/98
21

Corps v AAC at Middle Wallop

won 35 - 15

Army Major Units Final

7RHA 3 1 2 ig Regt

Sports Secretaries/Units let The fVire office have. your result for Corps
and Regimental/Squadron fixtures at Army level, soonest, by phone on
Extention 2085 or by Fax 2084.

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General

. Yeoman CB

Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3 ;
Brig K. H . Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales· Maj R Sampson CBE Scotland
General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. icholson

Assi tant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
dmi nistrative Officer : Mr. P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Roya l Sign a ls, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfa re Secretary Telephone: Mi litary System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the E ditor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
The Associarion communicares with its branches and individual members through the pages ofThe Wire, which co111ains accounts of Branch affairs as well
as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further dis1rib11tion if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The Wire and should be submilled to the Ediror. We also welcome /euers. requests to co111act old
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope chat each Branch will contrib111e a short account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at Least once a year.

NEWS FROM THE AO' S DESK
Branch News
Brig R. H. Borth wick is the new secretary of the N. Africa L of C
Sig11al Reunion Club. Hon Secretary, Ga rry Gill ings informs u of a
change to the monthly meeting venue for the Winchester Branch - it is now
in the East Winchester Social Club, 50 Chesil Str, Winchester. M ick
Teague would like to hear from any former member of 6 Boy Trg Regt.
Beverley, with a view to forming a Reunion Club. Any interested members
should contact Mick at 43 Humford Green, Blythe, orthumberland
E24 4LY. 38 people attended the inaugural meeting of the South London
Bra11ch, at the Croydon Indoor Bowling Club, on Sunday 22 February
1998. Doug Ander son was elected as Chairman and Geoff Shaw as
Secretary. Anyone intere ted in joining tl1e Branch hould contact Geoff
on 01816603433 . A vote of thanks wa recorded for Roy Andrews' hard
work in getting the Branch started.
The Blue Book or C ard
The RSA Life Membership card, often referred to as the' Blue Card ' or
' Blue Book ', should not be confused with the 'Bl ue Card' issued to friend
of the Corps Museu m Project. The RSA LM card is dark bl ue in colour
and members should note that it does not give free entry into the Museum.
(a few members may still have the plastic, credit card style, LM cards (in
Corp.s colours) i ued as an experiment several years ago). The light ?luc
plasltc curd, issued to tho e who ha e donated to the Mu eum Project,
docs permit free entry to the Museum. For information on how to obtai n
the Mu eum card, contact the Project Ollicc on 0 1258-482258.

The Corps Basketball Tea m enjoying N iag ara Fa lls

CORPS SPORTS RESULTS

Visits and Pilgrim ages
The Pilgrimage Dept of the Royal British Legion specialise in
commemorative visit to war cemetcric, , war memorials and many
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campaign areas worldwide. The 199 programme of tours vi its i
available from: Pilgrimages Dept, The Royal British Legion Village,
Aylesford, Kent 1E20 7 X. Glancing through the brochure, I feel that
some of the price could be con idered by ome, to be a little on the high
side; for instance a six day tour of the Italian cemeterie is £640 and a
week ' tour in Egypt i £1060. However, £285 for a four-day tour of
Normandy cemeteries appears more reasonable.
Annual Reunion
Members should already be aware that thi year' Reunion is to be held
at Blandford over the weekend 27/28 June. All Members of The A ociation
and their familie are welcome to attend. To date the exact fonnat of the
weekend has to be confirn1ed, but it should not be much different to last
years - ie: tatic di play on aturday morning, arena di play followed by
playing of retreat in the afternoon and Me function in the evening.
Sunday morning should ee the normal church ervice and marc'i past, with
the Reunion ending with the now tradi tional ' All Rank Lunch· at midday.
Regrettably there i no accommodation available on Blandford C'nmp. but a
Ii t of local B&B 's is avai lable from RHQ. If you arc not on the mailing list
for an application form, which will gi e full detail , please ask RHQ for n
form now. Tho e who tum up without ubmitting a form may be
disappointed when it come to meal. and they could encounter delays when
entering camp. Those member wishing to have their vehicle pa s in
advance, (thus making their acce s into camp that much easier) are a ked to
enclose a postage stamp ' itl1 their application form.
ew 1embers
A warm welcome is extended to tho e recent!, enrolled Life 1embe~
shown below. The Editor ha · promi ed me that he will not do the dirty on
me (for the tl1ird con·ecutive issue) and delete the ltst to make room for
other item - (he might urpri c me and include February's list).
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Rank
Ptc
1g
ig
ig
1g
Cpl
gt
WO I
ig
gt

\\ \IE:\IBERS
111ne

C.G. tnt
\l. 1. Payne
E. J far\is
E. \\. tacey
J.
orden
A. E. \\'alker
. \ forland
R. A. mith
T. L. toms
l. G. Tepielow BEM
e:t
T. R. Boath
Cpl
R. G. kDonald
Cpl
A. M. Vnu ·e
ig
M. 1. Hogan
G.J. WoOd
gt
WPte
R. K. Roney
gt
T. Ronne)
K. Richard
LCpl
P. A. Wright
gt
Cpl
R. C. Appleton
gt
M. K. Alcock
ig
T. A. Bailey
J. P. Thornton
ig
gt
R. C. Knights
ig
L. E. Hilton
WPte G. L. Hender on
Sig
J. P. Prigent
Cpl
B. J. Fuller
Cpl
G. Long on
gt
G. J. mith
WPte G. H. Greenwood
ig
D. J. lloward
W02
J. 1. Besant
LCpl
. M. Donaghy
WCpl M. Knox
gt
L. A. Plummer
Sig
. M. Lake
Cpl
M. J. Bowkett
gt
D. F. Hall
ig
R. W. William
DH
M. D. Weir
E. M. Morris
WPte
WCpl B. Coupar
WLCpl C. D. Hill
gt
M. A. Bennett
Sig
D. W. Hen on
J. C. Bolton
Capt
Cpl
D. C. Bowen
S. J. 1anley-Hud on
LCpl
WCpl V. E. Hopkins
Sig
R_ Wal h
Sig
G. Knowles
WO'.!
C. Doughty
S. M. Clegg
Cpl
ig
H. Launder
ig
·. Pettit
Cpl
S. J. Shaw
WOI
W. Gray
Cpl
B. J. Heanes
Sgt
M. S. Montgomery
SSgt
S. M. Honeyman
Sig
W. A. Butler
Sgt
R. A. Graves
gt
tewart
LCpl
B. A, Collinson
1aj
J. E. Grigsby
Cpl
P.A. Wray
gt
M. Harri on
Sgt
J. J. \\'ilkins
ig
\V. D. McKeen
Cpl
A. Arbuckle
J.E . Otley
ig
gt
G. M. Backhou ·e
ig
J. A. Yeardley
WSgt W. McTavish
S. M. Waller
LCpl
LCpl
A. A. Baker
W02
'. D. Parry
Cpl
W. Wood
LCpl
I. T. Latham
LCpl
K. Komologan
ig
G. Buckley
Cpl
L. T Askin
Cpl
P J. Kay
·gt
. L. Phillips
\.1. A. Maylor
Cpl
Cpl
. C. Jervis
M. G. McDonald
gt
L pl
1. A. Harper
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Branch
Ireland
orfolk
Brighton
Brighto1.
Brighi,,..
orth London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Leeds
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
1 ottingham
ottingham
ottingham
RHQ
Dor et
pennymoor
RHQ
Birmingham
Birn1ingham
Sheffield
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cotswolds
Bristol
Bristol
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
·orfolk
RHQ
Catterick
Loughborough
Derby
Swindon
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Card iff
Chesterfield
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Liverpool
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cardiff
Glasgow
Li ncoln
RHQ
East London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Southampton
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
East Kent
Derby
Derby
Liverpool
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

en'ed
1972-date
1943-47
194 -50
1940-46
1945-48
1943-47
982-97
1973-97
1957-60
1973-97
1984-97
1944-47
1986-97
1942-47
1983-97
1950-53
1946-55
1957-59
1962-92
1942-47
1973-97
1956-64
1992-96
195 1-63
1947-49
1945-48
1989-97
1962-84
1982-97
1973-97
1947-49
1960-97
1989-97
1945-52
1959-96
1985-97
1959-77
1940-46
1949-51
1943-47
1942-45
1942-45
1989-97
1957-66
1946-48
1989-date
1947-59
1985-97
1992-97
1940-46
1954-56
1973-97
1990-97
1942-47
1941-47
1983-97
1972-97
1989-97
1981-97
1980-97
1933-44
1939-46
1983-97
1986-97
1945-85
1983-97
1984-97
1940-46
1954-56
1975-83
1970-80
1974-97
1991 -97
1987-97
1983-97
1939-45
1974-97
1951-56
1987-97
1965-71
1957-59
1946-48
1986-97
1983-97
1940-45
:988-97
1975-97
1985-97

Dvr
W02
ig
W02
L pl
Sig
Lt Col
gt
LCpl
ig
LC pl
WPte
Dvr
Sig
\ 01
Sig
Dvr
ig
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
Sig

J.E. Kcnl
. H. Dobson
D. J. Hallworth
D. F. Brown
M. S. Batty
P. Richard on
D. J. Grocott
D. C. Allen
M. E. Ross
A. J. Dandy
W. Bowler
D. C. Aldridge
G. MacDonald
I. Dunning
R. P. Moren
R.Gee
M. Jeffrey
R. E. Ru sell
B. Phillips

RHQ
RHQ
R.HQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
56 (City of London)
Colchester
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
orth London
RHQ
Chester
RHQ
carborough
Hull
RHQ
RHQ

D. H. Lawrence
York
D. B. Humphrey
RHQ
D. M. Marquis
Ea tKent
Sat
K . Parsons
Scarborough
sig
0 . E. Cunningham
Derby
Cpl
K. Blair
Ireland
Cpl
E. Mc all
Ireland
Sig
Ken Hands
RHQ
LCpl
Simon Brigg
RHQ
Cpl
Husky Huskinson
ottingham
LCpl
John Beaton
ottingham
Col
Roger Merryweather
ottingham
W02
R. G. Heppenstall
Catterick
WPte Doreen Smith, nee Battson Bedford
Sig
John Dewis
East Kent
Sig
Phi lip Tomlinson
RHQ
Cpl
S. C. Savery
RHQ
W02
Stephen Talbot
RHQ
LCpl
A. J. GraJ1am
RHQ
LCpl
David Cope
RHQ
Sig
Tony Bailey
RHQ
Sig
J.C. Goodwin
orfolk
RHQ
Lt Col Bill Guest
LCpl
Jan Dore
RHQ
WLCpl
ikk:i Snelling
RHQ
Lt Col Jim Ross
Dorset
Cpl
Steve Boldero
RHQ
RHQ
WLCpl Tracey Loades
Sgt
D .G. Pickersgill
RHQ
Sgt
M. J. Featherstone
Catterick
Sig
J. A. Munday
RHQ
RHQ
LCpl
Alun Stewart
LCpl
Andrew Hambley
RHQ
Sig
George Smith
RHQ
Sig
Lewis Goodwin
Lincoln
Sgt
Jan tockley
RHQ
Cpl
Derek Tidswell
RHQ
LCpl
John Kilner
RHQ
LCpl
Mark Dover
RHQ
LCpl
Steve Tindal
RHQ
WO I
John Grandison
RHQ
W02
Gordon Hitchen
RHQ
Lt
Lord Howe of Aberavon RHQ
SSgt
Bob Owen
ottingham
Sig
A lbert Levers
Derby
LCpl
Darren Robinson
RHQ
Maj Gen A.H. Boyle CB
RHQ
Sgt
Michael Payne
RHQ
Sgt
Shaun Wilkinson
Sheffield
Cpl
Michael Leonard
RHQ
W02
Peter Callary
Dorset
WPte
Edna Matejic
Newea tie
Cpl
George Rutherford
ewcastle
SSgt
J. A. Phillips
RHQ
SSgt
Steve Brealey
RHQ
W02
Terry McHugh
RHQ
?
Bill Shrive
RHQ
WLCpl Loi use Tarling
East London
Sig
Arthur Reed
Dorset
SSgt
Alec Brown
Reading
Sig
A. T. Bailey
Reading
LCpl
D. W. Ketley
Reading
Dvr
A. E. Newson
Reading
A.G. Maxwell MBE
Reading
Capt
Cpl
D . F. Hummerstone
Reading
Cpl
J. C. Duncan
Reading
Sig
George Black
Australia
Sig
John Kean
Australia
Sig
Keith Robertson
Australia
Sgt
Tim Howley
Australia
LCpl
Alex Stewart
Australia
Maj
Joe Kenay
Australia

1956-58
1975-97
1949-5 1
1966-97
1984-97
1993-97
1964-96
1952-61
1986-96
1989-97
1989-97
1941-43
1942-47
1945-48
1974-97
1946-49
1944-48
1988-97
1956-65
1971-79
1970-94
1991 -97
1955-57
1965-87
1994-97
1990-date
1952-70
1942-46
1985-97
1939-46
1984-95
1958-83
1964-94
1941-45
1969-78
1940-46
1988-97
1974-97
1981-95
1967-7 1
1962-67
1947-49
1932-60
1988-97
1992-97
1961-97
1974-97
1992-97
1971-96
1952-74
1941-42
1990-97
1988-97
1955-57
1943-47
1982-97
1975-97
1989-97
1990-97
1984-97
1975-97
1974-97
1945-48
1973-95
1958-60
1991 -97
1961-96
1984-97
1985-97
198 1-97
1975-93
1952-54
1949-62
1950-73
1975-97
1975-97
1939-45
1990-97
1960-63
1934-46
1955-57
1948-50
1940-46
1950-77
1959-60
195 1-53
1949-50
1941-46
1941-46
1969-79
1956-64
1942-46
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Glenys Phillips
Co lin White
Bill Hickson
Duncan Price
John Fisher
Steve Wilson
Mark White
Ron Coleman
Andrew Clark
harles Smart
LC~!
Harry Clark
MaJ
Ronald Pritchard
Sig
Ted Scotl
Sig
Chris Neale
LCpl
Alan Hunt
Sgt
Tony Bottomley
W02
Steve Blackmore
Sgt
Jason Malcolm
Cpl
Glen Sutherland
W02
Andrew Johnstone
LCpl
H. Brannon
Sig
Vic Ashmore
LC pl
Ian Gascoigne
W02
Harry Ell is
ig
Tina Braddon
Sig
Ronald Harden
gt
Brian Kay
Sig
Len Wright
Sig
Mel Smart
Cpl
John Stewart
Capt
0. J. Burrows
WO!
Alfred Cunliffe
Dvr
Paul Robertson
SS gt
Frank Lindsay
W02
Dave Gunn
Capt
Roel f Bruinsma
Sgt
Willie Riding
Capt
Ken Williams
Sig
Arthur Davies
Dvr
John Rhodes
Sig
Chris Collier
Sig
Denni Cohen
Sgt
Dick Hoppitt
Sgt
Desmond Batchelor
Sig
Harold Carver
Sig
Barney Martin
Sig
Andrew Aston
LCpl
Dennis Mellor
Dvr
Ray Cox
LCpl
Leon Paul
Sig
Dennis Fullard
Sgt
Ivor Herring
Sig
Mark Thompson
Sgt
George N icholson
LCpl
Kenneth Hanton
Cpl
Ray Edwards
Cpl
John Mackie
Sig
Peter Grice
Cpl
Edward Hyde
Sig
David Currie
gt
Myles Johnston
Sig
Cpl
Alan Sharp
John McAskill
Sig
Alan Clark
Sgt
Derrick Wheatley
Sig
Ray Woolley
LCpl
Sig
George Blake
Sgt
Kelvin Cunningham
Lt Col Mike Macklin
K. G. Crawford
Sgt

W02
Cpl
Capt
ig
SS gt
Cpl
LC pl
WOI
Cpl

i\u tralia
Australia
Australia
Au tralia
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cotswold
RHQ
RHQ
Eastbourne
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RI-IQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
56 DivOCA
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Aldershot
Sale
RHQ
East London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/ 15118 AFSR
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/ 15/18 AFSR
Cornwall
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
RHQ
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/l5/ 18AFSR
Cornwall
Cornwall
RHQ
RHQ
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR
12/ 15/18 AFSR
Cornwall
Cornwall
Cambridge
Cambridge
RHQ
RHQ
Che terfield
RHQ
Cotswolds
Cot wold
Cotswolds
Cot wold
RHQ
RHQ
orfolk

1940-46

?-48
1945-48

? 58
1975-97
1989-97
1985-97
1974-97
1991-97
1944-48
1941-69
1943-47
1950-52
1986-97
1974-97
1973-97
1974-97
1987-97
1974-97
1993-97
1940-46
1939-46
1974-97
1942-47
1991-97
1942-47
1954-56
1940-46
1956-73
1942-54
1961-83
1942-46
19 3-97
1974-97
1972-98
1974-97
1971-98
1945-48
1947-49
1943-47
1943-47
1943-47
1940-46
1942-47
1943-47
1948-50
1945-48
1942-47
1945-48
1951 -53
1943-47
1989-97
1986-98
1943-47
1940-46
1942-48
1965-69
195 -65
1940-47
1984-98
1984-95
1953-55
1960-61
1967-79
1950-52
1946-52
1946-48
1976-98
1964-98
1945-48

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
On his recent return from a visit to America which he and Janet made
to fa~ily in t~e deep South o.ur President, G~n Henry Hild, gave us a
mo t mformauve and entertammg talk on Gettysburg, specifically the
1863 encounter which occasioned Abraham Lincoln's famous 'Gettysburg
A.ddrcss'. The emphasis was an the very significant part played by the
S1g_nal. Corps. techmcally and strategically, in positions held by the
U~t?lllSt Gen Meade in the battle which proved the turning point of the
C1v1l War and brought about the ultimate victory of the Union army.
A cheerful but less happy occa ion was our January mcetmg when we
had to take leave of Brig Tom Wbeawell and Roe who departed for
deepest Dorset. They were generous to the last. bringing u case · of red
~nd whit7 for their own farewell! As normally this would have been our
mtroduct10n to the New Year the ladies brought mince pies and goodies
wh1c~ were welco!Ue accompaniments to the wine. Tom made a great
contnbuhon to this Branch ~ being largely responsible for getting its
re-formallon off the ground m the difficult days . We shall miss him and
Roe but they remain valued members and have promised to come back
and join us on every possible occasion.

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Branch has once again enjoyed what should have been an August
Barbecue in the grounds of Pockeridge House, 2 Sig Bde, Corsham
however, due to torrential rain, it became lunch in the dinning room of the
Officers' Mess. This did not prevent everyone having a very good time.
We also had, in October 1997, the Branch's Annual Luncheon at the
Amenity Centre in Basil Hill Barracks in Corsham. Thirty-six members
and guests, from our far-flung membership. attended and a very agreeable
occasion it was.

President, Maj J . F. Everett MBE, TD and on his right,
the Branch's guest Maj M. Johnstone of 2 Sig Bde Corsham

CHANGE Of ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk
at RHO, IN WRITING,
of any change of address.
THIS INFORMATION SHOULD
NOT BE TELEPHONED
THE WIR E, APRI L 1998

W01 (RS M) Laycock of 21 Sig Regt, Colerne, flanked by
the Branch Treasurer, Mr John Allen,
and Member, Mr Martin Pring
Unfornmately as we had no tandard Bearer, for the first time in years,
the Standard wa not paraded at the War Memorial in Bath on unda} 9
ovember 1997. However, the Chaim1an, Lt Col G . OakJey and the
Pre ident, Maj J. F. Everett i\1BE, TO laid the Branch wreath. The
Sec retary and Committee Member Ir P latten al o attended at the War
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f monal. L1<>mbc Oo\\n, Bath on the 11 o\ember \li e are happy that it
ould c-cm that we no" may ha\ ea new tanda rd Bearer: '1is~ Carol)'n
. h~rn ood Llf Frome \\' 'a re hoping that \tis herwood, a lthough away
w 1th the T \ m the pring and early Summer. will be able to attend the
Branco .\(j, I. on Apnl 22 199 \\ Os and gt !\less.~ I ig Regt Colemc.
:1, an \,,,oc iate Member We ore happy to hove recruited the follow ing
new member$ 10 th.: Branch:
Frome
Ir Din id ' e,~all
Bath
:\Ir E.. Hall
Bradford-on-Arnn
\tr C. F. Brittain
Melk·ham
\tr . J . Lodge
Corsham
Brig J. E. ccn>
Bath
\tr :'\I. Pring
Cheltenham
Lt Col D. E. Capon
Trowbridge
\lr A. Boffev
Chipping odbury
\Ir P. J. Doole)

The Janual) meeting was put back lo the 9th January. 'Nobody, we felt.
could ha\'e managed a , econd hangover,' did I hear you say'? We had n
photoi:,'111phic di play put on by John Lovelock, our ol1icia l photographer
- and a splendid job he made o f it.
Cometh February und it was our AGM . It wa presided over by our
President, Brig Colin Brown. It tarted on a ad note as we began with a
minute 's silence fo r fo ur o f our members. The AGM briefly: Financial
Report excellent fund s in hand and no need to increase subs. Thanks to
J oy Lovelock : The £ 100 Club, waiti ng list. Me mbei hip stands at 120 of
whom about 40 attended the AGM . The Wire - your humble scribe asked
how many subscribed, only three hands went up . We must make a massive
drive for new ubscribers. After the Commillee were thanked we were
del ighted to learn that our Pre ident had been appointed hai rnrnn of the
Church of England o ldiers. ailors and Airmen . Housing Association
Colin is a very kind and caring person and his appoi ntm ent was wannly
welcomed.

BOURNEMOUTH & DISTRICT

EAST KENT BRANCH

The December meeti ng of the Branch was marked with a raflle and
buffet. All members \\ ere a ·ked to donate a pri ze for the raffle and they
were only given one ticket each. o they all went home with a prize. The
ra ffi e ra1 ed £20.00 for Bi:anch fu nd . The Branch Chai rman, Mr Aubrey
Flooks. pre ented Fifty Year Badge and Certifi cate to his brother fr
James Flooks and Mr Harry Laidlaw BEM.

T he unday Xmas lunch wa a rea lly happy occas ion. Of the 83
members w ho came it seemed that at lea ' l half arrived well before opening
ti me but enjoyed the magni ficent view. through the bar windows, of the
Thames Estuary a they refreshed themselves with coffee or something
tronger. Everyone then moved into the dining room wi th te n round table
laid with attractive decorations and crackers. Each member of the
committee presided at one of the table w ith the Chairman, Trevor
Alli on, occupyi ng the high ground in the centre. At the appointed hour,
ha ing driven all the way trom Top ham in Devon, Maj Gen Ian
prackling the new Ma ter Of Signals, and his wife Annie arrived as did
Chelsea Tn Pesioner, gt Frank Brock who had used not a little initiative
over the vagarie of the train service on a Sunday to get there. The former
were treated to sherry but the latter appeared to have a cop ious suppl y of
ginger ale botLles which conta ined a similarly co loured but very different
liquid.

JA UARY

Seventy members attended a lively AGM at The Marine Hotel
Whitstablc. After the mc~t ing Brig Keith Olds, The Area Vice Chairman
of The RSA, who had dnven up and returned immediately after lunch to
Wilt hire gave a talk on the Association. I le started by saying he lived as a
boy of 11 until 17 at Ashford (Kent) and so was not a newcomer to the
area. He went on to illustrate the ocial side of the Corps by saying that in
nearly all the ~am es ~n d sports such as ~th let i c~ canoeing, badminton,
rugby, golf, wmd surfmg, martial an , ?nenteenng, and swimming the
orps not oi:ity represented the Army but m many case were also National
Representatives.
On .Benevolence i.n the fu ture h~ l_hought it would change from giving
financia l support directl y to md1viduals to providing better vi siting
services and he lping them to enjoy the commun ity around them. At the
end of the talk, Roy A ndrews thanked him on behalf of the Branch and
was warm ly appl auded. At the lunch that fo llowed, the Brigadier moved
from table to table to meet members personally. Members went off in the
afternoon sunshine feeling that they had had a good start to the ew Year.

LIVERPOOL BRANCH
On 12 J?ecember 1_9 97 our ,Branc h had a Chri stmas Social eveni ng. It
was held 1~ the Gai:ns.on Sgt s Mess at Deysbrook Barracks Liverpool
with the kmd permiss10n of WOl (RSM) Keith Hallett. Our branch
members invited our new area representati ve, Maj (Retd) Brian Ivison,
along with his good lady Mar garet. Also invited was the Padre of 33 Sig
Regt (V), Rev John Willi ams . Quite a lot of our members remembered
Brian lvison. fro m his invo lvement with the 33 ig Regt some years ago.
A good e vening was had by all. As fo r the future activities of the Branch,
we have a party of a dozen or so making a fi ve-day visit to the First World
War Battlefields around the Somme Area of France. It will be taking place
the first week in May 1998.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

A Branch S unday Lunch was held in January and was attended
by 40 members and guests.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
A our Brighton Dinner Dance was for adults in general we decided
that our December meeting would be for smaller children . So we had a fun
Photo Quiz followed by pass the parcel and then Christmas Carols.
Finishing up with ausage and mince-pies. A big thank you is due to
:\like Warrington who always runs the bar o smoothly and efficiently.

The meal was excellent and at the end, the Master having been
properly dressed in a Bra nch tie, gave a most inte resting talk the nub of
which wa how he saw the Corps developing in the changing roles played
by the services. Lt Co l Mike Barrett thanked the Master for hi s address
for which there was much applause a nd then presented him w ith a branch
donation of £200 for The Royal Signals Benevol ent fund .

Chri tmas 1997 has passed and aga in the Branch e nsured that those
ex- ignalers and Widow of Me mbers rece ived a visit and a gift to remind
them that they are not forgotten. Unfortu nately since the recent visits two
of those on our list have passed away. T hey were Maj J. Bowie and Mr G .
Cooke. Our sympath ies go to the fa milies of each. The Bra nch was
represented at both funerals.
On a li ghter note, our schedul e of speakers fo r 1998 is bei ng overseen
by the CO, LtCol N. C. Beacom and R M J. Black, 40 (U) Sig Regt (V).
Our fi r t scheduled speaker fo r the year was, unfortunately unable to
attend. We are mo Lgratefu I that at short notice Maj M. J. Perry MBE,
OC 8 In f Bde Sig Sqn ably assisted by ig Mere treated us to an
enthralling slide show/talk detailing the expedition by Members of 8 Inf
Bde Sqn led by Maj Perry to the Himalayas. This was a most interesting
Lalk that created the distinct impression that we were actually there. We
could well bave listened to more had time permitted. We felt proud that the
Corps was so abl y represented at that expedition. It was good to see a
number of Maj Perry' s Squadron with him on the evening.
At the in vitation of Lt Col D. E . Rawlinson , CO 15 Sig Regt a number
of our Members along with Me mbers of 40 (U) Sig Regt (V) vi ited 15
Regt at HQ I and thoroughly enjoyed the socia l and games evening. Our
thanks go to the RSMs of both 15 Sig Regt and 40 Sig Regt for the
arrangements and particularly the transport. We would hope to return the
invitation al some time in the future. We hold our Branch AGM next week
and our Hon Sec, Ian Wolfe having distributed lots of circulars would
hope for a good tum out of Members and visitors. Once again my usual
reminder to those serving and ex-Signalers (Reg and TA) come and join us
in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast on the third Wednesday of each month.

REUNIONS
THESTH(LONDON)CORPSSIGNALS
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION
The 5th (London) Corp Signals Old Comrades A sociation held its
52nd Reunion meeting and Dinner on 18 October 1997 at the Duke of
York 's Headquarters Club in Chelsea. On this occa ion some 70 members
and guests enjoyed an ' Austrian evening'. Once again the Secretary, id
Prior, had provided an excellent di play of memorabilia, this time of the
unit 's sojourn in Austria from May to November 1945 after the end of the
Italian Campaign.
.
The doors of the Headquarters Club were opened to the strains of 'The
Blue Danube' to welcome members and guests and to start off the
evening's enjoyment. One member arrived with nine of his fam il y to swell
the numbers and the occasion went so well that they were the last to leave
the Club. The Association 's o lde t member, 94 years old, was again
present and with five members of his family. He was the unit's original
Regimental ergeant Major, now a father figure and held in high esteem in
the Association. Another feantre of the evening wa the presence of
widows of late members and their family guest>.
Unfortunately our Chainnan, Bob Roberts, only recently discharge_d
from ho pita!, could not be present but did provide a taped address. In tin

Mike Warrington
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he welcomed members and guests, gave hi s rcgreL~ at not being prc,cnt.
and then updated the Reunion about the Association contribution to the
National Memorial Arboretum. The Old Comr.ides and friends of the
Association have provided funds for a Tree, an Algerian Oak, and for a
Park Bench bearing a Tablet of Tribute to all who served in 5th (London)
Corps Signals. The Bench wi ll be sited on a path near the Tree. Details of
the Tree, Bench and Tablet were included in Sid Prior 's display and the
planting and the dedication ceremony has been arranged for Wednesday
20 ~ay 1998. Th~ Association was again grateful to have amplification
provided by 238 Sig Sqn. This is a significant contribution to the success
of the Annual Reunions.

602 SIGNAL TROOP
ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS
The 1997 Re-Union was held in Wakefield on 20/21 April at a beauti ful
hotel where we had an excellent turnout of 124 members and thei r
wives/girlfriends who sat down for dmner. Most members made a
weekend break of it and tayed overnight. The evening started with the
usual get together in the bar, although most members arri ved just after
lunch and reall y that's when the weekend starts with all the war stories and
lamp swinging plus have you seen so and so. etc., etc.
Our G uest of Honour was Gen Robbins who as most ex-members may
know was also an ex OC of the Troop who gave an excellent speech by
complimenting the O ld & Bold for their efforts in the past to make the
Troop 's reputation what it is today. So now, o f course, the General is o. I
with the Old & Bold members.
Our Chairman Mike Hope (Bob to most) presented our out-going
Chairman, Ken Purnell and Treasurer, Dave Hay with inscribed
decanters plus flowers for their wives and thanked them for their ten years
of service to the AO F. Our out-going Chairma n in his few words of thanks
asked all the original members who were at our first ' Get Together ' el even
years ago, of which there were eight, when it wa decided to start the AOF,
to stand up and be seen. Those who were at the dinner 11 years on were ...
Mick Tivenan, Ken Purnell, Pat Gratten, Dave Hay, Dave Smedley.
This was greeted with a great round of applause. One of our oversea
member Mick Clapto n flew in from Canada especially for the dinner and
to meet up with all his old mates of the 1962 onwards era_
For the evening entertainment we had a di co and the evening ended
around 0400 hrs. Needle s to say there were not so many smiling face s at
breakfast amongst those who had made it. Everybody was aying their
fa rewell s in the hotel car park a nd agreeing that we would all be meeting
up again in 1998. So if there are any ex-members of the Troop out there
who would like to atte nd this year' re-union ju t get in touch with our
Secretary.... Mr Danny Williams
28, Gorham Drive, St. Alban
HERTFORDSHIRE AL I 2IT.
Tel: 0172 7 833955
Fax: 01727 850934
email : danny.william @cwcom.co.uk

602 Signal Troop (SC)
Association of Friends
Annual Dinner 1998
This year's 12th Annual Dinner wi II be held at the end of
April in the Buckingham area. All ex-members of the
Troop are welcome regardless of trade, ju t as long a you
were a member of the Troop.
For furth er information please contact our Secretary:
Mr Danny Williams
28 Gorham Drive. St Albans
HERTFORDSHIRE ALI 2NP
Tel: 01727 833955 Fax: 01727 850934
e-mail: danny william @cwcom.co.uk

RE-UNION
260 Signal Squadron
Napier Barracks, Dortmund, W. Germany
Anybody who was there in the late 60 early 70
It will be h Id at Lutlerworth 6/7 June 199
Please contact: Roy Andrews on 01227 264551
for more information
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AIRBORNE OFFICERS
REUNION DINNER

di co\ercd some that were practising with signalli ng equipment. Later that
day Sgt Quinn infom1ed me secretly that 'they' were putting the idea r
had gi,en to Monty into operation- it became Campaign Torch. Without a
bona fide witness nobody will ever accept that such a thing could have
happened but it did.
Yours incerel y

To end. I quote a passage from one of Corporal Castell's letters:
"ft is a fine feeling to possess that one is pan of the Army that has been
able ro free so many splendid Belgitms and to drive away from such fine
yo1111gsters as Eugene and the Iii/le boy the worst of their appalling
burdens. It seems sud1 o terrible res11/t of all the bloodshed and miserv
that ww.far<' is bound to bring in its train, that innocent laddies and yo11ng
girls should have to dnnk deep of the biller cups as well as some ofthe less
innocent grown-ups. '
Thunk you, icole Sochor

ARMY PADRES

I am trying to locate a World War Two veteran for an old gentleman that
I know and who wou ld very much like to meet his old friend before he
passes on. The man that I am trying to locate is Mr Lemaitre Ross, exRoyal Signals. He served in Jndia before the Second World War and then
in the Midd le East in the Cairo area. Here he joined the long-range desert
group as a Signaller. He was last seen in London where he was a S CO
(Yeoman of Signals) in 1944.
Any help would be much appreciated in thi s matter as obviously both of
the chaps concerned are in their latter years and time is of the essence.
Con tact me at 5 Beaufort Drive, Barton Seagrave, orthants,
15 6SF
Yours Si ncerely, Ma rk Rubenzer

FRIDAY 2 OCTOBER 1998
216 Parachute ignal quadron are hosting
the Annual Royal ignal Airborne Officers Dinner
in Aldershot on Friday 2 October 1998

If you are a erving or retired Royal igna l Officer who
ha

erwd with Airborne Forces you are more than
welcome to come along.

Invitation and detail of dre and co t ha e already
been ent out. should you not have received you rs or
would like further infonnation, pl ease contact:
T h e Admin Officer
216(Para) igSqn
Arnhem Barracks
Alder hot HA TS GUI 1 2AU

Please could any Ministers who served as a Padre and Officer
or oldier who had contact w ith Padres during the Second
World War, write to me and a i t with the research I am doing
toward a PhD. lfyou shou ld know of anyone e lse who may be
able to comment on the work o f Chaplain , p lea e draw their
attention to my request. I am investiga ting the relation hip
between so ld iers and C hapl ains that developed durin g the War.
Usua ll y this re lat ion s hip was close and supportive, but
occas ionally there were tensions and d isagreeme nts. During
WW'J. C hapl a in were trained at Che ter Teac her Training
College. This in titution has now become Univers ity o ll ege
Che ter. where I work. Please write to: Alan Robin son, Dept
of Hi s tory, Universi ty Co ll ege Che ter, C heyney Ro ad,
CHE TER CH I 4BJ, or phone me on 01244 34 1088

Ex Cpl Melvyn 'Gi nge ' Kershaw would be pleased to hear

THE BURMA STAR ASSOCIATION

BLACKPOOL&
FYLDE BRANCH
BLACKPOOL WEEKEND RE-UNION 1998

from anyone who remembers him from his time in the
Corps:
1971177 5 Sqn, 7 Sig R egt
1977/80 HQ Sqn, 8 S ig Regt
1980/ 83 The Bradley Centre, 4 Annd Div
Please write: 26 Harrogate Crescent, D erby DERBYSHIRE
DE21 4GP or Tel : 01332 732165

The 12th Annual B um1a Star Weekend wi ll be held on
the weekend o f 26/28 June 1998
Tickets fo r the who le weekend will cost £5.00 they are
inclusive of raffles but do not includ e accommodation.
Anybody wi hing for further details hou ld contact the
B lackpool Chairman, M r J.F. Field Tel (0253) 763134

LOSTCOMMS
From: Mr Bernard ·Benny' pencer
12 orton Place
Morecambe
LA CASIDRE
LA3 IPJ

M r J. Roger s of Alfreton. Derby, is seeking the whereabouts of his former
pal Bert W r igglesworth . Bert was a SSgt in 22 Sig Regt in the late '60s
and was from the London area. Anyone who can help, plea e call Mr
Rogers on 0 I 773 819254.
Tony ' Rocky' Allen i earching for any riders of the ' Hanomag Saint '
Speedway Team that held meetings at Hanover BAOR during the late
1940s to early 1950s. Three of the main riders were from the Sigs Sqn, HQ
7th Arrnd Di v at Celle, then later, Verden/Aller. Their names were Warren
"Leather", ' Dart' Cla rk and 'Ace' Ki ng. Any word of these chaps would
be happily received. Tel: 01983 295436.
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Fom1er Sergeant Mr J. R. W. Clarke who was a Dispatch Rider and
served with 3 L of C Egypt from 1949-53 also in Germany, UK and
Singapore (Brunei 1962-63). He would like to try and get in touch with
any old mate .
Please contact him at: 280 Kunghur Creek Road
ViaUKI
SW2484
Australia

M r K. Ma lcolms is eeking the present contact address of his father, the
former Sgt M. R. Malcolms, who served in Mainly Bks, Park Street,
Cardiff in 1969. M r Malcolms would also like to hear from anyone who
has a copy of the group photograph, taken at the Cardiff Tattoo in 1969
and was displayed in the Officers' Mess.
M r Ma lcolms' contact nwnber is: 01222 304648
Dear Editor and readers of The Wire,
I am ve1y eager to get in touch with the soldier who helped two
orphaned Jewish boys in the liberation of Belgium in 1944. The oldier
was Corporal Joh n C astell (2375896, I Independent Adm Coy, Royal
Signals). He was stationed in Belgium, probably Antwerp, between
ovember 1944 and April 1945. During that time he befriended a Jewish
boy, E ugene Sochor, who was 16 at the end of the war, and his little
brother Robbie, just five. Both boys survived by going into hiding after
their parents were deported to Auschwitz and murdered in 1942.
It was Corporal Castell who put the boys in touch with surviving
relatives, the Stripoun kys , who had fled to the United States. His
correspondence, which is now in my possession, shows a touching
compassion for the plight of the chi ldren he befriended - who are my
father and uncle. It was thanks to him too that th e boys received packages
of food in the hard day fo llowing liberation.
Corporal C astell 's last letter is dated Apri l 2, 1945 when he ment ions
that he is shortly to leave for Germany. He would not know that, happily,
the two young refugee he befriended emigrated to the United States,
prospered and are now grandfathers. I am living in London, and would
dearly love to make contact with Corporal Castell, if that is poss ible, to
thank him. I would be very gratefu l if anyone wi th in formation cou ld write
to me at: 4, Penryn Street, London W I l RL (tel 0 17 13 87 6044).
THE WIRE, APRIL 1998

CAN YOU HELP?
On demob from the Corps in 1946,
Mrs B. D. Atki n son's late husband was given a
cigarette-case that had an engraved map of D-Day
Europe, marked with each place that was lib erated .
She has lost the item and is trying to seek a
replacement to show her grandchil dren. D oes anyone
know the name of the manufacturer, or p e rhap s know
from where a replacemen t can b e obtai n ed?
Contact add ress is; 41 D awes Close
Clevedon, So m erset B S2 1 SHA

DONATIONS

CAN ANYBODY HELP?
For some time now I have been trying to get in contact
with an old pal who, when I knew him was C pl Stu a rt
A. R ead , 243548867. I think that C pl R e ad was posted
in l 919 to 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn , BFPO 807 . C pl
Read's parents have moved and as far as is known are
called J ohn and H azel S hort.

If anybody can he lp plea e contact:
M r Gl e nn W a th a ll
Flat 3
30 Westboume Grove
Scarborough
N . YORKS YO 11 2DL
Tel: 01723 360539

M rs H . Stonehouse is seeking anyone who knew her father, Stanley Day,
who served with the Corps in Burma. ln particular she is seeking a
photograph to show her children. Anyone who can help is asked to contact
Mrs ton ehou e at: 2 Blunts Farm, Pleshey, Chelmsford, ESSEX CM3

IHY.
Dear Editor,
II wanned my hean to learn that the cheme for traci ng former pa ls and
friends was now in operation successfully - as 1 was one who suggested
some part of it. Maybe I hould put you in the picture, as it were, if you
don ' t already know.
I'm looking for two colleagues in particular, who were my COs in the
11 Highland Light Infantry (46 Bde, 15 Scottish Div}, who were
ubsequently transferred, along with myself, into the Royal Corps of
Signals. They are both Scots, one is called Sgt Quinn and the other is
LC pl Easton. We were made Radio Operators and joined Combined
Operations on 14 June 1941 in 33 BRI CK (Beach) Si gs Sect to be later c/o
8th Anny Tps Coy in Sicily and Italy, then the 17th Ship Sigs at D Day and
Burma. etc. Our Officer was Lt Du bock.
The first place I went to for information was the Public Record Office
but they didn't have Regimental Personnel Records. I then tried the Royal
Highland Fusiliers (who incorporated with the HU ), at 15 Sauchiehall
Street in Glasgow, only to learn that many years ago a yobbo had broken in
and not finding any money made a bonfire of the papers and records in the
museum. The only course left to me now was to try and find them through
the HU reumon branch in Glasgow I' m still wait ing for a reply, after a
month or so.
NO\\ I'm keeping my fingers crossed that you may have someone who
\\as in m~ units, but in particular these two NCOs. The reason being that
they were at a meeting in eveni ngham Hall (Suffolk) , in March/April
1940. It was at this meeting that Gen Montgomery asked around I 00 HU
and others of the Divi ion, 'Can anyone suggest a way of beating Rommel
in 'orth Africa and of clearing the Germans ou1 altogether?' It sounds
mcredible but it' the truth and to break the long silence I . aid what I
thought \l.Ould be the solution. When the Americans were brought into the
war by Jap<m and eventually arrived at lnverrary in Scotland, we

nyone who remembers Bert Ha rb er from his days ( 1945-1947) with I
Coy, 8th Army Sig Regt at Klagenfurt, Au tria, please give a call on 01793
523256.

My father, 2868509 ig Esson joined the Corps on 1t~ formation in
1920, transferring from the Gordon Highlanders. and was one of those
who marched into Marsficld Camp, the Corps' first home. I jomed Boys
Service in 1946 and attended umber Seven Yeomans course in 1964. I
finally retired in October 1995 after serving as PSAO of265 (KCLY) Sig
Sqn. (Five months short of 50 years!)
The other thing that pleased me was that the present Esson is a YofS.
God forbid he could have been an RSM/QM, or worse still a FofSffOT
(on ly joking). Best wishes to W02 (VOS) Esson of 38 Sig Regt, and I
hope that in time when I read Th e Wire, it will be Tfc Offr Es on.
Yours Sincerely

Dorset Branch ............................................ ....... ........... .. ..................£50.00
Cam brid ge Bra nch .. ........... .. ................................................ ......... £ I00.00
Darlington Bra nch ........... .... ............. ......... ... ................................... £50.00
Salisbury Branch ......................... ..... ............. .................................. £56.00
Mr George W. Cook .................... .................................................... £ 11.84
Member of the Dorset Regiment ........ ............ ................................ £10.00
Maj (Retd) M. Stea rs ...... .............. .............................. ............ .. ...... .£45.00
Mr W. Shrive .......................................................... ........... ............... £10.00
Len Shanley ....... ................... .......... .................................................. £25.00
Mrs M. H. Lea ............................................................... ........... ........ £10.00
Cer ta Cito Lodge .... ...... ..... ....... ............. .... ...................................... £20.00
Katherine Lovegrove in memory of Mrs Audrey Peachell ........ ..... £ 10.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club
in memory of SSgt Gordon Pickard ................. ...................... ...... .. ...£ I0.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club
in memory ofLt Col (Retd) J. A. Waite ... ... .... ..... :..... .. ..................... £10.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club
in memory of Brig The Rev W. B. Rowett ...... .................... ...... ........£! 0.00
Mr & M rs Ba rden and family
in memory ofLCpl Craig Bowles ......... ....... .................. .................. .£ 10.00

THE LAST POST

The Comite du Monument
aux Soldats Canadiens
in Dieppe
are commemorating Operation Jubilee, of 19 August 1942 by
giving every per on who participated in the raid a diploma.
In order to help with this matter the Commando A ociation i
seeking the whereabouts of the following:
2578129 Sig A. Bechcrvaise (3 Cdo).
al o the fami li es of the late 66024 Sig G. Lambert
and 2586214 ig G. Tucker (4 Cdo).
Anyone who can help is asked to contact the General Secretary,
M r R. Youngman on 0 1255 420229

CORRESPONDENCE
From: Capt (Retd) ,J. A. E son MBE
Dear Sir
I was 'pleased to see in the February issue of The Wire that the Corps has
an Esson still serving, (W02 (YofS) Esson, 3 Sig Regt (V}). E son 1s not
a common na me and, although not related, I hope the YofS ha the ame
long and happy association with the Corp that I enjoyed.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1998

Anderson - S gt Anderson
Andrews - M aj G. B. Andrews
Austin - Sgt A . E . Austin
Barry- Maj R. W. Barry
Bevan - Sgt T. 0. Bevan
Bladen - Sig D. Bladen
Brock - Sgt F. A. W. Brock
Cnlla ry - W02 Peter Callary
C hilds - Sgt P. A. Child
Coleman - Sig A. Coleman
Coombes - W02 K. G. Coombes
Dean - Maj J . Dean
Dillon - Maj J. Dillon
Eccles tone - Bill ' ailor· Ecclestone
Finnerty - Maj Mike Funnerty TD
Glanvill - Lt Col A. R. Glanvill
Goldsmith - W02 T. W. Goldsmith
Hack - Capt . H. Rack
Hammond - Dvr A. J . V • Hammond
Hewson - Lt Col A. M. Hewson
Hopkin s - Maj J . Hopkins
Hunter - Lt Col I. D. Hu n ter
McGill - Brig A. F. McGill OBE
eal - Maj Graeham cal
1 icltol on - Capt D. icholson
orden - ig J. 1 ordcn
Parfitt - Sig R. Parfitt
Rowett - Brig The Rev W. B. Rowett
mith - Maj V. S. Smith
Waite - Lt Col J. A. \ aite

Served 195 1/80 Died ov ·97
erved 1936/70 Died 02107 97
Served 1939/46 Died 25/ 11 197
Served 1963/82 Died 02/02/9
erved 1959/67 Died 19/07/97
erved 1948/52 Died 22/ 10/97
erved 1948170 Died 21 /0219
Served 19 5 193 Died l 7/02/9
Served 194 2/46 Died 06/09 97
Served 1938/46 Died 29!12t97
crved 1939/61 Died 1701 9
Died 19/02.9
erveJ 194617
Died 07 02,9
erve<l
Died 12/01 9
erved
Served 1957 74 Died Jan 199
erved 1939163 Died 27 I Oi97
erved 193 1/53 Died 01 /02'98
erved 1943/46 Died 06 01 '9
crved 1945/51 Died 07 02 '91
Served 1948/81 Died 21 0298
Died 29 12197
erved
erved 1939/46 Died 1310 1 9
crved 1934/67 Died J6i02198
Died 22, 12197
erved
erved 1940.146 Died 21 11 97
Served 1945/48 Died 02 ·02 9
erved 194 ,50 Died 31 12. 97
crved 1929'62 Died 15•01 9
erved 19481 1 Died 26 12 97
erved 19 5,71 Died 11.02 9
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icol on - Doul?la (t ou1?) icolson died on 21 oYemb.:r I ~9~ . He .had
be~n a member of th T ;rs1de and Fife Branch of the A soc1ahon mcc
1991.just after 11 \\U. formed The A oc_1a1.ion was well rcpre entcd at
hi. funeral, ic· was the Bunna tar Association who ·e tandard draped
hiscoflin
Dou<>la ''as born m India m 19 17 - in Calcutta where hi father was
a manager of" jute mill in tha city. Although h~ wa t~ fol~~w. very
mu h m h1> father'. foot tep .. d pend most oflw working hte m the
East. he wa: ent home to Dunc!cc at the age of . even to be educated and
then to train as a mechanical engineer. Once he h&ll completed h_is ity
and Guilds. and spent a year as a journeyman. he returned to lndia. Just
.1fler he arri,·cd. war broke out and Doug joined the Bengal Artillery. By
the time the Japanes invaded Burn1a he had tran ferred to Royal
1gnals and was heavily im·olved in the campaign to recover the
Arakan. In February of 1944, like many local member of the Bum1a
tar As. ociation, hi. unit was urrounded by the Japanese Anny in the
gakvedauk Box. The Japane·e only had enough food and ammunition
fo~ a ·re\\ day a. the were . o confident the Box would fall to their
. ice:e -it did not! The defenders held out for nine days and the enemy
wa~ compelled to retreat.
When the war ended Doug returned to Dundee and ten da) later
married Ella with whom he had maintained a lively correspondence
through out the war. having met her a 1ew Year ' Eve parry ju t before
he went to India. He then went on lo serve another year in the Corp
with the Anny of Occupation in Gennany. After hi military service
Dougla returned to India and Parki tan for twenry years, being the
uperintendent engineer in charge of eight jute mills. He then went on to
run another JUie mill in Thailand for ten years before returning to
Dundee in 1977.
Douglas wa a person with an enormous sense of humour. He always
had a mi ·chievou twinkle in his eye, seeing the fun in every ituation
and reli hing it. A killed craftsman. brave oldier and very much a
character. Douglas wa ble·sed with a loving wife and family and our
ympathy goe out to Ella and their children Douglas, Bruce and
lison. and the four grandchildren.
Hunter - Lt Col lan Douglas Hunter ex-Royal Signals, Chartered
Accountant. fonnerly of East Africa and Oman. MLA East Africa,
MLC Uganda. father of Tommy and Bruce, died peacefully at his home
in Salzburg on 13 January 1998, after a long illne s, bravely borne.
Dearly mi sed by hi family.
Callary - Peter Callar)'. It is with deep regret that we announce the death
of Peter Callary at Blandford Camp on Tuesday 17 February 1998.
Peter worked as the Chief Clerk in RHQ and wa also a serving soldier
in the TA, being a member of 219 (Wessex) Field Hospital RAMC \VJ.
He had considerable experience a a clerical officer since he had
pre,·iously erved as a clerk in the Corps. He began his service just a
week after his 16th birthday in 1958. During his military career be
en·ed in Germany. Cyprus. Hong Kong, 1orthern Ireland and England
before leaving the Anny as a Warrant Officer Class 2 in October 1993.
Peter kept extremely active and always had a willing smile and a word
of encouragement for those with whom he worked. Al the time of his
death. from a heart attack, he was returning from a short period of
physical exercise during his lunch break. His expertise and cheerful
demeanour will be greatly mi sed by all who knew him and particularly
hi colleagues at work and his family. Our deepest sympathies go to his
wife Angela and his two daughters.
Bo\\les - LC pl Craig Anthony Bowles - It is with great regret that I have
to inform you of the death of LCpl Craig Bowles in a road accident on
5th January 1998. Craig began his career as an apprentice at AA
College Harrogate in September 1990. As a Telecommunications
Operator (Data) he erve.d with 30th Signal Regiment (1992 - 1995),
where he travelled to many countries, and completed an operational
tour of Bosnia. In 1995 Craig arrived at 9th Signal Regiment (Radio},
Cyprus. He was a well-liked man with a good sense of humour who
enjoyed both ports and the adventurous activities of military life.
Craig was married to Jane; he is greatly missed by family and friends
alike.
Dillon - Maj (Retd) John Dillon, TD. It is with great sadness that I have
to report the death of faj (QM) John Dillon who died peacefully at
home after a long and courageous battle on the 7 February 1998. John
v.as a founder member of 35 Signal Regiment and will be remembered
for his wann personality, efficiency and selfless dedication to the TA.
He was a much loved and respected individual who will be sadly
missed by his many friends throughout the TA. He is survived by his
beloved wife Jill and children Sharon, Tom, Julie and Louise and was
a dernted father and grandad. Thanks to his wife and children, John
wa a very happy man who will be greatly missed by his family and
fnend and we extend our deepest condolences to all his family.
Ecclc tone - E'< WOl ( \'WO) Bill ' Sailor' Ecclestone. ft is with deep
sorro\~ that 58 Sig Sqn have announced the death of Bill 'Sailor'
Ecclestone on the 12 January 1998 after a long and brave fight against
cancer. After ~pending his early years in the Royal avy Bill joined 58
Sqn as a Signaller rapidly rising through the ranks to W02 and
finishing his TA service as WO! (SVWO). Bill's close associat ion
continued with the Regiment as an honorary ml"mber of the Sgt's Mess
and ub~cquently takmg up a position with the MGS when he rejoined
58 qn :is a Security Guard. A true exponent of the Squadron and the
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TA, we all mourn the loss of a good and dear friend and our dccpe t
ympathies arc with Bill's wife Enid and daughter Sarah .
Finnerty - Maj (Rctd} Mike Finnery, TD. Mike Finncry a former
Regimental Paymaster and a fo under member of the Regiment. died
peacefully at home in January after a long illness. Mike's long
assoc iation with the Regiment began in 195 7 and. since his retirement
in 1974, he remained in constant touch both as a firm and close friend of
the Regiment and honorary member of the Officers ' Mc s. Mike was a
Regimenta l stalwart, he posses ed boundless energy, was a patient and
good humoured man and always lent a ympathetic ear lo any problem.
He will be very adly mi scd by hi many friends throughout the TA.
Mike i urvivcd by his dear wife Gillian and to her we express our
mo t incere and deepest condolences.
Barrett - frs Janina Barrett. It is with deep sadne s that the death is
announced of Janina Barrett, wife of Maj (Retd) Kevin Barrett.
Janina died peacefully in the Joseph Weld Ho picc, Dorche ter. on 19
January 1998, after a ix month battle with cancer. Kevin Barrett
wishe to thank all retired and serving members of the Corps who have
expre sed their condolences on this tragic lo s.

OPINION
In order to stimulate reaction to the activities of interest/concem to the
Corps at large, we plan to run an Opinion Col umn in future publication of
The Wire. Our hope i that this will stimulate correspondence on items that
concern us al l. To tart the process we have selected an Essay, on
Recruiting, that was entered in the Chenevix-Trench prize essay
competition that, though not the winner, airs a topic that is of considerable
concern at this time. Any comments will be appreciated.

FILLING THE GAPS

by Lt W. D. J. Wilson R. SIG ALS
'Fathers ha\•e velJ' liule objection to sons becoming a soldier. B11t to
mothers it comes as a positive blow that her boy has not don e the great
things she expected him to, and s1111k to the level ofa mere recruit. '
Lt Col Twner, Recruiting Officer, London 1895

In Britain there are roughly 6.2 million 16-24 year olds. Of these only
100,000 (l.6%) have expres ed an interest in the Anny and only one in 5
have considered joining the Anny seriously.' So why do so few young
people consider joining the Anny? ome would say it is because we have
become a nation of couch potatoes', others blame the Anny 's poor image
and ome say it is due to the false perception, held by many, that the Army
is not recruiting. ft is commonly accepted that all of the e reasons have
contributed towards the recruiting problems of the Anny. It would,
however, be wrong only to blame recruiting figures for the severe
manpower shortages the Army is suffering from. The retention of trained
soldiers is a key factor in achieving and maintaining a fully manned Anny.
Jn this essay I will examine some of the rea ons why the Anny has a
recruiting and retention problem and look at what the Anny is doing to
reverse this trend. I will also look at how this has affected The Royal
Corps of Signals and make recommendations where nece sary. For the
purpose of thi essay I will only consider soldier recruiting and retention,
although many of the points raised will apply to officer recruiting and
retention.
When General Sir Michael Rose was appointed Adjutant General in
1996 he was quick to illu trate how severe the recruiting problem in the
Army was. He stated that without 'emergency measures ' the Anny would
be 20,000 short of its l 17 ,000 target, by the year 2000.' ln comparison our
current under manning of 4,000 trained and 1,000 untrained recruits does
not eem so bad.'
ln the past, the Anny has chosen, or been forced , to make cuts for short
tenn financial gains without due thought to the long tenn consequences.
This 'short tennism' along with repeated studies and surveys such as
Options for Change, Front Line First and the Bell Review have sent a
negative message to the people the Anny is trying to recruit. In a
recruiting survey carried out, 95% of those questioned were convinced the
Army was no longer recruiting.' Perhaps even more importantly the
'gatekeepers' ie parents have also got a very poor image of the Army.
Headlines on issues such as drugs, racism, bullying, sex ual discrimination
and the ongoing debate on homosexuality do nothing to improve this.
The job of convincing mothers, who arc shown by research to have the
strongest influence on young people's job selection' , that a career in the
Army is still worthwhile and beneficial is not easy. It has been made even
more difficult with the increased opportunities in further education (26%
of school leavers continue in further education compared to only 12% in
1982'). fn a society that relies so heavily on academic qualifications it can
be sometimes difficult to convince gatekeepers th at the rewards from an
anny career are as valuable as a qualification from college. This coupled
with the fact that in recent years the Anny has been so heavily committed
in 'dangerous' places such a the Gulf, Northern Ireland, Rwanda and
Bosnia has further influenced gatekeepers to discourage their children
from joining the Army.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1998

Where neg.alive mcd_ia covcrag? slowed the flow of potcnllal recruits, tht:
Ann)'. .made 1! more d1fficuh to ~0111 the Army by d o ing 41 high street
rccnutmg offices. Instead, 39 tn-serv1cc Anned Forces Careers Offices
(AFCO) were opened with a further 43 ' satellite' Anny Career Information
Ofliccs (ACIO) lo recruit for the whole country. Where high trect ACIO
had been closed, Jobcentrcs were used to recruit potential soldiers. The
closure of AC IOs had a serious detrimental efTect. Jobcentrc staff had very
Jillie undcrstandmg of the Army or what the Army can ofTer, including even
their rates of pay'. Additionally, young people simply were not prepared to
trnvcl away from their home towns to visit the nearest ACIO. It was also
interesting to note that in a survey carried out, 95% of those questioned
would not consider going to the jobcentre to join the Army.'
Another 'sho11 tcnnism' that has been heavily criticised was the
disbandment of junior service in 1992. Not onl y did this system once
furnish the Army with its best warrant officcrs'0 , but it also ofTered a route
into .th.e Anny at the age o'. 16. Under the current system only apprentices
cai1 JOm at 16, adult recruits must be over 17. In many case this means
having to wait for more than a year between leaving school and being able
to join the Army. Recruiting staff argue that a high propo11io11 of those
who had wished to join the Army at 16 end up pursuing an alternati ve
career because of the wait. Furthennore, by catching potential recruits
young the indoctrination is ea ier than once they have experienced life in a
civilian envi ronment after leaving school.
A poor image, closing ACIO and disbanding junior service have all
afTectecl the Anny' ability to recruit. The qualiry of potentia l recruits does
also, however, leave a_ lot to be desired. The calibre of today 's young
people, often characten ed as 'co uch potatoes ex isting on a diet of junk
food and computer games'", is seen as a reflection of how sociery itself
has changed. These changes in society have also had a marked effect on
the type of individual wi hing to join the Arn1y. Drug use is common and
considered acceptable (recent re earch by the Institute for the tudy of
Drug Dependence hows that by the age of 16, 51 % of all youngsters
have experimented with some illegal drug and almost a quarter have used
a Class A drug such a LSD"). Many are unfit (one in 2 potential soldiers
fails the ba ic entry tests"), others are turned down for medical rea on of
which obesiry is the most common. Subsequently a further 30% of
succes ful applicants drop out during training because they feel unable to
cope with anny life."
In the words of the Defence Secretary, The Rt Hon Michael Portillo.
General Sir Michael Rose has come up with a 'whole range of imaginative
measures' " to boost recruiting to ensure that the establishment manpower
figure is reached by the year 2000. Firstly, the recruitment advertising
budget has been significantly increa ed to counter the perception that the
Army is not recruiting. Then, in order to cope with the increased enquiries,
and to attract others, a bridging plan to re-open 41 AC!Os has been
ordered. A recruiting bonus of £250 is being offered to soldiers who
recruit others into certain Anns of the Army. The selection and training
process has been adapted to be less wasteful, enabling less fit recruits to
join the Anny but spend longer in training to ensure standard do not drop.
And finally junior service is being re-introduced to enable many more 16
year old school leavers to join the Anny. Early indications are that these
measures are already working and have been re-enforced by General
Ro e's statement that the Army will be fully manned by the year 2001. 16
Many of the proposals outlined above have been introduced to fill gaps
in the Infantry, Royal Annoured Corps and Royal Artillery. The Royal
Corps of Signals at 90% manned and 85% recruited" is not seen as a high
priority by DAR. The Corps till needs to recruit 1,500 soldiers each year''
and for thi rea on the Corps recruiting effort is even more important.
Until 1995 the Corps used the Area Brigadier y tern to implement its
recruiting efforts. This system wa abandoned becau e the ' Black
Economy' manpower required to run the scheme, could not be found from
within unite tabli hments and becau e the Corps no longer had Brigadier
posts appropriately located. Since then the responsibility of Corps
recruiting ha been delegated to the Regimental Colonel who relic
primarily on unit commanders to forn1ulate their own recruiting plan in
line with SOinC(A) PD2 and the Royal Signals Recruiting In truction. In
addition, there is a small recruiting cell within RHQ Royal Signals that
provides advice, recruiting material and co-ordinates activitie . The
emphasis for recruiting has, however, landed quarely with field units and
it is hardly surprising that we are falling short of our targets.
The Royal Signals are one of the only Corp and Arms not to have a
dedicated recruiting team. The Royal Signals Mobile Di play Team
(MDT), Quicksilver, was disbanded along with all other forn1ally
established MDT some 2 years ago. Despite thi , most other Corps and
Arms have maintained a permanent, black economy, establi hment
devoted entirely to recruiting. s an example the Royal Engineers (who
arc the only ann in the Army to be fully recruited and even have a waiting
list) dedicate 20 personnel and over 14 vehicle including an articulated
information trailer a combat engineer tractor, an AYRE, an armoured
hridgelaycr, mincl~yi'ng equipment, plant equipment and a diving tank
(with diver), to their permanently e tabli hed MDT. Most other Corps also
have similar size display at their dispo al. Without the application of
similar resources by the Royal ignals, the current recruiting situation will
deteriorate even further.
Despite the lack of an establi hed recruiting team the Corp has done a
lot to improve recruittng figures. The production of Committed oldier
Card and pre-paid inforniation po tcard have both proved lo be very
successful. The White Helmets, although still primarily a di piny team,
have a Corps Recruiting Stand at each show. A one man 'Road how ', run
by Sgt Elliston (held on 2 Signal Regiment e tablishment an? employed
on black economy), visit schools, ACF/C F and fctc .with.~ small
motorbike . K.APE tours, ACF/CCF liai on, Look at Life 1 11 and
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Satisfied Soldiers have all played their part. fhe current system does,
however, rely too heavily on already stretched field units. f urthennore, a
pennanently established team would have the advantage of reaching a
wider audience by targeting, nation-wide, suitable venues. It would also be
!llore reliable and not liable to external, last minute commitments. Finally.
it would present a more professional image of the Corps through a trained
and dedicated team and show that the Corps takes recru iting matters
seriously. Field units would still play a key rol e in the Corps recruiting
cfTort by establishing good relations with local schools, youth
organ isation and ACIO/AFCOs and by hosting work experience visits
and Look at Life activities.
The Anny may well be gcttmg on top of the current recruiting problem
but it is still a long way away from finding a solution to retaining those
already in the Anny. The retention of trained soldiers is one of the single
most important issues faci ng the Anny today. It is not cost effective or
operationally efficient to have to train new soldiers rather than retain
trained ones. Corps, such as the Royal Corps of Signals, pay a particularly
high price in this due to the length of time it takes to re-train tradesman.
The costs arc also significantly higher than replacing a rifleman in an
infantry platoon or a gunner in the Royal Artillery.
The DM(A)'s pamphlet ' Retention of the Regular Soldier' states that:
'EfTectivc retention results from effective leadership and vigorous
command in volvement'. I believe thi is partially true but it does ignore
some of the fundamental reasons why soldiers are deciding to tenninate
their services.
Prior to Option for Change, in 1990, 12% of the Regular Anny was on
operational service in orthern Ireland and abroad,19 with an average of
18 months between deployments. In 1996 more than 25% of the Anny was
on operations , with an average of only 12 months between tours. It is
commonly accepted that Options for Change cut too deep and that the
effect will be noticed for a long time. However, the problem of over
commitment does not end with frequent operational deployments. In
barracks the workload has also increased. The number of guards. fatigues
and the amount of vehicle and detachment maintenance have all risen ,
simply because there are fewer soldiers to perform these mundane tasks.
In my experience, it is these aspects of military life that leads to young.
single soldiers leaving the Anny, rather than frequent operational tours.
With morale already low in the ranks, further studie on how to
streamline the Anny have done nothing to improve the qualiry of life.
Front Line First and the Ben Review have further lowered morale and
given the perception that things will get worse before they get better.
Rumours of LOA being reduced. boarding school and other allowances
being stopped all have an effect. The sale of married quarter estates has
turned into a PR blunder and despite assurances from the Anny Board,
there is wide spread scepticism that it is in the long term intere ts of
ervice families.
Retention is a complicated subject and more than a simple fornmla of
'good leadership and vigorou command involvement' is required if we
wish to retain our oldiers. The Royal Corps of ignals faces additional
problem when trying to retain oldiers. Generally speaking Royal Signal
soldiers are brighter than their lnfanrry or Royal Annoured Corps
counterparts and are more employable in indu try. The skill they have
learnt during their service are easily translated in civilian life and many
have civilian qualification to back them up. Current figures how 1hat
roughly 75% of Royal ignal personnel leaving the Army, enter full or
part time employment with.in the first 3 months of discharge. The figure
for ex-Tnfanrry personnel is 68%. Furthermore. proportionally many more
ex-Royal Signals personnel enter )ob with a higher salary than exInfantry or Royal Annoured Corp .'
The move of 8 Signal Regiment and the Trade Training chool from
Catterick to Blandford. ha created additional problems for retention. The
lack of Cla 3 trade man coming through the system has meant that there
art: fewer replacement for po ted/discharged soldiers (my Troop recently
welcomed its first Class 3 trade man in over 3 years straight from
rraining). It ba al o lowed promotion down in many trade to almost
stand till, creating a pool of experienced, high qualiry Cla 2 trade men
who have linle hope of promotion. Under such circumstance even the
mo t detennined individuals can find it difficult to keep motivating
them elve .
ot only ha reduced promotion pro pects caused di contentment but
also the trade structure it elf Many oldiers feel they are not being used to
their full potential and the change of empha i from a traditional deployment
of Ptannigan to virtually a tatic role ha removed a lot of the job variety and
• atisfaction. For many the pro pect of . tatic operation , detachmem
maintenance, RSIT and static exerci es is not one they relish. ! look forward
to hearing more about the proposed trade structure review which will
hopefully not only be good for morale in the Corps but al o recruiting.
I believe the only way retention in the Arny will be improved i by
improving the overall quality of life for both ·oldiers and their familie .
Thi i. easier aid than done. However, initiatives uch a the 5 and 8 year
retention bonuses make it possible to retain t 10 e oldiers who are not
committed to a full career and give the Army a few more years to recruit
and train replacement -. I do not belie e retention bonuse are a long tcrn1
solution and in fact I believe they can be counter productiYe. Rather than
retaining oldiers who are not 100% committed, I believe the Anny hould
be looking at rewarding well motivated individuals. Instead of giving
everybody a lump sum on completion of 5 and years ervice, they could
be given on promotion to Lance orporal and crgeant or on completion
of certnin career courses eg Clas I, EFP I or R C R C. This would
fall roughly at the same time and provide an added incentive to . trive for
promotion.
The recruiting and retention problems outlined in this e .ay do not
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CO\' ere\ cl'\· quandal). but rather concenrrate on what I beli~vc are _the k~y
i sue.. The lack of forethought by our political n~asters. during Opuon tor
Chan11.e. ha.· \cf\ ttl
roly picking up the pieces. A previously w~ll
mann~-d and motivmcd Arr.1y ha been ,aYaged by -hort term linancml
sa\'mg · that ha\C al ·o had . >eriou effect on morale.
It ha taken a man of Gt!neral ir Michael Rose's ·tature fo'. the
politi ians to realise hO\\ ,ewre the ituation i . in:e. being appo111!ed
Adjutant General he ha manag~d to revers !he decision to <;lo ~ h1_gh
treet .\CTO. increase the recruitment advertismg budg~t, bnng Junior
. !'\ice ba k. ;md introduce financial incenti es to recruit_ other and to
remain m the Army. All the e measure are already workmg and play a
. . . . .
.
part in the D R's long term recruit!ng rrategy.
The relation ·hip betw n recru1tmg ~nd retent_1on. 1 a v1c1ous circle.
The abilitv for the Anny to recruit is affected by 1t. image winch largely
reflects the morale of the organi ation. Witt1 low morale comes a poor
image and fewer r cruit . This mean more over comm_mnent. l?wer
mor.ilc and .o on. The only way the Anny w1.H b~ak tht' c~rcle 1s by
raising public aw~rencs and creatin!l a more pos1ttv~ image. Tin_~ doe not
only mean targct1112 potenual recnnts but al o the gatekeepers , a they
play a vital role m the .career co.un elhng_ of young people. .
.
The retention ofrramed soldier remam a problem. 0 _1 conurntment.
on operation and in barrack . repeated sm:vey and studies, on_ how to
streamline the Annv further. and a perception of poor career prn peels.
have all led to a ciecrea e in the quality of life for oldiers a!1d their
familie . The introduction of retention bonu es may ~llev1ate the
immediate problem, however, until the over all quality of life 11nprove
oldiers ,,;ll continue to vote with their feet.
Traditionally, The Royal Corp of Signals ha not uffercd from .a
recruiting problem. adly thi i no longer the ca e and the . ta~k reality _is
that the Corps i currently undermanned by over 800 old1ers . I r~mam
optimi tic that once more Cla , 3 tradesman filter through to field umt the
ituation in the Corp· will improve. More could and hould be done on the
recruitin<> front. I believe the Corps should establish a permanent
reerniting team as a matter of priority. This would not only take the burden
of recntiting off field unit but also present a more professional image of
the Corps to others and make maximum u _e_ofre ources ..
One thing that i certain i that the recrumng_and retenll~n problems lhe
Anny is experiencing will not disappear over night. ~.ore ume and mone_y
must be inve ted into the DAR long term recrmtmg srrategy that 1s
de igned to raise public awarene s about the Am1y . and creat~ a more
positi,·e image. Thi investment must be made now if the Bnush Army
,vi-hes to ·Be The Best' in the future.
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The objective of the competition is:
"To encourage the study of all aspects of relevance to The Royal Corps of Signals and, in so doing, enhance the reputation of the
Corps and its Institution and provide a fitting memorial to its benefactor".

RULES:

1.

The Competition w ill be known as "The Royal Signals Chenevix-Trench Prize Essay Competition".

2.

Entri es will be welcomed from anyont<.

3.

Essays may be on any topic of relevance to the Corps. In addition the SOinC (A) has nominated one ubject of current
interest for those who w ish to use it: Digitization promises to revolutionise the way the British A rm y conducts its
business. It will present many challenges to Royal S ignals. How should we ensure that our officers and soldiers are
eq uipped to meet these challenges?

4.

All essays must be submitted complete with duplicate. They may be of any length, and preferabl y shou ld be typewritten
in double line spacing, but manuscript entries will be accepted and will not incur a penalty provided they are legible.
E says will be judged o n quality, not quantity of reading matter.

5.

C las ified matter must

6.

When a reference i made to any work. its title and author must be quoted. Quotations and extract must be
acknow led ged as such to the title and author concerned.

7.

Every author must write under a nom de plume and mu t submi t with the es ay a ealed e nvelope with the nom de plume
on the outside and name a nd addre s inside.

8.

Essay

Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The Wire, to be returned ,
unless they are irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing a
photograph that cannot be replaced .
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on

NOT LATER THAN IST SEPTEMBER 1998.

9.

Adjudication w ill be a rranged by the Council of the Institut ion .

10.

The Council of th e In stitution reserves the right to publish any essay ubmitted, in the Journa l, whether it win a prize or
not.
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'Y GEC ALSTHOM 1s a world leader in rail transportation, employing
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over 94,000 people in 60 countries. GEC ALSTHOM Signalling Ltd is

Signalling systems and equipment. It would also be great if you've

part of he Transport D1v1sion which has units in France, Belgium and

worked with structured design processes in a contracting
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The Front Cover has been provided courte y of 40 Signal Regiment
(V ) and shows Sig (Now LCpl) Ivan Jason Giles getting serious
during an Exercise in October 1995

and verify the applica11or design of signalling syst ems. according to

Please send full CV w ith a covering letter. including details of your

service guidelines It demands continually updating your skills so

expected salary, to: Ms Sharon Lindars, Personnel Department.

that you can meet deadlines, tackle tough engineering problems and
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generally stay abreast of a fast-moving, global technology. "' An
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Park,
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HNC/HND or BTEC/ONC 1s essential, while an IRSE Designer
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us at Stand 35 at the Engineering Recruitment Show. 5th/6th June.

sought-after qualiflca!lon . You'll have around five years' engineering

Novotel, Hammersmith, London.
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During Mr Reg Prosser's recent visit to Hong Kong, he took
photographs of the headstones of members of the Corps buried in the
Stanley Military Cemetery. These photograph are now in the Mu eum
Archives at Blandford.

SSAFA Forces Help bas been commi sioned and funded by the Army to
set up a Support Line as part of its Equal Opportunities trategy. The line
was launched 011 1 December 1997 and is open 365 days a year noon to
midnight.
The aim of the Confidential Support Line i to provide advice to
soldiers and their famil ies who have problems they wish to discuss in
confidence with someone who i an independent, non-military advi or,
and who is separate from the military environment The confidentiality
code is modelled on that of the Samaritan , at the Army's request. Neither
the Army nor the As ociation intend io replicate any other service.
Advisors will not act on behalf of callers, but will help them talk i sues
through and steer them back to local sources of help - Army Welfare
Service , Chaplain . WRVS,
AFA Force Help, etc. The FREEPHO E
numbers for this totally confidential ervice are a follow :

UK
GERMANY
CYPRUS
There is also a PO Box:

0800 73 1 4880
0 00 1827 395
080 91065
PO Box 1312, FREEPOST,
Pew ey, Wilt , S 9 6QZ

GEC ALSTHOM
TRANSPORT
S I GNALLI N G

Authors alone are responsible for the contents of their articles. The opinions expressed in the article of thi publication are those of the individual
authors and do not nece arily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise, of the Royal Signal or the Mini try of Defence. This publication
should be treated with discretion by the recipient.
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CHARlTY:

Tru t Funds of Disbanded nits &
Establi hments of the Royal Corps of
ignal

REFERE CE: E /27805/AFC
The Charity Commis ion has made a cheme for this charity.
(A cheme is a legal document to replace. amend or add to the
tru t of a charity.)
copy of the Scheme can be seen next month at:
REGI 1E ITAL HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIG ALS
Or a copy can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed
em·elope to:
The Charity Commis ion
Woodfield House
Tangier
Taunton
SOMERSET TAI 4BL
Quoting the above reference nwnber.

NB: The propo al for thi same Scheme was published in the
February 1998 edition of The Wire. Publication on this occasion
completes the legal requirements.

CHALLENGING
RETIRED OFFICER POST
The position of the General Secretary to the Women 's Royal
Anny Corps Association and Joint Secretary to the
Benevolent Funds is becoming vacant in September 1998. It
is a Retired Officer Grade 3 Civil Service post.
·
Anyone thinking of applying should in the first instance
register as a potential Retired Officer with:
Ministry of Defence
Civilian Management (Retired Officers)
Room 348 Somerset Hall
Somerset Street
BATH BAI 5AB
The act of registration does not imply any obligation to take
an RO post. It simply means that those who register will
have their eligibility established and receive notification of
all posts as they become available. For further information
contact M rs Fiona W hite on Winchester (01962) 987570 or
Worthy Down Military (727) 2570

BOOK REVIEW
'THEY DID NOT FAIL'
an autobiography by Rich ard L. Ca r twright
Richard Cartwright served in the Royal Signals from 1933 to 1956.
This book is hi story of his military life from the time he was a 16 year
old recruit, he lied about his age, to his retirement as a Warrant Officer m
1956.
The life of a recruit in the Corps some 55 years ago will be a shock to
the modem day soldier. The standard of unifom1, accommodation and
messing left much to be desired. The standards demanded of the recruit
were ho.,..ever, as high as those demanded today. Having been trained as an
'Operator Wireless and Line' the young Cartw right serves in Southern
Ireland and then the orth West Frontier of India. Here he becomes an
operator in the Y service with No I Wireless Company and for the rest of
his service he is involved with the Y Service. The onset of the Second
World War brings rapid promotion and much travel to the author,
culminating in A/W0 2 ar twright taking part in the invasion of Europe
with a Special Wirele Section.
Thi book has much to commend it to the reader. The author has written
the story of hi Army Service in easily readable style and is, well worth
reading. The book is on sale at the Museum Shop price £7 .95.
Capt .\fainwarmg

SSAFA
From: Col (Retd) J. R. Gibson
Project o-ordinator
Kent Branch

I am writing to you on behalf of the Kent Branch of SSAFA
Forces Help. A few years ago I wrote to the Secretary of every
charity Ii ted in the Flag Book to. ask for suggestion ~ to how I
could improve our caseworker training in order to provide a better
ervice. I was overwhelmed by the positive response, and touched
by the praise heaped on our caseworkers. Many said that without
our help they could not do their job. The very few criticisms
concerned the tendency of some caseworker to be too sympathetic!
The reason that I am writing to you now is that I have been a ked
to co-ordinate, as a volunteer, the Kent Branch's major fund-raising
event thi year; a Band Concert to be held in Canterbury Cathedral
on 4th July 1998 - American Independence Day. We have se~ured
the services of th e famo us band of HM Royal Mannes ,
Portsmouth, and the distinguished actor, Peter Barkworth, who
has great local appeal, has kindly agreed to act as host. The Royal
Marine are extremely popular in this part of Kent, and you may
recall the consternation when their School of Music in Deal was
recently clo ed down . It would seem that given thi s imposing
location and attractive programme we should have a very successful
event.
However, while SSAFA Forces Help, as most other caring
charities, is finding it extremely difficult to raise funds in the face of
ever increasing demand , money i not our sole concern. We have a
major problem in making ourselves known to those people who
desperately need our help, telling them how to contact us and how
we can help. As you know, our work with individu~ls is carried out
in strictest confidence. lt has therefore been decided to use our
concert as a great opportunity to gain public awareness. Our
overheads staging the concert are considerable, and financial
success depends upon achieving maximum publicity nearer the
rime. We must aim to fill every seat in the Cathedral - well over a
thousand.
A further request is to let me have the names and addresses of
your representatives or Branches in Kent, ~art!cularly East Ke~t.
My aim is to write to every ex-Service orgamsation I can 1denofy m
Kent , asking them to encourage their members to support the
concert by attending, and finding out if they or their members
would be willing to distribute posters in their locality. This is to
gain public awareness not only for our concert, but for SSAFA
Forces Help and the work we do.
Your help would save me trawling through many phone books and
researching in local libraries. Tickets may be obtained after I May
1998 from the booking office at:
Canterbury Visitor Information Centre
34, St Margaret's Street
CA TERBURY
CT!2TG
Tel: (01227) 455600
Fax: (01227) 459840

W.A.T.C.H. WORLD AID
TRANSPORT COMMUNICATIONS
AND HEALTH
71iis is a brief summary of the WATCH organisation, its curre1.11
operations, and the aim of the charity with respect to the creation of an aid
village operating worldwide as a rapid response support w11t for other
rescue and aid organisations. Registered Charity No. 1069318.

W.A.T.C.H. is a York based charity, run by ick Ridsdale, Clive
Phoenix, Peter Camfield, and J ulie Helm e, manned by volunteers, a~d
currently carrying out aid operations in Bo nia, part of the former r_epubhc
of Yugoslavia. Our ultimate aim is to provide an aid 'Village' which w1.ll
act as a rapid response support unit to the various international aid rapid
response units which are sent to disasters anywhere in the world.
W.A.T.C.H. RAPID RESPONSE TEAM - A PROPOSAL This lays
out the principles of the W.A.T.C.H. rapid response team, and the m.ethods
they will use for operations, the situations they expect to be used in, and
the way they will respond to those situations.
WHY A RAPID RESPO SE TEAM?
When a disaster occurs, the world responds. The Aid agencies respond
within a very short period of time, and place people on the ground who are
trained in rescue, or relief operations and they are coordinated from the
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UK or the Un_ited Nations, or w~oever their parent body may be. They are
there t? do a JOb, 1.e. rescue/ relief. P~oblems oc~ur when the people who
are trained and set up to operate as aid a~ency disaster relief workers are
expe~ted to feed, bed and keep contact with a large number of workers in
the disaster area. Also they are expected to keep constant contact with the
U.K or wherever their base of operations may be.
The idea of the \lv'..A.T.C . ~. Rapid Response Team is to place a team on
the _g~o und v~~ qu1~kly ~1~h the expertise and experience to set up a
R~het .T~a~n Village . This 1s set up to take care of the food, sleep and
toilet fac.1ht1es for up to fifty people (although possibly more if required)
and prov1?e a first aid p~st for emergen~y use (Basic facility for stabilizing
people pnor to evacuation). Plus, an integrated communications system
designed ~o allow an aid wor~er at the scene of an emergency to keep
contact ~1th_ the HQ -~f. the Aid agencies in the UK or elsewhere. Also
commun1cat!ons '.ac1lit1es at the . scene fo~ aid teams, providing a
7o~mu~1ca11ons lmk between various agencies, plus links back to the
V1lla~e , _and from th~re ~ack to _their base of operations.
This will c~ver_the in1t1al requirements of shelter, sleeping area, feeding
and commun!callons requirements for the aid agencies who have
responded r~p1dly to a call for h~lp . It also means that the rapid response
rescue and aid teams can do the JOb they are there to do without worrying
about these other, day to day, but nonetheless essential requirements.
HOW WlLL THE W.A.T.C.H. 'VTLLAGE' OPERATE?
The W.A.T.C.H. Rapid Response Unit will be based 'at an airfield
(probably an _ex-!l.A.F. airfield) with an operational runway for rapid
depl?yment _via air tr~nsport. The team at the airfield will be in constant
readiness wtth the pnma~ response vehicles in standby mode, serviced
and ready to move within four hours. Under the aegis of the DID
(Department _fo~ International . ~~velopment) , whose predecessor, the
ODA, comm1ss1oned the feasibility study on which the W.A.T.C.H.
proposal. 1s bas~d, ~r the Pathfinders Association (an umbrella
org~msation for aid rapid response teams in the UK), W.A.T.C.H. will be
cam~d by transport airc~aft to the point of operations where they are
required. The transport aircraft will land at the closest available airfield
and then W.ATC.H. ~ill take the ~ehicles to the point of operations ove;
land. On rece!pt of a call lo action , the W.A.T.C.H. rapid response team
will deplo)I with three Land Rover 110 vehicles, two large covered trailers
carrymg Air-s~el_ters, fans and communications equipment, a cooks trailer
with mess facilities for up to 150 persons, an Iveco/Ford 4 x 4 135E/18W
4 ton Jlayload wagon and a water bowser unit. The Land Rover I !O's will
comprise_ ~o mobile base units with SATCOM capability for
comrnumcatlon worldwide, as well as HF and VHF units for short and mid
to _long_range communications. The other Land Rover will be a mobile
umt, with HF and :vtt.f equipment, to support aid teams on the ground.
The 4x~ wagon will carry all the ancillary equipment, and Generators.
This umt will be equipped with a tail lift for offloading the generators.
Each umt traveling will carry both a driver and passenger,
THE MAKE UP OF THE CREWS WILL BE
Land Rover I:
Senior W.A.! .C.H. Officer: Overall logistics, set up of
Cornms with Comms Officer with additional
responsibility for compound sec;ity. Liaison officer:
Liaison and communications
Land Rover 2:
2nd in. .command W.A.T.C.H. Officer: Primary
respons~b1ltty for Compound operations, meal timings
and shift rotations on sleeping quarters. Comms
Officer: Communications Ops
Land Rover 3:
Cook: Primarily Food Prep, with Comms as second
skill. MT. Officer: Primarily MT, with Comms as
second skill.
4 Ton Unit:
2 x First Aiders, trained to advanced level and
capable of in~erting drips, administering pain 'relief
and stab1lizat1on of casualties prior to evacuation.
Comms as second skill.
ONCE AT THE POINT O F OPERATIO S.
When t~e un its reach. the area of operations, they will deploy the Airshelter Umts, and lights m very short order (approxi mately 20 minutes per
she~ter), the fi rst shelter being the ops/communications centre. The me s
equipment will be ~red U.JJ to g~t a simple meal underway, and the two
20x20 acc.om~1odat1o n ':'mts will be deployed opposite the mess unit.
Once th~ 101t1al. set up 1s underway, the liai on officer will be sent to
commumcat~ with the aid agencies on the ground, and set up lines of
chommumcation back to the W.A.T.C.H. compound and from there back to
t eUK.
On al"!'ival at the point of operations, the 4 ion un it will be unloaded, the
stores, aid an~ other. items will be off-loaded, and the unit will park up and
stand by for 1mme?1ate use, and for re-supply from airfield. Re-supply of
the W.A.T.C.H. unit will be on a day to day basis, with food, and water for
60 person.s for 48 hours being taken by the primary response unit, then
supp l ~ being kept up to date from the airfield where the W.A.T.C.H. team
c~me in. The two mobile base Land Rovers wi ll be dispatched to the areas
0 ope_raho~s. H e~e a complete communications solution at the point of
operaho~ s is required, the other Land Rover will be used as a mobi le un it
for mo~1 ng persons and/or equ ipment from one place to another as quickly
as possible. Each .mobile unit .will carry tentage and supplies to sustain the
Jperator at the pomt ofoperati ons. N. B: Each vehicle carries 2 x 4.5 gallon
erry can: of w.ater, and the 4 tonner can tow a 500 gallon bowser trailer.
E_ach vehicle will deploy with a fu ll fu el tank pl us two 4.1/2 gallon cans of
~~esel (0lled at the point of operations landi ng) per vehicle. Th is will give
e vehicles around 720km range before re-supply.
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O.ur current requirement is for volunteers to man the vehicles
specifically with g~od radio_ commumcations skills, (preferably with
Morse as well a~ voice R.T. ski lls~ who are prepared to give their time and
~~ort to ma.ke a m':'ch needed fac1l!tY work as_efficiently as possible. This
ts an on-~01ng project whose efficient operation can mean the difference
betwee~ hfe and death for hundred~ if not thousands of people. It provides
an efficient and safe w~rkspace for the rapid response aid agencies to work
fr.om and back to, with communications facilities that can make the
d1ffe.rence between aid being sent and not. We are looking forward to
hearing from any persons who have the required skills and have a desire
to help.
'

TEES TOTAL

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB
TEL: {01793) 849888
FAX:{01793)84989.0

••
Technical + Numerate + Wdl Turned + Service Ptrson = HIGHLY EMPLOYABLE
Wrong Fust Job Offer • Anoth<r Job Search Campaign

Free Enlistment =Access
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Potential Employezs

The List (Ex Service Potential Employers) • Knowledge ofYour Added Value
Mike Nicholson, The Lift, P.O. Box 156, Dunsfold, Goda.lming, Surrey GUS 4YH
1f 01483 200863 Fax: 01483 200002

FOR SALE
WO I/ OFFICERS MESS KIT
SIZE
TROUSERS 32/34 inch WAIST 31 inch INSIDE LEG
JACKET 42/44 inch CHEST
MESS KIT PURCHASED FROM NEW ON PROMOTION TO WOl
ONLY WOR FOUR TTMES DUE TO POSTING WITH A CIVILIAN
ORGANISATIO ALL REA ONABLE OFFERS CO SIDERED
FURTHER DETAILS 01489 894487

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
Please advise the Assistant
Accountant, at RHQ, IN WRITING,
of any change of address
This information should not be telephoned
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U11it to which posted

Rank and Vame
Lt Col P R. Baron

Lt Col E. 1. Flint
LT Col J. White 1BE
. 1aj A G. Brand
\faj 1. . Dooley
Capt \ 1. R. Be,·er
Capt D W. Edward BA(Hon ) ...
Capt K. A. Jone
Capt G. \\.Fletcher ...
Capt F. E. Hargreaves
Capt D. K. Rackham ...
Capt A. Roberts
Capt C. M. \laud in BEng(Hons) ...
Capt M. G. Webb
Capt D. A. Wright
Lt . Brant
Lt J. R. J. Carter BA (Hons)
Lt J. Gower
Lt J. R. Jenning BA (Hon )
Lt C. P. bead ...
Lt G. 0. Yeoman
MAY 1998
Rank and , ame

BOWMA. Military Team
I UKAmidDivHQ& igRegt
MOD Centre Block
31 (City London) ig Regt (V)
HQ I ignal Brigade
7 ignal Regiment
7 ignal Regiment
20 Annd Bde & ig qn (200)
15 ignal Regiment
CIS Eng Gp. Blandford Camp
RSS
HQLA D
19 Mech Bde& Sig qn (209)
264 (SAS) Signal quadron
HQDFTS
I UK Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
D (SSS)
Royal School of Signal
259 ignal quadron
DFTS
Unir ro which Posted

Col A. T. B. Kimber ...
Capt M. G. P. Bohanan
Capt S. Brant ...
Capt R. P. Gri t BA. BSc (Hons)
Capt S. C. Johnston ...
Capt T. J. Prince MICD FIEIE
Capt A. M. Sulivan ...
Le R. J. Caner BEng (Hons)
WOls and S CO
APRIL 1998
Name and Rank
WOl D. R. Clark
A/WO 1 A. C. Cox
A/WO I A. K. Herbert
A/WO! G. Hodgson
A/\VOI J.C. J. Hughes
~01 P. Sexby
AIWOlFofS P.H. Lowe
A/WO l FofS S. Steven
W02 D. F. P. Brudenall
W02 C. J. F. McKenzie
W02 Fof'S S. A. Wilks
AIW02 R. A. Sutcliffe
A/W02 R. Tredwell ...
A'W02 K. J. Walters
A/W02 Fof'S M. J. Cowie ...
~02 FofS A. K. Garrett
SSgt D. C. Andcrdon ...
SS gt I. S. Munford ...
SSgt A. C. Painter
A/SSgt S. N. F. Graham
A/SSgt K. J. Ripley
Sgt D. W. Bailey
Sgt K. Barber
Sgt M. A. Brown
Sgt P. D. Clements
Sgt A. Crabtree
gt A. J. Downing
gt I. K. Jones
Sgt C. D. R. Kitchener
Sgt P G. Matheson
Sgt J. S. McGaw
gt T. F. Parkins
Sgt J. D. Walton
A/Sgt J. A. Chapple ...
A: gt I. L. Ellion
A· gt C. R. Quinn
A 'Sgt 'vf. A Tench

Def Artache Budapest
20 Annd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
JCUNI
HQ LAND
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
HQ Defence Comms Service
RSIT
30 ignal Regiment

HQ 11 Signal Brigade
30 ignal Regiment
HQ I & Signal Regiment
38 Signal Regiment (V)
7 ignal Regiment
9 Signal Regiment (R)
9 ignal Regiment (R)
216 Signal Squadron
225 Signal Squadron
33 Signal Regiment (V)
1 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (215)
Royal School of Signals
7 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
36 ignal Regiment (V)
225 Signal Squadron
SHAPE Signal Group
HQ l Signal Brigade
5 AB Bcle & Sig Sqn (216 Para)
36 Signal Regiment (V)
JSSU (Oakley)
399 SU & Sig Sqn (223)
399 SU & Sig Sqn (223)
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
399 SU & Sig Sqn (223)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
242 Signal Squadron
35 Signal Regiment (V)
HQ Brunei Garri on
399 SU & Sig Sqn (223)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)

INTER ES T RATES FIXED FOR THE TERM OF YOUR LOAN
Whatever your budget, there's never been a more affordable time to

No repayments

buy what you need, thanks to the Wilsons' Personal Loan, provided by
CAPITAL BANK pie, a Bank of Scotland Group company.

until September 1998!

Pay everything off and
spend the rest almost as you like

Wilson Hogg Robinson has negotiated a special repayment option
for HM Forces ... to make NO repayments until 3 months afte r you
receive your cheque. So why not use this free time to re-organise
your budget ... o r to simply enjoy a breather fro m any repayments.

You may wish to use the Wilsons' Personal Loan to pay off any
outstanding credit you may have. Then you'll just have one monthly
repayment - and you could even have cash left over to spend on
yourself too! Just call for a quote and see.

CMq11ttttt11.1td.
.'\io rcpayrnndJ.

Unit to which Posted

Rtp.tymmts statt.

.

Royal School of Signals
37 Signal Regiment (V)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
24 Ainnob Bcle & SigSqn (210)
I (UK) Annd Div & Sig Regt
SANGCOM
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
16 Signal Regiment
39 lnfBde HQ &SigSqn(213)
COMSTRFLTANT
34 Signal Regiment (V)
HQ I RECCE Bde
Sheffield UOTC
9 Signal Regiment
1 (UK) Annd Div & Sig Regt
SHAPE Signal Group
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
600 Signal Troop
39 Signal Regiment (V)
HQ NJ & Signal Regiment
238 Signal Squadron
19 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (209)
399 SU, Sig Sqn (223)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
259 Signal Squadron
l l Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
CIS Eng Gp
I (UK) Annd Div & Sig Regt
ATR Bassingboum
1 Statfords
Royal School of Signals
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
SHAPE
399 SU & Sig Sqn (223)
Royal School of Signals
Royal School of Signals

Before

T-SHIRTS
SWEATSHIRTS
POLO SHIRTS
SHORTS
RUGBY SHIRTS
BADGES
&MUCHMORE

After

Outstanding
personal loan

Balance

£21 0

Credit Card

Balance

£688

Store Cards

Balance

£ 196

Total
Monthly Repayment To tal

£ 1,094
£295

Wilsons' Personal
Loan Amount

£3,000.00

New monthly repayment
£1 50.35
over 24 months at 16. 9 APR
Cuh left over after
settlmg accounts
Sa ving e ach m o nth

Call today for
a cheque tomorrow
For HM Forces, pro cedures are kept to a minimum. There are no

£ t ,906.00

long application forms to co mplete no r intervi ews to attend. Just

£ 14•u5·

pick up the phone and yo u can usually expect a decision on the
Ple~e note: this is an example of one way a Wilsons' Personal Loan could be used. It ts not intended
to lf'l'lpty any relev.ance to your own persorul finance.
" Repoymenu "" UM!~ rfduc..t by exttndinc dlt
period.

' 9'111'' "

spot. If you want to go ahead, you can get your cheque delivered in
24 hours - if yo u request o ur Express Courier Servi ce*.

WRITE, PHONE OR FAX FOR DETAILS.

SPECIAL DEALS FOR PRI SHOPS

AEGALBRANDS LTD

A COMPANY OWNED, MANAGED AND
STAFFED BY EX NM FOAC£S PERSONNEL

TEL 01iaJ ssnss
FAX 01ia1 ss1,sa
12 Appleby Glade Ind Est, Swadlincote , Derbys DE11 9EU
BEST QUALITY, BEST PRICES, FASTEST DELIVERY

MUSIUM SHOP
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Unit to which Posted

Ra11ka11d ame

A /.101 G. Parde~
W01 FofS M. R. Edward
WOl FofS S. C. John on
W02 . Carr
W02 K. V. Fowler , . .
W02 FofS A. G. Jenkins ...
\ 02 FofS R. A. Lane
W02 FofS L. D. Marshall
W02 FofS K. T. Wilson
V02 D. Beggs
A!W02 G. R. Crozier
A!W02 G. Jackson ...
A/W02 K. L. Pai ons
A/W02 R. J. Santon
V02 P. Tasker
W02 FofS A. F. Soward
gt J. R. Broughton
S gt S. Cou zin
SSgt . Hill
S gt M. . Brown
SS gt . K. Clark ...
N Sgt C. Cullington
SSgt S. A. Jacklin .. .
NS Sgt I. T. Pro er .. .
Sgt P. R. Curtis
Sgt S. L. McKinnon .. .
Sgt S. R. McRostie .. .
Sgt J. Reid
Sgt S. M. L. amuel ...
Sgt T. D. Stevens
A/Sgt E. C. Williams

-GUARANTEEDNOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
Telephone: 01258 48 2248
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~~:~h~:n:~s~lded, subject to status, by CAPITAL BANK pk, Capital House, City Road, Chester CH88 JAN.Written quotations >re a1r.11l>ble on requesL You must be u lem 18 .,,d a UK resident (excl do
1u d:
or h
. ands and the Isle of Man) to apply.The APR will vary depending on the amount of your loan.APR and repayment details are correct u the time of prlnL Ceruln purposes 0 f I
b
>vol 11m1ted repayment periods: pleue ring for details. On loans of £ I0,000 >nd over the minimum rep>ymen< period will be 24 months Any Information provld-" b y
·11 be
°"d bn may e exc u
ers or
marketing (by st. h
f.lx)
d'
.
·
eu Y ou w1
use y the Lender and
0 th
additional
£JS will
po P one. c~ma 11 or
, ere it scoring and other purposes.• Delivery m;ay rake longer for weekend applications or in outlying areu. If you choose the optional courier servk:e ""
by Direct Deb't be payable one month before your first monthly repaymenL t Telephone calls may be monitored and recorded to 3ssist with staff training. Typical Example To borrow H,OOO re
·ble
12,9APR I
I over four years, you would make no repayments for three month>. You would then make 18 monthly rep>yments of £115.76. The total omount pay;ible would be £5 556.18 16
or loans or over£ 10,000, 11.9 APR for loans of £7.501 - £ 10,000. 16.9 APR (or loans of £2,501 - £7,500, 18.9 APR for loans of £500 - £2,500.
•
• ·
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HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
MORE ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES - STALAG 11
After the escapes reported in the last edition of The Wire, and with the
arrival of the new Commander, Brig Jonathan Cook, there has been a
significant increase in 'Stalag' security. Consequently escape from
Donnington have been drast.i~ally reduced . H.owever, one or two longterm plans have come to fru1t1on and so we bid farewell to our AO/Fin
Mr Dave Lawre nce. We also bid farewell to Capt ick Range wh~
returns from whence he came, namely 33 Sig Regt (V). In his short but
memorable attachment, he has gained significant staff experience and he
now knows one end of a pen from the other, although the button at the
non-writing end still causes some confusion. Finally we bid farewell to
W02 (RQMS) Steve Buxton who leaves NRPS service for a highly paid
job in the civilian sector. His attitude of 'do anything at any time' will be
sorely missed and the HQ staff wish him the very best of good fortune in
his new employment.
On the plus side, we have managed to coax one or two unsuspecting
individuals into the HQ. Firstly we welcome Maj Phil 'Where's my MBE'
Daisey who takes up post as the S02 Logistic Support. In between
catering support to the Commander, cleaning window and acting as a
door replacement salesman, he occasionally finds a few minutes to
logistically upport the Brigade. We also welcome our new AO/Fin, Mrs
Tina mith, who we poached from the RAF and who has since discovered
what work is all about. Finally we welcome Sgt igel Jones and Mrs
Jennette ewill who have both joined the turmoil of the Admin Office.
JU TA OTHER TUESDAY
Just another Tuesday - 24 March 1998! The Commander's conference,
a vi it by DCinC Land Command, Lt Gen Deverell, a Black Tie Dinner in
the Officers' Mess and, not forgetting, an address by Mr Richard
Hatfield, the Senior Advisor to the Strategic Defence Review. Such was
the importance of the occasion that a 'Command Deci ion' at the eleventh
hour was made by the COS, Maj Paul Hudson , to cancel the sacred
Tuesday Morning PT. On coming to his senses, the COS later announced

For an information brochure call
Freepost. The TA, CV37 9BR.

0845 603 32 32 quoting ref W1001, or send the

coupon to:

SURNAME:------------------------;;;~ MR/MS

BLOCK CAPITALS

[D!t]
BE THE BEST

PLEASE CIRCLE

FIRST NAME- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

You can prepare to join this elite of expert
technical managers by completing the most
up-to-date and technically advanced 3
week training programme available in fibre
optics - Managing Advanced Fibre
lnfrastrudures - run by on, the industry
experts. (Includes City & Guilds 3466).

that PT was in fact postponed and not cancelled. The postponement was
carried forward to Thursday when a six-mile run, rather than four mile run
was the order of the day- Oh joy!!!
The Commander's Conference was to be the first opportunity since his
arrival for Brig Jonathan Cook to address in person, representatives from
all of the Brigade's units (two Regular Regiments OPCOM and I
TEC'HCOM, 5 TA Regiments and 2 TA independent Squadrons). The
Commander took the opportunity to issue, amongst many items, his new
Brigade Directive. This was a complete re-write of four volumes into one
slim-line document in less than two weeks. Under the watchful eye and
patient guidance of the Commander, a task that many said could not be
achieved was in fact completed on schedule. For those of you out there
that wondered about the 0200Z DTOs on signals originating from the
Brigade, no they were not errors.
A highly successful 5-hour Conference behind us, DCinC Land
Command flew in just after I 500hrs. The first part of the visit was the
Brigade Brief given by the Commander, COS and S02 Ops Maj David
'Have I told you about Canada' Sullivan, complete with suntan from his
recent operationally essential overseas visit to Cyprus. The highlight of the
Brief was the Commander's comment to DCinC, having just made a
particularly strident point, 'I don't want to sit on the fence on this issue'.
As DCinC moved back a row in the Lecture Theatre, the general
consensus of those at the briefing was that be had probably got the point.
As a respite from the Commander's fence sitti ng (not) Capt Lee Brown
gave DCinC a guided tour of the Robert Cook Building (The Ptarmigan
Training Centre). After a dynamic non technical brief, even the Brigade
Yeoman (WOI (YofS) Shakespea re) understood most of it, DCinC took
afternoon tea with the Brigade Staff and unit representatives, who were
still shell shocked after a short 5 hour conference.
The next item of the day was to have been the SDR presentation by Mr
Richard Hatfield. Unfortunately, with SDR gaining momentum, Mr
Hatfield had to cancel at the last minute. At this stage the DCOS, Maj
Mike (Why me?) Wise; who bad been wondering whether he could talk
for 45 minutes on Sex, Drink and Rehabilitation, (SDR) was over the
moon when the Commander agreed to simply cut this item from the day.
The move from afternoon tea to pre dinner drinks was engineered
seamlessly - honestly. With the final hurdle in sight the GUG4 staff(who
are always delighted to organise these multiple events) began to relax.
After what turned out to be a decidedly good evening, the only remaining
task was for the HQ staff to return the Mess to its original state, another
task that falls to a HQ without oldiers in Station. Well that was Tuesday
24 March - roll on next Tuesday!

GOOD NEW9
TRAVEL9 FA9TI
Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

POSTCODE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TEL (STDl - - - - -- - --

----------------

DATE OF BIRTH- - - ' - - - - ' - - - -

The TA is committed to Equal Opportunities.

http://www.army.mod.uk

creating a new wave of fibre optics professionals

See the Inside Back Cover for:
YOUR ONE DAY'S PAY What happened to it in 1997

Optical Technology Training
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3 (HARROGATE) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj D. .J. Lumb
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. J. Udell
The Squadron is still living in temporary office accommodation
awaiting the refurbishment of our old offices. The 21C, Capt Dave
Kenyon arrives in early May from Bde Sp Sqn - fingers crossed. Ulster Tp
has seen considerable disruption in March with the departure of both Tp
Comd and Tp SSgt. Lt Gareth Oliver has moved to I Sqn to command
Kohima Tp and SSgt ' JelT' Morris, after 22 years service, has gone to
work in the leisure industry. The Squadron welcomes SSgt 'Richie'
Plummer from 14 Sig Regt (EW) and fook forward to the arrival of Lt
Jennings from 16 Sig Regt in early May.
For those ex apprentices who remember the Champion Squadron
Trophy: it has been redcsignated the Harrogate Cup. The Harrogate Cup
Competition ha been devised covering 12 events throughout the year with
the ix Troop from I, 2 and 3 Sqn providing A and B teams in each event.
The Cup will be presented annually at the Regt Boxing finals in
ovcmber.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BLANDFORD CAMP

In the B string competition the story couldn'1 have been more different.
led by SSgt 'Geoff (Gianluca)' 'Vtorri and backed up by Cpl'\ 'Mick
(Mmm Bop)' Hanson, 'Ady (Pace is my middle name)' Dear and 'Steve
(Talk a good game)' Hogan. The team had only four ongmal member~
before they drafted in 'Kev (Prettyboy\' East, 'Kev' Bra sand the Tp OC
Lt ' Rugby 's my game' Oliver and set off on a glorious two game run that
would end with an appearance in the B string final. In the first game, one
they really didn't expect to win, they battled hard but fair to tie the match
at full time. A three all draw. wi th goals from Hogan (2), and 'Gianluca'
Morris ensured that the golden goal was required, thi was provided by
'Kev (Darkhorse)' Brass who put in a very creditable performance.
Unfortunately the final. proved a little one sided, with Kohima Tp B string
looking suspiciously like an A string side, with the inclu ion of
Regimental standard players sweeping the valiant Ulster Tp B string aside.
De pite the massive chasm in class, the Kohima team added steel to their
silk a they went on the offensive. Cpl's Hogan and Ha nso n (when he
came out of net) both had to spend time cooling their heels as some of their
tackles bordered on the thin line between manslaughter and plain old
murder. In the end they were comprehensively beaten by nine goals to one.
A fifteen yard scorcher from Cpl Hanson, who was then kind enough to
admit that he had really ju~t swung his foot in the direction of the ball, but
if anyone asked he had timed his shot to perfection. At the end of the game
all evil intentions were abandoned and gentlemanly conduct was restored.
The B string lads then collected their gloriously lightweight medals and
wondered if the next inter-troop sport (Volleyball) was also a contact sport.

The SS Ms new office!

The Sqn Comd presents runner-up medals t o Cpl 'Steve' Hogan
and Cpl 'Ady' Dear

Troop Commanders <;ourse N<? 40
Top Student, 2Lt Jones being presented with the Ev1s Memoria l Sword by the Commander RSS

Lt Gareth Oliver and SSgt 'Jeff' Morris at their farewell

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
HERBORN E CCF VISlT BLANDFORD
The Garrison Commanders' old school was put to the test on
Wednesday, 18 March 1998. They arrived at I 030hrs and were taken
traight down to the Military Trainin~ Squadron where a number of Staff
eagerly waited to show the 24 cadets JUSt what the Royal Corp had to offer.
After a briefing by Capt Alan Hoensch the CCF were ready to go. The
day tarted off low key with a quick visit to the museum. However, onc:e
the Squadron got them back the action started. First on was Leadership
Troop where the current . students !lut on some very demandmg and
puzzling stands, some ecu.ons managmg better than others,.the lads usmg
their brains and tongue a little too much and leavmg the acuon rather late.
fler lunch it was off to the assault course, once the demos (Health &
Safety) were complete the competition started and a good time was had by
all. Only a small amount of blood was sp~lt and only two cadets ended up
at the Medical Centre for treatment. (Is this a new trend for the Squadron?)
C pl Gemmel was next on with a very demanding radio orient~:rin~
exercise which gave the lads a good tour of the camp, and the fac1 h11es II
has to o'ffer. By the end of the day it was time to give the lads a welldeserved rest. After being fed and watered by our excell ent gourmet co.oks
it wa back to the Squadron and straight into the Small Arms '.ramer
where gt shford and C pl Kirkup put on an excellent shooti ~1th Sgt
Balm fo rth teaching the 9mm pistol as the back ground act1v1ty. The
cadets were given a fond farewell at 2.~o .hrs with medljlS for the top
~ecuon, cer11ficates for all and loads of g1z1l5 1.e: pens, pencils, posters ~nd
mugs, all wit.Ii the Corps badge on of course. Overall a good demandmg
day was had by all . Well done to all involved.
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Cpl 'Gill' Railey handing over a cheque for £50 at the
St Helena's Soup Kitchen
HARROGATE C UP - I DOOR SOCCER
The Squadron en tered two teams in the Harrogate Cup 5-a-. ide
tourname nt. C pl E uan 'Guar' Kinn ea r was left 10 pick the players for ~he
A and 8 stri ng teams. Afler much delibera tion he decided that the A strm.g
should be composed of his fe llow course members and two guests. In their
o~e and only game, the sem i fina l of the A Iring tournament, they were
given a lesson on how to play the game. Despite scoring first they ha? to
endure 20 minute against a much better team, and\. hen ~1e 0nal wh1 tk
went they had been beaten 6-2, it wa-s no great urpnse. Highlight of their
:natch was C pl Kinnear and hi mastery of the swearword, coupled t<? the
loss of his teddy afler he had conceded possession for the umpteenth t1111e.
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24 HO R SPO, SORE D ROW
Over the weekend of 20/2 1 February 1998, a ten man team from the
quadron were invol ed in a twenty-four hour rowing competition against
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, using the Concept fI ergometcr . The
reason behind the event was to raise as much money as po sible for charity
- in our case the Anthony olan Bone Marrow Trust and al o to introduce
a bit of competition between Regiments. OC Ulster Troop. Lt Gareth
O liver had done a sponsored row in a previou job, and when challenged
by S gt 'Bob' Ha rvey from l (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt he quickly
agreed - much to the di gu l of the rest of the Troop. W02 (S 1) Eric
dell quickly volunteered and the task of build ing the team wa
underway. There were ome willing volunteers in the form of Cpl lic k
' ('12 pint)' Ha nson and Sig ' Charlie' Flory, but others had 10 be
encouraged with the Troop OC pre s ganging anybody who even looked
like they could manage to it on a rowing machine. This motley crew
con isled of high quality rowers such a C pl ' ' Bucket' Bowkett, Gill
·Morticia' Railey and E ua n 'I'm the fitte t man in the Royal Signals'
Kinnear.
Eventually the day for the row had arrived and armed \\ ith plenty of
sponsorship money the team arrived at S gt Ann e Ada ms' fitne s uite
where everything was set up. We were due to tart at 1900 hr and fini h at
1900 hrs the ne t day. After a quic" comms check to Herford, Germany
(once Lt Oliver had explained to the military operator how to get an
international number) we were ready to go. \ 02 (SS'.\J) Eric dell
counted us down to a synchronised start \\ith I (UK) Armd Di' HQ & ig
Regt and we were off. A very quick two mid a half hours later and we had
all completed our first 15 minute . Th< first man wa already on hi
econd auempl - the hot. weaty and suddenly demorali ed face, of the
team ind icated that they hadn't really believed it would be a- hard as it
uddenly looked. A we progre- cd through the night thing · began to ·Jo,,
down . Tircdnes set in and we were each nearing our third or fourth row.
Then just as the skyline began 10 brighten so did our morale as each of u
completed the fifth row, at la t the halfway barrier had disappeared - it wa
all down hill from now on (well sort of).
As friend and family of the team began to pop in and visit, the day
quickly pa,. ed - soon the end wa ' in ight. From 1630 hrs onward as each
person completed their final ro\\ the n:lief was tangible. A ~mall cro\\ d
gathered to upport the la t rower ig 'Chrb · Cro le) a he put 111 a solid
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last perfonnance. We had been talking ~o the tc~ in Germany throughout
the night but th'' had been unable to give u a d1 tance rowed figure, now
\\C waited in apprchen ion 8 they totalled their figure lOUfS had already
bt.>en done - at last a u:e for our tech 's). Unfommatel .. the Herford team
had beaten u_ by a mere 6km We had managed 339km and were only just
behind them at 3 6 km. Ho\\ '\'er. our main aim had been achie' ed - we
had rai ·ed £1409.91 for our cause and we had all enjoyed our. elves (or
thal' what we said over a beer later).
An rage Di tances Ro,nd per 15 tinutes
LI Oli\ er
3 9S.7m
"02 ( '\1) Udell3 70 .S m
Cpl Bo" kett
3622.2m
pl Ha n on
3 52.lm
pl Kinnea r
3460.1m
Cpl Railey
2 71. m
·ig Cro sle)
3724.Sm
- 7 .2 m
ig Flor)
3592.2m
ig W idd ison

U R Back Row·Cpl ' Marty' Bowkett, Sig ' Richie' W idd ison,
Cpl Euan Kin near, S ig Mark Turne r,
Lt Gareth Oliver, S ig ' Chris ' Crossley
UR Front Row: Cpl ' Mick' Hanson , Cp l ' G il l' Ra il e y,
S ig 'Charlie' Flory, W02 (SSM l Eric Ude ll

48 GURKHA INFA1 TR BRIGADE 1908 75mm G N
ARRIVE AT BLA1 DFORD
This 1909, 75mm gun wa captured by 48 Indian Infantry Brigade in
the 2nd World War from the Japanc e. In May 1947, 4 Indian Infantry
Brigade disbanded and the gun laid unclaimed at Mentakab. Malaya until
December 1949 when 48 Gurkha Infantry Brigade formed. In June 1950
they moved to Kuala Lipis, Malaya and the gun went ~ ith them . In
ovember of 1954 the Brigade moved to Sek Kong, Hong Kong were the
gun stood until the disbandment of the Brigade in November 1994. The
gun then stayed under the guard of the last Royal Signal Garrison
Sergeant Major WO! (G M) Alan Hocnsch until the e tabli hmcnt of
the Garri on upport Unit ek Kong, commanded by Lt Col (QM) Ian
Buckley 1BE. When the olony wa handed back to Chi na, on I July
1997. it was agreed with Lt Col 'Teiry' Canham, the CO of 11 Sig Regt,
that the gun would be shipped 10 Blandford for permanent display. It was
refurbi heel by the Light Aid Detachment (REME) and sited outs ide the
Guardroom on 5 March 199

The eventful traini ng weeks arc now drawing to a close as the arrival of
the_ s.how season be~omes 1mmme11t. As last year, the consolidation of
trammg took place m RAF Sealand near Chester with much hospitality
and . eooperauon from t~e RAF. The Countess of Chester Hospital
reeciv~d onl7 a fe':" visi tor . Cpl 'Andy' Butterfield, who is fast
bcC?f!11ng a re~u!ar_ , ?ro~e a couple of fingers during a fast crossover
collision and Sig Fis~ Fisher ended up with his foot in plaster having
landed somewhat heavily from 'The 3 Bike Fan'.
Entertainment value was at a premium and, if Jeremy Beadle had been
~ooked, the ~hole team would now have considerably more disposable
income. Havmg almost_m_astered the 'Reversed Jimmy', LCpl ' Charlie'
~hes ter performed a brilha~t reeo~ery when the bike decided to detach
itself from its ~ider, remammg upright and gathering speed. Not to be
outdone, Charl_ie chased after the bike as it careered around in circles
grabbed hold, jumped on and regained command. The rest of the tea 1 ~
were on the floor, helpless with laughter.
. L ~I 'Fozzie' Forster also kept us entertained with progress reports on
his soc_1al h fe and t~c probl~ms of having _teeth that are not all your own.
In_ addiuon, LCpl Duncan Marsh~ havmg never ridden a motorcycle
pnor.to selectton, four _month s previous, ma~tered reverse riding whilst
juggling th;ee balls. This new trick has been mcorporated into the show the name 1s still not confirmed but 'Jug Lugs Juggles' is the odds on
favourite.
The team hosted the usual vi its from Potential Officers, attempting to
persuade them _t~at The Royal Corps of Signal is simply the only viable
choice_. In addiu?n, the ~earn looked after a partially- ighted/motoreycle·
mad girl from Bristol, Viv Walker. She had been an avid follower of the
team for many years and her greatest dream had been to meet the team and
nde a m~t~rcycle. She joined us for a training day in Bovington and,
although m1tially hesitant, she gradually grew in confidence. Cpl 'Rob'
~ownt?n , LCpl 'Tonka' Richardson, Cpl 'Lance' Malin and LCpl
Mavis Ca nn are to be congratulated for their patience and skill in the art
of gentle persuasion.

Q UEE1 S SCO T AWA RD
The High Sheriff of Dorset, Mr R. Field ing, on Monday, 16 March
1998, presented ig Alan MacLenna n with his Queen Scout Award.
This is a pre tigious award in the couting community and i the
culmination of many hours of very hard work. He first joined the cubs at
the age of eight and two years later joined the scouts. He achieved the
po ition of A sistant Scout Leader before moving into the Adventure
Scouts, of which he has been a member for the past 3 1/2 year . During
that period he was working towards a S Hills Validation Certificate as part
of his Mountain Leadership Course and also achieved a BC I Star award
in canoeing. He is still an active member of The Dunfermline I 14th Fife
Hymbum Scout Tp, attending as often as leave allows. He is the first
member of his group (over 100 strong) to receive this award and it reflects
his combined work in community projects, scouting, and for the part be
played in organising an expedition to orway.

LCpl 'Tonka ' Richardso n lets so m eo ne else take t h e 're ins'

SATISFIED SOLDER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your home
town AFCOIACIO for 5-10 days?

S ig Chris Cross le y pulling hard , watched by
UR: W02 (SSM ) Eric Udell, Ma j Dave Lumb,
S ig Cha rlie Flo ry, S ig Rich ie W id dison, Lt Gareth Ol ive r

• Would you like to visit your old school and ACF
to tell them about life in The Royal Signals?

MILITARY TRAINING SQUADRON

• Would you like to help in recruiting soldiers into
The Royal Signals?

YES!!

TA TROOP

Royal Signals Recruit Course TA 13 197 ran from 7th to the 21st of
1arch 1998. Students and instructors alike were looking forward to some
dry, warm spring weather and SQMS, SSgt 'Give us a cig' La ver didn't
disappoint us, providing some excellent weather. The Troop has reorganised its' course award scheme, instead of having the sole award of
'Top tudent'. we now have Best Academic, Best Shot, Best Field Soldier,
be5t BFT performance and Best Overall Performance. This allows our
. tudent:. to have a beuer chance of recognition fo r their achievements.
The award for 'Be t Academic', with some excellent results went to ig
Williamson of 71 Sig Regt (V) in Bexleyheath. ·Best Shot' was awarded
to ig Do"'ney of 40 Sig Regt (V) in Belfast. Sig Spencer of 33 Sig Regt
(V) in Liverpool worked very hard on both Exercises and was duly
awarded 'Best Field Soldier'. A double award of ' Best BFT' performance
and ' Best Overall Perfonnance' was awarded to ig MacDonald of 2
{City of Dundee) ig Sqn (V}. Sig MacDonald, or 'Scott' as he is known,
i 28 and a potato pathologi t {it doesn't show one of them on the advert)
m real hfe. He enlisted ix months ago wanting to realise and fu lfil his
potential whil t stretching himself on extra challenges. His course
expectations included improvmg his organisational and inter personal
lolls. On return to his unit he hopes to be trained in one of the operating
trades. Well done to all the prize winners.
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Then contact your Troop Office for details of
THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME

Viv Walke r puts her t ru st (foo lishly) in Cp l ' Ro b Dow nto n

If Fina lly, the usual message goe out to all

Sig Maclennan receiving the Queen Scout Award from the
High Sheriff of Dorset Mr R Fielding
THE WIRE , JUNE 1998

pl and below in the Corps.
you arc after the best three years of your life, apply now for the
~ovember 1998 election cour e. Contact Maj Ras ell or Capt Giles
direct on ~landford Mi l Ext 2365 or 2405. Alternatively, visit the team at
one of their show - ee the di play programme as shown on page 5 of The
WIRE, Apnl 1998. You won ' t regret it!
THE WIRE, JUN E 1998

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advi e the Sub cription Clerk.
at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any change of addre
Thi infonnation hould not be telephoned.
19 5

A!

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

As the Apprentice from entry 97C are packin~ their MFO. ' bulli_ng'
their boot for the Pa ing Out Parade and trymg to remove halt of
ali:bun Plain from their CEMO, it is opportune 10 reflect on ome of the
recent a· tiviti sat the Anny Apprentice College.

l

ITROU. D- P
The College is nearing the end of the pring Tenn. a~d the Squadron is
preparing itself for the final two week of trammg, before I.eave
commence and the . tart of a new intake on May 4. Only a comparatively
mall intake i expected due 10 traditional easonal recruiting problems,
but a the Colleae will be commencing a new course a, well as integrating
the RE and RLC (and a Platoon oflnfantry (!)},we will be extremely bu y
anyway. Welcome to the quadron to Lt Kyra 'Magellan· McAnulty
(hopefully your map reading kill \\~ll be put to good u e here). The
Permanent taff have been, a always, extremely bu y. Cpl Millington
and Brotberstone have returned, ome' hat jaded, from their kill al
rm Course and are raring(!) to take full charge of their new ections in
May. LSgt Weir ( G) and Cpl Johnstone (RGBW) head off for a well
earned change of cenery on P BC - good luck and ee you in Augu t. ~
Da,·e Taylor i currently on hi R C, having been plucked out of his
Troop for a re erve place on the course. At least Sgt 'Tosh· Hodgskins has
had a little more warning and attend his course in June. Sgt 'Longshanks'
Wigmore i currently getting to grips with Bradley Tp - having tepped
sideways from cott ( enior term) Tp 10 replace Sgt Taylor. The 2JC,
Capt 'Gammon· Driscoll has been 'drying out' at well known health farm
- Headley Court (actually rehabilitation folio\ ing knee urgery). Sgt
'Paddy' Townley. who has been standing in for the 2IC in the role ofTrg
Coord CO, is the mo t relieved to see the arrival of Capt (GCO)
Krishna Gurung BEM from 21 Sig Regt (and great success in the R
IG ALS Corp SAAM). ·Paddy' can now focus on being Troop
ergeant for just two Troop and prepare himself for his little ojourn in
the Brecon ! Cpl ·Muzz' 1.urray has successfully completed EFPI and
has hi Yeoman Entrance Exam to look foiward to on May I - who wants
leave anyway'.' Capts ·Daz' Saul and ·Gordy' . ewell are looking
forward to mo\·ing up 10 commanding senior term Troops, organising a
few partie and preparing for resettlement. The OC Sqn, Maj Chris
Paterson, is truggling LO understand the reading list (let alone the books
on the list) for his MESE Course in September. In the meanwhile SSM Duncan Forteath, i hopping around to buy a po t office; the SQMS ·Dutch· Holland is shopping around for a good deal on his next car and
Sue Butterfield - the Sqn Clerk has been to France Shopping (and running
the Sqn Admin in the rest of time!). There is only a single farewell - to Lt
'Balli' Barltrop who is tepping into the Abyss and getting married and
then moving to the Military Studie Department a an Instructor - good
luck and thanks for all of your 'Good Ideas'.
The Apprentices, meanwhile EXERCI E ' OW EAGLE TIGER (98)
Conversation between Captains Daz Saul and Eamonn Driscoll 0900
hrs 24 May 1997 some where near Reading:
'Fancy a weeks kiing for next to nothing in February 1998?'
A question Lo which there is only one answer.
Yeah, why not?' 30 econds later. 'So, er, what's the catch?'
'Well, all you have to do is organi e, arrange, feed, clothe and look after
40 Apprentices for 7 days, 24 hours a day!'
'Hmm, really'? '
'Is that all? o chance, ask some other mug!'
Chances are you' II get on a ski mstructors course if you do, or a week
of duties if you don't.'
fThi nk -Likes to play hardball eh?} ·oK I'll do it.'
(Later that night)
• o all I have to do i sacrifice my leave and endanger my career (what
care.or?) for the good and benefit of the loyal Appremices. On top of that, I
have also to find a few other like minded, oppressed and desperate
individuals to commit themselves to the same fate -shouldn't pose too
much ofa problem!'
FEBRUARY 21 1998
Finally, after six months of planning and preparation, Ex Snow Eagle
(Tiger) 1998 was about Lo happen . In my favour, I had managed to recruit
the services of a few well known and respected individuals from the
College. 'amely Capt 'Uordybabc ' Newell and SSgt ' Dutch' Holland :
the infamou leader of many a perilous expedition and the Squadron 's
very own 'pit bull terrier' had teamed up with me lo ensure that the
forthcoming week was gomg to flow as smoothly as a pint of Boddie . The
remainder of the instructor team consisted of an RLC LCpl, a civil servant
from HQ QMG and, dare 1 say it, a crab from RAF Saxa Vord, Shetlands.
We "'ere ready. The apprentice , to their credit had not only come up with
the cash. without bouncing a single cheque, but also managed to be on
parade at the right time, in the right place and in the correct form of dre s.
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and I must adm it ours was the best. We even made a little groovy dance up
to 1t. A group of the lads did the Full Monty and stripped down to mess
tins.
Jeffers was well away - rumour has it Uiat he was turning himself
on while he wa~ dancing.! E~eryone was smgmg and dancing around, we
all had a good time considering we were stuck in a field in the middle of
Wales!
We had a good laugh that ni~ht before we woke up at 0700 hours. All
the groups had to pack away their kit and tents. We had breakfast that was
gorgeous • not! Capt Newell then set all the groups off before we left at
ab?u,t 0800 hours. Our group ~vas the last to leave, just trailing behind Sgt
Still s group. It w.a~ a dramallc change to the previous day - the weather
was absolutely botlmg. Capt cwell had these cream pair of jeans on - by
the end of the day they were not so cream after all the muddy fields we
took him throu~h - he wasn't too impre scd. We walked along paths for
what seemed hke forever - Johnson and I kept on falling down holes
~hich was hilarious for.th~ others. ~effcrs, Carr and Huber were walking
hke they were on a m1ss1on, leaving .us girls behind but we eventually
caught up with them .. I e.nded up with one side of my face sunburnt
because we were walking m the same direction for quite a long time. By
the end of the day we were all tired out and dreamed of a nice hot shower.
We got back mto camp at 1730 hours and after handing our kit in we made
our dreams come true. It had been a good few day , but we were glad it
was over!

FEBRUARY 22 1998 ·FIRST DAY OF SKilNG
On arrival at the resort, our fears of being greeted by the ight of brown
slope· and closed lift were unfounded and soon we were to enjoy some of
the best skiing conditions in the area. Once killed-out, four groups of
virgin skiers and one group of comparatively brilliant skiers ascended the
lifts of Turracher Hohc on a bright and fresh Monday morning, destined
for a day of excitement. terror, spectacular wipe outs and carnage. The first
day of kiing, for some of u our first day of instructing proved to be
highly intere ting, challenging and for some, painfully frustrating. A ftcr
two hours of snow ploughing l felt it wa time to test the bottle of my now
comparatively new skiers. As we were propelled up the mountainside, the
cloud came hauntingly down to meet us and a the chair lift levelled out at
the top\ e could ee nothing. To add an extra element of excitement to the
situation. I had forgotten to bring a piste map. Thus, I wa forced to use a
method of navigation to get us down our first run that I had not used for
ome time - 'The Force·. Equally unfortunate was the fact that it happened
to be a rather difficult and hard as nails Red run, although it started out as a
Blue (honest). Two hours and many falls later we had arrived at the bottom
- only to be faced with a new, even more horrifying challenge - I 500m of
steep. unforgiving and treacherous T-bar. To my amazement all the ATs
managed to start the ride but, alas, my misfortune was soon to continue.
Less than a third of the way up, the front runners fell off the bar and what
followed wa something akin to a bad accident on the M25 during thick
fog at rush hour. Back at the bottom we started our second attempt, whilst
the lift assistant looked on in amu ement. This time our ascent went well,
no-one fell off and my group had made their first tentative steps on a
learning curve teeper than the north face of the Kitzsteinhorn . I had
learned a valuable les on on that Red and decided to send the group back
to the block via au er friendly, five-minute chair li ft. We had all learned a
great deal from our first days skiing. ot least of all , the fact that piste
maps are more accurate than 'The Force'.
THE REST OF THE WEEK
Due to the commonly known phenomenon 'El ino ', Turracher Hohe
had not seen fresh snow for five weeks. So the plan of going ski touring
had to be abandoned in favour of a few more days of downhill (The ATs
were gutted!) The daily routine was soon established and the banter
ensued relentlessly throughout the week. Sun cream and T-shirts proved to
be the most suitable attire as the sun shone and the snow melted, leaving
skiing conditions less than desirable for instructing beginners. However,
we all made the best of the ituation. The taff did their very best lo
improve the skiing abilities of their respective groups, resulting in all ATs
passing the Bronze assessment. The ATs for their part did their very best to
ignore the staff, spend all their money and drive the exercise leader insane!
Finally, I would like to thank D&G Entertainments for providing us
with ome excellent audio-visual entertainment; SSgt Holland for his
hard work, dedication and patience; and Roger 'Oh Wise One' Traves
for his sound advice and 'JEDI mind trick NDs'. lt was a good week,
marred only by the lack of fresh snow. Being my la t military ski exercise,
I can look forward to never having to organise it again! Lt McAnulty,
carry on!
BRADLEY TP 98A
EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP, 28 MAR· 4 APR 98
For a week at the end of March the Junior Term Apprentices and
Pennanent Staff deployed to Cruick-Howel Camp in Wale to complete a
number of adventurous training activities. Designed to be both a testing
and exciting part of the Apprenticeship the week lived up to its
expectations.
MO
TAJNEERI G - by AT O'Toole
We set off at about 0800 hours 10 start our 40km hike that we'd planned
the previous day. The group consisted of Capt 'Gordybabes' ewell, ATs
Jeffers, Carr, Huber, Kenyon (GWA), Johnson and Brown. The day
started off quite boring, hiking up and down hills like yo-yo's in the rain.
We decided to amuse ourselves by playing 'Spot the nicest looking sheep'
for Jeffers who i. Welsh, and eventually found the right one and named
her 'Molly'. We were walking for about five hours before we stopped for
lunch. It was a well earned rest and we met up with Sgt Wigmore's group
who took the wrong route and ended up soaked from the waist down!
After a short break we set off again. Fortunately the weather had clcnrecl
from the miserable morning we'd endured and it was a lot brighter. We got
to the campsite at about 1600 hours down by an o ld Priory in the middle of
nowhere. After we'd eaten and put the gorgeous bright orange tents up the
Permanent Staff came up with a bright idea to how they thought we should
be amused through the evening. Everyone had to get into groups and sing
songs - old, new, sensible or stupid - it didn ' t matter. Us girls got together
and we decided to go for a bit of Aqua. There was Bimbo-BarbieMacleod, Munchkin-Johnson, Skiprat- eagrave, Lemon -fresh, and
myself, Watch-yer-pockets-scouse-Spice. We decided to sing Barbie Girl
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KAYAKI G- by AT MacLeod
At 0900 hours on Wednesday morning we set off for the lake. First stop
was the cafe: A we all know, breakfast m the cookhouse isn't exactly
great so topping off for bacon and egg baguettes and a home made brew
was a real treat. ext stop was the lake. Herc we began with wetsuits. An
easy task for some, but O'Toole decided that wet-suits look better on
inside out and back to front while Lemon di appeared in hers - I think we
coul~ have all got in ~t w~th her. After we all got kitted up and ready to roll
we hit the water. I thmk 1t must have been Sgt 'Han Christian Anderson'
Felders bigge t nightmare, letting us loose. Although Johnson, Jelfs and I
had all kayaked before and we ~ere well away, others such as Kenyon,
Lemon and eagrave JUSt d1dn t have a clue. The first task was quite
simple, kayaking in a straight line - not! Lemon couldn't even get off the
shore, Kenyon was going round in circles and Seagrave spent most of her
time with the wildlife in the reeds and trees!
Our next task was. to try and raft up, o~ in common terms, joining all the
canoes together facmg the same d1rect1on. This proved to be 'mission
impossible'. We went all over the lake and after an hour of absolute chaos
dropping paddles into the water, era hing into each other and tipping each
other out,, we eventually rafted up, apart from ea grave who was still with
the wtldhfe. We were then taught a few ba ic manoeuvres but when
Johnson and I became a little bored we decided to have a race not
realising we weren't allowed pa t the orange buoys. We ended up fa~e to
face with a speed boat heading our way! This was a big mistake because
not only did we nearly have an accident but we received a real earbending
from Sgt Fe lder for going too far. We joined the rest of the group who had
managed to improve slightly as Seagrave could now move foiward about
two metres before hitting omebody or something else. After going for a
ride down the canal, it was time to return to barracks. It had been a really
good day.
ROCK CLIMBING - by AT UCp l Evans
After breakfast on Wednesday morning, we all made our way down to
the dodgy looking portacabin at the end of the camp to get issued our kit.
The cabin stunk of wet clothes from caving so we got our equipment and
made our way out as quick as possible. We all bundled into the minibus
and Mr Richards drove u to the location. We got there about an hour
la~er. Everyone reluctantly vacated the bu and made their way up to the
chffwalls. We set up and got the harnes e on and 1r Richard 's checked
everyone. AT Hesketh was named 'Camp- tramp' due to the way he had
his harness on. We started climbing about ten minutes later, ATs Hod on,
Hesketh, Steel and myself were first up. We all managed to cale our
walls .apart from Hodson, who after assuring us he had done a lot of
clunbmg before, got stuck halfway up for about half an hour, which
everyone thought was very funny.
Once we got to the top of the wall ihe person belaying had 10 control
y~ur decent nice and slowly. AT Hickey 's idea of nice and slowly and
mme were obvious ly very difTereni, a he decided to lower me at quite a
fast rate, llluch to my enjoyment - not! We all had a go at all four wall and
while waiting for Mr Richard 's to take down the ropes and ei up the
ab ethng rope, AT's Hesketh, Green and I went off exploring and found a
small cave which was good fun even though it was pitch black inside.
After a short tay in the cave we went back to the climbing wall . and by
then it was raining hard. We climbed and abseiled ome more before we all
Jumped in the minibus and raced ofT back to camp. That evening we
swapped storie of the days activitie in the AAFI.
EXERCI E LO DO LEARN • by AT Huber
Each term the junior intake has the opportunity to go into London and
.P.e~1d . the day achieving a number of cha llenge using their individual
m1tmt1ve. Bradley Tp deployed to London at the beginning of April on a
wa1m and sunny day.
We set off straight after breakfast. All forty-odd members of the Troop
were dre sed up and we were all excited. We arrived at Chelsea Barrack
at abou~ 0900 hours. We immediately alighted From the bus before we
were briefed on our mis ion for the day. We tood in our separate group ·
and I was with AT's Jones, Coles and Evans. We were the last group that
Capt cwell set off to leave the barracks and headed up towards Sloane
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ATs Kenyon, Seagrave, Johnson, Macleod and O'Toole
pose with Princess Diana at Madam T'Ussauds
Square in extended line - Reservoir Dogs style! We topped in a photo
shop and bought a camera because one of our challenge was that we
needed a photo of a Chelsea Pen ioner. We later found out these are
pensioner soldiers who wear some kind of uniform - so we'd failed that
ta k because all that Jones did was take three pictures of old people that
were walking around the Chelsea area. We went to a bank and got some
money out, as on7 of the task was to get a new penny, so Evans used his
Norfolk chat-up Imes and charm and managed to swap a 2 pence piece for
two brand new pennie with the bloke behind the counter. We left the bank
and went down to the tube station that was the first time for Coles and
some of the others. We went to Leicester Square where we managed to
mug a policeman for his hat and took a picture of AT Jel~ wearing it, o
that was another task complete.

AT Jones enjoys wearing a policeman's hat
Note the trendy yellow-lens glasses
We had to get a photo and ignature of omeone famous, o we went 10
the reception of Capital FM radio station and got hold ofa igned photo of
Chns Tarrant and Dr Fox. Only myself and Jones knew about the radio
tation because the other group members are from up north somewhere
where radios haven't been invented yet. We oon located MacDonald , we
all ordered way too much food and we were bloated as we squeezed back
through the exit. A we were on our way back to the tube tation my elf
and Jones noticed a nice little London hop that had a di play of weird
hats, so I bought a yellow and blue cockerel and Jone got a red, white and
blue hat. We walked out of the shop looking like a right bunch of idiot
and went back down the tube.
We ended up in Knightsbridge thank to the map reading kills that had
been taught on camp. Our next challenge\ as to get a Harrods carrier ba~.
We decided to lo e our hats as we approached Harrod , and went in for~a
lillle look around. We all chipped in for a gold keyring for Capt Newell.
which was inscribed 'Harrods' on one ide and
for Gordybabes on the
other. Aller a few more challenge Jones and l decided it wa · time to
bring out the hat again. and ofT we trolled back to Che I ea Barrack . We
waited for ten minutes for everyone to get in. The Permanent taff
checked that everyone was back as Capt ewell colkcted in the ta ·k we
had done. We noticed we had done ome wrong task and mi. cd out some
we were suppo ed to do, but it was a good day and it seemed like the rc.·t
of the Troop enjoyed themselves.

·a·
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RO\AL IG AL CORP ·Ul 1998
263 I
L Ql, ORO 'IE.\ 1- by TI sitt
.
.
Before the week . tarted. my feelings about the 263 1g qn hooung
Team ,,a that I was going to cnJO it even though it would be tough a" we
did \Cf) little pra tice duet the limited time available in Ct-:1 (R). On the
fiN da · of the competition "c booked ur weapon ?ut ot the am1ou1y.
un,urc of which ,11001 · we WC!' doing that day. We arrived on th~ Monday
mominl! to find a 101 of units. such as 216 ig Sqn and the Queen s G_hurka
Sil!nal -~which we had never een before. The atn o phere wa electric and
we felt ,. ry cxct1ed at what was to come. We found out which hoot we
\\ere doing: The Association Cup, the Team Combat nap. the Roupell
Cup and the Falling Plate. Thi turned out 10 be the longe t day of the
\\CCk.

On Day 2 we had ju ·t two shoots, the Fibua Match and_the Henry
Whitehead. The Fibua Match proved 10 be the most popular with tl~e team
tparticularly pl Ayton) becau e it did not invoh:e 100 much nmning: On
Day 3 \\e shot the Robert Cup. which I found fairly t!nn~. and the Pt tol
Tile Comp tillon. We had managed to get ome pmcttce in with .the 9mm
Browning the weekend before the AAM, which proved to be quite u eful
as I had never u ed it before! On the fourth day we had only one_ shoot
which wa. 1he L W Match. This wa a new weapon to the Apprenuc.es a
both my elf and T Booth had never fired it before. We were told It the
same a5 a A O, ju. t a bit longer and heavier! Unfortunat.ely A Booth
. till flapped like mad and didn't get past the 500metre pomt. Tlus shoot
gave us the mo t experience and wa by far the most exhau tmg.
- On the final day we had the finals of the lnter Corp Team Co1~bat nap
and the Inter Corp Falling Plate. followed by the prese111a11ons. The
atmo phere was really buzzing becau e everyone want<:d to know who
had won. The Ghurkas from 30 Sig won almost everytlung, followed by
I I ig Regt (including a number of ex Apprentic_es). By the end of the_
week both my elf and T Booth had not only gamed a huge amount of
experience about competition hooting. fired new weapons uch a the
L96 niper Rifle and 303 Lee Enfield, had a great time, but ~ve had al o
beat pl 'Jim' Ayto n in mo t of the shoots! He fonnally wms t!1e Sqn
'Head of Yak· award. The team did exceptionally well cons1denng the
limited amount of training we did and the lack of experience we had and
we placed as follow :
Overall po ition out of24 Team - 6th
Pi col Champion hip Team Match - 3rd

Pistol Tiles- 2nd
The indh·idual placings out of I 5 I firers were:
Capt DaL Saul - 13th overall and 5th in the Pisto l Champion hip
Cpl Paul Lo,,e (I King ) - 22nd overall and best non R SIGNAL
shot (if he had been registered!)
Cpl Jim Ayton (2 LI) - 104lh overall (worst non R SIGNALS shot)
AT Issitt - 60th
AT Booth - 80th
Cpl Gaz leir (individual) - 68th
With our new qn 2JC, Capt (GCO) Krishna Gurung BEM, coming
3rd overall. hopes are hi gh for further success at next year's R SIGNALS
Corp AAM.

SAAM Team
Front Row (L-R):AT Booth, AT lssit
Back Row (L-R):Cp l Meipi, Cpl Ayton, Capt Saul, Cpl Lowe

HQNI AND 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
BFP0801

Opening of 225 Sig Sqn new building, June 1988
On aturday, 7 March, the quadron celebrated its I 0th Anniversary
with a Birthday Party. The quadron was (as usual) looking foiward to a
good ocial night, so there were no shortage of volunteers to help with all
the preparations. RQMS, W02 Dave Rook headed up the efforts of his
department, and supervised the preparations that started some days before
th party. Inclement weather made the main task of erecting two large
marquee a difficult and fru tratingjob, but we overcame the elements to
produce a structure worthy of the occasion. The party atmosphere became
evident, once the interior was decorated and the balloons started
ppcanng. GolfTp provided power and lighting (thanks 10 gt's Brown,
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EWS FROM THE SHQ
It is ncar~ng the ~nniversary of the split of the Squadron from HQ
Lisburn Station (Apn l l 997), and the word on the street 1s yet another
move fo r SHQ, and 'wou ld you believe it', to another port-a-cabin, still
we'll all be home by Christmas. It ha been decided that the selling of the
Big Issue from the PRl (to enhance the dwindling funds) will commence
oon, anyone wishing to place an order to assi t the Squadron homeless
should contact the OC PRl, Capt J. 'Ebinezer' Williams. The Squadron
cont[nues to be busy with the normal inspections and providing an
exceptional service, still managing to keep the plate pinning with many
members mopping up their remaining leave before the tum of the leave
year. There has been a considerable change of Squadron personnel
recently, with many departures and arrival . A pecial welcome is afforded
to the Botanical Team (Who are they?). The Squadron bids both a fond
farewell to tho e departing, and also extends a warm welcome to the new
arrivals.
SPORTS AND MILITARY SKILLS EW
The quadron continues to go from strength to strength on the sporting
and military front. Recently the Squadron finally broke the domination of
the other Squadrons in winning both the CO's .22 Shooting and CrossCountry Competitions. The latter being more of a clean sweep for the
quadron, achieving finishing positions of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16
thereby taking the cup for the first time in Squadron history. In both
competition Cpl ' Kelly Holmes' Tickner, among t many, is worthy of
mention as she made a considerable contribution to the results by her
perfom1ance in both competitions.

1:

225 SIGNAL SQ ADRO .
Maj D. I. Whimpenny
qn Comd
W02 (SSM) Sartorius
SM

HEADQ ARTE RSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj G. L. Hegarty
SSM
W02 . Cheslett

Wa lker, Graham, Baddeley, and Cpl' Kin~sb~ry, ,Watkins, Brown
and Share). Our resident landlord SSgt John Grmgo Greenwood and
bannan Sgt 'Andy' Wooldridge did an outstanding job of etting up the
. .
bar, and provided an excellent service during the ~arty.
The OC welcomed visitors old and new, with the maJOnty of the
Regimental personalities attending, and old friends of the Squadron from
all over the place flying in, for the party, making it a thoroughly enjoyable
occasion. The Irish band headed up by Lisburn Station W02 QMSI,
' Andy' Brown played some great tunes which got everyone in the party
mood, aided by the fancy dress theme of the 80's. Many old Spandau
Ballet and Duran Duran fans found their old gear, and some people were 111
school unifonn because that was what they were wearing 10 years ago!
The band was eventually retired due to exhaustion and Sgt 'Taff' Drew
and his amazing disco and light show kept the music going until the early
hours. The party was definitely one of the best social occasions for a
while, so thanks to all tho e who helped to sort it out.
A BRIEF Q ADRO HI TORY
ln September 1969, a large element of 4 Sqn, 30 Sig Regt was diverted
from its journey to Libya and sent to work in Northern Ireland. It deployed
to Gird wood Park, to an old AC 17 hut , and the so ldiers were
accommodated in tents on a nearby sports pi tch. On four occasions
between 1973 and 1976 the troops were re[nforced from 3 Sqn, 30 Sig
Regt during the developing conflict, and the Squirrel was adopted . as
mascot. In June 1988 225 Sig Sqn was officially re-formed, hav1~g
previously been incarnated as part or 14 Sig Regt (EW) based ID
Langeleben, Gennany. It was made up from D and E Tps from 233 Sig
Sqn, and moved into its' new purpose built accommodation in the ground
of HQ I. There are currently three Troops in the quadron, Alpha, Echo
and Golf, and we are once more up and running having completed the
re-build required after the bomb in October 1996, which badly damaged
the buildings. Our newly refurbished building is without doubt one of the
most modem buildings of any Signal Squadron throughout the orps, and
the Squadron is working and playing as hard as ever.
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1TTROOP
Recognition should be given to the hardest working MT in the
Province, (not ours). A pat on the back for all who helped prepare for the
Log Sp in pection, which went very well considering: hortage of
manpower: military training and only 4 ' home run' RTA's this month.
LCpl ' Roll 'em' Mercer and LCp l 'G irls' ymonds are thanked for their
contributions to Corps fund with their DIV Vehicle ' convertible'
conver ions. Fortunately it was only their pride that was injured.
Congrarulation go to Sig ' Clay man ' Hugget, Sig Keith 'Loaded' Lovell
and Sig 'Tim (Nice but Dim)' McG uckin for putting in the effort to pass
the two week Cadre course held in Sunny Catterick. 'Hard Worker of the
Month' goes to LCpl Jim 'Orinoko' Womble who organised the Troop
function, incorporating an unscheduled lrish dancing demon tration in the
' Bop' by LCpl 'Flatterley' Jackso n and LCp l 'Ooh Somebody stop me'
James. The MT till shows considerable prowes on the football field by,
yet again, completing a whole season without a re ult. Another crushing
defeat by 225 Sig Sqn was cu hioned by an amazing 30 yards strike by
LCpl Mick ' The Man ' Pa rtridge which left the keeper for dead, words of
consolation from team captain, C pl 'Shnecker' Pa ling,' ever mind lads,
mine is a pint of lager.'
The Troop welcomes SSgt 'Dobbo' Dob bins and the boy , Sig 'Fitz'
Fitzpatrick and Sig 'Tetley' Crossly. Farewells go to Sig 'Body Armour '
Lewis and Sig ' Spud ' Smith. Good luck and commi eration's go to LCpl
'Amsterdam' Holmes and LCpl Kev ' Sideburns· J a mes on their
attachment to the Dark Side. 225 Sig Sqn.
223 SIC AL Q UADRO
ROMEO TROO P
The hardest working Troop in the province has ju t about settled back
into normality, after a particularly stre sful rebuild of the Troop,. which
included new workshops, operations room and above all else a mcc new
restroom, which has been equipped with one of the most intriguing bits of
kit yet to be seen in Province named the Australian Navy divers lung
tester, if you think you can handle it then apply to ..................... ..

ARRIVALS
During the last few months we have had one or two new arrivals. so we
would like to welcome W02 (YofS) 'Rev' Bolam, S gt Dave 'The
Cardigan' Old, Sgt Ralph Johnson, Cpl ' George ' utherland, Cpl
'Treffor - I love fullers earth' Davies and LCpl Amanda '- Forgotten
something on Det' Verra II.
CO GRATULATlO S
We would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate gt 'Mack'
McKenna on his forthcoming marriage and Cpl 'Taff' Jones on the
addition to his family, namely a bouncing Welsh/Ulstennan by the name of
Kieron . The following also de erve a mention on their promotion. gt
'Del Boy' Trotter, Cpl 'Swanny' wannick, Cpl 'Les- I thought it was a
good place lo store paint ' Dawson and Cpl 'Birdy' Bird and last and least
a mention to SSgt 'Sid ' Sideras on his promotion to W02.
A special mention has to be made to those brave young technicians who
were on Det during December when one of the perimeter trip flares was
set off during a horrendous gale and set fire to the heather all around the
installation. The tire was uccessfully beaten by honorary tirepersons C pl
'Si' Butler, Cpl 'Birdy' Bird, LCpl ' Pete' M ulcahy and LCpl Ka ren
Ballard . Although it wouldn't be fair not to mention gt 'Mounty'
Farrow who successfully managed to evacuate the entire Det. (We were
already fighting the fire) How brave he is! The Troop had a most
enjoyable night at the Dining Out of W02 (YofS) ' Billy' Bingham . It was
superbly arranged by Sgt 'Tony' Wa rd, the highlight of the evening was
the Troop being piped down the road to 'Scotland the Brave' although
what happened to the piper after that still remains a mystery. as does the
majority of the evening.
EXERCISE CRYSTAL FI 1 7 - 15 FEBR UARY 1998
Ex Crystal Finn was held in Montgenvre, France and gave members of
the Regiment the opportunity to try kiing (some for the first time) in the
amazing location of the French/Ttalian Alpine borders. Arriving at Turin,
Italy, everybody was looking pretty rough after travel ling on 3rd class
transport for over 24hrs but spirits were high and a group of keen skiers
were dy[ng to get on the slope and scare everybody to death with amazing
acts of gravity defying tricks. After a short bus ride we hit Montgenevre
and met our lovely rep for the week. After getti ng all our beds sorted out a
few of the die-hards couldn ·1 wait for the first time on the pi te so gt
'Geordie' E nglish, Cpl ' Adi' Fis her and Sig 'Steve' Massey got a halfday ticket and went for a banzai down the slope for the afternoon.
Monday morning arrived bright and breezy and everyone was raring to
go. The truth finally came out about the novice's and the pro's traight
away. When asked about how much experience people had, there were a
one or two white lies by a few who will go unmentioned. Capt 'Si'
T homsett took the few who could ki off on a magical mystery tour
showing us the slopes and best runs of the reson. Capt Guy Bennett had
every black slope marked out and a planned chedule for the week of
bagging all the runs on the mountain! When Capt 'Si' T homsett showed
us this lovely 'blue run' going round this even better 'black run', the men
were sorted from the mice straight away. Capt Guy Bennett soon realised
' o Fear' was the motto of this group as we all went flying over the edge
of no return. The side-slip of fear was not an option!
Sig 'Steve' Massey bad been teaching Sgt 'Indy ' Ind the techniques
and the way to ski with style when he had a good fall and spent the re t of
the night in agony. After vi iting the doctor the next day he found out he
had actually torn the ligaments in his leg and broke ome minor bone !
The doctor looking a bit worried asked him how he had got down the
mountain with 'Steve' replying that he had skied down. The re t of the
week was spent skiing ome of the great routes that Montgenevre has to
offer and some classic air time was had by the lads with W02 FofS
'Tommy' Steele having the be t of them all. It doesn't help when you're
lying in agony and six squaddies are all laughing at you. All in all a good
week wa had by all, with tans all round and evere dents in everyone's
bank accounts.
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BAMA EX SCOTTISH ROVER - 618 MARCH 1998
The success fu l 40 Signal Regiment team consisted of:
Maj Kyle I st overa ll and 1st Army team
Maj Kelly
Cpl Cush
Sig Spoerri (f)
Sig Spoerri 'S pirit of the Event ' award for effort
ig Hodger
ig Evans

40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)
BELFAST

co
R

Lt Col ' · C. Beacom TD
\: 01 (RS~n J. s. Black

1

85 (ULSTER ) SIGNAL SQUAD RO
OC
Maj C. R. Sutherland
SSM
W02 ( SM) M. Brotherston
The quadron sa id a few ' hellos and goodbyes' at its fo rmal di nner on 4
April 1998. We dined out Capt Robin Butler, who is to take command of
66 (City ofB elfa t) Sig Sqn on 1 M ay 1998. Al so there was S gt 'Eddie'
Hedley, who has taken up the appointment ofSQMS in Sp Sqn and LCpl
Wendy Middleton who has, unfortunately, resigned to concentrate on her
civil ian career. We welcomed SSgt Mark Fettus and congratulate him on
his recent engagement to Wendy ( form ally LCpl ) Middleton .

&G PRE E, TATIOi
On Wcdne day 1, i\larch , W02 (RQ 1S) I. J. Carter and W02
( , 1) K. i\1. Belam \\ere presented with their L & GC medal by the
OinC(A).

EXERCISE JIMMY McFl'IN Ill
After a very busy start to the year. pr.,-paring for, what turned out to be 'cry
succcs ·ful RSIT and PRE m~pcctions, the Squadron moved cn-m~sc to
A~1cmore for our annual ski training weekend. The weather started wet and
wmdy, th.e Met Office predicting no precipitation of the crystal type (Snow) for
the duratton of the Exercise. However, Plan B was activated and the Squadron
embarked ?n alternative activities with their skis wmpped up in their bunks.
. Clay pigeon shooting appeared to be popular, with ig 'Catch the
pigeon ' Elliott scoring an amazing 23 hits out of a possible 25. The
SQMS. however, having joined the RS PB for the weekend. cored on ly
three hits. Sig 'Was somebody at my door last night' poerri, gained the
l~ure l wreath fo~ the best Off-Road Rally driver. Later, we relaxed 111 the
Swiss Lodge Leisure Complex. fimshing up in the jacuzzi, gt Clasper
and ~edley making sure that any 'aftershocks' were absorbed. After our
cvenmg meal t ~e OC cal.led an 0 group and demanded snow. Sgt Hedley
called one of.his rare briefings and G Tp came up with the goods. Yes, it
snowed h~avily enough for all of the Squadron to get on the 'piste' th.:
next morning. A gre~t day's sk iing was had by all , both beginners and the
more expenenccd kier . Thanks to the organisers and the admin team. We
look forward to our relurn visit next year.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

Sqn Comd
RM

'Top Student' - Cpl Pete Youll, REME LAD
Back row (l-R):W02 (SSM) Be lam, SOinC(A), CO,
W02 (ROMS) Carter
Front row (l-R):Mrs Belam, Mrs Beacom, Mrs Carter
SUPPORT QUADRON
qnComd
SSM

Maj J. Haldane
W02 (SSM) G. Cook

EXERCI E COTTIE FIN
For a number of years Sp Sqn has watched the Comrns Sqns go off
skiing every February to Aviemore in Scotland. This year the quadron
joined them. The aim of the weekend was to introduce as many members
of the Squadron to Alpine skiing as possible. The Squadron chose to use
Grantown-on- pey in Morayshire as the base, which is some 14 miles
north east of Aviemore. The lodge accommodates 3o+ people with all their
equipment. It is self-contained and is an ideal start point for the
Cairngorms or Lecht ki centres. There were plenty of volunteers to join
the Advance Party of the SSM, W02 George Cook, SSgt 'Mac'
1cAlpine and one of the ki instructors, Cpl M ick Buckley from the l
Cheshire in Ballykelly. Thi including a late bid from W02 (RQMS) Ian
Ca rter, who having demanded for the bulk of our ski ing equipment,
thought he was a ' cert'. However, the AQMS, W02 Andy omerville
REME, had other ideas, and used the excuse of superior skiing ability to
snatch the last place.
The advance party set about preparing for the arrival of the main party.
Cpl Mick Buckley and the AQMS departed to carry out a recce of suitable
slope for our beginner and novice groups. They were treated to the best
now conditions of the whole weekend, much to the di gust of the RQMS,
who was still feeling cheated when he arrived. The Squadron main party
letl the TAC under the watchful eye of WOI (SVWO) ' Barry' Skinner,
who was on hi annual warm up prior to taking a party from the Regiment
to Bulgaria in March. The first morning after the main party a1Tival was
too early for some, but the hearty breakfast prepared by LCpl Anne
te\\ art soon had everyone raring to go. Once at the slopes, the groups
were formed and everyone set about the days training. The bravado
Mopped and the real work began. The RSM, WOI John Black, was still
claiming never to have skied in over 20 years in the Army.
After the first day it became clear who were the superstars of the
beginners group. With Cpl Pete Youll, the RSM, Sgt Tracie Craig and
Cpl Da,ey \lcCardle among the front runners for the 'top srudent ' spot.
A for the advanced group, they were all showing their rusty skills to the
full. The A pres skiing was as well supported as the ski training, wi th a well
rehearsed 'Full Monty' by SSgt 'Ginge' Coburn and the RSM, the
highlight of the night. After a night of now it was back to the Lecht for
another days kiing. The beginner groups were now able to advance to the
higher slopes and show off some of their new found skills with some free
kiing. On return to the hostel, a dinm:r night was held, where the top
student prize was revealed. It wa a close run thing between the RSM and
Cpl Pete You II, with Pete coming out on top by the shortc t of margins.
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We all then paid our final visit to the British Legion in Grantown-onSpey before selling off to the Disco across town . W02 (SSM) George
Cook was kept back, swapping war tories with some of the older
members, so much o that when he arrived at the Disco front door he was
refused entry for being too old! He finally got in by claiming he was
looking for bis daughter, who was under-age ...... or at least that's what
everyone said. Sunday arrived all too early and it was time to ay our
goodbyes, with a promise to return again next year. The Sqn presented a
Regimental Clock to the hostel jointly with 66 Sqn, who were also to use
the hostel in March.

W02 (SSM ) George Cook making a presentation to the Hostel
On behalf of Sp and 66 Sig Sqn
CARRICKFERGUS BEAC H & ROCKERS
SEA A GLI G CLUB
Chainnan
LCpl Jim McFerran
Participants arc now being recruited for a unique Carrick project aimed
at forging mutual understand ing through leisure activity. The club is part
of a community outreach scheme and has secured finance from the last
round of the European Peace and Reconciliation Fund. The Chairman,
Jim McFerran, who is also one of the NRPS guardforce for 40th (Ulster)
Sig Regt (V), is aiming this outreach project at children in schools and
youth clubs in the Carrickfergus area. It is for chi ldren who have never
fished before. lt will give youngsters an opportunity to try beach fishing
and sea fishing. The club was formed three years ago and there has been a
teady growth of membership since then . Affiliated to the Irish Federation
of Sea Anglers, the members compete in events all over Northern Ireland
and further afie ld.
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Maj C. R. Owen
WOl (R M) K. R. Winkles

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. Bates
Tp Sg
Sgt S. Parke
Firstly, we welcome LCpl ' Mick ' Leet, from 16 Sig Regt, LCpl ' Dave '
l\veddell from 1 Div, and LCpl 'Ernie ' Wise from 7 Sig Regt, we wish
them a succes ful tour. Farewells to LCpl 'Taff' Davies who has moved
up the road to 15 Sig Regt at Lisburn. Al so to LCpl Ian ' I' m not workino
on armour, ever ' Wilson, who moves to I Div. Then there 's LCpl la~
'would you like fries on that sir ' Cowa n, who is rerurning to 30 Sig Regt.
and Sig Karen French . Finally, ig Stan 'the doctor ' Ma rtin who i
joining Sig F rench at JHQ at orthwood. Congratulations to Cpi Dudley
on p~ sm~ his Sgt course and we hope he enjoys his future posting to 5
AB, JUmpmg out of plane strapped to bi quad bike. Sig ' moonmonkey '
Adams recently passed his PT l's cour e and the Troop is eagerly awaiting
the first PT lesson in Army history that incorporates smoke breaks
between Exerci es. We are now looking forward toward the day that TM
and Comms Tp amalgamate. The shift workers in Comm Tp especially
o, as they can ' t wait to share their PT e sions with TM . Seriously
though, we're all sure it will end happily ever after. The other erious mark
on ~he calendar affecting Comms Tp is the Marching Sea on, or to the
m1t1ated among u , ' you ' re all gated and will live in tents for tbe next two
weeks ', which this year will hopefully pas peacefully for all concerned.
The Troop had a uccessful golf day out recently, organised by Cp l
Bartlett, some serious sharkers pre ented themselves on thi: first tee. The
event was won by Cpl 'Billy' Bremner, who was awarded a fine rigid
trophy that will last him a lifetime.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 FofS Stevens
Tp SSgt
SSgt Pennell
TM Troop has seen a lot of change in the past six months, mostly due to
the. large amount of arrivals and farewell . We ' ve said goodbye to Upi
'. Kipper,' Fisher who bas left u to go back training at Blandford where he
is on his Telemech Clas 3 course (we hope it's all going well). Cpl
' U.,M.l.N' Wood has gone to 30 ig Regt but not before winning the
eatmg competition where he put his 'well developed' stomach to some
use. Blandford also has the pica ure ofa new RP Cpl in the forn1 of LCpl
' .couse' J~nes who i pending hi la t year in the Army there. (watch out
Kipper)! Finall y, well done to Sgt Mark Sherwood and W02 FofS
Stevens who are both leaving u on promotion to 220 Sig Sqn and 16 ig
Regt respectively. The most recent arriva ls to join us arc Sig 'Mogg y'
Mor~is, LCpl 'Howie' Howard from 3 (UK) Div, Sig Carl tewart from
30 Sig Regt. and Sgt 'Gaz' Mathison from Cypru . We are awaiting the
amal!!amation of TM Tp and Commun ications Tp later this month when
w~ will be ca lled Comms Tp (we have been a suJe that any . imilarity that
this .ha with the old Comm Tp is just coincidence!) The Troop wi ll be
leavmg Armagh and moving up to Portadown around the same time as
Drumcree, so we are all anticipating a busy time ahead ofu for the rest of
the year.
VISIT OF SOinC
.A part of his corps-wide tour, the OinC visited the Province during the
middle of March. A part of his visi t to the quadron he was given a tour of
the Bde HQ, during which he spent some time chatting to the soldiers on
duty a~ that time. He wa also given a demonstration by the Rover Group
who ch played their well-honed drills whilst di mounting from their rwo
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Snatch vehicles. His visit coincided with a presentation of the Long ervice
& Good Conduct Medal to Sgt Sherwood and Beattie, after which the
wallet of both members were ignificantly dented at the bar.

Sgts Sherwood and Beatie have both rea lised they will be
buying the drinks for the foreseeable future
ROYAL SIGNALS PROVJ CE CADRE COURSE 1998
by Sig Strain
Charged with the re pon ibility of organising the JNCO Cadre Course
this year, the Squadron decided to move out or Province and hold the
course in Catterick. At the end of February, 25 apprehensive tudcnt
arrived at Squadron HQ in Armagh, mo·t of whom ·cem to have been
'volunteered' for the coming two weeks. One uch 'volunteer' wa our
very own Sig Strain who a mnes the narrative from thi point on.
ft was 0300 on I March and my alarm clock wa going off Why? Oh
yes, I had been picked from a ca t of thousands to leave the Province and
go to sunny Catterick for a two-week Cadre cour e. Oh joy, the cro ing
over to the mainland wa relatively mooth although Titanic kept
pringing to mind. On arriving at 19 Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (209). the
weather wa how you expect it to be; raining. \ e didn't reali e that we had
arrived in the mon oon eason. On that lovely unday afternoon wt: had
our intake lest · and everyone pa ed. t 0600 the next morning, yep
you've gues ed. it' the return of that lovely triagram, BFT. Everyone al o
pas ed that so we were in the good books for the time being. We were then
split into three ections, ection 3 being the be t in my opinion! At 0600
hrs every morning we were awoken with a nice PT le son by Cpl Tony
'did I tell you I wa a PTI' Raby whose PT !es on wa so hard 1t e\'en
made him sick. The first four day were a blur of drill, B , first aid, map
reading, and fieldcraft. The drill was taken by Cpl John 'oh you're tall'
Butler.
eedle s to say our drill needed a little poli hing up, and when the R M
arrived he was impre. scd with the improvement in standard. The many
BC lessons were taken by gt Paul 'what's the chemical afct) rule.
wrong, down and gi\'e me twenty· Beattie. Everyone learnt a lot about
BC that week. It wn either that or many pre s-up . so we hit the books.
Onto map reading. and Cpl 1ark 'pla tcrcd' Pollock who was ·o
appalled at our efforts that he threw him ·elf down the lairs and nO\\ ha.
two arm in pla ter. Get well soon Mark. By the end of our :c sons we
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~c:re able to tell the dtfii rence between ab aring and a back bearing, well
. m' of u ·. First id can't be forgonen either. Thi was taught to us by
Cpl Jack ·puddle' Horner who had m all enthralled from beginning to
end "1th the many anagram used for shock and uncon. ciou casualties.
Oh my fovounte ubject wa b) far Fieldcraft. taught to u by 2Lt Ivan
'minibus ·urfer· Bates who got us in great tale for the four-day Exercise.
Then came Black Frida · or by it !'roper name Ex Shakedown. This was
meant to be the ea y dry run exercise before the Exerci c proper,
\RO 'G.
\\ ith sub-zero temperature combined with rain, sl et. snow and wind,
we all had a joyful day indeed. Lying in our ba hers that night, we were
:haking o hard with the cold we regi tered nine on the Richter cale. We
w re eventually brought back at I Opm and I have ne er been o glad to be
in at IOpm. on a Friday night. A unday 1200 wa the tart of the main
E. erci e we had a day or o to let our hair down a bit. Onto the Exercise
prop.:r, there were many difrerent serial we had to go tl1rough during the
four day . One of the many thing we had to do was give orders. It wa the
fiN ttme any of us had done this o there were many teetl1ing problems.
The e were soon moothed out and everyone did their orders brilliantly.
Another erial was the NBC pha e. On hearing 'GA , GA , GAS', ig
Andy 'Rambo· Herd from 8 Inf Bde & ig Sqn remembered that he had
actually forgotten his respirator but thankfully for him LCpl 'Wedgie'
Wedge from 39 InfBde & Sig qn obliged by giving Andy his respirator.
ice guy or what, nice but dead.
There were many different hilariou tories on the Exercise such a ig
DaH ·not o mart' mart, who threw a thunder flash without striking it,

equalling one very quiet thunder flash. Morale was also kept up by LCpl
Ali ·camouflaged cwok' Lloyd of 39 Inf Bde HQ & ig qn with her
imitations of other people. On an advance to contact I al o struck a thunder
flash and threw it to the left of me. The only thing wrong with this i · that
there was a fence to my left and it bounced off it and landed right behind
me. Myself and ig Brian 'Bri' Milne of 15 Sig Regt broke the world land
speed record and covered a large distance in a very short time. Whilst we
were all in the cooking area tucking into our appetising 24 hour ration
packs Capt 'I'll bite your neck' Payet walked in with some fresh meat
that he had 'obtained'. uddenly the ration pack seemed appetising. The
second la t day was the dreaded river cros ing, Why wa the water so
damn hot. Or maybe that was what we were all j ust wishing. Drying
yourself after a ri er cro sing make your towel feel like sandpaper. On
the last day of the exercise all the Officers from the respective units
arrived to see what their soldiers had achieved. They watched as we threw
our Molotov cocktails at an old tank, absei led from buildings, did an
assault cour e, and put in a fibua attack in the village. A big
congratulations ha to go to Sig (now LCpl) Andy 'blue eyed boy'
Stenton from 39 lnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn on getti ng best student.
Everyone's morale shot through the roof when Endex was called. All there
was left to do wa clean our rifles and ourselves for the end of course
drink . A few ski ts later we were all slightly inebriated and, since we were
all gated, we retired to our beds. Up nice and early the next morning for
the journey back to tl1e province. Ah home, sweet home.
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EXERCISE MED CHASE - by SSgt Hughes
Seven members ,of the Squadron were elected from a cast of thousands
to . r~present Derry s fi~est . u111t on Ex Med Chase, an arduous tri service
ailing adven.ture .navigating the treacherous seas around the Cana
Islands. G,atw1ck airport was th.e meeting place for the crew of destiny, ~
of the natt~ns be t, all set for hfe on the ocean waves and ready to s
h
buckles wt!h the best of them. A swift flight to Grand Canaria and ~:e
she blew, 7he Ad~ 1 enture, queen of the seas, rapier of the ocean, conquerer
of the waves,~ bit knackered. In the finest tradition of the Corps, Messers
F1x1t & Bodg1t were employed, under the watchful eye of the kippe t
caIT)'. out much needed repairs. We slipped berth as soon as was physic~ll~
possible
set ,course ,for Gome~a. The seas were up and as if by magic
so was Sgt Dan Coles lunch! King Stugeron had been crowned.
Several da)'.S .of excell~nt sail mg followed, the wind blew, sails went up
and .down, cu1s111e went m and out and no-one went overboard. On one
partt~ularly rough passag~, Blue \;Vatch, Sgt 'Shuggy' Hughes, Sgt
, Dan C,?les and Cp l Ahsa Lewis, found themselves in the galley.
Shuggy. put on the comedy trousers and tied himself to the cooker while
Cpl Lewis got,on with t~e vegetable preparation involving the wielding of
scverul .sharp weapons . Whe.tber the movement of the yacht cau ed a
mental imbalance m Cpl L~w1s, causmg her primal instincts to come to
the fore, .or whether she just lost her footing we'll never know b t
'Shuggy' 10 tantly b~ca~e duty pin cushion. Just as everything wa goi:g
on an even keel the mev1table happened and the start witch on the motor
packed up. An emeq~ency key (pliers shorted across the HT lead ) was
cffecll.ve, and ~ot us mto port but a proper repair was neces ary. After a
mght m Los G1gantes, a good opportunity to catch up on some PT and a
chance .to stretch t~e legs, the location of the spare part was found and a
days sat! found us m Santa Cruz on Tenerife. A is the norm, getting hold
of a new switch was fraught with problems, and another maintenance
penod came mto bemg. Everything that could be taken apart cleaned and
greased wa . LCpl' icky' Ken~ef~rd as purser and keeper ~fthe yachts'
cash ma?e sure that. ple~ty of liquid were to hand in order to prevent
dehydration as we to tied m the heat of the Atlantic sun.
It was during this time that wildlife spotting became a popular pastime
and several strange mdtgenous species were found, Mediterranean dullard
fish, comedy seafanng i:iarrot and the great undersea cat to name but a
few. It wa also the time when the yacht ' mascot was found the
·D1plodocus of Love', which tood proudly on the jib when in port as a
statement that no matter how much sailing we had lost we never lost our
sense of humour.

an?

Despair quickly abated as the storm passed and we were quickly back
to .sea for ,the _las! few days of ~~utical shenanigans. LCpl~ ' oo oo'
M1~r. and Guido Benson both Jtbed towards the Isle of Liebe as a last
~os1t!ve actton but all too 9uickly The Adventure came into its home port
and ti was ttme let the air out of the inflatables. Although beset with
mech~mcal. problems, Ex. Med Chase was an excellent sail traimng
Exercise wtth everyone .gammg fabulous experience in all areas of salty
sea doggednes and with everyone agreeing that it was certainly an
expenence to be repeated.
TM TROOP
TpComd
BTNILO

2Lt Stewart
gt Williams

HELLO, GOODBYE
First things first, we would like to welcome our new Troop QC straight
from her Troop Commanders Course 2Lt 'no nickname yet' Stewart.
F?n? farc1;ells go to SSgt Keith Willam , ofTto become a school teacher,
1g S~eve Bradbury, posted to Sheffield on promotion. Last but not least
S gt Shuggy Tate and Lyle' Hughes, o!T to the far away land of Ops
Plans to take up the job of office brew boy.
ME AGE IN A BOTTLE
A big 'goo? show gentlemen' to LCpl ='lick 'cloud 9' '\lfier on his
recent pro1!1ot1on and to LCf?l Mark ·parklife· Benson for sending off
three Frost1es to.kens to mannmg and record and receiving his Class 2 in
return. MCM Div confirmed that 'Parklife' would receive his second tape
when they get four KitKat wrappers and a postal order for £2.70.
WHISKEY I THE JAR
The Troop welcomes the return of Sgt Col ' Indiana Jones' Bentley to
the Squadrons' kicking ocial cene after an enforced three-month lay off.
Lets hope you can remember where the toilets are 'Col'.
MARRIED TO THE MOB
Re~ident plumbing. expert Cpl Al 'Capo' MacDonald has been
brusht~g ~p on hts skills after a wild weekend o~ hypnotism and liquid
red1stnbut1on. Ev.erybod.y v.:as extref!!ely impressed with hi
dem?nstrat1on of.p1~e taring with no laggmg, but not with Sgt 'Denver
Dan Coles and his s1tuat1on awareness demo.
CHAIN GANG
Yet agai~ it's ~etting to that busy time of year where tlie local walk the
tr.eets playt~g pipes and drums. the Troop loses most of its manpower to
Mtlttary Skills. and Mercury Cup competitions, and Sgt 'Mouse Ops'
Lever grows bigger wmgs and starts doing altitude trials.

VIP VISIT
Recently the Squadron hosted .the Signal Officer in Chief for a day and
the Troop was task~d to ~how ~1m t~e set up of one of our hilltop ite .
?nee on ~tte Sgt Andy Craig bnefed ~e SOINC while Cpl lark
b1;1tty-box Butler attempted to defy gravity and show off his rigging
skills.

Sgt Dan 'white and baldy' Coles and the Diplodocus of Love
The witch finally arrived, the mainsail raised. the mainbrace ·pliced

~nd we got back to the open sea. A life on the ocean wave again, but

.h 1 11~s

were not going to go all our own way again. A a reward for

e~1ce~ rendered to the boat, we set ail for Playa de La Americas for a

~~v 1 ft.

mght of R&R but the c lements were again t us. A storm front
Mow111g .from the south cau ed us to look for a safe harbour and with gt
ark Fitz-Patrick helming in a rodeo rider tylc, we found oursclvc
back m Santa Cruz.
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Sgt Craig briefs the SOinC and Corps RSM during their visit to
the Brigade
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Fl. \I COl 'TDOW .
On a final note :i •\\'ell m' to gt ·Andy' Craig on hi selection for
promotion to
gt on hi · p tmg to Blandford. If a bit unlucky that hi
tour has b<.-en extended until eptcmber. Don 't worry · ndy' , one day
· 1round hog· tour will end.
T ll E :\IERC R\' C P TRAVE TY 1998 - by LCpl McBride
The Ro) al ignal · krcury Cup competition was held at Li bum on 20
1.1r ·h. The competillon im olved four port . wimm:ng, Basketball,
Volle) ball and Hockey. 1iraculously the team transport. arri\ed on time
\\ ith all ten people on board. It oon became apparent that the member of
the upper echelon did not fancy travelling to Lisburn in an elongated
p<>rtnloo \\ ith four wheeL. and ought more dignified mode5 of tran port
im•tead.
\\ imming was the first event to get underway, not enough time for Cpl
:\lark 'Suttie Box· Butler to finish off his third death-pack for some
much needed ballast after the previous evening · activities. Our . pirits
were omewhat dampened when entering the pool area a it became very
apparent that our team members were not as treamlined as mo t other
competitors who wore flipflop , Gucci trunks and even bad their own
!!O!!!!le -. A stark contra t to our team \\ho donned their best footie short
and hared two pairs of goggle between them. pirit were soon lifted
when crt · 1ouse' Lever entered the pool-area wearing nothing more than
a bulgi~g eye-patch. There were a couple of creditable performances,
namely the quadron QC, Maj Perry who failed to hear the tarting horn
and sportingly ga\'e everyone a five metre head start. ·Take the goggles off
your ears. Sir!· bellowed WO I (R 1) Fisher. Overall the team fini hed
in third po ition much to our urpri e.
The Ba ketballers found them elves drawn again t two teams who were
the much fancied favourites. The team coach LC pl Phil 'Mince' 1inns
RLC wa still confident, \\ ith his secret weapon Sig · Ja e · Kent, how
could anything go wrong? Halftime in the first match thing were looking
promising with a lead of 5-2. However, after a hard fought match, the team
lost 11-12. It wa time for the Coach to unveil another secret weapon in the
intimidating form of C pl 'The Legs' Cooney. all 4ft IOinches of him.
unfortunately after another narrow defeat Cpl Cooney oon became. C pl
'The Jinx· Cooney. It wa oon time for the 5th/6th place playoff. and with
the threat of the wooden poon, a convincing win of 15 - 4 followed.
The Hockey team also found, themselves drawn against some tiff
oppo ition. After ome hasty practice the team took to the fiel d led by
Sgt ·Geoff' :\1illen GC. Mo t memorable was winning a penalty hoot
out helped by a fine goal-keeping performance by Sgt 'Mouse· Lever who
swapped hi Bay Watch kit for rather less revealing shin pads. A special
mention mu t be made about 2Lt Stewart, being the only female in the
team found her lung working overtime, having to play in every fixture.
Last but by no mean least to YofS • ige' Donohue who came on at the
eleventh hour and cored two much needed goals. helping to secure third
po ition overall. Well done!!!
The Volleyballers after flexing their wrists and fingers were led on to the
court by WOI (RS I) Fisher. Unfortunately the team, on the day. not firing
on all cylinders, suffored three successive defeats. Matters were not helped
by some dubious decisions from the umpire, which made for some (cert. 18
lip-reading) from SSgt Laffey 'the Staffey'. The strain of it all became to
much for the RSM' back and he had to leave the court h was time to
introduce some much needed height at the net in the fonn of LCpl 'Tammi'
Phillips AGC. Special mentions go to Sgt 'Andy' Craig who managed
through all three games without chipping his nail varnish and to Pte 'Jase'
Catchpole RLC who somehow managed not to get on the court at all.
Although the Squadron finished in last position the day was very enjoyable
providing a few chuckles from time to time. We can only hope that next year
more of the Squadron Gladiators will be available to drag us out of the mire.
However, that evening the Waterside Inn was doing a roaring trade, proving
that we are all champions in the sports that really matter.
'.'i'ORTHER~ IRELA DORIE 'TEE Rl. G CHAMPI01 SHIPS

At the beginning of February the members of the Unit all knew
something was am i s when W02 (FofS) ' Phil' Court was walking
around the.Squadron with a Sil va compass in hand asking if anyone knew
v.hat it was. Anyone who foolishly identified the compass was instantly
recm;ted into the team to be entered into the forth coming orthem
Ireland Orienteering Champion hips. The end resul t was an amazi ng total
of three teams (l\\O male and one female). which proved to be the highest
number of teams en tered for the event from any single unit in Prov ince that alone wa an outstanding achievement.

The day of the champion· hip came around all too soon. much too soon
for ome of the runners, as they had never actually been to an orienteering
event befo re. That was not a major worry for our illustrious leader who
gave out the final team instructions - or at least the mandatory map readi ng
le son - whil e everyone was busy completing the warm up exercises of
smoking and leeping. The most important instruction of all , 'Whatever
you do, don't come in until you ' ve found all the checkpoints,' was
obviously mis ed by LCpl Maria ' Scary pice' MeDonagh, who decided
that it would, ' Mc.ss up my hair,' to get those two checkpoints - so didn 't
bother. The Foreman' final comforting Words of ' Don't worry if you're
not back by 2 o'clock - we 'll send out a search party' didn't seem to help,
and certainly not for Ptc Karen ' Panic' Page who was o nervou he had
trouble standing at the tart point.
At least none of the team managed to get lo t on the way to the tart.
Unfortunately. it wa left to gt Fr ank 'Pathfinder' Crowhu rst to have
the honour of gelling lost first , by spending 75 minute looking for the first
checkpoint that was located I 50m from the start. As a result he decided to
tay out running until it tarted to rain , along with Sgt ' Eddie (Why do 1
have to do the A Course?)' Cor~oran. Most impre sive debuts! All in all ,
there were some very good results, especially for the QC, Maj Mark
Perry and C pl 'Ke (Sporting Billy)' Cooney, much to the annoyance of
'Liz (I'm a better orienteer than him)' Cooney - don ' t worry 'Liz' you
fini hed 6th. 'Kev' cou ld only manage 21 I. Good results were also
achieved by LC pl Mhai ri McLean , ig 'Andy (Yorkshire Rocking
Horse)' Herd and the AIPT boys of Sig Roy 'PTI-?' Palm er, Sig G regor
'PTI too-?' Wood and ig 'Ja e (Seal)' Kent considering none had
previously een a compa s - or so they said ! A final mention must go to
LCpl J a mes Bond (honest) who decided to punch his card in any place,
with any clip, from any marker and is till trying to get the re uh
overturned.
The highe t placed team was a very credible 3rd but probably the best
part of the day wa the re ponse from the runne1 who all admitted 'It was
good fun and they would do it again'. Be warned the Foreman 'know
your name' .
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SHQ
A sad farewell to W02 0'ofS) 'Jerry ' Hughes and famil y, off for a well
earned rest as WO I Regimental Yeoman of I (UK) Armd Div ·
Germany; also to SSgt 'Andy' Paterson again on promotion (this m
obviously the place to be) as the RAOWO in sunny Hohne. A' genui~!
tl1ank you for all your efforts.

19 PROVINCE JUN IOR CO CADR E- CATTERJCK 1998
Many congratulations on the successful completion of the demanding
~adJc .c?urse go to Sig, (no":' LCpl) ' Andy ' Stenton, LCpl (now Cpl)
Wedgie Wedge, LCpl Ally Lloyd and ig Dave Kirto n. Also a quick
thank you to Ca pt (Q M) P ayet, WOI (RSM) Win kles and their team
from 3 Bde for a superb course, our soldiers really did benefit you have
set the standard.
'

The 1998 Min o r Units Bas ke t ba ll champio ns ma le and female

Sig Da ve Kirto n gives a help ing hand to LCpl Ally Lloyd
at t he start of the u rban assa ult course
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C pl Ma rcus 'He looks like a model' Murcott, lived through the stre
and took C pl Beva~ and newly promoted Cpl 'Homer' Wedge with him
to t~e fina l ?fthe MmorU:mt Hockey Championships. Unlucky lads! The
SOmC., Brig Wood, v1s1ted and after having what was hopefu lly an
mter.estmg l~ok at where and how we work, we managed to squeeze in
~ell?mg to. wm the M~rcury Cup. LC pl 'Geordie' Tonks cheesy grin and
JUltmg chm were a 1ght to behold a he collected the Winners' Trophy
from Brig Wood.
Loads of announcements this month. so the Shack should be well
stocked w1~ beer for ages. Congratulation to Cpl Wedge both on coming
second on his ~adre course, and more e pecially on his promotion. A big
well done to Sig ·J im' Dryden ~n succes fully completing his PTI course,
no matter how f!IUCh of a surpnse_1t was to find himself on it. ig ·Jim ·
Lawrence ~as JUSt passed h1 R1ggmg course. and is omething of a
monke)'. - c~1mb~r, appa~ently! Fmally, speaki ng of Riggers, they eem to
be multlplymg like rabbu at the moment. Welcome to three new arrivals
LCpl ·Suzie' Watts has come from 259 ig Sqn and ios Ellam and
Milevs ky have come straight from the factory. Hello, aad w~ hope you all
have a safe and enjoyable tour. Beers in!

COMMS SECTIO
A. warm welcome to the fo llowing personnel who have joined Comms
Section; LC pl 'Faz' Farrell who has taken over as one of the drivers in
Rover Group and LCpl Ian Taylor who has moved into Sy con. A fond
farewell to LCpl 'Mac' Magrcggor who is po ted to 249 Sig Sqn on
pr?mollon to Cpl. Congratulations go to C pl Arthur Buchan and
~ 1ch e ll e on the birth of Arran. Al o many congratulation to LC pl
Andy' Stenton and LCpl 'Charlie' Docherty on their recent promotions
to LCp l and al o a well done to LCpl Stenton on coming top of the Cadre
Course.

Sig (now LCpl) Andy Stenton being awarded 'Top Student'
by 21/C 15 Signal Regiment, Maj Clarke
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M.ar.c~ i an~ with all the world 's media focused on Stormont and the
poss1b1ht1es t.o r peace, the Squadron ha~ taken time out of its busy
schedule for some sport - and not surpnsmgly, TM Section supplied no
end of spo~ vo!unteers. Cpl 'Piggy' Lee-Davies, Sgt •Andy' '\1aylett
and Cpl Andy Ward all found that ize and brute force were
unfortunately not enough when faced by the Harlem Globetrotters in the
Army Basketball Championships.

HELLO
A wann welcome to SSgt Leslie Skinn er AGC as the new Chief Clerk
and also to W02 (YofS) Dave Brudenall.

MT T ROOP - by C pl Benson
On the 22 February 1998 the all new MT re t-room was open by M rs
Pauline Dunca n, in memory of her husband who was murdered by
terrorists on 22 February 1989, whilst driving school children from
Clooney Base to the local chool. As a mark of re pect and in memory a
walkway was built from Clooney to the School bearing his name J ock
Duncan Way.
Congratulation to Sgt 'Frank' C rowhurst selected for SSgt and to Pte
Taff'A if' Besley on promotion to LCpl. The MT would like to welcome
the following new arrivals, Pte 'Chewy' Barker and family, Pte 'I can't
sleep' Tann er, Pte 'Richie' Street, Pte 'Steve' Coffins, Sig 'Beverly'
Steph enson, and Sig ' Gav' Prigmore.
Well done to Pte 'Damon Hill' O ' Keefe on passing C and E
(eventually)! The airborne warrior came down to earth after four attempts!
Also a huge well done to all the drivers of 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, we
topped 70,000 miles in March and the RTA is empty. Thank-you! C pl
·Dan' Benson and LCpl 'Si' Lowe went off to Scotland to recce an area
for Ex Highland Drive, which is a driver tra ining exercise to be held m
May. Jfthe Exercise is as socially rewarding as the recce it cou ld rum out
to be more expensive than a B 1 course in Leconfield!
CADRE COUR E
By Sig ' Rambo' Herd, Comms Troop
l transferred from the Isl Battalion, the Prince of Wales' Own Regiment
of Yorkshi re (IPWO) to the Royal Signals and on the completion of my
trade training 1 was posted to 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Withi n three days
of my arrival in the Squadron I was informed that I was to attend a Cadre
Course run by 3 Bde. Three other members of the Squad ron were chosen
to go on this course, to the unshine capital of the north of England Costa
del Catterick. Upon our arrival our band of happy warriors were detailed
into different sections and the merriment began. I found the two-week
course demanding and useful. The DS took great delight in how dirty we
became and thought a river crossing at 0630 woul d keep our spirits up . At
the end of the two weeks I came away hav ing learnt a great dea l and had
the added bonus of obtainin g a good grade. The other three members Sig
'Master' Bateman , ig 'Beaker' Woods and ig 'Farmer' Palmer, all
fared well and we all came away with the same thought 'Cheers for the
jokes.'

TMSECTIO
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t a recent in fo.rmal ' t Patricks ight' WOl(R ;\I) Hawkins BE:\1
pre_sented the tanon Commander, Lt Col lathews wi th a cheque for
£2 0 on behalfof39 Bde WO~ and gt Me s for distribution amongst the
tation playgroups.
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FAREWELL\ I 'IT OF THE OINC (A)
' ORTHERN IRELAND
BRIG .. F. \\ OOD AD T
l -20 \IARCH 1998
The OinC(A) was cntenained with a busy and comprehen 1vc
programme for his three day farewell Yisit to the Province. Ile managed to
'i. it all Regular and T units and hopefully left with some fond final
memories.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

Lt Col E. M. Flint
WOI (RSM) M.A. chofield

RM

SOinC (A) and Corps RSM - after an operational working
breakfast entertained by the Officers, Warrant Officers and
SNCOs of 39 (Inf) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (213)

THE lERC RY CUP

The Mercurv Cup was pre ented by Comd Comms NI 1976-1979, Lt
Col hapter. '1t is competed for annually by the six Regular Sqns in
Province. The overall competition i comprised of four disciplines, these
are: Potted Sports, Athletic . Military Skills and March and hoot. Each
quadron take a tum in organising an event that are keenly. but always
portingly competed for.

The CO is driven out of the Camp

THE 1ERCURY C P 1998 E ENT ONE - POTTED SPORTS
The Paned Sports event was hosted and organi ed by 39 Inf Bde HQ
and ig Sqn (213). It was held in Thiepval Barracks on Friday, 20 March
1998. Through no advantage to themselve 213 Sig Sqn chose Basketball,
Hockey. Volleyball and a wimming Gala as the four events. Surprise,
surpri e. 213 Sig Sqn managed to win or come econd in each discipline.
Afterwards, amid cries of'fix' and 'wait until its our rum', they gratefully
accepted the trophies kindly pre ented by Mrs Wood wife of the SOinC

EXERCISE RHINO CHARGE - THE TRU K PERSPECTIVE
In some particular!~ harsh weather 20 I and 208 Sig Sqns deployed their
The SOinC presents SSgt Graham Weavers, 15 Sig Regt
with his Corps Colours for Water Polo

(A).

THE FINAL SCORES
Basket Volleyball Swimming Hockey
ball
I
2
6
3
3Bde
2
4
I
2
"8Bde
6
5
5
6
39Bde
5
2
3
I
HQSqn
4
I
4
225 Sqn
5
3
6
4
3
233 Sqn
Team

Final
Points
12
9
22
II
14
16

The SOinC's wife presents LCpl 'Geordie' Tonks
with the 1998 Potted Sports Mercury Cup
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Final
Place
4th
6th
1st
5th
3rd
2nd

3 Inf Bde take the Volley Ball Cup
T HE W IR E, J U NE 1998

trunk a set on Ex Rhmo Charge. As vehicles bogged-in in both snow and
mud~ having to be .turfed onto the hills, proof wa found that no one
survives contact with a P.hotographer, as gt 'Andy' Young's mere
pres~nce ens~ed that anythmg that could go wrong did. Despite children
~ovm~ Tac signs and a general inexperience with winter equipment on the
J~b ~aim~g ensue~ to get. detachments where they were suppo ed to be.
Sig Daz Ingram s reactions were even tested by seeing how quick he
was to avoid a snow-chain that Sig 'Rikki' Curran's Relay was kind
enough to throw at him.
The snow and harsh conditions made life a little less than comfortable
but did carry certain advantages. Troop PT was about as good as it could
get \~hen the . md1v1dual water bowzer lid toboggan was introduced and
c~ns 1 sted of s1tt11ig on a small circle of plastic and sliding down a huge hill
with little more than strategically placed Kevlar to save your chances of
~avmg ,children. Amidst tight competition from Sig's Lee Ar mstrong,
Robbo Roberts and Seth Howa rth , M. J. Holt was victoriou and
received the title of ' master ' for the duration of the Exerci e. The
competition almost had a sour end when out of the blue the CO arrived to
find , a.mo.ngst others, the Tp OC recovering from the finals. soaking wet
'.Ind gr.mnmg manely. The excuse that ' comms are easy to maintain. morale
1sn 't' has now been written into doctrine and was a good way of getting
out of trouble. Sig 'Goon' Southwood also pioneered the new sport of
Cemral Diving. It involves standing on top of a detachment and throwing
yourself off it and landing on your back. The Medical Centre i hoping it
only catches on a a winter sport when there i enough snow to cushion the
blow. News of our Winter Olympics pread through the exercise area and
promp~ed a .visit by LCpl 'Landmass' Lo max who claimed to be an expert
at toss mg him elf off relay . The real reason for hi visit was that he bad
spent the whole Exercise bogged in and had crippled his wagon getting out
and could only ju t limp to his location.

Sig M . J. Holt competi ng in Th e Trunk W inter Olymp ics
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EXERCISE RHINO CHARGE
THE HEADQUARTER PERSPECTIVE
The . first "?ajar Exercise of the year saw 211 and 212 Sig Sqns
deploy.m g.agam to Sennelager Training Area to provide Divisional Main
and D1v1s1on.al Support .Group Headquarters respectively, although the
latter was dismounted m the Combat Manoeuvre Simulation Centre
(Germany) buildings as part of an extensive EXCON build. The route
the~e proved event~! with everyone travelling Sgt Mark Campbell 's
vaned route card. This led the packets via the outskirts of Bielefeld and to
an ammunition compound. Fortunately Capt Roy Cha lmers who
succe~sfully extracted the vehicles from the compound, saved' the
situation. Only to then lead them past the turning they did need and having
to tum everyone around in a garage forecourt.
With both headquarters built the routine was quickly established
?!though Div Mam personnel, much to their confusion, ran the gamut of
nfles on - nfle off, webbing on - webbing off, helmets on - helmets off'
for .the better part of two days. Tho e in DSG faired better although it was
raj)1dly discovered that the excellent Admin support from I RHF was just
a htt!e too far to be of use at meals times. Suspiciously a I RHF burger tent
magically. appeared,_ funded by their PR!, and queues rapidly formed
notably with LCpl eed ham at the forefront. It must be stated at this time
that the rumours that the QM of l RHF now drives a Jaguar XJS are
completely unfounded - we're sure we didn ' t eat that many burgers. Those
who braved meal times where pleasantly surprised by breakfast and dinner
but shocked by .lunch. Tru~ justice had struck. The Div HQ had decided
that huge supplies of Bosman- war reserve ration packs should be eaten
and that fresh would not be authorised until they had. They of course then
suffered during the course of the Exercise because there is only so much
that can be achieved with luncheon meat, processed cheese and soup at
lunch times.
As the Exercise progressed ig Hazel Sibley produced a smile on
everyone's face when havin~ visited the nearest Portaloo one night. she
had to r~tum when she realised she had left her gloves resting on the
handbasm! (needless to say her gloves didn't see the funny side of things).
DCOS also raised a chuckle amongst the Signals when he tasked one of
his staff officers to send a BATCO warning order on the Div LOG HF net
(despite a?v~ce to the contrary). Two hours of encryption, twenty minutes
of transm1 s1on and then forty minutes of de-crypt ion were capped by the
same message being sent by Kipling in ten minute . More interesting than
humorous L<)>I 'Ben' Franklin surprised everyone by taking six hours to
repatr a Ptarmigan handset. Meanwhile the NSSM, SSgt ·sieve' Russe ll
became a D:t Comd for the da)'. with the Danish Reaction Brigade, but
then he was m good company with OC 208, Maj Neil F raser, SSM 20 ,
·Al' Baisden and SSM 211, W0 2 1 eil Coatswor th - each doing a day in
tum.
The Rebros, spread across North Rhine We tphalia, fought weather and
comm ahke. Sigs · hep' heph erd and J ess Limbert tackled a
eemingly impo sible comm problem until they realised they hadn't
connected the antennas coaxes. Sgt Graha m Wha rton managed 10
breakdown a number of time becoming the Jonah of the LAD. Sigs
'Matt' W hitefield and 'LA' Law were convinced, by paw prints in the
snow (larger than a man hand), that they were being stalked by viciou
ammals and attempted to move their generator clo er in - so they wouldn't
have far to go. at ni~ht. All in all it was good preparation for the big
Exercises later m spnng Rhmo Spear and Lion Sword.

EXERCISE TINDE HURDLE
THE CADRE C O URSE l ' T HE F IELD - by Sig 'Stu' Kodaki
After four days of being taught infantry skills in the field it was time for
the Regimental Cadre Course to put it all to the te t with Ex Minden
Hurdle. We were led out of the Admin area for the start of the Excrci e
straight after an energetic gun run and well de erved breakfa t. The
platoon wa
plit into three sections, each of which had their own
individual ta k a.nd missions. My ection - 2 ection - wa raring to go
and morale wa high - maybe a lilllc bit too high as was pointed out to u .
Th is was mainly to do with Sig 'Trigger' Mark and his mi haps. We were
soon set up in our Harbour and had c tabli hed a routine and it was not
long before we were given our fir I mis ion to meet an agent. The meeting
was uccessful but he then led u down decidedly dodgey track . We
coped well with the enemy apart from ig Ritc hie who tried to take cover
in a tree trunk and reappeared with concu sion. The next morning wa
spent getting te ted on a variety of topics. Then in the afternoon it wa
time to prepare for the ambush. We moved into another location and
started to work on rehearsals. A fler dark it wa time to move out and et
the ambush. This went moothly apart from omeone etting ofTa trip flare
a they were arming it. After two hours of waiting, the enemy finally
wandered into the killing area and died heroically under a blaze of fire.
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Rt ,I\tE 'TAL BADt\IL TO TEAM
Th') -.11d 11 "as not po. :ibk They ·aid the Regiment was too bu y and
that \)nl) CK-based Regiment. had the time to compete. Ho\\ wrong they
\\\!rt,;'.

\1onday. 16 Februaf). 0900 houn. the travel weary Regimental
Badminton Team m t m the 1ulti-fi.mctional gymna ium at Colerne for
the Aml) Badminton Champion. hips. We were quietly confident having
troun ·ed all oppo·iuon in the BA((!) Championships comfortably.
Cnfortunateh that winning team had tc ··e rapidly re huftled. the weekend
bdorc, du to our. o I player Cpl ' t.:ve' Pengell. being admitted into
hospnal at ~hort notice and unable to tra el. A Iler much ersua ion the
RCWO released Pte 'Chri · Wells from hi duty chef ro tcr and he was
dratied m to partner \,\'02 (FofS) Dave liddleton as our o3 pair:
great :;tart was achieved in the first round. when drawn again t 19
Bd who were quickly di po.ed of 8 matches to I. In the next round we
\\ere up again t the 5th Battalion the Royal lri h Regiment, who were last
years· ruru1ers up and Yery tough oppo ition. Each year t~ey make a pomt
of tra\ elling o\'er from . 1orthern Ireland and generally fim h enher first or
second. Thi match went to the wire, being decided on the final match
between thl" o. l pairs. with the score tanding at 4-4. W02 Dave
Ormerod and W02 'Rab' Brown entered the court knowing it wa all up
to them and they did not di appoint, defeating the lri h pair two games to
nil. The final aw us up against the fonn idable 3rd Battalion The Royal
Gurkha Ritles, last years· winners. With the score at 3- 2 in our favour, ou.r
o.'.! pair S gt 'Mick' hirley and LCpl · 1ac' 1cBain crune up again t
the Gurkha 'o. I pair. Once again they played out of their kin to ' in 2
game to 1. We eventually went on to be.at the Gurkha 6-3 to become the
Anny Badminton Champion for the first time. We now look for. ard to
the Royal ignal Champion hips later on in the year.

THE REGI 1E TAL BATTLE FIELD TOUR
It was six o'clock in the morning that the Regiments' officers, Warrant
Officers and
COs gathered in the Regimental restaurant before heading
off to t11e German border to learn how the Allies had fought Operation
Veritable, the advance to the Rhine after Market Garden, in 1945. We were
very fo1tunatc to have with us yd ncy Jary MC, the author of 18 Platoon
and a Platoon Commm1der during thi operation. lt was Syd ney's in ights
and commentary that actually brought the whole tour to life o that
evcf)•one gained an appreciation of how the battle was fought.

Sydney Jary MC describ ing his part in Op Veritable
on the Regimental Battlefield Tour

Regimental Badminton Team
Standing (L-R):Lt Co l Pratley, Cpl 'Steve' Pengelly,
W02 Dave Middleton, W02 Dave Ormerod,
Sgt 'Smudge' Smith, W01 (R S M) S chofield Knee ling
(L-R ): LCpl 'Mac' McBain, Pte 'Chris' Wells,
W02 ' Rab' Brown and SSgt 'M ick' S h irley
THE BATTLEFIELD TOUR RECCE
Time spent in recorulai sance is seldom wasted. With this well worn
maxim in mind the 208 Sig Sqn head shed et off to the German/Dutch
border to retrace the steps of Op Veritable. With 2Lt Karl Jeeves in the
driving seat we set off through Herford towards the wrong autobahn - a
promi ing start. Soon we were we tbound on the route 30 with Capt Gill
·Admin ightmare' Greenhill searching through U1e Post-It notes for the
map - and they are going to let her fly helicopters! Fear of an early death
led Capt 'Al' Long to take over the driving, but the navigation didn ' t
improve any. Eventually we were at the first stand and the whistle stop
tour began. if only it had been as quick in 1945. Rumbling stomachs
qmckly meant that Op Golden Arches superseded Op Veritable in the
order of priority. 2Lt Karl Jeeves quickly assumed the leadership ro le in
the search for sustenance. An early set back was suffered through the
naivete of asking someone with a beard where McDonalds was. However,
the game young ubaltern stuck to the task and went up in everyone's
estimation by locating the restaurant by smell. Whi le the majority
chompe , their way through the results of their pidgin German ' Hamburger
Royale menu bme' our illustrious leader faj . eil 'The Full Monty'
Fraser (reputedly) mdulged his passion for phonecards (how can a
country survive with so many phonecard phones with a severe lack of
places selling them?
Repleat and the fear of the minibus wheel being clamped purred us on.
We sped off to compete the meat of the task: the rest of our stands for the
day itself and our overnight accommodation. It came as somethi ng of a
shock to find that our chosen restaurant for the tour had closed down, word
of our impending arrival obviously preceding us. The first stand was
located with linle trouble but despite the warnings of Cap t 'Al' Long the
majority insisted on testing the off-road capabilities of the minibus which
pro\'ed somewhat limited. Aller much head scratching and selfrccrimination. a German farmer rescued us. He was curious as to the
rea,on why a blue minibus was in his field. After pulling us out he left
:~iling to him elf and no doubt wondering how the British managed lo
wm m 1945. The other stand was completed without incident and it was a
ured but happy team that returned to Herford. The time was well spent if
onl)' to avoid the embarrassment of havi ng to send 56 people to a chnel!i
for dinner.
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Crossing the border on route to jimegan the coach was soon pulled
over by the police on the assumption that we were smuggling in illegal
immigrants. It took an awful lot of persuasion to convince them that the
u picious looking crowd on board were actually reputable army soldiers it didn't help that Capt 'Al' Long did not peak Dutch nor was hi
German paiticularly hot. lt was therefore with great relief that we were
released to mend our merry way. Fighting over the same ground that 30
Corps had in 1945 each stand ought to pull out particular point . Despite
'Mad March Hares ', deluge , Kamikaze Dutch cyclists and a very
dangerous female coach driver the tour proved an enlightening experience
with everyone learning omething- even ifit i only that a S CO can get
away with hooting someone (of your own platoon) with an ND but only
during war. Even the over night stop in RAF Laarbruch, with a very
ociable evening at a local hostelry, proved eventful, although much to the
amusement of the RAF Police who were happy to go with the spirit of
things. Jn all it was a very worthwhile couple of days and the Regiment's
thanks go out to ydn e Jary for an informative, graphic and very
personal account.
201 A D 208 SIGNAL SQ ADRON WINTER BATTLECAMP
by Sigs Stew Benson Sean Exall and Adam Elcock
This was our first ever battle-cainp and we were a bit worried about
what to expect. We soon found though that we were doing lots of exciting
and enjoyable new activities; e pecially liking the bayonet fighting and
section attacks using the ISWAW equipment. The tactical phase began
with a Troop patrol to a harbour area. Some thunderflashs and screams
after a few minutes told us that we had just bimbled into a minefield. The
short downhill walk we had ju t done turned in to a nightmare. We
casevaced three very overweight casualties back np the hill top the RAP
(2Lt Karl Jeeves, Sgt Mark Jones and Sig ' Jim' O 'Mahony) - to be fair
2Lt Jeeves was lighter than the other two and miraculously he stopped
quizzing us about PAWPERSO at least for the duration of the carry. ext
we dug in for the night and there was a good atmosphere amongst us all
despite the bad weather and repeated screami ng enemy attacks. We fought
on throughout the night but eventually had to bug out to a new location.
Over the next 24 hours we found time to re cue a pinned down SF patrol,
killing everything and everyone in sight whi lst attempting to rescue our
kidnapped QC, Maj Fraser and SSM W02 Baldscn . All this whilst
putting down serious firepower and before we realised, it was endcx.
Overall we enjoyed t11e battle-camp and are looking forward to the next
one (although not so much rain next time would be appreciated).
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2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIME TAL SKILL AT ARMS MEETI G

12/13 FEBRUARY 1998
The ~cgimcntal SAAM took place at Strcnsall ranges over a two day
period 111 1111d February. Fo11una~ely f~r the organisers and the teams the
w~ather was excellent f?r shooting w1!h warm conditions and the slight
wmd ~~s always ~ommg from behmd the firers. The aims of the
compc11t1on w~re to improve a-:varc.nes of competition shooting and to aid
the O!C shooung, Capt G. Reith , 111 the selection of his Regimental team
for the fo11hcoming round of skill at arms meeting .
. Each of the .three Squadrons entered a team of ten firers with the best
eight to co~nt m each shoot. After an initial surge by 214 Sqn during the
Henry Whitehead Cup the lead was cut back somewhat by HQ Sqn after
some excellent shooting by W02 ( M) Terry and LCpl Mankumar
during the Graham Trophy (FIBUA) match. With only 18 points between
the two teams, 1t proved to be a very demanding day with all of them
having lo concentrate that little bit harder. The first shoot on day two was
The Gun Match with all teams entering two gunners. C pl Cumberland
came to the rescue of 214 Sqn but was unable to hold off HQ qns
combined effort who won the match for HQ Sqn.
HQ qn were now in the driving eat but could still be caught and
although 214 Sqn won the Britannia Cup they were unable to mu tcr
enou~h pomt to overtake the eventual winners, HQ Sqn. All that
remamed was the falling plate competition. Six team entered from the
quadrons and were bolstered by a team from both the Officers· and Sgts ·
Mess. Both the Officers and S COs challenge quickly came to an end
however the score had to be settled between the two. After the fourth
attempt to find a winner, a victor was at last declared (S COs of course).
The ~nze were pre. ented ~y the Commanding Officer and the overall
md1.v1dual wmner,_ 1g Armitage, was the most surprised per on in the
audience when his name was announced. The competition was well
received by all who took part and the Regimental shooting team can now
look fonvard to a good season ahead.
RES LTS
INDIVIDUAL
Match 3 - The Henry Whitehead Cup
Winner - Sig R ennie
Runner Up - C pl Cumberland
Match 17 - The Graham Trophy (FIBUA)
Winner - LCpl Mankumar
Runner Up - W02 (SSM) Terry
Match 29 - The Gun Match
Winner - C pl C umberland
Runner Up - Pte Cook
Match 33 - The Britannia TrophyWinner - 214 Sqn 'A' C pl
C umberl a nd, Cpl Warburton, Sig Rennie, Sig Sheppard
Match 37 - The Falling PlateWinner - HQ Sqn'B' SSgt Storey, Cpl
Wolstcncroft, LCpl Mankumar, LCpl Eva ns
Champion Shot WiMer -Sig Armitage Runner Up - Cpl Cumberland

The opening brief on Leadership was given by the CO, Lt Col C.
Wakerley MBE, this gave everyone a taste of what was to come, and so
the cou~se began! The first few day were spent reminding and revising all
the subjects that the students would be a sessed on later in the course.
The_c were technical appreciation 's, presentations, navigation and minor
tactics,_ during this pha c everyone worked well and showed a great deal of
enthusiasm. Phase 2 of the course consisted of presentations which were
on the whole. very ~ell prepared, worthy of note was ig O'Donnell's
lecture on eatmg ~n ice cream which was informative and extremely well
thought out. Also mcluded were Command Tasks this proved to be a good
team building ex_ercise and the Leader started t~ show. LCpl Wood did
v~ry well and Sig Bennett could not be faulted, for his enthusiasm for
d1vmg !~rough smal! gaps. The .di~cussion groups proved to be very
worthwhile and certamly gave an 111s1ght for the DS on what the views of
the young soldier of today were on retention. military ethos and current
affairs. The final phase of the course consisted of a field exercise with the
tudents ~arrying out mi_nor command appointments on a variety of tasks.
The terram was _hard gomg and the weather changeable, these two things
alone proved quite a challenge for all.

A casualty being dealt with during the Final Exercise
The tudents also had to contend with a very hecric schedu le. The
exercise went very well, particu larly the final attack that was commanded
by Sig West The attack wa well planned and quite pectacular to watch.
Throughout the course the admin/enemy team led by SSgt Paul Gard ner
worked hard to make sure all the ' behind the scenes' work went well.

REGIME TAL LEADERSlllP CO RSE
The Regimental Leadership Course wa held on Leek Training Area
bet\~een 15 - 23 February 1998. Tbe Course was de igned by the
Regunental 21C, Maj Frank Riley and the WOI (R M) Dave Whitaker,
to develop Leadership potential and improve basic military skills.
Throughout the course all personnel were accommodated at Fleet Green
Fann that proved an ideal location away from the hu tie and bu tie of
York.

S gt S am Fau ld and Cpl Ness
return to the farm after a very wet final attack

(L-R) : W01 (RSM) Dave Whitaker, S S gt Paul Gardner,
Maj Frank Ri ley
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LCpl Morri and ig C legg particularly ·eemed to reli h the enemy
ta ks during the final exercise. The course overall wa. a great ucce ·sand
all the tudent hould be congratulated on their effort and hard work. The
Top tudent ' a awarded to ig West of 219 ig qn who consistent!}
achieved high grade. in all a pects of the cour e.
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Lt Col G. R. Leach
WOl (R 1) K. Fitzpatrick

PORT DINNER
\ ·1. 'TER E 0 1997/1998
The Regimental port Dinner was held in the 3rd (UK) Div HQ & ig
Regt Warrant Officers· and ergeants • Me on Thursday. l? March 1998.
The Dmner wa in celebration of, The Team and lnd1 1dual Sporting
Achievements of the Regimenf sportS men and women in the last eason.
The CO 11th ig Bde, Brig Cook, wa the Gue 1 of Honour and pre ented
40 ets of Regimental Colours 10 individuals who have invaluably
contributed to the ucce s of their chosen port in the Regiment. Cpl P lant
wa nominated as Regimental portsman of the year and LCp l Hoffman
a Regimental portswoman, each for their co~tribution s to Re~l Hockey
while competing at Army and Combined Service levels res pectl ely. The
evening wa attended by 90 of the Regiment's sports people. Regimental
Sporting Achievements include:
.
.
Football: In the emi final of the Army Cup, Wmner of Army six a
ide competition. Winners of Divisional ix a side competition. ln the final
of3 (UK) Div Challenge Cup
Hocke\ (Combin ed): Currently first place in 3 (UK) Div League.
' 1ale - \\;inner of the 3 (UK) Div Knockout Cup. Lost in the final Army
Cup 2-3 to AGC Worthy Down. Female - Winners of 3 (UK) Div
Knockout Cup. Beaten in the final Army Cup 0-3 by AGC Worthy Down.
Cros Coun try: Male - 5th in the Army Relay Champion hips.
Winners of the 3 (UK) Div Championships, 4th in the Army
Championships. Winners of the Div League. Female - Winners of the 3
(UK) Div Championships. Winners of the 3 (UK) Div League.
Ori enteering: 8th in the 3 (UK) Div Championship .
Basketball: 1ale - 2nd in the 3 (UK) Div Championships. In the
Second round of the Army Cup. Female - 2nd in the 3 (UK) Div
Championship . In the final of the Army Cup.
Golf: Winners of the 3 (UK) Div first division.
Boxing : 206 Sig Sqn Winners of Regimental Boxing Competition.
202 SIGNAL SQ ADRO N
Maj 'Fred' W hichelo
SqnComd
W 02 (SS 1) 'Dougie' Tait
SSM
OVERLOO N(REAR)TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Carter
Tp SSgt
SSgt J . Stillie
In preparation for the Squadron's departure to Bosnia, the old Overloon
Tp has taken over the mantle of Rear Tp. That does not mean a relaxed
time for those of us who are left behind. We have responsibility for the
maintenance of the Squadron's 36 armoured vehicles and the equipment
inside them as well as covering our share of all the guard duties. We are,
however, looking forward to our continued commitment to sports and
ocial over the next six months.
Congratulation go to Sig Ra n kin who was married on the 2 I March.
Welcome to Lt Carter who takes over as Tp OC, and finally farewells to
Capt P a r ki nson who is leaving us to JDSC and Sgt ' Bob' Dillet on
completion of22 years ervice. The Troop has been busy over the last four
week~ beginning with the formation of Rear Tp and under the ever
watchful eye of SSgt 'Jim' tillie we have been preparing vehicles and
stores ready for the lucky people who are deploying to Bosnia. But even
though the work has been demanding we have been able to organise that
mo t important morale boost, the Troop Party.
Congratulations 10 ig 'Pig' Griffiths and wife on the birth of their
daughter, and to ' ig 'Scouse' ands and wife on the birth of their son.
Welcome to LC pl 'Puggy' Pugh , 'eil 'Orange Peel' C la rk, and
LCpl itchinson. Also to Sigs 'Wingnut' F inister, and 'Gym Queen'
Locke. Farewells go to C pl 'Charlie' Brown making the break to
CivDiv.
\\ATER LOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Katy C aie
Tp S gt
Sgt Andy Crawford
Sunday 22 February 199 was to be the first phase of Bosnia training
for 202 Sig Sqn. The coming week was being used as an eye opener and
confirmation of annual training directives, ready fo r the Regi mental
UNTAT training in two weeks time. Every Regimental asset was being
utilised in the week ahead, 111cluding the Train ing Wing blackboard that
was strategically placed in the centre of Salisbury Pl ain ready for the
vanou. field-craft le~sons. By the end of the week, all the Sqn's ATD's
were ticks in the box, with weapon training and the driving skills that
would be needed m Bo nia, all covered to ensure ,he RMP don't get one
up on us . U 'TAT training followed, with the Regiment being deployed to
~tay only a few mile away at Westdown Camp, with most of the training
taking pla.::e at Copchill down FJBUA village. The training started wi th a
briefing day at Tidworth, which covered many subjects from the History
of the Balkans to a hilarious and memorable talk on STD's. We then spent
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two intere ting days moving through the variou stands that included mine
awareness. heli-handling, and language training.
Troop hellos mu t be aid to gt James Watt who arrived in time for
the training and to all others who have joined the Troop for the Bo nia
deployment, too many to me ntion . ongratulations to LCpl 'Buck '
Rogers and LCpl Emma Baines (206 Sig Sqn) who got married in
Cyprus on 2 Apri l 1998, and to Lt ' Katy' Caie who al o ur:enders to ~ad
life (but not the Volvo or the black Labrador) on the 11 Apnl by marrymg
Capt St uart Irvine KOSB in Edinburgh Castle.
B SACOTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt D Jackson
Tp S gt
SSgt Dick
The imminent tour of Bo nia has led to the reformation of the
Squadron's Troops with Busaco Tp being renamed HQ Tp, (it is likely to
keep being called Busaco Tp in the Squadron). To mark this momentous
change our Troop Day Out was arrang~d by . Cpl Ga il . Harp.er,
painrballing during the day and a Troop FuncllOn at night. The pamtbalhng
was a huge succe s for those lucky enough to attend. The evening function
wa , urpri ingly enough, another huge succe s. The disco was in full flow
and a pecial appearance by the 'Spice Guys helped everyone settle down
for a cracking night. The Troop wonders whether four of the five members
have had a bit of practice cross-dressing a their appearances were far too
realistic! The Troop then moved on to preparing for Bosnia with
Regimental Training clo ely followed by UNTAT training.
Arrivals are vast from the re-organisation , therefore welcome to all of
you! Farewell to Lt Caie (Now OC Waterloo), C pl Mu rphy off to RSS
for his Tl , and to S ig ' Gaz' Hall off to Gennany. We wish them all well.
Finally a number of ex Troop members will have retired to Civvy street by
the time we return from Bosnia therefore a fond farewell to all of them .
206 SJG AL Q ADRO '
Sqn Comd
Maj Pau l Glibbery
SSM
W02 'Chri ' Hymas
The Squadron i now well and truly geared up for the imminent Op
Lodestar deployment in April. Squadron activity has been focused around
frantic preparation since the return from Christma leave and is now
(almost) completely ready to go. Many a vehicle spring has been scrubbed
and many a passport bas been checked. The Squadron will deploy
primarily to Split in Croatia but also to a variety of hill top sites and rear
link detachments around Bosnia. Those deploying have been through an
extensive training programme culminating in the Bosnia Collective
Training Package described earlier.
Finally congratulations to the following soldiers from the Squadron
who where lucky enough to be promoted following the recent Regimental
G board: LCpl 'Lucky' tewart, LCpl ' Mrs' Moses, LC pl 'Wicksy'
W icks, LCpl ' Dad ' Mundy, LCpl ' Dunny' Dunn, LCpl 'Beany' Br own,
LCpl 'Gwa' Wright
222 JG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Billin gha m
SSM
W 0 2 (SSM) A. Campbell
The Squadron deployed on its first exercise for some months at the
beginning of February on and, believe it or not actually, off Sali bury
Plain. The Exercise was meant 'just to blow away the cobwebs' prior to
Ex Head First in Wales, later on in the year. However, the Sqn OC, Maj
Billingham , had other ideas and decided to move the OSC Gp all around
the Wiltshire countryside. This didn't go down too well, especially as OSC
moved at least twice as often as the trunk nodes.
The Regt and Div stafT has just fi nished their Op Lodestar training
during which most of the SHQ Tp were involved in one way or another.
The SQMS's department under Sgt 'Mal' NuttaU contro ll ing all the
stores and classrooms for the two week period and most of the rest
involved in fatigues or instructing in a wide variety of subjects. gt
'Eubanks' Pattend en ran the map reading stand that had a bit of a sticky
start - according 10 the RSM.
We welcome gt ' Jase' Meek, who is taking over as the new Ops Sgt,
a nd C pl 'Gaz' Proctor both from 14 Sig Regt, Sigs Vasey and Milne were
fresh from training, and last but not least Pte 'Lou' Ashman as the new
Sqn clerk all the way from 206 Sig Sqn here in the Regt. We hope you all
enjoy your time with the Sqn. We say farewe ll to Sgt Bruce Ibbotson
and C pl 'Sabo' aban both ofT to become civi lians once again after 15
years and 5 years se1vice respectively. Good luck to you both in your new
careers,

ADEN TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt C . P. Crowth er
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. B. W. Hogg
Raising the subject of Adventure Training Expeditions was
accompanied by the raising of hands of eager volunteers who wanted to be
tested in arduous conditions. The first arduous location was Bavana,
activity skiing~ it was a welcome break to the intensit ie of the recent RSIT
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visit. Being th.c finest communicators in the British Army, some of the lads
were d1sappo.mted to fi nd that they JU t could not commun icate with the
cham11ng lad ies that seemed to descend on the Bavarian slopes instead of
the requ1~ed snowfl akes. Howeve~, .a last minute deluge made for a very
worthwhile and appreciated expedition.
igs J ohnson and R.obb spent six weeks wrapping themselves in
bandages and dealmg with bloody messes on the RMA 3 Course. Well
done to both on a very good result!
Ex Arabian Refresher - our shake-out exercise, was going to be fa~t
movmg. Aden Tp moved so ~ast throughout that on one occasion we left
Sgt Wood s and Cpl Turner 111 the loo, arrivi ng at a new location prior to
the above men~ion ed Reece vehicle! It proved to be a very beneficial
exercise: a llowin~ the team to bond, find. their feet and get rid of the
cobwebs. co~clusi vely. Adc.n .Tp, a~ ever, 1 ready to provide fi rst class
commun1cat1ons for the D1v1~ 1on in . 1998. The Tp OC, Lt Crowther,
ma naged t~ shp awa.Y. to Thailand this month on Ex Asian Iron, a three
week trekking expedition - so far the medical results have proved negative
- watch this space ! The
SS gt wa not so lucky - he only managed to slip
as far as 78 AEC and. hi s. EFP 2 course. Nevertheless, well done to SSgt
Hogg on yet a nother llck-m-the-box!
A fo nd fa~ewell }s bid to ~t \Yoods (to Carli.sle ACIO), Sgt Morgan
(to C1v Di v), Cp~ Headcase M1lsom (to I I Sig Regt). While into our
midst we would hkc to welcome Sigs Martin and Wilkinson (both nice
and shmy and straight from the factory) ; and Sig Carvin (from the
Beercellars of 4 Armd Bde). Until next month .. .. we bid you adieu!

'.P

OMA TROOP
Tp gt
gt Beel
The mighty Oman Tp has reduced in size in the last month due to the
Regiment 's Op Lodestar commitments. A big percentage of the Troop is
l ~an ar?und the ':"o~ld , as foll~ws; Lt Hay, Sig 'Dusty ' Millar, ig
Gaz S~vatles and S.'g , Catweas~l McCulloch are all in sunny climates
?own ~1~h JCl!FT. Sig Swampy As~w~rth is on her way to Bosnia, ig
Geordie Lewis 1s Just about to do his bit for BATUS topping up his tan
in Canada. The near future should see the return of LCpl ' Bart' Homer
and Sig ' Mark the psycho ' Wright from Bosnia. SSgt ' Dave' Allan , Cpl
' B~l?y' L~stcr and Cpl _Dave Christinson are all working hard in the
trammg wmg, and drinking brews all day! Sig Mark Kadlec has now
go~e to Blandford. LCpl 'Alloy' Wheeler is now in the gym shortly to be
going on hts PT! course, well done for being awarded his Regimental
colours in cross-country. Sig ' Geordie ' Blackett has just returned from a
parachute cour. e, where nerves got the better of him after two jumps, at
least he can swmg the lamp half way.
Congratulation to Paul and Tracy Lester on the birth of their baby
daughter Anna. Welcome to the Tp to Cpl ' Al' Brown and LCpl ' Ben '
Battey, al o ~oodbye to Cpl ' Spike' Milligan to the crypto cell, after all ,
bears belong m cage . Sigs Davies, Walker, Hemming and Firth are all
posted within the Squadron and Sgt Mark Hamlet po ted to 202 Sqn and
shortly off to Bosnia - good luck to all.

?n

HARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. J . R. Stead
Tp SSgt
SSgt R. Lang
During Ex Arabian Refresher the team was helped with the substitute
arriving, namely Sgt Mc eiJI and Sig Scrafton from their respective
deathbeds and Sig Westerma n snatched from the altar. Injured off during
the game were Sgt Blair, LCpl Williams and Sig Maxwell, all changing
code - off to try the Civ Div. Transferred on the promise of a place in the
first team wa Sig Fitzpatrick moving to NI. On temporary loan to other
teams playing in the Falkland , Bosnia and Canada are Cpl Eden, LCpl
Beacher, Sigs Garrett and Lynn. Four members of the Troop joined the
Squadron kiing trips in February and March. Cpl Hawkin s and ig
Walker went posi11g on the slope in Bavaria. Apparently, C pl Hawkins
had !rouble packing his kit on the last night. Lt tead and Sig ea rle did
the hard work Nordic skiing in Norway. Sig earle needs a little work on
his navigation, or maybe just his reading, a ign indicating a left turn
means just what it say .

MASIRAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Hawe5
Tp SSgt
Sgt A. M. Keen
On Ex Arabian Refresher it wasn 't all fu n and games as Masirah was
used t~ 'let's see. how long i! takes them to crash o ut '. Please refer to Sqn
Standing Operatmg Instructions for the DS solution. Ex Alp Iron saw a
few select members of the Troop take part in the Squadron's skiing trip to
Germany. Cpl ' It 's all right I 'll drive' Eades ia ' Here sniff this ' Crewes
Sig Dent and the Tp QC all came back with 'limbs intact. Meanwhile back
at the fort, Sgt Emmerson was running the show whilst taff Keen got
some well earned leave to do his garden . Ne w arrivals saw ig faste r
and Sig Salmon tum up, sign a few bits of paper and then go and play
Hockey. Sig Hemming has joined us from the ashes of Oman Tp, and off
to pastures new are Cpl Fairclough, and Sig Lewis who 's back to
Blandford to get ome wires changed over.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

WOl (FofS) Lifton
SSgt Hodgson

WELCOMES A D FAREWELLS
Since th~ tum of the year the Regiment has filled up with manpower
and some g1rlpower to enable the Regiment to go away on their hols! So
our gracious welcome is extended to Sigs Jenki ns, 'OJ' Simpson, and
Woodrow (so much for the Indians) LCpl mith , C pls 'Max' C halJis,
J?yce and McLachlan, and a few chiefs gts Wa lton, T hompson,
Simons, Cheeseman and Lord (only on loan). As usual we have to bid a
fond farewell and best wishes to some of our clan. These are C pl G uy
Padfield and hi.s w~fe Louise who move over to Blandford, C pl P ete
Paterson and his. wife Allyson who leave us for civvy street, somehow
dental hygiene will never be the ame, LCpl 'Howie' H oward who also
goes off to civvy street (no more blocked sinks). LCpl 'Two pints'
Trotman and his family who move north to 30 Sig Regt in uneaton.
OUT OF USE SECTIO
November 14 was to be the day 257 Sig Sqn became Out Of Use
Section in TM Tp, our biggest nightmare came with moving location from
Ward Bks to Picton Bks. TM Tp would like to welcome this new element
to the Troop. It's. great that they have brought lots of work to the Troop, it's
a shame all their manpower and girlpower seems to be resettling or at
hospital. At least they can help with manpower for dutie with the rear
party if they are here.
TECH WORKSHOPS
Since returning from Christmas leave the workshop spent the first
couple of. weeks preparing for R IT. After successfully completing that
hurdle. with some excellent report . came deployment training. Trips to
the Falklands and Bo nia were on the horizon. Tho ·e with the hort straw
were C pl 'Daz' Cattle, C pl 'one brow' Fincha m, LCpl Harrop, LCpl
'bike rider· Pilmer, LCpl 'Jobnboy' Walton and LCpl 'Phil I like green'
Rawlyk found themselve looking forward to meeting ome penguins
(some not for the first time). Others drew slightly longer straws. gt Glen
'glad your here' Thompson, Cpl 'Phil' O 'Neil, C pl Gail Hayes, LCpl
Jim 'not for long' Annis and LCpl Bob 'Brother Of Fincham' Dryden
found themselves heavily involved in regimental and UNTAT training. at
least the sun should shine a little out there.
ISMSECTIO
The ISM Team i teadily growing prior to their deployment on mass to
Bosnia with the arrival of SSgt Keith W ilkin so n and Sgt Gaz Bennett.
The two ADP specs from the ivory tower in Div HQ, g t John
Macna mara from 202 Sq n (special greeting from Sgt ' Pete' Gibbons)
and LCpl 'Bez' Berry absconded from the radio work hop . Sgt 'Andy'
Mc eil has been bu y checking all the regimental computers ensuring that
they are all ready for the year 2000. Congratu lations go to S gt Dave
J a mes and Sgt Gaz Ben nett on their recent promotions and again to Da ve
and his wife Julie on the birth if their daughter Ellie. Finally the team
should be able to sleep easier in Bosnia as Sgt 'Gaz' Benn ett is going in
for a nose job to cure hi noring.
GENE BAY
Aller uccessfully completing the arduous deployment training the
lucky few to have been elected to deploy to Banja Luka are
gt 'Ollie'
Lamber t, LCpl 'C? y· Powell and the duty iggy ig \1urphy The
remainder of the regimental generator bay will have to stay in the warmer
climate of Bulford and maintain the outstanding achievement award for
keeping the Regiment' generators going.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date
Ex Alp Iron in Bavaria
THE WIR E, JUN E 1998
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Lt Col 'Mike· Over
V 01 (R t\I) Pete Griffiths

1 "IG , 'AL BRIG DE PORTS D Y
Congratulations to all who took part in the recen! I ig Bde port Day.
D'spitc coming -econd to ARRC Support Battalion all team put up a
. pirited fight, with first in the netball, cro s country and football.

The Squash Squad
(L-R): FofS Ca rl Shead, Sgt Mick Neil, Maj Pete Doherty MBE,
Capt Gary Stratton, Cpl Brown

BASIC WI TER TRAIN! G
For those who are still to partake in a little BWT thi is what you can
expect. Take 42 relatively inexperienced oldiers from a variety of unit ,
mix them together in a wam1 inviting hostel then, at early o'clock, for the
following five days spew them onto the slopes (the nice ones where the
pi te bea ties roam) from a dangerous creation called the chair lift. Chain
long edgele , unwieldy planks to their boots. Let go and meet them at the
bott~m in heaps of varying velocity, proportion and con istency. Do this
until they smile without screaming, and no small un uspccting German
children have been included in the pile at the bottom.
When they are just thinking about getting cocky and imagining that
they have mastered the art of downh ill skiing take them to the bottom of an
irregular, tople , unpisted mountain, preferably in a blizzard. Gluc long
thin furry mole kin to the bottom of the planks and tell them to walk
upward . They will oon stop gloating and go quiet (even if they are
muttering you won't hear over the gale), then they sta~ to swe~ t and puff.
Eventually they will reach the top of the mountam and 1f the snow
cloud hi ft. even if only for a few microsecond , the view will be reward
enough for the long haul up. But then the fun tart - and the thigh start to
really bum. They elo e their eye , lean forward down an unknown slope
tl1at i generou ly but unevenly layered in knee deep powder snow and
hout ·spice up your life!' or ome other obscenity and hurl themselve off
the edge. This ru h is legal, cheap, unpredictable, often painful, addictive
and highly beneficial to the mind, body (if you avoid the close
introduction to nearby trees or the magnetic attraction of other kiers) and
oul. Four minutes later the art of ki touring ha been learnfas they hurtle
.
ungraeiou ly to near death and the bottom.
Throw in a night in a snow hole, footba ll on langlauf k1s, some
avalanche searching drills, the inevitable map recces, many snowball
fight , bad jokes (such as the one about the Irish woodwonn that was
found dead in a brick) and serve with a hint of gluwien . Basic Winter
Training - just say Yes!

THE VOLLEYBALL TEAM
The Regimen tal Team has enjoyed continued success after winning the
BA (G) finals in 1997. lnit.iall)_' it was thought that the Team would not be
as strong ~ut with _the postmg 111 ofSSgt 'Ster ewton,. Sgt 'Mad Dog'
MacKenzie and 1g_Helen Sheffield the Tca_m was considerably stronger
and could look forwa_rd i.o_the 1998 season w_1th con_fidence. SSgt ewton
took on 1he rcspons1b1ht1es of coach and 1111med1ately set about some
Tca~n _restructurmg. After several training sessions the Team was
be~1~111ng to take shape _a n~ some good wins in the league justified the
trammg _and Team_organisation. The Team was now prepared for the BA
(G) semi-final against the_ Coldstream Guard which took place at JHQ on
february 25, a match which 7 S1gs won quite easily 3-0, qualifying them
not only for the BA (G) fin al but for the Army finals in UK.
The Team travellcd _to the UK for the Anny finals at the end offebruary
for a weekend of tra1111ng at 21 Sig Regt, and some free time in the historic
ci_ty of Bath. The w~ekend proved to be excellent preparation for the
Finals. The finals, which took place 2-4 March 1998 saw 7 Sigs playing in
a _six team pool_ alongside most not~bl y the Royal chool of Signals and 30
Sig Re&t, prov111g that Volleyball 111 the Corps is growing in strength and
populanty. Some excellent team play and outstandi ng individual
perform_ances from C1>l 'Chris' Glov~r and LCpl 'D.O. B.' cott ensured
that 7 1gs topped the1~ pool and 9uahfied for the semi-finals, underlining
them a the Nol team 111 Royal 1gnals Volleyball. The semi-final, versus
the_ Ghurkas from ITC Wales was a very close and hard fought match
which unfortunately the Re~1men_1 lost 2-0 but in doing so ga ined a lot of
respect from the other scm1-finahsts. The eventual winners were 1 RGR
who successfully defended their title.
On returning to Gennany the team had little time to prepare for their
next big match, the BA (G) finals against ARRC. A victory over RAF
Laarbruch in a warm-up match gave the team confidence for the final
even though they were the underdogs. The final took place at JHQ on th~
11 fyfarch 1998. The match was a keenly fought contest with the Signaller
settmg the early pace, but ARRC fought back and established a 2 sets to I
lead and were playing the better volleyball. Things were looking bleak in
the fourth set, ARRC were leading 11-5 and looked like they would fini h
it off. ~owever, a well timed time-out called by S gt 'Ster ewto n and
some st1rnng support from the crowd saw 7 Sig pull it together and take
the fourth et in a nail-biting finish. With 7 Sig on a Roll ARRC had no
answer to the powerful play from the Signallers and cheered on by the
cro~d ran out. winners in the deciding set and therefore succe sfully
retamcd their title as BA (G) Volleyball Champions. The Team now look
forward to the remaining league matche . They are currently in second
place and undefeated. ~~e Team wo~d like to take this opportunity to
~hank the Regiment for 1t s support this eason. It has played a major part
111 the Team's success.

U IFORM TROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Rob' Hood
God created the earth in six days and on the seventh day he rested.
Whilst he rested, Go~ pondered and thought, who will repair and maintain
mother earth to the high standard that is required whilst I'm busy with the
rest of the univers.:?
GOD THf. CREATED UMFORM TROOP
Uniform Troop has now moved from their 12 x 12 Troop Office on
West P~rk, Bradbury Barracks to Ice Station Ayrshire Barracks hangar
340. With RSIT out of the way our ongoing challenge is the restoration of
the \)UT OF USE vehicles from the Regiment. Our work is varied and no
day 1s the a1!1e as the _next. This is due to the ever ringmg BAT Phone
from the Regiment. Remforcements have been drafted into the Troop to
crack the 63 assets held. The new arrivals from the Regiment arc Cpls
Po.well and Templeman our gleaming Tech team. LCpl Langley and Sig
Wllso~ from 229 ~1g Sqn and from 232 Sig Sqn igs MattheM, Jenkins
and Dickenson . Fmally, straight from 7 Armd Bde ig Hallway. Armed
wit~ gloves, hat and fleeces and any other arctic equipment they can get
their _hands on, the happy band of soldier work on everything and
an}'lhmg, I_ookmg fo!""'ard to the next R IT. LCpl Ian Blacklock i the
mam man in the hcatmg department. Most of his time is taken up trying to
keep the shop- floor warm for the troops.
The Regimental Football Team has a heavy investment in three
~~mbcrs ,of t_he Troop. SSgt ' Rob' Hood, Sig ' Kiwi' Bussell and ig
Sick chit Wilson but we have left them some work to do on their return
(whenever that might be!) Whilst SSgt Hood is off on his world tour with
th~ team Sgt Mick ' Angry ' Angove is doing battle with the task in hand
with_ great help from the remaining outstanding member ofUnifonn Tp. '
Fmally a fond farewell to Cpl ' Granny' Groundsell off to Blandford to
be UPGRADED and ig 'Steve' Kennedy posted to 21 Sig Regt. We wish
them both all the best for the future.

(L-R): SSgt 'Rob' Hood, Sig 'Steve' Kenedy, Cpl 'Taff' Powell
LCpl 'Blackie' Blacklock, Cpl 'Granny' Groundsell,
'
LCpl 'Taff' Langley, Sig Fitzpatrick Swallow,
Sig ' Shaggy' Pa lmer, Sig 'Scouse' Wilson,
Sgt 'Mick, Angrove, Cpl 'Digger' Brooks, Sig 'Bosy' Boswell

Standing (L-R): Lt Lloyd, Cpl Craig Bowmen,
SSgt 'Stet' Newton, LCpl 'Scottie' Scott,
LCpl 'Jock' Taylor, Maj Ford
Sitting (L-R):Cpl Chris Glover (Capt), LCpl 'Jurgen' Hunt,
Lt Col Dyer, LCpl Stan Stanway, SSgt Phil Mackenzie
Absent on duty Sig Helen Sheffield.

The Notorious Netball Team
Back Row (L-R) : 2Lt Emma Hamilton Green,
LCpl 'Bertie' Bertenshaw, Lt Emma Cooper, LCpl Shirlie Black
Front Row (L-R): Lt 'Beanie' Lloyd, Lt Trudy Robinson,
Lt Angela Galli, Sgt Heidi Battersby
Lounging:Jenny - Team Coach
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Sgt AI Martin, Cfn Lee Crompton, LCpl 'Jono ' Johnson and 2Lt
Annabel Taylor all led the way- and if you can't make the next one we'll
make the sacrifice and do ir again. Please! We can handle it!
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QM (T) DEPARTME T
QM (T)
Maj Pete Doherty MBE
RQMS (T)
W02 Ged Keane
A belated wam1 welcome goe out to LCpl Des 'Tommy Tucker' Lang
and ig ' Bob' Lovell and their familic from the team. Maj ' Pete"
Doherty MBE runs his usual tight hip upportcd by W02 (RQMS)
'Death from above ' Keane. There have been a few sporting achievement
from personnel witl1in the Dept. Namely, gt 'Terry ' Parle and Sgt· i'
Booth representing the Regimen tal Football Team in the BA (G) Football
hampionships, RQMS (T), gt ' tu' Taylor and Sig · teroid Spice'
'olan representing the Regt X-Country and Orienteering Teams. Sigs
'Bob' Lovell and Kris ey TUiey were a kcd to attend Anny Swimming
?nd :V~ter Polo Training Weekend in January. Sgt John Hack and Sig
Sa~Jh1 ' Boswell returned from their kiing holiday courtesy of the Anny.
Sig Adam Dunne must be congratulated on coping in gt John Hack's
absence in URS (MT). We al o sec the return of Sig 'Jonna ' Johnson from
Out of Use Troop. A hearty THANKS go out to our civilian taff
empl?ycd in the Dept. Finally a wam1 welcome to ig ·Local LCpl'
Verrill back from detachment in Bo nia.
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229 (BERL! ) SIG AL SQ ADRO
It has been a quiet co~ple of 1~onth . as the Squadron ha been preparing
to go to Sunny Texas with 22 1r Defence Regiment Royal Artillery. The
lucky members of the Troop are SSgt(YofS) teve ' Scarlet pimpernel'
\Vhite, Sgt Kev 'Vanillas Ice' Wood. Sgt Kev 'Slimfast· Eaves, Cpl
Steve 'I want to get married' Dixon and LCpl Scott · aughty oo oo'
Haynes. ew arrivals include from Ramsey Street Maj C. J. L.
Robinson, Cpl Paul · Why can't r make it pa t the bar' Rosendale and
LCpl Rachel "Burty' Burton haw. People w~o will be mi ed are Maj
Strmger who ha moved to a mailer office! Also gt tu 'Pid'
Sanderson who is now aero s the road in TM Tp and LCpl i • I can"t
hack 7 igs ' Mason. Congrats go to W02 (FofS) Shaun 'What you doing
now? ' Cowan and Cpl ' Steve· Dixon on their recent promotions.
The first mini battle camp of the year, E Prevai ling Bear proved to be
an enjoyable experience, even though only six out of thirteen members of
the Troop attended. Day One con isted of a CFT and ATD'. in the
classroom, which wa nice. Day T\~o involved deploying to Leuth
Training Area ' ith a light detour. (Che,rs for the magical mystery tour,
China). Upon arrival (finally) we plit in to fiye -ections and completed
variou task throughout the next day and a hal[ The ta k included
section attacks. fir t aid, NBC, commune ta ks. Cpl ' Willy ' \ ilcock and
Cpl Gary 'How deep is your love· Barlow' Driving chool, map reading,
orienteering and a night navigation competition around Leuth. At the end
of the battle camp everyone felt a certain sense of achievement and was
glad to get back to the bar for a few ociables.
WHISKEY TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt ' nd ' Wilson
Tp gt
gt Paul Robson
Two members of \.Vh iskcy Tp. Cpl Heathcote and Sig De' en deployed
on Ex Flying Back top, a two-part Exercise. Part One took place OYcr the
Brecon Beacon and the Black Mountain covering I09km over five davs.
Part Two took place at RAF Benson covering 50 mil.::s over two days' to
qualify for the year' fntcm ational races. Part One put the Regimcmal
Lanyard Trophy team through their pace . Especially the youngest team
member ig Deven, whom nm onl; had to lcam and experience what the
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Welsh m untain. and elements had to offer but al o how to 'Re-hydrate'
him.elf a· quickly as the r . t of the team in the local refreshment
e t.1blishmen1 n earlier re pons1bility for Sig Deven on Day One was as
the group navigator, checking in.o the first checkpoint when visibility was
poor. Feeling vel) proud ofhin.~elfgetting there, Cpl 'Mike' Heathcote
pointed out that he could not go wrong, 'Just to keep climbing until you
can't chmb any higher - then we are there.· Durin_ the week an a cnt Lo
Pen-y-for from Com-Du became a struggle as gusts of 35mph winds
·"ept aero.· thee. po ed mountain. The whole team battling against the
element·. one team member a ked, ' Why is there wire mesh on the rock?'
at that very moment he lipped, quickly grabbing hold of the wire mesh.
Que;.tion an wered . houted the now trusting mountaineer.
The team e. perience grew on everyone, including the local 's dwelling
m the ·watering hole'. A quiz contest consisting of the Civvie and
urselve:> on a qmet unday e ening. Entry was free and the prize
consi ted of half pints of beer. more endurance training for the two
members - ig ·1 know that one' Deven and Cpl 'Another half pint'
Heathcote supported the team loosing the second stage becau e they
drank too much in the first stage. Day three took place over the Black
mountain . a route that should have taken &hrs disappeared into Shrs for
the ame di tance why? Because a Tab turned into a run, as Cpl Heathcote
realised he passed on the wrong pick-up-time to the admin support
personnel. Phase two of the Exerci e at RAF Ben on proved just as
eventful - 25mile the first day, 25miles the econd day, not a problem for
the team after enduring everything the Wei h mountains had to offer, what
could be easier? Tabbing the roads, what didn't come into the equation
wa the amount of fluids consumed that evening and the time the Tab
tarted. Day two was a complete success, 25miles in 5hrs 45min coming
first as a team. Cpl Heathcote a nd Sig Deven pass on their thanks to
Fo ters lager as they felt no pain.

231 IG. AL SQUADRON
qn Comd
SSM
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Maj Keith Whitehead
W02 (SSM) 'Chris' Ward

OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Beanie' Lloyd
SSgt 'Rob' Dunseith
Tp SSgt
Colgate 'Still Working· Tp continues to live up to its name despite a
turnover of personalities. SSgt 'Dance Queen' Dunseith needing a new
dance partner ha traded in his Tp OC for a new one, Lt 'Young Lankey
One' Yardley left for the dizzy heights of Bosnia leaving Lt 'She that
hould be obeyed' Lloyd in the hot seat. Meantime Sgt ' appo'
Carpenter wa too bu y winning Cro s Country Competitions and
earning the title of Indi vidual Combination Champion at the Corps Ski
Championships to notice that anything had changed! Papa and Oscar
strengthened their close working relation hip when Ex Arrcade Guard
required the combined equipment and manpower to provide
communication for a static HQ at JHQ. Whilst the scores on the
playstations increa ed at JHQ there was concurrent activity at Krefeld
exerci ing the creative skills of the Troop, yellow is the colour courtc y of
0 car Painters and Decorators Ltd providing a much improved working
environment. The culinary skills of LCpl Sergeant were also put to the
test on Shrove Tue day before her move to the depths of the Crypto
cellar ...
Despite a punishing schedule of in pections and Opeval preparation the
Troop has made its usual large contribution to Regimental life.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Simmo' Simpson who gained his promotion
from the Regimental Cadre course and Sig 'LA Manager' Beel for
pulling another scam. Welcome to LCpl Evans and family, Sig 'Snow
Queen' Hilton who went from the factory to the ski slope of Bavaria
within a montJ1 and LCpl McGee; better luck next time Papa Troop. Cpl
'Midge' Muir was farewelled in a blaze of glory and we hope he ha more
luck in Civ Div tJ1an he did on the race-track. Finally the Regiment as well
as the Troop will mourn the loss of our all round sport man Cpl 'G'
Lover. all the best for 33 Sig Regt.

EXERCISE ~ERCURY MOUNT 1998 - BY J. T. HATMON RAF
A team ofnmc members from .1 Sq_n plus an instructor went on a threeweek exped1 t1~n to Kenya, trekking m the Mount Kenya National Park.
The team consisted_ of nme_members of the Squadron plus a JSMEL(W)
from the Cyprus Jomt Services Adventurous Training Centre: Capt Dave
Edwards, Sgt Ian Cox an I LI JS~EL(W) , S~t Paul Timmis, Sgt 'Daz'
Turner, C~I Lee Ellaway, Cpl Faz doesn t have a proper Christian
n~e· Farrmgton, Cpl 'Tony' _Cecil! JT 'Mick' Hannon RAF and LCpl
Ke_1th MacDona ld: Th~ prmc1pal aim of the Expedition was to climb
Pomt Unana, the third h1~hest peak on Mount Kenya at 16,355 feet. Point
Len~na , was selected smce the two higher peaks Nelion and Batian
require sor;ie techmcal ~kill _and ic_e climbing experience, qualities which
we weren t exactly bnmmmg with. The expedition consisted of four
phas~s. Phase o~e - the trek up Mount Kenya; Phase two - climbing in the
Hell s Gate National Park; Phase three - white water rafting, and Phase
four-R&R.
On arrival in Nairobi airport it immediately became apparent that we
would have to _ b~ flui~ w!th <?Ur planning. Sgt Tu rner found that one of
his bags, contamm~ his chmbmg boots, was still in the hold of our aircraft
that was now headmg for Dar es Salaam. Following our efforts to retrieve
the bag the followmg day we were_told that it may take 'a few days' to be
returned. Consequent!~, 11 was decided to conduct the climbing phase first
instead of the trek: Th1_s proved to be to our advantage since it allowed a
more grad.ual ~cchmattzat1on to the heat and sun which had been absent
for some time m Cyprus.

PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ian Lowther
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Taff' Evans
As eems to be customary, we would like to tart with hello's and
goodbye's. Welcomes go to Sig Shackleton and ig Laverick who have
recently arrived from Blandford and also to the new Tp Comd - 2Lt
Lowther who is looking for.vard to playing with a new Troop. (He is also
new out of the 'Factory'). Farewell's to Sig Higginson who has been
packed off to the ' Shot to join' 216 Para Sig Sqn, and to Cpl Sheridan who
has gone to live at BFPO 264. Finally we would like to say goodbye to the
old Tp Comd - Capt 'Lightweight' Scott who has been seconded to 280
Sig Sqn in Bosnia. The Troop i considering putting in for sick leave as
most of the soldiers seem to have followed SSgt Evans' lead of breaking
bits of his body. Sig Ber ry would personally like to thank LCpl 'Torville
and Dean' Baxter for a nasty accident on the ice on a recent day out.

Day One Pen-y-For
{L-R): S ig Devo n, Sgt O rd, LCpl W ilson, Cpl Heat hcote,
LCpl McCo ne , LCpl Edwa rd s, SSgt {YofS ) Tabo r
CH RUE T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Annabel Taylor
Tp SSgt
S gt l'\eil James
Since the last addition of The Wire, Charlie Tp has participated in
various mini exercises under the watchful eye of229(Berl in) Sig Sqn. On
mass deployment with I (UK) Armd Div, members of Charlie Tp learned
the meaning of radio silence. As it was Lt Taylor 's first Exercise SSgt
Neil James decided to tart from basics. First the soldiers, then the trucks,
1f she can pass these tests then she gets some comms. If it wasn 'I for
playstation, King and Queen, LC pl King Cozens and Sig 'Danni' Tutto n,
who saved the day on the HF net Charlie Tp would still be out on Bielefeld
Ridge!
The Squadron battle camp was the next hurdle in Charlie Tp's calendar,
but the Men and Women of that fonnidable fighting force Charlottenburg
Tp, made easy work of all the stands. There were a few surprises on the
day, LCpl Brown 's section winning best section, Cpl 'Ev' Bennett
sounding the charge on the section attack and L Cpl 'Fergi' Fergu on
making something else besides Club Sandwiches. To round the month off
Charlie Tp panicipated in 7 Sig Regt's build up to Opeval, the less said
about that the better!
A• re;pect to these gallant soldiers who have left our Troop we salute
you. A big Berlin farewell to LC pl 'Jas' N icolls who followed the bear to
2 Div and to ig 'Speedy' Mann who fol lowed the bear to I Div. Also
congratulation on the following promotions to LC pl 'Steve'
Bucklngham , Ian 'Linc puppy' Pearce and finally we hold our arms open
to sprog's ig 'Taff' Phillip ~ and 'Smudge' Smith and last but not least
L pl 'Mary' Hepworth
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have a fi~t lie in a!ld take advantage of the first day of fi ne weather we
had experienced with a spot of high al titude sun bathing at 4200m. The
plan was to set off at 0300hrs on Sunday so time was al o pent packing
kit for our climb to the summit at Po int Lenana at 4985m.

~
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Everyone was suffering to a greater or lesser degree from AMS by this
stage. Saturday was a complete rest day m an attempt to relieve the
headaches and feehngs of nausea. Individuals used the opponumty to

Quote of the climbing phase came when the Rock-Climbing Instructor,
gt Coxa n told Sgt Turner as he climbed up a 30m severe rock face that
'It doesn't need to be a cast iron grip for your right hand'
_Sgt. Tu rner replied somewhat indignantly tliat ' It *P.?ing does if rm
usmg 1t! '
The third day's climbing was washed out by torrential rain and there
was notl1ing for it but to sit in the campsite's TV room and watch MTV
before returnini:; to BATLS K where our troub le magnet, Sgt Turner was
reumted wi th his errant luggage. The afternoon was spent preparing kit
and packmg bergens for the most te ting phase of the expedition. Due to
the heavy rainfall experienced in Kenya prior to our arrival our planned
approach route to the East of Mount Kenya along the Chogoria route wa
1mpas. able to vehicles. This forced the team to go up the way we had
planned to come down.
On our arrival at the ational Park we had a joker to play in the form of
Sgt Coxnn, the Head Warden's brother had been trained by Sgt Coxan. A
tenuous connection admittedly, but we hoped that Bongo's brother
remembered his basic training fondly! Who doesn't? Having tracked the
warden down we managed to organ ise to pay the Resident's rates for entry
of $5 per day as opposed to $15 per day. By the time all this was done it
was Sta rt i n~ to rain and approaching du sk. Result: Leg One 400m! Leg
Two was sltghtly longer. We left the park gates and walked in increasingly
bad weather reaching the Met Station just before midday. Due to the
hazards of Acute Mountai n Sickness, thi s was to be our planned campsite
Wt!b a height gain of 650m ensuring a gentle accli matization as we gained
altitude _a nd the oxygen supply decreased. The intention was to go for a
walk .without bergens in the afternoon goi ng more height and then
droppmg back down to the Met Station to furthe r ai d our acclima tization,
however, heavy rainfa ll prevented th is. Leg Three fell on Friday, 13
February and was indeed prophetic. The Vertical Bog wa scaled on what
proved to be our longest day walking I2km and gain ing I I 50m in alti tude.
plan to _camp after ga ining only 500m in alti tude was cotched due to
ac~ of a smtabl y dry, fl at campsite forcing us to climb higher and higher
until we fo und ourselves at MacKinder's Camp.

pur
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Camp Site at MacK inders, w ith t he summ it in the ba ckgro u nd
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The weather" as perfect w11h a nearly full moon in a cloudless sk~ to aid
na' il!ation. On the first leg of the journey we rounded a spur. skin mg the
valle) side until we encountered the ' Cree lope. Due to the gradient and
~ugar like con ·istenc of the slope, progres. was extremely slow. Darlene s
is defimtely the be ·t iime to go up the Jope ince you cannot ee how little
progrc. · you have made! oon after reaching the . addle, one of the t_eam
members wa beginnin!; to suffer everely from AM , vonunng
enthu. iastically. The onl; option wa to send him back down. to
~lacKinder's Camp with an e cort. By thi. tage mo· t people were feel~ng
fuirly ill due to the rapid gamin altitude, this ,.as not helped by C pl Cecil's
in-.i tence on talking about the sausages and bean he wa going to have
when we got back to camp. After failing to ~ke the hint to l~ut u~, seveml
time another team member had to be re trained from throwing bun down
a cre,:ru c. The remaining eight members of the team carried on: arriving at
u trian Hut (4690m) hortly before da\\ n. Only e sent_ial eqmpment was
carried to the ummit of Point Lenana. thi la t leg taking approximately
one hour. in orporating ome detours around patches of ice, where walking
pole proved invaluable. On reaching the _ummil. th~ weather turned and a
blizzard swept in. Photo were taken hasuly, and without delay _we began
the descent.
more direct route was taken down the mountain and we
arrived back al facKinder's Camp just after 0900 hrs.

We made it! Point Lenana at 16,355 feet

A final day was spent at the Abcrdare Country Club, scene of the
murder of a British tourist only a week earlier. However, this was not
enough to put off the appetites of the expedition members who proceeded
to undo all the good work of a week 's hard trekking. Jn fact, Cpl Cecil
manag~? to put 2kg on m spite of there being a prize for ' Slimmer of the
Exped1uon'. After mo.nths of planning, fundraising and training 1t was
agreed by all, that the expedition had been worthwhile and that Kenya was
a most friendly and enjoyable country to visit.

9 SIG AL REGIME T (RADIO)
STRONGMAN COMPETITIO .

Group Photo at Met Statio n
(L-R): Capt Edwards, Sgt Coxan, S gt Turne r, LCpl Mc Do n a ld,
Cpl Farrington, Cpl Cecil, Sgt Timmis, Cpl El laway, Cp l Evans

White Warer Rafting wa more fun for some than other , but all agreed
that it wa worthwhile. Our in tructors not content with simply rafting
down river through grade 3-5 rapids made many successful attempts to
capsize the boats and several times ordered the crews out of t1:e _boats to
jump off bridges and waterfalls. Some members were le s willing than
others to jump off the waterfall into the seething torrent of the river I Om
below. Capt Edwards exercised the full spectrum of managerial
technique ranging from persua ion through cajoling to physical
intimidation to get two nameles victim to jump off before admitting
failure. He then had to 'psyche' him elf up to take the plunge! C pl Mark
Evans took the award for the best 'dive' with hi attempt at a triple pike
somersault with a twist deteriorating rapidly into a rather painful belly
flop. Ouch! LCpl MacDonald, who wa extremely courageous in going
rafting in the first place since it appears he is hydrophobic, ne~rly resulted
in two letters to next of kin! In his desperate effort to save himself from
drowning/getting his face wet, he used Sgts Coxan and T immis as
buoyancy aid a he made his way to comparative sa~ety i.e. out of the
water but still in clo e proximity to the two above mentioned SNCOs.

The re t of Sunday was spent resting, mending feet and fending off the
e\·il Rock Hyraxe . gt Coxan was thwarted in his attempt to retrieve his
bi cuits from one particularly vicious rodent and Capt E dward ' has had
to put in an insurance claim for his new watch, bought in Dubai Duty Free,
·
that was tolen by an envious Hyrax (a likely story).

Bo gg e d in, w hose fau lt is it anyway?

Posing outside Aberdare Country Club
on the day of the flight back home

OUR PRICES
CANNOT BE BEATEN!
Evil Rock Hyra x
Monday was spent descending the Vertical Bog down to the Met
Station, a considerably easier proposition than the climb up it. We made
good progress and reached the Met Station within four hours where the
Mountain Guide not surprisingly did a rather swift trade in bottles of
coke at 50p, a bottle. We pitched the tenls for the night, leaving the last leg
of the trek to the Park Gates until the next morning.
We completed the 9km leg to the aro Moru Park Gates with fingers
cro ed in the hope of securing a lift lo the aro Moru River Lodge where
we intended to spend the night. After some protracted negotiations at the
Gate>, ten of us were hoe homed into a small bus wi th our bergens and
set otT on the drive to the Lodge. After a week of camping and excessive
pasta inge>tion, the cooking and clean sheets at the Lodge were most
appreciated.
The following day transport picked us up and drove to BATLSK which
1s an expcdiuon in itself taking half the day. Thursday was spent at the
Kenyan ational Museum doing the 'culture' bi t before heading off to the
Safari Park Hotel where we ate mo t of the anima ls we hoped to see on
-;afari; zebra, giraffe, eland, hartebeest, crocodile and ostrich; a bargain at
£ per head and thoroughly recommended. Although it seemed too good
to be true, there was also a casino in the hotel where drinks were free as
long a you kept gambling, as if we need.:d an excuse. After a day of
admm and preparing equipment in camp we were ready for the really fun
part of the expedition: \~bite water rafting and safari.
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Wh it e W ate r Raft in g
Note t h e Ma n from At lanti s - Ke it h Ma c Do na ld
a s sumi ng crash lan d in g p osit ion

Two Days Safari at the Sweetwater Farm Game Reserve followed
where the age-old adage of' ever listen to an Officer with a map' was to
be borne out. Conflicting signs were the first source of embarrassment for
Capt E dwards who took us on an 8-mile detour to the tented camp when
it was only two miles from the entrance. Still we did get to see our first
elephant. ot content with simply going the wrong way C apt E dwa rd s,
later on in the day, succeeded in directing C pl Fa rrington to drive along
'that track there' where we became bogged in.
Who was to blame is still discussed. Attempts were made to dig, push
and drive the Landrover out. Eventually it was dec ided that si nce we were
in a safari park wi th lions, cheetahs etc who may have been in the vicinity,
and with only one shovel to defend ourselves wi th, that discretion was
indeed the better part of valour. After sitting in a Land rover for two hours.
After hearing everyone's repertoire of jokes and being tired of listening to
C pl F arrington 's headphones with the vo lu me on full, a sweepstake was
set to see what time we would be rescued. A careful mi litary appreciation
was completed, the main factor being that the other ha lf of the group
would rea li se something was amiss when Capt E dwards had not turned
up for evening meal; 2 130 hours proved to be the winn ing time and C apt
Edwa rd s went to bed 500 shill ings richer!
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If you are looking for leading clothing
brands - Levi's, Yves Saint Laurent, Kangol,
Armani, Reebok, Adidas and Calvin Klein,
then. look no further than the spring /
summer Naafi Select catalogue. We have
checked our prices against all other home
shopping catalogues and we promise that
our prices cannot be beaten!

After two hours of gruelling physical activity, 18 members of 9 ig
Regt (R) completed the 9 Signals 1998 'lronman' Superstars Competition,
ponsored by Hellenic Bank. The competition consisted of eight arduous
events designed to test a competitor's overall strength,
tamina and
endurance. The 18 competitors were broken down into three teams of ix,
a i;iixed team of HQ and I Sqn, a team from I Sqn and a team from 3 qn.
With_events such as Dips, Rowing, Heaves, Rope Climbing, CyclinF,,
Med1cme Ball Press, a Mini Obstacle Course and finishing off with a I I•
mile run, the competition soon hotted up.
The team of HQ and l Sqn started off with a bang, with each competitor
pushing out some high scores, more noticeable was Def Tp's C pl
Mcintosh, HQ Sqn's Cpl Young and I Sqn's C pl Rober ts who seemed to
streak away. However, there were still some respectable scores from all
the _remaining competitors. HQ Sqn's Ptc Steve Houghto n proved to be a
ve_ntable chimpanzee the amount of times he climbed the rope in ju t one
mmute, along with the Dips, Heaves and Medicine Ball Press which were
all timed one minute events. The Rowing, Cycling and Mini Obstacle
Course were two-minute timed events, the further the distance the
competitors travelled the more points they accumulated. The scores were
close all the way through the competition so it was all down to the final
one and three quarter mile run to decide the overall winners. LC pl 'Chris'
And rews of 3 Sqn crossed the line first. to take maximum points with
another two members of 3 Sqn crossing the line making it 1st, 2nd and
3rd. Hot on their heels were the rema ining competitors with Cpl Errol
J ures, also of three Squadron crossing the line as the first Female.
Sadly, there had to be a winner amongst the eighteen winner who took
part and after huge efforts put in by all the teams, 3 Sqn emerged as the
winning team. LCpl ikki Holdridge of HQ Sqn came first for the
females and finally, LCpl imon Bradshaw of3 Sqn took the title as the
first male. The winners all received medals kindly donated by Hellenic
Bank, the winning female also received a Step Stepper donated by
Technogym of icosia and the winning male received a Polar Heart Rate
Monitor also generously donated by Sports Warehouse of Edinburgh.

Naafi Select' s unique offers include:
•
Free delivery world-wide (normally
guaranteed to mainland UK within 72
hours and to Germany within 5 days)
e VAT free prices overseas
e Guaranteed lowest price promise
e Interest free credit on selected items
and spread payment plans

ORDERING IS EASY THROUGH
OUR LOW-CALL ORDER LINE

0345 023 753
JUST ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

Our 31_6 page mail order catalogue also
offers major brands in TV, videos and
stereos including Aiwa, JVC and Sony - as
well as. garden furniture, gardening
equipment, jewellery and seasonal toys.
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The Kinross Black Watch AC~ cadets visited the Regiment for five
days and bad an enjoyable time thanks to the hard work put in b) gt
Brown . Gripping the unruly mob from day one, gt Brown took them
throu~ a _gruelling _few days of ranges. tactics, light and noise demos, and
a nav1ga11on exercise. An experience that was no doubt daunting for
everyo~1e concerned but nevertheless ended up being thoroughly
rewarding.

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

245 IG. L Q ADRON (EW)
qn Comd
Maj Davis
S M
W02 ( M) Fisher
The qn has had a bu y time in the la t few month , managing to fit in
Ex Dragon Dawn. Inter qn Boxing and the CO' Cup Competition, all of
which needed a lot of prior training. Ex Dragon Dawn, on all acc_o1;1~ts,
went according to plan with only a few minor up et to t~e local c1v1han
population who were held up on the road by the thundenng panzers. We
would like to ay good-bye to W02 Matthews who has moved onto
pa tures new in 237 Sqn and in his place welcome W02 Phil ' Grumpy
before eleven' Ashworth who ha taken over as OPS WO.
YANKEFJJ LIET TROOP
Aside from the usual hectic round of demon trations, plug-up and
quadron exercises, Y/J Tp has had an eventful period. S gt McNally
won the Regimental Orienteering event and three Troop members
participated in the Regimental Boxing. The Troop welcomed Lt Bailey
(Int Corps) as QC and LCpl mith from 9 Sig Regt (R).
WHISKY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Crapper
Tp 21C
W02 Kennedy
The Troop has had a busy tin1e due to loss of personnel on various
courses or Ops, leaving only the bare minimum of manpower to contribute
to the CO's Cup and the Boxing. Congratulations go out to Sig 'Devo'
' icbols and ig 'Andy' Yate who both reached the finals of the lnterSquadron Boxing Competition but were beaten by formidable opponent~.
We would also like to CQngratulate LCpl Lee Ellams on pa smg hts
·Detties' (luckily he wasn't timed) and al o LCpl ' Fitz' Fitzpatrick for
passing his DMI's course. The Troop would like to welcome Cpl 'Midge'
Midgley and Cpl Gareth Watkins, who have recently joined u to give
the MT an overflowing compliment of Electrician Drivers. .
ZULU TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Thomson-Smith
Tp SSgt
SSgt Donnelly
A busy time for the Troop keeping the Armoured RRB element of the
Regiment on the road and operational. The Troop has deployed on several
Squadron level exercises and also had the 'normal' ls ' and 2nd lines and
PRE's just to keep us ticking over in the hangar, (what's left of it due to the
inclement Welsh weather, which we have come to know and love).
Elements of the Troop took part in the CO's Cup Competition and yet
again the sun forgot to put in an appearance! Sig 'MUJVe Handsome'
Young represented the Troop in the Inter Squadron Boxing and came
away with a well earned win.

VISIT TO HMS RALEIGH
The Troop visited HMS Raleigh in February. During the morning of the
visit we were given an intro to the Damage Repair lnstruction Unit
(DRIU). After a wet 'dry' run, we tackled the real thing and all got very
wet indeed! After lunch things started to warm up as we had an afternoons
fire-fighting. This was an eye opening experience on how to deal with
fires in enclosed spaces, some Troop members looks did improve with the
'donning' of the 'plastic bag' breathing apparatus which is worn when
caught in a smoke filled room, but no names will be mentioned. As we go
to press our Tp Comd, Lt Thomson-Smith, is busy enjoying himself at
the ITC at Catterick trying lo earn his 'wings'. On a sad note it is time to
say farewell to LCpl ' del' McCallion who has gone to 4 Annd Bde. We
welcome to the Troop, Sig "Steve' Parsons.
REGIMENTAL BOXING COMPETITIO
The Squadron prepared for the competition with three months extensive
training lead by Cpl 'Rob' Tubbs and Cpl 'Carn' Logan. The hard work,
dedication and perseverance of all the boxing participants' led to four
fighters boxing in the Regimental finals. The boxers being Sigs Mark
'llichols, 'Andy' Yates, 'Murve' Young and 'Frez Lennox.' Freston. Sig
\fark , ' ichols was stopped in the first round by a stinging punch from
LCpl 'Tim' mith . ig 'Andy' Yates going the full three rounds only to
be beaten by ig Peacock on a points decision. Sig 'Murve' Young fared
better completing the fight beating Cpl O'Coonel and winning on a points
decision. ig ·Frez' Freston out boxed his opponent Cpl Reeves beating
him on a unanimous points decision. Sig Freston also won the accolade of
being awarded be t boxer in the competition by the referees. Overall the
boxers gamed a gallant third place in the boxing competition.
0!\.1MANDI G OFFICERS CUP
With only five weeks preparation time before the competition the 245
Team had not long to get to the correct physical standard for a 13-mile
March and Shoot. The training consisted of gym work, road running,
tabbing with 30lbs of weight and running around the coastal path with the
infamoLC steps of death in the middle (that none shall). On the day of the
compe1111on Team A arrived at Haverfordwest Castle, the wind blowing
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LEWT
Life continues at a brisk pace for the Troop, providing support to
various exercises and giving demos to visitors ranging from potential
Supervisor Radios to Saudi Arabian Colonels. The Troop is also enjoying
a period of peace and quiet during the absence on EFP2 of SSgt 'Ollie·
Campbell. Support to the 5 AB CPXIFTX was provided by Lt Ian
Ballantyne who shivered in the field with HQ 5AB Bde and gt '\ico
' icholson and Cpl Martin outh who basked in the warmth of the BBW
Warminster. Troop manning levels continue to fluctuate with the departure
on det of gt 'Mat' England, Cpl Martin outh and LCpl 'Ai dy'
Clarke. However the Troop has been able to extend a wann welcome to
Cpl 'Stu' Burton all the way from 640 Tp.

and the rain falling out of the sky. Team leader, Lt 'G inge' Crapper
booked in a the re.st of the team - SSgt 'Si' Donnally, Cpls ' Rob' Tubbs,
'Richie' Warren, 'Ed' Mortimer, John Camp, LCpl ' River ' Brookwell
and ig 'Wally' Waltan , heltered in the ruin of the castle. Next we all
had a kit check, then started the race, which consisted of a tab from
Haverfordwest to Cawdor Bks. On arrival at Cawdor Bk , a number of
stands had to be completed consisting of marching on a bearing; vehicle
recognition and observation; an MT stand and finally a shooting
competition. A hard day work rewarded with a well-earned beer in the
bar afterwards! A rather quiet period for the Squadron on the work side,
with all the mandatory inspections, ATDs and the ever present
demon !rations all completed. On the porting side we have had two
notable uccesses over the period, winning the CO's Cup competition and
the lnter- quadron Boxing.
On the personality side, we were sorry to see W02 (SSM) Joe Cox
leave on promotion to 37 Sig Regt (V) and we say a sad farewell to the
SQMS, SSgt John Williams. W02 (SSM) Dean Richardson and SSgt
(SQMS) 'Gaz' Collins are warmly welcomed to the Squadron.
RUSS C P INTER SQUADRO BOXING COMPETITIO
Training for the annual boxing competition started early for the
Squadron this year, both in time of year and time of day. On 5 January at
0630an1 the Squadron was put through its paces for the first of many early
morning starts by Cpl 'Brads' Bradbury and LCpl 'Pete' Dimmack.
Various events were fitted around work for the rest of an average day and
in no time at all tl1e Christmas flab was being pounded into submission.
After a few weeks of continuous beastings the bloodletting/sparring
commenced which broke up the usual 'sickening' essions from LCpl
Dimmack. By the middle of March as the event drew near the squad was
still together and the difficult task of picking the team .arose. The Prelim
were held on 24 March and on this day we had four fights after a good
draw. Sig 'Danny' Clarke and Cpl ' Bish' Bishop and Lt ' Rob' Smith all
lost narrowly. Our only winner was LCpl ' Ginner ' Garner with a clean
KO of his opponent. The Final itself was held on 25 March and the
Squadron was off to a good start with the first two bouts going our way
courtesy of LCp l 'Tim' Smith and Sig Lee Peacock. Prior to our next
fighter we had a special bout between two of our Squadron's female
boxers, Sig Hayley Wytbes and LCpl Zoe Wainwrig ht. This was only
the second ever fema le boxing bout within the Army. Both women did
themselves proud with a first class display. Tbe male competition
continued with LCpl Dave Janvier winning a heavyweight contest in the
first round and Sig Brian Martin being stopped at super heavyweight.
These results were sufficient to ensure that the Squadron retained the
boxing trophy for the second year in succession. Special thanks must go to
the boxers who didn 't make the team and those who helped out behind
scenes; LCpl 'Al' Doyle Sig 'Jim' Bartlett, Sig 'Elts' Eltringham, Sig
'Steve' Riste, Sig 'Dave' Magill and LCpl 'Seth' Campbell.
CO'S CUP
3 March 1998 was ' D-day'. The time had arrived for 237 Sig Sqn (EW)
to put its gladiators out on to the ground. Selected personnel of different
abilities were to put their marching boots and CEFO on, to do a little bit of
tabbing. A and B Teams were marching (from Haverfordwest to Brawdy)
approximately eleven miles, and the C Team from St Davids to Brawdy,
approximately six miles, on open and undulating terrain respectively.
Phase 1 - With Cpl 'Tez' Blakeley trailblazing the way the 'A' Team
was confident enough for his teani spirit and enthusiasm to take them most
of the distance. They were closely followed by the other 'winged'
personnel Cpl ' Mad Dog' Mount, Sgt's 'Jay' Sa unders, ' Matty'
E ngla nd, Lt 'Wrong jacket Bally' Ballantyne. Hard on their shoulders
was the rest of the team with Cpl 'Taff the Billy goat' Jones, LCpl's ' I'm
too old for this' Dimmack, ' Tim Uiffed)' Smith and Sigs 'Spick' Lane
and 'Clubby long legs' C lubb. We all set off at a blistering pace due to Lt
Jan Ballantyne not being warm enough. We lost LCpl ' Tim' Smith at the
2nd checkpoint that left nine in the team, needing eight to finish. Going on
further into the arduous course, the team seemed to pull together. At about
the nine mile point the Team had problems with Sig 'Spick' Lane and
LCpl 'Pete' Dimmack. The Team eventually got to the end of the march
losing Sig 'Spick' Lane and making the eight needed.
Phase 2 - 'THE ROUND ROB! '.This was a series of stands placed
around the airfield. The different events included map reading/judging
distances, observation/recognition, an MT Stand and the 25m Range.
The Squadron finished victorious, with the 'A' Team eventually finishing
in first place, this being the same result as 1997. The Squadron is now going
for a hat-trick in 1999. Unfortunately, the B team finished in last place, while
the Squadron C Team finished in second place in the shorter competition.
TANGO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ballantyne
Tp SSgt
Sgt Kitchen
The Troop has been busy all month with inspections and
demonstrations. A large number of the Troop has been training for the
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245 'A' Team

Sgt 'Jack Rabbit' England and Sgt Saunders test their
recognition or are they whispering sweet nothing to each other?

The A team led by Cpl 'Tez' Blakeley and
LCpl 'Old Git' Dimmack race to the finish. The SSM encouraging
CO's Cup or the Boxing. The DEWCC team ha been out and about on
demon !rations this month, so well done to Cpl Giffen and hi crew for
putting on a good show. Sport wise. its been a very good month for the Tp.
Cpl Bishop, Sig Peacock and Sig Clark, with the coaching of LCpl
Dimmack, all got into the ring to aid the quadron to win the boxing
tournament. Sadly, Sig Magill didn't fight as there wa nobody at her
weight. Tango Tp welcome our new member, LCpl · cully' 'lcCulloch,
but it also says 'Au Revoir?' to LCpl Mick Owen and Sigs Clarke and
'Jonah ' Jones who are off to ee the ights of unny Bosnia. Good luck
lads.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt mith
Tp S gt
SSgt Dagnan
.
Once again Victor Tp emerges triumphant from a challenging period.
Equipment demo have kept the Troop on its toes with Cpl Petrie leading
the way as resident Barracuda expert. We give a warm welcome to our
new Tp 21 C, W02 Mathews, who is temporarily on loan from the
Australian Army to serve witJ1 the extraordinary young men and women
that make up Victor Tp. A hearty congratulation goe out to LCpls
Garner, Janvier, Sharpe, Smith, Wainwright, and igs Bartlett,
Eltringham, Riste, and Martin for all the hard work they have put in over
the past few months in making the Boxing team the succe that 1t was.
The Troop says farewell to it previous 21C,W02 'Phil ' Ashworth,
~cfecting to 245 Sig Sqn (EW) and also a sad farewell to gt Brown who
is off on a long language course.
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KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt White
Tp SSgt
SSgt (Supvr R) piers
The Troop has undergone a busy period of change with many arrivals
and departures. First and foremost we would like to wish farewell to the
now departed OC, Lt 'Mike' Powell and welcome his replacement 2Lt
'Ben' White. Further 'rats deserting the sinking ship' are gt 'Bob'
lnglesaot who is moving to the families office and Cpl 'Kev' Hibberd
who is shortly about to grace 249 AMF (L) with his presence. The Troop
would also like to welcome Sgt Paul Woods and his wife Anne-Marie,
LCpl 'Dads' Daddow and his wife Mandy and finally LCpl iel
Parsons with his wife Rachel.
REGIME TAL BOXJ G COMPETITIO - by Lt mith
From early morning on, 5 January, the Regimental boxing teams were
to start their rigorous training schedule that would lead to the big 'Fight
Night' almo t three months away on 25 March. Although the event
seemed distant, the challenge to raise the fitne standards and to become
competent boxers in the amount of time given, required on average two
training sessions a day in typical Welsh weather conditions. The first
phase was to raise the fitnes tandard of the boxers to endure three
gruelling round of physical punishment. This entailed long distance runs
and countle circuits in the gym. These were to prove too arduou for
ome of the prospective boxers as they fell by the wayside. By February
they were finally able to start their sparring ession , learning how to take
and throw punches. A week before the main event, the boxer·s confidence
was riding high and the coaches were slotting the boxers into the
appropriate weight categories. The target now in sight. the preliminary
bouts were to be fought on the day before the 'Big ight'. The first time in
the ring for the boxer was a daunting experience. However, all of us
proved that our training had paid off and performed admirably. Afier the
preliminaries, no single squadron held a definite advantage over the
others, making the main event all the more crucial.
On the final night, the tension in the changing rooms was heady as the
entire Regiment prepared to watch the bouts. The first bout kicked off in
the feathe1weight cla between LCpl Smith of 237 Sqn and ig 1 ichol
of 245 Sqn. At the end of 1he fourth bout in the light middleweight class,
the atmosphere was charged .... the crowd had a taste of the action! During
the interval, two female boxers, who underwent the same training were to
mark the first Corps all-female bout ever. LCpl Wainwright and ig
Wythes, both of237 Sqn demonstrated the same skills and courage as the
rest of the boxers in the ring and both put in a very credible performance.
o doubt their bout has encouraged other females to try what i • generally
a male dominated sport.
The remaining fights were to be closely fought with 237 Sqn and HQ
Sqn competing for the title. 237 Sqn was to finally clinch the title with the
heavyweight bout between LCpl Janv ier of 237 qn and Sig Kaminski
of HQ Sqn. After the event all the boxers celebrated their achievements by
being invited into the Officers' Mess, to receive a warm welcome and
refreshment by both the Officers and cniors of the Regiment.

LCpl Janvier raises his arm in triumph over Sig Kaminski
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o, •r the pa~I thr ' months. the ph) -ical and mental preparat ions
unden en by the bo. ers have been tough. but the final .night proved 10 b.e
"a the boxers demonstrated the fte uvene · of their
a remark ble. u
training to the crowd. ongratulation to all tho, e who were brave enough
to nt -r th · boxmg n ng an d a special thank you to all the coaches and
organi·ers of the ewnt.

Ackland- now and Jaffa ' Extras ' Martin were bu y add ing the final
touche to their 'penthouse· harbour area.

of the REME a l s~ came for the ride. The Mi ssion was to prove to the
recru its that there 1s li fe after ATR and to all ow them to chat with trained
sold iers about Regimental life. Both sides of the fence benefited
enormously fro m the experience, and the ATR Trai ning teams greatly
appreciated the efforts, as 1t seemed to give those recru its in remedial
platoons an incenti ve to persevere with training.

640 SIGNA L TROOP (EW)
Tp Comd
Lt J. Brown
Tp SSgt
S gt A. J. Harriott
Firstly goodbye 's to Cpl ' Mongo ' Burton demoted into the LEWT
Capt ' GWAR' Stokoe to Bosni a , LCpl ' Spud' Fawcett on promotion 10
2 16 Para Sig Sqn and LCpl 'S mudge ' Smith to 3 (UK) Div. Hearty hello 's
go to LC pl ' Carl' Wilson, LCpl ' Smudge' Smith , LCpl Mark Young
and fami ly all fro m Gennany, LCpl 'Cha ' Caley from Cyprus, LCpl 'SP
wannabee CPL' Dent fro m the LEWT and Sigs Taylor and Wells straight
from the ' Fann '.

The Winning Squadron
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Wainwright, LCpl Janvier,
LCpl Garner, Sig Martin
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Smith, Sig Wythes, Sig Peacock
226 IG AL

Q ADRO (EW)

Sqn Comd
faj Robin Clapp
SM
W02 (SS '1) M ick Couston
quadron life continues at an ever more h~ctic rate. T~e 21C. C~pt
Mark mith , has now returned with a ·Dettol badge on lus arm havmg
passed the All Ann Co~1mando Course - ~e .has now be~n. O\dered to
employ hi new found skills on assaulting his m tray! ~pl Jtm Reeves
has run a taXing orienteering exercise. makmg maximum use of the
arduous Pembrokeshire terrain. Several exerci es have kept us out of camp
(more below) and gt Wallace I~ a successful Sq':1~dron :Vi~i.t to A-:1'R
Bas ingbourn. We are now focu mg on further visit .acuviue~ bemg
organised by the Squadron's Cpls, and the fonhcommg Regimental
exerci e.

LCpl 'Spud' Fawcett adopts his 'Stand-to' position having been
caught unawares

1 ection returned from their recce patrol (no chance of getting lost on
the way back as Sgt Harbin just happened to home in on the mell of
freshly cooked bacon that SSgt ·Kev ' Jones had my teriou ly acquired).
We returned to the ight of Sig Emma Dobbs rubbing hand cream onto the
poor hands of Sgt Paul Rowlands (You would have thought Sig Kitchen
would have needed it more, having been abu ed as a fi eldcraft batman all
day). Tiiat evening, after rehearsals and scoff, Section, and Platoon level
activitie continued.
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On Exercise Dragons Rum in Jordan

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

ROMEO TROOP
The year for Romeo Tp has continued at a frantic pace. Ex Whale
Endeavour saw the Troop training at a new exciting level with the
implementation of the Electronic Target Generator, giving realistic and
inventive training scenarios. Other activities included a day and night time
navigation exercise, teams of two pretending to be top rally star in Wolf
Defenders (observing the speed limit obviously!) - LCp l 'Buster' Keeton
turned in a perfonnance that Stig Lundquist would have been proud of.
Raising the profile of the Troop continues to be a priority and so 399 SU
became the latest unit to be visited by the Romeo Tp Road Show. The
Troop took a election of vehicles plus a few from the other Troops in the
quadron -a static display of vehicles followed by a look at how 'the other
halflives ' rounded off an interesting stay.
EXERCISE DRAGO 'S DAWN
After a two-day plug-up at Brawdy International Airpon, enter Phase 2
of the Exercise, an Infantry Phase at that. All personnel gathered in the 226
Hangar to be briefed by W02 (S M) 'Mick' Couston and W02 (YofS)
1ark ' Chopper' Harris. Orders were given , timings were posted, and
then the moment everyone dreaded, who were going to be the Platoon
Commanders? Enter the unlucky duo, Sgt Mark Harbin and Sgt 'Bob '
ckland- now. A great relief swept across the bays as both Platoon
Commanders tood rooted to the spot, praying it was all a dream . Reality
having taken its grip around both their necks like a noose, they both
proceeded to receive their orders from the SSM. Aller a good nights sleep,
once gt Harbin had managed to find his orders book in the attic, both
platoon set off for that all too familiar area of Templeton. On arrival at
Templeton we all received a refresher (for some) on harbour drills ably
directed by gt Bob 'Mad Hatter ' Wa llace. That done, all stores and pyro
were di tributed by gt ( QM ) Allie ' Arthur Daley' Ki r kham , before
both platoon~ finally set off for their relative harbour areas. The rest of the
day involved digging hell scrapes, or in the case of Sgt Paul 'Victor
Meldrew ' Rowlands, getting ig Kitching to do it for him, after all what's
a runner for? The work routine was established and Cpl 'Jim' Reeves
moved shell scrapes due to severe flooding . The Platoons were now given
orders and the three sections from each Platoon were allocated various
task uch as Reece patrols, Standing patrols etc. to test both Section
Commanders and their fire teams in the field. All under the watchful eyes
of Maj Clapp, Sgt Kev ' lron Man ' Jones, W02 ' Andy' Jensen and all
the Tp OCs. The next day saw Cpl ·Si ' Q ui nlan and I Section carry out
the rccce of a possible ambush ite with Sig Del ' Pathfinder' Sp ry leading
the way as point .• 'o problems there, even ig Dale ' ightmare' Hegarty
managed to bring both his weapon and webbing with him this time, after
much reminding by the Platoon Sergeant. Meanwhile Sgts 'Bob'

EX ERC I E DRAGON'S RUM - by Lt Powell
Ten members of 14 Sig Regt (EW) left the wind, rain and fog of West
Wales and headed for Wadi Rum in the South of Jordan for two weeks of
trekking. On the first morning at Wadi Rum base camp we were awoken
by the delightful sounds of the muezzin 's call to a prayer which
reverberated around the nearby hills ... ... ..
The area, made fa mous by T. E. Lawrence, is still remote, majestic and
relatively unspoil t. We walked for an average of20km per day and camped
in the desert. The sun would et about 6 o ' clock and thus the nightlife, was
omcwhat limited 10 rummaging fo r a few twig and sitting around a small
fire, retiring around 7 o' clock. We only encountered a few Bedouin
shepherds. LCpl ' Andy' Lidell and LCpl Mark Wright earched avidly
under every rock detennined to find a ' homed vi per' .
The ground was hard going and the sinking constantly into the sand
frustrated us. Navigation was difficult with few contours, no obvious
landmarks - only mounta ins and sand. LCpl Dave Salter spent all his time
peering at his GPS and ca lculating how far we had walked albeit ' as the
crow flies' . Sig 'CD' Cox Davies was map reading one day and seemed
very competent until as ked how far we had left to walk? He replied,
' About 7 km ' but later, ' How fa r is each grid square?' Sgt Jason Bradley
was parano id about his less than fashionable hat and endeavoured to
remove it before every photograph, and Sig ' Rob ' Leyland and ig ' CD'
Cox Davies were bored with the serenity, preferring the sounds of a
Walkman .

When we had emptied out all the sand from our boots we looked
forward to a few day in the sun at the ancient site of Petra, Aqaba and
Amman. However, on the last two days Jordon was m the grip of frea k
weather - dust stonns followed by flooding and then snow bl izzards! At
least we <lid not stand out in our shorts and T-shirts! I strove hard to
reverse certain xenophobic atti tudes but fa iled even to get the group to try
the local hummus and felafel. Some people just cannot go anywhere
without seeking out Pizza I Iut!

RSM

Lt Col G. A. James
WOl (RSM) Cutforth

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT HOCKEY TEAM

Sgt Ackland-Snow gets his Sect Comds in to ask
'Does anyone know where we are or what's going on?'
CR Platoon embarked on a platoon ambush, targeting one of the various
key points within Templeton, with some excellent leadership from the
section commanders, Cpls Q uinlan, Reeves and McDonald. After
dropping off Cpl Vinny ' Soggy' Shepherd at one of the cut-offs,
everyone proceeded to their relative po itions. The killing group settled
down for what seemed like ages in sub-zero temperature , until finally th.e
enemy began 10 approach the killii:ig area . After a succes . ful amb~ h II
was now time for Sgt Harbin to give the order to stop finng by usmg a
whistle blast. It turned out to be the shortest whistle blast in history, as the
unfortunate whistle was accidentally spat out on contact. Cpl Quin lan
quickly took the initiative by shouting aloud, whil t Sgt Harbin and Sgt
Rowlands were busy playing Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles trying 10
find the whistle. During the hasty withdrawal , I and 2 section were well on
their way when 3 Section suddenly came under attack on their right flank.
The next day saw an early return to camp as Cp l Stu 'Dcttol ' Burton's
planned Escape and Evasion Exercise via The Three Crowns, Dog and
Parrot etc. had unfortunately been cancelled. Nevertheless, a good
Exercise was had by all and everyone just about had enough time to get
ready for the next phase.

226 VISIT TO ATR BASSINGBOUR
On Wednesday 18 March , Sgt ' Bob' Wa llace took elements of the
Squadron to do a demonstration for the Royal Signals recruits at ATR
Bassingboum. The team consisted of Sgt 'Geordie' West, Cpl ' .Timmy'
Burns, LCpl 'Chas' Caley, LCpl 'Randy' Randerson , and Sigs 'Chuck'
orris, ' Stan' ta nd is h and 'Bacon ' Roll s. LCpl 'Charlie' MacKenzie
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victory was ours with a 4 - I core line. In the next round we faced 21
Regt. RE, after some set back of planning the fixture the game was finall y
played on the 14 January 1998, (two day before semi-final ). After a slow
start to the scoring tally in the first half, the second half opened up the
floodgates with the team walking away with a 9 goal to I victory. LCpl
George Luk.ins (RLC) getting a well deserved hat trick and winning hi
bet with the other team members. hope you enjoyed the bus ride home
George. Two days later and its semi final day at JHQ again 1 I Regiment
Anny Air Corps, everyone knew that this match was going to be the
toughest competition that we were liable to meet in the cup run . o it was,
\vith the score line at 2 goals to I at full time the cheers went out, but
needles to say I Regt AAC gave us a real run for our money. The final
was played in front of our home crowd at JHQ, thi gave us the first
advantage as 32 Regt RE, had 10 travel down from onhern Gennany on
the morning of the match. The game started prompt at 1330 hours \vith
little ti me for the team to ettle their nerve , the match was played \vith a
tremendou team spirit aad will to win. With the core line - goal to I at
full time the Regiment added yet another piece of ii erware to its
collection. Thi win opened tbe way for the team to go back and play in the
UK semi finals in Aldershot on 2 March 199 .

Back Row (L-R):LCpl Butt, Sig Cowen, SSgt Fisher,
Lt Col G. A. James, Sig Varley, Sig Brown,
Maj Basher, LCpl Lukins, Sgt Jeanes, Sgt Graham
Front Row (L-R):Sgt Crabtree, LCpl Portlock, Sgt Wetherill,
SSgt (FofS) Geere, LCpl Ambury, SSgt Perham,
W01 (FofS) Smikle
(Absent): Capt Boxha ll, Cpl Neilson, Cpl Maycock, Sig South
Since April 1997 Regimental Hockey has taken off in a big way within
the Regiment. With the added force of230 Sig Sqn arriving in JHQ several
new members joined the team, adding to this was the arrival of the new
CO, Lt Col G. A. J ames whose pa sion for hockey is known to be ~cond
to none. The team has trained hard and built it elf up to be a fonmdable
force in BA (G), this was recently highlighted when the team won the BA
(G} Hockey Cup on the 6 February 199 . The path to the fina I was not an
easy one by any means, and tarted back in early December when we_ came
up against HQ ARRC. The team from HQ ARR was not aware ot what
awaited them on the pitch, with the two new recruit in the team namely
LCp l ' Jamie' Butt and Sig 'Brownie ' Brown. Aller a foll 70 mmute play
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The CO waits for the Engineers to make a mistake before taking
the ball and passing it to LCpl Jamie Butt
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First
ccond
Third
Fourth
Fifth
!st Women

Individual G
gt 'Cappo' Carpenter - 7 ig Rcgt
Sig Hartigan - 7 ig Regt
Lt 'C indy' Crawford - 16 Sig Regt
LCpl ' TV' 1arsh - 16 Sig Rcgt
Lt · arnage' Heath - 220 ig Sqn
Capt ' Dishy' Dallyn

Team GS
16 Sig Regt
200 ig qn
7 Sig Regt
220 ig qn
14 Sig Regt (EW)

lndiv1dual Combination Re ult
Sgt ' Cappo· Carpenter - 7 Sig Regt
Champion
ig Hartigan - 7 ig Regt
econd
Lt 'Cindy' Crawford - 16 Sig Regt
Third
LCpl ' TV' Marsh - 16 ig Regt
Forth
Lt 'Carnage· Heath - 220 ig qn
Fifth
Women' Champion Capt 'Dishy' Dallyn

SSgt 'Fish' Fisher, Team Captain, receives t he BA {G) Hockey
Cup from the GOC HQ UKSC{G). Maj Gen C. H. Elliot CSE
16 IGNAL REGIME IT ORIENTEERI G TEAM 1997/8
ince the Regiment returned from FRY late 1996, orienteering within
the UK C (G) zone ha been slow to pick up, a have mo t ports. Maj
·Jim' Wood decided to help the proces along by booking variou training
areas on numerou occasions to encourage individual units within the
UK
(G) zone to organi e Orienteering League event . The Orienteering
League for the 199719< was well on the way. The next ta k wa to promote
orienteering within the Regiment so S Ms 'Kenny· ykes and ' Rod '
Oakley were given the ta k of publicising the port within the Regiment
and encouraging individual to participate. which in tum improves team
-pirit and leadership qualities. gt Martin Jeans was then infom1ed that
he ha volunteered to be the League Secretary and co-ordinate all the
results, well done Martin!
The 1997 198 League was well on the way. With the re ponse from the
individuals, within the Regiment, a team could be entered for all the
League races, so 16 ig Regt soon became a force to be reckoned with,
within the UKSC (G) League. Individuals soon began to shine, Maj ' Jim '
Wood, a past Corp Orienteering Champion and SM 'Kenny' ykes
dominated the League by taking it in tum to win the individual events, but
won
M 'Kenny· ykes out hone 1.aj 'Jim' Wood and eventually
became the League Orienteering Champion. The Regimental Team
dominated the League and became the League Team winners for the
·eason, followed some way behind by 7 Sig Regt. , ext on the forecast i
the BA (G) championships on the 25 - 25 April and the Am1y and Corps
Championships in May. Hopefully, the Regiment will be able to field a
team for the e events despite being heavily committed on Exercises over
this period.
ROYAL SIG ALS ALPINE SKI CHAMPIO SlilPS
3-10 J
ARY 1998
The Royal Signal Alpine Ski Championships took place in Kaprun,
Au tria between 3-10 January 1998. The Championship were open to all
Royal Signals units, and attached personnel, and prizes were awarded for
individual and team events. Although only five units were represented in
the race , the standard was very encouraging. The competition comprised
Giant Slalom and Slalom disciplines. Due to poor weather conditions,
alterations had to be made to the programme and the races comprised one
run instead of the normal two. Despite the bad weather conditions all races
found the courses, et by
gt Brown, challenging yet, once completed,
rewarding,. From the tart 16 Sig Regt were favourites to win the Team
title. However, once one of the team's top skiers, LCpl Orange had to
return to camp on compas ionate grounds there was everything to go for.
ig Hartigan from 7 Sig Regt proved to be a star in the making and
produced some excellent results, finishing second to Sgt 'Cappo'
Carpenter. also from 7 Sig Regt, the individual combination. All but for a
third man 7 Sig Regt would have given 16 Sig Regt a run for their money
111 the team e\ents. 20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (220) produced some
exc< 'lent re ult to finish second overall in the team combination with
Capt 'Big . ose' Bo •ne leading the way. Sgt 'The Bear' Bruce was not
having a good eason, and as uring us that he kept <lobbing practice for the
future Div Champs, and true to form he kept falling.
Of the 22 competitors several had not skied for more than one or two
day and 'Cappols Clowns· namely LCpls Ferguson and McMilan
. hould be commended for their efforts and providing the officials with
some excellent displays of free style, skiing and falling after crossing the
finish line. The award for crossing the line in the most unusual manner
must go to apt 'Where' my coat' Stokoe from 14 Sig Regt (EW), who
decided that diving like an Olympic swimmer over the line is more
preferable than going over on two skis. Brig Shaw the Corps' Skiing
Pre idcnt attended the Championship and presented the prizes on the final
mght the following pri;-es were awarded,
Fin.t
. ccond
fhird
Fourth
Fifth
ht Women
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lnd1\ idual lalom
Sig Hartigan - 7 Sig Regt
gt ·Cappo· Carpenter - 7 Sig Regt
Lt 'Cindy' Crawford - 16 Sig Regt
L pl 'TV' Marsh - 16 Sig Regt
. apt Bo~ ne - 200 Sig Sqn
·apt 'Dishy' Dallyn

TcamSlalom
16 Sig Regt
200 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
220 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt (EW)

First
Second
Third
Forth
Fifth

Team Combination Re ults
16 Sig Regt
200 SigSqn
7 ig Regt
220 Sig Sqn
4 Sig Regt (EW)

The event officials, from around the Corps, must be thanked and
congrarulated for the running and adm ini tration of the Champion hip ,
their enthu ia m and profe sionali m ensured a mooth rurming
competition that competitors of all levels enjoyed. The officials were:
President of Royal Signals Skiing: Brig Shaw
Corps Alpine Skiing Officer: Lt Crawford
Corps Alpine kiing Trainer/SNCO: SSgt Andy Brown A istant
Trainers: Sgt ' JD' Driver, gt 'Jellybean' McKenzie, gt 'Gaz' Pope
General good bloke WOI A I Algar
If any units or individual are interested in Alpine Ski Racing and
attending a ummer training camp, next easons race training camp and
Championships they are to contact Lt Crawfo rd on JHQ Mil 2398 or
SSgt Brown on JHQ 2877.
SPC(R)
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

bob-sleigh track .in Igl s, Austria. You have already donned a skin-tight suit

a~d . a?ded paddmg to accentuate parts of your body you usually try to

d11111msh; lups, shoulder an? lower arms. You have put oa your spiked
s l~oe~ and llgh~eaed the spik_es to stop yourself ruining your slide by
~hppmg on t~e ice at your sprmt start. You are informed that the track has
3ust been spritz (hosed down with water) to create a faster slide. You drag
the trumped up tray you will be sliding on up to the start and go through
every bc_nd on th_e track in your mind. Thea you stare down the course and
wonder 1fth1s will be the run you have your OBE- an Off Bob Experience
and o~e everyone a beer. The lo.ud speaker calls you to the track and the
red hght goes green. There 1s no turning back without a lot of
embarrassme_nt so all you have to do is go for it in the quickest possible
way. Somethu~g mduc.es )'.OU to sta~ once the track is all yours. You begin
with a gentle JOg, wh ich mcreases mto a run and then a sprint for about
40m. You are bent double over :rour bob resting your hands loosely on the
tray handles. Your feet are movmg a foot to the left of your hands in time
to the 'bep bep bep' coming from well-meaning onlookers.
Mentally _YOU have to make yourself keep running till the sleigh starts to
run away with you. There ts a great urge to jump on soon after you leave
the startmg block. After what seems ages_~ou take a controlled jump onto
the tray and assume a low, huggmg pos1hon. The longer you sprint the
faster your time will be at the bottom. One second on your start conve~s to
three on your fina l time. The pressure is on. Once on your tray you flatten
your shoulders to give yourself a smoother and faster run. Your head is
strained up as you lie chest down on the tray. A white icy tunnel consumes
you and you cannot do much about it. Your acceleration is welcomed and
mor~ or less out ofoontrol. The bend straight in front of you is to the left a
previously memonsed. You head steer to the right hand side and press
your right shoulder down . You try to get into bends early and out of them
late. Bend one finishes and immediately you are into number-two. This
time to the right: a head swing in the opposite direction. It is a bigger bend
this lime, you _are p1ck111& u~ momentum. Your body feels like it is being
flung around 111 the grav1tat1onal field. Soon enough you are round into
bend three, centrifugal force is becoming more apparent as your speed
mcreases. Bends four, five, and six are small oscillating bends, through

which you let gravity take over as tbey come upon you too quickly. You
are holding on for fear of losing control as your approach the crux of the
course: a 270degree bend called the 'Kreisel'. You get into the bend early,
your heart sinks as the _tray is ~urled up th<: wall of the track ull you are
pressed agamst the vertical sectton. Your body is being sucked into the ice.
xo~r. helmet might hit the ice on entering the ' Kreisel ' so it become.
d1s30111ted on your head. So if there is not enough to think about, while
yo ~r nec.k and sanity go round the base of the bend your helmet is partially
obhteratmg t_he track as you look desperately for the sticker that indicates
exit preparauons should be taking place.
Before you know it, you have swung out of the 'Kreisel' and you are
enc~oaching _upo~ a _stra_ight passage. It is very easy to bash the sides of
stra_ights while still m circular mode and lose valuable seconds. Padding
pro3ects, though you may get some bruising. If a collision on the side is
111e~1table, the best thing for you to do is steer into the impact. This will be
against your basic instincts which incites steering away, but as it is
~equently too late the cons_equence it t? ricochet down the chute, wasting
time and preventing effective preparation for the next bend. Bends nine
and ten both go round the left with a straight bit in the middle. You must be
aware _of each bend at the sta~, as split second action on approaching
~ends ts 1~perat1ve to prepare m time and get down the track in the most
ttm~ efficient way. A thre~-bend labyrinth violently swings you from side
to side. All you can do 1s to let yourself go and enjoy the experience
because you are nearly there. Leaving the final wide left-hand bend, when
1t 1s all systems go at max speed, you just have to hold on for the last
wh_oooosh before the end. Before you know it you are shooting up the
fimshmg ramp _and trying to grasp the distance up the ramp your
momentum carnes you, to gauge the success of the run. You hardly
breathe as you drag the tray off to the waiting pick-up truck. There is no
rest for the wicked, you are back to the top, for another slide down.
The last two months or so has seen the Troop on an Escape and Evasion
Exercise and a little Exercise jaunt up to the 309 at Bielefeld where some
oftbe newer_Troop members were introduced to camouflage and its perils.
on_ the s~rtmg front the Troop came runners up in the Leicester Trophy
onenteermg.

Capt G. Blonde!
SggtClubb

EXERCISE GREE GAMBIT-MARCH 98 ME RU
ER '
by Sgt ·Daz' Evans
Only a handful of ection members were involved in this years annual
battle camp due to work commitments, but of the few brave ones that were
carefully cho en to take part thoroughly enjoyed it (although they
wouldn't admit it at the time) and found it both extremely challenging and
rewarding. The exercise compri ed four days training immediately
followed by the running phase. which was to last for two days and three
nights. From the section Sgts Evans, Wal h, Cp ls Arm itage, Wood,
LCpl Beaumont, Quinn and igs Griffiths and Kelly were involved a
runners, all of whom looked a few pounds lighter at the end of the
exercise. During the first couple of days members of the section started
switching on to living without every day comforts, food being the main
one. LCpl ' Billy' Beaumont found he was very much at home in a field
amongst the trees, this was put down to the experience she gained during
previous campaigns including Newbury Bypass and the Manchester
Airport Terminal 2 expansion. After the four days of training we were sent
out to start the running phase in our respective groups, equipped with
hessianjackets of different 0 designs, a dodgy issued torch per section and
a bit of food (raw turnip never tasted so good). All of the runners were
aware that the hunter force had numerous Ops and mobile patrols
deployed, but as it turned out the biggest threat was from the element .
Members of the section that got caught by the hunter force included Sgt
Walsh. He was taken out with a tackle that any Rugby player would be
proud of, carried out by S ig Dola n (female) and Sig 'Just one more piece
of gateaux' Griffiths who was found unsuitably attired in a local village.
At the end of the third night we were relieved LO find that the exercise had
been brought to an early end and most of the section had made it through,
though it has to be said, with varying degrees of comfort.
COMMUNlCATTOONS TROOP
May l begin with an announcement of the new title of COMMCE 1
BFG Rheindahlen. It will now be known as 'The Dwarf Enterprise'.
'Enterprise' because of the extensive refurbishment of the COMMCE
itself making it look very much like something from Star Trek and
' Dwarf' due to the COMMCEN staff re embling those from another
famous space ship!
Leister Trophy news: Our football team came an amazi ng fourth , an
excellent result for them. The Basketball team however, managed an
outstanding eight out of eight teams, but as they ay, it's not the winning
it's the taking part that counts. A good time was had by all, which is
important. Joking aside, we would like to congratulate the parents of the
COMMCEN, gt 'Chris ' elson and his wife Ti na on the bi1tb of their
daughter ,Jacklyn. LCpl Tracey 'Doris' Rendin husband ' Den' for
Jame Joseph and last, but obviously not least, Sig 'Finbar' Sa unders and his wife Mel for the lovely arah Jane. Lucky them eh?
A TRIP DOW A BOBSLEIGH TRACK 0 A KE LETO BOB
by 2Lt Orlebar
Psyche yourself up ... breathe deep ... adrenaline is pumping ... prepare
yourself: you are about to put your life in your own hands going down a
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HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj P. T. Connors
SSM
W02 (SSM) C. W. Skelton
The past few months has een a bu y and changing time for HQ Sqn,
with the arrival of the new guard and the leaving of the old (very old in
some cases). The SSM is now the proud father of twins (one of each) - we
now have a 6ft 3in, 15 stone haggard looking SSM. A new RCWO W02
Mead-Male has recently arrived on promotion. Finally, farewell to Maj
Paul Con nors who is leaving, having burnt him elf out in such a short
time. Both QM Departments have been busy doing what all good QM
departments do (whatever that is). Sig Baker has come back from Bosnia
having been replaced by Cpl Bain. Maj Bailes (QM (T)) has had to lie
down as the SQMS won a bottle of wine from him at the departmental
bowling night; it may have only been£ l .99 in Tesco but he has never had
to hand over so much, without a 1033, before and I' m sure never wi ll
again.
EXERCISE FALL DOW 13-15 MARCH 1998- by Capt Dallyn
Ex Fall Down was a HQ Sqn Ski weekend, for soldier and their
dependants that took place in the Cairngorm area of Scotland over the
period 13-15 March 1998. Participation in the trip was based upon careful
selection for those who had wit, charm sophistication, and could ski. In
danger of having to cancel the expedition, since no-one could manage
these criteria, 12 of us set off on the mammoth journey. Having found
room for the final crate of wine, l Ohrs later we arrived in Kingussie - the
home of Scottish entertainment .
So for the skiing. Capt Guy 'why won't skis go over rocks' Richards,
and his wife Fran cou ld not wait to try out our new skis recently bought
from the PX. Given that this was the only good weekend of the season the
rest of the world had descended upon Cairngorm. The ability of the group
ranged from Capt ' Jeff' Ashwell, his wife Christine, who had never set
foot on skis in their live to Mrs Heather 'l used to instruct on grass ski
slope ' Terrington. The amount of snow meant that grass ski slope tuition
was pretty clo e to the order of the day. Christine soon discovered skiing
was not to her liking. Having put on one ski this wa definitely not the
sport for her, and has thus gone into skiing retirement having lived the
shortest skiing history in the world (about l 0 minutes). Jeff and Paul.
m~anwhile, persevered with their snow ploughs under the careful tuition
of Capt Guy Richards . As the majority of the party were married, a
number of ' domestics ' were to be expected. Top Tip: Do not try and get
your wife to ski down a treacherous ski pipe against her will. Capt 'Liz'
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Dallyn and Capt Smith, meanwhile, were going for career destruction, as
they took the CO, Lt Col 'When I was skiing in orway' Terrington
down the West Wall on the first morning. The name 'Ex Fall Down ' was
well chosen. (More career destruction to follow if this makes print).
Thanks go to Capt Paul Smith for all his work in organising the trip to
Scotland, for putting up with us, and to everyone for their good humour
and company. An outstanding weekend was bad by all.
TM TROOP
A lot has happened ince we last had an entry in The Wire. such as
Christmas, a massive turnover of personnel and a Regt Exercise. Firstly
we say farewell to Cpl Jason 'Leather Flares' Hillard who has left us for
his Tl course, and secondly to SSgt Steve ' I' m off to Digby for my last six
months of Skiing and Diving' Shaw. We wish them both the very best. ig
'Ed' Chwieseni has gone to orway for three months on Exerci e and Sgt
Jerry 'This wasn't the type of Operation I wanted' Spicer flew to Split.
Welcomes include LCpl icki ' Which hand's left?' Ryan and Cpl Dave
' I talk for England' Clayton-Batty.
EXERCISE RED BEAUFIGHTER 1
The Exercise began at a furious pace. It starting with a long drive out of
the Hangar, through the crash gate and onto the Airfield, end of Day l !
Day 2 saw echelon deploy towards a wood at Larkhill, with WO! ' Reggie
FofS' Drake leading packet one, which mysteriously arrived after the
LAD, owing to a slight detour involving a very big hill, three ·ets of
roadworks (twice) and a roundabout. Hi driver was then ordered to ignore
any directions given on any sub equent move-, and all went well. The
most memorable incident of the Exercis were when two of our TA
Technicians undertook the command task. gt Tony ·1 used to have a big
nose' Conlan took a ma sive leap for mankind which ended m true Tom
and Jerry style, landing spread-eagled on the gra s. ACO G6 CI Brig
Griffin was very impressed by the way that 'Tonv' retained all of hi
teeth. The econd death-defying leap came from Sgt Dave 'l u ed to do
Judo' Critchlow (Instructor at the RS ). Hi plan wa to leap off the
back of a team member, over the fence and land with a forward roll
some two metre di. tant. The take off was mooth, the forward roll onto
one shoulder was part way tl1Tough, when Dave' head suddenly hit
the ground, dug in and his body collap·ed in a heap. The dent in the
floor wa nearly a impres ive a the lump on hi head, the moral of th;
story is · It takes a lot of energy to tum fifteen tone around in half a
econd'.
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24.t IG
L Q ADRON
ALPHA TROOP ( MF(L))
\\ 1thout doubt. the winter i the bu ie t time of the year for the Troop
''1th December taken up with preparation for orway and January in
'orway. With many new face in the Troop thi year the Arctic Ski
uf\ i\111 Course (
C) wa the tint priority.

HELLO , GOODBYE AND CONGRAT ULATIO
Goodbye to gt ' tan' W insta nley, C pl 'Wildman' Scot, Cpl 'Mac·
lcCarthy, LCpl ' Richie' Horan. Sig 'No Chin' G lasspool, Sig 'Nice
Bloke' Lavende r and ig ' Girth' Li ndley. Welcome 10 Sgt 'Jim'
Tomkinson, LCpl 'Al' Harvey and Sig 'Daz' Daniels. ongratulations to
Sigs Daniels and Simp on on being selected for promotion.

\R Tl
Kl
R\'lV LCO n E
The newcomers to the Troop adapted well to the co11Jition and arduous
training. with ig ·Bee' Hebden achieving a recommendation to return for
the lilitary ki In tructors (M I) Course. There were, however, a few
minor ca ualtie-· Sio • nowshoe · ' Daniel fractured a fingernail and was
driven off the hill ~1 a BV 206, while Cpl ·Andy' Conley strained his
knee but ·iron manned' il to the end of the course. Sig 'Comm • Torode
de erve special mention for her excellent recovery. Having injured her
knee .• he returned to the UK and wa een dancing the night away down
town that very night. Well done the Medical Centre. Finally a big well
done to igs Bradshaw, Marlborough and impson for passing their
1 1·s course. With the Troop now fully arctic survival trained ' e moved
onto Continuation Training.

DELTA T ROOP - EXERCISE LONGMOOR CHALLE GE
Day One: On Tue day, 3 1 March, Delta Tp dep loyed on Ex Longmoor
Challenge. The aim of the Exerc ise was 10 train in Cross Country Driving
Techniques u ing the newly arrived WOLF Landrover, 4 Ton Trucks and
tandard i sue Harley Davidson motorbikes. The first day began in the
dark with a drive to our HQ on Longmoor Training Arca. On arrival we
o.rted out the admin before starting the basic introduction to Crosscountry Driving Technique by Sgt 'Charley' Farley and LCpl ' Dick'
Pollard. Even though this wa the 'baby' course, Sig 'Stu' Mackie still
managed to get hi WOLF well and truly stuck in the mud. That night we
moved onto night drivi ng with an insight into driving using ight Vision
Goggle (N G ). It wa while using these that Sig 'Tony' Burton had the
first bump - into a tree that just j umped out, hone t! It was only his second
day in the unit too - great start!
Day 1\vo: The econd day soon arrived and, with our new ly learned
cross-country kills, we moved onto some bigger hills. The motorbikes
were unleashed and once again Sig ' Stu' Mackie managed to kiss the
handlebars and nearly knock him elf out , when he lost control of his bike.
Shortly after, the same ig 'Stu' Mackie managed to gently nudge the
vehicle in front when he was back, safely we thought, in the WOLF! By
this time morale wa ky high and one more bump (the bat-trick) would
have fini bed the day off nicely - adly it wasn't to be however Sig
Andrew ' nowy' Snow did trike up a close and meaningful relationship
with an earthly ub lance known as 'rock' - nice one 'Snowy .

O. TL ' ATION TR.AINI G
This year the Troop was lucky enough to join forces with 249 Sig Sqn
for extra training. An excellent package wa put together by their staff and
the Troop learned a grea1 deal. especially the first year tudent . With the
comm training complete the Troop prepared itself for deployment. In
between the CO visited. He wa very keen LO get some snow wider his
boots, having already erved a OC 249 ig Sqn, in a previou life.
Unfortunately for him . ig Tm a cockney' Cogram was hi driver, and
after trying to wipe the CO out, with ome fancy BV driving, we
eventually made it to the training area. That night the guys from 'The
FHU' came up to the training camp and we enjoyed an evencful ·Back to
Front igh1', with the CO leading. Three day ofR&R followed; some of
the Troop made it up the lope for ome serious down-hilling. With
morale on the up, we prepared ourselves for the move north and Ex Strong
Re olve 1998.
EXERCISE TRO 'G RESOLVE 1998
After pending three rough day on the boat we arrived in Narvic only
to find that the vessel with the vehicles on was another three days sailing
away. Unfortunately those without vehicles had to stay in a top class hotel
whi le the rest of the Troop roughed it in the field, with temperatures
reaching minus 25°C.
The Exercise started with a bang when Cpl ·E ii JGnevil' Conley
crashed the Tp Comds Rover, with the Tp OC sat next to him! Both were
thankfully unhurt but the Rover was a write-off. Communications thi year
proved to be difficult and much engineering was required. Why is it that
comms always drop out just when a Staff Officer wants to send a message
- don't you just love 'em? Once again we had the Squadron rebros
deployed: with ig ' Rebro King · Stoves and Sig ' Chubby' Crossley on
one and the ever amusing Sig 'I want to be like Capt Lovett' Scully and
ig 'Strawberry Blonde' Barter on the other. Both teams were
ou tanding, especially when Sig Scully decided to put all of bis petrol in
his BY, leaving none to run his generator - what a guy! The highlight of
the Exercise was, without doubt, ibe visit of the King of orway, closely
followed by the MRE bomb, which gave the Tp OC, Capt 'Steve' Abram
a new hairstyle.
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BASIC WI TER TRAI ING - by Lt Toby Heath
Earlier this year the Squadron had reasonable succe with the four man
team which entered the Corps and Divisional Downhill Racing
Championships in France. Some of these had only recognised their ability
as a re ult of attending previou Basic Winter Training (BWT) Exercises
in Bavaria. In order to identify a team fo r next season we tried to send as
many interested people as possible to (BWT). It also allowed me yei
another two weeks on skis and away from work! Although BWT does not
involve extreme speed and is mainly geared to beginners and
intermediates it does provide the taste and thrill of movement on skis. The
format for BWT ha changed considerably over the years, originating
from its roots as the old 'S now Queen '. It is currently well constructed to
meet its aims. The Beginners Course con ists of five days cross-country
ski training culminating in a race and one night in a self-constructed snow
hole! However, the followi ng five days introduce the students to the
practice and theory of downhill kiing and a val uab le opportunity to inflict
injuries on themselves, the Sqn Comd Maj ' Andy' WiUiams and Sig 'Fat
Boy' Quinn being good examples. By the end of the course the beginners
are more than competent in both disciplines - well most are! Sig Baz
'Carnage' Dear may have been the exception!
The course for the intermediates takes a different format and starts with
five days of downhill training with touring skis. The five days are
excellent fun and with the number of falls recorded, it provides ample
entertainment. The second five days are spent touring the mountain and
exposing the students to the rigours of living in the mountains. This is a
highly enjoyable but testing time for all the tudents, although LCpl ' I'm
not climbing up that' Temple would probably say otherwise. Basic
Winter Training provides an excellent environment for winter training at
all levels and is something everyone should try if only once.

Cpl 'Al.f' Mangera has also joined us from RAF Laarbrucb: so it's time to
tart.?omg some work at last. Tw~ mor~ po tings from our ister airfield
are Sig Mnrk Roberts a.nd LCpl Mau Dawson . Enjoy Bruggen. Lastly
and not JUSt because he 1s a tech, big welcome to Sgt Carl Hind~on and
Sharon, also from Laarbruch. Al o joining the Troop are Sigs 'Chris'
Lees, 'Kev' Pooley, 'Barry' Dear, Mark Tomlinson John Mille!'. 'Rich'
~anby, 'Ti m' D.avies, Mark Guerin, 'Rob' JJ~nsen ~nd arah, p{u their
nipper (his w~1ds) Ashley. LCpl Marc Qumn has finally decided to
move from 7 Sig Regt. After all the hellos. it's on to the Good-bye~. LCpl
icci depart for Civ Div as do LCpl ' Giz'
'Macca' Mcp herson and
Carr and Leona! and finally LCpl 'Scouse' Holmes, 'all back to the UK .
The Tr?OP 1s stil l sendmg people all over the world, including Bosnia,
Ascen 100 Island, the Falklands and anywhere else that needs our unique
kills.
In the ports arena various members of the Troop have excelled
including LCp l ' Al ' Catbcar.t for Regimental Football. S gt Lloyd Bath
an~ ~gt Dave. Scrag~ for their refereeing (bad decision there). Cpl John
Plulhps for his prominence m Systems Control and finally, just o he can
nng the bell, the boss who deleted his name from the notes to avoid buying
a crate. Sorry To by, I've added you back, o get the beers in, best wishes
from the 21C!
VISIT TO LAARBRUCH
by T he You ng Patients of Krefeld Ca ncer Clinic
A part of the Squadron's ongoing community relation work on
Monday, 30 March, we sponsored a visit to. the air base by the young
pauents of the Krefeld Cancer Chmc. 30 children saw a wide range of
attractions during the visit including an air dog demonstration fire
fighting :vehicles, crash survival equipment, Harrier GR7 flying and~ tour
of the aircraft being prepared for ervice on the aircraft carriers in the
Gulf. The inclusion of a hearty lunch for the children and adults topped off

Sig 'I've got A Levels' Day on Rebro 21 B during Ex Strong Resolve
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HOTELTROOP-RAFBRUGGE
Over the last few months H Tp bas had a number of postings both in and
out. We'll start off by saying hello to Sgt Dave Scragg and Catherine
who joined us in November 1997, and congratulation on their first born
Jordan. Also, hello to gt ' Les ' Chapman and Pamela with their clan.
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Cancer Patients visit RAF Laarbruch
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PRESENTATTO OF THE LORD LIE UTE ' A.~T'
CERTIFICATE OF 1ERJTORJO S SERVICE
On 11 March 1998. SSgt Maurice Byrne was pre ented with the Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate of Meritoriou Service for his long and dedicated
service to the Regiment. The presentation was made by Field Marshal
Lord Bramall GCB OBE 'IC JP at the HQ of Greater London TAVRA
in the Duke of York' Headquarters.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Since the la t edition of The Wire we have said farewell to Capt E mma
Orrell AGC, who bas left to pur ue a civilian career in Belgium, and
W02 (SSM) Jim McMahon who ha been posted to 83 Sqn, we wish
them both well. Arriving to take their place are Maj Joe Owen AGC
who kindly agreed to come out of retirement to help u out, and W02
(SSM) Rudi Harding from 83 qn. We are also pleased to welcome Cpl
'Becks' Strickland (another one making the upward move from 83 Sqn),
and Sigs Derwood, Tindall, Anderson, Vine. and McEvoy who have all
recently joined us. Welcome to the quadron.
SQ ADRO OPE DAY
Recruiting has been the Squadron's main pnonty over the winter
months. A very well organi ed and professional Open Day wa held on 14
March 1998 that displayed all the Corps and trade availab le to potential
recruits within HQ Sqn. Despite a large media and local campaign, it wa
rather disappo inting to see only a few potential recrnits tum up to view the
di plays. However, lessons have been learnt that will as ist in organi ing
future successful Open Days. Perhaps the highlight of the day was a very
uccessful Karaoke that was held in the 351 Club, unfortunately no
budding Madonnas ' or Robbie Williams were di covered, but a good
trade was done in Ear Defenders and Aspirins! Well done to 2Lt Keriana
Houia our R Z Signals Officer, who en ured thal most of King ton
University turned up to help us put a large hole in the bar stock and
improve Squadron fund in the proce s.
41 (PL!<) IGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj . Baker
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. P. Paine

Ski Instructor Cpl Casswell icing the head of W02 (SSM)
Jed Robinson

the day. It i te~tamcnt to the advances made in cancer research and
treatment that these children were able to spend the day with us here in
Laarbruch. The extremely severe medical treatment the kids have to
endure in order to cure the cancer, is mentally and physically debilitating
and, sadly, not alwaxs successful. Days out such a this, organised through
fnends of the hospital are very welcome to the families and caring stafT.
Thank you to everyone who helped organise and run the day.

VI IT OF THE LOCAL MP
On 6 March 1998 the MP for South Croydon visited the Squadron. Mr
R_icbard Ottaway MP, after a presentation on the role of the Squadron
given by the OC, Maj Steve Baker, was taken to the Tech workshops
where he met SSgt Maurice Byrne and his lru ty team ofteclmicians. As
the Squadron wa preparing to deploy on a Regt Exerci e, 1r Ottaway
was then taken to the Squadron garage where he was able to sec the real
workers preparing their detachments for deployment. Having taken a keen
mterest in the presentation on the quadron 's role, he wa able to ask some
quite searching questions that certainly took ome of the soldiers by
surprise. Before the quadron deployed, Mr Ottaway told everybody how
much he appreciated their efforts and how impressed he wa by thelf
achievements.
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SSgt Maurice Byrne receives his Lord Lieutenant's Certificate of
Meritorious Service from Field Marshall Lord Brammall
CO GRATULATIO S
Members of the quadron have had a number of academic successes
recently, and congratulations go 10 Sgt teve McAulifTe on uccc . fully
pa sing the TA Yeoman of ignal course and Sig Pearl cthna on
obtaining an A grade pa-. on her Tele Op Rud io Class 3 course.
56 fG AL Q ADRON
qn Comd
M

Capt B. C. Howe
W02 (S I) A. J. Potter

CH 'GESATTHETOP
We aid goodbye to our OC, Iaj lalcolm Bryan (and F.d the duck) in
February and welcomed Capt Brian Ro,,e a our ne\\
and Capt
Jackie Blake a 21 . We look forward to the OC\\ de\·clopmcnts that th1.
team will bring u .
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TH REG1'1 'TAL EXER J
Our first Regt E. rcise of the year turned out to be rather different than
planned. The quadron arrived at the location complete with map. and
rccce rep rt' in a howling gale and torrential rain. evcrtheless, we took
over the harbour area and went fon ard to secure the site, only to find it
(and indeed the entire training area) wa · swanning with the whole of the
British rmy - or Jt least it ecmcd like it! To make matter even more
complicated. our CO 1 ICE ;ilu radio equipment was 'side on· in a
ditch a,, gt l\1ike Do" d had tr;~d to take the most direct route rather than
keeping to the track ! After much checking of Pippingford Park and
walking knee deep in mud to ee whether it wa go•ng to be po sible to get
comm . the deci ion was made that a our main priority wa
communication , we should return to Ea tbourne and carry out the
E. crc1 ·e from there.
leanwh1le the other Squadron were also facing problems. 41 qn had
tran~lled down to Corsham and got bogged down in mud. After three
hours of trying un uccessfully to get comms with tl1em, we were finally
told that they had been in bed · ince 0300hr ! Hmmmm .... aren't they the
lucky ones' 3 qn had got to TA TA and decided to mi s out on the fun
and game by remaining in their pre-planned locations. The final change
to tl1e already decimated exercise plan wa when tl1e CO's helicopter wa
unfortunately cancelled due to the weather so he had to travel by road to
vi. it hi merry men. However, from disaster ucces wa achieved and a
mo t ucce sful Exerci e resulted. The mo L memorable moment wa
when our PSI, S gt Willie Loch, rang the bell to celebrate another year
without hi zimmer frame!
CO. GRATULATIO '
The quadron would like to congratulate LCpl Steve Howell, Sig
lark Grieve and ig Eric Gardyne who have all recently been
promoted. Al o congratulations to ig Tracey 1 olan and Jo Reader who
have recently pa ed their trade cour e . 12 recruits tarted t11eir training
with us in March and we are getting u ed to seeing them complete with
their yellow flashe , marching about the Squadron. Good luck and we look
forward to eeing you all pa through your recruit training oon.
83 JG. AL Q ADRO.N
qn Comd
SM

laj 1. Jackson
W02 (SSM) J. J. McMahon

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURES
On Tuesday 3 l March 1998, the quadron said farewell to W02 SSM
Rudi Harding and Cpl 'Becks' Strickland who are posted to 'slipper'
city. namely HQ Sqn in Southfields. Best of luck to you both. The
quadron would like to welcome W02 (SSM) Jim Mc fahon to the
·King· Road' from slipper city and hopes he has an enjoyable tour with us
- well. summer i coming Jim ! See you in the Chelsea Potter - there's a
pint waiting!
EXERCISE CO RAGE TROPHY
The 1998 Courage Trophy competition was set in the beautiful
surrounding ofLongmoor Training Area over the weekend 20-22 March
199 . Many of the country's rmest TA Units participated in this year's
competition, and 31 Sig Regt (V) was no exception, being proudly
represented by the following finely tuned and focused eight:

2Lt kpai - 83 ig Sqn
Sgt Cahill - 3 ig qn
Cpl Campbell - 41 ig qn
LCpl Bell - 3 ig qn
Sig Coultas-Pitman - 83 ig Sqn
Sig Eastwood - 83 ig qn
Sig Humphries - 41 ig Sqn
Sig Hunter - 41 Sig Sqn
After some quick revi ion in the variou subject to be encountered, the
team wa ready to take on the world. First tand was the Signals tand
where we could play our joker, or maybe not, as the ca e proved. '
'What's thi Batco lark all about then?' the team was heard to say. Well ,
never mind we can only get better. True LO form that ' what the team did,
with some excellent result , especially in the shooti ng and the tab beating
some good Infantry teaJlls in both. The team, although not winning any
tand outri ght, were alway near the top which is what was required to
give a good all-round team result. On the prize giving parade the team
found out they had just been pipped into third place in the Courage Shield
competition, which was a thoroughly deserved re ult. lf there had been a
prize for be t morale and admini tered team 31 Sig Regt (V) would have
won for sure, all ay smiling, joking and being replenished by Cpl
'Becks' Strickland's mobile sausage andwich PLC. A couple of
memorable moment from t11e competition were 2Lt Ukpai's total 'sad
on· after not receiving a burger on completion of the Night Navigation.
Also Cpl Tanya Campbell's driving kill after executing a superb passing
manoeuvre to overtake a woman (not that we have any ill feeling towards
women drivers!) who looked a little tip y to ay the least whilst driving a
BMW. Thank al o to 1aj Mike Jackson, Lt uzi idwell, SSgt Dinger
Bell, Sgt Mark Lawrence, C pl ' Beck ' Strickland and Sig Laurel
Allott, for running a very challenging Signals stand within the competition
on behalfof tl1e Regiment.
CORPSAAM
The Regimental hooting team took part in the CORPSAAM 1998, at
Pirbright and Ash range over 28-29 March 1998, led by Capt Guy ' I
shoot for the Army ' Bewsher. After the usual 11th hour rush, tl1e team
managed to get the first round down the range at the ri ght time! LCpl
Andy Wheeldon would like to personally thank Capt Bewsber for
inviting the CO to present him with the runners up medal in the LSW
shoot even though he didn't come second! Promoted a well Andy - no
doubt you will win the weepstake in the Grand ational too (good things
tend to come in three )! Thanks to Capt Bewsher for organising the team
and we are now all looking forward to Bisley! Thanks also to LCpl Andy
Wilson for receiving the correct prize for really coming runner up in the
LSWshoot.
EXERCISE LIGHT ING STRIKE
gts' 'Matt· Cahill and ' Dave' AUeyne participated in Ex Lightning
Strike - well anything to vet future females into the Royal Corps and
participate in a free session, only problem is lads you weren't invited! Ha!
Ha! Hope tarnished, the lads put a great deal of effort into promoting the
Volunteers and the Royal Signals as a whole, to the OTC OCdts who were
interested in joining up. Many thanks to them and to SSgt Roy Messenger
(PSI 41 Sig Sqn) who organised the event.

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
R

\If

Lt Col A. C. C. Lapsley TD
WOJ (R M) J. McLachlan

CORP AA~f 1998
One of the Regiments' many external commitments is to assist in the
running of CORPSAAM for both the TA and Regular shoots. We have to
supply admin -taff, tats and running the ranges including probably the
mo t difficult range the LSW Match. We also managed to enter two teams
who, alth_ough not s~ccessful, had an introduction to competitive shooting.
The Regiment acquitted them elves very well, indeed the best run range
was awarded to WOl ( YWO) \1cVey and his range staff, quite an
accolade from the Regulars.
51 (H) JG AL. Q
qnComd
• \.1

(ii.mp.
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One ofthe 61 Sig Sqn Groups enjoying the sun and snow on Ex
Capital Caper
LCpl Dave 'Scott of the Antarctic' Crampton festooned with all the
appropriate outdoor gear, navigation aids, maps. compas es, Swiss Army
knife. sllll got us lost along the way. Good job there was a pensioner on the
path to keep us right!

Congratulations go to Cpl Stuart Bonner on being promoted to full
Cpl and to LCpl Alison ' Radio Star' McKay on her first - both were fully
de erved. A very happy 21st birthday wish to Michelle Rettie from all at
51 Sqn. Squadron life has been just one giddy round of Exercises and
Adventure Training - good old NCRS is keeping us busy and a major
exerci e took place in Stonehaven, just South of Aberdeen, where our dets
deployed on a freezing February night and a glorious sunny day.
52 (L) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Maj R. J. H. Sutherland
Sqn Comd
SSM
WOI (SSM) T. Mc ey
After returning from the festivities of Chri tmas. the Squadron has
settled down into the routine of the training year, under the steady hand of
the new OC, Maj Roddy 'Thruster ' Sutherland, ably as isted by Capt
Mike ' Pugwash' Sperinck. In addition to the continuing work up to the
CRS Exercises later in the year, the Squadron took the opportunity,
presented by the late arrival of now on the la t week of February, to go
adventure training in Kinlochleven.
The 30 people involved in the adventure training enjoyed the chance to
improve their canoeing Gu t e caping frostbite), and the more traditional
hill walking along the West Highland Way. The opportunity to introduce
the new members of the Squadron to the old crew was taken. The new
recruits to the Squadron taking part the weekend included Sig's Gillian
Gray, Brian Hendry, David Mair Joanne Mundie, Sean heridan,
Alan Thomson, Greg Doutrie, Colleen Kelly and Willie Murray all of
whom survived and showed up one or two of the old salts - particularly on
tl1e Saturday night.
On the rebound from mi sing the adventure training weekend. Lt teve
'40 winks ' McBride 'organized' the Squadron team for the cottish Rover
Rally, where the team's re ult did not reflect the effort made. The
highlight of the Exercise for the participants was when the helpful Lt
McBride offered to pay for the fuel for OCdt ' Phil' Adams and Sgt
'Rab' Nimo. They were later seen heading back towards the last fuel top
after the cour e co-ord inator asked all competitors which individuals had
not paid for their fuel. ft appears tliat Lt McBride, who has the attention
pan of a fruit fly, had forgotten to pay the fuel bill for hi fellow
teammates.

61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) IG AL QUADRO '
Sqn Comd
Maj F. Farquharso n
SSM
W02 (SSM) G. Garland

DRO '(V)
Maj Morna trachan
W02 Donald Webster

FAREWELL
\\e have had to ay a final farewell from trade week to ig 'Rosie' Reid
who h~ finally moved to London and is looking forward to join ing 71 Sig
R~~t C':'). God luck with your future career' Rosie'. Our photograph shows
Sig Reid \\Ith some of the quadron on Trade Week at Edinburgh Training

REC RUIT! G
The Sq uadron had its an.nual rccruiti~g blitz in February, and amongst
other events we had a mobile radio det raffle' for the general public and
an open. 111ght at Gordon . Barracks. Aberdeen F.C. footballer Stephen
Glass k1.ndly_presented ~n zcs and awards on the night- our photograph
shows 1g Michelle Rett1e and Rec Al~xandra Smith with Stephen.
NB : He is movmg to Newcastle F.C. 111 the summer so he will be used to
the TA (Toon Army).

Our best wishe also go to our PSAO, Cap t 'Bob' Greenhowe who is
retiring this month. We wish 'Bob' and Lorraine and the boys all the very
best.in hi s well earne9 retirement and many thanks for the time and effort
put m on our beha lf. We await Bob's replacement Capt 'Norrie ' Donald
with our u ual Highland hospitality.
THE W IRE, J UN E 1998

SQ ADRO ACTIVITY
New Year bas seen in a busy and varied time for the Squadron incl uding
an CRS Exercise out in our favourite training area, Dreghorn, and a
Comms Weekend up in Aberdeen accepting the northern hospitality of 51
Sqn. The Squadron yet again received many thanks for providing the
afcty comms for the local hill run , the Carnethy Hill Race. 2Lt Julie
'Tigger' Knight was disappointed that when he was asked to ·run' this
event it involved organising the comm and not participati ng in the event
itse lf.
As blizzards raged aero Scotland 61 qn et off for a weekend up in
Avicmore. In a ra h moment of weakne s the concerned 0 gave out her
mobile phone number - a deci ion which he deeply regrets as .he ha
been receiving calls from LCpl J ames Costello telling her he's OK and
not lo t ever since. Despite the lack of snow cover for sk iing the
a_lternative programme including walking, orienteering and wimming
(indoors!) was greatly enjoyed by all.
THE W IRE, JU NE 1998

CO GRATULATIO
Congratulations to SSgt Rowena Clarke and LCpl usan 'Shoe'
Traynor on their respective promotions. 2Lt Julie Knight on her
engagement to Capt eil Potter - a Yeomanry Dasher 'big do' next year
with swords and whistles. Capts ' Downhill' Dods and Brian Shankland,
on succe sfully completi ng their Capt- Major course at Blandford. The
following are also to be congratu lated on achievi ng their Trade ratings at a
recent weeks camp held at Edinburgh Training Centre:- LCp l Glen
Davidson, LCpl Susan Traynor, LCpl ' Raymundo ' Park, Sig Carole
Clark, Sig flona Borland, REME Cfn Wesley Florence, Sig 'Rob'
Lowe and Sig Graeme Tait. Well done all.
EMIGRANTS
Time_ to say farewell to our erstwhile tech Sgt Lyndon Box who leave
us to 30111 our RHQ team at Glasgow. What he saves in toiletries he will
probably spend in bottles of 'Buckey". A culture transfer too for our
maternal data instructor Ssgt Helen Jep hcote who will be a mi s after
some 15 years with the Edinburgh Sqn. Her la t farewell wa spent in the
sauna at Aviemore with 17 other Squadron members among them her YofS
bu band.
SOCIAL EYE TS
Two notable Officer Mess function in thi last month. The Officers
held their 47th Champagne Supper wit h some 90 guests many of whom
were ex 61 (City of Edinburgh) Regt Offrs, of whom some were at the first
supper in 1950. Much effort by Maj 'Mayhem' M urray, Capt ' Jax'
Lockhart, faj Fiona Farquharson and a pre ed volunteer in the form
of her husband Lt Col Allan Downie seconded from 3 RHF for the next
morning only to help hoover the floors and clear the debris of a very
succes ful evening. Capt Brian Shankland and Maj ·Mayhem·
continued the party mood providing a tand at the Re en•e Force
A oci!ltion ' ATO' night where it i rumoured that both were dres ed as
French tarts! Bu ine s wa brisk!

.RSVC
DINGHY HIRE
TOPPERS
from £3 per day
Contact Sgt Chas Cowell
737 2810
01258 482810
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received a lmos~ £700 for books from the Squadron. Sig Gregg
C umberl a nd (2)) from Ilorsforth and LCpl Terri Collict (27) fro m East
Keswick .braved th e cold January weather to run the 13. I miles in the
Knaves1mre Half Marathon. in York which is nicknamed the Brass
Monkey Ha lf marathon to raise the cash. No prizes for guessing why it is
ca lled Brass Monkey !

ORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Lt Col 0. A. Hargreaves
WOI D. Sho" ell

RHQ
RHQ continues to work hard with the preparation for the Summer
deployment to Gcm1an). the continual proce sing of recruit and the odd
isit. The ne'' Commander 11 ig Bde, Brig Cook, vi ited RI IQ. HQ qn,
90 ig qn. 50 ig qn and the band in February, and he i due to visit 49
ig qn in April Sgt (FofS) turman from 49 ig qn i congratulated
on hi promotion and appointment a Regimental Foreman.

Gibson who joined u last year as a slightly( !) o lder recru it and who then
has become pregnant! Congratulations arc doubly in order. The RAO has
been bu y over the la t two months with the Bounty payments, end of year
and making ure that we arc ready for ummcr camp (e.g. how does thi s
new penthou e go on to thi s new box body, watch this space!)

Our . Regimental Chri tmas had a distinctly sporting theme with a
based a~ound cycling, gymnasium work, swimming,
onentecrmg and shootmg. The photo shows Sig Emma Higgin . Cpl
Karen Jemmett and Sig Freddie O'Brien hard at work on their Concept
Ergometers. Behind them Ca pt C live Chi holm is on one too but it's
hidden behind Sgt ' Slavedriver' Robinson . Cpl teve Redgrave might as
well move over now. The final picture show 3 Sqn talwarts rehearsing in
front of a wall for their forthcoming firing quad. They are, from left to right,
Capt 'Taff' Watts (OC Trunk ode Troop), Capt Graham Jennings (Op
Officer) and W02 ( SM) ' Kev' Appleby. Rumours are rife that our new
Commanding Officer is considering a les drastic future for them but that
their departure is imminent. We ' ll keep you posted. so to peak.
compellt~on

It was the first time Gregg from Hors forth had run in a half marathon. ' I
enjoyed it but the last three miles were a bit of a killer. However, l am
hoping to nm another o.ne later thi s year,' he said . We won't forget Gregg!
Gregg is an lnformat10n Analyst for Barclay Mortgages in Beeston.
Barclays Bank Pie operate a £ for£ scheme which matches the fir t £I 000
rai sed for charity by any member of taff. so Gregg has been able to
double his ponsor hip money which helped boost the fund . Gregg and
Ch r is Thomas from Barclays were joined in the pre enting the cheque to
the ehool by LCpl Da rron ton e whose four year old daughter Sian is in
the reception class. Questions asked by the pupil were ' Do you work for
Saddam Hussain?' ' Why are all your vehicles GREE ?'

' Last one to fold his arms, buys the beers!' Brig Cook with W02
(YofS ) Thompson, W02 (FofS) Windows and W02 Bickerton
(Chief Clerk)

MARATHO EFFORT FOR EPILE P Y
Sgt Dave Ca rr bas been training ig Phil Barker to run hi first
marathon . Phil Barker had never attempted such a distance before and
made a bet with his father that he would run a marathon before the end of
1998. Dave and Phil ran the Majorcan Marathon and rai ed a staggering
£ 1057.20 for the Association 's vital services for people with Epilepsy.
NEW ARRIVALS (NEW RECRUITME 'T PLA
KICK IN)
Congratulations are extended to: LCpl Wayne Wood and Sig Deni e
Wood on the birth of E mily Mar garet Wood on Wednesday, 11 March
1998 at 2 1.0Shrs, weighing in at 8lbs Soz.

'I swear that Jimmy just moved' The Commander enjoys lunc h
in the Sergeants Mess
HQ IG AL SQ ADRO
qnComd
SSM

'.\1aj 'Bob' Holme
W02 ( SM) Jordan

FARE\.\ ELL & ARRIVAL
Three members of the quadron were dined out in February. Maj Mary
killen our Medical Officer, W02 (S M) Caven. and SSgt Dereck
Fallin. have all been stalwarts for many a year. Maj Mary killen has
scn.ed \\ith the TA for some forty years, the majority of which she was
attached to Royal ignals. In recognition of this the CO also managed to
get \1a11 dined out officially by the Corps at Blandford; an honour not
often bestowed on a non-Corps member. Both W02 Paul Caven and
Derek Fallin were ex Royal Corps of Transport (Truckies) but that was
never held agamst them! Indeed Paul was even allowed to become
M,
and Derek did a great job in the MT a. you would expect. W02 (SSM)
Ena Jorden has ju t returned to the fold after a year in Split. She reckons
It was tough in ' lipp.:r City ' and we believe her. She received her well
de crved Lord Lieutenant"s Certificate in February with W02 Turrington
and S gt Fra er.
Our P I gt 'Robbo ' Robin~on with the support of Sgt hrimpling
und Grover have been hard at work getting our radio operators up to peed
O\cr the "mtcr months ready for Ex Able Conder our two weeks in
trammg camp taking place in June in Germany. Congratulations to Pte
Stone of the RAO on his promotion to LCpl Stone. Welcome to ig
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W02 (SSM) Ena Jordan, W02 Kev Turrington,
SSgt Heather Fraser
QM'S DEPARTME T
QM
Maj Les Wood
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) ' orman Yarwood
As usual the Quartermasters Department has been busy ensuring the
communicators are fed and watered. Maj Les Wood i now well
established in post and ha a new cross country running partner in the
RQMS. Norman Yarwood. There has also been sightings of several pigs
passing over sunny Brambles Farm. W02 (RQMS) Ena Jordan has
opted for the easy life and has now become SSM HQ, good luck Ena.
Wh ile W02 Kev Apple!ly moves into the post in June.
49 (WEST RIDL G) 1G AL SQUADRO '(V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Sixsmith
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ala n .James
Major Dave ix mith is to be congratulated on his promotion and
appointment as QC 49 (West Riding) Signa l Squadron (V) in Leed , on the
I April 1998.
49 DA H TO RA1 E CA H
The Squadron 's Public Information and charities efforts are going well.
They recently showed some of their comms vehicles to chi ldren from
K1rkstall School, when they visited on Friday, 27 February 1998. Pupils
from the Sacred lleah Roman Pri mary and ursery School in Eden Way
THE WIRE, JUNE 1998

PROMOTIO S
Congratulations to the following on their recent promotions:
gt Joffe Bailey
C pl lnn ' Clint' Eastwood
LCpl Terri Collict
LCpl Darren 'Daz' tone
and a warm welcome into the quadron for all those that have ju t
succe sfully completed the latest Regimental Recruit Course I 04 and are
now looking fo1ward to getting into their Trade Training and their first
Exercise - Spring Eagle straight afler Easter. Unfortunately, unlike the la t
couple of Exercises, which have re ·ulted in having to eat in a proper
cookhouse and sleepi ng in a gym, thi one's the rea l thing. So leave tho e
comfort blankets at home and prepare for the delights of Elvington
Airfield , gt Key's 'haute cui ine ' cooking and running around in green
skin, wearing webbing and carrying a thing called a rifle.
50 ( ORTH MBRlAN) SIG AL QUADRO (V)
qn Comd
Maj J. M. Lambton
SSM
W02 (SSM) K. ppleby
There have been everal recent changes to the Orbat. Our Squadron
Commander, Maj Mike 'The avigator' Holman , has departed for the
twilight zone of a Brigade staff appointment. There's a distinct sense of
deja vu about his replacement becau e Maj John Lambton held the very
same position before becoming the Regi ment's Second in Command. Let'
JUSt say that the handover-takeover procedure wa not overly 11me
consuming. Cpl Lynn tevenson has deserted the Tech Work hop to join
her TI cou rse. ew arriva ls include 2Lt Jez Bailey (at last we've got a
Rupert!), and gt Scott Margison. We hope they'll enjoy their stay with
us.
. On Tue day, 27 January gt Colin Ridley was pre ented with the Lord
Lieutenant's Certificate for hi out tanding contribution to the TA. Also
honoured was SSgt (FolS) imon Land , late of 50 qn and now the
Regimental Foreman. The picture how!I' them flanking the Lady Mayo1
and Mayore s of Darlington after the presentation by Her Maje ty' Lord
Lieutenant of Durham Cou nt y.
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90 ( ORTH RIDl G) SIG ' AL Q ADRO ' (V)
Sqn Comd
laj Ian Aall
199 has een the arriva l at 90 qn of ontinuarion Tp, commanded b
Lt Jenny Bowes, which will be the home for all the quadrons recruits
until they have completed the ir trammg. Rumour ha it the Tp 0 • a
nursery teacher in her other li fe. volunteered for the job having been told
she could have a free hand in the training programme. The recruit. arc
now busy learning face painting and hO\\ to make a model basha u. mg
. ticky backed pla tic and coat hang 'TS. 'gt Le Stimpson is also said to be
working on a drill movement for pOlt) training!
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Folio\\ ing the hri 1ma break our late t recruits continued their trade
training, leading up to the ucces ful as es. ment e. erci c at the end of
Februa'fy We now have two ne'' ·victims· for the witch in igs Andren
h:m and Alison Bibby. th terrible two ome who have yet to be een
~ pemted from each other for more than five minute . Well done to both of
them pll!l; the other members of the Sqn who. completed their trades th.is
year. The beginning of larch aw the Reg11nent gathered at Wathg1ll
camp for Ex Lyke Wake I organised by 90 qn. and in particular Sgt
Coliu 'Bet P 1' Da,\son who httd reached version 12 of the original
plan b\ the time we all arrived on th• Friday night. Despite having lots of
weather o,·er the weekend we completed the final bit of the Bounty
qualification· for tho e individuals tarting to panic ·ith April 1 on the
horizon. and an APWT till 10 pass. Everyone left camp on Sunday
relieved 10 know that the ·Bounty Fairy ' would be i iting them again this
year \1embers of the Bramble Farm Officers Mes who anended that
weekend al o had the benefit of an impromptu Mess outing. with Capt
Carl 'You really want one of tho e' Butler ordering for anyone not quick
enough with the menu. Lt imon · mith i now negotiating Capt Butler
to choose all hi meal in the future!
For the second year the Regiment entered a team for TA CORPSSAAM
held at Pirbrigh1 and Ash ranges at the end of March. After 2 practice
range day , where Catterick proved yet again that it is the coldest place on
earth south of the Arctic Circle, the mall team of Lt Simon 'Where' my
bed?' mith. gt Gary Open haw, Sgt John Barras , Cpl John
Wightm a n, and ig Ga reth Martinez set off on the l9ng dr~ve to
Pirbright. arriving just in time for half an hour in bed before 11 wa lime to
get up again. After an uneventful first day the team sought refreshment in
a pint or two before ig 1artinez showed everyone the bad kebab he had
been ·forced" to eat. On rerurning to camp Lt mith demonstrated hi map
reading kill by being unable to find hi bed after an early morning trip to
the gents, and returning at dawn claiming ·All the e room look the ame
in the dark!" The CO arrived during the morning just in time to see the
team knocked out of the emi final of the fulling plate competition. After
itting quietly for 30 minutes Sig fartinez guiltily explained to the CO
exactly how he had managed to fire at the oppositions targets and knocked
down two of them! To round off an unsucce sful weekend we had to listen
a Middlesbrough lost yet another cup final.
The start of the new training year coincided with a number of
resolutions not to leave AP\\'Ts until the last moment, and with the usual
Catterick weather, which managed thick fog, thunder and lightning, now

and sun all in ide twenty four hour • the range weekend went ahead .
De ·pite the ligh tning caus ing a power cut during aturday atlernoon and
evening, there were pas es all round. Equally as important was Sig Simon
'Willey volunteering as duty dri ver for a Squadron lrip to Lcybum to
celebrate, and pend some of that hard earned bounty.

TR41 I G WING
Trg Maj

Maj Simon G reen

REG LAR 0 TOUR - THE GERMA Y RECCE
ining outside the Ccllnet Riverside Stadium in a green and black
URover waiting for WO! MTWO Dave McGuirk to collect his tickets for
the next home match should have given me an inkling of how tl1e next week
Recces·s in Germany were going to proceed. Once we ' d collected the
Training Major. 1aj imon Green from tl1e comfort of his living room, we
set off on the long trek 10 Rheindalen. Having boarded the ferry at Hull.
liascd with the rest of the team from the Brigade - 24 of us - we all then had
to do our upennan impression and move tealthily from the car deck to our
accommodation, in the bat of an eyelid change into civvies and hope no one
noticed (not an easy task by anyone ' tandards) . Having enjoyed the
reunion in tl1e bar, Sgt Tom Lappin confessed that he wa rather relieved
to be on the trip as hi two girlfriend , unbeknown 10 each other, were on Ex
Reboil together in York. ice one Tom.) We also had to endure the Trg Maj
moaning that we'd had six pints and we hadn't set sail yet! Unl ucky, Sir!
Ou arrival at Rheindalen. we first had to attend a Reece conference in
the big hou e. o off we all set, in what seemed to be - 1o·c, following
WOl YofS Gary Shake peare (Brigade Yeoman) like sheep, on a
man ter hike round the big house and all because Gary loves Milktray.
Fully briefed ix of u set off for sunny Herford trying to recall all those
useful German phrases you require on Reece ' Ein Bratwur t mit Pommes
Bitte' - how ea ily it all comes back. A personal thanks must go to the 35
Sig Reece team, who were also ta ked with the Herford area, as due to
their uncanny Reece skills, never actually found Hereford. ice one Lads!
Having completed the Reece in the Herford area it was back to Rheindalen
to face the inconsi tent billing sy tern of Kassel House. Bills ranged from
OM 52 - OM 87 for exactly the same meals/nights. 'Good old German
Efficiency once again. ' Saturday morn ing saw us leaving Rheindalen for
Rotterdam and the return journey to Hull, leaving the Regt just one last
opportunity to get over the Brigade by beating them in the ships quiz, and
winning a P&O tee-shirt each.

ft wa. also r~marka_bl e that, despite . the fierce Inter Squadron
Com~ct1.1J o ~ combmcd with the heat and thrill of the moment, inj uries and

vola11le incidents were non existent. .All teams remained well disciplined,
rcstramed and good humoured, leaving the sports officials on the ground
Jitlle to do. Everyone was a winner on thi s enjoyable weekend and it was
good to sec all. Squadrons both work~n g and having fun together. However,
every co~pe111ton has an overall wmncr and the honours this year go to
the combmed HQ Sqn/LAO team who had a terrific weekend made
mincemeat of the opposing teams and were clearly delighted to 1~ke the
Regimental Trophy home to Sutton.

parade the CO thanked both fa mily and friends for their upport,
encouragement an? understanding and aga in warmly congratulated all the
recruit.~. Before th is celebratory afternoon concluded, two Welsh recruits
from 95 Sqn, unrelated except by name. Sigs Sarah \!Jorgan and Joanne
Morgan , sprung a surprise by reciting a very amusing poem which is
repeated below:

VISIT OF COMD 11 JG AL BRIGADE
On Tuesday, 31 March, Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig J. R. B. Cook made hi
inaugural vi it to the Regim~nt to y i~w our training facilities, to meet
member~ of HQ Sqn underg~mg trammg and present Efficiency Awards
(Tern.t onal); Followmg his ~r~efing by the CO and .visit to the Regimental
Tra1111ng Wm~ and other fac1h11cs the Commander Joined medal recipients
in th.e Trammg HalL Here the Commander presented clasps to the
Effici ency Medal Tcmtonal) to Sgt Albert Mair and Sgt David hort.
Following the presentation the Commander congratulated medal
recipients for tbeir long and valued service and paid tribute 10 all those
members of the TA present, for their dedicated service. The Commander 's
vi sit .conclude.ct with a.visit to the Junior Ranks Club wnere he spent a
considerable time chattmg freely to all ranks before returning to Bde HQ.

35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
The Comd together with medal recipients

xxxv
:'\ UPHILL TR GGLE
THE 5 DIVlSIO ' ORIE TEERING CHAi'\1PIO. SHIP
On our way to Cannock Chase one couldn't help dwelling on our
performance the previous year when one or two team members missed a
checkpoint which co t us the Regular and TA minor unit Champion hip.
This year we were resolved to put this bitter disappointment behind us and
concentrate on producing a performance that all other tea.ms would find
hard to beat - to back this up we had some strong, experienced and
confident runners we could rely upon. It was also Lt Col Richard
Thurston's last competition with the Regiment and he was determined to
leave in a blaze of glory. He headed the Regular Permanent Staff team who
put on a brave performance on the B Course but despite a fine and
courageous team performance they were pushed into the Runner Up
position. This was no mean feat and all team members can be proud of this
achievement. Meanwhile, the TA team from 89 Sig Sqn, led by SSgt Dave
mot, was busy coasting through their stage of the championship. 89
qn's reputation for takmg on and beating the toughest teams is now
leg dary and the team was anxious not to lose thi s hard won position.
True 10 form 89 Sig Sqn (V) took the championship by storm and once
again delivered the goods, producing a performance that proved
unbeatable. The 5pectre of last year's championship was finally laid to rest
by the best.
A final mention is reserved for W/Sig Sian Taylor fi-om HQ Sqn. Sia n
entered as an individual and after a blistering performance took the
Runner Up slot on the 0 Course thus ending a magnificent day for the
Regiment who lefl Cannock Chase c lutching an armfu l of trophies and
weanng a smile that took weeks to fade! Our sights are now firmly on the
HQ LA 0 Championships, in May, where so far success has eluded us will that elusive victory finally be ours (watch this space)!!

\WI. ' . ·1 'G CO:\fB J TION
Ounng the weekend 21 122 February, 30 Sig Regt kindly placed
Gamecock Barracks, at Bramcote, at the Regiment's disposal for an inter
. quadron ports competition. In the past many attempts have been made
to mount a competition but these have been dashed in the planning stages
u ually through lack of support or team proble~. This time the RSM,
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WOl Paul Hor ton , was determined not to be out-manoeuvcred and gave
each Squadron plenty of time to sort out team problems. Fortunately his
tactics paid dividends, and while some of the conte t needed to be
tapered, orienteering, soccer, hockey, basketball and volleyball went ahead
a planned. Any fears that the competition would flounder through lack of
interest were quickly dispelled as teams fi-om throughout the Regiment
descended on Bramcote determined to have a good time, prove their
sporting prowess and each team convinced they would take away the
Regimental Challenge Cup. Brought together by sporting aspirations and a
common aim; team spirit, competiti veness and sporting skill were bigb th.is was supported by the fact that no team suffered an outright whitewash
and all performed well.

STEPPI GOUT
Our Recruiting efforts remain on target and level continue to rise
throughout the Regiment. The quality of new recruit coming through
eventually feeds its way into Squadron and has a marked effect on both
efficiency and proficiency. On Sunday, 5 April anotl1er Recruit Course
concluded its Phase I training and proudly paraded before family and
friends . The new CO, Lt Col Miles tockdale was tl1e inspecting officer.
At a special ceremony in Cate well House he presented each recruit with
the Corps cap badge congratulating each one in turn. Sig Joanne Moore,
of 48 Sqn, achieved the award of Best Recruit, proving once again that the
girls are more than a match for their male colleagues. Following the

The Course Photo

The Champion HQ Sqn/LAD team
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Sig Joanne Moore with her proud parents
WE'LL KEEP A WELCOME 0 THE DRILL SfDE
We all arrived on Weekend l. not knowing what was in tore nor what
was to come. The gate wa clo ed with a mighty din, there was no going
back now, they had locked u in! We got ome attention and a couple of
stares as we tried to lug our bergen up two flights of stairs. But on Sunday
we left the base, happy in our heart with a mile on our face. Starched
uniform · on our backs through blood. weat and pain we're in the TA now watch out Saddam Hu sain!
On Weekend 2 we thought Cpl Fellows wa rather silly when he kept
on going on about ironing hi willy. You can tire it in round - you can fire
it in bursts, but boy doe your weapon work better if you oil it first!
Blonde hair and mou tacbe that 's Cpl Bloom. we want to know ifyou·,·c
got enough room. Your lightweights can often be quite tight. .... tell u Cpl
Bloom do you dress to the left or the right?
arah was worried about Weekend 3 - where wa he going to have a
wee? Tara said. You do it behind a bush on the floor - I know all of this.
I've done it before! It wa thi weekend we met Cpl Dewfall he' not a big
man really. in fact he' quite small. He took u for a walk and on the way
he aid there wa a few thing he would like to say - 1organ, torgan ,
Drakeford and Ro e, walk a bit faster and stop picking your no e. Pull up
your ocks with a left and a right, pick up the pace now or we'll be here all
night, lift up your weapon, come on at the back - this Ln"t the way to do a
section anack! On Weekend 3 we couldn't belieYe what we were eeing C pl Watson wa evolving into a real human being. But after a minute or a
little bit sooner we found out it was all just a vicious rumour.
And now we've got to Weekend 4, we'r, tired and knackered. aching
and ore. We 've had a laugh, we've had some !Un - in betwet:n the drill and
the three mile run. You taught us how to march, you taught u how to
shoot, you taught us B , First Aid and how to bull a boot. You taught us
about map . you taught us how to fight. you made us go on guard duty in
the middle of the night. And oh crgeant Major where would our liYcs be
without the regulation pau e of .... two, three!
FOOT OTE
The tars of this ditty, without fear. prejudice or pit). have ·aid they
found it rather witty. o grudge was born nor ill-will intended and it.
feature in The Wire would be rather splendid!
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Pistol and Falling Plate as a team. '.he ~istol Match is normally shot as a
team of three, so our numbers were JUSt nght. The Falling Plate is shot as a
four-man event, and pleas for us to enter a 'ringer' from another unit were
turned down,_ so we . were immediately at a 25% disadvantage. We had
hoped to retam the Pistol Team trophy this year and our practice appeared
to have paid off, as scores posted this year were higher than last year. With
an I !PS of 200, C pl Byrne and Capt White scored 145 and 143 to t~ke
4th. and 5th places respectively. Sig Harper cored 88 to take 47th place.
TlllS gave us an aggregate. score o~ 376 _that looked very promising.
However, a team from. 71 S1gs crept m to pip us at the pot by one point,
with a total of 377_! S1lve~ Bars wen:: presented for second place. A we
could not compete m the nfle compct1t1ons as a team, the individual score
are et out below (individual positions are in parenthese ):

HA 0 \ 'R!f\KEO\'ER
\nother era m th life of the Regiment has draw n to a close with a
change m Command. On Tue da '. 31 iarch. Lt Col Richard Thurston
handCd over the rein of command to hi succes~or Lt Col M. R. G.
tockdale, '\18£ . Lt ol Thurston will be best remembered for raising
the profile of the Regim nt to such a d~grec that it i . probably_the be t
known. admired and respected TA Regt tn the We t Midlands ~vtth many
influential friends. The olonel was dined out at a special dinner
organised by the 21 . laj Richard Hemmings. o_n aturday. 4 April.
The C\ emng radiated a warm. fri<.t!dly and fam~ly at~10 pherc that
together with an excellent menu c011o~leme11ted by fmc ''me ensured its
succes ·. During the evening the Coioncl wa pre ented with two fine
decanters together wtth a photograph albu_m containing compilation of
photograph marking his tour of duty with the TA: The -le ~nd all
members of the Regiment wish him every uccc. s 1n his tour with the
ini II) and end our best wi hes to hi wife Angela and the boy-!
1 ·amralh· the wam1e. t Territorial welcome i extended to the new CO. Lt
Col \liies tockdale. his wife Jane and their children. Charlotte and
Phillipa. We w1 h them a happy and rewarding tour with the Regiment.
E\'ERYTl:\lE WE AY GOODBYE
Many other changes ha e taken place during the la t few month and
we ha""e said farewell 10 Sgt's (FofS) 'Taff' 1au_l and (FofS) '.Ray'
Edge who le.ave u on po ung to 15 Sig Regt and 16 Sig Regt respective!;•.
To gt Mark Gile and his new bride Hilary - they move to I Annd Div
Sig Regt and we ha\'e welcomed hi rep!ace'!len_t SSgt Jim tephen , ~o
Sgt Chris Cheesman, who i now enjoymg hfe m the Falklands but sttll
keeping in touch with Liz on a regular ba i· ._Al_ o to gt ~en ' icol and
famih who has left the Army to pursue a c1v1han career m the mobi le
phone field and finally to gt Da,·~ Yeof!lan on posting to 3 Para. :ro all
our departee we wi h them and their fam1he every ucce for the future.

Capt W hite
Cpl Byrne
Sig Harper

All change at the top!

Roupell
(HPS 160)
100(4th)
76 (22nd)
20 (85th)

RSM
Lt Col J. A. Allan TD
WOl (RS 1) R. J. Stanto!1

RHQ
RHQ ha gone in for its biennial change in the ivory tower of late and
Ii ted below are the 'old' and ·new' teams:
Outgoing (Farewell)
Incoming (Welcome)
CO
Lt Col B. J . colt-Morton
Lt Col J. A. Allan TD
21C
1aj P. F. Penfold
Maj P. Willmott
Trg Maj 1aj G. M. Lewi -Taylor
Maj G. R. Mason
Adjt
Capt I. N. Hunter
Capt . S. M. Youngson
RSM
WOJ (RSM) B. J. Bywater MBE WOJ(RS 1) R.J.Stanton
On a Wednesday in the not too di tant past, RSM Bywater was just
getting into the right frame of mind to auack the London traffic for an hour
(sometimes longer!) when Dawn sat him down to bacon, eggs and coffee
among t the MFO boxes and mop buckets. For the RSM was not to gri nd
hi gears this day but fly to work by Lynx courtesy of the Army Air Corps.
Landing outside the office after a flight path over the Thames, he was met
by the Officers and S COs of the Regiment ready to escort him to his
Mess and. a farewell lunch. (Note - there would have been a photo but the
Adjt, cott Youngson was so excited at seeing a flying machine - he
forgot!). We say a sad farewell to Benn y and Dawn (and the children)
after 22 years service and wish them well in the future. A word of warning
to all our n:aders; Don't peed through Cambridge because you don't
know who might catch you! We welcome WOJ (RSM) R. J. Sta nton and
his wife nn to the fold and hope they enjoy their tour.
GOC LO DI T \1 IT 36 SIG, 'AL REGIME 'T (V)
1aj Gen Webb-Carter dropped in on Ex Milky Way, the Regiment's
first Exercise under the command of Lt Col Jackie Allan. Ex Milky Way
was part of the build-up programme designed to prepare for Ex Able
Condor in June. The GOC wa welcomed by the CO, Adjt (Capt cott
Young on) and the RSM (WOJ Bywater) at RAF Upper Heyford.
Ha' ing met the Op Team of SEPISS, the tour paused for a chat with the
R M. It emerged that en Webb-Carter had previously served with our
R Min I (albeit several years ago). WOI Bywater will be rctir~ng at the
end of \ii arch after 22 year service in the Corps. We were pleased that his
last Exercise with us coincided with such an important visit. The tour
incluJcd meeting the so ldiers of 556 and 557 Troops from 54 Sqn, based
in Bedford and Cambridge. Lt Caroline Flaherty and 2Lt Ali on Sykes
explained how they deploy to upport the JHQ ofCSSG(G).
\I IT OF C0'\10 11 . IG 'AL BRIGADE
On Thuroday 26 March Brig J . R. B. Cook came to Ilford TAC to visit
the troops escorted by l\1aj Sullivan and driven by gt Smith (or is it
Jon '!) The CO, Adjt and RSM greeted them at the entrance 10 RHQ and
then the Comd was im tted to tour various depts of HQ qn. After the visit
It" a off to the 36 Club to meet the oldiers in a more relaxed atmosphere.
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Overall
(HPS 460)
312 (3rd)
249 (30th)
148 (82nd)

44 (CINQUE PORTS) SQUADRO '
44 (Cinque Ports) Sqn seized a rare opportunity to practice ome
serious soldiering at STANTA in the form of Ex Signal Sabre. 2Lt Paul
Whitehouse, formerly R Anglian, shared some of his experiences with his
willing (?) troops. Using a FRY-like scenario the Squadron practiced.
section battle drills and patrol skills, which were much improved by
Saturday night. Some of the juniors were surprised that the terrorists of the
East Anglian Peoples' Front looked strikingly similar to the SSM, YofS
and Tp SSgts. They weren't put off though the turncoats were overcome
several times and SSgt Bruce haw earned his posthumous MC several
times, while SSgt Chris Hope qualifies for an Oscar! Cpl Sally Howson
from Canterbury said, 'I wish I'd done this before my Det Comd·s course,
it was really useful'. The freezing February weather couldn't dent morale,
everyone was kept very busy, and the night phase didn't cause as many
long faces as we expected. Sqn Comd, Maj igel Thompson, kept a
careful watch over his sol diers and was pleased with the results. Maybe
we' ll do it again next year?

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

FIBUA
(HPS 200)
147 (14th)
127 (35th)
107 (60th)

The Falling Plate proved the high spot of the weekend. Our seemingly
indestructible 3-man team continued to blaze its way through the
preliminary stages. We beat three teams in the first heat (after a re-nm), 34
Sig Regt in the semi-final , followed by two more teams in the final to take
the Royal Corps of Signals (TA) Falling Plate Shield for our Regiment.
This was undoulitedly a brilliant effort by the firers , especially on the rerun of the first heat, when Sig Harper had a catastrophic mis-feed and
only managed to fire one round, with the ten plates being knocked over by
the two remai ning team members! As we had won our Corps event, we
went on to the Inter-Corps final. Six Corps were represented, two semifinals were arranged. We shot on the econd detail and again succeeded in
getting through.
•
On then to the mother of all finals, with a large crowd gathered at the
back of the range. The crowd included the CO and RSM 36 Sig Regt, a
well a Brigadier TA, Brig R. Holmes, and Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig J. R.

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

Association
(HPS 100)
67 (7th)
46 (33 rd)
21 (8 lst)

B. Cook. There was an expectant hush as the two team prepared for the
final. On the blast of the whistle we set off on what by nov.: seemed much
longer than the IOOm dash. Then disaster! Capt White turned an ankle
and fell, but recovered quickly. Even so he lost a good 15 yard on the
other runners. A groan ran through the crowd, which was now rooting for
the underdogs. The shooting started and the pressure was showing on both
teams. Very quickly, there was only one plate standing for each team. We
had run out of ammo and our opponents had only one round left. Realismg
that ifhe missed, it would be a draw and we would have to re-run it, their
team captain took his time and delivered the final shot. With a resounding
clang of copper jacket on steel, their last plate fell. The Inter-Corps Falling
Plate trophy went.to the team from the LAD of39 Sigs. Again, we were
pipped at the post, but apparently we at least provided a reasonable
spectacle for the audience.
In summary, although the Regiment would have benefited from better
attendance, at least we supported the competition, entered what we could
and came away with another trophy (which is always nice).

This· just happened to be the last appearance of HQ Sqn' SPSI, S gt
Enoch Powell, who's off to MOD. The troop wanted to buy him a bowler
hat but could only afford a plastic one in red, white and blue with ' Ki s Me
Quick' on the front!

Brig A. R. B. Cook meets W02 (SSM) Stockwell,while the CO
and OC HQ Sqn , look on

COMI GS AND GOINGS
Firstly some changes of per onnel should not go unrecorded. WOl
(RSM) Paul Edwards hangs up his boot , our best wishes go with him for
civvy street and we welcome WOl (RSM) Cox in bis stead. We also
welcome LCpl Ross Harmer from Blandford as the CO 's driver as LCpl
Kerry Greenham moves 011 to 280 (UK) Sig Sqn. Congratulations go to
Andy Fletcher on hi promotion to Captain and posting to HQ Sqn as OC
Comms Tp. Lt 'Sam' Green hands over as she leaves for 67 (QOWWY)
Sig Sqn's Stourbridge Troop and Lt Kevin Barker gives up Stourbridge
for Stratford. 67 Sig Sqn also feature in the news as their LCpl Smith 332
won the title of female champion shot at the Royal Signals Corps SAAM.
A st Op Offr, Maj Andy Berncastle goe to HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde and OC
RRTT, Capt Richard Adams sadly leaves to devote more time to his
fam ily. Finally, HQ Sqn 's Officer , Warrant Officers and S CO dined out
Maj Les Porter, who has served in the TA for 33 years. During this long
career, Maj Porter has seen a fair amount of restructuring; in fact he ha
worn five cap badges as each unit he served with wa disbanded and
reformed. Maybe it was time he left before the same happened to HQ qn!
We wish him and his wife Dianne a long and happy retirement. We
congratulate the 21C, Capt John Riley, a he takes over and John i een
below (left) presenting Les with a montage of the five cap badge of the
units he has served with .

THE COURAGE TROPHY
The TA units of LO DIST compete every year in a Military Skills
Competition sponsored by Courage Breweries. This year two teains
entered from the Regiment and came a creditable 20th and 28 th place.
Cred itable because both teams had 'lost' a team member each and were
penali ed at every stand. There was a prize for the best stand this year so
the imagination went wild. LCpl Howatson of 45 Sqn was part1c~l arly
impressed with 10 Para's Assault Course set in Longmoor FIBUA village
whilst Sig Dell and Sig Goodger enj oyed the First Aid stand that used a
hostage rescue scenario to spice up the action. The Honorary Co lonel, Col
A. E. M. Hall TO, CO and RSM visited the March and Shoot and were
impressed with the standards achieved. The new RSM was heard to say,
'I'm sure we'll do better next year!' There you go, people, the chall enge
has been set.

VISIT BY JACQUI SMITH MP
Our local MP in Redd.itch, Jacqui Smith, had asked to visit the
Regiment and we were delighted to arrange this one Saturday afternoon.
Accompanied by husband Richard and son James (4), it all seemed to go
well. The Adjt, Capt Sara Copley, briefed her on our role and
organisation while Richard encouraged James to play with the LAD's
wrecker. Following the brief, the garage tour by REME PSI SSgt Peter
Dawson led on to an CRS trailer where Lt ' Sam' Green did the talking
and Jacqui Smith then met some of the HQ Sqn stalwarts. A snack in the
mess was rounded off by the presentation of a Regimental plaque and a
Brigade flash for James.

Maj Les Porter (right) introduces Jacqui Smith MP to
Cpl Steve Bowman and Sgt Twanny Borg, the CO is hidden
behind Jacqui Smith

CORPSAAM 1998 - 28/29 MARCH
111e Regimental Shooting Team was resurrected following a lay-off.over
the winter and it is unfonunate that after better attendance at training
weekend , only three volunteers were avai lable for the CORPSAAM - Capt
Michael White, Cpl Any Byrne and Sig Alan Harper, all from 44 Sqn.
After intense negotiation with the Corps hooting Secretary, _Capt
Graham Reith , it was agreed we would enter the rifle compettt1ons
(Roupell, Association and FIBUA) as individuals, whi le shooting the
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Lt Col A. Whittle TD
WOl Cox

CO presents a brigade flash to James Smith as his Mum holds
her plaque
THE WIRE, JUNE 1998
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E ·r:RCI E ILYER LI ' K
An1tc1pating our commitments for Annual Camp, ~xerci c S,il\'er Link
\\3S planned b) Trg ' laj tewart '\kConnell an~ \eoma.n \\ 02 t~vc
To,rnsend a a major CR and lansman HF voice exercise. The object
\\a. to practice use of rela procedure and BATCO. It al o provided an
opportumty for the quadrons to bru~t: up on their Moul? . kills. Tote t the
potential T Yeomen, they \\ere 18 ked with wn!mg El for the
quadron e. erci ·e that formed part of the whole. gt J ulie Brooke at 96
ig qn drew the short traw of eflcc~ivl'ly wri.ting tht' R.egiment~I CEI.
while \ eoma n Town end enjoyed his lea e m u traha. 96 Stg qn
deployed 'CRS detachment· to the other squadrons at Moreton-in-Marsh.
Weeton and ennybridge, redi Co\'eringju.t how long
R trailer take
to mo'e behind a balln led RO\·er. Atkr n low tart, comm were
e· tabli hed on the aturday morning. Meanwhile the CO and Pad re
P hilip Franci took to the ky for a helicopter tour of the Regimental
loca1tons. 96 ig qn P I gt teve Clark's advance part had secured a
suitable bunker at wynnerton and gts Gary Wildsmith and And rea
Blackford erved good food all weeken~. Sgt ~lackfor~'s medi.cal kill
were called on briefly when the QC tned flymg at mght - without an
aircraft. The blustery howers kept attacking the cam and Op S CO,
gt J ill ummers was kept busy putting the poles back. By unday
lunchtime the main aim had been achieved and a staged recovery to TACs
took place.

.Mr Duro.se (70), from Mickleov~r, went to an open night at their HQ on
Windmill Hill Lane out of sheer cunosity. He said, 'I left the Royal Signals
in 1948. l .wante~ to sec what tod~y's S?idiers .were like and I must say J
was ve~ unpressed: Most o~ their radio eqmpment seemed to me like
something out oF science fiction. So I was thrilled when I saw tbat they
sti ll used one or two Morse code keys. '
Exactly 5.0 years. had elapsed. since Mr Du rose last tapped out a
message whilst scrvmg 111 Palestine. In his prime he could transmit 21
words per minu~e. SSgt Penny .Burns (33), from Borrowash said, 'After
half a century without any practice at all he could still manage 15 words a
~inute. He's a Signaller's Signaller.' She added that the Unit, part of 38
Sig Rcgt, these days operated the very latest military communications
equipment and she sa id that they needed more young people to learn how
to use 1l.

It seems someone slipped ' ottingham' in between '87' and ' 1gnal
Squadron' back in 1946, not realising you had to ask fir~t. It came as a
huge .sh.ock when we discovered that we'd never officially been given
perm1ss1on to use the city's name. LCpl Brittain said that they were very
p~oud they could now rightly call themselves '87 (City of Nottingham)
Signal Squadron ' .

Maj Dick Hall, W02 (YofS ) Ste v e Townse nd a nd
Sgt Andrea Blackfo rd s hare a lig hte r m o me nt

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

C ORP AAM 1998
Both Regimental Shooting Teams had tremendous succe at the
Corpsaam 's at A h/Pirbright Ranges. The LAD Team a Imo t had a clean
sweep, winning the Unit Team Championship. lndividual Rifle. Team
Rifle. LSW Pairs, Pistol Pairs and Fibua Match Championship in the
REME SAAM. Whereas the Signal Team came third overall, runners up
in the Roupell and Highe t LSW indi,·idual score. ow come the
problem of selecting a regimental team for DI YSAAM.

Sabia (30), a businesswoman, from Cavendish said, 'It 'was the last
thing on earth I was expecting - I was absolutely thrilled to bits. I've been
working hard toward promotion ever since I joined 38 Signal Regiment
three years ago. Receiving my stripes from the Mayor was a terrific
honour.' LC pl Begum' promotion marks her excellent service to 46 Sig
Sqn and her country. ln military life, LCpl Begum is a qualified power
technician re ponsible for the communications hardware her unit depends
on.
Sa bia 's part-time military career is far from her only contribution to the
community. Currently she is also studying for specialist coaching and
leadership qualifications. After she graduate , she intends spending as
much of her spare time as possible teaching sports to people with special
needs. C llr Fuller said, · a bia is one of o many people in Derby who
devote themselves to helping others. I was very pleased indeed to be asked
to present with her first stripe and I wish her every success for the future .'

Still got it, Mr Ted Du rose with members of 46 S ig S qn
(L-R): J o Hartwel l, Fiona Harrison, S abia Begum and at the
bo tto m of the picture Penny Burns
HQ QUAD RO
EXERCISE GREBE GREY - (CATE R! G COMP ETITION)
The Brigade Catering Competition, Ex Grebe Grey was held over the
weekend 4/5 April 1998, at Strensall Ranges. The Regimental Team
consisted of members of HQ Sqn namely: C pl Dave Morritt (REME),
LCpl Tony J akin s (RLC), Pte Louise Birch (RLC) and a late entry, new
recruit Sig Simon Irwin . With next to no training due to work
commitments and the Shooting Team poaching the original team members
(Cooks can shoot), the gallant four went off to Strensall. The Team worked
hard as a team, resulting in them winning the First Aid Competition.

PROMOTIO COURSES
Congratu lations to Capts Andrew m ith and Bev Swift for pa ing
their Captai n to Major promotion exams. A pecial well done to Andy
who was the Top Student. They enjoyed the course as well - that can't be
right can it???

46 C ITY O f DERBY) IG 'A L Q ADRON
DO BLE HO. O UR
Hot-Shot Derby soldier, Drew Hall, swapped honours with the City
Mayor during ceremonial at the council chambers. The Territorial was
pleased as punch when C llr John Fuller presented him with the medal he
had won in a national hooting match. In return C pl Hall, from Spondon,
gave the civic leader a plaque marking 38 Sig Regt's gratitude to Derby.
His Kingsway based quadron had just been given official pennission to
include the city's name in its title. C pl Drew said: 'We feel very much part
of the community and so being allowed to put 'Derby' in our name is an
enonnous honour. It recognises the contribution of generations of local
people who have served with our unit. lt was also a great personal honour
to receive my medal from the Mayor.'
C pl Ha ll won his award after being picked from hundreds of soldiers to
represent his Regiment in a Royal Corp of Signals marksmanship contest.

Proud Moment
LCpl Sabia Begum rece ives her Lance Corporal's chevrons from
Derby's Mayor, Cllr John Fuller

H A ~fB E R S RPRI E
Derb} Territorial ·a bia Begum got the shock of her life when the city's
layor promoted her. The 31 -year-old was callee! forward as she and her
comrades were learning about civic history in the council chamber. She
"a astonished when ouncillor John Fuller presented her with the
mgle Lance Corporal's chevron she had been dreaming about for years.

TILL A TIP TOP TAPPER
Fi fly years on veteran Derby Signaller Ted Du rose proved he was just
as sharp as ever. When a team of Kingsway-based TAs chall enged him to a
Morse code test he could sti ll tap out the messages double qu ick. The
young soldiers were so impressed with his prowess on the wi re they voted
him an honorary member of their mess at 46 Sig Sqn .
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C llr G reensmith said, 'Our Territorial Army (TA) Signallers are an
a et to the city and to the country - they have given long and meritorious
service. They have also created many part-time jobs for a lot of men and
women throughout the county.' He added that the nation had a real need
for an effective reserve force. The world remained a dangerous place with
many problems and that many county people who remembered bygone
conflicts would understand how important the TA's role was.
In 1947, C IJr Greensmith was one of the last people to be called into
military ervice under the emergency provisions of the 1939 Conscription
Act. Today, ottingham's Signallers are seei ng service all over the world.
In addition to their nonnal part-time training, they can now volunteer to
go on short tours of duty overseas working alongside Britai n's regular
forces.
I1 SU PPORT O F TH E REG ULA R RMY
We lost three of the Squadron to the regular Army in February and
March 1998. Sgt Mandy Jones, Cpls H eather Blair and Helen
Mountn ey went to orway on Operation Pendulum orth for seven
week upporting the Royal Ma rines on their winter manoeuvres. The girls
really erijoyed thi hort tour and managed to get in some ski ing whi le they
were over there. Bitten by the bug of a isting the Regulars gt Mandy
Jones has now gone straight to Bo nia to help the TEDI Team. Come back
oon Mandy!

Back Ro w L/R: Sgt Preston, S g t Johnson , Cpl Tho rp,
Cpl Elli ott, Cp l Ha ll, LCpl Jakin s , Cpl Merritt, Ctn Lilley,
S ig Griffi n , W 0 2 Med ley, Capt As hley Ha yde n
Front Row LJR: Lt Col G riffi t hs (CO ). Capt Simmons (QC LAD).
SSgt (0 ) Cla rke , Cp l Swift

0 , 'CIL

Guilty Secret
(L- R): S ig And rew Doran, Sig Chris Dancer, S ig Pau l-John Green,
Notti ngh am's Lord Mayor Cllr Roy Greensm ith ,
LCpl Dion Brittain an d at the bottom LCpl Paul Ha rtley

FARE\ ELL A D GOOD L CK
The quadron wis.he a fond farewell to gt George Pendrich who
move on to 399SU (Anny Element) at RAF Digby in June 199 . Thanks
George for all that you have done, we won't mention the time you dre ed
as a woman!
Th e Offering - L/R Pte Birch, LCpl Jakins, Cp l Merritt, Sig Irwin
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87 (C ITY OF NOTTINGHAM) IGNAL Q UADRON
21st/22nd FEBRUARY 1998 - RE AMI G PARADE
SECRET O UT AT LAST
A guilty SO-year ecret ca me out when the city of ottingham honoured
its Terri toria l signa llers by len ing them u e · ottingham' in their name.
When the Lord Mayor arrived on parade to confer the honour the redfaced sold iers bad to admi t they had been doing it for years - without
permis. ion. Cir Roy Greensmith said that. if hc had ti ll held the po I of
Sheriff of Nottingham. he might have had them all put in tl1e stocks.
However, LCpl Dion Brittain (22), from Beeston, aid, ' It wa all
complete ly innocent, and we' re terribly orry.'
THE WIRE , JUNE 1998

GLOBETROTTI G T ERRITORIAL OFF AGAI '
Leice tershire Territorial Jacky Barradale is busy prepari ng for the
next leg of her a ' tonishi ngjourney through li fe. This time the 32-year-old
expert pattern maker, fro m Loughborough, i heading fo r Tanzania to
teach people tailoring technique . kills they learn from her will enable
them to earn money and the hope of a future free from crushing poverty.
Jacky's vi it to Africa with Voluntary ervice Oversea will be the late ·t
in a stri ng of adventure around the world.
Her wandering began with a 44.000-mile world tour. During the solo
expedition he ventured through countrie- a far afield a Chum. Tahiti,
the Philippines and ew Zea land. However, Cpl Barradale, who erve>
with 38 ig Regt, aid that one of her most exc iting foreign fomy has
been to Bo nia. She went there soldiering on a i ·-month voluntary tour of
duty with Briti h peace keeping force , but he loved the countf) and
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people ,o much he tayed on for anoth.er four mon_th ·. Duri~g her trip ~he
did C\ ef) thing fro11_1 dri\ing and work1~g on the force rad.10, .t~ ~ooki?g
afta troop in transit to and from the K. Cpl B~rradale aid, I ~c ne\cr
been worried about travelling alone through foreign land . The TA taug!1t
me ho'' to look after my.elf. The field-craft we learn ha al o come m

'cry handy.'

·d \" •
d
Her ig qn" admin officer. Capt Cliff\ ebb sat . ·eve re very prou
indeed of Jack\. Iler work in Tanzania will real'y .help to unprovc
people·~ lives. ·nd she reckon the£ 11 a week he 'II .get is reward enough.
Our only hope 1· that she ·11 come back and serve w1~h u again when her
,, ork out there is done. he ·s a huge a ct to our umt.
\DC Tl~G TO T HE BALI
'S
.
A date with de ert i' land di c 'Bo ma-style' complet~d a ottu~gham
Territorial' tour in the Balkan . Expert military communicator ~1aJ Tom
:\tcCappin (34) wa, given the chanc: of_a lifetime ~vhen he slupped o~~
for i:\ months to the former Yugo lav1a. 1 he officer m charge of ~emon s
pan-time R. ignal- Unit went there to help pro~· 1de news service for
ci\ iliaw and oldiers in the area. Before he knew ll he wa, playmg a key
role in publishing a 30.000-copy paper in four different language . His
own columns featured ports and music. faj McCaJ>Pi!1 also managed
and presented the force · broadca t output, bnngmg news a~d
entertainment to thou ands of people. For a swansong he even starred m
the one of the country' favourite prograounes.
ed on Desert Island
Di cs. He aid. ·1t wa great putting on my favounte heavy metal band AC DC and Deep Purple. I hope ev~ryone's :ars have recovered. The
how was a fantastic end to an incredible experience and I had great fun .
Howe\er, I wa al o yery mo\ ed by the work being done by the peace
keeping troop- and the local people.'
. . ..
.
. . . .
;\1aj '.\1cCappin. a busines consultant 1~ c1v1han hfe, aid Ju JOb m
Bo nia had been to provide accurate and unb1_a ed n.ew to the country.
Hi paper. 'Mo tovi' (Bridge), was pubhshed m Croat, Bo man and
erbian versions. It wa al o produced in Engh h for the UN Forces. many
of whom come from ottingha.m hire TA units.

?a

On Air - Maj Tom McCappin

HQSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj G. P. ash
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. G. Bloomer
Exercise Third Light got the Squadron off to an excellent start to 1998.
This Squadron Training Weekend took place over the 9-11 January 1998
based al Willsworlhy Training Camp on what turned out to be a very
bright and sunny Dartmoor. Friday night, having arrived and settled in , in
double-quick time, saw the Squadron split down into two teams for Ex
Question Mark, the quiz with a difference. The SQMS (ably assisted by
the SM) posed many a question to the teams, which fortunately were
separated by several tables and chairs. Despite a late run by gt Clarke's
team, it was Sgt Hanley and his team who won the competition by only a
handful of points.
Saturday was filled by three activities on the ranges. Firstly the Moving
Target (MMTI) range; ironically the targets were static due to the electrics
becoming waterlogged during the previous weeks torrential rain, however,
whi tic in hand the SQMS did an excellent demonstration in
improvisation. The SSM conducted the background activity on the Ml6
A2, which provided a fine insight into a weapon very few were familiar
with. The main activity wa the ETR range run by Sgt Williams, who
provided a far more varied and interesting hoot than many were used to.
The shoots on the ETR and MMTI together comprised the annual
quadron full bore shooting competition. Cpl Phear won the Class A
shot, whilst LCpl Hawkins won the Class B shot. Well done to both. The
final shoots of the day were on the M 16 A2 's and a cracking time was had
by all. Sunday morning was Exerci e SSM 's Revenge, a cross-Dartmoor
navigation exercise actually run by the MTWO! Three teams competed in
an untimed event that included three military skills stands. Although with
different team members to the Friday evening, it was Sgt Han ley and his
team who won. Well done to all involved in another excellent Squadron
Training weekend.
Drill night training has followed the standard format, but has been tuned
towards Exercise Southern Craftsman, the annual competition for all the 3
Div REME detachments. This year the competition takes place at
Longmoor Camp in Hampshire over the weekend 24-26 April. Good luck
the LAD!

Col J. B. Bryant, the Hon Co l of 57 Sig Sqn (V).
presenting a Squadron Shield to W02 Bob Coggins
on his last official training weekend with the Squadron

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

FAREWELL
Recently we said farewell to the Regiments Master Chef\\ 02 'Bob·
Coggins after many years connection with the Squadron. W02 oggin~
had been with the Squadron, in the TAC at Horfield, through all the
turbulence and changes of the last few years. He also served with 37, 71
and now of course 39 Signal Regiment. Throughout this time he has given
us and the Regiments concerned excellent service. We wish him and his
wife all the best for the future, but have no doubt we will be eemg him
now and again, ai. long that is as we serve a decent pint!

Lt Col H. A. R Hancock

FAREWELL
On Saturday 21 March 1998, the Regiment said their far.ewells to the
CO Lt Col H. A. R. Hancock during a Regimemal Trammg Weekend
bas~d at Longmoor Training Camp. He was driven from the premises on
an LDV that he hopes will, one day, carry an CRS Det, rather then an
armchair, coffee table and a bonle of champagne! Well.. .... you never
know.

HQ Sqn on Willsworthy ETR Range - January 1998
57 (CITY & COUNTY OF BRISTOL) SJG 'AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj O. Watson
SSM
W02 (S M) P. Packer

Lt Col Hancock with the officers of 39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V)
After Lt Col Hancock 's departure for a well earned rest and a spot of
kiing, the Regiment about turned and welcomed the new man at the helm,
Lt Col J. Crackctt TD. A CO by night and weekend and the Manager of a
coal fired power-station, in Shropshire, by day. The Horfi~ld TAC may be
m need of refurbishment with holes in the roof but we will never be cold
again! Welcome Sir, and we hope you enjoy your stay.

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine
Back on parade for Lt Col Crackett's first inspection
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EXERCISE IRO CASTLE
Out ide of trade training it has been quite quiet for the last few months,
except that is for Ex Iron Castle, a quadron exerc1 e base~ on SPTA. The
exercise consisted of a combination of infantry ba ed skills and comm
using HF. lt was intended that on arrival at the base locat!on all tra ini n,g
would be carried out on foo t. The quadron deployed direct!~ mto 1.t s
field location on the Friday eveni ng, all arriving safely and on time (with
one notable exception however, no name of course but the officer
concerned may be mentioned later in t.hi.s ar~icle)!
.
.
aturday consisted of refresher u·a mmg m a number of 111 fa1~try skills
before deploying to patrol ba es. During one phase of trammg, an
excellent copy book section attack wa carried out by .Lt Jeremy Ackroyd
and his men (and women), one problem however, 1s that we only have
their word for this as the enemy, tired of wmung h~d all returned home!
Sunday saw the grand finale with all s~c tion gathering to carry out a final
as a ult on the Echelon location. A II troop had only one important
instniction. ' DO OT ATTACK THE COOKHOUSE AREA', need I ~ s
to ay what you tell so ldi ers not to do they will. Breakfast that momm&
had an extra smoky navour and the SQM , S gt ·victor Meldrew
Oakley who wa head chef for the weekend, was as you ay · ot
amused!' All, however, survived the weekend (and the breakfast) and
returned covered from head to toe in PTA mud, but sm1 l111g.
THE WIRE , JUNE 1998

Sgt 'Taff' Davies - forever the enemy
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OP ERATI ON LODESTAR
The q~adron wish .an enjoya_b le, afe and interesting tour on Op
Lodestar wi th 3 (UK) Div I IQ & Sig Regt to the following JNCOs· LCpls
atalic Gratze, Jo~nn c Smith and Jo Pilcher. We look foi;:,,ard to
heanng your war stones when you return!

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO GRATULATTO S
The Squadron congratulates Lt _Michael Wood on being awarded the
Eason Tr?phy for the Top Student m the Lieutenant to Captain promotion
exam111auon at the Royal School of Signals.

co
R

1

Lt Col R. K. Wilkin on T D
\J 01 (RSM) . . Dos M artyres

\I TTOFMA TE ROF IG ' AL
The R giment was recently honoured by a visit from the Master of
1gnal.. M aj Gen I. 0 . J . prackling OBE, during the course of one of
it regular training weekend at Longmoor. He was welcomed b t!1e CO,
Lt Col Ray \\'ilkinson , who met him at the door. to the Officers Me s,
flanked by a four-man Lance Guard.

After add.re sing the assembled member of the Warrant O!liccrs' and
Sergeant · Mess, the Ma ter returned to the Officers' Mc s to carry om
another quick change, appearing in Me Kit as guest of honour at a
Regimental Dinner ight. Aller dinner, the Ma ter presented a leaving gift
to the outgoing Regimental 21 , Maj J eremy Fern , whose acceptance
speech wa judged by all to have been mercifully short!
REGIMENTAL HOOTI G TEAM - CORPS SAAM 98
The Regimental Shooting Team, under the expert guidance of Maj
Ba rrie Co rfi eld, is to be congratulated on its outstanding perfomiance at
the recent Corps kill at Arms Meeting. ot content with last year's
achievements, the team et out to improve on their previous resu lts and did
o in great tyle. Of the seven event , the team won five of them and in
four case they took the runner up position as well. Fine individual
performances were recorded by OCdt Richa rd Woodhams, who won the
accolade of Champion at Arms and by Sig Kenny Foxwell who was
nominated Be t Young Shot. Other individual succes es were achieved by
2Lt Down ing, Sgt Allen and C pl Jules.

70 (ESSEX YEO MANRY) SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
M aj Simon Palmer
SSM
W 0 2 (SSM) Pa ul Humphreys

The Master of S ignals inspects the Lance Guard as the CO
looks on

FAREWELL
The Squadron says a fond fa rewell to one of its character , Sgt Dave
McCready who transferred to us ome 20 years ago from the Parachute
Regiment. Over the years, he has provided constant amusement to the
Squadron. organising and acting as Master of Ceremonies for the majority
of our social function . The quadron thanks Dave and his wife Irene for
29 years loyal service to the TA and wishes him every good fortune for
the fu ture. He will be missed.

After being briefed on the role of the Regiment. the Master was given a
tour of the training that was taking place. During the course of the
afternoon. he vi ited officer training. trade training and recru it training and
amazingly, he manage-0 to speak to almost every officer and sold ier in the
Regiment.

Cpl Keith Wallbridge briefs the Master

COURAGE T ROPHY
C?ngratulations are al o in _order for the Squadron team who came a
cred1tabl~ 11th out of 38 m t_
he London District Military Skills
Compet1tton. The team, enthus1as1tcally led by Lt Michael Wood (who
mu t hav_e written these notes!), is already looking forward to next year's
competition.

Sgt Dave McC ready (right) presents a memento to the
Sgts' Mess

After a brief pause for tea. he changed into Service Dress in order to
p <!Sent medals to two members of the permanent staff. S gt Joh n Ly nch
was awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct medal (much to his
surprise) and LCpl Mick King was awarded the Accu mulated Campaign
Service Medal for 36 months operational service in Northern Ireland.

ALTERNATE WAR HEADQUARTERS
COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
ATp
AWCS FofS

Maj P. M. Kelly
Capt M . F ieldin g
W O! (FolS) K. Dodd , MBE

PHEW, 1997'S OVER ... OH NO, LOO K AT 1998!
The dawn of 1998 completed what was for the Squadron a very hectic
year. We contmued our deployment to Bosnia and participated in a full
Exercise programme supporting ATO's Partnership for Peace (PfP)
erie of Exercises and the Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) HQ trials
which culminated with the multi national Exercise Allied Effort. Without
counting an SFOR tour length of four months. the average AWCS oldier
spent 130 days away from his/her family last year on exercise. Early
indications suggest that 1998 will be no different. At the moment there are
eleven Exercises planned which include our continued commitment to
satellite interoperability trials with the French Army in the Connection
Flare Ex series. Bravo Tp equipped with the Siemens ADC2s will deploy
to Spain as part of Ex Strong Re olve in the Spring. At the ame time
AWCS will deploy a econd Mobile Communication Module (MCM) to
SFOR to support 26 Marine Expeditionary Unit during Ex Dynamic
Response. AWCS will continue its present MCM in theatre deployment.
This MCM provides communications to COMSFOR's Tactical HQ. At the
moment we cont inue to operate four Transportable Satellite Ground
Terminals (TSGTs) in Sarajevo for COMSFOR and two radio relay
detachments in Tuzla providing communications for the Comd of the 4
(US) Avn Bde. Over a third of our communicator trength will remain in
Bosnia whilst we re-role Alpha Tp (primarily UK oldiers) from terminal
equipment to SATCOM.
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The QC (l eft) and Cpl Ch ris 'Every American's Best Friend'
Ec kett (right ) get a look at the business end of an AH 64 Apache
attack he licopter at Camp Commanche, Tuzla

PROMOTIONS ALL ROUND
We congratulate Capt Lee Wookey on hi promotion in the field by the
ACOS ClS, Ge n Polle, and hope that he enjoys the sunny Falkland
again! A very welcome promotion came to Sgt Kevin ice - who ay
making coffee doesn' t pay offi The last LCpl to Cp l selection board cho e
seven of our LCpls fo r promotion sometime in the next year, and our
congratulations go out to LCp ls Barrie, Burn ham, Ca tle, Eckett,
lbinson, Purdon and Sweeney.
NOT ANOTHER RU
The Bo s's, Maj Pa ul Kelly, deep seated desire to get the Dutch.
Belgian and US Airforce gang 'fighting fi t' eem to have paid off with
Capt Marti n F ielding's da ily PT and the quadron' weekly 'Berg' run
of8km. Just wait unt il the boot , webbing and rifle are added!
CHEERIO
At the end o f the year, AWCS bade a fo nd fa rewell to Capt Lee
Wookey a night in the wood in Traucn Trg Arca, courtesy of our Sqn 21C.
Hptm ' I' m sure 'von ' must be in his name so mewhere?' Lissinna - all
that 'sneaky-pceky' stamina training paid off - mind you the si nging wa
atroc ious). We also wi shed a fo nd farewell to Sgt Gerry Pickett (Wow.
thirteen yea rs in Maastricht, is this a record?) and to Sgt Dave C urrie who
will finally be able to u e his Boro sea on ti cket!

The medal rec ipients - LCpl Mick King (I), SSgt John Lynch (r)

Last Training Night before deploy ing on Op Lod estar
(L to R): LCpls Nata lie Gratze, Jo an ne S mith and Jo Pilche

What more cou ld a man wa nt?
Sgt Dave McCready receives a pair of Essex Yeomanry socks
to remind him of 29 years' TA service
THE WIR E, J U NE 1998

'All the comforts of home!'
The AWS Det at Camp Commanche, Tuzla, Bosnia, get down to
good, nutritional eating!
Top Row (L-R):Cpl 'Scouse' McCloughlin, OC, SSgt Andy 'Boy'
Chalmers and Cpl Chris ' Mr Fixit' Eckett.
Bottom Row (L-R) : SAC 'Simmo' Simpson, Cpl Chris 'Choppers
are me' Barrie and Cpl Smith (280 (UK) Sig Sqn)

YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE, ARE YOU GETTING IT?
THE WIR E, J UN E 1998
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20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

HQ
OC'

laj ' Jim' Richardson ~IBE
R 1
WOI (RS 1) 'Terry' Crane
The la ·t three month have been very busy within the quadron.
However, m a change to OP . the majority of event· were non- ignals
orientated. Firstly we had a vi it from London UOTC and econd ly we
were ta ked to be the hunter force for the International Long Range Reece
Patrol chool. Both were challenging (in different way ) and extremely
ucce ful. with the quadron and soldiers benefiting from the experien es.
There is only one hello and one goodbye within the Troop. Firstly,
goodbye to WOt Kevin ·gardening leave' Jones and welcome to Capt
Kevin · till on gardening leave' Jo nes. However, now that he has been
commi s1oned it really is goodbye as he takes up his new po t as MTO at
~ O ig qn. We wi h him and hi family all the be t for ihe future.
ALPHA T ROO P
TpComd
Tp Sgt

2Lt Jones
S gt Payne

~TER.'I TIO AL LO. GRANGE RECCE PATROL CHOOL
(ILRRP ) - H , TER FO RCE
During the period 24 March - 2 April 199 , the quadron were tasked
with providino a hunter force for ILRRPS. ILRRPS i based in the small
town of Pfullendorf some 30k.m 1ortb/Northeast of Bodensee in the
Southwe t comer of Germany and is a three-week survival based exercise
for ATO special force . The first two weeks are a teaching exercise
where the students are taught a variety of urvival techniques, both theory
and practical and the third and final week is an escape _a~d eva_si~n
exerci e where the tudents deploy on to the ground m limned kit m
group of two - three. They then attempt to cro s approximately 60km,
over a period of five days, over rolling countryside meeting designated
agent along the way.
The Squadron 's role for this Exerci e was to provide a hunter force that
would deploy on the ground in an anempt to apprehend the runners. The
Squadron wa then plit into two platoon , I Platoon commanded by 2Lt
'Taff FM " J ones, with Sgt 'buffet' Mayell to guide him. Lt ' SRF'
Holbrook with Cpl 'Teddies' Plested as his Platoon ·Sgt' commanded 2
Platoon. The Exercise was directed from Pfullendorf Camp by the Op
Team commanded by Sgt 'Jack ' Payne, and C pl ' Um' Wood. For the
imtial deployment RSM C rane and RQMS Drew controlled events. until
the QC, faj 'Jim' Richardson MBE arrived by air taxi with hi personal
Chef, gt 'Eggs'n' 1ason.
With 18 runners on the ground, confidence within the platoons was high
and every member was geared up to be the first section wi th a capture. So
on the first night 50 men in two platoons deployed onto the ground fully
cam "d and waited. Within the first 30 minutes there came the first sighting
by 2 Platoon, l Section under Cpl Dixon. Only the runners were o close
to the Op that the guys were unable to send a radio message in case of
being compromised. The second sighting came just 30 minutes later by
Cpl 'Fatboy' Slater, and his section. They came face to face with two
runners in the wood, both parties unable to think what to do next. The
runners eventually began running, so 3 Section opened fire, firing 8 blank
shots at the runners, missing with every one. The next sighting was to be
some way away, but it was more successful this time. A couple of runners
decided tu chance their luck wht:n they saw every one in a Vehicle Patrol

fa t asleep. They pegged it aero s an open road, but fortuna tely for us,
oon to be promoted LCpl ' Long Arrow ' Powell, was quick on the scent.
After putting his ear to the ground, he pointed north, and off shot LCpl
' Whipit' kerritt only to return two minutes later with a runner.
The next catch came 24 hour later, with Cpl Dixon 's section catching a
runner after a !Om cha e, in which the section co1ru11ander wa unable to
speak on the radio a he was still trying to catch up with his section. The
remaining three nights aw another 26 capture . Eight to the ·over the hill
hunters ' . con i ting of the QC, R M, RQMS , and finally the Foreman
S gt 'On a holiday' Marshall. A team that could show any youngsters up
over 1500m. The remaining capture were shared between I and 2
Platoon. 2 Platoon ended up with 2 more than I, but were quickly
reminded that I Platoon was taken off the ground 24 hour previously,
when they themselves were in the lead. So it was down to a boat race on
our last evening to decide the fa te of who fared be t during the Exercise. 2
Platoon were clear favourites until their leader stepped up to down his beer
and lost all the hard work hi boys had done previou ly. That evening also
saw the promotion of the following technicians LCpl Powell, LCpl Peek,
LCpl Jay, LCpl Baxter and LCpl Alibahi.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Holbrook
Tp SSgt
SSgt Crabb
A quarter of the way through the year and, hey, we haven ' t stopped for
air! Commitment have been fast and furious. However, unlike the usual
Squadron and Divisional task.ings, this lime there has been a brilliant
variety of non-sca ly jobs. The first of these being the visit by the London
UOTC. who vis ited the Squadron from the I 2- l 6th March. The visit was
' drean1ed' up by W02 Mark Tivey, a previous SSgt within the Squadron
and now SSM at London UOTC. The aim wa to give the undergraduates
an in ight into life within a German based independent Brigade Signal
Squadron, how it is formed, its tasks and role and how the Brigade
commands and controls it's Battlegroup . The first two days were spent
visiti ng and meeting the Dept bead , being briefed on the role of the
Squadron, the vehicles and ORBAT. The students then spent some time on
the shop floor being briefed in detail by Cpl 'Jay' Shuttleworth who
always had the pretty ones giggling and Sig 'Sandbag' Spinks who, one of
the medical students decreed, was the ideal cure for insomnia.
The main event of the visit was the 2-day Exercise that took pl ace over
the weekend. Sig John Spinks volunteered his help to the student YofS
and proceeded to demonstrate how to give a bollocking and Sig ' Richie'
M urtough gave intensive lessons on A&P to all the fe males who were
crammed in the back of a 436. Unfortunately, Sig ' Buzz' Bury was found
talking to him elf asking 'what's it all about Reg?' The two HQs changed
control numerous times. tearing down and setting up again in the deepest
rece ses of the Goldgrund, with the students as vehicle commanders. In
addition, small militia was al o out on the ground commanded by Cpl
' Louie' Plested and myself as 2IC. The enemy force caused havoc and
even took a student captive, after he pepper potted just a little too far by
himself! The Exercise finished with some driver training and thanks to the
weather, and some madcap driving, the vehicles were returned as mobile
mud baths. Although the cadets cleaned the outside of the wagons, tlie
insides were the Troop's responsibility and LC pl K nox was still trying to
dry out his detachment almost a week later.

The fina l evening saw ~he cadets organising a games night against the
qn O.fficers ~nd SNCOs, m the Officers Mes . _Fittingly, a Squadron team
won ~1t wasn t the Offi~ers team - they were disqualified for cheating, or
be~d1ng the rules) and 1t rounded off what had been a very successful and
ei!Jo,y~ble wee~end . Greeung are sent. to Sig Lee ' Harry ' Ramsden and
S1~ I m ~ure I 11 get a name soon possibly bomber' Harris, who have just
amved pmk and fresh from the factory .
. Congratulations .are in ord~r for L<;pl 'Al' Doyle, who has decided to
give up the ~mg ly life and begm rehab1l1tation into the world of the grownups, by ~ettmg mai~1 ed over Easte~. Farewells ar~ also due, unfortunately,
to Carl Butty b?Y Payne and his long suffering wife Debbie, who is
posted on pr?mou~n to 24. A1rmob Bde. The leader of the pack the Ginger
Wm~er. Sig. Buzz Bury is also leavmg on promotion to LCpl to join the
Arctic Wamors of249 AMI'.~) - .c~eers Ken! Last but not least, goodbye
and best wishes go to Mr R1ch1e Murtough who has decided to join
l(UK)(hopefully unArmd) Civ Di v in Manchester. Thanks for the hard
work and va liant effort right up to the end from every one of you.
THE FLEET HALF MARATHON - by LCpl Phil Gray
The weekend after.the London UOTC visit was the much awaited Fleet
Half Marathon orgamsed as a warm-up to the London Marathon. The list
of 14 vo ~untecrs dwmdled somewhat before the weekend but the Squadron
entered ns four best runners. However, they were washing their hair that
weekend, so the OC Troo)J. ' Smudge' Smith, ' Buck' Baxter, and myself
st~pped mto the breach "".1th our very own Sig 'No Dad Jumper' pinks
drivm~. The team of dedicated runners thought that they had mi Judged
the seriousness of the event when they turned up in fancy dress, because
out of 2,500 runners they were the only ones! After 'Smudge' (our only
hope of gettmg m the resultsl decided that ~e trainers he had brought, due
to the detached sole, wouldn t carry him to victory, it became a team event.
Al.though the unusually warm weather and Viking helmets weren't ideally
suned to a half marathon, the team surprised itself by moving from the
back to a very respectably position within the top 15%. Even though we
didn 't win any prizes, we did win the hearts of the people of Fleet whose
roar and applauds could be heard over two miles away. Our local brewers
Paderbomer Pils and McDonalds - a winning combination, sponsored the
trip. Our thanks go to 2 16 (Para) Sig Sqn who accommodated us at short
notice in the pre Para block!

The Fleet Half Marath on Team
Lt Holbrook, Cpl Baxter, LCpl Gray and Sig Smith

4 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS &
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)

OCSqn
RSM

Maj A . Campbell-Black
WOI (RSM) G. Waters

VISIT OF RIGHT REVEREND JOHN KIRKHAM
A GLLCAN BISHOP TO THE FORCES
<?~Tuesday 24 March 1998, 4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) received
a v1s1t from the Right Reverend John Kirkham, the Anglican Bishop to
lbe Forces. This entailed a very infom1al chat to all the junior rank in the
Squadron bar, during which he di cussed events and change that had
happened throughout Army life since he completed his ational ervice
many years ago. On completion of his visit the Bishop commented on how
impressed he was with the morale of the Signal Squadron and wi hed the
quadron luck in it 's forthcoming hectic programme.

Cornman~, allowed the Engineers a good. trade-training medium. During,
the Exercise, they were allocated five mam tasks. There was the blocking
of the .e~trances to the ~nels in the orthem Defence (circa 1780), the
demohtion atld con truction of an OBUA house on Buffadero Training
Area. Also the di mantling of several redundant steel and wooden
communications ma ts, the installment of a new fire alarm in the garri on
library, and the participation in adventure training. The Signal quadron
element of the Exerci econ isted of LCpl 'Red' Davi , LCpl 'Keyfob"
Keywor th, ig 'Harold' Steptoe, ig ' Morg ' Morgan and ig ' Dickie'
Dyer. ·
Whilst the Exercise wa by no means a ' wan', involving a· it did the
blockmg of 26 tunnels, each soldier wa gi en the opportunity to
undertake two days of canoeing, climbing and ab eiling. In addition LC pl
Keywor th and Sig Steptoe were ·lucky' enough to be drawn out of the hat
to pend two days aboard the yacht Pickle of the Rock. The yacht did not
di appoint and lived up lo it's name, as they both pickled the Rock with
the contents of their tomach! Everyone who took part in the Exerci e had
an enjoyable ai1d intere ting time and would like to expre their gratitude
to their ho ts, 21 Engineer Regiment.

PAPA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Hopcraft
Tp gt
S gt 'orm a n Finnega n
After month of upheaval. one might havt thought that we were due a
quiet period, but no. It ha been a hectic a ever 11ere in sunny Germany
and the future is busy too, although there i much light at the end of the
tunnel , with adventure training and exercise Lion un to look forward to.
LCpl ·Pope on a rope' Higgins will mi s the fun. but he was nc,·er here
anyway and LCpl 'Towers· McCallion will get to do all the good stuff,
includi ng Bosnia next year. Well done to you both and all the best from the
Troop.

YES?

Retd Revd John Kirkham, An glica n Bishop to th e Forces
meeting soldiers of 20 4 Sig Sqn

THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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EXERCISE 19th HOT
On 15 March five member of upport Tp left the cold climate of
Osnabruck to spend five 'extremely arduous· week with 21 Engi neer
Rcgt m Gibraltcr, on Exercise 19th hot. Thi Exercise, a signed by Land
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EXE RCISE RHT 0 CHA RGE
till on a high from the trills and spill of Chri trnas leaYe, the
quadron geared up for another ex~rci e of truly epic proportion:. Rhino
Charge. The Squadron performed with it usual high level of
profe ionali 111 and cnthusia m achieving many moYc at high ·peed.
However, they were s1ill not fa t enough for LCpl 'The Head ' Wa lsh and
Sig 'Middlesbrough lost another cup final' Hislop " ho decided to try and
increa e their transit time by attempting to defy grant) OYer an
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embankm nt in their 436 - luckily neither of the \\'right brothers were
seriou ·lv injured! Meanwhile back at the Headquarters R 1 \\!aters was
n t conient wllh just one 436 OR and decided to wipe out an entire
battlegroup on the birdtable u ing the awe omc destructive ~ower of, ~o
not a thermo-nuclear warhead, nay a mug of hot tea! ice one 1r!
urpri ingly enough. de pile nil of the>e would be .saboteurs . within the
quadron, 4 Bde still gaye the enemy a .ound thra lung. Then 11 was back
to amp for a well earned re t only to fmd that, as su peeled, the light at
th end of the tunnel wa indeed, a train.
OPERATIVE RAT
This operati\·e training week took place at BBGT ennelager. A u ual
that unique 204 spirit that lingers in the air of Quebec ~k , followed us
there. Thi was a week of laughing, learning and laughmg: yes the pad
amongst u thought they were in Bullin yet again. e pecially LCpl Jase
· 1 blanket, 2 blallket .... ' Hawksworth who (after a considerable amount
of amber nectar) decided that hi bed \ as too lumpy. -o he slipped into
ome of hi roommate . beds. ig 'Moist' Din dale also thought that
leeping naked would increase hi ma culinity - unfortunately it only
brought him a wet sleeping bag. During the day the troop worked hard
with a mixture of activities in BBGT; all useful and for some of us 1t was

much needed revi ion. The cunning mind of the YofS 'Head the size of a
planet· Ferris tricked our special needs class and without our knowledge,
we managed to write the program for our next training week, thanks lads!
We all enjoyed the week and can 't wait for the next one!
EX I TER PADDLE
Oh yes, it's back after popular demand; white-water canoeing has again
been given life in BFG and 204 were there right in the middle of it! Five of
us set off and headed to eus near Dusseldorf. After a few minor
navigation errors and no map of the local area we arrived at the start point
for our first practice. well wim down the river! We had it all, from the
amazing 360 degree Sig Excell, Sig Stanton who decided to explore the
river bed for cveral kilometre and Sig ·1 keep capsizing for no reason '
McElhinney. ig ' hearer' Harris managed a 1st in the novice event, but
had a wash out that night in the Marlbrough club with a certain lady friend.
ig 'Hoser' later looked a if he was going to explode that night, it was
either too much beer or his nerves had gone for the race. Sig 'l wish I
wasn't here' McElhinney seemed to come up and smack him in the face
everal time - if looks could kill he would be dead now apparently). This
weekend has sparked off paddling again in BFG. This time we hope it will
stay becau e the water is wild and so are the nights.

J

24 AIRMOBILE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (210)

CCX

OC&ICD

LUKE BRIDGER - VISIT
The Squadron was approached by a Mrs Homngsworth to see if we
could organi e a day out for . eight year old Luke Bridger, an
ataxiat~lang1ect~s1a sufferer. This 1s a rare, genetic, progressive di. order
for which there 1s no cure.

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

Tp Sgts

Sgt A. Buck.le
Sgt I. Runchman
Following Exerci e Rhino Charge the Troop deplovcd to Haltem ranges
for a week of AW' . Hats off to ig 'Hot Shot' Sharm an for an explosive
how on the range and an excellent di play of poker drill. Congratulations
to Cpl ·Jonah' Jones for hi second tape and to Sgt ' Jim' R u nchman on
hi forthcoming promotion to Sgt just in time to say goodbye and good
luck to our Troop QC, Capt 'Drum' Ca rter. Finally the Troop would like
to welcome the 'Vomit' twin igs Hart and Homer.

QM' DEPART tE1 T
Capt W. J . Drain
QM
RQMS
W02 (RQ MS) G. Cowan
It has been a very busy (nothing new there) last couple of months which
however have brought some changes to the way we work. On Ex Rhino
Charge (Or wa it Ex Flying Falcon for the older members of the Corp?)
the Squadron eparateed Echelon for the first time and although there were
some teething problems on the whole it was a success. The Exercise was
very busy for the QM's Dept with bodies flying all over the exercise area
doing various tasks that left Sgt 'Steve' Corcor an (RLC) stagging on the
gate. One of the main problems of the exercise was Ech Comms. The main
link with the outside world, a mobile telephone that was fastened to the ear
ofRQMS Geoff 'I'm on the phone' Hodgson. However, we hear that the
operation to remove the phone from his hand has gone well.
After Rhino Charge the next challenge was the ATD camp. The
challenge was not the set-up or running of the camp but to get LCp l 'Stu'
Ro\\'le (who kept putting his eye patch over the wrong eye!), ig ' Robbo'
Ru binon (I've seen smaller groups from a shotgun) and Sig 'Blodwin'
Davies (who after two days got all his rounds on the same range!) through
their APWT.
To fini h it is with regret that we say good bye to the following
members of the Department: LCpl ' Percy' Percival on his way to 280 Sig
Sqn and Cpl 'Jim' Green who after nine years here is finally leaving us to
join 20 Armd Bde in Paderbom. We wish Percy, J im and Petra all the
be t for the future and a afe and happy tour. Finally after what must be the
honest tour of an RQMS in history we say goodbye to W02 (RQM)
Geoff Hodgson who after seven (minutes) sorry months is leaving us on
promotion to RSM of24 AirMob Bde. Congratulations on your promotion
and we wish you and your family the best of luck and happiness in
Colchester. A very big welcome to the Department, goes to the new
RQM , W02 ( RQ:\tS) ·Rod' Cowan, we would like to wish him , a
happy, ·uccessful and busy tour with the Squadron.
~tT/LJ. ' E
Tp gt
gt B. Barn ard
Hello to Sig 'Gaz' Davies and goodbye to LCpl ' ick' Ada ms, Sig

·Ratty' Ratcliffe who leaves with a well deserved promotion, and Sig
Wa lter Keown, they have all have gone to join 3 (UK) Div so good luck
there lad .
EXERCISE JIMMY'S R
Ex Jimmy 's Run itself comprised of leadership ski ll s and physical
challenges. The leadership kills were te ted at each stand, where they
were strictly timed. The physical challenges were getting to each location
within a set time, culminating in a very exhausting assault course
competition. After a hard week on the ATD Camp, Sig ' Bloddwyn'
Davies was settling in his seat on the bus back to camp when there was a
shout of 'Blodders - Jimmy's Run. ow!' and he joined the hand picked
'OFF THE BUS' few, including Sig Knight who replaced Sig Ronald
'Silver Shadow' Pierrepont after he secured that all important sick chit
falling off the back of the Bedford during the CFT. Sgt ' I' m too sexy for
my shirt' Douglas would like to make an apology to Team 5 ( Sigs 'Barny'
Beevors, 'Taff' Elston, Richardson and Davies) for the set of grids be
gave them which made the Bermuda triangle look square. Depending on
which grid you believed, the ration dump and the team were in the wrong
place.
Sig 'Robbo' Robi nson's group also had severe problems with their
rations. Are they trying to tell us something? Maybe the stores accountants
need to lose weight. 'Robbo's' group were then rudely awaked by Sig
'Psycho' Murray who in his normal calm manner went over the top with
the thunderflashes and smoke grenades, blinding the whole location so
that no one could see our way to the ERV. We all returned very fatigued
back to the base camp (corrimec city) and to our final command task, the
' Regimental Dinner', that was organised between the groups. This was an
excellent relaxing end to a very strenuous week, and was where 'Bladders'
was beard to say that the only thing he missed out in the field was, Flossy
his sheep. Special congratulations to LCpl ' Den' ord on for getting the
best score in the Squadron and taking the trophy back to the ED bay.

Back Row (L-R): Cpl Smith, Sgt Walton
Front Row (L-R): Cpls Watts, Luke, Alexander, SSgt Alger
The day started off with Luke and his friend lexander dressed in
combats. painstakingly ma~e by our resident tailores Marga;et Watson ,
bem~ picked up from his chool playing field in a Lynx helicopter
provided by 3 Regt AAC. The rest of the school looked on jealou ly as he
to<_>k of'.. After a flying visit of London, taking in sights such as the
~1llenmum Dome, the Thames Bamer and Dartford Crossing we landed
m Goo1erat Barracks for the start of a day of military displays.
First was a vehicle di play involving vehicle from the Brigade. Thanks
to 156 Pro Coy, .8 Fd Wk~p, I 0 Regt RL~ and. 19 Fd Amb for providing.
The two boys enjoyed sitting on and playmg with all the vehicles. We then
moved onto an excellent display given by 62 l Sqn, 11 EOD Regt RLC.
Luke's mum and dad were amazed by the amount of work carried out by
the bomb disposal team . E corted by SSgt 'Jim' Alger and Sgt 'Steve'
Wa lton the small group moved onto an army style lunch - 24hr rat pack 111 the Bde HQ complex provided by Alpha Tp. Luke and Alexander were
then introduced to weapons by Sgt Rick Lodge and Cpl 'Paddy' Porter,
takmg m the Rifle 5.56, LSW, 9mm Pistol, AK.47 and LAW.

Finally we moved onto a range display in the form of a hooting match
bet\veen Cpl Roy Turne r and Sig 'Tony· Taylor. As the day came to a
close Luke was presented with ome memento's from the Squadron to
remember his pecial day.

Luke b rus hes up on his LSW skills with the he lp of
Cpl ' Paddy Porter

S ig Downard guards the HLS

Alexander takes aim!

EXERCISE RISJ G PRO ENIX
Ex. Rising phoenix was th~ first Squadron Exercise oftl1e year at Stanta
~nd 1s normally taken as being th.e shake out after the fe tive period. The
idea ~vas t<_> hit the ground at a leisurely troll, and build up teadily to a
frannc spnnt. The first t\VO day were pent doing Troop level training
around the Stanta area. This was a welcome chance for us all to go away
and practice all our tactical kill and drill and to fine tune our SOP's.
Cross country driving, anti ambush drills, and tactical rigging of vehicles
were all on the menu, revision for ome, and new to others, neverthele s a
very valuable period of preparation for the rest of the Exerci e.

EVE TS
Congratulations to the Cross Country Team who have again secured the
Hohne Garrison Minor Units Cup. Special congratulations must go to Lt
'Speedy Gonzales' Carter for coming first in the Minor Units Individual
Competition and to Lt Helen M urphy who beat off five gravitationally
challenged RLC girls to become Hohne Garrison Ladies champion. Well
done to the Volleyball 'scratch' Team who with an afternoon's training
managed to get through to the semi-finals of a tightly contested Hohne
Garrison competition. Though this has been a busy start to the year, the
Squadron still managed to field a team at the Corps SAAM. Sadly our lack
of preparation meant that those long Pirbright evenings were spent
learning the shoots. However, we were relieved to see that we weren't the
only ones, well done 280 Sig Sqn!

r photographs sent for publication in

• 1miec1. unless they are irreplaceable.
be aware of the fact that although
with contributions, they should not risk
that cannot be replaced.
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Th ne. t phase was prncticmg that which we do best - communicating.
Once agam Jomcd by our Dutch friends, led by Lt Doelitzch, we trialled
ne\\ antennas. pm ticed change of control procedure, and field tested the
ne\\ pat h bo. in our ir fobi le econdary Acee
witch. Thi pha e
" n. an out tand ing ucce . with all our out dets gelling comms in. the
new antenna working well. and u eful le-son. learn! about our new
equipment The flying pha e fo llowed next, as the RA F could nol find an
excuse not to fl\ . Internal loads took on a who le new meaning' hen gt
\lger tried for the longest trai ler reYerse onto the Chi nook, which
e' entually led to the Troo.1 pu hing it on. It wa then fou nd that tl~e
Landro\ er would not fit ir..o the aircraft (OOPS ! \ ho forgot to fi t ht
lowered roll bar?).

Under the mstruction of Major 'Bi ll ' White (HQ Land), Maj ·sen'
Britton, 1aj Alan Docherty, and Cap! 'Tim ' Marston , the team was
split into groups of rough ly equal ability, ranging from, 'What are these
long fla t thing for?' to budding Alberto Tomba · . The novices progrc sed
remarkably quick ly from those firs t tentative era hes on the nursery
slopes to full blown high speed pi le ups on the pi tc and their cries of
death from above fortunately applied only 10 themselves. LCpl 'Andy'
Hall decided he preferred the luge to proper skiing and could often be seen
whizzing down the hi ll trying to use his backside a a brake! ' Mad Jock'
hats and wigs were worn by the self tyled Vulture Squadron, led by Maj
• tcve' Hawley and Lt Bowdler. Amid t all the chic and style of Val
D'lsere they looked like someone in, well , T hatcham sk i kit, and not
forgetting our own Pink Panther, QM, Maj ' Ben' Britton respl endent in
his pink all in one ki uit and matchi ng nat cap. By the th ird day,
everyone was skiing with more confidence, even LCpl Vince 'U nguided
mis ile' HalTenden. Sometimes keeping cool became diffi cult, and
di scarded teddie occasionally littered the now.

ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Com<l
2Lt As hton
Sgt Alger
Tp SSgt
The Troop . would _like, to w~ lcome the following people Cpl Payne
(fTom 200 1gs), 1gs Flash Gordon, Louise Gough aad tuart
Downard (from, ~S~) and Sig ' T~ny' Taylor . Congran1lations and
g?odbye to SSgt Jim A~ge~ on ,seleclton for promotion and posting to 16
Sig Regt. Well done to Sig Ted O ' Donnell on completing the All Arms
Commando Course and gaining the best tudent award. LC pls Jon Wilson
and 'Titch' Vellacot return . fTom their Clas I upgrading course at
Blandford. Not many Royal Signals Troops can boast at having two Assaul t
Pioneers. - we have LCpls Robinson and 'Frog' Hill. ig 'Vicky' Moran
has continued on he_r quest to spend as little time on the shop floor and has
been busy representing the Army and omb ined Services Basketball

BRAVO TR OOP
Tp Comd
Lt G. K. Bowdler
Tp S gt
SSgt K. helmerdine
Another busy period for the Troop, with no Ex.:rc1ses, but still plenty
gomg on to keep us occup ied, so the reinforcements in the form of Cpl
Tweddle and LCpl Kirk were gratefu lly received - welcome to
Colchester! Good luck and best wishes to Sig Sedge,,ick who leaves the
Anny to make his way in civvy street, and temporary farewells to LCpl
Barringer and LCpl tewart who go on operat ional attachments to
Cyprus and orthcm Ireland respectively. Fi nally the Troop would like to
congratulate Sigs Fletcher and Richardson on passing their clas 3 PTf's
course in A ldershot.

S AIRBORNE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (216 PARACHUTE)

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt M. J. Chambers
Tp SSgt
S gt K. Read
Yet another busy training period fo r the men of Alpha Tp, not content
wi th the OC Sqns Exerci e, the Troop deployed on a few cheeky Troop
level tra ining tasks as well. A fter being bounced around Sali bury Plain
fo r a week , a Troop March and Shoot was in order with three team led by
LCpl Rob ' Hooligan' Dawson, LCpl Gav ' Vegas' Vanden and LCpl
' Bograt' eill. The event went well with Sig 'Mouse ' Dowd questioning
the length of the route after being briefed that it was only two or three
miles long. Hankley Common was the venue for the next Squadron
pa rachute descent - accompanied by the infamou airborne ' Edward
Bear'. After a short fl ight all parachutists were despatched with OC Alpha
Tp hitti ng the ground as hard as usual. Sigs ' Dog y' Barker and ' Bobby'
Charlton landed together - almo t sharing a parachute.

L - R Sigs Francis, Crabb, Grix, Sa lmon and Finn
join the Mr Blobby looka like competiti on at HMS Excellent
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt . J. Short
Tp SSgt
Sgt K. Weaver
After finally dusting ourselves down, from the delights of Ex Red
Tricom on Salisbury Plain. Bravo Tp has ertled back into ome
embl ance of order. A u ual the bo i nowhere to be seen. supposedly
on a parachuting course in Carlisle. but la t heard of in Blackpool.
gt
'Trapper ' Weaver, Cp l Bruce Thornton and LCpl ·colonel' Sanders
have been bu y indoctrinating the newly initiated 30 Sig Regt oldiers in
the art of combat survival. It ' amazing how many rabbits and deer you
can catch doing 30 mph in a Landro er Di covery! I bet fre h roadkill
wasn't in any of the le ons. We have also had LCpl ' Eggy· Hender on
passing on his vast knowledge of ignals (!?)as part of the 2 Para Comms
Cadre and Cpl ' Si" Barker, with hi motley crew ofS igs Fox and Carter,
supporting 4 Para in sunny Otterbum.
The Troop welcome back into the fold Sig 'Delbert ' McDowell fre h
from his exploit with I PWRR in Tand farewell to ig ·Andy' Standing
who talccs over from him. Welcome al o goe to the Troop ' ne\\ arri,·al
Sgt 'Toyah' Wilcox and ig herringtou, Yates and Appleyard. Finally.
congratulations go to SSgt Karl Weaver who ha wappcd his hotgun for
a pace stick after coming off the gt - W02 promotion board.

The hard way to load a Chinook!
Then came the culmination of the weeks training, a chance Lo put all
the e elements together in the final, fully tactical scenario. All three
Troops were put through their paces, with plenty of day and night moves,
ambushes, ·sc assaults and worst of all , almost constant rain. Some of
the soldiering skills were tested. especially on recces with 2Lt ' [love an
approach in the open· Ashton . Although sleep was conspicuous by its
ab~ence, everyone performed well, and despite the occasional thrown
teddy, tempers were kept in check.
One final task was left before redeploying back to Colchester. Whilst
the war had been going well , there still remained some enemy resistance,
and it came down to the Signal Squadron to finish them off. The three
Troops all deployed on foot to go and assault three separate objectives in
built up a1.:as nearby. Given the chance to work off some pent up
frustration. the Troops tackled their respective taSks with gusto, with
Alpha Tp managing to kill four bushes, break three fences and still have
time to re-org on the objecuve. Sgt McKenna led a valiant assault, with
a ll guns in fire support, and bag of smoke and aggression. Yes, the empty
hou e he a saulted didn't stand a chance! However, these teething troubles
were soon dispatched and it wasn ' t long before the remaining enemy was
vanqui hed. Murphy ' Law came into its own at this point, as each Troop
in tum discovered that their largest and most cumbersome members had
been mortally wounded, and therefore needed urgent evacuation. The only
transport available was the good old mark one leather personnel carrier
and with improvised stretchers, we all set off at a pace back to Lyn ford
Home Farm for tea and medals. At the end of an extremely hard and
tc ting week we knew that we had been exercised, and were all ready for a
return back to camp.
EXERCISE GRYPHO. ' CHUS
After much anticipation Friday, 13 March finally came around. Lucky
for some. especially those members of Ex Gryphons Schuss, a skiing
adventure trainmg exercise located in the beautiful French resort of Val
D'I ere, led by Lt 80\\dler. After a hort (24hr!) trip in the minibuses, the
u..-am arrived and 'ettlcd in to the rather small but perfectly formed selfcatcring chalets, and were all set to hit the slopes the following morning.
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LCpl Vince Haffenden in typical pose!
With all these marvellous mountains lo ski down, only the mad would
even contemplate putting on Nordic skis and trying to ski up them. So
that's just what we did! Despite our Nordic Instructor pulling out, some
brave volunteers, (and some brave non-volunteers!) took to the loupes to
learn the basics of cross country, or Langlauf skiing. As well a the
fabulous skiing conditions, Val D'Isere also boasts excellent facilities for
' Apres Ski ', or as we English call it ' gratuitous drinking of trong lager at
half past four in the afternoon', which was also fully exploited. However,
with the hard routine of the day, only a few stalwarts managed to join the
' out late every night' club. At the end of a very hard, but extremely
enjoyable week, everyone had improved their technique, and significantly
dented their bank balance. The resort justly deserves it ' reputation as one
of the worlds' finest, and better weather we could not have asked for. Tbc
Exercise was regarded as a resounding success, and is hoped to be
repeated next year.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (QM) Britton
Tp SSgt
gt P. Latimer
Welcome go to Capt Harvey (2 Sigs), SSgt Holme (40 Sigs), Sgt
Owen (3 UK Div). and LCpl Angel, Sig Pye and ig Butters ( I I Sigs).
We also say goodbye to W02 McCulloch who has been posted to I
RGBW. Congratulations go to Sgt 'Chris' McKenna on his promotion.
Well done!
THE WIRE, JUNE 1998

L - R Sig ' Dogsy' Barker catches forty winks whilst
LCpl 'Fis h ' Salmon contemplates life
Alpha Tp deployed to HMS Excellent to learn a bit about ea urvival done in waters of 1
In non water tight orange suits we jumped into the
freezing water, swam to tl1en clambered into the life raft. Later the same
day we were taught how to plug hole. in a inking hip at the Damage
Repair Instructional Unit. Sigs 'Choirboy' Crabb and 'Tacklebury' Finn
had no trouble hammering in wooden wedge whilst being held
underwater.
The Troop ays a sad farewell to pl "Al ' Hammond who leaves for
Civ Div, but welcomes ig ' Army· Armstrong from 11 Sig and ig
'Cluster ' Martin from Bravo Tp. LCpl ·Gaz' Tiplady has deployed to I
with I PWRR and LCpl 'Loddy' Jones remains attached to the Brili h
Anlllrctic urvey. LCpl ' Evo' Evans ha ju t left us for a jaunt in BATU
- Just when it was getting interesting! Just one more Exerci c to go before
leave - that 's right isn ' t it Bos ?

·c.
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EXERCfSE RED TRICORN
Febmary and the exerci e ea on i with us again. Ex Red Tricom wa a
quadron orientated exercise starting with a deployment to a
concentration area on alisbury Plain. The aim of the exerci e wa practise
the headquarters build up from Para Tac to a full Main IIQ involving
various move to urban and rural locations.
After three days the 0 decided variety wa the pice of life and put u
through an infantr phase remini cent of pa t butt le-camps. but not before
withdrawing the quadron to a concentration area to watch the England
match on ky! With this in mind tl1c Techs set to work like whirling
dervishes to achieve it. along with half the expen ·e account "black nasty".
a PU 12 and the T from the quadron Bar it was accomplished .. eedless
to say it was a first for mo t people watching ky coyered in cam cream in
a windswept barn on alisbury Plain. ObYiou ly, this was the calm before
the storm. The quadron orbat' as turned on its head with all those belo"
Captain gaining field promotion - the only time for ome! Ordt>rs were
given the next morning to e tablish a Company harbour area \\here
sub equent orders were given to mount a number of reccc patrols. Aller all
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the patrol report, wen: coll ated the Company Commander made his plan
for a Company attack at first light on the Friday morning. After receiving a
brief et of orders we et out for the Company FRV, where we were then
-plit into our respcct ive fire support and assault teams. On IT- hr the battle
commenced with the Fire upport. opening fire quickly followed by the
ection Commanders and their assault teams weeping through the
location and securing the position. Afier the Rcorg we moved ofTto a PUP
where endex was called. Overall the Exercise achieved its aims and it was
a pica ant change to fini h the Exerci se a little bit differently.

The life and times o f Para Ta c

ARMY CROS -COUNTRY CHAMPION HIPS
by LCpl ·Dazzling' Daz Barnes
.
.
fter qualifying for the Army Cro s-Counlry Champ1onsh1ps, by
winning the 4 Div Minor Unit Championship , we ct ofTto Blackdown to
defend our title. On the way six. of the eight strong team, stopped ofT to
buy the chcape t Adidas pikes known to man. On arrival at Blackdown
the team walked one lap of the course to get a feel for the ground, after the
first comer we were already cursing the other three we would be running
an hour later. J wa feeling particularly well after eating one of the ' special
death pack ' given to us by W02 ' Dashing' Dave R olli ns: Th.e ix-mile
cour e was fast with several andy stretches and one ma111 hill. As the
starter's pistol shot rang out I aw LCpl S h a~, wo.2 'J?ashing' Da".e
R ollins and S gt 'The Chief' Buckley all domg their Lmford Christle
sprint starts. I opted for the fast jog start. and found myself s~cond from
last - obviou ly the spikes needed a little more beddmg 111. On the
approach to the hill I was gutted to see the supporter from the Squa~ron
gathering near the top, ready to cheer the team on. aturally, I put 1~ a
rather large effort overtaking blokes all the way. At the top I promptly died
and saw all the runners I'd overtaken carrying smug grin as they all came
whizzing past The next two laps were horrcndo~s . every time ~y
breathing had recovered I' d get to tl1e bottom of the hill and have ~o spnnt
up it again - I say the quadron should be banned from watchmg next
year!
The Squadron roll of honour tarted with SSgt 'The Chief' Buckley
(21 t), W02 'Dashing' Dave R ollins (24th), LCpl Shaw (30th), Sig Lowe
(54th), Sig 'Cros ed Swords' Blaney (57th), Maj Wildish (68th), LCpl
'Dazzling' Daz Barnes (104th) and last but by no means the least LCpl
Kev 'Chalk ter ' \Vhite. The team looks forward to defendmg the title
again next year, but hopefully I'll not make it!

223 SIGNAL SQUADRON (399 SIGNALS UNIT RAF)
RAF DIGBY

t Q ADRO.'
OC
Maj Alan McComb
After the Xmas period things have been reasonably quiet on the social
side. apart from a few farewell social evencs in the Lincoln and Sleaford
watering holes. Jn particular, the Flight ays farewell and congratulation
to WOt ( upvr R) John Gower on his commis ioning to Captain on 3
April 1998. Further farewells go to WO Ian Wil on, on joining civvy
treet and JT 1ark Hutchinson on being posted to RAF Brampton. We
welcome back S gt 'Ritchie' M addock and F lt L t Woodgate from
detachments and C pl Paula 1cCall who joins us from C FI t.
On the sports ide, the quadron 's intrepid Anny Orienteers recently
ventured forth again to do battle against the other Minor Units for the 2
Div Chan pionships, on what turned out to be a cold and blustery day. The
course was ho ted by 38 Sig Regt based in Sheffield and run mainly
through the effort ofV 01 (RSM) Mick Boyle. The event area was held
around Clumber Park and due to the opportunity for extremely good
runnmg throughout the mapped area, long courses were inevitable,
including l 3.2km for the A Course! The male team comprised of the old
contemptibles of Capt Steve Palfreyman and WOl John Gower who
foolishly volunteered to do the A course. Cpl Lee Mitchell was placed on
the B Course and Sgt 'Jock' Munroe took the easy way out on the C
course. All of the team had :>Leady runs, although mutterings cou ld be
heard over the last kilometer or so from the old and bold about cruelty to
dumb animals. Nevertheless. the male team did exceptionally well and to
their surpnse, finished runners up to 6 RRF in the Minor Units
competition.
The ladic. team was ably represented by C apt am Harrild, WOl
Janette G raham and gt Ma rie Cottam. Capt am Harrild did an
excellent time on the D course to finish first and wi th solid runs from Sgt
~1a rie Cottam (4th female on the C course) and WOJ Jan ette Graham,
the 1.id1~ also managed to finish runners up to 64 Sig Sqn in the ladies
C\ent The team left with the day being more than worthwhi le and a gong
for everyone to show for the hard work but thanks must go to wot
(RS\1) \lick Bo} le and bis team of helpers for what was a well run event.
n,., highlight over the next couple of months is the RAF Championships
m . cotland at the end of April and the Army team look forward to
ho,\ mg the fly boy• how its really done!
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ALPHA FLI GH T
OC
Capt bane DuGuay
Snr Supvr
W 02 (S upvr R) Al Sutherl and
The latest arrival to the ·A Flight family' has been courtesy of LCpl
Keeley Forster who gave birth to a bouncing baby girl last month.
Congratulations Keeley, Megan will be manned up from next cycle. The
other person returning to the fold is LCpl Mark 'Homer' Appleyard who
has recently returned from a six-montll detachment and also married hi
bl ush ing bride, Helen . Good luck, Helen, you will need it.
The goodbyes start with the usual round of courses and detachments,
firstly Sgt 'Simo' Simpson who is playi ng soldiers on his Sgt's course.
Then we have LCpl 'Si' Watson, LCpl Paul Ashton, Cpl 'Ash' Ashley
and LCpl ' Reg' Gutterid ge all on detachment. LCpl 'Billy' Wishart is
off to EO D and is tllen posted to Germany, some people have all the luck.
Our final goodbye is to our Flt Comd, Capt Sha ne Du Gu ay, who lasted
three months with us before escaping into a day job. Talk about from the
frying pan into the lire, thanks for everythi ng that you have done for the
Flight and be t wishes for the future.
On the social scene, Cpl 'Ash' Ashley and LC pl 'Wis' Wishart
organised a Horse Raci ng ight on the 10 March. The tum out was very
disappointing but, despite not racing one horse, they managed to make a
profit of £100. Thank here must go to the Wives Club members who
attended later in the evening and helped to boost the profit , thanks ladies.
BRAVO F U G IIT
OC
Flt Lt Dave Hoyton RAF
Snr Supvr
W02 (S upvr R) 'Nigc' Humphries
Firstly, welcome back to LCpl Martin Goulden and LCpl 'Tony'
Pilgrim who have both recently returned from six months of sunshine at
her Majesty's pleasure. Also, to W02 ' ige' H14mphrics who arrives
back j ust in time to set Sgt ' Richie' Maddock free to return to the
delights of day working. Don't gloat too much! L C pl Jim Hobson has
pulled another blinder and is presently on a course (surprise!) prior to
flying off into the sunset sometime in Apri l on detachment. Finally.
congratu lations and farewell to LCpl 'Gaz' Farrar, who recently fell off
the Cpl's board and straight into a Hercules, never mind, ' Gaz', ee you tn
six months time. The past month has been quite sociable fo r the watch,
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with a cracking night ou~ ~t Mylos Greek Tavern. It gave all the old sweats
~ ~ op~ortumty to remm1sce over the good old days in Cyprus, JT's
R1ch1c Landon ~nd Mark Atkinson to name but a couple. It was
probably the Cypriot beer that started it. Judging by the quanti ty of
sma hedplates around t~e feet of LCl_)l'S ' Tan ' Pask and Stacey Webster,
1t was plam to .see that either the po~tton s Just weren ' t big enough, or they
'l'.ere not so impressed ~1th the impromptu authentic Greek dancing
display put on by JT's. e1l Le,vaul-Gr imwood, Andy Mortimer, Andy
A!1gus and not forgettmg Sgt Nelly' Clifford. Good work lads it ' ll be
R1verdance next!
'
'.here ha.s only been one major sporting event occurring over this past
period . . This was the '_Superstars ' challenge that made up the first
compet1t1on for the Station Commander Cup. There was an excellent
turnout for the watch by both Army and RAF personnel. Some of the latter
have not been seen. ms1de the gym since the early ' 80's and there bas to be
a huge congratulano~s to Cpl 'Rob' Jo nes for getting everyone there. A
for the compennon itself, the watch proved victorious by winning the
event and are now dusting off their running shoes ready for the next event
' Onenteer111g'.
'
CHARLIE FLIGHT
OC
F lt Lt Dave Hoyton RAF
Duty Sigs Offr
WO John Oswin
Time to. put pen to paper. f?r yet another brilliantly composed article
from C Flight, or n.o t so bnlhant as the past two months dictate. RAF
Digby as a wh~le 1.s 111 the midst of a number of changes, in turn taking the
watch along ~ttb 1t as more and more people seem to be either posted or
detached. Evidently. more changes will occur when the eight-hour shift
pattern comes fully mto effect. So needless to say this leaves us aying a
number of goodbyes. For this edition, these goodbyes go to Cpls 'Chad'
Chadwick, 'Mac' MacWilliam and Paula McCall as well as JT 'Rob'
Filby who will brave ' civvy ' life as he leaves th~ RAF after 12 years
service. Good luck to you all with your futures.
So. what has been happening since Christmas? As l suggested in my
open111g sentence, its been fairly quiet. Thi has largely been put down to
January Blues and the lack of warm weather. evertheless, a group of us
from t~e watch ce.lebrated The Chinese New Year on the 28 January at The
Phoemx m Rusk111gton. The meal was a twelve-course affair and was
considered well worth the price. Thanks goes out to J T Lou Bazzar d for
her clos7 attention to detail in organising the social event. Shortly after this
re. oundmg success, we ventured out to a Greek restaurant called Mylos in
L111coln. Yet another mammoth affair, this time witll a 12-course meze,
followed by much Greek dancing as we were all encouraged by the lady
owner to get up and strut our stuff. Another fantastic evening, especially
for the handful that moved on to Ritzy nightclub afterwards, where JT
Lou B~zzard showed off her talents and came first in a karaoke
compet1tton. She now has the opportunity to go through to the final with
the chance of winning a session in a recording studio. God help us all if it
gets anything released!
Moving _away, from social events involving food, we move on to C pl
Andy Robmson s house warming party, where alcohol definitely became
the sore sub1ect. There was enough beer there to last until summer,
although we made an extremely impressive dent in it. Andy's promised to
let u know when he moves house again, although we ' re hoping it's once
~~e memories fade ~ bit! Sporting events are next on the agenda. Although
1t s still early on 111 the year with only one event of the CO' Cup
Challenge having taken place, we did fairly miserably and are already
fairly low on the table. Collectively, we've decided to blame all tile food
and beer cons~ed the night before. On a lightly better note, well done to
LCpls P ete Vmcent and Gregor Anderson who came third in a civilian
ope~ karting event recently. This concl udes the Flight going on for the
begmmng of 1998, watch this space for more to come when we venture up
north to take on the Scottish Highland Way in April. We also hope to rai e
money for 'Child Li ne', o please put your hand in your pocket if someone
flashes a sponsor fo rm at you.
DELTA FLIGHT
OC
Flt Lt Andy C alder RAF
Snr Supvr
W02 ( upvr R) Paul 'QT" Trethewey
The Watch bas seen a few coming's and going's in the la t cou ple of
mo!lth '~· A big hello to LCpl Booth, who has recently rejoined the watch
whilst m the opposite direction goe JT Jim Rothwell, who is off for a
six-month holiday. A qu iet note on the sports front with LCpl Dean
Atkin.son representing the Station at football, who unfortunately seem to
be fanng miserably lately. On a happier note, congratulation to Cpls Paul
Bu.ms and Lee Mitchell for pu tti ng a line performance in the recent 2 Div
Oncnteer.ing championship where the team fi ni bed a respectable second.
A surpn s1ngly quiet few month with regards to events on the watch, wi th
most people's attention being directed to the recent RAF Digby 80th
Anru versary Ba h, which was a su perb night. A genera l thank -you to
everybody involved, especially FS Dave Curry from our own watch, for
all the lime and effort taken in organising thi s event.
TRAlNI G FLIGHT
Flt Comd
WOJ (Supvr R) Eric Clee
Sgt
S gt (Supvr R) Frank Dalton
The pa t month has seen Trg Flt having weekly meetings in the
Doctor 's waiting room . Jt started wi th CT Dave Bues having a no e job,
FS Gordon Vance finally got the all clear for his boulder from the
phys10, Cpl Neil Benson pulled hi s hamstring, Sgt Colleen tanton was
bed~ed down with flu , gt Clive tephens truggl ing to wa lk after a
particularly strenuous gym session and the speedy Sgt 'it gone again
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luv' Dal.Ion had gone into hospital with a bad back. Letter~ of condolence
poured 111 and ru!llours. are rife that the new Deputy Health and Safety
Officer and Tra111111g Flight OC. WOJ Eric Clee is to lose the post before
he has even started.
A theatre trip t~ London. was organised by Cpl ' Loner' Benson for
~embers of the Fhght, staymg at the Victory Club. This soon met with
disaster. when through illness SSgt Frank Dalton, Sgt Colleen Stanton
and their partners all pulled out at the last mmute with weak excuses.
However, we have a. star in the making, when Cpl Pete 'Film star' Best
recently spent a. daym f~ont of the cameras of Yorkshire Television (to be
shown on the T?mght program~e on the 2 April), talking about the
recently restored Centre of Operations Room' located at RAF Digby. At
!as.t t~e Trg Flt has returned to normal with the departure of LCpl Pa ul
B1ff Randle to SSSU, g?od luck to him and his wife and their soon to be
born first child. Also leavmg us for a short time is F Phil C urtis who is
off for a four month detachment to sunnier climes (its a dirty job but
someone's got to do it).
RAF DIGBY' 80th A
IVERS RY CELE BRATIO S
qn Satu~day 28 March 1998, RAF Digby celebrated its 80th
anmver ary m style. RAF Digby i one of the oldest operational stations in
the Royal Air Fore:, ha~ing been opened on 28 Ma:ch 1918 by Maj (later
Sqn. Ldr) John D Albiac who landed the fust atrcraft to arrive at the
Stat10n on that day. This historical event was all the more memorable
because the Royal Air Force did not officially come into existence until I
Apnl 1918. The 'Birthday Bash' was celebrated in two parts. During the
day, the North Hangar (ahas the gym) was turned into an Earls Court style
arena and. the large crowd that turned up were treated to a full programme
of entertamment, largely arranged by W02 (S upvr R) ban e Knight and
his contacts. This included 34 Sig Regt Staff Band as well as a field gun
di.splay by the Mansfield D!strict. Sea Cadet team, the RAF Waddington
Pipe Band and an 1mpress1ve display of suspect package handling by
ma?hme b.Y. 11 EOD RL.C. There '':'ere. also a large number of displays by
various m1htary and c1v1han orgamsanons including the Lincolnshire Air
A:nbulance helicopter which seemed to attract a lot of the younger
viewers. The days event were tied together by a march on by al l the arms
and watch~! eye of Station Warrant Officer, WO Pete Roberts . Outside
the gymnasmm there were displays by 20 Regt RA(Rapier). 14 Sig Regt
~EW) (Barracuda and LEWT), RAF Regt (Rapier) a well as an
1mpresswe display o~ vintage mi li tary vehicles kindly loaned for the day
by a local conservation group. They also provided a circa l 925 double
decker bus which ran a periodic service between the gymna ium and the
Statto~ HQ. The organising co!Ilmittee also managed to persuade a
~vell~ng fun.fair to open on Stat10n and the Red Arrows fligh t simulator
did bns~ bu~mess throu~hout the day. The Station cateri ng staff did an
outstanding JOb and provided a free WW2 ration-type all-in stew for over
600 people. J':1dgmg by the number of faces that kept reappearing. it was
highly appreciated.
The econd pa~ of the day. was an evening 'hangar party'. The daytime
arena was turned mto a m~s 1ve dance floor and tile 600 plu people who
attended the evemng functio n danced the night away to two live bands and
a disco: Judging .by the amount of bar stock consumed, everyone bad a
good mght! Particular thanks must go to the Station ·s Aerial Erector
S~ho~I (AES) who were per uaded to try their skills in a more horizontal
direction and turned 4 tons of scaffolding and planking into a tage that
would have done Knebworth proud! Hangover and clocks changing
notwithstanding, tile gymna ium was completely cleaned and returned 10
normal by Sunday afternoon, following a morning church service to
celebrate the birthday of ~oth the Station and the Royal Air Force. The
c?ngregatton was ~ept on its toes by the gue t vicar turning up just in the
mck of time for his sermon and apologi ing for having not et hi clock
one .hour forward. The ent ire event, run for the Station personnel and their
fam1 hes was completely elf-fi nancing. The committee, led by qn Ldr
Pete Beange, Exec 0 399SU, are indebted to the many people who gave
their ttme and energy free of charge, both from the unit and out ide to
make the day the great uccess that it turned out to be. We look forward to
someone else, however, organi ing the IOOtb Birthday Bash!

Maj Alan and Mrs Philippa McComb Boogie on Down at the
RAF Digby 80th Birthday Bash
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ARl\t Y J DO CHAMPIO '' HlP 1998 - b_ Sig Douglas
We began the day with an early start travelling to Aldershot for lhe
competition. On the way we went over ome rules and technique we were
hoping to employ in the COf!!~etition. - _I ha~ expected there were a few
nenou,, guys in the mm1bus. To in p1re omc confidence and
determination into the lads I decided to et them a challenge. If anyone
scored a point for a throw in their fight, I would buy them a pint. If they
managed to win a fight, I would provide plenty of refreshment at the after
comp tition drink .
.
. .
On our arrival at the gym. we had to register and weigh m. We entered
the team e"ent. requiring th.ree competitor . The three weight categone
were under 73k!!, under 8Ikg and over Slkg, which ig ' Ollie' Mason,
LCpl 'Gareth" Howell and Sig ·Del' Dr iscoll fought in respectively. Once
changed and warmed up, we were called forward to the pool in which we
were-to fight. There wa ome strong competition in our secti?n, but the
lads remained quietly confident. A th1 was the first compellllon for the
three fight rs, the first bout were. al~ over quite quick!~" All of the
opponent were experienced and the m111al_lo~ was no u.rpnse. However,
with a fight behind them the boys relaxed m lime for the next fight. In the
next bout LCpl Howell took control early on and ~nded the fight with. a
conYincing win, throwing hi opponent for a maxuuum core. Both Sig
'1ason and ig Driscoll were unlucky not to have a good result. In the
final fight of the pool, we were certain that we could go no further as only
the top r.vo teams went through. So in the third and final fight the guys_ had
nothing to loose. Sig Driscoll 's opponent wa a member_of the. Combmed
Senic Squad and holds a 2nd Dan Black Belt, so thmgs did not look
favourable. However, the underdog always prevails? The fight was inten e
all the way through until Sig Driscoll defended an attack and forced the
opponent to the ground. Upon landing, he damaged his houlder. ~!1st
fighting on the ground and ig Driscoll wa on the attack. the oppos1t1on
had to ubmit as be was now in great pain. That was our second wm of tbe
conte t and we were all well pleased. Our other two banlers bad fights to
be proud of and gave 'the other guy' a run for their money.
In the end experience and skill beat us. Even though we came 7th out of
eight teams, everyone had a great time and e~joyed the_ new experience
that i Judo. eedles to say we all drank well m celebration! All mvolved
would like to thank Sig 'Dougie' Douglas for his coaching and
organi ation for the day and will carry on supporting him in attendjng
classes.

ARCTIC Kl AN D
RVIVAL CO URSE 1998
(The Soldier 's tory) - by LCpl 'Nick' Cooper
Mid January this year saw the Squadron leave Bulford for tbe annual
deployment to onvay. For most of the Squadron, being 'Snow Virgins',
we first had to get stuck into the Arctic Ski and Survival Course. The
ASSC is an arduous two-week course aimed to train soldiers in ordic
Skiing and A.retie Survival. The first phase was lo train oldiers in the fine
an of 'Dobbing' whilst attempting to get from A to B on a pair of army
planks. Many times members of the Squadron ended up face down in the
now, muttering profanities! As part of the course it is mandatory to spend
a few days under canvas and living in a snow hole. Leaming to live and
carry out personal admin in a cramped tem is a test of patience if nothing
else particularly when you have to share a tent with 'tent rhino's'! After
tbe tent phase it wa. time to construct and live in a snow bole spend ing a
good few hours weating, again muttering profanities, wh.ilst building our
'home in the snow'. All course members were a little dubious at the
pro peel of the impending ice breaking drills. The thought of going into a
hole cut into a frozen lake does not appeal to any sane soldier. The cour e
wa hard but with our humour and morale intact we all got through ready
for the .nove from Voss in southern orway to the frozen wastes of the
nonh.
For the Squadron ED's, Sgt 'Bas' Ward, C pl 'Si' Robinson, LCpl
'Taff' Cooper and ig 'Gregg' Hardman the first six days were very
busy. All were con tamly being called out on Gene repairs, mainly cold
related fault . The Squadron MT were busy on resups, with the occasional
mmor accident involving ig Paul 'Roly' Kemp whilst driving the
quadron OC Better luck next time Paul ! The MT Cpl, Cpl Dave
'Ginger' Atherton , was often seen in the local Esso Garage consu mi ng
their entire ~tock of hot dogs, claiming he had missed meals in the
cookhousc' The conditions we were working in tested morale at times, but
thanks to two 'Morale Officers' from the power section, morale was
maintained daily. Few people escaped from being vict ims of the mora le
officer... i:::,·en the SM, W02 ( M) Dave Cummings had his pace stick
held to Ransom:' Bend to our demands. or the pace stick gets reduced to
pcnc1b.
This \\BS my first orway deployment and it was a real eye opener.
llowe\er by the end of the exercise phase the entire Squadron were very
eager to return home to see their wives and girlfriends. My Memories of
the quadron deployment to orway are good one and even such events
as the dread(!d ice breaking drills were not as bad as I first thought.
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Congratulation to Sgt 'Bas' Ward on hi promotion to Sgt, But, ' Sarge
don't hold the spark plug by the nasty end when the Gene i running next
time!'
ATTACHED A DIN ORWAY
The Officers Perspective - by 2Lt Chris Preston
o sooner had my feet touched the ground in Bt_i lford tha~ Arctic .kit
was i sued explained, demonstrated and played with. All with varying
degrees of' uccess. My fir t ta tc of the . onvegi.an winter was about to
come and I didn't even know what the maJonty of items were for. All ofu
had to get our ba ic Introduction Co_ur e out of th.e way bef? re we were
allowed to work in the arctic envtronment. This course 1 all about
learning how to ki and as J had done a fair amount of down-hilling in the
pa t J found it relatively easy. Tbis course was centrally run for all UK
Uni ts within the AMF(L) and as a result there were well over I00 on the
course.
The Mountain Leader heading the course had an obses ion with pocket
contents. a collection of afety items that seem pointless until you hit an
emergency. Every morning he would have the e~tire cour e parading with
individually waterproofed candles. The same instructor also bowed a
transvestite treak by demon trating the ice breaking drill in a borrowed
female swim uit. As we had never een the guy smile, people had
discussions abou t whether or not it was a triathlon outfit or was it a joke.
Maybe he was imply a pest! The lee br~aking was no~ as bad a~ ~xpected.
Anyone who has capsized a canoe m near freezmg cond1t1ons and
experienced brain numbness need not worry. Of course th_e water
temperature is almost alway well above the temperature of the alr and as
such could be regarded as a refreshing dip! That is not to ay that your
voice and pans of your body do not take a vertical leap! Having completed
the now hole phase on ASSC I was invited by my OC, Maj Peter
Holliday to jump into another one.
The la t t\Vo weeks of the 249 Sig Sqn Arctic Wa.rfa.re In tructor Course
would prove to be my continuation training. This course proved to be
physically demanding and I lost half a stone in the fourteen days - some
would say I needed to! The Survival week included three types of snow
hole and the same number of nights out on the mountains, time spent in the
snow trench left C pl Bell and my elf homeless and decidedly unhappy.
My thanks go to C pl Bell for not losing his rag as the previous two hours
work collapsed at our feet. Ice Breaking 2 allowed us to practice speaking
whilst in the water. The demonstration of the swim is difficult to do as it i
ha.rd to stop the voice ' yodelling.' The top prize for coolness under
pressure went to an RAF Flight Lieutenant who made the water look
warm. I found that the extra time in the water turned my thjghs blue! The
survival week finished with a brushwood bivvi night. This proved to be
one of the most cold, wet and miserable nights of my life. Whilst Sgt
'Jack' Hawkins slept in his warm BV206 we erected an improvised
wigwam and huddled around tbe fire. Unfortunately the frozen stream that
we did not ee melted, flooding the shelter and swamping the ftre.
Undeterred we moved and started again. The next shelter proved to keep
out only part of the persistent rain and eventually when it set alight we
abandoned the bivvi entirely and walked about until dawn.
Next came my Arctic Warfare Instructors course run by 3 Para! We
started by going downhill skiing. The Force AWO proved his insanity
suggesting we jump from tbe cable car to the powder snow. I assumed he
was joking? Moments later eight of us bad fo llowed like stupid sheep to
the slope twenty feet below. Meanwhile other members of the course were
still ' Rising from a Fall.' The four major exercises of the course kicked off
with man-packing the large ten-man tents in pulks. This is hard work and a
number of teddy bears flew at an early stage. Once at the destination for
the day the DS insisted on a night navigation exercise as well that lasted a
further four hours and removed valuable rest. ight skiing is a bizarre
combination of feel and sight. Often your eye tell you that you are
moving and your feet say otherwise. The urv ivl)I phase of this AWi
course was yet more snow-holes, My eighth in t\Vo months. Sgt Howley
went one better and was buried as part of an avalanche demo:
Unfortunately a visiting photographer stole his ki poles and he had to ski
the downhill run next day with a bergan but no sticks. Fortunately he was
the best skier on the course.
Although this was an Arctic Warfare course, the warfare secti on lasted
only 36hrs. A round robin of Fire positions on sk is, extraction drills,
snowshoe assaults and an Op lesson was the on ly instruction we were
given before receiving orders to go and fight. The fo ll owi ng night we
dep loyed at 1800 hrs with full bergans and a rifle attached to our sides.
The tab in was immense. Jn eight hours we covered no less than 6km. The
steep slope and the dense forest reduced our speed to a snai ls pace despite
worki ng hard enough to stay warm in only a thermal top and smock.
Having reached the position we dug the tent in and kept eyes on the
enemy, who had been thoughtful enough to leave their vehicle indicators
on. Fortunately the following day allowed most of us to catch up on sleep
as we stagged on. The Assault the next morning very nearly went 'pear
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hapcd ' as the enemy were found to be stood to. This wa~ si mply because
the OS were on the net and we retreated back to the FUP like startled
rabbits .. ~ventually we found our _way down a covered approach and took
the pos1uon. I narrowl y missed ?1vmg headlong into the toilet trench as l
ran through on the assault, but 1t was the best available cover! The final
phase was a !ong distance unsupported tab that tested my resolve to the
ex treme, partlcula.rly as I spent a considerable period ' mono-skiing' after
breaking a ski!
For a first winter in Norway I had a 'Baptism of Fire'. Whilst most do a
course a year. l had spent th_ree m_onths under-going training that finally
gamed me an AWI quahficat_10n. Bizarre as 1t may ound, as I enjoy skiing
o much, l would do 1t again next year and if J am lucky enough to be
po ted back to 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) maybe I will!

.~

-- ·-'

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advise the Subscriptions Clerk,
at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any change of address.
This information should not be telephoned
Sig Walker
'I've got the hang of the poles, when do I get t he skis?
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Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Turnbull
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dean Ewing
Don't believe the hype. March 31 and it's raining, thunderstorms snow
and worse. It 's warmer in UK, Germany and possibly but not probably, the
Falklands. The 2IC, Capt Ian 'Tomba' Ellis is happy enough as be is
spending his life skiing in the Cypriot Alps. The touri t season looms and
with it a recharging of batterie after a long and tortuous winter. There are
many projects in hand keeping the Squadron busy, but that is another
story... The Episkopi Garri on CO, Col Cook recently visited the quadron
but was unable to complete a full tour because of the weather. Hopefully
when another important visit i on, the sand torms will not interfere.
AIRFIELD TROOP - DEVELOPME T COURSE
On Friday 13 Ma.rch, four member of Airfield Tp a sembled for tbe
Sqn Dev Cse. The chosen few were Sigs Fuins, Bennett, McC readdie
an? Ba rnett. The whole idea of the course wa to develop their leadership
skills and unearth any natural born leader within the quadron. The
cour e consisted of plenty of PT, debating and lectures. At the start of the
course we had to give a self introduction and from what we aid, the DS
selected a subject for u to give a 15 minute lesson on. For some reason I
was given exam techniques for my talk, J don ' t know why. It certainly
wasn't because I've found the master technique. PT wa taken by ig
Fa rrow, another member of the Troop and by the end of the week a
former friend of mine. At the end of the course. all four of u agreed that it
had been worthwhi le and that we all had learnt omething that should help
us develop into the next great leader within the Troop.

EWARRNAL
We welcome Sig J oughin and wish him a pleasant and frufrful tay. He
has a hard act to follow with the likes of igel Mansell' Fletcher and
Stan 'the man· going before him.
EPISKOPI TROOP
Christmas ha well and tru ly gone. The plans that were made at the end
of l_ast year_have _been reviewed, put into action and wi th the OC's newly
revised Pohcy D1recnve we see a new focu and direction for 1998 and
beyond. Epi Tp continues to work hard wi th shon notice tasks from HQ
BFC and the ever pre ent Projects and maintenance. These have been
highlighted in the recent visi t of the Garrison Commander and the CBF Lt
Gen Ramsay, who where both keen that Comms hould remain at 'the
harp end. While encouragement goes out to make use of the adventure
training facilities on I land our gladiators are doing us proud on the field
of sport. Sgt ·Fudge· MacPhee and Sig Owen Trimble after election for
the Army Rugby squad went on to beat the RAF 18 - 5 at the inter Sen·ice
championship . Sig 'Golf' Ball made hi mark on the Golf World and i
now _in the S_quad for the Combi ned Service selection. The Hockey ea on
has JUSt ftm hed and we look fonvard to the tan of the cricket and
wimming season.

QUADRO SHOOTI G TEAM
Three members of the Troop have been selected lo represent the
Squadron at tbe CORPSAAM. The three bot shots are C pl Wa inwright,
Sigs Fuin s and Hobson. Sgt Potter is the team manager and is al o a
Troop member. The Shooting Team bas been in training for the past two
months and we must be the most zeroed people on the Island. All of our
trigger fingers have muscles on them that any bodybuilder would be proud
of. Most of our training was conducted by gt lngley, Airfield Tp' Line
S~t. He has been putting us through our pace with the rifle, L Wand the
pistol. By the end of our training we have mastered all tiu·ee, firi ng from
400m po int with the LSW on bursts. Out of200 rounds, on average, each
team member is only dropping three or four rounds whi ch is not bad
going. With the pisto l, three out of the five members of the team had never
fired one before, we are at very high tandard, firing from the sitting in a
c~r ~osit i on and ambush scenarios. Hopefull y we hould tand a chance of
picking up some silvenvare but only time will tell.
CLA S TWO PASSES
Over the last couple of months, six member of Airfield Tp have made
that giant leap from Clas Three ignallcr to Clas Two Signaller. The ix
a~e Sigs Barnett, Bennett, Farrow, Fuius, Kelly and McC rcaddic. All
six ~ad to pas an assessment that consisted of a written exam, writing up a
project and works orders.
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Sig Bennett in the pit aga in
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The last Range day and CFT ha. been completed and we mop up the
remaining ATD' in preparation for the
M's new tmining plan. ~pl
Peter Richard ha. retumed to UK with a team for the Corp AAM pnor
to anendinl! hi Fibre Optic Course at Blandford. The Troop has been
steeped in Quality. Health and Safety and Equal Opportunitic . \ye rec~ive
regular briefings both internal and extemal and are mvolved m anous
>tud} days ued in with the working '.'roccsses of the Troop. it is hoped to
pro\ide a better and safer working en,rironment for our Soldiers.
DHEKELIA TROOP
The daily hu sle and bu· le of Dhekelia Tp continues as we welcome
t" o ne\\ telemech straight from the factory, ig Rachel Willi and Sig
raig Cate. t the ame mne, we are OIT) to lose ig John Hogg to
Ep1skopi Tp. and LCp l tuart Wilkinson who i taking a ix-month
, acation in the Falkland I lands.
Congratulations must go to Cpl 'Taff' Lougher who wa succe sful in
being elected for the Cyprn Army rugby squad, to ig Daz ' Jordan' Ling

who has ju t returned from representing the Arn1y in ba ketball , and to Sig
teven 'Flatley' Hicklin. who is cmTently hooting for the quadron in
the K. Congratulations al o go to LCp l 'Gav' Rickard wbo has just
completed his ACI 's cour e. Last, but not least we must not fo rget our
extremely ' green' civilian Mr Graham McDougall, who passed all his
ATD ' and embarras ·ed some members of the Troop by beating them in a
BFT. He has since been promoted to the dizzy heights of LCpl in 81 Sig
Regt (V) . .
Commiserations go to Sgt 'Not ai rborne warrior' Gruncell, who broke
hi ankle, after deciding to fling himself out of a perfectly good airplane
during a parachuting course. We all wish him a speedy recovery. The Bitsa
bar continue to be a hive of activity due to the recent pool competition
hosted by LCpl 'Tony' D'Or, which, after fierce competition was won by
LCpl Ryan Dalgreen . Finally, the Bitsa originals (soon to be named 'The
ightmares' after their recent performance aga inst 16 Flt AAC), kept trne
to form with a lo of6-0.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON

:'\EW FRO 1 HQ
qn Comd
1aj S. G. Hutchinson
R l\1
WOI (RS 1) Ivan hiels
It has been another bu y period for RHQ. Congratulation mu t go to
Sgt Raine for promotion to taffSergeant and to Capt 'Andy' Churchill
on the birth of his second child.
Ml ' I 1ARCH & HOOT COMPETITI01
Cpl Ian Well helped to organi e the Mini March & Shoot Competition
in March. The competition con·isted ofa BFT in CEFO, followed directly
by a trailer push, then a carry of a log and Daftyre, over the assaul t course,
followed by another run round Francisca Bks to the firing range. At the
range teams had to as emble an L W from its component parts and then
fire 20 round . before breaking the gun down again. Unfortunately a mad
profe or had dropped a chemical agent on the ports field (where the
Tyre. log and as ·ault course was) but as chance would have it we all had
our respirators to hand!

LCpl Steven Slaughter negotiates the obstacle course in a
respirator

The Orange Team work ha rd with a Daftyre
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ALPHA TROOP

oc

Tp Sgt

Lt Todd
S gt Barker

990 RANGE DAY & VISIT- By Cp l M . Beasley
Lt 'My Round?' Todd acted upon the idea of giving certain lucky
individual the chance to shoot against 990 German Signal Regiment (who
provide our bearer sy tern) , but only on the condition that we make a good
account of ourselves, which, thankfully, we did . Three of our team stunned
the opposition with their sniper like skill . LCpl 'Go lden Boy' lau ghter
who received the silver medal. Sig ' obby' Styles and Sig 'Tommo'
Thompson who both received a bronze medal for their professional use of
the Gennan tandard i sue 7.62 mm GP3 (or as LCpl ' Barney' Barnacal
christened it, 'The Stick'), their equivalent of the GPMG and the Luger 9
mm pistol. It certainly surprised our hosts, a this was the fir t time that
any of the boy had touched a German weapon.
Among those who didn ' t quite make the grade to qualify for a medal
was Cpl 'Chippie' Chipperfield, who swore blind that he was the best
shot on the GPMG. However, a few others wanted to contest this, as there
were quite a few accomplished machine gunners that day as well as
pistoleers (ex.cept Cp l ' Pasty' AJmey who hit nothing with the pistol at I 0
metres, until he opened his eyes!). However, it appears that we were lucky
that gt 'Bull's Eye' Barker wasn't there a he would have cleared up on
all the ranges and various weaponry as he fancies himself as something of
a Marksman. The day wound down and with Anglo/German relations on a
fim1 setting, the promise of a return shoot at one of our ranges was readily
accepted, I just hope the day goes as well as this one did .
990 Vl IT
After such a long deployment in FRY, our Tech Adjt, Capt ' Banana
Mobile ' Stewart decided that some of our personnel required a
refreshment of the RMA set up. He therefore organised a visit to 990 Sig
Bde who supply our radio relay links in the RMA network. When we
arrived they treated us to coffee and a most informative brief on what
ex.actly they can provide when on Ex.ercise. This was followed by a walk
through, talk through of their Radio Relay equipment that is very sim ilar
to our Triffid system. The day was a good ex.perience for all those
personnel that had not seen the equipment before and will help them when
we finally come out of Bosnia and are able to re ume our usual role within
LA DCENT.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Evans (posted to 1 Div)
Tp SSgt
SSgt Tom Davies
Although only a handful strong at camp, Bravo continues to maintain
itself as ' The best Troop in the Squadron', Sgt Tom Davies (Chapter 4,
verse 3). The majority of us remain deployed in theatre, on leave or on
'holiday' in Jtaly preparing for yet another tour of sunny Bosnia. This time
definitely the very last time. Honest! lnspite of our sparse numbers, the
Troop succeeded in coming 1st place in the Orienteering and 3rd place in
the Cross Country events of the Commanders Cup, thus maintaining their
lead in the competition. SSgt Tom Davies and Cpl Rick Allmark
somehow manage to keep things ticking over in the absence of Lt Jo
Eva ns (former Tp Comd!) to whom we all wish a fond farewell and the
best of luck for the future on your posting to I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt .
A great night out was had by all at the annual Storming of the Gates
ceremony, an Anglo/German event, fo r which everyone worked hard in
preparation and contributed to its success. Those of us who had the time to
take part in BWT reported having an enjoyable time of it, where LCpl
'Margaret' Hatcher gained the Bronze skiing award. LCpl 'Margaret'
Hatcher continues his renovation work of Club 280 armed with a tin of
magnolia, soon to be the best venue on camp without doubt. Finally C~I
Dave 'Tex' Walker remains incapacitated at home, and bas also hurt his
back - for which we all wish him a speedy recovery.
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HELLO AND GOODBYES
Bravo Tp wou ld like to say a fond farewell to the following·
Cpl Rob Suttin posted to 2 10 Sig Sqn.
·
LCpl Lee Rickard who leaves us to 20 Armd Bdc in Paderborn
LCpl Marcus 'Zip' Lobb gone from one unifonn to another to .become a
Policeman.
LCpl G~a~am Hennessey who has gone to civilian street.
LCpl R1ck1e Cocks who has gone to civi lian street.
All members of the Troop wish them good luck for the future. Bravo
Troop would ltke to welcome their replacements.
C HARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Rae (Deployed to Bosnia)
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Kev' Smith
It has been anot~er frantic period for th~ Troop with the ongoing
de~loyment to Bosma and those back m station preparing to re-deploy
takmg up most of the manpower. The few who have survived another trip
away naturally have to share the workload of those lucky one's on
deployment. Despite the shortfall in numbers the Troop has done well in
the Comm~nder's. Cup compet.iti,on coming 3rd in the Orienteering with
Cp l. Steve not this course agam Perry coming lst overall. The Troop's
obvmus talent for tearing round the woods was again in evidence with a
gusty perfonnance by all Troop members in winning the cro s country
leavi ng us tied in first spot.
There are insufficient numbers to post anybody out at the moment owe
are plea~ed to welcome Sgt Chris ' I've found my real dad at last' Porter
and family. Also Cpl Mark 'do you want my car' Jone and family and a
welcon~e back to Cpl Damien T horpe and I'm sure you will have a very
mterestmg tour.

' Woody' W~od plus the three hard working civvie~ (Slim, Pauline and
Rachael) domg their best to keep the Depanment runmng like clockwork
only the batteries keep running out!
'
THE MTO'S TE.S TIMO'.'llAL MATCH - by ig Kynaston
On a sunny Fnday afternoon, the Squadron said a sad farewell to the
MTO, Capt Dougie 'many hats' Wright, and it was decided as he wa
football mad, the only appropriate way was to hold a testimonial football
match DOUGIB WRJGHT'S SELE.CT 1 I v's THE BE T OF THE
REST! The game . tarted off fast and furious wi th Dougie's team going
two down by half-time but a_fter a stem (and loud) tal king to at half-time,
battled back to two each with Dougie scoring a well deserved penalty.
Congratulatlo~s to th~ Ref for spotting such a wild challenge! The game
ended up a fair and JU t three all and then it was back to Club 280 for
refresh ments and medals. Both teams would like to wi h Capt D. A.
Wright a fine farewell and the best of luck at Staff College.

IRT - by Sig ' Nobby Styles
The first !RT for the Squ_adron in Germany began on a Tuesday
mom mg at 0900 hrs to the relief of many who enjoyed the lay-in. There
was. a good 300+ on the course, the majority of whom were from 2CS
Regiment The course continued with a day of lectures on many issues
such as dnvmg 111 Bosma and what NOT to do to the local girls and why!
From Wednesday onwards, the Stand started along with the bad weather
that sta:i'ed with us for the whole course. The stands took you through all
the various s1tuat1ons that were a little far-fetched but they COULD
HAPPEN the instructors stressed. On the mines awarenes stand when the
weather was unbelievably bad, everyone was having lunch and being at
one with the elements except for Cpl 'Leatherman' Thorpe who, to the
amazement of 2CS Regt, bashered up. Sig ' Bri ' Hillson howed hi
mastery of the serbo-croat language by chatting up the interpreter with his
bandy six words and wa ably as i ted by Cpl Venables. After a week of
intensive 'water' training, I am now ready for the reality of Bosnia!
MT & LAD - by Cpl Barnett
Hello 's & Goodbye's
The MT and LAD wou ld .like to wish the following a warm welcome,
Capt K. A. Jones and his wife Jane, LCpl 'The ose ' Gaz Hall and bis
wife Donna, Sig ' Ross' Philips and ig '50p bands ' Ja Leeworthy. We
would also like to take this opporttmity to say a sad farewell and be t
wishes to Capt D. A. Wright and his wife orma, Cp l Al 'Gypo'
Watson, LCpl Jase Dukes and la t but not lea t Sig ' Tommy' Tucker
who is off to that nasty old place civvy street! We would like to say well
done to Sig ' How do I do this ' Jackson on completing his Leader hip
course.
THE COMMANDERS TROPHY
It is the time of year where the Troops compete again t each other for
the Commanders Trophy, participating in a number of event . The ones
that spring to mind are the Cro
ountry and the Orienteering where we
all believe we have a case for the X-Files or can somebody out there
explain if we had seven participants in the top twelve in the Cross Country,
how did we manage to come LA T?
THE LOOK FORWARD
The MT C pls ' Al' Pearson and ' Barnie' Barnett have put their necks
on the line by saying they are going to get gleaming reports for the much
dreaded and hated PRE TUY and TUY. The Troop i sending Sigs
Jackson, Rowe, Lister Molden, Turner and Wilson on a Cadre Course
that they are really looking forward to. They only have a few gripe , the
first being they didn't think it was long enough and it was not in
ovember!
QM DEPARTME T
QM
Capt B. J. Dalton
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) W. L. Cox
The department is gai ning manpower by the month, however none of
them are here. We wou ld like to wi h Good Luck to LCpl 'Blondie'
Powell who i on his Corporals Course (he' ll need it!!). and also to LCpl
'Speedy Gonzarlis' Tyrrell, who is on his BI Upgraders-Whoosh there he
goes! The department still has a commitment in Bosnia o hello to W02
'Plastic' RQMS Rob Melotte, LCpl Jim Carlin, LCpl ' ip' Williams,
Sig 'M icro Kid' Beatty and Hello/Goodbye/Hello/Goodbye to the QM,
Capt.Brian Dalton who is still travelling back and forth, ' Keep saving the
air n11les Boss, you ' ll get tho e new golf club yet!'
The department welcomes LCpl ' ide Show Bob· Percival from 7
Annd Bde, 'Don't worry it wont be long before you get ent somewhere'.
RQM ' Brnmmie' Cox will shortly be returning to Bosnia so farewell to
him, that leaves Sgt. ' cottic· cott, Cpl ·Baz' Botwright and ig
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JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS
SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY
OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
by OCdt amantha Yardley
Well here we are 000 mile away on holiday in the outh Atlantic.
Ominously we arriYed just in time to take part in a major Tri- ervice
Exercise but fortunately this only la ted three day o even though
everyone wa haltered atler the flight we all managed to muddle through .
o fare\ eryone i settling in fine . There 1 the Telctubby det up on Mount
Adam comprising of ig ·Biker Teletubby' l il.lar, LCpl 'Old Tel.etubby '
Worsley and Cpl 'Bald Teletubby" Oulton with their cat, Boddmgton .
Campito has turned into 'pumping iron' detachment with ig ' I 0 e.ggs for
breakfa t' Francis and ig 'Bo mber' La ncaster regularly workmg out
two hours a day under the be.mu ed leadership of LCpl ·Richie'
Richardson . On the entertainment front we have had some really good
nights. The C E ho\\ wa excellent, LCp l .Jo 'Dancing Queen· Ruth
going four rimes. True to form. on one mght a group fro1!1 JCUFI
including Lts Fiona 'Blind Date· Hay and Alex 'Multiple Hats Fennell
were thrown off the stage by the bouncers! At the Sharkies Toga party th:
be t dre · ed Roman were Cpl Mariah 'Tech pice' Harrop and 1aJ
Andy 'Too many Pies' Duncan. A controversial deci. ion. this a. Char.lie
Tp had spend the whole day making costwne . Workmg m a Tn- erv1ce
environment takes quite a lot of getting used to. Sgt Pete • hort '. Howlett
regularly ha to 'Shiver bis timber · in the COMMCE 1. Wlule \ <?2
te\·e 'Mr Happy' Jack~on is trying to gel hi bead round t~e RAF quality
ystem. His idea of qualif'f i to grab an SAC and shout at him!

IG AL TROOP-SARAWAK 1997-1998
Tp P l
W02 Frank ' Mr Topham Hatt' Roberts
Tp gt
J 0 Sonia Taylor
Last year was an extremely busy training year for the Troop both at
wo~k.and oc1ally..The Troop is responsible for MTQ I and 2 Signals
Trammg. The remamder of the Troop 1s currently completing a rigorous
MTQ3 course coordinated by W02 Roberts. As ever we hope to send
many of the Troop to the Blandford UOTC Signals course continuing the
trend of la t year.
Summ~r Camp 199'. was ~ ~ery active time for Sarawak Tp. The twowcck penod of mtens1ve trammg, based on Dartmoor and at a disused
Fort, ~a~ an exp~rience enhan.ced,.by the presence of Sig Lee Griffith
and Sig Geordie Hall of 3 Div Sig Regt from Bui ford . Their collective
knowledge and enthu iasm helped to bring a more realistic edge into our
Excrci e cenarios. Under their watchful eyes the Troop learnt how to lay

Charlie Troop PT on the beach. It's really tough here, honest !

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
;"l\ORWAY - EXERCISE HARD FALL
The following is an account of tbree soldiers attached to 249 Sig Sqn
during Ex Hard Fall ubmitted by Sig Murray Sutcliffe.
On a cold and wet Winter's morning tbree luck.-y candidates left bonnie
Dundee for Bulford and eventually orway. The three sombreros being
ig's 'M urray ·sooty' Suteliffe, Andy ' Dobra Dundee' Henderson and
teve ·Gwar' Cunningham. It was a long drive down to Bulford and
nearly having our car wheels nicked in Brummy Land didn't bode well for
the next eight weeks, we only stopped at the lights for five minutes! After
a few day of getting proces ed we were off to Norway via Brize orton.
(I it just a coincidence that RAF flights alway appear to be delayed?) We
arrived in orway and were driven to our Ski Resort (!) in Voss ready for
the two week 'Arctic Ski Survival Course' ASSC. We were taught skills
such as kiing. urvival in arctic conditions and bow to get rid of fag butts
in the snow without gening caught by those in charge. The most
memorable events were the ice breaking drills that involved skiing into a
hole cut in the middle of a frozen lake! Sig Andy Henderson narrowly
escaped being mistaken for a fur seal pup and clubbed to death during hi
drills. There was an additional four-day Exerci e which involved living in
canvas tents and snow hole half way up a mountain, nice. Before redeploying orth the troops had three days R & R but unfortunately the
beer was expensive, as were all the other nice things oflife! The rest of the
attachment involved taking part in the NATO Ex Strong Resolve 1998, up
m north rn om ay. This was an interesting experience being the type of
place where the temperature can drop to -30 and the words vortex and
admin crop up in the same sentence quite often. The attachment as a whole

was a good experience and my advice to anyone considering this as an
option for next year, is go and see the men in white coats and after they !et
you out, go for it! The tbree Amigo's would like to thank their host at 249
Sig Sqn for their hospitality during the Exercise.
' AVEX 20-22 MARCH 1998
The first outing for the new second-hand Landrover 110 was a
avigation Exercise between Dundee and Inverness organi ed by Sgt
' Bob' Murray. A successful Exercise with a few lessons learnt by many,
including when not to leave a mobile phone on the roof of a Landrover
when moving which Cfn ' Rod ' Hamilton learnt to hi cost.
CO RSES
Many courses have been taken this year and many more are in the
pipeline. Recent courses have included Capt Bill ' The money is all mine'
aismith who attended a Equal Opportunities course and was accused of
being a Bigot! He as ure all that he is now an ex Bigot Sgt Steve ' Buzz'
Goodyear having tried every trick in the book to get off, was finaBy
forced into attending a Unicom Systems Administrators course. On bis
return to Dw1dee he had to take two weeks off to recover before SSgt Tony
'Baldy' Doherty gladly banded over the system. Also congratulations and
well done to Sig Scott 'Professor' McDonald on achieving Best Recruit
and the fastest BFT time on intake 13/97 held at I l Sig Regt, Blandford.
Congratulations to SSgt Tony ' Baldy' Doherty and ue on the long, long
awaited birth of their son, Alan Frederick Leon. Also, congratulations to
Cp l' Li ndsey and Brian Duffus on the birth of their daughter Mega n.

SHORT SERVICE LIMITED COMMISSION
WITH 259 SIGNAL SQUADRON
by 2Lt K. J. Honan
Having completed an arduous tliree and a half week commissioning
course at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in ovember 1996, I wa
posted to 259 Sig Sqn in Cypru , much to the dismay of tho e staying in
the UK! The whole experience was a shock to the sy tern as I had never
be~n involved with the Military before joining up. Although the idea of
gomg to Cypru. was daunting, the minute l got off the plane into the heat,
l!let the members of the Mess, and saw Happy Valley, the uperb sport
fields, l felt a great deal happier!

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for August edition must be received by 15 June-latest
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line and managed to .lay over 3~00 metres of lightweight quad across the
Devonsh1re co~ntrys1de. A,dec1s1?n taken by W02 Roberts in the early
s.tages of plannmg Sarawak s role m the Exercise, was that we hould at all
limes endeavor to perform as if we were in a real battle scenario. This
stan~rd was attained by the frequent moving of det' and changing of
security codes, much to the delight of the CO.
. A number of the Troop were deployed into the field as Platoon
Signallers and swapped the rdative comfort of the 9 x 9 for a basha in
some of the worst weather that Dartmoor could throw at them: even a
Royal Marine Exercise was cancelled due to the weather conditions. This
v.:as ~eemed. to be a very valuable experience by all those involved and
h1&hhghted JUSt how much a week in the field can affect the temper of
university student ! Annual camp was very successful for Sarawak who
came out of the. experience .a sn:onger, more able rroop of people who
a~ove all had ~ JOiiy good time mdeed! Forthcoming events include Ex
L1ghtenmg Stnke, in March, the UOTC Signals Troop competition at
Blandford where we hope to do well. This weekend i renowned for
bringing the different signals elements of the OTC's together and i an
excellem opportunity for inter OTC competitiveness, not only in the field
but also m the Mess where everybody applies them elves to the task of
meeting and greeting with ardour. Recently we have had the annual
presentation from the R. Signals that Sa\". five officers of the Corps in
attendance mcludmg the Regt Col. The Umt has also received a good deal
of support from 3 Div Sig Regt at Bulford, where one member of the
Troop has been on attaclunent. We will miss their help this year and wi h
them a safe tour in Bosnia, and a speedy return.
Moonlighting PSls! W02 Roberts has been dragging innocent cadets
to Swanage to work on his personal projects. (The PSI offered no
comment on. this matter) _We love~ it really and Swanage ha a strong
affihat1on with the R. Signals. Eighteen Officer Cadets from the unit
helped to supervise over 150 soldiers from 11 Sig Regt during July and
September last Summer. Lots of hard work on the railway and fun in the
local pub. From what can be remembered, it was called the Purbeck Hotel.
Many member;; of the Troop have moved of late. We ay hello to Mickey
Morton and L12 Allen who are both at Sandhurst, and hopefully will join
the Corps. Many thanks to ataJie Zimmer, who was the Tp Comd last
year, who is now worki ng in Reading; we think!
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As 21C Epi kopi Tp I was able to hadow the Tp Comd. Lt Phil
ewton, and get to know my way around the Garri on and the Squadron.
After familiarising myself with the unit personalities I assumed the role of
Sqn Trg Offr. Working in the Ops Cell with the Foreman and Yeoman of
Signals, as well a learning a great deal of information on the technical
side of tl~e Squadron, I loaded personnel onto !Tade training course and,
al?ng . with W02. (SSM) Hardwidge. en ured the Annual Training
D1rect1ves were bemg fulfilled. Thi was a very u efuljob a I wa able to
put members of the Squadron and myself onto the numerou adventurous
training activities that the i land has to offer. I was al o given various
event to organise and project to undertake. A major event wa a
'Communications Through The Ages' Challenge which involved children
from the Youth Club in the overeign Base Area . The Challenge, a race
using the methods of communication that h·ve developed over the
decades, was in aid of the Wireles for the Blind harity. It was hard work
drumming up enthusiasm but on the day many people turned up and it wa
a ucce ful, fun event.
At the end of April I moved to the ea tern ide of the island to tand-in
a Dhekelia Tp Comd. Thi appointment was definitely the 1110 t useful of
my tour. A isted by SSgt kGirr and Sgt (FofS) Findon I wa
involved in the everyday running of the Troop, i.e. the admini trntion
di cipline and welfare of the oldiers. l got to ·ee exactly what I would d~
should I continue full time in the Army. and ! liked what I aw. For the la t
few weeks with the quadron I sat in the 21C' chair in HQ, o I
experienced yet another ide of the Unit. All in all I got to see cyery po t
that I may have to fill a - an Officer in the Royal ignal . I certainly
worked my way up the promotion ladder quickly! Training wa
continuou over the year not only with TD and Weapon Training but
also with Internal e urity Conference and Exerci es. l al. o noticed how
IT plays a big part in the Arn1y of today. o J wa loaded onto a number of
Cl IOT and computer course-.
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1 raining in the fonn of ad' cnturous activitiel! and ·ports were naturally
abundant in vpru· and within the quadron. There is an endle~ amount of
facilities on tf1e island, which of course I took advantage ot. I mvolvi:d
my ·elf m competiti' e sports: I was m the qn etball Team and was captam
of the Dhekelia qn wimming Team \\'hen I came. I? .Cyprus I .made a
promise to my elf that 1 wou~d tak~ part ma .many actw111e as possible as I
might not get the chance agam-1 tulfilled. tht, wi-h. l too~ .. dvantage of the
clear 1editcrranean and completed a O\lce uh-Aqua D1' mg course at the
Cypm Joint ervice Ad' en~ Training Centre. Following the cours~ I
,, ent di\ ing on numerou occasion . because of the great am.aunt of sea hfe
around the island. fany other water spo11S were also readily available; 1
went windsurfing. waterskiing and sailing. I al o persuaded myscl.fto throw
myself out of a perfectly erviccable plane and I went parachutmg. I was
,en fortunate to take pan in Ex Lightnin& ~vader th.at was I~ by Capt
1ark Finneran. This wa an adventure trammg exerc1 e held m the outh
of France. in the central Pyrenees. We retraced the route taken by mountain

guide who. in World War II. led allied servicemen to freedom via Spain and
Gibraltar. We had an excellent but exhausting time. The experience will not
be fol"!!;otten for a long time to come.
As ~would be expected, the social side of my tour .was great. Although
the Mess was fairly quiet we had many balls, theme mg!lls. barbecues, and
Regimental Dinner ights (inevitably I was Madam Vice through out the
year as I , a the youngest and newest n~embcr of th~ Mess). I am very
pleased that I decided to do this omm1ss1on and I believe 1th~ stood me
in good tead for University and f~r my future. It has al o .given me an
excellent insight into the Army. I \V1 II never forget the experiences I have
had. Over the year I have grown a great deal more confident and I. find .it
ea ier to deal with people and problems. I wou ld recommend this
Commission to anyone looking at a career in the Am1y or to those people
who want to take a challenging and adventurou GAP year.
(Katherine Honan is now at Swan ea University reading Spanish with
Bu iness tudie .)
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LIFE ON THE NORTH WEST FRONTIER
By Mrs Esme Lacey

For many years I've wanted to gather together a story for the family,
covering 81 years of my life, and while my memory is still good I've
decided to begin 'The Lacey Saga'.
I begin my story with detail of my parents. My father'~ father was an
officer in the Royal avy, and when he renred he settled m Portsmouth.
He had three sons, my father Charles, Arthur and Percy. My father was
educated at Portsmouth Grammar School. When he left chool he wanted
to join the Army but his father wouldn ·1 agr_ee to that, and in those days
you didn't defy your father. Instead of that, hi father had hu:i apprenticed
in the Iron F0undry, in the Dockyard, which was the last thmg my father
wanted to do. But be served his five years, as his father had decreed, and
on the day he completed the five years, he walked out of the dockyard ....
and joined the Anny, ju t as he had alway wanted to do. During the years
of the Boer War, he went to South Africa, serving in the Royal Engineers.
One day he applied for some leave, and the C.O. signed his application,
but wa so impressed by my fathers extremely good handwriting that he
suggested that Sapper Hocking should get himself into the clerical
en·ice of the Anny. So from early on in his twenty-two years in the
Anny, his work wa in the clerical services.
In the earlv 1900's he came back to England, and \_\las on leave at
Folke tone, here he met my mother, who was a local girl. ow in those
day • 1t really wasn't quite the thing to be seen out with a soldier, many
parents would not allow their daughters to meet them. However, my
mother'. parents were rather more broadminded than most, and as my
father was at least a ergeant, they allowed them to meet. My mother, who
was apprenticed to a Court Dressmaker, and was herself a wonderful
dre smaker, had on one of her creations! Mother married her Sergeant in
1910, and lived at homclifTc Camp, where I was born in July 1911. By
the time I was eleven months old, they had been posted to Mauritius, an
i. land in the Indian Ocean, where the British Anny and the avy were
sent to 'show the flag.' But to get there, they had to go by troopship, and in
tho..e days it was an ab!iolute nightmare. For one thing, my mother said, it
was 'Officers and their Ladies,' then 'Sergeants and their Wives,' and,
lo\~est of the low, '()oldien. and their WOME1 .' However, at least she
was able to go ill1JJ. him. The journey out was terrible. The cabin
accommodation was very inadequate. Every morning everyone had to be
on deck until the ships' rounds were completed. Unfortunately, shortly
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after they sailed, it was di covered that a child had embarked ~ uffering
from whooping cough, and before too long all seventy-seve!1 ch1.ldren on
board had got it... ... and my mother said I was desperately ill with 1t. So
much so, that my father defied all orders and pushed his way through and
got my mother and me down to the cabin. ln spite of all the threats, no
action was ever taken, and eventually I turned the comer. As I tell my
story you'll find Little incident where I've acted as my father no doubt
would have done, so I guess I got my sense of detern1ination from him.
Mauritiu bad fonnerly been a French possession, but was ceded to
England by treaty in the 1770's, and since that time a aval and .Army
garrison had been stationed there. Mauritius was a beautiful little 1_slaod,
known as 'The Pearl of the Indian Ocean.' lt had a very temperate chmate,
and although it did get the odd hurricane or two, it was never very hot, and
was well suited to the English. Life was very pleasant for my parents, but
then in 1914, the First World War broke out, and in 1915 we had to return
to England.
.
.
The journey home was in complete contrast to the one gomg .out.... this
time it was on a civilian liner, the SS Kaika. I well remember bemg on that
shi p, with my father teaching me to sing 'Keep The Home Fires Burning'
. .. a very patriotic song that had been written by the famo us Ivor Novello.
We called at several pons around South Africa on the way home, and I
remember seeing Table Mountain. We finally arrived back in England,
where grarldfather gave us a wonderful welcome, and we made our way
home with him, while my father went off to Italy, in charge of a POW
camp for Gcm1ans.
Eventually the War ended and my father came back to Portsmouth, .but
by 1919 he was ofT again, this time to Southern Ireland, which at that t~me
was a normal British Anny posting. Mother was soon organised to JOIO
him, and we set ofT across the very rough Trish Sea, so rough that my
mother always used to make the joke that even the pet canary we took
with us turned green. To this day l remember how sick I was. Because my
father was a Non-Combatant, we were not ob liged to live in the actual
Barracks, so my father found a little house just outside, in Ardrigh R?ad. I
was too young then to understand all the problems of Ireland. In sp.1te of
all the unrest, we did grow to love Dublin, and I especially enjoyed
entering the various musical festivals for which Dublin was famous. I had
started learning to play the piano, and it seems I had a gift for it, and wa
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very proud on the day th~t the a?judicator praised my performance ...
because he later became Sir Hamilton Harty, Conductor of the famous
Halle Orchestra . My father spent hours with me at the piano and
encouraged me so much that l really developed a great love of music that
has stayed with me.
In l 921 ~y father was posted back to England. We did find that Ireland
was a beautiful. country, and many were quite happy to have the British
there. Not .wantmg to stay on. 111 the A~my, as he ~ad completed twenty-two
years serv1c~, my father decided to sit for the Civil Service examinations.
He was dehgbted when among 17,000 entrants he passed in the first
thousand, and was promptly offered a job with the Royal Engineers doing
more or less t~e same work he had been doing in the Army. So we c~me to
Salisb~ry Plam, stationed at ~ulford Camp. ~t the time, it was a large
collection of un huts! and quite a large garrison, comprising Artillery,
Sappers, RASC and Signals, etc. It was about eight miles from the nearest
town, .Sahsbury, b~t m those days there was no regular bus service. l was
atten~111g the Gamson School, and was entered for the scholarship exams
for Bishop Wordsworth Grammar School in Salisbury. J managed to pass.
The only sna~ was ~hat as there ~ere no buses, I had problems getting to
schooL A tram service ran to Salisbury from Bulford station, but that was
tw.o mtles walk from the Camp. I had to leave home every morning, rain or
shme, and walk the two miles ~o catch the train, half an hour on the train,
and then there was another mile to walk to get to school which was in
~athedral Close: l just about managed to get to school by 9 o'clock! Then
1t was back agam m the evening, loaded with homework plus my mu ic
practice, at about 5.30 p.m. This went on for a few ~onths and then
thankfully a bus service started, and. for the next thr~ years I went by bus.
Jn those days there were no such thmgs as school dmners, but if you were
lucky you _were able to buy a cup of cocoa on very cold days .... and there
were certam ly no Mums or Dads waiting to pick up their offspring, as they
do today.
I started my music teaching, and began to enjoy life as a teenager,
makmg lots offr1ends, both. male and female. One day, one of my friends
who was mamed to a soldier,_ asked me to make up a four at the tennis
club. A very ruce sergeant had JUSt arrived from India, and was looking for
a reasonably good partner for tournaments. So she a ked me and I found
myself introduced to h_im .... very ni.ce looking, very Scottish, and the
owner of a Harley Davidson motorbike. One day he said that he would
hke to meet my parents, and as there was a very big Regimental Ball
coming up, I deci.ded that it would be then. My mother, as usual, had made
me a truly beaut1f\ll ball-gown, and he made a very good impression on
my parents .... . until he fonnally asked my father if he could take me to
Bo.umemouth on the back of his motor bike. My father, in spite of being
qmte impressed by him, really got on his high horse and said 'My
daughter, on the back of a motor bike .... CERTAINLY OT.' Scei~g my
face, he grudgingly added, 'But you may take her on the bus!!' About ix
weeks later, the Minden Ball was held at Tidworth, and he had invitations
for us. This was the first of many military affairs that I went to with him
and .this one was especially_splendid, as it celebrated the victory of the
Reg1me!1t at the Battle of Mmden. It was a truly wonderful evening, with
th~ Regimental. Band playing for the dancing, supper in the marquee, and
gomg home with Jock and then he asked me to marry him, having first
asked my father's pennission.
Jock decided that he wanted to leave the Army and eek a career in
ciyilian life. He quite easily got a very good job with a ftrm called
D1ctagraph Telephones, and went off to the orth of England to join the
fi~, and planning lo marry in about eighteen months. For a while I was
still very starry eyed and ju t stayed at home waiting for his letters.
However, r soon began to realise from his letters that he was having a very
g?od ocial life. He bad made it very clear to me that a I was engaged to
him and be didn't expect me to do anything else with any of my friends.
So I decided I was going back to the tennis club. I told him quite honestly
that l had joined the club again and he was not at all plea ed. That wa
~hen I began to realise what jealousy could mean. The same lady who had
mtroduced me to Jock, asked me to make up a foursome, with her and two
Serg~ants who had just come back from India. One of them wa very good
look1ng, and a very good player, and got on well with me. We met at
several tournaments and won quite a lot of matches, but at that stage he
was well aware that I wa engaged to Jock, so we didn't meet at any other
functions. I could see that if we got married and l went off to the north of
England, I would be leaving the life f had always known in the Army. I
knew then that I just couldn 't do that, so after further talks with my
parent , I broke off the engagement. Jock wrote to my parents, saying that
he was utterly shattered, but nevenheles I tuck to the decision and went
off to the Post Office to send back the ring.
Outside the Post Office I met Bill, and we stopped for a chat. I was
pushing my bicycle and he glanced down and noticed that I was no longer
wearing the ring. He commented on this, so ! told him that I was ju t about
to post it back to Jock, and he quietly said, 'I'm glad about that.... now I
can tell you bow much I want to take you out.' He asked me if I was going
to the Ball that evening, given by the Royal Corps of ignals, when I said
I would be there with my parents he asked if he could meet them. My
parents were so happy to sec me so happy again. Bill came from an Army
background as well, and was determined to make a career in it. It was oon
obvious to my parents that we were truly in love, and they were very
happy when we got engaged. On the I 0 of March 1934, l married my
wonderful oldier, and that is what he was throughout our marriage .....
wonderfu l.
We li ved very happily with my parents for almost two years, waiting to
become eligib le for married quarters. In those days it was trictly 'by the
book' as there were nQl nearly enough quarter to go round. Before we
could get one, Bill was posted to India, and in those days it meant a three-
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year. posting. Usually the wife could expect to join him after three years
but 1f aot, he would get leave and then return to India for a further three
years. So, early in 193?, he went off and we could only hope that we
woul~ be wgether agam m three years. I kept going with my music
teach mg, so I was able to earn quite a little bit of money, and I decided that
some~ow or other I wa going to ~et m)'. elf to India .. . no way was I going
~o wait three years before I ~w Bill agam. I fir t thought that I might get a
JOb ~s a anny to an officer s farmly. and travel out with them, but I soon
reahsed that l could be at one end of India wbile Bill wa possibly fighting
on the North West Frontier. So I gave up that idea. When I had aved
enough, I decided to book my pas age on the civilian liner. the
Strathmore, o I wrote to the War Oflice and told them what I had done. It
was sheer cheek.on my part and they would have had every right 10 reply
very stern!~, te!lmg me I wa not to go and if I did, they would not accept
re~pons1b1hty tor me. Strangely enough, they wrote me a very nice letter,
w1 hed me Bon Voyage, and assured me that Bill would be there 10 meet
me, and quarter would be waiting! I think that po sibly they had never
had a mere ergeant's wife taking such action. o they gave me their
bles ing. Bill was right up on the infamous ortb We t Frontier, cha ing
the tribe men all over the place, so he wa very surpri cd when he was
told bis wife wa on the way to join him. He wa given leave to meet the
ship at Bombay.
In the meantime, I was on tl1e way out, and having an ab olutely
marvellou time. having ailed from Tilbury, via Suez to Bombay. I had a
very aice cabin mate, who was going back to India after an extended stay
in England. She knew many of the passengers, many of whom were very
wealthy. Amongst them wa the cousin of the Maharajah ofRajpipla. one
?fthe wealthie t Indian Prince at that time. The cou in gave a huge party
m the first cla
tateroom, and he took me along. She then introduced the
Englis.h ADC to .the Maharajah, and he turned out to Je a really nice guy,
and with his cabm mate the e two took us under their wmg and we had a
simply fabulous time. Apart from being di gu tingly ea-sick 1toing
through the Bay of Biscay, and again ju t before we got to Bombay. the
journey wa wonderful, and Bill \ a waiting to greet me at Bombay, and
was very soon on board-for our re-union. My cabin mate and the ADC laid
on everal panics for the five day we were in Bombay, and we dined and
danced at the famou Taj Mahal Hotel. Everywhere we went the AD had
a car for us, 'borrowed' from Rajpipla · retinue of cars. He had full
permi sion to take any car he wanted, and l well remember the thrill of
coming out of the hotel to see the car draw up with ' Rajpipla · on the
number plate ... and which car it actually wa .... we usually got o.3 !
They gave us a rousing end-ofT from the tation and we boarded the
Frontier Mail for what wu to be my first experience of life m India.
That journey at fo 1 filled me "ith dread, a· we were the onlv white
people on it, a· far a I could ·ee. As a ergeant we were onl ·able to
tra el second clas , and since we were gomg to be on that train for three
night I couldn't ee how we were going to leep. I oon found out that w,
were i sued with bedrolls, which we unfolded and laid on the seats at
night. That wa not 100 bad, but then we found \\C had ·omc
companion ... two Indians. They climbed up on 10 the luggage racb. and
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slept. while "e were on the bottom cat!' trying to get some sleep. Utlcrly
1mpo ·,1ble. because the train . topped quite ofien. and these two
pa: :enge on the top racks would descend and stretch their leg on . the
platfom1 A they did thi . their long : · ny bare leg . ' ould dang le n ght
down in front of me and of course they chewed the mev1table beetcl nut
that made them look a if they were dying of con umption .... h~rrible!
Then. for the final day on the train, a we got righi up 10 the Frontier, we
bad the carnage 10 ourselve . We spent most oftbat.da)'. making up for a~l
1be sleep we had lost. Finally we reached our de ttna11on .... Dera Ismail
Khan. a· far a I could go . From there onward bu band weni alone to the
\ariou brigade that went out on column. Of course. I wa eagerly
looking forward to eeing the quarter that my cheek had got ror us, an~ my
heart sank when we finally arri,·ed at the fort where all the tam1he hved ,
and\\ e di CO\ ered that 11 had fonnerly been an elephant table! We had a
living room. bedroom. a very primitive bathroom. and a cookhou e where
the Indian cook worked. The primitive bathroom arrangement were
appalling .. . there was no loo a uch. and Bill broke it to me vi;ry gentl~
that we just had a commode m a mall room, and the w~eper
maintained a con tan! igil outside and provided a cleanmg service all
day. I was ab olutely horrified at first. and ' ·.as convinced that my own
personal plumbing would never get used to 11... but since there was no
other way I just had 10 make the best of it. Apart from tl1a1, I was able.to
make the quarter very attractive with nice tlting I had ~rougbt. out \VJ!h
me. and we forgot the whitewa hed walls and the very high ce1hng.s. Bill
had only two week with me befor7 he had to go back to the ~ghtmg. on
the Frontier. I managed to find a piano. o I kept up my music, and JU l
waited for the odd letter that came through whenever pos 1ble. and no
telephone call of course.
The weather got hotter and families began to prepare for the move to
the hill . and JU t before we were due to go l found that I was pregnant,
and I wa able to go to a better hill tation, nearer the Military Ho pita!. It
was a nightmare journey, partly by road and partly by lorry, but the mall
hill tation wa till about three mile from the hospital. I will never forget
those month in the hill , and e pecially the awful tonns. The thunder
would roll round the hill for hours, and the lightning wa amazing and
quite terrifying. I decided to visit a couple of friend one evening, who
were also pregnant. On the way, I got caught in a bad tom1 , and found
that when I reached my friends iliat they were both feeling very ill. There
wa no doctor available, just an orderly in the small medical room .... so I
had to go through the storm and get him. Fortunately, they didn't have to
go to hospital, but I ha e never forgotten that awful journey down the
hillside and it never cured my fear of storms! I settled down for the re t of
the hill season, getting all me baby things made, and having just one visit
from Bill. During this period of settling down I had another experience
that. at the time, was really rather terrifying. As I have explained, being
·up in the hill · was an annual trek for all the wives and families who were
!JVing on the plains, where the heat became unbearable. So we were all
transported to the hill , but of course that meant a long separation from
our husband . The quarters that were provided for us were extremely
primitive.... a living room , bedroom, primitive bathroom, a small
verandah out ide and usually about six wives in each group. Also, apart
from just a few men who administered the day to day running of me little
hill station. we were very isolated. The scenery of course was absolutely
magnificent, and looking back on it now I'm glad that 1 went to tl1e hills.
, 'evertheless, at the time, it was very desolate, especially being pregnant,
with our first child. o cosy ante-natal clinics for one thing - only a rather
trying trip to the Military Hospital every couple of weeks. ... no
telephones, no electric light, not even a hower or bath. Oh yes, we did get
a bath - one of those old fashioned tin baths! However, it was amazing
how one learnt to make the best of it, and I used to trot up 10 the hospital
on a 'tat' pony. I usually had the same one, and he was a very surefooted
little beast, and I grew quite attached to him. One evening 1 was in my
little quarter, darkne s having fallen quite early, and was working on an
elaborate christening gown, just in the lamplight. l had been on my
favourite little pony during the day, and he had enjoyed his little feed of
carrots. Sining there all alone, as all the other girls had gone out, I
uddenly heard the latch on the back door being moved. Whatever it was,
l realised that I was completely alone, so I just had to sort it out. The
quarter I was in was on the end of the row, so! looked around to see what
heavy object I could find to defend myself with, should it happen to be a
'loose wallah' on the prowl. I grabbed the poker from the little fireplace,
crept out of the front door, and made my way round to the back of the
quarter..... heanng all the time the persistent clanging of the latch . I very
carefully turned the comer at the end. brandishing my poker, ready to hit
whatever wa going to pounce on me! Then I burst out laughing .... it was
my lovely little 'tat' pony. He knew where I lived, and he knew I always
had a carrot for him, so he had just come to gel some!! He had just rubbed
his nose agamst the latch. When I think now of how there is every kind of
technology for mothers-to-be, w ith constant monitoring of their condition,
tho e days in the hills were qui te beautiful , but full of hazards peculiar to
India.
On the day that the baby was due. the hospita l was to move back to
Rawaipmdi, so I had to report there .. . having made the journey by 'dandy.'
Bill had been allowed some leave, so having seen me off at the hospital,
he made his own way back to Rawaipindi . So there I was ... a very
pregnant lady, with a baby due that very day. I was greeted by a very
resplend.:nt Matron, a full Colonel in the Queen Alexandra ursing
erv1ce. and . he assured me that many Indian women had their babies by
the road- ide and if necessary I could do the same, as I had Sister with me!
The ambulance tarted off, with me shut in the back, and with plenty of
equipment in the back. just in case. Jn less than five minutes, I felt
nolentl} 1ck, and wondered how on earth I was going to survive the
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journey ofalmo t twenty miles. T he Sister had to ride.in the fro nt with the
Indian driver. but as soon as she saw tl1e state I wa 111, she broke a ll the
rules and let me it up in the fro nt with her. The c roads to the hill s were
fu ll of hairpin bends, and no camber on the roads meant that each bend
was a real hazard. Look ing down into the valley , it was easy to see how
many had gone right off the road and fm i hed up in the va lley be low. We
fina lly got to Rawaipindi , and I fu lly expected that I would have the baby
that evening, after such a hair-ra ising journey. But no ! I fe lt absolutely
fine. I had timidly suggested to the Sister that I didn ' t think the baby
would arri ve j ust yet, bas ing it on the fact that we did know the exact date
it wa conceived .... but tl1ey weren ' t interested in my tl1eories. So l went
on wait ing, and into the third week Sister sa id it was time sometl1ing was
done about me, and proceeded to g ive me a tiff dose of castor oil , and
suggested that Bill took me for a bumpy tongs ride. We did that. and I
came back to the hospital fo r tea.... till fee ling fin e! But whether it was
tlte ca tor oil. the tonga ride, or my dates proving to be ri ght, that evening
Robin arrived without very much trouble ... a real bundle of joy, w eighing
in at 10.51b , and 26 inches long. Sister discovered that he was the biggest
baby born at the hospita l for years. I tayed in the hospital for ten days,
and then we made the tl1ree-day trek back to the ' Stable. ' So there we
were back at the stable for about tllree months , and life went along very
plea antly, and Robin wa a very contented and happy baby. Then, early in
193 . we were po ted to Queua, in Baluchistan. We left Dera Ismail Khan
in the thinnest of clothe , with the temperature well up in the 90 's. After
three days on tl1e train we arrived at Quetta and eight feet of snow!
Imagine leaving one station dressed in shorts and thin hirt and arriving
al tl1e other station to find eight feet of snow!
o one had given us any idea what we were going to find . We just did
not have enough warm clothing. Quetta had a very severe earthquake in
1935, when 35 ,000 people died, and being right in the earthquake belt, it
had tremors almost every day. In those days of course there were no such
things as quake proof quarters, o at night we had to leave the quarter and
sleep in a Tambu ... ... a sort of glorified tent, that just had a very low brick
wall as a foundation . Because of the extreme cold, it had to have a fire
burning throughout the day and night, but because earthquakes always
seem to happen in the middle of the night we ju I had to put up with it.
Every morning we woke to find our bed rocking during the frequent
tremors. Then we were allocated a better quarter, nearer the Unit, and this
one was quake proof. When we first arrived at Quella, we found that the
RSM of the Signals Unit was a former Sergeant who had been in charge of
the Signals Boys Unit, when Bill first joined the Anny. He was a
redheaded Irishman , with a fi lthy temper, and a positive sadist in his
attitude towards his men and their families. lt seemed that he adopted this
attitude to all those who had to serve under him on Boy Service because
he feared that one day one of them would take his revenge. It was an
ab ol ute phobia with him, and as a result, he ran that Unit, service-wise
aad socially, to ensure that his authority was never questioned. We saw the
departure of several of our friends, and soon realised tl1at we were next for
the chopping block. Perhaps because I was a soldiers daughter, and loved
my life in the Army, I was not going to stand by and see that vile man ruin
Bill's life and career, and I determined that I would do something... ..
though at that stage I didn't have any idea as to qui te what l could do.
Everyone went in fear of him, and even social occa ions were ruined
because he would arrange a mess meeting on the same evening when there
was a special social occasion, and none of our families could go. He even
invaded the tennis courts and supervised the games! Because we had got
the quarter nearer the Unit becau e we had a young baby, and he had
wanted it for one of the other Sergeants whose wife he fancied , we soon
realised that we were going to be the next on his hate list. ln getting this
quarter, we found that the RSM was our immediate neighbour and he tried
to involve me in a nasty incident in the garden, and attempted to push me.
Bill saw what was happening and came out, ready to do battle on my
behalf, but I persuaded him to go back indoors .... it was obvious that the
RSM would have had a golden opportunity had Bill remonstrated with
him. But I began to dread each day when Bill was on duty. He was
worried, and that was the final straw. l didn ' t care that he was only a
Sergeant, and really had few rights, if any. I made my plans and got
dressed up in my nicest outfit, and got the ervant to fetch me a tonga. Bill
came in just as I was going and asked me where I was go ing 'out in the
mid-day sun.' I told him I was going to see the Army Commander... . and
Bill's normal ian turned to a rather sickly green . While he was getting his
breath back I went off, arrived at tbe Residence, where I was met by a
formidable Pathan sentry. He was not disposed to let me in. However, the
Army Commander just happened to see there was a lady at his door, and
came personally to ask what I wanted. He ushered me into hi study,
ordered tea for me, and generally treated me like a Duchess. He gave me
his assurance that everything I said to him was in complete confidence. I
knew this was going to be my one and only chance. I told him exactly how
the RSM was affecti ng the lives of the families in our unit and as a
soldier's wife, l wasn't going to stand by and ee my husband ruin his
career because of one vile man. To my utter astonishment he told me that
he had heard rumblings about ou1 unit! He asked me what I wanted him to
do, and when I said, 'Please get us out of this unit' he took my hand and
said, ' ow go back, and leave the rest to me.' I went home, having
complete faith in him, and ure enough, three days later, Bill came running
in, grabbed me in his arms, telling me we were posted.
This time it was to Risalpur, and it was now late 1938. The unit seemed
to think I was quite a heroine, but personally I thought anyone else could
have done the same if they had made up their minds not to be intimidated
by this very unpleasant RSM, who really gave the Corps a very bad name.
The whole of the Sergeants Mess turned oiit to see us off at Quetta station,
after a super party the night before. The incident served to strengthen my
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belief that ify?u have a just cause you could get something do
b
·1
M.ay~c you .might ask, on reading thi , why the various Serge~~!~ ;~~l ~ ·
with 11, but 1t has to be remembered that in those days it wasn' t ex
t ~
fo r men to compl a in .... cer:ta inly not their wi ves! I guess l inhe rited ~e~e~
stubborn streak from my ~a.ther, as when he defied a ll the ships com a/
on tl1e way. out to Mauritius. So, I wished a farewell to Quetta p y
~np!casant mterludc but it had ta ught me a lot. At least we Ien "iii;~~
leehng ll~at thanks I? a very understanding Army Commander, we cou ld
get .on with our Itfe m the Army. B.Y thi s time, Robin was growing into a
stu1 dy ch.a p? and when we got to R1salpur we bought him a pony and Bill
g~t penni ss1011 from t.he C. ~. ~or me to learn to ride, Army fas hion! I had
wa.tched Bill takmg hi s equitation clas cs with the troops, so I knew it was
gomg to be hard: Afte~ a ll , the men were not riding for pl easure, and when
they were out with their ?a.ble wago~ s. they had 10 be in complete control.
I had one or two ha1r-ra1smg experiences and one particularly nasty one
~ h en the Army Charger I wa~ on bolted as I was going over the very small
JUmps. We were m the open ridmg school and it just took it into its head to
make for the stables, and the sound of the thundering hooves brought a ll
the !"en out to see what was happening, no doubt hoping I'd fall offi But
havmg seen what happened to .the men, I was determined OT to fall off,
so I hung on:.. until with a mighty ye ll, Bill brought it to a very sudden
halt. I was stil.1 m the saddle thou.gh, and the men cheered like mad . Bill
then thought 11 would be better 1f I went out with the other equitati on
Sergeant. ... maybe the husband and wife combination wasn' t working too
we ll. He restored my confidence, and then decided to take me out for quite
a long; n~c, ~ut fo~gol t<? tell me that the horse I was on had one major fault
-.he d1dn t hke tram whistles !! As we went to cross the road by the railway
line? the ~1ttle local train came along, and of course that was it. Off it went
rcarmg riiiht up and mto a full gallop. But l stayed on, and the Sergeani
followed 111 hot.rursu1t, and I was determined I was not going to give it up.
Eventually I ga1~ed 1~ confidence and we went riding a lot, very often with
Robm on a leadmg rem .

Looki ng back to tho. e days, it was the last peacefu l time we had for
several years. The rumble of war was reaching w;. o instant TV in those
days o f cour e, and new was a Ion~ time filtering through . I s uppose
bemg so far away. from England 11 was hard to believe what was
happemng,_or how 11 would afl'.ect us. Gradually it began to take shape
and the M1ddl7 . ~ast loomed high on the_horizon. Bill suddenly found
himself comm1ss1oned as a Lie ute nant 111 the unit, and it was truly
amazmg h.ow the CO and second-m-command welcomed us. J have never
forgo!ten .1t. We were leaving the ranks of the ' other ranks ' and J knew it
was ~ t gomg to be easy. After about a month, Bill was posted to Peshawar,
and It was obv10.us that th?re were great troop movements forming. From
there down to S1alkot, to JOlll the 3rd Motor Brigade who were forming
up to go to ~he Middle East quite ~oon. Of course, no-~ne was s upposed to
1 For a very short while we had a beautiful bungalow, and a
~ow th ~t..
httle social hfe of a standard we were quite new to but let me hasten to
a~, we we.re both able ~o cope with it. Then came ihe sad day when the
B.ngade s~il ed to the Middle East, and left Robin and l to take up a very
d1.fferent hfe. At first India itself was little affected socially.... there were
sun the nights at the club, dancing, and tennis, no black-out and no
rallonmg, and 11 was hard to really understand what was going to happen
to all of u . There were. many families like us who were left in India while
the men ~7nl to the. f>:'ltddle East. ew was scarce, with only scant news
m the C1v!I and M 1htary Gazette .. .. the one big paper for the forces. I
wrote to Bill every day m the hope that some of them would get through.
About six weeks after he left, t~ere were rumours of a big action building
up, I had go~e to bed after wntmg a page or two to him. [ fell a leep but
·~oke ul? with a very strange feeling . I wasn't frightened that he 'wa
killed ... JUSt t~at he was Ill great dang~r. It made such an impression that J
checked the ~1me and .made a note of 11. Some ttme later, I di covered that
he h~d been m action m the desert, and the time coincided exactly with my
wakmg up and making a note ofit.
More to follow .. . ... .. ........ .

INTERNAL & INTER CORPS SWIMMING
& WATER POLO CHAMPIONSIDPS
Report by Maj T. P. Langford
I TERNAL CORPS COMPETJTIO COLERNE 28 OCTOBER 1997
This competition is designed to select a Corps Team to compete in the
Inter Corps Championship and is normally contested between teams from
Germany, UK and !TO. Due to the non-availability of some key players
and swimmers the ITO and UK team were combined to ensure a more
balanced tournament. On. this occasion, for the first time, female
competitors we.re mcluded m the competition.
. T~e Sw,1mn:img Competition proved to be very c lose. In the first event
Sig Sc?tt ~11l~r fro'?' 21 Sig .Regt proved too strong for the Germany
competitor Sig Olhe Olver Ill the IOOm Freestyle winning by O?
s~conds. The next event was the 50m Freestyle for female and again a
~1g ~egt swimmer, LCpl arah O 'Neil, won in a creditable 29.69. Sig
J~ck. Horner showed his pedigree in tbe 50m Free tyle for men by
wmnmg for Germany in 27.54 with Sig Berry from Blandford fini hing
0.5sec ?ehmd. Gen~any. 'l'.on the next two events, the 50m Breaststroke
for l~dte , where Sig 1k1 Fallows wa victorious and Sig ' Matt ' Lee
wm111ng the male 50m Breaststroke beating Cpl 'Kenny' Kenyon by
O . ~se~. Both 50m Butterfly event were won by UK/ITO; LCpl arah
0. ~11 won the fema le race in a superb time of 30.47 and Sig 'Rob'
~tlha~s ~he m~le race. In the 50m Backstroke honour were even when
Sig K~1shma Tilley won the female race for Germany and LCpl 'Andy'
Carnc1gne the male event for the UK/ITO . Going into the relays the
UKJJTO team led Germany 14 points to 13. The first relay event was the 4
x .50m Freestyle for men where a 7 Sig Regt Team of LC pl Dave Robins
Sig.Dave Mears, Cpl 'Rob ' Love and ig 'Jack ' Horner won in a time of
Imm 55.54. The female 4 x 50m Free tyle wa also won by a 7 Sig Regt
Te~m .for G~m1any; the team wa Sigs Claire Churchill, Niki Fallows,
Knshma Tilley and Helen Stanyer. Gcrn1any again proved too strong in
the Male 4 x 50m Breaststoke that gave Germany a 25 -20 point lead. The.
UKIJTO team then took the competiti on by the seruffoftl1e neck and won
the last three events; the ladies 4 x 50m Breaststroke ll1e male 4 x IOOm
Free tyle and the final event the male 4 x 50m Medley. With the e
ex~cll ent results the combined UK/ITO team beat Gernrnny by 32-3 1
POllllS.
b The Water Polo Tournament was a bard fought competition with UK
eatmg !TO by 9 goa ls to 2 in the first game. SSgt Graham Weavers
scored 6 and WOJ (YofS) 'Al' Patterson contributed 2. The Germany
team won the second game ea ily by 14 - I. LCpl Dave Robins cored 6
and WO! (RSM) 'Pete' Griffiths put in another 4. The final was
?~ntested ~el:\veen Germany, who were trong favourites, against UK who
01 rowed four players from ITO. The game wa very aggre ive and UK
manu~ed to hold Germany, after the fo t two quarters, 10 a 3 goa l lead. In
the tlmd quarter Germany increased their lead to 4 goal and the final
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SSgt Paul Gorman receiving the Swimming Trophy
whi tie saw Germany win by 12 goal to 6. The main corers in the final
were Cpl ·Rob' Love with 6 and LCpl Dave Robins with another 4 for
Gemiany . and S gt Gr~ham Weavers coring 5 for UK. The
Commandmg Of!icer 21 Sig ,Regt (A~) •.Lt Col J. ~· Terrington, kindly
presented the pnzes with UK/ITO wmmng the wunming and Germany
the Water Polo.
9th I 'TER CORP CHAMPIO HlP
ARBORFIELD- 6 'OVEMBER 1997
. The teams remained in Coleme to prepare for the Inter Corps. Thi
mclud~d a :-Valer Polo fixture again ·1 Eastleigh that was e tremely
educatmnal tor the team! The training wa inten c and the teams worked
har~ ; with this superb preparation behind u we moved to Arborfield
fcelmg confident of producing ome good result .
LADIES' I 'TER-CORPS PRI T REL Y
. We entered the L~dies competi tion a defending Champion ; indeed R.
Signal have won this competition for the last two years. LCpl a rah Lee
from 399 U at RAF Digby captamed the team magnificently. The fin
r~cc w~ Ille 4 x 50m Breast troke which the team of ig Niki Fallol'
1g 'Vicky' lolyneux, ig Krishina Tille) and the Team Captam LCpi
ara Lee on the anchor leg won comfortably in a timt: of2mins 48.63 ·ee ·
with REME m second. The sec.end race, 4 x Om Free tyle, followed the
ame paltem a the first race with R. igna l winninu and RE 1E second.
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The team achie\ed a good time of 2 mins 09.92 ecs with .ig Ht l.en
StanHr on the first leg, ig . ' iki F allows t11e. second. ig
a.i re
~ hurchilt the third and Cpl arnh O''.'lcil swimming th ~ncho.r. ~omg
mto the ta t event. 4 , 50m ·1·dlcy .Relay, we only had to fimsh w1thm one
lace of RE t E to ecure t11e title. A 1t turned out tliere w~. no
~quirement to work out the math as we won by over h?lf~ length . The
team of ig Krishina Tilley (Ba ·kstroke), Cpl arah 0 e1I (~unerflj)),
L I arnh Lee (Brea tstroke) and Sig Helen tanyer l recsty e
wo!:.ed hard to achieve a time of2mins 20.~ ec ' h1ch et a dn~v 11:1~~r
Corp record. I wou ld al~o like to thank igs .Jo Cooper an
amc e
Tunon who unfortunately didn't manage to get mto me team.

11 TER-CORP WATER POLO CHAMPIO . SHI P
.
This year ix team entered these . hamp1onsh1p ; Royal 1gnals.
REME APTC. RE (A). RE (B) and .RM . In our league we were d~wn
aoainst' RM and RE (B). In both games we won com.foi;ably. 6-2 agamst
the RM team (who had a couple of our players who <l1dn t make the team.
indeed Capt Lee O'Rou r ke cored f?r the RM team) and 6-3 a.gam t RE
(B). We then progres ed to the se1m-finals where we met RE (A); We
knew they were a good team with some quality players. In nor~at Corps
tradition we started badly and conceded 3 goa ls to a !111 reply m the first
JOmin half. The remainder of the game saw a vast improvement a we
cored early in t11e econd half to reduce .the score to 3-1. Unfortunately
the Engineers scored again to reinstate their t11ree goa l advantage. ".":the~
went up a gear and quickly pulled t11e core back to 4-4. M aJ Tun
Langford cho e this particular time to core his annual goal! _We then had
chances to win the game but good goal-keeping from the Eng1~eer Keeper
coupled with the woodwork ensured. the game went to extra time. Dunng
the first period of extra time the Engmeers opened up a two goa l lead at 64 A we started the second half they again scored early 7-4. A you would
e~pect we battled hard fo r the remaining time but eventually lost 8-5. All
in all it was a superb game. APTC beat RE(A) in .the fi.nal and we finished
third. Best Royal Signals Player for the Champion l11p was awarded to
Cpl ·Rob' Love from 7 Sig Regt - Photo below

LADIES' CROSS-COUNTRY

RUGBYU ION

'ft snot the winning, but the taking part! '

Such was the reaction of the feisty Corps Ladies Cross-Country Team to
the results of me 1998 Inter-Corps Cross Country Championships which
took place at Gamecock Barracks, Bramcote. The Team had been
compiled on the p hone as a result of M aj 'Les' Wood's request to Cap t
Lisa G il es ·- who just happened to be at the wrong, sorry -right place at the
wrong, I mean right, time. Sgt ' I'm Hav ing a Fag' Rouse, Sgt Str aw n and
Cpl Hughes made the valiant trek from Blandford, Lt Rachel Harvey and
LCpl Wood from 2 Sig Rcgt and Cpl C oombes bravely travelled on her
own from Bassingboum. The girls fought determinedly to overcome the
odds placed by the RLC, APTC and AGC. Unfortunately, there were
insufficien t or rather non-existent hills on which to deploy their
specialised overtaki ng tactics. Thus the R. Signals were compelled to
satisfy themselves with a highly respectable 4th place. The individual
results showed excellent teamwork with Sgt Rouse 15th, C pl C oombes
16th, Lt Harvey 19th, LCpl Wood 20th , Cpl Hughes 21st and Sgt
Strawn 22nd . Well done to everyone for making the effort and for taking
part.

GOLF RESULTS
Golf:

ROYAL SIG ALS V EGREM O T R UFC 18 MARCH 1998
The match kicked off at I 730hrs at the Egremont RUFC ground under
perfect conditions with a good sized crowd. The Corps Forwards quickly
settled and produced quick ball from thei r own set piece, but more
importantly drove the Egremont pack backwards in the scrum and
dominated the lineout. The Corps Backs played an open game passing the
ball wide at mo t opportunities, resulting in two tries in the fi rst half by
LCpl W hite (264 Sig Sqn) and Sgt Roberts (JCUN I).
A few substitutions, at half-time, to strengthen the Egremont tbreequarter line and the match developed into a test of forward power. The
Corps pack eventw:lly came out on top, feeding LCpl Perkins (3 UK Div
& Sig Regt) into the comer for a well deserved try, ig Gibbs (2 1 Sig
Regt) converted. A late consolation try by Egremont fin al ised the score at
17-5. The match was well supported, with two ex-Corps members
traveling over 75 miles to spectate. The next fi xture is I May 1998 at
Blandford and is against AAC. The kick off is at I 430hrs.

HOCKEY RESULT
ARMY CUP Fl AL - 1 PRIL 1998

R. SIGNALS v RE Hankley Common GC
R. SIGNALS 6 1/2 - RE 5 112

08/04/98

R. SIG ALS v Int Corps Woking
R. SIG ALS 9 112 - Inter Corps 2 1/2

23/04/98

AGC Centre3 - 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt

2

In a very exciting match, at A ldershot, 3 (UK) Div lost by the narrowest
of margins. The AGC Centre also defeated 16 Sig Regt in an equally
exciting semi-fi nal by 4 - 3 with a sudden death goal in extra time.

Ladies Inter-Corps Champions - Royal Signals Team
1E~'S L TER-CORPS PRJ:"\T ~L~YS
There are 4 events in thi Championship. Although REM E hav.e been
champion the last two years we entered wim a trong team fee ling ~ve
could do welt. The first event was the ~ x .1~Om Freestyle whe~e Sig~
' Rob ' Williams, • con· Millar, LCpl Olhe Olve~ and Cpl Andy
Carneigne fini hed econd to REM E in a time of.4mms l~ .76 ec.s. The
econd race was the 4 x 50m Breaststroke and agam a creditable time. of
2min ?4 99secs was ach ieved by ii! ' Matt' Lee, Cpl 'Tom' Moran S1gs
·Tom~y ; WoodaJI and "Young boy' Rei:ishaw who ~ni hed second to the
RE team REME fini -hed in fourth pos111on. The third race was the~ x
SOm Fr~style where the team of Cpl ' Rob ' Love,. L<;pl D~ve Robm.s
igs ·Jack' Horner and 'Scon' Millar fim hed third m a m~e ~f Imm
53.56 sec behind the RM team in first and REME econd. Going mto the
final event of the 4 x SOm Medley Relay any one of three teams w~re
capable of winning the Championship. We were ned on 11 po1i:its w1ili
REME with the RM Team on 8 points. There was also a small dilemma;
would ilie Team Capt Cpl ' Andy' Carneigne s~vim the ~y or fre~style leg.
After great deliberation, and a rumour of a spmrung com, the hne would

be:Cpl •Abbo' Abbot on the backstroke, Sig ' Matt' Lee the Breaststroke,
ig ' Rob' Williams the fly and Cpl ' Andy' Carneigne the freestyle. 1:he
team wa superb. They won a. close event in an exce.llent ume of 2mms
03.39sec to secure the Champ1onsh1p. The REME finished as Inter-Corps
runners up.
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THA KS
I would like to extend my thanks to LCpl Sarah Lee, WOJ (Yofs) Al
Panerson, SSgt Graham Weavers and Cpl 'Andy ' Carneigne fo r
training the teams.
CORPS COLO RS
.
The followin g have been awarded their Corps Colours durmg 1997:63 Sig Sqn
Maj Tim Langford
WOl (MS) Al Patterson
9 Sig Regt
SSgt (SQMS) Graham Weavers 5 Sig Reg.t .
Cpl Andy Carneigne
3 (UK) Div. Sig Regt
LCpl arah Lee
399 ~1 g Unit
LCpl Sarah 0 ' eil
2 1 ~1 g Regt (AS)
LCpl Davie Robins
7 Sig Regt
ig Helen tanyer
7 Sig Regt
1998DATES
The Internal Corps Competition will be contested at Coleme on
Tuesday 27 October 1998 and the Inter-Corps on Thursday 5 November
1998 at Arborfield. Any potential swimmers/polo players should contact
Maj Langford (Corps Secretary) on Thom.ey Island Mil (729) Ext 8~58.
It is al so worth noting that R. Signal ladies played REME la.dies Lil a
' friendly' Water Polo match. The game fini shed i~ a 3-3 draw :-v1thout too
many broken nails. If sufficient female teams are m.terested this yeat then
a formal competition will be in.eluded m the Champ1onsh1ps .

SKIERS PLEASE NOTE
See Page 222 ( 16 Sig Regt Notes) for detail of

Cpl Andy Carneigne being presentedwith the Mens Inter-Corps
Championship Trophy
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Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records)

Alpine Skiing Championships and Training
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The Association communicates with its branches and individual members Through The pages of The Wire, which contai11s accoums of Branch affairs as
well as aforecasT of Associatio11 eve111s.
Branch Secretaries are asked To check that their Branch members receive s1tfficiem copies of The Wire. Associatio11 HQ can arra11ge f or copies to be
delivered in bulk to Bra11ch Secretaries for f urther distribution if This is conve11ielll: it helps 11s save 011 postage.
·
Dates of Bra11ch evem s can always be published i11 The Wire and should be submined to the Edi/or. We also welcome fe llers, requesTs to comacT old
comrades and am101111ce111e111s of births, marriages and deaThs. We hope that each Branch will conlribute a short acco11111 of ils acliviTies, preferably wiTh
photographs, at least once a yea r.

NEWS FROM THE AO'S DESK
BRANCH NEWS
Tom Remfrey ha tood down as ecretary of our Guernsey Branch
and handed over office to Maj (Retd) E. H . Le Quesnc. Eric's contact
address is: Aquarius, Clos de Arbes, Les Prins Estate, Vale, Guernsey
GY6 8HD. Thank you Tom for your helpfi.ilne s over the years. l wa
sorry to hear that Roger Stanforth has stood down as secretary of our
Southport Branch - Bruce Gillingham (Chainnan) is standing in until a
successor is elected.

OLD PALS
If you are keen to trace an old pal, why not place an advert in Th e ff/ire
asking for anyone knowing the whereabouts of this person to make
contact with you? RHQ also holds a Ii t of other useful agencie that can
be utili ed to find old pals.
WHERE DID YOU SERVE'?
Former members of260 Sig Sqn held a reunion in Leicester this month,
nnd I was pleased to be able to give a few names from ilie ' Where did you
serve?' register to help swell the ranks. If you haven ' t sent in your form to
register, you could dip out on something to your advantage.

MUSEUM ARCHIVES
The Museum Archives at Blandford hold per onal papers, photograph ,
~ervice records and other item , which have been kindly donated by
individuals or their familie . This form an important record of the Corps
and those who erved in it. Donations of such papers are alway welcome
and owner · may be assured that their item will be lovingly maintained
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and cared for. If you arc con idering donating your item (originals
preferred, but photocopies acceptable) to this very worthy cau e, either
now or at a later date, please have a word wiili the archivi t, Mr Tim
Stankus on 01 258-482413 . Plea e note that neither the Archives (or thi
office) supply copies of one' service record - if you want a copy of your
record, you hould contact the Army Records Office, Bourne Ave, Hayes,
Middx UB3 I RF.
49th (THE POLAR BEAR) WEST RJDI G DIVISIO
The monument to all 49th infantry Division Regiments and upport
unit i being unveiled on 7 June at the ational Arboretum, Croxall ,
Staff: . Several Branche • with their standard . will represent the orp .
The A ociation, in keeping with all other a ociation,, ha. made a
donation toward the monument. To date the opening date for the whole
arboretum is still awaited.
RSAAGM
I 09 members (representing 52 Branches) attended the combined
AGM/Branch rcpre cntative meeting at Venning Barrack , Donnington
on Saturday. I April 1998. Those holding a copy of the As ociation '
rulebook hould note one change, that wa agreed at the AGM: Rule 34,
(note i ) Area Vice-Chairmen will now serve on the Central ommittee for
three year . Gen Yeoman welcomed Gen prackling to hi first meeting
as Pre ident of The A sociation and then haired a lively, u eful and
interesting meeting. which wa followed by a buffet lunch and a pint in the
me . Copies of the minutes will be sent to Branch ecretarie in due
course. On behalf of u all here at RHQ, may I thank all those who made
the effort to attend - it was very much appreciated and o good to meet you
all.
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\\LIFE \I MB
~ warm welcome is extended to tho e new Life Members hown
below. I placed an adYert for the A ·ociatio!1 .and th~ Reunion
most of
the ·oyer 50s' magazine , ptu · the Royal Bntt h Legion ma~zme. It was
urprising the number of RBL members who ha e called saying that they
ne,er knew about our A ociation. If you belong to the RBL, please be
sure to pa on the word about your old Corp . within your Bra!1ch.
Hopefully ome of tho e in the 'R' Q' Branch will by now have JOmed
their local Branch.

!n

Fom1er
Rank

,Vame

ig
Ray Plant
gt
K. Green
gt
Derek Wilson
Cpl
teYe Foreman
1g
Dave avage
LCpl
B. T. Stirrall
ig
Ron Betts
Cpl
Jimmy Todd
Sig
Doug Robert
ig
Jim i bet
\ 02
A. Whinaker
Sig
Joe Ridholls
Cpl
Tim Chapman
Sgt
Steve Bungay
WO!
K. F. Perry
gt
Kev Fogg
Sig
Jim Cowley
Cpl
Dave Rome
gt
Martin Cavanagh
LCpl
Terence Wickens
LCpl
Gary Chapman
Sgt
Steve Ro e
Sgt
Ron Ki Ibey
Cpl
Pete Connery
Sgt
John alter
ig
Leigh Porter
ig
Jim Lamb
Lt Col
Jerry Peck
Sig
Derek Will on
Sig
Chaz Searle
Sgt
A. G. Spencer
Ted White
Sig
Sig
Pete Scannell
LCpl
Tony Hill
Cpl
Fred Wbite
Sig
David Rackham
SSgt
P. G. Keiser
LCpl
Roy Tyzack
Sgt
Steve Oliver
LCpl
Alec Coford
Sgt
eil Bedford
Sig
John Johnson
Cliff Tonks
Dvr
LCpl
Andrew Hunter
Cpl
T. Sunderland
LCpl
John Lloyd
Sgt
Ken Threlfall
Lt Col
Mike Collins
Lt Col
Mike Co t
Cpl
Michael Stroud
W02
Ronnie Gordon
Cpl
Gordon Humphreys
Simon Malin
ig
LCpl
D. Cox
Sgt
Dickon Robinson
WO I
Ron Perry
LCpl
George Mason
Cpl
John Davies
Sgt
George Janes
WPte
Kathleen Tucker
gt
Rudi Petschi
W02
David Metcalfe
Sgt
Richard Doyle-Davidson
Cpl
Ken Rob on
WOI(BSM) Bill Davies
ig
Don Jones
Sig
Robert McKay
Sgt
Steve Barclay
Cpl
Graham Lewis
Peter Wright
Cpl
Mark Ryan
Sig
gt
Phil Newman
WPte
Kerrie cave (Miller)
ig
W. Milburn
Sig
A. J. Higgin
LCp
Charles Lees
Maj
Ian Grant
Col
Mike Galloway
Capt
Ahson choficld
Lt
John choficld
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Branch

Sen•ed

RHQ
RHQ
56 Div Sigs OCA
Eat London
Cotswold
Bri tol
12/15/ 18 AFSR
1211511 AFSR
12115/ 18 AF R
RHQ
Derby
Cornwall
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

1948-50
1982-95
1941-46
1957-59
1948-50
1943-46
1945-48
1956-5
1943-47
1954-56
1966-?
1942-45
1987-98
1974-98
l 965-8
1985-98
1992-98
1984-97
1961-76
19"1-56
1984-98
1974-98
1939-46
1983-94
1971-93
1985-97
1948-60
1973 -98
1946-49
1969-72
1949-80
1950-52
1950-52
1957-59
1949-51
1950-55
1951-75
1963-67
1972-97
1951 -56
1982-96
1942-47
1943-47
1970-85
1950-55
1959-67
1951-64
1973-98
1970-98
1946-55
1948-69
1952-54
1985-90
1959-61
1979-93
1975-98
1951-55
1974-98
1938-57
1942-45
1976-98
1974-98
1969-81
1981-97
1945-55
1947-49
1991-97
1984-97
1950-55
1985-97
1991-98
1975-98
1942-45
1959-61
1955-57
1942-47
1970-98
1962-98
1953-60
1952-62

RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Middx Yeomanry
RHQ
South London
RHQ
l2/15/1 8AFSR
RHQ
South London
South London
South London
South London
South London
South London
South London
South London
Catterick
East London
RHQ
RHQ
East Kent
12/ LS/ 18 AFSR
12115/18 AFSR
RHQ
Lincoln
12/15/ 18 AFSR
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ

RHQ
Newcastle
Coventry
Coventry

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Bournemouth
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ
orfolk
Hartlepool
Hartlepool
North London
RHQ
RHQ
Aldershot
Aldershot

WOI
gt
LCpl
WLCpl
ig
LC pl
Cpl
Sig
Cpl
Pte
W02
ig
Sgt
WO!
LCpl
gt
Sig

Bill Palmer
Brian Hyde
Steve Pettitt
orecn Dixon (Byrne)
John Dixon
Ron Lutter
Robb Robinson
Tony Williams
Roy Meakin
John Wilkinson
Bill Goss
Brian Je on
Gerry Tickner
Dave Butler
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In March we had an informative talk by David Barlow retired Head
Gardener of the RMA Sandhursl and designer of the Cameo'Garden in the
BBC Gardeners' World. Profittin.g fro1!1 his experience, we hope all to
blos ·om mto ~asters of the art. Time will tell. We look forward to a visit
to Brook lands m June and our al fresco Curry Lunch in July at the RMA
andhurst. We always are happy to welcome Members from other
Branches on these occasions.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
Our March meeting was held under very wet conditions and everyone
was surprised at the good turnout: News of the subject ' The Roman Army'
mu ·t have riltered alon~ the 7~rndor and we were put in the lecture room
with chairs complete with writing arms. Both Barry and his wife Blanche
were born near Hadrian 's Wall. Barry's classmate became a Professor of
!lis!ory at .a northern university. Some of us felt Barry could have
ach1cv~d this status had he wanted. The slides were splendid and the army
formanons and commumcauon arrangements most fascinating. This was
fol lowed by an Italian supper - or as near as we could manage.

INFORMATION NEEDED
FOR
A TELEMECH MAGAZINE

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
It is with regret that we have to record the death of our Vice President
Lt Col John Waite who died on the I 2 February 1998 at the age of 80
years. John formed the Cot~wolds Branch in 1979 after the Cheltenham
and District Branch had ceased to function in 1968. He was our
Secretary/Treasurer for a number of years and the President of the Council
of Cheltenham Old Comrades Associations (CCOCA). A goodly number
of members attended his funeral service in Cheltenham. He will be sadly
missed.
T~e AGM of the Branch took place on the IOth March 1998 when our
President, Col Freddie Worth OBE was re-elected for the 20th time. Col
Freddie intimated that due to age and lack of mobility he was unable to
play as full a part in Branch activities as he would like, but Branch
Members would hear nothing of it and duly re-elected him. Col Freddie,
was one of the founder members of the Royal Signals having transferred
fro~ the Royal Engineer in 1920. Maj Arthur Cropp was re-elected as
Chairman and Marjorie, his wife, as Secretary/Treasurer. The Committee
was re-elected en bloc. The Branch will be holding its Spring Social at the
Y.ictory ~lub, Cheltenhan:i on Tuesday 12 May at 7.30pm when all ex
Signallers are welcome, nng Cheltenham 01242 231530 for a re ervation

DERBY BRANCH
OVEMBER 1997
The President of the Derby Branch, Col A. Hawksworth TD DL took
the ervice at our annual Remembrance Day parade at the T A cer:tre in
Derby. The Royal Artillery Association, who also held their Reunion on
this day. joined us once again. 46 (City of Derby) Sig Sqn provided a meal
was for us all.
I

It is intended to produce a one-off magazine about the
Telemech trade, tracing it from its beginnings through to the
present day. As project Officer I am currently researching
the following areas:
a.

DECEMBER 1997
Again we entertained several of our senior members to lunch at a local
restaurant. All ~embers had an enjoyable time and met up again with old
comrades. This 1s now an annual event paid for by the proceeds from a
raffie held at the Annual Dinner Dance.

The life and work of the forerunner to the Telei:nech.

b. The inception of the trade in the early 1970s.
c

Airfield life in the trade from the early 1970s until
the collapse of the Warsaw Pact.

d. Life in the trade since the diminished threat from the
East.
Should any readers possess information, anecdotes or
photographs from the period it would be greatly appreciated
if they would make contact at the number below. Any
material used in the production of the magazine will be
credited to the owner and returned in its original condition.

Barry and Blanche Foreman
On 14 March, nine of us went to the Reading Dinner. A fine affair and
we offer our congratulations to Alan Foot and his Branch colleagues. We
have recently appointed John Lovelock as our Welfare Officer and a
splendid job he is doing. ow we have several members who cannot come
to our evening meetings. So John arranged a coffee morning at the
Preston Park f:lotel - an excellent venue. We were delighted to see Stan
Mercer our blmd member and also Derek Swan who spent five years in a
German POW camp.

MARCH 1998
We held our Annual Dinner Dance seating well over 120 members and
gue ts. Our guests of honour this year were Maj Gen A. Yeoman CB and
M~s Yeoman, .Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB and Irs Boyle, Lt Col I. W.
Griffiths 38 Sig Regt (V) and Mrs Griffiths. Col A. Bawksworth TD
DL, the Derby Branch President, congratulated the Chairperson W02
(Retd) Dorothy Williamson and her Committee on another uccessful
event. He also pai~ tribute to Capt Cliff Royston-Webb, the AO of 46
(City of Derby) Sig Sqn who is to retire later th.is year. The continued
support of C'.lpt Royston-Webb and his staff at the Drill Hall is very
much appreciated by Derby Branch as we use their facilities for our
meetings, our Remembrance Day Parade and our Annual Dinner Dance
and other ocial function . We all wi h him and Mrs Barbara RovstonWe~b a very long and happy retirement. Capt Royston-Webb i
Vice
President of our Branch an.cl. although he is retiring from the Army, we
hope that he will not be ret1ru1g from the Derby Branch as we still value
hi continued upport. The attending taff were provided by 46 Sig Sqn
and 126 Air Cadets of Curzon Lane Derby.

a

APRIL 1998
The Derby Branch contin~e to in~rease in number and thi i only
pos 1ble wnh the support of its Committee and members. It i noted that
the present officers on the Committee have given. berween them, over I 00
years of service to the Derby Branch Committee.

The contacts for anyone who can assist are:
Lt Heath or SSgt Bath
HTroop
220 Signal Squadron
RAFBruggen
BFP025
Tel: 0049 21639 4418119
or Bruggen Mil (68) 4418119

OTHER NEWS
Our congratulations are extended to Cpl Karen Harvey and her
husband Phil on the birth of a second on. Congratulation also to W02
tcve Bolton and Capt Julie Bridge, who are now in Kuwait. on the
occasion of their marriage. Many of their friends from 46 Sig Sqn altended
the wedding to wish them well. We hope this mention doe n 't co. t Steve
another case of beer! The Chairperson W02 (Retd) D. Williamson and
all the Committee extend their incere thank 10 46 Sig Sqn S co· for
the continued use of their Mess for our meetings and to all concerned for
the good liaison and upport to our Branch.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
What a difference a day makes! The day was the Sunday in early April
when we held our Spring Luncheon and Annual General Meeting at the
Army Golf Club. We had a record attendance. Gen Jimmie Hellier CBE
and Margo were the guests of our President. As guests of the Bra~1ch we
were delighted to welcome Col Andrew Carter MBE and his wife
Debbie. Andrew addressed the meeting after the luncheon. A number of
new Members were attending the Luncheon for the first time. We
welcomed Frank and Lucia Betts making their Branch debut. We were
very glad to see RSM Joe Fairbairn and Jane ..Joe, besides beinf? an
active member of the Golf Club is our Serving Member on the Comm1nce
and to him we owe our thanks for the use of his Mes for many of our
monthly activities. The Reading Branch gave us their usual support. We
enjoyed an excellent curry and were taken good care of by Annie and the
Staff.
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DORSET BRANCH
Derek Swann
Other members included Bill Barlow, Ken Brown, Barry Foreman,
Harry Meechan and Cliff Roberts . Our thanks go to Dee Barber and
John and Joy Lovelock. This event was so uccessful it will become a
regular feature with everyone invited.
Apr!I saw us have our Curry Evening. What a plendid . how was put oa
by Bnan and Carol Vardy. Thirty-three member tucked into several
kmds of curry and many unusual vegetables. We offer many thank to you
both. Of course, ' Joe Soap' wa back from Australia and wanted kangaroo
c.urry. 'No problem' we said and gave him a special plate. When we aw
little names popping out of his ears we decided to cool him down!

THE WIRE, JUNE 1998

Our Branch held it's Annual Dinner on 6 March at the orps Warrant
Officers & Sergeants Mess, Blandford. Some 120 members and guest
attended, and a good time was had by all. We were plea ed to have
members of the Poole, alisbury and Reading Branche pre · ent. We were
honoured to have as guests the faster of ignals, faj Gen I. 0. J.
Sprackling and Mrs prackling, and the Corp R M. WOJ Geof
Woodcock and Mrs Woodcock. The Master gave an interesting talk
tempered with omc humour and personalities and event from the orps'
past. lie continued with an enlightening talk of the pre ent and the future
of the Corps. We now know why taj Gen R. J. Moberly became known
as 'Ginger' . We are now looking forward to our next ,ocial gathering prior
to our AGM in ovember.
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continue on the Branch Committee and will retire from it in April. ExHarrogate members in the R. S. A. will shortly be hearin~ from him.
We arc delighted to welcome two new members and wives, Mr ol and
Mrs Joanne Bedford of Ashford. ol was a Regular from 1982-1996
starting with Junior leaders at Ouston and ending with the well known
640 Troop at Blandford. Watch out he i like (Peter Hoskins) a Police
Officer. Mr Chris and Mrs Carol Warries of Maidstone. Chris was a
Regular from 1974- 1992 starting at the Army Apprentice College and
ending in 19 Brigade Signal Squadron with l GC Medal
VALE
Tho e who attended the Royal Ho pita!, Che! ea or the Xmas Lunch
last year will remember In Pensioner Sgt Brock who came as our Guest
to the latter. He had erved as a Cipher Op in our Hon. cc.(John
Badcock) Squadron in Cyprus 1956-5 and ended hi Service as one of
the MOD Police at HQ UKLF at Wilton. Sadly he died from a heart attack
in February. Our condolences have gone to his daughter, his only
surviving relative.

EAST LONDON BRANCH
On a ad note we ay farewell to Keith Eustace who pas ed away in
t.farcb. Keith wa a staunch and popular member of the Association. His
wife and family and hi many friends within the Corps will miss him.

EAST KENT BRANCH
On Sunday .February, 42 members met at the Whitstable Bowl for the
annual Ten Pin Bowling Competition. There was some spirited action as
can be een from Donald Crisps excellent cartoon.

The East London Branch held its Annual Dinner and Dance at the 36
(E) Sig Regt (V) hall in Jlford, on Saturday 21 March 1998. During the
evening, Lt Col J. A. Allan TD, presented the best Troop Cup to the
members of 756 Tp, Bedford, for its outstanding efforts during the past
year. At the end of a very enjoyable evening and at the troke of midnight,
WOI (RSM) Bywater MBE, handed over Regimental duties to WOI
(RSM) tanton. We all wi h both of the every success in their new
ventures.

READING & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Reading & District Branch of the RSA took over the Sea Cadet's
Hall at Reading 's ~rock Ba1rncks and transformed it into a Banqueting
Hall on Saturday night when 85 members and their guests sat down to
their 28th Ann.ua l Reunion Dinner. The date had been moved from the
Autumn to Sprmg to enable late summer holidays not to conflict with this
hugely pop.ular event. So many members and delegates from neighbouring
branche.s bad for places that a ' first-come-fir t-served' booking system had
to be mtrodu.ced as a form of place rationing. Branch Standards
re~resent1Dg v1s1tors from Aldershot, Brighton, Salisbury, Southampton,
Wmches,te~ and, W. London adorned the wall behind the 'top table'. The
Branch Silver was displayed and the Corps colours were prominent
right down to th~ colour of the candles in the candelabra and candle-sticks'.
Dress was optional resulting in an interesting mix of old and new
un1fonns, DJ, lounge suats and regular 'mufti' of blazer and flannels. An
exc~llcmS-coursc m':al. was followe.d by the u ual toasts and replie , and
the Pass1Dg the Port ritual. Our Principle Guests were the Chairman of
the Royal Signal Association and his lady (Maj Gen and Mrs Alan
Yeoman). Maj Brian Sowerby (OC 94 (RBY) Sig Sqn) also had a place
at the top table.
The dinner timed with milit~ry precision, ended slightly less precisely
as old pals found plenty to gossip about, somewhat hindering the clean-up
and close-up operations. Once again our sincere thanks go out to the Sea
Cadets for letting us use their hall , and to their mums for the excellent
~ervice; and to all our regular helpers. We were saddened at the absence of
Pauline Tennant our ~ocial Sec du~ to illness. We wish her a peedy
recovery. For more details of Royal Signals Association activities, contact
Hon Sec, A. E. Foot Tel/fax 0118 926 1952 or Internet:
alanfoot@globalnet.co.uk

have som~ ide'.18 in the making and hopefully a recruiting drive this
summer wall bnng forth some results With the Association AGM taking
place on home ground we hope to be able to put in a good attendance and
renew old acquaintances Well that seems to be it until the next time. At
least you now know that we are alive and kicking here in alopia.

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH
The An~ual Lunch~on and Reunion was this year held at the Hampshire
~ounty Cricket Club ID orthlands Road, Southampton. Due to alteration
m t~e premises at last year·s venue we have had to move but it is only half
a male from there. It has been a fairly quiet year for the Branch but the
committee is considering various arrangements for the members in the
future. In the pipeline is a Skittle Evening and a coach trip to Windsor
We ~e hoping to attract younger people to come along to our ope~
evenmg on 20 July at t~e Ex-Servicemens Club, Archers Road,
Southampton. There we will discuss what sort of activities would
encourage them to join at Branch level. Anyone who left the regular army
m recent years and lives in the Southampton area, feel free to come along
from . 7.30pm onwards. Our ecretary Tony Dear would welcome
enqumes for membership!
The Branch AGM held on 3 March was well attended. Committee
members Jack Cullingford and John Rush, who have done a lot for the
branch over the years, decided to call it a day. Fortunately we are lucky to
have Tony Hull and Sidney Smith, who have been elected on to the
c?mmittee. It was good to see our President, Brig John Clinch, back in
circulation after being out of action for a spell. The Speaker Secretary
J.ack MacKenzie made his debut at the head table. Jack has' been busy
S1Dce September orgams1Dg a speaker for our monthly meetings. In the
photograph he can be seen introducing the speaker from Bournemouth.

LATE T
. Maj T. D. Robinson ERD (Known as Graham) celebrates his 90th
birthday on 1st June 1998. The Branch offers sincere congratulation as he
celebrates his birthday.

SHROPSHIRE BRANCH
. It is somet~e now since the Branch had any notes penned for inclusion
The Wire. It 1s from the beautiful rural settings of Shropshire that we are
plea ed to keep in touch and make it possible.
There have be~n a few ~hanges on the admin front. Our long standing
Secretary, Bob Aitken decided at the last AGM ID ovember that it wa
time.he took a rest. He therefore tendered his resignation after 16 years of
hold1Dg the Branch pen. It was fitt1Dg that the Branch members show their
appreciat!on for such a stalwart member. On 20 February thi year at our
Ladies Dinner Night, Bob and Jo ie were presented with a cut glass goblet
uitably inscribed with ' Jimmy'. Brian Podmore has taken over 'the
reins' as Secretary as from December 1997.
The photograph taken at our Dinner ight, against the background of
the Branch Standard, shows the branch Secretary - Brian Podmore,
Chairman - John Wall and Trea urer - PhiJ Johnson in that order from
left to right.
ID

(L-R): Peter Phill ips - Chairman, W01 (RSM) Stanton,
Roy Bilby- Standard Bearer, Lt Col J . A. Allan TD,
W01 (RSM) Bywater MBE

SOUTH LONDON BRANCH
The Andrews family had obviously been in heavy training. Pat who
won it last year conceded the Trophy to her Son-in-Law Chris Maydom
with an astronomical score of 181, the runner up was Irene Howlett with
IOI and finally the youngest member present. Chris Maydom's son,
Stephen collected the woodon spoon specially made for the Branch by his
Grandfather! Afterwards 30 members went up the road to the Marine
Hotel for a delicious Carvery lunch. It was a happy and fun day.
It was a disappointing tum out on Sunday 8 March when the Branch
paid a visit to Chatham Dockyard and Museum, a lot of members cried off
with colds and Hong Kong Flu. David Geary (Social Secretary) who
probably wished be had been on his motor bike had to be rescued by the
AA when hi car broke down . Marjorie Riggs made it by service coach
and the driver kindly went off his route to drop her off at the gates. What is
her secret? Once there she teamed up with Patricia Andrew and family.
This made about twenty members to experience the various exhibitions
within the Dockyard and by all accounts enjoyed by all. Some said they
would go back for more. It turned out wet and cold in the afternoon so all
were happy to return home soon after 3pm. Marjorie managed to hitch a
lift to the railway station and caught the train home to Chislehurst. Our
next function is the Dover Experience on Sunday, 12 April.
, 'ew of the Branch and members, Ronnie and Joan Gawler are away
in Melbourne visiting her brother who is a well known artist there. Ronnie
was bemoan1Dg the fact that our soldiers are now called Signallers instead
of 1gnalmen and recalled the story of a Guards Officer who called out to
one of his operators 'Signaller take your hands out of your pockets.' He
failed to obey and when confronted replied that he was not a Signaller he
was a ignalman - ignallers serve in the Battalion,' no more was beard.
Dougla Dickason who was at Harrogate has at last seen one of his
ambiuons come to fruition. With the closure of Harrogate he has
constantly pressed for a Harrogate Association with an Annual re-union of
all tho. e who served there. Members will recall him raising this point with
the Gue t of Honour at least twice at our AGMs. The Royal Signals
Association ha at last given it5 blessing to this but the rub i that Douglas
i to be the Hon See. It will be an enormous task establishing the data bank
of all former members and their current whereabouts and we wish him
C\ery uccess. Because of these new responsibilities he is unable to
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NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
The Northern lreland Branch AGM was held on 18 February 1998.
After Ian Wolfe's hard work in sending out numerous circulars the
numbers attending were a little bit disappointing to say the least.
evertheless we had a very good meeting. The question of a change of
meeting night was discussed but the majority view was to stay with the
third Wednesday of each Mouth.
Branch President, Maj Bill Douglas, conducted the election of Officers
for 1998/99 . There were no surprises as the as the majority of Offices were
filled by re-election with Tom Maguire once again taking the Chair and
Ian and Debbie Wolfe continuing to scribe for us. John Loveday
accepted Vice Chairman, with responsibility for liaising with 40 Sig Regt
on provision of visiting speakers to the Branch. Assistant Treasurer i now
John Lucas and already he has been of great help in that po ition. We now
have two Vice Presidents as apart from Maj oel Johnston, Lt Col .C.
Beacom TD also accepted the position. Officers were reminded that to
carry out their functions efficiently it is not enough just to appear at
meetings but they should be thinking and plotting for the Branch in
between. We now look forward to plenty of activity in 1998/99. Although
we have not fully discussed these yet, the question of Branch bye-laws has
been mooted, and we will perhap form a sub- committee to look into
these but in the meantime if any Branch out there has already got bye-laws
perhaps they would let us know their content.
We have noted for some time that severa l ex-signallers meet as such
socially. For instance some ex-WOs/Sergeants meet regularly and there
are Officers dining clubs etc. Those of us who have struggled for years to
keep the Branch going feel quite strongly that these people's first
allegiance should be to the Royal Signals Association where they could
and should put their talemts to use. None of the ex-Signallers, to my
knowledge, are Members of this Branch. They should be ashamed of
themselve , more so as there is obviously an clement of snobbery in this,
something not commonly found in the Royal Signals generally. I have to
say also that a number of ex-TA people usually tum up at Armistice
Sunday at Clonaver. These are people we have not seen at a Branch
meeting for years.
THE WIRE, JUNE 1998

The inaugural meeting of the Branch took place at the Bowling Club
ottingham Road. Croydon on Sunday 22 February 1998. The AO fron~
RHQ. Peter Cuckow, wa in attendance with Roy Andrews. The Area
Repre entive. Th.e~e w~re 38 p~ ~nt at the meeting, a good percentage of
the 63 on the maalmg hst. A dehc1ou lunch was erved after the meeting.
The Branch meet · every second Thursday in the month at the bowling
club. Telephone the ecrctary, Geoff Shaw on 0 I I 6603433 or
Chairman, Doug nder on on 0181 6884533 for further detail .

At our last meeting (March) we had the pleasure to welcome our new
Branch President, Lt Col. J. P. Hudson R.Signals. Lt.Col Hudson hold
a Staff appointment at Shrewsbury Garri on and we are proud to have him
at 'the helm' so that he can take care of our interest from within the
Corps. We have an active membership averaging 15 members per meeting,
several members having gained their SO-year and Honourary badges. They
do. not all come from within the boundaries of Shropshire. Our Secretary
hails from Staffordshire and there are a further two members from the
amc county. The Shropshire Branch quite rightly r.:cruits member from
the West and Northwest areas of Stafford hire. There i only one other
Branch within that county and that i the South Staffordshire Branch ba ed
at Tamworth. Of course like all Branche we have a varying background in
re pect of ervice, trades and theatres of operation whilst iu the Corps.
Ages vary and unfortunately we are noi recruiting the younger elements
amongst those who are choosing to leave the Regulars and the TA. We
THE WIRE, JUNE 1998

L-R: Mrs Maureen Anderson, Doug Anderson (chairman)
and Peter Cuckow
I 'think Doug was saying, 'There's a fly in my soup'
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Doug Anderso n hnd a hip replacement operation on 31 farch. I'm
plca'ed to ,n) he is no\\ O\JL of ho p1tal and will attend the Branch ocial
faemng on 9 Apnl. Well done Doug! He also tells me that the Branch are
holding their first dinner night on 14 May. fr J ohn Templeto n
rcpre:ented the Branch at the Branch Reps meeting and GM at
Donnington on I
pril. thank J ohn . The Branch i al o hoping that
some members will be able to attend the nnual Reunion-at-Blandford an
th last weekend in June. By the wa~ a volunteer is required to write The
Jrire notes' ames to ecretary plea~e!

TAYSIDE & FIFE BRANCH
Th Branch members met at the TAC of 2 ig Sqn in ewman Hou e
on londay 9 1arch 199 and held the AGM. Frank mith was returned
as Chairman Treasurer, Bill ai mi th wa returned as ecretary elfare
member and Le ley mith wa returned as Minute ecretary. After the
meeting Frank mith gave a pre"entation on Catterick Gan-i on from the
year 1915. · o. he was not there then, but he i well informed'. He had
inap and diagram draped over tl1e chairs and a li vely discu sion followed
wi th various members recalling their time at Catterick. ot to be outdone
one or two members tnned on about India whereby Frank quickly roped
them in to give the next pre en tation fo r the meeting in May, 'Can't wait. '

TORBAY BRANCH
Held the AGM at their cu tomary venue, the 'Crown & ceptre Inn· , St
Mary Church on the first Wednesday of the month. Formed ju t after the
war, it continue to be a thriving Branch, organising a variety of peakers
and e,·ents. which on occasion incorporate member's wive . An

Members who attended the AGM of Torbay RSA

invitation i extended to ex-servicemen or women, of other Corps or
Regiments who would enjoy this monthly ' Get Together' of ex-service
personnel. Look out for our Standard, it is to be cen at many local
parade .

WEST LONDON BRANCH
Maj J ohn Daw MBE presided over our AGM in March. This also is
known a Fi h & Chip ight, which bring Members scurrying from all
directions. we suspect in anticipation of this delicious national delicacy as
much as for the annual discu sion of bu iness. Th is, however, does not
apply to our Pre ident whom we always are happy to welcome, all the way
from the coast of Hamp hire. We were sorry M argaret was not with him
this time. family matters coinciding witl1 The Meeting. Our Christmas
gathering had been lightly restricted by a change in venue, but
neverthele s enjoyable, the ladies coming up trumps wi th the catering.
However, we have moved again and now have the u e of the British
Legion Club at Richmond, which i pacious and very accessible, being
situated directly on the A3 I 6 and having acces through the large public
car park.
It is with adnes that we record the death of Ben Jordan , who was one
of the early Members of West London (formerly the London) Branch
when we met at Hounslow Barracks. Ben was 89 . The Cremation at St
Johns, Woking was attended by a number of his friends, ' Mac' Stevens
carrying the Branch Standard.
The Principle officers elected to the Committee fo r the coming year
were Ro n Miller Chairman, Wilf Scurr ecretary; Cliff Wood Treasurer
and Jane Knight Wire ote Scribe.

YORK BRANCH
A well attended and enjoyable Branch Annual Dinner was held on 28
November 1997 at the Sgts Mess Imphal Barrack by ki nd invitation of
WOl RSM David Whittaker of 2 Sig Regt. An excellent Christmas
menu, gett ing u into training for the Festive Season. Bouquets were
pre ented to Mrs Rowena Plant wi fe of our Pre ident and Mr Hazel
Spray wife of our Chainnan. One of our usual attendees, Len Daley,
unfo rtunately could not be there due to declining health and sadly he died
on 29 December aged 9.
Len was a former Sheri ff of York and served as Secretary of the York &
Di trict Spa tics' Society for 23 years.
Branch Member are extremely grateful for the faci lities offered at the
Sgts Mes for our monthly meetings, social evening and the Annual
Dinner. Rumours do abound however with regard to the future oflmphal
Barracks .. ...... .. We are keeping our finger cro ed and touch wood!
Other activit ies during last year have included two enjoyable Social
Evening with our Ladies - our super salesman Secretary, Mel Dawkins,
offloading vast quantities of Raffle Tickets on these occasions.
orman Haigh who has borne our Standard with great di stinctio:i for
many years, in weather varying from Arcti c to Tropical, has now handed
over his duties to Mel Dank.ins. Our Standard i now proudly adorned
with the 50 Year Pennant. Our numbers have been fai rly static, though the
membership has been reinforced by Mr Willie Gray on his retirement as
RSM of2 Sig Regt.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BRANCH SECRETARIES
Area 1
Area \'ice C hai rma n - Brigadier C T Gar ton
Area Representative: Major (Retd) R Vaspe r (1 ewark Branch)
BRADFORD
CATTE RICK
\ t rs ' . Ho uld worth
M r. W.A. Barnes
40 Kingsdale Crescent
9 Whitelands
Bradford
Richmond
Wet Yorkshire BD2 4DA
orth Yorkshire OLIO 7DR
Tel 01274 638814
Tel: 01 748 82540 1

H DD ER SFIELD
Mr. G. Scott
2 Waverley Road
Elland
West Yorkshire HX5 ONL
Tel: 01422 373075
LEE DS
Mr.T. Smith
22 Parkwood Crescent
Beeston, Leeds
West Yorkshire LS 11 SRB
Tel : 011 3 27015S7

DARUNGTO
Mr.CCooke
95 Stooperdale Avenue
Darlington
Co Durham DL3 OUF
Tel: 01 325 3546 11

H ULL
Mr. J .S. Brown
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Tel : 01 4S2 655963

DERBY
trs J . Elliott
144 Dale Road
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HARROGATE
Mr.P.C. Wood
23 Knox Way
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LI COL
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46 Starkey Crescent,
Heworth
York Y03 OSY
Te1:0 1904 65S92S

OTTING HAM
Mr.R. Toft
Alvan ley House
3 Rannock Gardens
Keyworth, Nottingham NG 12 5FQ
Tel: 0 11 5 9373326

W EST LO DON
M r. R. Palmer
77 Cambridge Road
West Wi mbledon
London SW20 OPU
Tel: OISl 947 2000

SPEN YMOOR
Mr.E. Cowan
8 Glastonbury Close
Woodside, Spennymoor
CO Durham DL 16 6XP
Tel: 013S8-S I2907

NORTH LONDON
Mr.B.W. Cutler
\16 Lynton Court
Norfolk Way, Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire CM23 3EN
Tel: 0 1279 S3 1711

AREA2
Area Vice Chairman - Brigadier W.H. Backhouse
Area Representative - Maj (Retd) J.B. Ivison (Chester Branch)
BIRMINGHAM
CHESTER
Mr.G. Hedge
Mr.W. W inder
18 Rectory Park Avenue
1S Willan Road
Sutton Coldfie ld B75 7BN
Blacon, Chester CH I 5PU
Tel:
Tel: 0 1244 372649
COVE TRY
M r.C.G. Foster
Two-aye The Hiron
Cheylesmore
Coventry CV3 6HT
Te1:0 1203 224229

LIVERPOOL
Mr.J.J. Carruthers
3S Beech Avenue
Upton
Wirral L49 4 J
Tel: 0 151605137S

MANCHESTER
Mr.H. Ferguson
2 Furness Grove
Heaton Mersey
Stockport SK4 2AV
Tel: 0 161 4422054

OLDHAM
Mr.B. Macdonald
2 Denbigh Dri ve
Shaw
Oldham, Lancashire OL2 7EQ
Tel: 01 706 S45242

PRESTON & BLACKBURN
Mr.l.W. Lorimer
Roya l Signals Association
The Barracks, Canterbury St
Blackbum BB2 2HS
Tel: 01 254 26 I 5S3

SALE
Mr.M.J. Qu inn
32 Whitelake Avenue
Flixton, Urmston
Manchester M3 l 3QN
Tel:

SHROPSHIRE
Mr. B.J . Podmore
9 Redhill
Trinity Fields
Stafford ST1 6 !LG
Tel: 01 785 603331

SO UTHPORT
Mr.B. Gillingham
48 Lexton Drive
Southport
PR99QW
Tel:

M IDD LESBRO UGH
M rs M. Dadson
S9 Canterbury Road
Redcar, Cleveland TS I0 3QG
Tel :
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AREA3
Area Representative - Brigadier S.G.M. Gordon
Area Vice C hairman - Maj (Retd) M. Sexton (Norfolk Branch)
BEDFORD
CAMBRIDGE
Mr. T..E. Holyoake
M r. D. Watson
54 Kmghts Avenue
14 Stoneland Avenue
Clapham
Biggleswade
Bedfordshire MK.41 6DG
Bedfordshire SG 18 OEA
Tel: 01234 349330
Tel: 01767 60 1305
EASTLO DO
Mr. J .B. G reenwood
5 Merlin Grove
Hainault, llford
Essex IG62QX
Tel: 0181 5003310
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SOUTH LO, DON
Mr.G.Shaw
50 Kendall Avenue
South Sanderstead
Suney SR2 OQQ
Tel:

COLCHESTER
Mr. W.I.M. Allan
5 Foxhead, Rivenhall End
Witham
Essex CMS 3HD
Tel: 01376 513076

AREA 4
Area Vice Chairman - Brigadier K.H. Olds OBE
Area Representative - Mr. R.F. And rews (East Kent Branch)
ALDERSHOT
BRIGHTO N
Mrs Jane Knight
Mrs D. Barber (Chairman)
4 G.rassy Lane
37 The Paddock
Maidenhead
Lancing
Berkshire SL6 6AU
West Sussex B 15 SD
Tel: 0 162S 62646S
Tel: 01903 767337
EASTBOURNE
MrR. Brody
Rosewood
Maynards Green, Heathfi eld
E. Sussex
TN21 OBU
Tel: 01 435 Sl3 724

EAST KENT
Mr.J .M.W. Badcock CB MBE DL
Antrum Lodge
Stodmarsh Road
Canterbury
Kent CT34AH
Tel: 01227 470340

READING
Mr. A.E. Foot
96 Chiltern Crescent
Early
Reading
RG 6 1AN
Tel: Oll S 926 1952

SOUTHAMPTO
Mr.A.A.T Dea r
77 Lumsden Ave
Shirley
Southampton
Hampshire SOl5 5EJ
Tel: 01703 77SO17

WINCHESTER
Mr.G. Gillings
184 Leigh Rd
Eastleigh
Hamp hire
S0509DX
Tel: 01703-61 41 73

AREA S
Ar ea vice C hairman - Brigadier P.J. Evan s CBE
Ar ea Representative - Lt Col (Retd) R .A. Peake BEM (Poole)
BATH
BOURNEMO UTH
Mr s P. Edridge
M r.A.A. Hawke
14 The Firs
30 Coombe Gardens
Combe Down
Ensbury Park
Bath
Bournemouth
BA2 SED
BH I 0 SAG
Tel : 01225 837746
Tel : 01202 77 1606

SOUTHSTAFFORDSHlRE
M r.A. W hiles
IS Clifton Aveenue
Tamworth
B79 SEE
Tel: OI S27 6575S

HARTLEPOO L
M r.G.D. W ilson
35 Caistor Drive
Hartlepool
Cleveland TS25 2QG
Tel: 01 429

C HE TERFIELD
\ lr.C. Waddoup
20 Green Farm Close
ewbold
Ch~terliel d S40 4UQ
TcL 01246 237579

EWARK
Mr.. F.C. Dixon (Chairman)
49 Grange Road
Newark
Nottinghamshire NG24 4LS
Tel : 01636 705S54

LO UGHBOROUGH
M r. P. Bruce
557 ew Ashby Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LE 11 OEY
Te l: 01509 266272

BRISTOL
Miss J . Burn
63 Watch Elm Close
Bradley Stoke South
Bristol
BSl28AL
Tel: 0117-9312192

COTSWO LD
M rs M.E. Cropp
18 Church Road
Swindon Village
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL51 9QP
Tel : 01242 23 1530

DORSET

GUERNSE

M r.T.D. Walker BEM
25 Marston Clo e
Blandford Fcirum
Dorset
DTll 7RR
Tel: 01258 455748

Mr. E. H. Le Ques ne
' Aquariu ' Clo de Arbe·
Les Prin E t
Yale
Guern ey GY6 HD
Tel: 014 I 57497
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JER EY
\1r.H. Bell
·· anyuk1lf'
La rue d Champ·
t Brelade
Je e Cl JE3 EJ
Tel: 0153441072

ORN'V LL
Ir. J .V. Pree
A hleigh
t lssey
adebridge
Cornwall PL27 2QB
Tel: 01841 540570

POOLE
l\1r.J.J.F. Logan
69a Trinidad Cre cent
Parks tone
Poole
Dorset BH12 3
Tel: 0120224109

ALISB RY
1r.J. Shires
The Wardrobe
58 The Close
Sali bury
Wiltshire SPI 2EX
Tel: (Work ) 01722 414536

TO RBA
tr.P. Brown
Berkley Ri e
Torquay
Devon hire TQ2 7LD
Tel:

W I ' DO
Mr.T. Davies
39 Valleyside
Swindon
Wilts S I 4NB
Tel: 01793-523256

WALE
Area ice C hairman - L t Col (Retd) J .G. Billingha m
C RDlFF
Mr.\! .C. Davies
2 Hafod Street
Grangetown
Cardiff CFI 7RA
Tel: 01222 374324
COTLAND
Ar ea Vice Ch airman - M ajor R. Sampson CBE
ABERDEE1
TAYSIDE AND FIFE
Mr.D. Bartlett TD
M r.W.J .A. aismith
. .
15 Abergeldie Road
ewman House, Mid Cra1g1e Road
Aberdeen
Dundee 004 9PH
AB I 6ED
Tel: Mil: 774 4737
Tel: 01224 596520
Home: 01382 457049
GLA G OW
Miss I . Muir
Flat 9/6
75 Kirkton Avenue
Knightswood
Glasgow G 13 3EG
Tel: 01419595832

SHETLAND
M r.R .H a milton
The Old Manse
Stove
Sandwick
Shetland ZE2 9HH
Tel: 01950431545

, ' ORT HERN JRELAi D
Area Vice Chairman
BEL FAST
Details held in RHQ

18 Div Sionals Renuion Assoc 5th (London) Corps Sigs OCA
Mr. W.R."'Partridge
S.F. Prior
22 Kingsmead
56 Racton Road
Small field
Fulham
Horley
London
Surrey RH6 9QR
SW6 ILP
Tel: O1342-842349
Tel: 0171 385 2714
AFCE 'T
Mr. B. elson
Cuyleborg 164
6228 BP Maastricht
The etherland
Tel: 0103143619226

Langeleben Reunion Br
Mr. F. Mitchell
6 Derwent Hou e
Timber Street, Elland
Halifax HXS OOH
Tel : 01422 376915

Ceylon High peed Wtreless COY
Mr. H. Moore
I Blue Granite Park
The Green
Mountsorrel
Leicestershire LE12 7AG
Tel: OJ 166 2375423

19 Signal Regiment Association
Mr. C.W. L ittle MBE
I Trasavean
Vogue Beloth
Illogan
Cornwall TR16 4ET
Tel: 01209 214132

SHAPE
W0 2 (YofS) . Bertram
Regional Signal Group
SHAPE
BFP026
Tel: Belgium (0)65-444050

31 Signal Regiment Association
Mr. K.C. Holman
47 St Anselms Road
Hayes, Middlesex
UB3 ISD
Tel: 0181 848 4597

The Airborne Signals OCA
Capt S. Morgan
Admin officer
216 Parachute Sig Sqn
Arnhem Bks
Aldershot GUil 2AU
Tel: 01252-349547
219 Sig qn (Tripolitania)
M r s. P. Andrews\
The Mooring
7 The Heath
South Tankerton, Wbitstable
Kent CTS 3HJ

12, 15 & 18thAir Formation igRegtOCA

Mr. D. Egan
19 Sycamore Close
Longmeadow
Dinas Powis
S Glamorgan CF64 4TG
Tel: 01222 512959
Australia S ub Branch
Mr. A.H. Kirche
PO Box 170
Sans Souci
NSW2219
Australia

MEMORIES OF A 60' S 16ER
By Mike Brett, Radio Relay Tp, 2 Sqn, 16 Sig Regt I 962-67

AFFlLlATED BRANCHES
G lo sop a nd District
ignal OCA
irs. Ruby Price
43 Kershaw Street
Glossop
Derbyshire
SKl3 8
Tel: 014574 853743

602 ignal Troop
(SC) O AF
M r. M.Hope
9 Hoyland Close
Millhouse Green, Pennistone
Sheffield
S306 J
Tel: 01267625 10

M iddlesex Yeoman ry OCA
M r. P.O. Bridges
17 Queensbury Place
Blackwater
Camberley
Surrey GU 17 9LX
Tel: 01276 33345

F Boys Coy 1920-41
Mr. V. Du gdale
12 Deep Well Drive
Camberley
Surrey
GUIS 2HF
Tel: 01276 29176

3rd Div ignals R eunion C lub 56 Div & C ity of London
ignals OCA
Mr. J. Templeton
M r. S.M. Bland
6 Everton Road
222 Wickham Road
Shirley, Croydon
Addiscombe
Surrey
Croydon
CRO 6LA
CRO SBJ
Tel: 01816548408
Tel: (Oft) 017 1 276 3947
(Home) 0181 6569740
Indian ignals Assoc
Mr. H.J. Crocke r BEM
12 Queen Elizabeth Close
hefford
Bedford hire
Gl7 SLE
Tel 01462 812074
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o rth Afri ca L of C Signals
R eunion C lub
Brig R.H. Bort hwic k
c/oRHQ

I can still remember my disappointment at being posted to _some
obscure Signal Regiment in Germany at the end of my Boy's Service at
Harrogate. My mates got places like Hong Kong, Borneo, Aden, a~d even
the Paras! It was even worse when I got there and found I was out on
detachment' looking after some static radio relay equipment, still in use
after capture from the Germans at the end of World War II. This was the
summer of J962. ln April of that year 40 of us passed out from the Army
Apprentice College H~rrogate ~s Technicians. 38 were LCpls. AD
technicians got automattc promotion, unless tl1ey had been naughty. l was
one of the other two. For reasons I prefer not to go into, and for my sins,
here was l keen to learn to become a good technician, and get my
promotion, 'seemingly stuck in the. back of beyond, and operating ancient
non-military equipment, well past its scrappmg date.
It would be several decades before I discovered the experience I was to
gain in 16 Sig Regt would stand me in good stead for muc~ of the rest of
my life. That experience would take me to far more exotic and remote
places than my mates were posted to. It would give me the confidence to
risk everything to go into business for myself, and would one day see me
trying to explain to the KGB why, as a lone Englishman, _I had been
arrested on an operational missile site, and in possession of spy
equipment!
.
I arrived at the barracks in Krefeld just after my 18th birthday, ~ome
time in July 1962. Straight out of Boy's Service, Radio Relay Tecluuc~an
Class 3 and wi th a Radio Tech Class 2 qualification gained at Cattenck
after P~ss Out; but with no LCpl 's stripe, here was potential trouble. In
retrospect I think I was fortunate that Radio Relay Tp only had an office in
the barracks! At that time we were part of HQ Sqn, and provided
'overflow' telephone circuits by radio between the Exchanges at HQ
BAOR at Rheindahlen, and HQ 1 (BR) Corps in Bielefeld. There were
some 'drop-off' circuits to HQ 1st Anillery Brigade at Dortmund, and we
had a relay site at Wuppertal. We h~d ~eople on detachment.at all these
sites, staning work at 0730hrs by sw1tchmg on the equ ipment m sufficient
time for it to warm up to patch the circuits through to the exchange at
0900hrs. We had to switch off overnight (to save the valves from
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unnecessary wear). We worked ad hoc shift systems for meals and to
cover for leave and so on. In the period 0900- l 700hrs there was n~thing to
do but to keep fit, read the papers, or perhaps study. I was sent down to
Rheindahlen on transport from the MT along with LCpl Jock Kelman an
expe_rienc~d Radio Relay Op~rator, poste? in from Cyprus the same day as
I arrived m Krefeld. The radio relay station was on the old radio farm at
the back of Rheindahlen, where the Fire Station is today. There were
numerous unused freestanding 30m lattice steel radio towers with no
ladders and no platforms. Also a pig farm, which produced ' the most
gl?rious . ' wild' tomato.es ~ou could go and pick yourself. I soon got to
tbmk of 1t as the worst JOb m the world. We grew nowers in the compound
to ease the boredom, from seeds pinched from the married pads ' gardens.
Sunflowers, hollyhocks and stocks and the biggest clump of pansies I have
ever seen. Some soldiering this was.
One day we decided to clear the firebreak between the compound and
the t!ees. Geof'. Grainger w~s. Tp OC at the time. He had an inspection
commg up, I thmk It was a v1s1t by the CO. We were getting nowhere fast
with our one spade, so we decided to burn olT the undergrowth and grass.
Somebody ca.lied, 'Tea-up! ' an~ we all wen~ in for a cuppa. Mr Buckley,
one ?f the c1vv1es, came runnmg across. Do you realise your fire is
run~mg all over the place?' It was too! I grabbed a fire extinguisher, only
for 11 to go off as I ran out to the fire. Pete Luscombe, who had joined up
with me in Exeter in 1959, caught the full force of the foam, and was
covered from head to foot. We had rusty fire-beaters in the compound.
They all broke. The Fire Brigade arrived only to find no water pressure. It
is ironic the place is now a fire station with trees right up to the compound
fence.
The radio relay equipment was interesting enough. Manufactured by
Siemens in the early l 930's as transportable radio relay to cover for breaks
in the main Trunk Cable circuits between Exchanges. It used a
combination of Analogue and Digital techniques in its operation, and was
probably the first radio relay equipment ever built. My trouble was that it
was so old and out-of-date. I dido ' t know then that I could be so wrong.
Late November 1962 and it snowed, I was on night security duty at the
Bielefeld Station. The station is on the Teutoberger Ridge, you can see the
tower from the autobahn where it goes through the cutting just before you
get to Bielefeld. The Swiss Chalet style building is still there today,
although there is a new and bigger tower, and other buildings. I couldn ' t
open the door that morning. There were many other doors similarly
blocked by snow that morning - right acros Europe. This was the stan of
one of the worst winters on record, and I got 'the short straw. l was the one
on- ite at the start, and would remain there until near the end. There was a
I 0-man compo ration pack on-site for emergencies. It carried the date
1947. The sweets had gone, so had some of the main meal tins. It lasted me
3 weeks, until I was resupplied by helicopter. I was to be on my own until
the early spring. There used to be a huge fire-break in the trees behind the
site. The locals used it for skiing. I was OK for company, and bars of
chocolate. l made some new friends and consequently quite enjoyed my
time stuck in the snow. The circuits were put through each day. I bad my
mates to talk with over the radio . The station was well heated. I had a pinup of Juliet Prowse sitting on tl1e station clock. I got to grow my hair over
my greatcoat collar; and I lost a lot of weight! As soon as the snow cleared
enough for me to get out, I got called back to Krefeld. I caught the train,
and a taxi to the gate of the camp. The first person l met was the RSM,
standing outside the guardroom talking to the RP Sgt. Even the Beatie .
who had yet to arrive on the pop cene, did not have hair a long as mine
until l 0 years later. The RSM ordered the Sgt to march me over to the
hairdressers. Whoever was in the chair got his hair finished very quickly.
A very quick haircut, which I did not have to pay for, then l was marched
along to the RSM's office. I have never been o cared in my life,
particularly when the RSM stood up to shake my hand. I thought he wa
being sarcastic, but no, apparently I had 'done a good job up there on my
own'. It hadn't been as difficult as perhap l had made out. l felt even more
guilty. It would be many years before I would experience such nows
again. Worki ng in some remote, and previously clo ed, part of Latvia, in
an area where I was the first Englishman to visit since before the war. With
waist-deep snow everywhere, I was horrified to be warned to look out for
suicidal old people on the road who might step into the path of my
Landrover in the hope that they might spend some time being fed in the
warmth of a hospital. Apparently the risk of being killed is considered
worthwhile, givel,'l the d ifficulties of life, and their poor pension ,
following the break up of the Russian Federation.
I went back to the Bielefeld Radio talion a few years ago, when we
were doing some surveys for the Marmesman '02 Privat' mobile phone
network. There is now a paved track to the site, popular with walkers. The
old viewi ng tower, bui lt last century, has been renovated. The trees have
grown a lot taller. The log teps that go down into what was a WWII
bunker, just along fro m the radio tation, aJe still there. The bramble had
been cleared, but there were no signs of any nowers the 'Old Frau'
regularly used to put there. I never d id ask her wby she did that. I didn't
like to ask, not in battledress. My uni form was a barrier. I always left her to
~er grief. l managed to avoid the relay station at Wuppertal, but l did my
lime at Dortmund, Bielefeld and Rheindahlen stations before the new C4 l
~nd 1+4's arrived. I moved back to Krefeld to help with the insta llation
mto 1-tonners. C pl Beau Jocleca r wa in charge of the in tallations. He
came from India and had been a body bui lder in his day. I remember armwrestl ing with him, three of u together, and we lo t together. I la t saw
~eau in Catterick as a Sgt in the early l 970's, after I got my Fots. I would
like to make contact with him again, as indeed I would some of my RR Op
mates from that time, and in particular Alan 'Scou e' Robinson . I was to
become godparent to Alan's on, but fai led miserably in that
responsibil ity, as o many other have.
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. W~th our new equipment, we took on a mobile role, providing telephone
c1rcu1ts between HQ BAOR and HQ I (BR) Corps mobilised in the field .
We had four crews to man two terminals and two relay station . Each crew
had a technician, two operators and a driver. Newly issued to the British
Army, and d_e veloped specially for a mobile military role, this was more
h~e the lead mg edge of technology. l very nearly bought one on Military
disposals, recently. Thought it would look good as a decoration in tbe front
room, all those valves! We had to find out what our new radios could do
before we could use them properly in their role. You can't just go
anywhere and put up your mast, point your antenna in tbe general
direction of the other end, and hope it would work. You have to find a
suitable hilltop, somewhere near the mobile HQ if you were at a terminal,
where you can see the other end, in direct line-of-sight. The relay stations
had to be able to see out on both sides. The radios had to have Line-ofSight to each other.
Li ne~of-Sight (LOS) is simple. If you have got LOS between two places
~ome distance apart, the radio signal acts in a very predictable way, and it
1s easy to maximize the distance over which you can communicate. You
can predict whether a particular link is likely to have LOS by map study.
You draw a graph, called a path profile, which shows the ground height
from contour lines between the sites. Add in some earth curvature a few
trees, and a bit more to be on the safe side where the radio wave ~rosses
over ~ny potential obstruction, draw a fine between the antenna positions
and, 1f th!s lme 1s unobstrncted, you have a clear LOS and a good radio
path. Th1_s method worked fine for Radio Relay Troop. The radios
o~erated m the VHF Ban~, and unlike microwave frequencies, the signal
will bend around obstructions to some extent. You could make mistakes
and get away with it. Eventually we got the knack of looking at a map and
making guestimates, instead of drawing path profiles by hand . We spent a
lot of time on exercise, finding out how good our guestimates were, and
around this time, Escape and Evasion Exercises came into vogue. I loved
it. Got really stuck into it. Still got a scar across my nose where an operator
from Medium Radio Troop sat me back into my seat in the back of a 3tonner using the beet of his rifle. We had bad a run-in on Guard duty a
month earlier. He apologised after a couple of weeks. I replied, 'That will
teach me to be such a ...... .(keen Cpl)'. He simply said 'Yes'. I was lost for
words, and then the moment was gone.
I left 16 Sig Regt in 1967 on po ting to 8 Sig Regt as a Sgt Instr. Two
years later my Fots course. and then back to Catterick. Altogether I was in
front of the chalkboards for four years. One morning in 1973 I found
m~self ' teaching' operate/release charts for telephone exchanges, with a
daily newspaper over the chart I was supposed to be teaching from. I
suddenly realised what I was doing. This was definitely not what l joined
the Army for. I remembered all those places my mates had been posted to
from Harrogate; and my early disappointment with Germany. So I went to
the otice Board and applied for the first volunteer posting on the list.
Three weeks later I was with 3 Commando Brigade Royal Marines. I
remained with 3 Commando for three years, and then did 18 month with
241 Sig Sqn before leaving for civvy street in May 1977.
[n civvy street, I set out to change jobs every year to gain experience.
You could do that in those days. I worked both in and out of the technical
field. I managed to climb the ladder. In 1983 the Home Office decided to
allow digital Radio Relay equipment to be used in the UK for the first
time. This was done to enable the then new Mercury Communications to
u e digital equipments, popular on the continent. I was then in a senior
position at Ferranti Communications System Group, where we
manufactured analogue radio relay systems. I was the only person there
with any digital experience: The old Siemens equipment we had in 16 Sig
Regt. I became 'Product Manager' for GTE with whom we had a joint
venture agreement for the supply of digital radios and multiplex. I had u e
of the Ferranti private jet, and flew from Edinburgh to Milan everal time a
week· it is ·only a day trip, there and back. Transport may have improved
from the days of khaki-coloured Volkswagon Beetles, but the radio
equipment technique were not far removed from tho e l had learnt 20
years before.
In 1988, I resigned as a director of an electronics company in cotland
to go into busines for myself as a consultant. On the 9 December 1989,
the DTI announced the i sue of licenses to bui ld three new UK mobile
phone networks. It was expected other countrie would follow suit. It was
obviou to me there wa not enough copper cable around to connect all the
base stations that would be required, and microwave radio relay would be
the only answer. When I worked for radio relay companie in civvy treet,
I often bemoaned the fact I couldn't buy the quality of LO urveys we
had in 16 Sig Regt. Wherea , the UK Telecomm indu try then
manufactured ten of radio links per year. There would shonly be a
demand for thousands of microwave radio relay links per week More to
the point, every one of those thousands of radio relay links would need
someone to go out and physically check a LO exi ted between the
planned site . Microwave i le forgiving than our o ld VHF. Time to put
money where mouth is! 1997. and HFL Telecomms has undertaken many
thousands of LOS urveys. Our ucces is partly due to our development
of a special-to-task infra red CCTV camera you can carry with you up a
rad io tower; but with a ten more powerful that any ti ll amera. It i
powerful enough to recogni e one radio tower from another, over
di tance in excess of SOian.
There is another. more imponant. rea on why we have been ucce fut.
I learnt in 16 ig Regt that it take a certain type of character to do the
necessary when it come to LOS urveys. The people we have are rather
like the people in our Radio Relay Troop of the l 960's. They may not be
the first choice of the Personnel Dept of a major company, but they can
survive where the facili tie are poor, carry on when the weather is agam t
then and till get the job done when it all goc wrong. HFL Telecomm ha
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worked for mo.I of the major telecomm compani~s_including tho e with
their own LO urvey teams. We get to do their dtfhcult urvcy . We are
known around the world for our experti e, as The Independent Team of
LO urve ·ors. for the new techniques and methodology we have brought
to the ta k and for our ability to undertake any LOS urvey, whatever the
circum tances. We are often ·first-in' to unfricndly.ternto!"Y. You get u~ed
10 civvies carrying gun . I can till remember n~y dtsappomtment at b.em&
po ted to t 6 ig Regt at the end of Boy' Service: my envy of my mates
po·ttng . The old radio kit i er its la t legs. l can laugh now. It turned out
to the best po ible posting l .c uld havl? had.
.
l 6 ig Regt not only provided me with happy memones, of goo~ mates
and good times. but al o a wealth o~ experienc~ th~t f wo.uld u e m later
life, after my time with the Army. Without my tune m Radw Relay.Troop.
and the people I knew there, my life today would be very different mdeed.

60s 16ers
The 1960s 16 Sig Regt Reunion Club
The Third Annual Reunion will be held on 4-6 September 1998
at Holybourne, r Alton, Hamp hire
Details can obtained from:
Chris Bartlett, Secretary 60s l 6ers
45 Whitehouse Road
Leigh-on-Sea
ESSEX SS9 5SR
Tel: 01702 524620

THE BROTHERHOOD OF VETERANS
OF
THE GREEK CAMPAIGN 1940-41
There will be a Reunion next 2-3-4 October at Leamington. On the
3rd there shall be a dedication of their Chapel. Greek and
Commonwealth uniformed representatives and many VIP's will be
attending. Anyone interested should contact Frank Gill Tel: 051924
2712.

AN OPEN INVITATION
To all who were Dispatch Riders
during World War 11
&

any that were in the Great War
The invitation is to the Centennial Celebrations of the Ariel
Marque, which will be held this year, 1998, just outside Warwick in
the Midlands. The event is over the weekend of the August Bank
Holiday. All DRs will be welcome particularly those members who
were acquainted with the Ariel Wing 350, many of which still
survive and are regularly used. The opportunity will arise to remind
yourselves just how good, or bad, your memories of the model are!
Would you please, in the first instance, telephone myself for further
details on:
01474 351633 (A. E. Fox) or
e mail me: arieloverseas@micks.demon.co.uk
As a second point of contact Dave Pitt Tel: 0121 733 8198
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GREETINGS FROM CANADA

SIGNAL&
TELECOMMUNICATION
BRANCH REUNION
Saturday 11 July 1998
Commando Trainin~ Centre Royal Marines
Lympstone
The l 998 Signal & Telecommunication Branch Reunion
will be held at
CTCRM Lympstone on the 11 Ju ly 1998
All former Royal Signals instructor
&
"Green Beret" Royal Signals
are invited to attend.
The day will consi t of a briefing, Photo, B-B-Q (Sports)
& Evening Function.
(Limited accommodation available)
Enquire for more info & Invitation form to:
Lt R. A. Wilkie RM (0 J 392) 414088
W02 C. Pilkinton RM (01392) 414084
Sgt M. Hayward R. Sigs (01392) 414213

TRAFFIC OFFICERS
LONDON LUNCHEON
WEDNESDAY 8 JULY 1998
The Luncheon will be held at
The Inns of Court & City Yeomanry Officers' Mess
All Serving and Retired Traffic Officers are invited to attend the
London Luncheon on Wednesday 8 July 1998. For further details
contact Either: Lt Col M. 'icol Main Building 87458
Or: Lt Col J. ichols Main Building 84795

ATTENTION
RETIRED TRAFFIC OFFICERS
ANNUAL TRAFFIC OFFICER DINNER
3 FEBRUARY 1999
The Annual Traffic Officer Dinner will be held on
Wednesday 3 February 1999
The serving Officers have kindly invited the Retired Fraternity to
the Dinner in Blandford.
Any Retired Officer wishing to attend should forward
accommodation requirements and vehicle details
(no later than 1November1998):
Capt (Retd) Tony Reynolds
SORLS, RHQ R. SIGNALS
BLANDFORD CAMP
DORSET OT! I 8RH
Fax: 01258 482147 Tel: 01258 482132
Email: SORLS@MAIL.ARMY.MOD.UK
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A reunion is presently being planned for all who served in
Malaya & Borneo during the Emergency Years
Calling all British Servicemen/women to join us at this
reunion. This reunion is open to all who served in Malaya &
Borneo during the Emergency Years and includes the Armed
Forces of Malaysia, the British Isles, Australia, ew Zealand,
South Africa and the Gurkha Regiments
Army Navy, Air Force and their appendages.
All are Welcome
Here are some of the activities being planned:
First, the main objectives:
* To provide appropriate recognition of the contributions and
sacrifices made by British, Commonwealth and allied
forces during the Emergency.
* To offer specific briefing and/or education on the outcome
of our efforts to curtail the communist incursions.
* To provide a meeting forum for all veterans.
* Most import to have fun.
We are also considering the following:
Guest speakers of high calibre.
Video/ film presentations.
Discussion forums.
Malaya food and drink.
Shopping and site-seeing for out of town guests.
A formal banquet and participation in a Warriors'
Day
Parade (medals and head dress please).
These are just a few of the activities being planned, to make
your visit more interesting. For further information contact:
Malaya Reunion 2000
205 Carrick Avenue
Keswick, Ontario
CANADA L4P 3N7

13th London Marathon in April. He went on to tell tales out of chool
about himself and most of the senior officers present which cast them all in
a rather different light to the one we were used to. He also gave an
a.lternattve explanation of the soubriquet 'Loose cannon!' By this time his
h~ten~rs were in hysterics so, to give them time to recover, he returned to
his bnef and gave a resume of what had happened and what was likely to
happen to the Corps in the near future.
In reply to the toast 'The Regiment', Lt Col Graham thanked us for
our good wishes after his accident last June and was pleased to show us
that all his digits were in fully operational condition. He promised not to
get on a ducking stool again. He told us that the Headquarters and two
Squa~ons of the Regiment were off to Bosnia in mid April. One Squadron
was 111 the Falklands and another committed to user trials of the new
'Bowman' communications system so we could see that they were pretty
busy. Nonetheless they had performed well in the sporting world in the
past year and had sent parties on various adventurous training activities.
He was proud of the Regiment and assured us that the 'Iron Div's'
reputation was in good hands.
Our Chairman, Maj Derek Roberts then introduced the 'First footers'.
Only two this year, Mr Arthur Burgess and M rs Janice Pickard. We
welcome them and hope to see them at many more Reunions. John
Templeton, the Secretary, then proposed the toast 'Absent Friend ' which,
apart from the raffle brought the proceedings to an end. During the
afternoon Erne t Packham's assistants had been moving round the room
selling tickets, and a jolly good job they did raising£ 103.00 towards Club
funds. Among the prizes, all donated by members was a lovely footstool
made and presented by Bob Piper. If you remember last year he gave us a
wooden platter. What's it going to be next year Bob, an armchair?
I normally end these articles with a plea for recruits to the Club, and
anyone mterested should contact me, John Templeton, on 0181654 8408
but in addition I would like to let those living in the South London area
know that a new Branch of the RSA has been formed, based in Croydon.
Anyone interested should contact Doug Anderson on 0 181688 4532.

7TH REUNION F BOYS COMPANY
ROYAL SIGNALS 1920 - 1941
A Reunion has been arranged, in a private room with a bar. at the Union
Jack Club, Sandell Street, LONDON, adjacent to Waterloo Station,
between 1100 and 1500 hours, on 30 September 1998.
A Curry Lunch will be provided, but an alternative can be substituted if
we are advised well before hand. The cost, this year, will be £12.00.
Individual invitations will be dispatched to all those on our current list,
wef 1 June 1998. Other ex-F Coy members who are eligible, can contact
the Hoo Sec, Victor Dugdale, at 12 Deep Well Drive, Camberley.
SURREY GUl5 2HF. Tel: 01276 29176.

Tel: 905 476 9369
Fax: 905 476 3728
Email: fusilier@ils.net
We hope to meet you in the year 2000

3 DIV SIGS REUNION CLUB
The Master of Signals, Maj Gen I. O. J. Sprackling OBE,
accompanied by his wife, Annie, was in sparkling form on Saturday 28
March 1998 when he was the Guest of Honour at the Club's Annual
Reunion Luncheon in the Victory Club in London. Our other guests were
Lt Col Graham 'Fingers' Leach, the CO of 3rd(UK) Div HQ and Sig
Regt, the Families (and Club Liaison) Officer, Capt Dave Stachini, with
his wife Marie, and RSM Kevin Fitzpatrick with Debbie, his wife. We
also had the pleasure of the company of Mrs Kathleen Percival and Mrs
Janice Pickard, two of our Honorary Members. The Reunion this year
was held in the El Alamein Room that offered a much more intimate
ambience for our get together after the huge expanse of the Carisbrooke
Hall, it also seemed easier to get to the Bar. So, after the initial flurry of
greetings and 'You haven 't changed a bits', we held our u ual short AGM
and then back to chatting. The Master and our other guests circulated
ro~nd meeting members, reminiscing on postings past and generally
enjoying themselves, all too soon it wa time to sit down to the usual
splendid meal served by the Victory Club.
After the Loyal toasts to HM The Queen and our Colonel in Chief the
President, Brig Ronnie Stonham, asked the Master 10 give us new oftbe
Corps. The Master began by saying that RHQ had given him. a brief but
that he would get to it later. He then spoke, without notes, of his pleasure at
be1~g wi th us with particular mention of the anarchic group at Table No 7,
mamly ex Bde Sig Sect members, our resident Don Juan, Pedler Palmer
and the Club's contribution to perpetual motion, Michael Aimable, who
at 71, has completed umpty ump marathons and would be running in his
THE WIRE, JUNE 1998

LOSTCOMMS
Frank Collins. ex R. Signals, is seeking the whereabouts of Blondy
Rodgers and Steve from Southampton. They are old pals who served with
him in 4 MT Coy, Vimy Lines, Catterick rrom December 1939 to 1946.
Frank married AUce Lawton (ex AAFI) at the Garrison Church on 20
September ·1941 before being posted to the War Office. Anyone who can
help please contact him. His address is:
42 Lincoln Road. REDCAR. TSIO 3RR
Mr J. F. H. Bowyer i seeking the whereabouts of his fonner pals Leslie
Bowden and Colin Hess. They served together in 183 lnfBde, 61 Div in
1939-46. Mr Bowyer can be contacted at: 46 Colchester Rd, Elmstead
Market, Colchester C07 7ES.
Len Miller i seeking the whereabout of Morri Leslie. Morris served
in l 88 Bty 81 st HAA 2AGRA during l 947-49. Last known to be living in
Devize , Wi ltshire. Len can be contacted on 01708 220814
Mr S. L. Meadows i trying to trace a Mr Alistair (Alex?) Nicolson, a
cot who was a Staff Sergeant in the R. SIG ALS in 1953. Alistair
icolson represented the Anny MCA in the 1953 cotti h Six Days Trial
riding, with five other Arn1y members. He rode a BSA Gold Star prepared
by BSA Motorcycles registration (Military) 38 B 90. This machine was
sub equently purchased, by Alistair, from BSA. once it had been returned
to the factory by the Anny and was registered NOL 228. I purchased this
machine in 1963 and I am now starting to restore it. I believe that Alistair
icolson would be interc ted in being reunited with his bike and perhap
revive the memories of those days.
In 1954 Mr icolson represented the Anny in the International ix
Days Trial, riding a Triumph Trophy. Alistair icolson wa a Regular and
in 1953 wa in his late twenties and wa therefore born between 1923/25.
He will now be in his mid seventies. Capt W. E. Dow, Team Leader, in the
Scottish believes that Alistair was a Di play Team member in tho e day
but Eileen, the pre ent Secretary of the White Helmets doe not carry hi
name in the reunion fi les. If anyone ha any infonnation plea e contact Mr
Meadows on 01428 653357.
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CORRESPONDENCE
From:

. L. Adam
·Pencraig"
Bontu be!
DE BIGH HIRE
LLl5 2BP

Dear ir,
I was very intere ted to read in the February edition of The Wire, of
reference 10 3 OTB and 'The Owlet' magazine 1945/46. I joined the
Battalion in October 1945 fo1 raining a an Operator Wirele s & Line. and
left after qualification to go to OCTU. The Battalion at this time was
·tanoned at \\.'hitby, where we were quartered in hotels along the front.
There was the inevitable move to Catterick early in l 946 to Bourlon Line .
The Battalion was commanded by Lt Col Denholm Young, formerly
Commander of the 51 st Highland Division & Signal Regiment in the
onh African Campaign. 1 found him a very caring officer. Perhaps of
interest is that one of our training companie was compo ed of Dutch
Belgians and orwegian . who were being trained by the British Army at
that time as a Cadre for their own annies being formed on the continent. I
recall that 'The Owlet' magazine was a very good Regimenta l effort; we
were fortunate in having an out tanding cartoonist in the Battalion by
name of A. F. Wiles. who subsequently had a number of entrie· in the
Punch magazine.
Yours faithfully
From:

Brin Hodge (B. J. R. Hodge)
Onetime ational Service 2/lt in the Royal Signals,
when I wa known as 'John '

Dear ir
The recent extensive flooding in the Midlands reminds me of an
incident that occured during the Fenland floods, back in early February
1953. I had turned up at the mess of 10 Wireless Squadron near
Loughborough late one Saturday for my obligatory fortnight's Reserve
training. The only other living-in member was the CO, and he was out,
with a reputation not to return till the early hours. Next morning I came
down to breakfast, half expecting to meet him there. No second place was
laid, so I asked the Mess steward if he knew where the CO was. I did not
immediately understand the reply, which was made in a broad Geordie
accent. ·Gone to the floods , Sir.' he repeated slowly. I still didn't know
what he meant, as I had not heard a news bulletin recently. The steward
explained that the CO had somehow got to know about the appalling
floods the previous evening, and come back to rout him out to get some
rations, while he decided what to do about it.
In the middle of the night he had found two of his staff sergeants, old
regulars, still up and with them had loaded as many radios and batteries as
he could find onto a couple of 1-tonner 4x4s. Not only that, but he had
woken the CO of the associated tovm TA Sig Sqn, and he had done the
same. Then tog~ther they had set off in convoy in an easterly direction , to
render what assistance they could. I did eventually get to see the CO once
during that fortnight. During a TV news broadcast, someone pointed him
out to me: he was riding in the back of a DUK W, grinning from ear to ear
obviously in his element. I'm sure he needed no prompting to do what h~
did. In fact l ' m pretty cenain he acted off his own bat, completely without
authority, simply because he considered it was the right thing to do. I
remember thinking at the time that, although l very much hoped I would
never see active service, if! ever got into a scrape this was the sort of CO I
would like to be with.

H~rry 'Ace' B~tty served on the 'D Day' landings with
B~c_h S~gna_ls later gomg on to NE Europe and thence to the Far

Batty -

LAST POST
Batty - Harry' Ace' Batty
Served
Blackburne - Col G. W. Blackburne Served 1938173
Boys - Maj C. E. Boys
Served 1939/45
Served 1951181
Coe - Maj R. W. Coe
Coombs - W02 G. H. Coombs
Served 1925/45
Served 1939/45
Cotton - Sgt J. E. Cotton
Eccleston- WOI Bill 'Sailor' Eccleston Served
Gordon - Lt Col W. H. I;. Gordon
Served 1935/50
Glanvill - Lt Col A. R. Glanvill
Served
Eustace - W02 (FofS) Keith Eustace Served
Hawkins - 2Lt Rodney Hawkins
Served I 945/48
Served 1948/8 I
Hewson - Lt Col A. . Hewson
Hillier - Maj G. H. Hillier
Served 1943/61
Lamb - Lt Col W. H. Lamb TD
Served 1928/60
Moore - Lt Col F. R. B. Moore
Served 1926/53
Palmer - Lt Col P. J. Palmer
Served 1928/52
Russell - WOI (R M) W. J. Russell Served 1936/65
Sawbridge- Sig H. Sawbridge
Served 1941 /46
Starkey - Sgt L. C. Starkey
Served 1940/46
Served 1943/46
Tooth - W. J. Tooth
Ward - Sgt W. C. Ward
Served 1919/45
Served 1930/68
Weech - Lt Col C. W. T. Weech
Wood - Maj S. Wood
Served 1959178

DicdDec '97
Died 20/10/97
Died Dec '97
Died 18/02/98
Died 20/02/98
Died 04/03/98
Died 12/01198
Died Feb '98
Died 27/10/97
Died 23/03/98
Died 12/02198
Died 21/02/98
Died 1998
Died 0 I/04/98
Died 17/12196
Died 08/12/97
Died 11103/98
Died 04/03/98
Died 12102/98
Died 14/03/98
Died 27 /03/98
Died 24/03/98
Died 19/02/98

Russell - WOI (RSM) William John Russell who died aged 79 on 11
March 1998 John served from 1936 to 1965. In the UK, Egypt, Italy,
BAOR, Japan, Malaya, Palestine (where he was mentioned in
Di patches) his decorations include the Africa Star, Defence Medal,
France and Germany Star, Italy Star, 39-45 Star Coronation Medal and
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. After 29 years service with
the Royal Corps of Signals Jo hn was selected to become a member of
the body of Yeoman Warders at The Tower of London rising to the rank
of Chief Yeoman Warder. On his retirement Her Majesty the Queen
honoured him by awarding him the MVO. All his many friends will
wish to extend their sincere ympathy to his family.

DONATIONS
L incoln Branch RSA ............ ... .. ................. £ 75.00
Cotswold Branch RSA ..........•......................£ 50.00
Aldershot RSA . . ............ ... .. . ................... £ 270.00
orfolk Bra nch RSA ...................... . .......... .£ I00.00
Der by Br anch RSA . . . ........ . ................... . .... £ 50.00
ca rborough Branch .................................. £ 103.00
Bedford Branch . . ................... . . . . . ... .. .. . . .. .. £ 40.00
Mr Ken Gr ay ......................... ...... .......... £ I 0.00
Certa Cito Lodge ........ . ... . ................ . . . ...... £ 10.00
Capt (Retd) J ohn Bir kwood ............................£ 20.00
T he C hu rch of t Mary the Vi rgi n after CorpsBand played . . .£ I00.00
56 Div (City of London) igs OCA ....... . ............... £ 250.00
In memory of Maj (Retd) J. Dean ......................... £ I00.00
Maj (Retd) K. Hadfield in memory of Maj (Retd) J. Dean ..... £ 10.00
56 Di (L-O ndon) igs OCA in memory of Mr G. Coombs ..... £ 100.00
Coombs - Geor ge Coombs who was one of the fo under members of 56
Div (City of London) Signals OCA, died on Friday 20 February 1998,
at the age of92. ~eo rge joined tl1e City of London Signals in the early
1920s after trammg as a Merchant Navy radio officer. He was always
very ~roud of his accomp lishment with horses that were universally
used m those days. He got rapid promotion to Sergeant and was
prom?t7d to C9MS ofNo I Company in the mid 1930s. He stayed with
56 D1v1~1on Signals throughout the war serving in PAIFORCE, then
Enfidev1lle, Salemo, Anzio and Camino. He was promoted to RQMS in
Italy at the same time that Bob Barrett was promoted to RSM that led
to a close_ and long !~sting frie~dship. George founded the City of
London Signals 0 A m 1946 with Lt Col Basil Collin and enlisted
Bill Sha rman as ecretary.
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10th
East
anwmg tn Smgapore shortly after its liberation. He was recalled for the
Kor7an War, in which .he served with the Royal Signal Troop, 45 Field
R;eg1ment . RA. He retired to the Bournemouth area where he busied
h1msclfw1th l11e welfare of the local Senior Citizens.

Waite - Lt Col J . A. Waite. John Waite died, aged 80, on 12 February
19~8. He was born m Manchester on 30 October 1917. At age 16 he
enlisted tn the 52nd Fd _Bde RA (TA) a!ld in July 1935 he joined the
C_orps as an, Operator S1g~als . Due to his cheerful disposition he was
mcknamed Happy Waite and was also known as 'Thairo' {Urdu for
wait). At the end of 1938 he was posted to Waziristan District Signals
was where he served in the campaigns of 1936/3 7and 1937/39 and was
awarded the IGSM with _two clasp . During this period he was
pron:ioted Corporal. In Apnl 1940 he was posted to an Indian Signal
Section and made NSerge~nt before serving in Aden and the Sudan and
bemg selected to attend Middle East OCTU. He was commissioned in
August 1941 and posted to 4th Indian Div Sigs. He took part in the
West~rn Desert and Italian Campaigns until the end of the Battle of
Cassmo, where he was mentioned in dispatches. In 1944 he returned to
the UK and was posted back to India? and t~en Burma. Here he joined
the 17th Indian Div as OC _48 Bde S1gs until the end of the campaign
wh~n . he was promoted Ma1or. After a spell in The Visual Inter Service
Tra~mng and Research Establishment, he returned to the Middle East to
Eth1op1a an.d Cyprus before returning to the UK. In 1959 he was
promoted Lieutenant Colonel, commanded 61 st Sig Regt and then took
up a Civil Service appointment with what later became CESG. Tn 1973
he moved to Cheltenham and established the Cotswold Branch of the
RSA, where he continued to ~ke an active interest in the Corps until he
died. In May 1948 he ~a.n:ed Margot Begg and he will be sadly
missed by Margot and his children Jane and Dicky.
Ward - _Sgt W. C. Ward was a founder Member of the Corps and
Cattenck Branch of the RSA . William Charles 'Bill' Ward wa born
on 15 July 1901 in Norwich of a Quaker family. After schooling he
JOtned the Post Office as a Telegram Boy and progressed to the
tele~aph office as an operat?r. In April 1919 he enlisted into the Royal
Engmeers Telegraph Battalion (much to the chagrin of his parents).
Already bemg an operator, both radio and printer, he was quickly
dispatched overseas to Palestine. In June 1920 Bill was ordered with
others of the Signal Battalion to parade on the ;and-square at 073'0 hrs.
They were then told, in no uncertain terms, by a Captain R.E. to remove
their Cap Badges a~ they were now in the new-fangled mob called the
Corps of Signals. Bill returned to the UK in September I 925 and went
on to the Reserves.
He returned to work for the Post Office and became Assi tan! Post
Mas~er in R!chrnond, North Yorkshire, and then Post Master Catterick
Garnson. Sttll on the Reserv~ he convinced his postmen and operators
that the_ T.A. was a good thmg and encouraged them to join. In July
1939 Bill was recalled to the Colour and hi postmen were embodied.
(One AJf Wil kes who joined the T.A. at Bill's behest and went to war
is still a member of the Branch) . Bill went off to Fran~e with the B.E.F'.
m 1939 and after the phoney war took part in the retreat. Contrary to
popular belief the retreat and evacuation from Dunkirk, 27 May to 3
June 1940, was not the end of the fighting. Some units of which BiJI
was one, continued to fight retreating towards antes a~d St. azaire.
!he order was eventually given 'Everyman for himself' and Bill made
it to St Nazaire as a destroyer was leav ing the quayside, Bill ran and
Jumped the gap onto the stem as another oldier jumped on to the bow.
Both got back to the U.K. to find that they were both Royal Signals
albeit from different sections.
'
Being discharged in November 1945 BilJ returned to the Post Office
and became a Town Councillor until hi retirement. Not a man to idle
his ~me a~ay be .got himself a jo.b as the PRJ Clerk under Lt Col Reg
Atkinso n m 11 Signal Regiment immaculately keeping the AB397's of
Officers, Sergeant and Corporal's messe along with the PRI Account.
A founder member of the Catterick Branch on its resurrection in 1950
Bill took an ~nterest in all matters of the Corps and the ' Association. Hi~
fi.meral service was attended by repre entatives of all ranks from the
~ssociation. Bill's wife Elsie pre-deceased bim, our condolences go to
his son John and family.

Eustace - W02 (Fof'S) Ke ith E~ward E ustace was con cripted in 1959
as a Deferred National Serviceman, trained as a Radio Technician
(Light) before signing on as a Regular Soldier. He was attached 10 the
cavalry. He served in the Arabian & Malay Pen insulars where he gained
~e GSM, and was ~hen posted. in turn, to 22 Sig Regt, the School of
Signals (!o attend his FofS C?urse), Cyprus 261 Sig Sqn, 40 Sig Regt
and 38 Sig Regt Sheffie!~. Ft!lally he returned to Blandford to 30 Sig
Regt fr?m where he rettred m 1981. He was very proud of having
served m the Royal Corps and of its traditions. He was a staunch
member of the Sgts Mess - in retirement as an Honorary Member and
was a keen supporter of the RSA. We all mi s him.
Ecclesto n - Ex WOl (SVWO) Bill 'Sailor' Eccleston. It is with deep
sorrow that 58 Sig Sqn have announced the death of Bill 'Sailor'
Eccle ton on 12 January 1998, after_a long and brave fight against
cancer. After spend mg ht early years m the Royal avy Bill joined 58
St& S9n a~ a Signaller, rapidly ri ing through the ranks to W02 and
fimshmg his TA Service as WO l (SV\VO). Bill ' close association with
the Regiment continued with him becoming an Honorary Member of
the Sergeants' Mess and ubsequently taking up a position with the
MGS when he rejoined 58 Sig Sqn as a Security Guard. A true exponent
of the Squadron and the TA. we all mourn the loss of a good and dear
friend and our deepest ympathies are with Bill's wife En id and his
daughter Sarah.

La mb -. Lt Col Walter H . La mb TD, died on l April 1998 aged 8 . He
ltved m G_rove Park, SE London and the funeral took place at Lewi ham
Crcmatonum on 14 February 1998. He wa a Section Sergeant Major of
'D' Section - the Signal Superintendent in the 56 Div Signal Office in
Eastbourne. In _1939 he was gi_ven a Direct Comm is ion and wa posted
to. XII Corps Signals m Tunbndge Wells as a Lieutenant. He erved in a
Ltne Comms Sig Unit, in the Fifth Army, at the time of the invasion of
North Africa (Operation Torch). After the war, he commanded 43 Sig
Regt (V) at Wanstead.
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YOUR ONE DAY'S PAY
WHAT HAPPENED TO IT IN 1997?
by Col C. J. Walters Regimental Colonel
Your One Day" Pay i the main ource of income for Corps Funds. It is
\ery encouraging that 95% of tn.: Corps make this generous annual
contribution. In addition, officers pay 0.75 of One Day' Pay each year
into The Officers Fund; thi is mandatory under QRs (a fact that not many
otlicers reali e) and is in support of the HQ Officers' Mes and other
officer function such as entertainments, silver and painting . Retired
Officers volunteer to pay an annual sub cription of £25 (or more) and this
al o entitle them to receive a copy ofTlte Wire.
PURPO E OF CORP F DS
A Tru t Deed i regi tered with the Charity Commi sion to govern the
u e of Corps Funds. The main advantage of this is to avoid paying tax on
ub criptions and investment. The main purpo es of Corps Funds are:
•To maintain and improve the physical efficiency and morale of the Corps
at large e.g. Fund for Sport and Adventurous Training.
• The relief of poverty for all members of the Corps, serving or retired,
their familie and dependants. This is the main area of expenditure.
• The payment of donations to charitable organisations concerned with
welfare of ignallers and their dependants.
HOW ARE CORPS FUNDS STRUCTURED
There are three main Funds:

The Royal ignals Corps Band wa subsidi ed by£ I OK. This was
mainly to upport the band in a profe sional way with sheet
mu ic, instruments and in trument repair and uniforms.
Approx imately £1 K of this was allocated to the Band of 34 Sig
Regt (V).
Corps sport was allocated £47K that was di stributed by the
Games Club and The Wire was subsidised by £3 1K. It is worthy
of note that by incorporating the Royal Signals Institution Joumal
into the Wire on 2 occasions each year (April and October) the
Funds will save about £ 14K in 1998.
Capital grants received £!OSK that included the purchase of a
new Corps yacht, refurbi shment of HQ Officers Mess and
purcha e of Corps paintings and si lver by the Corps Heritage
Committee.
The Funds allocated £36K to Corps entertainment for such
occa ions as Royal visits to units and made provision of £86K for
the serving Corps including £22K for Adventurous Training.
Finally, £23K was invested to boost our income in future year .
SUMMARY
The One Day's Pay Scheme is extremely well supported by the Corps.
Undoubtedly, the main area of support is in benevolence that amounted to
£3 l 3K in 1997 which i a commendable effort for which the Corps as a
whole are to be congratulated.
I hope that this explanation of expenditure is excellent news for
ubscribers and encouragement to the few who, for whatever reason, do
not subscribe.

iC
l.l')
l.l')

C\I

•The Corp Fund

,..
C\I

• The Royal Signals Association (RSA) Benevolent Fund
• The Officers Fund.
The bar chart shows the combined income and expenditure of all Funds for
the Financial Year 1997.
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The total income for the year was £797K. The main sources of income
were from the subscriptions of officers and soldiers (£472K). Additionally
nearly all subscribers covenant their subscription by signing an
appropriate document. Thi enables the Corps to claim the tax on their
subscription AT NO COST TO THE INDIVIDUAL £135K. investments
from our well invested savings amounted to (£179K) and donations
accounted for the final £21K. All legacies and donations are allocated to
the Benevolent Fund.

Blandford in Corps Week: last week in June.
• It provides financial support for cases of need. About every three weeks
a formal committee gathers at RHQ to consider benevolence requests.
These are normally ubmitted by SSAFA, British Legion, COs,
Association Branches or the Army Benevolent fund . It should be noted
that cases from serving personnel are also considered. Some recent
examples are:
ational Service Soldier 1950 to 1952. Recent leg amputation.
Grant of £268 made to convert car to hand controls.
Soldier served 1941 to 1946. His wife bas MS and be is disabled
with arthritis and has just been diagnosed with cancer. They
require an electric wheelchair to improve quality of life for both
of them. Grant of£800 towards mobility scooter.

The Royal Signals lnstitution costs were £44K that is all taken
from the Officers' Fund. The expenditure includes lectures,
Corps pnzes, Insurance and Maintenance of silver and paintings.
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TO ASSIST IN RECRUITING
1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED TIIlS YEAR
TO REDUCE UNDERMANNING
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IF YOU MEET POTENTIAL RECRUITS GIVE
THEM A ROYAL SIGNALS COMMITfED
SOLDIER CARD AND INVITE THEM TO TAKE
IT TO THEIR LOCAL CAREERS OFFICE
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The Corps employs a number of personnel, such as the Corps
Accountant, and incurs running costs all amounting to £102K.
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A grant of £500 was made towards the funeral of a LCpl who
served 1985 to 1994 and died recently of cancer. The parents
nursed him for a long time and just could not afford the funeral
expenses.

Widow of Soldier who served 1928 to 1945 required assistance
towards the provision of a power point and insurance for her
wheelchair. Grant of£ 115 was made.
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Soldier served 1939 to 1946, now a widower and in very poor
health. Relies on friends to do shopping when they can and needs
a replacement refrigerator. Grant of £200 was awarded.
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EXPENDITURE
The main single source of expenditure was the RSA Benevolent Fund
which granted £58K to the Army Benevolent Fund who give tremendous
help to Signallers, and distributed £255K elsewhere. The main activities of
the RSA Benevolent Fund are:
• It supports the Annual Reunion of the RSA that is held annually at
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COMMITTlD SOLDIER CARD
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CARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
SQUADRON OFFICE - GET ONE BEFORE YOU
GO ON LEAVE.
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Maj Stephen Peter Wallis
Capt (GCO) Karna her Tamang
W02 Gregory Robertson
SSgt (FofS) Andrew Kevin Garrett
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THE FRONT COVER
comes to us courtesy of 16 Signal Regiment and Exercise Lion un 4,
and shows Cpl Topp ing enjoying daybreak on the morning of the final
attack.

THE BACK COVER
courtesy of Maj W. . W hite M BE HQ Land Comd, hows Maj
David Gilchrist of 238 Sig Sqn. Wind urf Training in Portland
Harbour during the Royal Signal Pre-sea on Team Training. faj
Gilch ris t was the 1997 ational Veteran Champion and has been
selected to represent the Army at the 1998 Raceboard World
Championships to be held at Barcelona in September.

In April's WIRE. we featured a letter from Ir Bernard 'Benny'
Spencer, in the ' Lost Comms· section.
We would like to point out two errors in the printing. First, that the
meeting took place at He\eningham Hall, North uftblk. and the
second is that the meeting took place in 1941 .
We wish to apologi e for these omi ·ion .

Authors alone arc responsible for the contents of their article . The opinions ex pre. ed in the articles of this publication are those of the individual
authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views. official or otherwi e, of the Royal Signals or the Ministry of Defence. Thi publication
should be treated with discretion by the recipient.
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CORPS FAMILIES
NEWS FROM THE CORPS BANDS
by Maj David Wall, Director of Music

The Corp i now privileged in having three clement to its musical
support. The aim of thi article is to update you on the current activities of
each of them.
THE BA ' D OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG 'AL
After 170 years of er.ice the Royal Military Academy andhurst lost
1t resident band in 19 4. Mu ical support is now provided by Regular
nny bands on a cheduled roulement basis. 3 May 1998 saw the return
(after five years) of the orp Band to commence its even week tour of
duty at the Academy. After introduction by the Conunandant, Maj Gen
rthur Denaro. late Queens Royal Irish Hus ars and Adjt. M aj Francis
Hobbs Grenadier Guards, work began in earnest.
Particularly memorable event were a charity concert under canvas by the
lake and the Golf Society Dinner attended by some twenty General and
personalities from the world of entertainment. These included Henry
Cooper, Rus Abbott, Tim Brooke-Taylor and Kenny Lynch. M r Lynch
or Ken as we now refer to him took the opportunity to join the band with a
tirring rendition of' A ightingale Sang in Berkeley quare'. \Vhilst on duty
at the Academy a Band' versatility become the order of the day. Everything
from daily routine bugle call , paJ"lldes, concert and church ervices must be
provided and perfonned to the very high t standards. When placed within
impres ive urroundings, this everyday workload takes on a fresh appeal.
one more so than the final ceremony for us, the Sovereign' Banner Parade,
which i yet lo come. \Vhen time has allowed, the magnificent grounds have
prO\ided a welcome respite from military duties affording opportunities for
fishing, cycling, football. tennis, cricket and swimming.
On a more personal note we would like to welcome on board W02
Matt Brown, his wife Helen and daughters Kimberley and Joanna . Matt
has recently graduated from his three year Bandmasters course at Kneller
Hall. He joins us on a temporal)' posting whi lst awai ting an appointment
as a Bandmaster. Our best wi hes al o go to SSgt Kelvin Bryant and his
wife Jane and children Philip and Harriet on his retirement and to Cpl
Mile ipper his wife Belinda and daughter Jessica on his promotion to
ergeant and po ting to HQ Army Music.
THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG ALS TA BAND
(34TH 'ORTHER )
The Band programme of events for 1998 is proving to be as busy as in
previous years. with engagements around the Middlesbrough, York and
Catterick area on Tue day evenings, and others all over the country at
weekends. The Band continues to go from strength to strength and is
currently fully establi hed at 35 musicians, seven of whom are female and
21 who are ex-regular musicians.
One of the major events in the Band calendar for the early part of the
year wa the dinner for 39 (Skinners) Sig Sqn held in Skinners Hall,
London. This was a magnificent setting for the Band to perform , albeit
after maki ng several attempts to locate the venue. However, the ·Tour of
London· was free! Our next mai n event took us to RAF Digby in
Lincolnshire where we perfonned for the 80th Anniversary and met new
acquaintances in the Signal Squadron attached to RAF Digby. The only
ci\'ilian engagement we had in our 1998 calendar took place in April at the
Belfry Golf Club near Birm ingham. This was to play at a charity dinner
for the BACTA organisation: a subsidiary of Rank Leisure. Again the
setting fo r the Band to perfonn in was magnificent The erid of May saw
the Band perfonn their fi rst Marching Display of 1998 at the Catterick
Garrison Open Day and Yorkshire Services Football Cup Final. The
presence of the Band obviously inspi red 2 D iv Sig Regt who eventually
overcame the RAF to win the Trophy! It is hoped that the one of the three
parachutists bringing in the match ball and whose canopy fa iled to open
until the last minute landed safely some distance from the football pitch.
Had he been the one with the match ball we may well have still been
waiting to kick offi The major Corps event for the Band this year will be at
the RSA weekend in Blandford where we will link up wi th the Corps Band
and 32 Sig Regt Pipers to perfonn the Beat ing of Retreat Ceremony.
The Band Annual Camp for 1998 will be in Jersey, Channel Islands
where the Band will perfonn at Concerts, Displays and Town Marches. It
i al o arranged for the Band members lo brush up on their Medical
training. The Band are also looking for.vard to playing fo r 39 Sig Regt
Freedom Parade celebrations in Banbury in July and at l I Sig Bde dinner
m Donnington in October. It is hoped that even more Corps events can be
adde~ ~o the _Ba_nd Calendar for 1999, Man Tra ining Days (MT Ds)
perm1ttmg. This 1 a very busy work schedule, but one which presents
excellen t PR for the Corps, the Regiment and the Band. Advance bookings
for the Band can be made by contacting the Band PSI S gt Jim Robin son
on 10738 872313 or Catterick Mili tary (773) 23 13.
TH E ROY L CORP OF SIG ALS PIPE A D DR MS
The Royal Corp~ of Signals Pipes and Drums were fonned on 24 May
199 . The Band 1s made up from Officers and Soldiers from both the
~~gular and Territorial (part ti me volunteer) Army, also Queens Gurkha
Signals. It 1s a hobby band and all its members are first and foremost
Royal Signals oldiers. Each one of them gives up their spare time to take
part m band event\.
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1998 SUMMER
CONCERT SEASON

The hi tory of piping in the orps dates back to the 19th Century, when
Scottish elements of the Royal Engineers would take their pipes into
conflicts. Then a the years progressed and the old Militia Regiment
became what are now known a the Territorial Anny, the ignals
numbered four bands. The Regular Am1y ignals units had one band.
After many reorgani ations over the years mo t of the band ceased to
exist until a dcci ion wa made to refonn the one remaining Territorial
band, this was then extended to include Regular and Queens Gurkha
Signals. A register is maintained of all musicians and training and
practices will be arranged centrally from time to time (cg York or
Blandford). Unit requiring musical support from the Band (eg a piper)
should contact the Adjutant. Anyone who is interested in joining the Pipe
and Drum should contact the Adjutant, 32 (Scottish) ig Regt (V), 21
Jardine Street, Glasgow G20 6JU. Tel: 0141 224 (Mil 756) 5024.
BA D OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG AL
·Band ight to Savor' wa the headline after a recent concert at the
Winter Gardens Theatre, Bournemouth by the Band of the Royal Corps of
Signals. Al o enjoying the limelight was veteran Vi nce Hill who began his
musical career as a member of the Band during ational Service in the
early 50's. The joint venture was the brain-child of SSgt 'Geordie'
Thomson who undertook the organisation of the event with a great deal of
verve. On the night a good sized audience heard the band provide a first
half full of diversity.
The fanfare ·Heroes' opened the performance and was closely followed
by a plendid rendition of Kabalevsky 's 'Co las Breugnon ' . The stirring
waltz 'Masquerade'. by Khachaturian, then led to a variety of olo item .
BSM Russell Duckworth and Sgt Ma rtin Hancock announced their
presence with an ear piercing arrangement of Post Hom Gallop followed
in complete contrast with the beautiful tone of flauti t M usn Martin
Hutchinson FLCM, LLCM and the samba tune 'Tico Tico'. Two
euphonium for the price of one next in the shape of Cpl Mick G ibbs and
Musn Clive Membu ry with their own working of Langford ' Blaydon
Races' and raising the tempo to even greater heights the entire clarinet
section played 'The Flight of the Bumble Bee' . The first half concluded
with a Pageant of music based around the theme of Lawrence of Arabia
which commenced with a massed percussion fantasia compo ed by LCpl
Stephen Va ughan and climaxing with an appearance of Lawrence himself
(WOl Bandmaster K evin Davies).
Vince Hill and his trio took centre stage after the interval. They
perfonned a selections of songs from Cabaret, Al Jolson and Andrew
Lloyd Webber to name but a few, all culminating with the return of the
Band and a good old fashioned sing along to tunes like ' On The Road to
Mandalay' and 'When the Sergeant Major's on Parade'. On behalf of the
Band and all those that were present the Director of Music, Maj David
Wall would like to take this opportunity to thank Vince Hill and his trio
for making the occasion such a memorable one.

Vince Hill surrounded by (clockwise from bac k left)
SSgt 'Geordie' Thomson, LCpl Stuart Sm ith ,
LCpl S imon Stember, Musn Clive Membury,
D/ Maj Miles Nipper, SSgt Phil Doyle

FOR SALE
LADIES MESS DRESS A D J ACK ET
SGT' S CHEVRO S AND JIMMY
SIZE 14
£390.00

Kneller Hall - Twickenham
Wednesday 5 August, commencing at 8.00pm.
The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals will be appearing in
concert.
ADMJSSIO - £3.50
Block bookings are available on request.
For further infonnation contact the Ticket Office on:
Tel: 0181 898 5533
Fax: 0181 898 7906
'One out, One in'
Maj (Retd) Clive Honor with his son 2Lt Adam Honor
who continues the family association with the Corps

Fireworks will be used during the concert

NOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
Telephone: 01258 48 2248

OUR PRICES
CANNOT BE BEATEN!
If you are looking for leading clothing
brands - Levi's, Yves Saint Laurent, Kangol,
Armani, Reebok, Adidas and Calvin Klein,
then look no further than the spring/
summer Naafi Select catalogue. We have
checked our prices against all other home
shopping catalogues and we promise that
our prices cannot be beaten!

Naafi Select' s unique offers include:
•
Free delivery world-wide (normally
guaranteed to mainland UK within 72
hours and to Germany within 5 days)
•
VAT free prices overseas
•
Guaranteed lowest price promise
•
Interest free credit on selected items
and spread payment plans

ORDERING IS EASY THROUGH
OUR LOW-CALL ORDER LINE

0345 023 753
JUST ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

Our 31.6 page mail order catalogue also
offers major brands in TV, videos and
stereos including Aiwa, JVC and Sony - as
well as garden furniture, gardening
equipment, jewellery and seasonal toys.

For further details ri ng: 01428 82092 1
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OFFICER
J E 199
Rankand ame
Brig J. 1. haw MBE
Col R. Baxter
Col . S. Paul
Col P. J. Pritchard
Col G.M. Shipley
Lt Col G. H. Goodman
Maj R. C. W. Chisholm
faj M. W. Edward
Maj P. R. Ford
Maj H. A. Ros
Maj P. H. mith
Capt R.G. Allan
Capt I. R. Hargreave BEng(Hons) ...
Capt P. Kendrick . . . . . . . . . ...
Capt R. W. Taylor
. .. .. . .. .
Capt P. Whitehou e . . . . . . . ..
Lt . E. G. Barnard BSc (Hon )
Lt Cheong-Leen ...
Lt S. F. Coeshott . . . . . . . . . ...

Unit to which Posted
HQl A D
HQARRC
OCE HQLAND
HS. 3 CS Regt RLC
BLO(USA)
Dept of AG
40 Signal Regiment
ACOS J6 PJHQ (UK)
Royal chool of Signals
Army Appts HQ TC
7 Signal Regiment
RMCS Shrivenham
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
HQJCUFl
16 Signal Regiment
JCUNl
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (204)
4 Regiment AAC
ATR Ba ingbourn

JULY 1998
Name&Rank
Brig J. H. Griffin
Lt Col R. J. J. Ellis
Lt Col M. Lithgow MBE
Lt Col I. A. oble
Lt Col R. T. We ton .. .
Lt Col D. J. Whitby .. .
Maj (Lt Col 98) M. A. Coupar ...
Maj A. C. Doane . . . . ..
Maj J. Dryburgb ... ...
Maj A. Duncan MBE .. .
Maj G. W. Duncan
Maj G. Harwood MBE
Maj L. Rix ..... .
Maj A. D. Turner .. .
Maj . J. Yeoell ...
Capt L. F. Brown .. .
Capt A. M. Fallows
Capt J. S. Hiorns ...
Capt P. A. Horton
Capt G. E. Marsh ...
Capt . McCreedy
Capt D. J. O'Brien
Capt . J. O'Kelly
Capt M. J. Rayner
Capt D. A. Sacree
Capt S. M. Toms ...
Capt D. T. Wilson
Lt J. S. Balfour ...
Lt A. H. T. Garrett
Lt A. J. R. Stead .. .
Lt P. J. Stoddart .. .
2Lt A. E. A. Corkery ...
2Lt M. J. Crinnion
2 Lt D. R. Farrimond ...
2Lt S. J. W. Gunson
2Lt 1. Hanlon
2Lt . James... ...
2Lt A. S. Johnson
2Lt J. S. Jones
2Lt M. Morton
?Lt G. M. A. Wills

Unit to which Posted
HQR. SIG ALS
PMSP
30 Signal Regiment
HQ BRJGNEPAL
DClS (A)
9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
ACOS J3 PJHQ (UK)
CIS Engineering Group
Combined Joint Planning Staff
Exchange Offrs DGD&D
HQR. SIG ALS
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Royal School of Signals
ATACCS DCIS (A)
DMO
242 Signal Squadron
5 Ab Bde& SigSqn (216Para)
HS 2 Signal Regiment
9 Signal Regiment
39 InfBde & Sig Sqn (213)
HSRSS
7 Signal Regiment
20 Annd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
31 (City of London) Sig Regt
I (UK) Amid Div & Sig Regt
280 Signal Squadron
34 (N) Signal Regiment (V)
ATR Bassingbourn
RHQ Royal Signals
I Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (215)
16 Signal Regiment
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
16 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
1 (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
I (UK) Annd Di v & Sig Regt
2 Signal Regiment

\: 0 and NCOs
J E 1998
Rank and Name
WO! YofS G. Shakespeare
WOl FofS J. L. Andrews
WO I P. Meadows
A/WO! YofS G. Pardew
A/WOl C. J. Dubique
W02 A. J atorius
W02 M. Anderson
W02 FofS A. G. Jenkms
W02 FofS P. F. Stowell
W02 FofS l. D Marshall
W02 YofS . A. HartShorne
W02 YofS K. J. A. Es on .. .
W02 YofS PM . Ruddock .. .
AFW02 YofS . Jennings .. .
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Unit to which posted
RMAS
SSSU Garats Hay
399 Signal Unit
HQ 11 (ARRC) Sig Bde
2 Signal Brigade
Royal School of Signals
HQ Royal Army of Oman
225 Signal Squadron
35 Signal Regiment (V)
5 Ab Bde & Sig Sqn (216 Para)
16 Signal Regiment
1 (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
Royal School of Signals
8 Signal Regiment (V)

A!W02 P. E. Burrows
A!W02 S. . Murray ...
A!W02 D. G. Simpson
A!W02 D. G. Richardson .. .
A!W02 S. J. Russell
A/W02 L. D. Kemp ...
SSgt G. Shipman . . . . ..
SS gt J. L. Barr
SSgt L. D. Manktelow
Sgt P. A. T. Millar
SSgt K. M. Curlett
SSgt G. J. Chapman ...
SSgt W. J. English
A/SS gt D. M . Ab on .. .
A/SSgt YofS R. D. Bleasedale
A/SSgt YofS E. W. L. Proctor ...
A/SS gt YofS S. Buckley .. .
SS gt YofS C. T. Ireland .. .
A/SS gt YofS A. J. Smith .. .
A/SSgt YofS M. S. Bentley
A/SSgt YofS M. M. Turnbull
A/SSgt YofS S. Davies
A/SSgt YofS J. G. Phillips ...
A/SSgt YofS J. M. Kilburn
A/SSgt YofS L. Davis ... . ..
A/SSgt YofS L. A. Roberts
A/SSgt YofS S. K. Logan
A/SSgt YofS S. J. Perrett
A/SSgt P. A. Buckley
A/SSgt H. Baker ...
Sgt R. S. Brown .. .
Sgt B. Strugnell .. .
Sgt D. Cunningham
Sgt P. D. Lawn
Sgt A. V. Gill
Sgt C. S. Budding
Sgt D. Hepburn
Sgt R. P. Shield .. .
Sgt A. V. Smith .. .
Sgt A. G. Lewis .. .
Sgt A. J. P. Lynch
Sgt M. Zaar .. . .. .
SgtP. L. Dedman . ..
Sgt T. H. Pellett . . . . ..
Sgt S. W. A. Murray
Sgt D. Cartledge
Sgt B. A. Humpbriss
Sgt M. Lawlor
Sgt D. Laidlaw
Sgt D. K. Fielding
Sgt G. Pendricb .. .
A/Sgt C. Dudley .. .
A/Sgt D. P. Cburcbward
A/Sgt L. J. Mason
JULY 1998
Rank and Name
WO! FofS M. J. Hardy
WOl D. Stapleton
WO! K. R. Winkles
A/WO I S. J. Stonier
A/WO I M. J. McKentla
A/WO! YofS M. W. Harris
W02 P. S. Huzzey
W02 YofS J. W. Walesby . . .
W02 YofS R. Rutherford .. .
W02 FofS K. P. Curtin
W02 P. J. Sinderberry... . . .
W02 R. S. Neal . . . . . . . ..
A!W02 A. H. Manktelow ...
A!W02 S. J. Cheslett . . . . ..
A!W02 A. J. Frost
A!W02 A. F. Churchward
A!W02 Yofs N. J. Bartlett ...
SSgt K. J. O'Neil ...
SSgt P. M. Lamont
SSgt R. J. Leach ...
SSgtOld
SS gt G. C. Smith .. .
SS gt S. A. Alexander ...
SSgt A. Elliott
SSgt T. J. Gigg
SSgt A. J. Frost
SSgt S. B. Shepherd

14 Signal Regi ment (EW)
Royal School of Signals
2 Signal Regiment
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
15 ignal Regi ment
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
15 Signal Regiment
39 InfBde & ig Sqn (213)
Royal School of Signals
UK National Mil Rep SHAPE
R&LS EAST
l(UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
JCUNI
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
HQDRA
264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
Royal School of Signals
Royal Scbool of Signals
FSST(UK)
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
Royal School of Signals
264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
COMSEC Monitoring Team
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
l(UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
21 Signal Regiment (Air Sp)
264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (204)
280 Signal Squadron
19 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (209)
15 Signal Regiment
2 I Signal Regiment (Air Sp)
249 Signal Squadron
Royal School of Signals
7 Signal Regiment
SSSU Garats Hay
R&LSEast
36 Signal Regiment (V)
Royal School of Signals
16 Signal Regiment
38 Signal Regiment (V)
9 Signal Regiment
DEF School ofTPT
225 Signal Squadron
30 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
11 Signal Regiment
9 Signal Regiment
38 Signal Regiment (V)
SSSU Garats Hay
5 AbBde & Sig Sqn (216Para)
9 Signal Regiment
11 EOD Regiment (RLC)

Sgt G. R. Weavers ...
S gt M. Slade .. . . ..
SS gt S. L. McKinnon .. .
SS gt R. Marshall .. .
SS gt A. Gemmell .. .
SSgt R. C. Douglas
A/SSgt C. F. Bruce
A/SSgt S. Ward
A/SS gt T. A. Henry
A/SSgt M. J. Best
A/SSgt R. W. Ware
A/SSgt G. Dewer ...
A/SSgt P. J. Robin on ...
Sgt M. Holden
Sgt J. L. Woo len

280 Signal Squadron
15 Signal Regiment
34 Signal Regiment (V)
16 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
BATSUB
I (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regiment
l (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
NJTW ShornclifT
I (U K) Armd Div & Sig Regt
39 lnfBde & Sig Sqn (213)
Royal School of Signals
15 Signal Regiment

Sgt N. M. Wakefield
Sgt R. A. Beel
Sgt A. Oldroyd
Sgt D. W. Reid
Sgt N. L. Cain
SgtM . D. Roe
Sgt J. S. Skim ins .. .
Sgt J. A . Hayden .. .
Sgt E. Mundy
Sgt A. J. Corlett ...
Sgt D. W. Hughes
.. .
Sgt S. A. Humphreys .. .
A/Sgt S. R. Hillier
.. .
A/Sgt M. Gray
A/Sgt C. W. Wilson

399 Signal Unit
Royal School of Signals
16 Signal Regiment
40 Signal Regiment (V)
16 Signal Regi ment
31 Signal Regiment (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
15 Signal Regiment
SHAPE Regional Sig Gp
CDCN
2 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
l (UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
15 Signal Regiment

HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE AND COTSWOLD GARRISON

Comd

cos

Brig S. G. Hughes CBE
Maj R. G. Thomas

Unit to which posted
2 Signal Regiment
Royal School of Signals
35 Signal Regiment (V)
Royal School of Signals
280 Signal Squadron
600 Signal Troop
35 Signal Regiment (V)
3 lnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
SSSU Garats Hay
Project - Cash
15 Sig Regt
Royal School of Signals
3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
15 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
249 Signal Squadron
9 Signal Regiment
32 Signal Regiment (V)
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
HMS Collingwood
37 Signal Regiment (V)
HQAFCENT
259 Signal Squadron
Royal School of Signals
15 Signal Regiment
14 Signal Regiment (EW)

THE SEARCH FOR ATLANTIS - EXPEDITION KOTA-MAMA
In late January a short signal was circulated around the Corps
requestmg volunteers for the post of Communication Officer in Col
Blash~ord-Snell 's !~test ' B~y 's Own ' adventure. The Explorers Club
exped1t1on to the Bohvtan Alhplano, 13,000ft up in the Andes, in search of
traces of pre-lnca civilisations and researching clues to the legendary lost
city of Atlantis. The call was taken up by Capt Lee Smart, the Bde Op
Officer, following in bis Great-Grandfather's footsteps;- Dr James
Carmichael, an eminent linguist and explorer who bad travelled across
much oftbe South American hinterlands in search of sucb lost cities at the
turn of the century.
After a few days acclimatisation to the altitude, the 15-man boat team
set off. On the I 3 March they left from the Frontier town of Desaguadero
at the start of the Desaguadero river which runs 400k.m across the desert of
the Altiplano to enter Lake Titicaca, the worlds high\:st lake, with the
smaller Lake Poopo. The fleet consisted of an Avon inflatable and three
Totora Balsa's, a traditional reed-built boat made entirely from the Totora
reeds that grow in Lake Titicaca. The intention was to prove the use of the
nver as a principal transport route and tl1e capability of the Balsa's to
transport the monolithic volcanic stones used in tbe construction of the
mysterious pre-historic city of Tihuanacu. The expedition included
members of the Bolivian Archaeology Department. One of our
e~cavations, sixty miles down river on the riverbank., made a breakthrough
discovery of temple artefacts that indicated the probable site of a sevenII~red pyramid temple and even the possible location of an entire second
T1hauoacu City. Funds · are pre ently being raised for follow-on
excavations of the whole site. Three other mountain top cities, circa
1500BC -300AD were surveyed for the first time. High up on tabletop
mountams out in the desert these were veritable charnel hou e containing
hundreds of skeletons and mummified remains in stone built beehive
tombs known as 'chulpas '. These are all that remain of the mysterious
'Pakajcs': the 'Eagle People', who preceeded the Inca 's.
Capt Smart's primary tasks were as a boat commander and the
expedition's communication which were achieved using Motorola UHF
band held and vehicle mounted radio , VHF handsets and two satellite
pho~es. The UK manufactured Nera Satellite phone was configured with a
PentJ~m II Notebook computer to tran mit data uplinks to an Internet
Website based in Bournemouth wh ile the American O'Gara phone wa
relegat~d to voice back-up due to it's inability to pa s data and a ' nonsquadd1e proof' construction. The satellite data link proved to be a huge
uccess with a weekly average of 36,000 enquiries to the Website. Capt
Smart's extra-curricula activitie involved his artistic talents as the
expedition illu trator. Hi illustration as well as further expedition
mformation in the form of reports, reference material and photographs can
be accessed at http://kota-mama.awc.co.uk
Over. the next thirty day tl1e boat team truggled against an ever
decreasmg water flow. This became so shallow that two of tbe Bal a 's had
to be abandoned after 150k.m to allow enough manpower to literally push
and drag the remaining bal a through t11e shallow draughts and si lt filled
eh.anne_I down the remaining 200k.m to the entrance of Lake Uru Uru. At
this pomt the river had dried up completely a had Lake Poopo. Originally
an ~xpanse of water 50km by 20km wide, it is now a large mud-bed,
v•cttm of 'El Nino 's' freak global weather effect . It took fifteen days
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before the boats could go no furtber. Only a trickle of water remained and
the expediti~n wa all but at an end except for two small archaeological
tash_wh1cb mcluded the mapping and recording of 12,000 year old cave
paintmgs and the survey of a huge canal feature which had fuelled the
'Atlantis ' specul~tions. Alth?ugb this proved to have been formed by a
natural geographical fault, hke the Highland fault and the Caledonian
canal, evidence of man-made arterial canal workings show that this does
not dismiss the possibility of it being the basis of the extensive canal
system o~ Atlantis as descri?ed by Plato. Although it may seem strange to
be searchmg for a sunken ctty 13,000 feet above sea-level Lake Titicaca
(and previously Lake Poopo) is all that remains of a vast m'land sea which
bad _flooded the mountain-locked plain for over 2,000 years. With
Glaciers, volcanoes and earthquakes in abundance here it is entirely
feasible to flood the plain in a 24br cataclysm.
This year's expedition was only phase one of a three phase expedition
which will see the Balsa's travelling down the Andes and then across the
lower Amazon basin and the river Paraguay to Montevideo and the
Atlantic ocean. !letracing some of the steps oftbe famous explorer, Lt Col
Fawcett who disappeared there on an expedition in 1925. In all thi will
be a journey of 2770k.m by river. The fmal phase in the new milleMium
envi ages an Atlantic crossing in a larger reed Balsa using the currents and
winds to arrive in Cape Town, South Africa. This will close the loop of the
Explorer's club 'RA' expeditions where Thor Hyerdahl of ' Kon-Tiki '
fame crossed the Atlantic from Morocco to Venezuela in Papyrus reed
boats in order to prove the feasibility of prehistoric tran atlantic trade.
Recent · finds of cocaine in 3000 year old Egyptian tomb prompted the
theory of pre-histori_c civili_ ations tradi ng across the Atlantic but up until
now i_t . has proved tmpo s1ble for the replica craft to return against the
preva1hng wmds and currents and confirm the possibility of two-way
trade. Expedition Kota-Mama intends to show that the loop can be closed
by cro sing the South Atlantic and then up along tbe East coast of Africa
and into tl1e ancient Red Sea ports. Here, King Solomon' fleets are
chronicled to have returned every three years laden with gold, silver,
emeralds and spices (all of which Bolivia has still in abundance). The
source of King Solomon' wealth has never been discovered!. .. perhaps,
after all, they are in South America.

Hauling the Totora reed Balsa across the Bolivian Altiplano
.The question that will remain i why did the connection top and fade
without trace? What happened to ever the link? Perhap the ubiquitou
legends of a great flood, that apparently de troyed the known world, could
be the legend that have re ulted from tale of a great cata ly m. that
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occurred on thi · Andean Plain. h is here that the theones of Atlanti are
connected. Plato de ·cribed Atlantis the city as in a 'large rectangular
plain ..... high abo\ e the -ca .... with cliff: tl1at ri e traight up from the · ea'
and the continent of the ame name as ·a continent as big as Asia and
Libya put together... beyond the pillars of Hercule, ( trait of Gibraltar)
and the ocean'. He never explained whether it was just the city that sank or
the whole continent. Pcrhap. it ha · been t1 .ere all tl1c time and we just gave
it a new name. merica! The next two pha ·e will no doubt provide more
clue-. With it will come the challenge of communicating from both the
jungle and the open ocean and producing the power soul\:c 10 run the
equipment OYer a two and three montll period. To this end wind. wave and
olar power generators are being re carched to produce man-portable, rehargeable battery packs.
EXER I E APOLLO' RE E GE
Over the weekend of 16.117 fay. the ational Defence as -ets of 2 (N )
ig Bdc deployed into field location aero s tlle lengtll and breadth of the
country for Ex Apollo's Revenge. Altllough co-ordinated through the Bdc
MAI HQ situated in the ne\\ ops room at Corsham, each Regiment was
running their own individual Exerci e in order to te ' t their sy terns and
procedures for emergency deployments in support of an ICP scenario. For
the first time in many years the Mand D dets deployed to work with Civil
Emergency el"\ ice and local government emergency co-ordination cells.
Thi weekend allowed the Regiment an opporttmity to confirm their
capabilitie in preparation for the Bde's biennial Exercise; Ex Purple
Duster 3 which will take place in September d1is year. The Exercise
cenario i based on chao and confusion tllrough numerous natural and
not so natural disaster and incidents. September will ee the oldiers
pro\ iding communication aero s the country in support of tlie Police, the
Fire Brigade, the Coastguard and local government authorities in
operations ' imulating nuclear accidents, environmental disasters and
terrorist incidents. The whole gambit of communications operated by the
Bde will be deployed including CRS, MOULD, Clan man, DU T and
BRAHMS ecure systems. Each of the six TA Regiments a nd 2 qn
provided a briefing at orsham detailing their main events list for
eptember whilst the oldicrs on the ground were te ting and proving
some of the more tenuou communications links. The new CRS Network
Communication- Management Sy tern was tested and proved with Bde
ALT deploying up to Scotland with 61 Sig Sqn at Kirknewton Airfield and
establi bing a data link u ing Laptops and Modems. As always the PXR
has pro,·ided more opportunities for improvement and inevitably more
work for tlle few stalwart staff officers here in the HQ but tlle weekends
activitie eemed to have been a success.
OPERATIO
E\ WORLD
Operation ew World i a self-help programme for young unemployed
people (aged 21-25) witll the intention of getting participants into a
worthwhile employment or further education and training and a success
rate so far is 90%. The Headquarters' association with this worthwhile
community activity wa initiated in 1996 by Brig John 'eeve, a former
Commander. The students undertake a I 0-week part-time course in
Environmental Studies ar Farnborough College of Technology, covering
subjects such as Communication. Information Technology, Survey Skills,
Ecology and Pollution. This culminates in a l\vo-week fieldwork period
which on tllis occasion was to be to the Buddhist-run and aptly named
Holy Island and Arran on the West coast of Scotland in order to conduct
wildlife survey and conservation work. After two weeks of the start of
their course the students take part in an activity weekend, at Basil Hill
Barracks, run by volunteers from both tlie Regular and Territorial Army,
de igned to develop motivation, teamwork and confidence, in preparation
for their course and field trip.The motley crew of students got off tl1e bus
looking somewhat apprehensive as to what lay ahead during the next 24
hours. We the instructors, as usual, were unsure what to expect as we had
been warned that "these are a rough lot!' On the surface they looked it. The
ones with the longest hair and tlie studs in the weirdest places were all exquaddie ! They thought we were joking when they were told that they
would be doing early morning PT and swimming. I don't think they had
een 0600hrs for a long time!
The main activities of the day included the subtly named confidence
course and command tasks with an environmental angle such as trying to
retrieve nre Osprey's eggs from a toxic flood or trying to reach the safety
of their treehouse during a road protest. Capt ' Billy' Smart rigged up his
o~ com~and ta k version of the ·Mis ion Impossible' computer vault
wtth fishmg hne and a many party poppers he could get hold of.
Fortunately the television crew from News West had arrived just in time to
capture one of the more ebullient students, Gus, perform an unintended
back omersault as he fell off a barrel. Omer activities included teaching
basic subjects such as presentation skills, including topics such as 'How to
iron a shirt' (unfortunately I think SSgt (FofS) Morsche had been hoping
for m_ore than just the arm of his donated shirt to be ironed, in the students
practical demonstration). Other subjects included First Aid, Navigation,
and Camp Craft.
The students come from various backgrounds; ome have conservation
experience but for other it is a new direction in life. Some have never
even camped out, away from their home comforts and most were shocked
when they heard that they will have to do without televi ion or alcohol for
the duration whil ton Holy Island. From a military perspective, we try to
promote the MOD as an environmentally friendly organisation using
video rnd any conservation literature that is available. Mo t of the
tudenis are surpnsed when they realise, that being one of the largest landowners in the country, just how much the military i active in conservation
although this they could ee for themselves in the abundant and
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undisturbed wildlife within Basil llill barracks itself. Overall they returned
better equipped for their impending enterprise and with a better
understanding of the Army, charmed by the beguiling smile of Capt
Gillian Thsllon , OC UK AT HUB.
VISIT OF CINC
The Brigade Headquarters was visited by the LAND Commander in
Chief, Gen ir Michael Walker KCB CMG CBE who llcw himself in
by Gazelle helicopter on Monday 16 February. The visit included a
briefing and working lunch. This wa to brief the Ci n on the recent
change to tl1e Brigade, pecifically tho c of the newly formed ACISG
Sqn tliat now provide CIS support to the variou commands in UK. Plus
the implications of the newly formed Defence Communications Service
Agency which has recently formed here in Corsham. The briefing about
tlle new role of the regular quadron of the Brigade wa accompanied by
the unveiling and opening of the new Brigade conference room and
Operations entre whose design and construction ha been de igned and
supervised by our own Lt Col Keith Knowles and Capt Tan Brownlee.
The Op Centre is now hard-wired to accept any of the e merging
technologies which will enhance the ability of the Brigade to monitor,
control and assist the working of the Brigade's Regiments and Squadrons
if deployed on an ICP task around the country. The patch panelling allows
for numerous configurations and additions to the present NCR and Trunk
connection and should pe nnil the Brigade to have excellent C3 faci liti es
as well a an outstanding conference room for the new century.

FAREWELLS A D WELCOMES
With the ne~ spring and the new Ops Centre have come new faces.
Unfortunately m these ever more efficient times no new arrival is without
the sadnes~ ~f ,the d~partures of old comr~des. Leaving for pastures new
were Mr Bill. D~v1dson , who departs for Saudi Arabia on a new and
third career. Bil_I w_1ll be fondly remembered for his sense of humour. The
Brigade also said farewell to the GSM, WOI Dale !kin on bis retirement
from the Regular Army. He goes on .lo take up a commissioned post with
the Intelligence Corps as a PSA.0 m Bristol. Last and certainly by no
means lea t we say goodbye lo W02 YofS Dave Brudenal as he j.ets off
across the water to Northern !rel.and on his next posting. The Yeoman has
had a particularly busy lime m Corsham introducing designing and
implementing the new NCRS system's SOPs. Althou'gb in the past
Corsham has been perceived by ?utsiders as a sleepy hollow, the Yeom~
know only too well why; when 1t comes to asking for help or support for
any job, the hollow echo that responds to your call down the empty
corridors te.ll · you that you'll .have to do it yourself. Fortunately our
numbers will not be further d1mm1shed by hi s departure as we have
managed to get MCM lo coerce W02 YofS Jim James to fill his place.
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CinC, General Sir Michael Walker KCB CMG CBE unveils the
plaque and opens the new Brigade Conference Room and
Operations Centre, watched by Capt (Retd) Charles Simmons,
the Station Staff Officer who supervised the construction work
and the Constructor

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
I VESTORS IN PEOPLE - FIRST MILESTO ' E
In addition to the one hundred and one things the Brigade undertakes,
and along with the rest of the Army, Training and Development under the
~brella of Investors in People is now a major feature. Having struggled
with the conc~pt, ~!tended one or l\vo courses, held a couple of meeting ,
struggled agam with the concept, the Brigade Training and Development
(llP~ Focus Team, the DCOS Maj 'Mike' Wise and the S02 GI (llP),
Maj Catriona Millar (V), put together an all encompassing Action Plan.
The draft ~Ian , which read like the cripi for a disaster movie, was
comp!eted m early March 1998 and it wa at this point that the full
magnitude of what we were undertaking hit home. After numerous
amendments, the Plan was built into an all singing, all dancing document
of commitment and submitted to the Shropshire Chamber of Commerce
and Training on 7 March 1998. Always expecting the worst, we had
anticipated being asked to ' how again' and resubmit a more sub tantial
Plan. It was with complete amazement that six day later, on 13 March. we
receive? notification from the Chief Executive of Shropshire Training and
Enterprise Council that our commitment to TIP had been accepted.
Although only the first step, having heard about the problems ome HP
groupmg had encountered, the TIP team felt pretty mug. The reception
from other staff in the Headquarter , and rrom some units oon burst that
bubble. We are now back to tlle reality of trying to educate the ma es that
llP is not part of a communist plan to subvert the British Army.

The CinC gets 'flashed' by the Brigadier, Staff
and CO's of the Brigade
The CinC appeared impressed by both the roles and capabilities of the
Centre and the Brigade Units and, perhaps more importantly in these times
of change, by the potential of the Brigade a a whole. Following a brief
visit to 600 Troop and 11 Sig Bde's resident presence; the UK Satellite
Hub (which connects the many UK and Germany military trunk systems
to operations and exercises abroad) and after receiving copies of old
cartoons of himself from the 'Smarter Point of View' drafted when he was
COM MAR RC in Bosnia, the CinC regained the controls of his helicopter
and returned to Wilton.
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A THREE MONTH SE TE CE IN HEADQUARTERS 11 SIG AL
BRTGADE
by Capt Nick Range
It wa late November when I received my sentence. My CO at 33 ig
Regt (:"'.), Lt Col Joe Moreland, had obviou ly struck a deal with the
auth?nt1cs at 'Stalag Donnington ' and without as much a a preliminary
hearin~, sentence was passed. r can't recall what heinous crime I had
com1111tted but it mu t have been despicable. I had no opportunity for
appeal. It was a three-month attachment to HQ 11 Sig Bde for me. I tried
to l~ok on the bright side. I would have plenty of ·face time· with Brig
David Wills, and later Brig Jonathan Cook but would Brig David
remember my antic a a econd Lieutenant when he Commanded 7 Sig
Regt? I hope not or it may turn out to be olitary confinement (but for
those of you in the know I do posse one of his red teddy bear ). J
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The Commander, Brig Jonathan Cook,
receiving the Certificate of Commitment to !IP from
Mr Paul Tynan of the Shropshire Chamber of Commerce &
Enterprise. Brigade and Unit llP representatives look on smugly
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wondered ifm) initial chat would be similar to that at 7 ig Regt?_ 'Ah ye
. 1ck. I sec you attended orth Ce trian Grammar chool. Ccstnan hey?
ounds like equc,trian. you can be the bor c riding o1licer.' I rehearsed
what I would say and avoided an) word that rhymed with 'JIP', 'Capital"
orY 2K compliance'. It went well. I as hown my desk and ~became 03
Op . I mu t have worked hard cte:iring my de_"k before leavmg ~1verpool
a the Regimental Foreman of Signals 33 ~1g Regt. W02 e1l _Henly,
wears that the workload in Op dramahcally d reased durmg my
-entence and ab ence.
o on with the job at hand with the added bonus of serving my entencc
ma la~ station me· . very different to my mess in Deysbrook Barracks,
Huyton- (twmned with Beirut).
r~yal vi it an? a change of _comman_d
later I wa getting the hang of bemg an efficient 03. Basically th1
involve being able to lo e all your fiiend from withi~ the Corp~ thro_ugh
a mixture of manpower and equipment trawl and taskmgs. At this pomt I
must mention a fellow 03 at G6 Land, Capt Rob Gibson, who has
perfected this black art. Rob i ' ell trained and practi ed in this field and
was a great mentor. I made friend with my hardened. long-term mmates
\ho had adapted to their working hours and _cond1hon through a_ mixture
of head torche and pencil ruck up no tnls. Morale was achieved by
haring WOl (YolS) Gary hakespeare's contraband toffee collection.
This, the highlight of the working day, u ually occurred when he wa~ awa,y
from hi de k. He ha now been tran ferred to erve at Her Majesty
Pleasure at RMA andhurst. There he will attempt to teach young naive
officers about communicarioru. I think somebody aw our working
relationship and head hunted him.
.
I broke free in April being replaced by another short-term mmate, Capt
Jason Kennedy. l am now trying to rebuild my ocial life and a mall
circle of friends. I am slowly weaning myself back onto daylight and
laughter but it is a slow proce s. Just remember,_ if you think that yo~ have
more chance of winning the lottery than servmg with the ·Donnmgton
Chain Gang' EXT TIME IT COULD BE YOU!!!
PLAN ING A CPX BY THE UNI ITIATED
Increased activity, adding to an already heavy work load, was
experienced by the regular element of the headquarters staff during t:he
weeks preceding Ex ummer Eagle, the Brigade's confim1a1ory CPX pnor
to its deployment to Gem1any in June. With the Chief of Staff Maj Paul
· o Sleep' Hud on at the helm, we et to with a purpose, to c?ver t_he
complexities of planning a major Command Post Exercise. Dealing with
all the varied aspects from Exercise play, to real time administration for
what promi ed to be a maximum turnout from the various Brigade Units.
Working extended hours, the small but highly motivated and dedicated
team of regular personnel, augmented by the volunteer staff at weekends.
was assigned to HlCON and LOCON teams. Headed by the dynamic duo,
Deputy Chief of Staff Maj Mike 'Many Letters' Wise and the S02 Ops,
David 'Early Ri er' Sullivan, the task of creating the many and varied
Main Events List Serials required to make the play realistic, testing, but
above all educational began with the teams calling upon a wealth of
operational and past experiences. For the uninitiated amongst us, in
particular the Lale Entry element, consisting of the S02 Log Sp, Maj Phil
'Many Hats' Daisey, S03 COMSEC Capt J'im ' Pulice' Sykes and the
S03 CEC, Capt Lee ·Road Runner' Brown, this proved at times to be a
confusing, daunting and stressful experience. As we set about composing
a seven-day period ofCPX play condensed into four, 3hr segments of real
time. each equating to 12hrs Exercise play the cheerful light-hearted
banter normally associated with the headquarters became less apparent.
• ot to be outdone the S02 Log Sp (Y), Maj Steve 'Spread heet' Bellerby
(RLC) aided and abetted by our Chief Clerk, W02 Kath 'Why Me'
Fenlon volunteered to produce a foolproof masterpiece containing a time
com·ersion chart and run list of events. This would allow serials to be
tracked once they had been introduced to the Exercise play. Any
resemblance now to the late Marty Feldman by Maj 'Steve' Bellerby is
purely coincidental.
After much down testing and adjusting the whole package was
pre emed to Commander 11 Signal Brigade, Brig Jonathan Cook, for
final endorsement. Much to our relief our efforts gai ned the seal of
approval. We now wait in expectation to see the end product being used .
STOP PRES
Flushed with success at being involved with the highly successful
Brigade CPX four of the headquarters staff departed for pastures new. We
bid Bon Voyage to W02 (RQM ) Steve Buxton on retirement (again).
We wish teve and Linda and all the family every success for the future.
WOl (YofS) Gary 'Open all Hours' hakespeare on posting to RMA
Sandhurst. Capt ick '1771' Range who returns intact to the familiar
user-friendly routines of 33 Sig Regt (V). Finally, Capt Sarah 'Climb
every Mountain' Allan who leaves the Army on retirement, to travel the
world.
EXERCISE
MMER EAGLE 1998
The weekend of 16 and 17 June 1998 saw not only our first glimpse of a
glorious summer but it also saw over 200 members of 11 Sig Bde
congregate at Donnington, Shropshire for the Brigade's Annual CPX, Ex
Summer Eagle. Just like all Exercises for the TA it started off, for the keen
or tho'c that got off 'work' early, with briefings and issuing of Op Plans
etc, for bed time reading, late on the Friday night. The Exercise started off
in earnest - almost on the starter's gun - at 9am the next day. The aim of
the CPX wa to practise all the Regiments' senior staff in managing their
Regimenl~ in the field in preparation for the FTX in Germany in June. As
h~ happened before, the people who really get worked are the EXCON
taff - v.ho were kept going flat out for each of the four phases of the
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Exerci e. The xercise ran on until late on the Saturday night (even
through the FA Cup Final) and started again at a civilian pace - 9am - on
Sunday. The Exercise fini hed just before midday and was followed by a
Brigade parade to keep the RSMs happy, as mo t of the work for the
Exercise had been done by 'YoSs' and 'FoSs'. Though the Exercise wa
felt to be a great success - as it should have been, I was reminded of
Christmas dinners - huge amount of time to plan and prepare and then it's
all polished off in next to no time! This Exercise had taken weeks of painstaking planning and writing under the whip of the COS to ensure that
everyone wa kept busy with their fair share of activity - both physical and
mental then it was all finished in a little over 36 hours.
Wh~t wa most memorable was the gatl1ering of the different 'tribes'
from all over the country. There were couser from 33 ig Regt and 55
Sig Sqn; Geordies and Yorkshire lads and las es ~om 34 Sig Regt. There
was Brummies and We t Midlanders from 35 Sig Rcgt; Cockneys and
Essex boy and girls from 36 ig Regt; even a couple of Irish from 40 ig
Regt and finally a posh lot from the 94 (Berkshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn!
The latest IIP initiative in our Brigade is language courses for Liaison
Officers to move around the Brigade! There were also a number of CPX
serials that caused some amusement: the look on the young officers' faces
as they were told that their Yoeman's mother was ill in UK (Exercise wa
played in Gem13ny - again) and they were all withdrawn from the Exercise
for a few hours - Help! Infestations of bees and rats that could gel into
cans of compo; food poisoning and lost weapons that mysteriously
reappeared! Best of all we all remade friendships and we all got home
safely!
PRESENTATIO OF THE GREE HILL AND WILLS TROPHIES
As the grand finale to Ex Sununer Eagle, an~ prior to units ~eparti?g
Donnington, (re embling a Le Mons Grand Pnx start) exerc1 mg umts
assembled under the RSM of3S Sig Regt (Y) WOI Paul Haughton. The
parade was for three reasons, to allow the Conunander, Brig Jonathan
Cook to present the Will Trophy. Al o to allow the Deputy Commander,
Col Douglas McLay, to present the Greenhill Trophy and finally to allow
the Commander to issue forth ' Pearls of Wisdom' and hearty
congratulation for what had been a hugely succe sful CPX.
The Greenhill Trophy was pre ented to the Brigade by a former Deputy
Commander, Col Greenhill in 1983 and has been presented annually since
then, with the exception 1994. The Trophy is awarded to a Tenitorial
Army Officer who is judged to have either:
• Made the greatest contribution to the good of the Tenitorial Army in
general, and the Regiment in particular or,
• Who ha developed the most over the year in both operational and
regimental terms.
This year the Greenhill Trophy was awarded to Lt Jonathan Wopling
of 36 Sig Regt (Y), who is seen receiving the Trophy from the Deputy
Commander.

The Wills Trophy was prescn_ted to th_e Brigade by Brig David Wills,
the former Commander of 11 Sig Bde, m January 1998 just prior to his
leaving the Army. The Trophy is a silver salver and is awarded annually to
the best Pem1ancnt Staff Instructor within the Brigade. 1998 is the first
year that the trophy has been awarded but it will be presented annually to a
SNCO, Permanent Staff Instructor of t_hc Brigade who, during the year, is
judged to have made the greatest contnbut1on to the good of the Territorial
Army, his or her Unit and the individual volunteers within the Unit. This
year the Wills Trophy wa~ awarded to SSgt 'Ed' Perry of35 Sig Regt(V),
and he can be seen rece1vmg the award from the Commander.
RACE THE SUN 1998
As in previous years 11 Sig Bde entered a composite team in this year's
Race the Sun Competition. The Team was made up of stalwarts from most
units of the Brigade less 34 Sig Regt (V) who entered their own team.
Despite the usual unforeseen last minute dropouts a full line-up was ready
for the event which took place on 7 May.

SSgt (FolS) Hollyoake, 35 Sig Regt (V) started the ball rolling with a
line effort in the canoe, finishing a very creditable I 0th out of 18. Many
outstanding efforts followed, in particular W02 (AQM ) omerville of
40 Sig Regt (V) who came 3rd in the lake swim. However, a dead pike
with a large chunk bitten out of it did much to persuade some competitors
to take a wide detour around what would have been the shortest route. The
team was led by Capt Dominic harkcy of 40 Sig Rcgt (V) who stepped
into the breach at short notice to complete the forced march and assault
course. (An experience he thoroughly enjoyed.) Sgt Glen Martin
of SS Sig Sqn (V) must be praised for looking so cool at the finish after
carrying the full weight of the Brigade on his shou lders and bringing up
the rear.
Special mention should be given to SSgt 'Baz' Roberts of HQ 11 Sig
Bde and Sgt 'Barney' Phillips of34 Sig Regt (V) who pooled resources to
ensure competitors arrived when and where required. Race the Sun 1998
was competition much enjoyed by all even Cpl Glennard who was heard
to mutter 'its the taking part that counts'.

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION
CENTRAL (AIRMOBILE)

The Headquarters ofNATO's unique Airmobile Division was activated
in Rheindahlen, Germany, in 1994. Its Royal Signals staff members were
once the now Lt Col John Steed MBE and Maj (Tfc) Brian Greenwood.
Their successors in the G6 Branch, Maj Keith Danby and Capt (Tfc)
(promotable) 'Ken' Graham, have been joined this year by Capt Brian
Elliott in the G3 Branch Exercises and Training Section. Exercise
deployment locations have included Denmark, Belgium, The Netherlands
and Germany. Maj Danby and his Dutch Staff Assistant have looked after
attached personnel from 14 Sig Reg! (EW) and a Dutch Company, while
Capt Graham has helped his Dutch Signals colleagues to provide
communications for the HQ and its four nations' brigades, assisted by the
German Branch Chief.
Capt Elliott is busy planning training with his Belgian Section Chief
and Dutch Branch Chief and the photograph shows the UK trio at an early
RV in our Tactical Operations Centre (TOC). Congratulations are offered
to Capt Graham on being selected for promotion and Capt Elliott on hi
marriage to Teresa last year, with best wishes for a happy event in the
Autumn.

THE DEFENCE COMMUNICATION SERVICES AGENCY

Lt Jonathan Wopling receives the Greenhill Trophy from
the Deputy Commander, Col Douglas Mclay

SSgt Ed Perry recieves The Wills Trophy
from Brig Jonathan Cook
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FORMATION OF THE DEFENCE COMMUNICATIO
SERVICES AGENCY (DCSA)
The rapid technical advances in the area of commun.ications and
information transfer, and the increasing demand by users of Defence
Communication Services could not be efficiently met by the diverse
management organisations that have prevailed until recently. There was a
requirement for a single Defence Agency and on I April 199 , The
Defence Communication Services Agency (DCSA), came into being.
The DCSA is a major new tri-service organisation that brings together
the re. ources and assets involved in communication and information
transfer, previously operated by the three single service and the MoD
Centre. It has a range of functional responsibi lities including atellite
communication , radio, messaging as well as telephone, fax, data and email. A major constituent of the DCSA will be the Defence Fixed
Telecommunication Service (DFTS), the subject of the largest MoD
Private Finance Initiative contract to date, for which a BT led consortimn
will provide conventional telecommunication services within Great
Britain. The inception of the DCSA represents a fundamental
reorgani ation of the way in which communication services are provided
to Defence as a whole and a tremendous opportunity to improve
significantly the delivery of services to Defence customers at every level,
particularly through Command and Theatre HQs to operational units. The
Agency will centralise services, in order to achieve greater co-ordination
of resources, together with improved efficiency. Indeed, the proce of
enhancing inherited systems and procedures has already begun. Further
changes arc planned to create a 'customer focused' culture in which the
delivery of high quality services is the Agency' highest priority.
. The Agency's Chief Executive is Maj Gen Tony Raper. late Royal
Signals, who will be based at DCSA HQ in Corsharn, Wi ltshire. Gen
~ap~r will head an organisation comprising some 899 military and 6 18
c1~'1han staff in locations throughout the UK and Gennany. The DCSA
will own and_ manage the major strategic systems and services in the UK
and Germany, but its rcspon ibility will not stop there. It will be
responsible for providing its customers with 'end-to-end' information
tran_sfcr ervices throughout Defence, for example from PJHQ down to a
l~ct 1 cal unit. To do tl1is it will 'licence' tactical and other overseas
networks to ensure that they can provide , ufficient capability for the
DCSA's needs. The main elements which have come under the financial
and management control of the Chief Executive DCSA are: DFTS; I00 I
SU (the UK portion of the kynet system, including the atellites); 9 U
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Boddington; the network nodes of the Naval Shore Telegraph etwork
(NSTN) at
orthwood, Whitehall, Portsmouth (Fort Southwick).
Plymouth and Faslane; the eight main HF/LFNLF radio stations currently
run by the Royal avy; fixed communications in Germany, including the
Birgelen satcom station and the 11 SU TARE; Defence Communications
Centre Whitehall; and the UK ational Distribution Agency. The control
facilities of CDC and the System Control Points will also be a vitaJ part
of the new DCSA service management organisation, although CD
as
such will cea e 10 exist.
On 1. April the Agency came into being and Gen Raper said to the staff
that gathered at a celebration party at Corsham,
'The DCSA brings together people from a wide rnriety of backgrounds
who have a considerable fimd of knowledge, skills and experience. I am
determined that we build upon these in a way that allows us to develop
best practice and enables us to deliver a high quality product to the
customers we serve. The Agency must be dynamic and proactive if it is to
deliver the service essential to the operational capability of the UK Armed
Forces worldwide. We ha1•e a 1111iq11e opportunity. Our succes will lead to
a significant advancement in Defence effectiveness through the ability 10
better exploit i11formalio11 '.

Gen Tony Raper, the Chief Executive of the new DCSA, and
Wren Kelly Hayward , the youngest uniformed member of staff
at HQ DCSA, cut a celebration DCSA cake on the occasion of
the Agency's birthday on 1April1998
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SIGNALS TRIALS &
DEVELOPMENT UNIT (STDU)
ARMY CIS ENGINEERING GROUP

OCTOT
faj P. C. murthwaite
TD YofS
W02 (YofS) P. Ba r rett
The time eem right to re-alert the Corp to the existence of the ignals
Trial and Development Unit or TDU. Hi torically the Unit wa 2 Sqn
(Trial ' ). chool of ignal , however, much has cbanged at Blandford.
including the appointment of the 'Royal' title to the chool, but more
ignificantly the e tabli hment of the Army Cl Engineering Group as its
own entity a a Garrison lodger rather than as a member of the School.
With th i amicable divorce also came the re-birth of2 qn as STDU. under
command of the Army CIS Engineering Group. Following a nwnber of
re huffies the Unit, working from the Wheatstone Building at Engineers
Comer, ii under Concepts Division within the Group.
So how does the Unit look and what does it do? The main ingredients of
the Unit are Trials Tp and S Tp, each of which are commanded by 03
(W) appointed Tp Comds; itting on top of these is a mall headquarters
con isling of OC STDU, which is a TOT appointment and the STDU
YofS. To this cocktail add approximately 25 oldiers. In serving the
cocktail the Unit meets the following Charter:
• To repre ent the users interest in the conduct of U er Trials of
communication equipment planned to come into service.
• To inve tigate current communications problems and produce
worki ng solution using in-service or commercially available
equipment.
• To evaluate new communications technique in conjunction with
Research and Development Agencies.
• To conduct As es ment Trials of commercial equipment against sales
publications in support of military sales activities.
• To give advice and assistance to other Arms and Services on
Communications Equipment Trials.
ln meeting thi Charter. S Tp works within the classified domain of
Special Project , whereas Trials Tp works in a wider domain conducting
trials for the Corps, the green Army, Special Forces, Royal avy, .the
Royal Air Force and industry. As a result, all members of the Unit are able
to witness the latest emerging communications technologies and forge
strong bonds with many of the best British and Worldwide 'Blue Chip'
companies. STDU is now far removed from its predecessor; it is smaller,
yet tighter and as an integrated unit of the Army ClS Engineering Group, it
sits aero s all of the boundaries of the Combined Arms Battle and fulfils
the communication trial requirements for the complete Spectrum of
Conflict.
TRIAL TROOP
Over the past year, notwith tanding the changing trial commitments,
much has changed within Trials Tp. The Troop hierarchy has witnessed a
complete turnover: ·out with the old (Capt Tony Unvin to Iraq as an UN
Observer and as Acting Major! SSgt Mark Brun ni ng to RAF Digby as
SSM: and Sgt Tony Downing to 7 Sig Regt as Tp Sgt) and in with the
new' (Capt Andy Cameron from instructing at RSS: Sgt 'Olly'
McGrial from 19 Regt RA : and Sgt 'Taff' Jones from JCUNl).
However, some thing's do not change, it is stil l possible to disturb SSgt
John Rose in the Tp Tech Workshop! A mention of Sgt Steve Lord
should also be made, who arri ved in September 1997 as the Radio Tech
S CO and was detached io JCUF Lin February 1998 ... see you in October!
With the competitive tender BOWMAN Trials complete, the Troop
embarked on a somewhat different trial in September 1997 that

TEES TOTAL

High St,Wootton Bassett,
Swlndon,Wllts SN4 7AB

subsequently ran until February 1998. Again the trial was a competitive
tender with two companie~ offering up their own Commercial Off the
Shelf (COTS) equipment as their proposal to meet the Army's requirement
in fulfilling a particular role. Throughout the duration of the two Field
Trials tl1e Troop was 'beefed up ' by a mixture of soldiers from I Mech
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and 2\VFR.
The fo1thcoming year appears to be a ' mixed bag' of trials including a
number of trial of SF equipment and the User Acceptance Trial of the
new ground to air radio working alongside the Gunners and the RAF.
However, life is not ju t all about trials. in an attempt to establish a
Garrison Surfing Club members of the Troop are heading off to the beach
in earch of that ' ultimate wave' during their ' Point Break' surfing
exerci e later this swnmer. They have been fully equipped with their
'RACAL' sponsored unglasses, 'Motorola ' enhanced wetsuits and a
clapped out VW Camper Van ... . Party On Dude !
T RIALS NEWS
by LCpl G uthrie
At the start of the year Trials Tp became involved in the second phase
of a eries of MoD User Assessment Trials (the initial phase being
completed during Sep 97). Botl1 phases were trialling different
communication equipment's that had been put forward by industry to
rep lace a 'network currently already in use within the British Army '. For
thi phase the group, under the watchful supervision of Capt Andy
Cameron set off on January 5th for Keynsham on the outskirts of Bristol
to settle into their 'plush' new portacabin (which was oon to become their
second home) for the next five weeks. eedless to say the first day back
after the Christmas break did not run completely to plan; the usual quotes
of 'I want the SAAB ' and ' I' m not driving the LADA' were not amiss. As
the day commenced fun and games were to be had by all as we came to
terms with negotiating the twists and turns of the Bristol inner City area.
The end of Day 1 approached and we were recalled to Keynesham and
after exchanging the horrific driving tales we returned to our new gypsy
encampment at 21 Sig Regt (AS), Coleme.
As the trial progressed and the usual hourly radio checks and comrns
tests continued with few glitches, the only major excitement was given by
Sig Kerr Laye when he impressed the Bristol Police with his 'apparent'
advanced driving skills! Meanwhile on the other side of the City, partners
in crime LCpl Sarah Guthrie and Sig ' Hooligan' Houlihan, whilst
continuing on their daily comms tests, unknowingly and unwillingly had
parked outside a certain Public House and were approached by some 'very
suspicious' pub-goers who proceeded to offer them many weird and
wonderful substances .. . needless to say they did not stay to read the re t of
the menu! All in all the trial went without too many hitches? The result
being recorded and relayed back to W02 (YofS) Paul Ba rrett, Sgt 'Tony'
Downing, Cpl Craig Walker and Sig Jon Atkinson, who could be either
found in the porta-cabin Ops Room or queuing for a 'diet cuppa soup'
from the well situated 'Bacon Suttie Wagon'. It would not be complete
without a few words of thanks for the Tech Support. In particular to Cpl
Jon Barnicoat and (the then) Cpl 'Stevie' Lord for taking the LADA off
the road and fi nally to Cpl 'Jenks' J enkins for his relentless efforts in
keeping the trials fl eet on the road! The trial came to a close on February
6th, with many a sore head caused by tl1e end of trial 'bash' and SSgt
Mark Brunning's leav ing/promotion drinks.

The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

TEL: (01793) 849888
FAX:(01793)849890
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I NTEREST RATES FIXED FOR THE TERM OF YOUR L OAN
Whatever your budget, there's never been a more affordable time to

No repayments

buy what you need, thanks to the W ilso ns' Personal Loan, provided

until November 1998!

by CAPITAL BANK pie, a Bank of Scotland Group company.

Pay everything off and
spend the rest almost as you like

Wilson Hogg Robinson has negotiated a special repayment
option for HM Force s ... to make NO repayments until 3 months
afte r you receive you r cheque. So why not use this free time
to re-o rganise your budget ... or to simply enjoy a breather

You may wish t o use t he W ilso ns' Perso nal Loan

to

pay off any

fro m any repayments.

outstanding cred it you may have. Then yo u'll just have o ne month ly
repayment - and you co ul d eve n have cash left over to spend on
yourself t oo! Just call for a quote and see.
a~qur

rttna-ord
X o rtpaymtnu.

Before
Outstanding
personal loan

After
Balance £210

Credit Card

Balance £688

Store Cards

Balance £196
Total

Monthly Repayment

Total

£1,09-4
£295

Wilsons' Personal
Loan Amo unt

£3,000.00

New monthly repayment
£150.35
over 2-4 months at 16.9 APR
Cash lelt over alter
settling accounts
Saving each month

Rqaymn zu JI.art

Call today to apply
for a cheque tomorrow
For HM Forces, procedures are kept to a minimum. There are no

£ 1,906.00
£44.65-

compli cat ed application forms to complete nor interviews to attend.
Just pick up the phone and you can usually expect a decision on the

Please note: this is an example of one way a Wilsons' Personal Loan could be used. It is
not intended to imply any relevance to your own personal finance.

spot. If you r loan is accepted, you can get you r cheque delivered in

** Repayments are usually reduced by extending the repayment period.

24 ho urs - if you request the Express Courier Service*.

Lo•ns ore provided, subject to status, by CAPITAL BANK pie, Capital House, City Road. Chester CH88 JAN.Wntten quotations are iM1lable oo requcsL You must be at fem 18 and a UK reRdent (exdudlng th~ Channel lsflnds and
the l~e of Man) to apply. The APR will vary depending on the amount of your loan. APR and repayment dcads '"'correct 2t the time of pnnL Cerum purposes of iO>n may be excluded or....,. Mm1ted rep;iyment period~ p1 .... me
for deulls. On loans of £1 0,000 and over the minimum rep>yment period will be 24 months. Alff infomution provided by you will be used by the Lender and other1 for nuri<ttq (by pos phone. e-maU or bx), cnid•t Ka<q and
other purposes. tTelephooe calls moy be monitored and recorded to assist with se>ff tnlning. For Example, for a loan of £4.000 repayable by Dtrect Debit over 4 years.your monthly repoyments would be 48 ol £115.76.cO<M>enC"'l
three months alter your loan cheque Is Issued. The total amount pay.ible would be £5,556.48. 16.9 APR • Delivery may uke longer for wcekond >ppl1ations or in outlying ams. If you choose the optioml courier
an >cidil>ONI
0 5 will be payable one month before your flm monthly n?p>ymenL 12.9 APR for loans of over £10,000, 14 9 APR for loans of £7.501 • £10.000, 16.9 APR for loons ol £2.501 · £7,S00, 18.9 APR for loans ol £500 • Q.500.

servic•.
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Large, Mike Grierson, Brendan Kay and OCdt Rob Smith. The other
five members were to head back to College for the tart of Term. After two
week of training and free skiing the expedition left La Rosiere with the
two busses heading their separate ways. One to return to College and to
tart working again, the other, off to Serre Chevailer for yet more skiing.

completely out of the que tion and 'survival kiing' was required by all
but the guides. An extended lunch stop allowed batteries to be recharged
and aching muscles to un-cramp. Once refreshed, the party resumed their
descent, now cutting through breathtaking yet intimidating walls of ice.
Thankfully the guide found a safe route through the crevices and the sheet
ice. down on to a glorious 8krn run down a gently sloping plateau.
Unfortunately the ' payback' for this was to come at the bottom in the
fonn of a 400 metre walk out of the valley on to the ridge-line overiooking
Chamonix. After a 20 min rest, the final descent down a fairly steep and
icy track to Les Planards saw an end to what had been a memorable and
very tiring day.
The final two days in Chamonix saw the group's JSDSI and the local
instructors conducting testing and all of those still skiing also attempted to
further test their abilitie , either off-piste or on difficult pisted runs.
' Terry's' secondary objective, to attempt a red slope before the week 's
end, was still available to him. With the help and endless patience of his
local instructor, Jean, he eventually achieved this objective on the
penultimate day. Five minutes of error-free skiing on a narrow and
winding red slope at Les Hooches more than made up for his earlier
disappointment at being unable to attempt the Valle Blanche.
With the experience a week's instruction and the Valle Blanche, Capt
Hunter attempted and passed his silver assessment and was also awarded
a Stage 3 intermediate grading from the L'Ecole du Ski Francais. Capt
Waites gained his Bronze award.

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM SNOW PIGEON
24 • 31 JANUARY 1998
by Capts eil Makepeace, 'Terry' Waites and Ian Hunter, presently at
RMCS Shrivenham on the Design of Information Systems (DIS) Course.
Having spent two weeks in client organisations at the outset of their
project , and then having been re-introduced to the routine of lectures, the
final week of January was an ideal time for the members of umber 22
DIS Course to fit in ome adventurous training. Only a week was available
and the organisers had very limited time available to put the trip together.
A week of varied kiiag, based at a known lodge in Chamonix, France,
fitted the bill. Chamonix offers a selection of ski ing of great variety,
suitable for all abilities. The opportunity to negotiate a 20km route down
the Valle Blanche, for all those able to do so provided a credible yet
chaJlenging aim for the week. Skiers depart from the top of the 3842m
Aiguille du Midi, in the lee of Mont Blanc, and d~scend 2800m to Les
Planards in Chamonix. The presence on the Exercise of a JSDSI, along
with the local instructors we intended to hire, would enable the Exercise's
participants to attempt JSDS Bronze and Silver awards. Consequently, on
23 January, 11 members of the course departed Shrivenham for Chamo~ix,
some by road, some by air and the majority by rail. After travelling
through Friday night, the staff of British-run Chalet Bea~mom ens~ed
that the whole party was kitted out and on to the slopes m quick lime.
Capt 'Terry' Waites and three others attempted their first tentative snowplough turns on the nursery slopes of Mont Brevent, while Capts eil
Makepeace and Ian Hunter regained their ' ski-legs' with the remainder
of the party elsewhere on the same mountain.
For the first four days of the Exerci e, the aim was to improve technique
sufficiently to enable the trips down the Valle Blanche and the testmg
planned for the final few days. Little need be said about the endeavours of
Capts Makepeace and Hunter; both are competent skiers (after a
fashion), and their task during this period was to improve fitness and hone
skills - particularly those required for skiing off-piste. Unfortunately, as
Capt Ian Hunter prepared himself on Wednesday night for the pending
expedition, Capt eil Makepeace had aggravated an existing knee injury.
Capt Makepeace would take no further part in skiing, to his disgust.
Meanwhile, it soon became clear to Capt 'Terry' Waites that his id~s
about skiing were slightly at odds with accepted practice. As usual with
complete novices, but particularly those weighing some 17 Stone, he was
in for some difficult days. Plenty of uncontrolled traverses and therefore
plenty of headlong tumbles into the off-piste snow. Other members of the
party learned quickly to give a wide berth to this very large, and therefore
very dangerous novice. However, by Capt ' Terry ' Waites' third day on La
Tour the danger to other skiers was diminishing in that he could now stop.
Manoeuvrability was still a mystery and after a few attempts at simple
blue slopes it became apparent that he would not be ready for the Valle
Blanche. So on Thursday, whilst Capt cil Makepeace was nursing his
knee and Capt ' Terry ' Waites was perfecting his snow-plough turns,
Capt Ian Hunter joined the second group to negotiate the Valle Blanche.
The Valle Blanche offers a choice of routes, of degrees of severity ranging
from moderately difficult to extreme. Three of the party's more advanced
skiers had attempted one of the more difficult routes on the previous day.
Two had arrived at the bottom on skis while one negotiated the second
stretch in a helicopter, to join Capt eil Makepeace on the injured-list.
Capt Hunter's group numbered six, plus two local guides. The party
took the cable car out of central Chamonix to the Aguille du Midi cable car
station, at an altitude of 3842m. The weather at the top, whi lst very cold,
was wonderfu ll y clear and the scenery was stunning. After pausing to
view the scenery and take the ob ligatory photos, the group began its
descent. Once roped together and with skis over one shoulder, the group
emerged from the cable car station and started the walk down a rather
precipitous ridge. Whilst there was not far to walk, the significant drop on
either side meant a very slow climb down to a level area below. Here the
rope could be removed, skis donned and the descent-proper begun.
.
After a very steep start the skiing became relatively easy, allowing
plenty of opportunity to admire the views, including that of Mont Blanc
above. A II too soon the terrain became steeper and far more treacherou •
especially on the final descent to the half way refuge. Stylish skiing was

EXERCISE SHRIVE HAM LOIPE & EXERCISE SPARTAN HIKE
10 DECEMBER 1997 • 20 JANUARY 1998
Contrary to popular belief, student life at the Royal Military College of
Science (RMCS) is not all about drinking beer and sleeping in lectures.
Some enthusiastic students manage to find time to participate in more
constructive activities, and an elite minority even volunteer to take part in
arduous physical activities during the Christmas leave period! One such
group is the RMCS Nordic Ski Team, which comprises of ten members,
including Lt Colin Kell, Lt Andy Parfitt and OCdt Duncan Mann. Ex
Shrivenham Loipe was a Nordic ski training exercise in preparation for Ex
Spartan Hike, the Land Command (UK) Divisional Ski Championships.
Training began at the start of the Michaelmas Tern1 in late September,
with early (0700!) moming runs, lunch-time circuit sessions and evening
range work ..... Lt Kell was particularly active during this period in his
role as club secretary and shooting coach, but was noti eably less active in
his role as rear marker during the morning runs! Ex Shrivenham Loipe
began with the team departing Shrivenham on I 0 December and arriving
in Pontresina, Switzerland, 24 hours later. Training began immediately,
with an evening opportunity when those who had skied before regained
their skiing legs and laughed at the complete beginner . During the first
week of the Exerci e the team took part in the final phase of the training
camp run by the Royal Artillery Alpine Club. This provided u with the
benefit of lessons from a number of experienced instructors, and
culminated in two races at the end oftbe week against the Royal Artillery
teams. The first was a freestyle (skating) race around a l Okrn Olympic
standard route, and the team performed well, with the experienced
members all improving on their times from the previous year. The novices
achieved good positions in competition against teams with the advantage
of an extra two weeks on snow. The classic pursuit race the following day,
held on a 7.Skrn uphill route, proved to be less of a success. After a week
of almost perfect conditions, the temperature had risen to around OC, and
the resulting ill-informed waxing decisions turned the race into a 7.Skm
uphill run (with skis till attached) for most of the competitors.
For the following two-weeks the team carried out its own training, only
resting on the days of Christma , Boxing and ew Year. A normal training
day involved endurance training in the morning, with a typical distance of
2Skrn, and technique training or range work in the afternoon. Evenings
were spent waxing (skis, not legs), stretching and eating in an attempt to
recover for the next day. The majority of the team used the festive break
as an opportunity to improve their downhill or snow-boarding kill , and
New Years Eve was celebrated in a number of ways, from traditional
revelry to the completion of a night ice climb!
Having completed three weeks training, the team departed Pontresina
on 2 January, traveling to Hochfilzen, Au tria, to compete in the
RACIRNAAC Championships. Over the following eight days the team
competed in all four races, including a I Okrn freestyle, a IOkrn classic
pursuit, a 7.Skrn biathlon relay and a 7.Skm team biathlon. Once again the
cla sic race proved to be a favourite, with more unfavourable condition
resulting in a reverse of the problems encountered in Pontresina - no grip
and !Okm of double-po ling! The excitement of competing became a little
too much for OCdt 'Kung Fu Joe' Mann who, in a moment of nocturnal
madness, leapt from his bed, bounced over two team members, viciously
assaulted a wardrobe and then made hi e cape into the kitchen. He lias
been banned from playing treetfighter until further noiice. Overall the 'A'
team achieved a ve1y creditable 9th place our of 31, with the ' B' team
placing 16th. At the end of the championships, and following a day trip to
w~tch the Biathlon World Cup in Ruhpolding, Germany, the team split,
with four members returning to the pleasures of academic tudy, and the
re~nai!1ing six (includi ng Lt Kell) travelling on to compete in Ex partan
Hike in France. The Divisional Skiing Champ ionships involved four team
races, and the team performed outstandingly, finishing 3rd in the I Okm
relay, 5th in the I Skrn cla sic, 2nd in the 7 .Skrn biathlon and 3rd in the
patrol race. These result placed them in 4th place in the overall
championships, and l st within 4th Division. adly the team was robbed of
the opportunity to return to RM S with a hoard of silver. Half an hour
before the prize giving, tl1e team wa notified of a decision by the Race
Committee to disqualify them due to the inability to meet the required rank

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE
OF SCIENCE

EXER I E HRI E HAM HfVER
Three days before Christma two Officers returned to the Royal
Military College of cience to carry out what hould have been a simple
task. Lt Ian Laroe AGC, Expedition Leader, and Lt Mike Grierson
Royal ignals retu':-ned to take charge of the two civi lian hire minibuses
which were to carry the Exerci e members to the outh ~f France. The
first bu wa fine the econd. however managed to impersonate a
pneumatic drill whit t braking. The only ~olution ~va to take it in.to the
local garage and it there for four hours wa1tmg for 11 to be fixed . This was
not a good omen for the tart of the Exerc1 e.
Having di persed for Chri tmas, the nine expedition members returned
to College late afternoon on Boxing Day. The buse ''.'ere loaded with
everything from a TV to numerous d~vets . On~e the dnvers ~vere happy
the buses could till move, the expedition set sail for Dover. With a ~ecent
fudge factor built in. the expedition expected to arrive about 30 mmutes
before the ferry was due to ail. Little did we expect the motorways to
have been cleared for us. The expedition arrived at the port of Dover with
an hour and a ha lf to spare. On the deserted dockside, at lam, 'Gilbert',
our resident rugby ball, made his first appearance. The ferry left on time
and depo ited us in Calais around 4am where we picked up our finaJ
member. OCdt Chris 'Lammy Pie' Smith had spent Christmas in
Germany and o met us at the ferry terminal. The long haul South. then
started. The journey took the best part of 11 hours before we arnved m La
Rosiere. First impre sions were of a quiet, secluded skiing resort with only
a fe\ pubs! However, the expedition Leader assured us that looks were
deceiving. The nine members moved into three four-man apartments all m
the same building. The apartments varied a great deal in size and so Lts
Large and Grierson took the smallest, .Lt Brendan 'Out?! Kay RLC,
OCdt Chris Smith and OCdt Jo ' Racmg Snowplough' Moseley GSC
shared the next. The largest apartment, later renamed 'The Social Room '
on account of the amount of sleep had in it, was shared by Lt Andy
'Where's me Jumper" Artherton RoyaJ Signals, Lt AJ 'C'est le Badger'
Smith Royal Signals, Lt Denzil 'Double Tap' Hirst REME and OCdt
Rob ' Punter· Smith GSC. Once settled, the expedition descended on the
·Yeti'. A medium size drinking establishment with exceptionally fiiendly
(and exceptionally good-looking) staff. It was at this point we reaJised
that, perhaps, La Rosiere wasn't as quiet as it looked.
The aim of the expedition was to improve everyone's skiing ability and
select the best team to go forward to Ex Spartan Hike 1998. The morning
of 28 December was our first taste of the slopes and we were left to free
ski. Having been on the slopes for less than two days Lt Mike 'Insurance
Claim' Grierson found him elf nursing a broken ski and a broken Boot.
The free kiing lasted for a few days before the serious training started.
Under the watchful gaze of Lt 'Solar Powered' fan Large we were
reduced back to the basic snowplough and slowly built back up to
reasonable skiers. Once we had developed our balance and skiing
techniques the pole were brought out. Much as you can look stylish
whilst free skiing, the poles force you to tum when they want you to, and
not when you want to . The confusion between needing to tum and wanting
to often led to fits of laughter and a few bruised bodies, luckily no major
injuries. After a week of training the majority of the expedition members
were finding themselves too tired to free ski properly in the afternoons,
and so ·Gilbert' made his second appearance. Whilst skiing down the
lopes the team practiced their ball handling skills. As much as this was to
wind down after training it also served it purpose as far as our skiing skills
were concerned. Whilst attempting to chase an odd shaped ball down the
hill, each individual had to watch for other skiers, maintain their balance,
keep up with play and at the same time maintain control of their skis.
Generally the ki control was placed at the back of the mind and so skiing
became second nature.
Due to the ew Year, the expedition had to move house mid-way
through. We moved out of the three apartments and moved into a brand
new I I-man chalet. Having been cooped up in the small rooms, this was
luxury. The only disadvantage was moving next door to a group of English
School children, who were convinced we were a rugby team playing at
kiing. Another week of training passed with some exceptional falls, again
with no serious injuries except to people's pride. The rugby ball had
become such an accustomed part of daily routine the French workers got
worried if'Gilbcrt' did not appear. The staff in the 'Yeti ' had become even
more friendly, and the more we drank the nicer they became. The final day
came and it wa time to depart, everyone had noticed a marked
improvement in their. kiing but was glad to be heading off. A team to be
nt to Ex partan Hike 1998 was chosen. The team consisted of Lts fan
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structure during the patrol race. Team members were till awarded medals
for the other races, but the team received no overall ranking.

Lt Kell and OCdt Mann watch Lt Parfitt miss another target
OveraJI Ex Shrivenham Loipe was a great succes . lt introduced five
novices to the delights of ordic skiing, greatly improved the skills of
those with previous experience and resulted in the team's uccess in
France. All of tho e who took part are keen to ski again in the future. both
with the RMCS Team and in their future units. Training for next eason
has already begun!

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
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PUBLICATION DATE

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF THE CORPS CAP
BADGE 'JIMMY'? - FIND OUT AT
www.royal ignal .army.org.uk/mu eum/
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THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BLANDFORD CAMP

ELECTRONI WARF RE IM LATOR-PROJ CT CAD CE S
Command and Control Warfare Group (C2W Gp) at the Royal School
of ignal . Blandford, have been involved with the teaching of Electronic
Warfare (EW) for many years. Over the past . two years they have
broadened their teaching to incorporate the ba 1c of C2W and have
co-ordinated a number ofC2W course .
Today's battlefield display a vast array of electronic. device in".olved
with the collection or dis emination of infom1ation. Trying to ex pl am and
demonstrate the proce ·e involved with capturing and exploiting this
information, or denying it use to an adversary, ha. provided many
problem such as the availability o~ a suitable, r~hable and w1lhng
target/victim! In addition. faced with ad ance 111 technology ~nd
spiralling costs of equipment, it beca.me .appare!1t that. an altematl\'.e
olution would have to be found to u mg m- erv1ce equipment for this
in truction.
To this end a imulator has been developed which holds uncla ified
emitter information linked to formation ORBAT' . By hiding the technical
calculation behind a imple point-and-click windows interface, a
Command Post tyle Exerci e can be conducted which allow tudents to
plan, deploy and then receive information based upon their ~ep~oyments,
in cla room environment. So far, only the Combat et Radio picture bas
been modelled but student have uccessfully identified various area of
vulnerability, ~!though no one group has managed to piece toge~her a
100% accurate picture. Just arrived are modules to aid the plannmg of
jamming and an emulation of a virtual ESM receiver. E!1hancements m the
near future will see a imple RADAR picture bemg mcluded and trunk
y tems, ucb as Ptarmigan, being modelled.
On average, since its introduction, the simulator h~s been. used once a
week for either a pre entarion or an afternoon's exercise. It 1s proving an
effective, easy to use tool that contentious though it may seem, actually
makes leamingfim! The simulator. will form an integral !?an ofC2W Gp's
major courses - the All Arm Umt Instructors and Advtsors Course, the
All Arms Land Forces EW Course and the Joint C2W Course.
Project Caduceus is a particular implementation of a group of software
tools collectively known as Project Thistle. The tools are being developed
by a profes ional body wit!Jin Cranfield University, kn.own ~· !1Je
Microprocessor Applications Group (MAG). For those mvesugatmg
sinmlation. the following points may be of interest:
I.
The overall sponsor is HQ ARRC, meaning that the software is
available to MoD organisations tlirougb application and that other
MoD user are already familiar witli the tools (although other
users will probably know tlie software by a variety of names!).
2.
The software will run on an ordinary PC of a medium to high
specification. This means that there is no requirement to spend
vast amounts of money on new IT or rooms, in fact most large
unit will probably have exi ting equipment which could be used
with little or no modification.
For RSS , Project Caduceus has provided a low-cost solutio.n to a
significant training resources problem. While in no way advocatrng the
total substitution of simulation over live training, the clever and
inlaginative use of simulation as a supplement allows live training to be
conducted to far greater benefit.

May 1998 aw the end of an era .w.hen Ron Far.r~nt re~ired . Ron has
been the Supervi or of what was ongmally the Trammg Aid Workshops,
of the chool of Signals and has now become the Support "".'orkshops of
tlie Royal chool of ignals. for almost the whole of the lime tliat the
Corps ha been at Blandford Camp. The Corps arrived at B.landf?rd in
1967. Since coming to Blandford Ron wa elected for promotion wH!1 tlie
Civil ervice but rather than move el ewhere he opted to remam at
Blandford.
Over many years Ron has built himself an enviable rel?utation .for bot.h
dedication and excellence. Proof of hi character and ded1ca11on, 1f any is
needed, is that during his long service he has had only two days off si?k!
A a fully qualified draughtsman over the years he has helped to des1~n
and produce a tunning array of training aids. A master craftsman, ~1s
kills are not limited to static objects. He ha also helped to design
complex electro-mechanical displays, including a robot that for many
years played a key pan. in attracting poten~ial _recruits to the Corps at
civilian di play . Ron will be missed by all l11s friend and colleagues and
we wish him a long and happy retirement.

sm

ADJ TA T GENERAL, GE
ALEX HARLEY KBE CB
OPE S EW ASTROTURF HOCKEY PITCH FOR THE ROYAL
SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
The Royal School of Signals has another sporting asset to add to their
already excellent facilitie . Right on sched.ule the con~actors handed over
the new pitch complete with floodhghtmg and with the Inter Corps
Tournament due to take place in Aldershot on 14/ 15 May, the weekend of
9110 May proved to be an ideal opportunity to open the pitch ~fficially. At
the invitation of the School Commander, Col C. L . Le Galla1s OBE, the
Adjt Gen, Gen Sir Alex Harley KCB, CB declared the pitc~ open before
participating in the inaugural match between tlie Royal Signals Corps
Team and the United Services Team, known a the ORDICS of which
AG is patron. The result of the match was an honourable 2-2 draw.

GOODBYES A D WELCOME.
Do you remember the 7/7177 was one of the questions asked of Col
(Reid) David W hitehead on the occasion of his lunching out from the
Roya l School of Signals. Those sitting down to the lunch will certainly
remember the 20/05/98 as a memorable fond farewell to a truly great
stalwart of the Corps. Col David enlisted in the Grenadier Guards in
February 1953 and was commissioned into the Royal Corps of Signals in
July 1955. His career has seen him serve all over the world and has
included posts as CO 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt {during the Queens
Silver Jubilee Review parade; hence the significance of 717177). He has
also served as Senior Instructor at the Royal School of Signals, Colonel 36
in the MoD, Colonel AG (then PB) 11 before taking up bis final
appointment as Senior Military Officer, CESG, Cheltenham. He retired in
1990. Following his retirement he returned to Blandford to take up a
Retired Officers appointment and leaves after years as R02 Planning and
Records. On being presented with his farewell gift he likened it to a
BAFTA award (Be Away Fore TAFMTS Arrives). A great character who
will not only be sorely missed by the Royal School of Signals but also by
the Corps as a whole. We wish him and his wife Gil all the best for the
future. We extend a warm welcome to Lt Col (Retd) Ian Buckley.

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
1 QUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

KOHIMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Gareth Oliver
Formerly known as Charlie Troop, and before that Delta Troop, the
behemoth that the holding Troop has always been has finally come down
to manageable numbers, (560 or thereabouts). Although life is still hectic
for the few harassed cadre, the many initiatives to get the Soldiers
Awaiting Trade Training (SATTs) on attachments to working units, and
away on courses, has improved the quality of life for the SATI tenfold.
The Troop would like to welcome the new OC, Lt Gareth Oliver, and
SSgt Manktelow and her husband Tony. Fond farewells go to SSgt 'Stan'
Staniford and his wife Jane on their sunshine posting to 9 Sig Regt.
WORKING ON THE MALCOLM MILLER TALL SHIP
by Sig Hunter
The Malcolm Miller is one of the few 'Tall Ships' still afloat and is
currently docked at Weymouth, Dorset. Six of us from Kohima Tp, I Sqn,
were given the opportunity to help with her maintenance.
When we first arrived we were greeted by 'Jolly Roger' or Malcolm as
he wa really called, who was the ships first mate. We were given a quick
tour of the ship and then shown to the half deck (sleeping area). We were
given time to get changed and then we set off to work. The ship requires a
great deal of maintenance and we found ourselves removing old paint and
replacing it with new paint. Soon every pan of the ship was covered in
paint apart from the areas we had intended to maintain. Some of the areas
requiring painting were a bit tricky and we found ourselves hanging
up ide down off the bow {tlie pointy end fo~ all land lubbers) to touch up a
few rough patches there. A the ship was docked in Weymouth for the
maintenance we decided that the time had come for a run ashore. The food
on board was not the best we had ever had and soon Mr McDonald was
receiving some of our hard-earned cash. We also decided to go to the local
cinema but realised as we returned that perhaps 'TTTA IC' wa not the
best film to have seen. Throughout the week we worked our way over the
ship carrying out a variety of maintenance ta ks and enjoying the delights
of Weymouth each evening. By the time the week was over we were all
exhausted and ready for the long weekend. Wor~ing on the Malcolm
Miller was a tiring but enjoyable and interesting task . Experiencing the
feel of a Tall Ship i to be recommended and our only regret was th.at we
were not going to be the lucky members of the Troop who were go mg to
be sailing in her over the following weeks.
RHr OTROOP
TpComd

Gen Sir Alex Harley KCB opens the new Astroturf Pitch
Starting it off with a Hockey Match
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Maj J. D. J. Drummond CD
W02 (SSM) Sartorius

WOI Ray Bray

HARROGATE CUP AS A LT COURSE COMPETITION 1998
Rhino Tp, I Sqn were tasked with coming up with an a sault course
competition for the Harrogate Cup 1998. There was as u ual a mmor
problem, both the as ault cour es here in Blandford are out of
commission. Perhaps we should build another one we all joked. Well, one
should be careful what one says in je t because that is exactly what we,
WOI 'Ray' Bray and myself Sgt Lee Johnston did.
The scene was set and the regimental square was awash witli obstacles
(sorry RSM) . Twelve teams of eight per team convened at the tart po111t
on the 17 June and were briefed. The scenario was that a Land Rover and
trai ler were on route to replen a rebro and bad come acros a minefield.
The Rover and trailer were di abled and the Engineers had constructed a
course to cross the minefield. The Team would have to push a trailer full
of equipment, empty said trailer into Bergens. carry the equipment over
the assault course, push the Rover to the Fini h line and e tab Ii h comm 's
back to HQ.
Despite all the hard work involved tlie participant entered into the
s~i~it of the competition and completed the event full of enthusiasm,
g1vmg an excellent display of grit and team spirit. Ulster Tp, the tech
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upgraders put a valiant fight taking 2nd and 3rd places but 2 Sqn's Iron
Troop stole the show witli a time of 2min 37sec which was 12 seconds
faster than their closest competitors. This just goes to show that altliough
tlie 'carrot' is nice, the 'stick' (threats of various unmentionable
puni hments) from your SSM (W02 Phil 'where's my teddy' Christie)
and Sqn Comd, (Maj Graham ' small bloke' Deans), works best.
CONGRATULATIO SI HELLOS A D GOODBYES
Congratulations and a fond farewell go to SSgt Tony Frost who is
promoted to W02 on posting to 15 Sig Regt and also to SSgt ' Stan'
Staniford who is promoted to W02 on posting to 9 Sig Regt. W02
(SSM) Mark Anderson is also posted and a fond farewell to him and his
wife Sandy as they embark on their sunshine tour of Oman. Remember
Mark, don't eat witli your left hand! A warm welcome to W02 (SSM)
Tony Sartori us and his wife on their posting from 15 Sig Regt to the 'real'
world in Blandford. Hopefully the 'startled rabbit' look will wear off after
a couple of months. Finally, congratulations to Maj Jeff Drummond and
his wife Jocelyn, who are the proud parents of a bouncing baby boy.
2SQUADRO
S PPORT FOR LE KAEMIA S FFERERS
by Sig Gooch and SSgt Paul Williams
Sometime ago, 2 Sqn 11 Sig Regt was situated in the Army Apprentices
College in Harrogate. At that time the Squadron Clerk appointment was
filled by Mrs Tracy Boyle who is married to the tlien W02 (SSM) Mick
Boyle. During Tracy·s time with 2 Sqn, in Harrogate, she worked
extremely hard sorting tlie Squadron' administrative matters, and worked
even harder fending off the jokes or windups from the Sqn Cadre. Soon
after SSM Boyle and our Tracy moved to take up the RSM·s position with
38 Sig Regt (Y), in Sheffield, Tracy was diagnosed as having Myeloyde
Leukaemia.
This, as it would be to anybody, was quite a blow however as Tracy had
been '2 Sqn trained' it was taken in her stride and treated with the
contempt it deserved. Tracy became a Police Special and on a Sunday
evening she could be found in the busie t pub in Doncaster at the bottom
of the ·pub brawl - making her arre t. Tracy' sister was able to donate
bone marrow for Tracy 's transplant. After all the chemotherapy, in
ovember 1997, Tracy bad her operation. The hospital were o impres ed
with Tracy's recovery that in tead of the usual three month in ho pita!,
after the operation, she wa out by Christmas (you can't keep a good girl
down). Although she i not out of tile woods and some day are better than
others, she will soon be back on the beat enforcing the law on the street of
Doncaster.
RSM Boyle completed a spon ored 'lron Man Triathlon' for Leukeamia
Re earch. 2 Sqn with sponsorship and donation managed to raise £1000.
Thi was presented to Mr Payne in tlie Leukaemia ward of Donca ter
General Ho pita!, in ovember 1997 prior to Tracy' operation.
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DRO
O RE D B E IL
, DAY 17 MAY 1998
b ) W02 ( M) dell
I first became aware, of the pon ored Abseil from the Water Tower at
Poole Tower Park, in February during another of 3 qn' fu~d raising
events. Thi event, (the 24hour on ored row), was also to raise money
for the nthony ohm Bone ::rrow Trust. The Trust runs.the world's
large t Regi ter of olunteer bone marrow don.ors curr.enll¥ tn excess of
2 3.000 of which I happen to be one. hence my mtcre t m this event Kate
Bro~ne, who is the ponsored events organi er for the Trust! mention~d to
me during the rowing event that he had a spon. ored abseil fund raising
event planned for May. Unfortunately at that time he had been unable to
ecure a qualified ab eil instructor to run the abseil '_could I help'.
.
1 -poke to 1r ~ike Holman from the Physical and Recreational
Training Centre on camp and with immen e enthusia m he committed
him. elf instantly and aid, ' I can do that'. My first vi it to the wa.ter to~er
highlighted the only major problem, at the top of the tower there 1 a wa1.st
high wall which would mean, in order to enable our volunteers to abseil,
they would first have to clamber up and over the wall. which w~ totally
impracticable. With telephone in hand l attempted to gam the assistance of
a scaffold company to offer their services and construction expertise. 1:he
result of which meant in exchange for their free a islance, we wou ld give
the two workers concerned (Mark and Pete) the chance to descend as our
part of the Bargain. ' It' a deal.' 1ark and Pete provided u with a 13ft
wide platform that literally enabled our abseilers to step off the top of the
Tower (30m/100ft high) and conduct the ab eil in a more orthodox
manner. The event started at 1030hrs and with a progre sive through flow
of volunteers we managed to ab eil 45 people safely back down to
Terrafirn1a. Some were e.asier than others, with my elf concentrating on
the kitting up aspect and Mike applying his abseil expertise we managed
not only to ab eil all the previou ly registered volunteers but also a few
suckered friends and some others who took the opportunity to sign up on
the day.
P

LIGHTNING TROOP
THE POOLE HEART APPEAL - DRAGON BOAT RACING
S
DAY 10 MAY 98
'1 0 EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE'
The Squadron encouraged a team of twenty salty sea dog volunteer ,
with no previous e. perience, to embark in the early morning. On arrival at
Poole Park the crew were introduced to the Dragon Bout. Not the most
table looking craft, a fact that was reflected in the nervous smiles on the
faces ofa few of the crew members, more so in the drummer, Sig Michelle
G ilmour, who e job it was to actively beat the drum throughout the race
positioned precariou ly on an elevated seat at the front of the boat.
Fortunately a teerer/official was arranged for each boat for the day, he
being a full member of the Racing As ociation and able to pass on loads of
handy hints for Dragon Boat Racing. Embarking/di embarking, start
aligning, tart position in boat and general race conduct. So what about
paddle cros ing, knowingly impeding other crews and the unofficial
practice of wash hanging and of course the forbidden collision tactics. So
armed with our new knowledge and expertise Cpl ' Mick' Dela ney led the
way to heat one.

1 TRAINING SQUADRON
ROYAL SIGNALS ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN
SQUADRON HEADQUA RTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Vickery
SSM
W02 (SSM) Steve Slaney
As with the Troops, SHQ is experiencing the fresh wind of change. The
Squadron bade farewell to Ca pt Mick Bohanan who move on
promotion, to 20 Armd Bde as QM. W02 (SSM) Paul Anderson i ~bout
to move to Bristol as RSM. The Squadron welcomes Capt Mick Boyle and
W02 ( SM) Steve Sla ney into the fold. Maj Steve Vickery would like to
congratulate the Squadron Lanyard Trophy Team who came ninth in the
competition. Apparently there was very little 'chimpfing' apart from Sgt
Dave Church wood who took the role of 'Tail-end Charlie' a little too far.
ALPHA T ROO P
Tp Comd
Lt Richa rd Byfield
Tp Sgt
Sgt Carl 1\1cker
Alpha Tp reforms after lots of Lanyard Trophy training. Especially well
done to Cpl M ike ' Smudge' Smith for dodging the competition entirely
somebody had to train the recruits after all. Lt Byfield ha finally made~
jl:ood decision; at least the Troop telephone will be free for a while until he
ftnds a replacement. Alpha Tp welcomes C pl ' Mitch' Mitchell to the
office. It has taken him six months to find the Troop office and his
addiction to ' Richard & Judy' bas not worn off yet. Well done to the last
Troop through training as they raised £ 1602.50 for The orthumberland
County Kidney Research Fund by taking part in a sponsored walk.
BRAVO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. G regory C hes!tire
Tp Sgt
Sgt P. M a t heson
Firstly the Troop must report some serious manning changes. Capt
Lisa Taylor moves to F Tp with the illustrious Ca pt Richa rd G regory
Cheshire stepping into her stilettos. (Apparently this is an Infantry thi ng)
Cpl Mark Brenna n has moved to C Tp. Farewell and congratulations to
Cpl now Sgt M acDona ld posted to 3RHA as 'rear link Sgt'. The Troop
subsequently welcomes Sgt 'The Bump' Matheson from SHAPE who has

ROYAL SIGNALS LEADERSHIP TROOP
'. .... .intended to develop the leadership ability ofpotential Yeoman and
Foreman of Signals, and lo provide Commanding Officers with
assessments ofsoldiers' leadership qualities. '
SOinC PD No: 12

Mr Mike Holman with a volunteer abseiler from the Trust
The day was a fantastic success and the overall amount raised was in
excess of £3000, this all being usable fu nds to the Trust due to the
generosity of those that gave their services for free. Once aga in many
thanks to ;\tick Holman for his abseil instrucrion, to Mark and Pete from
D & G caffolders Poole for the construction of the platform and fina lly to
Mr Peter Young of Wessex Water for organising the access of the tower
prior to and during the event.
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The Roya l Signals Leadership Course is a personal development course
aimed at a wide variety of soldiers ranging in rank fro m Signaller to
Sergeant. Any soldier is eligible for a place. However, most justifications
given for course appl ications fall into the fo llowi ng categories:
a. To assess and foster leadership ski lls in Potent ial Yeoman and
Foreman of Signals.
b. To provide Commanding Officers with an independent assessment of individuals, prior to any selection board/course.
c. To give ind ividuals the opportun ity to enhance their natural skills or
to prove their capabilities in a tough, physicall y and mentally
demanding environment .
The course is hard and challenging. It is one of the best, most successful
courses in the Corps, recently attracting soldiers from other Corps
currently serving with Signals units. ' The Course' is currently run by a
four-man team that consists of:
OC
Capt T. . Crapper
Tp SSgt
Sgt C. J. Pomfret
Admin Sgt
Sgt T. J. Croxon
Tp Cpl/ PT Staff
Cpl R. I. Kirk
If interested, applications can be made through the Course's Admin
offi ce on Bla nd ford 2889. The POC is the Tp Comd on Blandfo rd 2 183.
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DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'ick Morris
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Jase· Smithu rst
Delta Troop continue to supply RSS Blandford with highly motivated
young individuals ripe for further training with the Royal Signals. Firstly
we welcome Cpl Jimmy Frew to the fold, fresh from Echo Tp. The Troop
pioneered adventure training down at Tregantle Fort in Plymouth. Much
time was spent in recce of the local facilities. gt 'Jase' Smithurst
convinced the local Torpoint ferry that a lucrative sleeper facility was a
worthy future project. C pl ' Daz' Kidd has successfully completed his
BC instructors course and eagerly awaits BC Attainment ses ions. C pl
J im Ber rey is busy sla hing ..... his peak and bulli ng drill boots for a
jaunt to Pirbright (POI Drill Instructors). Finally a very fond farewell goes
out to Cpl Pa ula Kelson, now relaxing in slipper city at AFS, and to Cpl,
Sgt, Sir? 'Brommers' Bromley now sampling Pure Genius direct from the
Factory. Good luck Big Man.
l!:CH OTROO P
Tp Comd
Capt L ee O ' Rourke
Tp Sgt
Sgt Roy Carter
The Troop has passed off yet another fine set of soldiers to Blandford
and is currently in week two ofCMS(R). We say goodbye to Cpl ' Begbie'
F rew and Cpl 'Seds' Seddon who have moved on to lesser Troops. We
also welcome Cpl Nikki Coombs who joins us from AFS. The Troop
would like to thank C pl 'George' Foreman from the gym on helping the
Troop out in his spare time. (Could this be due to the fac t that Cpl
C oombs is in the Troop?). Finally congratu lations to Sgt Roy Carter as
he continues to thrash the Sqn Comd at squash.

M ULTI NATIONAL DIVISION
(SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Dragon Boat
The fir t race was comfortably won by Lightning in a record setting
time of2 mins I Osecs. The crew progressed throughout the day gaining in
confidence and skill. A great effort by all crew members, who all enjoyed
the racing. At the end of an arduous day the Lightning Team gained no
major honours - that was left to the more professiona l crews - but a great
fu n day for all.

already given a new lease of life to the Sgt's Mess. Cpl 'Duke ' McKenzie
from 14 (EW) Sig Regt, who has already contributed to the Trg Team with
his 'Cycling Proficiency Test'. B Tp has seen many changes with only C pl
'S i' Link remaining. Despite being the long standing member he still get
confused about what time to turn up for the APWT in the mornings.

OPERATIO LODESTAR
MND (SW) HQ and Sig Regt was formed 24 Apri l 1998, marked by the
tran ition of command in MND (SW) from 19 Mech Bde to 3 (UK) Div.
Amongst the organi ational change is a fully formed G6 Branch,
integrated within the HQ and headed by the CO/SOI G6, Lt C ol Leach . In
addition to the comms assets, the majority of which are in MND (SW)
Close Support Signal Squadron the Regiment also ha under command
the NSE support squadron in Spl it, which includes the comms assets south
of the IEBL, the Defence Company in Banja Luka (518 P ioneers
Company) and the Banja Luka Support Squadron; an overall total strength
of 580.
Thanks to 19 Mech Bde HQ & ig Sq n and those that served with them
for all their bard work during the handover period. We look forward to the
arrival of I (UK) Armd Di v HQ and Sig Regt in October who have been
lucky enough to be se lected to fo llow us!

A

there. The Troop ha a light, Fly Forward Headquarters and an armoured
complex, if the ituation requires. So far the Troop has completed two
'shake-out' exercises for variou staff officers to visit. The Fly For.vard
has flown for.vard, whic h prove just how capable it i of a wift
deployment, and the Armoured Tac ha ' trundled' and broken down,
proving j ust how capable it is of a will deployment (not). However we
managed to get a good untan wh ilst waiting for Cpl Sheppard and his
team of Kwik-Fit fi tters to do their n.1 ff at the ide of the road. et Up,
hang round, tear down, go home: not di simil ar from Bul ford except the
'go home' part only take u back to BLMF. ig Jennifer Wood's attempt
to get a CASEVAC out of theatre fai led when she era hed into a civi lian
ambulance, writing it off. Lucki ly there were no eriou injuries, indeed
the ambulance pa senger who wa going in for a heart by-pa· no longer
need it (because he had a stroke instead, when Sig Wood tried to park her
Rover in the back of the ambulance).

M D (SW) CLOSE SUPPORT SIG AL SQUADRO
COMMSTROOP
Our 'Magica l Mystery Tour ' began with a flying tart almo t as soon as
19 Mech had left through the fro nt gate. Obviou ly the local population
had heard about 3 (U K) Div and ri oted as a re ult. Within hours the fi rst
troops from Co111Jns Tp were deployed to Drvar to extend comm down to
the Canadian BG forward HQ and have been there ever since (if the det
tay any longer they will get tl11;:ir own BFPO number!).
For 202 Sig Sqn (with attached per onnel from 206 Si g Sqn and 7 1 Sig
Re~t (V)), the first few weeks in BLMF ( Banja Luka Mental Fam1) were
at tnnes chaotic. Now that we have been here six weeks it is progressing to
organised chaos, a the Troop becomes ettled into the Squadron 's routine.
All the perso1mel on the hilltop ites and rear link detachment have
s ~opped complaining about being isolated and now apprec iate thei r
distance from BLMF, whereas all BLMF personnel are planning their
e cape routes, to the hilltop sites and rear link detachments. Popular
destinations are tho e close to a PX or pl it/Zagreb/Sarajevo - no surprise
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BA J \LUK
PPORT Q ADRON
MT TROOP
The MT i. now fmnly entrenched in Building 9 BLMF. The
deployment took everal pha e to complete. Phase I aw gt ·Mr Angry'
Wood,~ard and hi team of hand picked volunteers deployed to pl it in
anticipation of the am val of the Boat. They then butt led the vehicle , in
sc,cral trip ·. to Banja Luka. Pha e 2 aw S gt ·Ollie' La m bert with his
two Little helpers, pl 'Trev· Bo rdman and LCpl · kinn ' Skinner,
take over the MT compound and the Theatre assets from W02 Stu
on" a) and his merry band. Pha e 3 saw the arrival of the main body led
by Capt harlie 'I haven't got long to do)' Tom ki ns RLC to complete
our roulement in place. With all manpower deployed the mammoth ta k of
cle.aning our own and camp area commenced, concurrent with the daily
routine of detail and resupply. With the compound now looking as it
hould the ta k of maintaining the 'kilometre weary' fleet ha started. The
bu y schedule of porting and ocial activities are now well under way,
with a narrow (unanimou ) defeat in a Garnes Night versu the LAD, we
are now looking forward to the return and revenge.
Farewell to early e capees, C apt ·1 did a tour and a half la t time '
Tom kin , on posting to 400 Tp RLC at ITC Catterick and LC pl 'Ugliest
Man In ATO (UMIN)' Ca mpb ell on compassionate. we all wi h them
both well. Welcome, in advance, to MTO C apt W idows RLC and
welcome indeed to I (UK) AD R whose Reece Party's arri al is
imminent.

N ES PPORT Q ADRO 1
After months of training and preparation 206 Sig Sqn deployed on Op
Lodestar to as ume the po ition of HQ (UK) SE upport Squadron based
pnmarily in Split. The Squadron provides CIS support to HQ (UK} SE in
pl it and re pon ibility for a number of hill top sites and mes age centres
in Bo nia. In addition, the Squadron is also responsible for the
ad.ministration of the barracks. The Squadron is now well ettled in and
has succe sfully assimilated a variety of Regular, TA and Reservist
personnel already in place.

The OC, Maj Pau l Gli bbery, and the GSM, W01 Hymas, select
their seaside residence in Split - it 's a hard war !
BRAVO TROOP
Bravo (Bo nia) Tp contains all Squadron personnel deployed 'up
country' at various message centres and hill top sites. Some thoughts from
the lads .....
MO NT IVO VIK HILLTOP SITE
Det Comd
Cpl Charlie Elliot
The IVOVIK RRB Det si ts on a lonely hilltop somewhere in Bosnia
and is manned by Cpl Charlie E lliot, Sig 'Ackers' Ackers and Sig Larry
Le roy The site is currently shared with the Malaysians who are soon off
back home and will be replaced by the Belgium Battalion. We never knew
RRBs could be so cosmopolitan! We would like to take this opportunity to
thank the guys from 30 Sig Regt based at Livno for thei r hard work in re-

supplying u with our weekly food return. For those of you looking for an
interesting holiday the weather here is fantastic if you are a female mud
'"Testier or a hippo as there are an enormous amount of mud packs and
water.
MES AGE CENTRE KUPRES
Dct Comd
LCpl Kev Meck
Life at COMMCEN Kupres rolls on for three operators from 206 Sig
Sqn. namely LCpl Kev Meek, LCpl Ivan Muckle and Sig Dave
Marsha ll . As anyone who has worked the Message Centre at Kupres
knows, it is not the busic t of Communication's assets and anything out of
the daily running and routine of the ite stands out in the minds of those
working there. aturday 16 May aw the final of the FA Cup, an important
event in many a squaddie's calendar. Among t the usual COMMCEN
equipment at Kupres is the local area BFBS Tran mitter and Satellite
Receiver. Twenty minutes before kick-off and both LCpl Muckle and Sig
Marshall ettled down to watch the game when suddenly the BFBS
screen went blank and on a quick check to see if someone had parked their
rear on the remote, it wa soon realised the Satellite dish was receiving
diddley squat. Immediately the phone rang and the thought of 300 odd
angry 'Loggies' hammering down the door prompted some immediate
action . A call to the necessary department gave no prompt remedy so the
only plan left seemed to be to hide under the table and pretend that the
shop was hut. Divine intervention came ju t a couple of minutes before
kick-off when the creen suddenly spnmg to life. Confirmation later
arrived that the loss of tran mission turned out to be a practical joke by the
station in the UK - ome joke! More from the other sites next time.
A quick note to all Cambrai Troop Personnel. Congratulations to the
Cambrai Four; LCpl ' Lucky' Stewar t, LCpl ' Beanie' Br own, LCpl 'I've
got a small mouth' Wright and LCpl 'Whiskey' Wicks, who all were
promoted ju t before the Op LODESTAR deployment. Also
congratulations to SSgt Steve Bartleet on hi recent promotion. And
finally a quick Hello to everyone down in the Falklands, we're looking
forward to eeing you all in October.
CH ARLIE T ROOP
Charlie (Croatia) Tp was created to look after the various Squadron
personne l who work in Split such as the COMMCEN, ISM team and of
course the Dog Section! C Tp is Commanded by a TA officer, Lt Vic
C avin from 2 Sig Sqn (V), who normally works a a Physics teacher. This
is his story...
After volunteering for an operational tour I was pleased to find out that
I was going to be a Troop Commander with 206 Sig Sqn and not a
watchkeeper, which is the most likely fate for a TA officer! Although I
would work once ' in theatre' being TA I had to go through the strange and
intricate process of being mobil ised through RSME Chatham. Thi took
five days and consi ted of documentation (long queues and lots of
waiting), confirmatory training and the issue of equipment and weapons.
O nce enlisted UNTAT was the next hurdle. Five day of scenarios
involving situations which you may find your elfin the Balkan including
RTA's, digging up of war graves, confrontations with Persons Indicted For
War Crimes (P IFWC), Mine Awareness Training, use of interpreters,
observation, live firing, briefhi tory of the background to the conflict and
scenarios where the Rules of Engagement were involved.
l deployed with other mobilised TA and reservist personnel and awaited
the arrival of the Squadron from UK. On arrival the main thing which hit
me was how hot it was and that it was still only April. After passing
through the TRC (Theatre Reception Centre) where we were given a Mine
Awareness briefand issued our ration card and SFOR ID card it was on the
bus for a seven hour journey up to BLMF (Banja Luka Metal Factory).
Once in BLMF the then resident Signals unit, 19 Mech Bde, were given
the opportunity to keep us occupied while they were preparing for the
hand-over to 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt.
I was tasked with escorting C pl H ensley on a Crypto resupply run
around the detachments to the South and East of Banja Luka. This took us
four days a nd we got the chance to see much of the war tom areas of
Bosnia includi ng Sarajevo. After this my own task was to get back to Split.
The Advance party from 206 had arrived by now so it was a case of lets
get on with it. The rest of the Squadron arrived a few days later and I
started to get to know the soldiers under my command and begin Troop
Commanding in earnest.

Are you reading sorneone else's Wire?
If so, why not take out a regular subscription.
A Direct Debit form can save you time and keep you in touch.

Contact the Subscriptions Clerk, RHO for details
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19 (MECHANISED) BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS &
SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)

BA JA LUKA METAL FACTORY
Sqn Comd
Maj . A. W. Pope
RSM
WOI (RSM) Howell Walmsley

' WERE GOI G HOME, WE'RE GOI1 G HOME, WE'RE
GOI G, 19'S GOING HOME.'
So that's all from us sec you all again in 18 months!

LETTERS FROM LODESTAR MARK II
As our tour draws to a close, our thoughts inevitably tum to the future;
to Aldershot, Broadey, Bramcote, Bulford (for some!} and, of course, to
Catterick. However, it is perhaps appropriate to record some of the events
of the last six months. Accordingly, l have opened up some of the
quadron's ' blueys' to home ....

TECH ICAL WORKSHOPS (AKA THE TELET BBIE )
The Tech wksps has been kept very busy of late. FofS 'Firestarter'
Williams has continued with his annoying habit of cutting all of the phone
cables, usually without telling the workshops beforehand. That way
everyone gets to experience the fun that he had when he arrived . ow,
with all the cables within theatre repaired, I would just like to say a heart
felt thanks to the attached lincys, who as well as working extremely hard,
have kept the high earners of the workshops amused with their antic . ig
Stu Stainthorpe, whilst repairing a phone within the headquarters,
approaching the General and saying 'Hey mate do you know where the
General's office is?' The GOC took him into his office, at down at the
desk (to Sig Stainthorpcs' shock) and said 'This is my office, I work here,
and that is the phone for you to repair.' Also the above mentioned person
having an argument with the OC Squadron, on the subject that he owed the
workshops a crate of beer for wearing rank within our bar. He
subsequently lo t the argument and will be on orders soon. C pl Dale
Wallace has recently arrived in theatre for the last six week of the tour.
Firstly, I would say that I do not know how we survived without him.
Secondly, he was of such importance that we shipped him off to the G6
FISST section, where he has earned his official title of computer geek.
ow with the tour coming to a close, I would like to give a few
mentions to the quieter members of the workshops. Sgt Terry Mcin ty re is
the work hops own hero, after apprehending a bag snatcher whilst on
R+R. He has earned the title of the man with the most washed sleeping bag
in NATO. Cpl 'Loggy' \: right, who as well as having been associated
with a clerk of the Squadron, earns the title of monkey lover havi ng spent
most of the tour in the RM P's bar. Cpl Andy Porter, i also a great frie nd
of the RMP's as he keeps them regularly employed, having been topped
numerous times for speeding, RTA's (with the OC. 21C and Foreman as
passengers) and several other misdemeanors that cannot be mentioned
because of legal proceedings! Mc life will not be the same once the
'Squaddie Tubbies' leave theatre. However, the suits and padding have
been left in the capable bands of gt T hompson who has promi ed to
carry on the antics. So it' farewell to 'Hanky Panky' Sgt Warren Quinn,
'Tit y' F ofS Andy W illia ms. 'Lager· SSgt Bob L ow and 'Poo· gt
'Swampy' Mcintrye. Finally. I would just like to say that the workshops
have tried to remain incon picuou throughout the tour. As a result I do not
think anyone will miss us when we are gone. except when BFBS is down,
a Sky Di h needs re-aligning, or the radio stations are incorrectly tuned. If
in doubt any question should be addres ed to FofS Williams. Did you
know he is a TV repairman in the TA?

COMMSOPS
It would be impossible to mention all the work carried out by Comms
Ops in one sentence. The atmosphere can best be described as 'CHAOS'.
Crisis management is the norm, and that's on good day. All members of
the office will be appearing in the line up for the New York Yankees
baseball team next season. Why? They are now expert at handling
anything from a fastball to the sideswiping curve ball that is regularly
thrown at them by the staff, and by the OC, Maj ' Rowathon' Pope.
Several members of the team have fallen by the wayside during the last six
months. Jn the hall of shame we have YofS Limp Wrist' Drummond who
faked a broken wrist injury just to get back for hi son's birthday party.
YofS ' Pie and Chips' Anthony S utcliffe-Bray also did a runner when he
won the raffle and came off the SSgt to W02 promotion Board (well done
YofS!) FofS 'Northern Pub Sports Champion' Brown left early to annoy
250 Gurkha Sig Sqn. Ca pt 'Joey' Perci val spent more time at home than
in theatre, writing an Essay for the Blue Peter children's competition.
Finally Capt 'Ensuite Water bottle' Peden left us to do some work (for the
first time in his life) with I Mech Bde.
We mu t give thanks to Capt ' Jake the Pake' Cornell (604 Sig Troop)
for sharing with us his knowledge of the human anatomy. He also tried to
work his own ticket home through injury, but his legendary drag back ploy
(and en uing limp) was not enough to convince the OC to let him go. Hi
one success of the tour wa in purchasing a K-Tel nasal hair removing tool
and finding out its true worth. He was truly the cultural coach of the
Squadron. Thanks mu t al o go to the admin support staff. LCpl 'Your
'avin a laff' Mai n (30 Sig Regt} and more recently Sig 'Fmmpy Pants '
Petty have effectively run the Ops room for the entire tour. Thanks to FofS
Edwards who has tried to rejoin the Squadron following his recent
departure to 30 Sig Regt. o you can't come back, we've got enough
PTI 's in the Squadron thanks. And thanks to our TA attachment Adjt Capt
' Vortex' Drinka ll for his ability at route selection and for his novel work
ethic (why do today what someone else can do tomorrow?) Good luck and
best wishes go out to 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt during their tour of the Balkans.
A final thought to leave you on. Where are you all going to it?
COMMSTROO P
by LCpl Berry
TpComd
L t M. Won g
Tp Comd (almost)
Lt J. Toze
Hello World,
Well, that's it. It' now so close you can almost taste it. No, I don't mean
Sig T hompson 's aroma, l mean the end of tour. I would like to take a little
time to reflect on some of the characters that have kept us going with their
escapades during the last ix month . C pl ' Tele-tubby' West who ha
handed all his uniform in too early; apart from hi socks. This proved to be
very embarrassing (and chilling) for him when his sprint sessions at two in
the morning were commented upon by the Tp OC who saw a streak of
sorts racing around the Troop offices. Sig J ohn 'if it shines, I'm buying it'
Atkinson got lost in Hungary, but was fortunate when he found a taxi that
charged on ly DM200 to get back. Sgt Rob 'if it ain't got lime in it, then
I'm not drinking it ' E nderby has enjoyed a marvellous time on the
Glamoc ranges demon trating his prowess as a Maitre'd. Ju t don't ask
him to buy you a cup of coffee in the EFJ as he is the original Norbert
Colon, mind you a couple of more years and he ' ll have that ·tight abre'
impre sion cracked. C pl 'moaning' Richards ha not stopped whinging
since he has been in theatre, would someone plea e give him a phone!
Another thing, you are not wearing tbo e 'Geordie jeans' when we get
back. C pl Dave L eask has practica lly managed to wipe out the Troop
when pl ayi rig football, just ask Sig ;Eye Eye' E llison. Finally LCpl C hris
Bonham who has been dumped yet again, (For being too clingy)! Lt
'VSAT' Wong believe it or not spend a lot of time on the phone to
Sarajevo for some strange reason. You never know Si r, she might get
posted to England after all! Cpl T m only 5 minutes late' M allan cy who
managed to build relations with all the other nationalitie in the metal
fac tory through hi s wheeling and deal ing, was seen return ing from the
QMs wi th a smil e on his face . We still don't know why! ig ·son of
Enderby' Smith who over the last six month ha w1dergone some sort of
genetic transformation to make him into the pitting image of a junior
show~r starter, (Sgt E nderby). Sig ' le bone' Bank managed to succeed
m as 1sting the Royal Mi litary Po lice with their Op Plunder - remember
they' ll catch you in the end ! Well this concludes our portion of Wire notes
for our tour in Bost1ia. It only remai n to say well done to everyone in
Comm_ Troop for working extremely hard over the last ix months. One
more lime, as the song goes ...
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Q ARTERMASTERS (TECH l CA L) DEPARTME T
QM
Maj (Q M) E. C. Dale
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Gibson
The Dept has been as busy a ever, with such things a Board of
Officers. and Logistic Support In pections along with our handover.
Fortunately we have also been able to enjoy a couple of light hearted
moment in the form of a farewell barbecue at which we aid farewell to
not only some of our incumbent replacements but also our three Locally
Employed Civilians. for who we are forever indebted, for both their hard
work during our tour and for their total loyalty and dedication. pecial
thanks must also go to the follow ing personnel:
Sig Kev P ack I Armd Div Sig Regt: keep smiling and keep happy.
LCpl Paul Daniels IRWF: don't fall off any more bike .
LCpl Daryl Smith Rc.ervi t: bet you don't give the new QM a special
greeting.
This tour has provided a pecial challenge to this dept due to our
constant manpower shortage. It would not be fair if I did not pa s on my
special thanks to the dedication and hard work of the store accountant
from 19 Bde who have without a doubt provided a first clas ervice in
difficult times. Along with thi we al o have to ay a pecial farewell to
Maj (Q 'I.) C has Dale who i leaving u on our return to Catterick. We
wish both you and Lynne the ery be t for the future in Colcme. Finally a
the RQMS I must mention the mo t tupid thing that I have ever done in
my life. I volunteered to participate in the Banja Luka half marathon,
omething that I doubt I will ever do again. However, it wa for charity
and it did provide a couple of laugh fo r till;_Department, but not for me! I
close now with thanks to the QM Dept 3 Di v for a succe sful takeover. We
wish them every good luck throughout their tour.
MT TROOP
MTWO
W02 Conway
Finally our Winter break in the Balkans ha come to and end. There
have been a few incident that arc too embarra ing to mention but I will
anyway. Congratulations to the MTWO, W02 tu Conway. for gett mg
the first speeding offence for the MT. ongratulation to the two heroc. of
the MT, LC pl L ee Taylor and ig 'DT" (Dave Trevor) W)nne on
reacting in a very commendable manner at an RTA. When travelhng to
plit to go on their well de erved R...R they adminish:rcd first aid to two
eriously injured ca ualties and recovered them to the neare t Hospital.
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Well done! Well done also to ig Hugh Brown on the fa test time down
route Gull chn 'ing hi trailer wheel (on foot) . \ ell done to W02 tu
om\ay and Cpl Cs(l Harris on being promoted during our tour, and not
forgetting of course Cpl ·Lenny' Lyon who has proved that it'· never too
late. and finally congratulation to ig ' Aide' Clarke on hi rccem
marriage.
A. DFI . LLY....
lt ju t remain. for all of '..Ile eclectic bunch of Signallers and attached
personnel that made up M ' D( W) HQ & ig qn to wish the incoming
ig R gt a mo. t rewarding and enjoyable tour. ' omehow I get the fe~l~ng
that we will be back..... even if only to continue the excellent recru1tmg
campaign started by ig Ander on at Li ina West!

x1.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

R CE THES .
After much di cussion (most of it at the bar probably), it was sugge ted
that the Regiment should enter a team to compete in the annual charity
race organised by 2 ig Reg!. With a list of names and a map Sgt Brian
Gillies was given the unenviable task to assemble a team and go and win
Race the Sun. With the benefit of hindsight we may have been rai ing our
hopes a little too high. Early on Tuesday morning the team departed
Lisburn on route for York and it dicln 't take long for things 10 go wrong!
On arrival at Belfast it wa soon apparent that only one of the three
minibuses had actually got on the ferry. Could this have been an omen!
The team eventually made it to York and with the recce of the drop off
points. and more importantly the local ale houses, complete under the
guidance of ig ·o az' King, it wa time to hit the sack and get what linle
sleep we could.
Race Day. The !st leg comperitors lined up on a chilly Thursday
morning eager to jump into their canoes and start the day. Our champion
canoeist Cpl Shaun Marriot, was brimming with confidence and eager to
get under way, when he unered what eventually became tl1e phrase of the
day, 'Why has everyone got wet uits on, are they planning on going for a
wim?' The outcome should have been obvious as. seconds after getting
into the canoe Cpl Marriot wa the wrong way up and after many
impres ions of a submarine decided enough was enough. ever mind we
could still catch up and so off went Sgt 'Taff' Drew who went well until a
call of nature distracted him for a few minutes, must have been nerves.
Still undeterred, Sgt 'Stu ' Murray set off on his bike and set a blistering
pace putting u back in with a chance. The momentum was carried on by
gt 'Sparky' Baker, who had the daunting task of running up the 'slight
gradient' commonly known as Sutton Bank. Having handed over to Capt
Bennett at the top things were going well and he fl ew round the forced
march, letting
gt 'Q' Rose gain some places on the moor run. Capt
Benson finished the half marathon in a very credible 7th position up
against some stiff opposition, giving SSgt Gillies and Sgt ·webby' Webb
someone to chase on the mounta in bike leg. The team was gaining in
confidence after our initial etbacks and the two drivers ig 'Daz' King
and LCpl Ian , ichols were doing a terling job of getting people 10 the
right place al the right lime. The injured Sig 'Fitzy' Fitzpatrick, Capt
·e'~hou se and LCpl Ian 'wi ll he tum up ' Holme all completed thei r legs
without any problems. Then handing over to a slightly nervous Capt 'T
can't read a map'Walster who did not encounter any of the problems she
had imagined and finished well within the time Ii mil. The swimmers were
next and off into the murky depths went SSgt Graham 'The Fi h'
Wea\er . torpedoing through the water to second place. This is where fate
dealt us a second blow. Sig ' Hoss' Cartwright, after revealing the night
before that he didn't know what orienteering was, set off and surprised us
all by completing his leg, getting all the checkpoints within the time limit,
but unfommately got lost following the arrows on the way to the finish
point. As he was on his bike he decided to cycle back to Strensall and get a
shower, unaware that the mar ·hats were looking for him. You can imagine
their ' urpnse' when after looking for him for three hours there he was at
the barbecue! gt 'Dede' Watt was the next to suffer, being overtaken by
a 'woman' halfway back on the tab to Strensall. That 'woman ' just to add
insult to injury, had already competed in two other evems! The final leg
w1..'llt to Cpl And) Brown who after waiting for what must have seemed
iike an eternity completed our attempt at this year's race with an
accumulated total time of I 6hr 37mins.
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TM Troop

All have said that they will do it again next year, where we can only
improve on our end re ult of twelfth position out of eighteen teams and
managed to raise £460 for charity. To better our chance the team ha
clubbed together to purchase a rubber dinghy for Cpl Ma rriot ifhe wishes
to have a go again next year!
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt (FofS) Ma ul
Tp SSgt
SSgt Cook
There have been everal changes to the troop personnel over the last
month, we have said goodbye to W02 (FofS) Ian Ruth erford and
Rhona , po ted to the sunny climes of259 Sig Sqn, we all wish them well
for the future. We would also like to pass on our thanks for all they have
done for the Troop over the past two and a bit years. (Enjoy the holiday).
Systems have also been hit, with C pl 'Stu' Powney and wife Sue off to
Wilton and Cpl Danny M ulh era n off on hi s TI. Good luck to both and a
special farewell to LCpl 'Matt' O'Neil who after sunning himself in the
Caribbean will now actually have to work for a living in Civvy Street.
Taking over the reins of the Troop we wou ld like to welcome SSgt (FolS)
'Taff' Maul and his wife tephanie to the Province, who after a two year
break with the TA has the unenviable task of trying to manage the bunch of
reprobates commonly known as TM Tp as well as keeping ahead of the
Gigster. (Good luck!) Also welcome to Sgt Dave Alderson from I Tp (at least
he will know what it's like to be on a winning team)). C pl ' orm' orman
and his wife Sarah fresh from his Tl and Sig Claire Bradley fresh from her
B3 in Blandford. Welcome one and all and we hope you have good tour.
On a col d April morning (What other April morni ngs are there over
here) the Troop had a photograph taken for posterity, unfortunately due to
manning commitments only half of the Troop members were present.
SPORTS
With the beginning of the new sporting year the Troop has once again got olf
to a winning start. Unfortunately we only managed to claim second place in the
swimming as after all if we had been meant to live underwater we would have
been born with Gills (or without hair as this seems to work for the SQMS).The
cricket though, well this was a different mailer, under the leadership of the
Troop cricket captain Sgt Pete Sze re meta the band of warriors prepared to do
battle on what can only be described as a difficult wicket. After a quick practice
it was clear that we were firm favourites, we were so awesome that R Tp
Come!, Capt Massey, decided that the only way he could avoid the demon
deliveries, that were going to come his way was to make a quick visit to the
Med Centre with a duodenal or something like that. There were many notable
perfonnances from the team that consisted ofSSgts 'Bod ' McDonald, Shaun
Cook, Sgts Pete zeremeta, Matt Clark, Jon Ault, Cpls ' Hatllmy '
Hamilton, 'Ant' Tranter, Al Hayhurst, Chris Kearsley and LCpl Glyn
Clarke. The display was so impressive not only will we be in contention for
places in the Squadron Team there were rumours that ' Hammy' and Pete are
challenging for Mike Atherton's place in the England squad. (Honest!)
The members of the Troop who represent the Regiment in cross country
helped to make it a good yea r for the team with gt Dave Kilgallon
putting in many good results, a specia l men tion goes to Cpl Louise
Phillip who won the NI Individual Cross country championship. Also
congratulations go to gt 'Taff' Drew for finishing the Fleet half
marathon in a personal best time and to Sgt Shaun Cook for finishing
the London Marathon and rai sing £300 for charity.
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ISAAM/RACE THE SUN
Once again the Troop provided almost 50% of the Regimental team
strength to both these competition . The !SAAM contribution consisted
of LCpls fan ichols, G lyn Clarke and Sigs 'Loch ' Nessling, ' Hoss'
Cartwright and 'Jock' Allan, de pite stiff opposition the team performed
well on the day and came in a creditable position (Not last). The Race The
Sun team members SSgt Brian Gillies, gts ' Dede' Watts, 'Taff' Drew,
'Stu ' Murray, ' Sparky' Baker, Richie Webb and Sig ' Hos 'Ca rtwright
were in for a bit of a shock. Despite everal early set backs our Troop
members (the backbone of the team) managed to pull the team though and
not disgrace themselves (I only write what I'm told to!)

A~nericans a lesson or two in J?Ower drinking. Sig Steve 'Muz· Murray
wms composure of the week with a respectable mild manner even though
a certam LCpl Rod Rouchie came out with some spectacular one liners
on the never ending hike on the competition side! Unfortunately all good
thmgs must come to an end, so after five days of freedom it was two days
on a cramped mini bus, a journey from hell, and back to the Province and
work

PROMOTIONS
Finally congratulations got to Dave Rycroft and 'Hammy' Hamilton
on gaining their promotions to Cpl, Well done lads!
EXERCISE BELLI ZONA FI NN
This year's Bellinzona Military Patrol Competition seemed like the
ideal opportunity to head off to Switzerland for a couple of weeks. The
Regiment entered 3 x three person teams, all made up from 233 · o
apathy here, mate' Sig Sqn. The one-day competition included such events
as grenade throwing, panzerfaust tank hoot, demolitions, first aid and an
assault course. The crux event was a 90 minute timed march over Skm
with a climb of 1200 metres, an occasion for the Royal Signals to overtake
many foreign infantry units.
Team One, con isting of Capt Richard 'Rimmer' ewhouse, LCpl
Ian 'Plod' Wardle and Sig Brian ·Dangerous' Milne did particularly well
considering they had to stop at one of the stand for over 30 minutes for a
medic to arrive with a lotion to relieve tenderness. The team member who
will remain nameles had a 'dangerou ' few minute applying lotion to his
very tender body parts whilst perched on a mountainside. The team's
efforts showed in the placings of 27th, 48th and 54th, respectively, out of
70. This was against professional infantry uch as the Wei h Guards (31st)
and 5 Royal Irish (44th), and after the wi s core 're-arranging' and the
language barriers were taken into consideration. After the completion it
was ofT to Interlaken for five days of adventure training, walking and
mountain bike carrying up and down yet more mountain . There wa a
thought of doing some sailing on one of the lakes, however. aller a few
brave fool went for a swim this idea wa quickly forgonen, as they
emerged blue aller less than a minute in the water. A larger bout of
rnaclness struck the team whi t t on mountain bikes. Halfway up a pass
through the Alps the six strong team of entrepid cyc li is encountered deep
snow. 'No problem, it is on ly six inches deep ' wa the cry, so the bikes
were picked up and carried. And carried and carried, through snow up to
two and a half foot deep with a height gain of 700 metres over three mi le .
The. team was more than prepared for this eventuality as they were
equ ipped with T-shirts x I, shorts x I, trainers I pair and mo t importantly
sen e of. humour (not! ) x I. lt is a good job that this last item was an
expense rtem because a few of them were lost on that moulltain idc.
A.big ~1ention has to go out to the lad who took part in thi. week of
m.u ltr-nallonal get together. Sgt .Jim ' pecial Force ' Duncan and Capt
Rich ' h?uld be un intere ting route today' ewhouse had a hard enough
Job keepmg everybody interested with the weather still very severe.
;\valanches are now no problem to anybody in the team. LCpl Phil
Burnout' Callaway and ig tu ' Decisive' McCluskie win the teddy in
the comer competi tion. Cpl Adi 'Fecssch' and ig Bri 1ilne gave the
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SSgt Jim Duncan and Cpl Adi Fisher
suitably dressed for the snow
REGIME TAL FEMALE CROSS COU TRY TEAM
Although the Regiment had been very bu y over the la t few month .
thi did not stop the Female X Country Team from having a very
successful ea on. The Team began the ea on by winning the orthem
Ireland Relay with an excellent perfonnance from LCpl Liz Bloomfield
(HQ I). Throughout the season there were even league races, all of
between 3 - 5 mile . As per normal the orthem Irish weather was true to
form and it rained, hailed or produced gale force wind at mo t of the race
- of course making ii that much harder lo get up tho e steep hills. However,
again t all the odd , the team put on valiant display of effort and won the
league. The team consisted of Capt .Jules Waister, W02 Andrea
Dunford, Cpl Louise Phillips Cpl andra Thompson and LCpl Li.i;
Bloomfield. Congratulation must go 10 Cpl Loui e Phillips who also
won the individual prize. Well done to all and fingers cros ed for next
sea on.
t ORTHER IRELAND R GBY 7\ COMPETITIO '
I Rugby 7's
The Regimental Rugby Team entered this years
compet ition with a strong, but ageing team led by W02 (
1) ·001' Oa)
and W02 (FofS) ndy Forbes who did not let their ego or weary bodtcs
effect their desire to win. The forward , who led the charge, were led by
the formidab le figures of the regimental Adjt, Capt Gu) Bennett and
Sgt (SQM ) Graham Weavers. The Team wa drawn in the trongest
league and met one of the favourites the QDG·s in the first game. Iler a
ttght, fast flowing game with gt Bri Hands and gt 'Cleggy' leghorn
making some trong run and gt Legg and gt 'Taff' Drew omc bone
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runching tackles, we led at halftime. However, the QDG's got their tail
up and ran out winners 17- . After thi initial knock back the team went
from trength to trength, unfortunately the early lo to the QDG' put u
into the plate competition. Determined to prove we were a _team worthy of
a place in the main competition no ther learn cored aga in t us after the
QDG '.
The result were as follow :
Lo, ltoQDG' -8- 17
Beat I G - 54 - 0
Beal Li bum BaBa's 48 - 0
Beat Depot R IRISH 42 - 0
emi final Plate Comp beat R IRI H 54 - 0
Final Plate Comp 2LI 47 - 0
Many of the pectators and Oflicial admired the team runn ing rugby
tylc and commitment throughout the day which hould have got u to the
main competition apart from our first game. The team received deserved
congratulations e pecially con idering that the average age of lhe team
was 30. come on you young whipper- nappers where are you?
E ERCI E ALBA FINN 1998
& Alba Finn 1998 was a five day 225 ig Sqn adventure training
exerci e held in Fort William, Scotland over 22-26 Apr 98. Run by Cpl
Dunc Halls, the exerci e consi ted of two day travel with three days of
climbing and hill walking for 18 members of the Squadron.
The group met at the Squadron early on Wednesday 22 April before
leaving for the ferry at Lame. After clearing immigration and passport
control in cotland, we made the journey to Fort William in the Central
Highlands before ettling in lo the TA Centre which was lo be our home
for the next 4 nights. 2Lt Hill then had his jumper (that hi mum probably
knitted for him) hijacked and liberated by the group. The jumper was la t
seen worn by a Fig 11 target on Ballykinler range .
Unfortunately God fro\\'Iled upon our exercise and decided to end forth
rain and high winds for the week. On 23 April we split into 3 group and I
took
at John Greenwood's group to Polldubh crags, which was to be
our climbing area. The crags were too wet to be able to enjoy the climbs.
o we went down to the climbing wall in the atlernoon Cpl Billy
'Braveheart' Wardrope led his group on the Sgorr an Lubhair horseshoe
in the Mamore taking in Devils Ridge before climbing onto Slob Coire a
Chaim. Capt Dave Dolling took his group up onto Ben evis via the Cam
Mor Dearg arrete.

On the 24th the weather took a tum for the worse, l accompanied Capt
Dave Dolling's group on the traverse of lhe Aonach Eagach ridge west
from Am Bodach; an excellent route which wou ld have been much better
ifwc could have actually ccn anythi ng! SSgt John Greenwood's group
tackled the Ben but were beaten back by altitude sicknc s (or so they told
u !), and Cpl BiUy Wardrope took his group on a low level walk from
Glen Coe up the Devils Staircase into Kin lochlcven. Sgt ' Pie n Mash'
Ashworth upset one of the local by trying to chat up one of his dogs,
strange folk! On the 25th we plit into two groups, half of us took a route
up the Ben whilst the rest completed the gorr an Lubhair horseshoe via
the Devil Ridge. That evening we comp leted a ' night nav exercise' into
Fort William for another social gathering.
The 26th was the move back to Lisburn, everyone enjoyed what was an
excellent 5 days in cotland completing some very rewarding routes. Even
Chris Ashworth enjoyed him elf despite whinging for the entire exerei e,
and there's a rumour that Jim Porter actually smiled! Our thanks to Pte
Sam Langston (RL ), our chef for the week who broke from nonnal
cookhou e SO P's and cooked an excellent standard of food for the week.

RSM

HANDOVER OF QUARTERMASTER (VOLUNTEER)
Capt Ma urice Stanley took over the post of QM (V) in March from
Maj Dave Doherty (the longest serving soldier in the Regiment). Maj
Doherty has now retired and we wish him and Maura Anne all the best
for the future.

The Team - Exercise Alba Finn

l07 (ULSTER) BRIGADE A
UAL GOLF MATCH
The Regiment continued its support for the annual golf match between
all the TA units in the Province. The match was held on Friday I May at
the Galgorm Golf and Country Club near Ballymena. It proved a difficult
day for most of the competitors, with water and sand being the order of the
day. . However, once again indivi duals from the Regiment returned
excellent scores, notably Mr Stephen Walker (LAD civilian fitter) with
best overall total (44 points), SSgt Dave Coleman best back nine (37
pomts) and the RQMS , Ian Carter, who was a late entry, scoring 36
pomts. The SSM was contesting the most Golf played trophy with 8
point . The 'A'. team finished in overall third place, only 8 points behind
the eventual wmners, (The Bde Staff, Well done Brigadier).

CORPSAAM
A team from 66 Sig Sqn had success winning ihe As oc1ation Cup and
being third best rifle team out of 17 at the recent CORPSAAM held at
Sisley _between 29-3 1 March 1998. 40 Sig Regt (V) supported the event
well with tea~ from Sup_~rt Sqn and 85 Sqn taking part. Being unable to
attend the official pnze-g1vmg ceremony due to leaving early to catch our
ferry, Comd 11 Sig Bde _kindly held an early imprompru ceremony to
present . ~6 Sqn with their _trophy. Everyone participating enjoyed the
compe!ltion and are all lookmg forward to next year with hopefully even
more success. Thanks go to SSgt ' Dave' Coleman (PSI) for making the
necessary arrangement enabling the teams to participate in the
competition. The team was as follows:
W02 (SSM) Irvine, Cpl Gordon, Cpl Jones, LCpl Whiteside and
Sig Booth

RSIT
Many thanks are sent to SSgt ' Stew The Q' Mullen and LCpl Davie
'Superman ' Burgess for the hard work they put into RSIT preparation.
Also to all the Detachment Commanders and crews who worked most of
the _weekends ava ilable to make sure that the whole of the Squadron's
vehicle fleet were declared task-worthy with some very good grades.

LORD LIE TE, ANT'S CERTIFICATE PRESE TATION
gt tephen Delaney was awarded the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate
in April 1998 for his outstanding service to the Territorial Army and the
Regiment in the Province during his TA career.

Back Row (L-R): Cpl Clemence, Sgt Bainbridge,
Cpl Campbell, SSgt Browne
Front Row (L-R): Mrs Clemence, Mrs Bainbridge,
The Commander, CO, Mrs Browne

ADVENTURE TRAINING
ln February the Squadron again enjoyed a long weekend in Grantownon-Spey, skiing, without the snow. The Squadron in tead used the dry ski
slope at Lecht and the Briti h Legion in the Town quare, clay pigeon
shooting in Rothiemurcbu , Curling and Ice Skating in Aviemorc, and
Mountain Biking. Thi was an excellent weekend organised by W02
(SSM) Derek ' Shooter' Irvine with assistance from SSgt Gary 'Fish
boy' Shaw and SSgt Mark Barrass, LCpl Mick ' o, not again'
Buckley, and LCpl Anne '4 Onions ' Stewart. The weekend had its
moments and yet again Cpl Shirlee-Anne ' I want balloons' Lyttle
managed to fit her birthday in during our skiing. The weekend ended with
the 'Full Monty ' show on the last night which went down a treat with
special thanks to Sgt Janet 'Spotty' Coates and LCpl Andy 'The Teddy'
Colwell for their entertaining input.

VI IT OF THE MASTER OF SIG ALS

The CO presents the Master with a Blackthorn Cane
on his first visit to the Regiment
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69 (NORTH IRI H HORSE) SIG 'AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj W. B. Houston R IG ALS (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) McKnight
69 Sqn would like to welcome and congratulate its new S M, W02
(SSM) David McKnight who took up the po t on l April 199 . W02
McKnight comes from an Infantry background and transferred 10 69 Sqn
in 1995. His predecessor W02 Billy Lyle takes up the post as Op Warrant
Officer with the Squadron. Best wishe to both of them. Also welcome to
our new Tech P I, gt Evans who arrived thi month from Cyprus. gt
Evans claims to know nothing about our TRC 521, o he hould feel at
home in the Squadron.
HITLER LINE PARADE
On the weekend of 22-24 May 1998 the Squadron commemorated the
54th anniversary of the Battle of the Hitler Line. The Hitler Line wa one
of three lines of fortification thrown acros ltaly by the German Army. and
was proving a major ob tacle to the advancing Allied Force . After everal
at~e~pts the line was finally broken on 23 May 1943 by the Canadian
D1v1s1on, backed by Churchill tanks of the North lri h Horse. At the end of
the battle. which included the infamous action at Monte Ca sino the
orth Irish Horse had lost 50% of it tanks, 37 Officers and 39 men killed.
As a re ult ofthi battle, the orth Irish Horse were granted permi ion to
wear a Maple Leaf as a battle honour by the Canadian Di\ i ional
Commander. The Maple Leaf i worn to thi day by the orth lri h Ho e
on Mes . Ores and No2 Uniform. As a direct de cendant of 8 quadron
North lnsh Horse, the honour of commemorating the battle fall to 69
(NIH) Signal quadron who have done o ince 1969.

The Lord Lieutenant for the County Borough of Belfast,
Col J. E. Wilson OBE JP presents SSgt Delaney
with his Certificate
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AN UALDIN ER
Apri l started with the Squadron Annual Dinner held in the drill hall of
the TAC. The dinner ~ave many members of the Squadron a chance to ay
farewell to the outgomg OC, l\1aj Joe 'Live long and pro per' Fallow .
We had an excellent meal and disco afterwards, organised at short notice
by Sgt Matt ' the heat is on' Murray.

66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIG AL QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj R. G. Butler R SIGNALS (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Irvine
The Squadron has had a very busy start to the year with RSIT, Skiing
and ATD clear-ups

Lt Col N. C. Beacom TD
WOl (RSM) J. S. Black

\.I IT OF C0"1D 11 SIG AL BRIGADE, BRIG J. R. 8. COOK
Comd. 11 ig Bde, Brig J. R. B. Cook, visited the Regiment over the
penod 9-11 \1arch for the first time. During the visit he was able to travel
to cc all three of the Regiment's TAC\. The Brigadier was able to present
Efficiency Medals to Cpl Clemence, Cpl Campbell, gt Bainbridge and
·. gt Bro~nc, all from 66 ig qn during his visit.

EXERCISE BO ' TY HU TER 1998
Also included dw:mg th_is period the quadron organised a final bounty
clearance weekend m which the whole of the Regiment were mvited to
attend an~ qLI:ahfy for their ATD's. For the second year in succession . gt
Mark 'Tick m the box' Barrass failed in his attempts to get his 10% of
everyone's bounty. Better luck next year.

EXERCISES
On. the heels of the dinner came our first exercise of the new traimng
y.:a~ m the shape of the Ex Star Trek programme of Exercises. It was
des_1gned so member o_f the Squadron could sharpen their skills prior to
maJor deployments. This also gives the locals on the Holywood Road a
chance to confirm that our vehicles are indeed a Carbon Monoxide hazard
whe_n not used regularly. The major exercise, Ex Spring Eagle arrived midApnl but the venue had to change to the local Belfast area for operational
reasons.

Capt Stanley takes over from Maj Doherty as QM(V) in the office!

40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

The Master of Signals visited the Regiment on Friday 24 April. After a
Regimental brief he met the sta!T and the PS ls for lunch. In the evening he
attended the second Ulster Sit,'11al Regiment (Volunteers) Officers ' Dining
Club. The dinner was presided at by Lt Col (Retd) Jim Brown TD. Other
senior guests mc ludcd the Lord Lieutenants for the County of
Londonderry, County Down and the County Borough of Belfast and The
Commander 107 (U lster) Brigade.
'
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EXECUTIVE STRETCH
The Ex.crcisc started on Friday evening witl1 quite an eventful green
mo e to the dock with SSgt '4 or 5 minutes' Howarth. Executive Stretch
is an Exercise for local executives in I. They come over and go round a
number of stands et up by local TA units . 69's stand was comms and mapreading. Next morning C pl ' Thunderflash' Ritchie and LCpl Lynch went
to find tl1eir location only to be asked by SSgt Howarth, did tl1ey know
the way. 'Of course we do!' Thirty minute later we still were not there,
much to the P l's disgust. Jn the end the day went very well and Cpl
Ritchie finally found the courage to let off a thunderflash before the PSI
pulled out what hair he had left.

Maj Houston leads 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn on parade
The commemoration weekend began with the Annual Officers' Dinner
on Friday 22 May. Twenty-six Officers, erving and retired attended the
dinner. The guest of honour wa Col J. Boileau, Mi litary Advisor to the
Canadian High Commi ion, who travelled from London for tbe
Commemoration. Al o pre ent were Sir Michael McCorkell, Lord
Lieutenant for the County of Londonderry; Col J. T. Eaton, Lord
Lieutenant for the City of Londonderry and the outgoing and incoming
Honorary Colonels of the Squadron, Col James Leslie and Col Dan
Christie.
On the evening of aturday 23 May the all ranks Regimental
A ociation dinner took place. 83 members and ex-members took part and
as usual the tale told by those who took part in the fighting took priority
over the speeches at the top table.
On Sunday 24 May the Hitler Line Parade took place. The parade as
usual followed a church ervice in the TAC at Limavady. The Squadron
put 37 Officers and men on parade with 43 Old Comrades. The orth lrish
Horse guidon was paraded by an escort party from the North Irish Horse
Independent quadron from Belfast and 69 Squadron's own Pipes and
Drums played for the parade. Thanks to the timely intervention by the
Regimental Padre, Capt Robert Jone , the weather stayed dry until after
the parade when some 200 family, friends, and old comrades of the
Squadron completed the commemoration in the best way possible, in the
Squadron Mes es.
LO DO WEEKE D
The Annual Cavalry memorial parade took place in Hyde Park, London
on Sunday 10 May. OC 69 (NIH) Sig Sqn, Maj Brian Houston together
with the P AO. Capt 'Mac' McGowan, Lt Hugh Lynch and six
members of the Squadron attended the parade and the ortb Trish Horse
Annual Re-union Dinner held the previous evening in the Victory Services
Club. It was good to see the excellent turnout from the old comrades who
were actually involved in the fighting in North Africa and ftaly. Although
there is now believed to be only I surviving member from the First World
War, the turnout from the veterans of the Second World War was excellent
and i even increasing as the old soldiers try to find their friends and
comrades.

EXERCISE NORTHERN PATROL
by LCpl Patterson
The Exercise started on a Friday 6 March when we arrived at the TAC.
On Friday night we got our kit prepared for deployment early o'clock on
Saturday morning after receiving our orders for the weekend. We arrived
in the harbour location very early on Saturday and then the Patrol
Competition began. Comms were lost I 500m from the harbour location!
When LCpl Patterson returned to the Control station location he found
gt Williamson manning tl1e radio whilst leeping! The rest of the stands
went well apart from LCpl 'Cow bell' Lynch getting his fire team lost. On
finding tl1em we then had a night shoot where everal hundred rounds
were fired down the range. The target were only hit five times! Tbe next
stand wa the night navigation that went well until SSgt Cammack lost
his five recruits. The re t of early Sunday we conducted recce patrols and
an attack on an enemy position. Finally we returned to the TAC where we
cleaned up. It wa an enjoyable weekend for everyone that took part (well
mot}!

Maj C. R. Owen
WOl (RSM) K. R. WinkJes

CO fMUNICATIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. Bates
Tp SSgt
SSgt L Pennell
Recently amalgamated, Comms Tp continues to provide the vital
comms support for 3 Inf Bde. As such the Troop now comprises of
Comms and TM sections. Comms section comprises ol Syscon who can
deal with any problem any time, a COMMCEN, Crypto and comms trials
team. The TM section consists of the cosmopolitan bunch normally found
in the world of technicians and riggers. Manning bas been bolstered
con iderably over the last year giving a greater degree of freedom to many
within the Troop. Recent arrivals within the Troop are Cpl Charlie
Hen on, who has come from 249 Sig Sqn, LCpl Dave 1\veddle, who has
been posted from I ADSR for yet another spell within 3 IBSS and Sig
Emma Jones who has come straight from the factory. Finally we would
like to welcome 2Lt oakes who has come from Sandpit for an
attachment before attending her Young Officers course. Those who have
flown the nest from the Squadron are Sgt Dudley who, with 5 AB, will no
doubt manage to get in a few more cour es and other such skives. LCpl
Ja on King will soon be off to 259 Sig Sqn in Cyprus, the pull of which
induced him to sign back on. Happy Scuba Diving.
Comm• Tp have been involved with a number of things over the past
couple of months, the most memorable of which was a water-sport based
weekend away to have a most welcome change of scenery. Held at a secret
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. Dawn broke very early on the day of the competition itself. The teams
I med up at th_e massed start amidst a spiralling sense of anticipation. The
race began wtth hundreds of bodies teeming eastwards towards the finish.
No wonder the South Downs can be seen from space. We resisted the
temptation to race off and sagely agreed that other teams would soon bum
themselves out. As the day wore on the enormity of the task became
apparent. SSgt 'keep talkin' Lothian began to resemble a Jerry Springer
guest as the latter stages of the competition approached. The Team
~?derated the pace after the half-way point to take account of unforeseen
lllJunes. Checkpoint three truly was the point of no return and r recalled
the hu~hed voices in. Brigade corridors thkt had compared past
com~et11tons to the withdrawal from Moscow. Our spirits, however,
remained r~solutely above the waterline and we can honestly say that we
never lost sight of the fact that it's not the winning but the taking part that
counts. ~Cpl ' no surrend~r' Mortiboy found reserves of energy he never
kne-:v existed wh~n the ~trd female-team passed us. He caught sight of a
particularly fetch1!1g daisy chain that one of the girls was wearing. Not
only -:vere they gomg to beat us but they'd had time to sit down, chill-out,
and pick flowers along the way! At the end of the day (and it was when we
finished), our. team completed the Lanyard. We may have taken 12hrs
19mms to do 1t but there were benefits. By finishing late we saw the best
weather of the day, and at least there was no queue at the bar when we
arrived. I was taken aback when told by a fellow team member that the
least I could do was look knackered. Perhaps the Lanyard is the illusive
secret to looking good. Then again ... a fortnight later and with my back
JUSt about healed, would any of us do it again? Well a place on the Lanyard
Trophy team is like gold dust

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)
Sqn Comd
Maj R. J. Healey
RSM
WOl (RSM) G. B. Hawkins BEM
, The . bli~tering p~ce i.n Province ~o!ltinues, but with tlle OC taking
lnvestmg m P~ople senously, work ts m danger of upsetting our rhythm .
A senes of M1htary and Adventure Training Exercises have been enjoyed
or endured and the usual comings and goings continue.
HELLO/FAREWELLS
A warm welcome to all the new folk, enjoy it while you can, it won't
last forever. Farewell to our 21C Sqn, Capt Paul Rennie who is leaving
the Army, thanks for all your efforts, the Army has lost a definite asset.

LCpl Lynch asking should there not be a map in this case?

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)
Sqn Comd
RSM

task. So I said yes, and they smiled. Two weeks later I joined the ten trong
team haltway through their preparations on Thorny Island. The team
consisted of Lt Ivan 'only eight miles ' Bates, S gt Andy 'don't believe
him '_ Lo_t~ian, 2Lt Tania .'Ali.son Ha~reaves' Noakes, Sgt Billy 'nice
safan sun , Bremn~r, Sgt Billy where did you get that safari suit' Boston,
Cp~ Tony Is bleeding from your ears a good sign' Raby, LCpl 'Dogsy I' m
savmg my maroon top for a low moment' Barker, LCpl ' Daz' 'Civvi
street's easy money' Mortiboy, Sig Simon ' hidden strengths' Frost and
ig Chris 'body-builder ' Moore. Not only were all team members La~yard
virgins (except for SSgt Andy ' that old chestnut' Lothian, but this would be
the first ever entry from 3 Bde due to operational commitment .
The training programme allowed for a gradual increase in distance and
my first day was to be a straightforward fifteen miles. For the remaining
time we alte~ated_ endu_rance marches with the beach and steady state
runs. A favourite d1scuss1on along the route was how much heavier 40 lbs
was compared to 251 bs. I got the impression that mounting too strong a
defence would have seen far too many offers to exchange bergans. Silence
1s sometimes best. ff morale began to sink the team could always fall back
on LCpl 'girls love maroon' Barker in order to raise a smile. The strain
began .to show towards the ~n~ when it became necessary to anaesthetise
the pam from W02 Dougie never say never again' Craig's barbecue
prior to an evening of frenzied dancing in Portsmouth. Sadly not even the
RQ's culinary genius cou ld disguise the fact the MT has bought five
different cut of pork and nothing else. The return to Northern Ireland
came far too soon for som.e, but not for SSgt 'homing pigeon' Lothian
who chose to take the scemc route from Aldershot to Liverpool and went
via outhampton, Salisbury and Bristol.

location near Portrush everyone involved had a go at a variety of activities
from riding the banana (no pun intended) to water-skiing. With sore heads
in the morning the party then moved on to Pony trekking and home .
SQUADRO RUGBY
Although just up the road, the competition between 3 TBSS and 39 IBSS
remains akin to an England v Scotland game at Twickenham. (no prize
for guessing the nationality of the author). Just like the plucky Scots, tho e
hardy fellows from 39 Brigade suffered a defeat at the hands of the brave 3
Bde. After a liberal handout of cigarettes at half time, 39 Bde answered 3
Bde's first-half spree of 4 tries with 3 inspired tries, but this trend was
reversed after a short while with another 2 tries, from 3 Bde. After much
clapping and patting of backs all involved retired to the bar and a few
wets.
ADVE TUROUS TRAINING
THE LANYARD TROPHY COMPETITION
3 INFA TRY BRIGADE STYLE
by 2Lt ' oakes
A place on the Lanyard Trophy team is like gold-dust, or so I was told the
day l arrived in 3 Inf Bde HQ, at the start of my attachment and prior to my
Young Officers course. The competition for place had been so fierce that
my place had been reserved to prevent it from being snapped up before Thad
a chance to volunteer. Jt was an honour. It would be something that Twould
want to do again and again, that I would be hooked. There was talk of two
weeks preparation on the South Coast that would ensure that T was up to the
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REGIMENTAL QUARTERMASTERS DEPARTMENT
Yet another busy time for the fighting 39th Stores Section with the Bde
Cocktai l Party, Exercises (yes we do go on Exercises) and the normal
department running. The Bde Cocktail Party went with a bang, with
everyone who attended all agreeing that the RQMS Dept, with the aid of
t~e RSM did a great job with the administration. The Department would
hke to take this opportunity to thank WOl (RSM) Hawkins for the drill
lesson.s with a. squad of chairs. In early June the Squadron deployed on
Exercise to a little known and secret location somewhere on the coast of
Northern Ireland, overlooked by a small range of mountains. The RQMS
Dept_deployed in strength and aided in some highly thought out lessons
that mcluded fire and manoeuvre and nude NBC Drills. These did not
however, involve lighting any CS pellets or testing in the gas chamber'.
The Squadron would like at tliis point to congratulate Cpl Paul 'Mo
Mo.w lam' Selby and his lovely wife Michelle in gaining a very presrigiou
mvtte from the Secretary of State for Northern lreland to her Garden Party.
We all know bow much they both enjoyed the day and are looking forward
to more invites in the future.
A sad farewell to LCpl Sheridan who is posted at last to a very special
TA umt. A fond hello and get the beers in go to LCpl 'Mac' McGuinncss
who J~•!!S us from 20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200) and Sig Edwards
who JOtnS us from a I 0 year attachment to the Driving School at
Leconfield, we wish them well.
COMMUNICATIONS TROOP
A big goodbye goe to Cpl Kev Holland and LCpl Deano 'sick note)'
Heath who are both moving onto 'better? things in civvy-street. Warm
w~lcomes go. to ~ig Si Winchester who joins us from 604. Sig M.ick
Hilton and his wife Sarah from Herford and Sig Jase Manton from 21
S1_gs, who are all joining Syscon. Welcome al o to Pte John Pritchard,
w~fe Laurie and family, who arrived from Cypru (goodbye sun, hello
ram!}, he 1s joining the illustrious realms of Rover Group.
S As always the Troop have been quite busy over the past few month .
ome of the Troop has had the great fortune to be involved in SSgt
0' eiH's .Adventurous Training Exerci e in Bavaria, originally called
Bavana Fmn. Sig Claire Mathias unfortunately broke her foot on day
one, rum~ur has it she did it carrying SSgt 'Cliche' O'Neill to the bar,
although its more likely she was actually lifting him up so he could ee
over 1t! A good time was had by all.
Elements of the Troop al o took part in the Squadron Teams in the
Lanyard Trophy, a respectable 16th overall, so well done there. June
?rought the much awaited Squadron Training Week, Mourne Minder, held
as usual at Ballykinler. Here members of the Troop passed all their ATD's,
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including a two-day Exercise, in one week, during which it rained
throughout, (surely not). Well done to Sig 'beef Kirton by the way. who
actually left camp for ~he first time since Christmas (brave guy).
Hearty congratulations to LCpls 'Faz fingers' Farrell, ' Del left it
behind ' Munro and Kim 'pixie' Leonard, who helped make up the
Squadron Team _for th~ Northe~ lre~and First Aid Competition. They
demons~ted their bnll1ant first aJd skil ls commg 2nd overall, and first in
the mul_tt-casualty stand, you certainly cheered the OC up, so again well
done. Ftnally av. v. well done to LC pl Bri Rawlings who has just returned
to us from five months in Blandford where he successfully completed his
Class l course, apparently the doors to Syscon need to be widened to
accommodate his head.
EXERCISE BAVARIA FINN - 08-18 MAY 1998
Well what more can I say!! A good I 0 days spent by all. Actually we
got pulled over by tlle police in Scotland, so LCpl Andy Stenton and
SSgt Kev O'Neill received a £40 fine and three points, just what they
needed only two hours from camp.
We arrived in Bava~ia after getting lost and driving around for a while,
s~ttled tn. OK, then bnefmgs _followed by more briefings. After two days
hill walkm~, two days can?emg and a day white water rafting we moved
o~to Gamush for the duratton of the weekend. It was extremely enjoyable
\~tth excellent b~ and a good visit to the PX. We managed to get the
ht~es~ Casu~lty List ~om an adventure training exercise for a long time,
with Stg Claire Mathias with a pot on her leg. the AO Maj pence with a
bandaged knee and more than enough Bruffen being taken, not always for
hangovers! Bavaria itself was and still is a beautiful place and lucky for us
the weather was perfect!
MOURNE MINDER - 01-05 JUNE 1998
This year's Mourne Minder was slightly different from the previou
years. The idea was to deploy from Lisburn by helicopter (the new mk2
Pantec) to Ballykinler and straight onto a 36hr Field· Exerci e Phase. The
Exercise was based on instrnctional periods and walk thru - talk thru, the
lessons ranging from the 24hr ration packs to section attacks and anti
ambush drills. Like all good Exercise it finished with a bug out, but that
was only after the weather had clo ed ii' and the old cliche was beard ·If it
ain't raining, it ain't training'. The rest fthe week was taken up with ATD
training and CMV drill .
Wednesday started and finished with CMV drills at 'Tin City'. We broke
up into two groups, one lot doing the practice whilst the rest were 'civ pop'.
The drills practised included action on illegal VCP and highjacking. Oscars
were also awarded for personal performances whilst in civ pop. Cpl Roy
Davies and Sig Leatham proving there is a safe di tance for blanks and
LCpl 'Mac' McGulnness for his performance as Sig Lawrence's ageing
mother. Thursday was back to ba ic ATD' and a CFT. ince all had done the
route before, buckets and spades were handed out one between two (defence
cut backs). Sig ' Sticky' Bunn had difficulty in keeping up, hame he wa
only driving the afety vehicle. Friday came, the morning con ·isted of
driving skills, rural CMV drill and finally the potential officer' range
(SHOTGUN), no potential officers were found as we could all hoot.
The week wa well con tructed with the
CO out hining
themselves, where all the ammo came from nobody will know. A . pecial
thanks to Sgts Rich Avery and haun Hyland for passing their BC
course and including it in the week ' activitie . cheers.
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The Team particip~ted in a w~ckend of long distance tabbing to the
~ack drop of ~ceni_c !nsh countryside. Yaluahle lessons were learnt as Sig
Ace Adm1n B1llmgs cursed his nylon football socks and gt
·Riverdancc' Coles. promised never to use an inflatable Bergen again.
Amvmg at Brunswick camp, I wa contemplating our smooth insertion
into the battle-zone when Sgt 'boots' Brown announced in rather
uncharacteristical!y sheepish fashion, 'I think I've left my boots in
Londonderry, Sir . A big thanks goes out to the helpful shopkeeper in
Alder hot who responded courteously to a 'fool in the door' at the last
hour. At 0530hrs on Thursday 28 May the talking was over and it was time
for action. The first Checkpoint appeared quicker than anticipated but our
'Pit- top ' drills left a lot to be desired. The journey to checkpoint two was
a slow one. as Sig Healy, bravely endured a recurring hamstring injury.
Despite eanng the world s upply of bananas, we were still slowing to
regular halts.as _Cpl ' Blondie'. Butler battled with excruciating cramp.
~everal ' mot~va~1o_nal conversat1_ons' later and the Finish wa in sight. ig
Ace Admm Bdh ngs had put m a final spurt aad found himself at the
front with L_Cpl Burke and Sig 'this is definitely the last time' Barrs. A
brave last mile saw Sgt ' Hot Coals' Coles and Sig 'Blister boy' Bateman
vying for membership of the Ministry of Silly Walks. However, they were
sad to hear that they had , bcen beaten convincingly by LCpl 'Bennie'
Benson.
I_
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The OC g reets the Master on his visit to the Brigade
EXERCI E SIERR A TIGER 2, AT A T R AI llNG CAMP I MALTA
by Cpl Crossman
When I imagined two weeks of triathlon training with the Army
Triathlon Team in Malta it centred around golden beaches under a
Mediterranean Sun . The reality was a bit different. Sgt Ma r k C hivers, Sig
J ase Kent and myself arrived at Malta Airport and joined the long
meandering queue of about thirty-five other keen triathletes, all with large
bull')' bike boxes and tonnes ofluggage. The queue stretched to one transit
van?! While we waited for additional transport we went and found the first
MacDonalds (and we hadn't even left the airport yet!).
The weather was actually colder in Malta when we arrived than it had
been in London and it got steadily worse. However, after a gale-tom week,
the temperature ro e and stayed pretty good for the rest of our stay. The
training itself was well planned and started off easy, and got progressively
harder (or worse, depending on your point of view). Training consisted of
two to three se sions a day, with varying intensity, of either swimming,
cycling, running or a combination. Sgt C hivers and I got stuck in while Sig
Kent watched on, as he had sore legs for a day or two (always the PTI !)
Three races were programmed into the schedule, a mini triathlon and
two duathlons. One was run by the Anny Triathlon Team and one by the
Islander . The ATA team did well in the local race, winning all but the
'Islanders only' prizes. It wasn't all training though. We did have a little
time to look around Malta and the neighbouring island of Gozo. Eating
and drinking out was really cheap, so we didn't get bored looking at the
same four walls in the apartment, although for night clubs you had to
venture out to other parts of the island. Sig Kent, a late starter, got the
mo t he could out of the last night, just getting back from a club (still
dripping in sweat), in time to catch the coach back to the airport at 0300
hrs local time. In conclusion, a thoroughly good two weeks in Malta and
the credit goes to all those who helped organise Ex Sierra Tiger.

T he Master of S ignals, W 0 2 Kemp LSGC & Royal Warrant,
Mrs Kemp and S gt Budding ACSM
EVE TS
The MT Troop organised a Squadron Safe and Skilled Driving
Competition 14 May 1998. We would like to take this opportunity to thank
all those involved. A big well done to Pte ' Pompey' Pearson (from MT
Tp, of course) who won the award for most skilled driver. Ex Highland
Driver V was the Sig Sqn's Annual Driver Training Ex held in Scotland
J 8-22 May 1998. The aim of the Exercise was to train four x Cat A
(Motorcycle) and two x Cat B (Car) drivers to lest standard, despite one of
the potential car drivers being unable to attend, the Ex was still a great
success, with five students and five passes. Cp l Benson (Motorcycle
Instructor) and LCpl S. I. Lowe (Car Instructor) the Ex Co-ordinaters,
would like to thank all those involved in the Ex preparation and also
congratulate the five students on passing their tests. Well done! The Sqn
Lanyard Trophy team included four members of the MT Troop. LCpl S. I.
Bur ke, Sig 'Kev' Barrs, Sig Ia n Billings and LCpl 'Taff' Besley as
Admin/Driver for the team.
THE LA YARD T RO PHY 1998 • 'AGAI ST ALL ODDS'
by 2Lt Biddulph
Having been awarded the honour of taking over the Lanyard Trophy
team for 1998, a minor ingredient appeared io be missing, a TEAM!
Almost as scarce as enthusiastic team members, was that other useful
resource, TIME! A scratch team was acquired and efforts to utilise what
little time an operational environment allows for such pursuits began.

~ILITAR

T RAN PORT TROOP
by Cpl Ben on
RRI AUWELCOMES
ig Billi ng from 16 Sig Regt
pl Da' e Rabbage from 1 Bn REME
DEP RT RE'
W02 (\1TWO) Mick Ke mp - ew Post Master Driver 39 Bde
gt Frank rowhur t - "lcw post MT SSgt 3 Bdc
L pl . r. Lo"e - Corsham CO's Driver
LCpl Phil O'Keefe - ew post TA Crawley
Pte · ~ac ' '\1clntyre - 400 Tp Canerick
Congratulations to: gt Crow hurst on promotion to SSgt and to Pte
O'Keef. and Ja e Catchpole on their promotion to LCpl.
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COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Laffery
b) Sgt kimins
The Troop recently organised an lnter-Sqn 5-a-side Football
Competition which was played in the blazing heat (yes, we are in
Londonderry) on a Sunday afternoon. Whilst Sgt ' Jim' Skimmins and
Cpl 'Mac' McGibbon put the fine trimmings to the preparation (mostly
the beer tent in Cpl McGibbons case), the troops turned up at mid-day
ready to commence battle. SHQ even had an all ladies team that seemed to
confuse Sig 'Big Dave' Bateman a he kept asking was it alright to swap
strips at the end of the game. The games began and there was a feast of
goals with Comms Tp even putting 19 past one unlucky goalkeeper (the
fact that the keeper's name wa Liz Cooney didn't dampen the
celebrations by Cpl Kev Cooney). The day finished with MT Troop
runnin~ out as the deserved winners. The QC Sqn awarded the trophy and
a special congratulations goes out to the Ladies team who, although
unlucky not to win a game, did score I goal (a 4 yard pile driver against
the eventual winners). Comms Tp would like to welcome LCpl 'Holly'
Glen from 16 Sigs and say a suspicious short touring goodbye to both Sgt
Jim 'do you want my medal back' Skimmins - 3 UK Div Bui ford and Sig
Jase 'wheelchair' Kent - 11 Sig Regt Blandford.

Merc u ry Cup Tea m s tormi n g ho me
TH E WIR E, AU G UST 1998

Th e y orga ni se d it, t hey run it, they won it???
(R-L): S gt 'Can't catch m e ' S kimmi ns, LCpl Wardale
W02 'Wh ere's the footbal l?' Higgins

TM TROOP
TpComd
2Lt Stewart
BTLO
SSgt Anderson
by LCpl McBr ide
The Troop has seen quite a few comings and going in the la t few
months. Sadly gone are SSgt 'Quiff' Willi ams, who has left the Army to
become a student teacher. Hopefully the transition from the Sgt ' Mc s to
a_squal in Leeds won't be too painful. C pl 'Syrup' Ma rtin ha also joined
c1vvy street to cul tivate his 'syrup and fig' into a modern work of art. S gt
'~huggy' Hughes ha left the Troop and joined the other corner of
disorder known as Ops Plans. Good luck. C pl 'Gonzo' Dea rden ha
upped sticks to Blandford on T I, ougar Comm immediately improved
and no helicopters have been grounded for a while. Good luck and all the
be t for your impending ma1Tiage. LCpl Steve Bradbury has left for a
gt Don
hvely posting to 38 Sigs(V) Sheffield. P Simone mis cs you.
Anderson who replaces the 'Quiff' as BTLO, has arrived from 15 igs.
Hello al~o to igs Carl Stephenson, Gav Prigmore who have arrived
from 'Airport Taxi' Troop. Lastly to ig Andy Collins from I UK AD R.
Congratulations to LCpl ' Guido' Benson on promotion 10 Cpl and to ig,
now LCpl Bradbury on posting.
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I TER-TROOP TRIATHLO ·
by Sgt Chivers
Shackleton _Barracks was the venue for the 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig qn
Inter-Troop Triathlon. It was an early start for the race organiser gt tart..
Chivers in order to set up for the day's event at 0800 hrs. Shortly
afterwards, he was followed by a fatigue party. Keen racers arrived for
0755 hrs in order to register early at 0800 hrs. WOl (RSM) Fi her MBE
gave the race brief, with the first group of triathletcs entenng the water at
0900 hrs. Th_ere were three waves of individuals competitors, the fourth
wave cons1stmg of relay teams. The event was divided into the following
distance : 500m swim, 18km cycle and 5km run. The results were as
follows:
INDIVIDUALS:
First:
gt Chivers, QM 's Dept - I hr 4mins 50sec
Second: Sig Kent, Comms Tp - lhr 8mins I 8secs
W02 (RQM ) Higgins; QM' Dept - I hr 11 mins 21 secs
Third:
First (and only female): 2Lt Stewart, TM Tp - I hr 28mins
13secs
TEAM EVE T:
First:
QM 's Dept
Second: Comms Tp
SHQ
Third:
RELAYEVE T:
First:
Bde 2, I llS
Second: Comms Tp
Third:
QM's Dept
In conclus_ion, the day was enjoyed by all, the~e was a good turnout,
excellent racing and plenty of effort by everyone involved. Just a shame
about the weather!
BIT COMPETITIO
The Inter Troop BFT competition was a combined effort of five runners
from each Dept, each running 2.4km individual best efforts on a treadmill.
Congratulations to Cp l 'Soup' Crossman, Cpl 'Guido' Benso n, LCp l
' 'oo oo' Mier and Sigs Step henson and ' Biscuits ' Brown, who
romped home winners. Well done!
HIGHLA D DRIVE
Well done to LCpl ' KFC" Stamford on passing his ~otorcycle test,
next stop the White Helmets, apparently they're short ofwingnut .
SQUADRON HQ
by Sgt Snowdin
We would like to welcome to SHQ Capt Bob Seymore - the new 21C,
S gt 'Shuggy' Hughes who has joined us from TM Troop and SSgt J.
Hughes the new Chief Clerk. Unfortunately this means that we had to say
goodbye to Capt 'Taff' Watts, Capt C. Va udin, and S gt ' Stan'
Standaloft. SHQ has had a very busy year so far, aside from the various
handovers, the Admin Office was first on the SPS Branch inspection
agenda. Thanks to all involved as the inspection was passed with flying
colours, although gt Snowd in looks as if be ha aged ten years. On a
lighter note the majority of the Troop has managed to get away on ome
adventure training. Sgt Fitz-Patr ick, Cpl Lewis and LCpl Ken nefo r d
succeeded in getting on Ex Medchase. They came back well tanned with
tale of the arduous sailing. the deep ea and a good description of every
bar in the Canary Islands. Congratulation to Pte Page on her kiing
victory on Ex Winter Warrior, she left the rest of the competition out of
sight.

GOOD NEW9
TRAVELS FA9TI
Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

WHAT WAS T HE ORIGI NAL PURPO E OF
BLANDFORD CAMP? - FIND OUT AT
www.royalsignal .army.org.uk/museum/
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212 SIGNAL Q ADRO
After an absence of nearly nine months the JCUFI element of the
Sq1;1adron returned and immediately everyone knuckled down to some
se~ious work reconstitutuing into a proper Sq uadron. Despi te never rea lly
bcmg together for any particularly stable amount of time the Squadron
spent half o~ its first three months on exercise (Rh ino Challenge, Rhino
Spear and Lion Sword) and even if we do say so ourselves did rather well.
A resounding 6th place in the Morrison Cup was achieved despite having
had no preparation.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

RM

Lt Col E . M. Flin t

\ 01 (RSM) M.A. chofield

HE DQ ARTER Q ADRO N
Q UADRO HEADQ ARTERS T ROOP
Over the la t ix month period SHQ has seen more changes of the
guard than Buckingham Palace. Gone are the OC, Maj 'lick Pawla k to
11 ig Regt, the qn Clerks, C pl C ha ntler to RHQ and Pte Hender son
(now LCpl 1c 'aughton) to 21 I Sqn. In are Maj Douglas from 4 Armd
Bde assisted by C pl Brad winton and Pte 'Nearly Dangerou ' Bradley
rran ferred from RHQ.
It i widely rumoured that HQ Sqn Comd in his previous guise of QM 4
Armd Bde is respon ible for ordering the incredible shrinking CP d1at the
Brigade have only recently taken control of. Just shorten the poles guys, its
only 10%! · hut that flap oldier! ' As with the remainder of the Regiment,
life in the command bunker i hectic with our confirmation of operational
tours later in the year the pace can only by described as ath letic. It would
eem that Airborne Forces are now over subscribed as increasing numbers
of disorientated paratroopers wander around HQ Sqn staring at the 432
thingy's saying thing like, 'Search me' and, ' l wou ldn't want to carry
that!' A a con equence the Trg Offr, Capt Dave Wilson is revamping the
Regt Cadre Course with a sadistic mile on his face. It is al o believed that
underground meetings of the e cape committee have been taking place in
the SSMs cellar usually involving drink. Though this is not confirmed. Tom
and Dick are going well but we think Harry's been rumbled. Wait out!
REGIM E T L GE ' E RATOR BAY
ot a lot has happened ince we last wrote our Wire notes. We have all
managed to cram our remaining leave in and yes it's time to start again but
l'm sure we will manage it again this year. The Regiment has been given
me nod about another tour in Bosnia and we have been ORT' d so things
are starting to pick up again. The illustrious 212 Sqn DEs have finally
returned from JCUFI and they are really glad to be back to do some work.
Believe it or not they are once again getting their hands dirty. Life within
the generator bay is good, the Scaly-Spanners relationship is working well
and it' sheer hell being a member of the LAD Club, all those parties are
doing our bodies the world of good. Cpl ' Oh I' m on leave again '
trafford is entering his final couple of monms in the Army and the SSM
is concerned about his civilian style haircut. We can' t see anything wrong
with ponytails, can you? The night before a BFT test young ' Scott'
1cKinley decided to try and j ump over the chain barrier in from of his
block and yes you guessed it, has twisted his ankle. Convenient or what!
There has been a change around in the bay, John Dunwoody has been
dragged, kicking and screaming out of the battery shop, OT and is now
in the bay and ' Scott' McKinley is now working with Cpl Mickey ' the
Porn King' Hud on in the battery shop.

ff TROOP
First of all we would like to say some goodbyes to Cp l 'Bob the Hul k'
Kirby who has gone to tbeeasy sunshine li fe in Cyprus and to LCpl Dunc
' Gym Queen ' Windsor who is posted on promot ion to 7 Sig Regt. All
members of the Troop would like to congratulate Sig ' Chappy' Chapple
on coming top student on his PTI 3 course. Good luck goes out to LCpl
' Phil's Tea Boy' Lamont who is on his RSCC on 17 May 1998 (see you
on 20 May after being RTU'd) and to Sgt ' Gaz' Sinclair who is on his
RSSC also in May. Welcome back Cpl 'Oli' Oliver from your week of
hard graft at Kiel, sail ing around Denmark. The MTO would like to thank
all members of the Troop who turned up to the highly successful family
BBQ on I May. Well done SSgt Dave Stuart and LCpls Dunc and
Wind or for being selected again Lo represent the Corps Rugby team who
played the Medical Corps and defeated them in April.
TM TROOP
After a well deserved break during the Regiment's maxim um leave
period m April it was back to work as normal. 1998 is a very busy and
dcmandmg year for the Troop. At present we are heavi ly involved in Ex
Rhino Spear which will then run into Ex Lion Sword. T hi s will be the
~igge~t deploY'!lent tha.t our Troop has undertaken this year with six ERVs
m the fi~ld . This amazing feat has only recently been made possible by a
sudden influx . of. new !llanpo"'"'.er. Amazi ngly this sudden manpower
increase b~s coincided with warning orders for operational deployments to
both Bo nia and the Falkland Islands later this year!
Re-co nstitution of the Troop has carried on apace since the return of our
outh Atlantic veteran from their six months tour with JCUFI. This
mainly involved lots of really interesting briefi ngs given by the Troop
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head of departments. Most were received w ithout too many instances of
people fa lli ng a lcep! The Troop would like to welcome new arrival s
LCpls Caffrey, Dunlop, Eaves G rimshaw, Nixon, Young and ig
Cro slcy (collectively known as the not so magnificent seven). Finall y
congratulations to LC pl Kim SmitlJ (nee C road) on her marriage to Sgt
Ma rk SmitlJ of 2 12 Sqn. Everyone in die Troop wi she them all the best
for the future.
Q ARTERMASTERS (TECHNICAL) DEPARTME T
It is so long ince the QM (T ) Dept bas been in the Wire that the rest of
me Corp must think that we have been disbanded. It ha been heads down
and noses to the grindstone as the QM (T) Maj ' Butch ' Maycock was.
guiding the football team to the Div Cup semi fin al and making a recce of
Cyprus to organise the pre-season/pre-Bo ni a tour for the team. RQMS
(T) W 0 2 Gary Smi th wasn't left behind either a he had to suffer three
weeks away in Malta training with the Army Triathlon team.
Meanwhile the Department has moved away from the bowels of RHQ
to collocate with die QM (A) in a much improved environment. IL did
mean that the QM (A) Dept had to fall into line and come in two hours
earlier than nonnal at 0800hrs but they will get used to that soon. The
giants of the Department (at over 6' 5") LCpl C hris C oward and Sig
' Legs' Richards thoroughly enjoy walking around without stooping and
midgets Sig Kir ty 'Extra Leave' T hompson and Louise 'I'm in love '
Rodriguez now need help to reach the top shelve .
Since our last entry we have loaned newly promoted Sgt Ma rk G r ay to
JSSU FI and Sig Kev Pack to MND SW in Banja Luka, and welcomed
Sigs ' Bugsy' M aloney, Jules Cope and fa mily, and LCpl ' Al f' Ga rnet
(much to horror of the Master Chet). On the civilian front we will sti ll
bang on to M rs Liz Morton in our expense store and have welcomed
Denise Don ald son as our new clerk. Moika Hurcombe joins in the R&l.
Alison Gough has left to have her baby and the Dept just won't be the
same without her. SSgt s C hri.s Andrews and ' Spike' Haynes (the one
with hair) guide the ship despite the absence on Corps and Army Hockey
of Sig Amanda Wright and the trials and tribulations of L ouise ' I love
BFTs' Turnball. Cpl Alec Dack will resign if he doesn ' t get a mention. So
we still exist amongst the relentless comings and goings of the fighting
first. More news and pictures in the next issue.
208 SIG AL SQUAD RO.
The Squadron has benefited hugely from the return of some 50 per cent
of our technicians from the Falklands who are now getting down to some
serious RSlT prep. Keeping us busy i the planning for the next JCUFI
· tour, starti ng in mid August, which will invo lve much of the Squadron.
The remainder shall either be filling the odd slot in Bo oia or preparing to
keep things ticking along in Herford between now and April 1999.
E XERC ISE RHI 0 C H ALLE GE 27 - 30 M AY 1998
This was a chance to shake out the Trunk Nodes to support the 2 12 Sig
Sqn reformation exercise. After a days plug up, 07 1 and 08 1 deployed into
the field and managed to get some moves in before recovering. Minimal
comms play was carried out as 2 12 struggled with their own version of the
BFOT (a I 00 man job apparently). A useful exercise to sweep away any
cobwebs before Lion Sword.
EXER C ISE RHIN O SPEAR/LIO SWORD 6 - 22 M AY 1998
The trunk Squadrons dep loyed, as usual, ahead of the armour to
establish a ' robust and resilient' network. 208 had led on the Exerci e
Planning. As well as deploying on the GOCs testcx and Work Up
Exercise, we had to contend with a NATO OPEVAL inspection. Providing
essential addi tional assets were 16 Sig Regt, once again. T he Exercise was
successful, mai nly due to a thorough plan dreamed up by the Ops Team
and most Trunk odes in the 443 area managed to get a couple of moves in.
Trunk ode 071 - chosen from a cast of two for the OPEVAL and after
many hours of rehearsa l and guidance from Lt 'Gas Gas Gas' Newson on
the banks of the Moh nesee the inspection passed wi thout a drama. After a
pleasant week wi th the OSC (which foo lishly moved to point 309), the
Troop had the deli ght of moving to the Koterburg and goi ng non-tac while
the rest of the Regi ment sweated it o ut in BC kit. Heat-stress was never
going to be a problem (although sunburn cou ld have been!) and the relays
managed to get thei r fa ir share of cake from Rudy. Our enjoyment was
marred omewhat by Sig ' Fittipaldi ' Exall who managed to miss the road
in his Wolf and deposit himself, ig ' Dinger' Bell and LCpl Cowie
attached from 4 Bde Lo learn about Ptarmigan (lucky lad!). All learned a
valuable lesson. Another move closer to home put us back in the tactical,
frame of mind and allowed us to fi nish on a high.
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TN 07 1's attempt at modern art
Trunk ode 08~ : spearheaded by Lt ' ot all there' Jeeves. The Troop
had a pretty good h_m e on point 309 (known locally a point 081 due to our
fondness ror the 1tc). Other .than bein~ the relay site commander Cpl
Mark Yuill displayed new ski lls as a bird catcher by snagging a budgie,
later to be called Camnet. Camnet wa to be the ode mascot but died the
next ?ay. Morale w~s b i ~h with only two medical dramas; Cpl John
McKillop and Cpl Willie now no ' tacbe' Rushton suffered blistered
thumbs after a 115 hour marathon playing worms on the Play Station. Our
dietary requirements were well catered for at 'Emma's Greasy Ca fe'
serving up a menu of lard and chips (only joking - as usual LCpl Emma
Fuller did us proud). Suffice to say we all had a good month but at the end
were gagging for a pint.
. OSC 14 l : Unable to move the trunk nodes often enough OSC 14 1 spent
time.at the Mohnesee (mainly standing too in 3 Romeo - deep joy), with
16 S1gs at Augustdorf (top food!) and then Point 309 to sweat it out during
the BC phase. With the day shi ft of Capt Al ' the cookie monster with
days to do ' Long, SSgt (YofS) ' Geordie' Ba rt lett and hi translator LCpl
'another Geordie' Halliday and the night shift of SSgt Steve
withenbank and Sgt Kev In nes the network survived (just!) Joined by
the new FofS , SSgt Jim R oss who settled into the slightly mad wagon
with ease. Occasionally potted was the OC, Maj Neil Fraser (writing
CRs as not allowed to touch comms) and the SSM . W02 ' Al ' Balsdon
who both spent most of the time on ' morale and wel fare ' vis its. I don ' t
know how their bladders handle all that coffee.
HE RFORD MAR CHES -16 MAY 1998
Taking a bri ef break from the Exercise to compete in the International
March (a l 5k.m tab with stands) members of the Squadron put in an
excellent performance with no training and coming. in many ca es
strai.ght off shift to do die event. Arnund 30 teams took part from German:
Bn ti h and Dutch armies as well a a number of civilian teams. Pre race
ri valry between the Squadron and the LAD was high. After the tab,
shooting, death slide and river crossing were completed the quadron ' A.
Team was victorious and L t Paul ewso n, W 0 2 ' Al ' Balsdon and LCpl
Plumb took away the trophy much to the armoyance of the LAD team.
T.he ' B.' Team, <;pt Belcher, Sig Hoski ns and Sig Grossmith took things a
bit easier, finishing l 5ih overall.
BITS AND PIECES
T he M orrison C up: despite the best efforts of the Squadron 'athletes'
the only victory was the prestigious Tug of War. With two complete
novices, two Corps Pu llers and four alleged novice we a sembled on the
day for some tra ining (ie: the first heat!). Reachi ng the finals after serious
competition we managed to beat 4 Armd Bde Sig Sqn in a close fought
contest. Well done to Cpl teve Banks, Sgt Kev Innes, S gt Kev
Germ an, Sig 'Fish' Fisher, ' Nipper' Sherlock, LCpl Andy Plumb,
LCpl ' Scotty' Scott and SSgt ' Willie' Scoots. Comd I ig Bde, Brig
haw presented the prize.
Trips: 071 managed to get a day out in Fort Fun, the Tp Comd
attempting to ki ll ha lf hi s team on the toboggan ride; 08 1 managed to
return to the Mohncsec for a week of sai ling (which they didn ' t manage to
do on Lion Sword).
The Squadron now faces a big turnover in personnel and reforming
peop le for the forthcoming tours. Congrats to Capt 'Al' Long on hi
election for his Adjts post (assuming JCSC goes well !) and to C pl
Howard for passing his EFP. Congrat to SSgt Swithenbank and C pl
Banks on their substanti ve promotions and to LCpl Scott who came off
~he G Board receivi ng hi s tape from the OC just prior to his fir t parachute
JUmp at Sennelager. Well done to Sgt Kev Innes and Sgt Chris Symonds
who ca.me off the taffies board and to SSgt Bob quires goi ng on
promotion to be the RQMS (A) in sunny Brawdy. Good luck to ig
Ashton who will need it if hc hopes to make eighteen years of age. Finally
a sad farewe ll to Maj cil ' the full monty (allegedly)' Fraser who
C?mpletes his last exercise wit h the Squadron and moves to become OC
h1.s desk at big chool. He will be missed for his endless humour and
hg~t l y hat-stand approach to life. The quadron will short ly welcome
Maj Julian Bunce who will arrive and then quickly depart for Port
Stanley.
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EXERCISE RHINO C HALLE GE
' ~ igbt team,· announced Capt James Anderson, Actmg QC of212 Sig
Sqn m January 1998. 'The CO has j ust revealed that the minor Exercise on
the for:cast of event for May, Lion Sword , that everyone thought was
something to do with Cyprus is going to be the HQ LAND 's te t of the
GOC. He's rather keen to. get it right, if only to keep hi s job. So he 's going
to have a beat up Exercise called Rhino Spear immediately before that
which gives us .si.x. weeks fro m when the lads and lasses get back from
JCUFl to put D1 v1s1onal Alternate Headquarters in the field. Lets be clear
about one thi~g, Lion Sword is going to be the biggest, hardest Exercise
smce the Reg~men ~ got back frorn Bosnia a year and half ago, if we get it
wrong 1t won t be JUSt our heads on the chopping block it will be the COs
as well!'
. ' But Sir, we have never ever done Div Alt HQ before, we can't do it in
six weeks.'
'Well there's a challenge.'
With the return of Maj Ma r k Ad a ms, W 0 2 (SSM) Steve Hughes and
the rest of the crew from JCUFI the pace within the Squadron became
frenetic. Detachments to be signed for, cleaned, renovated and then made
to work. A lot of thought went into how everything was going to meld
together on Exercise, how the Squadron was going to move, set up, tear
down .and operate, and perhap more importantly how it was going to
mak~ 1t BFOT ( a massive 18' by 120' tent) work. Theo we put it all to
prac!ice on Ex Rhmo Challenge 2/98 a mere four weeks after reforming
and two week before the major Exercises.
The Squadron performed magnificently! The sceptics on some of the
radical 1d~as eventually acknowledged that Technicians, Driver Linemen
and E lectric1~ns coul~ put up the BFOT as well as operators and that it did
cut down ettmg up time. Of course there was the humorous side:
.Sgt ' Sleeze' Leese and L Cpl Bar.k er of the ' A' hops LAD visibly
grimaced when informed by the Radma ter, on the train loading and
offloading practices, that their newly constructed wooden penthouse on
top of their 434 was 3' too high and therefore couldn't go through turmels.
The MTO wa horrified when Comrns Troop's eight 436s and 439s,
which had somehow come off the road l km earlier than the rolling replen.
appeared at 90 degrees to the road in the middle of the replen after
travelling a considerable distance through a German wood at night.
Sig~ L ucy Corl.ett and .H elen Johnson were a sight (and sound)
queahng with a mix of delight and horror as they drove their 436s onto
the backs ofLowloaders - and almost falling off.
Sig Tom Saunders a ked the SSM for 252 Charging Unit, whilst Sio
' Gali' Galimore declared to the Q staff that 'he was coming out on th~
next exercise' - it takes all sorts.
Then, of course, there was 2Lt Rob F rancis again proving that Young
Officers can ' t read a map or a route card by taking his packet on a small
diversion through a German town. But men Sgt 'Shelly' 1artwich
shouldn 't feel too pleased with hi performance either.
We must express our thanks to 208 Sig Sqn for the ir support duri ng the
Exerci~e. It allo~ved us to accomplish an awt't!l lot and is greatly
appre?1ated e pec!ally as you needed another week m the field during that
ttme li!<e a whole in th.e head. However, you have now gained a reputation
for bemg a nest of vipers after tealmg the 21C' re pirator during TN
08 1's gas attack (a punching offen e)!
EX ERC ISE RHINO SPEAR/LIO SWORD - 7-22 MAY 98
The moment of truth was oon upon us and the quadron deployed on
the major test Exercises of the year in fine fettle. Fortunately we were not
being OPEVAL (ed), as our ister squadron was, but thai just meant we
bad to drive furthe r. In total ome I OOOkm were driven in our ageing 436s
with no breakdown (beat that 21 1 Sqn!) four etup of our BFOT and we
were in control for most of the battle phase of the exerci es. Temperature
rose bod1 atmo pherica lly and amongst the staff and in the BFOT it oared
to over I 00 degrees.
A call came into the Bi rdtable during the heat of the battle.
'Hi '
'Hi , what do you mean Hi! I' m the Chief of Staff of the 1st (United
Kingdom) Annoured Divi ion who he hell are you!'
'Bye'
Other events brought a rye mile to faces de pite the intensity of the
Exercise. ig Humphreys was sent off to ennelager to pick up the
D ivisional Alternate taff in a DAF on ly to find at the other end of a 2hr
trip that he 'd cho en the tentage truck fo r the task which was still full of
tent ! The LAD fou nd a new role in life moving Port-a-Joo toilets around
the Headquarters site - well they had no vehicles to fix . Thi wa · perhap a
better task than that which befell LCpl 'The Equaliser' Wa rn er but that
isn "t really appropriate for the Wire.
Our attached you ng officer 2Lt ' he shall remain nameles" C aroline
pent a huge amount of time trying to track down two missing soldiers m
the Headquarters, Major Piles and Gunner E ar. urpris1ngly she wa.
never able to track them down.
gt Steve Ru ell jinxed hi la t ever armoured mo, e, (, oon to be off
to become
M HQ qn in 15 ig Regt) by declaring how glad he ' , s to
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be gcning out of 436-. When all the lights on hL vehicles 111)'.St~riously
ble\i: and~he lo t his place in the packet order. Lastly the pec1ahst Task
detachment who w re sent off to Point 309 on the Teutoburgerwald only
. ome hO\\ managing to get lost, arrive. in Ka -el (200km so~th) and then
return - all during a nine hour round tnp which saw them going no closer
to the 309 than SOian.
Well we urv1ved - •e would like to ay it was a pleasure but we are too
bus) getting ready for R IT. nd just a ren~inder to 2 11 qn - the
Headquarters are ailed lphn and Bravo. there 1s nothing alternate about
our set up.
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again ... COULD YOU CONTACT .. . say again ... COULD YOU GET IN
TOUCH , al which point Sgt Andy Allan put him out of his misery and
crated him twice for use of the 'C' word! Also on a lesser note Sig Brooks
for running out of fuel and Sig Ian Bailey for driving in his sleeping bag.
EXERCISE RUSTIC LEGIO (14-23 MAY)
by LCpl Johns
This was 2 Sig Regt 's big Exercise and was in conjunction with the
Support Helicopter Force (SHF) for their OPEVAL. The week was once
more very successful and while there was moaning at the noise of the SHF,
everyone felt glad they were behind the Umpire's mine tape when the
tempo was upped! There was also suspicion that the Exercise was cut short
so the RAF could go home on Friday and so that the Army didn't have to
fork out for LSSA (9 days! !!)
WE.BSTERS (70's) IGHT
by LCpl Johns
As a wind down from the busy period Eagle Tp had a rare get-together
in the 'Athletes Foot'. A good time was had by all. Eagle Tp would like to
congratulate the following on promotion LCpl Dibbert, LCpl John ,
LCpl Morris and LCpl West. Also well done to those who passed the
following courses, Cpl ' Si' Elliot and LCpl 'Gaz' Williams for the
rypto Course. Sig Rachel Howarth for UKLF Canoeing and finally Sig
baron Johns for RMA 3. To end the Troop would also like to welcome
Cpl Maxwell and Sig's All adyce and Loraine.

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT (REAR)

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
214 JG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
1aj omerville
S ,f
W02 (SS 1) Forshaw
ince Chri tmas there have been a number of changes in the hierarchy
of the Squadron. A warm welcome goes out to Maj Dave o~erviJl e and
Capt Colin Russell and last but by no means least, Cpl Cohn Ramsden
all of whom have arrived during the period. As a result there are farewell
to lfaj Ian .Bucklow, Lt Andy Caro~ Lt Rachel Harvey !llld Sgt Dave
\\' bite all ofwbom have gone onto pastures new. Our be tw1 hes go out to
LCpl ·Mac' McGregor who leave after 22 years of service.
.
The Squadron has been exceptionally busy over the i;ienod with thr~e
major Exerci e and' the charity event Race the Sun. This has resulted m
ome quite exceptional individual achievements in the Squadron HQ .. The
SQMS,
gt Mark .Bristow. managed to have a wet shave wh1I t nil in
the depths of his sleeping bag. The FofS, Sgt Dave Oliver, managed not
only to make himself a brew but was also seen making a brew for someone
else. Finally and by far the most amazing achievement, the YofS, S gt
John Wright. completed a simple task by himself without delegating to
someone else. During this period the Squadron reduced from four trunk
nodes to three which meant an enormous movement of people around the
Regiment. Ho~ever, there is much to look forward to over the forthcomi.ng
period with Squadron Adventure Training, Ex Able Condor and then a mce
long summer leave before a hectic period before Chri tmas.
ROMA ' TROOP
.
2Lt Adam Honor
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
S gt Morrison
The number of people moving in and out of the Troop is too great to
mention as the closure of Harrier Tp has meant that there are a large
number of new arrivals all of whom are very welcome. There are a couple
of notable goodbye , gt Dave Eddleston and ig Cox have left to taste
life as civilians. The main Exercise was Ex Headfirst that was a I Mech
Bde Concentration in the South of England. This proved to be a fast
moving and exciting Exercise with the TN moving far more than expected.
Although there was the traditional whinging and complaining, about lack
of sleep and the cold (and it was cold) most of the guys thoroughly
enjoyed being put under the pressure that this Exercise generated. Anyway
it was all over by the time they had thought about whinging.
The first week was particularly arduous with four moves in the period
including a river crossing using LSL's. Unfortunately the boats ran aground
halfway through, o half the TN was left stranded on the wrong bank. The
second week was a little more settled as comms became more important.
Our Th found a nice little farm and spent the rest of the week spreading out
as much as pos ible trying to convince the OSC's not to join us. The farm
Wib too good and eventually the QC managed to squeeze his way in.
TOR. ' DO TROOP
Tp <.:omd
Lt B. Lambert
gt
gt Cooper
Thi\ has been a tran itional time in the l roop with some vehicles going
m 00 and some new vehicles arriving from the 4 TN. This meant that
there were a number of new arrivals who have all fitted into the Troop and
are adding their own characters to the Troop's social evems. One goodbye
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worth mentioning i that of Sgt Oldroyd who has gone to 16 Sig Regt . .
This year wa the I 0th Anniversary .of Ra~e the Sun, the Regt charity
event. Despite an extremely busy Exercise penod, ~great deal of time wa
taken in the organisation of this event. The troops either took part m one of
the arduous events or helped in ensuring that the event ran as smoothly as
ever. Sgt ttley gets a special mention as he had to plan a~d transport the
Regimental team members to the start of each event. Despite traffic, very
old Rovers and a few clo e call he ensured that all team members were in
the right place at the right time o that the Regimental team finished a
creditable second
IKING TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Kerry Cochran
Tp SSgt
SSgt Shriels
.
The Troop has grown witJ1 addition of a fifth .RR d.et, this brought the
incomparable LCpl .Bevan into the Troop. His quiet and demeaning
manner has left an excellent impression on the Troop. The rest of the
arrivals are also welcome and SSgt Shriels is to be congratulated on ~1s
change in management technique since his EFP cour e The last Exercise
of the period was based in orthem England and. was 1~ support oft.be
SHF in their TAC EVAL. Unfortunately the pnonty durmg the Exercise
was to maintain comms and as a result the Troop was fairly static
throughout. The only period of excitemen~ was the d?nning of ' oddy'
suits which, as always, was very popular with the so ldiers. The Troop now
look forward to the Squadron Adventure Training Exercise. They are only
slightly nervous as it was organised by 2Lt Cochran, which mean
anything cou ld happen . Shortly afterward the handover HS wi ll arise and
then summer leave will be upon us. An exciting period after that will
concentrate the minds before Ch ri stmas
219 SIG AL SQUADRO
SHQ
QC
Maj D. C . Gaul
SSM
SSgt (SSM) P. Downie
.
The Squadron has enjoyed a busy period lately, with many Exercises.
Forthcoming events include a week of adventure training at Halton.
Congratulations Lo the Yeoman on a dazzling display on his recent EFP 2;
the Foreman now ha the standard to aspire to. Congratu lations Lo the
SSM, SSgt Paul Downie on his recent select ion fo1 promotion to W02
and his recent success on his RMQ course
EAGLE TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

FALCON TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Wilson
Tp SSgt
SSgt tu Allister
It has been a busy old time m Falcon Tp with two major hxercises back
to back. The first of which, Ex Head First, was deep in the wilderness of
South Wales. The largest Exercise of its type in years 'wiv bridges an
evryfink' our inspirational QC said. So off go three SA , to scare the
druids, cross the home-made bridges, and then finally return back to York.
ext challenge Ex Maxeval, up in the North, Otterbum and it's
surrounding area. The SA s were supported by the RAF (well sort of) as
they terrorised the orth-East. First day and everyone's mind is on the job
in hand and definitely ' not' on the F.A cup final ig ' Benny' Bennett and
Cpl Stu Ross both spent the day praying their teams would win. However,
at the end of the day there could be only one winner and with excited cries
of 'Up The Arsenal' coming from Cpl Ro s's Relay, we all knew who 11
was or at least we hoped it was. The rest of the Exercise went as well as
usual with LCpl 'Underpants' Villiers especially enjoying the
Helicopters. Known as such due to his desire to parade around in his Yfronts waving to helicopter crews (male ones). Everyone in the Troop
would like to welcome Sigs Hes keth, Hick, McGinty, and Brown
straight from the factory and ig Hoole back from Corsham. Big
congratulations go to newly promoted Cpl 'Shall I shan't I' Slack and a
fond farewell to Sig ' Ouhmeback' Baker his wife Sa m and their daughter
icky, who are leaving us to seek their fortune on civvy street. We would
all like to wish them the best of luck in the future.

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
21C Regt
Maj A. A. Ewell
RSM
W02 (SSM)Tarr
202 IGNAL SQ ADRO (R EA R)
Sqn Comd
Capt Jayne Dart
Tp SSgt
S gt J: Stillie.
.
With the majority of the Squadron m Bosma one would hope for a qmet
life back in sleepy Bulford. Thi could not be further from the truth. Over
the la t month the Squadron has been run off it's feet trying desperately to
fit in vehicle ervicing around exercise commitments. Squadron morale
picked up with the arrival of Sig 'Sal' Griffiths, LCpl ' Bette' ' icholls,
LCpl .Browne, Gnr Smith, LBdr 'Wo' Manley, .Bdr. Loates, Cpl Hewitt
and Sgt Mick .Brown. To compen ate for the new arrivals we say farewell
to Sig ' Chippy' Pomfret, Cpl Smith (yes that one - Smudge!), LCpl 'Al'
Clark, LCpl Stothard and Lt John Carter (Who leaves the Army f?r
Civvy Street). The burger-man would also l~e. to welcome and give bis
heart felt thanks to Sig Jason Moore for prov1dmg him with a new ource
of revenue. Congratulations to LCpl South an on h1 recent marriage and
even more recent promotion, also to LCpl Pugh for his se!ectl?n f?r
promotion (He is still waiting for APC Gia gow to realise and give him h1
second stripe). Welcome back to Cpl ' The Gigolo' Drudge-Coates who
has ju t pent the last four weeks wind urfing in Cyprus.
S PPORT TO .BA J A LUKA ORPHANAGE
During the build up to the Bosnia deployment those soldiers bein~ left
behind, under the guidance of SSgt Jim Stillie, have been busy organ1S1~g
a s heme to collect items which may be of use to the needy orphans m
Banja Luka. Notice were placed around the Regiment and in local
New papers. The re ponse was excellent both from Army families and the
public in general. Donations were received not just from the l?cal area ~ut
a far away as Weston-Super-Mare and have included beddmg, clothing
and toy . The items have been sorted and boxed up and are now rea.dy for
transportation to Bosnia, with any luck they should reach their end
destination by July.

2 Lt Clixby
SSgt Andy Allan

EXERCISE HEAD FIRST (14-23 APRIL)
2 Sig Regt acted in support of l Mech Bde on 'The Pl ain '. The
deployment involved over 10,000 troop and was also largely covered by
the media. The reason for the presence of such clements as Sky TV News
was the river crossing over The Severn near Ashchurch in which the LSL
was put into action for the first time in the UK. The Exercise was largc.ly
successfu l especia lly for the size of the ' Beer Fund'! Among the culprits
who were crated were ig Leon Creighton for saying. .. ONTACT ... say
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Cpl Drudge-Coates and LCpl Lyon
loading up boxes to send to Banja Luka Orphanage
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FIB A T RAIN! G
by LCpts Edwards and Williams
Members of202 and 206 Sig Sqns (Rear) were involved in a three day
FIBUA Exercise at Copehill Down, designed to give a basic introduction
to house clearance procedures. The Exercise started with a familiarisation
of Copehill Down that included the Confidence Cour e - Lucky us! We
also bad stands on niper and the making and throwing of Molotov
Cocktail (where the Scousers and Glaswegian were able to assist Sgt
Dixon more than a little!) That night was pent back at camp and we set
off the next morning ready to crack on with the FIBUA phase. The three
sections led by Cpl Chalmers, Cpl Haigh and LCpl Williams, were
taken under the wing of SSgt Davies SSgt Hogg and gt Dixon and
shown the various methods of entry into a hou e and the procedures
involved in clearing. It was new to many of those present and thoroughly
worth while, made all the more realistic by the use of training grenade .
smoke grenades and limitless 5.56mm and 7.62mm rounds. .
.
After a delicious Barbecue and a couple of beers that evenmg we retired
to bed ready for a 0 I OOhrs tart. The three-day Exercise culminated with a
platoon raid at dawn on a serie of hou~e . and after ~e:veral attempt· to
clear the 'invincible' enemy and depleting vast quant111es of round the
Exercise came to a halt. Those involved were left exhausted but with a
la ting sense of achievement!
206 SIG AL SQ ADRO (REAR)
Capt Phil 1 ewton
qn Comd
SQMS
SSgt ( Q IS) Ferri
.
It's Wire notes time again and while the re t of the quadron are ba kmg
themselves in the un in Split the rear party is hard at work in the lightly
cooler climate ofB ul ford! Congratulat iun ·go out to igs 'Jackie' Davi ,
'Ed' Green and ' Penfold" ndrew on completing their Royal Signals
Leadership Course. See we told you you'd enjoy it!. The main event .from
the rear partie point of view was the rather challenging FIBUA exerc1 eat
Copeh ill Down which was nm over three days at the end of May. It was
made up of two days of demos and battle les on which al .o con i ted of a
petrol bomb tand with ig 'Big o e· Hattie. finally ~1itm1t the target
after two di astrou attempt ! Also there wa an mtroducuon to the role of
a niper in a urban cnvironmen• ~ nd various hou e clearing drills. A. wide
variety of equipment and me.l~od where u ed to enter and exit •'1e
building· and it gave us our first mtroductlon to AWE . The final assault
began at 4am uppo edly to confu e the enemy. but eemed to confu e u
more! After five hours and forty thou and rounds of battling later the
village was taken with on ly minimal ca ualties (OK we all died but not if
you took your batter)' outl) Sig Laura 'GI Jane' .Best undeterred after
running out of ammo proceeded to bayonet charge the enemy to the
amazement of the D and Sig Jayne Darcy who wa rugby tackled to the
ground aft.er a print of 300 metre and asked in no uncertain terms to die
quickly!
.
Congratulation go out to LCpl ndy toker and arah on th~1r recent
wedding. A warm welcome goc out to the quadron · n w arrivals pl
Mick' Haigh and fa mily, LCpls 'Gaz' Lane and Ke' Fearns our ne''
gym queens and ig Wayne Kennet, .Juli~ .' Road .rage' Co~nfield. and
AWOL Jones 809. Farewell" go to 1g • 1 Mulhns and 1g Al Da.
trawlerman' Hottinger on their departure to civvy ·treet.
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222 IG
L Q ORO
qn Comd
1aj M. Billingham
M
W02 ( SM) Andy Campbell
The quadron deployed on Ex Head First in April to .the n~t o sunny
Wale , where the map reading for some pro':'ed to be a httle d1fficu~t. On
one occasion we pent over two hours travelhng around the country 1de of
Wales only to end up I 0 miles from our start !~cation : no nan~e~
nee ary you kl.ow who you are! During the Exerc1 e Cpl Teletubb1e
Oickinso~ was ~ard to ay, ' Has anyone . een my helmet ' after searching
high and low for I Om ins he eventually reali ed that he. wa st!ll wearing it.
'i hat a bright Tech! At least on our next Exercise with 2 Sig Rc_gt up ~n
York the Office did not deploy with u due to the Corps dmner m
London and of course we didn't get lost. Once in York we had some hme
to kill before deploying on Ex Ru tic legion. The first night was pent
watching the fabulou Chelsea win ~n Europe, all over a ~ew beers. The
econd night the quadron deployed m force down to the City of York for
a quiet beer - What a night. The Exercise itselfwa conducted around the
Carli le, Otterburn and Ou ten areas. It all tarted with a night move out of
York to Carli le (the concentration area) followed by a move ~iut to. our
respective ode Home ites. The Exercise ended on the followmg Fnday
and there was then a night move back to Bulford during the early hours of
aturday morning.
We welcome to SHQ Troop Sgt Pete Curtis from 2 Sig Regt and LCpl
'the lisp catching' Moore straight from th() factory we hope you botl1
enjoy your rime with the troop. Finally we say goodbye to Sig '-Forest'
Harrison to HQ Sqn MT.
ADEN TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt C. P. Crowther
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. B. W. Bogg
The winds of change have blown a furious storm through Aden Tp
ince the last instalment. When we searched through the aftermath of the
tempest we found that some people were missing presumed posted, many
new faces appeared and ome people found themselves with extra stripes,
pip and even a wedding ring! As ever the Troop offers its best wishes to
ig Green po ted to 7 Arrnd Bde and welcomes with open arms Sgt Meek
from SHQ, Sigs Martin, Webster, Wilkinson from Blandford and Sig
Davies from Oman Tp. Congratulations are extended to Lt Crowther and
LCpl Johnson on promotion and to Sig Smith ... err... Sig Roberts, who
can't wait to join her new husband, at I (UK) ADSR in July.
The period has been a busy one comprised of Exercises and another of
·Crazy' Crowther's ideas: Lanyard Trophy. When asked about training he
was rumoured to have said, 'Training, what training! Look Lads its only forty
miles; As long as you dig the heel in and swing the arm shoulder high. .. '
Ex Head First proved to be very beneficial for the Troop. We had the
pleasure of working under 2 Sig Regt on locations other than Salisbury
Plain.. The Troop worked hard and the lads were pleased when Aden Tp
was announced as the Comms Asset that would lead the Brigade through
the breach in the attack.
Ex Rustic Legion saw the Troop deploy to Dumfries, the land of Robert
Bums - not to compose poetry but to provide comms for the RAF SHF.
Again the chance of different locations provided different cornrns
probletns and the opportunity for the lads to work as a Troop. Overall the
Exerci e season has given Aden Tp a much needed chance to gel as a
team. ow that we have settled down and absorbed the new personalities
we are ready to take on the world!
Despite the sore feet and blisters the Lanyard Trophy was a good day
out. The team finished a very creditable fifteenth - with the exception of
Sig Martin who was feeling hard so be decided to do the second half of
the course with no skin on his foot. He pulled the zinc oxide tape from his
foot and in so doing pulled bimselfrigbt out of the competition. A big well
done to all team members ...Sig Martin there is always next year!
OMAN TROOP
Tp Sgt
Sgt Beel
A busy period for the Troop who are still the node in light care and
preservation. Although we have 25 men on the nominal role we have a lot
of those in Bosnia and JCUFI, and three in BATUS. This leaves nine or ten
people on a daily basis. In coming weeks Sgt Andy Beel is posted to tbe
School of Signals and LCpl ' Bart' Homer is posted to 30 Sig Regt farewell and good luck in your new posts. In May tbe Troop split up and
supplemented the other Trunk Nodes in the Squadron for Ex Rustic
Legion. As well as manpower some of the equipment was ' lent' out, June
has been spent putting everything back where it belongs in preparation for
the reformation of the full Troop in October.
HARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. J, R. Stead
Tp SSgt
Sgt R. Lang
With the Regiment spread around the world, we at the sharp end were
hoping for a little peace and quiet. o such luck, back from Easter a day
early we set off, in the holiday traffic, to Wales and Ex Head First. This,
our first Exercise off the Plain was a venture into the unknown. Those
things taken for granted in the past, such as convoy drills and site reeces
were far more important. 2Lt Fiona tewart joined us for the final week
to get a taste of life in the hot seat. The highlight was a three-day mudwrestling tournament on a Wiltshire pig farm. Following a short break all
the trucks were turned around and kit fixed ready for Ex Rustic Legion.
ow firm friends with our 2 Sig Regt brothers and sisters, we were
pleased to ee them agam. We were not only invited up to York for a sleep
over but a camping trip as well. lhrown in was a night visiting the places
of hi toric and architectural interest.
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T he Troop has had a few changes with some new blood po ted in from
Blandford. Sigs Anderson, Buttery. and Cornfield (for ~ fleeting
moment). Leaving the Troop on promouon for a tour ofvanou Jobs in the
Regt is SSgt Baker.
MASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Hawes
Tp SSgt
SSgt A. M. Keen
After a short Easter break the Exercise season began in fu ll swing with
Masirah Tp leading the way for 222 Sig Sqn playing on the largest UK
Exercise for a number of years. Ex Head First saw the Troop kick off to the
far reaches of Southern Wales and then back to the Plain for the second
half. It was a commendable performance by all concerned, followed
shortly after by Ex ' Rusty' Legion'. A slight ca e of deja vu, but this time
the team suffered no major injuries and came away with only one sending
off and a uccessful result...
Welcome to Sig Bunt and Sig 'is it Windy or Dusty?' Miller both
traight to the Iron Division from training camp. A second yellow card for
Sio ' Heddie' Murphy sent him off to the Corsham Hub side-line. A fond
ra:'ewell to Cpl Stevie 'I'll have a quiet night in' Davis, the founder
member of TN063, the Premier Trunk Node of the Iron Division. C pl 'D'
has been transferred, for an undisclosed sum (rumoured to be in the region
of several million), to the Vauxhall TA Conference in Manchester, and we
all shall miss this sby and retiring young man.
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ALPHA TROOP
Flt Lt 'Tim' eal-Hopes
Tp Comd
Sgt ' Steve' Bartleet·
Tp SSgt
RAD CON
Since being sentenced to six months in the Falklands. Radcon has been
dedicated to improving the operational effectiveness and social well being
of the soldiers. Both have been quite a success and morale is as high as
ever. Radcon, as always, have been on exercise - constantly flying here
there and everywhere with the flying rebro being deployed on several
occasions with its commander LCpl ' Jo' Ruth . Radcon is split into two
teams. Tbe shifties, who do 2 days, 2 nights and two days off and then
there is a group of day workers who maintain five wagons which are ready
for deployment at a moment's notice. Radcon also provides comms for the
major incident plan anywhere on the islands. The most recent being LCpl
' my Bergen is too heavy ' Ruth , LCpl ' lckle Smudge' Smith and Sig
'Stepho' Stephen deployed in the pouring rain complete with 320, 352
and 344 to West Falkland and providing comms, using the local farmer's
fence, back to Radcon. They then spent the rest of the day drinking tea at a
farmhouse until being picked up by Chinook.
Radcon bas a very well established football team now that Sig ' Galli '
Galliford and Sig ' Digger' Watts have finally deployed for their tour.
Radcon also deploys en mass to every social function in Sbarkies, the
Squadron bar, to keep morale at an optimum high. Our very own dance
troop consisting of Sgt Steve Lord, LCpl Jim Stewart, LCpl ' Big
Smudge' Smith, LCpl ' lckle Smudge' Smith and Sig ' Stepho' Stephens
can often be seen performing their now famous Full Monty dance routine.
Finally, to ensure the smooth running and resupply ofRadcon and the out
dets LCpl ' RQMS ' ikkie Wilkie has finally mastered how to tum on her
PC. Honest! The tour has gone extremely well so far and we are sure the
experience gained will not be quickly forgotten.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt F. I. Hay
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. Metherell
Charlie Tp continues to work hard here in the land of penguins and out
of date choccie bars. As we approach the half way point in the tour, (note I
said half way point, not Halfway Hou~e, Line Section!) everyone is
beginning to forget what a 'real ' road looks like and we are all unable to
drive any vehicles other than Corsas and Land Rovers! SSgt Steve
Metherell should be able to tell us, as he has had an extended holiday in
UK to remind him of what the real world is like. W02 SSM ' Happy '
Jackson is swiftly becoming a welfare officer for the squadron as we all
receive those mid tour ' dear John' letters! Work wise the troop has had an
eventful time, dealing with everything from fire fighting to telephones. A
big hello goes out to those members of the troop who are posted to the
mountain sites. Cpl Fincham, LCpl Andy Anderson and LCpl Stevie
Pilmer all deserve a mention for being the only Corps representatives in a
sea of light blue for six months. Remember, ' the future's bright, the
future's quality '.
THE CHI OOK CHALLENGE
by Cpl Kev Welch (Event organiser)
On a not too cold, but quite windy 6 April 1998 three teams
representing the Navy, Arn1y and the RAF, were invited to pull a Chinook
three times over a course of I 00 metres - 'all in aid of charity, mate! ' The
aim oftbe event was to raise money for the 'Starlight Foundation' , and the
'Seaman's Mission' in Stanley. A total of £2000 was raised from the event
by sponsorship and donations. The event didn 't go without drama, as the
Chinook decided to 'right wheel' due to the strong cross winds and the
speed at which tbe Army team were pulling, thanks to Sgt 'my back's
suddenly better' Simons and SSgt 'those are my tops' Metherell. Sgt
Rodriguez always did manage to pull easily anyway. In the end, teams
had to pull a 20 tonne fuel bowser, kindly supplied by the boys in blue.
Unfortunately, the result didn ' t go the Army's way though, as the Navy
were the overall winners closely followed by the RAF and last but not
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least the Army, although all the times were within 2 seconds of each other.
A good day was had by all , with an after pull bash to end the day in the
ever popular ' Sharkics Bar' .

The Chinook Chal lenge
SOUTH GEORGIA - 'SIX MONTH I HEAVE "
by gt Tony Wringe
For anyone who ha ever done a six month detachment on the island of
South Georgia the saying like, ' Its not quite the end of the world, but you
can ee it from here ' and 'Colder than a penguins backside' will bring
back great memories I' m sure. Other that have come out since the
Garrison was cut down are, 'l got high on South Georgia LSD '.
We left the UK on the 2 Feb 1998 courte y of the Royal Air Force in
one of their beautiful flying machines, all mod cons provided and arrived
in the Falkland Islands the next day. We did of course stop off in the
Ascension Islands and made the most of the hospitality provided at the
airport , after re-hydrating ourselve at 7 o'clock in the morning we
continued on our journey and arrived safely. We were met by members of
I UK Armd Div and shown to our accommodation and then given some
time off to familiarise ourselve with MPA! Whilst in MPA we were
shown all of the relevant sites that would concern us whilst in South
Georgia and then we attended our ·weather spotter cour e ', which is a
must for all Signals personnel!
After a wait of two days MPA, we were driven to Mare Harbour and
there we saw the ship that was going to take us the 850 miles to South
Georgia. The ship was called HMS Dumbar/on Castle, but over the year
it had been given the nickname, 'The Bouncy Castle' , probably because its
size was no bigger than a Ford Sierra Estate and it held the road no better!
The trip took three days and night and for the !es sea hardy amongst us,
most of the time was spent in our pit . After a couple of days a few of us
started to find our sea legs and were able to venture up on deck and rake in
the fantastic views of sea, ea and sea for miles around. This was to be the
end of the enjoyable part becau e on Day Two both the ships stabili ers
and the hot water system decided not to work anymore and from that
moment on we knew why someone had nicknamed it the 'Bouncy Castle' .
The four of us did however arrive safely in South Georgia and as we
stepped off onto terra-firma in glorious sun hine, we realised how lucky
we were that we would be pending the next ix months in South Georgia
and not the Falkland l lands. The Signals Detachment consi ted of gt
Ton y Wringe, the S CO l/C, LCpl Ros Williams and Sig 'Sideburns'
Hodgets, the operators and Cpl Roy 'Det Tech' Joyce. We were met by
the detachment from I Div, who howed us to our room and then
proceeded to do the fa test handover ever. Once this was complete they
retired to the bar to celebrate and left us to work out what was what. Two
day later the ship left for the Falklands and we were left 850 mile from
nowhere. With only a 'Folder of Knowledge', that would tell us
everythi ng that we needed to ki:iow and a big stick to fight off the 4 tonne
Elephant Seals that lay in our paths as we moved up and down the track
from building to building.
.
.
We introduced ourselves to the re t of the Detachment , which con 1sted
of nine Engineer from 69 Ghurkha Engi neer Sqn, two Royal Marine and
the Doctor. Over the next few months we would learn all about the Island,
it's hi story and the wildlife. The wildlife on the Island i ab olutely
fantastic and for anyone interc tcd in photography it is ~ dream coi:iie true.
For people only used to . eei ng animal locked up behmd cages: 1t wa. a
whole ew World. There were Fur Seals and Elephant Seal JUSt lymg
about the Garrison in their hundreds and tl1e four different type of
Penguins would just waddle around with not a care in tl1e world. . fier
usi ng up two camera films in the space of 30 minutes, no thought in our
minds that we would be here for another five months, we were told of the
old whaling mu eum over the bay at a place ca lled Grytvikcn. outh
Georgia i famous for it's old whaling tat ions, which date from the turn of
the century and la ted until about the late 60' . The l land 1s also famOl~S
!'or the great Antarctic explorer, Sir Ernest Shackleton, who n:iade an epic
Journey across the Island when hi ship wa marooned Ill the ice flow and
who i in fact buried on the Island. For tho e of you that have ever served
in Sout11 Georgia, you may be interc tcd to know that in April ofthi. year
we moved out of the old Signals Shack (the Cafe) and 111to. a build~ng
called Lar en House. Thi was built to replace the old RE Hilton wh~~h
burnt down some year · back. All of the pictures, plaques and memorabilia
was moved across and now have pride of place on the walls of the new re. t
room. Not much has changed over the years in the Garri 011 except that the
Garri son now consists of only sixteen military personnel and three
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civi lians. Most of the old buildings remain in various ' tatc, of ruin and the
only ones that arc reall y occupied are the main accommodat ion buildmg
which is now Shackleton House and a few buildings down by the Jelly and
of course the new Signals Shack. I would find it hard to believe that
anyone who has ever served in South Georgia did not enjoy himself. 1 hen:
is so much to sec and do what with the beautiful wildlife and mountams
and history attached to the Island. I' m sure that, as with me, people will
have good memories of the place for as long as they can remember.
The tasks of the Royal Signals detachment is to provide a secure I IF
RATT link back to the Falkland Islands and to provide the
communications for tasks performed on South Georgia. As well as
providing comm for patrols around the Island we also support the South
Georgia Marine Officer in his duties. The Royal Signals detachment also
helps to keep morale up by still doing a six month tour. where as everyone
else on ly does four months and in good old Army tradition we also help to
keep the bar profit.<; up! South Georgia is an unbelievable place and for
anyone who is ever offered the six months detachment down here. my
advice would be ' go for it '.
LIFE 0 ' MOU T ADAM
by Cpl Phil Oulton
On arrival in MPA we thought what a dreary miserable place with
terrible weather. That was MPA! What we had in store for us was to prove
an even bigger surprise. We spent two nights in MPA consuming copious
amounts of lager, which was not a wise move, as we were to find out.
Thursday morning we were to fly by helicopter to Mt Adam. The word
was that Mt Adam was ' clagged in ' (a phrase we have become accustomed
to) and that we would have to walk to the top ifthe helicopter could not get
in. Our baggage was dropped off at the refuelling ite at Hill Cove. which
was a relief to Sig ' Dusty' Millar and myself, as we are not the slimmest
of people and LCpl ' Si ' Worsley is no spring chicken. We were dropped
halfway down the mountain and due to our previous night's activities we
were not prepared for the long hard c;log up to the top through the driving
wind and rain. After a couple of days· hand over with the old crew we
were left to our own devices on the second highe t mountain in the
Falk lands (we are the highest manned site). We soon learnt how to use the
cooker, playstarion, TV and all the kit in the radio room - in that order. The
cold. wet, sometimes nowy, and extremely windy conditions take some
getting used to but they can also be used to your advantage to get rid of
any unwanted visitors when helicopters cannot get in . Day to day life
consists of, refuelling (Campito gets ii done for them), a lot of antenna
maintenance, a bit oftener writing back to our loved one , fitne s training
(if you are that way inclined). Then there· watching TV and video and
last but not lea t trying to keep the RAF radio operators in line with the
current trends in voice procedure (' I hear you loud and clear'). We have
now done three months and only 3 to push o I uppo e we had better start
the diets and training we keep promi ing ourselves, then it' hand back
over to I ADSR. The only thing that is now worrying us i , is thi tour
between us and them going to become a common occurrence?

Mt Adam Detachment - LCpl Worsley, Cpl Oulton and Sig Millar

CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
Please advi e the Sub cription Clerk,
at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any change
of addres . Thi information hould
not be telephoned.
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(RADIO)
\ , IK TAG JORDA TO R 1998
The inaugural Prince Abdullah Trophy took place in Amman, the
capital of Jordan, on the 9 and 10 of April. With the aim of furthering the
de,elopment of rugby in the Middle Ea t, team from Jordan. Egypt,
Lebanon and two Bri i h Forces teams from Cyprus arri ed for the twoday competition. The first day of the Trophy consi led of two league ,
each of three team . On the econd day. each team would play the
corre ponding team from the other league in the final . Group A c~n i ted
of Ay ik tag , Epi kopi Eagle and Cairo RI<. Group B cons1 ted of
Beirut RFC and the tv.10 Jordan teams.
The competition kicked off with the Eagle playing Cairo. Cairo, \ ho
contamed si 'gue t' Fijians, soon proved to be immen ely trong.
urging run from the big Fijian forward soon did some damage, a
courageou defence by the Eagles proving inadequate at the final whistle.
After an hour and a half of rest it wa Epi against the Stags. A valiant start
by the Stags forward loaded the pres ure on the Eagles from the off. Lack
of abilicy to convert pres ure into points and some good running by the
Eagle three-quarters and back row resulted in the second half being
dominated by the Eagles who won the game. An hour and a half later the
tag , having lo t to the Eagle . had to face Cairo who were shaping up as
the ftrm favourite to lift the cup. Another good start by the Stags soon
became a rout. When the Fijian prop began running the ball like centres
the game became an exerci e in damage limitation for the Stags. Cairo
won convincingly to take their place in the final.
Group B had a more equal contest. All three teams consi ted of a mix of
nationalitie . Briti h ex-pats forming the backbone of each team. The
number of Jordanians playing wa encouraging as was the presence of the
American Marine Embas y Guard contingent whose strong running and
enthusiasm if not their technical ability was good to watch. The presence
of a few key players in the Jordan ·A' Team sealed their place in the final
again t Cairo. Beirut finished second in the group and so would play Epi
and Jordan 'B' would play the Stags.
Good Friday dawned clear and hot. The wooden spoon final kicked off
al I 030hrs. Once again the Stag started hard and fast, although this time
the opposition had no reply. With the Stags front row regularly taking the
crums against the head, the game should have become a more convincing
victory than it turned out Good defence and poor handling led to a modest
score. Epi Eagles kicked off against Beirut in the extreme heat of the
midday sun and soon proved themselves the better team. Occasional poor
defence and handling by Epi led to a score line which did not really reflect
the difference in standards between the teams. As the teams lined up for
the final the early afternoon heat was becomfog oppressive, even Cairo
beginning to suffer from the mid-thirties temperatures. Some excellent
individual defen ive tackling from Jordan 'A' players kept them in touch
for most of the game but eventually a seemingly weakened Cairo Team
began to dominate and finished as convincing tournament winners.
The standard of rugby throughout the tour was good. The sand covered
dirt pitch proved better than originally feared. The referees, also from
British Forces Cyprus, controlled the games excellently and added to the
good atmosphere preventing some very keenly contested games from
breaking down. Hopefully the exposure that the tournament generated in
Jordan \\ill help it expand and confirm it as a regular in the rugby calendar.
Adding the two main tourist destinations of the Dead Sea and Petra to the
tour made for a hectic schedule but these visits were definitely
worthwhile, and a must for anyone based in Cyprus. Considering tllat
Jordan is a Muslim country, a huge amount of beer seemed to be
consumed. with the teams from Cyprus leading the way for every third
half that occurred. A very enjoyable trip was had by all. Ay ik Stags
would like to thank Lombard atWest Bank and Ivor Dewdney's Pasties
for their assistance.
1 Q ADRO
EXERCISE SPOITED DOG 1998 (CYPR S LEG 6) 25 - 29 MAY
1998 ( CHALLENGI GA D TO GH FIVE DAY
MEDITERRAJ EA SAILI 'G EXERCISE)
by W02 (FofS) Ru s Batley
The Crew:
Capt Andy Aitken (OC Ex)
CPO i Donney
WOl (YofS) Al Patterson
JT Dave Hammond
W02 (FofS) Russ Batley
Sig Si Dennison
W02 ( \1) 'Tigger' Howarth
Mr Martin Dullaghan
gt teve mith
Mr Bob Powell
Cyprus Leg 6 of Ex Spotted Dog 1998 gave l Sqn personnel the
opportunity to sail HM TC Sabre, a icolson 55 Yacht, from Cyprus to
the Turkish mainland and back again (well that was the plan). Armed with
enough Turkish Lira, Visas and Turkish travel insurance to raise the
Titanic, the crew arrived on board ready to face all that the Med could
thro\\ at it. However, the JSASTC staff skipper had other plans. We would
not make it to Turkey and back in time so Cyprus by Sea was the place to
be. Routes and plans were quickly rescheduled, taking into account the
current out of bounds areas and the crews lack of Cyprus pounds.
Day I - Departing Akrotiri Mole at midday saw a gentle afternoons
introduction with everyone learning the ropes. Enough Tacks, Jibes, Man
Overboard·s and Lee-Hoes to settle the heartiest of sea dogs. The day
finally ended at Pissouri bay where the first night was to be spent on
anchor and thanks to a lack of imagination by the days galley staff the
e'enmg meal was to be a run ashore to a local Taverna.
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Day 2 - A long day's sailing from Pi souri Buy round the WSBA
Headland and east to Larnaca Bay. With very little wind most of the day
was spent under motor power. This gave some of the crew (Russ and
Dave) time to put their technical kills to some ship repair , but aller three
hours of achieving nothing but sunburn they wished tl1ey hadn't. Those
less technical amongst the crew made most of the opportunity lo improve
on their suntan and brush up on a few navigational techniques, like isn't
that TPMH Akrotiri, Limasol and Lamaca Airport. The Aeroplane were a
bit of a clue for the la tone. By the end of the day everyone was ready for
a good night in harbour, a bower and some local hospitality (well two out
of three would do) . Having cleared the decks etc etc, the thirsty Crew
made their way down Larnaca ea front to a well used local bar, having
first made use of Macdonald' for some fresh ration . After a couple of
drinks with stories of wild oceans and all female yacht crews we were
interrupted by a female cry of, 'I didn't expect to sec you here darling,'
said Mrs '1 miss my Husband' Dullaghan. 'No my Love me neither '
came t11e reply from Mr Martin Dullaghan, having just phoned his wife
to tell her his ship was in town. The night (or next morning) finally ended
with the kipper, crew, and a bottle of whislcy, swapping tall stories on
another extremely large yacht with some extremely turn ual people
(allegedly).
Day 3 - The day didn ' t get of to a good start witl1 half of the crew
detailed to go a hore for fresh rations (which they got from a cafe that
served cooked breakfast . How convenient), and the re t of us preparing lo
make ail except for i 'l don't do morning ' Dennison who doesn ' t do
anything before lunchtime but leep. With everyone aboard temper were
stretched when it had come to light that the only ration purchased by
Martin Dullaghan wa I 0 litre's of milk, to add to the 12 litre' of milk
we already had. Thankfully only a short leg from Lamaca to Fig Tree Bay
was planned, again lack of wind (apparently essential for sailing) meant
most of the day was spent on the engine. But today entertainment wa on
the menu, with Russ 'do my feet really smell' Batley and Dave 'get out of
my kitchen' Hammond in the ga lley. Serving up a feast of humiliation,
criticism and general abuse to all that came witl1in earshot. The afternoon
was spent anchored in (and I mean in) Fig Tree Bay. Most of the crew
headed for the beach in the landing craft, only to find coming back that it
had sprung a hole. The day was saved however by Andy 'young man'
Ailken who bravely donated his finger to the cause, showing just how
versatile young officers can be. Al Patterson, however, decided that he
would be safer swimming back to the boat and risked life and limb running
a gauntlet of power boats and Jet Ski's (all giving way to hi superior
speed). After a short motor to a more secluded cove the hip was
abandoned on anchor for another run ashore to watch the England football
game in a local bar, whilst Mr 'SSM' Howarth met up with his loved one
Mrs 'SSM ' Howarth (sad but true). The night ended with Martin 'the
milkman' Dullaghan and Bob 'I've been up the mountain too long '
Powell performing a double act that had the loca l bar manager omewhat
excited (to say the least).
Day 4 - A potentially good day's sai ling back to Limasol Marina started
with a gentle breeze, just enough to implement 9 Sig Regis new motto
'Civil Integration' and what better way to do it than sending Mr
Dullaghan up the main mast in the bosun's-chair. To his credit he
completed the mission in style and gave the rest of the crew a real good
laugh. That was the last laugh of the day, however, as the weather took
hold and gale force winds lashed the boat about for the rest of the day.
With the bad weather came the most essential ingredients of any sailing
trip, the 'I'm going to donate my breakfast to ocean research' competition.
A close run race but first to donate his breakfast was Andy ' Young Man '
Aitken followed closely by Si ' Sailor Boy' Donney (in good old Royal
Navy style). As the day wore on the crew strapped themselves to anything
that was solid and put their faith in Steve 'I'm sure were just of the coast
of Southern Cyprus' Smith's navigational ability. Steve came through
with flying colours and Limasol Marina was reached just as darkness fell.
A welcome shower, a hot supper and a few beers were enjoyed by all.
Day 5 - The last day of the Exercise saw us cruising up the Limasol
coast, covered with ambre solaire and shades to impress the
holidaymakers (if there was any). Later a short burst of wind gave the
Skipper a last opportunity to cut up some small wimpy boat from the
Akrotiri JSATC before cruising back into the Akrotiri Mole from where
we had started. After scrubbing the decks and cleaning the heads (toilets to
you and I) a tired and weary crew departed for Ay Nik to tell stories of
danger excitement and courage, and of course some sailing.
3 SQUADRO CLOS RE PARADE
With the Squadron departing in two phases, in April and July, a parade
to commemorate the Squadron's closure was held in the Regimental
Square on 20 March 1998. The format of the parade along with the
challenges involved in parading a Squadron containing members of all
three Services were the subject of much debate in 3 Sqn offices. Despite
the date of the parade coinciding with a major seasonal gale, 3 Sqn
watched by their families and members of the Regiment, were marched
onto the square by W02 (SSM) Jon Riley, with no sign of the scheduled
inclement weather. Aft.er the Squadron had been handed over to the 21C,
Capt B. J. Spiers Royal Signals, the parade under OC, Maj C. P. Thain
was inspected and addressed by the CO. Following an advance in review
order, the CO accepted two presentation pieces, a commemorative key to
mark the Squadron's closure, from the members of 3 Sqn, and a bronze
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cast of the Rose and the Laurel, presented to the Regiment on behalf of the
Intelligence Corps.
~he par~de concluded wit~ a march ofT and ~hen 3 q~, accompanied by
their families and personaht1es from the Regiment rettred to the Station
Community Centre to enjoy a cuny lunch and one or two well deserved
drinks. The day was rounded ofT by a traditional Cyprus night, organi ed
by Sgt Sue Wright. Entering into the spirit of the evening, members of the
quadron had in no time joined the entertainers on stage, balancing glasses
on heads and performing traditional local dances. Special thanks must be
given to the Intelligence Corps Association, whose financial assistance
ensured that 3 Sqn 's departure was marked in a suit.ably appropriate
manner.
By the time of publication, members of 3 Sqn should be well
established at Digby. Although the bulk of DI (SI) personnel will have left
Cyprus, S02 (Plans) Maj C. P. Thain and a small contingent led by W02
Gary Elliot will remain to fly the flag. Watch this space for notes from
them next year.

Maj Thain presents the Bronze Cast of the Rose and Laurel to
Lt Col lnshaw

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

237 SIG AL SQUADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Cole
SM
W02 (SSM) Richardson
Shirt-Sleeve Order and the smell of freshly cut grass - a sign that
summer is here, and with it is a programme of Exercises, sporting events,
adventurous training and barbecues for the 237th.
TA GOTROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt

Lt Ballantyne
SSgt Kitchen

EXERCISE TANGO'S TREAT 6-8 MAY 98
by Cpl 'Bish' Bishop
Ex Tango's Treat was an opportunity for eight members oftl1e Troop to
change what would have been three normal days in the hangar for three
excellent days in Snowdonia. A brief breakfast top and a couple of hours
later we arrived in Capel Curig, took over accommodation. picked up Mr
Ro s Ashe-Cregan (instructor), and et off in search of our first day's
abseil. On arrival at Llanberis we started straight away on picking up names
for the characters on the Exercise. The first silly statement coming from Cpl
' what do you mean we have to walk up before we can ab eil down' Giffen,
as we all climbed out of the bus and stood in the car park. Once we got up we
then found LCpl 'this doesn 't feel natural and death slide are out'
Dimmack shuffling down the rock. Some of the other characters we had
were ig ' rio fear ' Peacock, Sig 'I/C toilet roll' Priestly (who forgot to tell
the rest of the group that he was carrying some in his pocket until the end of
the day). Then there was Sig 'horizontal' Lane, Sig 'Two can, Jack Dan who
can't drive a van' Clark, who' name speaks for itself, and last but by no
means least was LCpl ' Scully, pon ored by BT' McCulloch. He found it
good to talk by keeping an old flame up to date with our every move, until
we came to a small traverse around a rock, where he stopped, stuck to tl1e
rock and gave us a perfect demon tration of Saturday ight Fever.
Aller confidence building day one we were soon onto day two. With a
one and a half-hour drive and aver e of'Didn't we have a lovely time the
night we spent in Bangor', we arrived at Friog Quarry, where we kicked
off with an 80ft abseil. This was shortly followed by a guided tour of an
old slate mine, where we abseiled down two layers and then learned how
the mines were u ed in the past. We then started to rope and ladder out
when we came across a bat. This di covery was followed by a silly
statement, no names mentioned ( cully!), 'ls tl1e bat a leep up ide down?'
Soon we had reached the surface and daylight again.
Under the guidance of our instructor, the dead1 lide wa as cmbled and
~fter a spot of lunch and a wift change we were ready for the 70ft plunge
mto an extremely warm lake OT). I wa crazy enough to test tl1e rope
and, trust me, it was freezing. However oon everyone was down in true
Army tyle; wet, cold but with high morale-even for the photographer,
who stayed dry. Day three wa pent at Friog Quarry and tarted with a
30ft abseil onto a large ledge, which had no exit apart from a small
tmvcr e back around to the track. This caused a few sticky si tuation . As
soon as we had conquered the rockface we headed back to the van, and had
a quick change parade before zipping down the Deatl1 slide to finish the
moming at the end of three outstanding days (cheers lad ).
KlLOTROOP
Tp Comd

~~~

2Lt White

SgtS~n

Yet .another exciting couple of months for Kilo Tp, wi.th the :rroop
deploymg for two days, then back in time for RSIT prcparauon. This was
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The crew on Ex Tango's Treat
followed by a Squadron beat up for balllecamp that is to take place during
the first two weeks of June in bonny cotland. The Troop would like to ay
goodbye to Sig ick Berry and LCpl Steve Smith who are leaving for
greater places. Hello to 2Lt Ben White and congratulations to Cpl
' Hello!' Stanley-Jones for completing the l IOm hurdles without falling
flat on hi face during the Regimental athletics meet.
LA ' YARDTROPHY
by LCpl Walker
Aller an arduou week training taking on plenty of fluids and eeing the
sights of Thorney I land the team wa narrowed down to seven which
included a few ·willing' volunteers. At the start line the Team consisted of
2Lt White, Sgt Jim Spiers, YofS Herbert, LCpls ·Daz' \\alker,
· cully' :\tcCulloch, Dave Janvier, igs ·c Lubbster, · pick' Lane,
'Ricardo' Richardson and Greg Hardman. We started with loads of
morale, inging up until the point\\ hen 30 ig Regt Ladies Team O\ertook
us whil t waiting for LCpl McCulloch and ig Richardson to be
CA EVACED! We finally reached the tini h, lightly delayed by ig
Clubb' high heel and 40lb handoag. at IOhrs and 59mins. \\.'ell done
lad !
ANZAC DAY 25 PRIL 1998
The acronym A ZAC tand for ustralian and ew Zealand Anny
orps, and was a term used in rderence to oldicrs from those countries
fighting in Gallipoli, Turke}. during World War I. On the 25 April each
year, Australians all over the World stop to remember the sacrifice made
by those who fought and died both during World War ne, and in other
war.. The A Z C legend wa born from the heroic deeds of those
soldiers, and attending a commemorative service i; a sombre and mo\ ing
experience. W02 Bob Matthcns is an Australian c'change sold1 r
current!)• serving with the quadron. This year he was nominated to carry
the Australian flag into \ e tmin ter Abbe) for the .\ ZA..C
ommemorative crvicc. longside him were repre entati\ cs of the ·c\\
Zealand and Turkish annies, and the c:-.pcrience has been one of the
highlight of his posting to date.
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production they made up for in late night socia li sing. So what else i there
left for the Troop? Well in the very near future a S Airborne Exerc ise,
Pcgasu Anvil, i planned. agai n on sunny Salisbury Pla in and j u tin time
to miss the World Cup Fina l. Fi nally we have a couple of congratul ations.
Firstly to the newly promoted Cap t Brown and to Cpl Meehan for
coming off the Sgts ' board.
COMMUNICATIONS T R O OP
Tp Comd
L t C harlie Roberts
SSgt Paul Jude
Tp SSgt

W02 Bob Matthews and his w ife Sandra on Anzac Day
226 SIG AL SQ ADR O (E'W)
226 Sig Sqn (EW) continues to busy itself with a mixture of training
activities and operational upport. A good week was had by all at Penally
Camp in May, where all managed to pass an APWT, do lots of PT,
complete most of the required ATD trg, and witness the SSM breaking his
foot! A couple of good socials at a local night-club and truly brilliant
weather also added to the experience. A Squadron Comd Task day
coincided with the visit of Brig Wood and proved to be a useful trg
period, giving the Squadron hierarchy, and the SOinC (A), a chance to
evaluate the JNCO within the Squadron.

ROME O TROOP
Tp Comd
W Ol Dave Stapleton
Tp SSgt
SSgt (Supvr R) Steve J acklin
The last couple of months have been fairly busy as the Troop prepared
for an overseas deployment with 23 7 Sig Sqn (EW), only for it to be put on
hold at the last minme! The disappointment amongst the troops was
obvious, particularly as the deployment was to warmer climes. However,
lots of special to role training was conducted on the Electronic Target
Generator and the Troop is certain ly better for it and looking forward to its
deployment to RAF Waddington for the air-show.
The summer months will see a big turnover of manpower, with the OC,
21C and several senior operators leaving. We have already said goodbye
to Sig Dave eal, who moves to 21 Sig Regt on promotion and Cpl ' Taff'
Kerr who has left the army to grow his hair and wear flair 's at University.
Cpl Jimmy Byrn e is departing very shortly to j oin Merseyside Police
Tunnel Divi ion (all those months of being kept in the dark by the
Squadron will stand him in good stead). We also extend a fond farewell to
LC'pl ' Sully' Sullivan who leaves us via Haverfordwest Courtroom - but
probably won 't drive his hippy van to his new unit!
We say hello to SSgt (Supvr R) Jackli n who arrived on promotion to
steer the Troop through the next few turbu lent months. His wife Clare and
family will join him as soon as a big enough quarter can be found! Also
newly arrived to boost the pool ofDvrs E lec within the Troop are C pl P ete
B) rne and Sig Greg Hardman and his wife Andrea. We hope you all
ettle in well and enjoy your tour. Congratulations go to W02 (Supvr R)
Dave Fuller on his promotion, and to Sgts Mark Harbin and Steve
Moffet, both of whom have been selected for Supvr R training and
ultimate promotion - well done to you all. Congratulations also go to Sgt
C hris G ibbins and Joanne on the birth of their first son, athaniel
C hristopher and to Cpl teve M iller on his recent marriage to Joann e.
Finally welcome back to Cpls ' Daz' Brown, Paul Browne and LCpl ' H'
C larke who have been away on deployments and long courses.
640 I G AL T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Brown
SSgt
SSgt Harriott
The last couple of months have once again been quite busy with the
usual Troop Exercises both here and abroad. April was taken up with a I
Armd Div Exercise, Ex Head First, on Salisbury Pl ain. Playing with the
Big Boys meant a prestigious and nationally publicised river crossing at
the beginning of the exercise, which fortunately went quite wel l. From
there on we had our usual fill of mishaps and problems, especiall y mud
(and lotS of it), making life different if nothing else. A first Exercise for
many of the Troop as we have had an influx of new guys of late, these
include gt ' Blah Blah' Walker, LCpl Doughty, Sig's Wells, Welton,
Kerr, and finally Taylor. ext in line for the Troop was a jolly . .. erm,
Exercise ... m Holland as part of the M D(C) Exercise, Active Interface.
)Ul;t four members of the Troop went and what they lacked in real time
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EXE RCISE DRAGO S SOAK
Ex Dragons Soak was a two-day canoeing expedition. A one-day
exercise in the basics of canoeing - this wa to prove invaluable as the
standard of some of the student was of the !owe t poss ible. LCpl ·Randy'
Randerson and ig ' Al' Copestake have now been re-named Captain
Nemo and Captain Ahab re pectively. T hey spent so much time under the
water they were in danger of meeting the man from Atlantis. After
managing to stay upright long enough to catch some air we managed a
short trip along the coast line as far as eedle Rock. A rather tricky
manoeuvre wa to paddle through a small hole in the rock while the sea
was trying its hardest to throw you again t the wa ll and roof. Through
some force of nature Sig Col 1\vells went .in fa cing the ri ght way and
emerged back to front. After even more upside down adventures we
headed back to Fi hguard fo r a rest and some of the local refreshments.
Day 2 - Was it misty this morning or was it omething we had eaten?
The day was spent on the various stroke and further afety aspects. No
sooner had we got in the water when Capt Nemo appeared and Capt Ahab
was not too far away. The highlight of the day was the practice of the T
rescue. Sig Col 1\vells was upside down waiting for LCpl ' Sully'
Sullivan to assist. The assistance never arrived with Sig Col Twells
waving his arms in panic whilst still ubmerged LCpl Su!Hvan was heard
to shout ' don ' t panic we' ll help you .' After much deliberati on we headed
back to shore for lunch to appease LCpl ' I' ve done Norway ' Q uinn who
was feeling cold due to the icy waters of Fishguard! The Exercise proved
to be a great succes due to the excellent instruction of Mr Dave T horn, it
also let LCpl ' Stu ' Kelly show off his silky skills - who apart from Dave
T horn was th e only one not to end up capsized!
AR RIVALS AN D DEPARTU RES
Sgt J as Meek to 3 Div Sig Regt. Sgt Bri Heslop to 7 BN REME . Cpl
Rick Wooley to ' The school' . LCpl Steve R aby and LCpl Bob
C unningham to civi street. Sig Dale Hegar ty to 2 Sig Regt. Sig ' Torno'
T hompson to JCUNI. Sig Kev Rutherford , to 249 Sig Sqn. Sig ' Del'
Spry to I Div Sig Regt. Good luck to you all ! Welcome to Cpl ' Daz, I'm
o vain ' Mordecai. LCpl Bill Scourfield. LCpl 'Eddie' E dward s, Sig
' Del, on leave ' Wyatt and Sig Al ' chopstick' C opestake.
INTER-SQ ADR O ATH LETICS C O MPETI TION
On 7 May the Regiment moved en masse to a mall leisure centre in
Carmarthen for it's annual inter Squadron Athletics Competition . As well
as being another event in the Russ Cup Inter Squadron Sports
Competition, the aim was to also select the best team for the S Div
Athletics Championship to be held later that month. Despite some shocks
and much rescheduling of heats as tbe Centre's vaunted eight lane running
track did in fact only have six, the competition was soon underway with
245 Sig Sqn (M) taking an early lead. There were more surprises with the
variety of techniques employed by the different competitors in their
attempts to get over, along or around the course. Sig Joe M urphy's high
jump technique was unconventional although ultimately, with
perseverance, it saw him excel. Another popular event, at least with the
spectators, was the 11 Om hurdles that all the competitors agreed were far
too high, leading to some desperate scrambles for the fini sh line on all
fours . Despite much threatening, the rain held off all day but a cold wind
had picked up enough by the time of the steeplechase to make it a great
spectator sport and ensure it was suitably memorable for the competitors.
The results are too numerous to list, but special mention must go to Sgt
Br adl ey who lapped everyone at least twice in the SOOOm, but who,
because of other commitments wi ll not be able to compete for the
Regiment. HQ Sqn was ultimately victorious despite a number of dazzling
successes by 237 Sig Sqn (EW) in the relays. Thanks must go to SSgt
(SSI) Warwick APTC for his hard work in organising and running the
events.

245 SIG AL SQ ADR ON
SqnComd
M aj Davis
SSM
W 02 (SSM) Fisher
FREEDOM O F GLOUCEST E R
Soon after the Second World War elements of the old 14 Sig Regt were
based in Bampton just outside Gloucester. Jn recognition of it's
contribution to the local area 14 Sig Regt was granted tbe Freedom of
Gloucester on 28 April 1956. This was the fi rst ti me that a unit fro m the
Royal Corps of Signals had been granted the Freedom of any City. Jn 1959
COMCAN Troop of 14 Sig Regt moved in to Gloucester itself fo llowed in
1961 by the Regimental HQ. T he Regiment remained there until I
November 1976 when the HF Sqn became I Squadron 30 Sig Regt. As l
am sure you all know the current 14 Sig Regt in it's active role was formed
in BAOR in 1977. The Regiment bas since been relocated to Brawdy in
South West Wales. Sadly the new Regiment did not exercise it's right unti l
1991 when, following the Gulf War, I Sqn marched through the City of
Gloucester.
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On April 18th 1998 the Freedom of Gloucester was exercised by 245
Si g Sqn (EW), fo rmerly I Sqn. Following a pleasant service at the
Cathedral, the Squadron formed up for the inspection and march past. It
was at thi s point that we all felt at home, as the temperature dropped
dramatically and ra in started to fa ll from the sky. Foll owing an unusually
short inspection by the Mayor of Gloucester, the by now somewhat cold
and wet Squadron marched through the City, with swords drawn, bayonets
fixed and music from the Corps Band. After the parade the Squadron were
guests of honour at a civic reception. It is always a great honour and a
privilege to be given the Freedom o f a City 14th Sig Regt (EW) now holds
the freedom o f three cities Gloucester, Celle and St Davids.
JULIET/YANKEE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bailey (Int Corps)
Tp S gt
SSgt (Supvr R) Wallace
JN Tp has had a very busy time recently. May was taken up with a
mu ltitude of inspections which the Troop have come to love and
appreciate over the years. Following hard on the hee ls of thi s was Ex
Moufl on's Revenge, organised and run by JN Tps very own outgoing
SSgt Andy ' Rabbi ts' Eva ns. Mouflon 's Revenge was a one week Escape
and Evasion Exercise, des igned to teach and test the Squadron in all
aspects of this discipline. In all , SS Squadron members ran, wi th JN Troop
providi ng a core of experienced ' runners'. A noteworthy perform ance

came from LCpl Venni, who managed to survive all aspects of the
Exercise, only to be hospitali sed at the weekend with food poi omng- a a
consequence of eating something unhealthy on the penu ltimate day. The
OC Squadron 's daughter is now desperately looking for her little bunny
rabb it. Lt ' Rich ' Bailey deserves mention for the cunning appl ied to hi s
switch from runner to DS at the last safe moment - typical Int Corps!
Rumour has it that SSgt Evans couldn 't cope with Lt Bailey's wh inging
in the office any more, and fi nally caved in! Cpl ' Dusty' M ill ar, when
released into the wil d, gleefully bragged at the fact the capture force had
snuck him a packet of ' Ciggies ', only to curse them to eternity upon
openi ng the packet and being confronted with twigs. By all accounts, no
visiting unit was safe from the attentions of the Nicotine king! Cp l ' Ta ff'
Baynham managed to get himself captured, and after a relaxing cup of tea
and some cake, allowed himself to be released to the wild. Sennybridge
will never be the same aga in
HELLOS, GOODBYES AND CONGRATULATIO
Greetings to the newly promoted S gt Ma r k ' Wally' Wallace, who
joins us as Tp SSgt, foll owing successful completion of his Supervisor
Radio's Course. SSgt ' Andy' Eva ns leaves the Troop to join the training
wing, Cpl ' Steve ' Ayres goes to 11 EOD, as does newly promoted Sgt
Lee Mason. ewly promoted SSgt 'Nobby ' C lark moves to RAF Digby,
as does Cpl Tim Mcca rdle. Our best wishes go with all of them.
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EXERCISE DEEP BACKSTOP
SUB-AQUA DIVI G I L'ESTARTIT SPAIN
Ex Deep Backstop was a sub-aqua diving expedition to Spai n led by
Maj Alista ir ' SADS ' R oss. As well as di ver training, the aim of the
Exercise was to dive the Medas Islands off L' Estartit. Being a nature
reserve, marine life was abundant and on many di ves we encountered very
large Grouper fi sh. But the main attraction of the Islands was tbe
spectacular cave systems; we were not disappointed and could not believe
there was such good diving in the Mediterranean . We di ved twice a day
from the Hard Boat Calyp o. One of the hardest parts of the expedition
was the IShr drive there and back. Thanks go to the diving dri ving team of
LCpl Al F r aser and LCpl Pete ' The Full Monty ' O ' Con nor. The diving
chef Cpl Teressa ' Wet Spice' Hynds also enjoyed the experience and had
a good ' Hen Night ' whilst on the expedition.

LCpl Al Frase r aw e-struck on his first dive in Spain
LA YARD T R O PHY
This year's Lanyard Trophy Competition ho ted by 216 (Parachute)
Signals Squadron was held along the beautifully scenic 40 mile route of
the South Downs. Altogether 33 ma le, female, regular and TA unit
entered the event, all aspiri ng to receive tl1eir certificate of merit and with
a primary aim of winning. 16 Sig Regt entered a ten-man team ably led by
Lt J amie 'Leak Monster ' Balfour and SSgt (YofS) Bob 'Mountains for
Breakfast' Warburton. The Team started outstandingly well after the
0530hrs ma s start on the morning of the competition. For about the first
11/2 mi les, J 6 Sig Rcgt scared the remai nder of the competitors by lead ing
the race, up until the first hill when 2 16 (Para), 249, 204 ig qn. and 11
Sig Regt all decided to comfortabl y breeze past us. All personnel put in an
absolu tely tonning effort with LC pl Mat ' It 's okay, I've got another
knee ' Darby at the vanguard of the team and W02 (YofS) J eff ' l am the
oldest you know' Love picking up the stragglers.
To say the remai nder of the route was a blur would be a lie, just maybe
my mind wants to block out ome of it for some rea on? However, SSgt
Guy ' Ooh, she was cute' Rob erts, Cpl Andy ' .. . Benson Marches la t
year . . . ' uttley, C pl Mark 'Bergen with feet ' Blairs, ig ' Bash. Can' t
we go faster' Bashford, ig Dave 'Docs his Mum know he' not gone for
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a newspaper and a pint of milk' Dunn, and last but not least Sig Danny
' Where's the pub?' Argyle, with their grit and determination all helped the
team to a creditable eighth position in a time of 9hrs and 40mins.
EXER C ISE ORTHE R BACKSTOP
Scribe L t Steve Hutchinson
Dissatisfied by the challenges of Ex Lion Sword in Sennelager, five
intrepid members of 255 Sig Sqn decided to pit their wits against the
Baltic Sea on an Adventurous Sail Training Exercise, Ex orthem
Backstop. Aimed at both beginners and those with some previous
experience Ex Northern Backstop was a six day expedition around the
Northern Coast of Denmark on board the Corps yacht Quicksilver giving
everyone experience at sailing in both day and night and also experiencing
some of the local customs.
On Sunday the crew, 2L t Ga reth Kemp, Sig L eon ' ZZzzz' Crayton,
Sig Sacha ' accident prone ' Gontier , and Sig Porno 'so what fi h live
around here then?' Towers and the ships Mate, Lt Hutchin on arrived at
the Army Sail Training Centre, Kiel (ASTC(K)) to be greeted by the
permanent Bosun of Quicksilver LCpl Del W hyman . The generous
amount of baggage along with the CILOR was carefully stowed in every
conceivable place on board the yacht with any CILOR not finding stowage
space being consumed in order to save pace. Berths on board were
allocated according to size and smell before going through a few
obligatory safety measures to be aware of whilst aboard. The lateness of
the hour prevented any sailing. Whi lst Sig Towers and Sig Crayton tried
out their rowing skills in an old tub just in case the yacht sank, to the
amazement of the Centre's staff, Sig Gontier tried his hand at a spot of
fishing with his survival fishi ng kit. The results were quite impressive.
However, a fi h upper was never really on the menu!
After a not too hearty breakfast we slipped moorings and began the
adventure. The first port of call was Marstal about 3SNM north of Kiel. A
soon as we cleared the channel the sails were hoisted and away we went.
The winds were with us blowing a steady force 4 and although the state of
the sea wa moderate to begin with the swell soon became rough with
waves of up to 4m. Despite some brave face the roll ing of the boat soon
had its effects on some of the crew and green face oon appeared. Out of
the four only Sig Gontier decided to tay up on deck the re t ought refuge
down below behind the afety of closed eyes and some ubtle snoring.
Before long Sig Gonti ers' decision to remain on deck paid off as be
decided to share the morning's food that he had consumed with the
wildlife of the Baltic Sea. We finally reached the port of Marstal at
2030hrs after ome 42.3 M and IOhrs of sailing. Feeling totally
exhausted after a long first day we ettled down to the first of many
cu linary delight .
The fo llowing port of call wa Assen , still further north about 40 M.
With everyone now lightly more confident on their newly acquired ' ea
legs' we lipped the harbour and headed out onto a calmer ea. The wind
were once again with u and Quicksilver cruised along at a moderate 6
knots. Everyone took the helm for a period practicing their kill at
muintaitJ ing cou rse and trimming the ail . Clo er to our de tination a
sen e of confi dence o erwhelmed the yacht, in hind ight it might be better
de cri bed as over confidence or even cockiness ! Ju t prior to entering the
channel that would take us into Assens it wa decided to practice ome
quick tum as the crew were becoming quite proficient at them and a
greater challenge sought. ail were winched around at peed and the crew
rushed from one ide of the yacht to the other attempting to balance her ai
she keeled over with the wind. After about three very ucce ·sful turns lg
Gontier decided to go one better on the balancing act and lean O\er
outside of the guardrai l . Before anyone could even utter the word of.' o
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thai". not a good idea!' a uddcn lull in the wind righted the yacht ending
.'io ontier mco the Baltic, luckily he was atta hed to the yacht by a
safct' line. EYen at a full stop we were till travelling at 3 knots due to the
wmd- and current. It wa at least a couple of minutes before a rather wet
and humorou
ig Go ntier was dragged back on d..:ck clutching his
tracksuit bottoms which by thi. time had been dragged down to lus ankles.
His penance for his ·kulduggcry was to be galley rat for the evening and
prepare a fea t for his :h1pmates. Whilst on deck, on sigh!ing of the fi shing
rrawlen. in the harbour ig Towers pondered before askmg, ' o what fish
hve around here then?' The remainder looked at each othcr....and then
ga\e an edu ated guess, ·COD!' Anyone who ays that the mixture of
CILOR and a small yacht galley can only re ult in ravioli on toa t for a
fortnight i adly mi taken. The meal served up that night wru; umptuous
Chmese. The stories that had bored ig C rayton back down below to the
refuge of his leeping bag had not been idle boa ts, ig Goutier did
actually know something about cooking (There goes the ravioli then!). A
weet and our chicken witl1 omc help from omeone called Uncle Ben.
n stir-fry of chicken and vegetables accomp:inied by noodle . It hould be
noted howeYer, that to enjoy uch delight on board every pot. pan and
di h wa. utili.ed! ( o where do they hide the di hwa her on boats?)
The following day wa to be a late start. We would have a sho11 ail Lo
Abenra where we wou ld tay for the evening meal before etting sail to
odenborg through the night. After collecting some fre h rations we set off
in \\hat can only be described as near perfect condition . The winds were
lightly tronger than over the past few day and the sun was scorching a
we crui ed south. We made good time reaching Abenra in just under 5hrs.
Fooli hly it was decided to have some practice at the turning busines
following the ucce · of tlie previous evening. eedle s to say tl1at tl1is
was a bad idea! The wind wa behind as we turned snapping the main ail
across with orne ferocity. Sig Towers was the last to take the helm before
we headed to the safety of the harbour. 'Standby to jibe' he yelled as tlie
crew began to prepare to winch in the sail but before anyone knew it he
had already thrown the boat around, tlie main ail lapped acros and Sig
Gontier was slow to react leaving hi hand in the way. A quiet nap and a
deformed finger later it was decided enough of thi turn ing lark. The ails
were dropped and a hastily ·et course for the harbour was made. Sig
Goutier and my elf pent the evening enjoying the hospitalitie of the
local hospital. Sig Tower cominuing hi onslaught of challenging
questions to LCpl 'Del' Whyman such as, 'So bow fast is one Knot in
mph. bow far i a nautical mile (NM) and what fish live around here then?'
Sig Cra)1on once more sought refuge in hi sleeping bag. By the time we
returned from the ho pital it was decided to cancel the night sail and
instead lip moorings at first light and set sail for Sondenborg. Sig Towers
was galley rat this evening and a simple menu had been decided on,
bratwurst, mash and beans. Maybe Sig Towers thought we were feeding
the entire marina or he just had a problem with numbers, either way he
prepared colo sal amounts. He became quite unnerved and broke into a
weat when he was told he wasn ·t going anywhere until the food was
fini hed in its entirety. That proved impossible, no crew coul d eat that
many bangers, mash and beans and survive with only one small toilet on
board!
The sail to Sondenborg was long and tiring. The course was almost
entirely into wind making progress extremely slow, the un beat down
corching the deck. The wind had dropped almo t entirely and it was
decided that a little bit of addi tional thrust was requ ired. After 12.5 hrs and
56. I NM we finally docked at Sodenborg exhausted by the longer than
expected ail, relieved that it had been uneventful. The reward was a
highly ought after night on the town. LCpl Whyma n had promised this
to be the best harbour for a night out. Little more shall be said other than
the un came up early the next morning to the urprise of ome.
The final day was constrained by the opening times of the re-fuelling
point. By early evening we were back at ASTC(K) reflecting on the weeks
events and mi hap . The Exerc ise had lived up to its expectations giving
experience and exposure of yacht sailing to those who had not previously
experienced any and building on those experience already attained. Over
the six days we had covered almost 200NM and visited five harbours. The
Corps yacht Quicksilver provides the perfect opportunity to take people
away adventure traini ng easily and at a very affordab le price.
o
experience is required just ome determination and enthusiasm. Oh well
'!De Hearties', back to sunny Sennelager and Ex Lion Sword, me I'll just
he around in Walsrode for a while! (Regiment joke!)
16 SIG ' L REGIM E. T Kl MO
TAI EERI G EXPE DITIO
THE HA 'TE RO T E
The Haute Route 1 one of the mo t famous Ski Mountaineer Route in
the Pennine Alps. It starts in Chamonix, France and ends in Zermatt,
Switzerland. It crosses 23 Glaciers over approx 90 miles and ascends and
descends I O,OOOm Six members of 16 Sig Regt set out on the 20 March
1998 to complete the route, after completi ng a rigorous training
programme. The group consisted of 2Lt Kate Simmonds, SSgt Steve
C ra\\ford , Cpl 1ark Blears, Cpl Dave Counter, ig Richie Huggett
and ig Bob \ ells. To help prepare ourselves we all attended Basic
Wmter Tram111g at Paderbom Garrison Lodge in Bavaria. This comprised
of_ten day techmque training. Concentrat ing on uphill and downh ill
sknng and rope techniques. The weather started to give us concern when
all tounnl? wa canc~lled due t~ too much snow; usually we all beg for
now but 111 th1 case 11 led to an 111creased avalanche risk.
Visibility was virtually non existent, o ~kiing commenced with the use
of o~r other human senses, uch as touch and fee l. In ig Bob Well s case
particular!) the feel of wet snow on his face! ot feeling demoralised by
the Y.cather, the group gelled together well and got to grips with their
mu,clc group\, as well as the acclimatisation. A day was spent skiing
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roped up and then practicing crcvas e rescue drills; an interesting
experience that we hoped would never have to come in u cful! Ski ing
roped up. downhill i an art within itself and you do not tend to have many
frie nds left at the end of it. If ii i not too fast then it is too slow. Pati ence
and tolerance ' ere key qualities tl1at were certainly helpful! By the time
our ten days came to a cl ose in Bavaria, everybody wa · feeling slightly
apprehensive about what was to come. The hills in Bavaria were small
hills compared to the 3000 - 4000m peaks to come. From Bavaria we
travelled traight to Chamonix ( Europe's Mecca of mountaineering) to
begin the next pha c.

The Team o n t op of t h e Pign e Aroll a 3800 m
with the Matterh orn in background
Back Row (L-R): Sylvean , M iche le (two gu id es), Cp l Blears,
S ig Hugg e t ,
Fro nt Row (L-R): Cp l Counter, S ig W ells , SSgt Crawford ,
Lt S im m o n ds
On arriving in Chamonix the first priority was to find our campsite and
et up base camp. Two campsites were open at tliat time of the year, so the
choice was fairly minimal. The campsite proved to be very comfortable
and had 5 star scenery being at the bottom of Mont Blanc. The first day
was heavenly with bright blue skies and not a single cloud. It was spent on
the Bo son Glacier practicing crampon, ice axe and self arrest techniques
with importance being placed on the latter as it may be life savi ng. On
returning to the valley, tlie first adventure occurred that made us all realise
how important it is to never take anything for granted in the mountains. A
part of the glacier disintegrated and collapsed causing a fairly large ice and
rock fall. Having nearly reached the bottom, our party suddenly fo und
rocks and glacier debris falling about our ears. We didn 't need to be told to
' take cover' as everyone dashed to tlie nearest big boulders fo r shelter.
Luckily the bulk of the debri came to a rest before reaching the group and
everybody gave a sigh of rel ief. It was hoped that this was not an omen of
what lay before us! That day we also met tlie French guides, Mich elle
(who was actually a man!) and Sylvea n. The Route itself took us six days
to complete which proved to be as arduous as expected, w ith tlie longest
day being 12.5 hr long! The scenery was spectacu lar and tlie weather just
about perfect apart from the last day when we had whi te out conditions.
The first day on the Haute Route proved to be long and hard, with
everyone exhausted at the end. The highest point the Col du Chardonnay
was 3233m, a fairly straight forwa rd section compared to the Fenetre
d'Salenia. Here skis had to be secured to our backs as we scrambled up a
very steep section. This enabled us to reach a small window in a rock ridge
that would let us ascend to the first over night stop, the Trient Hut. The Hut
was a glorious sight and tl1 e prospect of a good dinner was even better.
Food was prepared by the hut guard ian and com prised of soup and a huge
plate of pasta. Absolutely delicious or was it j ust the hunger and tl1e huge
appetite everybody had built up that made it so good. The next day was to
be the shortest, comprising of a long ski down into the next valley, which
would have been exceptional, had the snow been in good cond ition.
However, lady luck was elsewhere. We picked our way down through a
thick crust that made it impossible to tum especia ll y wi th heavy rucksacks
on our bac~ . We were then able to ski into a small village called Champex
that was situated at the end of the Mont Blanc Massif. The snow ended
here and the group had to catch a bus and a train to the start of the next
glacier massif. The second night was spent in the Mont Fort Hut where
food was plentiful and a feas t commenced. An abundance of energy would
be needed fo r the next day so nobody held back!
At 0300hrs the alann woke everyone and after two s li ces of bread the
party left. the hut. Outside it was dark and snow ing heav ily wi th IOctn of
fresh snow beneath our skis. It was up, and up, and up for the fi rst seven
hours oftl!e day "':ith a,smaJI but welcome reliefofapproximately 20mins
of downh1ll. 1g Bob Wells managed to start hi s very own avalanche
when he de~ided to fling hi mself down the hi ll at one point and a number
of people tned to fo ll ow the act throughout the day but not with as much
tyle or grace! It was then another 3hrs traversi ng a very precario us lope
that had loose snow ava lanche debri cro si ng our path every 100111 or so.
Not a place to ~ang around, particularly in the midday sun . Everyone
spread out and picked their way across 3km. Everybody was very tired and
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dr.iined at the end of this section but there wa still a 3hr climb up to the
hut that could be _seen from an hour awa_y. As the hut is perched high up on
a rocky outcrop 1t has to be virtually circled before you can ascend to it.
Food and tlien bed were the only ~wo things thought about and everyone
was asleep by 2000hrs. The followmg day, our fourth at a respectable time
(0800hrs) the party started the climb to the summit of the Pigne d' Arolla.
A peak and the highest point on our route at 3800m, a record for the
majority of the group. It was another extraordinarily hot day that seemed
to drain everyone's energy reserves. A short, steep, icy section meant the
members of the group had to r?pe up and_ use their ice axes and crampons
for the first time. Fairly dauntmg at the ttme but everyone took it in their
stride and coped well. Thi_s again_prov~d to be a testing day. However, the
reward was an exh.i laratmg finish with a long descent in good snow
cond1t1ons to the Vtgnette Hut and an early afternoon finish that gave
everyone a well deserved rest.
The penultimate day was scorching hot, blue skies and spectacular
scenery; what more could be asked for. First we climbed to the top of a Col
beneath the Grand Mont Collon which gave us access to descend the
Arolla Glacier. To do tl_1is we had to pick our way around the edge of a
crevasse field . At this time of year crevasse fields are usually covered in
snow so there is every possibility that someone may fall in to one of the
huge cavernous holes . Fortunately our guides, M ich elle and Sylvean saw
us safely through with no mishaps. Three hours before arriving at the next
hut you could see it. Clothes were stripped down to the bare minimum as
the heat was becoming more intense and a slow steady pace was
undertaken to get us comfortably to the top. The Bertol Hut is the one of
the highest in the Alps and is certainly one of the most interesting to get to.
It is perched high up on the top of a rocky outcrop, where you have to
cramble up a number of very dubious looking ladders, which are even
worse to climb down . The following morning, and the last day saw u
doing just that but there was no longer glorious sunshine. Instead we had
white out conditions and freezing temperatures. Everybody roped up to
descend the ladders and found out that it required a lot of co-ordination.
Our final ascent saw us to our last Col and what should have been our first
close view of the Matterhorn, but no such luck! Instead it was a long slow
descent snow ploughing in a long snake down the Stokji glacier. This was
a slow and tiring process that was necessary as the glacier is heavily
crevassed.
Finally, the cloud cleared and at la t we were able to show off our
unique skiing abilities to the rest of the world as we skied down into
Zermatt to a long awaited! It had been a successful trip that certainly lived
up to all expectations. The group bad survived crevasse fields and glacier
rock falls; we had learnt snow and ice techniques and had scaled the
highest peaks we had ever climbed on skis. We tested ourselves to the
maximum physrcally, mentally and using qualities that we didn't know we
possessed. This expedition was a great succe s and for many a once in a
lifetime experience. I would like to thank the Regt, I Sig Bde, UKSC(G)
G3 PAT and tlie Royal Corps of Signals for contributing handsomely to the
expedition and letting it go ahead.

230 SIG AL SQUADRO - MORRISON C P WIN ERS
0~ Thursday 4 June 1998 l(UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt hosted the
Momson Cup Athletics Competition in Herford. The day started very well
with everything running very smoothly thanks to our host and also with
the blessing of fine weather. bghtcen Squadron teams entered our annual
g~t together, all intent on gaining the trophy from Maj Wood s' 1997
wmnmg Squadron. After a lot of sweat, effort and hard work from the
competitors and twice as much hard work, effort and sweat from the
su~porters the day came to a final conclusion with a closing speech from
Bn g Shaw. He awarded Sgt teve ' Definitely "Quality" this time'
~obinson t~e I 998 Morrison Cup again to 230 Signal Squadron.
Congratulations and well done to all the team and supporters' Maj A. J .
Wood .
TRUNK ODE 014
Tp Comd
2Lt Thirsk
Tp SSgt
Sgt Pe rh a m
. The Tr~op have had a busy few months with half the troop going on Ex
Lion Sun m sunny Cyprus - what an Exercise. The rest claim they had a
busy tim.e back at camp maintaining the vehicles! Having spent a month
away domg Infantry tactics and getting a suntan, we had four days back in
camp before we deployed as a full Trunk ode on yet another I Div
exercise to Velmerstot on Ex Rhino Spear followed by Ex Lion Sword.
~oroughly ~njoyed by all. We' d both like to thank troop for the wonderful
pictures which were drawn in the Guardpost comment book, and the
flubber twins for the loan of the up to date video ! What a busy few
montlis. The Troop would like to say a few farewells to Sgt Hus ey, Sig
M cClaren and LCpl M oss we hope they all enjoy life in Civvy street.
We ' d also like to welcome Sig W alke r and Sig Dicke on and hi wife
Sarah into the Troop.
TR UNK 'ODE 015
Tp Comd
Lt Balfour
Tp SSgt
Sgt Morga n
by Sig M att 'Bruce' Lee
Alas the ti me has come again to shed darkness on the sleepy hollow
known as TNOl5. As I lay weak in my hospital bed crying out for
sympathy l am given the task of writing this months Wire notes in a vain
attempt to bring humour to others. Firstly I would like to thank the
remainder of the Node for their compassion and hours of visiting time.
Yeah right. Anyway the last few months have been fairly hectic with
various exercises starting in March with the Regimental Battle Camp
which took the form of escape and evasion. Unfortunately our illustrious
leader 2Lt Jamie 'Chris Ryan ' Balfour brought shame to our once golden
node. ot only was he the first caught but he was also caught within 3hrs
of being released. Cheers boss. He did, however, try and redeem himself
by making an SOS sign out of manure. However, spelling was never hi
strong point and after hours of hard work be was released from the pen
with his head held high. To the amusement of every body el e hi sign had
actually spelt 'SISSY' . Leaving t):iis behind us we set off fo r sunny Cyprus
and Ex Lion Sun 4 where one incident will be remembered for a long time.
Yes you guessed it, 2Lt Jamie 'Ayrton Senna' Balfour was again at the
helm/wheel. This time. he was not alone. He wa accompani ed by a
landrover, a sharp comer and the incredib le disappearing Leatherman. o
more said on thi incident. Congratulations go to members ofTNO 15 who
were part of the winning ection from Lion Sun.

Lion Sun 4 Winning Section
Back Row (L -R): S ig Graham , Sig MacFarlane, Sig King ,
Sig Langley, Sig Lee
Front Row (L-R): Cpl MacPherson, Sgt Robinson , S ig Fi lson

On the way up the Coldu Chardonnay,
Aiguile Verte in the background
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Moving on to the Troop congratul ation . Firstly to 2Lt Jamie Balfour
on hi promotion to Lt. Bets are on as to how long he keeps it. Also
congratulations go to igs Billy 'Bu driver ' Bedford and Richie ' Bog
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E)e· Jepp. on their promotions to LCpl. ext we welcome back our
R cce gt ·chalky (Gcorge Dawe )" White from a six-month holiday in
Bo,mu. Our nO\\ e\ r incrca. ing Troop ha ome fresh face Cpl ·Lisa'
tan field and his \\ ife from 252 qn along with ig Williamson from
one of the COM 1CE •. Fresh from the factory we welcome Sigs Jim
·Gold n Boy· i\lcGrory, 'Willie' Filson, Dave · lccping Beauty'
Langle~. hloe Gray and ig Hatchard and his family. A sad farewell
howe\er goes out to gt :\1arlin 'The Pie Man· .Jeane who leave, us to
ns,;ume a career as n tech in 252. 111at' if they ever ee him. and Sig
"Angie' Graham who i off for a .ix month holiday in anada. \ell that
bnngs to a close this in talment of life in
015. l will now retire to my
bed and await the rather attractive physio. Oh the harJship of life.
TRU'\K . 'ODE 016
Tp Comd
Lt Connor
Tp gt
gt Fisher
It has been a long time ince we have done thi o we have a lot to ay.
We will tr) and keep it a brief as we can. Firstly we would like to say
omc good-b. e (as painful a it i . it happens every now and again), o
good-bye and goodluck to the following ex-members ofTmnk ode 016.
Lt· 1a'am Megllan· McAnulty who has gone to Arborfield. Hopefully
he will get there sometime this year. Cpl Andy 'Eddie Izzard' Clewes
who at this moment hould be in America, gt Diwe 'kit-kat' Kemley
who is now a member of the vastly growing civilian population, goodluck
m your future career. Finally there is Sig Sarah Clarke who left u to go
to the wonderful 2 Sig Regt.
econdly there i the hellos. so hello to Sgt helley 'the ginger ninja'
Hill, Cpl ndy immons. LCpl 1ike Burton. and ig Lin Coleman,
DaH Wynn and ig · peedy' Li rer. At the moment we are all on Ex
Lion word m the lovely location of Rommel Ka eme in Augu tdorf in
Genuany where t11e weather is very nice and very hot especially in our
1 'BC kit. Before we go we would like to say some congratulations. which
we think, are long overdue. gt :"iiel Fi her who has came off the SSGT
co W02'S board (about time but the hockey team will be orry to ee you
go). Also a pecial. if not long overdue, congrats to Sig ·Steve' Mitchel
and arab Clarke on their wedding. Goodluck for the furure and we hope
you ha\'e both found bappine s together.
252 IGNAL Q ADRO
EXERCI EBO
Cit G BOMB 16 APRIL 1998
The Troop, sick and tired of the usual sport afternoon (5-a-side footy,
ba ketball and volleyball) decided to venrure a little bit further afield and
'attempt' 10 ~in bowl~ng at Bielefeld. The afternoon started well enough,
we got there m one piece, but then the refreshments started flowing and
everything went down hill from there. Cpl Rob ·soapy Legend· Reid's
record score of 42 point was achieved by bowling at the frightening speed
of 42 mph. A 'Soapy· took aim, the Troop took cover as he proceeded to
re-enact the heroics of the famou "dam busters' leaving dents and holes
all over the bowling lane. The Troop did boast a couple of IO pin sharp
shooters, namely Cpl ·Johno' Manley and, Cpl Andy 'the Gaffer'
Frowen. Special thanks and appreciation goes to LCpl Martin An!!Us for
organizi~g the day, to LCpl 'Griff' Marsden for turning up and b~wling
by tandm!\ on only one foot and finally to YofS 'Sid' Perks for buying
the most dnnks. Rumour bas it he's been practicing ever since so he won't
have to buy quite a many next time. Sports afternoons like this are
e ential for finally tuned Athletes like ourselves. Roll on t11e next one!

CP(R)
by LCpl Mick Durrant

0

D~m~~

Tp SSgt
SSgt Clubb
ystems Troop ha now completed their merge with the RAF of
JDCMS to become S P(R). Now after much hard work we have settled
into our new work place I OOm down the corridor. Now the work is almost
complete we are now finding the time for more enjoyable pastimes like
sport. The Regimental Athletics team con ists of many Troop members.
The main stars are Cpl Terry 'Daley Thompson' Waite, and Cpl Dale
'the Zulu' Armitage, and not forgetting S gt Bob 'I didn ' t cheat honest
guv' Clubb. With the Leicester Trophy Rugby around the comer, the
Troop ha been training, and has recently played a friendly against our
clo est rivals the COMMCE . They pulled in a couple of ringers, and
even poached a few of our own Troop members. It was a close game with
only the one try scored by gt Rick Allan, which gave CP(R) the win.
Our very own Cpl 'Mick' Wood had a good game for the COMMCE
but it was the good performances from Cpl 'Dave' Marsha ll. LCpl 'Kev;
Brocker, and Cpl Dale Armitage that ensured SCP(R) triumphed.
The Troop would like to welcome Sgt Martin Jeans and Cpl John
Elsworth both joining from other Squadrons within the Regiment. A big
hello to Cpl Wayne Stainthorp who arrives from 15 Sig Regt and also to
Cpl Dave M il es arri ing from Laarbruch. Sad goodbyes to C pl Mick
Kenning, and his family posted just down the road to 2 0 Sig Sqn. Cpl
'Li a' Stansfield and family are posted within the Regiment to 255 Sig
Sqn, and Sig Steve Hudspeth and family are on their way to 15 Sig Regt.
A goodbye and goodluck goe to Sgt Tony Law and his family. Tony is
now Mr Law, and we wish him all the best in Civvy Street.
Congratulations go to the Bo s on his promotion to Captain. SSgt (FofS)
Paul Lewis and SSgt Bob Clubb on their promotion to W02, Cpl eil
\ alsh start life as a enior on his promotion to Sgt. Lastly to Sig Paul
Buchanan on being made up to LCpl, not before time, well done mate.
255 SIG AL SQUADRO
The Squadron has been involved in a number of event since the last
edition of The ff'ire. It has seen action in Cypms on Lion Sun (for the
lucky ones), and for the rest, Ex Lion Sword. 16 Sig Regt or should I say
25~ Sig Sqn were given the task of setting up Excon for Lion Sword,
which turned out to be a mammoth task. It took three weeks to build the
HQ (in sunny Sennelager) with the linemen doing an outstanding job.
Nearly 50km of cable had to be laid. The Exercise itself saw nearly 1000
personnel involved in Excon, for what wa a four-day Exercise. The
Squadron moved to Sennelager for nearly six weeks, so on Endex
everybody was ready to depart. A build of three weeks and a teardown of
one day saw the Squadron back in Rheindablen, turned around and ready
to deploy out on another three week Exercise next month.
Tb~ S9uacU:on has also been able to fit in some adventurous training,
amazmg isn't 1t! Lt Steve Hutchinson took five soldiers sailing in Kiel for
a w~ek. Maj Ross organised a Scuba Diving trip to Spain, and five
sold1e~s. co~pleted the Haute Route, an arduous Ski mountaineering
expedition with Lt Kate Simmonds. We have to finish with the obligatory
Hello's and Good-bye's to those tliat have recently departed us or joined
us. Goodbye to Capt Mel Rayner, SSgt Les orth and Sgt Andy Lewis
wishing them all the best. A number of hello 's to all those that have
recently joined the Squadron (too many to list I'm afraid), but especially to
our new 21C, Capt ick Bruce joining us from 3 Div.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

Regimental 1st XI Football Team 1997/98 Season
Back row (L-R): Sigs Seymour and Taylor, Cpl Tinsell, Sig Marlborough, LCpl Nugent (REME).
Team Captain - Sgt Gearing (RLC), Cpl Cooper (RLC)
Front row (L-R): Cpl McCarthy, SSgt Sala, Sig Chwieseni, Capt Smith - OIC, Sig Mackay, SSgt Gorton, Sgt Hughes (AGG (SPS)
Absent on Duty: Capt Abram, SSgt Marks, Sgt Brodie, Sigs Marlor, Miller, Richardson and Singlewood
and, last but not least, Andy 'Also Ran ' Miller. And not forgetting the
Admin Team of, Sigs 'Nick' Berry and Matt Jobson.
On Sunday morning, 29 March 1998 bright and early and full of
enthusiasm, we deployed on what was to be a hard but thoroughly
enjoyable charity walk, taking in The Lake District and Yorkshire. The
walk was broken down into legs of between 17 and 30 miles, Day One
being the longest at 30 miles over the Lakes. The Team made excellent
progress over what we all found to be difficult terrain. Especially when
LCpl ' Path Finder' Setchfield is oo the case - some mountain tops just
have to be visited for a bit of a laugh and if you think you're at the top
think again! The navigation was shared between the whole team and
everyone did a great job, always getting us to our various overnight stops
and admin breaks in time for solid and liquid refreshment. The Admin
Team is to be prai ed and praised again. Both Sig Matt Jobson and Sig
'Nick' Berry performed miracles with all the morale boosting coff and
brews they prepared for ihe team • well done lads.

-.... ..)

The Coast to Coast Team present their cheque
to Colerne Primary School
A the \\inter draws to a close we must pass our hearty congratulations
to all. those sportsmen to have performed so well over tl1e season. Special
mention mu t go to the Regimental Football Team who have excelled
them eh~es 111 eYery re~~ect and performed beyond everyone's
eitpectauon. However. credit 1s due ~o other sporting teams including those
that ha\'e represented the Reg1ment.111 Squash, Hockey. Rugby, Badminton
and more recently Athletic~. Whilst our athletes cannot compare with
those of years ago, we have JUSt won the Divisional Minor Units Athletics
Championships. Well done to all those who took part!
REGil\1E~TAL

FOOTB LL IST XI
The football season is over, the World Cup came and went but for the 2 I
. 1g Regt (AS) 1st XI it is time to reflect on a highl y successful 1997/98
season as the team were Army and 3 (UK) Div Semi-finalists in both
Mmor Unit Cup Competitions.
The season began with a 5-0 defeat by MoD Abbey Wood in a friendly
mat~h. It could only get better and did! The Boss, Capt Paul mith,
ubJccted us to shuttles, hills, shuttles and more hills and claimed that it
was for our own good. We then started to play competitive matches and
put together a run of 14 matches unbeaten that included 13 straight wins
an_d a draw. The run took u to the ' dizzy heights' of the Army Cup and
Dt\ Cup cm1-finals, "':here we 'blew it', didn't perfonn and lost both. The
Team was unbeaten m the league all season, scored more goals and
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accumul~ted

more points than any other team but did not win the league.
Sound 1mposs1ble but we were cruelly deprived of being confiimed as
league chan1p1ons and have appealed against the decisions taken.
It has been a fantastic season and the Team is now looking forward to
doing even better next season. Farewells go to Cpl 'Mac' McCarthy and
gt Steve Gorton who move on to pasture new. We welcome LCpl
'Johnno' .Johnson from JCU.Nl and Sig Scott from RSS. Roll on the preseason as the Boss has promised us a tour to Scotland that could rival his
le_gendary tour to Edinburgh in 1996 with 14 Sig Regt (EW). Can't wait!
Fmally a big thank you to the admin man - SSgt 'Groucho ' Marks AGC
(SPS) whose organising ski lls were at time , a nightmare. Well done
Groucho!
COAST TO COAST SPO SORED CHARITY WALK
From 29 March 98 to 7 April 1998 a team from 2 I Sig Rcgt (Air Sp)
walked. from St .Bee~ H~ad in Cumbria to Robin Hoods Bay in North
Y~rkshire followmg. Wamwnght's Coast to Coast Path' in aid ofColerne
Pnmary School. The team of I 3 walkers was a varied mix of hardened
athleti~ personali~ics: the CO, Lt Col John Terrington, the event
Orgamser, SSgt 1mon Torr RLC, the Regimental Charity and Public
Rela~ions Officer, Cpl Harry Harrop, and Cpl Steve Joyce, Cpl Mark
Colhns, Cpl 'Fred' Perry, LCpl 'Magellan' Setchfield igs 'Back Flip'
Acott, ikki Ankers, Claire Blades, Matt Dudman, 'Chesney' Hawkes
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Finish Point at Robin Hood's Bay
A.fter I 0 days of foot logging and some fantastic over night top at
quahty Camping barns in Shap and cow fields in Gro smount, we finally
saw the sea agaiJ1. The mad rush to the fini h line was on! We reached
Robin Hood 's Bay after IO days and 204 miles of hard work and effort to
wet our boot and toss the traditional stone into the ea (which we all
carried from St Bees). Finding there was a pub not 10 metres away from
where we stood meant it was time for walking stories and practising our
R~hydration Technique! The event raised a grand total£ 1,700 for olcme
Primary School that was presented to the Head Mistres . Mrs Anne Orme
by the Commanding Officer and members of the Team.
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43 (WESSEX) IG AL SQ ADRON (VOL
TEER
Summary of Recent Events:
1998 · tarted for the Squadron with a Leader hip weekend m deepe t
January. The weekend aimed at the younger members of the quadron
proved to be a great succe s. With the a si tancc of Regimental D .
, tudents undertook a round robin of tasks that included Command Ta ks,
Map Reading and Radio Detachment drills. On the unday the allimportanl ingredient was the As aull Course, carrying component~ of a
'75kg bomb' that had been collected during the course of the night. Tho e
who attended and completed the weeke'!d can look back with a sense of
achievement and pride. Whilst we can now see the rank of talent awaiting
promotion. February \ a not going to be dull either with Ex Valentine·
Ma acre. This c ent organised by Sgts Mick Franks and tcve Reid was
well attended and concentrated on the oa ·ic infontry tactics and section
and platoon attacks. Pyro was acquired from ju t about everywhere and
both recmit and signallers alike enjoyed the \\hole cxp'ricnce. The
famou SENTA weather failed at the last and the weekend was bathed m
sunshine and not a drop of rain. ext yean\e will go at Easter. 1arch may
well have appeared mundane. but with the hosting of the town council and
much work on training everyone on the new Land Rover. it just slipped
past. We are thi year co-ordinating the communication for the Bridgw ater
Carnival (the largest Cami al in Europe). The quadron is 31 years old
thi year and a party to celebrate this is planned
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220, IG'IAL Ql'ADRO. ' • Zl IBABWE RE I ITED
b\ \\ 2 (f.ofS) G. A. Le,~endon B c
·The 1ihtary Force' of the outhem tates of Africa are upported by
the British lilitary Advi ·ory and Training Team (BM ATT}. Initially, each
of the countries comprising the outhem tates had their own BMATT
pre. cncc located in countl). Today. however, the mailer units ha e drawn
together to form a Hcadqua11ers in Zimbabwe from where all outhcrn
tate are cned. The Zimbabwe ta.ff College can be found in King
Georee VI Barracks on the out kirtS of Harare in Zimbabwe. Attached to
the -taff College 1 the Zimbabwe ational Army Tactical Trainer
(Z 'ATT). The facifoy i equivalem to a co-located hrivenham and the
Combat \fanoeuHe imulation Ce1 tre (CM C(G)) in ennelager. but on
a much. mailer. more basic cale. In January 1997. Fo Guy Lewendon
(then
gt) deployed on a hC111 Term Training Team ( TTT) to the Staff
College in Zimbabwe to ad,·i e on how the facilitic offered by the
Z. TT might be improved.
The communication sy ' tems found in the ZNATT were extremely
basic compared to tho e offered by our own Trainers. The Combat et
Radio (C 'R) imulation is provided by an ·off the shelf' y tem. no
longer upported by the company which went into liquidation hortly after
in~tallation. During the vi it the
R power upply wa found faulty
lea\ ing the Z TT without CNR communications. A Field Telephone
'etwork is in plac<.: in the ZNATT made up from the predece"sors of the
old BPO 250, an old bakelite magneto exchange all interconnected by
vard and yard of jointed, damaged D 10 cable. The main problems
associated with these two y tem were the unactioned failure of 50% of
the 160 head. ets for the C R (Clansman headsets ' ith the standard
connector replaced by a DIN plug) and a profound ho11age ofbatterie for
the Telephone 'etwork. (A vel)' attractive item to soldiers in an Anny that
sends its troops on block-leave to reduce feeding co ts.)
At the end of this first vi it 1 left having repaired the power supply with
the help of a new, hand wound rran former, made overnight by a local
hop at a cost equivalent to £20. The additional purchase of 48 bauerie to
reinforce tho e already held en ured that the exercise that ran the
following week went smoothly. 1 also left with a list of task which in the
main could be completed by the Zimbabwe ational Am1y (ZNA}, but
that would require input from a fu11her STTT. The recommendations made
in last year' repo11 were accepted and in Febmary 19981 deployed again.
However, 1 was not alone this time. The full STTT comprised my elf, two
Telemech drawn from 220 Sig Sqn. SSgt Mick Senior and Cpl Billy
Lillburn and a Technician from 16 Sig Regt, Sgt ndy Crabtree. It was
made very clear when we arrived in Zimbabwe that an important aspect of
our visit was 10 pass on as much information as po sible on the ystems
housed in the ZNATT to the ZNA technicians. The idea of a STTT is to
train rather than ju t do those job that the local military does not have the
facilitie or skills 10 complete. With this in mind we involved the ZNA as
much a po ible with every task we carried out. The first of our two prime
tasks wa to design, procure and install a mains ourced. DC power supply
for the Field Telephone erwork. The Telemechs set about running cable
in the existing trunking that serves the ZNATT building. At every Field
Telephone point a fu11her set of terminals was installed which would
provide power for the device. An additional set oftenninals was installed
for the magneto exchange. Meanwhile, I rode into town LO find the same
small hop that had made the tranSformer for the C R PSU a year
pre,·iously. (Still going strong.) Two power supplies were built to serve the
two distinct area of the Z ATT. The total cost of t11e two transformers,
including their rectification circuits, rudimentary smoothing circuits and
mart wall mounting ca es was £35. All was installed and tested and
worked beautifully. We had removed the requirement for batteries
throughout the Z ATT. Our second, primary task was 10 solve the puzzle
of cabling throughout the
ATT. There were no notes or records on any
of the installation within the ZNATT. Furthermore there was another area
of the Z ATT known as the Caravans. This area comprised six Staff
Vehicle imulating a Headquarters complex in the field. The facilities
found in the Z ATT building were extended to the Caravans by D 10 cable
strung across in an entirely haphazard manner. The Telemechs began this
task by ripping out all untidy, damaged and unwanted cable. A single,
suppol1ed, crossing was constructed, correctly terminated at each end,
carrying all facilities available in the ZNATT building including the newly
installed power upply for the field telephones. This task was rounded off
with the production of full records for all cable laid within the ZNATT.

z,

Sgt Crabtree (16 Sig Regt) and Cpl Maenzanice (ZNA),
Repair headsets in the workshop at Harare
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With the primary ta ks complete we were able lo tum our hands to those
tasks that we could see needed our input. Sgt ndy Crabtree set to work
on the large number of faulty CNR headsets which had been placed in a
box on failure and never touched again. He found that the vast majority
suffered from nothing more than dry joint or loose wires. In the short
period spent on the task he repaired 25 % of the fleet and trained a number
of z A Technician on the technique of testing and repairing headsets
using the C R ystem hou ed in the ZNATT.
A further task completed during the visit was the complete rewire of the
exchange and associated Line Terminating Unit (LTU). The condition of
the equipment was such that movement of the LTU resulted in cables
simply dropping off. It wa also unknown where any of the field telephone
positions in the ZNATT appeared on the equipment. The equipment was
desoldered and dismantled. All cables to be connected were traced and
recorded. Finally, the equipment was put back toget11er all cables were retenninated and the whole affair was mounted on the worktop where it was
to be used. Additional ta k included- the repair of minor faults on the
Z ATT intercom sy tem, repair of damaged mains outlet throughout the
building, repair of damaged field telephone press tem1inals mounted on
the trunking throughout the building and repair of the faulty exercise
clocks located around the Z ATT.
For a finale, the last day con isted of a training day for the ZNA
technician . This training day would include a I 00% communications
check and te t of the new facilities installed by the STTT. Operating
in rructions for the new power upply along with instructions for care and
maintenance were given to the ZNA technicians. Several copies of the
new records produced by the STTT during their stay were given and
explained to the Z A technicians, including a walk around the routes that
the cable followed. A confirmatory lesson was also given by Sgt Andy
Crabtree on repair and maintenance of the Clansman headset. The Z A
are unlikely to deploy to the field for an Exercise for a long while to come.
Certainly not to the cale which can be simulated within the ZNATT.
Furthermore the Z ATT is employed by a number of forces from other
counlTies. Even the South African Defence Force recognise it as a quality
training facility. With Royal Signals help it is now that little bit better.
Wit11in the two weeks of good, hard work there was plenty of time for rest
and relaxation. The BMATT are able to offer very comfortable
accommodation, a permanently assigned vehicle for the duration of the
STTT visit. You do not live and work 01.1 the African Plains but in a
buzzing suburb of Harare which is a magnet for the local populace. The
work i hard but rewarding. I would recommend anyone given the chance
to join a STTT to jump at the chance for an experience you will not be
likely to forget.
244 SIG AL SQ ADRON
Over the last few months the pace has been frantic and now is a good
time to catch breath and acknowledge the achievements of the last few
months, but also to say goodbye to tho e who have left us. The first
congratulations must go to LCpls Barlow, Edge and Simpson on their
extremely well earned promotion - well done! Hot on their heels is Sig
Bradshaw who was top student on the Junior NCO's Cadre in April good effort! Along with Sig Richardson, Sig Bradshaw should also be
congratulated for passing the PTI Class 3 course. On lo the teams now well done to everyone in the Regimental Lanyard Trophy Team, a sterling
effort on the day showing real guts and detennination ended with a well
deserved seventh place. Finally to the Athletics squad for an outstanding
performance to win the 3 (UK) Div Minor Units Athletics Championship.
Recently the Squadron has said goodbye to one of its characters - Cpl
'Harry' Harrop has moved to Blandford to train the TA. Good luck to
them! Other goodbyes need to be said to SSgt 'Stu' Couszins on his move
back to Aldershot, Sgt Winstanley on his move to RSS for the Yeoman's
course - good luck on the course. Also to Cpls 'Mac' McCarthy and lain
Duncan and of course to Capt Krishna Gurung now at the Army
Apprentices College Arborfield.
Everyone in 244 Sig Sqn would like to send their deepest condolences
to Capt Gurung following the recent death of his father. Our thoughts are
with him and his fami ly at this sad time.

EXERCISE TRAVEL IRO 1998
SAJLI G AT THE BRITISH KIEL YACHT CLUB
On 1 April 1998 seven personnel from different rroops in 244 Sig Sqn
packed their bags and headed off to Kiel in northern Germany to start the
first sailing course of the Baltic sailing season. Led by Lt Leanne
'Anyone found the binos yet?' eill and Sgt Tony 'Skipper ' Mann, the
five 'volunteers ', Cpl lain 'Can I drink any more?' Duncan, LCpl att
'Medical Nightmare' Turney, Sig Sara 'Hubble Telescope Eyesight'
Glasspool, Sig Susie 'The Quiet One - Not!' James and Sig Darren
'Golden Blanket ' McAllister, left sunny Coleme in a typica l army
minibus (slow and uncomfortable) for the continent.
Week 1: Once at the Yacht Club we received various briefings and were
then split up into groups for the yachts. With most of us having had no
previous sailing experience the first hurdle was to get to know the parts of
the boat and decipher the strange language the skipper was speaking. Our
first crossing was pretty much like hell (only colder and wetter!) with
winds of Force 7 gusting to 8, the toe rail in the water, the boat at an angle
of 45 degrees and the crew practically horizontal trying to hold on. The
fish that day overdosed on full English breakfast and in the finest
traditions of mad Englishmen and the sea, Widgeon, Petrel, Grebe,
Pochard, Tern, Skua. Teal and Curlew were the only boats to be seen on
the very high seas of the Baltic. By day five we had experienced just about
every kind of weather, strong gusting winds, sleet, rain, hail, a small
amount of sun and, last but by no means least, fog as thick as whipped
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cream . This time though we were trying to make our way out of an
anchorage, three to no metres deep and with fog horns that sounded more
like duck calls I can assure you that at least one or two yachts ran aground.
Our experienced sailors, Lt Leanne Neill and Sig Darren McAllister,
were placed on the Day Skipper Course which, after over a year without
getting their feet wet, they found hard but rewarding. We all made full use
of our nights in harbour by visiting the local watering holes and enjoyed
the home brews and mixes so much we had to have more - roll on week
two!

Lt Leanne Neill and Sig Sara Glasspool
Easter Monday and it's freezing
Week 2: Having cleaned up the yachts from Week One and acquired
some food to provision our new yacht, Kittiwake, we spent a cultural
afternoon in Kiel Laundry Centre. Once all the admin was complete
though we set sai l for Sonderborg. Most of our daily pas ages were
moderate and there was plenty of time for us all to put our newly acquired
skills into practice. Every day was rounded off by a gourmet meal cooked
and prepared by Lt Leanne eill and helpers. Once fed and watered we
set about painting the town red, while and blue and armed with our
drinking and dancing talent we proved still to be the leaders of Europe in
both these fields. Pons and harbours that we visited on the way were
Sonderborg, Faaborg, Bagenkope and Damp. ln every one suitable
drinking holes were found to help us relax and work out the tension of the
day and to reward all the hard work we had done during it. This meant late
starts had to be enforced as clear headedness is a priority when sailing a
·
yacht!

Stop posing and keep the boat still!
Skipper Tony Mann at the wheel
Sadly our adventurou training had to come to an end and we all aid
our farewell to Kiel and our Rustler 36 Killiwake by having our photo
taken on the stem. Many thanks to BKYC and its staff for being the perfect
hosts and enabling us to achieve what we set out to do - gain experience if
not qualifications in a spo11 that most of us hadn't the faintest idea about.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co
RSM

Lt Col Paul Oldfield
WOl (RSM) Gary Johnson

UGLY DUCKLI G
by Cpl Annetts
Monday morning 0730 BFT - the Army's way of getting you tired
quickly. Fifteen minutes later, after some quick-change parades, I was sat
down muddling over a three-hour mission analysis exam. As you can
probably guess, the exercise was for potential Yeoman/ Foreman/ officer
with ome of the young subalterns joining in for fun. The course
developed into a combination of mental and physical beastings: gym
sessions, log races followed by appreciation , presentations and a lot of
long nights. After 3-4 days of this grnelling routine the majority of the
course were looking fonvard to a well earned weekend off. Friday was yet
to come! final interviews on Friday were a test of nerves. It wa a typical
job interview conducted by the TFC Officer and OC 256 Sig qn (who ran
the course). Personally I was shaking like a leaf and obviously howcd it
with my mannerism - top tip is not to suck your thumb dunng an
interview. Having expected an easy week, I could not have been more
wrong.
EXERCISE GUIDIMAKHA 1998 (20 FEBRUARY - 2 MARCH
1998)
by LCpl 'Mac' McMullen
Ex Guidimakha wa a French led multinational exercise held in
Senegal. The Regiment wa ta ked to provide a SO I and my detachment,
501 Purple, got the job. The crew was myself, LCpl Mandy olan, igs
'Taff' Roberts, 'Smudge' Smith, Cpl Morgan as Tech and Sig Dilip as
the ED. Capt Sophie Davies deployed as a liaison officer. Unit from
France, enegal, Mali, Mauritania and smaller element from the_ UK and
the U took part. The detachment's role was to provide the rear hnk back
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to the·UK and also a Hf link forward lo the British infantry platoon on the
ground. Although the majority of other nation adopted continental
working hours we worked quite hard a the kit did not like the heat and
and (which got everywhere). We had particular problem with PJO
Although OHL did try to help by ending a new hard disc out to u , they
sent it to Dakar, Bangladesh instead of Dakar, enegal. The staff didn't
find it amu ing but we did! We did, however, manage a bit of quality time
off which wa pent by the pool in our four star hotel (Cheers PJHQ),
sightseeing and exploring the nightlife. All in all we had an enjoyable time
with an overnight stop in the Azores on the way home.

Cpl Dean Morgan and LCpl Mandy Nolan, Senegal, the Equator
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O' 'ADRE COt:R E
b\ l.Cpl 'Road afet}' Chapman
· For ten da)" we were put under pre urc, excrci ed and te ted. We were
taught :md a~se 'ed on leadership abilities. command and con~rol of.a
.ection. basic ficldcraft . kill\ ability to control a squad at dnll, ba 1c
mstru tional technique and ATD knowledge. On camp we had a BFT and
had one beasting that was surpri ing The bcasting wasn't urprising just
the fact that there wcrcn ' t more of them. Being the commander of a drill
squad wa novel and actually quite enjoyable. A bit of boulders back,
neck in the back of the collar and a dollop of panache and style. The low
volume of PT was offset by a larger emphasis on the mental side of things.
The learning cun·e wn · vertical as we were constant ly on the go with
never enough time. We deployed to Proteus Training Camp for the econd
phase of the course and pent the first night there. after a few command
ta ·k ·and recel\ ing a le, on on ambushe . Mo t people had 10 give a et of
orders on a Reece. Clearance Patrol but lucky old me got the ambu h. To
make it wor e it ob\'iou · Jy had to be done at night and in the pouring rain.
\ly thank at thi point must go to my colleague in our ection. We
·gelled· extremely well and everyone worked very hard. Back at Bramcote
we gave the Jes on that we had been preparing. Thi ' a the most nen'e
racking part of the course but it went all right at the end of the day. Thi
''a e entially the end of the course, apart from the end of the course
drinks. which goe without aying. (LCpl Chapman was top student and
was promoted by the CO at the end of the course.)
256 IG AL Q 'ADRON
qnComd
M

that was to be our basha site for the night and dispersed into various holes
and got to sleep, which was punctuated by the arrival of256 Sqn's team.
We started again at about four thirty in the morning with the Sp Sqn team
arriving to tell us that the start point had been changed and we were to
move a couple of miles down the road which we did. We started the day's
walking which was delayed slightl y due to the rest of the team making full
use of the public conveni ences on offer at the overnight location. We
completed Snowdon in approximately 2hrs and 35mins, our thoughts as
we completed it were that most nonnal people weren ' t even out of bed yet!
As the day went on yet again we found that we c-0mplcting the checkpoints
too quickly and requested more, some of which we did without the
relevant map sheets. We completed the rest of the checkpoints, the last one
being completed at around one thi rty in the morning. Then we drove back
to camp in anticipation of the morning's cross-country run. Team Four 's
lucky nominees were ig Oscar Phillips and Sig Tom Eckersley.
With the cross-country finished that was the end of The CO 's
Challenge. All 258 Sqn teams, put a lot of hard work and effort in, and
were surprised that they finished on ly second to 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn.

Maj ' ick Metcalfe
W02 (SSM) Steye Lockwood

.·Ew FROMSHQ
Like the re t of the quadron HQ have had a busy few month .
However, alway careful not 10 overwork. we have managed a bit of
quality time: the OC, SSM and FofS have all squeezed in exotic holidays.
Capt ophie Davies went on ·exerci e' to Senegal for JO days. The YofS
ha bought himself a new motorbike and the SSM and the FofS have built
and opened a Golf Course on the windbreaks. Capt ick ' I can 't speak
now l"ve got to catch a helicopter' Peet i apparently alive and well ..... in
Bo nia. Cpl Tony lcAlce c has finally left so we will now be able lO get
some work done in the Op Room without him and the FofS con tantly
di cussing football. Both he and Cpl Sainsbury, who is shortly to leave,
are wi hed much luck in Civvy Street. Within the T, we say farewell to
LCpl Paul ' 1 don't drink diesel much' Plant on his move to 1 Mech Bde,
LCpl John neath on hi long O\'crdue posting to 264 Sig Sqn and LCpl
'Mac' ~le berry, hi wife Karen , and their daughter Jessica on their
forthcoming move to 35 Sig Sqn (V). Also goodbye to ig Bishnu who
ha been with the MT for two years and has now gone on long leave.
Congratulation to Cpl Thomas and LCpl Murray on their recent
promotions. Tech Work hops have also seen some comings and goings:
welcoming Cpl Mark Ebdon, LCpl Chris Deal and wishing Sig
·Chippy· Carpenter all the be tin Civvy Street.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Graham 'Wireless' Ingram
Tp Sgt
SSgt ' Icky' Grattrick
Hello to ig Kim 'Don't mess with me' 1cCormack and Sgt Trev
'Bad Smell' Austin who couldn't bear to leave this fine cstabli hmcnt.
I o hello to Mutlcy, who has become part of the furniture in the office, in
fact the vast majority of the furniture in the Office is more active than
Mutley is.
Goodbye , after a succc sful but delicate operation to separate Annetts
and Inglis the Siamese Corporals have been posted to different theatres.
Also to Cpl ·Stcph (Ops)' Lake - all the best at 16 Sig Rcgt. The year
~tarted with the Troop preparing for The Princess Roya l's visit to
Donnington and has been non stop ever since. We arc now just getting
back into the Hangar after a month which has seen members of the Troop
achieve succcs es in Race The Sun, The Commanding Officer's Challenge
and Lanyard Trophy. Congratulations also to LCpl Chapman and Sig
Dev for excellent performances on the CO's cadre course 'To all those
who have done well' ... etc

Sig Tracy Fairbairn
' At this stage Lara Croft must kill the tiger and jump the gap .. .'
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BTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Tom 'Catch me in June ' Jeffries
Tp SSgt
Sgt Dave ' Ha anyone seen Lt J? ' Bennet
B Tp would like to welcome the following: Sgt Dan Burdus from 11
Sig Regt and Sig Richie Hay from 3 Div. Al o a sad farewell to Sgt Sandi
Sa muel posted to Brunei, Cpl Eddie Tim ms and LCpl Debs Nea le, Sig
Paul Wildish to Civ Div, LCpl Awa n Rai on long leave, Cpl Roger
Bouscrtcld po tcd to 11 Sig Rcgt, and LCpl 'Smudge' Smith posted to 3
Di .

..I
'No Lou not here!'
LCp l Gregory and Sig Loughran, Mt Snowdon - CO's Challenge

258 SIGNAL SQUAD RO VISIT HMS ILLUSTRIOUS
by ig Richard Astridge
Just prior to its deployment in the Gulf two members of 258 Sig Sqn
were dispatched to 'Lusty', as HMS Illustrious is known by its crew. Sig
Richard Astridge and Sig 'Frankie' Eversfield arrived as the ship was in
the English Channel. The reason we were on the ship was to observe the
Navy 's part in a Joint Communications Exercise (JOCOMMEX) held
between 30 Sig Reg and 'Lusty'. I want to repeat the word ' observe' as, in
the six days we were on board, we were used as radio operators, medics,
look outs, engineers and volleyball players. The JOCOMMEX was held
over a 24 hour period and despite a few teething problems at Bramcotc due
to the weather (Its too cold! ' - LCpl Pete Mayhead) the HF link proved ro
be successful. Once this had finished we were able to observe the rest of
the Exercises that were occurring simultaneously such as: air attacks, fires,
floods and refuelli ng at sea. Inter-linked, these Exercises proved all the
ship's main and backup systems. We arrived ar Gibraltar after a week on
board and following a calm and warm crossing of the Bay of Bi cay.
Accommodation and a guided tour were provided by 642 Sig Tp. Our beds
were comfortable but unfortunately si tuated just behind the airport. Here
we relaxed for two days taking in the sites on the Rock and the infamous
ape before returning to a very cold Blighty.
250 GURKHA SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Gavin Grant
SSM
W02 (SSM) Chandrabahadur Gurung
EXERCISE STRONG RESOLVE
Ex Strong Resolve took place in Norway from I March to 30 March,
following a plug-up in Belgium over 10 - 16 January. Under command of
Sgt B 'We, me, I'll go!' Tek both of the Squadron VSC 50ls spent a sunny
week in Kester, Belgium working with the Germans to prepare for
deployment to the cold regions with the AMF (L) to assist 249 Sig Sqn.
The dets deployed once they had polished up their German and checked
communications only to find 249 Sig Sqn waiting to teach them to live in
the harsh cold of Norway. This task was met with the usual Gurkha
stoicism and comments such a , 'Co ld! Ha Sahib ever been to the
Himalayas in January? '

258 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Capt Tan Hargreaves
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul E llis
The Squadron says goodbye to Maj Gary Smith after more than two
years and welcomes Capt Rich Carter from 7 Armd Bdc. Two members
of the Squadron have competed in this year's London Marathon. Sgt
·Brummic' Taylor and LCpl Lee Kemp not only finished in a creditable
time but also raised a lot of money for charity.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt 'Teri ' Downes
Tp SSgt
S gt Paul Boughey
Congratulations to gt ean Dewar on his selection for promotion.
Have fun in Gennany. Congratu lation also go to LCpl Micha el Holt on
his promotion just after being posted in from I Div.
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt George Alexander
Tp SSgt
SSgt ' Doc' Halliday
The Troop welcomes Sgt Reeves on posting from Cyprus. SSgt
Halliday has spent most of the last two months training the Regimental
Lanyard Trophy team and now has to spend at least a couple of months in
the office before his next swan.
CO'S CHALLENGE- EXERCISE SWA HIGH SPOT
A 258 SQUADRO PERSPECTIVE
by Sig Tom Eckersley
Team four's challenge started with a long drive down to the start point
at Thomey Island, with the thirteen team members equally divided
between two GS Landrovcrs and an FFRM. Once we had all safely arrived
at the start point, some hasty planning took place by the Team Captain,
Capt ' OC, 21C, Ops Offr 258 Sqn' Hargreaves and
gt 'Leave'
Boughey whilst the remainder of the team caught the last of the evening
sun. Once the team had been briefed, on all things hilly, we re laxed for the
night and awaited our early wake up call that was scheduled for four
o'clock the following morning.
The challenge started and we were all glad for the four o'clock start, our
first hill of the day was a fairly sma ll one and was completed without any
problems which inspired confidence for the rest of the cha llenge. As the
day went on we progressed up the country towards our starting point for
day two, when Capt Hargreaves realised that we had been completing
our chcckpoinL~ much too quickly and we would need some more, in due
cour e we received three more and completed them. We then had a
pleasant night drive along the easy to follow roads of mid-Wales before
reaching the next day 's start point - Snowdon. We arrived in the car park
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Sig Kharun attempting to look serious and European
during testing in Belgium

f

Highlights of the Exercise included the Gurkhas meeting the King of
Norway and LCpl 'I can drive ju t like a Gurkha - no sir it wa n't my
fault!' Crouchman's two RTA's. ln all, another successful Exercise that
proved once again the GurkJ1a 's ability to perfonn well under all
conditions.
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CO'S CHALLE GE - EXERCISE SWA HIGH POT
Twice a year the CO sets out a challenge to the Squadrons with pomts
being awarded towards the Champion Squadron. The challenge have
become progressively more and more demanding and it is always with
some trepidation that we look forward to the time when we arc told exactly
what the challenge is to be. This year the challenge was ca lled Ex Swan
High Spot. Squadrons were to reach the 61 highest peaks in England ,
Scotland and Wales. Each Squadron was allowed four teams who between
them would gain points, according lo the difficulty of the peak. However,
there was a time limit of 52.5hrs at the cad of which each team had to be
back in Bramcote, failure to do so would re ult in the loss of all of the
points gained by that team.
Points were also available for moneys raised for the Mayor of
Nuneaton 's charity fund and service charities. The Squadron planning
team consisting of the SQGO and W02 (SSM) Chandra, knowing this to
be one of our strong points, gave Sgt Mandy '21C' Precious the task of
getting a fund raising team together consisting of Cpl Dhal and Cpl ' I' m
not shouting' Davies. As soon as the necessary licences were obtained the
team were promptly despatched around the country. Its amazing how
many people wi ll give money to a group of soldiers in o.2 Dress, mind
you it did help having a Gurkha piper around. When in Dudley they even
got the Mayor to donate, who thanked them for raising money .for the
Mayor's fund (Sgt Mandy '2 1C' Precious didn 't have the heart to tell
him it wasn 't for his fund). After much travelling around the country the
target of £3750 was passed. with the Squadron eventually raising over
£4000.
Come the big day, the teams set out on the challenge, ably led by Capt
Jules Rid, Lt's Rajendra and Krishna and SSgt 'I'm too beautiful to be
in the Army' Buxton. The Sqn Ops room was manned by the SQGO,
W02 (YofS) Kev ' Have I told you I' m off to Jamaica?' Robinson and
SSgt (FofS) Tez ' I'm happy with Gibraltar' Brown, ready to offer any
assistance or advice to the teams that might be required, such as, ' Are you
sure you can't make this next checkpoint?' and, 'What do you mean
you ' re tired, it's not all fun and games in the Ops room you know?' With
each of the teams was an adjudicator to ensure fair play and that all the
speed limits were kept too. At the end of the 52.5hrs the teams arrived
back at Bramcote exhausted, but they weren't finished yet, as there
remained a cross country race from the camp to the Town Hall, where the
Mayor was presented with a cheque for £6000 pounds. At the end of the
challenge, there was much discussion and horse trading as the points were
tallied. The final presentation was given in an all ranks function when 250
Gurkha Signal Squadron was declared the overall winners of the CO's
final challenge.
Jai 250, Jai QG Signals.
S PPORT SQ ADRO
TM TROOP
First of all we had better get the hellos and goodbyes out of the way.
Welcome back to W02 (FofS) Bill McCreath from 3 Commando
Brigade. Hello to Sgt ' Deano' Cartledge also from the Green Hat Bdc.
Hello to Cpl ·cany bag a tuda ' Wood, LCpls Holcombe, ' Space Cadet'
Kavanagh, Lee O ' Rourke and Sig 'Leopard' Bainbridge. Farewell to
WOl {FofS) Mark Edwards who has gone to Regt Ops and Sgt Steve
Bell who has left for civ div. Those off soon include Sgt Billy Redman to
NJ on promotion to SSgt and Cpl ' Hux ' Huxtable to civ div.
The Troop has had a busy time with Capt (TOT) teve Hatfield
re-strucruring and re-defining the goals of the individual workshop . A
the period of empire building comes to a close no one knows what they are
really doing or why, o the Troop is pretty much the same, with a few
minor cosmetic changes. A round of applause must go to LCpl ' Barney'
Gray and LCpl ' Brooksey' Brooks for their team pirit, keeping the
Troop flag flying in mo t Regimental ports and Cpl Brian Flynn who
will soon be there ifhe keeps up the training. Finally thanks to the civilian
members of the Troop, Mr Joe Connell and Miss Emma Atkinson for
doing all the hard work and getting none of the glory.
RACETHESU 1998
On 7 May 1998. three Regimental team , two male and one female.
competed in Race the Sun. Despite last minute nightmare , including
wrecking two mountain bikes on the motorway (£40 fine and three penalty
point ). a Spearhead callout and Sig Burrow mi ing somewhere
between Aldershot and Ripon, the team performed brilliantly.
The 'A Team' quickly establi hed the lead with sterling efforts by ig
Astridge and SSgt Buxton on the canoe and river run leg . ig Tom Lowe
put in an awe ome run on leg six to put the team 25 minute in the lead but
competition was fierce. and by the start of the orienteering leg the team
wa a minute behind. It was then up to the CO to regain the lead.
Fortunately, he and the later competitor did just that and the team won the
competition in a time of 14hrs 24mms beating 2 ig Regt by
approximately 25mins. The 'B Team· fini hed le than an hour behind
and the Ladies' Team, the only all female team, produced a \Cry
commendable re ult. otable pcrforn1anccs were by Capt Jan ' Gimp'
Hargreaves for hi very reali tic ' Mon ter from the Deep' impres·ion in
his wet suit. Al o LCpl Lou ' I ju t had to go' Gregory on the Forced
March Leg, WOl (RSM) ' I' e only run three times thi year' Johnson
on the River Run and 2Lt Teri ·unstoppable' Downes who competed m
both the Biathlon, and the Forced March and A sault Course.
Mention must, of course, go to the tire le s admin team ''ho
succe sfully ma tcrcd the complex logi tic of en uring that the right k11
got to the right place ar the right time. The Regi ment not only returned
with the Winners Trophy, but the Be t poning Effort Trophy for the
Ladies and the Fundraising Trophy for last year's competition.
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220 SIGNAL SQUADRON
COMMEMORATE
THE BATTLE OF THE RIVER LYS
IN BELGIUM

overtaken 15 ig Regt. Over the next I 0 miles as we built up our lead.
Mo"t of thc team began to suffer and we were rel ieved to sec Capt Sophie
'Final Effort ' Davies finall y begin to tire but every bit of energy was sti ll
needed especia lly to pu.sh myself ~nd Sig Faye Wood up .the last ~h~ hill_s.
In fact the re lief of see mg the finish was too much for Sig Debbie Am111
Voncx ' Mc ll istcr and~ she was sa id to have had a bit of a ' Doris'
moment. Sgt Anthea T m going to throw my boots in the bushe ' Burdus
kept us going. especially o er the fi nal ob tacle o f the day- a simpl e. style
that after 35 miles took superhuman effort. As we crossed the fim sh !me to
the applause of the crowd, it appea red that we had come 15th out of 33
teams and had actuall y beaten six regular male team . It had t a ~en us
I Ohours and 45minute and we had beaten 15 1g Regt by 50mmutes.
Later Sig Faye Wood was ~eard cursi ng Capt Sop hi e. Davies after a
ho pita l trip that revea led ligament damage re ultmg m crutches and
bandages. La tly a big thanks to the admin team headed b:,: the. QMSI and
compri · ing of LCpl Ch r is Dea l, LCpl M. J. Holt and Sig Jim Brown,
without whom we would never have done so well and also well done to the
Lad ' Team\ ho came a credible sixth overall .

2Lt Downes enjoying every minute of the Forced Ma rch
LANY RD T ROPHY 1998
b) Sig Pagan
.
.
,
With much trepidation a handful of not o keen volunteers began
training for the Lanyard Trophy in February. unaw_a~e of what they were
letting them elve in for. Other were oon to JOm over the com1_ng
month . not that we gave LCpl Lou ' Stop and Go' Gregory much choice
in the matter. A few eemed to gain confidence in the fact that I, ig Cath
'Remedials · Pagan, had volunteered. As the training stepped up from run
m trainers to boot , gt 'Doc, three pim wonder' ~a llid ~y began _to put
together plans for trai ning in the Brecon Beacons- JOY of Joys! So _it was
that we deployed to ennybridge from 23 -27 March. _As usual 1t v~ra
sunny and hot - I don't think so. The week staned off_w1th an mterestmg
eight mile run led by gt · Brumnlie · Taylor though qmte what the benefit
of running up hill with your hands behind your back is. I'm not ure. We
foun d it rather di concerting that the routes planned for the week were
well known election routes such as the Fan Dance and Happy Stroll. This.
of course. wai nothing compared to the horizontal rain we were to face on
the ground. On one particular day along the now fan:iiliar Pen Y F'.ln. LCpl
Mandy ' Re ponsible' :'.llolan was in danger of bemg blown oft the side
and was holding onto LCpl Matt ·food Monster' Mullen 's bergan for
dear life. The highlight of the week was defm itely Cp l Merv ' Egg Banjo'
Hughes' cooki ng especially when we rolled in from the pub for a late
night snack - ·Doc· . you can't cook eggs by the way.
Our second sunshine tri p to Wales was notable for the fact that Sig Jas
'Maroon T-shirt' Wing managed to avoid doing any wa lking. and Sgt
Dave Bennet and S gt ' Doc' Halliday's heated argwnents about the
naYigating. Then fo llowing the rigours of Race the Sun (we won that too)
and CO's Cha llenge, we went to recce the 35 miles on the South Down's
\\'av and the local pubs en route. Both teams were in constant danger of
being arrested by the fashion police as we were wearing civvies. shorts
and military boots. Interesting sun-tan marks! The morning of the e~ent
was one big reunion as 330 people got themselves ready on the stan lme.
However. the ha lf five tan proved too much for ome of the girls'
bladders! As we got underway with Capt Sophie ·Let's double' Davies in
the lead we emerged at the first checkpoint fighting for first position with
11 and 15 ig Regt girls ' teams. After the first checkpoint 15 Sig Regt
increased thei r lead although they now on ly had the mi nimum eight
competitors, but we were much cheered on by the sporadic appearances of
the three tooge , namely our CO. Adjutant and RSM along the way.

The Female Team - Looking Fresh?
The route \>a~ punctuated by 2Lt Teri 'Long Legs' Downes extremely
bad joke . L pl Helen '\olan's wea k bladder and a heli copter-borne
\ 1dco team trying to blow us ofT the road. As we reached the last
chci:kpoint 15 Sig Rcgt were only !min 20secs in front so hav ing stocked
up on Red Bull we ~ct off Li nfortunately, LCpl Lou Gregory was too
injured to carry on but ig Fa}c ' Bogey Time' Wood , who had struggled
from the >tart, opted to ,oldier on . Within 45mi ns we had caugl>t and
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Story by

On Sunday 24 May 1998 members of 220 Sig Sqn, from ~AF
Laarbruch in Germany, joined Belgian and French troops to take part ma
ceremonial parade al Konrijk in Belgium. The Parade commemorates the
historic battle of the River Lys that took place JUSt outside the city between
23-25 May 1940. In three days of non-stop fighting, Belgian. forces
\'aliantly held the Germans at bay and prevented them from crossmg the
River Lys and overpowcrmg the retreating British troops. This vital
engagement allowed the British to retreat to Dunkirk and escape to
Britain.
The battle i commemorated every year in an emotional wreath laying
ceremony attended by a member or representative of_ the Bcl~ian R?:yal
family and hundreds of Allied veterans. as well as servmg Belgian, Bnttsh
and French troops. Traditionally the British contingent is provided by _a
BFG unit - last year the Light Dragoons from Hohnc attended - and this
year the honour fell to Laarbruch based 220 Sig Sqn. Part of 21 Sig Regt.
The Squadron is re~ponsible for all telecoms cabling at the airbase. A 14
strong squad. led by Lt James Lambeth, joined the British Defence
Attache to Belgium, Col Tim Hall, (late RTR) for the ceremony.
"It's a great honour for us to represent the British Army here", said ~t
Lambeth "and it is \'ital that such important battles arc remembered m
this way. Our normal telecoms jobs have been put firmly to one side for
the past few days as we have prepared ourselves for the parade, and we've
been made mo t welcome by our Belgian Army hosts." Their immaculate
tum out was not wasted. being described by the admiring crowds as
•fantastique •. Alongside 220 Sig Sq~. at Kortrijk's majestic war m~orial .. Le Monument National de la Lys - were squads from the Belgian 12
Regiment de Ligne Prince Leopold, that fought at the battle, and !)ie
French 4 Regiment de Hussards, as well as the band of the Belgian
Marines. Today this delightful medieval city nestling al~ngside the f:.ys is
a haven of tranquillity; but this annual ~omrnei_norahon ?n Belgt~'
National Day ensures that over 2, 700 Belgian soldiers who died defending
their city and their Allied comrades are not forgotten.

30 SIGNAL RECE T VISIT TO HMS ALDERNEY
10-22 MAY 1998
Annuall y Lt Co md Ha ley, the Capl~ in _o f HMS Alderney (a_ Fisheries
Protection Ship) hi Officers and crew mv1te members of 30 1g Regt to
join the hip for an exchange vi sit a they patrol the eas around _orth
West Europe. Luckily thi s May saw HM Alderney take part If! a
Squadron Exercise with HMS She~land and HM Anfrlesey, culmmatmg
in a fi ve-day visit to the French City of Bordeaux. Five members of the
Regiment led by gt E ddi e Gaj ny comprising of C pl R obbie Allen,
LCpl Mer v 'The Swerve' Hughes and Sigs 'M ickey Mouse' M ounsey
and ' Sleep Forever' John son joined the hip in Portsmouth on Sunday I 0
May departing from the port at I 000 hrs on Monday I I th. The three
Squadron ships went through various manoeuvres over the next four da:ys
with the 30 Sig Regt comingent helpin~ the cre_w. They a_ll took turns m
steering the hip (Duty Driver) and helpmg out m the engme room (Duty
Fitter) and LC pl Merv Hu ghes prepared a couple of meals for the crew.

Junior Under Officer Fiona Stewart rehearsing to
become the first woman to receive the highest
honour during the Sovereign's Parade Passing Out
Ceremony at the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst. The Sword of Honour is awarded to the
most outstanding Cadet on the course.
(Th e photo was taken by Martin Hayhow and reproduced
courtesy of the 'PA' News Photo Library)

'A Meeti ng of M inds?'
The weather for the outward j ourney was extremely ca lm and warm, the
lads even did a spot of fishing . Duri ng the Squadron Exercise. the Sea
Riders (inflatables lo us land lubbers) were put to sea as the hips went
through their drills. On the third day at sea, during the fire exercise, much
to the crew's amu ement Sgt E ddie G aj ny was gassed by smokecanisters. However, he was greatly impre sed by the professionalism of all
the crew in dea ling with the fi re, when he could see them. Thursday, the
fourth day at sea, saw the Commander Fisheries join the ship for the day
whi le the crew went through cenarios, including being lowed by HMS
Sheltand when HMS Alderney simul ated drifting after losing both of her
engine . The ship took pan in Light Li ne Manoeuvres, where objects and
even a body can be transferred between ships whi le movi ng at speed. T he
crew of HM S Alderney went through the man-overboard exercise where
the Sea Riders were pul to sea in less than two minutes.
II MS Alderney arri ved in Bordeaux some 60 miles down the ri ver ' La
Garrone' w ith the weather sett led and extremely warm. Now in Bordeaux
the fun and games could and di d begin. Cpl Robbie Allen and Merv
Hughes took part in a representati ve rngby match agai nst a local Fren~h
side and the combined ships crew tea m won. The evening was spent with
the crews and soldiers having a couple of quiet beers!! Saturday saw a
four-team repre entati ve football match with each tea m pl ay ing three
games of 40 minutes in temperatures reaching 85 ' F, a good time was had
by all. Tuesday and last minute shopping in the Hypermarkets was
req uired. The crews from all three ships had a barbecue aboard IlMS
Shetland, most enjoyable. On Wednesday the ship left Bordeaux for the
journey back to Portsmouth and on the way back they took part in more
Exercises. T he Captain of HMS Alderney put the Sea Riders to sea and all
members of the Regiment were ab le to take them for a spin, reach ing
heady speeds of30 knots. HMS Alderney returned to Portsmouth earl y_on
Friday morni ng and we all agreed that it had been an en lightcrnng
experience for all concerned. The profess ionalism of all the crew \~as
second to none and all the soldiers agreed a return visit would be readily
napped up. We said our farewells and looked forward to members of the
crew vis iting the Regiment in the coming weeks.
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igel Sargeant, Photo by Ian Dunning

LC pl Jimmy Shaw, a member of the winning 216
(Para) Sig Sqn Lanyard Trophy Team

The Squad from 220 Signal Squadron

Soldiers de-bussing from a n Is land RAF W essex
during the final exercise. S ig A rg y le, Sig Lockw o o d ,
LCpl Thisby an d Cpl Macpherson
On the first of April a Company group from 16 ig Regt et off from
RAF Bruggcn and headed for the sunn, chann of Cyprus. Per onnel
came from all over the Regiment. but the hierarchy wa· ba ed around '.!30
Sqn " ·ith the exception of the 2IC, Capt Lee Hawkes who was from
Kowloon Tp in Herford. A whole month's wonh of activities had been
planned and they were kicked off with section and platoon level dry
training in and around the We tern Sovereign Base Area. It wa during this
phase that the platoons taned laying down their personalitie . One ·well
hard ' platoon. ably led by Lt Balfour and Sgt Robinson, proved
themselves to be steely eyed, cold blooded killers hell bent on infl icting
maximum pain on both the enemy and themselves. Two ·well happy'
Platoon. under Lt Connor and Sgts ·Tweedle Oum' Keir and 'Tweedle
Dee' Fa'l\cett. managed to tum a bunch of technician and handbags into a
bunch of technicians and handbags in sun-cream. Once the Platoon had
grasped which end of the rifle wa the dangerous bit the:y strode forward
with an infinite amount of enthusiasm and enough laughs to fill a barn.
Three Platoon were there as well apparently. Lt Thirsk and Sgt Lewis
therefore recei\·e a mention. Anyone who believed the rumours that April
was the rainy season in Cyprus soon learnt otherwise during the range
package. With temperatures continually reading 35 degrees plu • Tonibell.
with the only off road ice cream van in the world, made a roaring trade.
Ea!.cer weekend saw the troops split between Tunnel Beach and Troodos
Mountains. Tunnel Beach was used for a variety of waterspon accivities
while Troodos was used for Mountain Biking, Hillwalking and Goat
Cheese eating. A new week brought a new location at Dhekelia
Garrison in the Eastern Sovereign Base Area where sections
carried out live firing altacks. Evenings were spent on the
camp, which wasn't too bad. as it included several
Beachfront bars and a golden sandy beach. The Platoons
used the facilities on offer to the full. but this did lead to
several unexplained alcohol induced injuries. The
second Easter weekend was a round robin of Happy
Valley, Tunnel Beach and a day off. The days off
were spent at the favourite haunts in Limassol,
which despite the One o'clock curfew managed
to provide an entertaining time. It was time to
put the military heads back on as the platoons
deployed to the field for the final exercise.
Read on to find I Platoons version of events.

only be de cribcd as a tin hut with fourteen bunk bed . Later on that ni ght
mo. t of the Company went out for a couple of drinks and were greeted in
the camp bar by the owners. four friendly Paki tani's who all shared the
same nume - and probably the same pa sport. On Thursday morning after
foiling ofTthc top bunk three time , I was rndely awakened at quarter to six
to make our way to the ablution , only to !ind myself in a scene from
Schindlcrs list. There were I 07 male soldier on this Exercise but Cyprus
had on ly provided us w ith rive sinks and live showers.
With 230 ig Sqns' reputation proceeding us, that morning we received
a full ccurity briefi ng warning us not lo get caught in numerous places of
ill repute. Oh temptation ... However, the penalties for such an offence
were cvere, stani ng with a free flight off the island, 28 day in a Cypriot
jail where you could be expected to be interfered wi th daily. Next came a
briefing from a comedian from the Med centre, along wi th his many
ta lent was the abi lity to talk fish. ( imilar to Dr Doolitt le). He warned us
of the dangers of swimming and playing with little attracti ve variety of
fi h that rub it elf up against you. it is not however being friendly. but, I
quote 'Its not saying hello, its telling you to 'FLUFF OFF' in fi h! ' He
also told us about the various snakes and spiders which wi hed us dead . Sig
Karl 'The Head' Lockwood is one of the biggest blokes I know and was
unable to look al the photo due to a child hood incident with a spider which
has scarred him for li fo. Later in the day it was time for some weapon
handling drills, the instructor wa so impressed with LCpl Dale 'Elvis'
King's drills he made him repeat it chree times until he let him pa s.

The next few days took the form of range work and water sports, but
more importantly the nigh ts involved many of the local haunts and bars of
Limassol. Each night our friend Lionel Richie would drive us into town
whilst listening to his renditions of the Dirty Dancing soundtrack. Once
there our plans to mingle with the local and tourists would be thwarted
with the fact that as they were coming out for the evening, we would be
returning back to camp. To add fu11her en tertainment to our busy schedule,
I Platoon adopted an award ceremony, similar to the Oscars but with far
more prestigious awards. The categori es were for D.O.G. Delusions of
Grandeur, P.O. W. 'Silly Person' of the Week, and finally The Blue Oyster
Award - which was for the most 'over friendly ' act of the week. The first
set of winners were; D.O.G. Sig igcl 'RSM' McDiarmid, P.O.W. Lt
Jamie ' Did l shoot live rounds or six ... .' Balfour, for attempting his
APWT,
w ithout his weapon, and finally The Blue Oyster, Sig Karl
'Locky ' Lockwood who st ill lo this day claims he was stitched up. The
winners a ll proudly had lo wear hats and badges, without any hint of
embarrassment!
The weekend was spent adventurous training al the mountain camp of
Troodos. Our section e lected to spend the day walking, so after finding the
biggest hill available. we set off cross-country. There was however, a road
that ran straight to the top of Mount Olympus but we chose the 'nature trail'
that took us through rivers, up rock faces and across snowdrifts. The top of
the mountain saw us reunited with our old friend Tonibell, lhe man who
followed u everywhere with his supply of ice cream . The following phase
Sgt Oldroyd enjoying being enemy with the GPMG

After a day on the ranges it was time to hit the town, both SQMS Frank
'The Legend' Campbell and Sgt Richie 'Goat Herder' Morgan had
organised a bus to take us to Limassol which is about 30mins from Radio
Sande. The bus arrived at 1900 hrs but we had to wait 20mins for the
females in the company tJ1en a further I Om ins for Sig Arran
'The Model' McLuskey. After thi slight delay we were off.
Our bus driver was the pitting image of Lionel Richie and
had this annoying habit of playing the dirty dancing
sound track over and over again. On arrival at Limassol
most of the company invaded a cocktail bar called
Crazy Parrots where an assonment of their finest
drinks were sampled. It was on to a karaoke bar and
after the whole company had ruined various
classic songs it was time to head back for our
0 I OOhrs curfew bringing back with us a few new
budding Stars Jn Your Eyes contenders.
Saturday to Monday was taken up with dry
training, with such things as section battle
drills, admin in the field. navigation,
ambushes and patrol harbours. One of the
lessons learnt was duties of a sentry, this was
particularly important for Sig Mark
'Mcfcet' MacFarlane and Sig Dave
'Dangley' Langley who on our night in the
field decided to give us all a lie in by not
bothering to get up for guard. Our platoon
Comd was so happy about this he gave us a
6-mile run to celebrate. Another lesson given
was how to cross obstacles, we were taught
all of the conventional methods, but then Sig
'Gummy' Griffiths taught us a new method
which I'm sure is superior, this involves one
person crossing the road with another person
bent over behind him holding on to his waist.
This would fool anybody watching into
thinking a cow was crossing the road! On
Tuesday we were taken to RAF Akrotiri where
we were shown how enter and leave a helicopter
without getting our heads cut off, followed by
jwnping on and off beach landing crafts without
becoming fish food. Later on that day the company
was treated to an afternoon of go karting where once
again 1 Platoon with the elite driving team won the
tournament. No thanks to the Boss who bad a three-1.YtO

blowout in one race! Sadly, eveiyone bad to adhere to the No
Drink Driving role tbi'oughput.

of the Exercise involved a move to Dhekelia Garri on where we learned
how to fire a sniper rifle, GPMG, Browning pistol, and LAW 94. Whilst
here a state of war was declared between I and 2 Platoon which included
blood, sweat, toil , and lots of tears, with a few water hoses as well. The heat
at Dhekelia started to become tremendously hot which led to us finishing
work at l300hrs. To make up for this disappointingly early knock off time,

reveille was moved forward to a comfortable 0430hrs, much to everyone's
pleasure. With the seriousness of live firing, a two can rule was enforced.
however. everyone found themselves too exhausted in the evening to drink!
The 25 metre range gave us a chance for us lo practice pistol shooting. One
drill was to simulate jumping out of a car, doing a forward roll and then
engaging the target. The targets were not particularly worried when Sig
Rich 'The Fingers' Fawcett decided to attack them with his pistol still in
his pocket, still, it was an 8''2 out of LO for the ballerina roll!
Pyla Ranges is a large range area near Dhekclia overlooking the sea, but
despite the fact that thousands of 5.56 and 7.62 live rounds arc fired in the
area, the Cypriots still wander around the land risking life and limb, trying
to plant their crops. Our Platoon was tasked to prevent the locals getting
onto the land. Sig Danny 'Wingnut' Jones and myself patrolled one of the
guard posts. on one occasion he found himself confronted by 3 pickup
trucks full of Cypriots. Belie\'ing he had full backup, 'Jonesey' went over
armed only with his ears to ward them off, however he found himself face
to face with 15 Sly Stallone lookalikes. No problem he thought as he saw
reinforcements approaching, however, unfortunately for him, the
landrover arrived, the occupants waved and then went on their way,
leaving Sig Jones to endure half an hours wonh of Cypriot abuse.
Following this incident, we decided to become more covert and kept a
lookout for the locals from within our cleverly constructed and highly
camouflaged OP. Not so cleverly constructed however for the Ex SAS icecream man Tonibell who found us within seconds of his arrival and
strangely enough every other Op position along the road.

On returning back to Radio onde a day of potted sports awaited us. I
Platoon again ,ho" edits dominauon O\ er the re t of the Company. with I,
2 and 3 ections doing exceeding well. l.infortunatel. during the day we
gainL-d a easualty wh.:n Sig Bruce 'Junior league Baseball player· Lee,
braH!ly ri h-J all \\ hil~t prevcntm!- a 2 Platoon giant receiving u Home
Run. Hi. chosen method was to dace his knL'CCap in the ' ay of the
oncoming man. thus resulting in e. cruciating pain for 'Bruccy' and a Biff
chit off the final Exerci·e. We hear he might be out of hospital by the end
of the year! The culmination of all our military training wa finally upon
u as we deployed on a five-day Exercise in the fom1 of an infantry
company putting into practice the skills that we had learnt. The first thing
\\C learnt was that lying down in the killer grass was far more painful than
getting shot. because at least with a bullet you could expect a fast death.
O\er the ne t five days we took part in various attacks on the enemy. who
all seemed to look the same each time'! On day three we moved into a
company harbour area which took the form ofa valle, with IOOft cliffs all
around it. The fir. t stand-to was called a the majority of personnel were
tending to personal admin. which meant many were running up the hills to
their po itions slightly ill prepared. One of the section commander- who
was caught out was C pl Kenny 'the Belly' MacPherson who ran up the
valley half-naked with shaving foam still on hi. face. Of course once we
got to the top totally out of breath, it was time to return back down again.
After a night in our totally tactical position it was time to move by
helicopter into our final location where we would base ourselve to mount
the final attack on the enemy. This move became ·lightly hampered by one
of the over zealou company members shutting the helicopters door o
hard it would not open again, rendering it U.S. TI1e last day we started at

stupid o'clock with a move to Paramali Village which was heavily
def. nded by the undead, who looked remarkably like our training team ,
chc~ .~d admm suppo.rt party. Our role in the attack was fire support, thus
we m111ated H Hour wnh gt Steve' end me back to Cyprus· Robinson
letting olT every available Illume so that we could see exactly whicl;
illage we wen: upposed to be firing at. Fortunately our position was not
compromised by Cpl Kenny 'Where's my Duvet' McPherson who
decided that it was an ideal opportunity to get his head down for some
quality ' -hlaffcn ·,not realising that his ·noring was keeping people awake
back in JHQ! It wasn't long before the ompany Commander Capt Lee
· he ha n't got a big nose' Hawkes called for our help to finish ofT the
cnei:iy an~ u.nlike the Light Brigade we made our approach on the village.
Dunng tins tune we encountered our fir t casualty of war when Sig Marty
'Rambo' Wade only managed to take himself out by falling over him eif
being o cager to get there and 'Do the Village'. With the attack complete,
Endex wa called and everyone awaited the much debated R and R. The
company went their separate ways for this,. ome to Egypt, omc to Israel
and ome who just took up pem1anent re idence in the bars on the Island.
We all have our o~ n ·tories to tell of our adventures but due to censoring
law none of the e can be printed.
. To sum up, I Platoon were without a doubt the cream of the company
with the backbone made up of ome of the best of 230 Sig qn. The Pl
with the 'no lose' attitude and 'Top Gun' volleyball fitness regime proved
they were number One. Many Thanks go to all who helped organise the
Exercise, especially the Chef!, the Training team. the SQM staff, Sgt
'Deg i McKee for all of his money, and finally, Maj 'Fitnes Fanaiic'
Wood. Although next time Sir, could you book some sunshine, please?

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col R. T. Weston
RSM
WOI (RSM) D. E. Hall
HAIL, FAREWELL A D PARTY
As these notes are being written, the Regiment is one week away from
deploying on its final weekend Exercise with Lt Col R. T. Weston at the
helm. After just over two years in command, 'The Bo s' is about to
handover to a well known face in the form of Lt Col L. F. Harrison. Lt
Col Weston has much to do before the end of the week (ie a farewell
lunch, dmncr, . and Regimental all ranks ' bash'), so it is noses to the
grindstone unul he leaves us for the cushy environment of the MoD! The
Regular ~taff and RPS have taken the opportunity to say farewell over
lune~ with the
at 83 Sqn 's TAC on the Kings Road. A suitable
location, accompanied by excellent food and wine that was then followed
by everybody hitting the King's Road en mass~ in order to watch the
England v Brazi l opener to the World Cup. The two most memorable
moments were the CO's speech (particularly appreciated by the Adjt who
bore .the bru~t of 1t) and Maj Alfie Bra nd 's condition the following
momm~. Ma~ Steve Hun t has also said a rapid hello and farewell after
only bcmg with the Regiment. for two months as Training Major. We're
sorry to see you go, but we wish you all the best in your appointment as
OC 238 Sig Sqn. La ~ but by no means least, RHQ also bid a fond
farewell to the CO's driver LC pl Scott C ra ne who is also leaving us for
unny I Div Sig Regt and a well deserved break. Good luck and best
wishes from all at 31 ~ig .Regl. On the arrivals front, Maj Alfi e Brand has
had a baptism of fire m h1 fir t month as Training Major. We wish him all
the be t for his tour and hope his family can catch up with him and don 't
worry - the in-tray will go down (eventually).
'

cq

We are now well into a very busy season which includes courses

Training Periods, Adventure Training and Racing Regattas.

OU:

programme is very full and is available from the Rear Commodore or
~ however, our main event will be The Corps Championships
which will be held at the Royal Naval facilities at RNAS Portland near
Wc;ymollth over the period of Wednesday 16 September to Friday 18
~· Although details will be circulated shortly any newcomers to
Odr':sport should now contact the Rear Commodore or Secretary to be

ilicluiled In our Distribution Lists.

Maj Bill White from HQ LAN D en joys t he pleasures
of Corps Team Training at Portla nd Harbou r n ear
Weymouth. Maj White is t h e current
Rear Commodore W indsurfing for the RSYC and
would l ik~ to h~ar trc;im anyone considering taki ng
up this exhilarating and cha ll eng ing sport.

sho"'. the lnnholders wh~t wc do when we are working for a living, which
c?ns1stcd. of two BF radio dets set up by Sgt 'of course I was expecting to
give a bner McAulliffe, Cpl 'Mad Man' Coll ey and LCpl 'Romeo and
Juhe~' Jarvis and their crews. Well done to the det personnel and the
winning team,
RECRUIT TRAI 11 G 2 WEEKE 'D
. Yet again Sgt ' Hot Lips' Travis (PSI Mil Trg) and his merry band of
instructors descended on P1rbright Camp for another recruit training
~eekend. Once more th<: weekend was a complete success, and only
hmdered by a couple of mmor flaws who shall remain nameless. In the end
the D~ tume? nine 'civil.ian type people' into newly trained and keen
po.tenttal soldiers. On the instructor front Sgt •Drill Pig' Ca hill requires a
dnll 1~structors course due to his little problem of memory loss (left, left,
left, nght left!!.!) On the student front, one of the students ig 'Tactical'
~ resswell dec1,ded _to wake up the whole of Southern England with a
master bl.aster radio alarm clock she had packed in her sleeping system
never agam Y?ung lady. Many thanks to Sgt M at C ahill , Sgt 'where's my
bacon samey ! r aynor, C pl '9r~w Bag' May and LC pl 'GI Jane' Allott
for their commitment and dedication during the weekend.
41 SI GNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

M aj S. J . Baker
W02 (SSM) Watson

SQ ADR O VISI T OR
Wh.ilst the Squadron were preparing to deploy into the field for an
Exercise on Fnday 5 March 1998, we received a visit from our local MP
M r ruchar.d O ttaway M P: He was. tak~n on a guided tour of the Squadro~
and was briefed on the trammg Objec11ves for the Exercise. Mr Ottaway
MP then had the opportunity to see the soldiers in action and look over
some of the vehicles. Next the Squadron were proud to host the first
official. visit to the Regiment of the new Hon Col, Maj Gen (Retd) W. J .
P. Robms CB OBE. A programme was organised which allowed the Hon
Col to visit the various departments and talk to a large number of officers.
S CO's and soldiers. T his was rounded off with an excellent buffet laid
on by C pl Wade that allowed for some rather more informal discussions.
Finally, it was a pleasure for the Squadron to host the Mayor of Croydon
Cllr Toni Letts and two of her colleagues Cllr Payne and Cllr Hopson at
the TAC. !hey. were keen to he~ about how members of the Squadron
juggle ther~· c1v1han careers and time commitments in the TA. They were
~lso '!ery mterested to bear about all the attachments and expeditions
md1v1dual memb.ers get involved in. We' re not sure what Sgt Traynor
from the Recru1tmg Cell told the Mayor, but she was later beard asking
what the upper age limit for joining was.

SSgt ' Brazil' Bruce BEM , W02 (RQMS } ' Mouth' Coffi n
Maj Alfi e Brand , Lt Col R. T. Weston and
'
LCpl ' I' m in trouble wit h Ke lly' Crane enjoy the
CO 's fa rewell lunch
HEA DQUA RTERS Q ADRON
qn Comd
Maj C. P. M ahony
SSM
W02 (SSM) P. Lovett

Cpl Na than DrudQe~Coats of 3 (UK} Div HQ & Sig
Regt, Windsurf Training in Portland Harbour during
the Corps Pre-season Training in April. Cpl
Drudge-Coats has recently returned from Cyprus
where he wa s employed as a Windsurf Instru ctor
fo r 249 S ig Sqn's deployment on Ex Lion Sun .

ALL CH A GE AT THE TOP
Promotions and moves have been the flavour of the day within HQ Sqn
recently. Starting at the top, the Squadron says a well deserved
'Congratulations,' to M aj Chris Maho ny on his recent promotion.
Another promotion but also tran ferred in from 41 Sqn is our new S M.
W02 Pete Lovett - congrats and welcome. Yet another promotion ha
been that of W02 M eg Garvcn who has recently moved from D Tp to the
QM Dept in order to as ume the appoi ntment of RQMS. well done and
good luck.
HOLDE RS SHOOTI G COMPETITIO
The . ~egi m en t wa kind ly invited to participate in a hooting
competi tion held at Bi. ley Camp by the Worshipful Company of
lnnholders (our affi liated Livery ompany) on 16 May 1998. We knew the
weekend wa geliing off to a fl yer when the Master o f the lnnholders
asked what was goi ng on and who was running the range .
The days events eventllally began, after some 'sw ill and sure'
organising, with a 'round robin ' of three tand . The c consisted of a
shotgun range, run by Mnj Mike J ackso n (QC 3 Sig Sqn) and his good
lady Glynis (what a team). There was also a .22 rifle and pistol range run
by the RSM, WOJ (R M) D. E. Hall and Sgt ' Hot Lips· T..avis and an
archery. ra nge whi ch was set up by the Bi ley Range taff. The
compct1llon was to lead to an obvious conclusion with the Regimental
cratch team led by both the outgoing and incoming CO's becoming
?v~ra ll wmncrs. We had a few surprises on the way especially when LCpl
Fn ar Tuck' Cra ne decided he wa going to be the new lead in the next
Rohm Hood fil m OT! The day ended with a barbecue and drinks kindly
orgam ed by the HAC Shooting Lodge. We then fo llowed with a demo to
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S Sgt McAuliffe, Sgt Traynor, and Mr Richard Ottaway MP
w ho wants to know what w ill happen if he presses that button
HELLO'S, GOODBYE AND CONGRAT L TION
The Squadron wishes to extend a warm welcome to Lt Beth Pollard
who has recently joined U ' from 94 (BY) ig qn. he i current ly maki ng
herself at home in K Tp and we hope you enjoy ser\' ing with u ·. A sad
farewell is sent to W02 (S 1) Payne who has recently left the quadron.
We wish you every succe in your fu ture undertakings. The reins have
I) Watson who was appoi nted from within
been taken over by W02 (
the quadron . Congratulation and good luck.
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EXER I E TRO,
RE OLVE 98
b' LCpl Ian ·Baby' Byrne
·On _7 January 199 ·• LCpl imon 'PT!' Roberts and LCpl (now Cpl)
James · idebum · Colley a.id I arrived at 249 Sig qn ready to pend the
ne.'1 two month enjoying the lopes of good old Norway, or so we
though1 anyway. Then we found out it wouldn'l be as ea·y a we thought.
We tlcw out to Bergen on the 30th and met up with C
Bn who for the
ne t t\\o week would take u through the arctic skiing and survival course
(sounds intriguing doesn't it). We were. plit up int? gro~ps o_f about six
people and staned by co,•ering lhe basics of o~d1c. sknng, 1.e. l~ow to
top. tum, march and mo lly fall over. l was qune 1mpres ed with my
kiine:. but from a previous football injury, had a knee problem and 1t
didn 'i help when I twi ted il again. When I visited the doctor he gave me
ome painkillers, so, being the true oldier that I am. I carried on. Sig eil
Cocgran. who wa our M I, knew variou people ' ho I ~I o knew, from
back home, owe gOl on quite well - that was unul he de~1ded to push me
off me side of one of the lope . After that day of knng I ome how
managed to collect half of the snow from Norway in my left ear, so I
v1 ited the doctor again, and hi exact words were ·r don't ever want to ee
you again unle i1 i seriou '.
So" ith the e stem words ringing (quietly) in my ears I carried on, and
by thi point of the Exerci e we were carnping out. Later that evening I
was really looking forward to the night Lime skiing, and al about 2100hrs
we et off for the top of the lope. This wa the first time tha1 I had laken
pan in the' kiing downhill but not knowing were you are g~ing' exerci~e.
As I aid earlier, my kiing was fine apart from stoppmg, so while
travelling down this orwegian ski lope at a very rapid pace I w~s faced
with the problem of stopping. When J crash r always had to crash m tyle,
o once I bad bit the floor everyone around burst into laughter which did
not die down until Smins later when they finally realised I wa n 't moving.
I was picked up from the floor dazed and confused (nothing unusual there)
and looked at my little while sui1 that was now a lovely shade of red. l was
taken back to the doctor who couldn't help but laugh, after reali ing what
he had said before. After having had six stitches sewn into the rear of my
head, I was unable to complete the rest of the ASSC, so I was moved on to
the SHQ down at Hagatun.
Eventually all of the Squadron got together and were preparing for the
move up to the north of orway. On 29 February 1998 we boarded the
ferry and set sail for Narvic, but unfortunately the boat carrying all the
vehicles was delayed, so we didn ' t get off the boat until S March 1998.
Whilst sailing up nonh we were then told who we would be working with
and what detachments we would be working on. Fortunately I was
working with a colleague that I was in Bosnia with, so we got on quite
well. That was until someone tuned the VRC3S3 with a pineapple on,
someone let the keroheater run dry, someone let the gene run dry,
someone let a mast fall down, someone spilt his lovely cup of coffee all
over the comms board, and someone left the remote button on LC all night
so that the Troop OC couldn't talk to anyone. Apart from thal the
Exercise went swimmingly. On 23 March I arrived back in the UK after a
lovely 4hr flight on a ' Hercules'. Once back we were given a lovely PT
ession just to get us back in the mood, and then later that day were
dismissed from the Squadron and arrived back at our TAC. On
summarising what has happened over the last two months, I can safely
ay I thoroughly enjoyed myself. Despite cracking my bead open and
giving myself a black eye, I really learnt a lot from the arctic
environment. By the way, if any personnel is wondering why Cpl Coll ey
bas the nickname ·sideburns', remember to ask him nex1 time you see
him!
56SQ ADRO
SqnComd
SM

Maj B. C. Howe
W02 (SSM) A. J. Potter

EXERCISE LONGHA L
Over the weekend of April I 8-l 9th, it was our tum to panicipate in Ex
Longhaul, practising HF skywave comrns. As usual a detachment, this
time commanded by gt Marti n Cooper, and overseen by Capt ' Jackie'
Blake and S gt Pa ul Hattemore, deployed the Squadron's FRT 618 to
the exotic urroundings of Crowborough Training Camp on a typically
rainy Saturday morning. Imagining our counterparts on the other end of
the link basking in warm Spring sunshine didn't do much to boost our
morale that early in the day but we persevered! There were some initial
problems as the dets at the other end tried to engineer links between
themselves, but once these were overcome we had an extremely successful
Exerc1 e (despite the intricacies of foreign style VP which had even the
most experienced operators baffled and scratching their heads at times!)
Vive la difference, as they say!

EXERCI E APOLLO REVE GE
Back to the serious stuff of training. and it was Westward Ho! for the
Squadron over the weekend of May l S- 17th. when we took part in a
Brigade FTX. Ex Apollo Revenge. The long dnve down to deepest Devon
was more than made up for by the success of the comms throughout the
weekend (and probably by the unseasonably balmy West Countt1d) At one
point it seemed that several Squadron members must be hallucmatmg m
the heat as a large number of bushes were spotted edgi ng rather
di concertingly towards the Squadron position. However, before a
stand-to was called, much to eve1yone's relief this turned out to be the
Squadron' recruits practising their field-craft skills!

co
RSM

Lt Col A. C. C. Lapsley
WOI (RSM) J. McLachlan

REGIME TAL RECR IT TRAJ I G TEAM
OC
Capt Gordon
SSM
W02 (SSM) Swan
The Regiment's ongoing war on the recruit front continues. Last year
we managed to Recruit 119 new members into the Regiment. Which gave
us a plus of 39, when we take into account lhe amount of discharges we
had. Once recruited the RRTT then have the task of training the individual
m preparation for their course at Blandford. Al any given time we
nom1ally have around 40 recruits in the pipeline at various stages of
training. This keeps the team extremely busy and normally results in some
form of recruit training taking place every month of the year. The
photographs show our recruits at Barry Buddon Training Camp, on the
a sault course for the first time.

'Eat it all up Ma'am, you know compo's good for you!'
Sgt Sandra Burns advises Capt Sarah Streete

AJ.J/
A

c.HA"1c.e:

EW ADDITIONS
A warm welcome to recent recruits Sharon Woods, Gavin Taylor,
Michael Stubbs, Joanne Campbell, Gretchin Matthews, Sharon
Philips, and Faye Penfold (yes, we've bad all those jokes!) with a warm
return to arms for our most recent ex regular recruit LCpl Michael Cassar
who joins us after a one year absence following pine years as a Sys Op in
the Regular Corp . Congratulations to LCpl Glen 'Too easy' Davidson
and bis wife on their own new recruit, Finally Alexander Finlay is
rumoured to be getting an HF propagation book for hi christening
present!
PROMOTIO S
Congratulations to Susan 'Shoe' Traynor on her long overdue
promotion to the dizzy heights of Lance Corporal. Promotion may well
mean that she cannot continue to fool the CO about her youth for much
longer. On the same night the efforts of our recruiting upremo gt
' Rwanda ' C larke were also recogni ed when be was promoted to SSgt.
Although not promoted, our Sqn pay clerk, Pte Lynn Drummond pas ed
her Personnel Finance Class 3 & 2 course with 100%. he was so
delighted that she wanted to share the new and made 20 photocopies and
left them everywhere the PSAO was likely to be - in his de k, on hi wall,
even on the back of the toilet door in the Officers' Mess! Congratulations
we've gm the me age thanks.
REGIMENTAL ATD TRAI I G
May started with a chance to get tho e all important Bounty
Qualifications out of the way for the new training year. More importantly
it was also a chance to hold lhe bloodbath more commonly known a the
Inter Squadron Sports Competition. ln an uncanny prelude to more
important sporting event that would follow later, Edinburgh triumphed
over Gia gow at football with 61 Sqn defeating S2 quadron 7-S. (History
of course repeated itself later in the month when our near neighbours
Hearts defeated Rangers in the cotli h cup final much to the delight of
our P AO Capt Peter 'Blu
ose' Campbell). The quadron almo t
pulled off the double by winning the volleyball but lo t out when L pl
'Fat Boy' Venerus mi understood the rules and was stretchered off to
receive four sti1ches to a head wound. Unfortunately things did not go as
well for some on the ' bu iness' side of life. with Pte' niper' Drummond
bitting the target ix time after firing sixty rounds. she claim ·he'd been
told to give covering fire!

oF
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Whilst we are on the subject of recruiting, any of you regulars \~ho ~e
thinking of leaving the Corps, why not consider keeping your.hand Ill with
the TA. The Regiment ha
quadrons in Glasgow, Edmburgh a~d
Aberdeen. Providing you have completed more than five years you will
qualify for full bounty (tax-free) once you have one year with the TA. For
more info contact Hazel on Glasgow mil (7S6) 5026. We look forward to
hearing from you.
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DEPARTURES
I am afraid the departures lounge is unfortunately full this month with a
S l stalwart in SSgt Russ Lindsay deciding that work commitments were
detracting from his TA duties. Russ bas been a highly popular member of
the Squadron for many years and will be sorely missed. Once again our
2IC, Capt Dan Robertson has left our shores for sunnier climes in Saudi
Arabia. (Mind you the definition of sunnier climes this far north could
include Cleethorpes!) So Capt John Mackie has once again stepped
manfully into the breach. Our PSAO, Capt Bob Greenhowe has retired
and has been replaced by Capt 'Norrie' Donald, the Squadron wished
Bob and Lorraine a very happy retirement. Also missing from parade is
Sgt ige Allan who volunteered for some shady outfit in Bosnia, no doubt
once the Blueys start rolling in we will find out the facts according to
Scouse!

61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj . F. Farquharson
SSM
W02 (SSM) G. Garland
This year Spring brought a sudden rush of training activity to the
Squadron, attendances have been consistently high (helped by the
typically sub tropical Scottish weather) and all ranks have worked bard
and played even harder.

CO GRATULATIO S
SeveraJ members of the Squadron have attended external trammg
courses recently. Sgts Martin Cooper and Mike Dowds recently returned
from their R Signals SSgts' Course, which they both passed with flying
colours. Congratulations to them and to LCpl ' Harry' Harris for
achieving an 'A' grade pass on bis Tele Op (Data) Class 2 course. On the
sporting front Capt Sarah Streete continues to do great things in
orienteering. She was the winner of the W3S competition at the R Signals
Orienteering Championships held in the Blandford area on 31 May. Well
done! Finally, congratulations to Major Brian Howe, Cpl Steve Howell
and Cpl Steve orth on their recent promotions.

//

51 (H) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Morna trachan
SSM
W02 (S M) Donald Webster

CO GRATULATION
Congratulations to gt Trevor King and Cpl Graeme G ibbs on your
recent promotions. Our LAD are very much our unsung heroes but their
promotion does indicate the hard work and effort they put in on our behalf.

OTHEREVE TS
There have been plenty of opportunities recently for the Squadron to
raise its profile within the commw1ity and to gain some good PR by
supporting locally held civilian and military events. Despite being a Bank
Holiday weekend, we had a good turnout for the Mayor of Eastbourne's
annual parade on 24 May. On the same day we were well represented by
Sgt Dickie Bonner and LCpl Andy Harding at the East Su sex Army
Day organised by the Army Benevolent Fund at Newhaven Fort. Once
again the Squadron supported the annual Ex Executive Stretch which was
held at Crowborough and Pippingford Park Training Areas over the
weekend of 29-31 May. Capt Blake and a detachment led by Sgt Bob
Cooper combined with 220 Fd Arnb (RAMC) to run a stand based around
a Bosnian scenario, which, if the reactions of the participating executives
were anything to go by, was fairly realistic! The GOC 4 Div and Comd 2
(SE) were lucky to escape being kidnapped by marauding Bosniacs during
their visit to the stand, though they would probably have been well
protected by Sig Jo Reader who deserves an Oscar for her performance as
one of the UN extraction force!

REU ION DIN ER
In fact so confident were we in the ability of the det crew to keep the
dialogue going, the Officers and SNCOs felt safe to dash back to
Ea tboume to attend an Officers, WOs and S COs Reunion Dinner held
at the TAC on the evening of the 18th. It was certainly an event not to be
missed with several old faces returning to haunt us (including a strong
contingent of ex-P Is who were just as rowdy and uncontrollable as ever!
'othing changes, except perhaps that one or two of them seemed to have a
little less hair than m their day with S6!) eedless to say, there was plenty
of reminiscmg (which caused a few chuckles as well as one or two red
face !) Thanks go to W02 Fred Bramble and Cpl teve Howe ll for
producing yet another excellent meal, and to the Royal Yeomanry Band
qumtet who played magnificently
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32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
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2 IGNAL BR IGADE EXER ISE
Two week later the quadron wa back in action on Ex Apollo'
Revenge, an CRS Exercise (back by popular demand). ot wi hing to be
outdone in the injury takes ig ' ice Bloke' Gordon achieved the
R trailer and
seemingly impo . ible by falling up the stairs into an
earning him elf ten litchc from the local hospital. Devoted to bi·
detachment as ever, ig Gordon wa adamant that he hould be allowed to
complete his hifl before being taken to ho pital - fortunately his Dct
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Commander pl Jone 'Chiz· hi olm pulled rank and sent him packing.
Th same detachm~nt also experienced a urpri . e isit by the 0 . History
does 001 record who wa more surpri ·ed, the CO or Cpl Chi olm - when
the CO arrived she had ju t been summoned from her kip and wa
therefore able to meet the 0 in ome fetching fleecy red pyjamas!
EXE R I E EXE UTI E TRET H
While the quadron ". busy on Ex Apollo' Revenge, two
unfortunate • the 2TC Capt nom hnall Dods and Sqn Ops Officer Capt
·Mad Dog· 1iddleton had to head orth to Barry Buddon to assi t 51 qn
in the proYi ion ofa ignals tand on thi weekend designed to give a ta te
of mihtary life to bu ine executives. After a hard day of rapid VP
instruction (10 minute per executi e) it wa · decided to dine al fre co and
hold an impromptu barbecue. On rctlection a G table i not the best place
to ite a barbecue and apologies are due to 5 I qn for the charcoal effect
fini h which one of their tables now ports.

a brief search. co-ordi nated by Ex Control. At the end of the day everyone
made the long trek back to Edinburgh and the post exercise clean up.
Dismi ssal eventuall y took place at 8pm on Sunday night - a long but very
worthwhile weekend.
HEADQUARTER SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj ' Cammy ' Payne
SSM
W02 (SSM) Keith Anderson
TRAI I G WI G
ot often mentioned, our hard working Training team , (in their own
words the backbone of the Regiment) are pictured together for the final
time prior to Maj Janet McLeans' departure. Our picture shows W02
(YofS) Tony Rathmell and SSgt (FofS) Ally Du ncan with their born
leader for one last laugh. he i laughing because he is leaving, and so are
they. We all wi h you well in your new appointment.

E. 'ERCI E WE T LOWLA D HIKE
~ay saw us fini h with our annual outing to Ayrshire and the hill race
organised by the Boy's Brigade. This wa the 28th year when the
quadron has provided afety communic-ations for the race. This year only
60 teams took part but it wa enough to keep five mobile detachments, Ex
Control and tep Up fully occupied for the whole weekend. The first day
wa going well until the Exerci e Comd Lt Phil 'Father Dougall'
Donegan got confu ed becau e he had two radios to man. His problems
were compounded when the output from the CR tran mitter proved
powerful enough to blow the trip · witches on the main power supply of
the building! At the end of the day all dets were gathered together for yet
another barbecue at which all personnel were force fed enormous
quantitie of food by gt Jea nnette 'Mrs Doyle· Mitchell (You ' ll have
another burger? Ah go on. Go on go on go on etc etc). Every year the
organi ers mention our talent for bogging in our vehicles, despite the fact
that this has not happened for many year . This year however, LCpl
u an 'Shoe· Tr aynor decided to oblige and wa soon in it up to her
axles! The vital role played by the Squadron wa underlined on the second
day when one of the teams went missing. Thankfully they were found after

42 I G AL Q ADRO (V)
by ig amantha Hickson
Bosma _in ~id Winter would not be my number one hol iday destination,
however. tt did appeal a a change from my job with a catering company in
Manche ·ter, and a chance to test the theory that 'Weekend Warriors' have
t~e ame skill_s as Regular o ldiers! Once I'd persuaded my TA uni t that
1x months without me would be a blessing (it didn't take long) and the
Regular Army that I would be a great asset (took a bit longer), l was off.
The fir t stage_ was mobilisation where I was issued with IO of everything
from now ganen. to sunscreen then a further two weeks familiarisation
traming in alisbury. I became very 'familiar' with mines ambushes
serbo-<:roat, interpreters, battle First Aid, mud, rain and Salisb~ry Plain. '
I ~as po~ted to BanJa Luka, the main British camp in the onh of
Bosma, attached to 19 Mech Bde. In their wisdom they put me to work in
the COMMCE (a true handbag's job) where l was involved with
message handling, receipt and dispatch of signals and numerous orher
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If responding to any advertisements

in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine

They promised me that when I open my eyes
I will get a ride in a chopper!

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves
WOI (RSM) D. B. Showell

RSM

33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
RE PORT FROM 42 (M A C H ESTER) SI GNAL SQ ADRO (V)
qn Comd
Maj I. G. Kelly TD Kings
W02 (SSM) P. William s
SSM
Annual Camp is upon us, even as these notes are being written, and
tomorrow, 13 June 1998, 42 Sqn deploys with the Regiment to the area of
Leuth in Germany to combine with the other I I (UK) Sig Bde units on Ex
Able Condor. The period deployed in the field will be relatively short and
travel to Germany is going to be a lot easier than last year -with shorter
distances by road and a more relaxing sea voyage from South Shields to
Holland. Annual Camp finishes on 27 June 1998 and the Squadron return,
via Vlissingen this time, courtesy of North Sea Ferries, docking at
lmmingham near Hull.
Our new CO, Lt Col R. J. teed M BE, is projected straight into the hot
eat on Able Condor and 42 Sqn would like to take this opportunity of
welcoming Col Steed and wishing both him and his wife Gill a happy and
successful tour. Maj Ian Kelly T D, Kings has now settled in as the only
in fan teer commanding a Ptarmigan Squadron, and has brought a welcome
fre h approach to the perenn ial recruiting problem by instigating many
new ideas. He has revived the 'Red Rose Mercury' newsletter that was
first produced in 1953 by 42 Sig Regt, as it was then. The Red Rose
Mercury new letter is now produced monthly and fea tures the rose and
diamond arm badge worn by all ranks of 42 Sig Regt from the post-war
reformation of the Territorial Army in 1947 until the phasing out of
hattle-dres uniform around 1967. The red rose now forms pan of the 33rd
(La~cashire and Cheshire) Sig Regt arm badge. The title and design of the
ongmal newsletter was the result of a Regimental Competition in
ovember 1953 with a prize of I 00 cigarettes.

WELC OMES A D DEPARTURES
In the past few month s there have been a number of changes in tenns of
pcrso~ nel leaving and arriving. We said farewell to Sgt Yvonne Davison
on retirement afler 19 years as the Squadron pay clerk. Also, farewell to
2Lt Sofia Hughes who has passed the Regular Commi sions Board and
went to Sandhurst on 3 May 1998. We wish them both the very best of
good luck for the future . We welcome Cpl Chris Gloveri a new member
of the Pennanent S_taff, posted in from 7 Si g Regt and OCdt Phineou
Broom on transfer m from the ACF. We wish them both a rewarding and
happy tour with the Squadron.

methods of data transmi sion, all way over my head to begin with, but
surprisingly easy when you know how. There were ten other people who I
worked with spread over three shifts, watched over by our protective
DSO, Cpl Wayne Ha r vey. Having had visions of living in a field , I was
more pleased than mo t to squeeze into the last spare bed of four in a 6ft x
12ft container that was to be my' home for the next six months. There's no
room for claustrophobia or large space demands in such a small area but
you do find yourself making friends quicker than you thought! I was
surprised to find a large number of girls were also TA and that the
Regulars (contrary to popular belief) were very helpfu l and friendly.
There were a number of bars on the camp the main one being a long
arched tent, that housed hundreds of hardened squaddies sticking to their
two cans of beer per night whilst playing dom inoes and discussing knitting
patterns! Due to my generous shifts pattern of two days, two nights and two
days off(which made me very popular with the majority who slaved through
a full seven days week) I was able to accompany various peop le on visits to
a number of cities including Zargreb and Moslar. As you can imagine there
were not endless things to keep you occupied at the camp, but fitness was
definitely encouraged. There were a number of running routes through the
countryside surrounding the camp complete with farmer's whistling Ojust
thought they were being friendly!) and si lage to improve the breathing. I
even entered the Banja Luka half marathon in a moment of madness and
joined the other 500 locals and soldiers to slog uphill and down dale.
Previously I had never run further than to the chip shop and back so r was
delighted to get round in 2brs 20mins, and now have the tee shirt to prove it!
Another benefit of six tough months in a war-zone, was a week's adventure
training on an island in the Adriatic. I overcame my terror of unbathing,
good food and travel, packed my cossie, suntan cream and flippers and
forced myself to go! The eight activities covered over the five days included
scuba diving, windsurfing, sea kayaking, sai ling and a lot of sleep. The
Army managed lo tempt a good team of instructors to beg, bully and cajole
~s into trying something different and a bit dangerous. I had an excellent
time even when r capsized my boat and mistook the sai l touching my foot
for a great white shark rumoured to live there! Overall Bosnia was a lot more
than I expected and was a once in a li fetime experience to work with a
Regular Army unit, see a beautifu l country, and meet so many lovely people
who have managed to survive so much.
CO NGR ATUL ATIONS A D PROMOTIONS
We would like to congratulate the following members of the Squadron;
SSgt Ian C oburn on his promotion as Tru nk Node Com mander. S gt
Paul Corri e on his promotion to SSgt Tech. C pl Tim Mountfield on bis
marriage to uzann c on 17 April 1998. C pl David Kerr on his marriage
to icola on 25 April 1998.
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FIRST FOR 34 (NORTHER ) SIG AL REGIMENT (V)
Being ready for action has erved 34 Sig Regt (V) well as it has just
become the first, in the Royal Corps of Signals deployed world-wide, to
achieve Investor in People (IIP) accreditation - even ahead of the full-time
regiments in the Brigade. To add to that achievement, the Regiment is now
the quickest qualifier for the IlP standard of excellence in the Tee ide area
- having gained certification, with support from Tees Valley Enterpri e
Council, only ten months after committing to it in June 1997. As Training
Major, Maj Simon Green, was the person who gave the initial impetus to
the Regiment's quest for UP at its five bases in Darlington, Leeds, Hull,
Newcastle on Tyne and Middlesborough.
'I read about the standard in the MoD 's monthly journal and felt it was
an excellent initiative to go for,' said Sandburst trained Maj Green, who
took up his post at the TA Centre at Brambles Farm, Middlesborough, in
1996, after serving three years in the Far East.
'As a professional Trainer it is important to do an internal audit and f!P
was a means of having an external benchmark to measure against. Our
work force matters; over the five sites we employ 50 Regulars and 30 Civi l
Servants as well as 400 Volunteer Soldiers, and it is important that we give
them the best opportunities we can provide to utilise their time with u
positively. After all, we are competing against other organisations for the
leisure time of potential members and we want to recruit people by
offering them the best training. '
Maj Green believes having the IIP recognition gives the Regiment
credibility as a part-time employer within the area the five bases cover.
'The Unit is unlikely to be affected by the Strategic Defence Review and
we therefore need to recruit up to 80 new members this year within the 1735 age group,' said Maj Green. 'They will be given the chance to learn a
communications-based trade at the Regimenfs own multi-million pound
training faci lity in Darlington, which comprises four classrooms, an 80seat lecture theatre and an indoor equipment display area.'

·for us, training and retention go hand in hand, and UP equate:; to
effective and proper management and quality control,' said M aj G reen.
' Being the first Regiment in the Signals to gain !IP recognition is
important. Not only has it been achieved by teamwork and given us a
collective pride in the award, we have acted as a pilot for the seven
regiments in the brigade and provided a catalyst 10 take training to a higher
level nationally. I'm transferring from the area at the end of the year to
tudy for an MSc in Design of Information Systems but I'm confident for
the long term future of the Regiment knowing the correct training and
development processe are solidly in place,'
RHQ
The Regiment is working itself up for the highlight of its year - the
Sunlmer Camp, which this ye.ar i a two week deployment to Germany. on
Ex Able Condor. The CO is now one of the mo t well connected heads of
any organisation in Tees ide, thanks to hi membership of the local
Common Purpose organisation. His frequent visits to local indu try, and
commercial centres are creating a favourab le irnpre sion of the TA and
MoD in general. RHQ welcomes the new Adjt, Capt Dave W ilson, hi
wife Yvette and children, and hopes they enjoy their tour in the orthEast.
THE MERCURY T R O P HY
The Mercury Trophy is a competition open to all Royal Signals badged
ACF Detachment in the 15 . ( E) Brigade area. Due to unfore een
circumstances 34(N) Sig Regt (V) stood in at the 11th hour and took over
the organi ation of the competition. The Competition took place on
Saturday 25 April al the Infantry Training Centre (the old 8 ig Regt) in
Catterick. I 0 cadets in 9 teams took part from as far afield as Darlington.
Hull, Leed and Sh ffield. The competition was organised by Sgt K ev
Black and con isted of a wide variety of events. There was the Assault
Course. Line Laying, Command Tasks, Mast Erechon, Military/Signal
Quiz, Patrol, Observation. First Aid, Vehicle Camouflage and a hooting
stand, which was run by a very nervous Sgt Mick Gin ty and hi range
staff Sgt 'Barney· Phillips, C pls Kev Ward, C has Base and Al
Hende rson . They all had their work cut out supervising the cadet
en ming that after every shot was fired. the bullet went down the range
and the cadet stayed put. The intellectual part of the competition, 'The
Quiz', wa adjudicated by
ot Ia n \! a rd and Sig Becky \! illia m on.
There were a few new di coverie about the Corp throughout the
competition, uch as ·Freddie Mercury' being the nickname of the Royal
ignals cap badge.
Col Don aldson late Royal Signal , who i the Deputy Commander
Catterick Garrison, awarded the przes. which were: The Mercury Trophy
for the overall winner and the ignal Cup for the Signa ls element of the
competition. The prizes were presented for the competition in 19 2 by Lt
Col (Reid} Fred Orr who vi ited the competition during the day. Both
prizes were won by The orma ndy Detachment who eemed to be well
pleased with their achievements.
1998 LA YARD T RO PHY
by Sig icholson

'They who darejinis/J. The/irs1 /eam e1•er to e111er 1he Lanyard Trophy
34th Signal Regimem'

ji-0111

(L-R) : Sig Rebecca Will iamson , Cpl Ian Evans,
Sig Marianne Meek, LCpl Dave Ross, Maj S imon G reen
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We tarted training quite early for the competition and -.vi th the
Adjutant's training programme our fitnes. level would get better fair!)
quick ly. The training tarted by walking with !Sib in our turtle pa it-. as
they came to be known. for a couple of hours at a tune During each
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training .e. sion. the weight in our turtle packs rose slightly and the
di ·tance we travelled gradually got longer. When the weight in our packs
got to about 30lbs the di tanc were quite long and proving to be
benefi ial to our training. For one major part of our training, the Adjutant
decided we would go out the night before, camp over night and tan at
around S.30 in the morning. to cover most of the 40 mile di 11111ce. Having
been dropped off at the top of utton Bhnk near the gliding station, we
walked for a while. hnd omething to ea• and then called in at a country
pub.\ e had a couple of pints and a chin wag before setting off to get some
·l p. Wero. e th next morning at 4.30am, cooked breakfas and enjoyed
another hon r t before setting off at S.30am. After setting off for the first
checkpomt for fre h water, we picked up another team member in a car
park at Q.OOam. We walked until 2.00pm with che kpoints every two to
three hours until eventually coming to the finish at Carlton Bank cafe.
After thi long ession the re t of th· training ession were shorter with
le weight and concentrated more on getting up hill as fa t as po sible,
the weights came down from 40lbs to 35lb . While the weight was at 3Slb
eil • icholson. gt Robinson, Lee Parks and Mark Hugill went out to
do some more hill work. It wa decided that we would go to ·one click
hill', a very long, straight deserted railway line that rises sharply up a hill
for l km! We walked up and down the hill twice lowly and once very fast.
During training we came acros some really good sayings, like Lee's 'that
were evil that were· which really lightened up our training. E entually the
day before we were going to leave for the competition came. We brought
bergen in to be weighed up, along with the other team members, who
were Cpl Thomson, Cpl Williams, Steve Henderson and Lee Patterson.
When everyone was re.ady we set off on our five-hour journey down to
Pirbright. When we reached Pirbright we booked ia, found our
accommodation and tarted unpacking the kit of the transit. After tea we
had an early night as we were going to be up at 3 o'clock the next morning.
At 3 o'clock the nerves were starting and as we set off the nerves got
worse. When we got to the sran of the South Downs Way we would see the
320 other competitors. We weighed in our bergens, and waited for the off.
The route they had laid out for the competition was quite easy; there were
only three hills on the whole route, but the ground wa quite hard on the
feet. Each checkpoint was welcomed with open arm for as much food or
water as we could carry. Unfortunately we lost a man at the second
checkpoint and then another member at the last checkpoint, but we sti ll
had enough to finish, which the rest of us were all determined to do. The
last checkpoint to the finish was definitely tbe hardest part. We were all
getting really tired and morale was also getting low and although we bad
overtaken teams, we had lost places as well. On the last part there were
just hills going on after each other. Everyone was getting irate because we
couldn't see the finish and Sgt Robinson kept on saying 'not much further
now'. We persisted and the end came. The sense of fulfilment that came
over us when we walked over the finish line was brilliant. Walking in as a
squad, we were very proud. There were two or three of us that felt like
crying. we were that happy! We all loved the cans of lager that were
waiting for u . courtesy of the CO. Thanks a lot sir.

EXERCI E SUMMER EAGLE 15 - 17 MAY 1998
Ex Summer Eagle, what an ideal opportunity for our new Regimental
Foreman, Kev Sturman to cut his teeth. Welcome to Middlesbrough
'Fors·. and thanks for an initial job well done! The Exercise was billed as
a CPX (Command Post Excrci e), but truth be known it couldn ' t have
happened without hard work at all levels. Sig Andy Barrett had a
particularly productive exercise and claim to have benefited from the
experience. Did someone mention Investors in People! The stated
objectives of the Exercise were straightforward enough: To practise
e erything from Command and control procedures for Tactical Trunk
Communication to the conduct of Young Officer Training. The individual
task were however anything but straight forward, whether this was due to
the cunning of the exercise controllers in selecting their prey or the use of
the 'Quad lock ' is not altogether clear. What is clear though are the
benefits gained by everyone involved.
One ' battle winning· aspect of the exerci e was the diversity of the
training and indeed the training methods u ed to develop the opportunities.
Everything from the Media Operations to the Trunk ode recce managed
to generate an intere t that extended well beyond just those directly
involved. The lack ofa deployed SCC and the provision of the SMTs gave
cau e for concern. When would the system managers practice the data
input that would be required on Able Condor? CO 34 had the perfect
answer! He moved his system managers to Blandford for Ex Green
0 prey. Everyone involved agreed it was exceptionally good training:
even those persons suffering from 'coach-lag' .
Talking of IIP! Our ma ters must now conduct their evaluation of the
Exerci e, not in this case an easy task. In the words of one CO 'we did
every well and got a lot out of it ' . Maybe this is one event that should
receive the one tar seal of approval, thereby coming our way in the same
format thi time next year.
SPOTLIGHT 0 THE TRAINING OFFICE
' It 's NOT an Office and its certainly OT a wing!' Either way to the
Training Major, Maj Simon Green it is the centre of the world and
coincidentally the 'living breathing heart of the Regiment'. The 'New'
Training Office (in line with OGD policy changes) is doing everything
better than ever, life has been typically hectic with new initiatives such as
Investors-Jn-People and NVQs, as well as all those day to day tasks of
keeping the Regiment trained. Oh and we do Ops and Equipment
Management too .... and IT, ... .. and ...... Royal visits, and .. ... Keeping
track of the Yeoman Jim Thompson's mobile SATCOM phone thingy,
that he keeps leaving everywhere. Most are waiting for the chance to call
all tho e long lost relatives in far off places. We recently said farewell to
W02 Foreman Robbie Windows who left early (good contact on the
Escape Committee - no postcard yet!) for the hectic life at Blandford.
Shame you were rumbled when we came down to visit. What a give away
- no paperwork., phone or anything on the walls (busy or what?) Just to
show ~ere is life after being in a TA Squadron, Kev Sturman gained his
promotion and moved to RHQ as the Regimental Foreman. It is great to
have you on board, AND you get a' ew Tech Adjt' too. Talking of which,
we also 'welcomed back' (have to say that because one person had noticed
he was away - 'Nicky'!) Capt Owen 'the boy' Bryant, having completed
his testimonial expedition to India, the only problem was that he had to
take five other lleopl~ with him. Good luck on your tour with the Brigade
Staff. Our loss 1 their loss too! (well, probably!). Others are planning to
go over the Wall soon - some to Civvy Street! Congratulations go to SSgt
Steve Shepherd, who gained promotion and leaves us soon to go to 14 Sig
Regt as MTWO!!! (Hamlet and brown shoes to be is ued on arrival).
Good luck. Some good advice from Dave McGurk is 'Don't fill petrol
cars up with diesel! '
49 (WR) SIGNAL SQ ADRON (VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Sixsmith
SSM
W02 (SSM) Alan James

The Lanyard Trophy Team
Sgt Robinson, LCp l Thompson,
Williams, Sig Hewitt, Sig Hugill,
Sig Nicholson, Sig Parkes, Sig Patterson

(~ - R) : Capt Cooper,
Sig Hen.der~on, LCpl

EXERCI E PRI G EAGLE
The Brigade Exer-c~e in April, cunningly disguised as a Regimental
Exerc1 e, went surpnsmgly well despite all of the Squadron's best efforts
to create as mu.ch mayhem and confusion as po sible. After driving
through the Regimental Concentratton Area at Elvington it was a mad
dash for TN 034 to Driffield Airfield only to find thai the proposed
location w~ somewhat bo~y! After several homs of searching SSgt
1ark Carnck located a sm~ble a.rea for the TN m the ever increasing
downpour - success was a mce quiet area by the privately owned grain
110 How was the TN to know that the nice green grassy area was out of
bounds - suffice to say we had a good time planting grass seed the
followmg weekend: However, the award for the best vehicle recovery has
to go to gt Rick _impson and Central 361 who managed to disappear up
to ht spare wheel m a hole that threatened to swallow the entire Central.
Fortunately help was a~ hand in the shape of a friendly farmer and his very
la~e tractor and a straight bar !Tom TN 035 together with some valuable
a 1 tance from the LAD. Anyway, it gave him something to do on the
washdown at endex trying to explain to the Regt FofS W02 Kevin
turman how it was po sible to get a vehicle so diny in such a short space
ofhme.
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ALLCHA GE
l st April saw a change of Sqn Comd's with Maj Dave Sixsmith
promoted from Sqn 21C to take over the reins from Maj Allan Grindrod
who has taken up his post as Regimental 21C. Also new into the chair in
May was 'baby FofS' SSgt (FofS) Steve Moore - straight off his
Foreman's Course at Blandford and two-week honeymoon cruising the
Mednerranean, toppmg his tan up ready for Ex Able Condor 1998 in
Gennany in June. April and May also saw an influx of new recruits after
their Regimental Recruit Weekends who are fitting in nicely with the
Squadron - welcome one and all.
CO GRATULATIO S
A huge well done to Sgt Jonathan 'Joffe' Bailey for achieving Sth
overall place and best Army Sailor in the Inter Services RS400 Sailing
Championships in April. Watch this space next time round for some classy
photos and the modest account of how it was all achieved.
EXERCISE SPRING BREEZE
SSgt Steve Falkinder and SSgt (SQMS) Keith Holdstock are to be
?Ongratulated for the superb success of their Driver Training weekend held
in 7a~ly May at DST Leconfield. The lure of the spin (literally!) in the skid
traming Landrovers, the 'Wolves' and the 14 tonners ensured an excellent
turnout from the Squadron and from our civilian guesL~ for the weekend,
the Durham Mountain Rescue Team. Apparently the breakfast SSgt
Holdstock had has all now been scraped off the tarmac.
The leadership skills of the newest members of the Squadron were put
to the test in the team competition. The Command Task stand was set with
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a water obstacle where the OS so lution was ' the wetter you get the better' .
There were reports of sev?ral drownings in ig Melissa Bertuzzi's team
th.at w~u ld probabl.Y expl a111 th7i_r winning time of under 17 minutes. In the
Live Fm ng Shoot111~ Compellhon, Sigs Mel Firth and Sara Wheadon
walked o fT with J.Omt first place, putting even some members of the
Regimental Shooting Team to shame. (Guess who' ll be lemoned next
year?) The team p~ychometric test revea led that there were at least six
ccruhable psychos m the ~qu adron and that no one need bother applying
for MENSA membership.! There was an additional ' unexpected'
background act1 v1ty on vehicle ~ccovery as practice fo r Ex Spring Eagle!
At the end of a busy weekend 11 was back to Hull TA in ti me for tea
medals and a game of volleyball.
'
50 ( ORTHUMBRIA ) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj John Lambton
SS M
W02 (S M) K. Appleby
. The S9uadron .s ay~ a fond farewell to outgoing Maj Mike Holman and
wishes h111? well m hi s new !JOSI with 15 Brigade. Incoming OC Maj John
Lamb.ton 1s to re-tread (havmg commanded the Squadron prev iously); he
1s getting a second chance to get it right!
752 SIG AL TROOP
PSI
.. .
.ssgt T. J. Lappin
Recruiting 1s as always an important issue in a small sub-unit. While
Newcastle Football <;tub travelled to Wembley the orth East Military
Museum hosted a radio weekend howing military radios old and new. 742
Trooll .took the oppoi:ttinity to di splay a Ptaimigan RR det and added a
recnn tmg stand. This wa followed by a mid-week venue at the
Metr?centre. SSgt Tom Lappin and some of the volunteers manned a
recru1hng stand through Thursd~y. They got a null?ber of intere ted people
and a larg~r number of bargains in the late night shopping! Finally,
congratulations are extended lo LCpl Unvin and Watkins on their recent
promotion after their Falklands tour.
90 (NORTH RIDI G) SIGNAL SQUAD RO (VOLU TEER )
Maj Ian Hall
qn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Kev Turrington
May 1998 saw the arrival ofS gt.(FofS) Ian Walley to the quadron
fre h from Blandford. Rumour has 1t the new FofS will have over ix
months to become accustomed with his new post before visiting the Hub at
Corsham. W~at a n:ieting prospect! The in eparable twin Sigs Andrea
Shaw and Abson Bibby were finally parted during the Squadron walk in
March much to the amusement of all the teams. SSgt Ian Tm the QMS"
Ward organised the event which featured some well travelled paths over
the orth .Yor.kshtre moors and ended in the quaint village of wainby.
Much to Uis dismay though, the teams ended up in three different pubs at
the end of the Exercise. Quite an accomplishment since there were only
three inns.in the whole village. (A great excuse for a pub-crawl!).
Ex Sprm~ Eagle was the first real Comms Exercise the Squadron have
completed smce the arnval of the new CO. This coincided with the recent
arrival of Cpls Jan Raby and Jimmy 'It's your turn to make the coffee'
Case which has led to an unprecedented number of qualified switch
operator . Meanwhile the Relay Ops have fared less well since Sgt Ken
' We need an American lodger' Mason extended hi tour in Bo nia by six
months. We wish him well. Nevcrt~eles , Cpl Ian 'I need some sleep'
Evans took over the JOb magmficently, completing everal roles
concurrently. Node command benefited from Sgt 'Taff, Pathfinder·
Carsley's excellent navigational kills that culminated in a tour of East
Humberside during the twilight hours, despite a well-written route card
compiled by himself. Meanwhile, Sgt Dave ·Fancy a beer' Smith was
th~own m at the .deep end commanding Access Troop which wa tasked
with movmg dunng the latter stage of the Ex, much to his dismay. The Ex
wa . great preparation '.or this year:s ~amp Ex Able Condor in Germany
which we are reliably mformed, will involve the continual mo ement of
a ets. Capt C hris 'Golden blanket, with bar and oak leaf c lusters' Jones
beware!
May saw the arrival of Ex ·summer Eagle, a Brigade CPX at
Donnington. The Squadron provided two officers for OSC namely Capt
Mark 'I ' m not photogenic' Finch and Lt Simon ' l don ' t care if you have
shot a monkey' Smith who pent most of the weekend avoiding the media.
Despite the Officers Mess being dnmk d1y within 30min the Exerci e wa
a resounding success and a good time was had by all. The Regiment even
managed to partake of the infamous take-away curry. courte y of a
specially prepared menu arranged by Capt Owen ' I'll have a madras and
garlic naan' Bryant. Thi month see the departure ofSSM. W02 Hughie
Mulligan to the RAF reserve and the welcome return of W02 Kev
Turrington a S M. The Squadron wishes them well in their future
careers.

U@QJJ~ ©@l?
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Sgt Andy Anderson explains the finer points of UNICOM to
SSgt (SPSI) Mick Ginty

Sgt Dawn Malloy ponders her choice of huskiest man
in a Mountain Rescue Unit

IS THERE A BRANCH OF THE RSA IN
NEWCASTLE? FIND OUT AT
www.royal ignal .army.orgn.uk/mu. eum/

35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

xxxv
EU RO VI IO - HAUFFE RS TO THE STAR !
\\'hen the CO received a call from the BBC early in the year requesting
as i tance with a high profile event, the nature of the reque t left him
·ome'' hat tunned. The BBC was looking for a team of crack dri ers to
dri"e stars and celebritie during the Euro i ion Song Contest. The catch they wanted up to sixty and they had to be in uniform! E en though the
requc~t was both unu ual and perplexing to say the lea t it wa too good an
opportunity to pas by and the trawl for volunteers commenced in earnest helped in no ·mall way by the fact that Terr y Wogan and lri ka J ohnson
required a personal uniforn1ed driver. Sue llsop was charged with
completing the trawl and co-ordinating the Regiments effort in liai on
with the BBC and, despite one or two setback , found the required number
of drivers. Volunteers from throughout the Regiment and elsewhere from
the West 1idlands descended on the National Indoor Arena a week before
the event for briefing and familiarisation le on with the Rover 00 '
and Defenders they would be driving and more importantly the routes to
hotel etc throughout the City of Birmingham. It wa now over to Sgt
Ke,·in P arkin son who took over the mantle of transport co-ord for all the
tars and al o represented the Regiment at the main performance (no he
didn't sing). To say he took on an almo t celebrity statu is perhaps an
understatement as mo t of the star and come tants (referred to a
delegates) approached him with all their transport needs. Together with the
CO. Lt Col Miles tockdale, he wa interviewed by BFBS TV and
appeared on Scene Here throughout the BFBS network. In fact as far a
the publicity wa concerned the Regiment was inundated with reque ts for
interviews from TV & Radio Stations throughout the West Midlands as
well a almost every local newspaper. The positive publicity received was
vast and will undoubtedly have long term benefits for both the Regiment
and more significantly the Army!
The days leading up to the Eurovision Song Contest proved quite
intere ting as our drivers because they were in uniform attracted a great
deal of interest from members of the public. The public appeared a little
bemused at observing a fleet of limousines, with the Eurovision motif,
driven by soldiers - envied by taxi driver's. For some members of the
Regiment it proved the ultimate pose-mobile. C pl David 'Wink' Watson
from 58 Sqn revelled in the fact that he was Terry Wogan 's personal
driver as did Cpl Tracey Haggan from 89 Sqn who drove lrika 's car
much to the dismay of the other fifty plus male volunteers. Sig Sizon
Brown of HQ Sqn has added a photograph of himself and the Irish
delegation to his mounting porrfolio. Sig Sarah Moore while enjoying
celebrity tatus (two newspapers, Sky TV, East Midland TV and a radio
interview) still cannot get over her encounter with the madcap German
contestant, GuiJdo Horn. Sarah also holds the dubious distinction of
pranging one of the Rover 800's that resul ted in a dent in both the vehicle
and her pride. LCpl Chrissie Castle from 48 Sqn. who incidently
correctly forecast the winner of the Eurovision contest, was more
concerned in obtaining free CD's and can now boast an entire collection
courtesy of the delegates.
Finally a special thank you to 37 Sig Regt and 5 RRF for their valued
assistance and to all those involved but not mentioned here for being true
ambassadors to their country and the Armed Forces. The BBC have kindly
acknowledged that the tran port arrangements were faul tless and carried out
with military precision and the service given second to none - a sentiment
echoed by all of the musicians and VIPs. Our involvement in the Eurovision
Song Contest was rounded off with a huge party thrown by the BBC at
which all of the TA involved mixed with the delegates and enjoyed a superb
and entertaining evening. Pity we didn't win - we could do this again!

Cpl Wink Watson w it h Te r ry Wog an
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Memories are made of this!
REG IME TAL EWSR OUND
Nothing could diminish the excitement of our involvement with the
Eurovision but elsewhere life went on as nonnal and the Regiment has
been engaged in a number of other activities during the last few months.
Ex Spring Eagle took place in the West Midlands area during the weekend
18/19 April, which gave the new CO, Lt Col M iles Stockd ale the
opportunity to see the Regiment perform for the first time. Happily he was
pleased with the result and was impressed with all members of the
Regiment he met during the weekend especially their humour, goodwill
and dedication. Hot on the heels or perhap that should be cold on the ski 's
of the Regimental Ex was the ski -ing expedition to Zermatt in Switzerland
during the period 26 April - 2 May. A party of twenty novices, led by Maj
Paul Ford and SSgt R od Shelton-Smith, travelled to Zermatt with the
principal intention of having fun both on and off the piste with some skiing
thrown in! Joking apart the trip proved mo t beneficial for those novices
attending and they are now looking forward to practising their new skills
next Winter except Sig 'Mel' G ibson who unfortunately is still recovering
from her nasty fall. During the latter part of the ski-ing expedition the
party was joined by the CO and the Adjt who both enjoyed a spot of
ski-ing during the last two days. The CO in particular, it is reported, gave
an excellent impre sion of an aeroplane (or was it a motor car) descending
at speed down a ski slope while the Adjt, Capt Andy Talbot sloped off
with the Chambermaid. Before returning to the UK the traditional po t
skiing party was held in the resorts favourite haunt ' The Brown Cow'
where LCpl Lo rraine Cantrell refused to eat her pizza preferring lo sleep
on it instead! The following weekend the Regiment was once again
engaged in a high profile activity in the Lord Mayor's Show. On Sunday 3
May the show commenced with a carnival noat cavalcade through
Birmingham City Centre at which the Regiment entered a recruiting noat
that was last used at the BCH Launch last year. The CO was also invited to
join the Bishop of Birmingham the Very Rev Peter Berry in his float,
which just happened to be the car that featured in the film Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang. Needless to say the CO's children love the photograph that
was taken although we are not quite sure what the CO feels about it!

Chi tty Ch itty Bang Bang!
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The Great and the S mall - Recruit Pass o ff!
Other activities during this busy and interesting period in the Regiments
eventful history included a Battlefield Tour and The Corp and Land
Orienteering Championships but more about these later. Before leaving
the Regimental ewsround a brief mention about recruiting. One intake
was particularly small but that did not stop the CO from holding a very
special parade on Tuesday 2 June at which three recruits attended. We
believe as the photograph shows that this is the first time the DS have
outnumbered recruits.

Th e CO's fi rst Exe rcise wit h t he Reg iment
p ictured w ith h is RSM a nd Adjt
VISITS/PR ESE TATIO S
On Tue day 7 April GO 5 Div, Maj G en R. V. Searby visited RHQ at
utton Coldfield. The GOC wa met and e corted throughout the vi it by
the CO and following a detailed briefing on the Regiment i itcd all
department during the TA Training Evening. The e included the LAD
where he wa met and escorted by QC LAD, laj Jim Taylor. The
Training Wing, where he was met and escorted by C apt Ricky Logan and
the .22 shooting in the miniature range where he was met and briefed on
the even ings act ivities by S gt (YofS) L inda Mayell. This enjoyable and
productive vi it concluded with the GOC vi iting the Junior Ranks Club.
Here he spent ome time chatti ng to all ranks before returning to
Shrewsbury. A week later on Tuesday 14 April the Mayor of Rugby, Cllr
John Wells vi ited 89 ig Sqn based in Rugby. The Mayor was
qn, Maj
accompanied by the Mayore s and was met by the CO and 0
teve Pell.
A conducted tour of Rugby's TA Centre then took place and the Mayor
and Mayoress took ti me out to talk to a many members of the TA as
possi ble including member of the AW contingent who were also training
that evening under the direction and supervision of C apt June Riley. The
Mayor and Mayores then joined all members of the Squadron and AW
Conti ngent in the Offrs/ gt Mess. Here the Mayor presented Efliciency
Awards Territorial to W02 ( M) Mick C larke, Sgt lien owles and
LC.P! Sue Joyce. Fo llow ing the pre entation the Mayor congratul ated all
rec1p1ents for thei r va lued service to their coun try and thanked all
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members of the Squadron for their hospitality. The Mayor ' visit
concluded with a curry supper and a further chat to medal recipients and
their families before his departure. The Mayor did leave a little puzzled
however, and he is anxious to know where he can buy tins of fre h
tomatoes. We are confident that Sig G inn y Tunvor can provide the
answer!

The Mayor of Rugby w ith medal recipients
ORIE T E ERI 'G CH MPIONSHIPS
During May Team from the Regiment were heavily engaged in both
the Army & Land Orienteering Champion hip a well a the Corp
Championsh ip . T he Land Championships in particular proved
di appointing as the 89 qn team mi ed a control on Day 2 and were
sub equently di qualified. However, the PS team led by
gt If
Holyoake continued to hold on to their mid place and can be sati tied y,;ith
their fi nal creditable po ·ition. onethele - ooth t..:am are to be praised for
their good run and effort. The Corps Champion hip· held at Bo' mgton
over the weekend 30 - 31 May proved more successful and 89 ig qn a
expected retained the Pri tchard Cup for the 4th uccessive year. To all
team members and in particular LCp l Sally Bogg (without babe in ann ·)
very well done!
E XE RCISE SILVER PACK
In what has now become an annual event, twenty members of the
Regiment travelled to Arnhem to participate in a Battlefield Tour dunng
the period 26 Apri l - I May. Prior to deployment the party was divided mto
syndicates. Each syndicate had to research certain a. pects of the battle and
then deliver a ta lk on their given subject. The E'<erci. e \ltlS planned and
co-ordinated by C apt Jason Kennedy and WOI (R 1) Paul Borton and
they were re ponsiblc fo r . etting · uch subject as the routes attempted b)
the airborne troop . the defcn ivc action of the Germans and si •n1ticantl)
the problem· of communication .
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Th' tour began at the former Hartenstein Hotel in Oo terbcck which at
the time of the campaign was l\laj Gen Urquart's HQ. It now houses the
Airborne Mu eum. tanding on what was the LZ 'Yankee' SSgt Linda
'\la) ell set the . ccnc for the lar.ding . Ably a • isted by LCpl Tracey
Brant and pl 'Gaz· Potts, they c ·plained Orders of Battle and defined
objectt,es that proved mo t interesting. Moving onto Wolfheze gt Kevin
Pott dealt with the tlrst major action of the day. Worki ng with Cpl Brian
Phelan and L pl Tony Eadley they struggled to make themselvc heard
over the expre train roaring pa t only yard away. Perhap this wa ju t
a sentence loo for. Following the route taken by 2 Para we learned about
the unsuccessful attempt to take the rail bridge and of the fierce action at
'Den Brink·. finally ending the day landing upon the famous ·John Frost
Bridge'. It was here that W02 Billy lacQuire and his team gave a
graphic ac ount of the launch but ultimately doomed defence of the
bndgc.
A \'er) plea ·ant night wa then spent in the 'Old Dutch Hotel' where
among. t other thing• we ampled the ho pitality of the local people and
the quality of the ho telrie . Day 2 took u to the t Elizabeth Hospital.
Here gt ·Bmy· Butlin. gt Colin Marshall and LCpl teve Bell gave us
a passionate brief on how the I and 2 Para and the 2nd Bn South
tafford hire Regiment, de perately tried to relieve the beleaguered troops
fighting at the bridge. We drew the tour toward a clo e by walking the
evacuation route from the Hanenstein Hotel, down to the waters of the
lower Rhine. The tour was concluded by a thought provoking and
emotional visit to the war cemetery at Oosterbeck. Here the RSM laid a
floral tribute on behalf of u all. The tragedy of this operation came home
to us when we saw the age on the head tones. ow we understand a little
of why they called this 'A Bridge Too Far'.

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
RACE THE SUN
This.year saw the first entry by the Regi ment in Race the Sun, organised
by 2 S1_g Regt 111 York. Although th_e Team did not win any prizes both
competitors and admm personnel enjoyed the ex perience. (Well that's the
Adjt's view anyway.) The Team consisted often Territorial personnel who
were allowed to select their legs and six Regular Staff who filled i'n the
gaps. Each member of the Team successfully completed their legs with
n?table per.formances from Cpl McCarthy in bis canoe, Sig Sheard on
his mountam bike and LCpl Smith and her uphill legs!

w~s a bit of a Regimental affair (Executive Stretch has a lot to answer for)
with t~e c~remony conducted by the Regimental Padre, CF3 Philip
Francis, with a Squadron honour guard in Yeomanry Blues. Aller a week
of floods we are glad to report that the weather was a lot more
accommodating.

93 SIG AL QUADRO
COMMA DER 2 SIGNAL BRIGADE PRESENT MEDALS TO
SQUADRO
TALWARTS.
The Comd 2 Sig Bde, Brig Hughes, vi ited the TA Centre at Blackbum
on. I 0 March 1998. This was his first visit to the Unit since becoming
Bngadc Commander. Following a tour of the premises he poke with the
Squadron Officers before presenting two medals to a serving and a retired
member of the Squadron. The recipients were Mr Ian Lorimer and gt
Gordon Maher.

The Silver Pack Group outside Hartenstein House

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

Lt Col J. A. Allan TD

RSM

WOI (RSM) R. J. Stanton

EXERCISE STA RB RST
Whilst the majority of the 'Top Corridor' headed up the Ml to 11 Sig
Bde HQ for a Bde CPX over the weekend of 16/17 May, WOJ (RSM)
tan ton and hi merry band of men headed up the MI l to TANTA for a
military training weekend. After setting up the admin area (consisting of a
o.S cookset and the SQMS 4 Tonner), the PSis were ready to receive the
64 volunteer soldiers and turn them into Jean, mean fighting machines.
Ammo, radios, rations and defence stores were i sued and the two
platoons were sent off on a round robin of stands designed to remind them
of the odd skill they may have lost. SSgt Geoff Chadwick and Sgt Gary
Tuff took them on weapon training, Sgt Pete Stidwell taught them
trip-flare followed by 94min LAW, CWS and ight Vision Goggles were
ably demonstrated by gt Nigel Back and Cpl Steve Bliss. Sgt ·Ade'
Witty reminded everybody about the skills of using VHF radios whilst Sgt
Andy Gibson and Cpl Al Vanstone REME revi ed the art of staying
warm, dry and well fed! A test of observation was given by the comedy
duo of gt Jim_Pollitt and Sgt Laurence Jarvis. Jn the background the
platoon and section commanders were preparing to recce their given grid
quares by Gazelle helicopter, flown by the very experienced WOl Tom
Murray of658 Sqn AAC (V).

distant future. (Author's note: I can safely say that the ammo was issued
for a reason!) With ambushes to be set water re-suppl ies to fetch and
friendly agents giving out ' int', everyone got to participate fully.
Daylight came before the night was over and the radio kicked into
action again, staging each section through a de-kit area, which just
happened to be very close to the confidence course! Everyone looked up
and thought it would be tough, they just didn't know how tough until they
were looking down on those looking up! All the PSls were on hand to give
that friendly advice you just don't need at that particular moment and we
will not print some of those thoughts that were translated just by a look.
The course finished with an aerial slide. Endex had finally arrived and
every participant was a budding Rambo, begging for more and talking
about their best bit of the Exercise as they climbed into their trucks to take
them back to reality - until the next time! ... 'I'll be back.'
45 (ESSEX) SIG AL SQUADRO
Orienteering remains a strong point within the Squadron with SSgt
Louise Walker being the stalwart of the Team's success. So far this year
Louise has come Runner-up in the Army Womens Orienteering
Championships 1998 and led the Team of Sgt Janet Lindsey and Sgt
Rose Prince to 3rd place overall. She recently became Womens Royal
Signals TA Corps Champion, also winning the W2 l over 21 Womens
Championship and the 'C' course Championship (which is open to male
and fema le) and led the above Team plus Sig Justin Putnam to Isl place
in the Team event.
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
. This p_eriod we say good-bye to SSgt Enoch Powell, off to MoD and a
hfe of leisure and SSgt Tony Manktelow off to Blandford on promotion
to W02. We welcome SSgt Anita Smith to HQ Sqn at Ilford and SSgt
Sim~n Hill to 44 Sig Sqn at Grays, may you both enjoy your tour with the
Regiment.

Don't be disappointed!!
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED

SIX WEEKS BEFORE
PUBLICATION!
A fler a short break, the ections set off on another round robin of stands
involving a bit more distance and participation as a team. Four hours later
the <>ecuons re-grouped having been put through the mill on patrolling,
ambushe5, harbour areas and a first aid incident. All good stuff needed for
the platoons to put into practice in the very near future! Before they knew
1t gt Diane .G ibson and 'gt Geoff uckling were leading their platoons
oil mto _the distance for a quiet nights sleep! That is until the radios sprung
mto action and started g1v111g out missions to be completed in the not too
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W02 Krikorian at the finish post
EXERCISE EXCHA GE AU PAIR
For two weeks in March one of93 Squadron Officers, Lt Jul.ie Lodge.
was attached to the 14 Parachute Regiment based in Toulou e, France. Ex
Exchange Au Pair is designed to introduce Officer and S CO' to other
European Forces. Whilst there she participated in all military activitie
including a Rita (similar to Ptarmigan) HF and VHF Exercise, 14k:m
cross-country and even took a Morse test which she passed above average
for an Officer.
OPGERRAFFE
April and May proved to be a busy time for 67 (QOWWY) Sig Sqn with
April showers causing mayhem throughout much of the country. A the
counties of Warwickshire and Worcestershire were heavily and
dangerously flooded , members of the Squadron were ha tily contacted on
the morning of Good Friday and asked to sacrifice their Bank Holiday
weekend in order to provide vital upport to the local emergency service .
The majority of the Squadron promptly reported into Stratford, which
itself was badly hit; whilst the remainder had already managed to beat the
weather and departed for a rather soggy weekend.
As the worst floods for I SO year ravaged Warwickshire some bright
park noted that the current play on at the RSC was the Tempest!
Throughout the next two days the Squadron provided cs ential upport
ranging from rescuing stranded campers from the roof! of their caravans
to delivering food, sandbags and emergency supplies to some of the more
remote villages. Also there was the more sombre ta k of searching local
land for a child swept away by the torrent of water. For all the devastation
and mayhem the floods caused to the local community-Capt Barker's
local curry house is sti II shut - the episode did help to prove two very
useful points: that the quadron could deploy in a short space of time and
suit· bly assist the local emergency ervices in time of crisis.
More recently May has een Ex Apollo ·s Revenge. during the
deployment for which Sgt Ian ewell demonstrated why he was selected
to be the MT NCO. Hi cause wa not helped when the OC failed to see
the .advantage of ' running out of fuel· outside a pub, an amazing troke of
m1t1ative - certainly worthy of promotion. April also aw the wedding of
Capt Kevin (to be known as imon) Barker and Wendy Sparkes. This
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Commander, Sgt Gordon Vlaher and OC

1r Tan Lorimer erved in the Regular Army for 12 years before
joining 93 Sqn. He then served 14 years with the quadron becoming
M
before his retirement. lan, who i cum:ntl:r ecretary of the Pre ton and
Blackbum Royal ignal A ociation, was awarded the TA Effi iency
Medal. He is married witl1 two children and i a BT engineer. gt Gordon
Maher has been with the Squadron for nearly 15 years and also qualified
for hi TA Efficiency Medal. gt Maher is the 'gene' man and ha made
this his own since joining. He i married with two children and i
employed in a local paper mill as a supervi or. Following the prc,entauon
Brig Hughes joined the recipients and the re t of the quadron for a light
buffet and a few beers.
A congratulatory late entry in re pect of 0 dt imon 1c0o,,ell (n.
was). Well done to 2Lt 1cDowcll in passing out from RMA at the end of
January. Simon, who work for an aero pace company is a welcome
addition to the quadron Officen; Mess and has been given ommand of
7, Troop ba ed in Blackbum.
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64 SIGNAL SQ DRO ' (VJ
FAREWELL TO MISS KATH HO SE
On 29 of April 1998, 64 Sqn bade a fond farewell to Miss Kath Hou e,
our long time civilian admin officer. Kath commenced her employment
with the Civil Service in 1965 and served from 1968 to her retirement date
as 64 Sqn 's admin officer. Prior to and running concurrent with her Civil
Service career, Kath had enlisted into the TA in 1957 and saw service both
with the QARANC and WRAC before 'retiring' in the rank of Staff
Sergeant in 1984, a period of27 years.
The CO, Lt Col Ian Griffiths, and current member of the Squadron
were joined by previous OCs and friends from the past at a party held in
the Junior Ranks' Club. Having shown her adventurous spirit by taking up
ailing in recent years, she was most delighted with her farewell gift of
flying lessons (sec photograph below) presented to her by the current OC,
Maj David Tomlinson. The Squadron wish her a long and happy
retirement.

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

TOP BR
PRAI E FOR CITY OL NTEER
The Anny top bra. ha praised Derby fo r re ponding to the call for
mor Territorial Anny (TA) Signallers. Maj Gen Ton. Boyle was on hand
to congratulate the county's newest part-time soldiers· when they went
into action for the first time. o fur I people have rallied to the Colours
following the launch of the Kingsway-ba ed 46 ig Sqn 's Spring
Recruiting Campaign. Gen Boyle, the unit ' Honorary Colonel said, ' It's
been an excellent tart. ow all we need i a few dozen more. Our new
recruit will get huge enjoyment from their part-time anny careers. What
we teach them will be a big as el in their civilian lives too. But we cannot
O\erstate the importance of their military role. They will help fonn an
e ential re erve force for the nation. They will al o be the Briti h Army's
representahve in the community.'
The rookie oldiers · first task on their inaugural patrol was to learn
about military mvival techniques. Donna Brocklehurst (I ). from
Linleover said. 'The last thing we expected wa a map reading le on from
a General. It wa terrific. I'm really looking forward to enjoying tl1e rest of
my military training. A lot of the qualification I will be able to take are
accepted everywhere. I'm hoping they will help me with my civilian
career too.· During the first part of Donna's training he will be taught all
the ba ic kill oldiers' need for field operation . he will then go on to
pecialise in communication . learning how to operate the very latest
computer-based equipment u ed by the army.

volunteered to help out until the show was sent out on broadca t. VIPs,
come tants and tars, including Terry Wogan and Ulrika Johnson , all
called on t11e soldiers· ervice . Managing the ong contest's transport
gave the Territorials a huge amount of enjoyment, and a chance for some
erious training. They carried out the operation with military precision that
called on all the planning skill vital to manoeuvring troops in the field.
Those part-timers that took part in the operation came from ba es all round
the region.
TAKI G 0 CHA CE
Derby Te1Titorial. Jane Atherley, is detennined to see her new recrnits
settled in before going off to have her baby. But she is taking no chances.
That i why he is the only recruiting officer in the British Army with
penni sion to take her ' maternity kit' on parade.
The 37-year-old staff ergeant had to stop wearing unifom1 weeks ago
when her ' bump' stopped her buttoning up. Even so she soldiered on,
detennined to ee her latest batch of 12 recruit through induction and
settled into their unit . Sgt Atberle., of 46 Sig Sqn, said, 'I simply
couldn't go on maternity leave until I knew they were all happily ettled
in. I keep my overnight bag with me ju t in ca e my new baby decides to
tum up unexpectedly.' SSgt Atherley, from Boulton Moor, i re ponsible
looking after all newcomers to the Kingsway-based unit. After seeing their
record are right and pay packets are pukkah, she puts them on parade to
ensure they are properly turned out. Then he a signs them to their
sections and sets them off on part-time military careers that could last 20
years or more. Every one of her new soldiers is important to her. Which is
probably why the Derby unit has the be t recruiting record in the whole of
38 Signal Regiment.
While SSgt Atherley is looking after the youngsters, Sgt Maj Jim
Batchelor is keeping a careful eye on her. The baby they are expecting
next month will be their first.

Lt Col Ian Griffiths presenting Capt Mick Boyle
with his Captain's slides
DIVSAAM 1998
Building on the success of CORPSAAM, the Regimental Shooting
Team won the Supporting Anns Trophy over the weekend competition at
Strensall Ranges near York. In winning the trophy for the second year, the
Regiment also qualified for TASAAM at Sisley.

Miss Kath House being presented with farewell gift
from Major David Tomlinson
CO 'GRAT LATIO S
Congrarulation to gts Michelle and John Marsden on the birth of
their on, Ryan.
COMINGS A D GOINGS
We bade farewell to LCp Steve Furniss on deployment to Bosnia and
welcome Cpl Sue Wilcock from the Regular Corps and LCpl Sade
Curtin from 31 Sig Reg (V), we hope you enjoy your time with us.

Standing: Cpl Wayne Thorpe, Capt Phi l Simmons,
LCpl Tony Jakins, Signaller 'Griff' Griffin,
W02 Andy Medley, Corporal Drew Hall.
Kneeling: Capt Ashley Hayden, LCpl 'Swifty' Swift,
Sgt Paul Parker
The change from lronsight to SUSAT required additional weekend
training. However, the Parachute Regiment Cup proved to be a greater
success than expected.

(From the left): Sig Andrew Beswarick (17) from Kirk Lang ley,
Sig Donna Brocklehurst (18) from Littleover,
and Maj Gen Tony Boyle
H LFFEuR TO THE TAR
A:\1BA ADOR FOR BRITAI!ll
Btnningham Territorial, ' av' Muharned is seeing stars during
Operation Eurovision. He and his Small Heath based comrades were
thrilled to bits when the BBC called on the part-time military for help.
The Eµrovision Song Contest organisers needed a team of crack drivers to
ferry stars and VIPs around during the show's production in Binningham.
They e~pecially needed to use folk that contestants jetting in from around
the v.orld wou ld easily recognise, when they arrived at Binningham
airport. The organise~ also wanted men and women who would represent
the ~ery best that Britain has to offer. Once again the Royal Corps of
1gnal. provided the perfect choice.
gt \1uhamed from parkhill, a driver in civilian life, said; 'The
Tcmtonal Anny has never tackled an operation like it. We were running
the v.holc C:urovision fleet of liveried saloons and Land Rovers from
Binnmgham\ International Indoor Arena. Musicians and VIPs arriving
for the sho~ arc.guaranteed the best service the Anny can give. They had
c~ufTeurs m un1fo1ms the; could spot instantly, even in the busiest airport
arrm1l lounge.
gt \1uhamcd said that 60 part-time soldiers had
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Happy event in the offing
SSgt Jane Atherley and Sgt Maj Jim Batchelor
REGIME TAL ACTIVITIES
COMMI IO I G OF THE RSM: CAPTAIN MICK BOYLE
Capt Mick ' lronman' Boyle was commissioned into the Corps on 26
May 1998. After a 'wann up' in the JRC and Sergeants' Mess, Capt Boyle
completed a reverse triathlon around the TA Centre. He was then invited
into the Officers' Mess by the CO, Lt Col Ian Griffiths.
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HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO (V)
EXERCISE GRAND PRlX
Soon after the ew Year' Eve parties had finished , Capt Simon
Kirkham finished packing his bags for a six-week exercise with the 2nd
Battalion The Princess of Wales' Royal Regiment and associated upport
arms fom1ing an infantry battlegroup. A part of the Permanent Range
Team, he was to oversee all aspects of t11e range conduct and safety out in
the African bush. Temperatures there were exceeding 55 degrees
(apparently it is the third hottest place in the world), exactly the right
conditions to wear full battle dress!
The Pennanent Range Team were volunteers from all departments of
the Am1y; many were fresh from Northern Ireland. Gennany, Bosnia or
elsewhere. The team stayed in a temporary self-built camp area in the
heart of the Kenyan bush at a place called Mpala Fann, in hundreds of
square miles of bush with the occasional hill. Several local Masaii
warriors were emp loyed to help with the local protection and with our
armed guards and 'two' trand of thin barbed wire establishing our
perimeter line, we all felt as safe a houses! The guards regularly came
fu~e to face with animals at night such as lions, cheetah, baboon and thing
with reflective eyes like a ' cooby Doo' episode!
. The battlegroup did get some adventurou training opportuni.ties
mcluding paragliding, Mt Kenya ascent, horse riding, white water raftmg,
a day or so festering by the pool and even opportunities to chuckle at
American tourists in some of the afari Club hotel's facilities. There are
several of these Ex Grand Prix Events each year in Kenya. Exercising
units are always looking for PRT and adventure training staff. o keep a
sharp lookout for trawls.
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87 (CITY OF OTTI GHAM) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
EXERCISE APOLLO REVENGE - 15-17 MAY 1998
87 Sig Sqn deployed to Grantham for this exercise. haring a green field
site near the old haunted ' pittlegate' airbase. Four NCRS and two M!V
detachment hot out of the gates of the TA Centre on Friday night a if
they had the police after them! The truth wa they were all keen to get out
and get the traffic antenna up before the daylight was lo t - especially Cpl
'Monster, Monster' Orme. who is famou for doing it 'my way!' Comms
went well and were combined with a chance to do some useful det
maintenance.
The· weather was glorious and yet again so wa the food! Yes. SSgt
Huckerby (our very own galloping gourmet) dispelled the rumours of
' hoddy squaddie food' by serving up pork chop alad 'al fresco'. For five
recruits it wa their first taste of a brigade exerci e and it was green field
too! Still smiling at the end of the clean up on Sunday they aid they
thoroughly enjoyed it but want the SQMS. SSgt ' crooge' Wade to is ue
un tan lotion in the future.
REAL REYE GE!
Sgt 'Gorgeous George' Pendrich left the Squadron on l June 1998, and
he has his own reason for wanting revenge af'. er anonymou ·gremlin'
CO filled his sleeping bag, boots, etc with crisp. . It was just their way
of saying,' WE LIKE YOU, AND YOU WILL BE MIS ED'. Cpl Helen
'I've served everywhere' 1ountney insisted it was the ghost of the camp sorry Helen - we know it wa you! Welcome to Sgt Danny Fielding who
i taking over - and beware!
SQ ADRO
WARDSCHEME
The quadron is holding its Annual Award Pre entation on the
quadron Party ight during the econd week of Annual amp. It is
imilar to the 0 CAR Awards and is causing a much excitement. 'I ju t
can't wait,' said Capt Ken Scott, the P AO.
SQUADRO RE R ITI G TEAM
The quadron Recruiting Team pent the bank holiday weekend in
Wollaton Park as part of the ottingham 'Extravaganza·. The weekend
was a great succe although it had to be explained to some of the younger
member. of the Squadron who 'TI1c Trogg ' and 'The earchers' were.
Sgt Mandy Jones ha recently left us for six months to serve with the
TEDY team in Bo nia, although she eem to pend quite n bit ofume ·un
bathing.
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AWARD OF BRIGADE COMMA DER'S COMMENDATIO
The Sq uadron congratulates gt Kurt Humphries on being awarded
the Bri~ade Commander's co.mmendation in recognition of the work he
~ad put mto develop11~g a Regimental Website. Working largely in his own
~11ne, S~t Hump lmcs . has resea~ched and produced an extremely
mfonnat1ve and professional website that has done much to raise the
profile of ~le Squadro~ . and the. Regiment. It is hoped that the internet
presence will have pos1t1ve recruiting benefits. The Website can be found
on the Army server at www.g£my.mod.uk.

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

R ' 'vi

Lt Col R. K. \ il kinson TD

WOI (RSM) A. S. Dos Martyres

H -.;GE OF HO 'ORA RY OLO EL
After live years· distinguished ·ervice to the Regiment as Honorary
Colonel. we 3} farewell to the Rt Honorable the Ea rl of Limer ick KBE
DL who hru recent!) handed over hi duties. He retains hi as ociation
with the Regiment, however. as he will continue to be the quadron
Honorary Colonel of the 68 (Inn of Court and City Yeomanry) Signal
quadron. The CO and all ranks thank him heartily for all his hard ' ork
and efforts on behalf of the Regiment over the years. At the ame time, the
Regiment i plea ed to welcome a it new Honorary Colonel, Vice
Admiral ir Geoffrey Dalton KC B. dmiral Dal ton i a recent fonner
laster of the Wor hipful Company of Drapers, the Regiment' affiliated
livery company. He has al o been the Pre, ident of the Royal British
Legion. and has been closely as ociated with the \ ork of many other
ervicemen' ·charities. Although new to green unifonn, the Admiral is no
tranger to communication , having been trained as a radio officer during
the early part of hi na\'al career. The Regiment i extremely grateful to
dmiral Dalton for accepting the appointment of Honorary Colonel and
wi he him a ucce ful and rewarding affiliation with 71 (Y) Sig Regt .

70 {ESSEX YEOMA1 RY) SIG AL SQUADRO
CHELM FORD
Maj imon Palmer
SqnComd
W02 (SSM) Paul Hu mphreys
· SM

ARRI ALS A 'D DEPART RES
The quadron welcomes back Sig Paula Donohoe who left us to travel
the world for rwo years. She has now re-enlisted and i getting back into
TA oldiering again. We . ay farewell to Sig James Dongworth who
leaves the quadron for Regular ervice with the RAF Regiment. We
thank him for his enthusiastic service with us and wish him well in his
future ser ice career.

VI IT OF SQ ADRO HO ORARY COLONEL TO
CHELM FORD
SHQ and 8 I ig Tp, Chelmsford, received a visit from the qn Hon
Col, Brig Coli n Brown.

265 (KENT A D COUNTY OF LONDO YEOMA RY)
SIG AL SQUADRON - BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Keith Wrate
LEADERSHIP WEEKE D
The Squadron ran a leadership weekend after Easter at St Martin 's Plain
Camp near Folkestone for all junior soldiers. The weekend included
military skills, command tasks and various problem-solving stands. Cpl
Stuart ' Ridgy' Ridgewell excelled in his 'driving by braille' exhibition
aided and abetted by Sgt Dave 'Stand-up' W hitehouse and Sgt orm~
Orr . The weekend was a great success, and particularly the Lego tower
building contest.
BRIGADEFTX
The Squadron then participated in ~e Brigade FTX, Ex Apollo 's
Revenge. This gave the new OC, MaJ H ugh 'Huge' Robertson the
chance to see the NCRS kit in action. The Squadron was dispersed around
the Southeast of the country, although the fact that we were in field
locations didn't stop people finding TVs to watch the FA Cup Final.
Question - does the new QC really mix paint for LC!?
GOOD LUCK
The Squadron would like to wish good luck to Lt Penelope 'Ray'
Clements as she prepares to marry Capt James Bullen of the London
Regiment in the early summer.

S gt Kurt Humphries ·w ith the Comd 2(NC) S ig Bde's
Comme ndation fo r va luable service to t he Bde

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

Natio na l Mentorin g Awa rd Cere m o ny
Maj Eric Heritage (L) and his mentee (R) d ispla y thei r
Certificates of Recog nit io n t ogether with Dr Fussey,
the Vice Chance llor o f Greenwich Un ive rs ity
On 13 May 1998 at an award ceremony at Greenwich University the
Trg Maj. 1aj E r ic Heritage, was awarded a certificate of recognition to
acknowledge the work that he had carried out as a mentor on behalf of the
'ational Mentoring Consortium (NMC). Each year between October and
tay the MC run a scheme whereby major organisations provide
voluntee~ to act as mentors fo r African, Caribbean and A ian students
(known as mentee ) throughout the UK. This year the Anny became the
first of the three Services to take pan in the scheme. Participation in the
scheme was co-ordinated by L t Col Wayne Harb er from Recruiting
Group. In all. ten serving officers took part, with the Corps providing two
mento~. the other being M aj C hris M cintosh. The scheme offers
worthwhile training and experience for all the mentors who take part. It is
hoped that the Anny will be able to extend its participation next year.

I. 'N OF CO RT & C ITY YEOMA 'RY)
68 <
IG AL Q ADRO ' - LI CO L 'S IN . WC2
qn Comd
Maj Rupert awyer
\' 02 (SSM) 'Loll' Evans
M
This has been a busy few months for the Squadron. We entered a team
m the Lanyard Trophy competition, led by 2Lt Julian Picton, and ably
assi~ted by the PSI, . gt Gordon 'the Murff' Murphy. The Team assure
everyone that they did several weekends' preparatory training for the
event, including one which involved a outing along the Thames path.
The SM. W02 Bob Hooper has finally handed in his kit and handed
over to \\02 'Loll' Eva ns after a prodigious career in both the Regular
nny and the TA W02 Hooper wa the Squadron PSI at one stage until
he o;aw the hght, and left the Regulars to join the Squadron as a proper TA
member. It was to his great surprise, however, that he was then selected to
be the SS'\11, but he took that promotion in his stride and has done an
excellent JOb, for which we thank him. We wish him all the be t in his
retirement.
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Visit of Hon Col
(L-R): W 0 2 (S SM) Pa u l Hu m p hreys, W 0 2 (YofS ) Mark Bell,
Brig Colin Brow n
He was accompanied throughout his visit by QC 881 Sig Tp, Lt
M ichael Wood and the SSM, W 0 2 (SSM) Pa ul H umphreys. The Hon
Col visited recruits at training and chatted to the current recruits who have
just completed Recruit Selection .

Sqn Comd

M aj ' Jim 'Of course this Lion Sun recce is
noi a swan and I am not sailing with OC
259' Richardson MBE
RSM
WOI (RSM) Ter ry 'Please let me go on
the Lion Sun recce' C rane
lt has been a very busy couple of months for the Squadron, with
Divisional Exercises to support, Squadron Exercise to carry out and a
rather large RASS commitment. However, a u ual the boys put on a brave
face and carried on regard less. Hopefu lly all that can be put behind u as
the Squadron prepares for a two week Adventure Trai ning Exercise in
Bavaria. Squadron Battle Camp wi ll fo llow this, wh ich is preparation for
deployment on Ex Lion Sun. The only welcome into the Sqn HQ for this
edition is the new 2IC, Capt Nick O' Kelly. He is replacing Capt Stu 'The
Nose' Boyne, who is off to learn to read and write at JCSC. Oh joy! We all
wish l1im well and good luck, especiall y in his forthcoming marriage to
Helen in March 1999. Honestly ick, it i an easy job and DO NOT
FORGET THE WIRE NOTES!
Congratulations to all those who participated in the BA (G) Athletics,
especially the QC who just happened to be driving past when the Javelin
competit ion began (and gained 2nd place). In addition well done to the
whole team for 3rd place in the Morrison Cup (G). Finally, keep going the
football team.
ALPHA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

The Hon Co l c hats to Recru it Jam e s Ke nn e dy
a nd re-enlisted Pa u la Donohoe
li e was finally given upper at the end of the training evening by 1he
officers. Also present at the supper was the Deputy Commander 2 (NC)
Sig Bde, Col Stephen Foa kes, who i a fonncr Squadron Com mander.
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2Lt 'Chocolate Frog' Jones
SSgt 'The Fru trated Full-Screw' Payne

COMINGS AND GOINGS
We have seen quite a few changes in the Troop personalities over the
last few months. For starters, Capt Dave Seymour, having sat in the hot
chair fo r some years, has now been replaced by the fre h from factory 2Lt
~hidian ,Jones. Cpl Jase Cade was dragged kicking and screaming from
his nice warm office at a TA entre to replace Cpl Wayne Dunbar,
hav ing been posted and promoted to ergcant. Other postings incl ude
LCpl Mark MeMullan who ha gone to 14 Sig and Sig Dave Dowson
who has gone off to 8 Bde. We have lost ig Kenny Mcinnes, Sig Paul
Burns, Sig Jimmy Montgomery and ig ' Mick' O' Connell all to civvy
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Inter Squadron Champions
LCpl Nolan collects the Trop hy for Alpha Troop
street and finally Sig Kelly MacGregor, who has gone all the way to
Bravo Troop.
The new arriva ls into the Troop arc Cpl Ray tacLeod from 2 igs,
LCpl Keith ·The Beehive Man· Knox from 8 Bde and ig \1att
' Strangeways' Dorling from 3 Di v. ot forgett ing the factory frc,h ere\\
consi ting of Sig Claire Heathcote, ig Jay ·LR.' Martin and ig Paul
'The Pathfinder' Weller.
CO GRATULATIO S
This little bit is for Cpl Don Garner and Cpl Ronnie McDonald on
their promotion to Corpora l. To pl Jase Cade for pa ing hi YofS
entrance test, and to LCpl Pip Crowder and LCpl William Osmond for
pa ing their cla s one ent rance te ts. ( II they need now is the nod of
approva l from their bank managers to en ure that a u1tably ·i,.cd
overdraft can be arranged.)
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EXERCI E \1.\ILED MAE TRO
Well, thi· ,,a_ the first Comms Exercise that the Troop has participated
in for some time. Thi \\a an ideal time for all our new members to get to
grip: '' ith their new po ition . But unfonunately, omc people will need
just a little more time than others. The e include ig 'Pathfinder' Weller
who. after being ent down a hort straight track to relieve Sig Ed Kelly,
went completeG the wrong way for about twice the distance and then
decided to et up hi own personal guard post in the middle of nowhe~e.
·But he is. till learning, and he has piC'">ed a few things up!' Came the cries
from hi Det Comd, LCpl Pip Crowder , de perately trying to conv~nce
the re ·t of the Troop that he wasn't all that bad. a veil a convmce
himself. \folder and cully from tbe X-Filc , along with the key members
of the .l.B. were put on standby when
gt J ack Payne and Sgt teve
'.\ta\ell both decided that thev were nowhere near the location when 50
bla ·k pla tic bag 'ju t disappeared.' The Exerci e wa brought to an end
b) a track vehicle recovery command ~k: trangely enough, one ?four
432' lo tit track and got stuck ma big dirty puddle. However, tin ' as
oon completed after a lot of pu hing, pulling and just general spla hi ng
about. This puddle was then u ed o that the bo , along w ith the other
new members of the Troop, could 'go for a little wim.' This was because
it was their first Excrci e, and Sgt Steve ·Why Me'?' Mayell was also sent
in just for the hell of it. (A little encouragement from the rest of the Troop
wa required.) Fi nally. we are all looking forward to the Adventurous
Training, ummer leave and an Ex Lion Sword, in Cyprus.
BRAVO TROOP
ote winen by LCpl Gray
Lt 'Wild Bill' Holbrook
Tp Comd
Tp gt
SSgt Jack Bayakl.
A u ual, life in 20 Bde i till in the fa t lane, but it ha n 't been all work
and no play. The past eight weeks have been full of variety. The majority
of tbe Troop have been on an 'in hou e· 43 erie driving course with
newly accredited DMl, Cpl 'Gaz' Dixon, that was run concurrently with
Ex Lion word. On Lion Sword we were static the whole time providing
CNR communication for the Brigades wi th in the Divi ion, including 51
Highland (Volunteers) and The Danish Reaction Brigade. It was unu ual
being tatic all the time and extremely good fun looking after all five Bde
HQs and Div assets! The incentive for the Bravo Tp boy was after EndEx, a Troop trip to the Mohne ee sailing club on Exercise ' Welcome Roo ·
Exercise ·welcome Roo' was arranged intentionally to welcome our
new Au rralian
gt Jack ·wow nice shelias!' Bayak.ly to the Troop. He
gt Jim '8-Ace' Crabb on Ex Long Look. It was
has swapped with
planned to 'Blow the froth off a few tinnies' and 'chuck another shrimp on
the barby', but unfortunately Jack was jet lagged and could not make it.
So we windsurfed. canoed and mountain biked by day and tasted the
amber nectar by night- we thought of him and he tells us he was with us in
soul. A big bundle of thanks goes to Cpl Callum Black and his helpers for
organi ing a brill couple of days. Only hours after we had arrived back at
camp from 'Welcome Roo' we were back in uniform ready for the RASS.

Both Troops had to provide the VCP's and bodies at the show jumping
arena. After all the car-bashing the seniors got. it turned out OK and we all
sti II managed to get there for at least one day. ext on the agenda wa the
Morri on Cup, which a well as an athletic meet doubles up a a ignals
Reunion. It was a fun day and we fini hcd in a very re ·pectable 3rd pl ace,
with out tanding performances from all competitors.
Our main efT011 wa now concentrated on the first Squadron Exercise for a
couple of months. Ex Mailed Maestro was a fast moving Excrci e aimed at
refreshing our skill and drills in the movement of the Premier Amid llQ in
the orp - HQ 4220, especially 821, and at the same time rrain the newer
lad and give them an important in ight into the Squadron' role. We are now
looking foiward to Adventure training in Bavaria, Battle Camp as part oftl1e
build up to Ex Lion un in cptember, and of course ummer leave.
WELCOMES
We welcome back Sig ' Wardog· Moss who's returned from Cypru
with I RTR, and newly promoted LCpl Marsh and ig Foyle from a tour
in orthern Ireland with the QDG 's. We also welcome new additions to
the Troop, ig Ha rris, fresh from the factory, Sig Kelly McGregor from
'A' Troop and StaffBayakly from down under.
FAREWELLS
Goodbye to LC pl Pepp er who 's off on promotion to the big I Div and
to ig 'Cavey' Adamson who is posted to I UK Civ Div. LCpls Dave
'Dobem1an' Has kell and Al Doyle are off on their Class I upgrading.
Good luck lads ee you soon.
Last but not least, a big hand goes to the quadron football team. They
have just won the Garri on League Cup and are now into the emi-finals of
the Div Cup. Well in lads! This sentence mention Sig 'Harry Ramsden
the crewman for Comm Op bccau e be wanted a mention and felt left
out. Well done ·Harry' now you owe the Troop a slab!!
MAI TE A CE T ROOP
All the tech aJTived safely back from their two weeks Ea ter leave,
even gt Alfie Davidson after having been chased by a Rhino whilst
trekking in epal. Since the Troops return, marriage seems to be the word
on everybody's mind, in particular C pl Jim Powe ll 's. His marriage to
Helen could well be the highlight of the Squadron social calendar. Good
luck you foo l! Congratulations go to ig Bria n or is it Sim on Aunger on
his marriage to C hristin a, we hope all goes well in the future. Al o
congratulations to SSgt Yates on his promotion into the position vacated
by the departure of SSgt Burton. We wish you all the best in sunny
Blandford. Why anyone would wi h to be posted there is beyond us! The
only other farewell is to Sgt 'Griff' G riffiths. Good luck as a SSgt in
Dulmen. There are only two welcomes for this addition, Sgt Goss, who
replaces gt G riffith s, and Sig lan ·Edwina' C urrie who joins the ED's
having just arrived from tl1e factory. Everyone is now looking foiward to
adventure training in Bavaria at the end of June followed by Battle Camp
in July and finally what we all look forward to most, Summer leave.

4 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS &
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)

Sqn Comd
R 1

'.\1"aj Campbell-Black
WO! (RSM) Waters

EXERCISE TOTA LI E
MEDICI. E MA l - 29 APRIL - 23 MAY 1998
by Sig Lee later
It was a cheerful, keen bunch of lads that departed for the Prairies of
Canada on 29 Apri l, despite the hock of a 0430hrs start. The six-man group
consisted of Cpl Paul ·Gwa' Bapty, LCpl Dave Coker, Sig 'Gav' Sayers,
Sig Lee later, ig Forrestor and last but by no means least Sig ige
Wilcox. Cpl Bapty tarted the Exercise as one might expect a mature
technician to do. He arnved at Hannover airport minus bis beret, helmet and
sleeping bag, a fine example for the rest of the crew. The journey out was
typical, a delay of some 36hrs, before we finally arrived, bleary eyed in
Calgary. Thi was followed by a 3hr-coach trip up to Suffield, where we
were subjected to a 3hr briefing on the do's and don'ts of BATUS. ow
totally overcome by fatigue we finally crawled into our maggots for a well
needed kip. The following morning bright and breezy we reported to our
point of contact W02 (YofS) Walker. Only to fi nd to our utter dismay that
we weren't required for the next six days and so before the Yeoman could
even finish his sentence, we were out of the door and away down the road in
our short5 and shades. A quick raid on the BATUS MT produced a six berth
camper \·an, hired at the princely sum of 40 dollars a day and so with our
map orientated we set off into the sunset for pastures green. The next five
day~ were spent exploring the delights of Alberta, includ ing Calgary and the
Bantf 'ational Park, with each night the six of us spreading joy and
goodwill amongst the local popu lation, before retiring to our mobile palace,
'>Omcwbat affected by the mountain air (at least that's what we blame).
On return it was straight into work running the EXCO Ops Room for
the Bdc ~taff during Ex Totalise, with the exception of LCpl Coker who
from a ca't of thousands was selected to drive the Bde Com mander. This
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job proved very interesting for LCpl Coker who improved his navigation
skills ten fold and also to hi amazement found that Brigadier time wa
running quicker than LCpl time (that was his excuse for always being late
anyway). Running the EXCON Ops Room was the usual frantic, stressful
environment that all Op Rooms contai ning officers tend to be, but with
the watch ful eye of the Yeoman always on us, we came through with
flying colour. Finally after much weeping and gnashing of teeth ENDEX
was called, but for the unforrunate Signallers this proved to bring more
bad news. Due to over demand for flights back to Germany we were
forced to remain in Canada for another seven day (shame), so we had to
sample the delights of that well known centre of the universe Medicine
Hat. For a relatively small place Medicine Hat does have a lot to offer: we
played golf, went bowling and indul ged in the delights of the local
hostelries such as the Assinabora inn (sin bin to you and me). It was whil:;t
at the Sin bin that ig ige Wilcox had a very narrow escape. One of the
local Miss Go Lightlys had decided that 'young' igc was the man for her
and he, through his very ineffective gla ses (the ones you drink from)
thought that he too had met the girl of his dreams. L ucki ly one of the lads
had been nominated as shark watch and a quick escape was made through
the rear door where a taxi was waiting wi th engine runn ing. With a squeal
of tyres he was saved. However, as the saying goes 'a ll good thing come
to an end' and it was ti me fo r us to fl y back to real ity, at least it should
have been but the RAF had other ideas and decided that all of their ai rcraft
in Calgary were suddenly not serv iceable, which led to a further 48hr
delay in our departure. However, on a happier note we had to fl y on a hired
Jumbo 747 back to Germany that proved qui te relaxing after our arduo~s
Exercise. The only negative note about the whole tr ip is that 1t will
probably take at least six months for us all to bring a mi le back to our
bank managers faces after the misuse and abuse of those si ll y pla t!c
th ings that they keep giving oldicrs. Pity really as we' re ofT to Cyprus m
August and I'm sure the bank manager wi ll be upset aga in.
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EXERCISE PRAIRIE EAGLE 1&2
by LCpl Dawn Dernie
POLAND: We went, we saw, we conquered, we bought yet another Tshirt, we came home. This time we were under the watchful eye of O ·car
Tp Comd, Lt Richard ' Odder ' Odling. Unfortunately he was not seen
for the majority of the Exercise as he was trying to keep himself looking
busy so as not to be made to do watchkeeping by the Sqn Comd.
The Squadron arrived at Prenzlo only to find that we couldn' t go into
Poland as there was no accommodation for us (come in cluster no. I). We
set off early the next morning for Drawsko Pomorski , having reached our
destination we found that we lowlife operators were not staying in tents we
had the honour of laying in the hotel. Once settled into our boudoirs we
proceeded to start setting up the two Ops Rooms. Unknown to us the hotel
had had a brand new roof fined and nobody wa allowed on it. Unlucky!
The hotel manager arrived a few hours after we had set up and found at
lea t six ma ts proudly di played on his new roof, as you can imagine he
wa over the moon about this. The RMP showed that they knew nothing
about mounting a mast on a roof when to avoid putting any supports on it,
they dumped the mast into a chimney, which would of been a brilliant idea
if the chimney didn't get used, but this one did. The lads and lass from the
Squadron sat around for at least a week before the Brigade staff decided to
tum up (no change there then). They played soldiers with their Battle
Groups for a few days then decided that it was all too much for them and
went home for the weekend, (take note it's a hard life being an officer).
There were a few highlights to this Exercise, the first was on our second
day there when the RMP's got their brand new landrover bogged in. To
their rescue came gt Tim Hopki ns and LCpl Dawn Dernie who when
they arrived at the said vehicle proceeded to stand there and laugh at them
before helping. The next was when gt Tim Hopki ns and igs Glen
His lop and 'Chitch' C hitchester decided to go for a jolly and they too got
bogged in, they bad sunk up to the rear towing eye of the Rover. R.H .l.P.
came into effect so off went Glen and ' Chitch' on the IOkm walk back to
the hotel to get omeone to pull them out. Whil t they were away getting
lost in the back of beyond Sgt Tim Hopkins went for walkies in the
woods and came acros 'the biggest wild boar that you ' ve ever een '
which chased after him. We only have his word about this as nobody else
witnessed it but we all believe that he had forgotten his glasses that day
and it was really one of the 'three little pigs ' . Sig Andy Parkinson was
one of the Rebro Det Comds and kept going off for walks around hi Det,
which ended up in keeping the ATO man busy. Andy was sending
messages across the net saying he had found ome bell , everybody
thought that it would just be the empty cases but no not Andy he had to
find the real thing unexploded and only metres away from where the porta-loo had just been placed. There was talk of all Rebro crew being
restricted to the port-a-Joos and their vehicles and no where else. One of
the biggest problems we experienced on this Exercise was a power cut in
the hotel, which led to quite a few headless chicken running around.
Whilst the ED's went to get a gene (running all the way sir,) the operators
were left holding cyalumes, what use that was we still don't know to this
day but it did look pretty! And here endeth the !es on of Exercising in
Poland, and just in ca ewe didn ' t enjoy this Exerci e enough then we've
got another already set up for September to look forward to.

and Lanarkshire ACF. We had a ten-day programme set out for them. Fir:.t
stop was to get them settled in to the transit accommodation then 11 was
onto the stores to get all their kit, once this was all squared away the cadets
were split up into the sections which they would remain in for the period
of their stay
The cadets had a day out with The Irish Guards and a day with the KRH
who both in tum took the boys through the ins and outs of the weapons and
vehicles that they use, and gave them a demonstration on how the vehicles
work. As we had to enterta in them on a night and on the weekend the
cadets went ice-skating. swimming, and even got taken shopping just to
keep them busy. Sgt Norman Finnegan being a windsurfing instructor
took the boys to the Dummersee Yacht Club for a day and a half. which
gave the rest of us a break. SAT training was next on the agenda involving
zeroing, weapon handling skills and then an APWT. Once all this was
achieved the cadets did a simulation of a dawn attack that they enjoyed
immensely. To carry on with the theme of playing real soldiers there were
a couple of days set aside to do an exercise phase so the first day was spent
giving the cadet le sons on how to set up a harbour area and section battle
drills. Cpl ndy Min orczyk kindly took the cadets in his 432 and
demonstrated how to do section attacks in an armoured vehicle. Once
everyone was happy with this it was the perfect time for the cadets to turn
into little Rambo's, which they did urpnsingly well.
Section attacks were high up on the list of battle drills, but unfortunately
for the cadets this was rigged as the enemy knew the direction of attack.
However, revenge is sweet and, the cadets got their own back by mounti ng
an attack at dawn whilst the enemy were still fast asleep and rudely
awoken by the cadet Jumping up and down kicking and thumping them.
Gentlemen if you are going to play with the little boy be prepared to get
hurt! After returning to camp the cadets were given the night off to relax
and catch up on their sleep. The next day was a potted sports league
including softball and hockey. The ten days ended ofTwith a barbecue and
a presentation to the best cadets. The visit went well and a II the cadets
were sad to go.
SIG ALLERS' CADRE
Cpl 'Dinger ' Bell
The Squadron recently hosted a Signallers Cadre Course at Holton
training area from the period of 8- 15 May. T here were 16 Signallers in
total, comprising of four from 220 Sig Sqn and the remainder from our
own 204 Sig Sqn. The first thing for the Signallers to overcome was the
initial intake te t, which was basically ATD's. After that the fun really
began. The first three days of the course comprised of a variety of different
lessons including Orders. Written Appreciations and Method of
Instruction which came in handy as the Signallers had to prepare and
deliver a 20min le son on a given topic. As an interest le son they were
given an insight into survival in the field, which incorporated water
· collection, building a basic shelter and various way to start fues. They all
made ovens out of empty cans and then cooked their given lunch which
was the usual rabbit and chicken.

PAPA T ROOP
Lt Andy Hopcraft
SSgt Norm Finnega n
The Troop ha had a very busy period with element detached to
various parts of the world including Poland, Canada, Bosnia and the UK.
Work ha been stressful for all concerned but as u ual we miled our way
through it. Over tretch i obviously the buzzword of the moment.
However, we believe the dictionary entry for overstretch hould read Overstretch: a word used to describe too many task . too few people and
vast amounts of debate, that result in the too many ta k being fulfilled by
the too few people justified by that well known aying 'There are 24 hours
in a day.' I 0 of the Troop are off to Canada, ably led by the Tp Comd and
Sta ff Finnegan on adventure traini ng. Leave i just around the comer and
this is then fo llowed by the Troop deploying to Cyprus on Ex Lion Sun,
watch this space for detai ls of our exploits, or the national news should
things get too out of hand.
HELLOS A D G OODBY ES
The Troop warm ly welcomes LC pl Scott Ro e from 19 Mech Bde,
(we're sure you' ll appreciate the subtle differences between a Mech and an
Armd Bde), LCpl Del M cCallion from 14 Sig Regt (a definite ca e of
deja vu on his return to Osnabruck) and last but not lea ta p cial hello to
gt John Swanston and his family. John we hope you enjoy your
forthco ming tour to Ireland and that your fami ly will settle quickly into
life with the Squadron. On a sadder note we bid farewell to one of the
Troop stalwarts, C p l Andy Minorczyk and hi wife Debbie who are off to
I Div, best wishes for the future and keep in touch as you are only ju t up
the road. We also bid a fond farewe ll to LC pl Kev Liddle who is off to
JCUNl , Kev at least now you' ll be able to grow your hai r wit hout being
told on a dail y basis that your sideburn are to long. Good luck fo r the
future. Welcome back from Bosnia to Sig Dave Rhodes and to LC pl
C harlie 'the teeth ' Forsyth who ha ju t returned from the winter
maintenance team in BATUS.
PAPA TROOP HOST POTE TIAL ARMY REC RUIT
by Cpl 'Dinger' Bell
Papa Tp recently hosted an ACF vi it (again) this was from t~c pc ri o~
of 14-23 April, and con istcd of a total of 19 cadets excludmg their
instructors from Hereford and Worce te1 hire ACF and also the Glasgow
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Sig Stanton stags on during t h e Signaller Cadre
On the 11 May the real game began as the Troops deployed on a 4-day
Exerci e where they were split into two 'ection , one of which was led by
Sgt Richie Brown and the other by Sgt Dickie Dyer. The enemy
con isted of ix person from the quadron: Cpls 'Dinger ' Bell, Jim
Mason, Kenny Mcintosh, LCpl
ndy Granr, 'Gaz· Lea and Pte tu
Wilton. Over this 4-day period the troops et nmb u ~he . practi ed mo,·ing
in and out of harbour area , carried out CT R 'son various location . T hey
defended their harbour area fro m probing attacks, on being bugged out of
their location all of cction I was a little bit surprised if not ·hocked to
di cover that Sgt Dickie Dyer was leadi ng them stra ight through a lake
that nuned out to be more marsh tha n lake. This wa fine for gt Dyer a
the gunge came up to bi che. t but ig ikki Moxon found the going hard
as all that could be seen of her was from her no. e upwards. Throughout the
cour e the weather was great which made the BC pha e of the Exercise
very interesting. The enemy had ct up a pal Ambush for ection I but ~
they waited ection 2 stumbled out of the bu he heading straight for them
needles to say ection 2 got co ered in raspberry jelly from the pal. TI1e
fi nal ection attack went " ell with both sections 1 & '.! using a decoy and
then carrying out a lefi flu nking attack, thi endi ng m the enemy position
being over run quite qu ickly.
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Q\'crall the adrc Course was a great uccess and quite a lot of the
ign3llers came away ha' mg gained a lot of experience and knowledge of
them ·eh . The c urse had dnnk in the quadron bar at the end of the
week where the qn Comd. '1aj Campbell-Black presented a prize to the
O\'erall winner which wa ig Lawson of220 ig qn .

affectionately been named thanks to W02 (RQMS) Vince Mc aught,
had not long . ince moved to the Schlo s just Ea t of Hameln. Previous
nigh~ had been spent harboured in greenfield ite with on ly a port-a-loo
for company. Ech Commander SSgt Dave Hizzett thought this an ideal
photo opportunity and had briefed the Men to relax , but on ly slightly.
Helmets and webbin g could be removed for the photo, not so for our
Reece Mech, Cpl Bob G raham as he had been wearing his for so long it
had stuck to his head.

19 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)

Sqn Comd
Maj . A. W. Pope
RSM
WO~ (RSM) H~well-Walmes ley
The Squadron has recently arrived back m Catterick following an
eventful deplo:i:-ment on Operation Lodestar. After a short spell of leave
the Squ~dron 1s tummg around and retraining in our primary role of
Mechanized Warfare. There has been a large turnover in personnel and
~ot want_ing to turn this into a I ist of names, we welcome all those p~sted
m and wish all those who have left us success in the future.
OP LODESTA R - A TROOPJES VIEW
by LtM. Wong

Battle Echelon
Signaller Cadre Course 1998
SQ ADRO ECHEL01
The weather was mild for the time of year, but even so the fro t and
biting wind till made it exceptionally cold. Battle Ech. as they bad

The role of Ech is ever a busy one and every man had been working
hard for the two weeks, numerous tasks had been received and over 90%
accomplished. Certain members of the Ech team are about to leave the
Squadron, o farewell to SSgt Paul Sa unders and SSgt Dave Hizzett.

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

SQ ADRO HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj I. Cameron-Mowat
RSM
WOI (RSM) P. Atkinson
For mo t of the last rwo months the Squadron bas been on Exercise,
firstly Lion Sword, 1(UK) Armd Div's CPX and Testex where the
Squadron deployed in the role of Divisional Support Group (DSG). After
that came Ex Prairie Eagle 4, where the Squadron supported the Royal
Highland Fusiliers Exercise. The week separating the two Exercises was
jam-packed with leaving functions. We say goodbye to the Sqn Comd,
Maj Ian Cameron- 1owat and his wife Rosalind who leave us for MoD ,
to W02 (YofS) 'the man with almost as many leaving do 's as the Sqn
Comd' Graham Pardew who goes to I I Sig Bde. We also say goodbye to
Sgt i Murray who leaves the Tech Workshops and to Sgt 'The Cat'
Douglas who's off to Belize. Finally we say goodbye to Sgt Ellams our
treasured chef, who waps with Sgt Jeffries from the Light Dragoons.
THE TROOPS
Tp Comd
Lt H. Murphy
Tp SSgt
SSgt D. Sloane
For Ex Lion Sword the complex was manned by a mixture of Alpha and
Bravo Tps. It saw the BFT and the BC suit resurrected, much to the
horror of many people. Apart from the usual rivalry, the heat, and the
horseflies, there wen:: a few problems with the HF (or was that Excon, who
knows?) The length of the Exercise was mitigated by a couple of
swimming trips to the Mohnesee, better known as the Dambusters' lake.
Towards the end of the month, the Squadron made the long drive to
Poland for Ex Prairie Eagle. 4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) were
waiting with open arms to receive u , and left us with many things to thank
them for - OT. This static Exercise left LCpl ' Homer ' Petty wondering
where his next meal would be coming from . To alleviate the boredom he
decided to sabotage LCpl Paul Swayne's landrover. Excon seemed the
place to be (or at least gt Jules Thorne thought so), unfortunately it was
Groundhog Day for the HI CON and EX CON Watch keepers and operators,
Cpl Mick Robjant practising his bookreading and supervisory skills and
ig ' Doh ' Homer his radio logging. On receiving a message to the effect
that no pyrotechnics are to be used on the training area, he logged that no
Pirate Techniques are to be used!

PROMOTIO S, HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Congratulations go to LCpl Castano who is posted to 1 Div on
promotion, we wish ' Caz' and Katya all the be t for the future. Well done
to Sigs ' Scouse' Alston , Chris Moore, 'Cyclops' Whetlor and ' Taff'
Elston on promotion to LCpl. Welcome to LCpl Mick 0 ' eil posted in
from 21 Sig Regt, already settling in well, we hope your stay is a long and
happy one. We also welcome LCpl 'Biff' Bithel posted in from afar Bravo Tp. Goodbye and good luck to LCpl igel ' borne boy' Thomas and
Sig 'Gimp ' Corrigan off to l (UK) Armd Div and 7 Sig Regt respecti vely.
Q UA RTER MASTER 'S DEPARTMENT
QM
Capt W. J. Drain
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) R. D. Cowan
The Dept has had a busy few weeks lately. During May we took on the
role of the admio cell DSG, I (UK) Armd Di v, providing all the 'home
comforts' for the staff. This was the first Squadron Exercise for the new
RQ, who oon settled in to hi s role of ' acting' RSM/fulltime Quizmaster, a
role that he continues to this day. A mention also goes to Sig ' Pathfinder'
Blodwyn Davies after his epic four-hour scenic drive to find the DP. After
being given grids, distances and all the relevant information (bar
pedestrians he would see on the way) he still failed to reach it! To this end
however, Cpl Carrick and Sig Robinson express their thanks to ' Blod'
for their midnight ration run to Herford - NOT.
Back in Hohne, it's all hands to the pumps, to prep for the forthcoming LSI.
Murmurings of 'Unicom, clothing account and back in my day' are heard at
regular intervals from Sgt Al Englishs' desk! LCpl Stu Rowles is the clothing
storeman and Unicom expert, his return from Poland i eagerly awaited.
Once again the Dept bas been through a few changes: we lose on
posting W02 (RQMS) G. Hodgson who left on promotion to RSM of 24
Airmob Bde and Cpl Jim Green on posting to 20 Armd Bde, farewell and
best wishes to you both. We now say welcome to W02 (RQMS) Rod
Cowan from Blandford and to Cpl Andy Carrick and his family from 3
lnf Bde, we hope you all enjoy your time in sunny Hohne. Finally
congratulations to Capt (QM) W. J. Drain and to Sgt A. J. English for
receiving joint Commanders Commendation and GOC's Commendation,
respectively, for their work in HQ MND (SW). Also well done to ig
' Robbo' Robinson on achieving Class 2 status .

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for October edition must be received by 15 August - latest
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The Warriors receive their medals
(L-R): W01 (RSM) Howell-Walmsley, Cpl MacDonald
Maj Gen Pringle (_Commanding MND SW),
'
Sgt Enderby, Lt Toze, Sig Street, W02 (RQMS) Gibson

J

Th~ return from Bosnia is now complete, and the long awaited post tour
leave _is now sadly over. In retrospect it had been a very eventful tour, there
were JOYS and sorr?ws, trials ~nd tribulations, dark times and light times,
but e~eryone certa1~ly appreciates being back home with our friends and
fam ilies. On reflection Comms Tp learnt a great deal during the tour and it
was tested on seve~al occasions. These ranged from deploying Tac HQ on
small Troop E_xerc1ses to deploying large HQs in su pport of large multinational exercises, such as Dynamic Response. All this was done under
the careful eye ~~ SSgt ' Hard As· Steel and Sgt ' the worlds on fire '
Enderby. ln add1t1on th.e~e were one or two occasions when the tentage
had to be checked by v1s1tors to the Squadron for ten minutes much to
everyone's amusement. As well as these rehearsals there we;e several
operations that the members of the Troop took part in and their
performan~e alwa:i-:s drew praise from the other participating nations .
. On the lighter side, there were times to 'chill out' and see if we could
stil l remember how to wear civvy clothing outside Stalag Banja Luka. The
escape committee m~naged to arrange breakouts to the freedom city of
~agreb, by sma!I p~rt1 es o_f troop w~o never made it back to the UK. Sig
b~tter get tabbing Archibald ccrtamly made the most of his night out
~1th a g_orgeou_s local lady ~complete with her own teeth). Much happened
m Bosma and 1t would be impossible to recount everything in a few short
paragraphs, however some stories are worthy of note. Cpl ' Wheelin and
pealing' Mall,aney discovered the going rate for FWF weapons; Sgt
orbet Colon En.d erby d1scovere? that no limes grew in any of the bars,
so . he started a lime import bus mess through R and R flights; Sig
Cntchlow found that love can fall on you from the sky; Cpl ' Panda ' West
set the new record for the naked factory sprint of 2mins 30secs· Cpl
· ~en I was a_t _
30 Sigs_' Ale~a~der won the bow long can you grow your
s1d1es compe11t1on wh1l t Sig Have you seen me in the ews of the
World ' Ellison stuffed as much hair as possible under bis beret whilst
avoiding the RSM .
lo conclusion it's good to be home but we all have a few memories,
both happy and sad, that will remain with us forever.

24 AIRMOBILE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (210)

CCX

OD*~

EXERCISE LIO SUN S
On Monday the 14 April 1998, a mall group from 210 Sig qn was
attached to 19 Airmob Field Ambulance to be deployed on Ex Lion Sun 5.
The Troop~ ':"ere excited, and couldn't wait to get out of Britain and fly to
the 1dylhc isle of Cyprus. The group left RAF Brize orton in a
snowstorm and three and a half-hours later we landed at RAF Akrotiri. It
seemed like a different world to us. From Akrotiri we were transported on
numerous roads and track through the hills and valleys to Bloodhound
Camp, which was to be our home for the next five weeks. Despite its far
from appeal ing name, at least it was near the sea, (not that we got to see
much of 1t!). We set up camp and started our routine with 19 AMFA,
which consisted of Troop PT at 0530 hrs, and continued with training
through till l 700 hrs. When training had finished , we found solace in one
oftbe local taverns called the Old Stonehouse, which became our regular
haunt for the duration of our stay.
After a week of Troop training, the main empbasi was placed on the
range package, which was superbly run , and assisted by the DS who were
Sgt ' Racoon Boy' McKenna, Cpl ' Hore' Wyatt, and Cpl ' Woody '
Martin-Widget and other members of 24 Brigade, 19 AMFA, and 47
Regt RA. Whilst the range package wa being run the troop were able to
get up to Mount Troodos under the supervi ion of Lt Dan Ashton. Whil t
domg some activities Sgt ' Dangerou ' Dave Davis and Sig 'One lung'
McT~cr. ?ccided that they would both get off the final Exerci e by
hosp1tahsmg themselve . The final Exercise came next· this consisted ofa
gru~lling ~iree nights out on the training area. Tbe oldiers were tested in
vario us skill and were being constantly assessed by the D . The weather
was really good at thi ·stage and the Field Ambulance suffered a couple of
heat casualtie . The most entertaining moment of the Exercise wa when
?ne of tbe medics decided that she would knock over a gas burner which
immediately caught fire to the surrounding area. A hasty retreat had to be
called t? another location whil t the Fire Brigade (with some help from us)
extinguished the fire. Luckily there were no life threatening injurie and
the war continued on to the final objective. This was an a ault on
P~ramali village, where our Brigadier was tactically situated on a nearby
h11ls1de to see the whole assault. Once the assault had finished and all of
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the enemy had been killed, the Brigadier came down from hi liillside and
ha? a chat with all who had taken part. A lift back to Bloodhound Camp, a
sk.ioful of beer and a barbecue closely followed thi .
With the hard part of the Exercise out of the way, it was time to let our
hair down and enjoy ourselve doing watersports, sunbathing and a spot of
R & R in Papho . Thi was where ig 'Commando' O'Donnell and ig
' Barry Sheene' Hall decided to put tbemselves out of action as well. o
our death count was rising rapidly while the re t of u enjoyed
windsurfing, canoeing, scuba diving, para cending, water kiing, and last
but not least the am~ing banana boat which everybody thoroughly
enjoyed. The conclusion to the tour was pread over two days which
involved cart racing at Akrotiri. inter troop athletics, swimming and a
football tournament against 249 Sig Sqn, 259 Sig Sqn and 14 Sqn 7 Regt
RLC. After all the fun of Cyprus wa over we packed up our camp and
headed back home for tea and medals and a hefty amount of proper beer.
EXERCISE ACTIVE I TERF CE
De pite a few technical hitches (Cpl \! atts and ig McCall trying to
sail from Ip wich instead of Harwich) we m~de the I 030 sailing to Hook
of Holland, where we were met by our Dutch friend !Tom 135 Coy I I
Signal Battalion who were to be our hosts for the next ten days. Our fir t
night was spent in the luxury of the Officers Mes and on to the ompany
bar and the Corpora ls Mess for some liquid refreshment (quite a lot of it at
30p a bottle!). The next day we departed on exercise with the Dutch and
were delighted to find that in I lolland convoys stop for nothing, not even
red lights. The next few days were spent being shown round different
Dutch communication equipment and detachments. With the occa ional
vi it to MacDonald 's and the odd game of cards! One of the Dutch
detachment wa located at the Dutch Commando School complete ~ith
giant as ault cour e, which, luckily for u , it wa far too hot to attempt
During the weekend we found ourselve' in Am terdam where we did
ome sight eeing trying to find somewhere that just sold pmt . (the latter
having great interest to Cpl Watt ). During the evening we enjoyed ome
pub and some clubs and did ome window shopping (apparently the done
thing when vi iting Am terdam).
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(L-R): Sig Mick White, LCpl Frog Hill, Cpl Aidy Watts,
Sig 'Onslow' McCall and Cpl Kit Knight
The econd week we vi ited the Dutch School of Signals and were
hown round · ome of their new radio equipment much to the delight of
Cpl Knight and ig ~1cCall who, not being radio opera101 knew exactly
what the Dutch in tructors were talking about (not!) To round ofT the week
we were invited to u e the Dutch mall Anns Trainer (SAT) where we
made use of the Dimargo C7 rifle (much like the American M 16) and the
Magi machine gun (much like our own GPMG). Using both in section
defence hoots, with no weapon cleaning at the end and as many round a
pos ible the hoots were done a number of time allowing us to fire from
different po itions, includ ing firing the Magi from the hip with 6000
round a piece to get rid of every time. Finally it was time to go back to
Colchester equipped with sun tan, duty free and the odd case of beer.
Generally a good rime was had by all and a lot wa learnt not only about
the Dutch Army, their equipment and their role in the MND (C) but also
their way of life and ome everyday customs. We hope to see our Dutch
friend later on in the year for Ex Gryphons Eye and hope we can repay
the compliment.
BORDER MARCH
WALK! G FESTIVAL 17 MAY 1998
The Border Marches took place in Berwick-upon-Tweed on Sunday 17
Ma} 1998. The whole event was organised by the Borough Council, and
this year was to be the sixth. We as a team often set off on the Friday and
were accommodated at the local TA Centre and 6 RRF (V), looked after us
very well. There were four routes available and the most popular was the
42.5km route, which is what we all went for. The 'march a marathon'
tarted off at 0700hrs. and the control staff waved us farewe ll as we set off.
It started off as a dull day, but by midday. the sun was at it's best. The
party led by SSgt Shelmerdine, who e responsibility it was to carry the
registration card. The card had to be tamped at four checkpoints - o
stamp ... o medals! On completion, we would receive our medals and
certificates. We'd pl it up into groups of threes and fours by the end but
only a few minutes eparated us all. On arrival at the 'Finish' flag, the
local military band played, and all competi tors were cheered in by the
locals. It was a great feeling to have completed the walk.

The Police lundrover screeched to a halt and out leapt Capt Rachel
Harvey. R 1 Geoff Hodgson , a MODPLOD and Zag. A high speed
chase ensued with the trio da hing past the chool yard across two main
road . through the village green and over the church yard wall. The six
foot six fugitive was wrestled to the ground and then pinned in place by
the ferocio us Zag . .. Okay. o perhaps it didn •t happen exactly like that, as
Capt Harvey stumbled fro m the Rover entangling one leg in the radio
cable, 'dashing' i probably the wrong verb to describe the chase headed
by the 76 Year old RSM Hodgson (his words - not mine), there aren't two
main roads in Eastnor, the bloke was only five foot five (but he looked
quite big from a distance) and the arre twas not so wift as Zag had to be
lifted over the churchyard wall. Still, at least the inhabitants of Ea tnor
Village were impr ed.
uch was the cene when 12 members of the quadron teamed up with
another 12 from Edinburgh UOTC to hunt 24 fugitives from 4 Platoon,
apiers Rifle . Hunter Force Headquarters wa establi hed in Hill Top
Fann and a plan was devised to track and capture the 'ru nners' across
26kms of Gloucestershire. You would be quite amazed at the number of
places that people can hide in 26kms of Gloucestershire, nonetheless the
teams patrolled and staked out likely friendly agent RV sites for the first
24hrs while Capt Harvey and the RSM probed the Runner LO for more
specific target area . By the afternoon of Day 2 the Hunter Force Hilton
was ready to receive prisoners and the teams ct out to OP two likely
Agent RV sites that the Runners had to contact twice daily. LCpl
'Robinson 's team's 'Aggressive high profi le patrolling' (or 'crashing
through the wood ') deterred the runners from breaking cover and getting
to the northern RV. ..... meanwhile down south the RSM, Sig S hields and
OCdt Rupert (they're all called Rupert) hid in a ditch feeling sure that at
lea.,t one runner would stumble past them. They were not di appoi nted.
Ju t as the light was fading they heard footsteps ...... ' Right we'll have him'
and they prung from the ditch. But •there wasn't just one, there was six
of them, mas ive they were. they had sticks and one of them threw rocks
at u , there was no way we could have caught ·em, in fact we were lucky
to get out alive .... ... ' Hmmm a likely story R M.
By day 3 Eau de '3 day on the run' was -in the air and o tracker dog
Deana was called in. Two OP's were established to overlook Eastnor and
the Dog van set off on a roving patrol. The con tant patrolling and several
near mi ses had plit the patrols and several had not made it to an RV in 24
Hours. Soon the captures were rolling in. The reception desk at the Hunter
force Hilton could hardly cope as LCpl Russell came home with four
stuffed into the back of his rover. For the final day the RSM set up a
capture competition. Sgt Mick Willo ughby looked glum as a big fat 0 was
entered beneath his team. Still, it's not over till its over and Capt Harvey
stepped in to offer advice. ' Er... Sgt W illoughby. I think you're focusing
in the wrong area - there isn 't an agent RV anywhere near the Burger van
on the slip road to the MS'. So Sgt Willoughby failed to score - oh well no
change from any other Wednesday night. The competition was a draw
LCpl Andy Angel and LCpl Jamie Russell 's team gloated all the way
back to Colche ter

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (QM) Ben Britton
gt Phil Latimer
Tp S gl
Sp Tp have been busy with the arrival of the new Wolf Landrovers, to
get the vehicles ready for the other Troops within the Squadron, and
getting ready to back load the old fleet. It has not left much time in the
calendar to relax and with the Squadron's adventure training cancelled due
to involvement of supplying once again the crews for the Green Goddess
fire engines.We look forward to quieter limes ahead. Congratulations to all
those members of the Athletics team on winning the Cadman Cup
Athletic event - keep up the good work in the forthcoming events. Sp Tp
say fond farewells to a few members of the Troop. Leaving the Troop are
gt Watson, Sgt Rick Lodge and Sgt haun Street - we wish them all
the best for the future. Our welcome also extends to SSgt Carn ley AGC
and Sgt Gilleard who take-over the Admin office and kitchens
respectively.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt G. K. Bowdler
SSgt K. Shelmerdine
Tp SSgt
It has been busy for Bravo Tp these past couple of months. We kicked
off with our Squadron All Ranks Summer Ball which was organised by
, gt Sea n Fairfield and Cpl Andy 'The Horse ' Wyatt whom we have to
thank for the wonderful entertainment, which included a group called the
Rhythm Traders and a comedian of whom nothing was heard. Sgt Shaun
'Civvie' St reet, who is now leaving the army to run Harry Ramsden 's in
Leeds, provided the food. As usual the food was excellent and Shaun will
be sadly mi sed. The annual Beat the Retreat was al o held, in which LCpl
Kev 'Dri ll Pig' Kiff had the honour of being UC ushers. This led to an
exasperati ng epi ode, where he stepped out to open the door of the
arriving VIP car, however, the car stopped short. leaving him to stand with
a bemu ed look on his face. ever mind Kev!
The Inter Tp Athletics also took place, in which the Troop did very
well. This ended with a thrilling win in the chain of command race ran by
Sig Tony 'Ta tic ' Richardson, LCpl Rob 'Swastika ' White, SSgt Kev
' Running Man ' Shelmerdine and Lt Guy ' I' m Having A Fag' Bowdler
who held off the 21C Sqn, Capt Coulston, to win the race. Once again the
Troop is involved with Op Fresco which has involved a days training at
Wattisham Airfield, where almost everyone got thoroughly drenched and
Sig Mark ' Pretty Boy' Shields somehow managed to get onto the local
TV ews.
The Troop would like to say a fond farewell to Cpl Mark Tench who
has gone to the Trade Training Wing in Blandford on promotion to Sgt. We
have al o had two internal postings, LCpl Shane Cooley To TACP and

Sqn Comd
RSM

Much to our surprise, we were also awarded the Best Service Unit
award for our efforts and a trophy was presented to the team captain by the
Mayor of Berwick. All in all , it was a different but challenging weekend
for us all. Well done to the team who took part, SSgt Shelmerdine (team
Capt), gt Walton, Cpl Mechen, LCpl Youngman, Sig Chacksfield, Sig
Corne!"), . ig ough, Sig Tucker, Pte HolUngsworth and Pte mith.
EXERCISE GREEN VE. T RE
b) apt Harvey

Easmor Village was once a tranquil hamlet. Set in the shadows of
£a.,tnor Ca~tle. with little more than a church, a school and a thatched
Post office. 1t was the wrt ofplace where folk retired, where the pheasants
roamed wild and llll·ender bushes sprawled over crumbling garden
i.alls...... .
'THAT' 0. E OF THEM - GET THE DOG OUT'
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(L-R): W01 (RSM) G. Hodgson receiving the pace-stick from
Capt G. Pocock (Ex W01 (RSM))
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dan Ashton
Tp SSgt
SSgt C hris McKenna
We also offer a wann welcome to SSgt Chris McKenna as new Troop
SSgt, also Sigs Lavender, .Jacklin and Bellamy. Alpha Tp has had quite a
busy month with the majority of the Troop spread around the world uch
as Cyprus with 19 Fd Amb and 249 (AMFL) Sig Sqn on Ex Lion Sun,
Northern Ireland, Holland, Canada and Gcnnany. The Troop tarted taking
stock of our new company cars (Landrover Wolf) and a frantic effort has
tarted to get them all changed over this has been hindered by the Essex
Fire Brigade deciding to strike and turning us all into part time firemen.
Having said all this the Tp Comd Lt 'you got no legs' Dan shton, still
managed to take a team of ten to the outh Downs for the Lanyard Trophy.
All ten members managed to finish the course in a quite re pectable time
and finished 17th overall. This was quite an achievement due to the lack of
training that had taken place prior. A special thanks must go out to LCpl
'Frog' Hill and Steve Williams who provided the team with vital support
and helped us all out no end.

One of the few teams to finish as a whole.
(L-R): Lt Dan Ashton, Sig 'Flash' Gordon, Cpl Martin Woodgate,
S ig Tucker, Cpl Watts, Sgt Hamlett and Sig Shields.

1 MECHANISED BRIGADE HQ
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)

H ANDOV ERffAKEOVER OF RSM 22 APRIL 1998
Firstly congratulations go to Capt Grant Pocock (formerl y WOI
(RSM)) on his promotion and his new po t a Fami li es Officer with 4
Regt AAC. We hope that Grant, Anne and the kids enj oyed their stay
with us. The Squadron would like to welcome WOl (RSM) Hodgson and
his children to sunny Colchester and hopes he will find hi tour with the
Squadron living up to his expectations.

(L-R) : Sig Gough, Sig Comery, LCpl Youngman
and Sig Chacksfield

Sig Chris Letton to Alpha Tp. We would like to welcome ig 'Tiny' Tina
Brayshaw, Sig Ma rk Shields, Sig Conrad Warne, ig Robert Drabnell
and ig eil Shoebrid ge and his wife Tracy and child, all from 11 1g
Regt in Blandford.

Maj Philip Davies
WOI (RSM) Darrel Skimming

BENGAL T ROOP
by LCpl Bird
Tp Comd
Capt ick Shenow
Tp SSgt
Sgt Dave Gosney
Fir t ofall 1' 11 start by welcoming Cpl Gav Mace to the Troop. Having
worked Sys Ex in Blandford for the past two years, he's finding it a bit ofa
shock that hands do in fact get dirty. Congratu lations to the newly
promoted LCpls in the Squadron. e pecially Sig Jon Hall who is posted
on promotion in Jw1e. The jammy ******* i posted to HQ AFCE T,
Good Luck Jon.
After a good RSIT, Easter Leave was well deserved. The two weeks
leave was up and what better way to tart back at work than a two-week
exercise. Ex Head First was a full Brigade Exerci e conducted in
Cae1went, South Wales and Sali bury Pl ai n. Post leave blue were quickly
discarded and everybody concentrated on the job in hand (Hmm).
Deployment went smoothl y, the set-up wa. smooth and the day-to-day
running of Brigade Main HQ wa smooth, until the first move from
Caerwent to Salisbury Plain, Di aster I.
The plan was to move the vehicles by train. To load them was a two
hour job max, but no, Sig Jon Hall Lipped hi vehicle off the flatbed . ~
sixteen tonne SA MC on its ide i no laughing matter although we did
have a good chuckle about it. Fortunately Sig Hall was not injured
although quite shaken by the recent event. LCpl 'Wi lly ' Wilson (PT!) was
amusing to watch, all he worried about was his dunkers (hob-nob ) in his
brew cupboard. With the truck loaded we left for Ludgershall Vehicle
Depot to greet the u·ain, there were a few di heartened faces to see the
t:'ttcks were still on board, but not ig Bob Yuillc as he was in hi dos bag
yet again. With one Ptarmigan vehicle down, three were tell, two relays
and one SAS MC. The move from Ludgcrshall to the Pl ain proved co tly,
with both relays breaking down on route, ah well, it was their first
Exercise in a long time. With the rest of the Exercise running smoothly
ENDEX wa. eventually called.
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After a week at work , a long weekend wa · gratefully accepted. apart
from ig Bob Yuille who tarted hb Leadership Course, hope you 're
enjoying it Bob, the Troop send their lo\'e, and bring u back an ammo
box. Finally. farewell to re cntly married LCpl imon llolro~d , who has
departed for 216 Sqn. We'll mi· you when we 're in Cypru. for a month
this eptember.
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\BRETROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt luir
Tp gt
gt R utland
b" LCpl ·ttarrv' Worth/ ig ·oay to do' Copela nd
. The la t month has been a very bu y one for the Troop with Ex Wyvem
torm and the annual R IT Panic! Ex Wyvern Storn1 was a success for the
Troop with contributions from rc~cmly promoted LCpl tu 'Fat as
\\'hales· Bailes who was helped by LCp l Willia m 'Baboon' impson,
igs \ta r k 'Big o e· s unders, ig Tony ·Moaner· Dawson, Sig
ticbael K night and ig Dann y 'Larger ose' O' hes. Everyone
enjoyed the Exercise which was a Training Exercise for E.xe~er U~TC.
The lad ' morale eemed to ri e v. hen they met a young Swedish girl for
·ome rea on!
. ext wa the R IT gt' 1aggot' to rey had to have his wing clipped
daily to top him uffering from altitude sicknes from hi constant
flapping. However, the atmosphere, on the shop floor, was kept cool
thanks to cool headed Cpl ·Victor Meldrew' Young and his witty sen e of
hum ur that i· when and if he wasn ' t chuntering about something. The
m pection was a complete uccess with a cracking report on all vehicles,
m particular LCpl 'Pa the Buck' ewton with only a 'couple' of job
'A' job.
The Troop would like to welcome 2Lt M uir who takes on the
respon ibilities ofTp Comd. Al o to Sig Billy Ru ssell from I Div. Sig Ian
' on of torey' C hapma n, ig Chris 'Weak Boy' Elliston - both out of
the factory. We hope your stay i a pleasant one! Sadly we must bid
farewell to Capt Lloyd Colley who takes on the challenge of being the
quadron's Ops Offr - 'Coffee please Yeoman'. Farewell , also, to Cpl
Dan ·Kate Mo · Skingley and hi wife Sam who are also off to
Blandford (IS). Then of course, not forgetting LCpl Dave 'Pretty Boy'
aunders who is now with the White Helmets and L Cpl fa tt 'Gym
Queen· Darby and his wife ' icky who are off to 16 Sig Regt.
Finally the Troop would like to encourage Sig Fiona 'Tank.-ytubby'
Appleyard and Sig Ian 'Be my friend' Shaw to keep up the good work on
their leadership course.
Q 1'S DE PARTME T
Capt Phil Abbott
QM
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Ste,•e Carr
The department has been extremely busy with the start of the Exercise
season sorting our tile needs of the Squadron, from toilet paper to tanks.
During February the department along with the rest of the Squadron
deployed on Ex Black Triangle. This was a good time to see the
department's new arrivals in action and to show them the ways of a
working unit. During tile exercise LCpl Deas earned himself yet another
nickname (Dustcap Deas) as he tried to inflate a trailer tyre without taking
the dust cap off. Whilst Sgt 'Charlie' Brown and the boss, Capt (QM)
Phil bbott earned the title of 'Stretcher Bearers' due to the fact that
during the attack on Echelon when everyone else was fighting off the
marauding hoards they were hiding at Cpl ' orrie' Crook's rebro sight
(leading from the front!). Our two new Signallers, Carter and Heath
managed to stay on the Exercise for all of three days . 'Well done,' maybe
for the FTX they will stay for all of it, you never know ..... ...... ..
The time bas come now for us to say goodbye to W02 (RQMS) Steve
Carr (posted on promotion) to Sheffield TA. Thanks for everythi ng, now
maybe Brad can keep his sideburns. The RQ has managed to get almost
all of his WO I kit for nothing, (mind you he i.s a scouser).
T ECH I CAL WORKSHOPS
Well, it's been an eventful year in the Tech Wksps. The big news is the
promotion of S gt Crozier to W02 (about time too!). Unfortunately this
means he won't be at the helm of the workshops anymore, but the good is,
he's taken the job of RQMS so he can sti ll ensure we're all 'whiter than
white!' Best ofluck in the new job. Another major change is the elevation
of Cpl ·Chicken' George to Sergeant! It was quite amusing watching
them get into a flap, scratching around for Sergeants' tapes. ow he's
fi nding out about the WOs' and Sgts' Mess 'pecking order'. Also, Cpl
Paul Faizey is getti ng another crack at his TV. When Paul 'The Cosmic
War Toad' Faizey first joined up, the T3 comprised of semaphore flag
repair techniques, so it's about time he got his head round all this
new-fashioned transistor technology, got his Tl and on to Sergeanthood.
Suits you Sir! We've also had some bad news in the workshops. Our very
own C pl Mark ' Robotech' Murphy was RTUed from his PTI course with
a back injury. Although he's recovered now, be should remember what
happens when his ego writes cheques his body can't cash! Murphy came
back at a good time though, we've been DTl-ing like mad and clearing
faults in preparation for RSIT, and the FTX is immediately after leave, so
we've got plenty to keep us going. So, all in all, a good start to I 998, with
lot to look forward to over the coming year.
ED BAY
We are now in a state of recovery from all of last month's Exercises.
After a sudden surge of broken generators that we have now fixed and are
now turncu around for next month's FTX. We would like to welcome back
L pl wift after a uccessful completion of his RSCC who should now be
promoted to Corporal in the near future. We would like to say our

goodbyes, firstly to myself Sig Stainforth on a lucky posting to Cyprus
and finally to, ig Edment on his promotion on posting to SSU
Loughborough.
MT DEPARTMENT
Tp Comd
SSgt Forrester
We start this edition by welcoming new Troop personnel to the MT.
First to arrive wa Sig Andy 'Frostbite Ooh it's chilly' Ha milton. Shortly
after his arrival we were graced with the presence of two new recruits from
the factory, Sig Doz 'Grandad' Hapgood and the 'second coming' of
'Fla h' Sig Cook. Sig Cook had been in tile unit a good two minutes when
he managed to destroy our great fleet of vehicles by breaking down
outside the YofS hou e, you can imagine how much he impressed
everyone (NOT). We would also like to say goodbye to LCpl Scotty
'Laughalot ' Nairn who will be missed (yeah right) and R. P. Brickl ey or
'Rop' Brickley who leaves the MT for the hard working Troop in the
guardroom.
The MT at the moment is up and running, the QM, Capt Abbott is
happy, SSgt Forrester is smiling (just) and Sgt Smith is just trying to
keep the ball rolling. C pl John 'Tall Guy' Kelly is working hard on his
feet well at his desk, keeping control of details with LCpl Paul
'Microsoft' Pla nt. LCpl Andy 'Barclay Card' Pursglove has turned
around in a big way, which impressed the bo s, he had lost Sig Liam
'Decathlon Man' Britton but soon trapped Sig J im 'Toolbox' Howa rd to
join him in his tores which was a bonus. LCpl C hris 'I Know
Everything' Palm er is till cracking on with services of the vehicles. ig
Rikki ·Monkey Hanger' Ki nsell a has been helping out in the Line Store,
not to mention the two rovers he prepared for PRE which got a brilliant
report, so he's been keeping quiet and happy (won't last long). The MT is
now working as bard as ever getting vehicles ready for Ex Head First, the
Brigade FTX but as ever the MT will be sorted by that time with the
vehicles gleaming and ready to go. We managed to get a good report on
the last Exercise with the vehicles and hard work cut out by the whole MT
personnel. So all in all we are doing well and I hope that we can keep up
the good work and get an even better report on the FTX.
THE YEOMANS WIN DSURFI NG EXTRA.VAGANZA AT
WEYMO UTH
W0 2 (YofS) ' YOZ' Rose
Instructor
Sgt 'eil Pollitt
Victims
Sgt 'Chicken' George
Cpl 'Coll' H ooson
LCpl 'KY' Jelley
Sig ·Dinger' Bell
Sig J ohn Leach
For those of you who don't know Tidworth - it doesn't take too much to
persuade people that a week in Weymouth (away from grippers For rester
and Crozier) is a good move - to say I bad to beat the lads off with a stick
is an understatement.
A full week of windsurfing in Portland Harbour with the RYA Level
One qualification was promised. That is more or less what they got, if you
include the ritual humiliation of the windsurfing simulator or stimulator,
the many near drownings as they got to grips with getting on (fall ing oft),
standing up (falling oft), turning around (falling oft) and of course, sailing
a course (falling oft). Sgt 'Chicken' Geor ge gets a special mention for
being selected for the Olympic Falling ln Team with his repertoire of
dismounts with pikes, twists, sulkos etc etc and fully deserved wearing the
rubber hat of shame. As for the rest, no one had any problems and even
John Leach had it sussed once he had worked out which was the front of
the board and which was the back and which way was upwind and which
way was downwi nd. When Friday came the lads not only had their Level
One qualification but a glorious sun-tan to boot - back to work Monday
lads!!! - boo.

5 AIRBORNE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (216 PARACHUTE)

A TOUR WITH l PWRR 'THE TIGERS'
by ig Dave Reid
On the 8 October 1997, myself (Sig Dave Reid), Sgt Mick Brown and
Sig 'Delboy' McDowell departed from Aldershot to Hythe/Lydd ranges to
start our Northern Ireland training. On arrival I was introduced to A Coy,
with whom I would be spending the majority of my time both for training
and in the Province. The training involved lots of range work, most of
which I had not seen or tried before. Therefore I found it most interesting
and challenging. After a range package it was lime to get to grips with the
communications systems, mainly Cougar UHFNHF and various ECM
equipment. Specific training was also given to working in a busy ops
room. This training was particularly useful as it gave me a feel for what
the job was to be like on arrival in the Province.
We deployed on the 13 November with a sho1t flight to RAF
Aldergrove. We then made our way to Musgrave base where our
accommodation was situated, although we were mainly to be employed in
Grovesnor Road RUC station. On arrival it was a case of drop your bags
off and straight into the work routine. During my three months in the
Province I was involved in various jobs within A Coy. The main job was
working within the Ops room, however, during turnarounds at the end of a
twelve hour shift I could find myself doing job such as providing top
cover for OC A Coy as and when required. I also went on mobile patrols
and often found myself providing top cover for the RUC. I assisted in
VCPs and house calls were not a rarity. We also had to respond to
disturbances within our Area of Responsibility and so we provided a
Quick Reaction Force. Some call outs were to areas rougher than others,
and you often fe lt lucky that only a few bricks had been thrown in your
general direction.
In summary my three months spent in Northern Ireland with A Coy was
a great experience as well as being a good laugh. Many thanks go to !st
Battalion The Princess of Wales ' Royal Regiment and in particular A Coy
who made me welcome from day one onwards. Given the chancel would
certainly like to tour Northern Ireland again.
IN THE BLEAK MID WINTER
by LCpl ' Loddy ' J ones
When l heard there was an opportunity for a radio operator to work with
the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) at an Antarctic Base for six months T
was very keen to be 'The man for the job.' It was not thai I bad committed
any crime and I had to flee to country for a while, but was more of a
chance to work within a completely different environment and would be
an opportunity of a lifetime. Beside , the thought of saving six months pay
was a chance too good to mi s. 1 was put forward by my Tp Comd and be
later infonned me that I had been shortlisted fo r the post. All that remained
was an interview with BAS HQ in Cambridge. Judging by the fact that I
was given the post they must have liked what they saw or else I was the
only person who applied!
After several training courses, I began my long journey South on the 24
October 1997. I landed in the Falklands where l stayed for 24 hours before
continuing on a BAS aircraft for another five hours to Rothera Base. This
was to be my home for the next six months. And my first impre ion of ihe
place - white! l wasn't too sure what my job de cription would be when I
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Not to be tried by the faint hearted.
Taking an Antarctic dip on New Years Day
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arrived there but it turned out to be quite diverse with jobs ranging from
piloting an aircraft to sending met reports all over the world. We would fly
up in a two-seater ai1craft to gather information on prospective global
weather and when the pilot needed a rest from flying, I took over the
piloting duties. A more conventional job l had to do was when other
countries sent in weather reports I had to relay the information all over the
world. Other comms I had to provide involved ground to air comms,
giving pilots pressure readings, wind speeds and position reports.
I spent Christmas in a place aptly named Fossil Bluff, some 250 miles
from Rothera. Here [ gave met reports, refuelled aircraft and generally
chilled out. l returned to Rothera in time to see the New Year in. Then on
New Year's Day, in a display which can only be described as 216 courage
(although some would say stupidity), I led the boys from Rothera down to
the ice filled sea for a very short swim.
As the season progressed the out ide world began to change. Where
there had been a sea of ice there was now open waters with mas ive icebergs. There was also a massive influx in wildlife. Up until early February
there had been very little wildlife, but now there were seals, penguins and
even whales arriving in large numbers. When I first arrived there was no
darkness, only about one hour, on an evening at du k. However, sleeping
when it had been light outside had not been a problem as my room, which
resembled a cell, had no windows - especially designed for those light
nights!
It is very hard to sum up my time in the Antarctic because although
there is not all that much to do, I was always busy. I bad a wonderful time
and although there were no pubs, shops or sports pitches my spare time
was always filled up with the likes of skiing, ice climbi ng and many other
snow related sports. Despite my wonderfu l time I would say that six
months is about the right length of time to spend away from civilisation. I
would just like to thank everyone who made this momentous tour pos ible.
And fmally I am told that during the Antarctic winter there is virtually no
light so everything shuts down and everyone from Rothera gets load of
time off. To that end my advice to you is if ever you are offered a winter
tour in the Antarctic, TAKE IT!
T HE LAN YARD TROPHY
Team Capt
Lt M. J. C hambers
Sgt . Paul
Team SNCO
Team Members: Sgt 'Olly I am awesome' Oliver
C pl 'Ted' Page
LCpls 'Chalky' White, Jimmy Shaw, 'Bobby'
Charlton, 'Big Verne' anden, ' Daz' Barnes and Pte
'Starboard' Port.
Once again the Lanyard Trophy was a well fought competition with
more teams competing than ever before. After the last two years resul ts
there was no pressure on the team from 216 (Para) Sig Sqn competing thi
year to bring the trophy home!
Early in the year we as embled a squad of 26 members who were
interested in trying to bring the Trophy back to where we bel ieve it
belongs. These people where whittled down to a squad of 18 who went off
to do some erious training around Thorney Island and the outh Down .
A lot of thought and preparation went into our traini ng, however we knew
only ten people would be selected for the team and that meant some people
were going to be disappointed. Going into the competition we were
confident of a good result and we entered with a 'Game plan.' We had also
studied the route that always helps!
Thirty three teams gathered at the tart of the race on the South Down
Way waiti ng for the starters horn. And we were off. We started at the
intended pace with 4 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn and 249 (AMF(L)) Sig qn
tucked in (annoyingly) tightly behind us. Into checkpoint one and 4 Bde
upped its pace and new past us imo the early morning mist. We stuck on at
our pace and 249 stuck behind us. The time to checkpoint 2 flew by and
only 200 metres short of that checkpoi nt did we see 4 Bde. 249 had
dropped back lightly, but because of the mi t we did not know exactly
how far behind they were. A rapid move through CP2 enabled u to
overtake 4 Bde and push on. We kept the pace con 111nt, confident that 4
Bde would remain to our rear but watchful of249 and any other urpn e .
Fortunately our lead increa ed and by CP3 we were 20 minutes ahead of
the second place team. All I0 men looked trong and o we tabbed on.
Duri ng the la t leg we had a few dramas a LCpl ·c halky' White 's legs
seized witll cramp and Jimmy haw showed some airborne grit and
determination to tab through utter exhaustion to the finish. One hundred
metres fro m the fi ni h we donned maroon machine and cro· sed the fini h
line wi th 10 men, twenty minute ahead of the second team. It wa a great
day for the Squadron and especially for tile I 0 gladiators who all . tarted
and fi nished an extremely demanding event.
Thi premier Corps event ha quite obviously grown in popularity. 216
(Para) Sig Sqn as event co-ordinator would like to thank every team
involved in thi year's competition. h was great to ·ee 'O many female
entrie and mi xed team . We hope next year will be a keenly fought b) a
many teams a po ib le.
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BR VOFLIGHT
Flt Comd
Capt Sa m H a rrild R ignal·
We are plea ed to welcome the first of the exodus of th~ ·Brylcream
Boy ' from 9 Sig Regt, C pl Rog Wilson, as well a a fl eetmg hello and
goodbye to gt John ' Ed ' Moses who join u just in time to go on his
gt' Course. Plenty more cheerio , starting with C pl 'Tel ' Gardin er, Cpl
eil Benson, LCpl Ca rolyn ·Tommo· T hom son and LCpl Heather
' Princes · mart who are all going to be doing hard time for the next six
months or o, Al o bye for now to Cpl Rob Jones and C pl Mike urtees
who are both off on courses and a more pemianent goodbye to Mrs
E mma tepb en on AKA LC pl Stephenson, good luck with your new
future. Congratulation go out to LCpl Lee Graham and hi wife Tracey
on the birth of their econd child, a beautiful baby girl. Happy 21st to LCp l
Heather mart and finally well done to W02 ( upvr R)
ige
Humphries and gt ' Ed' 1oses for both recently gaining promotion,
good work fellas.
With all the people coming and going recently, it' been a sedate couple
of months with the only events being leaving parties. However. don 't let
this mislead you, a they were generally quite a riot. To start with, L C pl
Emma Stephenson nearly managed to drink the bar dry at her own
leaving drinks, with ome assi tance from the OC, C apt Sam Harrild
(visions of Edwi na and Patsy from Ab Fab rings a few bells). At LCpl
Heather mart's 21 t ' birthday boozing bananza. many people would
like to try and forget their John Travolta impersonation , namely LCpl
Tony Pilgrim and LCpl ' Butch Butcher. With LCpl Heather Smart
trying to convince everyone that she is a bonafide princess (the less said
the better), things were bound to turn a touch strange and sub equently
those still standing had a beer fight to mark the end of the evening.
Starting in pole position, the watch entered team into the latest two
events of the coveted CO's Cup. The first event was the volleyball, where
the watch fielded a strong team and finally came in third position (should
have been second, eh refl) ext came the orienteering, where the team
managed to get lost finding the event, which was an indication of things to
come. LCpls tacey \ ebster and Tony Pilgrim charged off into the
wildemes following their map but made the mistake of getting north and
south mixed up and spent about twenty minutes runn ing in the wrong
direction_ With no idea and forty minutes left, they realized their error and
finally made it back after fi nding one out of a pos ible twenty-five
checkpoints. Christopher Columbus's these guys ain't! The Round the
Airfield race is coming up shortly and hopefully we ' ll be able to pull
ourselves back into first position, as presently we are only two points
behind the joint leaders. Watch this space!

The Fl ight have been quite busy this time, w ith the hi ghl ight being Ex
Purple Kaska . On a bright spring day in April , C Flight deployed Lo the
airfield for the start of the Exercise. The day was des igned to introduce the
le experienced members of the watch to the kills of mast erecti on, ·off
road dri ving and vehi cle camou fl age. lnstrncting thi fabulou military
bonanza were, Sgt John Wilkin on, Cpl Rick Brown, Cpl Paul
Campbell, Jnr Tech Chris Morton and Cpl 'Ta fT' Doherty. The
Exercise started with the instruction phase. which got underway with a
great deal of professionali m di spl ayed from both instrnctors and student
alike. The Exercise concluded with a mini compel"ition between the three
team fo r the prize of a crate of Barse . Thi s saw the teams beavering like
mad striving to wi n this prestigiou award. The whole day wa rounded off
in tradit ional style with a barbecue and the unparalleled cooking prowess
of F gt Brian MacMillan. The introduction of new cooki ng
terminologies uch as ' Oooh, look that ones till on fire' and 'Carefol , that
might ju t set fi re to your paper plate' were heard. In addition to the
ga tronomic extravaganza were one or two well earned drinks.
Selected members of C Flt were called upon to demonstrate their new
found military skills for the forthcoming Air Officer Commanding visit on
6 May. The practice day came and W02 (Su pvr R) Dave Randle, Cpl
Paul Cam pbell, LCpls ' Mont Monty Mont' Mo ntgomery, ' Sparky'
Collins 'Baz' Lennon, Jnr Tech's R uss McCowat, C hris Morton and
Mel 'Wotsit' Wirth stepped into the breach. Things went swimmingly. We
only had to move the 12 x 12 twice and at the precise moment the Station
Commander, acting a the AOC for the day, was due to arrive at our stand,
the Landrover gearbox went on strike. The big day arrived and after the
fun of the rehersals, the demo was executed without a hitch. With the visit
over, it i j ust for me to say a big well done to all who participated for their
time and extreme effort.

On the sp?rti ng front? Sgt Dean Bu tler led a team of gallant
vollcyballers m the Stati on Commanders Cup competition recently.
Despite his va li a n ~ efforts, w~ cam~ joint 5th (or looked at another way,
last)._ However, m the ~n e~tce r.mg even.I, Delta Flight won this
convmcmgly lcavmg them lllJ Omt First place m the over~ll competition so
fa r.
Socially, the Fli ght recently had an excell ent Greek Meze in Lincoln
fo llowed by var ious attempts at Greek Dancing. W02 (Supvr R) 'Track'
Trethewey leading the way by bei ng whipped into shape with a cloth by
the loca l Cypriot babe and LCpl ' Romeo' Atkinson trying to improve
Anglo-Greek rel ations with the olde t woman he could find.
On the Adventure Training side of li fe, eight members of the Fl ight
have j ust returned from Ex Cumbrian Caper organised by Sgt Daz

Repburn and C pl 'Cart' Hoyle which consisted ofh1ll walking. climbing
and abseiling over a five day period. The first day was a 13km walk
around the Borrowdalc area of the Lake District, with a scramble m the
middle to get everyone's legs working. The afternoon and the following
day were totally devoted to climbing and abseiling where heights of up to
120ft were reached, climbi ng up and then abseiling down the same rock
face. Jnr Techs Davey Hyndman and Craig Catleugh both enjoyed their
first attempts in both absei ling and Elvis Presley wobbly leg impressions
on the rock face. The final two days consisted ofa wal k around to the base
of Scarfel Pike. Here they camped overnight followed by a crambl e and
walk to the top of the Pike (which was totally covered by cloud) then back
down to the va lley where the mini-bus was parked and liquid refreshments
were had by all!

241 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Wright
Capt (Retd) Bob Beebee
2JC Sqn
The Squadron HQ stafT have been very busy form ing the 5 Division
Army CIS Group He lpdesk which is operational from the 15 June 1998.
Anybody with a CIS problem in the 5 Div, 42 (NW) Bde, 143 Bde or 160
(W) Bde can ring 197 and the Helpde k sta ff, managed by Mrs Pat
Peplow, will know a man who can help them. Helpdesks are operational
within all the ACISG Sig Sqns. Forming the AC ISG didn 't stop the
military staff of 24 l Sig Sqn from attending an annual Sum mer Camp, thi
year based on the Lake District and Halton Training Camp in Lancaster.
COMMUNICATIONS T RO OP
by LCpl Zoe Aldridge
Tp Comd
M r Vic King (COl)
2 1C/YofS/SSM
W0 2 (YofS) WilfWedge
Sunday I 0 May arrived quicker than expected, and all the hopes that Ex
Mercury Dragon 1998 would be cancelled were diminished for C pl
Michelle ' Bud Ice' Price. On the other hand, LCpl Zoe Ald ridge who
was really looking forward to the Exercise arrived on the main square
looking like she wa moving house. We are convinced that she even
brought the kitchen sink. The Exercise was the normal rock climbing/
abseiling with C pl Mand y May overcoming her fear of heights after
befriending a rock for half an hour.

Then there was the hill trekking. As you can see from the photograph
the fog came in and compasses came out!

The main attraction of the week was LCpl Kevin Anderson ( 123
Ammo Sqn RLC (V)). He was voted the 'Best of the Best' and wa
definitely the trend-setter in his cycling shorts, shirt and brogue shoes. You
were fast Kevin ! Overall, a good eight days was had by everyone and just
to prove that I went over here is my photograph:

Cpl Mandy May befriend ing a rock before going over t he top
Then there was canoeing, voted the activity of the week especia lly by
Sgt John Blyth . He managed to padd le around and around in circles and
LCpl Kevin Anderson was heard to say, ' I used to be like that, but I've
come a long.way since then,' as he turned his canoe over for the econd
time.

LCpl Zoe Aldridge
Congratu lations on promotion and farewell to Cpl Mandy May and
Adam who are posted to 7 Sig Regt, Krefeld. Farewell to gt ·Geordie'
Ian Green who i on a 'punishment ' posting to orway and Welcome to
Sgt John Blyth and LCpl Mandy Robinson . A final note on
congratulations to the Bo s on receiving his BA Degree at the
Bi rmingham ICC on aturday 23 May 1998.

B Flight's Volleyball Team sm ile for the came ra
CHARLIE FLIGHT
Flt Comd
Flt Lt Dave Hoyton RAF
Firstly welcome back to the fo ll owing: SSgt (Supvr R) Boston, LCpls
Warn, Lewi and Holmes and Jnr Tech's Wharton and our own soldier
of fortune, Chris Morton. Leaving us on a temporary basis are Jnr Tech 's
Webb, mith and Jordan , as well as LCpls Hauxwell, Montgomery,
inceot and Poole. They have gone to the four comers of the planet.
Leaving on a more permanent basis are Cpl Foss, LCpl Topple, Jnr
Tech ' Greg on and Filby all moving over to civvy street and LCpl
Warn po ted to Cheltenham, also leaving us to complete a three month
resettlement coun;e is Cpl Paul Campbell, all the best to you all. The OC,
Flt Lt Du e Hoyton is also leaving us, as he's been offered a day job,
apparently as an attempt to get out of night shift! o change there then.
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LCpl Sam Kirton Collects her Orienteering Medal
DELTA FLIGHT
Flt Comd
Flt Lt Andy Calder RAF
A steady period for Delta Flight with various personalities departi ng.
These are LCpls teve May, ' Paddy ' O ' Halloran and .Jnr Tech Paul
Smith who are all due to join the ranks of civvy street, good luck in your
new careers. LCpl Dawn Bray has moved across to the Medical Centre
here at RAF Digby for a 3-year posti ng - not bad for a Tele Op (Spec)! A
warm welcome goes to LCpl ' Bebs' Bebbington and hi s wife from 9 Sig
Regt and a big congratulations to LC pl tan Stewart and his wi fe
Michelle on the birth of their baby girl Kiaya-.Jade, good luck with the
restless nights.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1998

LCpl Kevin Anderson wet again
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Maj Dave Wright on Graduation Day
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qn Comd
1

'.laj John Floyd

W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow

LA Y RD TROPHY 1998
b) W02 (
1) 'Paddy' 1orro'
The unit' participation in thi year's Lanyard Trophy came about
during a di cu ion between the M and the late Sqn Comd, which took
place during a CFT in September 1997. One month later a letter arrived
inviting units to enter the competition, it wa noted by the SM that the
qn Comd ha ing initialled the letter as seen, had not indicated that a team
should be entered into the event from the unit. A ft er a brief exchange of
view between the two, it was decided that we would enter a team.
ow began the difficult part. finding ten able-bodied individuals from
the unit, never mind finding ten volunteer ! After a few weeks we had
gt Bernie Smith our ole female
eleven volunteers, one of which was
team member. Our first training e ion was held in Brecon during the
month of April. The weather conditions during this trip were atrocious.
however two day of training were managed during ' hich 'Paddy'
:\forrow caught a bug and Andy Burdge lost a pair of ocks during a river
cro-sing, while Cpl Ben Jefferies kept everyone entertained with his
musical rapping. The remainder of the training, took place on the
competition route and was pretty much uneventful.
About one month prior to the event our numbers were down to ten, the
minimum number required for the team. For afety, all the team attended a
medical, to find that Sgt George Quar was deemed not fit for the
competition, e\•ery team captains nightmare. lo steps LCpl Danny
Cooper, originally down for the Adrnin Team. The day of the competition
arrived with not many of the team getting much sleep, which was put down
to a mixrure of anticipation and excitement or was it the 0300hrs reveille!!
The plan was to get Danny Cooper to the first check point a distance of
about s_ix miles and drop him oft~ this turned out to be a challenge on its
o~vn, given that he had not completed any prior training. However, he was
kind enough to how the team and many of the other competitors what he
had had for breal.-fast that morning, after the first 500 metres.
The team progressed teadily with Cpl Ben Jefferies developing a
tendon injury at the ten mile point however he carried on. Towards the end
of the competition everyone in the te.am were showing signs of wear and
tear but all were determined to finish which we did, to be met at the end by
a more than happy Sqn Comd with a tray of co ld beer. Special thanks goes
to our upport team Chris Ritson and Danny Cooper who looked after us
superbly during and after the event. The SSM is now looking for team
members for next year!!

Shooting Team 1998
Standing (L to R) : SSgt Bob Lawrence, SSgt Andy Burdge,
W02 (SSM ) 'Paddy' Morrow, Sig Jonah Jones
Kneeling (L to R): Sig 'Vi nni' Vincenzi and
Cpl 'Master-Rapper' Ben Jefferies
UTROOP ' EWS
Yet again there has been a vast amount of com ings and goings,
unfortunately more goings than coming . The Troop welcomes back SSgt
Andy Burdge, who has moved from the ADA back to the Troop in
preparation for posting. He is unaware of Records cunning plan to extend
him by a year, we also welcome Cpl Tracey Hayes from Aldershot, LCpl
Cath Young from 1, LCpl Danny Cooper from the White Helmets and
Cpl Rob Love and hi wife E rica from 7 Sig Regt. Sadly we ay farewell
lo LCpls Chris Germain and Damian Davies and their families who are
both off to CivDiv. Cpl Amanda Robertson who leaves shortly for
'.°'ldershot and LCpl ~ ndy Shepherd who is off to play with the penguins
in the Falklands for six months. Thanks for your time and the Troop wish
you well for the future.
On the Sports and Social front thing have been reasonably quiet
however LCp l Chris Germain and LCpl Andy Shepherd have both
regularly represented the HQ LAND football team and SSgt Andy
Burdge has represented the HQ in rugby and has been selected for the
3(UK) Div Rugby Squad.
SWS TROOP ADVERT
The photograph shows civilian member of SWS Tp installing pits and
cables fo_r range safety on Salisbury Plain Training Area. Some are ex R
Signals linemen. They also do fibre and structured cabling. SWS Tp also
maintains fixed telephone and computer systems. The Troop has vacancie
for T l Sergeant and Corporals who are about to leave the service, why
not get in touch!

Lanyard Trophy Team 1998
Standing (L to R): Mr Chris Ritson, SSgt Bob Lawrence,
Cpl Steve Gregory, Sig Richard Templeman,
LCpl Danny Cooper, W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow
Kne~hng (L to R): Cpl Ben Jefferies, SSgt Bernie Smith,
Cpl Jim Gray, SSgt Andy Burdge and Sgt Jim Robertson
CORP AAM 1998
b)
gt Andy Burdge
:me annual trek to Ash Ranges was upon us once more and under the
guidance of SSgt Andy ~urdge the five selected soldiers (there were only
five available) competed 111 the Corps SAAM 98. The week passed with all
!h~ t=, ~hootin~ to the best of ~ei r ability. Specia! mention must go to Sig
\-mn! Vmcenz1 who before being asked politely 1f she wanted to join the
shooung team was a poor standard shot, she now has good confidence on all
weapons and has improved I 00%. As the week drew to a close all members
of the team realbed that training is imperative to succeed at this event. The
unit finished a creditable 6th in the minor units and will strive to improve on
that next year. Thank must go ~o the bar staff at the Staff in Camberley who
kept our glasSC'> full mo. t evenings for the team debrief along with the rest
of the Corp~ who seemed to be there. Last but by no means least to Capt
Reith the Corp~ secretary for an extremely well run week.
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A day in the life of a member of SWS Troop
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LA YARD TROPHY
by Sgt Si ms
After a long hard ~inter d~ployment in orthern orway and a well
deserved Easter leave 1t was time to focus on Lanyard 1998. Having won
the trop~y last year, could we defend it? Training started straight after
l~ve with Lt Duncan
oble soon findin~ his tabbing legs (which are
difficult_t? follow at th~ best of t1~es) leading the happy volunteers into
hard training. By thi s time the majority of the Squadron had deployed to
yprus so there was no day to day work routine to effect training. A trip to
York to compete 111 Ra_c~ the Sun 1998 helped with the training finishing in
an excellent 5th pos111on, however I'm still not sure if Sig 'Dougie'
Douglas uses a canoe for canoeing or unarmed combat! We then headed to
Thorney Island to train on the route . The first problem was overcoming the
sore feet syndrome, the ground being a lot harder than in Brecon but
plenty of zinc oxide and surgical spirit soon sorted the blisters' out.
Training went very well with everyone finishing with good tan and Cpl
Chris Green finishing with an extra shiny head! The weekend before the
competition was spent resting, sorting out last minute admin problems and
selecting the final team. The day before the race we headed back to
Thorney Island, the lucky ten having been selec;ted. It was at this point that
good admin is always a bonus although LCpl ' Baggy' Bagstaff had to
head back to Bui ford - apparently someone had 'stolen' his boots!
. A mass start was the order of the day and trying not to race off was
d1ffic~lt, b_ut we s_oon found our pace and cracked on. By Checkpoint 3 we
were in third pos1hon with Capt John Marriott on hand with his polaris
cake, together with an excellent admin team - thanks lads. By checkpoint 3
LCpl Si Hurst and myself were hanging on for grim death so it was
decided to leave us at this checkpoint, so a big team effort was needed to
dash the final 13 miles without losing any more team members. Sgt Gaz
'Ooh my toes' Greaves led the way with the communication ma ts ever
nearer in sight. The team fini_shed in 2nd position, an excellent effort by all
team m_embers. Congratulat10~ . to 216 (Para) Sig Sqn for winning and
orgam mg an excellent compet111on.

The Finish - Never again - Until next yea r
EXERCISE LION SUN
by Sig Mason
The Exercise began a day late after an extended stopover at RAF
Lyneham. Finally after a long and bumpy flight we arrived in Cypru , a
short bus journey took u to Radio Sonde camp, which was to be our new
ho.me for the next few weeks. The following day was taken up with
briefings by various people, spreading the message of doom and gloom;
they also said that it was not all that bad. The platoons were then plit
down to carry out their re pective lessons. Papa platoon started with map
reading, taken by Sgt Jack 'Magell an' Hawkins, who broke up the lesson
with a commentary of the nudi t beach which was not too far away. The
days' trai ning started at 0600 with PT from Cpl Dean Wilson. wh ich we
we_re_ lucky to surv ive. Thi wa fo ll owed by hard, yet rewarding, infantry
trammg starling with the ba. ics and working up to more advanced ski ll s.
~un n g our time at the range , Sig teve 'Sniper ' King hot the be t score
m Papa Platoon, he tells me it' becau e, ' He is one hell ofa top guy?'
To_ break up the arduous training the platoon went go-karting, the race
was riddled with controversy as Sig Alfie 'Animal ' Clark wa cheated out
offirst place by LCpl Rob· chumacher ' Townsend, who ran him o!Tthe
road. However, thi and many other era he took place, notably ig Lee
'Smudge' Smith who still managed to come second in his race. A good
day was had by all.
During the Adventure Training pha e. neither hell nor high water could
keep Cpl athan ' D-C' Drudge Coates out of the water even though he
had his leg in plaster! llowever. in Troodo mountains thing did not go to
plan for Sig Gaz 'Cliff-hanger' Prydie who undertook a spectacular tunt
sw_ung off and down the face at speed, he wears, exceeding 30mph, Sig
Mick Buddie's apologic fell on deaf ears as Sig Prydie swung in pain.
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Shelter from the sun on Ex Lion Sun
THE FINAL EXERCISE
by LCpl Howell
The Exercise began with us once again waiti ng for the ever reliable
RAF who this time failed to tum up at all! Our 4 tonner soon came to hand
that too_k us to the DOP from where we moved into our Company harbour
and spht into three Platoons. The rest of the day was then pent building
our defences, expecting an attack at any time. At 0500 hours on clay two
stand_ to _was called and we w~ited for a dawn attack which didn't happen,
by Hus time we: had all got trigger happy a frustration at not meeting the
enemy had set m. The Company then marched out in to a future location
but by this time the temperature wa reaching 30'C, this along with th~
fac~ we were carrying full CEMO changed a imple 6 mile tab into the
Chme e torture event. Even drinking as much water a we could carry did
not stop the effects of dehydration, so a change to CEFO wa made. It was
at this RV that we got our first taste of the Civ Pop di turbance and a
speeding stol_en Landrover, it wa here we realised the conflict had begun.
After a quick re-org Papa Platoon was tasked with recceing and clearing
a hill for the Company advance. The hill was recced and the advance
began, only to be uckered when a radio message came through ordering
the Company back to camp becau e of the severe heat. At 1930 we
redeployed to the field where I wa ta ked to filter everyone through the
already cleared minefield which was followed by (surprise, surpri e) yet
another tab to the Company harbour. Everyone, still waiting for an attack.
et off for their section missions, including OP's and ambushes. Day three
consisted of minor skirmishes with patrols and recce deployed for
inforn1ation gathering purpo es on Paramali village. Where the company
would-attack the next day we didn't know. An early morning tart wa on
the cards for th<: next day with the coy route to the final objective along a
steep valley. This became known as 'The Valley of Death'. already it was
dark and people were having econd thoughts about negotiating the route
in daylight never mind in darkne . We finally arrived at the LOO and had
ome well earned sleep and at 0400 departed for the final objective. 0 car
and ~upport T~oops taking the !'ire~t. approach and Papa going left
flanking to provide fire support be tore JOming the mam attack . The village
did not stand a chance! This was the battle we were waiting for, with
everyone raring to go. The battle raged, automatic fire was everywhere,
smoke and thunder-flashes were everywhere. Also mixed with thi the
confu ion, it wa all the ingredients for a memorable one and a half-hours
ofOBUA battle. We emerged triumphant and were back in time for brunch
andmedal.
Congratulation are in order to Cpl dam Wilkie and his ection on
winning the best section award. After this we had a well earned four da\S
ofR+R, with ome people taying in hotel in Papho , and others going io
Egypt and Tsrael. Along with large quantitie of beer and cocktail . ig
Carl 'Carlo· Fandango· Walker winning the award for collecting the
most free tee shirt from ariou.> bars, and ig teve King'. Titanic
romance aboard the cru ise ship to Egyp1, all made for a good time! The
return to the UK wa uneventful and everyone returned complete with
untans, after having a good exercise. Roll of honour
OBUA
ig 'Adrenalin' Buddle
ig 'Get ome' King
PWT
L pl ' niper' Whittrow
Best Pl
Papa Platoon led by 2Lt ·Mont ' Preston
Best Sec
pl 'Closet bullet' Wilkie
Following on from the succc·s of the 'Attached and 111 omay· article
written by another of our attached 0 ' we nO\\ get to see the quadron in
a very different environment ...
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:\TI HED !llD I. THE 1EDITERR NEAN
by 2Lt Ben Honarth
·Out of the now and into the sun: for the quadron the heat' a on· x
Lion un. Tho eon the la t Hercule lift had a check)' ta tc of what wa to
come. a an onboard computer caught fire. The Squadron hook out into
platoon . only a day late. and got traight into the obligatory briefings. T?
omeone with no previous experience of the Cypriot 'no-go~ zones, 1t
appeared we were confined to ro more than one percent of the island, and
a barren, fcatureles part at th ·. Thankfully w~1oever briefed ~s on the
paucity of the attractions of Papho was . adly m1 take~. as we discovered
later. Training began ... early. 4am UK time to be precise. !he PT started
with a gentle run to get usu ed to the dry heat. A the Exercise progre sed.
o steej)ened the training curve an~ the hi~l . Few units can boa t a .kit !ist
with a full range of mountameermg eqmpment for their acchmatl anon
run . Undeterred C pl Dean '\i ii on cheerfully led us over the
PT'AdYenture Training border, and up the aptly named 'Ladder'. His
parmer in crime, gt 'Baz· Wa rd . mu t take all the credit for o~r.early
introduction to amphibious warfare: nothing woke u a fast as a dip m the
freezmg ea.
.
On the military front we progressed mooth ly from section to platoon
ize ta ks. The attached infantry in nuctors. C pl Downes WFR and gt
Ham ill I Queen • brought their experience lo life, and the platoon
ab orbed a great deal of infonnation at peed. Some ba_ ics skills w~re
greatly improYed, e pecia lly through the day and mght nav1ga11on
exercise , thwarti ng gts Jack Hawkins and Phil Rend er 's best efforts to
con truct defensive position around the markers. Finding them was made
no easier by the u e of such dubious techniques as doggedly following the
orth arrow whatever the bearing, and the lesser-known Sig Jam es ·wind
method'. O car platoon (led by Lt Tim Jeffery) found the fluore cence of
the compass points not nearly bright enough by night and opted for a serie
of cylum instead. Mo t hotly contested in the inter platoon competition
was understandably the volleyball, with extra practises neaking in to
platoon commander' dispo al . Overall Papa platoon (led by my fellow
attachee 2Lt C hris Preston) triumphed, earning them the £100 purse, or
four large Cypriot beers in real money.
.
Adventure training offered each individual the chance to test their
mettle through climbing/abseiling, canoeing, windsurfing, and for some,
parascending and water- kiing. Sig Olejnik got to know each cl imb
particularly well through 'steady' upward progre s; not perhaps as well as
Cpl 'Spidennan' 1cMulla n, who clung to the rock wi th far more than the
recommended thtee points of contact For my part, r broke my spray deck
mid-flight on a 'seal-jump' and sunk my kayak instantly. Pte 'Tommo'
Thomas offered a con istent perfonnance as he managed fifty percent of
an Eskimo roll, every single time.
The ranges proved a challenge as the wind whipped acros the coast,
and the RAF were kind enough Lo give us a daily flypast. gt Hamill gave
an excellent demonstration of bayonet work, which so inspired one LCpl
that when hi dummy refused to die by bayonet alone, he tried lO kick it
over the cliff at the end of the range.
So on to ·test week'. The final exercise provided two main challenges,
the enemy and the weather. Initial deployment went well, but daytime
route marches were extremely arduous as temperatures soared. ight

operations took over, and the platoons practised mine-clearance,
ambushes, OP work, patrolling and harbour building techniques. After
struggling through the 'Valley of Death' ravine, Cpl 'Onslow' Atherton '
section wa understandably tired when chased by dogs from their OP.
LCpl Matt Tones till contests he was 'just contouring round ' as his CTR
took him ever further from the target. Finally Cpl Bell deserves praise for
his ingenious snap roadblock complete wit11 rockery; a real surprise for the
enemy. The stones were only removed to allow passage for the local goat
herders, a tmly fonnidable force.
The succe s of tl1e final attack on Paramali F!BUA Village
demonstrated the real worth of all the training, despite the efforts of SSgt
(YofS) 'Gaz' C urrie and S gt Donn elly as enemy, with their machinegun, rooftop reception. The war was over, and after paying reparations to
the taxi driver/hairdresser and his cousin the camp shop owner/barbecue
chef, we redeployed to Paphos for some well deserved R&R. My personal
thank go to the attached personnel who made my platoon so enjoyable to
command, and Cpl Bell for picking up the pieces.
VICTORIO S REAR PARTY
by Sgt Castle
Who ays Rear Parties do not win prizes? With 90% of the Squadron
sunbathing in Cyprus on Ex Lion Sun and the Lanyard Trophy team taking
a 'well earned rest' it would have been very ea y to forget about those
members of the Squadron remaining in sunny Bulford as part of the Rear
Party. However, keen to prove that not all the 'gladiators' were away we
decided to enter a Mini Team in the 3 (UK) Div Ath letics Championships.
The team wa selected the day before the event in the usual 249 fashion:
'You lot line-up in the vehicle compound and run from that BV to the
QM' Office - yes keep your unifonn and boots on! Then get to the rugby
pitch to lob the javelin. After that jump from this line and try to land on
two feet!'
The well trained and elected team were as follow :
- Sig 'Cleggy' Clegg
lOOm
- Cap t Rumsey
400m
- Sgt 'Jock' Castle
1500m
- Sig 'Jas' Beattie
Javelin
- Sig 'Tammo' T homson
Long Jump
- Capt Rumsey
4x JOOm
- Sig 'Tammo' T homson
- Sig 'Cleggy' Clegg
- Sig 'Dodgy' Rudge
The competition took place at the glorious Tidworth Oval and first
away was Sig 'Tammo' Thomson with a 3rd place in the Long Jump. Sig
'Cleggy' Clegg then won the I OOm and was soon matched by the 2IC in
the 400m. As the oldest member of the team Sgt 'Jock' Castle could not
continue the run of form and came in second in the l 500m. ot to be outdone Sig 'Jas' Beattie managed a creditable 2nd in the javelin. With just
the relay to go we were one point behind the leaders Cdo Ord Sqn, but
with double points in the 4 x I OOm there was all to play for. A speedy race
(obviously good training in boots!) by the team won the event and ensured
that we were the 3 (UK) Div Mini Team Champions. Congratulations to
all who represented the Squadron!

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Turnbull
SM
W02 (SSM) Dean E win g
The Squadron continues to work at a brisk pace in its quest for continual
improvement, being a quality unit. As anywhere else short notice events
make life interesting (man made), and lightning strikes (natural) do much
the same, for the Mech at least. ft is now hot, at last, and we can make the
most of the beaches. Capt (TOT) Pete ·Scary Eyes' Grist and wife
C hristin e (she didn't want to go) have left us to go back to UK and we
welcome the arrival of his successor Carl Shead and his wife Marion.
Hope you enjoy life here. What's more he gets a Foreman (!) in the fonn of
W02 (FofS) Ian Rutherford . Ditto.
Meanwhile out at the coalface..... .
EPI KOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Pedder
Tp Sgt
gt Tierney
The demand of Cyprus stretch beyond reaching for the suntan lotion as
our new Tp Comd, 2Lt Pedder, soon discovered. This was along with
most of our new members, Sigs M ilne, Duffie and O ' Conn ell.
The Troop had its first taste of Infantry for a whi le and took over from
the R~ident Infantry Banalion (RJB), ILi, for 24hrs. Episkopi Tp was
deployed to the Troodos Station and Mount Olympus to carry out tasks
. uch as gate guard, manning the control centre and providing local patrols.
• ·at a problem but once a year is enough! Our own Exercise followed
quickly te ting the quadron contingency plans on Quicksilver Action.
With the radio operators employed on a real time Op it was left to the Tele
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Mechs and Techs to ho ld the fort. We worked shift work in order to
complete real time and Exercise generated taskings, many of which fit in
with the ever evolving Cyprus plans. The Project Team worked on the
insta ll ati on of a I00 pair cable at Happy Valley while Sig ' Jock' Milne and
Sig Davies were deployed by Wessex to Mount Olympus to complete
taskings there.

Sig Lisa Bennett on board t he Nie 55
at the Turkish port of Finiky, on Ex Spotted Dog
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I lavi ng said thi s we continue to make the best use of the superb
adventure training facilities offered on the Island. LCpl Lance
Swarbrick, Sig Lisa Bennett and ig Lynne Marshall all went on a tenday sailing expedition to Turkey and the Greek Islands and are now all
hooked on yachting as well as being horribly brown!
Proving popular for many is the Novice Diver Sub-Aqua course with
the occa ional Hang-Glider. gt 'Pepsi Max ' Seymour, 2Lt Emma
Fawcett (on attachment) and her team of instructors are currently on the
Squadron's first Adventure Training Camp of the summer, in the
mountains, orienteering, cycling and climbing. The Cyprus Out-ofBounds restrictions have dented our social scene but the weather is good,
the beach is free and the barbecue's full. We have been inventive though as
Sig Daz 'Wookie' Bladwin showed when he found the local Cypriot
breweries offer educational trips, an opportunity not to be missed!
On the sporting scene the Rugby season ended in a frenzy with
gladiator
ig 'Fudge' MacPhee and Sig Trimble taking part in the
Anny-RAF and Combined Services matches and winning the Plate at the
Epi 7s rounded off the year nicely. The start of the Summer season is with
us and already Sig Owen Trimble has competed at the Arn1y Orienteering
Championships in UK and Arn1y Athletics and Sig Idris Davies at Army
Cricket. Meanwhile the rest of us look forward to a summer of swimming
and Cyprus walkabout training.
DHEKELIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Paul Mer ry
gt Ken McGir r
Tp SS&>t
Dhekelia Tp continued to dominate the Hodgson Shield Trophy - the
internal 259 Signal Squadron Sport Competition - and proved
unstoppable during the cricket competition held at RAF Akrotiri.

Monday 30 March: All the team 1s quietly nervous e~pccially those of
us who haven ' t been to anything like this before. The first shoot was the
Association Cup, followed by the Roupell Cup, the Falling Plate and the
Combat Snap. Success was almost ours when the Team narrowly missed
winning their heat in the Falling Plate competition, by one target. Day one
proved to be a very busy day and so after a late tea and the evenings Team
Captain 's brief, it was down to studying PAM 20 VOL 4 for the next days
shooting.
Tuesday 31 March: Day two and we were all up nice and early, eager
to improve on the first days shooting. There were only two shoots to
complete, the Henry Whitehead Cup followed by the Fibua range. After
the first day, the team was now used to lining up on the firing point wuh
twenty or thirty other firers, something the younger team members had
never before experienced.
Wednesday 1 April: Today we had the first of the pistol shoots, but
first of all the LSW gun run loomed up which involved running a distance
of 500m starting at 600m and firing at every IOOm 's in between. This was
the most physically demanding of the shoots and with bad weather to
contend with as well, proved difficult. Next up were the pistol shoots. The
team did quite well with Cpl Richards, Cpl Wainwright and Sig Hicklin
giving good account of themselves. Next was the pistol tiles which
involved moving from the 20m firing point to the l Om and firing at clay
pigeon targets nailed to sticks, the team who shoots the most targets in the
time given wins. We entered two teams, one was meant to be our hot shot
team and the other was just entered for fun. Both teams got knocked out in
the first round and o that was the end of that. Another busy day was now
over, so it was back to the camp and revision time again.
Thursday 2 April: There was only one shoot today which was the
Roberts Cup. This was duly shot and then it was time to give our weapons
a thorough cleaning as the team had now completed all of its hoots and
would be watching the fmals on Friday morning. The night's
entertainment consisted of a curry meal being laid on at the Army Rifle
Association Hut, just a short distance away at Bisley.
Friday 3 April: The days shooting was to consist of the Inter Corps
team events and the finals of the Combat Snap and Falling Plate
competitions. The inevitable prize giving was then under way at the end of
the shooting. Although the Team didn't come away with a Trophy this year,
they cenainly gai ned inva luable experience at competition shooting, most
for the fir t time, and didn't finish la t. The Team all thought that the week
consisted of valid training and are eager to participate again next year.

Dhekelia Troop Cricket Team
Guest civilian player was Steve HuUand recently married to Sig
Rachel Willis. and Cpl Bob Kir by flexed his muscles at the crease. With
a little luck, this success will continue at the forthcoming softball
competition and swimming gala. The advent of the extremely hot season
has spurred the Troop on to practice their front crawl and provided a great
excu e to jump into the wimming pool. Four members of the Troop also
retreated to the Troodos Mountains for a spell of adventure training
organised by 2Lt E mm a Fawcett on her recent attachment. Sgt Pete
Clements, Sig Steve 'Beaker' Hicklin, Mike Ke rvell and Lee G reen all
enjoyed themselves so much that they have volunteered for the I00
kilometre Cyprus Walkabout later on in the year.
The Dhekelia Garrison Fete held in May proved to be a success and
provided the opportunity for the Red Arrows to display kill for the first
time in 1998. Sgt Lee 'Don't Call Me Termite' Turbitt, mastenninded the
Troop's stall at the fete and called upon the computer skill of SSgts Ken
McGirr and Marc 'FoS' Findon to set up an extremely popu lar
attraction. The Duty Programme Sellers - Sig Scott Tomblin, Mark
Creight.on and C r aig Bate - all showed good initiative and collared
people as oon as they stepped out of their cars in the car park . Rumour
has it that Sgt Turbitt is trying to recruit hi on into the Roya l Corp of
Signals ... but they can't find any unifonn tl1at fit ( ee next column).
Welcome to Cpl Si icholson straight from hi Tl course and LC pl
'Jas' King who joins the Troop from the Falklands. By the time thi goes
lo print the Tp SSgt will have arrived at 15 ig Regt and all wish Ken ,
Tina, and the boys the best ofl uck in the future.
CORPSAA M 1998
On Th ursday the 26 March the 259 ig qn shooting team gathered at
RAF Akrotiri air tenn iaal ready to leave on a mammoth journey to
eventually end up at ATR Pirbright. Along the way we vi ited RAF Brize
Norton, for an over night stop after our fl ight. After an early breakfast the
next morn ing, we went on Lo RAF Lynehnm where we dropped ?ff Sgt
Potter to pick up the wea pons while the rest of us went on to 2 l Sig Rcgt
(AS) in Colerne to pick up a land rover. Then it wa back to R.A.F.
Lyneham to pick up Sgt Potter and our weapons then a drive i~ convoy ~o
ATR Pirbright, our fi nal de tination. On arri al at ATR Pirbnght, 32 1g
Regt (V), who were the administration unit for the event booked us in and
took charge of our weapons etc. Over the followi ng 24hrs the various
shoots were revised until 2000hrs on Sunday, when the Team Captai ns
extensive briefing took place.
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Fitness levels were put to the test, the re-match will hopefully take place
on one of the junior pitches, this would certainly greatly assist our goalie.
T~c referee Cpl Heather ' l only know rugby rule>' Lawrie kept a ught
gnp on_t~mgs , she will.need to stop kicking any player who she thinks are
~ m1ured, 1f she wishes to advance up the refereeing ladder.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(LANDCENT)

\ LPHATR OOP
TpComd
Tp gt

Lt Todd
gt Ba r ker

Tl,' PREP
The Troop has been very busy thi month with preparation of all our
vehicle for in pection by the Gerrnan TUY team.
L . Y RD T ROPHY
Congratulation to the Squadron Lanyard Trophy Team, which sa'
three members of the Troop uccessfully completing die competition. Well
done to Tp Comd, Lt Todd , Cp l 'Wally' Wells and LCpl 1att Ba ber.
EXERCI E COM BI NED ENDEAVO R
Four members of the Troop were deployed on the Multinational
Exerci'e, Ex Combined Endeavour. Sgt ' Val ' Valen ti ne, Cp l 'Deann'
pier , LCpl 'Sumo· immonds and Sig Dave Tu rnbull all deployed for
tJiree weeks with 29 oilier nations.
HE LLO
The Troop would like to welcome Sig E mily Watts straight from the
factory. Congratulations to Dave Turnbull on promotion lo LCpl.
BRA O TROOP
Tp Comd
Position Vacant
S gt T. W. Davies
Tp Sgt
Author
LCpl Rickard
First of all I would like to say a big thank you to the Tp SS gt for using
one of his dubiously fair systems to select me from a cast ofihousands to
compose the Troop's Wire entry.
This has been a busy period for the Troop wit11 pre TUY preparation
taking up the majority of our time and the Commanders Cup Competition
filling up any residue. The latter is not being made easier for u due to our
ongoing commitment to operations in Bosnia and a large percentage of the
Troop being deployed therein. In the Commanders Cup, however, we have
done rea onably well despite the lack of available manpower, i.e. no
matter what the event the Team remained the same. In die Orienteering,
which was held on 13 March die Troop came an amazing first overall. This
due to excellent performances from Sig Bri Hillson who came 3rd, C pl
Rick Allmark 13tl1 and LCpl 'Margaret' Hatcher 14th in the individual
placings. In the Cross-Country held on 20 March the Troop came third
overall, with LC pl 'Ronnie' Radford I Ith, LCpl 'Margaret' Hatcher
20th and Cpl Rick Altmark 27th, (not bad for an old man!!) Then lastly
t11e Potted Sports was held on 3 April in which we came 5th, witll Team
'A' coming 6th and Team 'B' coming 9th. With three more events still lo

compete for, we are currently in 4th position, with on ly 2 points separating
us from the leaders who like all the otJ1cr departments should be reminded
that the five of us, not deployed, have both the ability and the intention to
WIN and win well.
Congratulations go to newly promoted Cpls 'Gilly' Gilbert, Tom
Atkinson and Chris Read . Hello 's go to Sig Si Hall straight from the
factory, for once no goodbyes, no-one's that lucky to escape!!
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Rae (deployed to Bosnia)
Tp Sgt
SSgt Smith
The Troop has seen a few changes over the last months with a number
of comings and goings. We say a big hello to Sgt Wayne Dun bar and
wife Izzy who have already found that life is a 'different kind of busy' in
the Squadron. Also welcome are Cpl Mick Kenning and wife Carolyn
who have apparently brought all their ' tackle ' with them! Farewell to Sgt
Lee Coffill and Mandy as they spread their wings to go to Laarbruch and
take with them a little Coffill in the making - all die best. Congratulations
to SSgt Kev S mith and Helen on the birth of tlleir son who was named
after the Troop, Charlie, fortunately he wa n' t Zulu Tp 'Staffy'.
It is change over time on the Bosnia front again with a now well trained
elect body of men and women raring to go to replace tllo e who have
been deployed since November. For the few Troop members that have
been here over the past two months they have worked tirelessly on vehicle
preparation as well as squeezing in a Cadre Course, an exercise, a couple
of visit , and the normal bustle of daily life.
Q ARTER MASTER 'S DEPA RTMENT
The QM's Dept at 280 (UK) Sig Sqn has just entered the busy season
wit11 the imminent draw-down and closure of the QMs Dept in Sarajevo
due in July. Events botll out in Bosnia and back here in Krefeld are
occurring at rapid pace. Firstly, congratulations are due for promotions
within the department, Sig Karl 'Chippie' Willia ms on his recent
promotion to LCpl and also to LCpl Dave 'Cosy' Powell on bis
promotion to Cpl. Congratulations are also due to Sgt W illia m ' Scotty'
Scott. who has just tied die knot to Susa nne, all the best for the future.
The visit of Dr Gen Rheinheart, Commander LANDCE T on die 8
June went exceptionally well and he voiced his appreciation oftlle work that
die Squadron does. Our field stores were depleted, as we set up tents, chairs
and table to seat the HPZ handicapped school for an open day and fete.
Grateful thanks were extended to the Squadron for their help. Now lastly, we
would like to say our fond farewells to the QM's Dept clerk and PA, Rachel,
who has left for Fallingbostal and welcome her replacement Beth who will
soon be put on a place in the Joint Services Advanced Brewmaking Course.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
SqnComd

Maj B. P. Gilfether MBE TD

PROMOTION
Congratulation are forthcomi ng to die following on their recent
promotion: L Cpl Sam Foster, LC pl Rod Hamilton, LCpl Andy
Henderson and LC pl Carol McKelvie.
ATD TRAINING WHITBUR '
_Training in the summer on the North English coast is always popular
with the Dundonians, so in an attempt to save the Man Training Day
budget, ATD training was programmed. The practical application of BC
and First Aid was undertaken wit11in a section competition. LC pl Dave
'Radio' Garland kept his group busy wi th DKP fights and BC casualty
body bag races. The BC stand concluded with lunch being served in die chamber (CS restaurant). W02 (RQMS) Bert Wright shocked the troops
by providing real food rather than out of date, biscuits AB.

CS Restaurant Lunch is served
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A Casualty simulatioa stand produced a few budding actors, Sgt Daz
'Mad Man' Collins played die nutter, fighting his rescuers and attacking
the casualties.
Sgt L ance 'try not to smudge my make-up
T hornton-G ra nville was excellent, unconscious. W02 (Yofs) Andy
'Shot in die back again' Dobso n sadly 'died' during treatment, killed by
die over enthusiastic LCpl C arol 'Arar M cKelvie and LCpl S. Purvis.
C apt Andrew T hompson fainted when LCpl Joe Wiggins app lied far
too much blood to his smashed femur. There was unfortunate ly no cure for
Sgt Steve 'La La' Goodyea r, who was suffering from split ends, caused
by over app lication of black hair dye.
ADVE T RE T R AINING - L L A DYSUL WALES
W02 (YofS) Andy Dobson has been the Army Secretary for Canoeing
for several years now, and was the organiser of the recent Land Command
Championships, where he finished tllird in the open event and second ia
the doub les. In preparation for an expedition to be held in Canada later this
year, several of the unit's budding kayaker's joined And y al the
Championships, hoping to pick up a few important tips. Stories of how the
troops survived on the water wi ll be incl uded in a full article on the
exped ition. It is the off water incidents which have caused the most
giggles up to now. The group travelled from Exercise in Otterbum to
Llandysul (deepest darkest) Wa les. It is fai rly common kn owledge that
most ignposts in Wa les have the instructi ons written in both Welsh and
English. Duri ng our journey to Llandysul , after severa l wrong turnings it
was considered shrewd to again check we were on the right route. 'Yes'
came LCpl C arol McKelvie's rep ly, ' Although it's not on the map, we've
been head ing for ARAF for some ti me and it seems to be the right
direction'. ARAF appears pai nted on the road, in almost every town,
village or built up area. Strangely enough there's also another word, which
appear right next to ARAF, in almost every town, village or bui lt up area ...
SLOW.
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Capt Thompson being prepared for a crane evacuation due to
his nimble size
FOOTBALL - 2 SIGNAL SQUAD RON V INVERGOWRIE FC
With a hand full of enthusiastic football player , a friendly against a local
team Invergowrie FC was arranged. 3-0 down within 10 minutes wasn't an
ideal start. Our goalkeeper SSgt Andy ' the dog' Waterston, tried to say he
wasn't fully wanned up, it later transpired that Andy is a Glasgow Rangers
fanatic and wouldn't pass to his defenders who were wearing Green. This,
along witll an opposition in Blue is the true story behind the poor start.
Altl1ough one of our star players Cpl Billy 'Anchor' Morris missed mo t
of the first half, die King Pin of the midfield somehow managed to leave his
boots at home. A couple of goals each by Sgt ' Dazza' Collins and W02
(YofS) Andy 'never scores' Dobson and a lucky goal for LCpl Grant
Gellatly put the team 5-4 ahead by half time. 'Dazza' completed his hat
trick in the second half, while a recently arrived, free transfer from 32 Sig
Regt, Capt J oe Mead also got on the score sheet, final score 7-4. we still
await the promi ed free beer from die OC.

The Starti ng Eleven
Rear (L-R): W02 (YofS) Dobson, Sig Echeiva rra, LCpl Gellatly,
LCpl Ham ilton, Sig McDona ld, Sig Nichol
Front (L-R): LCpl Henderson, Sgt Colli ns, SSgt Waterston,
Sig Kirkpatick, Sig Sutcliffe
DRIVI G SUCCESS
This final article does not refer to the Units most popular activity (Golt)
but to our ability to manoeuvre the green and black fleet around. During
May die Unit participated in Ex Scottish Bluebell die national driving
competition for REME. The small LAD group supplemented by Signallers
improved on last year's performance, coming fourth overall. The average
age of the team was close to forty, witll LCpl Willie Abbott and Cpl
Costella Pollard, showing some of the youngsters a trick or two. Ex
Tartan Drive, an HQ Scotland driving competition was held at Barry
Buddon Training area, 5-6 June. The team consisted of SSgt Rod 'do I
have too, I'm a tech' Ma in, LCpl Rod Hamilton and LCpl Willie 'I'm
nay driving in the dark' Abbott. With little notice of the competition or it
content, th.i merry bunch came an excellent sixth. SSgt Rod Main taking
first place in the LGV manoeuvring challenge.

SANGCOM PROJECT TEAM
Winter is normally a time for hibernation, or at least a period when
things slow down, but not in Saudi Arabia where it is really the only
period of the year when it is possible to get out and do things. With a team
of almost entirely new members, there ha been an efrort recently to keep
the military skills up to speed, especially with the increased tension with
Iraq. Contingency plans were dusted oITand Lt Col J o Fletcher in tigated
a programme of training. This consi ted of a battle field tour and a desert
driving course, and yes, or should that be no, it was good fun .
BATTLEFIELD TOUR
The Battlefield Tour aimed to visit the sites of the attacks by Sir
Lawrence of Arabia on the Hijaz railway that went from Tabuk in the
North down to Madina in the South. The railway was built to service the
expanding Turkish Empire, although the public reason given was to ease
the prob lems of die pilgrimage to Mecca. As this wa very much a
trategic route, it was heavily defended, and as it was to prove, it wa to be
a most enlightening tour. The tour teams con isted of Col Richard
Holm es, Lt C ols Jo Fletcher and Kim Parsons and M aj Nik Hamm ett
(plus the ladie ) who were travell ing the railway from the South and Maj
Des J epson and a few civilian friend who were travelling from the orth.
The Expedition was planned for over the 'Eid Al Fitr' holiday, which is
the Is lamic equivalent of Easter where, after the period of fa ting known
as Ramadam, tll ings go wild for a few day as everyone over-indulges. ll
1yas decided tllat tbis wou ld be a good time to avoid being in Riyadh where
lime between traffic accidents i measured in seconds. The whole trip
lasted just less than five days and consi ted of a 800kn1 drive to the start of
the rai lway and then a I 50k.m journey along the route of die railway. In
places th is was a route that fo llowed along the embankment and in otl1er
places the and had covered the route of the track and t11e route was on a
compass bearing (GPS) across the and dune .
This proved to be a mo t spectacular journey with basa lt block hou es
along the route with water towers and other stat ion buildi ng still in
excellent condition. At the start of the journey we came across a complete
repair train itting in what u ed to be n sidi ng and except for the wooden
pa1 s of the train (taken by locals for firewood), it was sti ll in good
condition.
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The repa ir train at the start of t he journey w ith
Maj Nik Hammett standing aloft
At other point along the track there wa. evidence of the raihva) being
attacked with train: on their sides, ·ome with clear sign of bcmg hit by
artillery. It was clas ic ambu:h territory, with a track that naked it· way
through the hills that over looked and dominated the tra k. An area almost
impos ible to defend and not the type of country to be an engine dm er in,
where life expectancy would appear to be qui te hort. Al ·o dotted along
the route were Turki ·h fort . again in surpri mgly good condition and
sighted in domi nant po ition . Re-supply was the only obviou · problem.
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different directions. After Lhe excitement of the morning we spent the
afternoon in a difierent area going through the same routine but this time
on rock. A great deal of confidence in the ability of the vehicles was
gained by all who took part a they found how versatile the 4x4 is and how
teep an angle the vehicle will go up and down in the hands of the
e perieneed driver. All types of terrain and conditions are available in
Saudi Arabia including the odd bit of water. Although it is unusual to see
large amounts of water, tla h floods are common at certain times of the
year and therefore it is important to know the art of Wadi river crossing. To
attempt this art without waiting for the rain, there is a 'river' to the South
of Riyadh were all the wa le-water from the city flows. The thought of
getting stuck in this water wa enough to en ure that no-one did! By the
end of the day that included tl1e whole group who enjoyed the experience
of the driver training.

An ambushed tender train, lying on its side
Despite a very arduou journey the only vehicle ca ualtie in the onh
bound tour were a flat tyre suffered by Lt Col Kim Parsons and a broken
teering pump pipe on the Fletcher's vehicle 5 metres from home. thi
following a 2500km drive. Unforcunately the Jep ons were not quite so
luck)' and their Discovery had serious indigestion. losing at least four
cylinders. A borrowed vehicle from Maj Gavin West, the LO for the
Western Region saved the day and allowed the vehicle to be recovered at a
later date. For tho e of you reading this and hoping for a po ting to the
desert, this is a trip that must be put on your list of thing to do. It is a
journey of immense interest (trainspotters especially) and of outstanding
view in an area of a world that is still very much untouched by modem
civilisation.
DRIVER TRAINING
.
Again, due to the number of new members of the team and their
inexperience at driving 4X4s on sand, it was decided to have a day of
instruction on the techniques for driving and, out of necessity, recovery.
The resident expert in Riyadh is an ex Corps member Jim tab ler who
now works for the MoD's contractor, GPT. The day started with a convoy
of eight vehicles beading out of Riyadh to an area known as tl1e Red
Sands. On arrival there was a word or two from the master on the
importance of the correct gear and the use of momentum and then it was
time to attempt driving at speed along the valley bottom, then hitting a I00
foot saad dune and trying to get to the top. This is easier said than doae.
However, after a bit of practice and a lot of shouting the whole team had
experienced the going up and of course the coming down.

Recovery from the sar.ld using the air bag jack
FofS Richie Conway with his foot stuck under the wheel,
Lt Col Jo Fletcher running away before the bag bursts
and Keith Harper wondering if anyone will notice if he
borrows the clutch

660 SIGNAL TROOP (EOD)
Capt (Tfc(R)) A. Middleton MBE
W02 (Supw R) C. Ward

TpComd
TpWO

THE TROOP - A BRIEF HISTORY
Royal Signals and Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD), NO WAY you
say. But yes, it does exist, in the form of 660 Signal Troop (EOD).
Originally known as Echo Troop, 121 Ordnance Company (EOD) the men
and women from the Royal Signals provide ECM support to the 11 EOD
Regiment RLC bomb disposal teams. Echo Troop was r~titled 660 Sig Tp
(EOD) and its Troop HQ forms part of 821 Squadron at Didcot. The Troop
was officially renamed and presented with its pennant by Brig . F. Wood
ADC the current SOinC, on 25 November 1995.
The Troop Manpower of 66 was predominantly recruited from the Tele
Op (R) and (M) trades. The Troop establishment has now risen to 77 and
the Tele Op (Spec) are now being recruited as the primary ECM operator
trade, with the transition period to be complete by 2002. This manpower is
pread geographically amongst the Regiment's five Squadrons in UK and
Germany. The Troop provides ECM support to all 11 EOD Regt RLC
assets in UK and Germany and also provide roulement ECM operators in
support of 321 EOD Sqn in Northern lreland. The primary roles of the
Troop are: to provide direct ECM support to EOD tasks; to provide
pre-emptive security cover; and to provide ECM support to Public
Military Events (PME).
VISIT OF THE COLO EL I CHIEF
HER ROYAL HIGHNESS, THE PRI CESS ROYAL
A major event of recent years was the visit of HRH The Princess
Royal to the Directorate Land Services Ammunition and 11 EOD
Regiment RLC in October 1997. The Princess Royal was introduced to
the Troop's men and women 'behind the scenes' for the numerous VVIP
cover duties at all Royal residences and other prestigious events.
In one of the various displays LCpl 'Charlie' Brown from Tidworth
Troop, 721 Sqn, acted out some Ammunition Inspectorate duties during
the First World War. HRH later went on to share a joke with the Tp Comd,
Capt Alex Middleton MBE, asking whether or not the ECM operators
looked like policemen! Something that was most strongly denied.

S PPORT TO POLITICAL EVENTS
Each year the Troop are mvolvcd in the annual Party Political
Conferences and other international events which are traditionally very
busy periods. The Troop, in support of the EOD teams from the Regiment,
undertake the challenging yet rewarding tasks of protecting the various
elements of the UK political establishment. EOD and ECM assets from the
Ri:giment spend this period completing rccces, attending predeployment
bnefings and co-ordinating and executing the high profile security
operations that have become such vital aspects of political life since the
1984 PIRA bomb attack on the Grand Hotel in Brighton. Last year it was
the tum of 621 Squadron, who are based at RAF Northolt, to provide
protective cover to the newly formed Labour Government at their party
political conference in Brighton. During the conference Sgt Eddie
Reynolds had time to chat with Sir Bobby Charlton on how to improve
the chances of his beloved Arsenal becoming champions and on current
form it looks like the advice paid off. Cpl Kev SwaUow and LCpl John
Seaton also had some lasting memories to take away from their week at
the seaside when they bravely hared a lift with 'political heavyweights'
John Prescott and Mo Mowlam as the conference ended.
Meanwhile, 521 Sqn, based at Catterick not only provided protective
cover for the Conservative Party Political Conference in Blackpool, but
Capt Alex Middleton, W02 Clive Ward arid SSgt Dick Tredwell all
showed their 'NO FEAR' attitude by going on every ride at the Pleasure
Beach which included the famous Pepsi Max and Play Station (Obviously
all part of the ECM recce}!
COMMO WEALTH HEADS OF GOVER ME T MEETING
(C HOGM) EDINB RGH OCTOBER 1997
1997 also saw 521 Sqn take on the additional responsibility of
protecting delegates at the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
(CHOGM) in Edinburgh. CHOGM hosted a third of the world's leaders,
their senior Ministers and spouses. This was the first time in twenty years
that the meeting had been held in the UK. This was a very busy period for
both the EOD and ECM assets, having to cover over forty different venues
from as far afield as Edinburgh to St Andrews. Whilst in Scotland the CO,
Lt Col Morrison RLC, on seeing the ' Stone of Destiny' back in place in

Lt Col Jo Fletcher emerging from the river crossing
Col Richard Holmes on the way down in his newly acquired 4x4
It was then that we were able to move further into the desert in order to
rehearse the skills of recovery but not before our Head of Finance
Contracts and Administration, Keith Harper suffered a burnt out clutch
leaving us with a real recovery problem. Before this incident he did
however realise the impo~ce. o.f pr~p.aration as he hit a bump at speed
and not bemg used to roughing 1t m military terms, he had brought out his
lunch all ready on a china plate. The plate was now a jigsaw and the food
was plastered to the roof.
'!- further couple of hours spent bogging in the: vehicles and trying
vanous methods of recovery gave us enough experience to then return to
the broken vehicle and attempt the rescue back to the main road. W02
FofS Richie Conway volunteered to be the driver of the towed vehicle
and after several attempts the vehicle was pointing in the right direction
and down hill. A final tug and away the two vehicles went towards the
valley bottom. When approaching a steep downhill sand dune we had been
taught to approach with caution and to nudge over slowing before drifting
down allowing the engine to provide the breaking. Imagine FofS Richi e
Conway'_ surprise as the fi_rst vehicle_ took off over the edge at a speed
approachmg 20kph with him following slightly faster. Richie landed
mches behind the towing vehicle and had soon decided that it was time to
overtake as the speed of both vehicles increased. A major disaster was
averted by the quick thinking nee panic as FMT 3 action looked certain.
'ecdless to say both vehicles ' landed ' safely at the bottom, just facing in
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WELCOMES
By the time that this copy of The Wire is produced the SANGCOM
team will have grown by a further two members of the Corps. WOl YofS
Paul Sexby and W02 Chris Gill with wives Caroline and Lynda will
have arrived almost simultaneously to take up posts in the Training
Development Team in the ational Guard Signal School. Lets hope that
they get over the shock quickly!

CHANGI OF ADDRISS
Please advise the Assistant Accountant,
at RHQ, IN WRITING,
of any change of address
This information should not be telephoned
Capt Middleton MBE and Lt Col Morrison RLC share a joke with HRH The Princess Royal
THE WIRE , AUGUST 1998
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Edinburgh Castle and the land of his birth, wa led away muttering ·och
about time too·. II ECM operators although being kept very busy,
enjoyed (hone t) the whole experience of CHOGM. Of concern to all.
during th1 ·experience was the quantity offood consumed by Cpl 'Fadz·
Fadzillah, Willy' Iim' Rushton and Keith Wade. Jt was a wonder that
they managed to queeze back into their vehicles and drive them home as
the operation came to " ; lose!
PORTI G CE E
The members of the Troop who havt repre ented the Regiment at
Football, Cro -Country. Orienteering,
ordic kiing etc are too
numerou to mention. However, congratulations go out to Cpl Dave

Clark who represented the Combined ervice at Rugby League and Cpl
teve Bruce who has been selected for the Corps ricket 1st XL
HELLO 'S AND GOODBYE'S
Finally to conclude - We say farewe ll and good luck on their next
postings to Cpl ·Fadz' Fadzillah and Cpl Daz Holman. Also best of luck
on their move to civvy street to Cpl 'Mac' McKee and LCpl Ian Woods.
Welcome to all of the new members of the Troop of whom there are far too
many to mention in thi artic le. Finally, congratu lations to SSgt Dick
Tredwell and SSgt Ewen Hall on their recent selection for promotion to
W02 and to Sgt Paul Crawley on hi s promotion to SSgt and selection for
the Supervisor Radio Cou rse.

COMSEC MONITORING TEAM (UK)
WARMINSTER
QC
YofS

platoon Commander and on the dot of 0600 following an uninterrupted
artillery barrage, led hi s troops into a terrifying firefight. The bloodbath
raged and with a Gun group pincer action to a depth position, the enemy
was finally eradicated! (HONEST). Following that night of sleep
depravatton we then trashed the OC's Panzers around the training area
funny at the time until realisation hit that it was us that had to clean them.'
Monday began on one of the PS l's cultural visits, ie the Mohnesee and
Padcrbom town . The final evening we hosted the Bde Officers and
SNCO's to a Games Night in appreciation for all that they had done a
great evening was had by all and many fri endships flourished. Tuesday
dawned with a bit of a lie in, and then a debrief from the OC 20 Bde HQ &
Sig Sqn (200). The trip was an astounding success and many thanks must
go in principle to Maj J.E. Richardson MBE, for inviting us in the first
place, and several members of his team, for their efforts. amely: Capts
tuart Boyne and Jason Hazelwood, Lt Bill Holbrook and 2Lt Ryd
Jones, All the boys in the troops for giving up their weekend, and the MT
for some superbly executed transport arrangements. Finally a big thank
you to anyone we may have mi ssed and look forward to maintaining what
has become an excellent relationship.

Capt T. C. Crosby
SSgt (Yof'S) Hogan

Where's the laundrette?

SUSSEX ARMY CADET FORCE

I S& 0 T
The team welcome Cpl Ian "joker' Duncan, Sig Kurt ·driving Miss
Daisy 1uller, ig Matt 'Krik' Krikorian (it's Lithuanian!) and the first
(and only!) Spec Op LCpl Steve ' Scottie' Hoffman . Fond farewell to
Cpl · mudge' mith and hi wife Shallon who are pursuing a new career
in civdiv and Cpl Tony King who i posted to J - good luck with the
wedding. Al o congrarulations and goodbye to LCpl Marc ' Plum'
Dunbavand on his recent marriage to Sarah and even more recent
po ting to 21 Sig Regt (A ).

MILITARY SKILLS COMPETITIO 1998
HQ 145 (Home Counties) Brigade ran the competition at Longmoor
Training Camp, in Hampshire. Seven Sussex Cadets were entered. There
were 34 Army Cadet Teams from all over the South taking part. The
following events made up the competition: Leadership Tasks, Assault
Course, Day Orienteering, Weapon Training Tests, ight avigation,
March and Shoot followed by Military Skills. The Cadets said that they
had all enjoyed the competition very much. They worked well together as
a team and although it was hard work, it was also great fun .

I. TER COMSEC TEAM BO DING
Earlier in the year four members of the team decided to enhance inter
COM EC team relations and deployed to snowy Hohne for a spot of RB
training. The Bo s thought it was for Renault Boughton training {the
vehicle) but it turned out to be Rieper Bahn (Hamburg) or even Rum &
Black as LCpl ' Scottie' Hoffman and Sig Renne Stuart will confess.
Suffice to say the boring sruff went well, and the week ended to cries of
' ee you again next year'.

EXERCISE RADAR RAIDER
The aims of this Exercise at Crowborough Training Camp, was Map
and Compass work, Working and Living in the field and Leadership
training for JNCOs. For many cadets this was one of the first times they
had attended a Cadet Weekend. First night 'under the stars' and their first
taste of Army Compo Rations . All the cadets enjoyed the experience and
look forward to another camp at the end of July (South Wale )

EXERCISE PUBLIC HOUSE TOURER
Mouth and eyes full of dust after weeks on Salisbury Plain it was time
for play. After recceing the route a few times, Sig Renne tuart led the
team on a cultural countryside pub tour through the back lanes of Wiltshire
- on mountain bikes. All was going well when Sig Matt ' I want to fly '
Krikorian, decided to entertain us with an acrobatic stunt right outside the
local for which be received warm applause from the regulars.
ORIE 'TEERING
The 'old man ' of the te~ , Capt Terry Crosby is still trying to
orienteer and in doing o managed to win both the 3 (UK) Div and Corps
M40 titles. Being the organiser of the former, he denies any prior
knowledge of the course or assistance to his wife Trudy who came 2nd in
the Ladies category.

Capt Terry Crosby and his wife Trudy
winner and runner-up in their respective classes at
the 3 (UK) Div Orienteering Championships

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: Major General L 0. J. Sprackling QBE Master of Signals
Chairman of the Council: Major General W. J.P. Robins CB OBE
Vice Chairman of the Council: Colonel C. I. Le Gallais QBE Commander Royal School of Signals
Secretary and Treasurer: Colonel A. F. Carter M13E
Members of the Council
Brigadier T. W. Hackworth OBE
Colonel A. C. Cunningham TD
WOI (FofS) Cutforth

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON OTC

Colonel C. J. Walters
Colonel T. R. Earney
WO I (YofS) Hawley

Object: To foster the professional and technical interests of the Royal Corps of Signals
PER ONALITIE
TpComd
PSI

For details of membership oftbe Institution contact Colonel A. F. Carter MBE, RHQ the Royal Corp of Signals, Blandford DOR ET. DTI I 8RH
Capt John Symmons
W02 (SSM) Mark Tivey

EXERCI EGA NTLET LOOK
LIAI 0 VI IT TO 20 ARMD BDE HQ & SIG SQ (200)
b) OCdt Tom Burke
The Troop (X 23 of us) left Handel Street London, early on Thursday 12
March 1998. We were heading for Stanstead Airport for our flight to
Germany not knowing what to expect. On arrival at Paderbom we were
met and taken to our accommodation at Sennelager, Mr Zazzi was
obviously ~ell known there, as be found himself homeless! The first night
was pent to the company of the Squadron's Officers and basically set the
standards for the next six days. The following day we began to learn what
th_1s un~t doe . for a Jiving, beginnin.g with a well guided tour of the Troop
Lmes, mcludmg local German delicacies (Namely Bockies) at a price! Cheers 'Woody' . Th~ afternoon of the Friday was spent getting detailed
lectures on how to wnte an Exercise from Capt Jason Hazelwood (Didn't
be look well). ' 1ght 2 - Back to the Mess/Local Hostelries - enough said.
. Follow mg the successful writing of our own Exercise we then deployed
wuh veral members of the Squadron and some of its armour to the
Golgr:und Training Area. Members of the 1 roop had been given Exercise
Appointments rangmg fro'!! Chief of Staff to the poor bloke on guard. The
next 24hrs was spent movmg a scaled down Bde HQ around the training
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LIFE ON THE NORTH WEST FRONTIER
CONTINUES ........ .
PART2
by Esme Lacey

Sorry Big Jim
area .Ca task best left to the experts!) and defending it with honour! That
evening we brushed up on our Orders skills, or for some people it became
a ~harp learning curve. (Well done Kate and lzzy) followed by our C7R's
pnor to the final attack at dawn . The Chief of Sta IT, at dawn, became the
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... I wasn't frightened that he was killed ... just that he wa in great
danger. It made such an impression that I checked the time and made a
note of it. Some time later, I di covered that he had been in action in the
desert, and the time coincided exactly with my waking up and making a
note of it.
The desert in the early days was a shambles ... long before the arrival of
Montgomery. The 3rd Motor Brigade lo t their officers, and many men,
and hundreds of prisoners were taken. On the occa ion I had this 'contact'
with Bill, he and one other Indian officer escaped. They wandered around
for a couple of days, and finally running out of food, they decided they
would have to surrender to the first place they came to. In the distance they
saw a fort, and made for it, feeling that it was a POW Camp for them. They
made their final approach to the fort, and to their joy they heard someone
playing 'Waltzing Matilda' They were welcomed by the Au sies.
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Eventually Bill wa ent back to Cairo, where he ran the Indian wing of
the Wirele School.
When Bill had gone ofTto the Middle East and Robin and I were left in
Sialkot. I found life completely different to the clo ene of being in a unit
uch a Ri alpur. Also, I was completely new to life a an officers' wife, I
was now in a ituation where all the wives knew each other. having been in
ialkot for some years. At that stage, before the extent of the war really
began to hit India, one ju t hoped that it wa going to end fairly quickly
and Bill would come back to India. The ervice grapevine flouri hed in
Sialkot, and [ did find quite a lot of nobbery because Bill had been
commi ioned from the rank . To some it wa almo ta if we had come
from another planet. However, I could put up with it. I suppo e it wa
rather amusing a long as I kept my en e of humour.
Quite a lot went on in ialkot. All the enior ladies organi. ed knitting
circles to provide comforts for the troops, but apart from that I just felt it
was a pretty aim le ·s existence. All thi of cour~e was well before my
cipher and WAC days. The Colonel of the Punjabi Regiment gave a very
grand cocktail party. mainly for the wive , like myself, whose husband~
had actually gone to the Middle East. Very correctly he arranged e. ort.
for all the ladi .. .. naturally one did not venture alone too far, apart
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perhap from ju t going to the bazaar for a bit of shopping. Three day
before the party, 1 wa in the Englis11 shopping area, as opposed to the
Bazaar, and a I entered the tore, three young officers of the Punjabi
came do\\11 the tep . Knowing I was going to the party in three days time,
I took a quick look at them, noticed that one of them wa remarkably
handsome. very tall, and very fair, and very young .... obviou ly not too
long out of andhw;t. ~ hree day later I got ready for the party, and
awaited my e cort ... . sun> enough, it was the handsome one. Full of chann
and in full le • dres he really impres ed me. He formally e corted me to
the party, and I had a wonderful time. Hi father was tbe Brigadier of a
Highland Regiment, and he certainly had been to andhurst, and had just
come out to lndia. Th Punjabis were Indian troop with white officers. He
e corted me back to the hotel, very correct, and departed. It o happened
that during the next four week . I saw him at several social occasion , and
we always had a chat, and he used to talk about his ambitions in the Anny.
Following another ocial occasion, all the party a sembled in the gardens
of the hotel for coffee, and we were all ining round in a circle, chatting
away. In a Ort of lull in the conversation he leaned aero s to speak to me
about t\vo chair away, and in a very clear voice he aid to me, ' Esme, l
have had a hock today. ' I naturally a urned that he had been probably
just been po ted to the Middle East, so sympathetically said, ' Oh, I'm
orry to hear that Ken, where are you going? ' 'Oh, nothing like that,' he
replied. He then went on, 'I've just discovered that your hu band was
commi sioned from the ranks,' of course there was suddenly a rather
expectant ilence, a the tone of hi voice howed that in his book it was
some fom1 of stigma, and they waited for the balloon to go up. With all the
dignity I could muster, I asked him first why he thought that should make
my husband any different to him. just becau e he had come from
Sandhw;t, and Bill had come from the ranks. Before he could even think
of an an wer I aid lo him, ' ow, young man, (thought that was rather
good, as he was younger than me, anyway), you just shut up and listen to
me.' Of cow;e, by that time everyone else bad stopped talking. I really
told him what I thought, and every time he drew a breath to an wer, I just
didn.t let him. My parting shot to him was, 'Ken, where ever you go in
your career in the Anny, with all the background of your fa ther and
Sandhw;t, just you remember one thing. The Sergeants of the British
Army are its' backbone, they have experience and training and you may
well be in a situation where you will be jolly glad of a Sergeant to get you
through. ' There were a few gasps from the 'audience' but no one else
joined in, o I made an exit worthy of any actress .... retired to my hotel
room and felt a lot better. Strangely enough, he sought me out after a few
day , and told me that he wished to apologise for his remarks, and he said
that I made him think about a lot of things, and he hoped he would be a
better officer after what I had said to him. I did say to him then, 'Tell me,
Ken, what is your conception of the way Sergeants and their families
live ... did you think they eat with their fingers and have no manners?'
Some days passed and the Punjabis were posted to Burma, and it was his
dog that I took care of. Sadly he was only in Burma two weeks when he
was posted 'missing, believed killed.' During his journey to Bunna, he
wrote me a special letter sayi ng that he would always remember what I
bad said to him and hoped that he would be a better officer.
Another incident during my time in Sialkot is as clear in my mind today
as the day it happened. It happened during 1941, after Bill had gone to the
Middle East. As I have already mentioned, the effects of the war hardly
began to touch India. Social life went on much as it always had done in the
days of the Great British Raj . I found myself involved in various money
raising efforts lO send comforts to the troops in all theatres of war, and as I
played the piano very well, and also had quite a pleasant voice, I got
involved in a lot of concert party work, which was really great. Socially,
life was very pleasant, but l always felt that it was very superficial really,
when we knew what was going on at home with the awful bombing. I was
living in a very nice hotel, where all the wives whose husbands bad gone
off to the Middle East were accommodated. There seemed to be so many
parties and events arranged I took note of the social scene, especially as
the officer side of the Anny was pretty new to me, and I was quite
intrigued lO watch various aspects of it, and quite a lot of snobbery
abounded. The senior Brigadiers' wife decided that a huge ball would be
organised, to raise money, and it certainly was a very grand affair. As there
seemed to be about ten men to every woman in the station there were
invitations for anyone who wanted them, and I did notice one or two of the
officers who really did fancy themselves. One in particular lived in the
same hotel, and I noticed that he seemed to have a collection of ladies that
he dined and wined very frequently. He was good looking, very smart, and
danced like Fred A taire, but he was so smooth I couldn 't stand the sight
ofh1m. He was always propping up the bar at the club, always with some
dame or other, and they seemed to think he was the perfect escort. Well,
the grand ball got under way, and I was invited lO si ng with the band of one
of the Regiments, and chose a rather nice number, 'One day when we were
young,' and it was a lovely song, and without boasting, I did it rather well.
I'd had a beautiful dress made, a white slinky dress, with a sexy sl it up the
back, a tiny little motif in red in the material, and to go with it a little jacket
with a hood. I had long hair, so I had a gardenia in it, and the whole effect
was really great. The Anny Commander was to be there and lots of senior
officers and their wive , and of course lots of young officers who were
busy eyeing the field.
The senior lady had arranged that every wife had an escort, though
actually the ball was held in a huge gymnasium quite close to the hotel
where I lived. I didn't have an escort to the place, as we all went down
early for make-up and a final run through with the orchestra. The show
went extremely well and r was very pleased at the reception I got and I
d1dn •t lack for dancmg partners for the whole evening. It finished up at
about three m the morning, and the plan was to all go back to the hotel for
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coffee on the lawn . I had noticed the ' mooth type' was there dancing with
· everyone, and he actually a ked me to dance with him. Although I disliked
him. I wasn't going to tum down a chance to dance with him as he was so
good ! We danced in complete ilence, and h didn 't make any effo rt to
chat me up. except to say that he had enjoyed my singing. Then came the
final e, and wc all prepared to go back to the hotel. The senior lady dashed
up and said, ' Oh. Esme, Major... .. .. will give you a litl back,' and before I
could say, ' Don 't bother, I'd rather walk,' she was off. So there I was, and
along he came, all very formal and correct, so my better judgement let me
down, and I thought, ' Well, it 's only about three minutes to the hotel, and I
don 't really want to walk une corted through the roads at three in the
morning.' So I got in hi car, thanking him very formally for giving me a
lift. and off we went.
Just on the main road, and then it hould have been barely 500 yards to
the hotel gate. To my utter a toni hment he shot straight past the gates, and
belted along the road right out of the cantonment. For one moment I
thought maybe I was misinformed and we were going to one of the senior
officers bungalows for the coffee, but I quickly realised that there were no
other cars with us. Had he been hanging round at the ball I perhaps would
have immediately been suspiciou , but I never imagined for one moment
that I was the type to appeal to him . However, there I was in a real
predicament and I had to do some pretty fast thinking, because there was
no one around anywhere. He continued to drive on until we were well out
of the British area, on a very lonely road . There was me in a long slinky
dress, very high heeled shoes, trying to make up my mind how I was going
to get out of what looked like being a very nasty situation. Knowing the
kind of female he was most at home with, maybe he thought I was a bit of
a challenge, so I thought, ' Keep your head, Esme, and you ' ll be alright .'
Then, right out in the blue, he decided to stop. Picture the scene .... a
beautiful moonlit night, miles from anywhere, and of course, I knew only
too well how quickly the tongues would be wagging when the others
realised that he and l were both missing!!
Having stopped the car, he then moved over closer to me and put one
ann across my boulders and said, 'Come on then .' I giggle now when I
think of it, but not at the time I assure you. I had to estimate that physically
he was obviously a lot stronger than I was, so it was no good having a
struggle out on a very lonely road. So l stiffened my back, and wriggled
out of his arms and said precisely nothing. So he tried again, and this time
I said, 'What precisely do you think you are doing?' Once again he tried
getting closer, and indicated that women who said ' o.' usually meant
'Yes.' so I said, 'Well, I've got news for you, this one very definitely
means 0 .' I thought, what ifhe calls my bluff. How the hell would I get
back to the cantonment, I said to him, 'Right, Major........ now you listen.
to me. If you persist in this behaviour, I can promise you that by tomorrow
your name will be mud from one end of Lndia to the other. I have a
wonderful husband, and I have not the slightest interest in anything you
might suggest, and unless you apologise and take me back to my hotel
immediately, I can guarantee you will be very sorry.' There was deadly
silence. I was sitting with my fingers and toes crossed and I fully expected
him to ay that I could walk back. I sat there, and he suddenly drew back
and said, 'I can see that you mean every word you said, so I do apologise
for my behaviour, and I hope you ' ll forgive me.' He took me back and
when I got out of the car he told me to let him know if he could ever be of
service to me. He said that he was truly sorry and took bis hat off to the
lady who said No and meant it. After that incident, his whole attitude
changed, and I was quite sad wheh he went off to Burma, as so many of
them did, and he was killed. That was an unusual incident, that took place
more than fifty years ago, but I often think my father was watching over
me then, and directing me as to how to handle it.
Gradually, news a nd events showed us we were going to be well and
truly in the war. The first thing that brought it home to me was reading a
notice on the club notice-board that the orth-Western Anny were seeking
to train eight ladies to man the cipher office at the time being run by men
of the Royal Corps of Signals. To be able to apply, you had to have a
husband actually serving in the Middle East.... it was felt that this would
ensure you maintained complete secrecy as to what you were doing. l
lived very comfortably in a hotel in Murree and I had a good ayah for
Robin who was now about four. Knowing of all the horrors happening in
England, I felt I needed to do something for the war effort, apart from the
inevitable kniuing circles that were organised to knit comforts for the
troops. I applied and was accepted, and began training. We were well
trained in what proved to be an exci ting and very important job ....
specifically concerned with troop movements to the Middle East. We
worked in pairs, with a supervisor, and worked a twenty-four hour roster.
Night duty was particularly grim, with the only contact with the duty
officer, and the office had to be locked by us on the inside during duty. The
North-Western Army then announced plans for the formation of the WAC
9, a plan to recruit women along the lines of the ATS so that more men
could be released for actual war service. Many officers were doing jobs
like Personal Assistant to the senior officers, mann ing the telephone
exchange, so l thought I would get myself into uniform, and thereby feel a
lot closer to Bill.
I was completely wrapped up in my cipher work, so [wasn 't looking for
anything else. I felt my job was important and a huge challenge. Then one
day the WACI Army Commander, one Lady James, who had seen service
in the First World War, came up to Murree to speak to all of us who
enlisted. She then had interviews with various very senior officers ladies
who had also enlisted and me, a very junior lady! She was a most
impressive lady, and we had fifteen minutes conversation, during which
time she endeavoured to find out as much as she could about me. I thought
she was most efficient and enjoyed meeting her.... then went back to my
cipher office and promptly forgot all about the interview. Three days later I
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1997 found Esme visiting the Church where she got married
.. . the Final Episode will appear in October's issue.

was on duty, and the Colonel (Intelligence) under whose care we were,
phoned to say I had to be ready to ee the North-Western Anny
Commander after lunch. I couldn't think why be would want to see me,
but duly presented myself, accompanied by the Colonel, at the holy of
holies. I looked very smart, having da hed back to the hotel to change into
fresh unifonn, etc etc. and went in and saluted smartly, and tood in front
of him. But he was quite a little man, and strangely that boosted my morale
as I found that he was looking up to me! He then stood up, put out his hand
and said, ' Congratulation .... Lady James has selected you to be our WAC
platoon commander.' For once I was lost for word , so he said, ·Well, say
something, girl.' I replied, ' Well , I would like to have been as~ed , ir.' He
thought it highly amusing and said that as it wa being published 111 the
London Gazelle it meant that I was commissioned into the British Anny
and he didn't think there was very much I could do but accept! Once I had
got my breath back, I wa secretly very proud that she had chosen me, and
said so to the Colonel. I a ked him why she had chosen me m tead of some
of the very senior ladies she cou ld have cho en. He told me that the fact
that l had been born into the Army counted very much in my favour. Most
of them had just married into it. I sent a saucy little telegram to Bill,
' Platoon ommander Esme Lacey ends her love to Captain Lacey.'
Afterwards I sent one to my parents along the ame lines. My father was
so proud to read it in the London Gazelle.
The task Lady James had given me was to raise at lea t three platoons of
women a fast as I could, and she placed me under the wing of the. station
staff officer who was to sec that I was found suitable offices equipment,
etc.etc. Unfortunately that gentleman, like many of the others wa not at
all keen at the idea of replacing the men, and he set out to b~ as ~nhelpful
as he could. He reckoned without that obstinate streak I had mhented from
my father! After a week of gelling absolutely nowhere I sent a signal to
Lady James, followed by a detailed letter as to the lack of help I was
gelling. ' I leave it to you, Madam.' was my concludin? .remark. Three ?ays
later I came into my office to find his orderly wa1tmg for me: with a
request that I went immediately to the SSO's office. r entered h1~ office
and gave my courtesy sa lute due to him as a senior officer and waited for
lhe balloon to go up . Instead. he oozed oil and charm and said, 'We mu t
get you your office.' etc etc. I had a job not to laugh. I decided that a he
knew only too well what I had been up to, and having seen a copy of the
letter and ignal Lady James had sent him, I thought I would make n as
uncomfortable for him as I could. I got everything I wanted, but he knew I
should have done that when instructed by Lady James. I gave him the
customary sal ute (though privately I wanted to laugh) .and prepared .to
leave his office. Then he came very clo c to me and m a confidenu~I
whisper aid he would like me to ee that a WAC wa allocated. to his
office. However, I sa id that he was not entitled to one, and made 1t very
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clear I was not going to do him any favours! r began to find I was getting
much more support from the male taff m orth-Westem Anny, and
eventually we did raise three platoons, and our proudest day was when we
had the Armistice Parade, and the General who took the salute
congratulated me on our excellent turnout.
We had now returned to Rawalpindi , with quite a few memories of
Murree. One rather awful experience stays in my mind. We had a little dog
that I had acquired from the young lieutenant in the Punjabis, and when he
was posted he asked me to have her. Against my better judgement, I
agreed, and all went well until she got rabies. Fortunately, the manager of
the hotel where we were living, aw the symptoms, and immediately
locked my dog up. Our military doctor aw the dog, and decided that we
would not wait for the usual sequence of events where you had to wait for
the dogs' brain to be analysed, because he was absolutely sure it was
rabies. The treatment was awful, consisting of seven long needle , one per
day, round the navel. We were lucky enough to have only even had we
had any kind of broken skin we would have bad the full treatment.. .. 28
needles! Robin suffered the mo t, because he had a taut little tummy, and it
was very painful for him. Although we never saw the agonie of the dog, it
made me realise that quarantine is essential, and anyone who tries to break
those laws should have to suffer the consequence. Perhaps the most
effective punishment would be to make them watch someone die with it.
Having successfully raised three platoons, I was promoted to Junior
Commander, and lived with Robin in a very nice bungalow. Then came the
great day when Bill came back, and we met him at the station. He was now
a Captain, so we saluted first and kis ed afterwards!
I continued as the Junior Commander though the war clouds were now
getting heavier in India. It was still far removed from the horrors that were
going on in England. It has to be remembered that in those day there was
no instant television coverage of the battle zones, just the odd news reels.
Within three months of Bills' return, our second baby was on the way, and
then our next posting. I had known from my cipher work that the next
stage was going to be the Burma Campaign, and that Indian forces were
certainly going to be very heavily committed. Then the Government
issued a decree saying that anyone who had served in India for the last six
years or more, could choose to return to the U.K. We felt we wanted to do
that, first, because of the baby and second because my grandparents had
not seen either of the grandchildren. While we waited for the decision. To
be made as to whether we could return to the UK our next posting came. It
was to join the vast force being assembled in Secundrabad .... now that the
Middle East had been settled, we knew it meant Burma. Then we got the
decision that we could go back to England, so with our two sons we made
up our minds that we wanted to be in England, whatever horrors we were
going to face.

i

243 SIGNAL
SQUADRON

Calling all ex members of the Squadron both
young and old, serving or retired.
The Squadron is pre ently in the proce s
of creating and placing an order for a
Squadron Tie.
We are extending an invitation to the
aforementioned to take thi opportunity to
place an order with the Squadron for a Tie.
dditionally Squadron plaque are also
available for purcha e.
For further information contact the SSM on
01980 672618 or Bulford Mil 732 Ext 2618,
alternatively contact the Sqn 2IC on
01980 672617 or Bulford Mil 732 Ext 2617.
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ROYAL SIGNALS FENCING

F OOT B LL R
LTS
The Annual Quadrangular Football Competition was held at Woolwich
during the \\eek of27 April - I May 1998. The results were:
Royal nillery 6 Royal Signal 2
Royal Engineers 0 Royal Signals 0
REME
2 Royal ignal 3
For the win again t REME the Corp regained the 'Boyne Cup'.
CORP FOOTBALL E D OF EASON R EPORT 1997 - 1998
b ) Maj (TOT) P. C . mu r tbwaite
D pite the Corp being overstretched in both manpower and
commitments the Corps football team completed a full programme of
fixtures and wa able to integrate ome of the younger talented players
ooner than expected. The first match wa a friendly again t RAF Log Sp
at RAF t Athan which was a good wann up match before the Merit
League competitive games and resulted in a 2 - 2 draw.
T HE MERIT L EAG E - MAS EY T RO PHY
The first outing for the Corps this season was against the Royal Annoured
Corp who were in the Merit League for the first time. They were a
completely unknown quantity but as we were at home we were confident we
could get the season off to good stan. The confidence was not misplaced and
the Corp was well in control of the game fi"om the Stan and 3 - 0 ahead at
halftime. Although the RAC made it a much closer game in the econd half
the Corps ran out comfonable winners 5 - 0. The goal scorers were, Sig John
tepbeason 2, Cpl "Alfie' Alford. Sig Craig Hattie and Sig 'Ginge' Watt.
Confidence was high for the next match against the AGC but the Team
was soon brought down to earth with a bump findi ng themselves
completely outplayed in the first 20min and a goa l down. Slowly the
Corp got back into the game and cored an equaliser before halftime. The
second half was a much better performance and the Corps went into a 3 - 1
lead but the AGC pulled a goal back I Omin from time a nd with a little luck
could have equalised as the Corps defended desperately. T he goal scorers
were ig John Stephen on 2 and Cpl "Toddy' Todd.
The next match was against the Infantry, the Massey Trophy winners
for the past two easoas, on a cold Friday afternoon in December at
Tidwonh. The match staned at a fast and furious pace with both teams
attacking at every opponunity. The Corps struck early, when a mix up in
the Infantry defence allowed gt 'Smudge' Smit h to score from close
range. Cpl 'Toddy' Todd added a second shonly after which put the Corps
in control of the game. and had Cpl 'Alfie' Alford scored just before half
time with only the goalkeeper to beat, probably have put the game beyond
the Infantry. The infantry pu lled a goal back within 5mins of the restan
that immediately put the Corps under pressure but they managed to hold
out and gradually take control again. Midway through this half the Corps
had the opponunity to extend the lead when they were awarded a penalty
but the Infantry goalkeeper saved Sig Jamie Galliford 's kick. The Corps
held out for a very important win in the league.
The first game of the new year was at home against the AMS and the Corps
had a very comfortable 6 - 0 victory. Sig John Stephenson was in good fom1
scoring four with the others coming from Cpl 'Mac' McLeod and Sig 'Ginge'
Watt. This match was quickly followed by an away game a week later against
the APTC. Thi again was a comfonable win although the Corps did give
away a couple of loppy goals. The Corps ran out 6 - 2 winners with Sig John
tephen on scoring 2 ably supponed bv Sgt 'Smudge' Smith, Cpl 'Toddy'
Todd, Cpl 'Mac' McLeod and Sig Jamie Galliford.
The next match was agai nst the RLC who were having a good season
and scori ng lots of goals. The team for this game was weakened due to
injuries to key players ustained wh ile playing for the Army in the Inter Services games. The first half was an even contest with neither team able
to create any clear scoring chances which was reflected in the O - O half
time score. The RLC staned the second half at a much quicker pace and
were able to keep the Corps pinned in their own half. The pressure told
after lOmins when the RLC scored following a fum ble by Andy Miller,
the Corps goalkeeper. The Corps found it very difficult to impose
themselves on the game and it was rapped up 5mins from time when the
RLC scored a second with an unstoppable shot from the edge of the box.
The last game before the Inter Corps Quadrangular Tournament was again
at home to the AAC. Thi was very much a one sided game with the Corps
strikers in good form almost scoring with every shot on target. The fi nal score
was 12-0 that flattered the Corps but was an injustice to the AAC who ban led
tireles:.ly throughout the game. The scorers were LCpl Andy Wilson 4, Sig
John tepheason 2, S gt Andy Dick, Cpl 'Toddy' Todd , Cpl Marcus
John on, ig Dave Meacham, Sig Craig Hattie and Sig 'Ginge' Watt. The
orps were in a good position in the Merit League going into the
Quadrangular Tournament for the fi nal three games with only one defeat.

Ir TER CORP Q ADRANGULAR
The RA at Woolwich hosted the Tournament this year. The Quads is a
prestige competition in it own right and also fonns the final fixtures of the
Mas ey Trophy. The Corps' first match was against the RE who were
having a rather inconsi tent season. The game was very mediocre with
neitl1er team able to come to terms with the very, narrow pitch and the
game ended in a 0 - 0 draw. The second match was against the RA who
had drawn 2 - 2 against the REME in their first match. The Corps staned
the game at a fast pace and for the first l 5min were in control but then
disaster struck. The RA cored with their first attack and increa ed the lead
a minute later just as the Corps looked to be reasserting them elves they
found they were 3 - 0 down. The Corps pulled a goal back through Cpl
'Alfie' Alford but within IOmins were 5 - I down. The econd half was
much le s dramatic with the Corps scoring a second through Sig John
Stephenson only for the RA to get a sixth in the final minute. The final
match wa against the REME on the same small pitch that we bad played
the RE. This turned out to be an extremely enterta ining game, the Corps
took a 2 - 0 halftime lead with 2 goals by Sig John Steph enson . The first
was a penalty, only for the REME to score two second half goals. Both
teams were on the attack in the closing stages looking for a winner but it
wa the Corps that struck the killer blow in the final minute when LCpl
Keiron Slack cored a quality goal to win the game, having come on as a
ubstitute only minutes earlier.
F INAL PLACINGS
The RA finished as worthy winners of both the Merit League and the
Quadrangular Trophy. The Corps finished a creditable founh, 3pts behind
the winners, and won the Boyne Trophy fo llowing the win over the
REME. The Corps also shared the Merit League Fair Play Trophy with the
Army Air Corps. S ig John Stephen on was the leading goal corer in the
Merit League wi th 15 goals.
RE PRESENTATIVE F OOT BALL
The Corps continued to consistently provide more representation than
any other Arm this season at the higher levels of service football . W02
Alan Higgins captained the Combined Services Kentish Cup winning
team, which beat both the Belgium and Dutch Armed Forces teams. W02
Alan R iggins, C pl 'Alfie' Alford , Sig ·Jamie' GaUiford , Sig 'Curly'
Watts and Sig 'Ginge' Watt all represented the Army during the season.
SUM M ARY
The Corps enjoyed a reasonably successfu l season and the future of
Corps football on the playing side looks quite rosy with a number of good
qual ity young players having continued to improve throughout the season.
The progress made by Sig 'Curly' Wa tts and Sig Jamie Galliford who
have botl1 established themselves in their first season in the Army team,
can only be a bonus for the Corps in the future. On the coaching side the
entl1usiasm and contribution of Sgt Dave Hukin and SSgt Sincla ir has
been greatly appreciated by both the team manager and the players. The
Corps unfonunately says farewell to the secretary W02 'Blod' G odwin
who has done an excellent job over the past three seasons for which we
thank him and wish him every success in hi new appointment as RSM 71
Sig Regt (V). We welcome bis successor W02 Dave Buckingham an ex Corps player and wish him wel l.
Finally a vote of thanks must go to the CO's and OC's of all the players,
panicu larly Lt Col Leach of 3 (UK) Div Sig Regl, who all gave their
support to Corps Football during a busy and difficu lt time.
Royal Signals
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RESULT S SEASO N 1997 - 1998
RAF Log Sp Draw
2-2
RAC
Woo
5-0
AGC
Won
3-2
TNF
Won
2- 1
AMS
Won
6-0
APTC
Won
6-2
RLC
Lost
0-2
AAC
Won
12 - 0
RE
Draw
0-0
RA
Lost
2-6
REME
Won
3-2

LEADI G GOALS CORE RS 1997-1998
Sig Stephenson - 15
Cpl Todd -5
LCpl Wilson - 4
Sig Watt - 3

9 May 1998 saw the stan of three days of hard competition in the Army
Fencing Championships that were helo this year at RSME Mintey. This
year's Championships attracted several Royal Signals per onnel who
achieved some good results. Ont.he Monday, in the foil competition, Capt
Anderton-Brow n of 2 16 Para Sig Sqn came third . The Epee competition
included a contingent of young fencers from 11 Sig Rcgt. Despite having
only recently started the sport, the soldiers performed extremely well and
the results were as follows: Sig G ladish - 16th; Sig McGhee 15th, Sig
Pateman 14th, Sig Buyers 9th and Capt Anderton-Brown finishing 2nd.
Later in the day was the lnter Corps Championships with the Royal

Patron : HRH The Princess R oyal
President: T he Master of Signa ls
Cha ir man: Major Ge neral A. Yeoma n CB
Vice C ha irmen: Brig C . T. Gar ton Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig K . H. Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Ar ea 5; Lt Col J. G. Billing ham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland
Ge ner a l Secreta r y a nd Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfa re Secretar y: Mrs J. Nicholson
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Assista nt Genera l Secreta r y: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
dministr a ti ve Officer: Mr. P. J. C uckow (Membership & R ecords)

Association Office, RHQ R oyal Signals, Bla ndford Camp, Blandford Forum , Dorset DTU 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: M ilitary System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All cont r ibutions fo r Th e Wire sho uld be addressed to the Editor a nd a ny queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet : www.roya lsigna ls.army.org.uklmuseu m/r a.htm

The Association communicates with its branches and illdividual members through the pages of The Wire, which contains accoullts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of Association events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficiem copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us save Oil postage.
Dates of Branch events call always be published ill The Wire and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to coll/act old
comrades alld an11ounceme111s of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

NEWS FROM THE AO 'S DESK
Branch News : The AGM held at Donningtoa on 18 April agreed the
formation of the South London Branch, Cornwall Branch, the Australia
Sub Branch and the F Boys Coy 1920-41 Affiliated Branch. We officially
welcome these Branches into The Association and wish them the best of
luck fo r the future. The 12/l 5/l 8th Air Formation Sig Regt OCA ha
initiated a branch tie (in maroon with the triangle, AF wings plu a
' Jimmy'). Cost i £8.50 which include p & p. All enquiries to Hon
Secretary; Dennis Egan, 19 Sycamore Close, Longmeadow, Dinas Powi ,
Vale of Glamorgan CF64 4TG. I was sorry to learn that ill health has
forced Geoff Shaw to re lunctantly stand down a secretary of the South
London Branch. The new ecreiary i Mr Mick M orris, 26 Westcroft
Gdns, Morden, Surrey SM4 4 DL. Tel: 018 1-540 1868. Wilf Sc un- has
been elected as Secretary of the West London Branch.Wil f address i 78
Cedar House, Spellthorne Grove, Sunbury-on-T hames, Middx TW l 6
7DD. Thanks go to 'Dusty' Miller and Lea Palme r for holding tl1e rein
over the past months. Tom Evans has been elected as Secretary of the
Torbay Branch and can be contacted at; I Fallowfield Close, ewton
Abbot, Devon TQ 12 4EG. At long last the affi liated branch for ex
Harrogate Apprentices and Cadre i getti ng off the grow1d. Details of how
to join appear elsewhere in thi s magazine.
Cenotaph Parade: T he RBL is organising the Ex- ervice contingent
that will attend the Parade and Service at the Cenotaph, Whitehall on
Remembrance Sunday 8ih November. I will have a number of tickets,
which wi ll be issued on a first come, first served ba is. Regu lar attendees
will be interested to learn lhal this year our column will lead the Order of
March (the RB L bave adopted a rotati on basis). As witb last year, it would
be appreciated if some kind soul could volunteer to act as the Corps
Coordinator, whose mai n task will be to collect our marke r board, stand in
the space provided under the di rection of the Parade Marsha ll , and fi nally
return the board prior to march o fT. 'Volunteer, one pace forward ...
march!'
War Widows Pilgrimage cheme: The scheme provides fi nancia l
assi lance is ca es where a serv iceman d ied and was buried oversea
between 19 14 and I 967. Service widow , who have never visited their
husband's grave and wish 10 take advantage of the cheme should contact
the Royal Bri tish Legion's pilgrimage dept on OJ 622-7 16729.
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Signals being able to field two scratch teams. The ·A' Team con isting of
Capt Anderton-Brown , OCdt Barbara and ig Pateman, who had to
fence abre for the first time in his life, only narrowly missed victory over
the Royal Engineers but achieved a very creditable and unexpected 2nd
place. A special congratulations goes to Sig Buyers who won the Trophy
for the most improved fencer.
Overall it was quite a successful Championships for Royal Signals and it
was encouraging to see some new fencers coming from 11 Sig Regt.
Anyone interested in starting fencmg or those fencers within the Corps
(quite a few of you) who have lapsed recently please get in contact with the
Corps Rep, Capt nderton-Brown at: 216 Parachute Signal Squadron,
Arnhem Barracks, Aldershot, Hants GU 11 2AU. Aldershot Mil (722) 4580.
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Tobruk: Arab Tours of London are planning 'The Jerboa Tour' vi tting
Tripoli, Benghazi, Homs, Leptis Magna and Beda Fomm for April 1999;
and for May 1999, 'The 8th Army meets the 1st Army' - from El Alamein
to Tunisian border. For funher information ring 0171-9353273.
Reunion: The weather was very kind to 900 members, their families
and guests who attended the 1998 RSA Reunion at Blandford. The rain
held off on the Saturday and Sunday morning and allowed everyone to
enjoy tl1e weekend. The Old Comrade were full of prai e and admiration
for the. so ldiers on the Prince Royal Day Parade. They put on an
excellent how and are to be congnitulated for their fine efTon. The
afternoon arena show taned with Corps band, followed by the band of34
Sig Regt (V) and the Corps Pipes and Drums. Bill Mc 'amara of the
G lasgow Branch, won the Standard Bearer's competition with last year'
winner, George Riley of Coventry Branch runner up. The Ma ter of
Signal presented the 50 years pennant to Mr Betty Mellor of the
Huddersfield Branch and Ron Price. Standard Bearer of the Li\erpool
Branch. Betty is the widow of the fo under President of the Branch and
was honoured to accept the award on behalf of the Branch. Alan Foot of
the Readi ng j3ranch wa among t the winners in the Mu eum Lottery that
wa announced during the how. E eryone I poke to, told me how much
they enjoyed the mu ical finale by the massed bands. It was indeed stirring
stuff, with many a member commenting how moved they were by the
perfonnance. The audience was even singing along with the 'old time
favouri tes'. In the evening, and once the band got going, a good tune wa
had by al l in the· emaphore Arms'. Atler the unday monung church
service, over 150 Old Comrades marched past the Master of ignals, who
took the salute. My per onal thanks to all those '' ho made the effon to
attend, to those who took the trouble to fi nd their own accommodation, for
the kind word of appreciation - it wa so good to see so many old friend ,
and new. ow the plan ning begin for 1999!
New Life members. A wa nn welcome i extended to the follo wing
Life Members, enrolled ince mid Apri l:Branch
ervice
Rank Name
1945-4,
RII Q
gt
Wi ll iam Lamben
outh London
1949-51
LCpl
Michael Morri
1939-47
outh London
Maj
Patrick ampbell
1943-47
outh London
L pl
Richard Castle
1965- ~
outh London
Maj
Jame Allan
1945-49
outh London
LCpl
Geoffrey haw
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Rod ton
ig
Robert Fryer
ig
, '1ck Rothe!"}
gt
Robert Wil ·on
pl
gt
J n Cave
by Gasson
gt
Pete Ha kins
pl
Lt Col Robert Buxton
Philip Dawkin
gt
ydncy colt
pl
John Wilkin on
gt
T. T. Broomhead
ig
Bill John on
gt
gt
Tony John on
Gary Johnston
gt
Jame Thomas
ig
te\c obb
gt
teve Otta~ ay
Cpl
Fred Bryant
LC pl
eil D'Arcy
Sgt
Goldie Goldthorpe
ig
John Harri
ig
Keith Ingram
LC pl
Gerald Lee
ig
Michael Legg
Cpl
Wpte Margaret Legg
eilWilliam
ig
Mick Palmer
Sgt
David Whitehead
Col
David Will
Brig
Capt
Phil Leach
Maj
Paul Taylor
John Wallace
Maj
Adrian Clewlow
Capt
Maj
Alan Hooley
ig
Frank Moody
Chris Sinnett
Sgt
Sig
Graham Pugh
Sig
Peter Wardale
Cpl
Arthur Butterfield
Sig
tuart Wraight
Wpte
L. Sargent
teve Clement
Sig?
eil Hardy
Sgt
John keats
LCpl
Dickie Butler
LC pl
David Sutton
LC pl
Leonard Joughin
Maj
'?
A.L. Pratt
Sig
John Alexander
Sig
Peter Sams
Cpl
Tom Poner
Wpte
an Waters (Nee Thomson)
Ray Wollaston
Sig
Wpte Kitty Winfield
Sgt
eil Haycroft
Sgt
Mick Keeble
Sgt
Michael Sheehan
LCpl
Frank Mei'lett
W02
Des Watson
Capt
Sydney Hoy
Cyril Bunny
Maj
Dvr
Leslie Codd
Sig
Walter Demech
Sig
Benjamin Elgie
LCpl
William Giles
SS gt
Fred Grant
Arthur Holman
Sgt
Cpl
George Home
Arthur Link
Sig
James Smith
Cpl
Cpl
Harold Stevens
LC pl
Derek Ward
Sig
Bettye Pascoe
John Tiffin
Sgt
Sig
Alan Robert
Kevin Bowker
gt
LCpl
1. A. kipper
Sgt
Tom Moran
ig
Dougla mith
gt
Steve Holme
Cpl
Peter Tull
Sig?
Alan Lord
Sig
John Jowers
gt
Peter Burton
gt
Bob Clarke
ig
Peter Finlayson
gt
TomPanon
Sig
John Lidbury
Dvr
Dell Adam~
\\.01
Tony Pfeiffer
Cpl
'igcl Kerr
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outh London
outh London
RHQ
Eastbourne
12115118 AF R
56 DivOC
East Kent
East Kent
Eat Kent
East Kent
Eat Kent
Manchester
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Australia
Australia
Au tralia
Au tralia
Au tra lia
Au tralia
Australia
Australia
Australia
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
orfolk
RHQ
RHQ
Ea tLondon
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cotswolds
Southampton
Southampton
Southan1pton
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Au tralia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
orfolk
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
12/15/ 18 AFSR
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

R.HQ
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

1955-57
1943-47
1984-9
1949-51
1931-45
1936-45
1983-93
193 -46
1942-47
1939-46
1936-46
1951-53
1974-9
1975-9
19 2-9
1992-97
1976-98
1958-70
1944-47
1961-67
1952-56
1942-46
1946-48
1943-46
1952-55
1952-54
1952-57
1965-89
1955-90
1972-98
1969-98
?-98
1963-98
1986-98
1964-98
1939-46
1970-92
1954-56
1945-48
1939-46
1971-77
1977-80
1971-82
1972-90
1948-49
1947-49
1969-80
1942-47
1939-46
1953-64
1942-45
1959-68
1945-47
1941-46
1942-45
1984-98
1983-98
1974-98
1954-56
1974-98
1940-47
1928-49
1940-46
1943-47
1944-46
1960-62
1939-46
1940-46
I 937-49
1940-46
1941-46
1940-46
1952-54
tbc
1940-58
1956-59
I 974-97
1958-60
1962-86
1942-45
1967-86
1944-48
1944-48
1942-47
1983-98
1962-87
1985-87
1942-46
1948-50
1954-56
1950-88
1984-98

Capt
ig
Cpl
Cpl
Pte
WOI
Cpl
Capt
LCpl
Cpl
SS gt
gt
Sgt
Cpl
WOl
Sig
Cpl
W02
Sig
Sig
WOI
Cpl
Dvr
LCpl
Capt
WCpl
W02
Sig
ig
LC pl
LCpl
WOI
Cpl
Pte
Sgt
Sig
W02
Cpl
Sig
Cpl
LC pl
W02
Cpl
LCpl
Sgt
Cpl
SS gt
Pte
Cpl
LCpl

John Turner
Harry Wellings
Graham Jolly
Edward Redfern
Teny Gray
Dave Jackson
Len Barfoot
Tom Bland
Gerald Johnson
Simon Hemming
Paul Wareham
Michael Buchan
Ian Davies
tephcn McKee
Bill Thompson
Carolann ey
Paul Hubery
Mick Tait
Richard Powell
harles Criddle
David Walker
Len Howe
Albert Hillier
Colin Wells
Paul Thackray
Muriel Bennett
Tom Bennett
Robert Bentham
Tom Ferguson
David Butchan
Fred Taylor
Bill Ogden
George Howe
William Blyth
Tes a Tiley
. Martinlaw
Kenneth jefferies
Harry Johnson
Keith Walker
John Maxwell
eal Moss
Lee Howard
David Forbes
Andrew Lister
Peter Matllew
Denni Bull
Ron Shaw
Alan Eley
Ray Lawrence
George Herbert
John Sharp

RIIQ
Peterborough
East Kent
Cornwall
RJIQ
RHQ
Bournemouth
outh London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

R.HQ
RHQ
Middlesbrough
RHQ
East London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Glasgow
Glasgow
RHQ
RHQ

R.HQ
ewcastle
RHQ
Catterick
RHQ

R.HQ
Hull
RHQ

R.HQ
RHQ
RHQ

R.HQ
RHQ
West London
ottingham
RHQ
Eastbourne
RHQ

R.HQ

197'.!-98
1956-58
1960-66
1941 -46
1955-57
1966-88
1939-46
1954-67
1952-55
1991-98
1974-98
1974-98
1974-98
1987-98
1973-98
1991-98
1989-98
1974-98
1992-98
I 942-47
1950-75
1952-55
1946-48
1986-94
1959-66
1942-46
1940-46
1962-68
1944-47
1991-97
1977-91
1974-date
1946-48
1976-92
1949-53
1962-86
1939-46
1961 -95
1969-82
1988-98
1989-98
1991-98
J 974-98
1977-88
1944-48
1946-48
1941-46
1974-98
1946-?
1951-53
1967-74

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Our Quiz ight in May was a great success. A lot of hard work went
into its organi ation and for this we have to thank Maj eil Horler and
daughter Philippa. They have to be congratulated on both visual and
sound effects. Tbe Garrison Sergeant Major, Joe Fairbairn, stalwart
Serving Member of our Committee, is to be thanked for the use of the
Mess and arranging the buffet The Reading Branch competed and the
West London Wanderers, also serving personnel from the R.MA
Sandhurst, 216 Para Bde, 251 Signal Squadron, the Garrison Sgts Mess
and guests of Members. The Red Beret boys were the champions.

EAST KENT BRANCH
On Sunday I 2 April 1998, with the sun coming through the picture
windows of 'The Bluebell Club' overlooking Dover harbour, twentyeight members sat down to an excellent lunch followed by the customary
raffle, organised by Edith Thomas. The venue was by way of a trial, in
case we want a larger gathering later in the year. It proved to be very good.
Afterwards the members went off Lo enjoy the various place of interest
that Dover offers from Samphire Hoe to Dover Castle.
Our annual 'Bring your own Picnic', held in our Hon See's garden
(thanks John), was again very successful. Contrary to the forecast, it was
on the most perfect May day. There was sun all day and it was warm.
Seventy members bought their hampers, there was a 'Treasure Hunt' that
filled the time between arrival and the picnic. This was followed by 'Bat
and Trap' and 'Fling the Horseshoe '. The latter was new to the Branch and
tickled Donald Crisp 's sense of humour to produce the cartoon.
During the afternoon Ted Carn was presented with his Fifty Year
Badge and Certificate by the Branch Chairman midst much applause
(congratulations Ted). After a cup of Chairman Alison's army tea
members trickled away.
We are delighted to welcome Michael and Gillian Pavely, from
Tunbridge Wells, Lo the Branch. Michael served in the orps 1948/50 and
was with the Royal Signals Troop attached to 3rd Carbinier in 14th Amiy
' Burma' . He is also an active member of the Royal signals Amateur R.ad10
Society.
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GLASGOW BRANCH
The 7th AGM of the Glasgow Branch of the Royal Signals A sociation
was held on 21 April 1998, with Bill Taylor presiding in the absence of
the Hon President Maj Gen A. A. O. Anderson CB, who had written a
foreword to the report that read as follows:
'I very much regret not being able to join you for your Annual General
Meeting this year. I continue to be mos/ impressed by the high standards
you maintain and your excellent record on membership, finance and
activity. As a former Commandant of the School of Signal~ and Signal
Officer in Chief. 1 was particularly pleased that you managed to send a
contingent to Blandford for the Annual Reunion last year. and that you are
planning to do so again. Everyone appreciates the long journey you have
to make and I hope that the arrangements for your reception continue to
improve as the now very crowded garrison sell/es down. Your participation
in the Remembrance Day Parade in Glasgow does you credit as always.
I much enjoyed your St Andrew's Day Dinner and Dance last year and
was delighted to see that you had such a large number ofpeople attend. 1
thought the dinner was excellent and well served by our friends in the
Regiment. It was good to see you all enjoying yourselves so well. I also
take note of the good attendance figures you have had over the past year at
your Branch Meetings. Your support and the good work put in by your
committee single you out as one of the bes1 branches in the Association.
I would also like to record the debt of gratitude owed to the 32nd
(Scottish) Sig Regt (11 for. the continuing use of their premises and for
their friendship and cominuing support at a// levels during the past year.
The Branch is indeed fortunate to be blessed in this way. 1 wish you
another very successful year. ·
Our Chairman, Bill Taylor, stated in hi report that tlle membership bad
increased by 13 Associate members to 83. He welcomed the 36 members
and the two guests, Maj Gus Gloag and RSM Jim McLachlan of32 Sig
Regt (V), who were attending. We are following up contacts to further
increase the membership. He congratulated Bill Mc amara an his turnout
and performance in the Standard Bearers conte t at Blandford. The
Remembrance Day attendance was 28 members and many tllank Lo Capt
John Lynch, W02 Master Chef John Wren and the catering staff for a
wonderful meal. Our big occasion of the year, the St. Andrew' Dinner
Dance, was again well attended with the provision of the meal and
organisation of the dinner undertaken by the Regiment We are again
indebted to the Master Chef and bis team of chefs and staff for all their
help and for a wonderful night.' Bill said, ' I must take this opportunity to
thank the Commanding Officer. Quartermaster, Squadron PSAO's RSM
and all ranks for their help and support, and tbe use of the facilities at 21
Jardine Street. To Mrs Dallen for providing us with bar service on our
meeting nights. The Branch is in a very strong position and as Chairman 1
am very pleased and satisfied. E ric and Ivana have worked hard over the
last year, and Tappreciate that very much. The social events were achieved
without a social convenor or committee, which placed extra work on the
committee, but thank to the enthusiasm and co-operation of the Branch
members were successful. Last but not least a big thank you to the
members for, your help and support over tbe past year, and for the
generosity shown both by you and your families and friends towards the
Branch. ' Ivana, the Branch Secretary reported that the l1igbligbt of her
year was going to the Blandford Reunion. It was only after arriving that
she discovered she was in the dorn1itory witll the lad . Her high hopes
were dampened when the organisers found a female billet for her tay. o
far this year Ivana has requested spaces for the members to altend the
reunion in Blandford 1998. Her report states that we have a very
committed membership as has been seen throughout the events held over
the past year. Our membership continues to grow with the help of .Jim
Prentice 'Our Editor '. The Branch membership stands around the 48
mark and memberships issued to the Branch from surrounding areas is
around th e I 00 mark which includes people from as for afield as the
Borders to Rothesay and Oban. Ivana thanked all the members and their
families for their support, and expressed her hopes for many more
successful years ahead. Eric McWatters, Branch Treasurer, gave a very
detailed explanation of tllc \vrittcn accounts. He said, 'A Branch
Treasurer l am happy to report that the Branch has again come tlu:ough a
successful year and continued to maintain creditable status with our
suppliers. Once aga in from this report you will note, a always, we are
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dependent upon our Branch Membership Fees as our hase and all new
members should continue to support the Branch and whenever possible
encourage new members to JOlll us. May I again thank all Branch
members, their famillies and friends for their continued financial suppon
over the year enabling me to pay our bills on ume. May I also wish the
Branch continued success. 1 would also confirm that during this coming
year Mr Ian Wood will be more involved in his role as Assistant Lo the
Treasurer. I look forward to Ian's help. Please give him your help and
assistance.' Donny Sheridan proposed the accounts be accepted,
seconded by Bobby Dixon, unanimous acceptance by the members. Jim
Prentice mentioned the Branch bemg fortunate in not having to pay rent
for their monthly meetings, functions or for accommodation, when
visiting the Regiments camp. He proposed that a~ the Branch had a
reasonable fund that we donate a further sum to the Royal ignals
Benevolent Fund of £100. This was seconded by Ian Wood and followed
by a unanimous vote by the members. Jim McMillan was given a round
of applause when he volunteered to act as ocial Convenor, and will try to
form a committee at the next m.:eting. Tickets are being applied for for the
ceremony of Beating the Retreat by the massed band· of the British
Legion in Edinburgh. The Branch members have been invited, in May, to
join the Dunkirk Veterans in Balloch, where they will finally be laying up
their Standard. It is hoped that as many as possible will attend. Bill
Mc amara will parade the Branch Standard. A future date is being
arranged for a Country and Western night. A vote of thanks was pas ed to
the Chairman and Committee for their efforts over the year. The evening
was then rounded off with a buffet provided by Betty Taylor with help
from Isobel McMillan and Anne Murphy.

Some of the Branch Members with their Standard
Remembrance Day 1997

GUERNSEY BRANCH
The Branch chose the St Margaret's Lodge Hotel for the annual
Christmas Dinner that was held on Thursday I I December 1997. An
excellent meal was enjoyed by members and their guest and thank were
duly accorded to Dave and Kathy Richard who had both worked hard to
ensure that the tables were all beautifully decorated and that a conYivial
festive air prevailed. The change of venue was voted a great success.
The Branch AGM was held on Thursday 12 February. Alec Forty
kindly volunteered to take on the vacant appointment of Vice Chairman
and seemed omewhat bemused at the alacrity at which he was proposed.
seconded and duly elected! o stranger to committee work, he i currently
Chairman of the local Arnly Benevolent Fund Committee, his experti e
will be invaluable and the Chairman, Tom Remfrey, duly thanked him.
Tom decided not to seek re-election as Brancb Secretary and was thanked
by the Chairman, Mike Brock, for his sterling ervice during the
preceding 18 months. Tom has elected to stay on the Committee and o hi
abilities and experience have not been lost Eric Le Quesne take· hi
place as Secretary, and he continues his efforts to fill Tom's boot . Dave
Bichard represented tllc Branch at the RSA AGM and Branch
Repre entatives· Meeting which took place in Donnington on 18 April
I 998 and at which old friend hips were renewed and new ones made.
We were delighted when the Chairman of the As ociation, '.\taj Gen
AJan Yeoman CB and his wife Barbara, accepted our invitation to be
Guests of Honour at a Dinner to mark the anniversary of the Liberation of
Guem ey from the occupying German Forces. Gen Ian and Barbara
arrived on the morning of 6 May and, by way of introduction. took lunch
at the ldlerocks Hotel a the guc ts of our Chairman and hi Committee
and their re Fective partners. Later that afternoon the General,
accompanied b) Tom Remfrey, paid a home visit to Tom and Carolyne
Freeman. Tom is a long standing Branch member who adly, through
disability, i no longer able to attend our function but who. neverthelc · ',
continues to take a keen intcre t in all Corp and As ociat1on matter . The
following morning Eric Le Quesne took Gen Alan and Barbaro on a
ightseeing tour of the i land. A Barbara had predicted, the sun finally
broke through the cloud to re cue ·sunny· Guem~ey' reputation and
show the i land in its true colour. Following a modest 'pub lunch". the
visitors were returned to their hotel to re t up in readmes for the evening
activitie".
On the evening of 7 May, Gen Ahm and Barbara were met at their
hotel by Mike and ue Brock and conveyed to the t Margaret\ Lodge
Hotel. During the cour ·e of pre dinner dnnk the General was inter. 1cw d
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b\' the local Press. met Branch members. their wi\'e and guest and was
photograph d b) the Pres · in the company of 'like Brock and tan and
\'era Falla. During hi. after-dinner peech. 1ike Brock pre ented the
General" ith a cheque for £100 a a donation to the R ignals Benevolent
Fund from the Guem ey Branch and, on behalf of the Committee, with a
traditional Guernsey Milk Can, in sil er, as a personal memento of hi.s
\ is1t. Mike al o called tan and \ 'era forward and then, much to their
:·urpri ·e. in' ited Gen Jan to present them with framed Certificates and
Lapel Pin to mark their award of Honour Life Membership of the
'\ ociation in recognition cf their long and dedicated e.rvice to R<;iyal
ignals. Prolonged applnu e followed the pre entation a~d the urpnsed
couple then understood the reason for the pre ence of their daughters and
their families at the dinner and why they had been elected to be
photographed with Gen Alan and Mike. The secret had been well kept
and the award well merited. The General's amu ing and infonuative reply
bought an end to what had been a very happy and enjoyable evening, the
su ce of which was due, in no mall measure. to the hard work done by
DaYe and Kathy Bichard in organizing it. Our incere thanks to them
both yet again. Our photograph show· tan and Vera Falla with (Centre,
L to R) hairman, Mike Brock and General Alan Yeoman, CB.

NORFOLK BRANCH
The orfolk Branch is leading a fairly busy life and this time of year is
particularly busy. At our AGM in March, Frank Mortlock was promoted
to Chairman and Reg Hannant took on the job of Service Officer. Branch
meetings are still held once a month at the TA Centre, Aylsham Road,
01wich, on the second Saturday of the month, at I0.30hrs, any Member
of the RSA would be made more than welcome. We arc also getting a
steady influx of new Members. Activities this past year have been, a visit
to the huttleworth collection at Old Warden in Hertfordshire. Thi is a
di play of First World War aeroplane and later ones, al o a museum of
vintage cars, a visit there is highly recommended, also in the pipe line is a
vi it to Duxford War Museum. We held a Branch Social in December for
Members and Wive . There was also a party of Member of the Airbourne
As ociation who came along and they had a good time. Nancy and Kevin
Barnard laid on the buffet with the usual raflle conducted by the Raffie
Lady, Doroth y Gibbs as i ted by Gordon Royall .
At our recent annual dinner we were honoured to have as our Guest
Maj Gen Allan Yeoman and his wife Barbara, Lt Col Pat Soward with
his wife Maureen, Mrs Cythia Wade who is the wife of our late
President Maj Gen Ashton Wade and Mrs Win Tucker. Our Chairman,
Frank Mortlock welcomed the gue ts and Maj Gen Yeoman responded,
toasts were given by the Branch President, Don Ellingworth and Lt Col
oward. floral presentation were made by the President and Chairman.
A party of five Members attended the Association AGM and Reps
Meeting at Donnington in April, it was a well organised meeting and we
were well catered for, our thanks go to tho e from RHQ that do the
organ ising. It was thoroughly enjoyable and it was nice to meet old friends
again.
There was a party from the Branch that travelled to Blandford this year
for the reunion in June. This, for us, is the highlight of the year and we
would like to record our thanks to the Officers of the Association for all
the hard work they do to make the Reunion such a success in spite of all
the problem that they encounter. Their efforts are very much appreciated.

A VISIT TO THE WORLD WAR 1 BATTLEFrELD I
. 'ORTHER. FRAt CE AND BELGIUM
We were a pany of fifteen members and were located just outside Lille.
The coach company personnel along with the Tour Courier were of the
highest calibre and an excellent time was had by all. The Tour took in
some very interesting locations Thiepval. Mons, Vimy, ewfoundland
Park - Ypres, Messine Ridge, Del ville Wood -Waterloo ( 1815) and many
other individual memorable area's, including the Tyne Cot Cemetery

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
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On Monday, 20 April 1998, we held our AGM at the TA Centre,
Coldyhill Lane Scarborough. We were able to use this venue thanks to the
kind permission of the CO, 4/5 Battalion, Green Howards. The Branch
continues to flourish and has a regular attendance of approximately 25
members. Twelve meetings are held each year and during last year we held
five Dinners and one Cheese and Wine Evening. On Saturday, 25 April
1998, we dined out Capt John France MBE BEM, who was the admin
officer at Coldyhill Lane.

A pleasant weekend was enjoyed by some of our Members who joined
a 3 l Sig Regt party for a trip to Arras, among them our intrepid Chairman,
Ron Miller and his wife Pat. (In case Chris 1s readmg this, we' ve heard
all about it!) ow we are looking forward to our visit to the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea where we are invited to parade and attend morning
service on Sunday, 6 September 1998. This has become an annual e\'Cnt
for the Branch. On many occasions we have been joined by the Aldershot,
East London and Reading Branches and for the past two years by 5 Corps
Signals Association. Members of other Branches are welcome to parade
with us. Please let us know in August if you would like to join us. Our
Annual Dinner is scheduled for 16 October 1998 at Hounslow Civic
Centre. Details have yet to be finalised.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
This year's Cavalry Memorial Parade in Hyde Park. on Sunday l 0 May
1998, saw a good turnout for the Association with over fifty members
marching. The contingent was led by Col Ted Scarlett, The weather this
year was kinder to us and came through with a bit of sun hine. The massed
band , with over two hundred musicians, led by the Household Cavalry,
were of a very high standard and were excellent to listen to. Unfortu nately
the 'after Parade Lunch' had to be cancelled due to circumstances beyond
our control. Better luck next year? This year's Annual Dinner will be on
23 October 1998, at the Duke of York's Headquarters. Your Chairman.
George Key says to put the date in your diary NOW and looks forward to
seeing you all there.

SOUTHPORT & DISTRICT BRANCH

The Branch Dinner 1998
Standing {L-R): Brian Gibbs, Don Ellingworth
Sitting (L-R): Dorothy Gibbs, Iris Mortlock, Gen Yeoman,
Frank Mortlock, Barbara Yeoman,
Maureen Soward, Lt Col Pat Soward

\\e ~isited a very small Commonwealth War Grave Extension at the
request of two ladie whose grandfather was buried there. They wished to
place a small wreath m remembrance to him. They were born long after
his death. Our members formed an entrance party, coming to attention on
the amYal of the ladies, this was an unexpected tribute which was most
welcomo:d by the family concerned
My wife, Florence, sadly informed me, that that one of our members
had pas5ed away \1r Tom eddon. Tom wa very much liked and an
acti'c member of the RSA Indian Signals and the Burma Star Association.
Our Branch Member.. and his many other friend will sadly miss him.

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH

WEST LONDON BRANCH

RSA Scarborough Committee Members for 1998/99
Back Row {L-R): Keith Parsons, Harry Harper, Bob Whittleton,
Capt John France, Derek Rigby, Peter Muschamp,
John Pennock
Front Row {L-R): Mike Stanger, Brian Mortimer,
RSA President - George Rusby, Irene Mortimer, Steve Jewell.
{Not on photo - Derek Fowler who was in hospital)

LIVERPOOL BRANCH

Jimmy Mayne and Jimmy Carruthers inside the Menin Gate

Come back Cattcrick all is forgiven. o we say each time we attempt to
organi e the Annual Reunion since it was moved to Blandford. We seem to
encounter more snags each year. This year we are unable to have our usual
transport, adding greatly to the travel costs but with the kind a sistance of
the MTO 40 Sig Regt and others, a minibus was been hired from Stranraer
that transported eight members. Four others travelled independently. lam
sure when they got there they will have enjoyed themselves as usual.
Finally, my usual invitation to anyone who has not yet made our
acquaintance, we arc a friendly bunch, do come and meet us any third
Wednesday at Clonaver TA Centre, whether ex-Service, Serving {TA or
Regular) or indeed just visiting the area.

On 15/ 16 February 1998, eleven members, led by Chairman Tom
Maguire were guests of8lnfBde & Sig Sqn at the invitation of Maj Mike
Perry MBE, and RSM Keith Fisher. They must have been surpri sed
when one of our new members Lt Col (Retd) Terry Lightfoot appeared
with them, but then Terry is quite happy to settle in with tbe rest.
Although the writer was unable to be there, I understand that after
refreshments a minibus took the party to the local museum for an
interesting afternoon. Later a plaque was presented to our Chairman and in
return Vice Chairman, John Loveday, presented a plaque made by one of
our members, Edgar McCall, to the Squadron, a most enjoyable Games
and Social Evening followed. Afler breakfast, next morning, the party
returned to Belfast very happy but 1 believe, a little the worse for wear. We
are most grateful to Mike, Keith and all in 8 ln fBdc HQ & Sig Sqn and
intend to put our heads together soon to see how we can reciprocate. A
speaker was arranged for our May meeting but unfortunately failed to tum
up and up to the time of writing we have received no explanation why.
This wa a little frustrating since Jan Wolfe had circularised our members
and Debbie Wolfe had arranged a delightful buffet. However, we had
plenty of business to transact. We also scoffed the eats and enjoyed the
social crack. We welcomed a new member, Lt Col (Retd) Jim Brown,
past CO, 40 (U) Sig Regt (V) to the meeting. We are delighted that at long
last he has come into the fold and hope that he will encourage other ex·
Officers to join us. Mr Jack Donald on, past Social Secretary, past
Chairman was the recipient of Honour Membership at the meeting. Vice
President, Maj oel Johnston spoke at length of the service Jack has
given to the Branch over the years and then asked Lt Col Jim Brown,
under whom Jack had served, to present the Certificate along with Life
Membership.
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Hello at long last from Southport & District Branch, we are a little late
with our news as we have had Secretarial Problems. At present we are
without one so the workload has to be shared amongst u all. Our Annual
Dinner Dance was held at the Scarisbrick Hotel, Lord Street, Southport on
Friday 13 February 1998. The evening was a huge ucces and was well
attended and greatly enjoyed. During the Evening the Branch presented a
Cheque of £50.00 for the Army Benevolent Fund to our Guest of Honour,
Col. D. Morgan OBE.TD.DL (not Royal Signals) who until recently was
the Local Chairman of the ABF.
The Branch AGM was also in February and the Officers were all reelected with the exception of the Secretary. The Chairman and Pre ident
attended the 1998 RSA AGM at Dennington. We would like to offer our
thanks to all concerned for an excellent meeting and refreshments. The
Branch will have even members attending the Annual Reunion at
Blandford on June 26/27/28. They are all looking forward to an enjoyable
Weekend and the hope of meeting past friends ...

SWINDON BRANCH

The Marchers' waiting for the off

31 SIGNALS REGIMENTAL
ASSOCIATION
Our trip to Europe this year was to Arras and Vimy, organi ed by Henry
Holman and 'Dusty' 1iller. A group of fifty moved off on Plan 'A' when
a voice said, 'I've left my medication at home.' We then moved to Plan ' B'
and arranged to meet at the second pick-up point. We had nor gone far
when another voice said, ' I' ve left my handbag in my husband' car.' We
now moved to Plan 'C' and with the aid of a mobile phone arranged a
rendevous at a third pick-up point. Both medication and handbag arrived as
planned, so everything wa looking good, when at the third pick-up point
one of our bodie went missing. A earch of the area drew a blank. Our
leader, Col Donald Crawford could hear the ferry docking and decided to
continue our journey. We arrived at our hotel , booked in and retired to the
bar to practice for the evening, when urprise. surpri e, our mi sing body
walked into the hotel. He had hitch-hiked from Dover to Arras.

The Swindon Branch was pleased to have the company of the. Area
Representative Col B. Peake (Retd), at it AGM. The Branch President,
Lt Col D. Ke~t (Retd), gave a review of the Branch activities in the past
year and told us of his hopes for the future. Tributes were paid to the
retiring Chaiman, Peter Howells and Bert Harber was elected to the po t.

A few council workers outside Arras Townhall

Some of the members after the AGM
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We promised not to mention in The Wire notes that it wa' . hris
Reynolds-Jones, it made him the hero of the weekend. It ''as typical of
the high tandard of the officer initiative common in 31 ignal ? Brig nn
Field was deeply impre' ed, she had her own problems. trymg to find her
way from the rear or the coach ' ith an out of date map. B) the ume you
come to read the e note we will have done ·A London Walk· and
supported The Royal tar and Garter Home' · ummcr onccrt' \lore
about tho e next time. Bye folk .
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THESTH(LONDON)CORPSSIGNALS
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION
On 20 'fay 199 a party of members and friends of The 5th (London)
Corp
ignal Old Comrade A ·sociation gathered at the National
\lemonal rboretwn for the p anting of a tree and the unveiling of an
m cribed park bench. During
hort and moving ervice of dedication
Vice Chainnan, Frank Reed, read out tbe Roll of Honour. The bench was
then unveiled and following the ounding of the L:i t Po t and Reveille. by
a bugler from the taffordshire Regiment, Peter Robins and Bob
Robert , the Old omrad A ociation Chainnan helped plant the tree,
an Algerian Oak.

cwslettcr Editor. Must have access to appropriate IT support.
Entertainments Member (Harrogate). To arrange the Harrogate
function .
Entertainments Member {Blandford). To anangc the Blandford
functions .
Anyone wishing to volunteer for one of these appointments should
advise the Hon Sec.
SO YOU WA T TO BE A MEMBER OF AOHA.
For an application form for membership please contact: Mr Douglas
Dickason, Honorary Secretary AOHA, 25 Cherry Waye, Eythorne
DOVER CT 15 4BY
'
We will al o be pleased if you have any ideas about AOHA that you
believe we hould con ider. Please note that the RSA is represented on
Royal Signals Web ite at www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/mu eum/
This site will include AOHA.

LEN PALMER
ls looking for

SMITH 960

from Blacnavon

Ex 3 Line Section, Ist Corps Signals 1939 ..... .
Len ays that you were Best Man at his wedding in December 1940 at
Don~as1er and he would like 10 hear from you for his 60th
Anniversary. ~hy hasn't he heard from you? Was it something he
said? Please nng him on 0181 947 2000 or write to him at
77 Cambridge Road, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OPU

Mr Harr~ (Jezza) .St~vens .would like to hear from anyone who
remembers hnn from his lime with 25 Ind Armd Bde Sig Sqn in Benina
and Tripoli 1952-54. Harry can be contacted on 01322 463519.

'

(L-R): Peter Robins, present for his father, Mrs V. Wise,

The Bugler, ' Bob' Roberts O.C.A. Chairman
Peter was landing in for his father (the unit's original R. .M. who was,
recovering in hospital from a hip replacement operation). Mrs Violet
Wise, widow of an O.C.A. member, then laid a wreath, in Signals white
and blue, inscribed to the memory of those unit members who died in war
and tho e who have ince died. The Old Comrades As ociation's sincere
thanks go to the Director of the Arboretum Appeal for the excellent
arrangementS made for the Ceremony. Our thanks also go to the
Commanding Officer of the Staffordshire Regiment who arranged for the
attendance of a bugler, and to the local British Legion Branch who
provided the facilities for lunch after the Ceremony.

28 (BR) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(NORTHAG)
REUNION - 31 OCTOBER 1998
by Col C liff Walters, Regimental Colonel

CORRESPONDENCE

Maj (Retd) Judy Webb has kindly agreed to host a reunion for those
who served in the Regiment during the period around 1981 to 1986.
Judy i now Headmistres of Ro sholme School and has offered the
facilitie of the school for our reunion. Thi will include
accommodation for those needing it.
Anyone wi hing to attend the reunion or who requires details should
contact:
Mrs Judy Webb
Rossholme School
Church Street
East Brent
SOMERSET
Tel:
01963 363712
Email: Ros holme@aol.com>

MILITARY TRAINING

SQUADRON

REUNIONS

1
b~

THE ASSOCIATION OF
HARROGATE APPRENTICES
(AOHA) IS TO BE RE-ESTABLISHED

Col C. J. Walters, Regimental Colonel.
By popular request I have undertaken to re-establish AOHA as an
Affiliated Branch of the Royal Signals Association (RSA). The original
AOHA (many ex-BRATS will recall the Little Red Book) was established
in Harrogate hortly after the Anny Apprentices' School was formed in
1947. Unfortunately it folded in the late 60's for no apparent reason. It
seems that there was a gap in the Secretarial post and the responsibility
was never handed on. Currently there is considerable interest in reestablishing the AOHA sparked off by the Final Reunion which was held
in Uniacke Barracks 2/3 July 1994.
Appointments: Douglas Dickason (54A) has kindly agreed to take on
the responsibility of Honorary Secretary and Chris Longmore has
volunteered to be Honorary Treasurer. I (Commandant 1991-95) will act
a5 Chainnan and will seek a President.
\1embership: All Apprentices, Junior Leaders, Single Entry Military
taff and . Civilian Staff who served at Harrogate may ;pply for
membership.
fees : The Annual Membership fee from I Jan will be £6 and initial
sub cnptions will commence on I Jan 99. A set up grant of £100 will be
provided by the RSA .
e" letter: It is intended to produce a bi-annual Newsletter on I
January and I July each year. The first ewsletter will be issued ·on I
January 1999: It is hoped that members will provide interesting, amusing
and provoca11ve articles for the ewsletter. f expect there will be a few
trip down \.1emory (or Penny Pol) Lane.
. future Meetings; It is intended to hold reunion meetings al Harrogate
m October 1999 (111augural reunion) and October 2000 (millennium
reunion) and thereafter every two years. These arrangements are yet to be
confinned. It is hoped that we may be able to make use of the newly
fanned foundation College in Uniacke Barracks but approaches have not
yet .been made. It is also intended that we should have a 'get together'
dunng each R. A weekend that is held annually at Blandford in June.
Volunteers Required : To enable these plans 10 reach fruition
'olunlee~ are needed for
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Mr Gwyn 'Taff' Edwards would like to make contact with Capt
He was OC Signal Section, 9 Infantry Brigade of 3
D1v1s1on Ill 1946. They served together in the Suez Canal Zone and in
Palestine. Capt Steers had a Regular Commission. Anybody with
mfonnalion can contact Gwyn on 01639 730228.
M.a ~colm . Steers.

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
1st REUNION DINNER
23 OCTOBER 1998
Have you been a member of the Training Staff of
The Military Training Squadron or as it was in the good old days
NCO Training Wing?
If the answer's Yes,
THE

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS THIS

LOSTCOMMS
Mr Peter Sams is seeking the whereabouts of his former pal, William
Henry James Price, from the time they served together in 1942-44.
William originally came from Birmingham. Anyone who can help is
asked to contact Peter at: 119 Sturdee Ave, Gillingham, Kent ME7 2HG

LES BOYNTON
DOES ANYONE REMEMBER H.IM?
He served 1938/59 in the following postings: Catterick, India, Egypt,
Cyprus, Aberdean and was at the Christmas Island H-Bomb Tests.
Please make contact with him. He is now retired and Jiving in Perth
Western Australia at: 73 Purley Crescent, Lynwood 6155 WA.
. Pa.trick Campbell is calling for anyone who remembers him, from his
time m the Corps, to make contact with him. Patrick served in 2nd London
Corps Signals, later 5 Corps signals, between 1939/41, or aDyone who
remembers him from West Africa between 194 1/45. Patrick can be contacted
on 01817882082 and is a member of the South London Branch of the RSA.
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Mr Glen Wathall
30 We tbourne Close Gr
Flat 3
Scarborough
Dear Editor,
I wish to thank all the crew of The Wire, for helping me find my old
~ate after so many years of searching. I nearly gave up hope until I was
given your addres .
Many thanks to you all.
From: Col L. W. Wright TD, DL
Dear Sir.
May I add a little to the obituary of Lt Col Walter H. Lamb TD, as
published in the last edition of The Wire. Walter was a very efficient and
deci sive Line Officer; this I learned a his 21C, 42 Line Section attached
from 11 L of C Signal to 8 Anny Signals for the last Battle ~f Monte
Cassino in May, 1944. Walter gave very di tinguished service to both I l
L of C Signals and to 8 Anny Signals which he eventually commanded,
before his release from Wartime Service. Thereafter he commanded 40
Signal Regiment (V).
May I report, too, that the Royal Corps of Signals wa well represented
at the rededication of the Royal Green Jackets War Memorial at Calais, on
20 May 1998. Present, amongst some 38 survivors of the Battle of 1940,
was George Boyden and Arthur Brown of 2 L of C Signal , f also was
there. George and Arthur had been operating in the Post Office just
before th~ German onslaught. Unfortunately they were taken prisoner
~vh1lst trymg to reach Dunkirk. Separated, they were imprisoned in camps
m Northern and Southern Poland whence, following the advance of the
Ru sian annies in 1945, after many hazardous experience , they
eventually reached home. Myself, l was with 12 Wireless Section, and
after fighting with the Queen Victoria's Rifle , was fortunate, indeed, to
escape from the I 0th Panzer Di vi ion. Of the kindne sand the ho pitality
we received from the Royal Green Jacket , in general, and from the K.RRC
As ociation, in particular, I cannot speak too highly. It was a very poignant
and emotional occasion. Following the Service, March-Past and
~uncheon , tbe Band and Bugles of the Light Division sounded the Retreat
m the Place d'Armes, the scene of much bitter fighting, 58 years ago. It
was all up to the very high standard of the Royal Green Jackets.
Yours truly,

LAST POST
Benstead - LCpl A. Benstead
Served 1944 '48
Brown - Sig P. W. R. Brown
Served 1949/51
Clarke- Lt Col E. H. Clarke OBE
Served 1929/57
Clarke- E. A. Clarke
Served 1929!?'?
Dryland - Lt Col L. W. J. Dryland OBE Served 1926/56
Earnshaw- Pte E. V. Earnshaw
Served 1943/45
Fini~1cr - Maj R. Finister
Served 1946/84
F'uUer-J. B. Fuller
Served
Served 193Sn I
Furtado - Maj R. G. Furtado BEM
Hawkins- Lt Col W. F. D. Hawkins
Served 1940/68
Hip kin -Cpl BJ Hipkin
Served 1965n7
Holmes -SigE. W. Holmes
Served 1938146
Hoskins - Lt Col W. F. G. Hoskins MBE Served
70
Howe - Sgt Brian Howe
Served 1948159
Hubble - gt S. Hubble
Served
Served 1941/47
Kelday - ig William Andrew Keldav
Servedl941/56
Kerr - SgtJ.K.Kerr
Liddle - Sgt A. Liddle
Served 1941 /46
Livingstone-SgtJ. A. Livingstone
Served 1985/98
Marsh-Collis- Cpl P. S. R. Marsh-Collis Served 1943/53
Martin -A/Sgt F. E. Martin
Served 1942147
Merrifield Maj . W. Merrifield
Served I939n4
Parkin - igV. Parkin
Served 1950nl
Pearson - LCpl R. . Pearson
Served 1939/45
Rodway-SigA.A.Rodway
Served 1941 /46
Served
Rowden - LCpl Paul Martin Rowden
Served 1929/59
Seddon - Col R. . Seddon OBE
Seddon - Sig T. V. Seddon
Served 1943/47
Stribbling- ln Pensioner R J . tribbling Served l 949n I
Tulloch-SgtJ. L. Tulloch
Served 1940/46
Ward-DvrG. S. Ward
Served 1945/48
Wall-W02 M. H. Wall
Served 1924/46
Served 1948/50
Wood -Cpl A. J. Wood

Died 12104198
Died 12106.'98
Died 03. 05198
Died 19103. 98
Died31 ·03.98
Died 01105198
Died 29104,98
Died 1998
DiedMay98
Died 24/05198
Died 30/04 98
Died 28•04198
Died 24 04198
Died I0104198
Died 03106/98
Died 27/04'98
Died 24104198
Died 30104/98
Died 21/04/98
Died 11/06/98
Died 09/06/98
Died 08/05/98
Died April 98
Died 23/08197
Died 11/05/98
DiedJune98
Died 01/04/98
Died 05/05/98
Died 24:05198
Died 20 06/98
DiedApril98
Died 21106/98
Died 28106198

Rowden - LCpl Paul Martin Rowden an ex-member of the Corps was
killed in a vehicle accident in June 1998. LCpl Rowden served f~r 12
years and enjoyed many happy times in orthern Ireland and even the
Outer Hebrides. Should any erving or ex-members of the Corp wish
to send messages of sympathy to Paul's wife or parents, plea e do so
via: Mr Rowden, 39 Markenfield. Toot Hill, Swindon, S 5 8AB.
Fini ter - Maj (Retd) Ronald Fini ter (Tfc) - It is with the greatest
sadness, that I .infonn the Corp~ of the sudden death of my father aged
69 on 29 Apnl 1998 at Leeds General Infinnary. He served in the
Merchant avy before joining the Anny in 1946. when he enlisted into
the Yorkshire Regiment and then transferred to the Royal Corp of
Signals in 1947 in which he erved until his retirement in 1984. My
father met my mother, Lyn, when they were both erving in Singapore.
My mother (Sgt Jarvis) was the Officers mess steward, and they
married on 11 January 1958. Ron trained as a Yeoman of ignals and
attended Yeoman's course o 2 in 1961. He was commis ioned on 29
July 1965. He had a long and distinguished career having served in
many unit including Hong Kong. Singapore, Malaysia, Gennany,
Cyprus, orthem Ireland. and many more. He received an MID in
Malaya but for what he wouldn't ay? He was a popular member of the
Corp . and had a wicked sense of humour as all tho e who knew him
would agree. He will be orely missed throughout the Corp but his
nan1e will live on in the Corps, as both I and my on are servi ng
members. He leaves behind hi wife, Lyn, two daughter , two son and
four·grandchildren. We publish the photo ecure in the knowledge that
it is how Ron would wi h to be remembered.

DONATIONS
RSA Ald er hot ................................................. .............................. ..£ 11.00
RSA Cardiff ................................................ ... ................................ £ I00.00

:s~ ~~;:;t~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::£7~~:gg

R A Eastbo urn e .. ......... ........................................... ...................... £ I00.00
R A East London ......................... ..... ... ...................... ................... £ 150.00

:~! c~,~~~~er.:::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~l?g:gg
:s~ :::~~~~pt~·;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~l~g:gg

R A Reunion Service ................................ ............. ....................... £500.00
Certo Cito Lodge ..... ... .... ..... ........................... ...................... ........... £20.00
56 (London) Divisional Despatch Riders Luncheon ... ................ ..£20.00
Lt Col D. E. B. Morriso n ....................................... .......................... £ I0.00
Mr Barry Grccnwood ..................... ...... ........................................... £30.00
Frank Chadwick in memory of Ken Hart ..... ...................... .......... ..£25.00
R&A Bournemouth in memory of .I. Roda way ............... .... ............. .. £5.00
56 Div OCA in memory of Lt Col W. H. Lamb ............. ...................£20.00
In memory of the late Lt Col W. H. Lamb .... .. ...................................£20.00
In 111emory of Mr Albert Victor Bradley Thomp on .............. .......... .£90.00
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\\ecch - Lt. ol. Charle \ illiam Thackery \'\"c«:h, FIEE. of the
Royal Corp· of ignal , died at his home in Wimereux . France on 24
1arch 199 .He wa the son of an R Min the Duke ofCornwall"s Light
lnfantr)' and the elde t of four children. He began hi military career at
an earl) age after having been at The Duke of York' Royal Military
hool. Dover. He joined the Royal Corp of ignals, F Company, at
Mare-field in 1930 a an apprentice boy and served on the W Frontier
of India during 1936-37. By the outbre.1k of WW2 he had completed a
Foreman of ignals course and ' s ubsequently attached to the
1iddle e"I. Yeomanry who were shipped. via France. to Palestine where
he was commi sioned on August 1940. He su tained an injury to his
back in Ethiopia, when the armoured train, in which he ' as travelling.
whil t te ting some radio equipment, wa derailed during operations.
He com·ale ced in outh Africa \\here after recovery be remained to
command the outh African School of ignals. Toward the end of
WW2 he found him elf, as a Major in Italy. in charge of the railway
signalling sy tems. Efforts were made 10 discharge him on the ground
of hi war injurie but be challenged the suthoritie to show where and
when he had not carried out his dutie to the full. Unable to do so. he
continued ening although reduced to Captain becau e of the
retrenchment of the army at the end of ho tilitie . Having been demoted
from Major to Captain he decided to sit the exam for taffCollege. He
was keen to make the point that oldiers commi ioned from the ranks
should be treated a any other officer and be able to progres in
ac ordance with their abilities. De pite passing he was told that as a
Technical Officer Maintenance (TOM) he was not entitled to go.
Charles had made hi point. He fought many a battle with the
authoritie , wa a master of intrigue and he lo ed nothing better than a
banle of words.
His post war en ice took him once again to Palestine, followed by
the UK and then in 1951 to France. where he et up the secret HQ for
We tern Union (later ATO) in Margival near oi sons. This was
located in the underground HQ, specially constructed with slave labour
by the, azi's for Operation Sealion the invasion of England in 1940. It
even had its own railway station in a tunnel to conceal its entrance. Thi
became the War HQ of HQ AFCENTwhen NATO was establi hed.
At Soi ons he met and married his wife Fran~oise who followed
him to all his subsequent postings beginning with Egypt, then Cyprus
where their first child wa born. He was then po Led to Bagdad in a
combattant post as the pecial Advisor to the Government of Iraq. This
was followed by a spell in England with an SW Troop in Shrewsbury
then back to Margival, France and on to Singapore, then finally back to
the UK where one of his jobs was as a Special Military
Communications Advisor to the Ghanaian Government. At this point he
retired from the army and took up an appointment as the Chief
Technical Advisor to the Chief, Joint Communications Agency, HQ
AFCE 1T in Brunssum, The Netherlands, where he remained until
I 979/80. In retirement he travelled seasonally between France, Spain,
Andorra and England rarely failing to tum up to military reunions at
Canerick and Blandford or old school boy reunions. He took a great
interest in the Duke of York's Royal Military School at Dover and he
was appointed Chairman of the Old Boys Association in 1969. He was
also President of the Calpe Branch of the Royal British Legion in Spain
where he pent the winters.
He wa always proud of his military career and liked everything
military. His decorations were orth West Frontier Medal 1936/37, War
Medal 1939/45, Africa Star, Defence Medal, End of War Medal, South
Africa Service Medal, General Service Medal with clasps for Palestine
45148 and Cyprus, General Service Medal with clasp for the Malay
Peninsula
He will be greatly missed by Fran~oise, his daughters, Ludivine and
Marie-Therese, his brother George and his sister Joseph in e. Also his
two grandsons, Lawrence and James.

Kerr - James Kennedy Kerr. The Glasgow Branch of the RSA, deeply
regrets to announce the sudden death of James Kennedy Kerr, aged 77
at his home in Bellshill, Lanark ·hire on Friday 24 April 1998.
2359459 Signalman James K. Kerr served as an Instrument
Mechanic from 16 January 1941 , until 4 ovember 1948. He then
joined the 52 Lowland Infantry Division Signal Regiment, 011 8
ovember 19489 and was then given a different number, 2224261. He
then continued to serve until 9 November 1956, reaching the rank of
Sergeant Wirele s Operator.
Jim' service included the UK, Singapore, Malaya, Java and Borneo.
He became a pri oner of war. in Japanese hands, at the age of 21 in 1941
and remained so until 1945. He did not speak much of hi treatment,
during his time as a prisoner, but he survived the harsh regime meted
out by the Japanese to their pri oners. His decorations include the
1939/45 Star, the Pacific Star, the Defence Medal and the War Medal
1939/45. On discharge from the Corps, Jim joined the Civil Service and
on retirement wa a Higher Executive Officer.
Jim had been a widower for six years and leaves a son Alistair and a
daughter Marcelline. A requiem mass was held at the Roman Catholic
Church of the Holy Family, Mos end, Lanarkshire. lt wa conducted by
Father James Grant and wa attended by his family and many friend .
Eight members of the Gia gow Branch of the RSA attended the ma s
and the following service at the Airble Road Cemetery. The Branch
Chairn1an, Bill Taylor, paraded the Branch Standard at the graveside.
Pipe Major Robert Quar. of the 7th Argyll and Sutherland Highland
Regiment played a lament. Jim Prentice laid a wreath of poppies with
the Royal Signals insignia on behalfofthe Glasgow Branch members.
The Branch members, several of whom served with Jim in the TA,
extend their deepest sympatl1y to Alastair, Marcelline and other
members of the family.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
CHENEVIX-TRENCH PRIZE ESSAY
COMPETITION 1998
PRIZES
First Prize
£750
Available to all entrants.
SOinC's Special Award £125
Available to non commissioned ranks of Royal Signals.
Young Officer's Award £125
Available to Royal Signals Officers below the rank ofMaj at:

Batho - Mrs Lesley Batbo. [t is with deep sadne s that the death is
announced of Lesley Ba tho, wife of Lt Col Roger Ba tho. Lesley died
peacefully in the Joseph Weld Hospice, Dorchester, on 1 May, 1998
after a 15 month battle with cancer. Roger Ba tho and his family wish to
thank all retired and serving members of the Corp for their condolence.
Clarke - Edmund Arnold ' obby' Clarke died on I 9 March 1998. He
joined City of London Signals in 1929. He was· Senior Sergeant of an
Artillary Brigade Section, o. 2 company in 1937 - promoted W03 in
1938 at the same time as 'Du ty' Rhodes and Walter Lamb - and left
56 Sig Sqn on promotion in 1941. By coincidence he succeeded ' Dusty'
Rhodes as RSM of an Air Formation Signals Unit later in the War. He
joined 56 Signals A sociation in 1946. He was the last surviving
member of the pre-war 56 Div Sgts' Mess.
Howe - Ex Sgt Brian Howe. Brian passed away at his home in Woolwich
on 10 April 1998. Brian joined the Corps as a boy in August 1948 and
served in the Middle East, BAOR and the UK before leaving the service
in August 1959. He went on to become a Telecomms Op in the Civil
Service until he retired in August 1994. He will be greatly missed by his
family and friends.
Seddon - Sig Tom Seddon. Tom died on Tuesday 5 May 1998 after a
short illness. He was intending to join a party on a visit to the WWI
Battlefields in France, which took place in early May, but had to
withdraw because of what appeared to be a minor illness.
Tom served with the Corps in the Bunna Campaign during 1943/47
and was an active member of the Indian Signals Association. He was
very active in many other ways including teaching swimming to
children who attended the schools at which his son Norman and
daughter Joyce were teachers. His family and those of the Liverpool
Branch and the Association at large, who had the pleasure of calling
him friend will miss Tom.

Non Royal Signals Award £125
Available to the Retired Corps, civilian or officers and soldiers of other arm and services.

None of the last three awards will be awarded to the winner of the first prize.
The objective of the competition is:
" To encourage the study of all aspects ofrelevance to The Royal Corps of Signals and in so doing, enhance the reputation of the
Corps and its Institution and provide a fitting memorial to its benefactor".
'

RULES :

I.

T he Competition will be known as "The Royal Signals Chenevix-Trench Prize Essay Competition".

2.

Entries will be welcomed from anyone.

3.

Essays may be on any topic of relevance to the Corps. In addition the SOinC (A) has nominated one ubject of current
intere t for those who wi h to u e it: Digitization promises to revolutionise the way the British Army cond ucts its
bu iness. Jt will present many challenges to Royal Signals. How should we ensure t h at our officer and soldiers are
equipped to meet these challenges?

4.

All essays must be submitted complete with duplicate. They may be of any length. and preferably shou ld be typewritten
in double line spacing, but manuscript entries will be accepted and will not incur a penalty provided they are legible.
Essays will be judged on quality. not quantity of reading matter.

5.

Classified matter must NOT be included.

6.

When a reference is made to any work, it title and author must be quoted. Quotation and extract mu t be
acknowledged as such to the title and author concerned.

7.

Every author must write under a nom de plume and must submit wirh the essay a sealed envelope with the nom de plume
on the outside and name and address in ide.

8.

Essay shou ld reach the Secretary of the Royal ignal Jn titution,
Regimental Headquarter ,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum,
DORSET DTl I 8RH

NOT LATER THAN l ST SE PTEMBER 1998.
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9.

Adjudication will be arranged by the Council of the Jn titution.

10.

The
not.

ouncil of the Institution reserve the right to pub lish any es ay ubmitted, in the Journal, whether it wins a prize or

Produced by the Publishers, Regimenral Headquurte1~ Roya l ign11ls. Blandford Camp. Blandford Forum. Don.ct OTI I 8RB. (Telephone: M1htlll")' S)'tcm 7.17 207'1 or STD ll125S .1 2079)
Prin1cd in Great Briuun by Holbroo~s Printers Lid. 'orwa)' Road. llil~n. Porhmouth, ffanh P03 SH
For advcrrising r.ites npply to: Combined m •ice Publicuuons Lid. PO Bo• 4. Farnborough. I llmp,h1r< GU 14 71.R (Tclephon< 01252 5158Q I)

t some aside
a rainy day...
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS HAVE
A WORLD CHAMPION
MR JIM WOOLGAR MM, BEM
BY LT COLD. 1. MILLS
One of lhe few ·perks,' a Chief G3 HQ UK C (G). is to act as
"Commanding Officer" for the Di trict Adventure Tr.1ining lodge. Haus
Magnu,, in Bavaria. During the 199 Ea ter Familie ki Package I wa
introduced to Jim Woolgar who hns a long-standing affiliation to the
Lodge. I di.covered that not onl) wa he a forn1er ignnller, but he had ju t
won the World Champion hip for his cla - of Alpine skiing at the age of
1! He had popped into the lodge to put his medals and cups on di play.
ha"e a quid. meal and a bath, before departing for a ummer of
\Vind.-urfing' Jim is \'ery keen to make contact with any Fornier colleague.
and reade~ ma) aL o be interested in learning a little more about one of the
more unique members of our Corps.
Jim Woolgar \\as born on 18 August 1916. He went to sea at 14 years
of age and joined the Army on 12 September 1935 . lnitially he erved with
the Roynl u~sex Regiment, but in 1941 he was transferred to tl1e Royal
ignals, and joined our Airborne Regiment. He erved with Field
lar hal 1ontgomery one cort duty, and on D-Day he wa awarded the
Military 1edal. Jn 1954 he was awarded the Briti h Empire Medal and
also the Coronation Medal. Jim left the army in 1958 after 33 years of
ervice. mo t of which was pent abroad. Unfortunately he was not
awarded the Meritoriou ervice Medal. as he was caught out of bound
'improperly dres ed" (the term naked spring to mind) as he was arre ted
jumping out of a window!
Jim , at 81 years old, i officially Britain ' olde t male ski racer,
ometime competing again t men 25 years younger tllan him elf.
Thirteen years ago he 'retired' bought a camper van and pends all hi
time tran iting aero Europe, going from competition to competition. He
ski in winter and wind urfs in the summer.
Hi Ii t of achievement since tl1en are a folio\ :
1990 Joined the British Master Alpine Ski Team
1991
Won British Masters Slalom and Gold for Britain
2nd in the world in hi cla , and won 9 medal
1993 1994
O\•erall World Champion in hi class
- Winner of 6 Gold Medal .
4 Bronze and I Silver in his class
1995
1997
3 Gold Medals, 2 Silver Medals and 2 Bronze Medals.
2nd overall, in the World Cup.
l 998 Overall World Champion in his cla s
Winner of 8 Gold Medals and 8 Silver Medals.
You can see that he leads an eventful life. but he has more problems off
the lope th~ he doe w~en racing. In April 1994. after winning the
Veteran Glacier Race, he climbed omo tlle top of his camper van, to give it
a w~h and came down _unexpectedly and wa badly bruised. In February
199), no clothe on again (!) he ru hed from the sauna, out into tlle now
( 1,700 metre high. - I 00) to his camper van. He then discovered that he had
~ocked _h.im _
e lf out and the only way in was through the skylight - an
rntere ling sight I am sure.
. Jim _reci:ives little financial support for his activities and lives very
. imply m ht van throughout the year. One small form of assistance he gets
1s the conten~ of the Haus Magnus bar's 'loose change· jar. The staff at
H~~ Magnu normally present tllis to him once a year, and it was a
pnnlege for me to do it th.is year. As the oldiers are aware of tlle
de tinati~n . of tlleir. money, they fill tlle jar willingly. howing
characten !IC generosny. This may be partly attributable to I Sig Bde
bemg one of our major customers .

SHROPSIDRE ARMY CADET FORCE

RFEA

Capt L. J. Collins

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT
ASSOCIATION Ltd
Assists ex-regular men and women to resettle and find
employment, any time up to the national retirement age and
a often as neces ary, provided they
• erved a minimum of three year .
•or were medically discharged regardless of time served.
•left with a conduct as e sment of 'Satisfactory' or better.

WHAT ARE THE AIM OF THE ACF?
They are to ~evelop the qualities of leadership, initiative, re ponsibility
and teamwork m ~oung peopl~ bet~ee~ !he ages of 13 and 18, and help
them to realise their full potential as md1v1duals and as good citizens .

This erv ice i now extended to
• tho e who were ubsequently commi ioned .
• widows/widower provided the pou e died in service.

WHAT DO CADETS DO?
~he ACF yllabu . operates within a progressive ystem of training,
which would be fam1ltar to any former ~ld1ers. lt.includes: drill, shooting,
fie~d:craft, SAA, map readmg, fir~ ! ~1d, physical activity, expedition
trammg,. plus cadet and the community. fh ere are also patrol and shooting
compet1t1ons.

Our employment Con ulta.nt have all had a full and
succe sful Service career themselves and worked in
commerce or industry, placing them in a unique and strong
po ition to offer
• registrant free personal counselling and local job finding
advice.
• employer access to a respon ive , free recruitment
ervice.

ARE THERE ANY OTHER NO -MILITARY ACTIVITIES?
There i the usual rang~ of aimy sponsored sports , with competitions at
county, regional and nau~nal level. All cadets have the opportunity to
undertake t~e Duke of Edmburgh's Award, this includes physical fitness
an_d, exped1uon . Cadets can also get involved with the community by
ra1smg funds for ~ood causes, such as the Poppy Appeal, and visiting
poltce and fire stauon .

During the period l April 1997 - 3 1 March 1998
• 9754 men and women joined our regi ter.
• 3782 left it having been placed in emp loyment.
• of tho e placed 1758 were from the Army.
• many more will have ecured work following our job
earch advice.
Thi ervice is available from thirty-nine Branches
throughout the United Kingdom
• Branches are listed in Yellow Pages or local directories.
•alternatively contact Head Office at 49 Pall Mall,
London SW I Y 5JG or ring 0 I 7 I 321 2011 or
fax 0 171 839 0970
• or better still contact ow· Branch neare t your
Headquarter - call Cynthia Pettit on Salisbury 01722
334872 and ee how she can help you.

AFCEA (UK)
SOUTHERN CHAPTER
Programme for October and November 1998
22 October 1998 Title:
Speaker:
Venue:
Time

'Digitization -A Scientist View '
Dr Joh.n Hinsley, Digitization Advi or to
DCDS(Sy tems)
The Vine Hotel , Ower (Nr. Jct 2 M27)
18 .00
(Drinks & Supper followed by Lecture)

18 November 1998
4th BLANDFORD SYMPOSIUM
'Tam ing the Information Tiger in Joint Force Operations'
Venue: Princess Mary Hall ,
The Royal School of Signals, Blandford
Time: 0900 - 1700

Jim with Lt Col Den nis Mills
handing over the cash (ment ioned in the article) in an envelope
Should anyone wish to contact Jim, WOl orman Coe the lodge
at Haus Magnus (Dr Bach Strasse, 17. 87497 Wertach, Bavaria)
""Ill deliver messages when Jim pas~es through the area.
m~nage_r
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WANT A CHA LLE GE WHE YOU LEAVE THE ARMY?
In an ag.e when the most energetic thing some youngsters do in their
spare lime 1s to press. a computer button, the Anny _Cadet~ offer something
more. ~o why not mvest. so m~ of your spare ume and experience in
somethi ng really wo11hwhile? Jom the Army Cadet Poree as an instructor!
But what do cadets do? And what would you get out of it?

AFCEA Members and their gue ts are welcome. Reservat ions mu t
be made through:
Mr Jonathan Cunnison , Secretary AFCEA (UK) Southern Chapter
I RI UK Ltd, Alpha House, Ci lwo11h Research Centre
Southampton SOl6 7NS
Tel: 01703 760484 Fax: 01703 760483
OR
Maj Tony Gibb , Treasurer AFCEA (UK) Southern Chapter
BDMT, Blandford Camp
DORSET DT 11 8RH
Tel: 01258 482621 Fax: 01258 482620
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IF I ' M INTERESTED A D MAKE CONTACT WHAT WILL
HAPPEN?
. The proced~re may vary slightly from county to county, but usually you
will be mterv1ewed by the local Company Commander and/or Cadet
Executive Officer to a certain your uitability, before being seen by the
County Commandant.
WHAT RANK WO LO I BE 0 JOINING?
. Unlike an adult with no previous experience you start as a Sergeant or
h1g~e.r, dependm_g upon the rank you held in the Army or TA, but the final
dec1 ion re t w1tll the Commandant. There is ample opportunity to take
command. get promotion and gain a commi sion within the ACF Country
Stru~ture.
Advancement i dependent on vacancies, and your
qualifica1ions, experience and ability to lead , irrespective of the rank you
previously held in the Regular Army or the TA.

I TERMS OF TIME, WHAT IS THE COMMITME T?
Detachment vary between one and two evenings per week. Most adult
are mvolved one weekend in six with either their detachment or
company/squadron. Summer Camp is generally two week per year. Not
everyone can make both week , but as this is the highlight of the cadet
year, most try to be there. Camp is where all the trainino0 is consolidated
and competitions finalised. It is where more adventurous training is done,
and where you get to know both the cadets and tlle staff better.

'O' Group with young Cadets from Harlescott Troop

WHERE DO I APPLY?
f\pply to the County HQ. This is u ually at a TA Centre. If not that
particular one then they shou ld be able to supply you with the addre sand
telephone number. Speak to the CEO (Cadet Executive Officer). who
usually holds the rank of major. lo Shropshire it is Maj Mick Keogh. HQ
Shrop hire ACF, Territorial Hou e, Sundorne Rd, Sh.rewsbury. SY I 4RL.
Telephone (01743) 231779. Many people complain that today'
youngsters are lazy, de-motivated and unambitious. It cannot be said that
erving with the ACF i always easy or all thrills. but you will have fun
and get a great deal of satisfaction. There are nearly 50,000 cadet and
9,000 Army youth leaders nationwide ready to tell you that what the
cynics say about teenagers i palpably untrue.

INTERESTED IN NORDIC
OR ALPINE SKIING?
16 Signal Regiment. who are the Corp Ski Regiment , will be
running Ski Camps in ovember and December thi year with a
view Co selecting and training learns for the respective Divisional
Champion hip .

WHAT TRAINI G WILL I HAVE TO DO?
This reaUy depends on when you left the Army: what you did when you
were ervmg and what rank you achieved. There are variou short
residential courses held while at an Annual Camp, within your region and
at the Cadet Training Centre. Frimley Park near AJdershot.
DO 1 GET PAID?
. . ~body doe. it for the money! The number of paid days varies witll the
mdl\lldual but usually cover the period of annual camp, a course and
company or county weekend training.
HOW WILL I FIT IN?
Thi very much depends on you. It mu t be remembered that although
the Army sponsor tlle ACF, Che cadet are not part of the Amiy. Thi i a
co~cep_t some ex-regulars find hard to accept. You will be regarded a
acung m loco parenti , and a cadet can not be treated like a Regular recruit.
The ACF man or woman hould be a firm but friendly Army youth leader.
However, be warned; any would be ·mu cle-flexing Rambo style
meat-heads ' need not apply.
WHAT ARE THE Q ALITIE O F THE GOOD ACF OFFlCER
A DIN T RUCTOR ?
First, you need energy and enthusiasm when dealing with youngsters.
Secon~ly , respect and di cipline; cadet have little time for the old-soldier
With h1 war stories . What they need is omeone who knows the ubject
and wh_o can be relied upon, e pecially when the cadet feels vulnerable.
And thmtly, you will have to work with adult who may no! have your
nltlitary_ . backgrou nd and experience. Teamwork, initiative and
adaptab1ltty are therefore important.
JOB SATISFACTIO ?
The motto of the Army cadet Force i ·To ln.pire to Achieve.' When.
lhrough you and your colleagues' efforts. a young cadet conquer the
us ault course or he gets her Duke of Edinburgh' Silver Award. and he
gets ht mark man's badge and your team win the patrol compet ition
your cadet( ) will have achieved something wo11hwhile. and you will be
sallsfied .
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Any Unit (or Individual) intcre ted in joining these Camps ( of\' 3)
and Au tria) should contact:

2Lt Crinnion ( ordic) on JHQ Mi l 3630
or
S gt Brown ( !pine) on JHQ Iii 2 77
or write to:
OIC Skiing. 16 ignal Regiment BFPO 40
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OFFICERS
AUGU T
'ame and Rank
Lt Col J. K. Ewbank
Lt Col T. G. h1sha'~
Lt Col P. J. Oldfield
Lt Col C. J. \ hittaker. ..
'-1aJ J. R. C. Bunce
laj R. . Clapp . . . . ..
Maj C. M. Clark M IEE
Maj J. Dryburgh . . . . ..
Maj D . C. A. Elli I Eng. FIEIE
Maj P. K . Gorford BA
Maj S. Gregory BA
Maj J.C. Hardy ...
1aj D. A.H. Jone
Maj C. B. Keegan
Maj D. J. Luckett
1aj S. K. MacRo tie ...
1aj L. R. orri .. .
Maj J . W. Oakes .. .
Maj G.J. Rae
Maj D . . Raleigh
Maj M. C. Robe11
Maj C. J. Thackray
1aj T.J. P. Watt ...
NMaj T. J. Carmichael
Capt T. J. S. Allen
Capt . E. Baugh .. .
Capt B. J . Dalton .. .
Capt D. P. Dolling
Capt I. . Hunter ...
Capt A. J. Parsons
Capt D. R. Parkinson ...
Capt B. J. Spiers .. . . ..
Capt R. J. Watts . . . . . .
Lt S. J. Short... ... . ..
Lt . H. A. Franci -McGann
LtM. J. Wong
2Lt L. J. Calderhead
2Lt 0. R. Dinni .. .
2Lt K. J. Grice .. .
2Lt R. A. Hamilton
2LtA. L . Hill
2Lt P. S. McTurk ...
2Lt S. E. Richards
2Lt P. J.Simp on ...

Unit to which Posted
HQR.Signal
ACDS (Prog)
DJW
BLO (USA)
!(UK) Armd Div & Sig Regt
Brit Exch Offrs (A) SA
223 Sig Sqn (399 SU)
HS Ce, ATO Def College
Cl EngGp
HQATRA
HQ LISA . Andover
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
G6HQLA D
JSSU Oakley
3 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn (203)
RCB
251 Signal Squadron
PMLLV
l(RBY) Sig Sqn (Sp Comms)
HQARRC
8 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn (2 18)
JSCSC
Overseas SC & DC
7 Sig Regt (Corp Main HQ)
220 Sig Sqn, 21 Sig Regt
2 Signal Regiment
EW Op Sup Uni t
ACDS (OR) Land Sy
... DASDCGS
London University OTC
Royal School of Signals
RMAS
9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
2RRF
5 Ab Bde/Sig Sqn (216 Para)
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS
RSS

SEPTEMBER
Rank and ame
Lt Col M J.M. Dyer
MajJ .S.Adams ...
Maj A. P. Bri tow
Maj C. M. Clark ...
Maj J. J. Cole
Maj G. J. Complin
Maj D. A. Craft .. .
Maj J. W. Dakin .. .
Maj R. Dean
Maj M . J. Fensom
Maj C. A. Ford .. .
Maj M. Griffiths .. .
MajA.G.H ill
Maj J.M. Hodges
Maj I. Hooper
Maj H . A. Jenkins
Maj D. J. Kinnaird
Maj D. G. MacAulay ...
Maj A. W. T. McComb
Maj R. D. Meinertzhagen ...
MajG.H.A.Odling ...
Maj C.R. Owen . .. . ..
Maj C. S. K. Pater on ...
Maj P. D. Peel
Maj M.J. Perry ......
1aj S. J . Richard on
Maj D. G. Robson
Maj . S. Stevens
Maj J.E. Swindel ls
Maj J. R. Tod
Maj P.R . Tower~ ...
Maj . J. Turpin ...
Maj J Vickery ...
1aj M.A. Walker
Maj I. A. Walton ...

Unit to which Posted
R. Signals/Int Division
JSCSC
7 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
399 SU (Army Element)
RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivenham
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Transfer to Int Corps
JSCSC
RMCS Shrivenham
9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
JSCSC
JSCSC
210 Sig Sqn, 24 Airmob Bde
JSCSC
JSCSC
ACDS (OR) Land Sys
ACOS 16, PJHQ (UK)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
9 Signal Regiment
PMSP
RMCS Shrivenham
JSCSC
... HQ Royal Signals
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
JSCSC
242 Signal Squadron
30 Signal Regiment
JSCSC
DIT (Support) DGICS
HQARRC
RMCS Shrivenham
243 Signal Squadron
21 Signal Regiment (A ir Sp)
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Maj F. E . R. Whichelo
Maj R. P. Wilson .. .
Maj S. R. Workman
Capt . J. Borrill . ..
Capt E. A . Dallyn
Capt S. 0. France
Capt T. Hall .... ..
Capt T. Jeffrie
Capt R. J. Parkinson
Capt R. Patrick on
Capt P.A. mith (BSc (Hons)

. . . RM S Shrivenham
30 Signal Regiment
S Ab Bde/Sig Sqn (216 Para)
39 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn (213)
JCUNI
A A College
HQDCS
AA College
HQ BRJGNEPAL
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
RMCS Shrivenham

WOsand S COs
AUGUST 1998
Rank and
ame
WO! R MA.C.Campbell
WO! RSM C. G. Milne
W02 T. W. Comyns
W02 A. S. Cupper
W02 . R. Furnival
W02 A. Jenkin ...
W02 S. J. John on
W02 R. J. W. Malt
W02 l. H. Pennell
W02 F. E. Roberts
W02 S. B. Shepherd
W02 A. V. Slaney
W02 R J. Squires
W02 A. P. Staniford
W02 YofS C . D . R. utt
W02 Supvr Rad D. J . Ruddock
SSgt S. R. Allister
SSgt C. W. L. Andrews
SSgt M. Browitt .. .
SSgt K. J. Butler... .
SSgt F. C. Campbell
SS gt A. Dummer ...
SSgt F. E. Flaherty
SSgt C. Gouldson
SSgt G.A. Greaves
SS gt A. J. Harriott
SSgt K. Marsh
SSgt S. D. Metcalfe
SS gt S . P. orris ...
SS gt P. Rouse
SSgt V. W. Smith .. .
SSgt M . L. Walsh .. .
SSgtD.J. Wat on
SSgt YofS M. J. Denni
SSgt YofS G.D. Hume
SSgt YofS R. A. Owens
A/SSgt R. C. Eden
A/SS gt A. T. Peel. ..
Sgt L. D . Balmforth
Sgt P. M. Brannon
Sgt C.H . Callender
Sgt A. J. T. Chubb
Sgt D. Clarke
Sgt P. Coate . . . . ..
Sgt G. Corrigan .. .
Sgt A. W. Dutton .. .
Sgt A. S. Egan
Sgt S. L. Griffiths
Sgt C.R. Hawkins
SgtM. P. Hay
Sgt D. B. Holroyd
Sgt S. R. Kelly ...
Sgt D. B. Kleppang
Sgt D . A. Lloyd .. .
Sgt R. A . Lodge .. .
Sgt R. L. Mat less .. .
SgtS. M. May
Sgt P. McNeilly ...
Sgt P. C. Mills
Sgt R. B. Moore .. .
Sgt C. . Nelson .. .
Sgt . J . Oldcroft .. .
Sgt M. Open haw
Sgt A. Paling
Sgt M. P. Patter on
Sgt M. P. Pryce . . .
Sgt D . J . Purver .. .
Sgt M. A. Thompson ...
Sgt D . B. Tribbeck
Sgt D. A. Welch ... . ..

Uni t to which posted
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
7 Annd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
Leeds UOTC
Brito! UOTC
24 Airmob Bde & Sig Sqn
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
34 Signal Regiment (V)
ATR Bas ingbourn
55 Signal Squadron (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
ATR Bas ingbourn
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
9 Signal Regiment (Rad io)
37 Signal Regiment (V)
225 Signal Squadron
CDC
The Royal School of Signals
30 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signals
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
AFCO ottingham
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
600 Signal Troop
5 AB Bde/Sig Sqn (216 Para)
ATR Bassingbourn
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
11 Signal Regiment
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
40 Signal Regiment (V)
BATUS
2 Signal Squadron
l4 Signal Regiment (EW)
34 Signal Regiment (V)
Project Cash
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
40 Signal Regiment (V)
R& LS South
Hollywood Bn
I l Signal Regiment
3 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn (213)
241 Signal Squadron
30 Signal Regiment
35 Signal Regiment (V)
20Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
Armagh Bn
30 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
280 (UK) Signal Squadron
20Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
2 Signal Regiment
AFCO Doncaster
l(UK) Div HQ & S ig Regt
11 Signal Regiment
9 Signal Regiment (Rad io)
8 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn (2 18)
20Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
7 Signal Regiment
CIS Eng Group
PHQ LANDCENT
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
11 Signal Regiment
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (204)
C LS Eng Group
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
7 Signal Regiment
40 Signal Regiment (Y)
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Sgt M. Wil on
A/Sgt P Farmer
A/Sgt A . J . Finn
A/Sgt D. E. Nevens
A/Sgt M. G . Poyning .. .
A/Sgt K. R. Woodray .. .

Balado Bridge
7 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
l(UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regiment
I (UK) Div & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regiment

SEPTEMBER 1998
Rank and Name
WO I Supvr Rad E. F. Clce
WO! R MP. A. Anderson
WOI RSM M. Godwin
WOI RSM A. S.S . Sherrard
W02 A. P. Gaston
W02 M. Senior .. . . ..
W02 KA. Simmon .. .
W02 P.A . Williams .. .
W02 FofS R. Dickson
W02 Fofs P. B. Goodliffe
W02 Fofs M.A . Hardy
W02 FofS P. A. Rose ... . . .
W02 S11pvr Rad M. G. Osborne
W02 Supvr Rad P. Skeith ...
SSgt P. Cappleman
SS gt A. J. Craig .. .
Sgt D. B. Gill ...
S 9t T. S. Hague ...
SSgt P. A. Hay
SSgt W. E. Redman
SS gt J. Ren haw .. .
SSgt M. Simcock .. .
SSgt J. J. Whitty
SSgt P.A. Williams
SSgt FofS M. P. Findon
SSgt FofS G . G. Moody
SSgt FofS P. F. Stowell

Unit to which posted
DI (SI)
39 Signal Regiment (V)
71 Signal Regiment (V)
9 Signal Regiment
36 Signal Regiment (V)
AAC Arborfield
DITT
21 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signals
30 Signal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
40 Signal Regiment (V)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
223 Sig Sqn (399 SU)
20Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
11 Signal Regiment
CIS Eng Group
2 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
HQ I & 15 Signal Regiment
HQNI & 15 Signal Regiment
39 Signal Regiment (V)
259 Signal Squadron
21 Signal Regiment
HQ I & IS Signal Regiment
I Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (215)
35 Signal Regiment (V)

OUR PRICES
CANNOT BE BEATEN!
If you are looking for leading clothing
brands - Levi's, Yves Saint Laurent, Kangol,
Armani, Reebok, Adidas and Calvin Klein,
then look no further than the spring /
summer Naafi Select catalogue. We have
checked our prices against all other home
shopping catalogues and we promise that
our prices cannot be beaten!

Our 31_6 page mail order catalogue also
offers major brands in TV, videos and
stereos including Aiwa, JVC and Sony - as
well as garden furniture, gardening
equipment, jewellery and seasonal toys.

SSgt upvr Rad S. L. Smith
A/SSgt C. S. Tucker
Sgt P. D. Batley .. .
Sgt C . J. Brank in .. .
Sgt S . T. Brown ..
Sgt R. F. Campbell
SgtJ . R. Collins .. .
Sgt J. J. Davey
Sgt G. S. Duffy .. .
Sgt A. C. Fensom
Sgt S. D. Goodyear
Sgt F. A. Graham ...
Sgt S. A. Humphreys .. .
Sgt V. C. Key
. .. . ..
Sgt D.R. Lane
Sgt M. H.K. Lingard ...
Sgt L.A . Linton . .. . ..
Sgt D. A. McCulloch .. .
Sgt S. P. Mcintyre
Sgt R. K. Owen ...
Sgt S. M. Pattenden
Sgt C. J. Raynor ...
Sgt C. Scotson
Sgt K. R. Town end
Sgt l.G. Travers .. .
Sgt G.S. Walton .. .
Sgt T.J. Ward
SgtM.G. Weeks ...
Sgt C. White... . ..
Sgt G. R. Williams
A/Sgt K. A.lien .. .
A/Sgt J. R. Cook .. .
A/Sgt G. W. Eastlake ...
A/Sgt R. Turner . . . .. .
A/Sgt B . R . Wagstaff ...
WSgtM. Yuill

225 Signal Squadron
2 Signal Regiment
642 Signal Troop
225 Signal Squadron
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
11 Signal Regiment
11 Signal Regiment
225 Signal Squadron
11 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
34 Signal Regiment (V)
The Royal School of Signals
2 Signal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
71 Signal Regiment (V)
11 Signal Regiment
MOD Centre Block
HQ I & 15 Signal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
11 Signal Regiment
HQNl & 15 Signal Regiment
11 Signal Regiment
HQ I & IS Signal Regiment
33 Signal Regiment (V)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
11 Signal Regiment
7 Arrnd Bde & Sig Sqn (207)
71 Signal Regiment (V)
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
l l Signal Regiment
5AB Bde/Sig Sqn (2 16 Para)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
The Royal School of Signal
ATR Bassingboum
AAC Arborfield
The Royal School of Signals

Naafi Select' s unique offers include:
e Free delivery world-wide (normally
guaranteed to mainland UK within 72
hours and to Germany within 5 days)
•
VAT free prices overseas
•
Guaranteed lowest price promise
•
Interest free credit on selected items
and spread payment plans

ORDERING IS EASY THROUGH
OUR LOW-CALL ORDER LINE

0345 023 753
JUST ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

I
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HEADQUARTERS
1 SIGNAL BRIGADE

Comd
CoS

Brig R. Baxter
Maj E. A. Davis

DEPARTURES, ARRIVALS AND CO GRATULATIONS
There has been a recent flurry of activ ity on the posting front with the
departure of Brig J.M. Shaw MBE and his PA, Mrs Lorna Barclay.
Brig James Shaw has moved back to UK and into the post of ACOS G6
HQ LA D and takes the Brigade Staffs' best wishes and a general health
warning to the G6 Staff of his ' hands on' approach. The HQ has also seen
the departure of Maj Rob Orr (transferred to the Int Corps). Maj Peter
Smith to 21C7 Sig Regt. SSgt (YofS) Jackson to Blandford on promotion
and Mrs Joan P lume (EO Fin) on to Sutton Coldfield; all go with our
very best wishes.
On the arrival front we welcome, the new Commander, Brig Robert
Baxter recently from MOD PE in Bristol and his new PA , Mrs Linda
Atkins fresh from HQ ARRC. To fill the remaining gaps we have the
following cannon fodder, Maj Mike Dooley and SSgt (YofS) Broughton
who have joined the Ops team, and finally Maj Jim Wood all the way
from 16 Sig Regt as the new DCOS .
Congratulations are also in order for WO I (YofS) Jim Large who was
recently selected for a commission.
CHANGE OVER OF CO MMA DERS
The change over of Commanders witnessed a variety of activities to
mark the departure of Brig James Shaw. Two of the mo t memorable
were the rugby and cricket matches. Ably supported by his Brigade Staff.
the Brigadier came out of retirement, wearing hi s 'Jusl William shorts' to
win the Officers v SNCOs rugby match, apparently he almo t con idered
re urning his dazzling rugby career but his final mi sed kick (plumb
between the posts) put paid to that. Next there was the cricket match
against 7 Sig Regt and although a close encounter the Regimental team
had far too many ringers, we know where you live Maj Chri Ford. In
addition to the porting activitie , there were a ho t of dinner but the
Brigade Staff chose a Farewell Breakfast and aw the old Commander off
in early morning champagne style. Brig Robert Baxt er on the other hand
had a sharp introduction into hi new job. Week one, off to Norway for HQ
ARRC busi ness followed by the Brigade LTC and Ex Able Condor, it
must be all down hill from now !

For an information brochure call
Freepost. The TA, CV37 9BR.

0845 603 32 32 quoting ref WI003, or send the

EXERCISE ABLE CO DOR
Ex Able Condor saw the Brigade once agam deploy into Ayrshire
Barrack but this time for interoperability trials and a VIP Visitors' Day
where the emphasis was on civil companies showing their latest wares. A
considerable amount of interest was generated by the current and future
technologies on show and a number of NATO high-ranking officers were
in attendance. One of the more intere ting aspects of the trial were the
significant contributions made by other ations like USA, Holland.
Germany, Italy, France, Turkey. Greece and Denmark and the subsequent
US Satellites suppon for the manoeuvre phase. Detachmen1s were al o
deployed to Greece and Italy and in the accompanying picture the
Commander presents the US Satellite Detachment, deployed in
Rheindahlen, with a I Signal Brigade plaque.

Brig Robert Baxter prese nting the US Detachment Officer,
Lt Cooper with a Brigade plaque

coupon to:

SURNAME·-------------------------;~
MR/MS
PLEASE CIRCLE

BLOCK CAPITALS

FIRST NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
ADDRESS- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - -- --

BE THE BEST

POSTCODE --------------------------~

TEL (STDl- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DATE OF BIRTH--~--~--
http://www.army.mod.uk
The TA is committed to Equal Opportunities.
Brigade Staff pose with Brig James Shaw and his PA, Mrs Lorna Barclay, just before th e Farewe ll Bre akfa st
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HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE AND COTSWOLD GARRISON

Comd
RQ 1

Brig S. G. Hughes CBE
W02 (RQ 1 ) A. Simpson

EXER I E M GGLERS moN
BRIGADE HE DQ ARTERS AD E T RE TRAINING CAMP
Although e\eryone had pre ing work that might di tract them from
going, 15 members of the Bde HQ taff took advantage of l11e Comd'
directive 10 get out of the office , gel ome fresh air, get ome exerci e.
Thev travelled down 10 the dunes of Penhale Camp in Cornwall to take
part'in the Bde- Adv Trg week over the period 15 - 19 June. The weeks'
activitie included orienteering. hi.Icing. volleyball, clay-pigeon shooting
and deep- ea fi hing and golf ... both of which everybody already knows
are fully recogn i ed as official Army Sports! The weather remained
perfect!} suited to the task in hand (ie: it rained wben we went fi ·hing!)
and we were even ble ed with glorious early ummer sun hine for the
first two day . Cornwall provided us with a pectacular scenic backdrop
for the many exciting ta k . However, without a doubt. the mo t enjoyable
and exhilarating event' as indeed !he la t; Quad-bike Racing ...guaran teed
to bring out the Barry Sheene/ wide-boy in everyone. A wa proved by
the Padre: Lt Col 'Hell 'Angel' Bryce, who managed to coax ome divine
as i tance to bring hi team through lo win the week' much coveted
Cornwall Toffee prize. Many thanks go 10 35 Sig Regt who provided us
' ith ome useful and timely admin a istance, and 10 LC pl Jo Hardy. our
tahvart chef loaned temporarily by 7 I Sig Regt.

Exercise Smugglers Iron
(l.: R): Maj McMahon, Lt Col Bryce, Lt Col Sinton,
Capt Saddington, W02 (ROMS} Simpson , Maj Thomas,
W02 Berry, Capt Smart, Maj Johnstone, Capt Gamble

'Q' Berry and Padre Bryce are fixed for the Barbecue!

CIOR
Billed as the DCinC"s prime focus for 1998 (aside from SOR!) , the
Reserve Forces Exhibition, Ex Forward Together was doubtlessly the
b1gge'1 combmed effort of Britain's Reserve Forces for many a year. Over
1400 per\onnel and 400 vehicles from 74 different TA units brought their
~pecialist equipment to the display. Based on a Disney style interactive
display format the Exhibition took visitors through the whole spectrum of
ta\ks and equipment, accompanied by the smoke, smell , sights and sounds
of e\·erything from platoon river assaults 10 Harrier Jet attacks performed
by the TA and their aval and Air Force counterparts. De1achme11ts from
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every TA unit in 2 ( C) Sig Bde converged on Hawley Lake Hard !faining
area 10 el up the Brigade stand a part of the Forward HQ Area display
which was being co-ordinated by HQ 11 Sig Bde. In order to land out
from the plethora of camouflage net and green vehicles of the other
land , vi itors were tran ported into a calm, white-walled Civil
Emergency Operation Centre packed with hi-tech di plays of portable
atelli te phones. video conferencing and modem radio eq uipment such as
CRS ....and MOULD! It was with much mirth and misch ief that Cpl
Fitzpatrick of 37 Sig Reg! terrori sed anyone ra h enough to carry a
camera with the Official Secrets Act. Sig Martin , also from 37 Sig Reg!,
almo 1 went the whole hog by trying to conv ince a Brigadier that his
veiling wasn't sufficient to be permitted inside, and taking great glee in
informing said teeth-arm person that the Brigade was virtually 'S DRproof"!
BASIL HILL BARRACKS OPEN DAY/DCS (A) LAUNCH A D
COCKTAIL PARTY
The sun made a guest apperance in July. indented pecifically by the
RQMS, W02 Tony Simpson, just in time for the lau nch day of the
Defence Communications Service (Agency) here in Basil Hill Barrack .
The fe tivities were enhanced by demon !rations by the RAF Falcon
Parachute display team that culminated in an exceptionally low wooping
pa by their Hercule aircraft. obviously trying to attempt a new rapid
recovery technique. Other fine demonstrations were provided by the MOD
Police guard dog display. the Northumberland Air Training Squadron
flying display and a naturally pristine display by the Royal Signals White
Helmet Motorcycle Display Team . The cricket pitch was ringed with
enticing atlfaction uch as the Vintage car display set up by Mike
Tremble. numerous chari ty and food tands , and Capt Dick ' Arfur Daley'
Gamble's chance-in-a-lifetime opportunity to lighten your wallet in aid of
ME CAP. 600 Tp organised an Inter-Unit 'Its a Knockout Competition '
with event including bungee running, the NBC egg-catch and !he
slippery-pole/pillow fight ensuring that al l the participants would be
requiring the ervices of their mum' washing machine that night. The
honours were won by the tean1 from !he UK SAT HUB.
EXERCISE HAPPY RAMBLER
For the past two decade 'The South Downs Walk ' (now known as Ex
Happy Rambler) has been an annual event open to civilian and military
members of 2 (NC) Sig Bde and 36 Sig Regt. The event is hosted by the
Brigade 's resident uni t in Eastbourne - 56 Sig Sqn (V). The walk itself,
approx I 5 miles along the South Down Way, starts and finishes at Beachy
Head and is both challenging and interesting. Unfortunately, due to work
conuni tments and events beyond the organisers conlfol , !he event was
cancelled for th is year. However, unpeturbed and seizi ng the chance to
escape from 'driving a desk ', four squaddies , Maj (TOT) Tony
McMahon, Capt (Tfc) Dick Gamble, W02 (SQMS) Trev Berry (AGC)
and W02 (YofS) Jim James and 10 of our civvy cou nterparts, set off the
night before on the Brigade's annual pilgrimage to Eastbourne.
On arrival in Eastbourne and after an intense 3- econd team talk we had
a taste of the local culture (beer and a curry) before getting ourselves
psyched up for the gruell ing walk the next day. The day of the walk a
motley crew of 14 (including a 3-per on support team) from HQ 2 (NC)
Sig Bde rolled up to the 56 Sig Sqn (V) TA Cenlfe, bright, breezy and
ready 10 go. After bei ng issued map and stem warnings like ' don't go off
the path ' etc we drove to our tart point - Beachy Head. A quick team
photo at the lfig point (as you do!) and we were off, in glorious weather
that was very unusual for thi s year
From Beachy Head we fo llowed the roller coa ter ride (only a bit
slower) along the South Downs Way coastal path over The Seven Si ters!
At the end of the Seven Sisters the path cut inl and and we continued the
roller coaster ride, across fields, through wood and picturesque villages
along the South Downs Way. Normally our host , 56 Sig Sqn (V), lay on a
barbecue at the halfway point - however, thi s year we had to fend for
ourselves and by a unanimous vote we decided on a pub lunch (surprise,
surprise). Duly refreshed we continued on our merry way and eventually
reached Beachy Head - the walk took approximately seven hours 10
complete.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The National Defence side of the Headquarters will have seen an almost
clean sweep of new staff over the nex t few months with the departure of
the Chief of Staff on promotion to the Royal Engineers CVHQ at Minley
Manor as Lt Col Rod Thomas. Capt Andy Saddington , the S03
Tels/Eqpt, leaves us to continue his scholastic efforts on the MSC course at
Shrivenham. The 503 G2/G3 Ops leaves our shores for Germany to take
command of 230 Sig Sqn on promotion in the guise of Maj Lee Smart,
taking with him !he UK SAT HUB commander, Capt Gillian Thallon .
Arriving to scoop back the skeletons into the clo et are Capt Dave
Drinkall and Capt Ian Ellis respectively while the COS's repl acement
remains a state secret. Al o newly arrived , the HQ warmly welcomes the
new GSM, WOJ Charlie Dubique, from 14 Sig Reg1.
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INTEREST RATES FIXED FOR THE TERM OF YOUR LOAN

No repayments

Whatever your budget, there's never been a more affordable time to
buy what you need, thanks to the Wilsons' Personal Loan, provided
by CAPITAL BANK pie, a Bank of Scotland Group company.

Pay outstanding credit off and
spend the rest almost as you like

until January 1999!
Wilson Hogg Robinson has negotiated a special repayment option
for HM Forces ... to make NO repayments until 3 months after
your cheque is issued. So why not use this free time to re-organise
your budget ... or to simply enjoy a breather from repayments.

You may wish to use the Wilsons ' Personal Loan to pay off any
outstanding credit you may have. Then you 'll just have one

DE_C-...--- JJtN

monthly repayment - and you could even have cash left o ver to
spend on yourself too! Just call for a quote and see.

Chi'qut Wut1f.
So rrpaytr~ul!.

Before

After

Outstanding
personal loan

Wilsons' Personal
Balance

£210

Loan Amount

Credit Card

Balance

£688

£153.32
New monthly repayment
over 24 months at 18. 9 APR

Store Cards

Balance
Total

Monthly Repayment

Total

£t96
£1,094
£295

Cash left over after
seaJing accounts
Saving each month

£3,000.00

nil tlO ttpaymtr1U.

Call today to apply
for a cheque tomorrow
For HM Forces, procedures are kept to a minimum. There are no

£1,906.00
£141.68"

Please note: this is an example of one way a Wilsons' Personal Loan could be used. It is
not intended to imply any relevance to your own personal finance.
• Re~yments are usually reduced by extending the repayment period.

long application forms to complete nor interviews to attend. Just
pick up the phone and you can usually expect a decision on the
spot. If your application is accepted, you can get your cheque
delivered in 24 hours - if you request the Express Courier Service*.

Loans are provided. su bject to status, by C APITAL BANK pk, Copital House, City Road. Chester CH88 JAN. Written quotations are av;illablo on requesL You mun be at least 18 and a UK re<i~nt (e.cludlng
tho Channel Islands and the Isle of Man) to apply. The APR will vary depending on the amount of your loan. APR and repayment derails ore correct at the time of pnnL Ceruln purposes of loan m:iy be exduded
or have limited repayment periods; please ring for detalls. On loans of£ I 0,000 and over the minimum repayment penod will be 24 months.Any infomlatk>n provided by you may be used by the Lender and othen

for marketing (by post, phone, •·mall or f.ix), credit scoring and other purposes. • Delivery may take longer for weekend applicodons or In outlying areas. Please ring for details. t Telephone calls may be monlt~
and recorded to assist with staff training. For Example For a loan of £4.000 repoyoble by Direct Debit over four years. your monthly repoyments would be 48 of£ 119.73 commenong 3 months •fter your loan
cheque ls issued. The total amount payable would be £5.747.1>1. APR l 8.9. If you choose the optional courier service.an additional £JS will be p.-.yable one month before your fim monthly repoymenL 12.9 APR
for loans of£ 10,001 . £ 15,000. 14.9 APR for loans of £7,501 . £ 10.000. 16 9 APR for loons of £5,001 - £7,SOO. 18.9 APR for loans of £2.500 - £5,000, 20.9 APR for loons of up to £2.500
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DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE
& SECURITY CENTRE
CHICKSANDS

The COS, Maj Thomas tries to convince
ROMS Simpson and Capt Gamble that
2 (NC) Sig Bde should reintroduce dispatch riders

XLENDI GARDENS

·~t--~~-:

J'l,,.,j, •~?• $/nNd o/ Y.,,.

..

RENT AN APARTMENT IN GOZO,
this beautiful English peaking Mediterranea n Isla nd retreat
has uperb weather all the year round. The coldest month averages
6 hour of un hine a day and temperatures between 9.5 2 C - 15.1°C.
Spacious 2 Double Bedroom apartments overlooking Xlendi Bay
are a perfect base for exploring this island rich in
culture, history, beaches, bays, bars and restaurant .
Prices from 63 Maltese Lira (£99) per week.
Phone 0171 793 0305 or 0181 765 0728 for a full colour brochure.

Captains Thal lon, Saddington, Gamble and Smart
mop out the Titanic prior to 'march-out'

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE

FAREWELLS A D RRI ALS
We finally sa} farewell to Capt Lee ·Tasmanian Devil ' Brown - posted to
Edinburgh and 242 Sig Sqn. Lee formulated hi e cape plan early in the
year and tarted by telling the world that he was posted. This cunning
plan, based on a complete fantasy, obviously worked because Royal
Signal MCM Division heard the rumour and mu t have assumed it to be
true. Low and behold, a posting order turned up in May - nice one Lee.
We also Sa} farewell lo Cpl Dawn Lanning - posted to the Cambrian
Patrol. Brecon and Capt Jason Kennedy , who after a short period with
the Brigade Headquarters has cuttled back to whence he came, namely
35 Sig Regt (V).
We welcome into the Brigade Headquarters a whole host of newcomers.
The new S03 CEC. replacing Lee Brown, i Capt J ohn ' What have I let
myself in for' Hiom who joins us newly commissioned from 2 Sig Reg1.
We welcome Ca pt Owen 'Day to do' Bryant , who joins us on a three
month attachment from 34 Sig Regt (V). He would like it known that a
pressed man i\ better than a volunteer any time. We are also pleased to
welcome Flt Lt Farid "Biggie ' Khan .joining the Headquarters from his
Royal Signals Troop Commanders course. Rather than him adopting the
Army\ work ethic . the Brigade staff are rather hoping that the
Headquarter~ might now adopt the typical RAF working practice of a
taxing three and a half day week. Also welcome is WOl (YofS) Graha m
'I'll do that' Pardew. He joins us on promotion to WO I from 7 Armd Bde
HQ & Sig qn . W02 (R QM ) Steve ' Honest some of my best friends
ha\'e been Royal Signals' Saddler, a former Grenadier Guards Sergeant
"1ajor. has added a touch of panache to the Headquarters. He replaces
~ 02 teve Buxton as the Headquarters
RPS Administration Senior
'CO and hi\ o;erv1ces are already much in demand. Finally, welcome to
Cpl Phil , o drive' Beacall AGC (SPS) who joi ns us from Germany and
Cpl a rl 'What no tanks?' Harr ison who joins the Headquarters from
Queens Royal I .ancers for his last six months in the Army.
EXERCISE ABLE 0 DO R 1998 -THE BHG PERSPECTIVE
On 9 June the advance party of the Brigade Support Group, or 'Black
Hand Gang (BHG). deployed from Donnington to a Brigade
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Concentration Arca on the Dutch/German border to prepare for Ex Able
Condor 1998. This was probably the mo 1 over-qualified fatigue party that
the British Anny has fielded for ome time, comprising two Majors, one
Captain, a Sergeant and ONE private soldier! Truck were off-loaded, tent
city was erected and initial stocks of packed fuel, rations and LPG were inloaded in preparation for 'the second coming', or the arrival of Bde
MAIN. Maj Ph.ii ·Pan-Bash' Da isey, erstwhi le leader of the ' BHG ',
proved that 35 year Regular service had not been wasted when he was
observed lacing tents, preparing egg banjos and bashing pans all at the
same time!
The arrival of the Brigade, and the final members of the BHG, DCOS .
Maj M ike 'The Bru h' Wise and the S02 ES , Maj Dave 'Nut Strangler'
Atkinson , heralded the start of the move from sunny(?) Leuth to the sun
drenched plains of Sennelager. During torrential rain the Brigade Support
Group was again established (this time without the need for canva ), and
the real busines of BSG commenced (management of the Portaloo Plot!).
All went well until the A2 Echelon of 33 Signal Regiment (V), led by Maj
Tom 'Tail Lift' Ponton , executed a perfect pincer movement under the
cover of darkness and 'liberated' all but one of the portaloo belonging to
the A2 Echelon of 34 Sig Regt (V). Our attached RMP section, having
inve tigated the theft , reported that unfortunately they had nothing to go
on (and neither did anyone el e!). Once word spread that BSG had access
to hot showers it was inevitable that manning levels would be 'adjusted'.
However, an immediate increase in BSG manning from 38 10 142 took all
members of the BHG by surprise, especially as they all miraculously
disappeared when the time came 10 hand back Sennelager and move to
Monchengladbach !
Having completed the reconstitution pha e of the exercise and said
farewell to the Brigade on its move back to UK , the rear party prepared to
hand back Ayr hire Barracks. The S02 Log Sp(V) , Maj Steve ' Tardis'
Bellerby (stripped to the waist, with mop in hand), was overheard
explaining to DCOS (who was similarly attired) that S02 is an
abbreviation for Sanitation O perative Grade 2, and DCOS stands for Du 1
Collection O perative, Shovel! AJl-in-all, this was an excellent Exercise
marred only by the non-availability of marigold gloves.
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l TROD CTIO
The purpose of this short introduction is to let all Corps personnel know
of the existence of the Defence Intelligence & Security Centre (DISC).
which key Royal Signal · personnel are here and their involvement in the
day to day running of the unit.
The Defence Intelligence & Security Centre is a Trr-Service
establi;hment situated in the pleasant country surround of Chicksands,
Shefford in Bedfordshire. Following an identified requirement 10
,unalgamnte the many and disparate clements of the Military Intelligence
and Special Signal community under one corporate organisation, it was
decided that Chicksands would be the home of the new Tri-Service unit.
Unit have come from a far a Ashford, Loughborough. orth Luffenham
and Plymouth to form together and have settled down and are working
very well together. With the implementation team long departed along
with the JCB's and hard hats, Chick ands has developed into an extremely
pleasant training establi shment. DISC is a large organisation con isting of
a number of Tri- ervice schools, which are broken down into the
followmg organisation :
HQDISC
Hcadqua11ers Defence Intelligence & Security Centre
DISCSU
Defence Intelligence & Security Cemre Support Unit
Joint Service Intelligence Organisation
JSIO
JSPI
Joint Service of Photographic Interpretation
DISS
Defence Intelligence & Security School
DSSS
Defence Special Signals School
The main Royal Signals repre entation can be found in DISCSU, DSSS
and JSIO.
DEFE CE INTELLIGENCE & SECURITY CE TRE
SUPPORT UNIT (DISCSU)
PERSO ALITIES
CO DISCSU
Lt Col M. V. Ledwards
QM DISCSU
Maj (QM) W. Heelan
OC TSS
Maj (TOT) A. Robertson
RQMS (T)
W02 (RQMS) S. Slaney
FofS
W02 (FofS) P. Hodson
SQMS
Sgt (SQMS) P. Ridlington
The DISCSU support the DISC in all matters relating to
administration, discipline training and operations, and consist of the
RHQ, Quartermaster's Department, Regimental Admin Office, Military
Trg Wing, MT, Media Re ources Centre, Technical upport Section (TSS)
and Im Corp Training Company.
The decision 10 place Intelligence Corps Training under Command of
the CO DISCSU provided for a memorable occa ion on I April 1998.
Brig Holtom conducted the formal handover and took obviou delight in
presenting the CO with his ' Green Beret' . I (Templer Company). under
command of Maj Alan Moodie (Int Corps) ea ed into the new formation
and are now fully integrated . Maj Alan Moodie ha recently departed on
posting to Ireland , both he and Linda depart with our very best wishes. A
warm welcome is extended 10 his ucce sor Maj Tony Atkin on Int Corps
and his wife Liz.
DEFENCE SPECIAL SIG ALS SCHOOL (DSS )
PERSO ALITIES
OCY Wing
Maj Carr
School WO
WOl T. Malley
W02 (Supvr R) S. Rofe
Cour. e Design
W02 J . Bellion
Y Wing Admin S CO SSgt C . Hobbs
S gt (SQ MS) G . McGowa n
SQMS
W02 ( upvr R) A. Marchant
Crypto Custodian
Instructors
Sgt K. Sh rives
S gt ( upvr R) G. Cuthbertson
S gt (S upvr R ) G. M uir
S gt (Supvr R ) K . Sharpe
SSgt (Supvr R) hr ub
S gt (Supvr R ) Burn
SSgt (Supvr R) B. Armstrong
S gt ( upvr R) C. Brown
SSgtP. Duddy
DSSS has a con ·idcrab lc amoun t of Royal Signals Per onnel both held
on trength and as tudents .

sssu

JOI T SERVICE r TELLJGE CE ORGA ISATIO (J SIO)
PERSO l\LITIES
QMJSIO
RQMS
SQMS
Admin WO
R Branch Admin

Ca pt P. Gr ainger
W02 (RQMS) K . M unnelly
Sgt ( Q M ) A. We t
W02 A. Mar ball
Cpl M . Mak in
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JSIO is a recently formed unit, which wa.~ amalgamated from Special
Intelligence Wing (SIW) and Joint Service lnterrogauon Organisation
(JSJO) when they closed down in Ashford and moved to Chicksands in
April 1997.
Much of the period since has been utili ed into settling into the new
location and becoming used to some new procedures in a tri-serv1ce multi
cap badge unit, However. things seem 10 be seuling down at last. Recent
highlights include a major victory for the QM in the inaugural ociety
golfing tournament 'The DISC Sowl' as he strives for a single figure
handicap! S gt Ady West recently spent two weeks in Egypt as the
competent person on a sub-aqua expedition (therapeutic for his bad back
apparently). W02 Kev Munelly i firmly committed to the re ettlement
trail a he prepares for civilian life next year.

DINI G 0 T OF OI C (A) BRIG ·. F. WOOD ADC FROM T HE
COMBI ED MESS CHJCKSAND 30 APRIL 1998

The CO DISCSU, Lt Col Ledwards and Int Corps RSM,
W01 (RSM) H. Loughborough, greet the SOin C
outside the combined Mess DISC, Chicksands
The Royal Signal combined me s members had the proud honour of
welcoming the SOinC and Ir Wood to the Combined Mes at
Chicksand on the 30 April 199 . The SOinC had the opportunity of
talking to all mes members and their wive. before ettling down to a
thoroughly enjoyable evening of good food, good wine and wme rather
profes ional entertainment. Other me s members attending the function
con isted of Brig H oltom (Int Corp ), Gp Capt Pellatt (RAF) and the Int
Corps RSM, WO I (R M) H . Loughborough . The SOinC was presented
with a mall gift to mark his vi it and hi retirement from the Corp . We
would like to take thi~ opportunity to wish Brigadier and lrs Wood good
health and very be t wi hes for the future .
ROYAL IG
LS CORPS D Y 28 J 1 E 1998
DI C, CHICKSANDS
In party mood. fresh from the Chicksands open day the day before. and
with the QM, Maj Bill Reclan totally relaxed frorr that said hectic day the
Royal Signal contingent of DI C. Chick and decided to celebrate the
Corp Day. He did thi by having a Famihe barbecue. The day was
perfect, the weather was booked and o was the food, nO\\ all that wa'
needed were two profe sional 10 bring it all together. o one was found.
so the FofS Pete Hodgson and U1e RQMS, Steve lan ey were volunteered
and . uitably tooled up with the nece ·sary implements 10 set about
incinerating the food. The CO, L t Col Led wards and his wife ue led th•
charge to lunch, by which time the chefs had taken on , n air of
complacency qui kly diminished when the) were challenged on the lack
of veggie burgers.
There wa. cnt<!rtainment and activil) in abundance. volleyball and
football for the grown ups . and a well organised as~ault course for the
children. The climax of the entertainment wa' a football match bc!t"e<!n
the Adult~ and the Kid ' in which the adults were comprehen ively
thrashed. The occasion was judged a complete success. and \\ill
undoubtedly become an annunl event.
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11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
L ~IYARD TROPHY 1998
t the end of 1a). after five month of inten e training both Male and
Female Team. from 11 ig Regt lined up along ide forty other team from
around the Corp to start the gruelling 40 mile race aero s the South
DO\\n. known as The Lanyard Trophy 199 .

:\I LETEAM:
Ea h member of the male team carried 40lb plu water. The Team wa
led by the Adjutant, Capt Paul Smith but was ably upported by Sgt ~ id
Crowton and Cpl 'Frenchie' Celerier. The Team . the remamder of whi h
con isted of. igs ' Mac· MacLeish, Davie Holden, Bernie Ell~s,
Daco ta Layton. Dorrian and Sharman, had ~ orked extremely hard m
the la t four weeks of WOl (RSM) Sacree' , ·Top Up' training. to earn
their places. Those who came clo e to . election for the team Sigs Shipley,
'Ginge' mith , • todgi' Stodjanonvic, MacMillan , 'Big Stevie'. Biel and
Capt Kyle Barker made up the les glamorous but extremely important
Admin Team on the day.
Team training had shown us that we could complete the course in a very
quick time. What we were not ure about was what time some of the
fa\'ourite for the event planned on achieving. We were confident on a top
three place and omething higher if fortunate. Our tactic were to crui _e to
Check Point Two (20 mile ), accelerate to Check Point Three (30 mile )
and !!.O flat out to the end . which proved to be an effective plan. Once we
had cleared ourselves of the melee of the mas tart, we found our pace
and tucked in behind 2 15 Sig Sqn, ATR Ba singboum and 30 Sig Regt.
The leading Teams had already made a da h for glory but we were happy
with our tactic so held back. Before Check Point One we stopped once to
allow gt Sid Crowton to adjust a ock - an act which had repercu sions.
We zipped through Check Point One and filling our faces with Banana ,
Muller Rice and Honey Energy Bars climbed up to the wooded section
that stretched to Check Poiat 1\vo. In this ection we passed ATR
Bassingboum, Sig Daco ta taking the time to encourage one of his old Tp
Cpls. Something we think the CO appreciated. He certainly told us to
·FJy Off', or word like that. Unfortunately, a mile before Check Point
Two it became clear Sig Dorrian had a problem with hi stomach and
before we reached the Check Point he was violently ill and had to be
dropped off once we arrived. We discovered later that Sig Dorrian had a
mild case of food poi oning. He had been ill before we started but didn't
want to let the Team down so kept the fact to himself. To his credit, Sig
Dorrian completed 20 miles of the march without lening the ymptorns of
hi illne s show or slow u down unti l he could go on no further.
At Check Point Two the Admin Team were superb. They were o
efficient at replenishing the marchers that the Squad gained three places
during thi s hort but vital moment. Kyle and Team a brilliant performance.
Cheers! From Check Point 1\vo to Check Point Three the ground rolled
and opened out. As planned we opened up the pace and gradually rept up
behind 7 Sig Regt' Team who lay in fourth place. The squad from Krefeld
were strung out over l SOm at one stage and from a Km behind looked like
easy prey. However. they rallied and putting up a magnificent fight held us
off longer than we liked. Just hort of 28 mile , the con tant intake of fruit
and jell) babie regrettably made their presence felt . The Adjutant, miffed
but also amused, found himself waiting in the track whilst his eight
remaining team mate took advantage of a field of high wheat to rel ieve
themselve of a few unwanted pounds of bodyweight. Lighter and a little
les constrained, the Team could now begi n to regain the ground lost to 7
Sig Regt in the unplanned ·Pit Stop'. Two miles short of the third Check
Point, 7 Sig Regt came back into sight and were chased hard.
We overtook them at this third and final Check Po int , and raced up the
penultimate climb in hot pursuit of the teams from 4 Armd Bde who were
only three minutes ahead of us and 249 Sig Sqn who were twelve minutes
ahead of them . We were confident we could catch these two teams to take
econd place but not o sure about beating the first place team from 5 AB
Bde who had left Check Point Three almo l twenty two minutes ahead of
us . We were going to give it a try though and as planned, go flat out to the
end. Five Hundred metre out of Check Point Three and half way up the
climb, a call from the back of the squad indicated there was a problem. Sgt
id Crowton who had been favouring one leg (due to an annoying blister
caused after he adjusted his sock before Check Po int One) injured hi good
leg. The competition rules did not allow the Team to drop anyone else off
after Check Point Three, and there was nothing we cou ld do to rel ieve
id ' pain . He literall y had to march it off. So in seriou discomfort Sid
carried on. To aid him the pace slackened until the top of the rise but once
there, 4 Armd Bde was closer than we had believed . On spotting u • they,
like 7 ig Reg! before them , picked up the pace. ow travelling at 80% of
our planned peed, it took us almo t eight miles to catch 4 Armd Bde but
lowly we narrowed the gap. As we c rossed the last road on the route and
approached the final climb up a narrow track, 4 Armd Bde stepped aside to
allow u. onto the track fim. This was not only an impressive display of
sportsmanship but 4 Armd Bde were gracious enough to e ncourage u to
cha-.e 249 ig qn who could be seen at the top of the hill. Sadly Sid 's
injury made hi\ progress up the hill very slow, and although he didn ' t top,
a significant gap opened up between him and his tormentor the Adjutant,
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and the rest of the Team . When these last two got to the top of the hill, the
young guns were waiting patie~tly . By now. their waiting had started to
cool down warn1 muscles and mmds began to remember suppre ed pains,
and. once again. the team ahead had spotted u and put on a spurt to get
away. Our momentum had waned and it was clear the next few miles
would be hard.
From tlie top of this teep rise we had five miles of rolling chalk-land to
oo and a Km to oain on 249 Sig Sqn. Sid could hang in on this rolling
terrain at about 80% of our potential and so for the third time we chased
another Team. Sid drove himself hard enough to pass through the pain
barrier marathon runners call 'the wall' and for a brief whi le resumed a
cracking pace. Soon though the effects of the br~ef stop at the top of t~e
la t ri e began to tell on tl1e rest of the team. S1gs Dacosta and Benue
Elli pulled up with cramp and Sig 'Mac · MacLeish had to be guided
tlirough temporary in anity. At one low point Sig 'Mac· MacLeish was
going mad, the Adjutant. Sig Dacosta, Bernie Ellis and Sha rman were
hopping around in agony with cramp and 4 Armd Bde: behind ~s, l ook~d
like they were going 10 fight u for tlieir place back whtl t 249 Sig Sqn, m
front. were going to retain second place. Reali ing the danger, Sid ,
F renchie, Sig Layton and Davie Hoiden perfom1ed an impre ive
display of first aid and got everyone back on their feet or, in Mac's case
thi planet and we cracked on. The finish line wa a wonderful and
welcome ight e pecially as the weather had deteriorated and it had started
10 rain. We cro sed the line in third place. a position we were pleased with
but one we ecretly knew could have been higher. That does not detract
from the squad · performance. which was brilliant, nor from the
perfonnance of the fir t and second teams. However, next year the re ults
may be different. It is worthy of note that seven members of the male team
were brand new Phase Two Trainee . The e young soldiers had trained
early mornings, late evenings and several weekend in preparation for
carrying 40lbs (plus water) . over 40 miles of difficu lt terrain as a quad.
Their dedication aad achievement wa superb, they were keen to do well
and responded magnificently to the training and the challenge they were
given. So for all you die hard whingers in the Corp who moan about the
quality of the modem 'Signal ler ', if they are not very good, perhap they
are a reflection of your leadership!

The Team Steaming along

FEMALE TEAM:
After many months of preparation 11 Sig Regt female team lined up
with the other on the misty morning ready for many hours walking ahead .
The first eight miles were covered quickly although at time it felt like
driving home at rush hour as all the teams followed each other along the
path and tried to overtake on the inside. At the first check point, despite
much prior preparation blisters had already arrived , and by the time the
feet had been sorted out most teams had moved on . This caused a small
dent to morale but at least the route was now our own. As the hours went
by the rolling hills of the outh Downs gradually passed under our black
boots . The actual walking was not too te ting, it was maintaining the
strength of will to carry on when there were still many miles to go and
when every step was painful, that proved to be the hardest part. The
cheerful admin team helped with delightful picnic spreads at the
checkpoints. and with immense team spirit and determination we finished
in 12 hours, the third female team. We had lost all of the pring in our step
and mo t suffered from bli ter but the smiles on our faces betrayed how
much it meant to have achieved our aim and completed the course as an
entire team .

3 (HARROGATE) Q ORO CARTBBEA
IGIJT
7 A G ST 1998
The NAAFJ Manager opened the whole bar area available to ho>t a very
good turnout for the 3 (Harrogate) Squadron Summer Do. The Caribbean
theme brought out some crmazy outfits including self-embarra\sing Brit
tourists and afro sporting natives. A good buffet of hot and cold Caribbean
style dishes was laid on and enjoyed by all. Washed down with copious
amounts of ale and mixed with music from a steel band, it made for a good
party at mo pherc that was carried on until the wee small hours of Saturday
morning. A good time was had by all! An especially big thank\ goes to
SSgt 'Rastus' Plummer, and Cpls Lee and Cpl Celerier from Ulster Tp
for their time and effort put in 10 make this occa ion poosible.

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj Dick Offord
FofS
SSgt (FofS) teve Davis
The Troop ha been a hive of activity recently, with RSIT just fini hed
and extra vehicles arriving from all corners to be given a second line
in pection before use by the instructional staff. The recently promoted
PTO, Mr Alan Egan has had the unenviable task of bringing them in line
with the ex.isting modification programme whilst trying to keep a full head
of hair!
To celebrate the arrival of summer and to say a few goodbyes, TM Tp
held a barbecue social event. The goodbyes were for Sgt Gaz Williams
and Cpl Elaine Ralf but gt M ick Openshaw couldn't resist popping
back for yet another leaving do! Sgt Gaz Williams leaves us for the short
trip down the corridor lo Tech Div and his Foremans Course. Cpl Elaine
Ralf leaves us for the even shorter trip to 3 Squadron and her Tl Course.
Both will be sore ly missed by the Troop and not just becau e they haven't
been replaced yet! So he doesn't feel left out, Sgt Mick Openshaw has
al o recently left the Troop for the longer trip to Heidleberg and a well
deserved promotion.

Th e Ladi es Team
EXERCISE LIGHT ING FOLLY - BY SIG KEVIN LIMBERT
Ex Lightning Folly took part over the weekend of 31 July 1998. It was
an Exercise that was to build on teamwork and leader hip skills. We
departed from Blandford at l 900hrs, after ittiag around for about an hour
on the Friday. Because it was a Friday everyone was already annoyed with
the fact that we would be in green for the weekend and so people weren't
exactly excited at the prospect of a weekend on Exerci e. The Friday night
I found my elf on the ground Ii tening to the SSM's brief about how the
weekend wasn't going to mess us around ............. I almo t believed him.
My team had already been acquainted with the DS that were to lead our
fine bunch of men, and o followed our leader into the Harbour area to
brush up on admin in the field. After a good night' stagging on and off,
which I had forgotten how good it was, the Exercise wa underway.
Throughout Saturday each Section was being entertained by different
events which lasted for an hour each . Event such as the wagon push and
BC oftball were meant to build on teamwork and make you weat. ......
and they did. Whilst the two command tasks, and the observation wa to
make you U1ink and develop leadership. Fini hed off with a bit of shotgun
hooting and pistol drills to have on our basic military kill of killing or
trying to a the ca e was. We ended the enjoyable yet hot and tiring day
with a move to a different location.
What should have been a gentle stroll with our kit on turned out 10 be a
frantic tab to get aero s rivers through field and over numerou barbed
wire fences. Although our map reading kill had got a little ru ty siace
Pha e I, things were made easier by WOt Banner houting to find the
mis ing Sections. Sunday started with a tasty, hot ration pack breakfast
and a short walk to the bu e that were waiting near our harbour area. I
guess WOt Banner cou ldn't risk letting us walk back to the original camp
as we did have traini ng on Monday. The Exer ise finished with some
Browning pistol shooting which proved to us that that it i not as easy to
~hoot as Holl ywood makes out.
With little time 10 get into our gladrags we finished tlie weekend with a
barbecue where thankfully SSM Udell ' fre h hot rabbit stew wiU1 added
tapeworm were not the main meal. o what started out a a total waste of
my preciou life ended up being very enjoyable and proved to me that my
Section could work together and work well at that. Maybe next time 1
won't be so bothered about missing a weekend.

Cpl Elaine Ralf showing off her presentational 'Pig Clock'
On the sporting front, Cpl 1artin Farnrield has been putting the
students through their pace on mountain bikes. So far he' only come a
cropper once! FofS Steve Davis has had an out tanding tart to hi. Sea
Angling season, evea catching the odd fish! That man Mick Openshaw.
ever present in WIRE notes, ha been involved in Athletics. Running, Tug
of War and Triathlon to name but a few. Another porting hero and
recen tly promoted PTO, Mr Colin Iclntosh has now had 10 re ort 10
relea mg hi pigeons from Camp and till get home before them after
apparently working a full day! The Troop Football Team remain unbeaten
after trouncing GIS T by lo · t count to two! Star players were Sgt teve
·cat' Jones in goal, Cpl Kev 'deadeye· Dawe up front, and the old
warhorses Sgt Gaz Williams and FofS Steve Davis providing their
guiding influence and bucket of weat !
A special mention mu l go to our very own Senior Storekeeper. Lynda
Burn, who de pile ru nning a very tight hip ha · previou ly not appeared
in THE WIRE - no doubt thi i sue will be framed for all to see! Finally.
Maj Dick Offord has decided that it i only fai r that someone else should
have a bite of the cherry and is plan ning to retire a fe\1 month early in
time to nurture hi garden in uli ·bury ne ·1 pring.

CHANGI Of AllRISS
Please advise the Assistant Accountant,
at RHG, IN WRITING,
of any change of address
W01 (RSM) Dave Sacree handing over
to the Team Captain Capt Paul Smith,
delicious cartons of 'Muller Rice' at check-point three
THE W IRE, OCTOBER 1998

This information should not be telephoned
Auditions for the Big Top!
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

Another term draw' to a close a- the Apprentice Tradesmen from lntake
rehearse like mad for the Pas ing Out Parade on 14 ugu . t 199 .
9
Thi. term however. not only do we say goodbye and good luck to the ATs
pa. sing off. but sad farewells are al o forthcoming for a con iderable
number of the quadron Permanent taff. First and foremo t. we bid adieu
to our OC. Maj Chris Pater on. who i off to taff College to prepare
him. elf for future loftier po~itions. Farewell al. o go to Capts Gordon
'ewell and Daz Saul , OC Scon and Rawson Tps re pectively. Gordon
take over as OC White Helmet in August whil t Daz is off to ·civ Div'.
retiring from the Army in October. l t's goodbye too to W02 (SSM)
Duncan Forteath , who is aLo retiring from the Army after a long and
devoted 22 years· ervice. Also to gt ·Paddy' Townley, Sgt Scott Tp who
return (home) to 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn . Meanwhile. Cpl Gaz 1eir of
Penney Tp heads north to -unny York to ee hi Am1y ervice out with 2
ig Regt. Finally we also .ay goodbye to LSgt H ugh Weir SG Raw on Tp
and Cpl Pa ul John tone RGBW cott Tp, who are rejoining 1 G and 1
RGBW respectively. We thank all of them sincerely for their services to
the quadron and College and wi h them and their familie the very best
for the future. In particular. our heartiest congratulations and be t wi hes
go to laj Paler on on his marriage to Lydia the day after the Passing Out
Parade!
'ext we wam1ly welcome our new OC . Maj teve Fr ance, who join
u in the new term from a tour with HQ Briti h Gurkha epal. The new
SSM. W02 M ick Senior from 21 Sig Regt (AS): Cap ts Darren Cooper
and Tom Jeffries. the two new Tp Comd , coming from RMCS and 30
Sig Regt re pectively. Sgt Wagstaff who joins us on promotion from 1
(UK) Div Sig Regt: and finally. C pls Askin and Ayres. who are joining us
from ATR Bas ingbourne and 2 Para re pectively. We wi h them all a very
succe sful tour with the Squadron and College. La t but not least. our
heartiest congratulation also go to C pl Paul i\1illington (Bradley Tp) and
Rebecca on the recent addition to their family of a beautiful baby girl.
EXERCI E DRAGON'S TEETH - by AT C larke
Frida}. 17 June 1530 hours and we arrive at the scene - Penney Troop
are in Longmore Training Area. prepared for Ex Dragon· Teeth. All the
AT are anxious. nobody knows what' coming next except the Permanent
Staff. who are extremely unpredictable. You have C pl Ayton 2LI , for
instance. whose en e of humour is completely out of thi world. o wbo
know what to expect? Then there's Cpl Meir . with hi joke shop tash,
who I think is determined to beast u , what with his ·If you talk. you
double!' On completing our patrols, we tactically moved into our harbour
position where we had lo dig hell-scrapes. Now believe me, thi was
harder than getting shirt sleeve to the sari faction of our Tp Sgt, Sgt
rcher 1 Cheshire- and that's hard! Jn the harbour, it's time for revision dutie of a entry.judging distances and movement in the field.
Saturday. 0430 hour . and everyone is barely con cious and getting
prepared for test . For camouflage and concealment. we each had to get
camouflaged and try to conceal ourselves from the searching eyes of Sgt
Wigmore, who like a hawk aimed to pick u out from the underbrush.
Fortunately, everyone eventually passed the te ts.
Sunday. 0425 hours , under attack and finally our chance to fire back
(with blank round ) and get out of the area ASAP. Little do we know that
we have a nice long ' tab' with our bergans, up ome hills as steep as Mt
Evere l - well, that' what it felt like at the time! I don't know what kept
us going- C pl Ayton keeping everyone miling by his constant teasing; or
was it because Lt Kyra McAnu lty R Signals. our Tp Comd was right
behind u . literally kicking our backsides! Sunday, 1030 hours, everyone's
on the tran port travelling back to camp. 01 a sound can be heard as
everyone's slipped back into unconsciousne s! Overall, it was a very
interesting exercise and we all worked extremely hard, with the sections
showing good teamwork and making it thoroughly enjoyable - at least I
thought so, anyway.
AD\ NT RO
TRAIN! G - EXERC ISE TB ERIA TIGER 1998
by Capt G. P. Newell
Introduction.
fa lbenan Tiger 1998 was an Army Apprentices' College
mountaineering and trekking exped ition that took place in Catalonia,
Spain over the period 20 - 27 June 1998. T he O IC and Chief Instructor for
the Exercise was apt Gordon ewell R SIGNALS, OC Scott Tp. All
expedition member were from 263 Sig Sq n including the three members
of Permanent Staff (PS) and 10 Apprentice Tradesmen (ATs). The aim of
the Expedition was to introduce novices to mounta ineering and trekking in
a southern European environment and to provide UEL (S) instructor with
.:ontinuation training and experience. The aim of the Exped ition was
achieved . The expedition was in three phases. Tt.e 1 l Phase was
mo\ement from the AA Coll to Roses in Catalonia via Heathrow and
Barcelona. Then the 2nd Phase began that was the mountaineeri ng and
trekking. There were two walks which both took place in the north-eastern
area of Catalonia.
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Cap de Creus area 21 - 22 June 1998
From a drop-off point ea l of El Po11 del a Selva the Expedition made it
way over steep undulating rocky terrain. The routes varied between lowlevel coa tal pathways. thick scrubland and expo ed rocky outcrops and
penin ula ri ing to 400 metres. The maps for this area were adequate but
not up to date and navigation aero s ope n ground away from paths proved
difficult. The team achieved Cadaques on the first day in very hot
condition . The following day the expedition moved outh acros the cape
and eve ntually to Rose where the grou p had an opportunity to consolidate
itself following the extremely hot weather. Again the terrain had proved to
be diffi ult and testing for all individuals. Having reached Ro. es the
expedition had effectively covered the cape and it then prepared to
continue to move outh on ll1e coa tal trek. At this stage it became evident
that tlle progre sion through the extreme heat was slowing the group's
progress and a deploymelll 10 the Nuria area may be forfeited at the
ex pen e of cominuing a quality trek and maintaining the group' safety.
Golf de Roses area 23 - 26 J u ne 1998
Thi was a long and hard walk a the weather again proved to be the
major t ting factor. The coastal trek wa further complicated as it cro ed
a number of minor river estuarie that needed to be either detoured to the
lowe t bridging point or involved a river-crossi ng. Progres on the first
day wa slow but the group gathered pace as it.becan1e more acclimatised.
Eventually the expedition reached l'Escala at the southern point of the
Golf de Ro e completing thi arduous walk. The cape and coast walk had
een the Expedition cover many kilometers in very hot conditions. All the
expedition members felt a en e of atisfaction at their achievement over
the past week. The final phase wa the recovery back to UK. The
Expedition moved south to Barcelona by bu and train via Figuere and
Girona. This was followed by a scheduled flight back to Heathrow Airport
from Barcelona.
DIARY OF EXERCISE IBERIAN TIGER 1998
by AT H unt R awson Tp
Friday 19 J une 1998
All the rest of the Apprentice from the College went home on leave
and the camp seemed so empty, but neverthele we made the mo I of the
peace and quiet. We knew we'd need all the sleep we could get for the
week ahead, walking and mountaineering in Catalonia in Spain.
Saturday 20 June 1998
It was 0730 hrs, the alarm rang and we reali ed that after weeks of
anticipation we were soon to be off to Spain . ATs Dee G r esty, Kelly
John son , Emma De'ath , Leann e O 'Toole, Rachel 'GWA' Kenyon and I
struggled down tairs with our bergan to meet ATs Ad am W heldon ,
'Hubba Bubba' Huber. 'MC Hammer ' Mallett . 'Yorkie' Ca rr and C hris
'MC Jazzy Jeff' J effers outside the block. We arrived outside the
Guardroom a few minutes later for a briefing from Capt 'Gordybabes'
ewell and the rest of the permanent staff, Capt Daz 'The Taz' Saul and
LSgl 'Big Glen' till 1 WG. We were oon waving the guard goodbye and
on our way to Heathrow Airport.

Waiting to Le ave Ca mp
(l-R ): Capt Saul , ATs Mal le t, De 'ath , Hunt, Carr, J effers , Gresty,
Kenyon , Huber, Johnson and O'Toole
Upon arrival we checked in and then found a restaurant for ome
breakfast for by now we were all fee lin g a bi t hungry! We had some time
lo browse arou nd before embarking on the Iberian Airways plane - we
were all quite excited. I was certainly pleased I'd just eaten as the in-flight
food wasn't exactl y, well. 11ice.
After 90 min utes we broke through the cloud and fi nall y landed at
Barcelona Airport. The second we teppcd from the plane the heat hit us.
On came the shades and shorts - no time to lose in getting the all important
THE W IRE, OCTOBER 1998

tan! Quickly clearing customs and with our bergans on our backs we
made our way to the Tourist Information Office where Capt 'Gordybabe ·
ewell and Capt D~z 'The. Taz' Saul sorted things out. We ended up
havin g the opportunity lo Sil in the sun for some time as there wa& a
transport problem - none of us compla ined! The un worshipping was cut
hort once Capt 'Gordybabes' ewell and Capt Daz 'The Taz ' Saul had
sorted things out and we made our way north by bus and train to Roses . It
~a~ a 1.ong trip and we arrived. in Roses .late that evening after plenty of
s111111g in the sun at different railway stations. Expecting to camp out that
night the small hostel we ended up staying in was a definite bonus. All
feeling tired from a long day we had our first Spanish meal. Much to AT
Chris ' MC Jazzy Jeff' Jeffer's disappointment, he was not impressed
with the pizza he ordered, but then again it only cost him the equivalent of
£2. That night we retired to bed early in order to get some re t for the
walking that lay ahead.
Sunday 21 June 1998
The early call on Sunday morning had everyone feeling excited and
nervous about the walk ahead - we weren't loo sure what to expect. So
after a quick breakfast we set off on a rather quiet note as all of us seemed
quite tired from the long day's travelling on Saturday. A the day wore on
and got hotter and hotter the walk became harder and harder. Luckily ATs
Adam Wheldon ' Hubba Bubba' Huber 's and ' MC Hammer ' Ma llett 's
lyrics and comment kept everyone happy and the walk passed sooner
than we expected. We had reached the little town of Cadaques. though it
was not what we expected. The terrain was very rocky and we were
continually travelling up and down hills from sea level up to 400 metres on
occasions. Feeling the hard work taking it toll on our bodie we were
pleased to find a campsite and get ome well de erved re t.
Monday 22 Ju ne 1998
Wa~ing up today seemed impossible: our legs and backs were very tiff.
Knowing that 1t would be another challenging day meant we were
expecting even more pain! At least the sun was shining and there was no
rain! We were right - the walk was painful but we topped for a while
around midday out of the intense heat as we made our way south. With
plenty of re t and a chance to eat lunch on the Cap de Creus we were
gifted with some spectacular views along the coast miles towards l'Escala.
It all eemed too much but we'd already achieved a lot , so in high spirits
we continued on and found ourselve in Ro e that evening.
Tuesday 23 J une 1998
A well earned leep in proper beds was welcomed but unfortunately we
awoke tired and stiff after a slightly later reveille. Following a trip around
a supermarket we relaxingly made our way out of Roses - the heat wasn't
too uncomfortable at the beginning of the day. The walk along the coa t
ended up being much harder work than any of us expected. Today was the
first leg of the coastal walk along the Golf de Rose which began on a wet
note - a river crossing. For some strange rea on everybody thought it
would be a nightmare but it wa actually quite good fun. All the locals
stood and watched and they certainly thought it wa funny. A crowd
gathered, watched u put our bergans into our bivvy bag and drop them
one by one into the sha ll ow water. A wim acros and we were home and
dry - Capt 'Gordybabes ' Newell and LSgt 'Big Glen· Still had to dodge a
few boats on their way across! It was quite a good move as the short
cro ing saved ourselves about two hour's walking.
Continuing on in the heat we made our way along coastal paths south.
By the time we'd reached the camp ite we were all dying for another
wim. Aching and burning, bergans were dumped and diving into salty
Spanish sea-water was welcomed. A well de erved re 1 followed in a well
cho en campsite by the beach.

Final walk up into L'.Escala. In the foreground stand
(l-R): ATs Johnson, De'ath, Carr, Gresty, Mallet and Kenyon
Friday 26 June 1998
We arrived in Barcelona following a long but otherwise uneventful train
and bus journey via Figures and Girona. We had an opportunity to browse
around the old town and vi ited the cathedral - we were told that we
~eeded .to be introduced to a bit of culture. Barcelona ·eemed to be a really
mterestrng place and we all would have liked to have stayed longer. A few
hours were spent rushing around the town before we called it a day. We
were all tired from the week's walking.
Saturday 27 J une 1998
Capt ·Gordybabes' ewell and Capt Daz 'The Taz· Sa ul woke us all
early and we made our way to Barcelona Sants railway station. As we
waited for the train to the airport we realised that all too uddenly the week
we had so looked forward to for so long was all but over. The final train
and plane journey gave us all time to reflect back upon what we'd
achieved. We'd covered many miles. viewed a different culture and spent
our leave wisely. o surpri e as the most depre ing thing was getting off
the plane at Heathrow and being greeted by some good old English rain - a
typical welcome home! We oon fou nd the coach and were driven back to
the College.
S ummary
The terrain in Spain continues to attract a mixture of mountaineering
disciplines within a relatively mall area. A key factor was the ea.on:
completing the cape and coa ta! walk at this time of year proved 10 be
te ting for the group as the weather was extreme. The difference between
the con tant undulations of the Cap de Creu walk and the relatively flat
but long Golf de Ro es coa tal walk gave the Expedition Members a view
and appreciation of the diver e nature of a relatively simple activity. The
expedition was not based on well-trodden touri t routes. With this in mind
there were few problems. The local Catalonian were alway extremely
friendly and helpful. There were no occa ion of any animosit} towards
any expedition member . Catalonia had mos! of the facilitie expected in
comparable UK settlements wi th many exciting elements of local culture
and flavour. The expedition members found Ex fberian Tiger 1998 a
complete challenge.

Wednesday 24 June 1998
Although we hadn ' t been lying in the sun we were all feeling the effects
of the un. The un seemed to make the day' walking ahead an even
greater task. ATs Leanne O 'Toole and Dee Gresty put towels over their
shoulder to ea e the pai n and the next leg of the coastal walk began. We
continued to head south for l'Escala armed with a sen e of humour and
plenty of suncream! It wa much the same as the previou day, trekking
along the coast someti mes on path and ometime by the ea where we
took the opportunity to put our feet in the water. Eventually we made our
way onto better footpaths and progre became much ea ier. By now l was
really suffering, I felt unburnt and tired. I discovered that I wa not the
only one when everyone expressed their relief when Capt 'Gordybabe '
ewell told u to stop walking that day.
T hursday 25 June 1998
. Today we comp leted the coa ta! walk maki ng it to l'Escala, n pretty
li tt le fishi ng vi llage at the southern end of the Golf de Rose . After a trip to
the Tourist Information Office we found some accommodation and had a
good. opportunity to degunge ourselves fo llowi ng the last few days'
wa lkmg . We later walked around the village and looked back aero s the
Golf de Rose . It really put into per pecti ve the di . tance we' d covered and
what we'd achieved. We'd wa lked miles and it wa no wonder the loca ls
gave us odd look when we told them where we'd started a fe \\ day
earlier.

IS THERE A BRAN H OF THE R A I
EWCASTLE? Fl D O UT T
www .royal ignals .army.orgn .uk/mu~um/
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MULTI NATIONAL DIVISION
(SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATIO T LODESTAR
R HQ/G6
During this period Lt Col Couch arrived to iake command of the
Regiment from Lt Col Leach. 1l1e Regiment wishes Lt Col Leach and
his family well for the future and hopes that he enjoyed hi, econd
opportunity to live in the Metal Factory as much as we are - Ne er ay
Ne\'er Again!

~

field and function effectively (and cat a posh lunch). The aim was
achieved. ' O much o that the W02 YofS Anderson wa bored and. with
nothing to do, pent many hours chasing a spuriou carrier around the Div
Comd e1. Thank must be enl to our Rear Pa11y for all those extra tent ·
and cam net you sent us - we really appreciated it! Extraction from the
exercise area was achieved in record time (as it always is) after an E DEX
barbecue. On a final note. all those Radio Ops who sometimes wonder at
the pay differential with TG Ops wonder no more. you can only be a
keeper of the GOC' rolling ·baccy" if you are a TG Op and that in itself is
rea on enough (ask Cpl Jones).

Lt Col Leach departs Banja Luka and promot es Sig Wrig ht for
not crashing on the way to the HLS
MND (S \ ) CLOSE UPPORT SIG_ AL Q ADRO '
BA J AL KA
Now that the Squadron i at the tour halfway point it is perhaps time to
reflect on ome of the achievement that the Squadron has made. The
Squadron deployed with an extra 90 attachments from 30 Sig Regt. 216,
206, 222 Sig Sqn · , TM Tp 3 DSR and on arrival we inherited various TA
and Re mi ts from 34. 35, 38 and 71 (V) Sig Regt's. All thee welling
the Squadron to an all time high of 192 all ranks ( orry if I missed you off).
The move into BLMF was difficult as RHQ stole all the Gucci office
accommodation and bani bed the Squadron to a gypsy camp. This is also
known as the Tech Wskps. Pte C laire Engli h and the SSM, W02 (SSM)
Dougie Tait , pent weeks on various G7 projects (anything not quite
Kosher) acquiring carpets, notice board and even the employment of a
civilian to clean the offices. The Squadron has made the best of a bad job
and all the admin 'just happens' now.
HQ Troop ;tarted off with 2Lt Dave J ackson at the helm and after a
ucce~sful football match
gt Andy ·short tour' Dick arrived and spilt
all the milk: the staff drivers were all crying that he was changing things
that already worked well! HQ Troop have been involved in a variety of
tasks. the Tele Mechs , led by Cpl Wa lker, have rewired almo t every
SFOR base in Bosnia and the Tech 's have refitted all the hill-top sites,
under the watchful eye of gt 'Glennie' T hompson .
Comms Troop still _do not know if they are coming or going. They have
deployed both the L_1ght Fly Fwd and GOC 's TAC HQ several times ,
notably. m support of operation in Dravar and Prozor, to name but a few.
The OC. f.:t Katie Caie, has recently been standing in as OC Sqn , 2JC Sqn
and she still HAS to manage her own Troop - where will all this end. The
Troop is about ~o deploy again at the end of the month in support of the
next JMC meetmg. o doubt hundreds of tents will be erected again 10
cover as much of the locauon as pos ible and to cap it al I, we will cover
them with a delicate veil of cam nets. We all wait with anticipation to see
what the next three months will bring so watch this space.
C0\1\1
I ATIO, STROOP
EXERCISE IRO"I P YRITES
Saturda) 11 Jul) 1998 saw the deployment, in all its glory, of the
GOCs Armd Tac HQ to Manjaca Ranges , about an hour drive West of
Banja_Luka. The aim of the Exercise was to prove to all and undry that
the D1\ HQ could deploy with all its command and control assets into the
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Elements of GOCs' Light Fwd HQ deploying on Ex Pyrites Iron
HEADQ ARTERSTROOP
The Metal Factory has now become a econd home to us all, whether
we like it or not. The Troop ha directly supported several exercises with
Tech upport under the expert eye of Sgt Glen Thompson , who alway
intendo and TY. Cpl Chris Wilson has
found room in his bergen for hi
left u lo go and work in the QM's, meaning that Cpl 'Windy' Miller can
at last work outside the factory and at get some narural light. The
COMMCE is as busy as ever and with the arrival of Cpl Brendan 'The
Shark' P lant, ome of the girls are finding that they have more than datatransfer to deal with . Sig 'Geordie' Richar dson has retreated to the
relative safety of the COMMCEN, after escaping on a driving detail for a
week he realised that he was no match for the Kamikaze driving skills of
the locals and has vowed never to go in a Rover in Bosnia again. YofS
• 01 very tall' Anderson has now got his own office and the crew of the
Radio Room cannot eem to wipe the smile off their face ·. Although the
arrival of Sgt Mick Brown from 216 was supposed to in till discipline to
the motley crew, there seems to be no shortage of practical jokes and even,
on a few occasion , an excess of morale. Well , that i all from us , just a
quick hello to Bulford and we hope you are enjoying the great English
summer.
BA J A LUKA SUPPORT SQUADR O
Things have well and truly ettled down here in Banja Luka and all
department are bu y within their own routine. Welcome to the new OC,
Maj M. S . A. Pr itchard RRW, who has taken over as the Camp
Commandant. The new and much younger looking MTO (well that i whal
he claims) has arrived in theatre in the form of Capt ' Blackie' Widdows
RLC . The standard of the food throughout the camp, and indeed the
theatre, is renowned and many thanks and a pat on the back goes to the
RCWO , Master Chef and all the catering staff for their hard work and
dedication. The UAO's office continues to give a high standard of clerical
support and has so far managed to get everybody away on their R&R (and
safely back again). The LAD has also been tasked heavi ly and work
tirelessly to keep an ageing fleet of vehicles on the road . They were
particularly busy one morning recent ly, when, fo llowing a mighty Baltic
storm the night before, the first eight vehicles 10 refuel the nex t day took
on vast amounts of contaminated fuel. This resulted in much pushing of
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vehicles. a long queue at the LAD and a trange new language from the
already busy VM 's! The MT have continued to attempt the impossible and
cover every transport; request they rece!ve , which results in long hours on
the roads for our drivers and many nights away from camp. However,
some of the lads have mana&ed to get away on a couple of clays Adv Trg
and have all come back suitably refreshed and full of stories of their
exploits. The QM"s department has been hidden away in the bowels of the
Metal Factory and became very busy in the build up to Ex Iron Pyrites
providing all the extra _equipment tl_1~t was needed to support such a larg~
ficl_d deployme_n t. Their happy smdmg faces and the fun loving way in
which they refuse your requests ts a practised art and does much for
morale.
The MT organ ised a very successful Road Safety Competition on
aturday 4 July 1998 for all units within the Metal Factory. The event was
well supported and con isted of eight stand de igned to test the four man
team s. in different as.peels_ of Road Safety and_ to give. them training and
experience of operating different types of veh icles. Prizes in the form of
locally produced wooden plaques, a certificate signed by the GOC for the
w_inners and the 11.!nners up and a splendid cup were presented by the CO.
Finally our best wishes go to the Rear Party and families back in Bui ford.
BRAVO TROOP
ME SAGE CE TRE TOMISLAVGRAD
The first ever TSG crew consi ting of Cpl Mick 'The Legend' Preece,
LCpl Andy 'The Body ' Bennett and Sig Rich 'A lway Cheerful'
Eveleigh , were finally deployed to Tomislavgrad after an arduous two
month wait down in Split! On arrival we met up with 249's Cobalt Satcom
Del manned by Cpl 'Forrest' Foster, Cpl Pete Eadon and last and
definitely least Sig 'Bes the Lunch Box' Berry , who had been providing
temporary Euromux facilities during the Belgian's initial deployment.
Also in location were two other crews, Cpl Matt Kutzner , ably a isted
by Sig 'Foxy' Fox and Sig 'Shep' Shepherd . On the VHF, with LCpl
•Mac' McDougall and idekick Sig Mark ' Petite' Dent on the Relay. who
were deployed to TSG to provide the Belgian with secondary VHF means
and Radio Relay cover for the 'jump' to the permanent site. 2.5km down
the road .
To make a long boring story longer... D-Day arrived 9 July 1998.
COMMCEN TSG was e tabli hed in its permanent stand-alone form at
the newly christened green field site. There to provide I BELU BG with
even Euromux phones, a Data Transfer Terminal , COMPUCAT, Secure
VHF, Secure Commercial Rad io and an OSCE Motorola Ba e talion. The
SATCOM, Relay and VHF Det tayed to monitor comms while things
settled before deploying straight onto the Div Ex Iron Pyrite . The new
crew would like to take thi opportunity 10 thank all involved for their help
111 the mooth deployment and set up of 3 (UK) Div·s latest venture .
THE VITEROG RADIO RELAY SITE
On 14 April 1998 the advance party touched down in Split with the hilltop Site Commanders on board. Cpl Dave Pope was rapidly flown up to
the Viterog to take command of the Royal Signals Det for the duration of
his tour. His initial word were omething along the lines of ' I thought I
wa on a Summer tour not a Winter tour '. At this point the now drifts
were only 8ft high so it was at least Spring time . The Viterog i the highe t
British hilltop ite in Theatre, l 906 metres or 6328 ft, so now i alway on
the cards (we even had a little now in July). Anyway. when the rest of the
crew arrived the major jobs started to get underway, laying a Euromux line
to the newly built gate which wa ably designed by LCpl Andy Williams
and LCpl "Beanie' Brown. A Ba ketball court was also essential for the
odd sports afternoon. Congratulation must go out 10 Cpl John Collins.
the site Tech, who is now into the fourth month of hi ponsored leep.
ew arrivals from I RHA to man the Arty Rear Link Det include Sgt
MacDonald R Signals, who ha taken command of the site and we now
look forward to Monday morning parades which will be the highlight of
the week. And finally, the Del challenges anyone from the Corp to pas
the Viterog BFT cour e that climbs 400ft over a mile and a half. Cpl Dave
Pope is still on remedial ' after fini bing in 12 mins I !sec . He is looking
forward to the arrival in late Oct of the new Det Commander and ha the
following message for whoever that may be in I Div. 'The 1033' have
already been written out!'
Final Thoughts from Bravo Tp HQ , Lt Liz Allan and SSgl ' Richie'
Bell are looking forward to tJ1eir move to Banja ·No Fun' in September.
Life in Split was too ea y anyway ....... ...
CHA RLIE T RO OP
Thought from Sig Robertson .......On the 20 April 199 we deployed
lo Split led by the OC , Maj Glibbcry and the WOI (GSM) Hyma ·.The
fir t shock on arriving in Split , apart from the heat. was the G M taking us
on a camp orientation march like day one recruit . Thing quick ly changed
as everyone settled into their jobs. My job throughout the tour has
mcluded Regimental Bagpiper, painter and COMMCEN shift worker. My
many duties taking me through Sipovo, Banja Luka and a far up as
Zagreb. When not pip ing f wa part of a team known ro everyone as the
'Three Am igos", myself, Sig ' Itchy Ear· Durward and LCpl 'Old Man'
Tail. Under the watchful eye of the G M our duties were to paint nearly
everything and anything. When 1101 on duty we managed to escape to the
local go-kart track for a bit of mbber burning . The DJ Camp bar has had a
new lease of life, mai nl y the name being changed from ·cocktaib · to "The
Horn ', complete with a new Rhino sign courtesy of 45 Engr p Sqn .
Answer on a postcard as to who wanted it changed. ow my job has
moved away from pipi ng at the moment and more toward the
COMMCE . WitJ1 three months gone and R & R just round the comer
things can on ly get better!
·
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NSE S PPORT SQ ADRO. - SPLIT
At_ the half way point 206 ig Sqn are Mill going ~trong. ·nic main effort
now 1s the pre~arauon for Op Woodall , which is the move of 2 Cl KJ Log
Support Regt mto DJ Barracks and the move of HQ (UK) ·sl:. to the
BanJa Luka Metal Factory. This will mean a redistribution of the
Sq~adron. with ele~ent~ moving 10 Banja Luka, elements remammg in
Spltt and a proportion of the Squadron returning home early to Bulford.
August will see the return to Bulford of the remainder of the Squadron
from JCUFI and October will see the entire Squadron reunited after a very
hectic and challenging year.

MEDAL YEARBOOK
1999-0UT NOW

The new edition of the collectors' price guide and
handbook for the medal hobby is available now. With
listings and descriptions for all British and Empire
medals; prices for full size and miniatures all updated;
orders and medal ribbon chart in full colour, and, NEW
for 1999, current Australian and New Zealand medals
and Foreign awards to British servicemen.
Priced at just £14.95 (plus £2 p&p) for the paperback or
£19.95 (plus £2 p&p) for the limited edition hardback.

SATISFIED SOLDER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
~ Would you like to be attached to your home

town AFCO/ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school and ACF
to tell them about life in The Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting soldiers into
The Royal Signals?

YES!!
Then contact your Troop Office for details of
THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine
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Our success was down to the imple fact of teamwork (although we hadn't
trained together). We had no pre-madonna\ (which made life ea~icr).
sayi ng that though without the goal scoring skills of Graham and Ian <9-4
this time), and the goal stopping talents of 'Doz' Day, we would have been
unk! At this stage I would just like to mention a bit of history. Thb b onl)
the second time tllat a Royal Signals unit has won the Army water polo
competition. The la~t time was in 1978. when 16 Sig Regt won il.
Unfortunately I was not on the winning team that year, as I was playing for
229 Sig Sqn (Berlin), a team 16 Sig Regt beat on that day. So after playing
polo for 20 years, I finally managed to get my hand~ on the cup, it doe~ pay
to persevere. A special mention should be made of Capt Chris Lamb who
has finally achieved his ambition of having his photograph in 'THE WIRE'.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
233 SIG,' L QlJADROi
-qn Comd

1aj ick Keen
M
W02 ( SM)"Doz' Day
The !a t few months have been hectic within the Squadron with one
thmg and another. The Squadron till re emble something of a building
site with the Contractor eemingly unable to remember where we are - or
ha:> the minimum working week already come into effect? The OC ha
been tied lO the computer for the last month auempting 10 produce CR'
for the 75 quadron Si CO'·, in his own dynamic flowing style. T hi was
pleasantly interrupted by a vi it by Maj Richard Giles, OC (Des). who
came over on a !lying 2-day vi it. He urely mu t have left witl1 his own
thought!> on the largest Squadron in the Corps with four Troops carrying
out a \'ariety of diverse and non- tandard communication tasks. Capt
Waister has been bu y trying to organi,e Mercury Finn. the Regimental
Ad\'enturous Training Exerci e. back on the mainland and ha been
pulling her hair out trying to tie all the admini tration into place to get 60
~oldiers back to England for a fun packed training package. W02 (SSl'vn
'Doz' Day and S gt (SQMS) Graham Weavers where part of the team
tha1 won the Army Waler Polo Champion, hip at Sandhurst. beating 7 Sig
Regt in the finals. SSgt (SQMS) Weavers has moved onto pa tures green
at 2 0 Sig qn. wilh a hort deployment to Bo nia. and has been replaced
by S gt (SQMS) 1.ark Slade. A fond farewell i extended to Graham
and a welcome lo the Province for Mark and hi family.
I. DIATROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Richard 1 ewhouse
Tp SSgt
SSgt Frank Corrigan
Over the past month or so we have welcomed some new anival to our
hard working Troop. Firstly Sig Steve Kelly has arrived from 7 Sig Regt.
gt Del Strugnell from 9 Sig Regt , Sgt Ian Clark from Belado Bridge and
not forgening W02 Ray Neal from Hereford. The full house of ADP
promotion' has been completed witll tile recent promotions of SSgts Kev
'Ehi ' McHugh and Paul 'Super Sexy Sergeanf Holmes , and
congratulations also go to Sgt Clark for miraculously coming off a shadow
DE promotion board! We have come to the end of an era in India Tp witll tile
dt:parture of W02 Paul 'Shiney boots' Sinderberry . He will be travelling
aero the road to join the CRASH team and SSgt Gaz ·1 think it's time I had
some leave' Bateman who i off to CRASH at Blandford. SSgt 'Geordie'
English has gone undercover and was last seen disappearing into Tescos.
Abo leaving us pretty soon will be LCpl Gordon Ogg and LCpl Al
Royston who are departing to l Div, and LCpl Jimmy Cunn ingham who
will be returning to 280 (UK) Sig Sqn. Sig Steve 'Mad Dog' Massey will be
leaving us for civvy streec. Good luck to everybody concerned.
The usual excellent weather in the Province has been an excuse for a
few Troop barbecues. thanks to Sigs Jase Whitehead , Andy Adam and
Bri ~lilne , plu LCpl Jimmy Cunningham , in fact most of tile Troop.
ig ·Das' King tried to keep the kid entertained with his world famous
magic show at the families afternoon, though Sgt Paul Holmes' child was
determined lo tell everyone how the lricks were done.
EXERCl E VE G.EFUL FINN
Members of India Tp avoided the Drumcree weekend tllrough a saili ng
exercise between r\orthem Ireland and Scotland, organised by Sig 'Daz'
King. The epic voyage tarted with the engine fai ling just outside Bangor
Harbour, but our gallant men sailed on, not even a ripped main sail would
slo·, them. Stuck in sight of land (in fact you could tep off onto the
~hon!), a call for a lug went out and was answered. Soon we were
alongside, less a boat hook but little damage ustained to the boat. Day two
and we set sail for Portpatrick (well. turned the engine on, as there was no
""ind). Soon we were sampling the local ale and entertainment, tired after a
hard day we returned to our boat just to make hi tory as the fir t Army
boat to complain to the rest of the boats in the harbour that they were
making too much noise. A call of, 'Come and join us!' was heard and we
were made welcome by the other boats to pa11y the night away. A mention
ha~ to go to
apt Richard Newhouse and the lwo of the COMMCEN
staff who slept through the whole thing.
Day three (Sunday) and back to Bangor, thi s time we were sailing for a
change. although the wind dropped every hour or so to keep us on our toes.
The crew all enjoyed it and we only had one sick (no names) but we don't
kno"" if it wa\ because of the sea or the hospitality from the night before.
Once in Bangor we went out for a meal and a well -earned drink, cut short
b) early clo,ing in the pubs.

R0\1F.O TROOP
Tp Comd

Capt Nick Ma sey

A ver: bu~) tune has been had by all members of tile Troop due to all

the marchc and adventure training that had to be fitted in. In early June
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the Troop acquired the u e of HMS Lady of Moyle, a lovely craft, berthed
in the quaint port of Bangor. Witl1 tlii new addition to the 'fleet' of
vehicle · we already have, it wa decided that five members of the Troop
would, for one week at a time. try to fo llow in the foot teps of Captains
Cook, Ahab and ..... Bird eye.
The crew on the second week, a heai1y mob con i ting of W02 (FofS)
Sid Sider as, W02 (YofS) ' Rev ' Bolam, Cpls ·Taff' Jones, Shane
Swannic.k and LCpl (now Cpl) Mulcahy arrived on the Sunday night to
prepare for the great voyage into the unknown. Unfortunately, due to the
previou week exploit on the boat , we had lo postpone the launching for
a night and o ampled the hospitality of the local taverns. Grog and Hard
Tack all round! So witl1 slightly ore heads we departed for Islay on the
Monday, in what eemed like a Force 5. The crew wa sp lit and when
W02 (YofS) ' Rev ' Bolam and C pl ·Taff' Jones began their tint at the
helm they were greeted by the sight of a rather green W02 (FofS) Sid
Sideras, holding on for dear life and Cpl Mulcahy strapped to the wheel
in a vain attempt to teer. So after a rather brief HOTO from the FofS, the
YofS took charge, and as he had just completed a dinghy handling course
it would be a synch for him ... but oh no, for IO minutes the Lady of Moyle
went full circle (twice). Pa sing ferries were wondering if we required
as i tance bu t we pressed on and arrived on the Hebridean Island for warm
food and dry clothe - STABLE land .
The next day we began the econd leg of the journey, but unfortunately
due to circum tances beyond our control in Province, tile locals of Islay
were to ee tile crew of tile 'Love Boat' airlifted by Sea King to return to
Province. On our return it was all hands to the pump as the Troop wa
snowed under with work. and with the marching season just around the
comer, preparations had to be made. Finally a hello goes out to the Troop 's
new arrivals, Sgts 'Tug' Wilson and Justin Woolen and congratulation
to LCpls, now Cpls. Andy Dobson, Pete Mulcahy and don't worry
'Scott' Davies yours i in the internal mail somewhere. A goodbye-hello
goes to SSgt Rob Allen. as he leave the Ops Section moves up to tile fast
lane of Troop SSgt in replacement of SSgt Dave Old , who leaves us on
po ting lo HMS Collingwood.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt (FofS) 'Taff' Maul
As is the norm it has been a rather busy period with many comings and
goings from the Troop. So without further ado we wou ld like to say
farewell to three stalwards of tlie Troop. They are Sgt Jim Barr who has
moved 300 metres to 39 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, Sgt Rob Campbell off on his
FofS course, Cpl 'Gilly' Gilchrist off to sunny Gibraltar and Cpl Kev
Lumley off to civvy street. We wish them all tile best for tile future.
Welcomes go to LCpl Andy Beddow from 220 Sig Sqn , LCpl' Andy
Carter, Ian ichols, Steph abuda and Oscar Searle all traight from
training. Enjoy tile work chaps!
Congratulations go to many members of the Troop. Sgt Jim Barr on
promotion 10 SSgt, Cpl Marty Bowkett on promotion to Sgt, LCpl
'Gilly' Gilchrist on promotion to Cpl and to his wife Emma for the birth
of their daughter ieve, LCpl Bri McLean for promotion lo Cpl and to
LCpl Andy Beddow and his wife Dierdre for the birth of their daughter
Charlotte. We will enjoy tile next happy hour I'm sure!
SPORTS
The season of inter Troop and inter Squadron sports is well upon us.
True to form the Troop has been putting up its normal show of sporting
excellence which many try to achieve but can rarely match (work hard and
play hard). First up was the inter Troop Cricket - after trolling the
manpower available eventually we managed to get together a team of
people who knew what a cricket bat looked like and under the guidance of
gt Pete zeremeta we sailed forth to do battle. The dull day was
brightened up with our display of batting and fielding much of which
would have done the pre ent England team proud (make up your own
minds as to how good or bad that is), however after a long day we
eventuall y rolled out as convincing winners.
The hockey was next, this sport requires a modicum of fitne s so
unfortu nately many of the cricket team found themselve as supporter .
However, the team selected by Sgt DeDe Watts looked strong botll on
paper and on the field, even in cycling shorts of dubious taste. The
competition was keenly fought with no quarter asked for or given by all
who took part with the Troop eventually winning despite a s1rong
challenge by the COMMCEN.
The Regimental Tug of War Team still goes from strength to strengtll with
many Troop members making up the backbone of a very succe sful ream . A
special mention goes to Sgt 'Taff' Drew RLC , Cpl Bri McLean, LCpl's
I.an ichols and Steph abuda who pulled in the Royal Tournamem and
came a credi1able second in tile 660kg weight competition.
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Inte r Troop Hockey winners - TM Troop
Front Row (L-R): Cpls Billy Belshaw, Ian Hamilton,
Sgt 'Taff' Drew Cpl Louise Phill ips, Sg t Bob Buckingham
Back Row (L- R) : Sgts ' De De' Watts, Dave Kilgallon, Jon Ault,
Cpl Carl Gaber, SSgt (FofS) 'Taff' Maul
SOCIAL
This being summer (or o the weather men would have us believe) we
decided to have a Troop barbecue and fun day on 11 July; after all we were
all confined lo our quarter and camp so with a captive Troop why not. We
were very lucky with the weather and the sun almost came out which was
a bonus. The morning was dedicated to activitie for the wives in tile form
of .22 Shooting, Archery and Command Ta ks, whil t the husbands either
helped run the stands or looked after the children at home. With prizes for
the top shot and overa ll winner the morning was keenly conte ted with
many of the wives pulling tlleir hu bands to shame on the shooting. (1
won't embarrass the husbands by naming names.) In the afternoon we
retired to the bar. Here the wives were joined by tlleir husband and kid
and were fed, watered and entertained. All in all it was a good day and
nobody suffered from food poisoning despite the best efforts of the chefs
of the day namely Cpl's 'Ant' Tranter, Billy Belshaw and LCpl Andy
Carter. I would also like to tllank all the Troop members who helped out
and all the wive and children who turned up on tile day.
WATERPOLO & SWIMMING TEAM - SGT ROGER BRADLEY
It's the Ist of July and already our sea on is over, it la ted just over a
montll and what a victorious month it wa . It was shortly before June.
when we (I use the term loosely a there were only 3 - 5 turned out for
training) got together to see what kind of swimming and waterpolo team
we had. lt looked good on paper, but getting people together was another
tory. Our fir t competition was the Northern lreland Championships on
the 3rd and 4th of June, and still we hadn 't had a full team pre ent at
training. On the day we scraped together just a meagre nine (water polo
teams consist of 13). However, we managed to come runner up in both
the swimming and water polo. being beaten both times by I QLR. They
bea1 u 4 - I in the fina l of the water polo. This meant that we were eligible
to go back to England for the UK final (21 t - 23rd June).
The UK water polo finals were due to be played over two day . but tile
non-appearance of two team changed all that. Again we only had nine
players, to truggle through six game of water polo in one day, not an
ea y task. But lhe brave nine carried the flag of HQNI & 15 Sig Regt to the
rest of them. The results of the games goe a follows:
Game I v32RegtRA,8-2
Game 2 v 39 Engr Regt , 5 - l
Game 3 v I Gren Gd , 8 - 2
Game 4 v SEAE, 7 - l
Game 5 v I QLR (revenge match), 4 - I
Game 6 v RSME , 6 -2.
The team consi ted of: W02 ' Doz' Day in goal , Sgt Roger Bradley,
Capt Chris Lamb, Sgt Al Newman, Capt Guy Bennett, WOl Ian
haw, SSgt Graham Weavers, Sgt Carl Bremner and finally LCpl
'Omar' Walshe. The top goal corer was Graham Weaver with 19
closely followed by lan Shaw with 12, dirtiest players turned out to be
Roger Bradley wi1h 9 exclu ion and Chris Lamb on 7. Thi meant that
we had whopped the best of the UK. now bring on the be t from Germany.
The wimming wa a different kettle of fish to the water polo. but we
did manage to hold our own and come a graceful 81h out of 12th. ll was a
hard couple of days. A week later we were back in England lo face the
BFG team . This time we took an ex tra couple of players; Sgt "Bod"
McDonald, Sgt Chris Benson and Cpl Steve White , but then we lo, t Sgt
Bremner . As we were the winner of the UK final we pl ayed the runners
up from BFG, 28 Engr Regt. After lhe econd quarter we were slightly in
front with a 4 goal lead, but in the 3rd and 4th quarters, we upped the
tempo and came ou t eventual winner . 2 1 - 10. Thi game aw Ian Shaw
beati ng Graham Weavers as top goal corer by 8 - 6. 7 ig Regt (BFG
winners) beat 39 Engr Regt (U K nmners up). 10 make it an all Corp final.
The stage was set. The game was a clo e fought competition. witl1 7 Sig
Regt having a vast bank of young swimming talent. Thankfully tlley were
without a great deal of polo experience. this made i1 easier for lhe ·old one'
frl'm 15 Sig Regt who had the experience but not the winuning prowe .
The first quarter aw us take a good lead , but we lo tour way in the seco~d
and third , so leavi ng everything 10 do in the fourth and final quarter. Agam
we upped our ga me to come out on 1op by a nine goal difference, 17 THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

Army Water Polo Champions
Back Row (L-R ): Sgt Al Newman, Capt Chris Lamb,
SSgt ' Bod' MacDonald, Sgt Chris Benson,
W01 (SMI) Ian Shaw, Capt Guy Bennett
Front Row (L-R): SSgt Graham Weavers, Sgt Roger Bradley,
W02 (SSM) 'Dos' Day, Cpl Steve White
Absent LCpl O mar Walshe
REGIME TAL CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
The Regimental Cros -Country Team (Male) has had a very uccessful
season here in orthern Ireland. It tarted the .eason witll some doubt as
to the way in which it would go, tllis was in tile main due to the number of
talented runner it lo t during tile summer of 1997 . ot to be put off it set
about the task of rebuilding and recruited some new face , some of whom
were not noted for their running abilities. The ea on got off to a low start
with the team finishing only 5th in its first race. However, thing were to
change for the better from that point on. Some. shall we say older
members of tile Regiment were ialked out of retirement to once again
perform on the bigger stage and the low start soon became a di tant
memory, witll the team gaining top honours on many of its future outing .
The teain ub equently went on to become runners up in the I Relay ,
runners up in the I Championships and finally winner of the NI League.
The Female team was to prove far too strong for the rest of tile
oppo ition throughout the whole of tile eason, winning many race by a
large margin. They achieved succe at tile J Relay . the I League and
should now look forward to a very good winter eason in 199 199, where
they should continue with thi ucces ful run.

Back row (L-R): Capt Paul Reynolds, SSgt 'Q' Rose,
Cpl Sean Marriott, Sgt 'Taffy' Drew,
Sgt Dave Kilgallon , Capt Guy Benson
Front row (L-R): Capt Jules Waister, Cpl Sandra Tompson,
Cpl Louise Phillips, W02 Andrea Dunford
Missing: W02 'Chez' Cheslett, W01 Steve Pellant,
Sig 'Clayman' Huggitt, SSgt Leslie Skinner,
Sgt 'Wendy' Summerill
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included nuts and chocolate which Sig 'where·s the chocolate' Jones
devoured without feelings of guilt.
After the troubles were over, everybody quite happily moved back to
Armagh to duvets and slippers. The Brigade also had a barbecue after all
the trouble was over. Cooked by Pte Andy Barker , the food was actually
edible but the limited free bar had something to do with this as everyone
huddled under two tents during the ensuing downpour.

L & G PR E 'T TIO 30 J IB 1998
The day finally arri\'ed for four members of the Regiment to receive their
LS · G
Jedab from the GO , Lt Gen ir Rupert Smith KCB DSO
OBE Q ~ 1 prior to hi . \'i it to the Regiment on 30 June 1998. After
preparation b) a"i tant P 1.C. W02 1ick Brook. , the GOC arrived
escorted by the CO and R M. The citations for 15 yea unblemished
ser,ice were read by the djt. Capt Guy Bennett. Fi t recipient gt 'Polly"
Perkin looked slightly uncomfortable in his uniform but assured everyone
that it fitted 'perfectly" six week ago when he tried it on last! SSgt J im
Duncan was finally caught after trying to avoid hL overdue pre·entation by
I month . W02 (F(l• ) id Siderns even managed to tame hi ·covert'
sidebum . W02 ( l\l) D3\·e Rook had a day off from PMC duties to enjoy
the da, him elf. After flowen. were presented to Miss Linda Smith and
'.\.1 Gaynor Rook . there followed photograph and a curry lunch before
the GOC departed to commence hi vi it to the Regiment.

LIFE
PEACE

Rear row: SSgt Duncan, Sgt Perkins, W02 (FofS) Sideras,
W02 (SSM ) Rook
Front row : M iss Li nda Smith (Fiancee of SSgt Duncan), GOC,
Mrs Gaynor Rook
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Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj C . R . Owen
WOl (RSM) S. Cheslett

CO~IU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. Bates
Tp SS gt
SSgt J. Seymour
The last three months have been dominated by the Drumcree Standoff
and the chaos associated with leave bans and delayed arrivaJ /departures.
Leading up to the Marching Season, the Troop was involved in everaJ
outing designed to boo t moraJe before moving in to Tent City.

GO-KARTING TRIP
Off we set. on our two-hour drive to Londonderry. After a countless
number of 'Are we there yet?" and ·How much fu rther?' we arrived at
Ebrington Barrack where the kind lads from MT drove u to the karting
track. After being kitted-out in groovy boiler suits and much needed crash
helmets we were taken through the safety rules. All raring to knock chunks
out of each other the race commenced . Sig 'Driving Miss Daisy' Smart
succeeded in coming la t in every race. You do understand that race and
Sunday drive are not one and the same don·l you Dave? Pte ' Boy Racer
Mandy Clerk forgot where the brakes were on her kart and u ed the back
of other people kart to stop herself. I think he thought it was dodgems
and not kart-racing. LCpl ' Howie' Howard thought it was a demolition
Derby and was promptly awarded a few yellow flags for race
in ubordination. Sig ·Rally Driver· George Marshall was whizzi ng
around the circuit after his warm up of drivi ng u to Londonderry. LCpl
· Bu hy' Bushell went through to wio the Trophy in the fi nals. Everyone
proved to be very competi tive (apart from Dave Smart) and enjoyed
themselves.
BOWLING TRIP
Of course everyone understands that bowling is simply a euphemism
for 'a few beers'. With this in mind tho e involved set off to Thiepval
Barracks 10 try thei r arm at this Transatlantic sport . Much fun was had by
all as our kills waned somewhat as our alcohol levels increased . Towards
the end it was difficult to understand if the point was to knock down the
pins or leave as many up as possible. After three hours of bowling
mayhem and a dustbin or two of empty lager cans, the group headed
towards the 'Strip' for more beers . The night ended in the obl igatory
burger and chips before departing back to Armagh for the night. Pte 'Taff'
Humphreys did his bit for the environment on the journey back and took
the concept of recycling j ust that little bit too far, a fitting end to an
excellent evening.

70' NIGHT
Everybody turned up to the 70'
ight in extremely dodgy gear. The
local Oxfam shops were obviously purged of all ridiculous costume in the
day precedi ng the event. Many odd looking groups turned up for the 70's
Express to Portadown, and many people were not even recognisable for
most of the evening. Some of the crowd obviously didn ' t have much of a
problem fi nding suitable co tu me as their own clothes are of such bad taste
that they fitted in perfectl y wi thout having to make a huge effort . As the
party got underway. more S CO's and Officers turned up , and Capt 'Eat
Your Heart Out haft' Webb who was defi nitely unrecognisable, stru tted
his thing. The disco and band made the night more enjoyable as well as the
excellent 70's curry prepared by the Chefs. A select few decided to suck
on the a\'ailable heli um balloons which made 'Stay ing Alive' much more
authentic. Over.ill, the evening was a spectacu lar success, and many
thanks to gt 'Trailer Trash' Lothian for organi ing the event.
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FAMILY DAY 0 T
This was held at Portadown with food stalls, displays, wetly wanging,
and much much more. Capt Webb wa a bit lethal wi th his welly and kept
hitting a van innocently parked near the stall. After insi ting that he used
to play football for the Army, SSgt 'Maradonna' Evans had a bash at the
Beat the Goalie Event. Unfortunately, he has obviou ly been economising
with the truth somewhat, as he found real problems in actuaJ ly connecting
wi th tlie ball. The Portadown Plodders; a few distinctly insane
per onalities in the Squadron who ru n half marathon for 'charity' ,
including Charitie Children ationwide and Marie Curie Cancer, had a
challenge of Beat the Track. Supt Clerk W02 E IJiot , who likes a
challenge said that he would run a marathon around camp and beat a team
of nine running three miles each. Supt Clerk actually won, and was piped
in by the Royal Iri h Band .
WATER SPORTS DAY
After all the exc itement of Drumcree, life in the Squadron slowly
retu rned lo normal. Wi th the new Squadron Jet Ski Bike, member of the
Squadron are slowly gai ni ng their water wi ngs . The Sq uadron Speedboat
aJ o proved very useful as it spent most of the day pu lling the banana or
doughnuts around Loch Neagh . There is never a dull moment while
mess ing arou nd on the river, and the late t water babies incl ude Cpl 'speed
freak ' Mason who wa determined to break the sea speed record. Sgt Phil
Bridge had problems getting onto the jet-ski; it had to be a Lech! A special
mention shou ld go to Sig Lee M ellor who had a pectacular wipeout ,
managing at least two back flips and a half pike before hit ting the water.
The doughnuts proved most entertaining on the wipeout front. Most
people went home with a few bumps and brui es after being thrown off the
banana towed by Cpl 'revenge is mine' Mark Pollock.
SALUTATIO S AND FAREWELLS
Farewells:
WOl (RSM) K . Winkles: who has gone to 35 Sigs. Don' t get too
fru strated with them, they know not what they do. W02 (YofS) Dick
Rutherford who went to 14 Sig Regt. Hope you li ke surfing Yeoman as
there's not much else to do. SSgt Ian Pennell , off to anotl1er TA unit. Sgt
Carl Woodray who went to 16 Sig Regt. gt Donna evens, also off to
16 Sig Regt to concentrate on Skeleton Bob leigh. Cpl Lee Johns who
ha just gone up the road 10 8 Bdc . Congratulations on your recent
promotion to Sgt. Cpl 'Sonic' Harding who has gone back to 30 Sig Regt.

The Church - with 'Coops' tryi ng to look angry

COMMANDER 'S ROVER GRO UP
Front Vehicle:
Rear Vehicle:
LCpl Al Steele
Dvr F letcher
Comd Br ig Brunt
Sgt Sam Parke
C pl J.B. Butler
LCpl 'Coops' Cooper
Top Cover
G dsm Hamilton
LCpl ' Dogsy· Barker/Cpl Henson
Top Cover
LCpl ' Kitbag ' Wise
Rad Op
WOl (RSM) WINKLE/RSM CHESLETT
So the big day arrived. Drumcree 1998. Rover Gp formed up and
trained, ready for the Orange Order and whatever tasks the Group were
given . The fir t task you a k? Escorting a 16/24 generator from Belfast
was our bapti m of fire. We al o had some problems with the RUC ,
pecificaJly their radios. We should have known that mixing with civvies
was going to cause ome problem . Ten hours later we actually managed
to get the radio fitted into the Snatch vehicles. Wa thi the shape of thing
to come. Oh yes.
Eventually, we deployed on ' normaJ· dutie . Word got around that
anybody who wanted to see Drumcree Church imply had to caJl on the
Rover Gp and it wou ld provide the nece ary taxi service. After three
weeks of travelling to and from the church and the outer cordon, 'Jonny
Cab ' or 'Drumcree Tours' would have been a more appropriate name
than Brigade Commanders' Hard Rover Group. During that ame period
we had two visits from the GOC. one from the QMG , and one from Comd
Log Supt I. Each VIP also had their inevitable Cling-on intent on
enjoy ing a day out of the office. Drumcree 1998 on the whole wa a little
bit of a let down compared to previous year . This was due to the
Orangemen being stopped from marching down the Garvachy Road . Thi
did not , however, top some of the Rover Gp members performing their
own little joys to bri ghten up our day . For example, forgetting the FRG,
forgetting to put on body armour, and totally mis ing the friendly local lad
throwing a brick at the Rover. ames cannot be mentioned, only tho e
involved know who they are. There was a change of crew halfway through
the deployment a the RSM did hi. handover to WOl Cheslett ru1d LCpl
'Dogsy' Barker went off on his Clas .I to be replaced by C pl Charlie
Henson .
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Calling all ex members of the Squadron both
young and old. erving or retired.
The Squadron is presently in the proce
of creating and placing an order for a
Squadron Tie.
We are extending an invitation to the
aforementioned to take thi opportunity to
place an order with the Squadron for a Tie .

Salutations:
WOl (RSM) Cheslett, W02 (YofS) Walesby, SSgt J Seymour, Sgt
Bailey, Cpl Henson, LCpl Gaz Jennings , and Sig 'Chocoholic' Emma
Jones from the factory.
DRUMCREE 1998
All of the necessary Syscon/Commcen personnel needed for the
Drumcree period, moved up to Portadown to live in the trusty twelve by
twelve for the duration of the conflicts. We slept on Camcot · and
improv ised waterproofin g to keep kit dry and made conditions as
comfortable as pos ible. Working hours were broken down into three
shifts of eight hours, that were interrupted by stagg ing on for the MOD
Plod who were unable to travel to work for the duration. The boredom
factor was alleviated by dail y PT sessions, u. uall y by LCpl ' Lester·
Richardson or Sig Tony Adam . These u uall y took the fo rm of a run or
ton-ups, fo llowed by a team sport (football or basketbaJ l). Becau e of the
nil washing fac ilities Sgt Sam Parke or Lt Ivan Bates offered their for
the taking. The ni ght rations also improved during the period , which

nUlS AND COHDfJlOHS! £100 OlSCOUNf OH THl '

Additionally Squadron plaque are al o
available for purcha e
For further information contact the SSM on
01980 672618 or Bulford Mil 732 Ex t 261 ,
alternatively contact the Sqn 2IC on
01980 67261 7 or Bulford Mil 732 Et 261 7 .
The Rover Group with the Commander and Chief of Staff
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1aj M . J. Perry MBE
WOl (R M) Fisher l\IBE
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IT TROOP - by Pte · Ronnie' Barker RL
Tp Comd
W02 Hair RLC
ince the la c is ue the Troop ha seen a few coming and goings .
Welcome to the new 1TWO W02 Hair and Sgt ·scan· Stanley the new
l\!T ergeant, congratulations to both a tl1ey arrived on promotion . We all
hope that you enjoy your tour with Inf Bde in sunny Londonderry. Also
wel ome- go to LCpl Frank Howarth and P te Gar Moran . It i always
. ad to say farewell, but we wi h C pl 'Robbo' Roberts who has been
po ted to 157 Tpt Sqn (TA) in We!t Brom' ich as a PS I and LCpl Si
Burke who i' off to 2GS in Gutersloh. all the be t in their new po ting .
!so a special farewell to the old MTWO, W02 'Cm h' Kemp who has
been po ted to 'Sipper City' at Li burn taking the po, ition of Master
Driver. The MT has been fairly quiet. enabling personnel to get away on
much needed and well deserved leave. Some members of the Troop have
also been away on trade and promotion courses (which mean more
money, which i nice!)
The Troop ent some of our ' tar footballers to the Charity six-a- ide
football competition run by 39 lnf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. Our participation
boo ted their takings, but due to C pl ' Butterfingers' R a bbage and Cpl
·Robbo' Rober ts being unable to drag them elve out of tl1eir bed ,
becau e of Operational Commitment (?) we adly did not win. A good
da) was had by all that attended. e pecially Sig Kev Bar r and Pte Steve
Collin who managed to consume an entire teams wonh of alcohol
(obviou ly between games). Congratulations to my elf the ·good looking
bloke in MT and Pte Tm not an alcoholic' Collins for pa ing our
Category D Licence (Coach) test.

SU
Y Londonderry. I was delivered to the qn compound and this is
when I first encountered ig 'Ten Bellies' Law who was kind enough to
how me the way to my accommodation. After sorting out some personal
admin (it was a long journey) I came across LCpl 'Toe Jam ' Bond or
'Moro· to hi friends. He showed me around ending the tour in the den of
iniquity otherwi e known a the Waterside Club, where I was introduced
to a few members of Comms Tp.
Monday morning arrived and the fir t day at work with not a 463 in
ight (pure heaven) . I was put to work in Syscon under the watchful eyes
of LCpl ' Baldy· Carr. A few days later the Syscon Supervisor Cpl
'Blondes have all the fun" Marriot returned from leave and introduced
himself with the opening lines of ' put on some sports kit , by the way thi s is
for fatigue as you are on the Waterside Committee!·
Well l have now been here for four week , it eems a very ' ocial · place
and I am sure that I will enjoy my tay. watch out for the next instalment.

ORTHERN IRELAND lNTER UNIT HOCKEY COMPETITIO
by Sgt ' Mouse· Lever
On a lazy, hazy Friday in June a minibu full of finely tuned sportsmen
oi:them Ireland Inter Unit Hockey
and women left here for the
Championship . After many weeks (well two or three) of training we were
ready and confident of giving a good account of ourselves. After setting up
in the beer tent and getting over the hock of playing on a pitch with
markings , goals and no need for a machete we got on with the hockey side
of thing . Our confidence was boosted by managing to lose the fir t match
at the final whi tie but taking the points becau e the opposition did not
have the required two female outfield player . For once we actually had
enough female players to allow substitution to take place allowing
everyone on the team to have a rest at some stage in the day. After a hard
fought and wet day ( urpri ed?) of hockey the final ball wa truck, the
final whi tie was blown and the results were calculated ........ .
We had managed to beat two of the major units in our league and were
within a respectable number of point of the winners. hurrah! Not bad for
a scratch team who had had never actually played together before. Watch
out next year. we may well have a proper pitch to train on by then.

Q AR TER MASTER
Tp Comd
W 0 2 Riggings
It has been a quiet time due to periods of increased ten ion and
re tricted leave with not a great deal to talk about, but here goes.
Congratulation to C pl 'Snakeman' Duncan R Sigs and C pl E ddie 'Lets
put up a golf net' Porter RLC for coming off their boards.
Congratulations mu t go lo the following for coming off the Cpl's Board,
LC pl J ase 'Pam 21' Steen RLC and LC pl ·Percy's son' Harvey RLC.
Well done to gt Bromley RLC who received his LSGC for 15 year of
not getting caught and a well deserved pat on the back for coming second
in the Inter Troop Cross Country Competition.
A warm welcome goe to LCpl ·11's a V6' Harvey and his family from
Bicester. Also it goes to C pl Dave 'Bde Reject' Tro up AGCSPS and Pte
'no nickname yet' Morris from 23 Pnr Regt. Finally a few tearful
goodbyes. Sgt Andy 'Ask me where I'm going' Bromley RLC (Canada
for two years) and LCpl 'Spurs will clean up this season· F irth who is off
to sunny 7 Sig Regt.
CO MM
TpComd
TpSgt

I CATI01

TROOP
gt Laffey
Sgt Corcoran

"1Y FIR T IM PRES 'ION
b} ig Dowson
I arrived on a beautiful Saturday afternoon with not a rain cloud in sight
(I "'ish). In a very scenic port I waited and waited and yes waited ome
more for someone to meet me. At last we were off and after what seemed
ltke a life-time lthere were hoards of tractors on the road) we arrived in
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Tp Comd
Lt Stewa r t
SSgt Anderson
BTLO
It has been another bu y month in the dizzy heights of TM Tp. The
local have had their annual marche and we have been kept on our toes
with long hours and extra tasking . Even although we have been stretched
operationally we have had time to show the rest of the Squadron our
sponing prowess. The Troop has been succe ful in winning both the
Inter-Troop BFT Competition and ubsequently the Inter-Troop Cros
Country Competition. We are also glad to say that we HAMMERED MT
Troop 7 - 2 in the latest football fixture (Well done lads) .
There have been a lot of posting. in and out of the Troop. Firstly we
want to say goodbye to C pl 'I'm getting fat ' C r ossman who i off to yet
another wet windswept place LO sneak around the undergrowth and wear
black tape over his eyes . Farewell also to C pl 'Internal plumbing'
McBr ide and Sig 'Biscuits' Brown. Now the Hellos , to LC pl Richards,
LC pl ' Stoggy ' Stojanovic and S igs 'I don't eat much· Collins and
G r aham 'Lets get naked' L afferty. Congratu lations go to Sgt Craig on
getting married thi month . The next month or o i another busy period
for us with more marches on the way.
CHILDREN'S FU DAY AT LO DONDE RRY
On 15 July seven members of 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn went along to
the local sports club's Annual Open Day to set up and run a chi ldren's fun
obstacle course. The day was blessed with great unny weather and a total
of 47 chi ldren of all ages were put through thei r paces on the obstacle
course. Helmets were worn for safety and boxing glove. were worn for
added fun. The object of the course was to get around in the q uickest
possible time for your age group carry ing a footba ll. Competition for the
prizes was strong. The theme of the day was fun and the beami ng faces
and laughter from all the children clearly howed what a good time they
had.
LCpl Angie Dunn awarded the prizes to the c hildren and afterwards
Sig Roy Palmer put on a magnificent clown display arou nd the obstacle
course, much to the children's amusement. He sadly did not qua li fy for the
fun niest effort prize as he was too o ld to present a 'kiddies' McDonalds
Meal voucher at the Big Mac counte r! Team members included SSgt John
Hughes, L C pl Stu F irth, LC pl Rob C ruic kshanks, L C pl Angie Dunn,
Sig Roy Palmer, Sig Dave Healey and Sig Carl Stephenson .
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LCpls Stu Firth and Rob Cruickshanks giving encouragement
on the bench obstacle

40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

FAREWELLS A ' D WELCOMES
Farewell to Sgt Jim ·Short Stay' Skimins and family, we hope that
being a YofS i all it made out to be! Welcome back to Sgt ' Now
su b tantive' Cocoran from hi Sgt' course. Welcome to Sgt Johns who
will hopefully stay a bit longer than Sgt Skimins.

TM TROOP - By ig Healy

MTWO W02 Kemp and t he RS M at his leaving do

Sig Roy Palmer restraining children at the start of the course

co
RSM

Lt Col N. C . Beacom TD
WOI (RSM) J. S. Black

ARRIVALS
Welcome to SSgt Watson arriving from AFCO work in the North-East
to take over as SPSI of 85 Sig Sqn, Sgt Welch who will be taking over as
MT Sgt , Sgt Reid who is the new Support Squadron PSI and LCpl
Goodwin who has taken over a Tech Storeman in the LAD.
DEPARTURES
Farewell to Sgt 'Ned' Kelly who has left u for 280 Sig Sqn . Good luck.
Al o LCpl Paul Dearden who has left the Army, good luck in your new
career.
85 (ULSTER ) SIG AL SQ UADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj C .R. Sutherla nd R Signals (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Brot herston
EXERCISE WALTZING MATILDA - 26 J UNE-2 JULY 1998
Thi Exercise was the 107 (Ulster) Brigade battlefield tour 1998. lt was
de igned to promote and improve the understanding of how conflict are
resolved, by reaching into the past and drawing on history to provide the
factual evidence needed to properly under tand the problems of modem
warfare. The cast, elected with great care and attention to age and rank,
consi ted of the following from 85 (Ulster) Sig Sqn: Maj R ay K inkead ,
SSgts P hil Atherton , Lynda W hitley, Steve Dela ney and Gary Shaw.
There were others nominated to attend, but due to variou rea, on like,
'I've now got a job' , and ' I've got an urgent appointment at the pa sport
office' couldn't get away from the tranquillity of onhem Ireland.
We were told t11at it wou ld be an early tart. but had not quite counted
on being at HQ 107 Bde at 0615 hours. There we joined the other
members of the group and boarded the luxury coache for the journey.
which was long and bori ng, but lightened by the careful study of the notes
(thoughtful ly provided by COS 107 Bde). The e included Staff Officer
Handbook and the TAM. It was at thi point that it was discovered that
Maj R ay K inkead 's TAM had contents like 'care of the Longbow· and
that it wa somewhat out of date, like SSgt Phil Atherton 's, which it wa
reported had instructions li ke 'always keep your powder dry, your ramrod
. lfll:ig_ht and your balls in a uitable bag'! It i true that these two
1nd1vtdual are somewhat o lder than the remainder of the party. but could
count around 70 year mi li tary experience be tween the m, whereas the
other three could barely count 70 years of age! (This wa ably
demon trnted later at the pany phase, when the oldie tried to keep up with
the stripling youths.)
Hav ing arrived in Caen, and being suitably accommodated in tudent
type billet . we were allowed a little rest time and then into it with a
vengeance. Our firs t study was of tl1e ormandy landi ngs, and the
sub equent battle to obtain a decent bridgehead, follow ing the route taken
by the 2nd Battali on The Royal UI tcr Rifles. This wa an extremely
interesting and detailed brief, the sheer scale of the operation it elf was
daunting, but even at the level of a ingle battalion it was quite an
OP_Cration . Indeed we were very fo rtunate in havi ng two members of the
ongma l Battal ion along witl1 us, to g ive a unique in ight into the actions .
an.d perhaps more importantly, the feeling of the me n a they set out on
th is great venture.
After th is we went back to our billets for a brief on the TEWT we were
to conduct on the ame battle using modern weaponry, to be deli vered the
follow mg day. '2 up and bags of moke' was in thi ca e not the required
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answer! 2030 hours. enough tudy. time to recce Caen and see what the
local night-life was all about. Only one place for decent folk to head for.
the 'Irish Pub ', it wa also about the only place open, except for another
' Irish Pub· 800m away. lt should be remembered that the tripling youths
were determined to make an impact of some sort, and this they did in true
style. Soon the whole pub was involved in what appeared to be a poons
mu ical, and the drink, even at £3.50 a pint, flowed like a river to the point
that no pain was endured, even by Steve Dela ney (remember you are in
the top bunk next time Steve). Lynda seemed to be quite unfazed by all
this the next day. although Gar y was heard to complain about bruising on
hi knee , until it was pointed out that this was the impact area on which
his marathon spoons effort wa directed. R ay meanwhile looked like he
had been fired from the barrel of a large gun. Another good night out.
This of course really helped to direct our efforts toward the TEWT that
followed a really superb barbecue luncheon and a few bottles of the local
produce. Plans became totally fluid and free flowing . A plan that could
work was eventually hammered out. We then walked the ground. and
found that reality impo es different con traints and that our plan would
work, but only with more troops/ armour/ air support/ artillery. After a
vi it to Pega u Bridge to secure the left flank . it wa back to the billets to
pack and be ready to move by 0815 hours. ight-life, well there wa n't
really much choice. Caen, or an early night. ot a hard decision!

' Pe gasus Bridg e - S ecuri ng t h e left flank'
Front row (L-R ): SSgts Lynda Whit ley and S teve Delaney,
Maj Robe rt Ke lly, SSgt Ph il At h erton.
Back Row (L- R): Maj Ra y Kinkead, SSgt Gary Shaw,
Col Ian Henders on (DCO M D)
Op Totalize wa taken at a smart canter. and b) 1600 hours we wen: on
our way to rras and what. for us. is a part of the idenuty ofUlstem1en and
women everywhere. The omme . Having never been there before. it came
as a shock; green field , gent ly rolling countryside. mall wood,. ri\crs
and stream ' meanderi ng in the valley · , interspaced with horrific fl!gularit)'
by beautifully tended cmeterie . Each cemetery containing the graves ot
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all the unit! im·oiv din the vnriou ' battle , and de1siling thousand ' of the
fallen. or in mnn) ca. e. just a imple . tatement. ' Known only un10 God' .
The tour covered ,eyernl of the more important battle in the area. uch as
Beaumont Hnmel. Delville Wood and of course. Thiepval.

'The Thiepval Memorial'
When we vi ited the huge memorial monument at Thiepval for the
annual Briti h and French service of Remembrance, ii proved to be a very
emotional visit. o one could fail to be moved by the 73,363 names of
tho e who have no final resting-place. However, this wa but a part of the
reason we were there. Of particular importance to us was the UI ter Tower,
which commemorat the part in that great battle in which the 36th Ulster
Division had uch an important role. with rhe loss of 5000 live on the first
day alone. It was reported thal not a fam i.ly in Ulster remained untouched
by orrow on that day. Fittingly thi was the end of the battlefield tour, and
o it was back to the coaches for the fran tic da h to Calais and a long
leeples night and day back to Ballymena. The trip wa excellent, well
organised, directed and executed, and our thanks must go to those
re ponsible for it, e pecially the COS, Maj Steve Felton .
EXERCI E ABLE CONDOR
The 40 Sig Regt contingent (Capt Dominic Sharkey, WOl (FofS)
Phil Cooper and W02 (YofS) Pete Goodliff} deployed on Ex Able
Condor in mid June to join I l Sig Bde Main HQ for their annual Brigade
FrX. We took the ferry to Liverpool from where we would make our way
to 11 ig Bde. However, we were tranded at sea by the outgoing tide and
did not disembark until 1100 hour . On phoning Brigade to let them know
we would meet them at Hull, we were told that we were actua.lly not on the
manife t anyway, and by the way what vehicle did we have. This was the
start of a long journey to Germany and naturally we were full of
enthusiasm after that!

On ruTiva l at Lcuth two days later the weather was gloriou . and as only
the Regimental echelon were set up we had a quiet day. The next day the
heavens opened and threatened to flood us out of our tems. This set the
scene for mo t of the remainder of the Excrci e . As the Regiments began
to roll in and replen, the Exercise Look on a new life and Bde Main was
soon on the move. You could pot u with the White Defender in the
middle of the packet! The Exercise play itself was interesting , hard work
and infuriating all at the ame time. It had it lighter moment when GOC
5 Div arrived for hi s briefing five minute· after a truckload of pig were
released around Bde Main. and again when the COS went out for a recce
and commandeered a Radio Relay that had been carelessly left near our
location. The R & R phase took place from Ayrshire Barracks , some of the
best accommodation we have u ed . Moenchengladbach wa the venue for
the fir t po t-exercise pub-crawl, although we managed to find the one
night when everything shuts! We till managed to have a few drink and
put the world to right and we bumped into the SCRA manager in one of
the bar : we think thi is where he ran his op cell. Its just as well the route
was tac signed to the block in Ayrshire BaJTacks or we may never have got
back!
The route back to UK was a long as the way out. After a convoy move
LO Vlissingen, we tried to sleep in a very well lit warehouse, with two other
Regiments only to be rudely awakened by the RSM of 34 Sig Regt (V)
playing hi Pipe . We then moved to Rotterdam to wait in the passenger
terminal for about ix hour . Then we had to uffer two overnight
cro sings and another day waiting in pas enger terminals to get back to
Belfast. In Liverpool we were even told to come back six hour later, so
we went to the Beatie museum on the waterfron1. and got completely
ripped off. The Exercise was interesting from our poim of view, at Bde
Main in tead of Regt SEP, or CP 40. Capt Jim ykes bark is wor e than
hi bite: the EP crew did have a con iderable experience of both
Ptarmigan and Euromux de pite what some of the player thought ; the
Brigade YofS did have the worst communications day in his career. But...
at least we a.II laughed about it afterward !

The Subalterns whilst still able to seem sober

Endex on Ex Able Condor
40 Sig Regt (V) contingent at Napier Barracks, Dortmund

l-R: W01 (FofS) Cooper, W02 (YofS) Goodliff, Capt Sh arkey

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO
Lt Col E. M, Flint
RSM
WOl (RSM) M.A. chofield
The Regiment ha busied itself during June, July and August with its
preparations for a return to Bosnia and the Falkland Islands in the Autumn.
A~ everyone tried to cram in all their ATD training during a four-week
period, Lo the con ternation and horror of the Training Wing , time wa still
found to add a bit of enjoyment into the calendar. The Station Summer
Fayre was a great succes , and fortunately the weather remained fine, and
allowed rivalrie to be fought out in the Tug-of-War with much hilarity to
be had at the expense of the ' Its a Knockout' teams. The Regiment hosted
the Morris,on Cup in the Jahn Stadium in Herford and a more closely
fought contest, between the gladiators of the Roya.I Signals in Germany,
had probably not been seen for a while. An adventure traini ng expedition
went off to trek through the Drakensberg Mountain of South Africa (a
report of which is printed in this edition of 'The Wire') and surpri si ngly
didn't get lo t and all came back afely (although some notably rather later
than others). And lastly but not least RSIT came and went - Hurrah!

REGl'\1E. T L DIN ER
The Officers'
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IGHT - 27 MAY 1998
1ess was the venue for the CO's introduction to the

The SOinC pays the bill for the dinner under the close scrutiny
of the CO Lt Col Ted Flint, the PMC Maj Neil Fraser
and the Mess Manager W02 (SSM) Sampson

Regiment, by means of a Regimental Dinner ight, and provided the
opportunity for all the Regiment's Officers to bid a sad farewell to the
SOinC Brig Nigel Wood ADC . Our ranks swelled by guest from both
the Divisional Headquarters and from the Brigade Signal Squadrons the
night boded well right from the start . Pre-Dinner drinks, accompanied by
the usual chaos of photographs in the Me s Gardens, merely paved the
way for a superb meal amongst excellent company. Capt Sue Barnard
and Lt Simon Coeshott, departing to 4 Bde Sig Sqn and ATR
Bassingbourn respectively, were suitably embarrassed by talk of their own
mi -deeds and cock-up in the CO's farewell speech that was to see them
off the premises. The after dinner games then really sorted the men out
from the boys. An o lder generation (who shall not be named) was shamed
on the clay pigeon laser shooting tand whi lst differences were seuled on
the greasy pole pillow fighting . The 'armour' saw off weak cha ll enges
from the 'wheelie ',and 'bleeps' appropriately thrashed ' Div staff'. The
climax came as the SOinC's champion 2Lt Karl Jeeves fought the CO's
volunteer Maj eil Fraser in a clash of the titans! Unfort unately despite
having the PMC (who is also his OC and CR writer) over a number of
times Karl .Jeeves lacked the back bone to make a fair fight of the matter
and took a dive - to a variety of cat calls all unprintable.
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211 SIG AL SQUADRO
COMMA D TROOP
Following a very succe sful RSIT in pection in mid-June, Command
Troop ha embarked on a hectic Troop-bonding programme. Several gettogether. and leaving do' have been magnificently organised by Bdr
Daryll Hoey and have been appreciated by all. In culmination most of
the Troop auended a one-week parachuting course al Bad Lippe pringe.
ot present were: Sig Tim Sluman. who managed to hatter hi leg and
ankle whil ton the range to fire hi APWT! Sig Tina Hignett who due to
the vagaries of British Rail found herself abandoned and AWOL in
Folkestone ( tag on Tina). ig Dave Kirby was involved in a car crash
on the Route 2 and ended up in a neck brace . At the ame time LCpl [an
Pike managed to knacker his knee and LCpl Zoey Holloway did her
back in . Sig Stu Codack volunteered to do the Troops duties for that
week ( cared of heights) . But eventually we did manage to get there
although Sig ' Dangerous ' Maccormack did try to come out in ympathy
with the malingerers by almost killing himself after diving head-first out
of the aircraft. The staff grounded him for being a bit too keen on exiting
the aircraft. Meanwhile Sig Jess Limbert was voted ' hardest bloke in
the Troop ' for frightening five baby Paras who were doing another
course.
Best wishes from the Troop go out to LCpl Zoe Holloway who married
LCpl Ben Gallimore on I August. he is hoping to follow Ben to J in
due course. Sig Sarah Witney married LCpl 'Scotty' Scott of 30 Sigs
al, o on I Augu t and he wi ll be joining him in April. Meanwhile,
congratulations to LCpl Ian Wilson and his wife Vicky on the arrival of
their daughter Jessica . Cpl Gaz Chapman and gt Andy Minorczyk
have both successfully ome off the board . Andy join u with his extra
tape while Gaz goes to be Rear Link Sgt at Thorney Island. Finally, to all
past and pre em members of Comd Troop, once again the Troop cea e to
be because of a Bosnia Tour. To all of you who will be back in March 1999
to once again pander to the Div Staff on Exerci c - enjoy, and keep
smiling!
COMMU ICATIONS TROOP
After the Troop put maximum effort into RSIT prep, ration, which
earned them good results, it wa time for a Troop Families' Day with a
bouncy castle for the kids and a barbecue. Despite the food resembling
coal. the afternoon wa, a great succcs, and it wa a shame to have to say a
sad farewell to , evcra l member. of the Troop including gt Rob Eden ,
Cpl ·waggy' Wagstaff, Cpl ' Paddy ' McLaughlin and LCpl ·windy'
Millar. There was also a warn1 welcome for Sig Keenan and hi family.
Congratulations were al o in store for the now Sgt Wag taff and Sgt
McLaughlin who were selected for promotion and are soon to wear their
extra tape. As oon as R IT was o er the Troop began preparation for
Bo nia with vehicles going into torage and deployment I.i~~ chanJ?i~g at a
daily rate. Now most members are on either Trade & M1htury trn1111ng or
leave running up to the deployment in October 1998.
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208 SIG AL SQ ADRO '
Having completed the Exercise Season and bluffed ou r wa) to a
rea~o n ab l e RSIT the bulk o t the Squadron ( re in for~ed fro m 2 11 and 2 12)
have been preparing for deploy ment to JCU fl in Augu't. In additio n
several personnel have just started the train ing proccs' for Bo,nia. There
has been a huge turnover of personnel and so wdcomcs , farew ells and
congratulatio ns go out to:
Leaving Jaguar Troop are Lt Paul ewson who headed off to 14 Sig
Regt in deepest Wales and Sig ' Big Jim' OMahoney . Lea\ing Puma arc
LCpl ' Scotty' Scott and Kay who are off to York . Leaving/left SHQ S 'gt
Bob quires also to 14 S ig Regt on promotion , Cpl Claire Howa1·d. Sigs
ColJins and Lafferty. Cpl Gaz ' the pest ' Stokoe heads off to Ireland and
will be mi ssed a lot (maml y by certain eMablishments). Welcome to LCpl
'Smudge' Smith in the powe r section and LCpl ·Fat Mat· Leeds, abo to
SSgt Bruce into the SHQ Tp chair, Capt :\fark Purves a\ Sqn 21C and
2Lt Michelle Hanlon who will run the Rear Troop. A belated hello goes
to SSgt (FofS) Ross . Maj Julian Bunce arrive, for a week to take-over
from Maj eil Fraser (who has finally had the last of his leaving
functions !) before heading outh. The OC is off to learn about computer'
and to have a doctrine chip implanted - both scary thoughts!
Congratulations to LCpl Gower who passed his Special Comms cour e,
to the cle rks (Cpl Clarke and Pte Eddie Edwards) who have both been
elected for promotion and to W02 (SSM) Al Balsdon who. on return
from JCUFI. will go to 15 Sig Regt as RSM.
SSgt (FofS) Ro s has made a big impression amongst the techs, after
RSIT he dec ided on a night out. He impre sed us all, not only for knowing
the intricate detail of Ptarmigan but hi outstanding knowledge of
drinking game with the help of LCpl 'Fat Mat ' Leeds.
We saw a
different ide of the FofS that night, he couldn't ec anything. An excellent
night out.
The 'It a Knockout· competition in June was comfortably won by SHQ
Tp .... well the fancy dres part we came last overall. Well done to the 208
learn who won the Tug-of-War following on from our success at the
Morrison Cup. Thank to Dionne Innes and Sgt 'lac McBride for the
co tumes and Fiona Long for the tiger facepainting! 23rd July wa. the
SHQ Tp Barbecue, not much time for prep but a brilliant afternoon
organised by Sgt Kev Innes and his team of LCpl 'Dez' Hill . ·sunny·
Hardy and Sig · ipper' herlock . The bouncy castle was a hit with Sig
'Troll' Fisher while the rest of the kids had to sit and watch. However by
1he time we kicked off every cloud in Germany had assembled over our
head , we battled again t the rain and had a great afternoon. Thank to Liz
who must have nothing left in her expense store now!
The Squadron Summer Ball on 8 July was excellent. organised by S gt
(YofS) ·Geordje · Bartlett who handed out free green drink at the door.
spurring on the second vi it from the CDT team in a week no doubt! It was
a fantastic night and Sig 'Dangerou ' foreys rendition of ·Wonder Wall'
will stay with us forever.
Puma Tp enjoyed a day out at Fort Fun. with Lt Karl Jeeves leading
from the front on the kamikaze mi sion down any bob leigh run he could
illegally open. With Sig F isher making the ultimate acrifice and ending
up at the local Krnnkenhaus after mistim ing hi velocity and angle in his
effort to get to the front of the queue for the bar at the bottom of the slope.
Sig ' Lofty· Lofthouse, not the Troop athlete, lost several pounds in hi bid
to tell everyone of the incident. Thank to Herforder breweries for a fine
visit and to Sig I ·Dodgy' Donaldson for getting the trip for free.

REAR TROOP
Rear Tp has now forn1ed from the remnant of HQ. 71 and 81 and will
be covering task uch as vehicle maintainance, stagging on. doing course
and leeping until everyone gets back. umbers will deplete grndua.lly a
JCUFI, Bosnia and Corsham eat into the manning. When everyone return
we will concentrate on getting ba k a a big team and enjoying the new
quadron Crewroom/Bar (the OC. farewell gift to the quadron which
opened on 29 July) which hould be well broken in by then.
HEADQ ARTERS SQU DRO '
ATHLETICS
o sooner had the Regiment returned from Ex Rhino pear and Lion
Sword than it was time to dust down the running spike ·. dig out the go
faster hort and select a team for the Inter quadron Athletic.
Competition. After a couple of training se sion,, where we relearned hO\\
to: hop - kip - hop again - quick huffie and then leap into the sand pit for
the Triple jump. and to spin furious!) like a Tasmanian Devil in the
Hammer cage only to find that on relea e the hammer shoo1' into the
netting. The final team wm. picked. I cannot ay that we resembled the
Olympian of Sparta but you can ne\·er judge a book b} it cover for on
the 24 April the Squadron team went on to win the Regimental Inter
Squadron Competition.
After a hort break it was time for the lorri ion Cup Athletic.
Competition on the I.+ June. Al ng with the rest of the Royal ignals units
in Germany we fought for honours at the Jahn tadium Herfo1J.
Unfortunately we were one plai.:e hort of winning the competition for the
second year running and were runners up to 230 ig. Sqn of 16 ig Regt.
Congratulation to them. For both compclitions all teams member,
produced excellent result . From the man who wins all his c\'enh to the
man who brings up the rear to collect a single point. C\'er)one is of equal
importance within a team.
However, for those \\hO won events an exlru well done: "02 Smith
Sgt Mitchell . Sgt oupland. LCpl Barker and Bettles and ' ig
Chapple. lso extra credit to S gt l\litchell who ran heah and final for
the 400111 and 400m llurdle ·. He i adamant that he has Ill\\\ retired but
rm . ure we will >ee him running for 7 ig Regt next year!
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THE ' ATIONAL IRON IA CHAMPIONSHIPS
b) W02 (RQM ) mith
In the dark cold day, of winter in Bulford the Army Triathalon
. ociarion Training Camp w in progress . when during a short break in
the training the team manngt>r produced the list of events that the Army
hoped to be repre ·ented in . On thi list was the ational Hal f-lronman
Championship. a mall event of only a 2700m pen water swim . a 90km
(56 mile) cycle ride and a half marathon (to be completed one after the
other). It ounded like fun ?
I was soon to an wer that que Lion when on 18 July there l was treading
" 'ater in the River evern at lronbridge in Shropshire. The starting horn
bla ted and away we went. 35 cold. wet minutes later l emerged from the
\\ater pleased that what I considered the hardest part wru out the way. I
could now look forward to the be t part, the cycle ride , or o I thought. The
cvcle ride wa a two lap undulated loop, with hill that eemed to go on
forever. The great summer that we have all been experiencing this year
al o came into play, a the wi nd was got progre sively tronger and a
u. ual blew against u on the uphill parts. The run. when it came around,
was a three lap flat circuit along the river. Havi ng had a hard cycle the half
marathon looked a pretty daunting task, but as my legs adju ted from the
cycling to running l tarted overtaking other athletes, which gave me the
boo t I needed to complete U1is ection in a respectable time. Overall the
event, as well as being challenging was exceptionally well organised and
lots of fun . l achieved my personal goal of sub S hours and wa pleased to
crack on with the fourth di cipline .... at the bar thi time for a pint.
THEL D
June tarted with the LAD upporting and participating in the Morrison
Cup athletic day. The following week we then faced the annual
TECHEVAL in pection and received a grading of effective plus (the
second highest of the month). ln celebration it wa off to the LAD
AdventureTraining Camp held in the REME Advenrure Training Chalet
in Gunzesried, near Sonthofen in Bavaria. Advenrurou Training has
alway been popular with the REME and a a re ult the chalet i fortunate
to have its own trained in tructors in mountaineering. rock climbing ,
canoe ing and windsurfi ng. T he activities for that week included a two-day
trek , includ ing an overnight stay in a rather quaint youth ho tel that
everyone had to take part in. Climbing on cliffs so sheer tl1at it was
difficult to get a hand hold but luckily we could ab eil down afterwards.

Orienteering, the 1 s said about that one the beuer, and the various water
acti ities uch a · still and white wate r canoeing, windsurfing and waterkiing all of which provided ample oppo rtunity to practice swimming
kills.
One battered minibus later and it wa back to unny Herford , and the
LAD once again formed up wi th the re mnants of ' High Quality ' Squadron
for the Summer Fayre. Ta ks included the manning of stall s, Tug-of-War
team . 'It's a Knockout ' team and the usual re nt a c rowd . But everybody
had a good time. Early July aw us running the Regime ntal Wives Club
Driving Weeke nd . which included the chance to drive a vast array of
military vehicles, including Challenger, DROPS , Wolf LandRover
Bedfords . DAFs and 432s. With a barbecue and only one LandRover
al mo t written off, the weekend came to an extre mely sati fying close . The
reminder of July ha been mainly taken up with ATD training , Bosnia
trade training. the preparati on of ve hicles for Bosnia , the preparation of
vehicles for an ' Out of Use· policy, and lastly preparations for summer
block leave.
212 SIGNAL SQ UADR ON
Once again the Squadron is spread to the four winds as JCUFl form s up
and deploys. and as the Bo nian Squadrons prepare for departure . It was a
rapid transition fro m RSIT to ' Out ofU e' in June and July which aw the
Squadron· vehicles once again put to bed to last out until the next exercise
eason . It eems so recent that they were only just being ducted off ready
for Ex Rhino Spear and Lion Sword - oh that ' because it was ! The
Squadron i now wiU1out any Troop Commanders , Lt Nigel F rancisM cGa nn in BATUS never to rerurn , L t Simon Coe hott to ATR
Bassingbourn , 2Lt Dan berry to Shrivenham and 2Lt Rob F r a ncis to
JCUFI - who will at least come back 10 us if the penguin don ' t get him.
Mo t of the S CO have al o gone and belated farewell to SSgt (FofS)
M ick Cowie , Sgt (YofS) Keith Parsons , SSgt Steve Russell , and Sgt
'Scou e· Simcock. Couple this with the fact that with mo t of the JNCOs
and Signaller having either gone or are going in the very near future to
name a few; C pls Ba iley, Carter , Dunbar , Prior , Wharrior , LCpls
Gough , R eed , Rowe , Scott, WilJiams, and Sigs Griffiths, Hilton , L ister ,
M urray, Lister , Tainton. The Squadron is going to have a very new
character come its reformation in April 1999. A fond farewe ll to all past
members of the Squadron and a warm welcome to all those newly arrived
or soon to come.

m? untain . Afte~ establ_ishing a base camp we had a days scrambli ng and
cl11nbing on Naiset Po int. The return Journey covered the inward rou te in
reverse wh ich seemed unfortunate but in fact offered an entirely new set of
views.
After retu rning fro m the expediti on the group rafted the Kicking Horse
Ri ver with sections of class fou r rapids. A wide selection of acti vities in
Banff saw the group split up to pur. ue individ ual interests on the second
day, such as horse riding and mountain biking . Canada was an excelle nt
choice for an adventure training exercise. It offers a huge variety of
activities especially in the Rocky Mountains. Banff is at the centre of a
huge area of wildernes country and an excelle nt town for a base camp.
The Exercise was a great success achieving what we set out to do and
hav ing a good Lime along the way. Reports of the Regiment 's othe r two
exped itions to Ke nya and South Africa wi ll follow in the next edition.
EXE RC ISE IRON T RIBUTE - NORMANDY 1998
Ex Iron Tribute was the 3 (UK) Di v HQ & Sig Regt invol vement in the
annual commemoration of the 1944 D-Day landings . A party of 30 all
ranks took part and travelled to Caen on the Portsmouth ferry, arriving in
the afte rnoon of Thursday 5 June 1998. The contingent took part in
celebrations at the 3rd Division Memori als at Caen , at La Breche and at
the Cemetery at Hermanville on 6 June. All me mbers of the Signal
Regime n~ contingent we re gene rously invited to aue nd the reception at
Hermanv ille after the parades. The veterans regaled the young sold iers
with tories from 1944, as isted by the odd g lass of 1664. The Party
returned Lo Bul ford on 7 June.

OMAN TROOP
Tp Sgt
S gt Baker
Considering the 'small but perfectly formed' nature of the Troop we
have been very busy, mainly wi th e nsuring the kit i ready to come out of
suspended animation in October. LCpl Ben ' David ' Battey 1s leaving the
troop to join the guardroom as an RP; LCpl Rob Luke has left for six
months at BATUS, with ig Jackson to follow soon. Welcome back to gt
Hamlet and LCpl Homer from Bosnia, a warm welcome to
gt Baker
from the Training Wing and ig Carter from training. Congratulations to
Cpl Al Brown on his ascension to the Sgts' Mess. Finally goodbye to gt
Andy Beel who is posted to Blandford and LCpl ' Bart' Homer who is
posted to 30 Sig Regt.
SHARJAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. J . R. Stead
SSgt
Sgt R . Lan g
The last two months have been a mixed bag for the troop . Lt lead and
ig Anderson deployed on Ex Iron Assinibione to Canada. By all
accounts they had an excellent time and climbed a few hill . July was a
count down to the block leave with a few vehicle inspections thrown in to
re mind us what we are meant to be doing. The Squadron summer camp to
Weymouth in volved about two thirds of the Troop; SSgt ' Davros ' Lang
was in charge of the admin at Wyke Regis. He has subsequently decided to
open his own camp to rival Butlins. A change of command , the departure
of Sig Robbie Irons to Civ Div and the return of Sig ' Granville ' Drake
from Bo nia, have been the only changes . 2Lt Johnson arrived on 20 July
to take over thi s lofty command position from Lt Stead . Having come on
exercise with the Troop during his attachment he is well ver ed in the
Troop's particular requirements and peculiarities.
MASIRAH T ROOP
TpComd
L tA . D.Hawes
SSgt
SSgt A. M. Keen
After having uccessfully completed the exercise season the last few
months have been a mix and match kettle of fi h. A few good men
deployed on Ex Able Condor ' Moment' in order to give 33 Sig Regt (V) a
feel for how the regu lar work . Sig ' Ginge' Davis and LCpl ' how the
devil· Catney tried pushing the boat out on the ferry trip but succe sfully
completed an escape and evas ion phase on board . Cpl ·ii plugs in here·
E ades proved to be the tar of the exercise on the focal natch poi nt on
pol height 309. Most of the troop took pan in the Weymouth Adventure
Training camp. Cpl 'fi hy' Eades and LCpl 'l can float' Cooper pent the
two weeks instructing the sailing for the troop . Even Sgt Emmerson
showed his face at the end of the week . Before a well earned leave the
troop goes air mobile in upport of 24 Bde on Ex Griffins Eye , more
detail to follow ... Welcome to Sig Cornfield and Cpl Hawkins both
shuffled acros troops into the premier trunk node. Farewells to Sig ' I
th ink it '
AAFl break' Firth , and Sig Goodacre both posted to
pennanent civ pop duty.

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
Me mbers of the Regiment march through Hermanville
led by the French dignitaries
One of the lessons learned from the Regiment's last tour in Bosnia, on
Op Resolute, was not Lo to hand over Commanding Officers during an
operational tour. Accordingly Lt Col Graham Leach , handed over as CO
to Lt Col Neil C ouch, in Banja Luka on 18 June 1998.

Lt Col Graham Leach, 'They th ink it's all over.'
Lt Co l Neil Couch, 'It is now.'
3 (U K ) Div HQ & Sig Regt (Rear)

RHQ
21C
AIRS 1

Maj A. A. E well
W02 (SSM) Tarr

EXER I E IRON A INTBOTNE - BANFF NATIO AL PARK,
A .' D
01
LL Andy tead
21C
W02 (QMSO Dave Taylor
E~ Iron A~~iniboine was a level three adventure training exercise that
took place between 9-25 June 1998. The Exercise was conducted in the
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Banff arional Park and Mount Assiniboine Provincial Park , both ituated
in the Rocky Mountain region of Canada. The primary activity was
trekking into the Mount Assiniboine region. Split into three phases,
starting with an acclimatisation period of three one-day walks , a five-day
trek and climbing expedition and finally white water rafting . The Exerci e
was intended to give those participating an introduction to walking and
climbi ng at relatively high altitude in a wildernes environment. Those
achiev ing the required standards were also awarded the Summer Mountain
Proficiency (SMP).
The Canadian Rocky Mountain region to the north of Calgary i a focal
point fo r all types of o utdoor pursuits . In w inte r it is the home of Canada's
premier ski field and over the short . ummer a prime area for trekki ng,
cli mbi ng and mountain biking. T he area is made up of a number of
National Parks covering thousands of square kilometres of wi lderness
country. The two park we used are split, for administrative reasons, a
they lie in differe nt provinces, but they are otherwise identical in their
facilities and landscapes. Banff National Park offered a number of one-day
walks. Mou nt Assinibo ine Provi ncial Park is relati vely remote requiring a
day's walk just to get into the park. Once into the heart the scenery is
spectacul ar with pristi ne wilderness country, clear mountain lakes and
mighty peaks. T he snow was settling at about 2200m and sub equenUy
limited some of our climbs. Light shower and some heav ier rain was
experienced most days however in general it d isappeared as quickly as it
came .
T he altitude and relative inexperience of certa in members of the group
made the initi al phase of day walks in the Banff area essential. These
steadil y increased in di fficulty, starting with a low level I 8km walk along
the Spray Ri ver. The second day began easily with a walk to Sundance
Canyon then a hard climb up to Samson Peak. Final ly, with the build up of
the prev ious two days we made an unsuccess ful atte mpt o n Mt. Rundle,
2930m (9673 ft). The main ai m of the Exercise wa the fi ve-day expedition
into the Mount Assiniboine Provi ncial Park . Follow ing a day of pl anning
and preparation the team deployed early on the morning of IS June 1998.
The route had been chosen by the instructors and was subseq uently
planned in detail by the group as part of their SMP asse ment .
Unfortunately the weather had closed in overnight bringing fres h snow on
the all the peak and pa ses. Deciding it was not sa fe to fo llow the planned
route a reassessme nt saw us enter the park from the west via the Kootaney
National Park . With the aim ftrmly in mind the Learn trekked for two days
into Lake Magog and Mount Assiniboine, Canada's third highest
TH E WI RE, O CTOBE R 1998

222 SI GNAL SQ UADRON
M aj M . Billingham
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) A. C . Campbell
The Squadron have enjoyed a fairly quiet period compared to normal ,
the troops managing to get away for day trips away from work. SHQ Tp
spent a day out at the Bass brewery near Basingstoke. The day started off
at lOOOhrs with transport by coach down to the brewery with Sig ' Herbie'
Hyde kindly volunteeri ng to drive fo r the day.
The Squadron organi ed the Regimental summer camp in Weymouth
during July ; th is inc luded hi llwalki ng on the coastal path , canoeing,
climbing , ailing and mou ntain-bik ing . We welcome to the n·oop SSgt
(YofS) Martin Best fres h from Blandford we hope you and your fan1ily
enjoy your tour here in Bulford . We say goodbye to SSgt (YofS) ' till o
medal Eddie' Yates who was off to Bo nia, but wimped out and i now
going all the way to Regt Op ! T hanks for all your hard work.
ADEN T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt C. P. Crowther
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. B . W. Hogg
The troops latest events kicked off with a q uad bi ki ng event organised
by C pl 'Paz' F arrow . The event took place near Thruxton and proved to
be more challenging than expected . With damp weather and a wet circuit
the races proved inte resting , but with a bottle of bubbly and medal at
stake competition was tough. Team honours fo r the morning went to Cpl
'.A lexi ' Sale and hi team with the bubbly be ing spread among t the troop
m more ways than o ne . The majority of Lime has been spent partaking in a
wide range of events including Ex Arabi an Knights the Squadron 's
mai ntenance exercise and a Sqn range and ATD Trg package organi·ed by
SSgt Brad Hogg . All this wa to be followed by some we ll deserved qn
Adventure Trai ning in Weymouth . T hi s event wa organised by W02
Andy Campbell and SSgt Ray Lang , and proved very popular among t
the troop .
Al. o during thi busy period Lt ' Crazy ' Crowther ha been puuing the
Nij megan Marche tea m through a bu sy programme, fi ni shing with a
weeks pre-event training in Wey mouth alongs ide the , ummer camp . The
troop would like to welcome aboard Sgt Jase Meek all the way from SHQ
Tp. now its time for o me real work ! We wo uld also like to say farewell to
Cpl 'Faz' Farrow , off to Civ Di v. and Sig ' at• Roberts who goes to join
her hubby at I (U K) Di v in Herford . Farewell and good luck to you both .
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LCpl Cooper of Masi rah Troo p keeping SSgt Al Keen in p lace
JCUFT - 257 SIGNAL SQ ADRON
It 's now the beginning of the end of3 Di v members of JCUFI a. ou r six
month tour in these sun-dre nched tropical island draws to a clo e. The, e
last two months have been a bu y period for us on the exerci e fro nt.
Fi rstly a six man team deployed on the Light Infantry' fi nal e erc ise to
provide the comms upport. Ex Purple trike. al o prov ided us with an
o pportu ni ty to test the new flyi ng Rebro or · Portaloo' and apart from a
fi r t night working by head-torches everythi ng ran smoothly. L pl Jim
' Purple sweets are for wi nne rs ' tewart even managed to brush up on his
cla ic by reading hakespeare at night. We had just recovered from this
exerc ise whe n it wa time for the major theatre wide Ex Cape Petrel . The
only problem fo r JCUFI arose.: when ig 'Digger' Watts forgot the
pas ' ord and wa bugged and tagged by a tanding patrol from the Light
1nfantry. He wa only rc lealed after being frog marched to R DCO ·in
order to prove hi identity.
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Jn a fit of m.idnei>s a number of JCUFI per onncl have comp leted two
fairl) major ''alking e.xpedition . fir ·tly from Mt Campito to MPA and
-.e.:ondl) right acro.s \ est Falkland from Mt Byron t~ hag Cove. The e
·enifiuble individual. were: Lt Alex '\ alk on water Fennel. Sgt Pete
· cr.ibblc Demon· Rodriguez. gt Chris ' Helium Bergan· hecsema~ .
pl Ke' · kimbo· Welch. L pl D.J. ' Risk Biff' Corcoran , L pl Berme
·Hair by 1aurice' Lo,·ick, , ig · 'oddy' lade and Sig Thcv 'Wheels o~
k-.:1' arter. The e expediti , :i provided a great chance to ee t11e wilds ol
the islands as well as getting everyone out of the office for a few days.

The detachment on Mt Campito is still with the land of the living after
five month. of each o thers cooking. In the words of Sig 'Taff' Francis , 'I
can't cook', Cpl ean · Richie' Richardson can follow a rec ipe and ig
·somber' Lancaster talks a good di ·h . At least they're still not eating ten
eggs a day each. The re t of RAD~O arc partying hard and the lads
dance to 'you can leave your hat on has to be seen to be believed. These
last few weeks have also een members of RADCO take well deserved
R&R in the
cen ion I lands, the aim of which ha been to get as good a
tan as po , ible before returning to the UK.

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

229 (BER LIN) S IG1 AL SQ ADRO N - SQ ADRO OPS
qn Comd
Maj M. Robinson R A Sigs
I
W02 (SSM) . Bovan
Squadron HQ ha been a place of veritable turmoil for the la t couple of
month . We ay hello to Capt A. J. mith and goodbye to Capt Trudy
RobiRSon . he i on her way to Ci" Div. W02 (SSM) Steve Bovan has
taken on the task of bringing the Squadron to order a W02 (SS 1) Tony
Barrv move on to the Training Wing. Sgt (FofS) John Sutton ha
arrived hence W02 (FofS) F rank Cowa n ha moved on to CIS Tp.
Thank goodne that the OC and Yeoman have tayed put.
The - quadron has been quite bu ·y recently - deploying on Ex A?le
Condor and a Squadron Battlecamp. Ex Able Condor wa a challengmg
Exercise in many respects. foremo t the idea that OSC is onl~ able to move
as>ct if the Dixieman agrees. However. on a more pos1uve _note . ~he
co-operation between the Squadron and the TA a well as ot11er nauonalme
was very enlightening. The Squadron Battlecan1p was great fun for all
concerned. Sqn Op and a couple of Tech played Enemy and were tlle DS
during this Exercise. The amount of sleep we all got was low (except tlle
YofS - who managed tonne ). 0\'erall , the battlecamp appears to have been
·ucce sful witli everyone learning something and enjoying themselves.
CTROOP
Firstly arrival and departures. lt 's a ad farewell to SSgt '_Barry
Sheene· James and hi spanking moped. who moves on promouon to
RQMS (A) in HQ Sqo. gt 'China· Cooper moves up to Euro Disney
(Sqn Ops) as SHQ S1 CO. He i getting better at making the tea and has
recently produced a carily bu y and varied programme for dozens of
cadets - giving them tlie impression that this man 's army is a great place to
be. LCpl Denz 'Old school" Rolph is posted to I 6 Sig Regt - after ~e
recent joint Exerci e he may be seeing more of the German country 1de
tlian he expected! Good luck! Cpl 'Sam' Mc !finn will miss you! The
Troop welcomes Sgt Gaz ·He·s got no hair but we don ' t care· Davies
from the training wing. Sgt Dave ·Grenade' Whitfield from Tac Tp, and
igs Evans. Townsley and Preston straight frnm tlie Dorset fa~tory.
Congrats to LCpl 'Linedog' Hounsell who can now get the round 111 for
his econd tripe.
After being unceremoniously split apa11 for Ex Able Condor, tlle
majority of the Troop was finally reunited for Adventure Training in
Spain. Acti,ities included rock climbing, mountain biking, trek.king in the
Lo Picos de Europas mountain range. kyaking, horse riding and quad
biking. The Picos proved to offer tlle greatc t challenge, with an overnight
top at a ·refugio· - good upside-down bivvy site available, witll rocks as
pillow . However. Lt Taylor lost her credibility as a guide when asked the
question, 'How much further boss?' The reply, ' Ju t round the next
comer' was far too frequent.
The intrepid mountain bikers. with Sgt 'Buzz Lightyear ' Eaves,
excelled themselves at navigation when they found the local nudist beach.
They hung about for a while before heading back to the safety of base
camp. Bravery award of the week went to Sig ' Tapeworm Taff' Phillips,
w)ln never moaned once about the hard scats. Sig 'Tequila or water'
Deven did a tirlingjob for tran atlantic relations. All in all the expedi tion
wa' a great success, with many amusi ng hi ghlights. It was a great relief
(and ~urprise) when all three minibuses and occupants returned safely to
the fold. Battle camp here we come!
W TROOP - EXERCISE ABLE CO DOR
The fiN real exercise for our new Troop QC, 2Lt Andy Wilson, who
was ready and raring to go. After a week with 16 Sig Regt practising
Trunk ode tactical movements though , the troops morale was a bit low,
but a profcs~ional soldiers we all got on with the job. With the main
Exercise not staning for a few days, the Troop went to a hide location in
Haltern that ended up being a more permanent location. The first move to
\1unster went well. which left Sig 'Ruby' Murry and Sig 'Smudge'
• mith alone still in the hide location acting as a radio relay relay. That
night both of us heard thunder flashes in the di tance, and thought nothing
of it. Ten minutes later, a Corporal from 16 Sig Regt knocked on the door
of our vehicle and said, 'Stand to, inform your node command you're
unJcr auack!' Being totally shell-shocked because we had no trunk node
prc<.cnt, we halted him 111 full speech and told him the bad news, TNO 12
had moved I 8hr. earlier!
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Sig' ige ' Rowbottom had a g?Od Exercise falling off ~i radio relay
twice in a matter of minutes Lra1ght mto the mud. Havmg to change
polari ation by himself in the thunder and lightn~ng he managed t.o fall off
again! Going into the second week the orgam auon wa ,get~mg even
better. The node having to move to a barn that wa last recce d six months
previously, we et up camp for the morning in a rasthof platz, very, very,
exciting . Anotlier great Exercise for T 012 , a great effort.
232 SIG AL SQ ADRO
RADIO T ROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Farr ar
Tp Sgt
Sgt Downing
February and March have een a lot of changes to Radio Tp or is it Romeo
Tp? Joining the Troop straight from the Factory are Sig's Schafer, Moffat
and Walker. We have also een the departure of Sig Firth whose intellectual
conversations will be sadly missed and Cpl Steve 'Grandad' Bretherton,
who has finally been put out to pasture at 7 Armd Bde_. The best of luck to
Sgts Tom Moran , Stu Fidler and Oz Faramus on tlleir move to Blandford
and Jong lonely nights ahead on tl1eir YofS cou_rse. Fin.~lly con?Tatulauo? to
LCpl 's Sha tin F ielding, Tommy Woodall, M1ckDevnn, SonJa MacMillan
and Vicky Molyneux on tlleir recent promotions to LCpl.
DELTA T ROOP - by Sig 'Paddy' M cFarland
Tp Comd
Lt Farragher
.
Since being posted into Delta Troop from , GOOD OLD l DfV, hfe ha
never been better. It ha been a hectic time for the Troop with 1 Sig Bde
Opeval on the 28 April which wa omething completely different as mo l
of tlie people had never done harbour drills with vehicle before. ~n tlle
day the Troop acted like robot on auto-pi lot , as in true army fashion we
had practised the whole thing three times in the previou week. Next was
RS!T but before that some lucky members of the Troop went to the UK to
pick up some Tonka Trucks, or six wheeled Air Portable Radio
Relay/SASIMCS , which don ' t go down to well with the Relay Op' as
they don't have 240V Jes said the better. At tlie e nd of May was tlle ln~er
Sqn Tug of War competition which wa only won by 232 Sqn, no surprise
tllere as half the team were from Delta Tp with Sgt Bri Clark as coach .
The team secret was Sig Sean Abbott ' pulling' for the runner up . The
team came third at the Morrison Cup and Sgt Bri C lark being such a
versatile person won the shot putt and came third in the javelin , ~ig
Connie Turner came fourth in the Women's Shot. ow we are lookmg
forward to Ex Able Condor in June with some members going to Milan ,
unfortunately they have to drive there, Ha Ha! Finally we say goodbye to
LCpl's E ddie E dwards, Debbie Hunter, Sig 'Daz' C ulver and Lt
Farragber who's off to college for three years on full pay.
TAC TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Pete Young
Phil MacKenzie

CO GRATULATIO S
To LCpl ' Higgy ' Higgins and Kelly on getting hitched, to Cpl Gary
Middleton on comi ng off the Cpl - Sgts Board. Welcome to Cpl 'Taff'
John, Sig's Flook, R eay, Anderson, Joynson, Sutherland. Welcome
back Sig Dickenson from Uni form Tp. Goodbyeeee to Cpl Morgan 'Tent
Mei ter/Gypsy' Kielty to Civ Div, Cpl Si ' Large ~ l ok~' C:ullen to
Trai ning Wing and finally LC pl Scott West to 3 Div, with Sig Kmg off to
Delta Tp
.
.
GOOD LUCK to all who will be sorely missed. Another frantic penod
for TAC as all the new additions to the Troop earned their tent erectors
badges. Well done to all the lads on Ex Able Condor, an initi ation ~y
blood for some, excellent work on yet more demo 's! Reward for some is
the current Adventurous Training Exerci e to Tencrife for the lucky 10 .
T hoe left behind don't mind covering the PRE' ervic ing, fatigues,
guards etc and of course guarding the bag of morale and Staffs crocodile!
EXERCISE FILLY'S REYE GE - by Cpl Si Cullen
Ex Fi ll y's Revenge was run by the Squadron in o rder to give t~e wives
an in ight into ome aspect of thei r husbands jobs. The exer~ 1 s~ to~k
place over 4/5 July, star1i ng on Leuth Training Area and fimshmg 111
Bradbury Barracks . With the help of gt Al Martin (HQ Sqn), Sgt Rob
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Atherton am! Sig Terry Flook, the girls were introduced to cros country
driving (once we re trieved the landrover from where it was bogged in by
the DS), digging in, Pyro, Compo, Cam cream. and many other delighL'i
including bei ng crashed out at 3 o'clock in the morning . Once back in
camp they were i?troduced to _the Indoor Rifle Range where the standard
of shooting wa hi gh, cons1denng no one had ever shot before, and then to
PT in the gym and finally a comprehensive debrief in the bar.
231 SIGNAL SQUADRO
EXERCISE ABLE CONDOR by Quebec Troop
Tp Sgt
Sgt Loughlin
The Squadron's kills and strengths were stretched to the limit on the
ARRC's first big Exercise of the year Ex Able Condor. The main build of
the ARRC HQ was at Ayrshire Barrack (surprise). Forty-eight hours into
the build zombie like ' lineys' could be spotted still laying cable closely
followed by the ' techs' attaching the subsets. Who says there is no job
satisfactio n in the Signals? Oscar group then went on a shon road trip
before re-establishing at Ayrshire Barracks for the lnterprctability trials.
This pha e incorporated equipment from different regiments and various
nationalitie into the Ptarmigan system providing the opportunity for
exchange of knowledge and kit . ARRC MAIN and ALT were bounced
around BA(G), well Oscar Gp anyway. The new Commander of I Sig
Bdc, Brig Baxter, pushed the Regiment to the limit and almost lost his
tent and kit in the process, tllank you LAD . The Staff Officers arrived for
their part in the big push for victory in the last 36 hours. almost a month
after the initial deployment. The Squadron returned to Barracks witll much
learnt and much which should be forgotten.
Quebec Tp would like to welcome into tlie fold Sigs Fleming.
Harrison, Scott, M urray, Hartigan, Musgrave, Smith, Dowell and
Thomas and say goodbye to Sigs Ware, Parkin, Phillips, icholls,
O'Sullivan and Jones who have all had inter Squadron postings.
EXERCISE OSCAR MORALE by Oscar Troop
Tp Comd
Lt Lloyd
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dunseith
Once again the Troop has had a bu y schedule under the close
supervi ion of Lt 'It's my train set ' Lloyd and SSgt ' Volcano ' Dunseith.
Having survived a long exercise it was time for erious enjoyment. A
cries of days out were organised by Sgt ' Cappo' Carpenter and tlie
Troop. Starting with a vi it to the water activity centre. Some lide were
not meant for ten people at a time and LCpl 'DJ' Lyons' head was not as
solid as it looked.
Next day tlic Troop ventured to Phantasialand where after tlie first ride
Sig ' Spice boy' Wiggins wa glad he had missed his breakfast and Sgt
'Cappo' Carpenter regretted not bringing a wet suit. The grand finale of
the week was a three-day trip to France. After a ociable night helping tlle
French celebrate tlleir qualifying for the World Cup final we travelled
onto Euro-Disney. Sig ' six and half a dozen · C urran amazed everyone
witli his ability to find a bar to ati fy h.i thirst while Sig ' Lardy ' Beel wa
off inve ting hi montlis wages in the burger industry. Thi was a good
conclusion to a well earned break from work.
Goodbye to LCpl McCon e after five years service to the Regi_ment and
LCpl 'Simmo' Simpson and Sig Hilton, who have left u for Unifom1 Tp.
all the best! Welcome LCpl A pplegarth from his ad existence in a
COMCEN, who has finally discovered what coverall are for. Also joining
the Troop is Sig ' Scream ' Townsley who has been voted the cruffie t
soldier in NATO.
EXERCISE CA OPY BACKSTOP by Papa Troop
Tp Comd
2Lt Lowther
Tp SSgt
SSgt Evans
.
The thought of Paragliding in South Wales kept everyone motivated
throughout tlle exerci e but nothing prepared us for the long JOurney from
Krefeld. It would have been very boring had it not been for Sig <;arl ' I
don't get travel sick' Shackleton who kept us amu ed with his tree
hugging and extensive vocabulary. Staying at Cw_n-y-Gollen Camp our
cour e started with lectu.r es, form filling and allocation of para-gliders _and
otlier equipment. We learnt the basics and ~nally the weather cond1t1?n
became suitab le to Oy. The' All Clear ' wa given from our mstrnctor Mike
' Julian Clary' White and we were airborne above tlle valley lope of
Menhyr (abou t 50ft). We all had a few good flights and landed _safely,
apan from LCpl Duncan ' Rachel this .... ' Johnson , who grazed h1 knee
and decided that Paragliding wasn ' t for him.
Over tlle next few day. we progressed to a 250-300ft lope where gt
Steve Tm next, I' m next ' Easter got twice as many flights in as everyone
else. C pl Pete Lund wa the only one to hit a tliennal (lucky) and the only
ca unity was cau ed by Lt Ian ·1 believe I can fly' Lowthe_r a ~e was
caught by a gust of wind as he launched. He landed on top of _Sig Al We) h
chick love me · Berry al mo t decapitating him but lcavmg him mcely gift;
wrapped! Checking out the local nightlife in Abergavenny wru every lad
dream witll a fema le ratio of about 5-1, but Cpl Jeremy 'SAS ' Baxter and
LCpl Timmy ' my mum say I'm not fat' Railey just cou ld not take to liking
the local lasses , or wa it the other way arou nd? A few members ~f ~he
Troop al o tried inging on one of tlle local pubs Karaoke mght - don t give
up the day job Sig Matt 'social hand grenade' Penney and LCpl Railey.
The Troop would like to ay ome ad farewell to long .ervmg Cpl
Ritchie Lees and LCpl ·slim ' Ratley who are both off to 2 Sig Regt, We
wi. h t11em all the best for the future. We have had an influx of people into
the Troop recently that put u into double figure o; welco~1e L pl
He1>worth from 229 Sig Sqn, LCpl ·goaty' Scott from HQ and Sig Gerry
Grant and Sig 'Egg' Mclaughlin both straight from the factory we w1 h
you all well for your time in Papa Tp.
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Sig Steph Rees on her way down
EXERCI E LIMA BACK TOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Thompson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Drewett
Everyone met on Sunday 5 July for the long journey to Bavaria. The
advance party managed to arrive after touring Southern Germany. During
the preparations Sig Jimmy 'No Underpants' Samuel realised he'd
forgotten ome kit and Sig 'Bob' Roberts howed off his football skills
and ended up in the pond whilst heading tlle ball. The fir t day's activitie
consi ted of climbing with Sgt Drewett. or trekking with either FofS
Scott, SSgt Hannah or Sgt Black. The favourite route of the week was
the Seven Peaks (nine hour of hard walking, to heights of J 864m). On tlie
downhill ection ome found it hard to keep their balance and rolled more
than walked . At the end of the day all tlle groups returned to tlle hut for
some well-earned rest. The next day was miserable o T-Shirt and hort
were left behind. The climbers headed off to an indoor climbing wall at
Spo11 park in Waltenhoff. The wall looked easy but proved more difficult
and Sig 'Cliff-hanger' Dinsdale got in ome peculiar position . After
lunch the weather improved o we went to tlle ab eil point where a few
jumps took place before the rain returned again.
We fini hed the trip witll some water skiing where tlle fir t few attempt
were not very succe ful. Sig lusgrave and LCpl Rose still had
problems even using a board that looked like a coffee table. Then it was all
back to the hut for the clean up campaign.
CO'S CUP COMPETITIO - 25 - 27 MAY 1998
The CO's Cup competition wa an Inter-Squadron Competition. held
over 25126/27 May 1998. The co·s Cup i a long standing initiative et up
by a previou CO of7 Sig Regt, back when Larkspur was just a glim in Lh_e
eye of the SOinC. However, due to other commitment It had lapsed until
last year. It was tllen resurrected in 1997 and imp'.?ved upon in I 998 an?
the aim thi year was to bring out leadership quaht1e and encourage flau
in all rank . The Regiment was plit down by Squadrons into team (two
per Squadron) and each team of ten was led by an Officer or S CO from
tlie relevant Squadron. The format of thi year' event compri ed of three
eparate parts a follow :
Ex Bradbury Bombur t: Thi Exerci e began in the Gymnasium on
Sunday 24 May 1998 under cover of a fictitiou Exerci e called
Ferverount Backla h. In reality. it was an attempt to hide the fact that we
were about to Bomburst 25 personnel all over Europe in teams of three.
To collect points (and what do point make?), the crit.eria was that all
teams were to be back in Barrack for the Regimental Barbecue on 27 fay
1998 .
Enterprise Day: thi took place on 26 May 1998 and com~ri e? of a
erie of eioht stands to which all team rotated . Stand were quite diver. e
and rangect°from an RAF Police Skid car, to an EOD wheelbarrO\>.
Potted Sport Day: Exactly what tlle title uggests and compri ed of
ten event . The enthusiasm sho' n and effort applied thrnughout by all.
were second to none. pecial congratulations go to 231 Sig qn who -_von
t11e overall competition and retained the cup for another year. Furn)
placing ' were a follow :
J st - 231 ig Sqn. 426 point
2nd - HQ Sqn, 326 points
3rd - 232 Sig Sqn, 299 points
4th - 229 ig Sqn. 24 point
HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
Team 'A' - by gt 'GaL' Watkins
Capt Jim Boyle ably led the Team fre h from his kmfe. fork and
poons course in UK. We proceeded to ~vork our way a~0t~n~ t~<;
various command tasks. notable ·ucce. es ol the day were: IR Vergll
Verril's inability to drive either straight or afel) in the _ kid car C pl
· immo' Simmon apparent lack of bod) heat. after a qmck dip 111 the
. wimming pool in the morning (he was sull complainmg about the cold
well into the afternoon). Finally our apologies to Pie Keith \la) . the
Squadron Clerk fo r the irreparable dama~e he :;ustained l~ Jm, fi~<"I)
manicured nails. At the en<l of the Enterpnsc Day, the combmcd ctlorh
of the two HQ qn Teams left us in third place. due mnmly to the 'B'
Team dragging us up.
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TM TROOP
Tp C'omd
WOI (FOS) 'Tommy ' Steele
Tp Sgt
Sgt Spence Ord
Departures from the Troop hierarchy are WOl (FolS) Carl Sheede to
sunny Cyprns and SSgt Huw 'Not more time off' Evans repatriated to
Sunnier Wales. The following have been involved in Inter Sqn or Dept
move~ . LCpl 'Compo' Compton, 'Tommo' Thomson, 'Richie' Wilson
and ·Bubba' Murray, Sig Kelly 'TFKAB ' Spittles (The former Tele
Mech known as Baker). Arrivals are the new Tp Comd, WOl (FolS)
'Tommy' Steele and the Sunderland Supporters club, Cpls 'Back in use'
Templeman, 'Mostin' Rodway. Straight from the Factory LCpls
' Woody ' Wood and 'Dan' Hine. Congratulations to the newly promoted
Sgt~ Chris 'l'm glad it's only a attendance course' Kelly and Gaz 'So am
I' Watkins after their RSCC at Blandford.

only popped out for petrol and then drove the team over 200km back to
Krefeld because he thought it wa~ such an 'adventure', the team wen!
undoubtedly going to be hard to beat.

UNIFORM TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FolS) STEELE
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'Rob' Hood
New arrivals in the Troop are: WOl (FOS) 'Tommy' Steele and his
Family, Cpl 'Mat' Clish, Sigs Paula 'Mahogany· Barrett, 'Smudge ldiot'
Smith and Sig Kay Hilton, We do say a fond farewell to SSgt 'Angry'
Angove on promotion and Sig 'Gwar' Hallway to 232 Sig Sqn. They have
arrived just after the busiest time for the Troop, where the RSIT is now
firmly behind us and Cpl ' Digger' Brookes can stop running round like a
headless chicken , we now look forward to the Regimental Block Leave in
August.

Sig Brock · CO's Cup
The Potted Sports Day was strangely being referred to as the 'CO' fun
day'. although it was said that the CO had fun. We started strongly coming
a solid first (out of one) in the opening event, but sadly our performance
began to decline when we came second out of two in the next event. This
trend continued throughout the day, until by the end the Squadron had
achieved the not so notable position of 4th (out of 4). Despite the final
result. pecial congratulations hould be given to LCpl 'Blackie'
Blacklock, for his excellent driving of a landrover and al o Cpl ·Kiwi·
1clnto h for carrying Capt Jim Boyle whil t the rest of the team pulled
the aforementioned vehicle.
Team B'
The ·B' Team compri ed of the following personnel; Capt Bever, Sgt
Kelly, Cpl Paling Cpl Hewitt, Cpl Hayward (REME), LCpl Meaden ,
Sig Brock, Sig Hud on, Sig Wilcock and Cfn Berntbal. All activities on
both the Enterprise Day and the Potted Sports Day were tackled with
enthu iasm and team spirit if not utmost ability and this reflected in a fine
overall team performance. Some notable highlights of the day were; Capt
fartin Bel'er leading from the front until he was 'called away" just
before the commencement of the rope climb. The rowing event which
seemed to cause di may for Cpl Hayward , as he was having great
difficulty staying in his seat (REME obviously don't like being in the 'hot'
seat). On the electronic EOD 'Wheelbarrow' (a remote control, tracked ,
bomb di po al asset) which was an indestructible £80,000 piece of
equipment, ig Brock managed to 'throw a track, (please don't let him
anywhere near tanks). The biggest cheer of the day went to Capt Bever as
he howed his orman Wisdom-like gymnastic skills on the parallel bars a joy to watch. Overall, both days were very tiring, but thorough ly enjoyed
by all, which was borne out by the excellent overall result of rnnners up in
the whole competition.
In April the Regiment had a visit from the Unit ATO OPEVAL Team.
Whilst thi in itself is not a momentous occasion, one did occur. Pictured
below are gt Bob Barker and Sgt Les Robinson on HO\TO of Regimental
Orderly Sergeant. Both were seen in U IFORM on the day, the like of
which will never be seen again. Sgt Bob Barker is awake on thi occasion.
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TEN CLERKS AND A CHEF GO TO BAVARIA
by Pte Keith May
On 5 July 1998, part of the AGC Det of 7 Sig Regt went Adventure
Training in Bavaria. Led by 2Lt Emma Hamilton-Green, we left Krefeld
for the Paderborn Lodge. The group consi ted of W02 'Q' Sleight, Sgt
Heidi Battersby, Cpl Si Moss, Cpl 'Simmo' Simmons, Cpl Terry
C lasper, LCpl ·chappy' Chapman, Pte Anne Bristow, Pte 'Leanne'
Dick and the Chef, Cpl Gordon Stenhouse.
Early on the Monday morning we started walking up the hill next to the
lodge. A few hours later we got to the top and had a chance to take photos
of the surrounding area. Four of us decided to walk back down, while the
re t took the cable car. On the Tuesday 'Simmo', 'Chappy ', Anne,
'Leanne' and myself joined a group of Officer Cadets to go rock climbing.
Suffering from a hangover and vertigo, I was not looking forward to the
experience! 'Simmo· and 'Chappy', both having climbed before, gave me
tips like 'Don't let go,' and Try not to fall off.' The wor t part of the day
was when I was hanging on to the rock face and cou ldn 't reach the next
foothold. It wa at this point that my climbing partner houted up, 'I'll
hold on to you if you fall. Trust me I'm a studentf'
Wednesday was pent hill-walking. On Thursday we all took a cable car
to the top ofa nearby mountain. At the top. in shorts and T- hirts, we had a
snowball fight that Emma lost. Well 10 on to l seemed fair enough to us!
Friday was spent go-karting and sw imming. We only managed two races
as 231 Sig Sqn had booked the centre for the rest of the morning. Winner
of the first race was Terry, with be t crash going to myself. Gordon won
the second race. We travelled back to Krefeld on the Saturday, via n
shopping trip in Munich. We arrived back, tired but having enjoyed the
week and making plans for next year.
CISTROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Cap t (TOT) ' Noddy' Baugh
SSgt Vince Tipple

FAREWELLS AND ARRIVALS
The QC Capt 'Noddy' Bau gh and the old Tp SSgt , Al C hurchward
have left for pastures new in distant JHQ , wit11 Sgt Vince Body on
promotion to SSgt. C pl Col Richardson and LCpl Mick Brown have left
for the UK. New to the Troop are W0 2 (FolS) F r a nk Cowan , SSgt Viu ce
Tipple from 229 and 232 respectively, Cpl J ones, LCpls Wilson ,
T homson, Duddles and Morton, Sigs Borrows, O 'Sulli van and J ones
are all applying to be the new LAN Managers of the Regiment. On May 5
member of the Troop deployed with I (UK) Div on Ex Lion Sword, SSgt
Hurge-M ogg located in 'probably the best Lager in the World'
Sennelager. Sgt ' I don't do Armour ' E lgeni a and C pl Dunnington
detached to 212 Sig Sqn, Cpl Mick 'Where's the TV?' Gr aham and LCpl
'Tommo' T homson were sent to 2 11 (NBC) Sig Sqn. C pl Col
Richardson and Sig Ange O 'Sullivan were detached to Italy during Ex
Able Condor. Sig Ange O 'Sulli van then fell foul of the local Pa ta di she ,
she was admitted to the local Hospital and had her appendix removed.
LCpl Bob Morton was sent kicking and screaming to replace her. We are
now heavily involved in the EIARRCIS trials and hope to raise our head
in time for Ex Arrcade Fusion .
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EXERCISE BRADBURY BOMB BURST 1998
Di patched from Krefeld on a dull Sunday afternoon with the prospect
of four days sleeping rough and going hungry lying before them, twelve
teams from 7 Sig Regt went forth with only their initiative to save them.
Part of the Commanding Officer's Cup 1998 was Ex Bradbury Bomb
Burst, an initiative te t that placed individuals in quite unlikely situation
Cleansed of all cash. armed only with a passport and sleeping bag, the
team were deposited on the outskirts of Cologne with a Ii t of tasks to
complete. The tasks ranged from working with a tripper to interviewing
an MEP whilst surviving the 72 hour Exercise period on only their wits.
The results are testament to the endurance and shear criminal ingenuity of
the Royal Signals soldier. Judge for your elve . Sgt March's merry band,
Team 2, got off to a fantastic start 'blagging' (the Exercise word for,
acquire or persuade) a flight from Cologne to Heathrow, care of the Daily
Mirror newspaper. The tabloid then provided a hire car and journalist to
record their exploit , not bad for a couple of hour's initiative. With
journalist in tow, however. the team's initiative took a change of direction.
Once they had polished off the honesty bar in the Grovesnor Hotel the
team hit the town rather than continue the Ii t of challenge . Stringfellows.
o the team tell me, was fanta tic. Consequently the team cho e to ignore
most of the remaining tasks and from the telephone number acquired and
what the team would not divulge they were glad of the rest when they
arrived back in Germany, after a first class flight I may add.
After a quick visit to Cologne Zoo Team 7, led by Lt ' Beanie' Lloyd,
hitched a lift back to London and pent a very rough night in a lorry
drivers cab before heading into the Smoke. Having blagged their way into
t11e famous ' Raymond Revue Club' the task of working with a stripper was
accomplished with ease by LCpl Baxter and Sig Roberts. After a restful
night in The Ritz , the team et about accomplishing EVERY task
including; appearing on Radio (Capital FM) and TV, taking part in a
Fa hion Show (nice photos). working with a steel band, playing football
with a Monk and a un, appearing on the set of Mi sion Impossible (the
Cafe scene in the Liverpool Street talion), vi iting a distillery (or two),
building a nowman (Blue Peter would have been proud of the cotton
wool. cup from Burger King and white car spray paint) and breakfast with
Mickey and Minnie. After a first class flight to Bru sel , care of Virgin,
and arriving back in Krefeld courtesy of the nicest bloke in ATO. He had

Worki ng w ith a Stri pper
LCpl Barker and Sig 'Quality' Roberts from th e winni ng Team
The Regiment thought that Team 10 led by Lt Young had gone AWOL
since they imposed radio silence, coupled with the fact that they were
spotted wandering aimlessly around their drop off point 30 minutes after
they had been dropped off. The silence was broken on Day Two when the
Regiment received a fax from FinAir requiring substantiation of the
group's credential . The team wa on their way to the Arctic Circle to gain
bonus points for achieving the 'Furthest Point from Bradbury Barracks".
Unquestionably the cloak and dagger team, with no way to gauge where
they were the Exerci e co-ordinators just had to sit and wait for irate phone
call from foreign police chiefs. Random phone calls were forthcoming at
irregular hour from Airlines, Hotel and Restauraat Managers, Bungee
Jump attendants and helicopter pilots. The team did arrive back in camp
first but were only here long enough to leave the Exercise co-ordinator a
note outlining their achievement but, unfortunately, no evidence to
substantiate their claims. The trouble ome trio, unaware that they had
been di qualified. were working on style points; arriving in a AAC
Gazelle from 12 At AAC dres ed in traditional orse co tume, all the way
from Finland. Ye I believe you Peter , not!
So no surpri es that the winners were Team 7, but a pecial mention
must go to C pl Farmer and Team 6 who made it all the way to Calai and
then had to be collected by the Regiment's Welfare Car early on Thursday
morning. Well done for surviving on the crap at the Hover Port but nil
points for initiative. Other team managed to make it to Berlin, Barcelona.
Athen , Milan and all the way to ennelager! With only one arre t and one
hospitali ed the Exercise wa a roaring succe . A for next year. well who
know?

9 SIGNAL REGIMENT (RADIO)
NEW STATION C OMMANDER AT AYIOS NIKOLAOS
On Monday 20 July at 1200 hrs Lt Col Timothy l nshaw handed over
command of 9 Signal Regiment (Radio) and Ayios ikolao Station to Lt
Col John W hitby . Lt Col Inshaw arrived in Ayio ikolao in November
1995. During bi three year he guided the Regiment through a lot of
~hange including two squadrons disbanding back to RAF Digby and the
mtroduction of a new integrated Regimental trn ture earlier this year.
This meam a great deal of hard work, however he still found time to play
Regimenta l hockey and football and his golden touch wi ll be orely
missed on the pitches! Both he and hi wife Sally were staunch upporters
of all Station activitie and their three son all agreed that thi was the best
posting they were ever likely to have.
Lt Col Inshaw wa dined out from both Me es in true Signal style.
Even though the WO ' and Sgt ' Mess meal coincided with a World Cup
England Match , the RSM , WOl (RSM) Duckworth . till managed to fit in
a very intere ting slide how of ome of the CO's mo t memorable moment
(most of which he had hoped were forgotten) and an in pection of the 'Tri
Service Soldier 1998' which reflected the CO's favourite word - jointery!
!he Officer ' Mess surprised the CO with a 'This i your life Stageshow'
mcluding a memorable 'Through the keyhole' video filmed by Capt
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Howard Hughes while the CO wa out of hi hou e and a hilariou · round
of 'Have I got news for your Regiment' . Lt Col In haw finally left the
Regiment with a motorbike e cort while on the back of a wind urfer 1
Lt Col I n haw wa extremely well re pected throughout the tation
and the news that he was being posted on promotion to Colonel reflected
all the hard work and effort he made whil t ·tationed at Ayios ikolao-,.
He start work at MOD at the end of Augu t and the tation wishe' him
and his family all the very be t for their future. His successor. Lt Col
Whitby, ha had an extremely varied career to date and is looking fomard
to the challenges Ayios ikolao has to offer. He is accompanied by hi'
wife, Sarah , two daughters and his son, who are all eager to get fully
involved with life in Cypru .

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF T H E CORPS
BADGE ' JIMMY'? - F IND O UT T
www.royal ignal. .arrny.orgn .uk/museurrv
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After many training e sions the team was complete. They were Capt
'follow me· Pearson, Padre 'we've got God on our side ' Moss W02
'Taff' Thomas, Sgt's Daz 'pathfinde r' Turner, Aide ' no r wo;'t stop
whinging' Davison , Pete 'sex pest' Mills, Cpl Allan 'can I go home now'
uttall, LCpl's Pez ' fingers' Perry, Chris 'smile my dad's here '
Andrews, ndy Ring, Sig Lee 'any cour es going' Cow, and 'Mally'
Metcalf.
Wedne day 20 May the team gathered at the MT. The CO bade us
farewell and wished us good luck and we set off on a two-hour trip to the
airport. Here we were then herded onto a Herc . for a seven-hour night
where the learn had to restrain 'Taff' and Aide from jumping. Once in UK
we c.uled into our accommodation.• kindly supplied by 216 Sig Sqn and
th1.:n followed four more days train111g (one of which was a bank holiday
and abo Sgt Mills' birthday) by the beast master no you can't have time
off Thomas.
The day of the event came quickly, and at 0500 hour 28 May we were
a semb led at the sta11 line. The race started by WOl (RSM) Catchpole
saw all the teams jostling fo r first place, until that dreaded fir t hill. At the
top of the hill a team check wa in order where we found we were missing
two members of the team: (1 am still not whinging) Davison and Daz
·where's Deb ' Turner. We eventually found them; they had attached
them elve to 30 Sig Regt' · Girls Team. Checkpoint I and our support
team Al and Dave handed out the drinks and the bananas and off we went.
Afte1 many miles we eventually reached Checkpoi nt 2, more bananas.

WHEELI G
D DEALING AT THE 1998 DHEKELIA
l\IOTORSHOW
lt was a weekend of glorious unshinc in the Eastern Sovereign Base
rea of Cyprus as crowds enjoyed the mo t professional Dhekelia
Motorshow and Trade Fair to date held on the 13 and 14 or June. It was the
15th Motorshow organised by 9 Sig Regt (Radio) and a far cry from its
humble beginnings in 1984 when there were only 25 cars on di play. This
year the ho~ boa tcd over 110 cars representing 23 models from Alfa
Romeo to VW. For the potential car buyers it was a dream come true as
they could check out all their favourite car and tie the dealers down to
rock bottom prices with plenty of special deals available over the
weekend . Stars of the show were the new Alfa Romeo 156 and the new
Mazda MX-5. both generating a lot of intere. t from the crowd .
Outside the Exhibition Hall potential Mansells were found practising
their driving skills on the Go-Karts from the Mercury Kai1 Club which
almost proved a. popular as the Skating Ramps. There was aJ, o a gladiator
challenge, a bungee run and bouncy ca ·ties. However, for many it just
proved too hot and the lure of the shade with a nice cold drink was a
preferred option e pecially as the BFBS Roadshow Team were there
throughout the event to provide excellent music and a running
commentary on the show. What was really guaranteed Lo the get the crowd
going was the ormandy Band of the Kings Division who were joined by
the Pipe and Drums of the Poachers. They certainly gave the Car Dealers
a hock when they marched through the Exhibition Hall!
For many though the highlight of the Show wa the Raffle Draw made
by M r Blobby . The top prize of the Fiat Punta was driven away by Cpl
feadows from Dhekelia. As he only had four week left on island he was
certainly thankful of the free shipping that came wi th it. Cpl Meadow
wa. not the only winner at the Dhekelia Motor how ; all the proceeds go to
charity and ·o far 9 Sig Regt (Radio) ha raised over£ 120.000 throughout
lhe years since first staging the event. Traditionally the charity money
rai ed is divided between UK ba ed charitie such as: The Royal avy,
Army and Royal Air Force Benevolent Funds. Imperial Cancer Research,
WireJe · for the Blind to name a few; and numerous Cypriot charitie and
project . These Cypriot charities are predominantly located in the Larnaca
and Famagusta districts and have included chi ldren's and old people 's
homes , special need chools, refuge hostels, local hospitals and the
Cypro Anti Cancer Tru t. Special credi t should go to the how's Director,
Capt John M ullender who certainly got the mo t out of his committee
and workforce!

The Team march home
Checkpoint 3 nice scenery but no bananas. The last and final leg saw us
catch up and overtake three teams and then the end was in sight, o a sprint
finish was in order where Aide was brought down and slid over the line.
Well done to the lads who took part and thanks to 216 Para Sig Sqn for a
well-organi ed competi tion. ee you next year.

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

co
RSM

Lt Col I. W. Mackenzie
WOl (RSM) Hardwidge

237 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Maj J. J. Cole
W02 (SSM) Richardson

HEADQUARTERSSQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj Tim Craven
SSM
W02 (SSM) Mark Rouse
BATTLE CAMP
HQ Sqn Battle Camp got off to a bli tering tart, even though the
condition wereclo e to rain forest standards. Motivation was provided in
the form of SSgt 'Taff' Davies. with his army is ue book of phra e , and
dressed to kill in a ' Maggie Thatche r Storm Trooper T-shirt with union
jack boxer hon '. The build-up to the Exerci e phase was quite
informative, everyone learnt something new as well as practi ing old
skills. The morale wa high - the food wa good. The most di appointing
aspect was the Eng land World Cup game. well at least for ome anyway!
The marksman award wa ' hotly' di puled between all Three Sections but
was claimed by the amazing covering fire upplied by l Section ' Sig 'Get
some' Harvie. The Night av proved a little too much for ome, but yet
again I Section was victorious. 'Elite Special Force ' were provided in the
form of 'S trawberry Fire Team,' LCpl 'Ginge' McMahon, LCpl
'pathfinder' Mangan, Sig ' igel Mansell' Chester and ig ' Get some·
Harvie. This was emphasised by their ability to cam and conceal their
glowing hair. There wa a VC for Sig Wise in the final a ault.
lt didn ' t e nd there, upon firing off the remaining ammo , Cpl 'woman·
Rogers made an exceptio nal anti-ainbu h dash into the distance.
EXER CISE DRAGO 'S TALO
Ex Dragon' Talon wa a Regimental deployment aimed at preparing
the Regiment for the ATO OPEVAL later in the year. HQ Sqn was happy
to play about with 'Logi tics' and prove that the Regiment can't survive
without it. Capt Tom Dean wa the leader of the outloading Exerci e
while WOl (FofS) Ball looked after all the technical stuff. The SQMS.
SSgt ' Happy ' Marchament with hi sidekick Cpl ·Tubb ' Anderton did
us proud in Squadron support. Wet yes, but that is what you get in Wales.
Enjoyable? Ask the punter ! lt i good to note that that Capt Bill Brennan
ably passed his motorcycle driv ing te t. a i ted by Cpl 'It 's OK ' Knight
and Sig · ot aga in ' Barker.

Sig Cote pretends to know something about road safety

Lt Col lnshaw surfs out of the Reg iment
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LA YARD TROPHY 1998
Well it came around again; the signal came through from 2 16 Para Sig
Sqn announcing that the Lanyard Trophy would be held in May 1998. The
then SSM HQ Sqn , Tony ' Rambo' Slaney put the wheels in motion to get
a team together with a notice on Pan One Orders and the list of vol unteers
came flooding in (not). After many more notices on orders a team, who
had sworn never to do the Lanyard ever again came forward . Then came
the bad new : our intrepid leader 'Rambo' was leaving on posting to
Bassingbourn, this was the end we thought but no! In came the new SSM
(just a mad as the last one) 'Taff' (Short Stumpy Man) Thoma . So with
a new leader came a new training programme, this was a good time for Sgt
Pete Mills to come up with hi trump card, a course in the UK .
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Cpl Stan Knight and Sig 'Sam Dingle'
show the way to SOS Rider of the 90s, Capt Bill Brennan
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98, 99, 100. Coming ready or not!' LCpl Parsons continues with
his pre LEWT training, while Sig Russell checks for trench foot

50 Member of the Squadron made the long journey to Barry Budden
near Dundee by luxury coach (Thank MT) and arrived rested and
refreshed and ready for two weeks of arduou training. S gt 'Oily·
Campbell had organi ed a week of ranges followed by a platoon level
infantry exercise. Luckily military training wa not allowed to interfere
with the recently sta11ed World Cup. SSgt ·Slave drive?' Campbell \\US
not plea ed with thi · tum of events and had to be appeased with more PT
and variou pronouncements about ' nurturing the morale component of
fighti ng power?' from the Squadron 21C, Capt ick O'Kell). The Range
Package was varied and fa:t paced with all progre · ing from individual
battle skill up to live ection attack.. The e ercise wa · equall)
memorable, thank mainly to the weather and the mosquitoes. At lea..,t
pouring rain stopped the bug from flying. The enemy, a motley crew of
Renai sance Viking led by a my. terious General is ·imo, had a number of
early ucces e before being de rroyed in a pectacular dawn attack that
went in ·oon after midnight. Highlights of both weeh included Sig Giles
Drury trying to retrade to Telly Tech repair, Cpl Pau l Petrie and 2Lt Ben
White snorkelling down a drainage ditch on a CTR and LCpl Da'c
Janvier offering himself and his Op to the enemy.
KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt White
S CO
SSgt Speir
Captain Log: Stardate 223 3: Zube Arron e tor. t Jea,t four
Captain' logs have pa ed ince our last entry and the ·rew ha. been bu'~
dealing with outbreak of morale along the Brawd) ebula.
cheerful
peace be with you hand sign to ig ·Tammo' Thompson beamed aboard
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fre. h from tarflect cadem ·at Blandford. Di ·a ter truck when t~e :rn:ay
party of L pl 'Fa1· Farrar.· mudg~-~Vhere ·. my ~iame plate? South
and ij? Chuck Berl') became dematenahsed and lost in .the warp con;. A:11
attempt~ to re,crse the tran porter controls failed and with a era s-~'er 111
the dilithium ·rystals the crew had to accept the loss of three experienced
and valued pla>ma drive technician . Ah well. it just remams for me to
remind you of thnt famou Vulcan ayi ng. may the need. of my career
outweigh the needs of the many.
TA ' GO TROOP
Tp Comd
Sgt Kitchen
Tp gt
gt aunder
.
very bus) period as alwa s for the Troop, not only m camp, but al ·o
on Ex Fo. ·s Revenge. The Troop has al o ha~ element. aw~y on vanou
sporting events and competition . The Troop 1 currenlly without an OC
after the promotion of Lt Ian Ballantyn~ l~ Capt an? a Sqn 21Cyo l.
Congratulation also to ig now LCpl · pick L ane, Sig Da ve Magill for
rep~senting the Army in the high jump 3:nd Sgt ' Dead Eye· Saunders for
makino the top 50 in the AITily 100 at B1 ley. The Troop ays farewell to
Cpl · Bish' Bi hop and LC pl ·John' R eardon . Thank you both for all the
hard work and good luck to you and your famil ies for the fut~re., T_h~
Troop welcomes LCpl 'Harry' Worth from I Mech and Sig T1g
T homp 011 from the factory.
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt mith
Tp Sgt
SSgt J?agnal1
.
.
On the whole it has been a quiet month for Victor Tp. with the
exception of the odd Squadron Baille Camp and Regimental. Exe~ise . To
tart off ig Bri tartin and the newly promoted LCpl 'Elts E ltrmgh am
came straight off a momh long Royal Signal Leadership Course and
obviously with their knowledge of personnel in high places managed to
wangle their way omo the Squadron Battle Camp. The Battle Camp wa
on the whole a good Exerci e for the ftr t week with people getting LO see
demoa-tration. of variou arm from other countrie . However. the second
week turned out to be a bit nasty for the lads when it turned tactical under
the strict supervi ion of SSgt 'Olly' Campbell , and lucki ly the Scottish
weather didn' t let them down as it poured with rai n for the majority of the
week. The boy tuck with it though and everyone was in high mora!e.
The Regimental Exercise ' Dragon Talon' wa a great ucce with the
lads of Vi~tor Tp perform ing magnificently, in their task of being de~~
troop for the anti-ambu h drill under the command of Sgt "Kit
Clements. The actual Mil itary Skill Exerci e in Sennybridge was
fantastic as once a!!ain it rained solidly for over 24 hours. and again the
Troop· morale w~ through the roof. Of course, people made mi takes
and we !lave the Exercise 'biff' award to LCpl Jinna Garner.
Finaily the Troop would li ke LO ay goodbye to LCpl Steve Riste who
has departed to 11 and C pl Dave nswortlJ. who has decided to become a
civv\ . We 'd like to welcome Cpl Gareth Davies to the Troop and ee
what the Int Corp are really made of, and a big congratulation LO LCpl
Al S harpe who i going to 'wed the love of hi s life,' Jenny in late Jul y.

226 SIG1 AL G ADRON (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Clapp
SSM
W02 (SSM) Couston
The Squadron has had anot her busy period with variou Exercise , ACF
Camp . UOTC Camp etc . T he Squadron i also about to have a complete
changover of personalitie - we say farewell to Maj Robin '2 hour 0
Group· Clapp who is posted to the Un ited States, Capt Mark Smith and
W02 (YolS) Mark Harris. We also welcome W02 (FofS) Rutherford .
640 SIG 'AL TROOP (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
Tp Comd
Capt Jim Brown
Tp SSgt
SSgt Andy Harriott
640 Sig Tp (EW) welcome LCpl John ·Basher' Doughty newly
arri\ed from 7 A1TI1d Bde, Sigs Mandy 'Wayne' Kerr, Phil ' Roy' Keen
and Richie ' Dickie' Cranswick all fresh from the factory. Now is the time
to bid a tearful farewell to Sgt Audy "Angry · Harr iott who is off to see
Bassingboum is 'Squared Away'! Good luck and all the best from the lads.
Lest we forget, LCpl Gregg ' Buster' M ulley is escaping on a six-momh
det Lo l. I'm ure we' ll mis the hard work he has put in since he has been
here. Also congratulations to 'Chuck' orris on well deserved promotion
to LCpl.
IL has been another busy time for the Troop with a plug-up conducted on
the local area and a plea ant jolly to su nny Sa li sbury Pl ain. There is only
one point to drag up from the plug-up at Templeton Airfield, and thi goes
out to Cpl 'Mac' facDonald , ' In the event of a crash out fro m your
location, always remember LO take your vehicle'.
fa Pegasus Anvil. 5 AB Bde, Salisbury Plain. What more needs Lo be
said? The Troop was deployed in a neutral org I Op for EW role against 5
AB Bde on the Exercise during which our Wildcat det thoroughly enjoyed
live jamming and deception tasks against ever more frustrated Paras and
Gurkhas. The Troop and our 10 Danish guests enjoyed a good Exercise.
This was main ly thanks to the good weather. To keep the morale of the
Troops up an Entertainment's Office r was appointed and our thanks go out
to gt 'Jaffa' Martin (aka 'Fiddler on the roof') for a job well done!
We all look forward now in eager anticipation to the glorious Welsh
summer ahead and wait wi th baited breath for more exciting and
adventurous tasks for the glorious 640 Sig Tp to tackle with limitle s joy
and enthusiasm These will kick off with Tp Adventure Train ing in August
courtesy of L pl 'Pets' Pettman , and move on to Ex Whale Search and
fa Arrc-Jde Fu ion m September 1998.
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HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt M ichael Powell
Ops WO
W02 ige W~tton
.
.
Over recent weeks the Troop has been gamfully employed instructing
cadet from various chools at the Combined Cadet Force sum mer camp at
Crickhowell. The Camp was a great success; ig 'Gav' Robinson was
able to perfect his 'Johnny Bravo· alter ego. while LCpl 'Joe' _Gallacher
had to re i t the urge to do the 'full Monty'. Among the other 111structor;i ,
Cpl Dylan Davis will probably not leave the Army to pursue a career 111
child-care, and LCpl Stan Stewart failed in his attempt to talk the :ntirc
CCF to sleep. LCpl Naomi Wilson regretfully m1 eel the Op(XlrtU~lly to
pa sher expertise on to the soldier of tomorrow as she was sw11nm111g for
the Army. Al. o well done to LCpl 'Bambi' Hildreth for pa sing hi
fencing coaching course.
.
The Troop would like to say congratulaton to W02 ~1cb Angove on
hi recent promotion and bid him a fond farew~ll as he 1 off LO ~osnia
aoain (apparently Wales ha almost run out of bitter). Congratulations to
W02 ige Watton on his recent marriage to C laire. The Tr?OP al o
welcomes Cpl Tony Taylor. LCpl ·webby' Webster and Sig Steve
Woodrow. Also on the move are LCpls 'Pav' Fenwick and Andy
Knowles who are calling it a day and opting for civvy street. More
congratu lations to Cpls Chris Dunn , Jim ·Full press-ups, Sir!' Reeves and
Di M ui an ey who have all been preselected for promotion to Sgt.
ROMEO T R OOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Scott
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jacklin
The year has continued with mo~e vi it , thi time .RAF Wad.dington
wa our destination for the Annual Airshow. It was a all fymg v1s1L for all
trade of Romeo Tp. Other notable event were the Regimental Exercise in
July in which R Tp was the sole repre entative for the Squadron. A few
hello to mention, namely Sig G reg Hardman and Andrea, LCpl ' Doc'
Dixon and Maria, C pl Pete Byrne and last but by no means least SSgt
(Supvr R) Steve J a cklin and Clar e. We'd al o like Lo welcome back a few
of the old sweat from Bosnia. C pls Daz Brown, Pa ul Brown e and LC pl
'H' C larke. Now for the farewells, W O I Dave ·Psycho' (Steeplechase)
Stapleton and Julie off to Blandford. ~ 02 (Supvr R) Dave ' Big Norm'
F uller and Fiona off Lo RAF Digby.
Good luck to you all . Ju t so you don 't feel left out, all you Romeo
orthem Ireland and Bosnia, KEEP
Trooper on detachment in
SMILING , because the un always shines in Brawdy.
C OMMSTROOP
OC
Lt C harlie R ober ts
Tp SSgt
SSgt Paul Jude
The Troop has yet again gone for a change in personnel, a warm
welcome to L C pl Geoff Fawcett from the Royal School of Signals and a
welcome back to ig Lynne Gr ey from a Bosnia tour. Welcome also to
Sig 'Johna' .Johnson from 11 Sig Regt. The Troop also has a few farew~ll
to ay to Sgt Bri Heslop and family, LCpl (FofS) Scourfield and fam 1_ly,
L C pl ' ick' Berry and Sigs 'Del' Spry and ' Kev' Rutherford , we w1 h
them all the very best and good fortune in their new uni ts.
EXERCISE DRAGO 'S PE DAL
The week went well and much fun was had by all. Apart from a slight
hitch . our make-shift in tructor. S ig · Del' Spry advi ed the posse to
proceed down a certain rocky decent with care, or follow the metalled road
down. We all decided on the rocky descent, and off hot Sig ' Del' S pry,
C pl 'Frank' Vaughan unhappy with being last in line and ignoring 'Del'
Spry's warning hot past the others trying to catch up with him . Half ~ay
down he separated from his bike and crashed in a heap on the rock with a
nasty gash on his leg. Cpl 'Daz' Mordecai carried out first line medical
and we cracked on, and that's all we'll ay on that.
Cpl M ordecai excell ed in providing us with his excellent culinary
barbecue dishe , cooked on the excellently designed barbecue from the
crew of Rebro I (barbie det). LCpl 'Stu' Kelly proved to be a bit of a lady
ki ller and pulled consecutively on two nights with the same fema le, waki ng
up in his Lent with her by his side, a young one at that, shame it was a rabbit!
Sig Spry our mountain biker and instructor, nol sati fied with how hard he
pu hed us duri ng the days we went out, he beasted himself on hi bike
during the night. The crews' socia l entertainment was headed from the one
and only LCpl 'Matty' Quinn who entertai ned us throughout.
EXERCISE WHALE LINK 3
Under the command of Lt Roberts and SSgt Jude the Troop deployed
to T hetford training area to as ist Southampton University Officer
Training Corps (SUOTC) in their annual two-week camp. Once at the
training area we were met by one of the permanent instructor on the staff
W02 'Frank badger sen ai' R oberts, who enlightened us to the magical
world of Uni ver ity tudents thinking patlerns.
Week I was a simple Comms Exercise made difficult by student
Sporadic 'E'. their package also included a cultu ral vis it Lo Great
Yarmouth where we were left to fe nd for ourselves .
Week 2 and back to the rea l world which culm inated in a weeks mil
training package where the lads gave SUOTC a hard time by being enemy
in Stanta Fibua vill age under the command of Sgt ' Vi va la Blondie' .Jude
and the cries of LCpl ' Connor McCloud ' Kelly. Hav ing fini shed the
SUOTC Exercise Comms T p depl oyed straight onto the Regimental
Exercise to provide the RADCON . Comms as usual were the fi rst in and
last out of Templeton Trai ni ng Area and vario us rebro sites, the Troop
provided comms throughout in the professional manner that has become
its trademark .... .... Amen.
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245 SIGNAL SQUADRO (EA)
Sqn Come!
Maj M. Davis
SM
W02 ( SM) M. Fisher
The Squadron welcomed W02 'Taff' Owens as the new YofS. He
joined the quadron at a rather hectic time, and no doubt ht: will receive a
haptism of fire like everyone else! Following on from the Squadron
J;.scapc and Evasion Exercise. the Squadron has been involved in Ex
Dragon 's Talon, a regimental outload and ~kills exercise. Two days of
training on the airfield was followed by the outload phase at Templeton
airfield. The Squadron then deployed into an excellent Squadron EW
pha~e. before moving to Sennybridge for two days of ·military skills'. All
in all much was learned. On moving back to Brawdy. the pressure has not
let up. The enormous number of demos and visits has not diminished, and
the Squadron made a large equipment contribution to the recent
Regimental Beating of the Retreat. Jn September. A Troop deploys on Ex
Ulan Eagle. Congratulations go to newly promoted WOl Phil Ashworth
(and he is reminded that being in the field i no excuse for a lack of
promotion drinks!!), and to FofS Alex 'Grandpa' Groves.
JULIET/YANKEE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bailey I T CORP
Tp SSgt
SSgt (Supvr R) Wallace
The Troop would like to welcome SSgt (Supvr R) 'Wally' Wallace,
who has taken over the task of Tp SS gt from SSgt Andy Evans, who has
moved sideways into the Training Wing. Also newly arrived to the Troop
is gt Kev Stacey, 'fre h' from FRY. who jumps into the Tp Sgt slot.
There have been a few people who have departed from sunny Brawdy, and
the Troop would like to wish good luck to: LCpl 'Crock' Crockett and
LCpl 'Jock' McCallu m who have both gone to I (UK) Civ Div. Cpl
'Dusty' M illar (RAF Digby), Cpl Steve Ayres (11 EOD). and Sgt Lee
Mason (I I EOD).
It has been an intere ting couple of month for the Troop, and most of it
took part in and around the magnificent (not'!) training area of
Sennybridge. The troop took part in the Squadron Escape and Evasion
Exercise at Sennybridge, and as usual was not let down by the unique
Sennybridge Ecosystem! Some strange characters were caught emerging
from this Exercise, most notably LCpl Wayne 'Look at my chicken
waterpistol' Lynk , and Sig ' Scouse - need l say more· Wallace. 'Scou e'
had an inherent ability to procure items on the running phase from
absolutely nowhere, and al o won the Best Dressed prize, for his
interpretation of a WW2 commando. complete wi th issue neck warmer.
The Troop has been involved in adventure training. and the recent
regimental exercise, Dragon ' Talon . The Troop is now looking forward to
Ex Ulan Eagle in Poland, cheduled for September.
WHISKEY T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt. D . Moore
SSgt .J. C larke
Tp SS gt
With our sen e of humour and waterproof packed, Whi key Tp joined
the rest of the Squadron on an 'excursion' to Sennybridge training area
(SE TA) for the Squadron E + E Exerci e. The first three day were pent
learning all that would be required for the running pha elater in the week.
This included the universally unpopular killing of rabbits and chicken
and the conduct after capture briefing, given by our own Sgt Andy Butler,
which quickly convinced us all that capture wa n·t an option. With early
morning 'fizz' keeping us on our toe , we moved to the Sennybridge
assault course, which would end the conditioning pha e before being led
away by a friendly agent (SSgt Andy Evans) TO BE CAPTURED!! The
next two days were pent ' running ', making agent contact for Potato and
Onion resups and trying to get as close a humanely po sible to source of
warmth, while di covering that a ault boot acrually do bum very well.
At the end of a very tiring but rewarding exercise, all that wa left wa to

present the award for the be5t fire . which went to Cpl 'Taff' Carter, who
managed to warm up most of \Vest Wales with one effort
Following the trials and tribulations of the Escapt: and f\'asion exercio,e.
the Troop spent a week adventure training in Scotland. We were based at
the former POW Camp of Cultybragan -complett: with watchtower. The
Troop enjoyed such activities a\ hill walking, mounting biking and
canoeing on nearby Loch Earn. Needless to say, the Scottish weather
prevailed, thus the nearby town of Comrie became the emergency RV
when we were forced off the mountains. Scotland being the home of golf
resulted in Whiskey Tp descending upon Comrie Golf course for a day\
competition. Due to the number of non-golfers within the Troop. it's
rumoured that the greenkeeper suffered a small anxiety attack on his return
the day after! The <.:ompetition was hotly contested and was won by LCpl
Broughton who will be remembered for that old chestnut 'l haven't
played for years!' whilst still on the first tee.
Answering a call from a local drinking establishment (the Milford Arms
Haverfordwest), a charity football match was organised between
Whiskey Tp and the Milford Arms. The aim was to raise the remaining
£300 required to make up a total of £750 needed to purchase specialbt
equipment for a local nine year old disabled child. The game was played at
Cawdor Bks on a windy Sunday afternoon. Both teams were equally
matched until ome individual skill and flair by S ig 'Deva' Nich ols put
Whiskey Tp 1-0 ahead; a score-line which was increased to 2-0 by
halftime. An inspired decision midway throughout the second half brought
on Sgt Bernie Topham and Cpl' Mark Pounder and J im R eeYes who
helped increase the score-line to a respectable 4-0. Further money was
raised during the ·after match activitie ' resulting in a £486 contribution.
Special thanks must go to Cpl 'Taff' Car ter for organising the event and
all those who participated in the game and the actual fund raising.
The Troop would like lo congratulate C pl Kenny mith on hi
marriage to Marion and wish them every happiness in the future. Also.
congratulations go to SSgt .Jez C larke and Cp l Kenny mith on their
recent promotions.

Z LUTR O OP
Tp Comd
2Lt S. Cambridge
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. Donnelly
The last few month have been a busy period for the Troop keeping the
Annoured comm assets for the Squadron on the road. The Troop would
like to bid a fond farewell to Lt C raig Thomson-Smith who is po ted
acros Lo the LEWT to get some ky under his boots. Early June saw the
Troop deploy to sunny Sennybridge on Ex Mountain' Revenge: an
Escape and Evasion Exercise. We would like to thank the RSPCA for
donating Flossy the chicken that ensured Sig 'Anorak· Taylor was put off
McNugget for life. A big thank you must also go to Sig ·sack bearing'
Parry for hi a i tance on the night navigation exercise.
July saw the Regiment deploy on Ex Dragons Talon. and during a crash
out the acting troop commander Cpl 'Cra h Helmet' Quilter managed to
leave behind the anached lnt elements. Well done al o to ig 'Trench
Foot' P ar sons. The command element of the Troop meanwhile had a
kebab eating exercise, which was impre ively won by gt ·Pies· Turner.
The Troop would like to welcome 2Lt Stuart C ambridge who take over
the rein .
L O G SERVI CE ND GOOD CONDUCT PRESE TATION
Five S COs serving with the Regiment have -ucces fully managed to
achieve 15 years of undetected crime and were ub equently awarded the
Long Service and Good Conduct medal by the outgoing OinC. Brig
Nigel Wood , on hi la l official vi · it before retiring. The meda l recipient·
would like to thank WOl (RSM) Hardwidge for a day that will be long
remembered and on behalf of the Regiment would like to wi h Brig Wood
ancl·his wife all the very best for the future .

The Medal Line up
Back row (l.:-R) : Lt Col I. W. MacKenzie, Sgt Paul Rogers, Sgt Bob lnglesant BEM, Sgt Col in Pullen. Sgt Simon Greenwood,
•
Sgt Craig Collins, WOI (RSM ) Hardwidge
Front Row (l.:-R): Mrs Jan et Rogers and son William Rhys, Kevin lnglesant, Sally lnglesant, Jason lnglesant, SOinC Brig Nig el Wo o d,
Mrs Lynne Pullen, Mrs Edele Greenwood , Angela Co ll ins, Charmaine Coll ins
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EXERCISE ALLGAU BACK TOP
At 0800 hours on Sunday the 27 July the lucky souls selected for the
Regimental Summer Challenge Pursuit Camp paraded in Krefeld Lines. The
morning following a Regimental Dinner Night for the officers and SNCOs
and a Regimental Families Fete saw a few sore heads and much dehydrati~~
amongs~ the ~s cm~led masses. The Exercise Administration SNCO, Sgt
'Chalky Wlute, quickly had ever)'.one allocated to tran p0!1 and all departed
for the U~SC(G) Adventure Tr~1~mg lf>dge Hau se Magnus in Bavaria.
On _am val at the. Lodge admm1stra1Ion. d_etails were completed. The OIC
Exercise, Capt Keith Bell , gave all participants a brief with regard to the
programme for the next 12 d~ys. The Lodge's pe~ancnt ~taff was su itably
impressed when Capt Bell issued each of the mstructors with a mobile
telephone and ct up his laptop. For the first four days of the Exercise all 40
studen_ts, of wh~".1 32 ~e1:e Signallers, _wer.e put through a round robin of
ac11v1ues for m1t1al trammg. Rock chmbmg instructed by SSgt Mark
Bulliva~t and Sg~ Kev Eaves (on loa~ from 7 Sig Regt). kayaking with
SSgt 1ck Ha.wkms an~ Sgt Mal Pav1er, and trekking with Capts Keith
Bell and_ L?~1se Ton~k~ns . At the end of the initial training instructors
elected md1v1duals to JOin their grou~ for_ five day of concentrated training.
Radio Relay Ops could be heard crying mto their beer because they really
did not want to go into the mountain with Capts BeU and Tomkins.
At the start of their five-day course the climbers headed straight for two
days at Minenw~ ld , training on the s~me rock f~ces u cd by the nearby
Germ~n Mountam Troop . An overnight _camp 1te was used at nearby
Ga.im1sh. A local hostelry close to the campslle was located and the climbers
provided ome of the eyenings entertainment - kareoke - with LCpl Jules
Dolan stealing the show: With excellent climbing for five day all 11
members of t~e group achieved the Rock-Climbing Proficiency standard .
The kayak mg group was fortunate to have their two instructors, Me srs
Ha~vki~s and Pavier, assi ted by Sig Sam Gontier on top form. All
~avmg_Just returned from a very succe ful Army Canoe Championships
in ottmgham. The kayak group soon progressed from lake to IOkm river
routes on grade IlnII water. All member of the group achieved a BCU
award with 10 out of 12 achieving BCU 2 tar. Sig 'Horny' Hornton won
the prize for the large t amount of water wallowed by any student.
The trekk!ng group _spent the fir t two day of a five-day Summer
Mountameenng Proficiency cour e concentrating on navigation and
mountain skills. The final three days of the course and a se sment were
spent on an expedition in the Allgau region , following a hor e hoe route of
peaks at aro_und 2000m. Th~ first night's camping was at a bothy with all
kmds of culinary delights bemg pr~uced. The second night out wa spent
at the Pnnz Leopold Haus Mountam Hutte. The rooms consi ted of huge
b_unk beds, wh ich sleep about 16 top and bottom. After light out and
1lence at ten p.m. a group of German teenagers , in the same room as the
trekking group . decided to chatter. Whilst not having a grasp of the
German language Sigs Danny Argyle and Chri Lawson in loud uni on
managed to get aero s their need for silence to leep. At the end of the five
days 6 out of the 12 on the course were awarded the Summer
Mountaineering Proficiency award.
For the last two days of the Exercise all participants were given R&R.
2Lt Emma Bruce took a large group into Au tria for White Water rafting.
Some not satisfied with mountain trekking tried mountain bikino . It was
noticeable that the instructors decided to have a chill-out day, the ~r things
were_ !Ired out. Capt Tomkins could be overheard ayi ng, 'my leg are
definitely firmer'. The final full day aw most of the exercise participants
paying a sombre visit to the former concentration camp at Dachau. Friday 7
Augu t dawned bright and unny with the temperature soon oettino to 30
centigrade. The Lodge was handed back to the pennanent st~ff. Then all
personnel returned to JHQ and for the majority traight onto summer leave.
The OIC Exercise and instructors reflected on a very ucce ful camp: out
40 soldiers participating 37 received an Adventure Training award or
certificate in recognition of their achievements.
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Lt Col G. A. Jame
WOl (RS 1) Coatsworth

BLE 0 DOR - by LCpl Vickers
June wa the month for 16 1_ Reg!" econd bigge. t Exercise of the
war: fa ble Condor. Thi i Ctiief G6 ARRC Annual Communication
and lanocuvre E ·ercise. Thi year the training took place acros a
relativelv "ide area. covering thee.round around JHQ . the Eiffel and also
deta hments in Italy and Greece. The exerci e tarted in Ayrshire
Barra ·k. . 1onchengladbach with a four-day te ting and interoperability
phrue u. ing atellite and trunk sy tern from other nations . The main
excitement of the fa.ercisc' llS the enemy auack on MA 099. However.
Cpl Da\e Baldwin and gt Laird did an excellent job of turning the
table around when they crept up on the enemy and counter attacked. As
Endex drew near the Brigade Comd threw in the final challenge of a river
cro. ·ing, '' ith the Regiment providing control comms. The Tech Adjt,
Capt Dave Boxhall found him elf at the cro sing point running the
command nets. Sig Brownles the Regt Ops Rad io Op wa kept busy
mopping hi fevered brow and erving up endle brew . The cro sing
was a ·ucce.5S with no vehicles falling off the pontoon bridge or ferry. Sig
Perr) the CJSl6 detachment driver/operator wa as ured by the Op Offr
that everyone was gi,·en a safety brief. The brief he received from the
apper on the bridge was hon and to the point a he shoved a lifejacket
into the vehicle. 'Put this on mate and don't fall in.' ig Perry survived to
tell the tale. S gt Crawford's convoy were very appreciative of the TA
Unit (no name ) who mi ed their lot for the cros ing. This kind deed
allowed MA 099 to harbour up early and catch the England -World Cup
gaine.
After the movement pha e was over the next stage wa Ex Arrcade
Warrior. a Staff CPX in JHQ , involving the u e of the Sp Bn Trg Wing co
build the Rear HQ. Although back in the relative comfort of JHQ, Exerci e
condition were maintained and everyone continued to leep in tents and
was fed from a field kitchen. The Exerci e \ as hard work , however pirits
remained high and flowed freely in the 'Wall & Willow· afterward !
While the re t of the Regiment spent the Exercise being bounced
around onh Rhine Westphalia, the hon straw fell to Forward Support
Tp led by Lt teve Hutchin on to go to Edessa in Greece with hi SAN
Group. The Troop left on the 8 June for a four-day drive. incl uding a fourhour ferry trip to Greece. The first top over was in Mannheim where the
Troop joined up w ith the US SATCOM detachment tasked with providing
the atellite link that wa going to carry the Ptarmigan link back to JHQ
from Ede sa. It was at thi s stage that LCpl John Savage began to perfect
hi American drawl or was it drool ? Once in Ede a the Troop oon got
tuck into the Exercise. In addition to ClS training some time wa pent
training the Greek taff who would be u ing the Ptarmigan and ATacCS
computer system on Ex Arrcade Fusion in the autumn. This was the first
time the Troop had deployed on thi type of task so the Regiment attached
gt (FofS) Mark Geer from Regimental Op to sort out some of the
more technical problems. When not hard at work Sigs Jamie Goulty and
Glen Armitage decided that they would produce the rough guide to
Edes a. but insisted that they needed to come back on rhe autumn exercise
to complete it.
The return journey took slightly longer with a couple of days in Milan
to see the sights. Everyone enjoyed the Italian cuisine, especially Sgt
' Pizza· Partridge. Our sole none Royal Signals cap badge, LCpl
·spanner· Hughe kept all the vehicles on the road and we made it safely
back to JHQ on the 30 June. via Mannheim and the PX .
REGIMENTAL WEEKE D
The 24 July 1998 aw the conclu ion of the Leicester Trophy with the
final event: the as ault course. This ingenious course was constructed by
Lt ' Hutch ' Stevenson , sorry Lt Steve Hutchinson. (blame the CO for
this) and hi s band of helpers. The tr'dil included a murky water crawl, a
very muddy river cro sing. an extremely sandy leopard crawl and a high
rope crossing . 'eed less to say by the end of it all there were a lot of very
wet, tired and diny competitor who still managed to laugh nonetheless.
Congratulations to MA troop and T 016 who came joint fir t.

Sig 'I'm not scared of heights and I have no hair' Cooper
The Leice ter Trophy itself wa won by SCP(R) - well done! The pri ze
being pre ented by the Lord Mayor of Leice ter in person during our
Regimental Weekend. that proved to be a huge succe thank to some
'behind the scenes· work from some very inventive people. 230 Sig Sqn
managed to win the combined Truck Pull and Ma t Erection event - Well
done 230. Capt ' Bunny· Lord also made an appearance to present the
Lord Trophy to Sgt Littlefield for the greate t contribution to Regimental
life over the year.

The CO, Lord Mayor of Leicester, the Lady Mayoress and
'Bunny ' Lord waiting to present their respective prizes
So it was time to visit the tails, and there were plenty of them including
Cpl Lawton with his Ba ketball variant of the ever popular Football tall ,
LCpl Hare tempting everyone to 'Try my mushrooms, they're magic".
LCpl Johnston and the Technicians giving everyone the opportunity to
knock one another off the ' Grea y Pole', and SSgt Maw with a superb
mini golf course . The CO, however, made a Beeline for the ' Buy a
balloon , attach a tag and see how far it gets· stall. However, he bought a
ball oon, attached a tag, released it and watched in awe as it failed to clear
the tent, dropped to the floor and burst (better luck next year Colonel). The
day was finished off perfectly by the 16 Sig Regt's very own ' Death
defying, daredevil s, the 'Pink Helmets'. Complete with commentary from
Sgt Goldsworthy , these Shell-Suit clad, pink helmet wearing entertai ner.
were led into the arena by Cpl Blears and proceeded to shock, stun and
amaze the audience with some seriou ly unbelievable stunt . These
included a pyramid , car jump and individual tricks, all ca1Tied out on
everyday mountain bikes. A fitting end to a simply marvellou s day.

l
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REGIME TAL TRAI ING WI G by Sgt Oldroyd
OC Trg Wg
Capt P. Stoddart
Trg YofS
W02 (YofS) S. Hartshorne
. The Regimental Training Wing has seen a full turn round of per onnel
m the last two months. It would be appropriate to ay goodbye to Lt Jack
' Mr Bu rns' Jenning on hi move to Blandford and also to S gt ·Geordie'
Merrie and Catherine on hi way to 2 1 Sig Regt via a quick Op
Palantine, best wi he to all. On the arrival ide of life. a welcome to the
following: Capt Pete Stoddart joins the wing as the OC; taking over the
mantle as W02 (YofS) i Stew Hartshorne, and finally Sgt '2 Bit"
Oldroyd ha been posted in from York to take over as the Regt Trg
CO .
Congratulations to Cpl Tina Whalen on being elected for promotion to
Sergeant (the Mes bar is that way!)
.'.he Pre RSSC/RSCC saw the arrival of 22 students eager to revise vital
mIIIlary skill for their forthcoming RSSC and RSCC re pectively. The
student throughout the week revised NBC. First Aid and Map Reading
and refreshed their Fieldcraft, Ba ic In structional Techniques (BIT) and
Weapon Handling Skills. Good luck to all the Pre Course Student on their
respecti vc courses and someone please map read for A/Sgt ·Don't call me
Weasel' Campbell ( I (UK) ADSR) for the journey to Blandford (set the
compass to west) .
252 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

The dreaded Water Tunnel
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'The Pink Helmets' - 16 Signal Regiment's Display Team
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Riding Hood'. Set wit~in an industnal era, the talc was adapted portra)ing
the loveable Mis~ R1dmg Hood as an exotic dancer and the Big Bad Wolf
was tra_nsformcd mto a hady. womanising club owner. The Big Bad Wolf,
otherwise known,:15 'Clint I:?imante', was brought to life by the theatrical
talent of . ~gt 1ck Haw~ms who managed to portray a ~eedy looking
'.11an ~u,rpmmgly well! Llltle Red Riding Hood was played by Cpl
Ch1p_1e L~rter _who was asked to join the production owing to her
thespian skills. Sig Coreen Ramsden was asked to stretch her talents to
take on the role. of two separate characters. although it still remains a
mystery as to how she managed to change her clothes so quickly. The re~t
of the Squadron were asked to participate in the production either as extra~
or helpers, dealing with props, lighting and sound co-ordination. The show
was, thankfully. a great succe s, thanks to the cast, co-ordination teams
and a!so the stage _director. Hopefully 252 Sig Sqn will produce more
theatncal treats again m the future .
230 SIG AL SQU DRO - FAREWELL
D WELCO lE
Sqn Comd
Maj J. L. Smart
SSM
W02 (SSM) A. F. C hurchward
. In the month of July. 230 Sig Sqn uffered the greatest turnover
h1erarch_y that any Squadron could possibly imagine - a record certainly in
the ~~g11!1ent. ~adly, very sadly a fond farewell is sent to the outgoing OC
MaJ racmg fit Wood, the 2IC Capt Louise Tomkins , the W02 (S M)
'Basil Faulty' McKenna. Lt 'the Boy' Balfour and last but certainly not
least SSgt (SQMS) ·Frank The Legend' Campbell. The e names will
long remain in the Squadron memories, not to be forgotten for all they
have done. ln all. their time with the Squadron has seen them (individually
and collecuvely) through the Squadron' tour in BH, their return to
Krefeld and finally their re-e tablishment with l6's family roots, now
based m Rhemdahlen. A final mention goes to Sgt (YofS) Warburton
who 1 attempting to appear in The Wire more times than he ha been on
order in his career!
We would like to welcome the new SHQ team. Maj Lee Smart takes
over as the OC (or so RHQ rumour control ha it), Capt Glynn Buxton as
the 2IC fresh from RMCS . Then there is W02 (SSM) M. Churchward
now hold ing the pace-stick of 230, 2Lt Simon Gladwin the pointy end of
the aforementioned tick and SSgt (SQMS) Bas Ward now looks to u e
the stores for toring. A warm and incere welcome is ent to them.
awaiting their tour with the hardest working Squadron in Germany!
BEDFORDSHIRE CADET VISIT - 24-31 JULY 1998
24 July saw the arrival of a detachment from the Bedfordshire ACF. 14
cadets and 3 adults arrived in JHQ to be greeted by their ho ts. The cadets
were se~t on Exercise, . pent time on the ranges, allowing them the
opporturuty to take part m a March and Shoot Competition and a voice
procedure exercise. Special thanks should go to LCpl ·Colin McRae'
Stone for demonstrating the rallying capabilitie of a Land Rover 110. The
highlight of the Exerci e was, as expected, the ambush. giving everyone
the chance to be Rambo for the day. The re t of the week wa involved
bowling, a day out to Overloon . and a Barbecue. The visit was Fini hed
with a cultural trip to the thriving metropoli of Monchengladbach.
Thank to Sgt 'Thomo ' Thompson and Sig 'Egon Ronay' elson for all
the help they gave.
PARACHUTE CO RSE
by 2Lt Orlebar
I alway intended to do a parachute jump one day. The Ann) provided a
course in Bad Lippe pringe, Sennelager, o I igned up and early in May I
went. The Regiment's repre entative also included LCpl Lisa Paul and
Cpl Andy Paul. We had an excellent time a we ky dived for two week
wi~h _outstandinil tuition and tate-of-the-art equipment. During pre-jump
trammg I wa m tructed how to confirm the succe ful opening of the
canopy. what to do with a malfunction and in my mind mo t importantly.
how to land afe ly on the Drop Zone. With all thi in our heads we put our
gear on we were ready in body if not in mind.

Maj G. Thomas
W02 (SSM) Sykes

'BREAK A LEG, DARLI GS' by LCpl Brotherston
As part of a 252 Sig Sqn Detachment Day, LCpl Paula King organised.
produced and directed a theatrical production of the classic talc 'Liu le Red
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2Lt Orlebar, Cpl Paul, LCpl Paul
get ready to make their first static line jump
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We lin d up on the disp:itch line and suffered variou. degree · of
bumm" inner doubt. i. we squashed into the plane we glared at each
other ~' ith an emotional look of understanding of our fute. I sat
con entrnting on not thinking about what I \\ a. about to do and in the end
decided that-I "as content to jump whatever the circum tances. The exit
wa' well reheal"'.ed and our automatic re ponses to fam il iar commands
eased nerves . Kneeling be ide the open door ·atching glances of the tiny
field. below gave a sickening fe ling. I wished to be anywhere tn the_
world but there. ·in the door!' th<: Jumpmaster commanded. I knelt hall
out with one hand on the vertical ide and the other 0n the bottom. 'Look
up!' ty right leg trailed out of the a~roplane. I looked at the jumpma ter
head tilted up. 'Go!' !most by in 1 111c~ _r hopped ~ut. Terror . e1zed my
bod~ a. I tned to obtain an arched po 1110n . My mmd was blank until I

me' itably started enjoying it. The fear or fai ling marted more than . the
fear of jumping. Once safely handing in our harness, fear transformed mto
enjoyment. as we sat in our baby bouncer lookrng down at the world.
At about !Oft above the ground or as late as we can bear Lo l flared. This
slow the canopy up and enable · u to land gently on our feet and walk off.
We then pick up the deflated canopy and walk genera ll y 'on a hi gh' over
to the lawn in front of the bui ldings. I completed twent y jumps of which
fourteen were static line and ix free falls. Each became more enjoyable
and compul ivc. although the apprehension of leaving the airplane never
left me and added to the sati faction of jumping. l intend to rewrn Lo do
more . It has enhance my personality and prepared me for stressful
ituution . Every soldier ·hould do this course. Sign up now.

We cvenwa lly arrived mid evening, pitching tents then waking up at
04.30 ready Lo stan the ascent of Scafell Pike at 05.10. The ascent was
steady going in quite heavy mist but was again followed by a fairly rapid
dc>cent. finishing in 2hr 40 min . Once more it was a quick snack then
back on the road towards Snowdonia. Upon arrival. there was just time for
a quick stretch before heading for the sta11 point and the final assault on

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
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220 JG. AL Q ADRO
The Squadron hru. been haYing a frenetic time through the pring and
early ummer. We'll tart thi is ue with omething from this year ·
second adventure training trip Lo Ba aria.

EXERCI E CYG, ET BACKSTOP II
A number of oldiers and airmen from Bruggen and Laarbruch took
part in Ex Cygnet Back top. run by the Squadron in Bavaria from 31 May
LO 6 June 1998. Everyone tayed in the Gutersloh Garri on Lodge and after
the 10 hour drive from camp. refreshments at the bar were definitely in
order.
Exerci e actiYities compri ed of Walking. Canoeing, Mountain Biking
and Water Skiing with the groups rotating through the activi ties on a daily
ba i . During the SSM' day on water skiing, his expectations excee<!~
his ability and whit t attempting a pectacular fly past for the lad bemg
towed at an alarming peed. he lo t control and collided with the jetty
breaking two rib . ouch! He pent the re t of the Exercise in a Bavarian
hospital and wa eventually driven back to Laarbruch. He's better now and
wreaking vengeance on all tho e who thought it was funny ! On the
Rest+Recuperation Day ome people vi i1ed Dachau and some went to
Hitler' Hou e in Berghof and the Eagle's Nest. Others unluckily were
stuck with White Water Rafting in Au tria.

The Squadron's Motley Crew
preparing for White Water Rafting in Austria
With temperatures in the 30 "s on mo l days and a superb standard of
mstruction the Exercise was a great uccess. everyone i looking forward
to Backstop Ill. Thanks to all those who helped.
E

TER BATILE CAMP
0 18 April fifty soldier from the Squadron deployed from Laarbruch
to Haltern Training Area for their annual battle camp, Ex Scorpion Lore.
The majority of these young men and women are Tele Mech who's daily
work centre around the installation and maintenance of fibre optic and
copper fixed communication systems at the Main Operating Bases. RAF
Bruggen and Laarbruch . For many of them it wa5 the first chance to
pmc:tice basic soldiering skills and none had ever ta ted tage five range
work with live fire and manoeuvre.
The Exercise was split into two halve , the first week be ing dedicated to
live firing, the St!cond to a field exercise based on conventional infantry
tactics. Live firing went very smoothly, despite concerted efforts from Sigs
Ian Lawson and Martin Ferguson (now LCpl Ferguson) to retire some
of the range safety staff to an early grave. The package took the soldiers
from a standard IOOm zeroing range through a steady build up of
indi\idual close quarter battle, pairs fire and manoeuvre and fire team
a~~ault rdllges before culminating in a live section attack range at the end
of the week. Thankfully there were no fatal injuries sustained during the
fiN week ig L)ndse)" Byrne, however, did manage to damage ankle
tendons when in her own words she got ·a little excited' attacking a figure
11 target with her feet having run out of rounds. That's what you'd
probably do for real!
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Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
WOl (RSM) Gary Johnson

CHANGE OF COMMA D
10 Jul y 1998 marked the end of Lt Col Paul Oldfield" time at the
helm, he is moving on to pastures new in the MOD where he may not stay
100 long depending on when he receives the promotion he was recently
selected for. The Regiment would like to tbank Col Paul for the time and
effort that he, Debs and hi s fami ly put in to the Regiment, we wish you all
the best in the future . We welcome Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE , his wife
Gillian and fam ily into the Regiment and look forward to the intere ting
times that we know are ju t around the comer! Enjoy your command.

The weekend provided an opportunity for ome Rest+Recuperation and
pot ted ports. but only after everyone had completed both an assault
course and a six mile run to camp. Competition in the Inter ection
Football Tournament was fierce, at times re embling trench warfare due to
the quagmire of a pitch it was played on. Sig eil ' Bambi" Bamforth
became more aggre ive than at any time during the preceding week. and
cot quite emot ional when his section were beaten by the all conquering
OS . For the econd week everyone moved into the field lo practice
patrolling, harbour drills. elementary fieldcra ft and ambushe again t a
dogged and determined foe. the Trumpton People Congre s. A scenario
born of the imagination of W02 (FofS) Guy Lewendon who' comic but
reali stic intelligence picture was enough to brighten all but the dampest of
spirit .
The culmination was a dawn platoon attack on an enemy stronghold.
hidden deep within Hal tern. For most of the soldier thi wa a completely
new experience which took them well beyond their previous level of
training and gave them a valuable insight into the role of the Am1y'
combat arms. Even if picking up the empties did eem to take forever. IL
was a tired band of oldiers who returned from the exercise and judging by
the war storie being band ied about, it won ·1 be forgotten for a while.

EXERCISE YTIRIUM MERCURY
Ex Yttrium Mercury was a JFHQ Contingency Command Exerci e held
in the Caribbean over a 3-week period. Under the watchful eye ofOC Ex,
Maj Nick Metcalfe, a Squadron group was formed consisti ng of various
personnel from throughout the Regiment. Preparation wa made for an air
move to Kingston, Jamaica with our final destination being Port Antonio.
The run up to the Exercise was a bu y one for the Regiment, with a
deployment to Gibraltar and a Regimental Battle Camp in sunny
Sennybridge meant that Satcom terminals and per onnel were literally
spread over the globe. This left u with six days during which equipment
had to be turned around from previous deployments and manife ted.
eedless to say the dead lines were met by hard work and late night .
part icu larly Sgt Anthea Burdus and her 'crypto crew ' pushing it out until
the wee small hours. Although a popular holiday destination, the reason
for our vi it wa made quite clear, it was to provide communications for a
simulated disaster relief operation. However. plan were already being
made to al o watch a many England and Scotland matches a~ po. sible. of
particular note is SSgt (FofS) Paul Hubble who eemed to have
purchased every conceivable style of England hin avai lable.
The main body left Bramcote mid morning on tbe 18 June for Brize
Norton. An early flight on the 19th meant a night in tran it
accommodation courte y of the RAF. A slight concern aro e when, Sgt
'Taff' Morgan, our medic , was late for the transport. He managed to get
lost in the maze of corridors in the accommodation but wore he found a
hort cut through the VIP accommodation. Three in-flight breakfasts (due
to the time zones of UK, Canada and USA) and 20 hours later we touched
down in 35 Celsius, 85 % humidity, in Kingston , Jamaica.

THE WELSH 1000 METRE PEAKS RACE.
The Welsh I000 Metre Peak Race is a 31 Km event over the four
IOOOm peaks of Snowdonia, starting on the coast at Aber and finishing on
the summit of Snowdon. The Squadron were lucky enough to have two
teams accepted; the A Team , comprising Capt Lang RWF, L t Jim
Lambeth and Sig ' Hyper-Active' Lawson and the B Team: SSgt Jones,
Sig 'The Pup' Fer guson and Sig ' Wanna Be' James. Initially, the weather
looked reasonably good but that soon changed as Snowdonia' weather
clo ed in with a thick mist. Thi changed the nature of the whole event as
the A team were about to find out. Each one of them became
navigationally embarra ed, (lost!!) but the B Team triumphed by
following bearing all the way. Eventually, the A Team caught the B team
on the final climb up Snowdonia. The end re ult was four people in the
first half of the field which was a good achievement considering 37 of the
180 starters fai led to reach the mandatory checkpoints within the ti me. The
only down point was the retirement of Sig 'Wanna Be' James through
injury. ot lo worry, there 's always next year.
BRITAT 'S BIGGEST MOUNTAIN CHALLE GE.
Britain 's biggest mountain challenge is a 36 hour event involving
running up Ben Nevi . Scafel Pike and Snowdon . This event was a hectic
one for the Squadron Team; W02 (FofS) Guy 'Lager' Lewendon , SSgt
Mick 'Elvis' Senior, Sgt Kev 'Sport Billy' Scott, LCpl ' Ski ' Grabowski,
Sig ·The Pup ' Ferguson , Sig ' Burger' Frazer and Sig ' Even More HyperActive' Lawson . Ben evi was the first challenge which immediately
had Sig F razer wondering why he had allowed him elf to be talked into it
but with ome team encouragement the summit was reached . Including the
descent, the whole time was 3hrs and 16mins. After some food and a
shower, it was onto the minibus to be whisked away to Scafell Pike by the
two drivers. SSgt Jones and Sig ·Pumba' Rankin .

INMARSAT Training
with Global TV being erected in the background
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'Behind you!'
Later in the trip we found that Port Antonio wa de cribed a 'a tropical
Eden and the jewel in Jamaica's crown". However, on arrival we
discovered that thi jewel was in dire need of some bras o and a bulling
rag . We found that our home for the next three weeks was the remain of a
burnt down hotel that required in tant attention from our tecbnicians in
order to re-wire its electric's. Comms facilitie were al o very poor.
However, the announcement that the freight had been delayed , due 10 the
RAF ( hock), enabled the Detachment Commanders to plan and
preposition equipment and antennas.

Cpl Kidd and the lost freight party call in from Nova Scotia

r

The 220 Team relaxes in the Welsh foothills

Snowdon Again. the Snowdon c:limate waited. After a good stead) climb
it was time for one more rapid descent. This time there were no brake'
applied a~ the team came thundering down the mountain, completmg the
leg in 2hrs l 5mins. After a quick visit to Capel Curig Train mg Camp for a
shower it was back to Snowdon for the prei.entation and barbecue. Then
the long haul back to Laarbruch and a land free of mou11La1ns

In order to reach our final lo ation on the north east coa t of the island
we had to endure a 4hr coach journey. Before thi could begin our rather
religiou local driver 'Eric' insisted on able ing for the trip . Lt Graham
Ingram wa promptly voted in as Padre and we all bowed our head for a
short prayer. In hindsight it proved ju t a well, within the first five rmle
we witnessed a car running into the harbour and another crashing into a
telegraph pole.
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Once the delayed equipment arrived Satellite terminal . COMMCE s,
radio room , antenna field, and crypto cell were et up with minimal Fu
and aggravation . On completion of the JFHQ Main build, a period of time
wa allocated for variou comm trial throughout the region u ·i ng PRC
320's and INMARSAT terminals. This allowed ome of tl1e operator\ to
ee more of the island whil tat the anie time experiencing the differences
and difficultie of communicating in a tropical environment. At the same
time as the trials. W02 (YofS) Kev Robinson planned a training package
for our ho t , the Jamaican Defence Force. Les ons covering voice
procedure, antenna and propagation anJ generators were given. The
completion of the trial aw the arrival of the JFHQ taff for the PX
phase of thee ercisc . With links to Cypru . UK and Belize already up and
running and a daily routine already establi hed, the arrival of the staff
caused no major problems. The only change was a moYc in
accommodation, from a derelict building to some lightly perforated tents.
With the frequent tropical torm> it wa. not an unusual ight to see camp
bed floating down a tream.
The scenario wa unveiled . We had been deployed to theatre as pan of a
disa ter relief operation. An earthquake that had cau ·cd a 500mph tidal
wave that created chao in Belize. the Grand Cayman island: and the we. t
coa t of Jamaica. Con ·equently, LO were deployed to the . e locations to
act a control and input serials relevant to the Exerci.·e play. This meant
that LCpls ·Del' Delaney and ·Sammy' amucls and ig ·Ga1· Pope
and 'Bob' pinks had to vi it the Grand Cayman Islands. ot only did
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143 BRIGADE SKILL AT ARMS MEETI G 1998
May 1998 saw member of 30 Sig Reg1 once again attending the annual
Brigade Skill At Arms Meeting and another chance to belier our already
high reputation within the Brigade and of course gel some more silver for
RHQ! Our Regimental tradition ensured that we had some time to prepare
for the competi tion but due to our busy Operational role, we did not have
as much time as last year, or indeed for the last five years.
13 Regiments entered teams, consisting of five Regular and eight TA
units, totalling twenty-two teams. Two days of competition requires
patience an.d determ!nation coupled with excellent application of good
shootino kills. Despite the lack of preparation , the Regiment managed to
take aw~y nine major trophies, selling a new Regimental record! The final
compe1i1ion of the day was the Falling Plate competition and this was the
mo t interesting and enjoyab le for all the teams and pectators. Entering
two four-man teams from the Regiment, the final saw us head 10 head with
our B Team, o there were no losers! Congra1ula1ions must go to Sgt
irmal Gurung for winning the overall Individual Pistol Shot and also to
Sig Lila Gurung for winning the overall Rifle Champion.

the\ sta) m a 5 star hotel on Yel') generous allow.ances but wei:e delayed
for.a further three day due 10 an RAF aircra~ with _Yet more fault . 01
that L pl amucls minded. his family home 1 al om the Cayman . The
CPX phru e la:t d four da_ and the deployment of a follow-on .fo~e wa
simulated. Thb in tum brought the disa 1cr under cont rol thus bnngmg the
con lusion of the erci e.
,
.
To round off the deployment a th1 •-day R& R package w~ put toqethe1
which enabled troop to get away and unwind for a few.qu~et days in the
resort. of o ho Rios and egril. Variou port and act1vil1~. ~ook pla~e
including water :;kiing, wind urfing, . ailing. fi.hin!f and ~1 1t1ng tou.n-1
attraction" If all this seemed a bit 100 hectic the relax1~g option ~va l? JU t
,it with a drink or two in a Jacuzzi and chat 10 the toun 1·on holiday 111 the

area.
On arrival ba k in camp, the equipment ' a return ed to 1't .re le' •a111
quadron with the ame wiftne a. ii appeared. Tanned bodies we~e
.een m the Regimental lines and tones recounted of the la t three week
a tivirie , mo 1 of which were met with envy. Le. lh8;'1 l\ o week. after
our return. the new broke of the Papa ew Gumea tidal wave d1 a ter
causing man) thou ands death and injury. Thi was .t~e very s11 uat1on that
our scenario had taken. It ' as good to know that 11 we had been called
upon we could have mel the challenge.
TM TROOP
HELLO'
' D FAREWELLS
.
Firstl) we would like 10 ay hello 10 W02 (FofS) Bill 1cCreath who
ha returned from 3 Cdo Bde and promptly di appeared to Banja Luka on
hi hot hi Green Machine sidekick Sgt Dean Cartledge. Al o. hello to
LCpl's Bate and Whitelock who have ju l arrived from the factory and
can look forward 10 month of servitude before they are allowed to roam
around without their rein · on. lt i time to ~ay o~ goo?bye (good
riddance?) 10 Cpl Richard 'Hux· Hmi:table who 1 leav111g us m Augu. t to
become a yokel in his native Southwest. An~ farewell and con~ratu l at1on
go to gt Billy Redman who is. off to NI: alter a long and glo.nou tour of
30 Sig Regt, which included a tnp 10 Florida (detai l are etas 1fied).

E ENTS
.
.
The Troop ha had a busy few months starting with the ~egtmental
Battlecamp in Sennybridge. we enl our best techno-warnor , mo l
notably Cpl Andy Sauders-Fox, LCpl 'Bombed Up' Brooks and LCpl
Ingrid Toft who pro\'ed that they can actuaJly hoot straight. Although we
did lose ig ·watch that hole' Bainbrid~e in the fi:Sl week as .his brain
was in neutral and failed to pot the yawmng chasm 111 front of him but he
did ay he didn't mind doing a bit of pan ba bing ! The Regimental open
day wa also a succe for our cyber cafe that had Internet Access, 3D
Games and good old Doom 2. Although the dimwit brothers, Jody Brooks
and Barne:v Gray did try their be t to get the famou Bomb Alley
working. they failed miserably and will be getting a T3 re-sit soon.
256 lGNAL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj ick Metcalfe QGM MBE
SSM
W02 (SSl\1) Steven Lockwood
Thi has been another busy period for the Squadron ..we say good?ye to
Capt Sophie Davies who leave us for JCSC. We w1 h her well m her
quest for knowledge! We ay hello to her replacement. Capt . Larry
Grierson who joins us from RMCS Shrivenham havmg fm1shed his quest
for knowledge. A number of Exercises recently have een various member
of 1he Squadron spread the length and breadth of the country. A special
note mu 1go10 tho e who went on the KAPE tour 10 Goonhilly, Cornwall
and were washed out for the entire time. On the other hand certam
members of the Squadron were lucky enough 10 deploy on E.x Yttrium
Mercury to Jamaica, where the only water rhey aw was the Caribbean.
258 JG AL SQ ADRO '
Capt I. Hargreaves
SqnComd
W02 (SSM) P. Ellis
SSM
SUPPORT TROOP
There has not been much movement in the Tech Dept. However, MT
has seen LCpl Blades, wife aud new-born son, Cory, leave us for Civvy
Street. Good luck for the future. A welcome from the Troop to Sig Vinten
who Joins us from the factory.
EXERCISE ABLE CO DOR
Ex Able Condor saw 258 and 256 Sig Sqns deploy their 501 dets in
Germany in upport of ARRC. After a mall, failed experiment to see if it
would be quicker to head we t along the M6 to get to the ea>l. coast port of
Harwich, Lt 'Mummy· Downes got the convoy to Ayrshire Barracks ,
Moenchengladbach. W02 (YofS) Jim Knjght then di patched the dets ~o
their relevant locations. 50 I Purple and Jasper went to ARRC Alt m
Bradbury Bks, Krefeld where the crews, under Cpl Lloyd and Cpl Frank
Baker, were relieved 10 leave the quagmire in Ayrshire Bks. The crew
thank 2Lt Thirsk, gt Mick Angove and others for looking after them
11.hilst at Trunk odes and Capt Louise Tomkins for sending them there.
501 de~ Quince and Amber also found themselve geuing bounced
around Germany to different sites ( ome were recced!). Unfortunately, 50 I
Amber had to leave lightly early. Det Commander Cpl Shameen 'Pro
Active' 1'ewman and crew initially thought they were Kosovo bound but
ended up in Blandford on JWID.
Y1eanwhile, 501 Quince, commanded by LCpl 'Gwar' Falcoubridge,
had to balance their TV on a jerry can LO watch England v Romania in
G.:rman. Endex saw all the dets recover to JHQ and watch more of the
World Cup whilst turning round the vehicles between games.
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WSC 501 Amber
(L to R): Sig Donnelly, Cpls Parkinson, Newman, Sig Lawrence,
LCpl Prem and Sig McKay
DELTA TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

HEUCOPTER DU KER TRAI I G
28 May 1998 saw twelve members of Whiskey Troop (plus six
members of 258 Signal Squadron) travel to RNAS Yeovihon to undergo
training in their He licopter Ditching Trainer. Not altogether sure what was
involved. there were plenty of volunteers for SSgt Rick 'lt'll be all right'
Buxton's visit. Having ,;;at through the initial briefing there was a sea
(sorry about the pun) of green face - people weren't looking quite so
enthusiastic. A challenging activity, requiring much confidence and
~elf-discipline, thi s i not for the faint hearted. In short, it consists of a
helicopter airframe full of people suspended above a swimming pool
being lowered at varying speeds and agitation into the wimming pool
until completely submerged. It is further complica1ed by the lowering of
light from full inten ity to complete blackne s throughout the e ion! If
anyone attempted 10 get out in the wrong order or panicked, they had to
repeat the drills. The 'pain ' was followed by the relative ·pleasure· of
visiting the local Air Squadron for a guided tour around their helicopters.
After a tiring day, we all headed off to Bramcote for tea and medals!

2Lt Teri Downes
SSgt Paul Boughey

COMING A D GOINGS
A fond farewell to Sgt Sean Dewar 10 Herford, C pl ' Robbo ' Robson to
JCUNI, LCpl Jase Wells to Corsham. on promotion, LCpl Dhan
Buraktori to Brunei. LCpl Julie ' Batman ' Bateman lo NI and Cpl Tom
Rotbera and LCpl Steve Bugg to CivDiv. all the best for the future.
Welcome to the troop Sgt Mick Murphy from Hangar 3, LCpl
Ompra ad from the other side of Hangar 4 and Sigs 'Extra ' Taylor.and
Wilkinson from the factory. Congratulations go to LCpl Wayne Miller
and wife on the birtl1 of Jemma and to Sig Dean and wife on the bJrth of
McKenzie.

EXERClSE PEGASUS ANVIL- by LCpl Vinod Shrestha
Ex Pega us Anvil wa a 5 Airborne Brigade FIX which look place in
the Scoulthorpe, Hullavington (Where?) and Sali bury Plain areas from 5
to 19 July 1998. VSC 50 I Nectarine and another detachment from 256 Sig
Sqn provided Satellite Comm between the two mobile tation., u~ing the
old and tired (but proven) Euromux, Fax, Mentor and CUTG crrcmts. The
mo 1 exciting part of the Exercise, was live field firing. Huge guns,
mortars and mis iles were fired, which. when combined with a real-time
helicopter a ault 'Apocalypse ow' sryle by I RGR and 2 PARA, wa
truly impre sive. Our other fond memory wa of the FMB (Forward
Mounting Ba e) in Scoulthorpe, which had about 2500 oldiers from UK,
Germany, Canada, America. Australia and ew Zealand. The large creen
TV and food were great.

TROOP LIFE
The Troop ha had its normal hectic la t couple o.f months. The
highlight were Ex Able Condor in Germany and Ex Yttrium Mercury in
Jamaica whilst 1he rest of the Troop had to be content with a week on
Salisbury Plain. Two dets al o deployed with 4 1 Sig Sqn (\I) on Ex
Ken ington Communicator 'dahn sarf' 10 Croydon under Sgt Ken Barker.
A bio thank you must also oo to Cpl Jeff 'YofS brew-boy' Thomas and all
hi c~w for the hard work"'and effort put into the Troop Golf rand at the
Regimental Open Day in early July. Who needs weekends off??
ECHO TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Lt George Alexander
SSgt ' Doc' Halliday

PROMOTIONS
.
We would like 10 congratulate Cpl Andy George on promouon to Sgt,
also Sig Ritchie Astridge to LCpl.
COMINGS A D GOINGS
Goodbye and good luck 10 Sgt Si McG~w and .LCpl Chris Tru~dley
who both go to Northern Ireland, Sig Martm Perkm who 1s off to C1vD1v
and Sig 'Scouse' W ikeley also off 10 Northern Ireland. Welcome go to
Sgt Mark Reeves, Mandy and their son David from 259 Sig Sqn; Cpl
'Billy' Kidd, Louise and their children Matthe.w and ~har lot~e from
DSSS; LCpl Paul Howard from N .I ; LCpl Kerne Ra~lmgs , Brian and
their children Shani-Leigh and Jaiden from NI and Sig Andy Doherty
from Blandford on completion of trade training.
TROOP LlFE
A usual the Troop has had a very busy period, with Troop memb~rs
deploying far and wide on Operations and Exercise~. We are now looking
forward 10 our busy time of the year which will mclude RSlT, (which
hould be interesting, as we have only een our 50 I for 3 days thi year!!)
250 QUEE S GURKHA SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Gavin Grant
SSM
W02 (SSM) C handrabahadur Gurung
EXERCISE HIGHLAND VIEW by Sig Decpak Gurung
.
Recently nine members of X-Ray Troop deploy~d to the Glen Nevis/Ben
Nevis area of Scotland, they all seemed very excited at the prospect of a
few day away from normal Regimental l i~e . After a nine hour bus JOurney
we arrived at the camp-site and slept well m our Gucci. tents 1n prep~rauon
for the first day's ac1ivi1ie . De pite the fact that Bn11sh Mountarns a~e
small in comparison to home in Nepal, we were all sti ll fa cinated by the~r
height. Another strange phenomen?n was the changeabl~ weather, 11
seemed fine when we set off but thing changed pretty rapidly once we
started our ascent. After two hours and fifty minutes we reached the summit
of Ben Nevis we had a few moments to appreciate the stunning scenery
and then et ~ff towards the bottom and our start point. Following the
country code, we all did our bit for the enviro.nment and did ~ litter sweep
on the way down, clearing up all 1he rubbish. The Exercise was. well
organised by LCpls Syambabu and Dhir. We 1ho~oughly enJoyed
ourselves, the Exercise was just long enough to re-energ1 e old, worn oul
baueries. We aJI look forward to doing the same again with more people.
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VSC 501 Nectarine
Standing: Sigs Na rash, Bhawani and. LCpl Nar
Sitting : Sig Upendra and LCpl Vinod

I
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TRAILWALKER (UK) 1998
Trailwalkcr (UK) is an e ·citing and challenging lOOkm non- top
charity team competition, compri ing a long-d is1:ince r~n (or walk!) along
the famous South Downs Way from Petersfield to Bnghton. The rolling
South Down . leepy villages and a beautiful white cliff oa tline add
.
.
.
further in1eres1 to this prestigious event.
The Queen's Gurkha ignal Regi ment first e 1abh hed Trailwalker Ill
Hong Kong in 198 1, as a Military Exerci e in which teams competed. over
the IOOkm Maclehose Trail. From those early days Tra!lwalkcr grew into a
major international event in which, each year, more than 2.500
competitors took part. Trailwalkers· unique nature attracts the old. young.
able. less able. civilian and soldier alike, who together each year raised
<'Ver £1 million for churity. The hand-over of Hong Kon ~ and the move ~f
the Brigade of Gurkha 10 the UK presented the organisers, 1~e Queen. s
Gurkha ignals Regiment, with 1he opportunity 10 establish Trail walker m
the UK.
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Trailwalkcr (UK)'s aims are to: Foster team spirit in the pur,,un of a
common and worthwhile goal. Prmide an achievable challenge for people
of all levels of fitness and ability and to raise funds for the Gurkha Welfare
Trust.
1998 Results:
1st Place
28 Transport Squadron QOGTR
9hrs S2mins
2nd Place
'A' Company I RGR
9hrs 58mins
3rd Place
Team Marine
IOhr'> 8mins
4th Place
•A' Team QG ignals
IOhrs 22mins

Team 'A' QG Signals with QC, SOGO & SSM 250 Gur Sig Sqn
Trailwalker ( K) 1999: ff you fancy trying the challenge. there's
plenty of time! Dates for next year 's challenge will be 26/27 June. Should
you have any questions. querie . or need ome po ters. leaflets,
spoa orship forms or entry forms, please telephone the Trailwalker (UK)
office on 01455 222576 (Fax 222585) or write to:
Trailwalker (UK)
Queen's Gurkha Signals Regimem
Gamecock Barrack
Bramcote,
uneaton
Warwickshire
CVIJ 6Q
'THERE RE 0 CERTAINTIES IN W R'
A VIEW OF TRAJLWALKER BY THE SWEEP TEAM
bv L.t Jason ichols
·Having not had an opportunity to participate in tlie o_rganisation or
actually do Trai lwalker (UK) in 1997 due to other commllmenl , I wa~
looking forward to assisting in making this event run more moothly than
last year. I was appointed a CheckPoint Commander. !1 would have been
oood to run but since I had not trained lo participate, l wru happy. It wa
therefore. with much urprise. that l accepted the additional task of Sweep
Team Commander. lmmedia1ely. I imagined myself running for fifty
kilometre and gently voiced some concern to my Squadron 21C (Capt
Jules Hill). I was very confidently re-as ured, 'Don't worry, it' no1 hard,
all you have to do is walk at the pace of the lowe l Learn - they go really
slo\v. in fact. you will probably be bored stupid .. .' Tru ting my superior
implicitly. I found my elf happy once again.
Prior to Trailwalker (UK) 1998 beginning on Samrday 27 June. the
lucky members of weep Team Alpha and Bravo did not have the
opportunity for a fu ll brief on their re pon ibilities and how the task would
be executed. In lead. the Sweep Team Commander had to rely on the
e cellent communication kills of the quadron personnel 10 pa all vital
information. Since all member turned up at the right place it eems that
all i not lost in the Squadron .... Sweep Team Alpha commanded by <;pt
Bhakti found them elves involved in a minor earch and rescue operauon
early on in their task when the CO dog did a ~nner whiL 1. en-route for CP
2. It seems hi grand plan for the dog to pull him along failed d1 aMrou I)
ince ii wa · not until 36 hour later that the infamou' Digby \\as found by
local police and returned 10 an ec tatic family and now depres ed
Regiment! Arriving ome 1wo and a half-hours late. they pas ed through
CP 2 at a leisurel y pace - it wa going to be a long weekend.
In anticipation of the econd phase of the \\eep, with Team Bra\'O. the
famous and popular local party zone, otherwise known a~ CP 2 closed and
it tired party member dispersed 10 more important ta;,ks along the route.
Knowino we were to be up all night walking from about 2'.!00. weep
Team B;;vo . consi ting of Lt Jason ichols, Sig Darn bar and Sig Prabin
anemp1ed to get ome leep. This unfortunately was not go111g I<? hap~n
due to the timely appearance of everal \1acDonalds burgers with chips
and a late football ~ame!
famou~ milirnry theologian (~~m Molke) . aid
something along th~ line of · o plan survives collla 1. with the en~m)"
and thi. certainly rang true for both weep Team. th:it mght. A seem111gl)
1ired team of nur. e, decided for the benefit of the team that the) \WU Id
Jeep for several hour a1 CP 5. They were in last place and thi,_ W<l\
definitely not part of our plan. fter . ome ha ty re-appraisals ol our
.i1ua1ion. alvaiion came from the EXCO Puule Palace . Team \lpha
would wail for the team to get up and Fini. h their sweep!( P 6 and Team
Bravo, waiting al CP 6 \\as 10 ·et off immediately after the last \\ alkmg
team had pa -~d through . This \\as good news . Still '"'ailing a further. 11
team . Team Bravo lefl in tru tions 10 be awoken when the last \\Cllkmg
team had passed and then confidemly retired for an hour.
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Imagine m} . urprise when I awoke at dawn! Ch~Jk up one to the great
Communications god of the quadron. After . plashing water on our faces.
we . et off some !he hours later than planned. clo. cly followed by the last
nurse· team. etting a hot pace. we headed up the hill to CP 7. 30 minutes
later. we arrived and \\ atched a the low female team caught u up . ow
that we \~ere at the rear a we were supposed to be. we waited five minute
and followed on . Feeling fre h, we decided to catch up thi s team and keep
\\1thin about one mile t m them. I was running in Walking boots and
trou. en. (ready for a cool, slow night sweep) compared to the two more
ligh1ly equipped team members in 1rainers and track pant . After seven

technology (steam radio) and talked to u about our life in the TA.
Fortunately for us, m true 56 style, W02 Jim Paine deployed on the
Experience. complete. wuh k~ttle and .coffee, o we were happy. ot
surpnsmgly; our vehicle became particularly popular with the other
pe~ onnel m Force Hea~quarters. We hosted numerous Generals,
Bngad.1ers. Colonels, ;A-1r V1~e ~ars~als and Admirals from all the NATO
count~1 es complete with the1~ d1ffcnng brass and trimmings. Their visits
were mters~ersed with spotting .the most outrageous headgear (Italians),
the most l~n?.combats (Norwegians) ~nd the most inappropriate footwear
for the act1v 1t.1es that would be expenenced on the other side of the lake
(female aval officer ).
When the e~rly mornings got too much for 56 Sig Sqn (V), we all opted
to. spend the night at Hawley Hard guarding the ve.hicle! Unfortunately,
t~1s n~ess1tated cooking our own rations . This was achieved by
d1spatch111g the ;INCOs to Tescos to purchase a disposable barbecue and
the necessary victuals and beverages (beer). Due to the location of the
vehicle, the barbecue had to take place beside the lake in the evening
sunshine (how pleasant). We all felt that we had earned our lie-in the next
morning!
56 .Sig Sqn (Y) wa part of the Force Headquarters element of the
Experience .an~ was under the command of Major Ian Puddy, a cheerful
and enthu ia uc watchkeepcr from CVJ-IQ. He endeavoured to keep
everyone happy throughout the week, even to the extent of plying port and
Baileys to those that he felt needed it! He also ensured that we all came
away with a much appreciated memento of the week in the form of a
colourful ca_rioon drawn by Capt Lee Smart. The highlight of the week
for Cpl Avril Tough a.nd myself Y:'as a 10 minute ride in a Puma helicopter
over the area and despite wavmg like mad every time we flew over our det,
nobody waved back. However, LCpl 'Bunny' Warren was seen printing
the JO yards to the Javelin Air Defence stand. (Fortunately for us he
mi sed!).
'
The Experience it elf really wa an experience and we were all amazed
and impressed by how much the Reserve Forces contribute in support of
the Regular Army. The event took a whole day or more to ee properly and
was a marvellous display of our as et , not only in the form of available
~quip~ent but ~lso in the personnel and the roles they perform. It was
mcred1.ble to thmk that as .we toured the numerous displays. with few
exceptions, all the 1000+ military personnel on how were Reservists just
like u .

kilometres of running and fast tabbing, we realised that the team in front
wa perhaps no1 o slow. In fact. we had to chase hard for the rest of the
day in order to stay in ight of them! It was therefore a tired Sweep Team
Bravo that eventually trotted into the finish. We never did catch up with
the Nurses Team having met two extremely exhau ted and limping men
who were four kilometres from the finish. We walked chem in and the
massed crowds (of about fifty) in Brighton racecourse Stadium gave them
both a huge round of applause. The competition was over and the planning
will oon begin for Trailwalker (UK) 1999. So much for our slow walk in
10 the finish! A the aying goes: 'There are no certainties in war'.

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REGIMENTAL HE DQ ARTERS - SO THFIELDS
CO
Lt Col L. F. Harrison TD
R I
WOI (RSM) D . E. Hall

41 (PLK) SIGNAL SQUADRON - COULSDO
Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Baker
SSM
W02 (SSM) Jim Paine

IORE NEW ADDITIO
TO THE SOUTHFIELDS TEAM
With the new CO ju t about settled into her office it was time for
another change in RHQ. This time i was a new Adjt. Capt 'Dangerou '
Bryan Alderson handed over the reins to Capt Mel Rayner at the end of
July before running off to get married to another Mel. After the wedding
he will be taking hi new wife to RMCS Shrivenham where he will
attempt to get educated on a MSc - good luck to you both. Before the old
Adjt left he had time to queeze in ju t one more party. Well done to Ch
Clk W02 ·FJip' andell for managing to give such an 'accurate ' account
of Capt Alderson's time with the Regiment. All claims of defamation of
character are totally unjustified, as they ay 'the truth i always hard to
wallow'. Talking of swallowing ....We would like to take this opportunity
to thank Le Piaf in Putney for putting up with all the Regular and
Permanent taff whit l they emptied the restaurants· reserve supply of red
wine. h is al o hoped that the landlords of a certain Public House on
Putney High St will let 31 Sig Regt back in some time! So as Capt
Rayner trie to settle into her new post, the question is with another
female officer wandering the corridors of RHQ will the Trg Maj, Maj
Ifie Brand be able to cope with the pressure! A further new arrival in
RHQ is the CO's Driver. Fresh from 14 Sig Regt, LCpl Mick Taylor is
now rapidly trying to learn the route around London that manage to avoid
the worst of the traffic. At least he ' ll now be qualified as a London Cabbie!

HELLO'S AND GOODBYES
The Squadron wishes to extend a wann welcome to Capt John
Symmons who has recently joined us from London UOTC and 2Lt
Debbie Speakman. They are currently making themselves at home with
N Troop as Tp OC and Tp 2IC respectively (try not to break these ones
troop ). we hope tliey both enjoy serving with us . A ad farewell is sent to
Cpl Tanya Campbell and LCpl Ian Byrne who have recently left the
Squadron. We wish them every success in their future undertaking .

CO GRATULATIONS
All the members of RHQ would like to send pecial congratulations to
SSgt Mick and Sue Johnson on the birth of their son Thomas.
Congratulations also go to Sgt Neil Fisher and W02 (FotS) Bob
Wymer on their recent promotion .
HEADQ ARTER SQ ADRO - SOUTHFIELDS
Sqn Comd
Maj Chris Mahony
SSM
W02 (SSM) Pete Lovett
JUST ONE HELLO!
The Squadron continues to remain busy along with the rest of the
Regiment , normal training is ongoing alongside all the meticulou
planning for Annual Camp 1998. One new arrival into the Squadron is Cpl
Tanya ·Taz' Campbell. We would all like to welcome you to the team in
Southfields and your new post in the Squadron Recruiting Cell. It is good
to see that you have already proved your worth by ensuring a steady flow
of new recruits into our Squadron. Keep up the good work 'Taz' and we
hope you enjoy your time here at Southfields.
REGIME TAL TRADE CO RSE 10-26 JULY 1998
Yet another succes ful trade course was run by the PSI 's, this year at
Eastbourne. A big very well done to Cpl 'Taz' Campbell, LCpl Si
Roberts and ig Chris Cox who all performed excellently on the course
and gained the nece sary qualifications. The PSJ i walking around the
TAC a very happy 'teddy' with the results and looks forward to putting the
newly gleaned knowledge to the te ton annual camp at Corsham.
Q ADRO WEEKE D 7-9 AUGU T 1998
For thi particular weekend the troop were asked by the PSJ early on in
the year what theme they would like it to take. After much talk and
deliberation Penhale Training Camp was booked and a recce date was sel.
The potential was good; ewquay; First weekend in August and the
weather wa slowly building to a heat wave. The troops travelled to
Cornwall under the watchful eye of W02 ' l maybe quiet but I am
watching every move you make' Lovett. The troop had a fantastic
weekend ~ith the events being hark fishing and mountain biking. On the
shark fishmg front the troops were reeling them in like there was no
tomorrow. The pri1e of the day was claimed by W02 'Calm down'
· rivener REME for netting a mas ive 22 pound sea trout. The mountain
biker~ alw had a great time . Although some members of the Squadron
found 11 difficult to remain on the bikes all of the time, they had some
intere ting 'war stories' to tell at the obligatory social event that wrapped
up the evemng.
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EXERClSE KE SINGTO COMMUNICATOR
On 26 June the Squadron and Detachment deployed from 258 Sig Sqn,
30 Sig Regt to Pippingford Park and Cinque Ports to conduct an HF
Comm Exercise designed to practice the Squadron in NY!S techniques .
The move to Cinque Ports by K Tp did however run into a problem when
LCpl Alan Byan's FPR headlights decided that they didn't want to work .
Being a bit of a mechanic on the side Lt Beth 'Spanner' Pollard jumped
into the driving seat and repaired them. only for them to break again
within 200 yard . never mind Beth vehicle electric' are a complex thing .
The exerci e was a great succes and the Squadron would like to take this
opportunity to thank all member of 258 Sig Sqn , who have an already
bu y calendar, for participating in the Exercise.
EXERClSE SUMMER SCHOOL
Ea tbourne was the venue for the fir t of this years ' Regimental Trade
Training and Driving Courses. Squadron participants included Cpl Tanya
Campbell and LCpl Jo Ogle on their Tele Op (TG) C la 2 and SSgt 'got
to get my quals' Roy Messenger (PSI), Sgt 'I can c hat up anything with
blue hair' Brian Traynor, LCpls Andy Wallace and Julia May on the
C+E Driving Course. eedless to say in a town like Eastbourne ' in the
summer' a good time was had by all. It is worth mentioning at this stage
that LCpl Andy Wallace made a lifelong friend of the PSAO' dog
Monty. This became evident to all when the dog would wait for him at the
gate with a Ju ty gleam in hi s eye. On a more erious note. all students are
to be congratulated on ucces ful course re ults and in particular to LCpl
Jo Ogle who came a very creditable 2nd place on the Tele Op (TG) Class
2 course achieving a 100% pass on her BATCO exam .

f

'DINING OUT' OF W02 (SSM) JIM PAY E
July 25th aw the Sgt's Mess dining out the SSM, W02 (SSM) Jim
Payne who has left us to become the YofS 56 Sig Sqn (Y). The evening
organised by SSgt (SQMS) Dean Clarke was a great success with
excellent speeches. The Mess would like to take this opportunity to thank
Jim for all his hard work during his tenure as the Sqn SSM and presiding
member.
56 SIG AL SQUADRON - EASTBOURNE
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Howe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tony Potter
Life has been busy in Eastbourne for 56 Sig Sqn (Y) with many
opportunities to break out of the normal run of training activitie .
THE RESERVE FORCES' EXPERIENCE 10-17 JULY 1998
THROUGH THE EYES OF 56 SIG SQN (V) EASTBOUR E
by Capt Sarah Streete
We were promised the 'Experience of a Lifetime' since thi s event only
comes to Britai n every 10 year and so it was with some excitement that
we arrived at Longmoor Camp on Friday JO July. Our enthusiasm was
somewhat dampened when we learned that reveille wa· to be at 4am every
morning in order to be at Hawley Hard before the rest of Surrey and
Hampshire had ri en!
The first three days were for setting up, inspections and rehear als and
for us, with just a 618 det and mast and a generator to organise, it proved
not to be too onerous. Having sited and camounaged our vehicle,
including raising the door to allow the 6'8" frame of one of the Generals to
pass through (he never did!), we then had to sit and wait over the next six
days for visitors to call. Whilst most people were more intere. ted in the
tanks, aeroplanes and weapons, many still showed great interest in our old
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EXERCISE POLAPLOD 26-28 JUNE 1998
by Capt Jackie Blake
Gale force wind , driving rain, knee deep mud and lots of heep .... Ju t
what you'd expect on a squadron night out at the height of the English
·summer'! Except that this was no ordinary night out. Thi was Ex
Polaplod , a.n annual 40 mile spon ored walk organi ed and run by
Polaroid. with ass1 tance for the last few year from 56 Sig Sqn (V) for
comms and admin (the great British army breakfast!). Thi year's event
wa held on the ortb Yorkshire Moors, taking in part of the Coast to
Coast Walk , the Cleveland Way and finally finishing in Scarborough. N;
well as supporting the event we entered a team of ix brave but mad fool
namely Maj Brian Howe, Capt Jackie Blake, W02 (SSM) Tony Potter'
SSgt 'Roly' Godden, Sgt Dickie 'My dinner's a salad' Bonner and Cpi
Avril Tough. ot to be left out, Capt Ian Murray and SSgt Willy Loch
entered as ind ividual .
Whit t not officially a race, there is alway a handful of teams with that
competitive urge (u included!) who go hell-for-leather for the glory of
being first home (and for the bottles of champagne that accompany that
honour!) So it was at midnight that 180 of u left behind the warmth of the
Lion Inn high up in Blakey Moor and set forth aero s the heather toward
the first of nine checkpoints. At each of these (except Checkpoint 2 which
we.'11 gloss over. .....) we were admirably looked after (copious supplies of
Smckers bar and Lucozade). by our upport team of Capt arah Street
and SSgt John Atherton . It has to be said that they did look decidedly
n_iu~ each time they prised themselves out of the co y warmth of the
mm1bus as they watched us looming out of the mist, dripping, muddy and
hungry.
As the first few hours of the walk were completed in the pitch black it
was difficult to appreciate what we'd been told wa the tunning
surrounding moorland scenery as we stumbled our way across hill and
dale. However, one ight we definitely did appreciate wa the ignpo t for
the breakfast point in May Back car park. (We were o hungry by thi time
that our ense of smell alone would have guided u to the mountains of
eggs and bacon that were being dished up by W02 Fred Bramble and hi
team!) There was one moment of he itation before we tucked in. We
noted, with alarm, that everyone in the break.fa t tent was covered in
throb?ing, it~hy red blotches! Thankfully these turned out not to be an
allergic .reaction to W02 Bramble' culinary kills, but the result of being
eaten alive by the entire midge population of orth Yorkshire! eedle to
say, we made a ha ty get-away to take the second half of the course,
thankful for daylight but not so grateful for the torrential downpours that
lashed us nearly all the way into Scarborough. A if the rain , aching legs
and squelch of burst blister weren ' t enough. we also had to contend with
the constant in ane burbling of a far too energetic Sgt Bonner. ft was
clear as he bounded along ahead, that hi high altitude training in Morocco
had sent far too much oxygen ru bing to his brain ..... Lucky for him we
couldn't catch him ...... .
Finally, not a Moroccan mirage, but the fini lung post on carborough
sea front - a sight for sore feet if ever there was one. We were delighted to
~nd we'd all finished in the first 15. First job then was to drag our aching
lunbs t)1e ~ho1t distance to the neare t pub for an impromptu celebration
(our drmkmg arms were still working!), before being whi ked away to the
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Royal Hotel for a long, hot bath and a few hours sleep. Then it w:L'i glad
rags on for the awards dmner. W,e must have made a curious spectacle for
the hotel ~taff - crowds of walking wounded either hobbling barefoot or
cl~stered m small group comparing bli ·ters and black toenails! But the
pam seemed worthwhile when we found out that we had got '>CCond place
(and two bottles of champagne) and were also pre!.ented with a spc1.:ial
plaque (two more bottles of champagne!) as thanks for the Squadron's
support over the years. Another cause for celebration was the
an~ouncement that the event had raised thousands of pounds for Save the
Children. Needless to say it wa.s then time for the champagne to now ....

Aching but still smiling after 40 miles ..... .
(1.:-R): SSgt "'.Villy Loch, W02 (SSM) Potter, Maj Brian Howe,
Capt Jackie Blake, Sgt Dickie Bonner, Capt Ian Murray
Cpl Avril Tough and SSgt Roly Godden
COMMA DING OFFICER'S VISIT
Th~ Squadron's ~amp preparation weeken~ on 4-5 Ju ly was also the
occasion of the Regiment s new CO, Lt Col Lmda Harrison to make her
fir t official visit to East.bourne. After a tour of the Squadron it was up to
th~ all-~nks bar for an m.foi;mal address and the presentation of the Maj
Mike G1lyea1 Trophy. This 1s awarded to the soldier con idered to have
ma.de the ?iggest contribution to the Squadron during the previous year.
This year 1t was de ervedly won by chef, Cpl Steve Howell , one of the
'unsung heroes' \~ho never fails to amaze with the variety of his culinary
creations (~"'.en usmg compo!) Appropriately enough. it was then time for
t~e CO to JOlll the Officers. WOs & SNCOs for lunch where. having been
lipped off about her penchant for ice cream. Cpl Howell produced a
marvellous multi-storey creation fit for a .... well. fit for a CO. So taken
was Lt Col Harrison by thi that he was last seen heading purposefully
toward Eastbourne seafront and the neare t Mr Wippy van .....
83 (LONDON) SIG 'AL SQUADRO (V) - CHELSE
Sqa Comd
Maj Mike Jackson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Jim McMahon
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Fare~ell to 2Lt Paul
pkai, W02 Rudi Harding, Sgt Graham
Brown mg and Cpl Becky Strickland all of whom have deserted Che I ea
and the Duke of York Barrack for the unnier climes/more alubriou.
environment (delete as applicable) of Southfields and HQ Sqn. Good luck
to all of you there. Jn return 2Lt Kirianna Houia has arrived in the
Squadron. As the name ugge IS not English, blll a member of the ew
Zealand reserve forces on attachment with the Regiment for a couple of
years. We have al o adopted the affectionately named Chet ea Ho.piial Jn
Patient. W02 Jim McMahon, the Regimental Fleet Manager by day who
ma querades as our new SM by Tue day night and weekends. Welcome
to both of you and we hope you are happy in your new location.
RECRUIT TRAINlNG
'D TRADE TR INING
The good name of 83 (London) Sig Sqo is being upheld by our recruit:,
on the recruit training weekend , with particularly good re ults coming
from Sigs Leyland and Snell. On the trade front the recruit. have
perforn1ed well with members of the Squadron fini hing I st, 2nd and 3rd.
So well done to Sig Tia Snell (I t). ig Richard Leyland (2nd) and ig
Jo Eastwood (3rd) for your very commendable re ult . Life has not been
quite ~o good for Sig Karen Rendle) . Whit 1 attending a Regimental
Recruit Tram mg weekend he managed to cut her knee whilst trying to cut
up ome Hexamine block The photo below hows gt Mat Cahill
admini tering bag of sympathy!
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met another SSgt. 'Good Morning, Foreman' l said, anxious to show that I
was one of the cognoscenti . 'I'm a Staff Sergeant' he said. Some SSgts
also have the appointment of Yeoman. However. not all Yeomen are
SSgt~. some arc W02s. Confused? You will be.
My new Regiment is equipped with Ptarmigan, a ptruly ptremendous
ptcchnological ptelephony and ptelegraphy system. as well as data
pu·ansmission. It was decided that it would be A GOOD THING if l
attended an All -Arms Introduction to Ptarmigan course at Blandford
Forum. The PSAO, never one to lag behind also decided to attend. r don't
think the Roya.I School of Signals has ever s~en the like before. One Royal
Signals Captain attending such a course 1s unusual. two is evidently
unheard of. Various lecturers and presenters would, at some stage, ask
'You'll have seen this before, Sirs?' (Why would we be there if we'd seen
it before?)
· o, l've just re-badged from the RA .'
·And I was a Wei h Guard for 32 years before becoming the PSAO .'
' Have you ever been a Welsh Guard?'
·Ever been a Gunner? '

F REWELL WEEKE, D - LT COL WESTO 13- L4 JUNE 1998
The Regimental weekend h Id on 13-14 June 1998. was the final
farewell to the old CO. The weekend wa a tom1ing succes with quite a
number of activitie taking place. The most notable of these wa · the
~hlitat) kill Competition held in torrential rain. The outright winners
from the quadron were L pl Dianne oultas-Pitman. Sig Kirsten
re \\ell, ig Loui e Wilkins and Sig uart Farquharson-Roberts.
(The e are not ·made up· names. but quit' 1.. nonn for Joane Square.) To
recover from and reward the endea•ours of the Military
kills
Competition a party wn · held on the nturday night. The quadron
perforn1ed well adhering to the Corp alternative mono of ' First In, La t
Out· by ensuring that they were just tlint! A pecial mention goe to PSI
gt Dez Eld r idge who judging by hi exhibition on the dance floor mu t
have thought he was at an audition for Saturday ight Fever'
S ig Louise Wi lkins (standing)
(L-R): S ig Kirsten Cresswell. S ig S t u art Farquharso n-Roberts
and LCpl Dianne Coultas -Pit man

' o:

33 (LANCASIDRE & CHESHIRE) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RS 1

Lt Col Steed MBE
W Ol (R M) K. HalJ ett .

Another era in the life of the Regiment drew to a clo e when L t Col J oe
handed over command to Lt Col J ohn Steed MBE who arrives
with Gill and the family from Warmin ter. Lt Col Moreland heads off to
DERA at Malvern with best wishes from all members of me Regiment.

~foreland

Things are also changing in the Adjutants chair. Capt Andy P ar sons
leaves for me maze of me MOD making way for Ca pt Mick Range to
step up the corridor from Tech Adjt. Good luck to Ka rren and you in me
new job in London. People are also on the move in tlie QMs Dept with
\ 02 {RQMS) teve Stevenson leaving the Army for civilianstreet. We
"ill all miss you and Donn a - but not the jokes. Welcome to W0 2
(RQ. 1S) Dave Beggs who arrives with Dawn from Cyprus. Warrington's
climate is no different ....... Honest! Finally congratulations to Capt
Mick Brown on his promotion and confirmation as Traffic Officer. Get
the 0 C kettle on.
F ROM CLO D - PUNCHE R T O SCALEY,
l 0 E SWELL FOOP
b) Capt D. Tanzey
This is a tale of a rare event, a very rare event indeed. Through a series
of circumstance far too involved to go into here, (rather like the
explanation for the choice of Martin Bell as MP for Tatton) 1, a
'Cloud-Puncher' (Air Defence Gunner in the Royal Regiment of Artillery)
of 15 summers. re-badged to tlie Royal Corps of Signals and became a
'Sealey'. I hasten to point out that I intend no insult when l use the latter
term: it is one that has been addressed to me by other Scaleys, most of
whom have given me variou imaginative and wonderful explanations for
the term. And 0, thank you but l don' t want another 200 versions of tlie
·well the real rea on is .. ' kind. But I digress. When I was asked ifl would
be alright transferring to the Corps, I pointed out, with some pride, that all
Gunners are accomplished signallers. 'Yes,' said tlie Brigad ier (for it was
he), 'but this is signalling around the world, not down the road to the chipshop.' Suitably cha\tened, l went for an interview with my prospective
CO. who quickly became my new CO and I e ntered a world of wonders. (I
wonder what that 1s? I wonder what this does? I wonder where I am? etc.)
On my first drill night at RHQ, a high-powered bunch of officers were
<li"Cu-.sing a forthcoming journey to Odessa, in the Ukraine, ex-USSR .
1 he Brigadier wasn't kidding. 1 thought.
Ha' ing joined the Royal Corps, my first impression was that I had lost
all power of compr<!hension. Th is was due to the fact that nobody here
peak\ Englbh. Everything is described in a patois unique to the Corps. I
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The deployment this year was a great improvement on Ex Able Condor
1997, where the movers deployed the Regiment all the way to the Kent
coast for a short ferry crossing which caused inevitable driver fatigue
problems. A short drive to South Shields with overnight ferric~ to
Amsterdam and the chance of the odd beer, was a far better start to an
Exercise and ensured that all drivers had plenty of sleep.

at fir t put thi down to the fact that I was in Runcorn and it was the local
dialect. ot so, I do believe that the makers of the cartoon serie 'Stop the
Pigeon' were themselve ex-Signals. This is hinted at by the character
Klunk , who whenever a ked for an explanation never gets beyond -Well
chief... - before de cending into unintelligible gibberish. Personally, I
believe that Klunk i a multiple-entity phenomena and that the individual
ghosts. ratlier like the Flying Dutchman wander the land or Royal Signals
barracks anyway - waiting for someone to start an explanation. At that
moment the malevolent spirit seizes control of me poor unfortunate and
we're back into mummbly-peg. The only reason anyone ever learns
anything is that long-term expo ure to Klunk renders me victim unaware
of what's going on, thu are we suborned. (To tho e of you who have never
even heard of, let alone een ·stop the Pigeon' , thi will all be
meaningless; ask your neare t FofS, he 's bound to know and will explain
all.)
Staying with the language for a moment the plemora of acronyms is
staggering. DPM and KFS are about as wild as it get in the Gunner ,
mough some adventurous souls do have a tab at mrowing MLRS into the
conversation every now and again - not ea y when tlie topic is lunch. But
you guys! Everything is abbreviated if at all possible (by-tlie-by, why is
'abbreviate' uch a long word?) and sometimes even if it isn't. Like
SCRA(D fr'instance. I can't pronounce '(' or ')' and don't know what
either is short for. Conversely, I spent two day trying to find out what
SWITCH stood for, liltle uspecting that it was long (as opposed to short)
for ode. Which is itself sig-speak for computer, I mink , or something.
I didn't actually re-badge for ix months. During this time , me oldier
in my new Squadron (of which I am 21C), to a man (person?) asked at one
time or another 'So why are you here, Sir?' When r explained mat l had
come via 42 (NW) Bde HQ from an Air Defence Regt they asked ' Why
didn't you go back to tlie Gunners? ' When I replied that there were no
vacancies in my own Regiment tliey a ked ' Why didn't you tay at
Brigade?' l could see that this was becoming like one of those
conversations I have with my six year old daughter, so l responded in
similar form: l t just is, that's all and walked away. l have re-badged now,
bur still occasionally promote Corporals to Bombardier even the OC gets
addressed as BC at time . I'm in good company tliough, because the
PSAO i ex-Welsh Guards (RSM HQ Coy Cmdr, etc) and the NRP
SQMS is ex-Irish Guards (RQMS). Each has added their own Battalions '
traditional forms of address and rank to the everyday life of the Squadron.
There is an element of competition also, as both their office are shrines to
their respective Battalions. The rest of the barracks looks drab by
comparison. ln fact the Rio Carnival would look drab compared to this
pair. Per onally I'm currently on the lookout for an exMOD Bofors 40nO
and an army-surplus Lance launcher; that'll show 'em.
There is a strong Romany influence in the Corps, or at least mere is in
my Regiment. This is chiefly evident in the enormous mobile homes u ed
by the Troops when on Exercise. The e come in a variety of sizes and have
an· equally wide selection of internal fixtures and fitti ngs, includ ing
kett les, toasters and sandwich-makers. All of these are ru n on power
upplied by a collection of generators that tlirow out e nough 240v AC to
supply a small South American Banana Republic and could put Sel lafield
to shame. They also have fi tted wardrobes and che ts of drawers. but
they're definitely not from Habitat or !KEA; very posse. Mind you,
tliey're a bit short on the ' H t/Cid rng wtr; we Wt sep bthrm inc bdt & ftd
shwr' department. There does, however, seem to be an over indu lgence in
hi-fi equipment none of which I have yet managed to master. Make no
mistake, I do ask, but Klunk in variably rears his head and once more, after
two minutes tlie data-stream has overloaded me aga in. l even tried to get
him to talk slower, but it was li ke listening to an old 78 rpm record pl ayed
at 33 rpm; it's still un intelligible, o nly now it's slow enough to confirm
tliat you really don't know what he's talking about.
Rank structure is similarly fraught. Above I mentioned the FofS, or
Foreman of Signals in everybody ...... speak. T he fi rst one I met, I greeted
with, 'Good morning, Staff Sergeant. ' T m a Fore ma n' he replied. Later I
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I've never been ptsychic (sic; the ' t' i ilent) but J distinctly got the
mes age, 'ls this a windup?' from every one of them.
For those of you who've never been , The Royal School of Signals is
big. r mean it 's really big. And getting bigger all the time. They're
building all over the place. In fact if it gets much bigger, Blandford Forum
{Forum as in arena). is going to become Blandford Parkbench. The
amoun t of training conducted there i , we were told, increasing all the
time. hence the almost continuous building programme. The Wei h Guard
did manage to upset the proprietress of ' Le Rende Yous ' (shouldn 't that be
one word?) by telling her it was the nice t NAAFT he'd ever seen.
' AAFI!?!? Wha 'd'yer mean , AAFI?' The cour e was very good and
we learned a lot but I can't tell you what a it' a secret and then I'd have to
kill you. That's what Yuri and Mikhail , the two Mess waiters aid, anyway.
Anyway, l now have a better idea of what all the mobile homes are and
the differences between them . The really important one, tlie
SWITCH/Node/Computer, is the centre of the Ptarmigan universe.
Equivalent in size to a small bungalow, it weighs a zillion tons, takes six
weeks to camouflage and is the centre of a Sarga so Sea-like tangle of
cables. As we tend to move every 12 - 24 hours , thi means that the crew
never leep and i in a con tant tate of flux, knitting and men unpicking
the cables. Unfortunately every oilier asset in the Squadron is intimately
linked , via the knitting , to the Node o when it move , everytliing else
moves. There can be few more entertaining sights than a linesman, in the
dark, trying to untangle hi cable from the birds' nest outside the ode.
One told me it 's known as 'cooking fable ';at least I think that's what he
aid .
My main ta k with the Squadron has been tlie training programme, with
particular reference to basic military skills. The need for this was brought
home to me after only two months. on me first Comms Ex ince my
arrival. Webbing eemed to be regarded as sometliing to be left outside me
mobile homes , not because it would get in me way in ide, but to indicate
that the detachment was ' At Home'. As for carrying equipment in
webbing, well, if God had wanted signaller to carry nasty, heavy
webbing, he wouldn't have invented mobile home , would he? However,
give mem their due, they are willing to have a go at anything.
With thi in mind, I waited until the last weekend in ovember: men
threw everything at them, primarily by throwing them out onto Holcombe
Moor (one of the bleaker pots of Lancashire) from midnight on Friday
until Saturday evening. Despite the cold. rain, mud and lack of electric
kettles and toa ters , they attended en masse, bringing a sizeable en e of
humour with them . The detail of me Exercise are too long to go into but
suffice to say that it involved tliem getting all of two hours Jeep and being
oaked to the skin al lea t twice. We then gave them Christma Dinner,
loads of beer and waited for the inevitable collap e. At about 2000hrs
some asked if they could go into town for a pint. The OC saw no reason 10
refuse this, so he and I stayed behind to mind the tore and wait for their
return. We gave up waiting for their return at gone midnight. The last of
the dirty little stop-outs d id n't get back until 0530 on Sunday. They then
got a shower, got dres ed and had breakfast Mind you, they weren't so
chirpy when the SSM put them over me Krypton Factor As ault cour e.
One told me its actually on 'Hooking Fell'. Anyway, mat's what it
sounded like.
Well , l can ee that I've told you nothing about Germany Camp, or the
various functions, both . oc ial a nd official, nor have I mentioned mat my
Squadron i hi torically part of The Chesh ire Yeomanry. Whose main
claims to fame are respon ibi lity for t11e Peterloo Ma sacre and forming
the last cavalry charge in British military hi tory - unrelated event , l
hasten to add, but l th ink I'd better leave them to anomer article. On
balance, life as a ·Sea ley' has been in teresting so far. ow if I can just fi nd
a phoo-phoo hammer to clo e tlie flu file valve on my printer .....
KLUNK!!!
42 SI G AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

(V) - MA CHESTER
Maj Ian Kelly TD KINGS
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams

EXERCIS E ABLE CO DOR 1998
The Squad ron has recently re turned from Ex Able Condor 1998, 33 Sig
Regt's Annual Camp, which took pl ace in the ordhe in - We tfalen
(NRW) region of Germany over the period 13-26 June 1998. The aim of
fa: /\ble Co ndor was to practice ARRC a igned CIS as et , in the
provision of NATO Level 2 CIS upport to ARRC CP' and the CP' of
subordinate form ations.
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SSgts 'Rooster' Coburn and Cpl 'Mac' McGuinness in one of
their more active pos es, about to have the ir p o ckets rifled
while waiting to board the fe rry
It was the Sqn Comd' first time in Germany and first FTX with the
Regiment. It must have been quite nerve wracking for him. However, after
an initial shake out in me Leuth Training Area and successful move to
first locations , he began to relax, especially when the Radio Relay hots
came in on time and without major problem . The Trunk ode (31) was
established at Reeth Bk in Bielefeld, courtesy of FDP 3, 24 Movement
Regiment, while me Central braved the Bielefeld ridge and tlie Secondary
Acces
ode (SAN) joined 11 Sig Bde HQ in Sennelager. Although
moves every couple of days were cheduled for Trunk ode and Acces
Node Troop . in actual fact there was very little movement. We were not
sure whether th is was due to tlie fact that l I Bde Main HQ did not tru t us
to repeat the performance or mat our hot were o good that tliey didn't
dare move us.
While we were in Gennany we had tlie pleasure of hosting Brig Ian
S ha pter. our Honorary Colonel. as well a the M aster of Signals . They
obviou ly enjoyed thei.r vi its and me opportunity to meet so many
Mancunians and Scou e members of the Corp . After me Exerci e phase
mere wa a welcome opportunity for R&R in Dusseldorf and Krefeld that
rounded off a highly succes ful and enjoyable 1998 Annual Camp.

Lt Cheryl James takes the Maste r on a tou r of he r Trunk Nod e
OPEN DAY - 42 (NORTHWE T ) BIGADE (27 J UNE 1998)
While the Regiment wa in Germany a fe,, members of the Squadron.
unable to attend, were involved in t11e -l2 ( \V) Bde 'Pageants and
Parades· Open Day at Fulwood Barracks in Pre ton as part
the Bde
Comd' initiative to rai e money fo r the Arm} Benevolent Fund.
The PS AO 42 Sqn. Capt Gerry Whelan, organi ed a recruiting display
and fund raisi ng stand that raised a respectable £ 120 for charity as -.veil a'
attracting a number of potential recruit . Cpl F itzgerald. 42 qn' . talwart
regular MT Corporal. wa hipped back from Annual amp two da)s
early to supposed ly help out with power problems on the da). Thi' task
wifl ly e calated into a tota l re pon ibility for providing all the p<mer
neces ary to run an Open Day to which 15000 people were expected and
which included dozens of food and drink lands. beer tenh. militar) and
civilian stand , children, entertainment and numerous miscellaneou
disp lays. all from a 16/24 generator with no cables or connector.! ever

of
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one to be Pha ed. pl Fitz set about organi ·ing Brigade taff Officers to
hire a d01.en generator.:. from a local fim1 while he adapted able, . upplied
b) the RAF. to fit onto rm) generators. Fortunately, nil went well on the
d ) and the Brigade Comd. Brig W. ' · haw CBE, wa able to report a
highly u ce ·sful Open Day at wh ich 15000 people were hosted and
"hi h raised ·everal thousand pound for charity.

i

FUTUREE ENT
July continue to be bu. y with members of the quadron taking part in
the , ATO Reserve Force (CIOR) me ting at Aldershm from 11 -17 July.
, we go to pres ..we look forward to Ex Regu lar Ro e (adventurou
training for the regular raff). ct>ntrali ed Trade Training at Altcar and at
the beginning of Augu. t, quadron Adventurou Training at Keswick in
the Lake Di~trict.
0 'GRAT L TIO
Finally we congratulate Cpl Chris Glover on hi selection for
promotion to Sgt and Helen Carden and am Hickson who ' ere both
promoted to Lance Corporal at Annual Camp . Al o, Sig 1ichelle
Holbrook for being awarded the Best Recruit prize on her recruit cadre at
Penhale and igs teven and Smith for passing the ame recruit course.

xxxv

Preston Open Day - 27 June 1998 - 42 Sqn (V) recruiting stand
Front (l-R): LCpl Dunc Anderson, Lt Chris Evans,
potential transfer recruit Sig Gimp Guinney,
LCpl Stew Green, LCpl Sam Hickson

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves
WOI (RSM) D. B. Showell

REGIMENTAL HEADQ
RTERS
RHQ would like to extend a warm welcome to SSgt Rob Eden and hi
famil} fresh from an 'extended' tour in Gem1any.
E...XERCI E REG LAR ROISTER
Ex Regular Roi ter wa an Adventure Training Exercise organi ed for
all the regular taff within the Regiment. The Exercise was based in
Amble ide in the outhem part of the Lake District. SSgt Baz 'Dodgy
Geezer' Raine and NRPS SSgt Tommy Williamson signed for the
accommodation and waited for the main party to arrive on the Sunday.
Monday morning aw typical Lake Di trice weather which pleased SSgt
Mick ' Worry Wart' Ginty who was taking his walkers around the
Fairfield Horse-Shoe. With some excellent navigation the 'Worry Wart' ,
with the help of Cpl Jase Randles and LCpl Mick Case, completed a 5hr
walk for aged civilian in a swift 8hrs. The low level mountain cyclists,
namely 'Dodgy Geezer· and SSgt Tom Lappin . had a far more productive
day sampling some of the Lakes· finest trails. The arrival of the QM, Maj
Les Wood , the Trg Maj, Maj Simon Green, the Adjt, Capt Dave Wilson,_
aad the YofS, W02 Jim Thompson provided a new challeage for
Messers Ginty and Raine. Feeling very confident the ' Worry Wart ' led the
new hill walkers around the Fairfield Horse-Shoe only for the QM to get
fed up with looking at the fantastic scenery and deciding to run round!
The new mountain cyclist al o proved a challenge for the 'Dodgy
Geezer' with the Trg Maj forcing the pace to a ' new dimen ion ' of
challenging trails. The end results led to a requirement for new skin for the
'Dodgy Geezer', a new front wheel aad the need for a snorkel for the
Yeoman and the yellow jer ey for the Trg Maj. A very special mention
should be made to the NRPS SSgts aameiy Gordon Hardaker and
Tommy Williamson for their excellent cu linary skills and on ome of the
best Yorhhire puddings ever tasted.
A final note should go to SSgt ' Dodgy Geezer' Raine who should be
shot for the production of a ·wet salad'.
HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Bob Holmes
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ena Jordan
HQ qn deployed to Germany in June along with the rest of the
Regiment to participate in Exercise Able Condor 1998. The majority of
the Squadron provide manpower for the Regiments Echelon in all its
aspects of supply and maintenance. Al the present the Squadron is a
mixture of youth and experience, but once in Germany and after some
initia.l Exerci~e bonding things started lo gel. To the best of our knowledge
we did not fail lo keep our customers happy. However, knowing who and
~·h~e they were , at times , made it a close run thing. We had our share of
mc1dents, laughs and tears but all returned afely home, the experience
gained by the younger members will be invaluable in the future.
49 (W T RIDI G) IGNAL SQ ADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
qn Comd
Maj D. Sixsmith
SM
W02 ( SM) A. James
The Squadron would like to say a belated ' Well done.' to W02
Buckler on his promotion to WO! and the pot of Regimental SVWO. A
big thank you must also be extended to Sgt Ian Tulley and Cpl Chris
Turner for their sti r~ing efforts within the Squadron . Ian has recently
JOllled the fire service and Chris posted to Blandford for his TI.
Congratulation arc p~sed to Cpl Barney Eastwood, LCpl Wane Wood,
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35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Sig ' Fluffy' Downes and their wives for producing three new potenrial
regimental recruits. Sounds very House Hold Di vi ionish.
Annual camp was a great success for the squadron. As well as the
experienced gained by the younger member of the Squadron on their first
deployment there was the opportunity for many ·of the Squadron to work
closely with an American Tropo det. A pecial mention to Sgt Dave Carr
for ho ting the US contingent and introducing him elf to the military police!
50 (NORTHUMBRIAN) SIG AL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
Maj J . Larnbton
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) S. Tinkler
EXERCISE ABLE CONDOR 1998
Squadroa was given the opportunity to show how their previous years
training had been used to good effect. The suggestion that Trunk ode
moving between OSC areas is fraught with danger was in some respects
proved, but on the whole provided us with the chance to prove we could cope
with the system and all its foible . We spent the best part of the Exercise
practising our trade skills. However, there was the ever preseat expectation
that 'bandits' of the I 5 Bde variety were out there waiting LO, according to Sig
Emma Higgins, bump jump, shoot or MUFF the Node Home. The bottom
line was that the Squadroa had a very enjoyable and worthwhile Exercise.

SPECIAL ANNUAL CAMP EDITIO
EXERCISE SILVER FORGE
A NUAL-CAMP (13 - 28 JU E 1998)
The months leading up to our UK Camp were fraught with the u ual
adjustments and modification as a result of reacting to unavoidable
changes to the camp format and programme. This caused the 21 C, Maj
Richard Hemmings one or two sleepless ni ghts a he took control of the
overall management of camp and finally much to hi relief produced an
interesting , exciting, worthwhile and workable programme that was
designed to test military and leadership skills to the limit. Our base camp
was Penh.ale Training Camp, near Holywell Bay on the pectacular and
breathtaking Cornwall coast. The training was split into three distinct
act ive phases. Pha e I - took place at Bodmin Moor, Tregantle Ranges and
Penhale Camp during the. first week and was de igned to develop and
improve military and lea~ership kill ~rior t~ Phase 3 the confirmatory
Exercise (Ex Silver Anvil ) on a rather inhospllable Dartmoor. Ex Silver
Anvil was ex pect~d to c~nsolidate and confirm all the kills taught during
Pha~e I and culminate with a tough March and Shoot competition! During
the 1ntenm penod Pha e 2, the R&R and mter Sqn Sport competition
phase (commonly known as the bonding pha e), took place during the
middle weekend of camp. Running concurrently with Ex Silver Forge was
Regimental Driver and HAZMAT training at Exeter and a Recruit Course
rnn by in tructors from 11 Sig Regt. In addition out of sight but not out of
mind twenty Regimental personnel were detached in support of 11 Sig
Bde in Germany to participate in Ex Able Condor. Altogether an annual
training crammed with many different functions, aims and activities.
The deployment to Cornwall fortunate ly went without a hitch thank to
the deft planning and organisation of the MT team headed by WOl M ick
Doherty who, in a sy mpathetic gesture of solidarity. even organised
civilian coache for the journey. A a re ult everyone arrived in a refre hed
and relaxed mood which made the subsequent briefing ea ier to absorb
and bear!
PHASE 1 - THE BEAST OF BODMlN
Following the intensive arrival briefings aad opening address by the CO
Lt Col Miles Stockdale, specific team groups then deployed to Bodmin
Moor, Tregantle and Penhale Training Area to rotate between the
fieldcraft, map reading , section attack drills and command tasks on
Bodmin and Penhale and the live firing , weapon handling drill and other
activities at Fort Tregantle.

Lt Andy Stu rt scaling Bodm in Heights
Oa Bodmin Moor in particular it was important for teams to mould
together quickly a the tasks were both taxing and demanding e peeially
the a sault phase of the Exercise which proved both exhau ting as well as
immen ely enjoyable. Team spirit during t~ pha e was exceptionally
high as was the sense of achievement e pecially after negotiating a
gruelling ob tacle course that included an iatoxicating but alarming and
clau trophobic crawl through a lOOm flue of a derelict hme kiln. The DS
at this location led by Capt Martin Pulwer ably a si ted by W02 Chris
Memsh and Bill MacQuire did a particularly fine job at making this one
of the more interesting and exciting elements of the annual camp.
After Bodmin , Tregantle was more or less an anticlimax but
nevertheless the training was both useful and productive. Individual
weapon handling skills improved significantly and the pass rate on the
range reached a remarkable 88% thanks in no small way to the excellent
tuition given by SSgt Carol Eden and SSgt Pete Mouland. The eaview
from the range wa n 't too bad either aad at lea t provided ome
compensatioa for the mediocre food.

HALTE CAMP
Adverti ed as a ' MADVE TURE' weekend , a cros between military
and adventurous training , the weekend had something for everyone.
Halten offers a multitude of opportunitie including mountain cycling,
orienteering, NBC , first aid , pistol range and a fitne s trail of which we
tried them all. Oh yes and there was also a bu ride to Blackpool to
practice the other side of military skills! A thank you for the weekend ,
which was greatly enjoyed by all, must go to Lt Jez Bailey who must
remind us all once again of bis Blackpool exploits!
90 (NORTH RIDING) SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEER S)
Maj I. Hall
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) K. Turrington
EXERCISE ABLE CONDOR
The Regiment jetted! The Regiment moved to Germany in June for
annual camp. The rephrase is appropriate as the Squadron 's first two
locations proved to be the docks either side of the orth Sea. Still it
allowed everyone to ee England's first match of the World Cup. The
Squadron 's Trunk Node provided hospitality for one of the OSCs and also
the CO for much of the Exercise . However, this did not deter a German
ice-cream van from winding its way along the beaten track to our location .
With a slight juggle of assets SSgt ' Publicity Hungry ' Dawson arranged a
SCRA(T) link back to Radio Cleveland and DJ Stuart MacFarlane,
father of Sgt MacFarlane. A thank you at this poin t to the Yeomaa for
providing the mobile phone standby link .

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date
We made it through the kiln!
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The ini tia l part of the Excrci c went undeniabl y we ll as the groups went
to grou nd, qu ick ly realising that survival tec hn iq ues were emcia l in such
poor weat her condition . Unfortunately the weather deteriorated even
fu rther and the condi tions on Dartmoor quickly became untenab le as.
becau e of the tactica l nature of the Exerc i e. there was now a erious
danger of expo urc. Sensibl y the Company groups (some albeit
reluctantl y) were recovered into sheltered locations before withdraw ing
from Dart moor back to Penhale for the re-located March & Shoot
competit ion. Morale wa. a little dented at this stage but soon recovered
when the CO ordered a Regimental Smoker when the team spiri t wa
revitali ed by some very humorous kit - ay no more! The smoker the
night before provided the perfect launching pad fo r the Mar ch & Shoot
competition that took pl ace on the final day of camp. Teams. while eagerly
a embled at the tart poi nt , pondered with some uncertainty at the
prospect of a gmelli ng two- mile route uphill in full sun a we ll as ki t
fo llowed by a race over the a ault course and a range shoot ! Teams were
however plea antly surpri sed to fi nd that Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig J. R. B.
Cook and the CO were to join two of the team in the uphill struggle to
give them ome morale support.
Cpl's Brian Reid and Blob Hope
after completing their APWT at Tregantle
PHAS E 2 - A PORTI G CHALLE GE!
The middle weekend provided a welcome respite from the ravages and
challenges of Bodmin etc and included many adventurou training
actiYities as well a> the Inter-Squadron Sporting Competition. A well a
participating in the much publici ed competition many members of the
umt took time out to otrike along the coast on a coa tal walk in rather
prophetic poor weather condition . while others went mountain biking.
rock climbing. , ailing. clay pigeon shooting. paint-balling and urfing .
However. one unnamed group was potted making andcastles in
Holywell Bay! The ports knockout competition and barbecue organisi;:d
by Capt Ricky Logan undoubtedly provided the climax of the weekeud
and included rounders . occer and a finally balanced but ultimately
dichotomous Tug-of-War competition. The competition \ a a clo e run
thing but the decider had to be the Tug-of-War and all tean1s battled it out
in the early evening un at the barbecue pot. As expected thi was to be a
hard fought competition and grit. gut and detennination were the order of
the day. Anchor men dug in and the teams took the train time and time
again only to be pulled to defeat on each occasion by a sizeable HQ Sqn
team. toked up on ausage , chicken. hamburgers and relish. that no team
could match and o proved unbeatable. A a result a triumphant HQ Sqn
ecured the Challenge Trophy which was awarded to the Team Captain by
the Team Captain who just happened to be the CO who was roped in at the
last minute! A special prize was al o awarded to the team from 89 Sqn led
by gt Jock Reid for being the most fa hion con ciou tean1 . It was
unanimou Jy agreed by all present (including the losers) that the
Tug-of-War competition provided the perfect end to a perfect day!

..

PHASE 3 - GREAT EXPECTATIO S
Standing at the entrance to the CQBR in the dense and treacherous
Dartmoor mist that ' shrouded even more menacing obstacles' , it was hard
to believe that ju t a day before we were basking in the sun enjoying the
ports competition at a more civilised pace in Penhale. So began the now
more ominous Dartmoor Pha e of annual camp which began to look more
like a cene out of a Charles Dickens novel with the two Company Group
descending on TAC HQ resembling escapees from Princetown. At the
crucial phase of annual camp Dartmoor was at its mo t inho pitable.
Morale however was at a high level and both group were highly
motivated and raring to go and practice their newly acquired or refreshed
kill in defence, ambu h, anti ambush drill and patrolling.

The Champion Team
JUST A FU
Y PHASE
Fortunately annual camp did not pa s without one or two funny
incidents, although the afnicted would probably prefer for them to go
unreported. But how could we fail to mention the incident in which Ca pt
Martin Pulwer during the Dartmoor phase actually urrendered to a
fi gure 11 target or for that matter Sig Keith Halliwell who is convinced
that Po11aloo i a picmre quc harbour close to Pad tow. Capt David (PR)
Brough would have told him that Portaloo was actually a mall village of
twenty tiny unoccupied huts located at David tow Airfield wh ich nobody
told him wa no longer to be u ed during annual camp! Perhaps their tales
are rather less amusing than the one FolS Bill Young attempted to hide

The Obstacle Phase!
A further surprise awaited all teams in the form of a Champagne
Breakfast Brunch at the end of the compet ition organised by the QM Maj
Rod Gladwin. As expected the competition proved tough and exhausting
but all team pulled together well and more importantly stayed together till
the bitter end. The eventual winner was the team led by Lt Peter Ayre and
one of the junior members of the team Sig Andy Barratt accepted the
Patrol Competition trophy from Comd I I Bde who also took time out to
congratul ate all teams for the ir excellent efforts.

The running up the hill phase
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THE RECRUIT COURSE PHASE
The Recmit Training Team from 11 Sig Regt kind ly ran a recruit cour>e
concurrently with annual camp. While it is not a dedicated recruit cour e
for the Regiment, a large proportion of the course composed of recruits
drawn from all Regimental locations as we ll as recruits from other
Regime n L~ throughout the Brigade area. Thi unique course, which, with
the exception of the pass off parade, was the first to take place away from
the confines of Blandford , was a huge success and re ulted in many
recruits successfull y completing their Phase 2 including twelve from the
Regiment. At the final pass off on Friday 28 June. CO 35 Sig Regt, Lt Col
Miles Stockdale was the inspecting officer. Following the final pha e of
the course he presented a variety of student awards and congratulated all
recruits on their hard work. efforts and ultimate success in passing
probably the toughe t course in their TA career. The CO also paid a special
tribute to those parents, relatives and friends who made the long journey to
Blandford from all over the country to view the pass off parade.
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and just cannot explain why such a proficient Map Reading instmctor
could get himself and our ex commando 2IC lo t! However. even this
story pale into insignificance a- we await an explanation from LCpl
David Jones as to why he drank the Ila k of hot tea de tined for Lt ·not so
waterproof' ndy turt who broke hi · \\ ri ·t. got wet , uffered from
exposure, lost his well earned dignity and ultimately got thirsty!
Meanwhile S gts 1ike ixon and Stu WariJJg finally re olved the case
of the missing bread when omc
one reported that a number of rather fat eagull wooped down hortl)
after the delivery run . And finally can anyone explain the reputation Cpl
Dave Styles i cultivating for re-styling the CO's car which has been
renamed patch and scratch!
THE VISITOR PHASE
otable vi itors to Ex ilver Forge included Comd 11 Sig Bde. Brig J.
R. B. Cook, our Hon Col, Brig Ian Sim and the chairman of the
Birmingham Children' Hospital Appeal Mr Andrew Bacon.

.·

And we got paid !
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REGI IE TAL ROU D P
While annual camp has dominated thi · edition of the Regimental ' otc'
other interesting acti\ ities and evenh have also taken place during th<' la't
few months and these are bridly mentioned here . We have extended a
warm welcome to both our ne\\ Trg laj. laj Tudor Hill and hi' family
and also our new RSM. WOI Kev Winkl and his famil) and" 1>h thl'm a
happy and rewarding tour of dut. . ad!) we have said farewell to Maj Paul
Ford and family and to WOI 'nuw Captain' Paul Horton and famil) \\ho
leave us on being posted to Blandford and Cypru~ n:. pecu,el). Paul
Horton 's final task in the Regiment was to coord the Regimental effort 111
suppo11 of the City of Birmingham's Discover} DU) held 111 the
International Con\'ention Centre on unday 2 August. 'inetecn unih from
throughout the West t>lidl ands produo.:cd displa ., including the Regiment
that were enjoyed by <It least 8000 ,·isitors to the c\'ent. The C\'elll "a'' j,il ·
ed by the Lord Mayor of Birmingham Cllr M Susan \ndcrton anJ ,Ji<'
was escorted around the Military Displ:t) stand. b) the CO. i\ugu t "a'
also full of Adventure Training activitie> that will be rcportl'd on full) in
the nex t edition of Tiu• \Vire .
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37 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
EXE R I E RETH \' I 0 DRAGO 26 May - 2 J u ne 1998
In pre,iou year.. the Regiment·~ pemmnent staff have been packed off
to \\'ale, for their Annual dventure Tram mg package. This year the Trg
\ lilj. ~l aj tuart le onnell decided_to change all that and di.rect~d Sgt
Bob \\ a t on to organi. c an exped1uon to Crct.: . The organisers first
mountain pro"cd to be the tcep learning curve he had to overcome in
planning the E'l.pedition .• ot lea ·t of hi, problems was o~taining accurate
mapping of the area. the best the system could provide were WW2
Rus. ian photocopi<- . gt '\Vatson ' hard work p01d off when 17 members
of the Re!!iment arrived 31 the wrong te1minal at Heathrow ready for the
~
off.
The aim of the e'l.pedition was to cro. s the three mountain ranges.
Hefka Ori. Angathies and Kastro within a week . During the peak of the
summer. temperatures in Crete can be unbearable however. the Exped1t1on
met with a cool 75 degree. average! M aj Steve l ay, QM 38 Sig Regt had
been drafted in as a JSMEL for the Expedition. Within hours of heading
into the mountains on the first day it became clear that even hi ki ll and
e pericnce were to be te~ ted by the terrain and more e. pecially the map! M
I t) le path on the 1941 map surpris ingly ( 1) no longer existed and so the
UEL compas~ bearing and contour readi ng tale nts were well practised .
An e'l.tremel) good head for height was neces ary during the first day and
all three groups were mightily relieved to ee the admin party at the end of
the first day.
The admin party. con isting of Maj Ian Dudding and SSgt P ete
Dan on were not idle during their daytime period . The Crete terrain i·
not uitable for tentage and so alternative accommodation was neces ary.
E"er re,ourceful the alternatives included among t other a monastery. a
pon harbour and a Bavarian tyle mountain hut. The harbour proved to be
sub-standard for two Warrant Officers. W02 (YolS) Steve Townsend and
'\'\'02 tRQMS) Andy Turner who took themselve off to find a bed for
the night, only to find their shower hijacked by the Adjt, Capt Sara
Copley.
The Gorge and Mountain peaks provided the mo ! out tandi ng cenery
along the route. The Samaria gorge is the longest in Europe. some L3km
long and l 200m high. It is a tourist mecca however, tourists walk down
the Gorge the Expedition walked up : with exception of W02 (SSM) Joe
Krikorian (50+) who decided to run up it ! The final day's a cent to the
top of 1elidaou at 2233111 was a fi n ing cl imax to the expedition w ith 360
degree \·iews of the White fountains and the ocean. Ex Rethymnon
Dragon achieved its aims and succeeded in strengthening the Permane nt
Staff teamwork. The TA personnel who auended were able to experie nce
at first hand the availability of Adv Trg and are hopefu ll y in pired to plan
imilar trips. The learning curve never flatte ned for ome. Cpl Jim Skears
discovered. to keep things imple when ordering his food, his ome lette and
chips became a nutritous chip omlette. W02 (RAWO) ·Gandi' Ki ngston
learnt to be wary of Greek Doctors when he visited with an eye complaint
and received a poke in the eye with a harp stick!
A fi nal word on map which was a topic of considerab le d iscus ion
throughout the Expedition. SSgt Eric Head suggested the best use for the
is ued maps. his suggestion was connected to the Loo with a view at the
top of the Samaria Gorge.

THE FAREWELi, VISIT
TO THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BY SOINC (A) BRIG N.F. WOOD ADC

At t he Sum mit of M elidaou

An era came to a close recently when the outgoing
SOinC (A). Brig Nigel Wood, visited the Royal
S.:hool of Signals in his final meeting with serving
members of the Corps prior to his hand-over to
Brig John Griffin.
Throughout a 34-year career devoted to the
Royal Signals. Brig Wood has risen from the
humble beginnings shown on his young
officers' qualifying course to the Corps' most
senior and respected position. During drinks
in HQ Mess after his visit, Brig Wood's
qualifying course report was exposed by
Comd RSS, Col Charles Le Callais, much
to the delight of the gathered throng.
Rumours that retired Maj David Wright
discovered the course report amongst
Blandford's X-Files arc still to be confirmed,
hut the uncanny nature with which the report
seems to predict Brig Wood's rise to stardom
j, difficult to deny. Stating that with radio he
initially · ... never really exerted himself'. the
report concludes with the spooky declaration that
he • ... will make a very good Signal Officer'; in
Chief of course being the only literary oversight
made by the reporting officer. Early impressions
gained by the Commandant of the School of Signals at
the time, Brig T. R. Warburg , clearly demonstrated the
abundant potential and promise of thi A-graded student
when he noted that he was ' ... a courageous rugger player of
regimental standard' who had · .. . worked very hard at riding·!

Sama ria Go rge

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

It is with great sad ne s that the Regiment lost a dear friend in Mrs
Trace) Boyle to Leukaemia in July. Our thought go to Capt Mick Boyle ,
Daniella and ~atasha in their time of need.

The visit took Brig Wood to most comers of the school including
command and trade training. the WOs & Sgt Me and the Cable System
Section. It was from this penultimate location that he was driven in style,
albeit at a delicate pace, atop an AFV436, pa t a cheering gauntlet of at
least 1000 . oldiers and officer from the school lining the road to HQ
Mess. It would be an understatement to say that Brig Nigel Wood'
contribution to the life and progress of the Corp. has been ignificant. His
openness, inspiration and good cheer will be orely mi ssed by us all . and
we wish both him and Wendy the very be t of good luck, fortune and
health for the future.

The evening closed (for some!!) with the SOinC (A) being escorted
from the Me · by the Officers to a waiting Pi nk Panther which was then
rowed away through a torchlit proce sion. We will miss him and Wendy.
and wish the m a happy and contented fumre.

C 'TLER 'S FEAST
The Regiment was a'>ked by The Company of Cutlers in Hampshire to
provide the Guard of Honour for the 361 t Cutlers Feast on 2 1 May 1998.
The honour saw 24 members of the Regimen t under the leadership of
C apt And)' Smith welcome 300 digni taries includ ing the Rt Hon
William Hague ~P. the Lord Lieutenant a nd High Sheriff into the
Cutlers Hall, Sheffield. T he Corps Band a l ~o provided a number of
trumpeters to play during the feast.
PE R\1A:'\E T . TAFF AD E T R E TRAI l G
8-12 JUl\E 1998
All the permanent staff left the Regiment and e~caped to West Wale for
adventure trnining during June . Unfortunately the weather conspired
againo,t the organi!>t!r Sgt 'Ned' 1 eedham and severa l of the planned
acti\l!ies had to be cancelled at the last mi nute. However, de~p ite the gale
force v. inds, moumamous ~ea., and hori£ontal rain it was a most e njoyable
"eek - thank-.• c<l'.

4 18

Maj David Larkam, SSgt Keith Dunk, SSgt (FofS) Dave Cook,
Sgt M ick King, Sgt Danny Field ing and SSgt Stan Kelly
Conti nued on page 423
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1be Princess Royal Day Parade was held on the morning of Saturday 27 June and was not part of the Association Reunion Programme. However. it
attracted considerable interest and had much to do with setting the scene for the Reunion that started at 3.00pm. As usual the Corps Band, from 34 Sig Reg
(V) and the Corps Pipes and Drums provided a stirring and impeccable display followed by yet another breathtaking spectacle from The White Helmets, the
final of the Standard Bearers Competition and the presentation of the SO Year Pennants by the Master of Signals. The massed bands ended the afternoon with
the playing of 'Retreat' .

During the Association Reunion Weekend, over 900 members and their families came to the Camp to take part in the programme. The arrangements
needed to cater for this number place a considerable burden on the CO of 11 Sig Regt. Lt Col Canham, and just about everyone in the Regiment. 1be
Association Admin Officer, Peter Cuckow. is also a key organiser and as one Reunion ends so his work for the next Reunion starts. The weekend was a great
success and credit is due to everyone who was involved and had a part to play. The next Reunion will take place on the 26-27 June 1999.

Bill McNamara of the Glasgow Branch
receives the Winner's Cup, from the Master,
after the Standard Bearer's Competition

LCpl 'Tonka' Richardson receives his
LS and GC from the Master
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llEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
38 Sig Regt (V). LAD REM E wen: presented with the Gardiner Trophy
on 10 July 1998 , by Col T. G. E. Gilanders TD. Colonel REME TA . This
prestigious honour is awarded annu ally to the best REME TA Urnt. The
winning Unit is judged by it ~ overall ;1chievements in term\ of technical
an.cl military s kill~ . charitable work and generally the manner by which it
rm ses the Units pro.t1~e 1n the loca l community. Winning the Gardiner
T1:ophy ha' been the 1_e 111 ~ on the cake to such a small LAD. Jn recent years
this LAD has 111a1ntamed considerable success in every type of
competition it has entered, in particular the Warcop Trophy.

Receiving the Gardiner Trophy
Capt Phil Simmons, Cpl 'Swifty' Swift, Cpl Dave Morritt,
Cpl Wayne Thorp, Sgt Ray Bolton, Col T. G. E. Gilanders,
Cpl Jan Barrington, Sgt Ph il Presto n, Sgt Sean Johnson,
Sgt Glyn Healey, SSgt (Art Veh) Martin Hoolachan (SPSI)

Above: Trekking in the Drakensberg Mountains of South
Africa (see page 445)
Left : 38 (City of Sheffie ld) Signal Reg iment (V) provide the
Honour Gua rd fo r t he Cutle rs Feast on th e Grand Staircase
of the Cutlers Hall, Sheffield (see page 418)
Below: 11 Sig Regt's successfu l Ladies Tug of War Team in
acti on (see page 457)

46 SIG NAL SQUADRO - DERBY
EXERCISE SQUAD RO MILITARY TRAINING EXERCISE
BASED AT SWI NERTO TRAINING CAMP
On Friday 19 June the Squadron a sembled for Exercise, our fir t
Squadron based military training weekend organised by SPSI · ed"
eedham. As promised he took u to pastures new namely Swinnerton
Camp in Stafford hire. Saturday morning wa an early tart with
gt
Pete Beedle making the most of having the Squadron at hi di po al for a
' fun run ' based along the lines of a BFT ( ome fun!). All were constantl y
reminded that it is on ly 14 weeks to Camp and the official BFT and we
should not leave training for thi event too late!
After a hearty breakfast served up by SQMS Alan Landsborougb, the
Squadron was spli t into yndicates for the rest of the weekend's training.
First on the agenda was the Confidence Course, with a walk through talk
through by SSgt Beedle followed by the real thing complete with webbing
and weapons. Several character came to the fore in thi event namely Cpl
Kermode who in isted on doing ' Para rolls" off every wall . Sgt Tm a
monkey ' Adams and LCpl ' Bob ' Sbearwood who wa persuaded to do
thing he never thought pos ible on the cramble net!
The afternoon brought a mixture of event including time on the SAT
Trainer admini tered by Sgt Alex Matts, NBC training in the capable
hands of Sgt ' Snowy ' Snow and newly promoted Cpl Mick Burns. The
30m range. run by Sgt Beedle (again) and Cpl Drew Hall was al o al the
Squadron's disposal. Here there was a mixture of Rifle 5.56 zeroing and
the pistol APWT for the Squadron OC and 21 C Regt. Evening meal was
followed by an hours respite and then the Squadron was on the mo e yet
again , thi s time on a night navigation exercise. OCdt James Hubbard ,
howed true Officer potential with his map reading skills, for some rea on,
his wa. the last section in .
Sunday brought another mixture of military skills event . The previous
days BC training was confirmed with a practical test in the · Respirator
Te ting Facili ty' (Gas Chamber 10 you and me). SSgt (SPSI) Needham set
up an Observation Tree that fooled many people including ig Verity
Marler , who could not quite believe that so many thing could grow in
lrees 1The third even I was the ine i1able Command Task organi ·ed and run
by Regimental 21C , Maj Peter Williams and Squadron 21C . Capt
Thelma Ward . All three teams came up with some interesting methods of
rossing the supposed fast flowin g river using barrels a stepping tone
and planks 10 bridge the gaps. The la t 1en111 under the leader:,hip of Sgt
·Dickie' Alton managed to ross the river and defuse the · uclear Device·
with 5 minute. 10 spare - well done! Finally the Squadron returned 10 the
TAC , tired but with a sense of achievement after a hard but enjoyable
weekend.
64 (SHEFFIELD) IG AL SQ AORO (V)
2 DIVISIO ORIE TEERI G CHAMPIO SHIPS
On the 25 March 1998, 64 Sqn entered a ladie. team in the 2 Div
Onenteering Championships. We are very pleased 10 report 1ha1 they
returned victoriou having cooped a bag full of medals. Congratulations
lo L pl Jacquie Spong individual winner and Sig Zoe Schofield Under
19 Winner, who together with Sgt Andrea Bilton and L pl Louise
Russell combined to win the Ladies team prize . Well done girl !
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Back row· LCpl Jacquie Spong, Sgt Andrea Bilton
Front row: Sig Zoe Schofield and LCpl Louise Russell
COt GRATULATIO S
Congratulations to the OC, Maj David Tomlinson and his wife
Michelle on the recent birth of their twin ons. We are pleased to report
that mother and babies are fine and that the father has finally come down
to earth .
COMl GS ND GOINGS
We bade farewell to Sig Leigh Morris who left us to join the Regular
Army and welcome into the fold Sgt Phil Graham from the regular corps.
87 SIG t AL SQ AD RON - OTTING HAM
EXERCISE SECO D STEELE -10/12 JULY 1998
On the 10 July the Squadron was deployed all over Lincolnshire/
ottingham hire on Ex Second Steele. a tactical Regimental E. erci e . We
deployed u ing 6 x MI V Dets with the SCP and SHQ set up in Proteu
Camp. Capt Andy ·Rumpole · Smith running the comms anu SM
Cauldicott pre iding over the defence plan with Cpl e bitt and Sig
Duffin adding the aggres ion! Why were Cpl e bitt and ig Duffin
hiding in the Ambulance though - ·a1r fair in love and enemy attack ·
they said.
It wa the first ta te of operating the 'lould et work for some members
of the quadron. and expert training was given throughout the weekend by
John Whetstone a civilian employee with the quadron and b) LCpl
Keith ·1he deer hunter· Wilmer who e peciali. 1 subject was the mast
erection. The training from the weekend will be vi tal at camp when the
squadron supports Ex Raging Bear. The weekend was renamed - Exerci e
· erve of Steel' by Capt Bev Swift after ·he became the passenger of Sig
Annelise Curtis. ' ig Curti had just passed all her dri\'ing familiarisation
and thi Exerci e was the time to put the practice to the test. Well done. she
did a great job - we ·ve all been there - driving with a trailer for the fi~t
time! But why ha · Capt Swift. hair turned grey!!
LCpl Ibby r eville went to RHQ 10 act a · enemy under the command of
laj Peter William and thoroughly enjoyed ·neaking up on membet"> of
the quadron at variou · CO\'erl location . There is still a debate about ''ho
won the cla h at Protcu. - the S M. W02 Denzil '\, hisky Lima·
Caldicott reckons he repelled all boarders. Food and ration-, were supplied
by
gt Roger Iluckcrb) who had two ra\\ reerulls g1\'ing him
ass istance , well we think it was assistance!!! A fast turnaround back at the
T centre and everyone i looking forward to Ragmg Bear at Camp.
S ATIONAL G ARD EXCH 1 GE PROGR ll\I E
Sgt Carole Lee left sunn) London HeathrO\\ on 5 June 10 embark on an
exchange programme with tlu: U . alional Guard. SG:\I \.\. erle) . who is
re ponsible for organi,ing al the tra\'el arrangement- for the e change.
met the \'i itors at Dulles Airport. Washington. When ynu take 111111
consideration all the different slates. acros. several time zone'>. thi> ''-1'
not an easy tusk . ·welcome :o America· he cries.· ·ofT) it\ rn111ing but
you ·Brits· are used 10 that.· Funn) how the) think ii doe' nothing but r..1in
in our little country acros> thc p<.)nd. facorted 10 Fon lntlwnto'' n G.1p.
Penn ylvania to commence an I I-day field c. ·ercisc.
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tier the initial hock. of fi nding ou t her host SG Tracy F rye was
a.:tuall} a male. things soon settled down to the task of providi ng
communicauon support for an rtillery Dhision. Invi ted to 1ake part in all
a. pe ' h of training includi ng range : '' hich they announced by megaphone
·Evcryon ch!ar the range the ·Brit 'are going 10 fire' bu t after eeing the
scores. the} were pleased thnt we were allie . Looking forward now to
ceing our hosts again who will be joini ng us on our ann ual amp in
eptember at Edinburgh.
E:\J ERGE •• \' O VER LO D A D LEAR
City Territorials made ure help w..., at hand in moments when
oningham cyclists came a cropper. Whe 5 .000 riders took LO the road
the Lenton-ba, ed Royal ignal surrounded them with a military
ommunicauon. safety net. Me age were pa .. ed so qui kl y that cyclist
ufferi ng bumps and scrape · had help within four minute. of the alarm
being raised. A. well a call ing out the medic , the ignallers guided
eme rgency ere'' to the ca ualtie. by updating !hem en-route abou1 1raffi c
jam!>. Today the pan -1ime troop won prai. e for their radio operation from
the organi,ers of the Great ouingham hire Cycle Race. 87 (City of
, oningham) ignal quadron's . oldier.. aid 1bat they enjoyed themsel es
o much they arc already pl anning for next year· event. Cpl J a mes Paton
(21 ). from Tmon. said .' It' the fi rst time ever we ' ve used our army ystem
for an eYent like this and it worked uperbly. Our military trn ining is
geared toward · providing nexible communication in events where things
are moving 'ery qu ickly over large areas . The race couldn ' t have given us
better practice.'
Thirty members of the Triumph Road-ba ed Territorial rmy unit
helped man signal tations along the 50-mile cycle course. They al o
trained and equipped race marshal with military radio equipmen l to
ensure everyone on 1he organi ation team could keep in touch. The
:-\ottingham ignal qu adron' u ual role i. 10 prov ide com munication

for military. humanit arian and d isa. 1cr relief operations. Many of i1 s
member.; have been able to put their expe11ise to the test for real duri ng
tour: of duty oversea wi th Britain's regul ar forces . Coumries they have
erved in include Bosnia. Africa and the Falkland Islands.
BROT HERLY DOUBLE ACT
Willenhall brothers-in-arm Gary and Kevi n Potts had the ir hands full
keeping in touch on Dart moor. T he two Territorials' sk ills were tested to
the limit when impenetrable fog descended on their unit out on one of the
most dangerous moors in Britain. More than 200 of their comrades from
35 Sig Regt were spread ou l over dozens of square mi le in the hills , near
Tavistock . At the field command HQ the brolher · were keeping radi o tabs
on the troop to en ure everyone stayed safe.
Cpl Gary Potts (33) . a carpenter in civilian life , sa id , ' Dartmoor has a
fearful reputation - we treat it with huge respect. Wander off a few metres
in the den. e fog and you might never find your way back across the
featu rele ' s moor. Conditions were doubly dangerous because of the rain
la bing down on the oldiers. Exposure can soon set in , eve n in
mid-summer.'
But his 3 1 -year-old brother, Sgt Kevin Potts , aid that the two-week
annual camp gave the troops a perfect preparati on for coping in Lough
conditions. He added that hi uni t's usual role was providing high-1ech
com municati on cover u ing the ir nee! of specially des igned signals
vehicles . Sgt Potts. a communicat ion office r fo r Staffordshire Police ,
sa id that they had left 1heir voice and data transmiuers at home to poli h up
on their infantry ski ll s.
lf the part-lime mi litary uni t wa called out on operation it would form
part of the Advance Allied Rapid Reaction Corp ·. Its tran miller units
would pread out to create a py-proof mobile le lephone network covering
150 square miles. The sy tern cou ld be crucial in a baul e or in disaster and
humanitari an re lief operations anywhere in the world .

VISIT OF MASTER O F WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF
SKI NNERS
On Saturday .9 May 1998 , the .Master of the Skinners, Mr David Kemp ,
visited the Reg iment accompanied by the Clerk . Wardens and Beadle of
1he Skinners, during a !raining weekend at Browndown Camp. The
vbitors enjo.yed a da.y .in the fresh air meeting oldiers conducting recru it,
trade and office r 1ra1nmg. The Master even managed to secure himself a
·cabby' in a DRO Ps vehicle . throwing the programme into disarTay as he
wheel pun around the area and refused to di smount! The vi si t ended with
1he presentation of the Skinners Awards for 1998, given to an outstanding
male and fe male soldier from the Regi ment. This year 's recipients were
LCpl Alison McKinlay from HQ Sqn and C pl Kevin Du rno from 5 Sqn .
Congratulations to you both.

The Master of the Worshipful Company of Skinners
with officers of the Regiment

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT

RHQ

co

Lt Col J . Cr a cketl T D

WOI {RSM) I. Williams (Yes, he really
doe exist!)
The Regiment has been somewhat 'weddinged ' out over the last three
month as well as having a he{:tic period with an array of other acti vities Corps SAAM, Ten Tors , Ex Apollo Revenge , Lanyard Trophy, London
Marathon . and a vi it from the Master of the Worshipful Company of
kinners .

RSM

FAREWELL
Sgt · Buzz Lightyear ' Jervis who leaves u for pastures new making
ex tortionate amou nts of money in civili an treet! (no , not as a stand-in for
·Toy Story')
CO G R ATULATJO S?
Capt Bobby cott married M r Ashley Davis on Saturday 18 April
1998 , in Tarrant Monkton Church (oppo ite 'The Langton Arm ' - no
surpri e there) with the reception in HQ Mess afterwards.

WELCO 1.E
gt Tom E wart who joins 57 Sig Sqn as their 'toke n overworked '
technician.

Is this a fi rst?
From L-R: Capt Sara Copley, Capt ~ul es Waister, ~apt L?uise Tom kins, Lt Li z All an, Mr Ashley Davi s, Capt Bobby Scott,
Lt Leanne Neill, Capt Sophie Davies, Capt Cath Waudby, Capt Carol e Rankin
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LA YARD TROPHY
Congratulations to the Regimental Team who came econd in the TA
event. The team members were as fo llows:
Maj Tony Shaw
WOl (RSM) Pete Will iams
Cpl Dave Gresswell
57 Sqn
LCpl Steve Allen
57 Sqn
LCpl David Jones
57 Sqn
Sig Kevin May
57 Sqn
57 Sqn
Sig Richard Gooch
Sig Tom Wilsher
57 Sq n
Sig Alex McMurray
57 Sqn
Sig Chris Atkey
47 Sqn
THE 1998 LANYARD TROPHY - by Sig 'Doc' Gooch
As defending champion of the TA Trophy, 39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V)
began !raining for this year' competition with enthusiasm and confidence.
The team, a fo r 1997 , would consist of mainl y 57 (City and County of
Bristol) Sig Sqn (V) . In fac t all TA members of the team , except fo r one
ta lwart fro m 47 Sq n, came from 57 Sqn as did all the reserve . By popular
demand and hav ing led and organ ised mo t of the work up training. the
Train ing Major, Maj Shaw and WOJ (RSM) Williams were team Capt
and 21C on the day. The tactics were for a teady start to the day's tabbing,
then building up relentles ly to a quick fi ni h! For the fi rst two hours
things went perfectly to plan. we teadily reeled in the teams who had ped
off at the tart . But then catastrophe, the RSM fe ll victim to the
treacherous flint nodule. that were trewn along the route . With a tom
li gament , he wa forced to retire at the next checkpoint , ably looked after
by our now expert admin team, led a in 1997 by Sgt Sue James, our very
own Florence Ni ghtinga le .
Gradually winding up the pace, the remaining nine men reache I the
halfway po int ahead of our in tended chedule , and fe eling good al that
stage. But the ri sing temperature. unshine and the flint path were soon to
take their toll. Hotspots and blister began to sap away at concentration .
and soon enough the arduou tabbing resulted in another casualty. LC pl
Allen was fo rced to fall out after suffering con tant cramp in hi leg . The
rules meant that we could not afford to lose another per on as we had to
fi nish with eight to qu alify for a team fi nish. C pl Dave Gresswell .
meanwhile. wa beg inning to show the signs of heat ex hau tion. For a few
agonizing miles things looked really grim. but due to a dogged display of
determination he refu sed to give in and pu hed on with 1he re t of the
team. With ju t a few mile to go mo tof us were now uffering badly with
foo1 injurie . The ight of the lini h line, however, oon put a new
per pecti ve on thing and the team marched bri kl y in to fini h the TA
event in second place. The trophy wa du ly handed over lo i1's new
cus1odian , 63 (SAS) ig Sqn (V), who had put in an excellent time and
were deservi ng wi nner. . Bu t watch out lads , lesson have been learnt and
we want 1ha1 trophy back nex l year.
FLOR A LO DON MA R ATHO 1998 - by SSgt Andy Baird
Several quadron members took par1 in th i year 's Flora London
Marathon , which provided quite a few noticeable achievement: . one
more so than the rivalry between two of the quadron' gladiator ·. C pl
Brian ' Does my back. ide look big in these?' Boyle and our own
Sergeant-Maj or Geor ge · an I offer you a pension ' impson . .wo2
impson came out on top with a more than creditable 3 hours 15 mrnu1es
on limited training and C pl Boyle a trong 3 hour 24 minu1es. C pl Tina
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The Team - Relaxing at the finish
Stracha n ran the Marathon distance with PSI (Tech) gt Robbie Hall in
tow and was mystified by the number of people he brought to London to
support him en-route. The ecret i he had his name written on his race
ve t. orry Ti na . Again a uperb achievement for a fir t timer. ex t top
the Great orth Run !
EXERCISE APOLLO RE E GE - by Cpl Tina trachan
On arri ving at our location we had the u ual niggling delays . and the
fact that there was no one el e there didn't help much either! When the re t
of the troop arri ved the complex was et up quickly and with minute to
pare before net start Lime, teddie were already being thrown in the ED 's
comer, but LC pl ·1 ate all the pie ' Brady, came to the rescue with the
Regiment's supply of ticky . Sgt "What's CR ?' Marriot headed up
the hi ft . a he was the only gt Operator he gm lot of leep, OT! The
shi fts ran smoothly with lot of panners being thrown in to te t the kill
of operators uch as C pl ·Mr Skinner l998 ' Durno and Cpl 'How quick
can you get that ma t down?' Strachan.
Into altlrday night and the shift routine were we ll underway. People
were tarting to relax and mooch about e pecially in the CO IMCE
sard ine in a tin prang to mind at that point! o major problems but
where 's a Tech when you need one. Sgt · •line·. a Guinne · · ' H a ll was
busy wi1h the Medic . . I think they needed a light bulb fitted in their fridge .
Endex and pack up wa · . a alway a de lightful experience, not many
senior to tand about watching u thi time! \: e had a flying visit from
SSgt 'I'm not rolling my leeve down ' Phillips and
gt ' Are ''e there
yet?' Baird, who were on the way home after a very difficult weekend
aiding the comm support for Ten Tor . (We till don't know who ate the
mo t ice cream · .) And ·o to the end of another enjoyable. informative and
rewardable weekend, it mu I be enjoyable or we wouldn ' t do it , would
we ?!!
&'<ERCISE APOLLO REVENG E- 1 Y 15-1 7 1998
'Two Wedding and a Final!! '
This year saw a Brigade Exercise wi th a difference for the Squadron .
The E. erci e i seen as a practice for Ex Purple Duster 3 which
take
place in Septe mber. However. due 10 a change in date for the Excrci-.e, it
coincided with two ·quadron weddi ngs and the 199 FA Cup Final.
First!, . our congratulations mu ·t go to Cpl Paula Goddard who married
long-term liance Gary on Friday 15 lay (much to the di,111ay of many
within the Regiment!) I o they go to gt Lawrence \'incent- Ed'\\ard
and LCpl Iii on Ellis who were married on aturday 16 May . A-. if that
were not enough. the FA Cup Fi nal bemeen rsenal (quite a fa\ouritc for
a Squadron based in Uxbridge) and ewcastle. f'urther congmtulauon'
must go to all those rsenal supporters within the quadron . Therefore

''ill
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tho": who did attend the Brigade Exercise had to find new skill . or to
redi. cover i..ilb which had been dormant for ometime. The level: of
chi \ement for all were vel") good and much leamt. The RP SQM ,
'gt ndy ummings. ame to the re ~ue with the admi~i, t rat ion. ab!Y
as i. ted b) Sig Grimes. The QM and the a .1 tant chef PSAO David
Gib on are ·till di~cu~sing the relative merits of mashed potato and
cu iard !
The etwork fan agement Centre ( ~1C) for the CR network had a
rather unu . ual manning. The
•1C commandc . 2Lt Rod Hook and 2Lt
Mike mith had command of a rather different looking shift. The Control
tauon was manned bv the 21C. Capt Carla Lankester and the quadron
Traffic Offi er. Capt Chri Gillespie (Many thank go to 2 ( C) Sig Bde
TOT Lt Col Knowles!) The CRS voice net were initially manned by
ig Ghandi and ig Hartley who left on aturday afternoon for the
delighti. of wedding number two . They were replaced by the capable hands
of the OC. 1\taj like Lansdown and the mulit-talented PSAO, Capt
David Gib on . The CO 1 1CE had a capable crew with Capt Mike
Atkin on and Lt latt Watts who are very relieved that Sig Serena
\ heeler wn such a competent operator and kept them on track. The
Squadron P l Op , gt Tocker was the Spec Task det . upported by one
of our ne\\ recruit Sig Evans.
All in all and again t the odds, the Exercise was a success . However,
people have been heard to remark that ' oldier are not an optional extra
for an Exerci e !'
TE TOR - by Lt Sara Hunter
The Ten Tors e ent was held over I 6 - 17 May 1998 on Dartmoor where
approx 2400 members of chool and Youth organisations either trekked
35, .i- or -5 miles over the moor. camping out on Saturday night. 43
(We ex) Bde runs the event and 57 Sig Sqn have been involved in the
communication for a number of years. This year the weather wa uperb the oppo ite of two years ago - and so medic were dealing with heat
exhau tion rather than hyperthermia as well as the usual bli ters .
Thi year 57 Sqn deployed two MIV in upport of four different Mould
nets and al o ran the COMMCE 1. It was here that telephone and radio
operators took the team· progre s repons and the data was fed into a
computer system enabling parents and the Ops Room to ee up-to-date
data on the progress of the teams. Generally the COMMCEN ran moothly
- only the odd glitch where the computer sy tern had a momentary relapse.
The volume of traffic over the nets was phenomenal. e pecially for one
poor Mould operator who was connected to more than twice t11e number of
Tors than the others.
De pile the volume of traffic and variou other assorted tasks. casualty
reportS, replen requests. questions. question and then a few more
question . the COMMCE ran efficiently and well, thanks to hard work in
organisation and then from those who took part. Ten Tors was again a
re ~ounding ucces and all the teams retumed safely.

5 (QUEE 'SOWN OXFORDSffiRE HUSSARS) SQUADRON (V)
FREEDOM OF BANB RY
The main event during 1998 ha been the planning and execution of the
parade to celebrate the granting of the ·Freedom of Banbury' to the
Squadron by the Banbury Charter Trustees. This memorable occasion of
arant.ing the Freedom coincides with the Bi-centenary of the Queen's Own
Oxford. hire Hussars who were formed in May 1798 . An exhibition is
being held in the Oxford hire County Museum at Woodstock, opening in
ovember 1998. titled ' 1200 Years of Oxfordshire Yeomanry'. Details can
be obtained from the Secretary of the Oxfordshire Yeomanry Trust,
telephone 01295 262178 .
The parade wa a huge succe s for the Sq uadron and it reflected t11e
extremely hard and dedicated efforts of everyone in the Sq uadron who
took part. The man with 'mo t to do' has been our PSAO. Capt Bob
Sheldon who engineered and ma terminded every small detail from the
production of the freedom scroll to the fi nal parade and social event on
the day. He was clo ely followed by our QMS, SSgt Bob Matthews who
was st ill having un iforms tailored and cleaned right up to the eleventh
hour.
The weekend 4/5 July 1998 saw the Regime nt holding its Annual
Cocktail Party and Beating of Retreat at Banbury in the Whately Hall
Hotel with the Corp TA Band di splaying their musica l and marching
wizardry. The Regimental Officers, the ir guests and many of the hotel
gue t and local people who were attracted by the event witnes ed a fine
display execu ted so professionally albeit in a confined space. The
Regimental Honorary Colonel, General Sir John Foley took the salute.
The Regimental Officers and many of the guest were present at the
Freedom Parade the fo llowing morning. The Town Mayor of Banbury,
Cllr Helen Collins took the alute at the parade with the Lord Lieutenant
for Oxford hire, Mr Hugo Brunner. Other dignitaries who attended were
The High Sheriff of Oxfordshire. Mr Richard Ovey. the MP for Banbury.
and the Right Honourable Tony Baldry. Ex Squadron Commanders
include the first who fom1ed the Squadron, Maj (Retd) Julian Webster,
Lt Col Chris Laurence a nd Maj Heather Aston. The Parade and
Ceremony to present the Honorary Freedom of Banbury to 5 (Queen'
Own Oxfordshire Hussars) Sqn (V) was held on the Hor e Fair in Banbury
on Sunday 5 Jul y 1998 .

(See colour Centre Spread)

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col R . K. Wilkinson
WOl (RSM) Dos Martyres

RHQ-BEXLEYHEATH
In June , six intrepid members of the permanent staff, led by SSgt John
'It"ll brighten up soon' Lynch, et off to Capel Curig for a week's
Adventurous Training and team building. The plan that he briefed to the
staff was simple - spend three days walking in the mountains on
progress ively more difficult rou tes, and then spend a day mountain biking
around the forest of Dolgellau. However, it was soon discovered that he
had kept prut of the plan to himself and that the real reason for being in
Snowdonia was to map the in ide of every cloud in Wales. After three days
we had expe,ienced every kind of rain and were becoming experts in the
art of navigation in reduced vi ibility. Apparently the weather did clear for
a few moments on the second day but only those people who were paying
close attention would have noticed. According to Maj Eric 'Moun tain
Goat' Heritage. a highly experienced hill walker who appears to have
wafked every track in Snowdonia and doe n 't mind telling people about it.
you can see the sea from certain parts of Mount Snowdon. Unfortunately
we never got the opportunity to find out but in ome respects the reduced
vi ibility was a bonus. It is extremely un likely that we would have got
SSgt Brian 'Man at Thatcham' Croxford up to the summit of Mount
Snowdon if he had actually been able to ee the top. His muttering , after
toiling for hours in unpleasant weather up the arduous Pyg Track route
only to fi nd a railway station on the ummit, la ted for most of the de cent.
After three days spent foot logging over the hills. it was time to take
on a different challenge . This time. it came in the shape of the 'Red Bull'
moun tain bike route in the forest of Dolgellau . This fiendish 10-mile
route has been laid out in a fore t and is free to anyone who wi he to
take on the challenge. In many area , the route has been 'improved' to
ensure that cycl ists have no option but to ride through streams, over
boulder and down precipitous lopes. The trailblazer that day was none
other than our Regimental FofS, SSgt Andy 'Kamikaze' Riglar . Judging
by his exploits that day he seems to have invented ome cunning velcro
cycling shorts - the only po sible explanation for hi failure to fall off far
more freq uently. Even more impre ive than that, however, wa his
ability to bounce when he did so! After spending over I l/2hou rs
negotiating the cou rse at a not inconsiderable speed, it was extremely
demoralising to find th at the co urse record wa in the region of 40
minute and that the standard length of race for the profes ional wa
three laps. For us, the en e of achievement at having surv ived ju t one
circuit was immense. For anybody planning an adventurou training
exped ition to Snowdonia the Red Bull route i a must.
70 (ESSEX YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRO '
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon Palmer
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys

HM Lord Lt for Oxfordshire Hugo Brunne,
Hon Col John Bridgeman, Cpl ' Paddy' Ferguson,
SSg Paul Johnson, Town Mayor and LCpl Legg
THE QUEE 'SOW OXFORDSHIRE HUSSARS
'A BRIEF HISTORY ' - 1798-1998

LCpl Alexander McMurray at the Log
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1798: First Troop Formed in Watlington quickly followed by Bullington ,
Dorche ler & Thamey Oxford and Bloxham & Banbury Troops.
1818: Amalgamation of these troops to form North Western Oxfordshire
Regiment of Yeomanry Cavalry.
1823: Title Changed to First Oxfordshire Regiment.
1828: Disbanded many served on withou t pay and allowances .
1830: Restored to the pay list.
1835: Queen Adelaide's Cipher and Mantua Purple adopted after her visit
to Oxford and title cha nged to Queen ' s Own Royal Oxford shire
Yeomanry Cavalry.
1881: Title changed to Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hussars.
1899-1901: South African War.
1914-1918: World War One.
1922: Converted to Royal Artillery.
1967: Disbanded.
1971: Reformed as 5 (Banbury) Squadron Royal Signals
1975-1998: Renamed as The (Queen's Own Oxfordshire Hu ssars)
Squadron Royal Signals (Y)
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

TA CENTRE : CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW
FAREWELLS
The Squadron says a fond farewell ru1d thank you for their service to the
Essex Yeomanry to the following:
Cpl ick Fam, who is emigrating to Australia with hi s family.
We wi h them well and hope they will keep in touch through the
Essex Yoemanry A ociation. Nick and Fiona met whil t he
was serving in the Squadron. They now have three children, so
you can see that you do get something out of ervice with the
TA!
Sig ick Mint who leaves u to join the Metropolitan Police. We
wish him well and hope to see him from time to time - ocially of
course!

Sgt Mark Middleton believes in recru iting them young
265 (KCLY) SIG AL SQU DRO
Sqn Comd
1aj Hugh Robertson
SSM
W02 Keith Wrate
TA CE TRES: BEXLEYHEATH AND BRIGHTO
CONGRATULATIO S
Congratulations go to our newly commissioned officer, 2Lt Richard
Woodhams. Well done on completing Sandhurst and best of luck for the
future.
LA YARD TROPHY
The mis ion once again was a succes. for the men of 265 ig Sqn. who
completed the dreaded task of the Lanyard Trophy. Thi year· team wa
led by OCdt Woodhams and con i ted of SSgt John Lynch, Cpl Dave
Pryke, LCpls Bart Dunseith, Graham Costa, Andy Keeler, Tris Swain,
Darren Tanner, Andy Wilton and Sig Ady Keeble. Sgt Mick
Warrington and LCpl Matt Williams provided the Admin support.
Like finely honed athlete they strained at the lea h before being
relea ed from the start hortly after six o'clock. Blisters accounted for one
team member at an early tage and dehydration almo t accounted for
another ju t before the secoml checkpoint. Cpl Pryke's impres ion of a
half-dead worm is now world famou . Fortunately, he recovered
sufficiently during the compulsory pit stop and wa able to continue the
event. From thi point onward the team began to pick their way through
the lower team and passed through the third checkpoint with little
difficulty. a\igation wa not a problem this year because the event wa
mainly run over track , but is certainly made it hard on the feet.
Eventually. the fini h point came into view and the team gritted their teeth
ro cruise casually aero · the line, trying to give the impre ·sion they could
have done it all again. They managed to keep up the image for long
enough to ip nonchalantly on a cold beer, in the tyle of ' Ice Cold in
Alex·, before collapsing in a well de erved heap in the minibus. They
ucceeded i11 finishing 3rd in the TA competition. ice one lad !
EXERCISE HORUS ' STAFF
The Squadron departed on its la t CRS Exercise before Annual Camp,
spread to the comers of Southea t England . Jn true Yeomanry style, the
MC deployed to the farm of Capt Wood's parents - it mu. t have been a bit
of hock for them having an extra 30 mouths to feed! In all the Exercise wa
a great succe s. The S M. W02 Keith· noozy' Wrate managed to secure
a flight in a Gazelle in order to recce the ite for annual can1p. Judging from
the photograph the event seem to ha,·e made a great impact on him!

MILITARY TRAINING WEEKE D
A military skil ls weekend was held at the Fingeringhoe Ranges at
Colchester. It was well planned by the PSI. YofS and SM and enabled
most of the Squadron to complete bounty tests on the range, with
concurrent activities which included First Aid , BFT and Recognition. The
event was a success due to the efforts of tho e involved in organising it and
the verdict, aftel' a busy, hard weekend , wa that more such training would
be very popular.
ESSEX COUNTY SHOW
The ann ual Es ex County how is an extremely popular event and i a
good opportunity for recruiting. Thi year, the di play team was dra,~n
from 882 Sig Tp from Harlow and wa commanded by Capt Cr:ug
Tallents. The team demon trated comms and military equipment and dealt
enthu iastically with the many enquiries from the public. The how's
organisers were clearly impressed and ha e promi. ed to give the di play a
more prominent position in next year ' how.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

The SSM, clearly overawed by his helicopter flight
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20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

Sqn Comd
Maj J. E. Richardson MBE
RSM
WOI (RSM) T. P. Crane
The Squadron ha had a very busy period over the last two months to
say the least. At the end of June the previous 2IC arranged a two-week
adventurous training package at Stybis in Bavaria. There, over a two week
period the whole Squadron managed to gel away to do ome really
worthwhile adventure training. This included walking, windsurfing and
canoeing. Then after a short break of a week, the Squadron prepared for
the annual range camp to be held on Haltem Training Area, 40km north of
Dortmund. There the whole Squadron made the transition to field firing
over a period of ten- day . The Squadron is now looking forward to a well
earned rest as they go on annual summer block leave on 24 July 1998.

ALTERNATE WAR HEADQUARTERS
COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON

qn Comd
Maj P. M. Kelly
FofS
WOI (FofS) K. Dodd
There have been more hectic period- since our last Squadron report.
One of which witne sed the rapid deployment . farewell to famil iar,
trnsted members and the welcoming of eame t newcomer to this very
spe iaJ Signal Squadron.
EXERCI E OR DIE!
The · pring aw the deployment of Bravo Troop to pain to provide the
Command and Control and CIS support for the Land Command HQ as
part of Ex Strong Re-olve. "The best Exercise I've ever been on·· tated
Cpl Harry Harris who know what a hot tomale REALLY i ! One month
was pent catching ray in Spain; did everyone a world of good as well a
making a vital contribution to the uccess of Srrong Re olve. Concurrently
with Strong Re olve. a compo ite MCM troop of 20 deployed to Ploce,
1o tar and Glamoc to provide ATO communications acces for the 26
Marine Expeditionary Unit as part of Ex Dynamic Respon e. culminating
in supporting the exciti ng live fire demonstration as part of Dynamic
Strike. Also one month in duration, Dynamic Re ponse saw the marrying
up of our two MCM teams. MCM I under Capt Martin Fielding R
Si!mals and MCM 2 under Lt Herman Hendricks . All were uitably
enlivened by the deploymem of the OC and RSM imo theatre for the
Exerci e. A\ CS is well u ed Lo driving to and from the ·'war" zone and
those on the land move back to Maastricht enjoyed a well earned R&R in
that Butlin · Camp known as Split!

Seen before braving the English Channel
(L- R); Sgt Van De n Eynde, LCpl Cleghorn ,Sgt Van Den Brom,
LCp ls Cox, McCloughlin, Rutter and Purdon,Cpl Castle,
Capt Fielding and Sgt MacKenzie
A WEEK OF GENERALS
In one week AWCS ho ted the new ClNCE T, Gen Spiering , the new
Chief of Staff. Lt Gen Schou ps and a full days visit by Comd Comms of
the ARRC , Brig Shaw.
The Squadron was chuffed to show Brig Shaw examples of our 'state
of the art' new comm equipment, incl uding our Transportable Satellite
Ground Terminal , ADC2S shelters, HlCOM 372 switch and Radio Relay
systems. The Brigadier confirmed his belief that MCS i a valuable NATO
as et and should be utilised more often as well as entertaining the
Squadron management at lunch in his own inimitable way.

AWCS Mobile Communication Module (MCM) No 1
at Glamoc Ranges,Bosnia,supporting the 26 (US) Marine
Expeditionary Unit and the HQ SFOR Operations Staff D during
Ex Dynamic Response/Strike

EXERCISE E DUR! G HELP 1998
Ex End uring Help is a 24-hour motorcycle endura nce event held each
year to raise money for charity. It consists of four rider per team and a
support crew keeping one motorcycle going for 24 hours. Thi~ year the
charities supported were Childline, the Army Benevolent fund.the REME
Mu eum project, SAAFA and £500 to the charity of the winning teams'
choice. It was held over the weekend of 6n June and was upported by
thirty-one teams from the UK, Germany and a Dutch Army team. It is only
open to the Forces' teams riding tandard ervice machine .
The morning of the 5th arrived and as I walked out on to Longmoor
airfield I found four bodies lying curled up in their doss bags next to their
car. At last the team had arrived consisting of Sgt Kev Bailey, Cpl Don
Garner, LC pl Phil Grey, LCpl Keith Knox and Sig Matt Coverly ably
assisted as support crew by Mrs Jo Bailey. Then on to the matters that
count, preparing the bike and walking the cour e to ee what they would
be riding on the next day. This turned out to be a bit of an eye opener for
them as none of the team had ever ridden in an event before.
All orted out they waited with baited breath for the Le Mans style start
at 1200 hrs on the 6th. Off goe the horn and they are away, a 100 metre
dash to the bikes, get them started and the first rider from each team race
to the fir t comer. Unfortunately for some they didn't make it all the way
there without falling off. The fir t hour was pretty quiet with the riders
getting to know the course, and bedding in the track as most of it ha not
been ridden on for a few year . The lap was 7. I km long and the team
started by completing a lap in ISmins . That was good going con idering
that they were on standard tyres compared to most of the other teams that
were on knobbly tyres. As time went on they tarted to pull away from the
competition. Riders changed every four lap and the time tarted to come
down to 12mins per lap. As 2 IOOhrs arrived the new team to the event
started to realise the uniquenes of it. They don't stop ju t becau e it get
dark. it carries on through the night. As night wore on and the rain came
down the gap between the Squadron team and their rival. extended until
by daylight they were five laps in-front. Still more rain, in the morning. but
not to be put off, now that the end wa in sight , they battled on lowly
extending their lead . With one hour to go they could not be caught and
were best in cla s. 1200 hr on 7th came and so did the horn to end the
event. They had completed 78 lap a total of 51 Skm not something to be
taken lightly, beating their close t rival by eight laps.
All riders and their upport crew were pre enled with a
commemorative Muddy Madne s mug and a can of Red Bull. The team
were then pre ented with their trophie by Lt Col (Retd ) D. R. Birrell ,
who is pre. ident of the Army Motor Cycle Association , for Best Team on
Standard Tyre . Other pre. entation were for I t. 2nd, 3rd, Be t
International Team and 5 Spirit of the Event award . If you would like to
enter a team next year please contact W02 (AQMS) Gor eon 729 8339.

EXERCISE MAILED FIST (SQ ADRO RA GE CAMP)
In July the Squadron embarked on an ambitiou range camp at Haltem .
M Tom
Fresh from an internal Range Authorisation course run by
Smith, the 20 Officers, SNCO's and trusted Cpl's travelled down to
Haltem each determined that their range was going to be the one the
soldiers enjoyed the most. Orchestrated by the RSM . WOl Terry Crane
(who is the only one who hone tly likes early morning PT - you'd think he
would slow down now he's 36). The DS teams et about to make the range
camp one to remember covering the whole spectrum of the Other Arms
Army Operational Shooting Policy.
SECTIO ASSESSME T
Section 6 of 2 Platoon arrived at the ETR for the application of fire
exercise. LCpl 'I've always got a lot to say' T hompson who was the 2IC
of the Section got into full wing with his quality jokes which kept morale
as high as could be. We waited and waited for the range to be et up and
when it was ready we were all ready to go. LCpl 'The future Corp RSM '
Gray was ever present with his ideas on how to win the range and get as
many points as possible and so we did. For u the 2km run was cut down to
SOOm due to the extremely hot and very dry weather.
We got to our start point and with Sig Danny Bishop on the LSW was
he to be a good shot from 600m or would he forget to use the Bi-pod we
will leave that for you to decide. Cpl Ali 'I'm out of the army oon'
Atihabia got his war dog attitude ju t in time for this one and target did
fall when hit and his total points went through the roof. LCpl Tm an
advanced driver· ichols after taking out a few road cones the other day
was more in his environment with the rifle 5.56mm but where were hi
glas es. ot until the end of the shoot were we to reali se that Sig ·Amie'
McDade was to be the best shot of the day with an iron sight hitting
targets at all ranges and scoring over 300 points . What about Cpl 'Spike'
Milligan , the Section Commander? Everybody knew that hi s hooting was
not great but he amazingly hit over 27 of the 60 targets. However. they
were all from 100 or 75m. The last member of the Section Sig John
Spinks said that he could hit the target at distance by applying all of the
mark man hip principals. However, what he forgot was that he would be a
little tired from the run, but true to hi word, when he recovered from it the
targets were dropping like flie . Come the end of the range. everyone wa
happy, tired and ready to go on to our next task. At lea t we don't have to
wait long for our next good range camp (Ex Lion Sun) which i in Cypru
in September. becau ewe are all up to the task and ready to get stuck in.
EXERCISE PATROLLING FIST
During the range camp that took place over the Haltem Training Area,
rather than giving the lads and Ia e the weekend off and to keep the
momentum of the previous week going, the exerci e Parrolling Fi t was
put in place. Thi wa the brainchild of our re ident warrior, W02 (FofS)
Andy Forbes, who al o devili hly executed the weekend. Ba ically the
weekend wa a patrolling competition where the ix Section were ent
aero s. (tactically at fir t) the andy training area of Haltem. vi ited
numerou stands, met in a harbour area where an impromptu barbecue
took place, followed by a peed march, (and more stands), on the Sunday.
The tands were varied, ome req uired mental agil ity to complete, whit t
on other tand you ju t required phy ical aggre ion and teamwork.

Cobalt Flash March 1998 aw the Squadron deploy on the OCs Military
Skill and ports Exercise held in the Belgian sea port of Lombardsijde. In
addition to command tasks, the highlight was the competition that saw
teams embark on an inner-tube raft and swi m to two Belgian Regi ment
Para Commando Zodiac boats. These then moved further into the English
Channel. The per onnel were then picked up by a Belgian Sea King
helicopter and dropped onto land from where they had to run back to the
tart. A mouthful of salt water put paid to the OC's efforts to encourage the
crew of the fir..t raft. A sore but content AWCS tucked into a well earned
barbecue in the evening before the next days convoy back LO Maastricht
and Brunssum .
Blind Bimble - Ex Patrolling Fist
In the foreground are Sig McGregor and Sig Currie

All Cheques should now be made payable to:

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND
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Commander Communications of the ARRC, Briagadier Shaw
ta lks with Sgt Chris De Cloet on the Brigadier's visit to AWCS
HELLO A D GOODBYE
It 's that time again where we must bid farewell to Cpls Barrie and
Purdon and a great big maple leaf welcome to Cpls Rutter , Slocombe
and Hall who were christened into MCS by a hort swi m in the Channel!
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1998'

L-R: Cpl Garner, LCpl Knox, LCpl Grey and S ig Coverley
Sgt Bailey in the foreground
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

However, the Foreman had not taken into account that in order for the
ection to complete the stands, they first had to actually get to them. All
the ection Commander were given I: 10.000 map of the area and
compa es and in. tructed to patrol tactically between the stand!> . This wa~
a good idea at fir t, until the human clement came into play. ome of the
Sections took the patrolling a little too eriously There wa. pl hane
Clark , who took over 40min · 10 get to the first tand that wa. no more
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than 200 metre' from the camp gate,. Then there wa. Cpl Ryan Peck
"ho. to the delight of his mt:n. took hi ect ion O\•er 2km off the actual
training site. due to a slight geographically embarras ing map readi ng
error. (including l\\O river crm.sing ·).
Finall) "ith all or the ection on the ground, and a ll of them howing
. light sign that they may never actually get to the harbour at the fini, h ,
the Foreman decided that it wa. time for a change. He decided that it
would be easier to keep the Se tion on •he s traight and narrow by letting
them use the roads . Unfortunately. because of the tactical e lement that the
Foreman had put a ro · to the ections, when he ped about in hi ·
landrover to tell the ection Com;nanders, none were to be found due to
them all daning off into bu he and trees at the sound of approaching
landrovers. But they were all found in the e nd . and made their way safely
to harbour area.
The DS on the tand OYer the 11 o da) s al ·o put a lot of hard work and
effort into their little bits. ome of highlight from the e tands were
fin.ti) C pl Paul latler . who wa upposed to be playing a foreign
friendly agent with the imple job of gelling the Sections into the bac k of a
Bedford and taking them to meet another agenL However, due to the
u piciou · nature of all the ection Commander . C pl Pa ul Slatter was
tied up. beaten up. zip-tied up and interrogated for the best part of the day.
Sig John pinks . 1 ho was playing a bleeding ca ua lty on a first aid tand,
had to lay in the ame position for over even hours. whi lst waiting for the
first Section to arrive. gt Pete C r awford , wa running the white knuckle
Cros Country-Driving tand. The white knuckles were actually Sgt
Crawford 's by the end of the day. When you have the likes of Sig ·cru ty .
Weller arriving at the stand and telling Sgt C rawford that he was a bad
driver and would end up crashing, who then proceeded to jump in the
landrover. \\ ith gt Crawford , and urpri ingly enough did crash. it's not
urpri ing! The R 1 and U1e RQ were the enemy on the Training Area,
jumping out and hooting the Section~ when the opportunity aro e. Thi
occurred with the exception of C pl Ja e Cad es' Section. who managed to
tay one foot ahead of them for the be t part of the day, and needed to be
tricked into an ambu h. Al o Cpl Jim Powell and LCpl O z 0 mond , who
managed to ambu h the RSM and RQ .
The weekend was won by C pl Jase C ades' Section , who were the first
Section to arrive and then break mo t of the equipment on each of the
stand . gi\'ing them that added advantage. Altogether the weekend was
hard work. (and painful in place ' ,) but enjoyed by all that took part.

and went 10 automatic whil t I . ent a hai l of rounds at the enemy, then he
jumped up. nished towards the e nemy and. ... othing. hi s rifle jammed!!!
He jumped back a nd I ran in and emptied the rest of my magazine into the
dummies tom up chest. quick check on the po ition and I shouted for the
rcorg. Moments later I was joined by my Section and given the ammo and
ca ualty states. And with that E:l.erc ise was over. Everyone's hearts and
heads were pounding and we cou ld hard ly speak a we tried to catch our
breath during the debrief. I loved every minute.
LIVE ECTION ATTACK
Section 3 of I Pl atoon were preparing for their nex t mi ss io n. Morale
wa high and we couldn ' t wai t to receive our orders. With cam cream on
and magazines fully loaded we were called forward to receive our orders.
We were briefed to retrieve an important piece of eq uipme nt th at was left
in the field after an ambush the previou day.
As the Section moved into the open grou nd keeping o ne foot on the
ground at a ll times. we suddenly came under effective enemy fire. We
quickly estab lished a fire base and advanced to contact. LCpl ·Mo'
Morrison of Delta fire team located the enemy bunker and informed Cpl
'Dog· Clarke l/C of the Section. LCpl Morrison was tasked to take out
the bunker. A Charlie fire team con i ting of Sig "Heed ' Abbot, ig
' Thats hot ' Humby and Sig 'Pack Horse' Goss gave covering fire, Delta
fire team flanked left to a sault the bunker. LCpl Morrison dropped off
hi point of fire th at con isted of Sig 'Gunny' Heathcote and Sig
'GreyMan' Bowring. Then Sig ' Harry ' Ra msd en and LC pl Morrison
moved closer to the bunker. They both as aulted the bunker and took the
po ition. Reorg was then called and the Section moved up to the bunker.
WiU1 no casualties and ammunition running low it was decided to pull
back to afe ground.

Ran ge Ca m p
Bri g Baxte r, Co md 1 S ig Bde, t a lks to C pl Mc Do na lds Section
b efo re th e S ecti o n Fire a nd Maintena n ce Ran g e

Ex Patro lli ng Fist - Winning Sectio n
DEBUS, DEB S , DEB S!!
b y Cpl Peek
It wa the last day of our training on Hol tem Ranges and so far it had
pro'ed to be an excellent one. The lads in Ill) Section (LCpl Andrews,
ig Morri on, ig Ramwell , Sig Honeywell , S ig Collins, Sig Jones, Sig
Dorling ) were as ke<!n and ready to go as they were at the beginning of the
camp. This inspi te of what the weather and trai ning prOgr'd.mme had
thrown in our direction over the last week.
I wa~ given a quick heads up on the nature of our next Exercise by Lt
Holbrook , one of the long-suffering DS tea m. Jn brief the scenario was my
Section were to be travelling on a Bedford that would be ambushed. Our
task would be to successfully carry out a live Section attack on the e nemy
po~llion. I rushed back to my ection and gave them Q BOs, making sure
that everyone knew thei r drills and with that done I ordered the Section to
load their rifles and we got on the truck . The Bedford drove for about a
minute when the 5ound of au tomatic fire filled the air. the Bedford
screamed to a halt and the Section leapt into action. Gunners o ut first
followed rapidly by the rest of the Sect ion. we got into good solid cover
und<!r the protection of the air gunner on the Bedford who was filling the air
with 7 .62mm a\ we ran. A mass of fi re went down onto the ene my posit ion
thanks to Sig Ram\\ell 's keen eyes and fire control order and w ithin
'4!Conds it wa\ clear who was on top of the firefigh t. A few momenLs later I
had made m} batt le appreciation and with De lta fire team on covering fire I
led my fire team right flanking to assault the enemy dug out.
I took them into the bushy cover, which ran along the edge of the range
and ra~ up towards my assaulting position, dropping the gun group off
who mcely pmned the enemy down and destroyed what little chance he
"ould have had of escaping From then it was down to ig Honeywell and
myscll. to lini~h the job. We 'pepper potted' towards the Dammy target (a
condary one, \O that we weren' t shot by the rest of the Section) and on
my order Sig Honeywell threw the grenade (t hunder flash), changed mag
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SECTIO I N DEFE CE
b y C pl Powell
It was Wednesday afternoon and we had already had a hard day on the
close quaner batUe range. However, certain Section five the morale was
stil l great and their appetite for de truction even greater. The Section led
by Cpl Powell , after receiving a set of safety instruct ions from the DS
moved into the batt le preparation area and posted their sentry. The rest of
the Section got traight to work preparing camouflage and weapons for the
task that lay ahead of them . During battle preparation Sgt Mayle arrived to
play the part of an officer (poorly), etting the cenario. He led C pl Powell
away to the relief of hi Section and left LCpl Roberts to fi nish all set
ta ks. Five minutes later C pl Powell came sprinting into battle preparation
area to g ive hi Section a qu ick et of battle-order . As the Section Comd
(with a Ii p) tried to speak loud enough so his Section cou ld hear through
their ear defender , they just nodded and pretended to under tand what
was goi ng on .
The Sect ion ready for any task left the harbour area and started their
patrol down to the area of ground they were to defend. Suddenly, a burst of
GPMG fire was heard fo llowed by another. The Section took up defensive
positions along the track line. Cpl Powell, reali ing that he had forgotten
to tell hi Section actions on GPMG , Fi re! was shouted and hi s orders
swiftly fo llowed. Now the Section was in place with a good rate of fire
holdi ng the enemy. LCpl Osmond and L C pl Matthew blindl y were
letting bu rsts of rounds go from their light suppo1t weapons. O nce agai n
C pl Powell, realisi ng that he was not conserving am munition, called to
LCpl Roberts to red i tribu te the amm uniti on, but by thi s stage it wa too
late. The Section re leas ing their last two rounds had to take the only
possible option and retreat to their ERV (no not e lec tro nic re pair veh icle).
On reaching the ERV they found that ix hundred rounds had been left
which were to be quickly placed into the ir magazines. On the last round
bei ng charged the men and woman were a lready sprinting for the ir
tre nches. Without a si ngle word being sa id the Sectio n started to fire
pushing the enemy back away fro m their positi on .
O n command from the pl atoon QC over the radio the Section had been
to ld they had suppressed the ene my. With Sig McGregor gritting her teeth
(which the 21C thought was a smi le) the Section c harged up the hill into
the ir ERV straight into a ll round defence. Then it was a ll over w ith the DS
looking over us with a ses ment notes in the ir hand. At the tart of the
debrier we were asked how we tho ught we had done and the who le Sect ion
agreed that we were not too bad. However, to our urpr ise we were the best
Section 10 have taken part in Section in defence.
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THECQBRA GE
The Close Quarter Battle range was one of the best ranges of the whole
training package. The range safety staff included 2Lt 'Trenchfoot' Jones
WO 2 (RQMS) Chris Drew, Cpls Gaz Dixon , Paul Slater and Jim'
'lardy' Pear a ll. The range was _a bout 400 metres in length and it
consisted of ten targets, alt~1ough with the next range being so close, and
having some targets up , quite a few peo~le engaged more than they were
supposed to. The marks for the compet111on were scored out of 15 points
with five for battle preparation_ ~nd _then one point for each target take~
out. lt was a c lose run compettllon 111 the end and Section 2, under Cpl
'Chris' Ryan Peek·s Section came out on top . It was probably a good job
that he had a path to follow and a member of the DS behi nd him in case he
got Jo. t, thankfully there were no rivers to cross. A special mention should
go out to LCpl C h ris Rowla nd who tried to cut his finger off picking
fems and the n proceede~ . to bleed all over his rifle and then the range.
The concurre nt act1v1t1es were orders, field Admin and basha building.
2Lt Jones and C pl D ixon issued the orders and jolly interesting they were
too. Field Admin was conducted by C pl P a ul 'vortex ' Slater who gave us
an excelle nt display of the kit that the army can suppl y, but unfortunately
our tore don't. The fin al activity wa the basha building under W02
(RQMS) ' barrat homes' Drew , who e helpful hints on bungees and cam
string ensured that on Saturday nights' leep-out the basha area resembled
a test from the Crystal Maze.
HALTER 1998
by Sig Kelly Macgregor
We set off for Haltem on the 14th July, for Ex Mailed Mentor a battle
camp, in preparation for Ex Lion Sun in September. For ome, the week
was a refresher, for other a teep learning curve. I wa one of the other !
There were the usual mixed feeling about the week, some people were
looking forward to it, others were dreading it , others just wanted to get it
over with and go on summer leave. Per onally I was looking forward to it,
a c hance to get out of the garages and away from the panzers sounded
good to me . The two platoon were made up of three Section , each with
e ight people and a mixture of ranks, due to the fact that ome had more
experience than others (Op v Tech , say no more!).
The week started with grouping and zeroing and making ure everyone
was up to ATD tandard. The Squadron then progre sed from the ETR'
through the transition of field firing, including defence shoots, night hoots,
live fire and manoeuvre , where we built from pairs F&M up to Sections. It
wa a bit cary at times , for those of u who had never done live firing and
manoeuvre. but probably not as scary a it was for the DS who had to
upervise safety. The safety staff was all 4&5 authori ed thank to W 02
Tom S mith who ran a 4-day Range Authori ation course two week
before. The econd phase was a Weekend Exerci e, Ex Patrolling Fi t
which was a J8km tab with a variety of stands en route, incorporating first
aid, command tasks , map read ing skills, driving te ts and fini hing off with
an As ault Course. The work hard, play hard ethic was well abused . After
all that hard work we had a good old 'ging gang goolie' round a huge fire,
with W 02 Tom ' Oasis wannabe' Smith on the guitar.

After a lie in on the Sunday morning (to 0730h rs). we began the second
pan of Patrolling Hst, which was a speed march, incorporating stand' 10
test our mental abi lity and breadth of knowledge. The usual BC and 1r:t
Aid tands were featured along with Corps hi stof) and weapon handling .
The final phase, over the last two days. brought together all the training
and culminated in live Section attacks and casualty extraction under
contact. It was a hard and exhausti ng eight days, but on reflect ion it was
e njoyed by all and a lot of skills and drills were either learnt or
remembered . Ex Mailed Mentor wi ll stand us all in good stead for Ex Lion
Sun this September.
A mention ha to go to LCpl ' Handsome· Morrison who won best ·
soldier, and Section I commanded by C pl Cade who won the ecuon
Competition. A big thank you goes to all the DS and the RSM for
organising the fir t ever e njoyable battle camp!

DS Team
HELLO S A D GOODBYES
The Squadron would like to send a fond farewell to Capts Boyne and
W hitehouse, SSgt(FofS)Marshall to 5AB and SSgt Burton the RSS ,
Sgts Bruce and Ware, C pl Ingham , LCpls Wright and Pepper and Sig
Burns, Dowson and Dunham . We wi h them all the be t for them and
their families on their future po tings. We would also like to welcome to
the Squadron, C apt ick O ' Kclly and Cpl John Reardon from 14 Sig
Regt (EW), Sgt Sanderson fron 7 S ig Regt. LCpl Thubron , igs
J erma ny and Campbell from the RSS, Cpl Doick from 16 Sig Regt and
LCpl Andrews from JCUNl. We wish them all the be t for an excellent
tour with the Squadron
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Sqn Comd
RSM

M aj A.H. C ampbell-Black
WOl (R SM) G . Water s

EXE R C ISE RABID RAT ANDORR A 8 - 18 JUNE 1998
by L C pl Slater
Start Ex was set for 0700hr on U1e Su nday. but due to the fe tivities of
the night before, two of the party were a little late , namely Sig Paddy ·I
love bagging hills' Grills who drove into camp from leave at the perfectly
reasonable time of0655 w ith all hi s kit packed in the back of hi car, not!
Then there was Sig Nicky ' Moggy' M oxon who reali ed that he needed a
bit more beauty leep and decided to stay in bed. Once everybody was up
and about we set off in the minibus fo r the 21 hr journey to Andorra . I don' t
recom mend hav ing e ight sweaty so ldiers cooped up in a minibus for
IOmin never mind 14 hrs at a time. After U1e fi r t day's dri ving it took 89hr U1e next day to reach Andorra, where we met with Capt Andy
Carroll and 2Lt Mark Davis who left earlier to recce the walking route .
Having fo und a suitable campsite we . et up the te nts and s tarted to
prepare our kit fo r the next fo ur days walking. This seemed to consist of
fi nding the biggest mounta in in Ando rra and wa lking up them tak ing
turns to navigate along the routes before liding down the othe r side. The
World Cup started in the ame week so we found the neare t TV (which
happe ned to be in a bar) where SSgt Joh n Heaton promptly made friend
with the landlord ' Jean Luc' and organised free drinks for the nex t game
which understandably made him exceptionally popular. On a couple of the
walks our illu striou leade rs, Lt Rich Odling and 2Lt Mark Davis had a
rew proble ms e ither findin g U1e actual starting path or keeping to it once
we were going but ' hey that's all part of the fun .' After five day walking
we had a day in Barcelona . LCpl ·ageing ginger prince · tiff, Sig ' Gaz'
Forrester and Sig 'snakebi te ' Mart in (nic knamed after pick ing up a
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trange nake in a trange country and con eque ntly pending the night in
a local ho pita!) decided to get a tour bus around the city to ee the ight .
Obviou ly we would not nom1ally admit 10 doing th i , but we actually all
had a great day, returning to the camp ite in time to get changed for a big
night out in Barcelona.
On retu rn to Andorra we completed two more days walki ng a nd pent
the night camped on top of a mountain pass. ig ·fire ·tarter' Grill
maintained a vigil to ensure that the fires d idn 't go out. All in all it was a
great Exerci e and we're all looking forward to the next one ... ... Sir!
PAPA TROOP
T p Comd
Lt Andy Hopcraft
T p SSgt
SSgt orman Finnegan
It ha been a very busy few mo nth fo r Papa T p. Already ru hed off our
feet with our normal workload we have a lso proYided personnel for the
Medman exerc i e in Canadu in the form of L ' pl · Delboy" lcCallion,
LCpl Dave Coker, LCpl · cott ' Rose and ig
t' later. Concurrent!)
with thi , e lements of the Troop deployed to Poland to prov ide com ms for
the Bcle HQ based at the Konotop ·Hote l' for which the Troop rece ived
much prai e. ot o nly that. but 10 me mbers of the Troop we nt wal king in
the Canad ian Rocky Mounta in ' ! Of coun.e life moYe~ on and \\h ilst all
thi was going on the Troop had 10 ·ay goodbye to Cpl ' lo lars ·
Minorczyk, LCpl Dawn Dernie, L pl Dan Coker, ig ·Wigger"
Wakeli ng and Sig Craig Ha r ris at a ma · leaving do. Much fun wa' had
by all inc lud ing a uperb YMCA set in Broadways.
T hree members o f the Troop we nt ai ling round Denmark in the 4 Amid
Bde regaHa. U1e rest o f the crew were made up from Oscar Tp and kipper.
SSgt J im T ve got a story about that.. .' Gault from Division . The yacht
achieved a very creditable tl1ird in the regatta, behind the Headquarter'

·re
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and Green Howards' team:;. Given the inexperience of the crcv.. we were
cert inly pleased with our efforts! After a good week · sailing Lt ndy
Hop raft. the qualified day ,kipper, dropped the anchor into tJ1e water at
the end of the jell). just after LCpl Ewan Cowie had thrown a winch
hand! o,·er board! After this exci tement it was then rime for some welleamed ::;ummer lea\'e before preparation for Ex Lion Sun in Cyprus.
Finall). the Troop would like to congratulate C pl tu Foster and hi wife
1 icky on the arrival of their fir t baby boy. Callum.
AID TO THE LOC L OMM NITY
b) gt Hopkin
The o,nabruck Charity Club wa holding a summer ca.mp for 13-16
year old·, which involved youths from tJ1 · local area and 0 nabruck twin
town. of Derbr in the UK and Harlem in 1. e etJ1erland . The Q!V1, Capt
mith was approached by the Garrison SLO for the loan of. ome tentage
and Comm Tp was duly ta ked. On aturday 25th of July a m..:rry band of
\'Olunteers: gt Tim Hopkins. gt Stu Leadbeater, Sig Jim Findlay. Sig
DaH Gould and ig , cit Mallaburn ,et off with a DAF full of tents to
the local area of Wallenhor t to erect a tented village. The ta k was simple:
erect twel\'e 12 x 12s with five men ma semi-circle within two hours.
Sweating profu ely the ta k ' as completed with minute to spare a~d
much to the amu ement of the Charity Club the workers refused the ofter
of a beer and drank coke instead.
The ummer camp was enjoyed by all that attended although the
weather left a lot to be de ired. Many tri-nation friend hips were made and
it wa good to di cover that Engli hi ·till the ma ter language!! At the
end of the week a further band of volunteers Cpl licky Preston, LCpl
Da\e Coker, ig Dodgeson ,Sig Craig Harris, Sig Wright and Sig Chris
Burke de cended once again on Wallenhorst to pack away, very wet very
hea\')' tents. A relative!) ea y task completed by willing volunteers which
re ulted in one hundred and twenty 13-16 year old having a marvellou
week.
EXERCI E ROCKY RAT
by LCpl Wal h
Jn June Lt Andy Hopcraft took eight members of Papa Tp and Sgt
'Dickie' Dyer on a two-week expedition to the Canadian Rockies . Things
were looking like going pear shaped from the off with a certain LCpl
'Kitbag· losing his pa sport in Am terdam airport and our flight being
delayed by four hours. However. things ran pretty moothly from then on

and we got to Vancouver witJ1out any further hitches (half of us even got to
see England' first group match). From Vancouver we had a long drive up
to Banff ational Park in the two cars we had hired (christened Red One by
the bo· and tJ1e love wagon by Sgt Dyer). I cooked the first meal and made
a right pigs ear of it as part of a deception plan anti strangely didn't get
asked to cook again! LCpl 'Woz' Wright wa also banned from using the
toves after his very effective demonstration on how to start a forest fire.
S gt · om1ski' Finnegan led the walking phase which took us on many
well worn trails in the Banff area and one or two which we blazed our
selve . For me the be t walk was our la · 1 one which tarted and ended at the
picture,que Lake Louise and took in two mountain known as the
Beehives. The Valley of the ix glaciers. Mirror lake, Lake Agness and a
couple of tea house . On the final day of the adventure training we went
' hite water rafting. The name of the river (Kicking Hor c River) and the
fact that our guide was a Pepsi Max drinking Aus ie called 'Mad Damo'
led me to suspect that it would be omewhat tJeachcrous, o petrified but
de perate not 10 lo e face I went through with it and loved every second. To
bring thing to a clo. ewe had an excellent few days in Vancouver on R&R.

Maj Ian Cameron-Mowat departs the Squadron
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QM' DEPARTMENT
QM
Capt W. J. Drain
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) R. Cowan
The month of June came to a close with a bang for members of Support
Tp in the form of a very successful Troop Families Barbecue organised by
the tru ted Cpl Andy Carrick. Morale was then further enhanced with
Support Tp going to Bavaria fo r a ten-day break courte y of the cunning
W02 RQMS Rod 'Dancing Man' Cowan. Latent leaden.hip qualities
donnant in the Troop were brought out as di cipline such a Hill-walking.
Canoeing, Climbing and Mountain Biking were tackled. The first test on
the hill-walking pha ·e was the Grunten feature, here our intrepid walker

Chefs 'Bomber' Brown and 'Big Trev·, led the way and took to the hill\
hke ducks to w:ller. follo}ved by the QM, Capt Wally Drain who advi..00
on the watering holes available on route.
Out on the mountain biking the three 'Normans' namely pl And)
Carrick, LCpl Stu Rowles and ig Robbo Robin on donned their
helmets and set off into the sun, and soon found to their co~t that 1l was not
the skive that they thought it was. The climb was tackled by L pl ·Bus} ·
Bisland, LCpl Den Nordon and Sig ' I love athletics' Davies. After lots of
knee tremblers, bad weather took them into the indoor climbing arena
where they gained confidence and began to enjoy the thrill of it all.
Onto Canoeing - igs Richardson and Knight and Sgt orcoran
(URS) endured the cold and icy conditions to get the thrill of white-water
at its be t. A thoroughly good time was had by all a we returned fresh and
ready to prepare for a well earned block leave and a busy forthcoming
Exercise Season.

Rocky Rat Expedition at Moraine Lake
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Q ADRO HEADQUARTERS
OC
Capt R. :'vtoir
RSM
WOl (RSM) P. Atkinson
The Squadron has now said goodbye to the OC, Maj Cameron-Mowat
'~ho w~ just lightly bemused by hi
tylish Red-Rat (or was that
Landrover?) send off. The Squadron has been in the tender care of Capt
'Don't peak to me after four o 'clock' Rich Moir. who hasn't let the strain
of all that hard work show. The po t Exercise period has seen the Squadron
ho t a raft of UOTC cadets for a day. conduct first line and a HF Exercise.
The time has been put to good use getting the Squadron into ·superlative·
working order in readiness for the arrival of the new Squadron OC, Maj
Bristow and hi wife Maj Grundy. We also welcome W02 YofS Parsons
to the fold; he joins us from Herford. Sadly we have also said a number of
good byes to the following influential Squadron characters:
RSM 'That'll be a bottle of Port' Phil Atkin on and his wife
Anne who leave us to join 2 Signal Regiment. We wish them the
very be tin their future together.
gt 'Where's the nearest mirror' Graeme mith who returns to
the Brecon Beacons.
gt Artificer ·and another ming' Wayne Guymer REME
returning to Bordon.
gt 'The longe t leaving speech in ATO' Mark Ellams RLC
who join the Light Dragoons kitchen in camp.
gt 'Dougie- Cool Cat' Douglas po ted to Belize, landing on his
feet yet again.

married . Many members of the Troop travelled back to the UK for one or
the other of tJ1c weddings and a good time was had by all, congratulation~
then to Cpl Richie Richmond and his wife Debbie and LCpl Chris
Moore and his wife Sam.
We have also had four people leave the Troop recently Sgt James
Runchman unluckily he move~ to Alpha Troop on hi~ promotion to SSgt.
Everybody in the Troop enjoyed working with him and will miss him .
LCpl Paul Swayne has gone to 14 Sig Rcgt; LCpl Gaz Jennings to 3 fnf
Bcle and Sig Phil Smith has gone to 21 Sig Regt. We hope they enjoyed
their tours with Bravo Tp and wish them all the best with their new units.
Finally everybody is looking forward to three weeks of well-earned leave
prior to an even busier period after August. ..

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt H. E . Murphy
Tp SS gt
Sgt J. . Runchman
The highlight of July was Ex Mercury Challenge, organised and run by
fitnes guru. SSgt ' Inflate-ache t' Smith . Landrover detachments manned
by crews of all trades were sent to various exotic places in Europe to carry
out a HF Exerci e. Locations included Bavaria , Holland , Belgium ,
Denmark, and for tho. e that drew the short straw. Hohne Camp.
At the end of June the Squadron was blessed with the visit of a coach
load of University Officer Training Cadets (UOTC' for short). The lucky
cadets were shown a set-up of a Brigade Headquarters and for added fun
were involved in driver training on the panzers. After a few questions and
answers ( omc about the Brigade, most about duty frees) they departed
back to camp to sample the cheap beer.
Alpha Tp would like to say Farewell to S gt Dave Sloane who moves
to Bravo Tp , to Cpl Steve Brethcrton along with LCpl 'The Beastmaster'
Thomas who both go I Div Sig Regt. Sig 'Corrers ' Corrigan moves to 7
Sig Regt and finally Sig Jim Millar and hi wife Tatjana who join Civvy
Street. Lastly a warm welcome is extended to SSgt .Jame Runchman
who arrived from Bravo Tp to ample a real working Troop, and to LCpl
Mick ff eill from 21 Sig Regt.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
SSgt D. Sloane
The last month or so has been a very busy period for our Troop. Plenty
of people coming and going. plenty of exerci es and also a few excuses to
have a good knees up. First ly we would like to welcome SSgt Dave
Sloane into Bravo Tp. He' only moved aero s from Alpha Tp but we
would all like to say that he is finally in the best Troop and not just what he
think is the be t Troop. We al o welcome back Sig Harold Broderick
and Sig 'Psycho' Smith who have been sunnin g themselve in Cyprus for
the past six months.
We have had two new arrivals, Sig Laura C ummings wtio has come
straight from Blandford and Sig Phil Green who has come from 3 Div Sig
Regt, he mu t love this place becau e this i the tart of his second tour
here. More significantl y the Troop would like to ex tend a warm welcome
to the new Troop OC - 2Lt Adam Corkery. may your stay be long and
happy. Congratulations go out to Cpl Kev Heaton and hi wife Pauline
on the birth of their first child, Gemma Louise, on 29 May. Two members
of the Troop lost their independence on Saturday 4 July when they got
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QM's Troop half way up the Grunten Feature

The Three Normans
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POST BOS IA - B TROOP
Post Bosnia ha been a busy time for all B Tp personnel. In June we had
Ex Silver Charge a Squadron plug-up which didn 't go exactly to plan. ft
took a while to clear most of the car off the square. but a ·U uaL we were
victorious.
B Tp members have been involved in spon oring a local chool in
Darlington. so when we've got loads of work on, a few of u ·are u ed and
abused by the children. All good fun if you like running around over
obstacle cour e all day and amusing load of unruly kid . A big thank you
to SSgt Mick ' Billy the Kid' O'Brien for that one. Coming up to pre ent
time, we have just completed a week' adventure training in unny
Scotland; Kinlochleven to be exact! The main event included hillwalking, climbing, mountain biking, canoeing, . ailing and a bit of
Karaoke, a good time wa had by all (honest!)

Cpl Paul Davis, LCpl Gaz Moore, Cpl Steve_Low~ry and
Sig Watts demonstrate the latest vehicles in
Bravo Troops Armoury!
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Big good-bye and thank to Cpl John Hinsley and family. Cpl Gaz
·sweet Cheeks' West and C laire. al o Sig Mal Pattin on and family.
good luck at your new unit . Al o all the best to ·Taff' Evans on hi
departure into civvy street. Hello to Sig Denni ·Golden Blanket'
Holloway. Congratulation to Sig teve ·Ty on· Jones and Kay on ~e
bi.rth of their little boy. Double congrats to LCpl Steve Lowery and wife
Sue·s baby girl and for teve·s promotion to Cpl. Finally, well done to Cpl
Dave Leask on his election for promotion to Sgt.
EXERCISE AT PROTE SCAMP - by Sig Archibald
Cpl Heywood. LCpls Lightfoot, Moore and Sig
rchibald,
Critchlow and Wynne deployed to Proteus Camp, Ollerton, near
ottingham to teach Ba ic Signalling Skill (BSS) to Army Cadet Forces
from all over England.
After being run ragged on the Infantry and Armour stand , mo t of the
cadets enjoyed coming to the Signal' tand for a welcome break. Cpl teve
Heywood and ig Danny Critchlow taught PRC 351 and PRC 349. LCpl
Gaz foore nm the ·radio orienteering' that gave the cadets a chance to go
out onto the Training Area and use voice procedure as well as getting to
grips with the radio . Sig Archy Archibald taught mast erection using the
PU 12 Must and LCpl Rich Lightfoot and Sig Dave Wynne demonstrated
how to do ba ic line laying ·kill . Each land laste<! approximately two
hours and each group had between 30 and 0 cadets gomg through.
On completion of the Exercise we returned to Gaza Barracks happ) in
the knowledge tliat we had introduced the cadet to the ba ic · of rndio
procedure and signalling. kill.. a well a learning a lot of new jokes.
ORI J G TRAI I G CO RSE - by Cpl Lea k
number of posting and new arrivals have left the quadron with a
shortfall of qualified AF Drivers. ConsequentJ . a 5-week Dmer
Training course wa run, under the expert tutelage of gt Gaz teel. Cpl
Dave Leask and LC pl teve Lowery .
The course tarted on the 6 Jul) 199 . The first week wa' theory. pl
ifark ·Laro ' Richard · managed to hold on to the coveted title of 'Golden
Blanket'. He was very closely pushed by ig La\\rencc Lado. Whtht we
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\\ere ortino out the course admin, we found out that Sigs Cheryl Boon and
haun Fal;oner had more points on their licence than months of driving.
fter the boredom of the first week. we hit the road or shou ld I ay the
cro -country. L pl Jas Rob on decided he wa on a tay dry day. ~e
found the la t ob ta le a littl too tricky, forgot to brake and as you will
gue he ne\er , tayed dry. The road drive went .well with nly one or two
• care.: the biege tone was the local. trymg to pmch the road wheel going
through !liddle borough. The final week prang a surpri e w!th a member
of HQ T G arriving to a . e , the cour e and carry out pracucal test . o
prompting wa allowed. Thi ' cau ed quite a few mumbling not just when
he arrived but throughout the t~t · well .
Finally congratulation · to all that pa sed and a pedal 'Well Done' to
L pl Ja Hodokin on for going o low and to ig Paul Thomas for
mounting the kerb. Let' hope their re-te t go belier!
0

DYENTURO
TRAI I 'G
Thi year' adventurou training took place in the orth West of
otland. Being ba ed at the Royal Marine Lodge Kinlochleven, proved
to be an ideal location for all adventurous activities. The aim of the week
11.a to allow a many a po.sible to attempt either a national or military
qualification. tudents pent six day on their cho en acti ity.
1ountain Biking - The Mountain Biking wa ru n by ' ff (the RSM's
brother) a friendly ci vy by night an insane ' Beast Master' by day. He
not only trashed the quadron bikes but also managed to break most of the
oldiers. Only the mentally un table survived, Sig Steve Gator, Sig
Courtney Watt and Cpl John Hart are of particular note here. They
were sub equently ·een booking in to Ward 6 (the psychiatric ward) at the
Duche of Kent Ho pita! Catterick.

J

Canoeing - The Canoei t pent mo ·t of their time on U1e Scottish
ational Canoe Course. Thi being on the ea L of Scotland meant that
they were the only ones to . ec any ·un for the fortnight. At the end of the
week each tudent was competent at paddling on grade 3 water, bar some
notable exception . Cpl 'Paddles' Macdonald developed a new paddling
technique, which is being investigated by a well-known washing machine
manufacturer .
Sailing - Sgt Terry Macintyre who managed to stay dry by day and
night for the whole fortnight ran the sailing. Eleven of the quudron passed
their RYA 2 Sailing qualification during the 2-week period. This is all credit
to Sgt Macintyre' instructional ability, as they eem to have spent most of
their time in the clubhouse! Cpl 'Loggy' Wright , Cpl 'Shandy' Porter and
Sig Jolm Atkinson were the stan; both on and off the water.
Walking - FofS 'Zoo' Williams ran the UEL side this year ably
assisted by gt •I am not lost· Hunt and ig Edd ie Banks. They managed
to complete 20 Munros and avoid the barmaids down at the Tailrace.
Their greate t task was controlling the MT, which proved to far harder
than the walking . Cpl Lisa Fox having spent a week with our intrepid
three ome then went on and pa sed her UEL with flying colours the
following week.
Rock Climbing - The RSM claimed that he was the hardest working man
in ATO running an RCP course for three of the Squadron, all of who passed
and gained their Rock inja Badge. There were rumours that FofS 'Zoo'
Williams and Sig Eddie Banks were involved in rescuing the RSM and Sig
fary Anderson. The RSM has so far declined to answer the rumours and
we await the truth at the next Squadron smoker. All in all everybody had a
good fortnight and we managed to complete our aim. We can now look
forward to some exciting overseas expeditions in the near future.
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OPERATION FRESCO
210 Sig Sqn were taking part in Op Fre co from 6 June to 6 July 1998.
After completing a day's inten ive training at Wattisham on the Green
Godde Fire appliance under the direction of the Defence Fire Service
(DFS). The Squadron provided eleven five-per on crews to work on five
vehicle . Three were based in Colchester, one at Clacton and another at
Harwich. The crew would serve out a 12-hour shift and during a 24-hour
trike, handovers to the oncoming crew would take place at the vehicles'
base. The 11th crew were placed on reserve and tood io for other
personnel when either sick or on courses. The month pent on Op Fresco
was pretty quiet and none of the Signal Squadron crews had to attend any
major incident where any lives were lost. Overall, the crews were called
out to as many false alarms and hoax calls as they did real incidents, but so
long as no one died or was injured oo one cared.
FOOTBALL'S COMING HOME!
With England' defeat in the World Cup, it's nice to know that the great
Briti h art of football is not completely dead. Congratulations go to the
quadron Football Team for winning the 4 Division (East) Football Minor
Units Cup for 1998 in a thrilling match against MCTC. The final match
result was:
MCTC:
24 Airmob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (210): 3
EXERCISE GRYPHON EYE
The Brigade' main effort for the year was once again Exercise
Gryphons Eye, a full FTX (at least as full as possible with so many Units
away on Operational Tours) held across the South of England.
Alpha Tp took the task of holding main first, at a location well known to

the Squadron, Lynford Home Farm in STANTA. This year's Exercise was
unique in three ways. Firstly, we actually had ome Ptarmigan support in
the form of Trunk ode 063 led by Lt Al Hawes from 3 Div. Secondly we
were fortunate enough to have no less than four 50 I satellite detachments
from 30 Sig Regt to play with, and thirdly, the Headquarters wa totally
di mounted , allowing us to take advantage of the extra room provided by
the farm house. Comms were provided by a quite ambitious network of
rebros and relay relays that somehow managed to work for most of the
time! The Staff then flew into Step Up at Bravo Tp ' location at
Woodbridge Airfield, made famous earlier this year on Ex Parthian Shot
for its' somewhat distinctive odour, and hangars full of pigeon droppings.
However, de pite the evidence of wildlife, the location was superb, and the
Staff was all very happy with the setup provided.
Then came the road move from hell! The oext location was at Avon
Camp on Salisbury Plain Training Area some 250km away, which took us
SOOkm to reach. This was not due to bad map reading , but to the fact that th1
was the RMP's chance to exercise their MSR control procedures, however,
it was a very tired crew that finally reached Netheravon. Jn the Exercise
scenario, we had oow fini hed training for the forthcoming operation, and
were ready to deploy in earne l. TAC HQ , a 501 det, and the Bravo Tp
SASAM deployed even further South to Woodbury, near the South Devon
coast. It was here that we accomplished perhap the most ambitious link of
all - from TAC HQ , through C RI to the SASAM and 501 det, to SGS
Oakhangar, to SGS Corshan1, along the Megastream to Beacon Hill , through
three RRB 'sand back onto the net! Providence was defi nitely on our ide for
this exercise and this ach ievement was just the icing on the cake for what
had been ao extremely ucces ful Exercise. All the Squadron had worked
exceptionally hard and had delivered the goods wi th style.
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qn Comd
RSM

Maj P. J. Davies
W01 (RSM) D. Skimming

SABRE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ' Frank' Muir
Tp S gt
S gt John Rutland
Firstly ome hello's and goodbye's. We welcome in 2Lt Muir as our
new Troop QC. Obviously he up et someone at Blandford to get lumbered
with us bunch of reprobates! LC pl Stan Knowl.es has been posted in from
I (UK) Division to take over our Radio Relay det. Making the incredible
journey from 3 (UK) Divi ion in Bulford , to Tidwonh has been Sig
'Chippie' Pomfret who has wasted no time settling in , although he doe
sometimes feel the urge to return to the Kiwi! Cpl Tony Rosen has al o
joined us to try and sort out our tore . Good luck Tony!!
Sadly we have to ·ay goodbye to LCpl's Matt Darby who has gone to
16 Sig , 'Harry' Worth who's off to 14 Sig Regt in Wet Wale and tu
Bailes who left us to go to.21 Sig Regt in sunny Colerne. Cpl Paul Young
has been posted to ATR Ba singboum to add his own personal touch to
recruit training. We wish all the lad and their families the very be t for the
future. Also well done to 2Lt Muir who ha ju t been promoted to the
giddy heights of Lt, also to Sgt 'Spence' Wolf on his promotion and good
luck on his Yeoman' selection board at the end of August.
LA YARD TROPHY 1998
big congratulations has to go out to the Squadron's Lanyard Trophy
team which consisted of Capt Kenny McKenzie, 2Lt Muir, Sgt John
Workman, Cpl ick Swift, Cpl 'Murf' Murphy, LCpl Kev Bickford.
and Sig's Danny O'Shea , 'Webby' Webster, Jon Hall. and teve
Giroux. The team fini hed in tenth place with a time of !Ohr 03min .
They were also only the econd team to finish with all ten members. Well
done lads!

LO G SERVICE & GOOD CO DUCT MEDALS
PRESENTATIO
FRIDAY 3 J ULY 1998
On 3 July 1998 member of l Mechanized Brigade Headquarters and
Signal Squadron (215) congregated in the ergeants Mess to pre ent
LS&GC Medal and then quaff a few celebratory drinks . Col R.E. S.
Faulkner , (Dep Cornd, I Mech Bde) and late QRL pre ented med~!. to
four member of the Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron. Receiving
their LS&GC medal were WOl (BOWO) Colin Lupton RLC. W02
(AQM ) Symor Skilbeck REME, SSgt Paul Adams AGC (S PS) and gt
igel Daddow RLC. The picture how all above mentioned with the OC.
Maj Phil Davies and 21C/Adjt, Capt Lloyd Golley.

GRAND OPE I G OF THE SIG AL ROOM
by Sgt Kev 1\vigger
BRIEF HISTORY
An amalgamation between I t Mechanized Brigade and the Garrison
Sergeants Messes took place in February this year. and a jomt deci~ion
was made to form three eparate rooms contained within the Mess. namely
the Signal Room, Brigade Room and the Garrison Room . At the beginning
of June 1998, a telephone call was made by W01 (RSM) Darrell
Skimming to Capt H. Jennings and asked if he would be kind enough to
open the newly formed Signal Room on Tuesday 7 July 1998. Brig J. R.
B. Cook, Commander 11 Signal Brigade who is a close friend of Capt
Jennings was also invited. Why Capt Jennings I hear you ask, well I' ll
tell you!
In April 1951 the I t Battalion, the Gloucestershire Regiment , 29th
Independent Brigade Group. was holding part of the United ations line
on the lmjin River in Korea. On 22 April their position came under hea\y
attack from a force made up of three division of the Chinese Communist
Army. The Glosters held on for three days denying the Communist Army a
quick breakthrough and effectively saving 29 Brigade. It proved
impossible to relieve the Glo ter . and on the morning of the 25th the CO,
Lt Col Carne. DSO, was ordered to attempt to break out.
Communication with the Brigade HQ were maintained throughout by the
Royal Signal Rear Link Detachment consi ting of LCpl S. Ward, LCpl
H. Jennings, Sig J. G. Cairn and Dvr A. E. Miles. The painting called
Last Transmission was painted by Peter Archer in 1990 and depict the
moment when Col Carne sent his Last Message to Brigade HQ. LCpl
Jennings is hown preparing to de troy the 62 radio set while Sig Cairns
burns the codebooks.

·on Friday 3 July 1998. WOl (RS 1) Darrell Skimming received a
telephone call from Capt H. Jennings with the unfortunate new that he
could not attend the opening ceremony due to being called into hospital for
a lono awaited hip operation. We wish him a peed} recovery. It was at thi
poinr°that Brig J. R. B. Cook kindly offered to open the Signal Room on
Capt Jennings· behalf. The opening day rapidly arrived. the engraved
bra s plaque wa on the wall and everything wa ready. Brig J. R. B. Cook
sioned the Me. visitors book and after a hort speech opened the newly
m;'med Siona) Room. At a date to be confirmed after Capt Jennings is well
enough ta°travel he will be re-invited to open the Signal Room personally.

THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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E. ERCI E THREE PEAK Y
HTS RACE
b~ gt . D. Harrison
x Three Peal Yachts ruce i an annual event organi ed by the
Barmouth Ya ht lub, taking pla e between 20-26 June 1998. Staning at
Bam1outh in \ ales. the yacht ·ail up the West-coa l of the UK stopping
at de. ignated ports. From the e two runner climb each of the highest
mountains in Wale -. England and Scotland . namely Snowdon. Scafell Pike
and Ben evis. The role of Royal ignal personnel is to provide safety
communication:, between the port and mountain peaks. Thi has
hbtorically been provided by 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(' )). however due to
other commitments the ta k thi year was passed to 215 Sig qn . Members
of the quadron from all trade group , departed the one place in the UK
where oldiers are ru. hing to ·erve. ye Tidworth on 17 June 1998.
LC pl Ke~ Bickford wa. the detachment commander at Barmouth with
the role as the race HQ. Fortunately the small village had a mu ic festi al
that doubled the population to twenty. LC pl 'Finbar ' aunder headed
the detachment at Caernarvon and was handily placed next to a Tesco·s
uperstore whom, we are informed, had the best ORP in the cafe. Sigs 'Fl'
Appleyard and J enene Teague took the quicke t route to the ummit of
Mt. Snowdon u ing the train and tayed there fort\ o days, one re upply
reque t a ked for an umbrella. LC pl 'A ndy· M onger headed the
detachment at Ravengla · in Cumbria a hort di tance from the cascale
nuclear power plant. Bengal Tp is pleased to an nounce that there are now
two ' ndy' longers in the Troop. His detachment wa clearly amu ed
when the civilian marshal did not take heed of the tide timings. With the
marshal' caravan parked on the beach. Sig Brickley won the weepstakes
confirming that caravan do float. Sgt 'Kev' 1\vigger along with L C pl
·Andy' C rawford LOok up the final place on the race cour e at Corpach

Loch at the foot of Ben evis . Both showed an aptitude for fi hing and arc
now looking to join the Arn1y Angling club. However, the experience did
not tum out to be cheap with the number of spinners that they lost.
The Exerci. e wa very successful and allowed the operators to practice
HF comm over distance. and reminded the other tradesman why TG's are
on band 3 pay. The event that was in pircd by Dr R obert Howarth some
24 years ago. offers all the challenges of sailing, endurance and
communicaLions, an event that the Squadron intend to run independently
later thi year.
BENGAL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt M. R . Stead
Tp gt
SSgt D. A. Gosney
Fir t off a big hello to all the new arrivals in the Troop . Lt lead
arriving from 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt, C pl ' Smudge' Smith from 230
ig qn, 16 ig Regt and igs Dickie and Husband from Blandford.
Farewell to LCpl Andy ·Maddog' C rawford who goes to 601 TACP and
an in ter-u·oop move to Sabre Troop for the recently promoted Sgt Wolf,
bad luck. It has been a fai rly bu y month for the Troop with people away
wind urfing, paragliding and freefall parachuting . On the sporting ide
LC pl Rob ' portbilly' Bird won the pole vault at the Divisional athletic
championships and the Morri on cup minor units and wa pushed into
second place in the major units by 2 Sig Regt. He also won the minor uni lS
high jump. The inter-troop orienteering and cro s-country competitions
were both won by LCpl W illy ' Runs Like The Wind ' Wilson. The Troop
i now looking forward to Cyprus for a month in the sun knowing that
once we get back the Squadron ha a shake out exercise in ovember and
then Bosnia preparation for the next year.

culthorpe for another cold shower. A small element of Para Tac was used
again on the Saturday a 2 PARA jumped onto Frog Hill DZ Thetford in a
ver} windy 12 knots.
Bravo Tp re-dep loyed earl y on Monday 13 July to Rollestone Camp
SPTA. goi ng back into the routine of providing comms for the Bde HQ.
By this time 2Lt ' Dagpuss' Dagless , had managed I 2-18h rs of sleep a day.
Hav ing been surgica lly removed from his sleeping bag he was put on the
night shi ft in Comms Op . Comms Ops then became Game Boy World,
led by SSgt 'Trapper ' Weaver, who denie playing Tetras for most of hi
shifts. but he wa · followed closely by Lt 'Boss' Short. At this stage we
extend a welcome to Sig Kelly Rutherford who arri ved IN the Troop at
this point.
The Exercise cu lminated in a live firing phase on Saturday 18 July
involving all the Battle Groups. The Exercise fini hed , and tear down
completed and we moved back to Alder hot at 40mph . Still at least we got
a good look at Stonehenge for lOmins as we drove past.
DEFE DI G T HE M ORRISO CUP - by LCpl C lancy
On Wedne day 24June, the Squadron gave the Morri son Cup Minor
Uni ts Trophy an airing, by taking it to Blandford for the day. The trophy
was highly polished and our athletes were highly primed following the
previous week's trial.

The day ~tarted with a brave run from gt Steve Jones who ran the
400m hurdles with a back injury, and was left nearly crippled by one of 1he
final hurdle after landing with one foot either side of it. Our mileage man
Dave Rollins won the 5000m which was a mere warm up before his
steeplechase win in the afternoon. LCpl Pa ul C lancy triumphed in the
800m and I 500m, whilst in the field Sgt Al Peel and ' P1eman' Flound ers
gathered points in the throwing events. During the lunch interval our
travelling supporters club, became winners of the smartest dressed award
in bla:i:er kit. Once the action resumed in the afternoon they vocally backed
us all the way to victory. Sig Just in Lowe, had a few hours earlier arrived
back from his Honeymoon in Cancun. He stepped off the plane and on to
the track to complete a double win over 200m and the Long Jump. L pl
Kev 'Chalky· White was fourth in the 400m, which was the same position
as LCpl Glen ' the flop inventor ' Ruscoe gained in the High Jump. The
' Boy' Betts gave up three months SSA payment in Bosnia to win the
l IOM Hurdles, whilst ndy Good came good to win the Triple Jump.
Victory was sealed by our relay quartet , consiMing of M r John
Daglcss, ndy Good , 'Chalky' and Jus tin Lowe before the cup was
taken back to it rightful home. our trophy cabinet.
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BIRTWISTLE PE INANT
The Squadron was awarded the Birtwi tie Pen nant on 21 May l 998 by
The Master of Signals . Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling OBE , for
out tanding porting achievements from I April 1997 - 31 March I 998.
Over the past year the Squadron has enjoyed a con iderable succe s both
on and off the field in a multitude of ind ividual and team port .
In Athletic we won the Minor Unit Royal Signals Morrison Cup and
qualified for the Army Athletics Final competition. In the proces LCpl
Paul Clancey and Sig J ustin Lowe went on LO represent the Corps Team.
With the help of W02 Dan Rollins and SSgt PauJ Buckley, who both
repre ented the Army, the Squadron dominated the Minor Uni ts Cross
Country, winning: the Army Unit Cross Country Champion hips , the
Army Minor Unit Cro s Country Relay Champion hip , and 4 Di v's
Minor Unit Cross Country Champion hip . This success was carried on
into Road Runn ing and Orienteering, coming 2nd in the Minor Unit
Orienteeri ng Team Championship and w inning the Army
ight
Orienteering Competition. W02 Rollins al o won the British ational
Orienteering Championships and the Karrimor Mountain Marathon ·A
class. In Fencing Capt Rob Anderton-Brown was the firs t Army entrant
to win the RAF Ind ividual Champion hips having been in vited as a guest.
In Clay Target Shooting Lt Steve Short came 3rd in the individual 4 Div
championship helping the team 10 come third in the Mi nor Units. The
Squadron Rugby team was semi-finalists in the Army Minor Unit
Champion hips 1998 . and won !he Di vi ional 7-a-S ide Tournament Plate
Competi tion. The Squadron Football Team also made the Army Mi nor
Units semi-final and came runners up in the Divisional League. Sgt ' Pete
the Pay' Burdett represented the AGC at Basketball, and LCpl 'Chalky'
White represented the Army U23 and Corps team. SSgt Karl Weaver
also continued hi Fly Fishing succe s captaining the Army Fly Fishing
Team and comi ng second in the Army Champion hip 1997.

Maj D. G. Halstead receives the Birtwistle Pennant from
the Master of S igna ls
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LCp l ' Ch a lky' Wh ite running the s econ d leg
o f t he su ccessfu l 4x40 0 m t ea m

To tl1i end the Squadron ha had a good year in port, and is continuing
to build on the uccess of la t year, having already won the Morrison Cup
again. Although we have lost some key personnel we continue to maintain
are strength, and relish the thought of th i year's competi tion.
EXERCISE PEG ASUS ANVIL - ALPHA T ROOP
Ju ly saw Alpha Tp deploy on Ex Pegasus Anvil , the Annual Brigade
FrX. Alpha Group deployed to Hullavington establ ishing Brigade Main
HQ. Several lads from the Troop were fortunate enough to be deployed as
rear link detachment (RLD 's). LCpl G a v Vanden and Sig Nick Hillyard
were deployed to 2 Para, providing TACSAT comms as well as CNR links ,
whilst Sig Keitl1 Williams and Sig Steve Jones worked w ith l RGR.
Meanwhile Lt 'Adm in Vortex ' Chamber s kept the ball roll ing back to
Brigade Main, however he was often seen disappearing to 'v i it' the
rebro' . Conveniently for him this alway eemed lo coincide with his
shi ft. leaving S gt Kev Read , Sgt Sid J am es and Sgt Al Peel to cover his
hifts!
After remaining static for a week, it was a welcome relief for several of
the lads to get away to do different ta k . L C pls Gaz Pilkington and Dan
Pearson managed to gel away on a TALO with 1 RGR and Sgt Peel and
LC pl Stu F rancis jumped in with a ta k force made up from 7 RHA and 9
Sqn RE, to provide a rear link back to Brigade Mai n. Meanwhile , the OC
Sqn decided to deploy Para l into 1he field to provide comm for the
Brigade Commanders orders. Lt M arcu s C hambers saw this as the ideal
opportunity to get away again, leaving C pl Mark Wyldes to race ahead in
the golden blanket stakes . An award that he took with flying colours by
Endex. Para I wa e tabli shed giving eight members of the Troop a chance
to pract ice someth ing different , especia lly Sig ' Kero Kid ' Thorpe who
learned all about generators. The 501 Det from 30 S ig Regt were quite
shocked at the time it took us to set up and establi hed comms. Thank for
you r upport , and we hope to see you again.
T he fi nal phase of the Exercise saw the live field fir ing phase. Several
Troop as ets were deployed as safety comms, while a lucky few were able
to watch the complete Brigade 'live' a ault . T his gave Sgt Craig Dudley
the chance to leave his sleepy holl ow in Rollestone Camp and venture out
onto the traini ng area. Though the Exercise had some quiet period it gave
the newer members of the Troop an opport unity to see how the Brigade
worked , and find out what Brigade Exerc ises in volved.
EXERCISE PEGASUS ANVIL - BRAVO TROOP
Bravo Tp deployed on 5 July to Sculthorpe A irfie ld , near T hetford to
help set up an FMB for Ex Pegasus Anvil , the Brigades main effort for the
year. The first week's routine invol ved setting up a di smounted Brigade
HQ in a di sused fire stati on along with a 501 dept from 30 S ig Regt. The
whole Brigade was lau nched from the comfon of the FMB , where the
scoff was better th an that eaten at hotels. Along with the ice cold showers,
a big screen T V for !he foo tball and countless portaloos. ' John Thomas'
however, was not impressed by the lack of hot water. e peciall y after phys.
Apparentl y the TV compensated for chis.
On Thu rsday 9 July, IRGR TALO'ed onto Hull av ington along with
Para Tac, all be it five people and the commander. Meanwhile Alpha Tp
had been given from Tuesday to receive the Brigade. ot bad as it only
took them two days. Para Tac then j umped onto the next C 130 back to
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SOinC (A) Brig Nige l Wood receives a gift, on his retirement,
from all t he Royal Signa ls Warrant Officers and SNCOs of
216 Parachute S igna l Squadron at RHO Royal Corps of Signa ls
(L:-R ): Sgt Steve Jones, Sgt Nei l Paul , SSgt Stu Couszins,
W01 (RSM ) Dave Catch pole, SOinC(A). SSgt Karl Weaver
SSgt Kev Read , Sgt 'Ch illi' Chi ll cot

223 SIGNAL SQUADRON (399 SIGNALS UNIT RAF)
RAF DIGBY

Sqn Comd

M aj Alan McComb R Signal

O RTENTEERING R AF DIGBY
by Capt Steve Pa lfreyman
lt is now Lime for the real sports people of the S1a1ion to let al l and
undry know what has been going on over the last sea on. Orienteering,
contrary to popu lar belief. does not necessarily mean Military Training.
nor the movement of fles h and blood over great di lances carryi ng heavy
rucksack . As a sport it doe mean the use of map and compas to navigate
in an effic ient manner over varied type of terrain in a quick a time a
po ible whi lst vi iting the numerous checkpoints which guide you on
your way. Decision-mak ing is a crucial element of the port , particu larly
whe n under extreme pre ure , in that your route around the eour e i your
decision , which means you can only blame yourself if you get it wrong!
YO U DON'T HAVE TO BE BIG TO BE GOOD!
The Orien tee ring team has bee n q uite ucces ' fu l over the ea on ,
despi te havi ng onl y a ma ll membersh ip. The e ded icated individuals
have trave lled many mi le , mos tl y in their time off, to represent the
Stati on at Orienteering events aro und the coun try. Here follow a few
short notes on our achievements last eason.
2 DIVISION (SOUTH) L E AGUE
The RAF Digby Tea m ran two League Events. one at Bourne Wood
early in the season and later at Stapleford Woods. The latter wa also part
of the Stati.o n Commanders Cup Competition and it was encouraging to
see competit ors who had no prev iou ex perience of 1he sport actually
smili ng (or was it grimnc ing!) at the end and entlmsi ng about taking part
in the Team next year. Do not fret tho e who think (or possibly ho!J<?) f
have fo rgotten, yo u will be invited to attend next ea ·on. The talion
Team fi ni shed a cred itable thi rd in the League by the end of th eason.
Thi third pl ac ing coul d have been improved if the number of visitors
who ro ll through the tal ion e lec ted to vi it on any day othe r than a
Wedne day (maybe its half price entry to Eurod igby on Wedne day '?)
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Before the Event - stuck on gri 'ls an optional extra
RAF INTER TATION CHAMPIO IDP
RAF KI LOSS, KI ELL!
The RAF Orienteeri ng champion hips were held over two days at RAF
Kinloss. which for those who do not know i almo t ofT the face of the
planet. An intrepid team of enthu ' iasts in the form of apt te\ e
Palfreyman , Sgt Tony Worley, pl Lee litchell and pl Jonah Jone
left RAF Digby by MK3 minibu ' in a valiant attempt to dm e to this
Olli tation. After taking two wrong turn ofTthe A l in an effort to refuel at
RAF Leeming and the exhau t dropping off j u t prior to thi . the trip was
not boding well . fter 11 hour · of drivi ng th rough snow. ice and the sceni
coni h Highlands. ' e fi nally made it to Inverne" where susicnancc ''a
1aken in the form of 'Fi h n Chip ·. It wa ut thb point that • gt Ton~
Worley started limping.
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The following du). he did not • how at the meeting pla c. so Capt
Palfre)mnn gained illcgai acces to the Sgt. l\lcss and located hi · room
only to find
gt Tony Worley doino impersonarions of the winge<l
mes . enger (naked and hopping around on one leg). It was obl'iou from
h1. e plcthe: thill his b.' k had gone and so he as out of the competition.
He "a' therefore left to rest hi · bad back for the day. The Team drove to
the .tart and three very reasonable l'\tn left RAF Digby in 9th pince.
\ery creditable outing considering pl Jonah Jones wa on his firs t
Orienteering course. The Team retumed to the ba c only to find that Sgt
Tony Worlev had been unable to move from the bed IK ·d been left in that
morning and. o had not eaten all day! Capt Palfreyman then moved SSgt
Tony Worley. dre ~ing him first. to the Medical Centre where it was
found he had slipped hi . di . Obviou ly he mis ed the debrief in the bar
that evenmg but was retrieved from the Medical Centre after the Relay
event the next day. al which we moved up a few place and fini hed a
re pe table 6th . The only problem then was how to place SSgt Tony
Worley in the minibu. so that he could remain flat on hi back throughout
the return trip . Hb final comment on Scotland were · l didn·l drink a
single beer or ee the ights and pent all of my Lime looking at the ceiling.
ome weekend away that was!'
::? DI I IO

CHA:\lPI01 SHIPS
RAF Digb) took part in the Divisional Championships at Clumber Park
near\ orksop. The event was ho ted by 38 Sig Regt (V) from Sheffield. The
course were very long and technical but the team pulled in exceptional
results with both the ladie · and men· teams fini hing second overall and
eaming ome gong. in the process. Excellent run by Capt am Harrild
and LCpl am Kirton whilst ably supported by Sgt Marie Cottam and
\\'01 Janette Graham put the ladie into a clo e econd place.
ROY L JG. L ORIENTEERil G CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Army element of the team took part in the Royal Signals
Championships thi year.' ith both day's courses being held on Bovington
Tank Training area. A very hard Day I produced some long fini h times
among tall the competitor . but the men· team managed to complete the
day in cond place. The ladies were in third place, with econd place being
heavily conte ted. The Harris Relay on Day 2 saw the men'. team hold onto
their econd place. being beaten only by 216 (Para) Sig Sqn. The ladies did
claw back ome of their time they ju t failed to clinch econd place.
However. LCpl am Kirton fini hed second overall on her individual
course and was awarded a gong for her efforts. Capt Steve Palfreyman
fini hed runner up to the Corp Champion, Maj ' ick Bateson.

Capt Steve Palfreyman marks his map at the start
of the RAF Inter Stn Champs

With the new season just about to tart. the team is gelling ready for the
2 Div league to commence. with RAF Digby hosting the first event on
Wedne>day 9 September m Bourne Woods. As always, any standard of
competi tor is invited to compete and there will alway be a course suited
to you. You never know you may just enjoy discussing bramble scratche_~
over a pint with your team mates!
ARMY HELL CAMP? NOT REALLY
by Jnr Tech Andrew Angus
C N and the nited ations have repo1ied news of an accidem
occurring in the occupied warzone of Leek. where forces of the Digby
Battalion are engaged in heavy fight ing against mercenary gue rill as. Jnr
Tech Andrew Angu lipped whil t adjusting his hair in the reflection of
hi bayonet and managed to put his fri nge out of place. Report are
ketchy concerning the tate of hi hair. but he wa immediately airlifted to
the neare. t idal Sas. oon Clinic for emergency styli ng. He is now in a
table condition but is being close ly monitored, further report will emerge
in time. Thal was ju l one of the many comme nt and jibes I received after
having volunteered for Military Training Camp. However, after one week
in the Peak District, spent running around doing battle drills and adventure
trai ning, I'm pleased lo ay the one that missed out were the one left
behind. [t certainly beat a week at work!
Monday morning, 7 Army. 4 RAF (i ncluding myself) and one Navy set
off for Ex [carus Aggre sor, on what tarted out as a hot and sunny day.
ow I admit that al thi s point I wa feeling a bit apprehensive about the
whole thing and cou ldn ·l for the life of me work out what I was doing on a
coach heading toward Leek Training Area. The rumours about these
·dodgy Army thing · did not eem promi ing. Expecting something out of
the film ' Platoon', I was omewhat surpri ed to find W02 (SSM) Mark
Brunning more interested in teaching u than houting the usual cliche at
us day in, day out. The training wa balanced and not overly harsh and
there wa a high degree of patience taken with an inexperie nced RAF bod
like myself.
The group knitted together really well and there were no teddies thrown
right throughout the week. Ben Thayer provided much entertainment,
with hi roasted marshmallows ('Toa tie baby ') and his ability to sleep for
ATO. The weather that had been ordered turned up on the Monday night,
as we made our way to the barn that wou ld become our patrol harbour. It
didn·L get much better until the Thursday morning when we were on our
way back to the local training camp and warm showers. Throughout the
first four day we carried out various task , clearing patrols, recce
mis ion , agent contact , being ambu hed and the best part. seuing up an
ambu h (despite the fact it was 3am, cold and wet). LCpl Stacey Webster
showed her potential to become a Sergeant Major when given a 2IC
appointment by barking at everyone. including the OC. Sadly. because of
the rain. we never got to sleep under the stars, but nobody seemed to mind.
After the military training phase, it was back to the training camp for food,
showers and some decent leep, knowing that when we awoke we had a
barbecue and some beers to look forward to. A few stumbled back that
night.
The econd phase was the adventure training . which began with either
canoeing or climbing and then hill walking and mountain biking . Our ix·
man group saw no end of acciden t and a few close calls , all to the
amu ement of the other groups. Mountain biking eemed to be a day of
di aster. with five of the group coming off their bike . Jar Tech Sid
Churn received the award for the most dramatic effort when 2Lt tu
Whittley convinced him everyone else had already ridden down the steep
lope. His bike had certainly seen bener days. Come Sunday, we were all
glad to be returning to Digby, we were tired and we·d had enough. Bed
and sleep wa top of the agenda. All in all, it was a great week . a welcome
break from the job and I'll certainly be one of those RAF people that will
be volunteering again next year.

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj S. P. Hunt
SSM
W02 ( SM) l. P. Wells
It ha been quite . ome time since the Squadron made an appearance in
The Wire and as such it would appear we have a fair amount of catching up
to do. The last six months have seen a degree of fairly frenetic activity
within the Squadron during the Summer Ceremonial Season . Squadron
Summer Camp and various Adventurous Training Trips: all of which you
will hear more of later. The Squadron has been very active in Sporting
terms on:r the last few months. Most notable among these i our
participation in the GOC London District's Sports Day held a few months
ago. The Squadron team ably led by W02 (SSM) ' H' Wells won the
Concept II Rowing competiuon, well done to all involved.

This year has been very busy o far, with o ur usual involvement in State
Visits, The Queen's Birthday Parade, The Royal Tournament and a
plethora of other P.A . Ta k , everyone has been kept very b4 y. The recent
re-organisation of HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde ha re ulted in the format ion of the
Army Communications and Information System Group (AC!SG)
(another abbreviation to deal with). Part of the Squadron 's involvement
has meant the fonnation of the Forward Response Teams which are
headed up by gt Chris Jacobs , Cpls Andy Thompson .Cory Pennicot
and LCpl Darren Mark our residem software experl. The FRTs have
been found a co y piece of real estate to hide in on the other side of camp
that has the small problem of turning into a very effeclive oven whenever
the sun shines.

'UKETROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (TOT) Richard Howes
Tp SSgt
Sgt Graham Owen
The Troop ha> recently had a large injection of new manpower so
Hello., and Goodbyes would be a good starting point. We ay Hello to
LCpl mbler and ' ig.s Ford . Muhammed, Daw, 1cFaul and Wilson ,
welcome to the Troop. It i'> with regret that we say goodbye to Sgt Dave
Pun er who is off to Blandford.enjoy! We also say far~well to LCpl Matt
Eades and "lg Dan Aston who both leave us to face the Terrors of
Cl\ ihan hfe. good luck to you guys.

OSCAR TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt
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Maj (Tfc) Dave Gilchrist
SSgt Karen Ripley

HELLOS AND GOODBYES
There have been quite a few movements within the Troop lately,
unfortunately most of them are in the wrong direction. Our ingle new
arrival is LCpl Pete Fagg, to whom we all extend a warm welcome. ow
for the bad news, we have said goodbye to Sgts John Hayden and Fiona
Baker , both have gone to brave the big wide world, good luck to both of
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you. We have also said goodbye to Cpls Ann Vardy and 'Chinny'
Masters who have been posted off to pastures new. The Troop Offices
were recently the scene of much devastation and confusion due to the
selling up of the ACISG Help De k. For example when S gt Karen
Ripley returned from leave she found her office had moved to locations
unknown, she is current ly believed to be inhabiting a broom cupboard
somewhere in camp! All this aside at the time of going to print the bulk of
the Troop are on board a Joint Services Yacht heading (we think) for
Frnnce, more details to come in the next edi tion of The Wire.
RADIO TROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Capt Kerry Levins
SSgt Simon Hadley

GENERAL GOI GS 0 !!
Life continue apace within Radio Tp. Jn the past few months we have
had a number of new arrival and one sad departure, that is to say that we
were sad to see him go not that he is a sad individual. Arrivals first: We
extend a warm welcome to Cpls Steve Hook and Chris Pengelly , LC pl
'Taff' courlield and Sig Mags West , we hope you all enjoy your time
with us. Our departure was LCpl Jasper Bishop who heads off to 30 Sig
Regt, we will sorely miss his unique sense of humour and hi impromptu
competitions (J bet I can hold thi s plastic bag over my head longer than
you can!) We wish you , Carol and Khloe all the be t for the future .
A few weeks ago it was considered time for one of our 'not regular
enough' social occasions. Rather than the normal descent into oblivion in
the Squadron Bar, it was decided that we hould all go out on the town
together. The idea of this did make the Troop Comd a little nervous given
the result of the last uch outing, most of the Troop is still considered
persona non grata in the eye of the London Underground. Sig Mick
Breydin organised a trip to the Orange Brewery (a local pub and microbrewery). which made the Troop Comd even more nervou . The tour of
the brewery was a great success and the Barbecue and Disco after were
excellent, many thank must go to Sig Mick Breydin and Cpl Paul
Crabb for all their hard work. To quote a well known phrase ·You 've all
done very well'.
SUM 1ER CEREMONIAL SEASO or '10,000ft and rising'
by Cpl Jon Rowe
The Ceremonial Season kicked off, with a vengeance, back in May
when we began rehear al for the Queen ' Birthday Parade (QBP), some
three weeks before the Parade itself. The rea on for starling so early was
the fact that we have had a number of new arrivals in Radio Tp since last
year. all of whom had never been involved in Public Dutie before (which
we believe puts them in the same boat as 90% of The Corps). Having this
mas of inexperience let loose on State Occasions did give the rest of us a
little bit of cause for concern (more of this later).
During the rehearsals for QBP, we had the State Visit of the Emperor of
Japan (as seen on TV and in the Pre ), which was of course preceded by
it's own set of rehearsals. Most notable among these wa the Early
Morning Rehearsal which aw the Troop on form being very cheerful ,
well, as cheerful as can be expected at 4 in the morning wearing 2 Dress
and Ammo Boots. Following the State Visit during the day we auended
the State Banquet that evening at Buckingham Palace. Thi particular role
is commonly known a Car Calling and involves getting VIP , Cabinet
Ministers and Diplomats into the right car, at the right time, in the right
place. For those of you who may con ider thi to be an easy ta k, think of
it this way: Jmagine a large dinner at the Officers' Me (the kind that lasts
until 2am or later). ow imagine yourself trying to organise all of the
guests and get them away, whilst keeping them all happy. ow add the
extra ingredient of the language barrier and I uppose that you are about
halfway there! As you can imagine ju t working in Buckingham Palace is
fairly daunting, particularly o for our re idem conehead LCpl Lee ·r can
lower your IQ' Lester, who e protocol in public toilets i suspect, let
alone at State Functions. The challenge on thi occa ion was, as alway ,
taken up by Cpl Paul 'Your car's outside .... now leave me alone' Crabb,
and what a fine job he did . ft will be a hame to lo e him to the local Dog
Section , but his welfare needs mu t come first! At thi point we should all
spare a thought for the dogs! It goes without saying that the above
mentioned oldiers no longer come into contact with the dignitaries. as it i
now policy not to care VIPs before they get into their car . A uch only
the finest looking soldier are allowed within 200m of the Palace, for
example the author, who i one of the member of 'The Martini Crew'. All
this having been aid the Troop did, in fact. perform admirably and were
once again commended by the Staff ar Buckingham Palace .
The QBP reviews went with only one change to the rehear al , we
finally received the new Comm kit we have been waiting for, so we were
poi It for choice . After a brief conference Capt Kerry LeYin and SSgt Si
' my bike isn 't pink' Hadley decided to, and I quote ·Take it all', a a re ult
ome of the guys went out on The Mall looking like walking Rebros!
The Beating Retreat performances followed, which a u. ual, were executed
with all the poise and grace of a Swan (calm and effi ient on the surface,
paddling like mad underneath!) In 11dditio11 to the usual performances by the
Bands of the Household Divi ion, this year al o involved the un et
Ceremony by the Royal Artillery, who were ably assisted by Kings Troop
RHA during, what else but lhe 1812 Overture. After which the u e of ign
language and lip reading came into its own. Mention hould al o be made of
111e Queen' Birthday Parade it elf. which after all of the previously
mentioned rehearsals worked well, with the Guards Division and the Royal
Signals working in perfect harmony. The result came about after careful
de~egation of responsibilities: the Guards do the drill (which they are actually
quite good at) and we do the thinking (which they are not o good at!)
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Before finishing on the subject I muM make mention of The Royal
Garden Parties_ which have taken place thi year These event~ whibt
prestigious, which we are honoured to be involved with. arc abo the most
frustrating part of the calendar. This is due to the addition of an unkno'-lin
quantity to a workable plan. The name of thi s unknown quantity ........... .
Th~ Public. This ~ear in order to give everyone a bit of a laugh we took our
resident hyperac11ve LCpl Daz ' Billy Whizz' Pond . To see him racing
around the. guests like a sheepdog on some sort of metabolism enhancing
amphetamme was to say the least, hilarious. During one of the quieter
moments we Limed him to see how long he could stand still for, he
managed the prestigious score of 38 seconds. He actually wonders wh1 we
don 't put him on parade with lhe guards on street lining duties! Another if
unexpected source of amusement for the Troops was Sig Baz ·nice
haircut' Maitland , who when asked by the Troop Comd how many cars
were left in the car park responded ' Approximately two' which as an
approximate number isn·t really very approximate, in fact it' fairly exact.
He also decided to show off his mastery of voice procedure with a reply to
a radio check of 'A OK Over '. Will somebody please explain what is
happening at Blandford!
The Troop should at this point all be commended on their effort during
the season and sheer professionalism in the face of adver ity, to quote
someone we all know 'You've all done very weir . For the author, this is
the end of the season altogether, as I'm off to join the Metropolitan Police,
l've had enough laughs for one decade. Remember Boys I'll be watching
you!
SQUADRO SUMMER CAMP
The Squadron deployed on Monday 15 June to ewquay for Summer
Camp. However, disaster struck instantly when one of the minibuses broke
down en route. meaning that half of us turned up three hours later than
expected (coincidentally. one and a half hours after England' ' opening
world cup game!!!) The next day we were plit into three groups and then
sent to our respective activitie for the day.
Group I went off to Stithians Reservoir to use the toppers acquired from
Blandford for some ailing or should that be sinking. Group 2 went
hillwalking along the coastal path to take in some of the magnificent
cenery along quite a rrenuous route. Group 3 had the delights of Capt
Kerry Levins for throwing your elf off the highest cliff you can find
(usually known as ab eiling and rockclimbing) . The events were rotated
through all the group until Friday when it was make your own choice day
and people cho e between horse riding , deep sea or course fi hing, and
surfing. De pite ome viciou comment about the riding school not
actually owning any Shirehorses, the riders all came away having
thoroughly enjoyed the experience .........which i more than can be said
about the horses. The fishermen also enjoyed their day out de pite the odd
scary moment with the kipper. who resembled ·captain Bird eye._ The
surfers, led by Cpl Steve 'Look rm standing up' Hook, have now bought
a VW Camper and are bumming around Au tralia looking for bigger and
longer urf.
Saturday was intended for potted sporr and a barbecue but the weather
intervened and people went el ewhere and did other things such a urfing
and clay pigeon hooting , much to the disgust of the excellent chef who
ended up cooking the Barbecue in the cookhou e. Sunday dawned and
after a clean up of the accommodation . the vehicle were loaded with the
tores and luggage and finally everyone got on the minibu es for the long
trek back to the moke and smog of London SW I.
EXERCISE COCK EY PLASH or ' Radio Troop go mad in a boat'
by Cpl Steve Hook
Ex Cockney Splash wa a Radio Tp Sailing Exerci e which took place
from 24 July to 7 Augu t 1998. The Exerci e started a it meant to go on
with the un shining and not a cloud in the ky. The crew met up in
Chelsea Barrack less two who were already in Go port awaiting our
arrival. We set off with our very own MT rep LCpl Lee 'cone head'
Lester driving us down to Go port .
On arrival we were hown to our Yacht, Rapa11a. where we found that
SSgt Si ·1-fappy with that' Hadley was now known as ·skipper· along
with the Tp Comd, Capt Kerry ' lam a DEMI-God' Levins who now had
to be called Mate much to everyone's delight. The re t of the day consi ted
of learning the terminology and equipment to be found on a Victoria 34.
after a few hours it was off to tretch our atty sea leg and put into
practice everything we had been taught. Saturday saw u casting off on our
first trip to Southampton o everyone got used lo the kipper·s command
and phra e . which were usually followed by '1 am a God.'
Sunday saw u heading toward Yarmouth with drill getting betler and
fa ter a the hours flew by. Upon entering Yarmouth we were to be placed
along side a civilian yacht about IOOm off hore, LCpl Heather 'I'm just
off to make a phone call' Smart decided ·he was going to take the dingy
ashore, even though she had never been in one before in her life. A we
watched her effort of going around in circle for half an hour and near!)
being run over twice. by the Lymington Ferry. we decided to re cue her
and tell her all about Harbour Taxi . Monday aw u anchored up in
Lymington where much to the delight of the pa enger on pa .. ing ferric.
the crew put on a diving ·how, it wa then off to Poole pas ing through
The eedles with Capt Kerry ·which way is north• Levin navigating.
Tue day saw us leave Poole with the tide at 0400 hrs. How we laughed at
the Yachr moored alongside, who of course we gently woke lo re-tie his
yacht to the hore. This was all the more gratifying a. when h had come
along ide us the previou, day, we did tell him of the early start. to which
hi re · pon · e was ·well we·11 ee won't we! ' After a long da) we finall
arrived in Weymouth where it was hot showers and a cracking good night
out, when the Royal avy chal lenged u to a ra e back to Poole. after
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L pl Bnan ·1 can Dan;;e Ma!· tewart disgrace<l them on the dance
floor. \\'ednesda) aw half tl1 crew hung over and the kipper not amu ed
th t ha fate had accepted the ra e without a. king him fir ' t. but we had
faith in him. we needed to really . eeing as nobody else hud ever raced
before. : soon a we ca. t off the main . ail wa. up. 30sec later the race
\\as on, the only problem we had wa who' ould make the brews. The
avy bad their own problem witl1 ail blowing out to ea and a mutmy
on board as far a. we could tell. the rac. ended. inevitably. with u about I
mile m the lead. The wager of ·Two crate. of your fine t tclla Artoi
please Bannan· did ta te particularly good. but ecing as ''e are such good
bloke we ga,·e the nvy a crate as a con. olation prize.
Thursday it "as back to The 1 eedles. heading to1 ard Go ·port, when
the 11 ind decided it would blow a force even. fter half the crew had been
battered by sails and rope The kipper Sgt i ' I am going nowhere near
The, 'eedle ·Hadley decided Poole harbour wa n·l uch a bad place after
all. Friday was clean the yacht time and much to our . urprise we found we
had a econd women aboard, Sig Mag ' I can sleep for I hours a day·
\ est . Then it "a time to head ba k home a the other half of the Troop
had arrived. Little is known of the event of the second week. Except Sgt
Si ·Ju t gel them away from me· H adley came back looking extremely
fatie.ued and frustrated. We would have included a pas age 1. ritten by one
of the second crew. but they don't write English a: good as what I done.

sportb which overlap throughout the year and currently Team 6 comprising
243 Sig Sqn , 2MI, G6 C!S , Artillery and Engineer Branches are leading
the race having won both the squash league headed by gt Gaz Hinton
and the hockey event captai ned by Sgt Jimmy Meadows . The Tug-0 War, coached by SSgt 'Taff' Burdge, ensured the winning treak
continued producing a team that was unbeaten all day. The prize giving
was given by the CinC, Gen ir Michael Walker KCB CMG CBE ADC
who presented the team their trophies for Tug-0-War.

Abseiling - LCpl Jane Beg ley - I'm really enjoying this!! I!!
GE ERAL'S CUP - TUG OF WAR - by Sgt J im Q uar
The General's Cup at HQ LAND i an inter branch sports competition
which allows all civ ilian and military staff Lo e. cape from their branch
offices and add a bit of sporting fu n to their lunch-time . There are 11

So me of t he Tea m pose with the CinC (After Event)

S ig ' Mungo' McFau l win s the 238 Gurn ing Co m petitio n

SQ UADRO TIE - A Plea from Capt (Retd) Bob Wright
The Squadron have recently placed an order for a Squadron Tie, which
we hope to have available for ale mid September. Our adverti ement in
the Augu t i sue (page 359) ha certainly worked, our fi r t order being
received from Mr K en Hardman who rang in from Wor ley, Greater
Manchester. Ken ha placed an order for him elf Graham Curtis and
Mike Liversidge who were all members of the Squadron in 1967 when
the unit wa ba ed in Blandford. Thanks too to M aj (Retd) Ian Greig for
hi order, Ian commanded the Squadron 92 - 94. So come on the rest of
you ex members . give us a call!

Oops - LCpl G az Winde rs, on a rare occasion when not having
some kitchen device or other delivered
Tug of War Team Members on the rope

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE
MOBILE FORCE (LAND))

243 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

P ERSOi ALITIES
Maj John Floyd
W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' M orrow

E XERCJ E JRO BE AR 1998 - by W02 (SSM) ·Paddy' Morrow
fa: Iron Bt>ar was the Exercise name given to the Squadron Annual
Summer Camp which was conducted in Pembrokeshire over the period
14 - 26 June 1998. In addition to getting the Mili tary element of the unit
awa} on training, it wa decided to take a number of our Civilian
counterparts away on a 'Team Bui lding Exerc ise' which by pure
coincidence was taking place at Brawdy al the . ame time as the Military
Camp The
M was given the task of co-ordinating the Camp . His
initial task was lo identify where Brawdy in Pembrokeshire was! Initial
report made mention that the nearest city was Dub lin , but of course, we
all know that Brawdy is the home of 14 Sig Regt (EW).
The initial recce was conducted in March and surprisingly enough the
weather was fine, much to the recce Learns amazement! Special thanks to
the Trg Wing 14 Sig Regt for their assistance during tl1e recce and indeed
during the Camp itself The time between the initial recce and the actua l
Camp was taken up wi th routine matters uch as getting instructors
together and booking stores. A few week!. pri or to the Camp the nigh tmare
of all nightmares was to happen with the an nouncement by Thatcham
Store~ Depot that our unit and a number of others were not going to get
an} of the \tore that we had demanded from their Depot. The SSMs hair
went gre) overnight. however 14 Sig Regt came to the rescue and the
Camp wa<, back on track.
The Camp itself went very smoothly and a can be seen from the
phot1,graph'> (cen<,ored) it was smiles all round. Thanks to our instructors
\\ho arc worthy of mention. LCpl 'Spence' pencer on loa1o from the TA,
en,uring that everyone got wet during the canoeing. gt GeolT C roudace
our re~ident Rock Climbing in'>tructor who coaxed everyone into ab eili ng
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and de cending a rock face. SSgt Bob La wrence en ured everyone who
didn't compete in the Lanyard Trophy got a ta ter of what it wa like on
the trekking. Sgt Andy Burdge and Sgt Jim Rober tson were to blame
for the saddle sores and finally thank to LCpl 'DC' Drudge Coa tes on
loan from 3 Div for showing off hi skills on the Windsurfing Board and
for imparti ng some of his knowledge to the students.
It is believed that all who participated thoroughly enjoyed themselve .
One person, who will remain anonymous, paid a couple of visit to the
A&E department at the local hospital at the end of the second week after
not heeding the safety advice given at the Quad Biking Centre. some say
hi performance has improved since hi knock on the head! We now look
forward to next years' camp which is provisionally planned for Weymouth.

Rafting Up
S itting (l.:-R): Mr Dave Toulson, Sgt Bartlett, Cpl Spence Spencer
a nd Sgt Gaz Hint on
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EXERCISE CLEAR VOICE 1998
Ex Clear Voice is an AMF(L) Signal Training Exerci e pon ored by
HQ AMF(L) and conducted annually by 249 Sig Sqn. Thi year the
Exercise was conducted during the period 29 June - 03 July 1998. The
primary objective of the cour e i - to teach a common ATO joint voice
procedure to staff officers and signal per onnel who use AMF(L) force
level radio nets as operator or watchkeepers.
Prior to deployment on Ex Lion Sun , in May, the meticulou detail for
the planning and preparation for Ex Clear Voice was conducted by SSgt
(YofS) C urrie as it began just a couple of weeks after our return from
Cypru . The srudent arrived on the Sunday (the day before the Exerci e
started) and were met by YofS C urrie at Lbeir hotel. To hi · horror some of
the students from Italy and Germany had brought their ·friend ' who were
not supposed to be on the Exercise but thought they would ju t turn up
anyway. This caused considerable distre . not helped by the fact that a
few of the students did not appear to speak Engl i h very well (although
neither can YofS C urrie as he comes from north of the border). dditional
accommodation and tran po11 had to be sought and the fi nal E. erci e
re-wrillen at the last minute to cater for these additional personnel. It
proved to be a bu y Su nday night. By the beginn ing of the Exerci e on
Monday morn ing everything was back on course and the stude nts were
subjected to two fu ll days of classroom theory, expert ly de li vered by the
YofS, some of the Squadron' mo t experienced CO and the CE
COMSEC Team from HAPE. The tudents were tl1en let loose on
Salisbury Plain for the next two clays to put into practice the theory they
had learned from the classroom. Apart from two detachments getting
"bogged in' and LC pl Mick Raine tryi ng to drive his RRB Det aero s the
artillery impact area, these two day in the field went we ll and proved that
the theory had not fa llen upon deaf ears.
With two social nights at a local pub and the Sgt · Mess and a. vi it to
tl1e Corp Museum, the week was a succe s wi th the only complamt from
the tudcnt being the price of beer in England.
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TRAILWALKER 1998 - by LCpl Hurst
Trailwalker i a charity event held annually over lOOkrn of The outh
Down Way between Petersfield and Brighton, in upport of the Gurkha
Welfare Trust. Thi ~ year' event took place over the weekend of27 - 28 June.
Drawi ng on the relative experience of 1997 veteran . namely the OC
Maj HoUiday, W02 (YofS) Rick Dickson and myself. 249 ig Sqn
decided to enter two teams. They were - T he ACE MOYERS (YofS
Dick on, 2Lt Howarth, Sgt Chris Trowbridge and C pl Dean Wit on)
and The KM STRIDERS (Maj Holliday, 2Lt ' D' Preston , Mr oel
McKinney and myself). The ACE MOVER plan was to run as much of
the course a po ible, with our plan to complete the cour e on the same
day we started, wh ich with a 0900hrs start would be no mean fea t! The
' STRIDER · led the 'MOVERS' from the tart of the race, holding the
lead until the fini h line was merely 99.500 metre away. The MOVER
then got moving and we were left in their wake. Undeterred, we pre sed on
and on and on and on until, at the 52km checkpoint 2Lt Preston unveiled
hi feet and we discovered his unfair advantage of floating on his bli ters .
So with feet taped. ocks changed and 'brufened' to the eyeballs, we
pre sed on and on and on and on - agai n! We reached the penultimate
checkpoint wi th a la t leg of 13.Skm in ide two hours ·eparating us from
our goal of a midnight fini~h. De pi te our best efforts to get lost we arrived
at Brighton Racecour c with 22 minute to spare. Our official time of 14
hour 38 minutes put us in 26th place of 145 tarters. The 'MOVE R ·
fi nished in 12 hours 49 minutes but unfortunately as a three. ome so they
were not placed.
Both team would li ke to thank their re pective admin ·volunteers' for
their a ·sistance and support throughout the day, e pecially for uppl} ing
the beer to knock us out for the journe} back home.
LADIES DI N ER NI G HT - 15 J LY 1998 - by gt BulTery
The now annual 249 ig qn (AMF(L)) Lrtdies Dinner ight was held
this year on Wedne day 15 Jul) in the A 1F(L) WO'. ' gt'. Mes: The
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mam reason for the fun tion wa. to ay a fond farewell to the following
e' apec' : Capt L. . Marriot, Lt D. J. Noble, W02 (YofS) Rick
Dick on , gt Frank Flaherty. S gt ick Woodworth, Sgt Bas Ward ,
gt az Creal , gt Jack Ila\\ ki and Sgt Mark Buffery . The Dinner
wu a fonnal event, in Me~ Dre • and began at 1930hrs with sherry
,erved by gt Tim Haines who \\as aLo respon ible for producing tl1e
'Lo\ el)· Progr:immes.
fter the arrival of the QC and other Guests to the Mes , the call for
Dmner was piped at l 955hrs by LCpl Jinuny cott in full Tartan Rig. The
m al consi. ted of a aumon et Crevene Mouse. followed by oi ette. au
.\gueau Bigontme(Lamb wirly things) with Pomme Gastronome(twiglet
't~le potatOe. ) and Calabre e m1 Beurre(broceoli) not to mention a lot
more poetic licence by a certain Chef S 'CO by the name of Chris

Trowbridge. De pile the names, the food was of an outstanding quality as
we have come to expect from Chris and his team. After the meal we were
entertained by 'Mr Vice' - Sgt Pete Lawn and hi s va t array of humorous
anecdotes.
After a short break began an hour of leaving speeche and the
obligatory i suing of the 'Arctic Warriors' to tl1e lucky few . Bouquets of
tlowers were also presented by the QC to the ladies during this time. The
rest of the evening followed the standard format , (or so I've been told , it 's
all a bit of a blur), of socialising. frivolity and much wailing and gnashing
of teeth . So at the end of yet a another fine do, wh ich was almost entirely
due to the considerable efforts of gt Haines, we awoke the following
morning, ( hortly after), to the now trad itional post-party boot run and the
longe ·t day.

A bccar:iie Plan B. which .itself bec~me Plan C for very good rea~on .
Earlier r~eas were t.hen remstatecl with Plan B2 but these w~re finally
dumped 111 favour of the all encompassmg Plan C . At least we were clear
on that. Finding bear droppings at the put-in also hones the mind and there
was much 'd ing-a-lingi ng' during changing. The river was well worth the
effort however, a quality section of grade 4 with a particularly superb
gorge which Sgt Mal ' Blind Probe' Pavier scouted. It wa~ also the ~ccne
of some fine rolling manoeuvres from SSgt Shane Wright and C pl eil
'Nelly' Crouchman . The egress point had a spectacular weir, which we
all shot, LCpl Bruce Tarbut proved that is wa ·n' t as hard as it looked.
LCpl Sam Foster meanwhile, dec ided that it would be more fun to run the
drop from a driftwood perspective, cap izingjust over the lip.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
SqnComd

Maj B. P. Gilfether l\'IBE TD

TRADE TRAINING,
A clas 3 Radio Operator course was run between 20 - 28th June based
at ewman House. Dundee. 12 Students underwent inten ive operator
training utili ing the excellent facilitie of our TA Cenrre. One uch
facility i the indoor exercise clas , . con tructed as ten eparate radio det
connected by line otherwi e known a Staff Dohertys' Alt World Sweat
Shop! Sig Rachel Long is quite confused, however, by being in a
different notional location each le son and now brag to her civilian
friend that she has travelled to many parts of the UK each day during her
training. Two CO from 243 Provost Coy RW (V) were invited to join
the course as part of our ongoi11g commitment to establi h.ing 2 Sqn as
the centre of excellence for Signals Training in Scotland. Cpls ' ick
ick' Glover and ·Juliet Bravo· Kingstree completed the cour e with
very creditable pass marks and are now manning their Company CP.
Having RMP in the Squadron for nine days did lead to the ight of Sgt
Dave ·Master Bonnet Lifter' Reap checking taX di cs and tyre pressures
a little more regularly then he normally does! A confirmatory field
exercise was conducted at Barry Buddon Training Area from 26 - 28 June
in conjunction with the Squadron Comm Ex being run concurrently. Sig
'Tatty Profe sor· Scott McDonald and Sig 'Tatty Muncher' Gary
Kirkpatrick both won well deserved 'A' grades and Scott took top
·tudent on the course. Well done.
The econd trade event of the ummer was a training weekend
provided by Squadron instructors at Livingston as a selection proces for
the All Arms Signaller cour e at Leconfield. The word on the street is
that the SPSI is hopping around as many TA Units as he can, looking for
one to join when he leaves regular ervice. Cpls Dave · Radio ' Garland
and Tracey 'Simply the Be t' Waterston proved excellent ambassador
for the Corp and left a lasting impre sion of the Royal Signals Wilco
attitude to all those they met in Living ton.
MILITARY TRAINING
A Military Skills Contest was held in the depths of Big Wood at Barry
during JO - 12 July including a shoot at Monifieth Ranges and ATD tests
(aligned with some surpri e tactics) on a patrol route . Sgt Ronni e
Thomson finally shook off hi ·Pathfinder' mantle (earned some years
ago during a mi understanding over which county Otterburn was in) by
winning outright the micro-navigation stand. The event was marred only
by the serious injury inflicted upon Sgt Steve 'Buzz' Goodyear when he
had to be casevaced due to split ends. The RQMS has now issued him
with a hair net.
CO fM
ICATIO S EXERCISE
Ex Summer Fling was held in the Tayside area between 26-28 June
and included the B3 Radio course mentio ned above, Continuation
training for the current operators and the inclusion of two dets from 46
Sig Sqn at Derby training 111 the Midlands. A high light at the CP site was
the impromptu Barbecue supplied by th e W02 RQM ' Berty
Bawdheed' Bert Wright ably wafted by SSgt Phil 'Mine lights up in the
dark' kene and scoffed by passing FRTs! Panic set in amongst ome of
the B3 Radio course per onnel when Sgt Tony ' Dah Did It' Doherty
announced the night time Morse seri als, but this soon cleared up when
experienced crew members were seen performing NSPs on their Morse
key,. Cpl Heather 'Light my Fire' Lawrie provided con tinu ation
comms training during Saturday 8 August. For members who had
recently completed the B3 Radio Op course in co nductin g an HF
·,chedule, to 83 Sig Sqn who were exercising in the Alder hot area and
wanted a skywave link with some distance to it. Anyone else out there
looking for good quality Jockanese language training drop us a line.
CONG R T LATIONS
Congratulation~ go to LCpls Lesley ·sub Calibre' Bruce, Joe ' No
Comb' Wiggins and Bob 'Hoppity' Penman on the conclusion of their
Royal i!!nal\ Corporals course at Blandford. Congratulations also go to
Cpl Da~e 'Radio' Garland on his recent promotion . Well done all.
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EXERCISE TARTAN RAPID - CANADIAN ROCKIES
26 JUNE - 21 J LY 1998
by W02 Andy Dob on
After a brief vi it to BATUS with hi previous unit, W02 (YofS)
Andy Dob on pent the eight hours on the return journey with his latest
purcha e (a guidebook of Rivers in the Southern Rockies) dreaming of a
kayaking expedition. Two years later 18 smiling faces arrived at Calgary
courte y of the RAF. to paddle said Rockies : Wearing mart Sprayway
fleeces provided by TAVRA and decked out with sponsor motifs to give a
positive corporate image, the party looked more like astronaut than
kayak.er . o time to wa te, team bonding began immediately. Jt was
suggested a tonic water or two would help over come the seven hour time
difference almost immediately. It didn't work, by 7am the following
morning all were eating breakfast ready to go training having been awake
for hours.

...

In front of the Olympic Ski J u mp where
'Eddie the Eagle' gained fame
Rear (l:R): SSgt Shane W right, Cpl Ne il Crouchman,
S ig Sara Tinkler, Sig Joanne Dransfi leld ,
LCpl Bruce Tarbut, LCpl Sant Foster, Sgt Mal Pavier,
Cp l Billy Morr is, LCpl Alan Woodcock, Sig Jason Honeyman,
Sgt Joe McGuggon, LCpl John Mcculloch
Front (l: R): Cpl Heather Lawrie, LCpl Carole McKelvie,
LCpl Sally Purvis, Lt Tom Ash, W02 (YofS) Andy Dobson
Rental kayaks were collected and we headed off towards the awesome
mountains that fi lled the view west. Several 'warm up' rivers and an
immense amount of posing for photos was undertaken during a three day
stay at Canmore. With al l personnel now acclimati ed and 'warm ' the pace
quickened considerably. At Radium Hot Springs, a beautiful Spa resort we
found ome excellent white water to paddle. On the journey half the team
listening to the radio heard warning of a bear jam (a collection of slow
moving and . tat ionary traffic, armed with cameras photographing bears),
sure enough lkm later the bear was seen. The lead bus missed the bear,
wi th the driver criticising Canadian 's for stopping in the middle of
nowhere. Toby Creek had a wealth of high-grade rapids, with the river
levels unseasonably high we decided not to do the Seven Canyons Run .
From our vantage point 200111 above the Canyon we all agreed a sense of
adventure was one thing, insanity another. Other secti ons were paddled
including the Grade 5 Slipping Rock after much consu ltati on, positioning
of afety and of cou e cameras. We undertook the River Pallister the
following day, during the two-hour, dirt track drive the plan changed
frequently as we assimilated new information from our surroundings. Plan
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Cpl Crouch man shooting the falls on the Pallister River
Another day driving thi time Lo Golden , a mall town of about five
thou. and people based on the banks of the Kicking Horse River. Another
day with no bear ightings, so to gain amu ement from other method
W02 (YofS) Andy Dobson, attempted to put the van into reverse at
50kpm. Fortunately the automatic gearbox had more en e than the driver
did and no damage wa done , oilier than to the underwear of the
passengers. With the afternoon came the fir t ight of the mighty Kicking
Horse of which we had been told so much . This huge muddy torrent swept
past us as we descended the pass and in pired u so much that the group
primary concern wa to get onto it as oon as po sible. After the faste t
camp setting of all time we were crambling down the cliff to the top of
the Lower Canyon . What a river! With the low afternoon sun in our eyes it
was harder to spot huge stopper and wave , as WOI Andy (ASM) ' Big
Bear' Eaton well illustrated with a particularly spectacular move. The run
was fantastic and with the get out being at the campsite what more could
we want. More ection of the Kicking Horse were descended. ome more
than once, the quality was that good. An afternoon was then pent rafting
the Lower Canyon , this allowed the intermediate paddlers acce s to Grade
5 rapids supported again by in tructors in kayaks , (being video recorded of
cour e). Another long drive took u to the Blaebury, a cla 3 - 4 River.
Travelling down dirt track in uch a remote area doe have its advantage ,
wildlife in abundance and no people. The normal ab ence of humans was
probably the reason why the partially dre sed couple at the Bleabury Fall
was so surprised to see us. We apologised for interrupting their obviously
clo e discu sions. Too embarra ed to chat they drove off almost
immediately. There is an old saying among canoei t that you can't have
enough epic in one day. so to dispel this myth:. Firstly LCpl Bruce
Tarbut rather than padd le around a tree hazard , cap ized into it.
Fortunately for the anity of leaders Bruce' ability to kill him elf was
almost as good as his ability to get the right line and he washed straight
through. Near the end of tl1e run wa a gorge section that had three of the
group gain an OBE, (Out of boat experience). In hindsight the group
should have carried around , at least LCpl John 'Salmon' McCulloch,

Cpl Heather 'Pike' Lawrie and LCpl Alan 'Bil ly the fish' Woodcock
were strong swimmer and prepared to chalk it down to expenen.:c. The
rest of the river trip was spent rehuilding some of the confidence
temporarily dented. It wa~ a great talking point in the bar that evening as
all three could draw huge crowds recounting their almost out of body
experiences.
On the road again , this time to Jasper. Again everyone we spoke to
assured us we were bound to see a bear and again Cpl Billy Morris was
re 1gned. Lo not seeing one. However, we had a surprise for Bill} and kept
mentronmg a tame bear that was found on the outskirts of Golden . How
hi s face dropped when he actually discovered the bear was wooden. Jasper
was our final paddling base. where everal cla:sic rivers were achieved as
well as the 'mile high club', 'The Maligne ' and a section called 'Behind
the Mountain'. On top of the mountain would have been a more
appropriate name as the put in was at over 1600m. The trip highlight was
the Staircase, an incredibly steep Grade 5 rapid who e name needs little
further explanation. There was a very large amount of considering,
whistling and spitting as the group considered the route. Finally Sgt Mal
Pavier was confident of a line and gave it a shot. He reached the bottom
virtually unscathed so like lemmings the rest followed, by various weird
and wonderful route . W02 (YofS) Andy Dobson 's route wa particularly
obscure, for some unknown reason he managed to beach himself on top of
the biggest rock on the rapid. He sat there for several seconds giving the
others ample time to contemplate his fate . But despite all likelihood when
he did fall he rolled up immediately and made the rest look remarkably
simple. With adrenaline till pumping we hit Jasper for a night out. all
wearing our team fleeces as uniform. We found these a better icebreaker
than a 200 stone Polar Bear. It was only later we discovered C pl Billy
' Beavis' Morris and LCpl Alan ' Butthead' Woodcock had introduced us
as the Briti h Olympic Canoe Team on a previous outing. ot wanting to
hurt any feeling we felt it our duty to play along with the rumours and
initiate the locals into the finer points of Canoe-Dancing, similar to hne
dancing but with the emphasi on synchronised arm movements. The last
river chosen was the famou Fraser Gorge, ome 80km away from our
base in the neighbouring tate of Briti h Columbia. At the foot of the
mighty Rob on Mountain. the highest in the Rockies, the cenery was
truly magnificent. However. at 0730 freezing cold and changing in a
lay-by this was the least of our concerns. After the hectic scramble to the
water's edge there soon followed a very rapid awakening. A Grade 5 rapid
again called Staircase. which contained ome large stoppers intent on
looping everyone.
Suitably refre hed we tllen reached Overlander Falls . Here we pau ed
for thought, the Falls are renowned to be 8 - 13m high but today they were
a mere 6m, we could only as ume that the river wa a fairly high level.
Though there wa a hint of a po sibility no one felt particularly like dying
o all portaged the drop and looked down at the following gorge with
trepidation. The gorge wa a truly maje tic finale to an excellent trip. The
river was truly raging, huge stoppers. wirling boil and surging eddies
made for an inspiring journey. Unfortunately, due to the higher than
average flows it gradually became too in piring and we were forced to
beat a retreat from the rapid called Terminator (appropriately in the
circumstances). The choice was a grade 6 rapid or a grade 6 climb, we
plumped for the latter and clawed our way out of the gorge dragging our
boats behind u . Such exerc i e is alway good canoeing experience and
reminds you tllat the river is till bo~ . it did little to dampen our spirit · and
mean that our tales of the river are now even more colourfu l.

W02 (YofS) Dobson on the staircase (eyes c losed)

Lt Ash showing how vertically challenging kayaking can be
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II member of tlle exped ition were challenged whether on grade 2.JA
or 5. Each had time to exami ne how they dealt with their experiences and
where required counse lling was recommended! o man) memories to
treasure. o many people to thank. Particularly our sponsor.;: HQ cot land.
HQ R Signal . TA R , Ulysses Trust and RF Engineering l .td of
Liverpool. This wa a once in a life time e perience wh1 h did not
disappoint.
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600 SIGNAL TROOP
DAHQL ND
Lurking in the far comer of 600 ignal Troop garnges behind a large
grey heav) door lie a windowles den of iniquity known as CDA Hq
Land Command. Thi lunatic a ylum hou,e a team rarely een and tf
een, then only in the darkne of the early morning and gloom of late
evening, hence our pale complexion. Thank goodne sit' ummer.
The cu todian officer. 1aj lick Drake. with the title of 06 CIS S02
Comms!Infosec direct. the team from hi office 30 mi le away in HQ
Land Command. ow truggling to find space in his passport. having ju t
rerumed from epal, Brunei and Canada (Ok Canada was leave) i now in
Bo nia and going to Belize and ye Canada again. Hi alternative
cu todian WO l (YofS) Peter '1c1nally ably as ist him. You may be
hocked to find out that when he goe on hi justifiable jollies l have the
plea ure of commuting between Land Command and Corsham keeping hi
in-tray at an acceptable level. My apparent reward i next year" trips to
'epal and Brunei - but then that' next year!
The real workers. the ones that get even worse trips than l do, Aldershot
or even alisbury. are gt Peter Boon, C pl ·rve got a woman in every
ADA' Radar Noott, the civilian taff 1r ·Keymat potter· Glyn
Halliwell, l\lrs ·oh not that mad woman· Sara Clayton and of cour e
1rs M aureen Th acker y our adrnin as istant. The team, as mad as we all
are, have become expens in abusive banter, predominantly initiated by
Sara, assisted by 'Radar' and backed up by the rest. We have turned out
this way mainly becau e of the lack of unlight, the forced air and the
constant worry of how on earth we are going to get al l this keymat out to
the field army by the end of the month. Joking apan. the banter is
neces ary and it has helped to build a good team providing what i hoped
i an excellent service 10 all our 25 sub accounts. Better the banter than
five gibbering keleton laying in the comer longing for sun and fresh air.
Be posted here at your peril!!!
RSS T K ) - EXER CISE ABLE CO DO R 1998
600 Sig Tp deployed to Germany (via the scenic tour of Hanvich) on
Sarurday 13 July with the task of supponing 11 Sig Bde whilst on Ex Able
Condor 1998. However, whilst waiting for the hip at Harwich where

most of the Troop were busy renewing old friendship . it became clear that
of TA Sig Regts are not as good
the OC' powers of recognition for
a they hould be!
On arriving at that wonderful place, Leuth Training Area, mid morning
the following day, we found that the Ptarmigan assets that we were 10
upport were not to arrive for a further 24hrs. This left only one thing to do
- Jeep. Sites were elected. tents erected, campbeds a embled and to
leep we went, little knowing that we were soon to be nooded out when
the weather changed. eedless to ay, ome hasty resiting fol lowed hortly
afterwards. Whilst at Leuth t.he OC set about raising the profile of the
Troop by upsetting ( orry introducing himself) to the member of the
Brigade main staff. This led tot.he dec ision that t.he CP hould be located
with Brigade Main and not at the Brigade Support Group (BSG).
We then set off upcountry with Brigade Main (' Pathfinder' Eames as
packet leader). Jn the next location the CP (le tail platform) was
positioned in ide 'the wire' where comm were quickly established (TV
on. world cup matches howing that i ). Over the cour e of the next few
day the CP crew supported Brigade Main with technical problem solving.
ystem advice, football cores and plenty of hot water for the SA crew.
Several days later. after comms were establi hed. VIP 's visited and
portaloos filled there came a time for the Brigade Main to move on. The
first two packet departed leaving behind the CP, half the SA crew, Sys
Man and a Sep crew to run the Exercise until Main could be
re-established. Thi took longer than planned and as the hours progres ed
the CP crew not only upported the Exercise, but took on the role of
morale wagon, tea shack and information centre keeping all those left
behind fed watered and Happy (ish).
Over a day later, packet 3 finally left location (CP leading) and
ucce sfully brought all vehicle home (in lime for the England Group
Match) much to the delight of many of those at Brigade Main. On the
whole the Troop deployment on Ex Able Condor was a ucce , with the
Brigade upported, profile raised and new friend found, and let's hope not
forgotten, as we are only a phone call away.

co·

PS : Well done to the chef at Brigade Main , the food was excellent.

SUSSEX ARMY CADET FORCE
ANNU L CAMP
CA T LEMA RTIN ARMY FlELD T RAINING CE 'TRE
CA.'\.1P REPORT
Our big event of the year had arrived, WE ARE AT A UAL CAMP!
Thi was the first visit to Castlemartin, South Wales for Su ex and for
many of the young cadets their first taste of Annual Camp. As usual our
very busy training wing. led by Maj David Rusbridger arranged an
imaginative and wide variety of trai ning, using to the full the many
benefits of fir t class military and advenrurous training faci lities that
Castlemartin Camp has to offer.
The training package included a cocktail of tactical exercises, mountain
bikes, assault course, 22 shooting, air rifle shooting, canoe expedition •
climbing, fir t aid training, abseiling, D of E training, signals training,
Band, lots of sport etc etc. The Battal ion was split into six training Cadres:
Junior Cadre, Senior Cadre. HQ Cadre, (Signals &Band) 3 Star Cadre, 4
Star Cadre, P Cadre (post 4 star cadets). The training programme designed
to bring out newly acquired skills resulted in many cadets returning from
camp porting new tar badges on their brazzards. To keep us al l informed
and amused Maj F rank Greenwood, the Camp Adjutant produced the
very popular Sussex ACF newspaper the 'Sussex Sentry'. This
informative daily paper put many smiles on the faces of the cadets on a
regular basis.
Our camp notes would not be complete without expre sing our thanks
for the tremendous effons on our behalf of medics from 256 Field Hospital
plu 8 Cadet Training Team led by Capt S. Hinton. Also Maj J. Field
tBE, RLC. who looked after the 3 Star Cadre for us. We are very grateful
for their assistance. A number of disti ngui shed visi tors attended camp and
saw many of the different activities taking place. Guests included:
Honary Colonel Sir Brian Bartalotl, BL, OBE, DL
Brig J . C. Holman C BE, DL
ecretary E TAYR. Maj I. Jones HQ 2(SE) Bde
Brigadier C. T. Rogers OBE, Comd 160 (Wales) Bde
Col C. L. Argent T D Dep Comd 2 (SE) Bde
Ll Col C. J. Parslow Dep Sec SE TAV R
Lt Col . A. im MBE, RHQ PWRR.
They all left our camp delighted to see so many cadets enjoying
them el~·e~ an_d were "ery impre sed by the enthusiasm and courte yin the
manner in which they responded to questions asked.
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The end comments of our two weeks in South Wales were, ·Annual
Camp wa : cool!, brilliant, ma hing, great time, lots of fun and giggles,
fantastic, tough, atmosphere great, wonderful time, full programme.
definite winner, one of the be t' and I understand the cadets enjoyed it a
well! Our weather was again dry and warm, plenty of South Wales
sunshine. At the end of camp we enjoyed our usual penultimate day'
Presentation Parade. Once again a sizeable array of ilverware, prizes.
promotions, star badges etc, were presented by our Commandant Col
C hris Blessington, JP. Without doubt our Cadets returned to Sussex all
the better for good training, good sport, good fun and good fellowship
ready to crack on with local training with even greater enlhu iasm.
'ROLL ON CAMP 1999'

(L) Sgt Richard Fitzgerald and (R) Sgt Claire Reynold s
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EXERCISE MANDELA DIAMOND
20 JUNE TO 6 JULY 1998
by Lt Karl Jeeves, 208 Sig Sqn
It was a cold and wet January day that OC 208 Sig Sqn , I (UK) Armd
Div Sig Regt , at down with his subalterns and asked of them their plans
for the year. After re ponses along the lines of 'get maximum leave in'
and 'go to loads of parties' Ex Mandela Diamond wa conceived. Six
months later, two officers, three S CO and nine other ranks from the
Regiment would spend fourteen days in South Africa, trekking over the
Drakensberg Mountains. Mo t of the team had never been to Africa before
and nobody had been to South Africa. For all of them it wa a once in a
lifetime chance and a fanta tic adventure.
The Team:
Exped Leader
Lt Karl Jeeve
JSMEL(S)
Maj eil Fraser
JSMEL(S) , JSRL
SSgt Gi nge Morgan
W02 (SSM) Al Bal don
Team QBloke
Sgt Kev Innes
Cpl John McKillop
Cpl Mark Yuill
Sig Jay Grossmith
Sig Nicky Burnip
Sig Rab McLean
Sig John Ritchie
Video Cameraman
Sig Paul Fisher
Sig Ady Hosking
Sig Taff Lewis
We set off from Herford at 0400hrs on Saturday 20 June 1998, ahead of
us lay a thirty six-hour journey to reach our destination . involving a twelvehour top off in Madrid . Iberian Airline fly from Du eldorf to Madrid and
then from Madrid to Johanne burg, the twelve-hour delay gave u the
chance to explore another new city. obody had been to Madrid before and
with an outside temperature of 38 degrees, most peoples main effort was in
keeping cool. Judgi ng by the smile as we got back on the bus for the airport,
I think everyone had had a successful day be it shopping. watching the world
go by or having afternoon tea in the Madrid Ritz for a elect few!
The night to Johannesburg was a long ten hours and yet the travelling was
still not over. We picked up two min ibu e • one red and one white (Cpl John
McKillop commented that we really needed a blue one as well. in order to
rename the expedit ion "The South African Job'), and prepared to travel to
the Drakensberg region. The overwhelming memory of thi leg of the
journey was the sheer expanse of the country and the significant differen e
between tandard of Ji vi ng. Shantytowns spring up on the horizon , home to
a collection of mud huts, breezeblock hop and a noticeable lack of activity.
At the side of the road au ages trudge up and down, either travell ing to and
from school or work, children wave at the buses as we hurtle by.
We arrived, weary fro m travel at I 800hrs on Su nd ay 2 1 June 1998 at a
camps ite at the foot of the Drakensberg Mountain . 1 believe it wa a good
job that it was dar k for if they were to have seen the view up into the
mou ntai ns I doubt there would have been fourteen of us in the morning.
The Drakensberg Mountai ns stretch for I 50km,j utting up fro m the plateau
that make up two third of South Africa. Draken berg means Dragons
Back and much of the range forms the natural border with Lesotho. On the
Lesotho side the mountai n drop away gradually, on the South frican
side they are characteri sed by a harp escarpment. You've gue edit. we
wen t up thee carpment. T he firs t trek wa to be a three-day loop, carti ng
at a base camp and working it way aro und t.he back of 'Cathk.i n' Peak', a
fear ome lump of rock at 3 149m . A few looks were exchanged between
myself and the two JSMELs as the firs t morni ng involved a steep cl imb
over a distance of eight km with roughly 70lb each on our back .
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Th e Team pause near Cathkins Peak (3149m)
in the Drakensberg Reg ion
Rea r (l:R): Cp l John McKillop, Sigs Taff Lewis and John Ritchie,
Cp l Ma rk Yuill , Sigs Jay Grossmith and Ade Hosking
Front (l:R): Sigs Rab Mclean and Nicky Burnip, Maj Neil Fraser,
Lt Karl Jeeves, Sig Fish Fisher, W02 Al Balsdon
(ta king photo SSgt Ginge Morgan)
The team was carrying tents, ration for four day , water and change of
clothes. As we ll a that team ki t included a med pack weighing some
20lb , two ropes. rwo GPS Magellan' and other pare . obody had
expected it to be o tough so oon and even as we levelled out fo r the first
time at 2 IOOm, Cathkin' Peak sti ll towered over u , its peak still a
kilometre above u . It had been a boisterou noisy team that left ba e
camp, four hours later Ex Mandela Diamond was mo t definitely a real it).
Cpl Mark Yuill um it up best in his diary.

'The whole day was a long, hot, hard, slog for c.11 of us, as we faced the
reality that becoming acclimatised was no skip through the postcard
scenery.'
The views were more than tunning a we traversed around the base of
Cathki n' peak toward the camp ite. Sun el was at I OOhrs and we
arrived at our propo ed first campsite with only fifteen minute. of daylight
left. With that tents were hauled up. cooking pot parked up and
comfonable hoe adopted. ow in tead of trying to . tay cool wh ile
trekk ing in the un . everyone was trying desperately to keep warm. E\'el)
spare layer of clothing wa put on, includi ng warm clothes to wear in
leepi ng bag . With that everyone huddled up. watching the ~tars of the
Southern Hemisphere and th L UFO wh ich kept darting about the night ky
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(I ,,ould consider my, elf to be crazy except that four of us aw it ). How on
earth would we be able to fill our time from 1900hn, till 0600hrs the next
morning? B) ZOOOhrs e\C!)'One wa in their tents asleep , during the treks
nine hour< -.Jeep per night would not be unusual.
The next day was probably the harde~t day of all. yet .ironically covered
the ka.t distance. To make the be, tu e of the days, reveille throughout the
trekking wa, ct at just before daylight. By 0800hrs the team was off and
ready to go, each suffering from their own personal aches ai~d, pain .
tarting from ::!OOOm the um ma of the pa. s to the north of Cathkm s Peak
Ia:,, no 'more than 2km from where we et off. Oh did r forget to mention
that the summit wa. '.!900m making it a 1:2 all the way. Underfoot the
terrain wa, made up of long gross with intermittent rocks. which simply
made an already tough job even harder. We were not the only one. on the
mountain at this point, a family of ten or o baboons thought that 1t would
be oood fun to thrO\\ rock at us . It wa, left down to personal effort and
willpower to lug oursehe. and our pack to the top. All the while the
ummit loomed above us, taunting u . One b, one the members of the
team vanquished their foe as they triumphantly trode to the cairn. The
pas. wa. to be hereon known as · Jeev ey' Crack', named after my elf by
a rather wit!) QC Sqn (not!). Sig Paul Fi her reckoned that it wa the
harde t thing he'd done in his life. With the exception of one it was
certainly the-highest any ofu had been in our live , by arri ing under our
own team. We all believed that with the hard work out of the way 1t would
now be a jaunt to the next campsite or even a drive for ba e camp. Sig
·Rab' MacLean re ords:
·;tnd 1he11

ll'e

saw the way down , beliel'e it or 1101 it was worse.·

Indeed the reali ation dawned on u all that what lay ahead of us wa
teeper than the uphill ection and wa, made up of a boulder field . By thi
time the team were al o running low on water, the upply that should have
been at the campsite the previou evening had not been there. The trek
down ""as characteri ed by taying clo ely Jinked as a group in order to
negotiate the more tricky pans of the de cent. Boulder fields are
notoriously hard on the knees and legs and all were feeling it. Very quickly
we reali etl that making a drive for ba e camp was not po ible and that
the aim now was to make it to the next campsite as a tean1 in one piece.
Again with only twenty minute to spare we arrived and et up camp,
another tough day with another et of memories.
The third day saw people· aches and pain worsen and I have to ay it
was a sorry looking fourteen people that ventured once more onto the hill .
Soon enough though, everyone- was teaming along as thoughts of a
hower and a beer in camp came ever clo er. We even had time to stop and
po e for the cu tomary pictures for The Wire. Back in camp it's time to
tum around kit and get 'squared away·. However, with work out of the
wa} it's time co enjoy a slap up barbecue. prepared by Sgt Kev Innes and
SS 1 AI Balsdon . It's al o time for some good news from Germany. Cpl
:\fark YuiJJ ha come off the board for hi Sgts promotion. His good mood
was tempered Iightl) by the news that Scotland had been knocked out of
the World Cup. 'Scotland are alway home before the postcards.'
With three hard days trekking under our belts it wa to the South
Draken,berg that we ventured the next morning. A few memories stand
out, everyone else will tell you my white legs were a source of great
amusement, ha-ha. ig Fisher with hi bloody can1era. the OC and hi
admin. Cpl Mark Yuill and Sig Ade Ho king with their dodgy hats and
all of u with the notable exception of Sig , icky Burnip witl1 our various
state> of beard growth. En route to Cobham the bus with all the young lads
in it was topped by the police who were earching for munition . 1
wonder why. However. finding nothing more lethal than Sig John
Ritchje' armpits they Jet them all go, still, it gave u a real confidence
about South Africa. On the way down we pas a small town called Howick
which is home to the large t fall in the region and also gave SSgt 'Ginge'
Morga n the chance to buy the dodgie twig I've ever seen. unfortunately I
don't believe there is any photographic evidence. Once in camp, with tents
pitched and lives organised we head out for a day trek to two local peaks, a
relaxed day in preparation for what was to fol low.
Early ri<.e as expected ready for the next three-day trek . I think everyone
wa~ raring to go, but as usual at the beginning of the trek bergans are
extremely heavy. By then the compo rations were running out and a trip to
the local shops provided most of our rations. It was about eight kilometres
into the trek that we di covered a natural pool, large enough to jump into
and swim about. Most took the opportunity for a very quick dip. The only
w11nmmg any of us did once we had jumped in was frantic splashi ng
abo11t in an attempt to get back out, mountain pools are not known for their
clement temperatures. Anyway it was a good respite and a source of much
amusement. Camping that night was to be in a cave but with half an hour
of daylight left we had still not found it. The SSM went one way and Sig
'Rab' \lfacLean and Sig 'Taff· Lewis went another way, good work lads,
a a triumphant wave told us they had found our five star accommodation .
The cave itself was massive and surprisingly warm, a full scale search of
the cave was conducted in a hunt for nasty creepy crawlies, icky Burnip
was beginning to have serious doubts about what lurked in the darkest
reces<.es of the cavern. People were awoken in the night by strange an imal
like noises but a good kick in the ribs soon stopped Sig J ohn Ritchie from
snoring like a pig. Everyone had an excellent night 's sleep, which, 1 think,
h the canderthal . urfacing in us all.
The following day turned out to be one of the mo. t relaxed we would
have, yet if the start was anything to go by one could have well believed
v.e were gomg to be up there all day. As we climbed in altitude towards
•nc Hub' (2556m). so the wind increased to the point where it was
d1ft1cult to ~tand up . Eventually a group of five or so made a dash for the
cairn m a bra\e hid to conquer the mountain before the wind knocked us
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off. All of us were within four feet when a massive gust pushed us all
back. tunned , shocked , battered . it was 'Rab' MacLean who was first to
recover hi s sense. and made a last ditch and ultimately successful lunge
for victory, closely followed by the intrepid Nicky Burnip . The main
effort now was to leave the top of the mountain by our own free volition
before the wind cho e our de tiny for us . Estimates reckon that the wind
was a ferociou s forty knots. [t was I 300hr. when we reached the second
cave of the trek and the decision was taken to enjoy the scenery and the
sun hine. Guys went trekking around the area , washed in the stream . wrote
postcard . read books and sunbathed during what was a well -earned rest.
The cave on the other hand was a far cry from the palace of the night
before and signi ficantly colder. This night I remember a being the coldest
we had had and 1 lay there hivering and praying for daybreak.
Sig icky Burnip i to lead the next leg and he seems to think that it's
a CFT as we gallop through the mountain . The leg is fourteen kilometres
but with her expert guidance we make short work of tl1i di tance and are
back by early afternoon to Cobham campsite where we started. This trek
ha· been varied and interesting. incorporating high winds , careful map
reading, sleeping in cave and doing a CFT. Everyone got a lot from thi s
particu lar part of the trek and in some ways we were orry that it wa over.
The afternoon was spent again turning round kit and preparing for the trek
the next day. During early evening we made the trip to Bulwer to pay a
visit to ' Rab' MacLean·s Auntie , she had no idea he was coming and
hadn ·1 een him in eight years. Having asked him who he was she let u all
in and made u tea. a very interesting lady who has lived tl1rough an era in
South Africa. She al o told us that 'Rab' u ed to have ginger hair, will his
life in the army e er be the ame again? Food in South Africa is very
cheap , a 400g steak with a hefty starter. cost u only about £5 each and
after three day in the hills good food wa a definite. With that we all sat
round a table and ate until we couldn't eat any more. for some of u that
took longer than others Sgt Kev Innes , SSM Al Balsdon and Cpl John
McKillop, put your hands up and admit to being fat lard ter .

evening. We made sterling efforts Lo find some accommodation with TVs
and eventually we all.sat round in a cabin on the way to Rorke's Drift,
beers in hand , te lev1s1on at the go and watched the fateful match , one
word , 'Gutted .'

The highest point on the trek, 3095m
L-R: Lt Karl Jeeves, W02 Al Balsdon and Sgt Kev Innes,
(taking photo Maj Neil Fraser)
Wedne day meant an early tart and a day of battle field tours, all were
looking forward to this but the day could have been a boring one had we
not stumbled on a tour guide called Rob Gerrard , an ex officer from the
Gordon Highlanders. His know ledge of both Isandlwana and Rorke's Drift
was incredible as was the eloquent and enigmatic way in which he
portrayed the battles. Never have I seen fourteen soldiers o captivated,
Rob had their complete attention, and the hours flew by. John Ritchie
recalls:
'What followed was the best history lesson I have ever had.'

The view from the top of the Sani Pass, near the Lesotho Border
The Sani Pas i one of the most famous areas of the Drakensberg
Mountains, it is the only pass between South Africa and Lesotho
acce ible by four-wheel drive vehicles. The South African border post i
eight ki lometres from the Lesotho border post and 800m lower. The mood
wa one of levity despite reports that we were now in bandit country, being
in no mans land nobody would come to our rescue ifwc hit trouble. Today
wa probably the most rewarding day in terms of height gained and
distance covered, underfoot it wa n 't too bad which helped somewhat. The
views from the top were the most spectacular mo l of u had ever een, Sig
Adie Hosking:

r and lwana itself is the ite on which twenty thou and Zulus attacked an
unsuspecting British force made up mainly of the now infamous 24th
Welsh Foot Regiment. Only approximately seventy men made it out of
lsandlwana with their lives . the rest were slaughtered . It wa from here
that a force of 4000 Zulu lmpi's ran East to Rorke's Drift, the battle for
which needs no introduction. Thi day as much as any others sticks in our
memories as one of the highlights of the trip.
All that remained now was a couple of days R & R in Durban before
flying home. First we had to get to Durban and with SSM Al BaJsdon
puncturing three tyres at once, this was looking doubtful (with only one
spare on each vehicle the mental challenge took a while to conquer!).
Eventually we made it to Pietermaritzburg and wapped the vehicle before
continuing on to the tourist Mecca of Durban. What everyone did in
Durban wa their concern and I have no wish to recount it in detail here.
indeed it probably wouldn't be publi hed anyway. Some went shopping,
others sat in bars, all but one went bird watching and the intrepid went
surfing. Thi wa the perfect way to unwind and nur e ore and aching
bodie through a variety of method of healing. On the way back to the
airport time wa made to vi it the Kruger ational Park and go game
spotting. All manner of wildlife is on display, all living and urviving in it
natural habitat. We were the ones in cages looking at them. We thought it
time to leave after a six ton elephant decided that white wa not its
favourite colour and tried to take a chunk from the minibus. Back at
Johannesburg airport Ex Mandela Diamond was all but over, or was it?
Perhap it is right that the funniest adventure be left till last.
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The full team takes a break
Rear (L-R): Sig Rab McLean and Jay Grossmith, S gt Kev Innes,
Sig John Ritchie, Maj Neil Fraser, Cpl John McKillop, Lt Karl
Jeeves, Sig Ady Hosking, W0 2 Al Bald s on.
Front (L-R): Sig Taff Lewis S ig Paul Fisher, Cpl Mark Yuill,
Sig Nicky Burnip, S Sgt Ginge Morgan

SITUATIONS
VACANT!!
THE
ROYAL
SIGNALS
MOTORCYCLE
DISPLAY
TEAM

Are recruiting new riders to fill
vacancies which occur in the team.
Two week selection courses will
take place at Blandford .
No previous experience is
necessary - all you need is guts,
determination, fitness and ...
a sense of humour.

Application forms are kept in your Orderly Room/S qn Office.
Get one.
Apply now and get on the next selection course.

29 NOVEMBER-13 DECEMBER

'A whole country on the roof of the world at just under 3000111.'
Half way up was the burnt out wreckage of a vehicle that had missed
one particular bend and ended up getting down the mountain rather
quicker than anticipated. Just inside Lesotho, the far side of border control.
is a pub, wh ich at 2874m is the highest in Africa. Before stopping for a
coffee there was just enough time to play football with the locals who were
at a disadvantage as they were all wearing wellie . The World Cup may
have been in full swing but England Exiles versus Lesotho was an
impromptu fixture and a victory for England. Due to time pres ure (we all
had to make it down to the bottom before I600hrs that is when the border
gate closes until the following morning and there is no way back in to
South Africa). The OC took my. elf, the SSM and Sgt K ev Innes on a dash
to quickly grab a nearby peak. At 3095m, over IOOOOft , this would be the
highest point on the expedition. The other JSMEL, SSgt 'Ginge' Morgan ,
led the remainder down the hill with some pretty ore feet making progre s
a little slow. A couple of hours later we had all met up and made the border
post with 15 minutes to pare having run most of the way down to catch
the group.
Another day trek was planned for Tuesday to go in search of the long
lo t Tugela falls, a earch which would ultimately prove fruit less yet still
provide the most spectacular scenery. The day was fairly uneventful and
all were looking forward to England's match against Argentina in the

It was at Madrid airport that four of the team failed to make it on to the
plane back to Dusseldorf. You ' ve guessed it. the OC . SS\1, Sgt "Ginge'
Morgan and Sgt Kev Innes (although to be fair the QC and ' Ginge' were
there on time at the walkway but decided to wait for the other two who had
gone shopping rather than abandon them) . The rest of us were desperately
worried for their safety, yeah nght , as we made it back into camp mid
afternoon and they at about midnight after catching a later flight and
having to visit Barcelona for a few hour en route. The SSM obviously felt
guilty as he bought a lap up lunch for the four musketeers! What is left to
be said? A few thanks to all those who made it possible, to those who
helped fund it and for those who talked me through the pitfalls of
organising an adventure training exercise. Well done to everyone who
came on the expedition for making the most of it and for returning home in
one piece! Ex Mandela Diamond was a huge succe s, ach1eving all its
aim and managing to see so much of a country that is massive and o
varied. The Drakensberg Mountains are an ideal place to mount an
expedition and 1 would commend South Africa to all .

THE WHITE HELMETS
WANT YOU!!
ROYAL SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS POTENTIAL
VOLUNTEER REGISTRATION
Royal S ignals White Helmets, Blandford Camp
Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RH
Nu mber ..... ........ ...................... Rank ....... ........................ ..... ....
Name ..... ................................... Initials ... .................................. .
Trade ........ ................................ Class ...................................... .
Unit ........................ ..... ............................................................ .
A bu ll e lepha nt ta kes more th an a p a ss in g interest in t h e lead
van. Cpl John Mc Kill o p wa s un s u re w heth er to take picture o r
s la m int o re ve rse
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Please register me to receive further information on selection for
the Royal Signals White Helmets when details are available
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TRENDS IN STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICES
By Capt (TOT) S. E. Hatfield
Ro •al
ignal
ha
a continuing requirement to pro ide
telecommunication
ervice to mobi le users in distant theatre of
operation . Current!) this i primari ly fulfi lled by a mixture of mi litary
and civilian satellite commun ation ,y, terns. the hi tori cal reliance upon
J.JF radio to perform the e iask ha ing been teadily eroded since the
advent of. mailer atellite ground , tation durinl( the Falklands conflict. In
lowly changing military satellite
contra t with a relatively
communication en,ironment the civilian market i about to undergo a
re\'Olution that will have implication for the future military u e of atellite
communication te hnology. Thi paper will discu s the development
that arc likely to be een in the ne t 5 years and attempt to draw together
conclu ion regarding the likely implication for the UK mili tary.
atellite communication have come to repre ent a criti al factor in the
ability of the UK to project military force into remote theatre . This
repre ent · a step change in communications capabi lity when contrasted
with the situation up to the Falkland connict. A an example we can see
the increase in traffic throughput via 100 I SU ince the Gulf conflict' in
Figure l . This increa e will be compounded in the future as additional
bandwidth hungry oftware application are added to the Staff User·

Historically GEO has been of most sig nificance for UK military
communications. Initially collaboration with the US military provided
accc s to bandwidth on their DSCS satellite but reliance on these reduced
as UK atellite were brought into use. Briti. h military use of DSCS does
give an example of shared international use under international agreement
that could be a model for the future a well. Using a gco-stationury orbit
meant that only relatively low data rate were po sible using the small
antennas provided for the military mobile satellite terminal. during the
1980 and early 1990s. There has been a continuing trend to queezc every
la t bit of bandwidth from these ystems such that they are now
approaching aturation with little possibility for further exploitation. Use
of 'low gain ' parabolic antennas also meant that automatic satellite
tracking was not required as the satellite appeared almost tationary to the
user. any minor adjustment being made by Royal Signals detachment
crew member as necessary. A the strategic importance and number of
ystems prov ided over the e satell ite lin ks ha increased occasional loss of
ervice due to repainting error is becoming unacceptable. Automatic
repainting i therefore now needed for small land mobile systems to
ensure continuing availabili ty of the high value circuit .

from the outset. There arc indications that this is being considered in the
realm of comput ing and JS but the equally important challenges facing the
strategic telecommun ications infrastructure must also be considered. One
means of enabling this to happen would be to move the decisions and
financial resources closer lo the user commun ity (Royal Signals units in
support of headquarters) than is now the case. This may go agai nst an
ingrained risk aver c cu lture that recoils from uncertainty and in ists on
maintaining a firm grip on the financial lever of power but unless change
occurs we will be left with future systems and eq uipments which continue
to mirror the 'comm ittee led' features of the past.
The British Army depend upon the Royal Signals for interconnection
into a static Defence Communications Network wherever forces are
committed in the world. The increasingly unstable post cold war world

TABLE 1: ADVA TAGES A D DISADVA TAGES OF SATELLITE ORBITS
Orbit

Orbital
Altitude km

Orbital
Period

Earth-satellite
9010 elevation
delay ms

Advantages

Disadvantage

GEO

35786

23 hr 56 min

11 9 .5/139.3

• Appears stationary - allows use of directional
antennas
• Low satellite induced
Doppler frequency offsets
• Large coverage area per sate llite

• Large lant rang.: loss
• Long propagation delay

MEO

10355

5 hr 59 min

34.5/51.7

• Large coverage area
• Lower range lo
• Lower delay
• Multiple atellite coverage achieved more easily
• lnterbeam/intersatellite handover less frequent
than LEOs

•Satellite motion means larger droppler
frequency off et than GEO
•More atellites required for global
coverage than GEO

LEO

700

1 hr39 min

2.3/10.3

• Lowest range los
• Low delay relative MEO and GEO

• High orbital velocity means high
doppler frequency off ets
• Low satellite coverage areas - many
satellites needed
•H igh probability of atellite handover
be ing needed during a call

FIGURE 1: TRAFFIC INCREASE THRO GR 1001 S
Total Data Rate (bps)

?.
100M

situation is likely to evolve further towards a commercial en' 1ronment as
posts art: civilianised and long-term contracts are entered into between
MOD organisations and major telecommunications provider~.
In addition to the military systems discussed above complete ci\'ilian
satellite equipments and systems are also seeing operational use. The main
system being used now is lnmarsat that also relies upon a network of geo·
stationary atellites to prov ide global cover (less high latitude regions) . The
lnmarsat terminals presently in use can provide voice and data circuits in the
majority of areas that the Royal Signals have been required to operate in. As
these terminals operate in a non-military frequency band their provision can
be seen to extend the bandwidth available for operations. There are
restrictions as to the types of operations that can be upported by lnmar<;at
but the service is a very useful addition to the existing military

10M
Bosnia

1M

TABLE 2: SKY ET 4 AND SKYNET 5 CHARACTERISTICS

100k

Skynet4

Skynet 5

UHF

2 narrow band channels
Earth cover
Variable uplink freq uency

A for Skynet 4

SHF

4 wideband transponders (60- 135 Mhz)
Earth cover 2 Tx/Rx steerable pot beam
ulling capability
Protected TT&C link
High dynamic range

9 x 40 Mhz transponder (or similar amount of flexibility)
Earth cover 3-4 theatre, 1 regional beam
All beam teerable
Possible active antennas
IF proc sing for flexible allocation of bandwidth and gain
Flexible connection between channels/beam

Falklands War

10k
1k

SKYNET 2 & DSCS

SKYNET 4 STAGE 1

1980

1990

Year

SKYNET STAGE 2

2000

SKYNET 5

2010
EHF

Information Sy tern (IS) desktop. The reasons that current satellite
technology has been able to supplant I-IF radio as the primary carrier of
command and control y terns are everal, includi ng: greater bandwidth ;
con i tent circuit availability: more mobile installation : and mailer
antenna systems. These factors have contributed to an increasing
reluctance to deploy l lF radio as a primary communications medium .
Further. the increasing use now being seen in the use of commerc ial
satellite sy terns such as lnmarsat has seen a reduction in the use of J. lf as
a fall back facility. The prospect of being able to maintain credible
communications using a HF radio fall back in the event of a denial of
service attack is becoming increasingly untenable as the data requirements
of modern coalition warfare escalate. This appears to be culminating in a
reluctance to deploy HF at all 'in anger', which will eventually see key
operator and technical skill decline to a point that is irrecoverable.
In conw.i.st to the situation facing HF the use of satellite ystems by the
military is driving ahead . Further advances in satellite technology can be
observed in several areas in the commercial field with the mo t interesting
developments occurring in the exploitation of non-geo-stationary, low and
medium Earth orbits (LEO and MEO) by large consortium . The e orbits
have both advantages and disadvantage in comparison with geostationary orbits2 (GEO): reduced propagation delay and path lo s, versus
increased satellite numbers for global coverage, the requirement for
automated hand-over protocols between satellites and Doppler frequency
effects (especially for LEO). The relative advantages and di advantages of
each are shown in Table I.
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The future of UK military satellite comm uni cation is currently under
discu sion. It is partially dependant on the development of new Skynet
atellitcs , with a further series (Skynet 5) already in the proposal stage for
2005 and beyond. It is possible that these new y tern will be procured
under a UK private finance initiative (PFI ) or via internationa l
coll aboration but both of these options would imply a break with the
current policy of ri gid central direction using the system o f issuing fully
specified General Staff Requirements. The characteristicsl of both the
ex isting Skynet 4 and proposa ls for Skynet 5 are shown in Table 2. Three
replacement Skynet 4 series satellite (4D , 4E and 4F) are expected LO be
launched and in service within the nex t 2 year (4 D having been launched
in January 1998). They will replace the 3 exi ting ageing systems (4A, 4B
and 4C that were originally launched between 1988 and 1990 The
replacement Skynet 4 eries satellite are however unlikely to fully meet
the increasing demand and usage already being seen . This limitation.
combined with a current proposed seven year time lag before Skynet 5 is
due to come on stream will lead inevitably to an increa ing gap between
availabi lity and demand . These problems are compounded by the dynamic
nature of technology which make it difficult to specify future system
based upon existing knowledge of capabilities, in other words how do we
know what we want before we see it? The military procurement chain is
not well suited to responding to developments in technology in a timel y
manner. Attempts to replace sy terns originally fi elded for the Falklands
connict being a prime example. The concept of being able to specify either
avai lable technology or demand 5- 10 years ahead is no longer reali stic . Jn
mitigation, the poss ibility of raising urgent operati onal requirements
(UOR ) to by-pas the tortuous procurement chain does exist and has been
u ed to some effect in the recent past to bring the Military Off the . helf
Terminal (MOST) into ervice in quick time. The rai sing of UORs does
not fully meet the need either however because existing rule do not
appear to cater for medium tem1 support to items procured in thi s manner.
There is a requirement for a third alternative that allow for faster response
to developing technology but also addresses the issue of long-term upport
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Management

IA

Centralised, only some devolved planning
Predominantly fixed point to point links (some DAMA and
network operation )
Limited upport to small terminal outside central Europe
Use of double hopping via anchor for terminal to terminal
connectivity except for spot beam
UHF has DAMA and frequency management

order is host to an expanding number of conflicts and humanitarian
disaster , many of which have led to demand for the involvement of UK
force . An indication of the operations and other commi tment thm the
Corp has been involved in can be een in Figure 2 that , hows 30 Signal
Regiment operationa l activ iti es over nearly 40 years4 . Thi empha, i es the
worldwide nature of conunitments that are inherently unpredictable. The
last decade has seen more deployments in support of U operation in
conjunction with coalit ions of other international partners and e pecially
~he USA. To support these operational conunitments a di~erse
mfrastructure has grown up within the UK ba ed on a mixture of ~1h.tary
and civ ilian provisions as can be een in Figure 3. Commun1ca11ons
circuit transit through the limited number of major Satellite Ground
Stations (SGS) and are then passed via a mixture of civilian and military
circuit and . ystems to Staff U er located at major Headquarters.
Although the SNCCs at Oakhanger and Rudloe are primarily RAF
man~ed the existing architecture would not function wi~o~t the ~se of
c1v1han bearer systems and experti e , whether MOD Civil erv1ce or
provided by civilian telecommunication companies uch a BT. Thi
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Earth cover 2-3 theatres (steerable Rxffx). Agile Rx ?
Direct terminal to terminal connectivity
Flexible routing
Proce sed payload
Devolved management and DAMA
Autonomous network
lntegratcd uite for fast. flexible management
Devolved management and planning
Response to tress integrated throughout
Seamle s connectivity for users
Highly protected TT&C
orth/South station keeping

infrastructure. A limitation inherent in u ing a GEO sy tern that has a mall
number of atell ite in operation (currently 4) i the clustering of demand.
Thi has caused access problems on certain operation ·, e pecially when
other non-military agencie ·eek to make u e of the flexibility the ·mall
lnmarsat terminal provide. This has on occasion meant that calls have been
delayed until bandwidth i' relea ed but i not a wide ·pread problem.
Major changes are being een in the type of , ervices that it is po sible
to contemp late supplying to an end user. For in tance the last decade has
een an explo ion in use of Fax cechnology by both civilian and military
u ers. this i, but the tip of an icetcrg which include :
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outdated far fas ter than was the case hi storically. ommercial service
provision of hand-held atellite communications devices is now in
prospect• with the Motorola led Iridium con ortium due to be the first
provider into operation in September 1998 . Others are planned to follow
soon after as can be seen in Figure 4 and Table 3. The expansion in
provision is al o likely to see a correspondi ng fall in serv ice access co ts
as competition increase . Existing co ·t per minute ( PM ) projections for
the new serv ice operator are being quoted al between $2.50 and $0.47.

•E-mail
• Pa2in2
• Broadband data broadca. 1
• Hyper-Te't based en ice using internet protocol
• Po ·it ion location ervices . uch a. GP
•Video conferencing (for briefing . telemedic:ine etc) 9
• Digital mapping
• fobile telephony' ith multi-band roaming capability

FIG RE 2: 30 JG
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• Mi_litary satell ites will be relegated to providing the backbone and the
ult1mate fall b~ck position but will be unable to cope with the incrca,.,mg
demand that will be generated by the Staff User community.
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All the~e and more are being provided now by commercial
tdecommunication\ companies and as each new function becomes a
. tandard feature on either a mobile telephone or over the internet we can
expect it to eventually appear as a Staff requirement. Our problem is not
JU t the fact of additional \ervice , we are also faced with the prospect of a
quickening pace of change, w that what appears new now is seen to be
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yasaland

~
Dar Es Salaam
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The ervice operators shown are but the first wave of an estimated $34
Billion investment in commercial Satcom. This will be fa r beyond
anything that the UK could contemplate alone - the total Defence budget
1996-7 being only £23.3 Bn' . Without other international partner the
ability of the UK to provide viable up to date sate ll ite communications
may depend upon exploiting this civilian investment.
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With Iridium clo e to its ISO the first hand-held atellite telephones are
now being presented to the public. Fig11re 5 hows a working ystem
demon trated at the Hannover CeBit Fair in March 19988. Although it has
a slightly unwie ldy antenna and weigh 400g+ it is a step ahead of it
only current commercial competitor lnmarsat whjch till uses GEO and
has onl y managed to reduce terminal size to that of a briefca e . lridium
being a LEO sy tern will also have the advantage of complete global
coverage from day one. As ha already been discussed Iridium will only
be the first of severa l systems , each of which will be competing for
market share in a different manner. The most ambit iou of the e later
entrants is Telede ic which is backed by Bill Gates and propo e a
broadband ' Internet in the ky· available world-wide at cost of $0.25 per
minute9. Given these developments in the very near future Royal Signals
~eed to be actively planning a strategy to encompas their integration
mto main tream strategic military communications. It i only a matter of
time before the fir t Staff User arrives on an overseas exerci e (or
operations!) with his/her own atellite phone - what will our response be?
This di cussion ha of necess ity been wide ranging so I summarise
below the main driving force likely to affect UK military strategic
communications in the near future.
•Satellite ba ed communications have become critical to UK force
projection overseas, the primary u e of strategic HF i declining rapidly
- it cannot meet the information exchange requirements of the modern
battlefield.
• The civilian/military boundary is blurring and hifting, the civilianisation
f the UK military base architecture is ju t tl1e late t manife talion of a
continuing trend.
•Coalition based deployment (with the US a primary partner) are likely
to continue into the future.
•Commercial development of satellite communication sy terns will far
outstrip anything that the UK i Ukely to want to afford. The competition
engendered in the re ulling global communication market is al o likely
to see continual technological development of ervices and ystems.
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THE FINAL EPISODE OF
LIFE ON THE NORTH WEST FRONTIER
Part3
by Esme Lacey
........ We stayed long enough in ecundrnbad. for the birth of our son.
He had area ·onably normal birth at the military ho.pit~.! However, I do
recall o ne amu ing epi ode when 1 went to have him. l was the only
patient in the maternity wi ng of the military ho pita!. It was a long
bungalow. and at night the "chick · were pulled down because the bat
were rather a nui a~ce. The i ter who delivered Geoff had only just
amved in India about two weeks earlier. so he wa very new to India,
having come traight from home. One night, when Geoff' a about two
day old. he made her way to the nur ery to bring him to me at feed time ,
when uddenly she let out a blood curdling yell! There was no other taff
around. o I had to gel up and find out why he wa yelling. I went out on
the verandah. to find her rooted to the pol with fright, becau e a very
large bat had got in. and was panicking because it couldn't get out. It kepl
ru hing up and down the verandah more and more frantic, o I had to
omehow calm her down. take the baby from her. and also guide her back
to my room. Poor girl. she felt o ashamed . bul il was a very nasty and
mo t unpleasant experience for anyone ne\ to lndia. However, we had a
jolly good laugh once he had recovered. and became very good friend
So Geoff, when you eventually read thi • you will ee lhal you had a bit of
drama a well as Robin. and you pipped hi weight by one ounce!
We were till hanging about for the next ix month . waiting. to go back
to England, and eventual ly the order came, and we had to report to
Bombay on a certain date, all highly ecret. When we got to Bombay
anyone could see that a great big convoy was being assembled. My dear
old ayah in i ted that he travel to Bombay with us, o that she could look
after the two 'chota ·ahibs" until the very last minute. Con ideri ng that he
had never been on a train before. it howed her devotion to us that she
made the three-day journey with us. I often wondered if he got back to her
village. We found we were to ail on a civilian liner. the SS Orramo, which
under normal condition would have been marvellou . but he had been
taken over for the duration , and wa one of many in what was a very large
fami ly convoy. ormally Bill and 1 would have a cabin for ourselves and
the boy , but al l officers were accommodated in state room in tiered
bunks .... and the fam.ilie had to share very small cabin .
The ship was completely blacked oul at night, and everywhere we went
we had to take our life jackets. The heal was awful, and we had con tam
life boat drill ..... I often wonder how we would have fared if we had been
attacked. I didn't fancy our chance with two young children . and a very
obvious lack of life boats on a hip that was gro ly overcrowded. We got
to Suez, and during the first stage Geoff decided that it was about ti me he
tarted teething . He didn't enjoy it too much, and the heat made it worse.
Worse, till, it was very disturbing for my cabin male when the pain got
bad. I then had to get up, sti ll with a li fe jacket, and try lo calm him and gel
him off to leep. I invariably paced up and down the corridors and became
a well known sight to the officers coming off the watch .... that always
brought me a mug of tea! We got through the canal, but not before more
drama when one of the officers developed small pox and was hastily
lowered over the side just as we were about lo ail. Our Captain did it that
way. o that we got away before the authorities could stop u . They could
have kept us in quarantine. Then, on an already overcrowded ship , we took
more men on board this time mostly Americans going back to the UK to
get ready for the hoped for invasion of France and Germany. Well ,
somehow or other, we made it, going right up round the coast of Ireland
and eventually into Liverpool on a foggy and nasty November day. Out
came the port authorit ies. We were flying the yellow flag that indicated
that we had diseases on board. As I aid it was touch and go whether or not
they put us in quarantine. After about three hours they decided they had far
wor e things to worry about than u . So we were just told to report to our
doctor if we felt 111. As far as I know, nobody caught small pox.
There we were, back in England at last, having gone out there as a
young wife and returning as an officers' wife, with quite a few adventure
to trea ure . Memories of India remain with me alway . Such a beautiful
country, up in the hills, but so crowded in the cities, with all the diseases
and poverty. Some of those memories are very imple, like walking along
the grand trunk road, and seeing the camel caravans, and being amazed
how quiet those great lumbering beasts were. I'll remember forever the
mells of the bazaar, and the beautiful fruit that had always to be washed in
pinky pami (permanganate of potash) before we even peeled it. Then in
contrast I think of the graceful walk of my dear Ayah , no shoes on her feet
and her only treasure wa a little ruby that was fixed in her nght no tril . As
poor as she was, I remember her as my friend, who would have given her
life for any of our family. Although at one tage we had five ervants ,
Ayah kept her eagle eye on them and they were as faithful as she was, and
l tried to remember that I was living in their country. I used lo gel rather
angry at the way people treated their servants, and they couldn't
unde~tand why we were able to keep ours, so farewell to India, land of
extremes. of beauty and poverty and with many problems to be olved. l'll
think of it for always and am glad that I had the opportunity to go there.
Back m England, and li vi ng in Ripon for a while, J realised how much
England had suffered , and I almost had a guilty con cience that we had not
experienced that in India. There was rationing, and shortages and so many
things that were strange .... like wondering why anyone would be happy to
queue for two or three bananas when J had grown heartily sick of them in
India! ! The boys v.ere being made a great fus of by the grandparents but
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we were soon on the move again, thi time to Huddersfield . where Bill was
at tJ1e Signals training school. We lived then in a beautifu l house that was
owned by a former Mayor of Huddersfield. looking over a very pretty
valley but not for long. Bill was posted to Catlerick, much lo his dismay.
becau e it was a headquarters of tJ1e Signals and it was a posting that you
always hoped that you would avoid very Regimental. However, he gol
only as far as the leps of the Officers' Mess, where he wa given a
me age from an orderly. On opening il , he wa ordered to report
immediately to Bushey Park in London, but was given no further details.
o off he went again, and although secu rity was very tight, I did know
where he was attached, Bu hey Park being the headquarters of General
Ei enhower. When Bill arrived there the place wa swarming with
American troop , and nearly as many American Army policemen. He wa.
there for a horl whi le and then went to London, to the School of
Economics, where he was, a he told me when we next met, on a ·red hot
line of communication .· I often read the accounts every day in tJ1e papers,
and many of the reports u ed to begin, 'a spoke man for SHAPE said
today' - SHAPE being Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe. and
that spoke man was very often Bill. He told me that hi contact with the
press was very difficult because they naturally wanted a good story, and
you just could not ever be anything but non-committal. l think the phrase
'no comment' had its beginnings there .
Robin, Geoff and myself were still in lhe north , living with my parenis
who had just bought a hou e in Huddersfield. I made a couple of short
visits to London. bul Bill was constantly on duty so I saw very little of
him . I was actually there when Glen Miller went missing, but although Bill
knew of it immediately, a the message came through thal he was
mis ing, he never divulged it un til il was made public. From then until the
end of the war he varied between London and Pari , and then came VE
Day. which we celebrated in London . Then came the occupation of
Germany, and in 1946, families were ab le to join their husbands. Bill wa
then tationed at Buckeberg, on attachment to the RAF o we joined him .
We crossed to Bremerhaven. and then came down lo Buckeberg on the
military train, with quite a lot of other families . For the first time I saw the
awful devastation, and it was absolutely haltering. As we stopped at
variou stations rather sullen look.ing Germans would paw at u through
the wi ndow , when we would probably be in the din ing car enjoying a
good meal.
Bill was waiti ng to meet us, and we were goi ng to li ve in the RAF
hostel in Bed enndorf, a few mile from Buckeberg. That was absolutely
wonderful. so we had several very happy month there . Bill wa e pecially
popular, as he had organised a riding school, and in h.is spare time he
taught many of the officers to ride. Then another posting , thi time lo
Munster, and by that ti me I was pregnant again . Our new unil at Mun ter
was a lines of communications one, and we were delighted to find that the
CO was an old friend, and had been on boy 's serv ice with Bill .
Unfortunately, becau e there were no officers quarter immediately
available, we had Officer ' Hostel accommodation, and when I tell you
that it was a German chloss (castle) you will think ' how wonderful." It
was twelve miles right out in the beautifu l country ide at Warendorf, and
the owner of lhe castle was a real old German aristocrat, who hated Hi tler
and all he had done to Germany.
This was a very cold win ter of 1946-47 , and we arrived at Warendorfby
lorry at the gates of thi magnificent castle, like omething from a
fairytale, with it ' turrets and moat all around. The moat was frozen solid,
by the way. Inside the castle it was unbelievably awful. In the first place,
there was no healing , and becau e everything was frozen up, we had very
little water. No one had been li ving in the wing allotted to us, and the only
heating that was avail able was a wood-burning stove in the corner of one
room. The magnificence of the castle had to be een to be believed . There
was a banqueting hall that could easily seat fifty people, and the walls
were hung with tapestries at the top part and below, all beautifully carved
nowers that grew on the various e tate in Europe, owned by the very
proud and wealthy family. Leading off from the banqueting hall , was the
gun room where the guns of all the gentlemen were kept, again with all the
beautifully carved walls. Off the huge hall there was a mailer fam ily
dining room, with priceless paintings on walls , all the ancestors and also
some magnificent pictures of the estate painted in summer, winter, autumn
and spring. All this magnificence, however, did notJ1ing to keep us warm,
and with Geoffrey, who was then four, and Robin who was ten , plus
another baby coming, things were very uncomfortable. Our arrival there
was most dramatic. Thinking of il now, I can raise a laugh , but at the time
all I wanted to do was create me1Ty hell until they got us out and into a
quarter.
The first thing we had to do on arrival was to get a meal. after a long
cold drive . We had our German ma.id with us, and she went down to the
kitchen to get the stove going, again only wood-burning. She man aged lO
provide ome sort of hot meal , which we had in the mallest room , next to
the family dining room ... In the middle of the meal, I noticed a sort of
smoky atmosphere that gol rapidly worse. Bill went down to the kitchen
but couldn't find anything. This room also had beautiful panels, all carved,
and the wood burning stove in the corner. We had lit this , and as the smoke
got worse, we heard a roaring noise, which we quickly reali ed was
coming from behind the carved wall s . Bill mashed the woodwork a oon
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us he saw everything w?s ~light, and called the fire brigade. They arrived
as >oon as they could with JUSt a hand drawn cart from the village. All the
firemen were 111 the full gear, but of course they couldn't do a thing, as the
only supply of water would have been from the moat. and that was frozen
solid! So all the castle farn1 hand were mustered, and collected sod of
earth, and evenlUall)'. they dampened down the blaze that could so ea..~ily
have spread. That disaster meant we. then had no heating for the living
area, and upstairs the bedrooms were icy, so we arranged everything in the
big banqueting hall, wh_ere there was a huge fireplace where logs could be
burned . On these beaullful wall were many hunting trophies from all the
estates. They looked magnificent. Every one was labelled to show who
shot il, and where. The huge German bed we had was right up against a
wall, and n ghl over the bed was a huge stags head. complete with antlers
stuck out right over the lop of the bed. We were ab olutely exhau ted after
moving all the furniture, and went to bed feeling we could sleep for a
week. Then I woke up in the middle of the night, looked up , and saw those
awful antlers, and felt thal with our luck they would probably fall on us in
the middle of the night. Bill wasn't very pleased when I in isted that we
slept on the floor'
At this time in England, the papers were full of accounts of how well
the wives who had gone over to join their husbands were doing. One paper
described us as spoi led and pampered! I had kept a diary of those weeks
we were there, and when I saw this article l wrote to my father telling him
of the cond itions we were li.ving in, in spite of it being a castle. He thought
my diary was really funny, ma queer son of a way, and he got it publi hed
in the local Huddersfield paper. After about ix week of this, the camp
quartermaster came out to see how we were getting on. He seemed to be a
little disappointed that we didn't really appreciate living in the castle. He
happened lo call when r was trying to bath Geoffrey and he did not like it
much, becau e it was so cold. We never got warm there, but after a little
chat with the Quartermaster we did get moved preuy quickly - I ju t
showed him the Huddersfield newspaper!
At last it was moving day. We were to move into a very nice quarter. and
Bill would go ahead and then sent the car back for u . At least that was the
plan, but before we could gel away, the phone rang. It was Bill telling me
that the quarter had been burgled and lot of stuff taken, all wh.ile our
batman had gone for h.is breakfast. We lost quite of lot of our own things.
but the main thing they were after were the beautiful pure wool blankets
and lots of linen , all issued for the quarters . I guess there were quite a lot of
German ladie wearing green overcoats that winter! We settled happily in
the new quarter, and prepared for the arrival of a baby. l was now about
three months pregnant. Because our CO did not have his wife with him it
fell to me, as the Second-in-Command ' wife, to act a hostes for any
ocial function we had that was alway enjoyable. Several wive were
com ing out to join the Unit , so the CO arranged an official welcome for
them. Hi staff car, which was a big Humber that did duty as an office in the
field, picked us up from our quarter. Thi road wa not far from our Unit o
we knew it well. At the top end of the road there was a railway line to be
crossed, but in Germany very often the trains run through the main street.
more like a tram. There were no gates or barriers acros , and the train
would pu ll in al the little halt and passengers would get on and off. The lack
of gates or barriers did not worry us unduly as we were quite used to the
cro ing. On this particular evening it was pouring with rn.in and very
windy, so the windows of the Humber were clo ed. ormal ly as we went
up to the cro ing, train approachi ng the halt were clearly visible across
the field, but at night no trains had lights on in the compartments, o the
train couldn' t be seen in the dark. The CO was in full me s dress, Bill was
Orderly Officer, and I was dressed in a very mart outfit, complete with
coat, nice hoe and stock.ings, and ready to do my hoste s bit. A we
approached the crossi ng, the driver ea ed up , and prepared to move forward
to cross, and in that split second a faint light 'a lamp' that wa right at the
top of the engine, flickered. and I just caught a glimpse of it a the train
struck us. Far too late to do anything, and of course the others hadn 't even
seen it. Fortunately the train wa getti ng ready lo top , so the peed played
an important part in saving u from all being k.illed . A it was , the engine
struck the Humber. The impact wa severe , and at tJiat tage J fell out and
quickly became aware that wheel were going round near my head.
Somehow or other, l stayed remarkably calm, so moved my eyes and aw
that the wheels were only on one side of my head , so I knew I wa not under
the tra.in. I pulled my elf up and aw thal the Humber had moved on quite a
bit, and I could see Bill in the Humber looking in the place where I should
have been itting. All the superstructure of the car had gone. I let our what l
lhoughl was a pretty loud yell and he looked back and saw me. 1 remember
that my first words to him were ' What a bloody si lly thing to do .... hit a
train .' He picked me up and rushed me into a mall room in a nearby
building used by our Unit. He found the caretaker there. put me on one of
his bed and went off aying that he thought the CO wa dead.
1 noticed that Bill still had his cap on , and hi. glas e , but for ome odd
reason a he went off to do what he cou ld for the CO , he bumped into the
door. The CO was brought in , and laid down on the other bed. It was
awful, becau e 1 couldn ' t see his face for blood. By then the ambul ance
had arrived, and I heard the doctors ask, ' Where arc the bodie ?' They got
a shock when they were told there weren't any. They uncoupled the engine
and tender, o the ambulance could take us to hospitaL The CO had forty
stitche in his head, the driver was unhurt , as was the ATS Officer who
was with u . l was brui cd and my lovely dress wa ruined , and my
stockings were in taller. , bul apa rl from that no apparent injuries. The fact
that I was three months pregnant didn ' t eem to be a problem, so tJ1e MO
assured me. The real trouble wa that Bill had four piece of glass in hi
eye. even though his cap remained on his he.ad . He was ru hed to the
wards. and I spent the night in ho. pita!. and saw him taken to Iserlohn the
following morning for a major operation to save his eye. I visited him
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ev~ry day for two ~eeks, during this time both eyes were bandaged in case
of mfect1on. That JOumey every day to Jserlohn was a nightmare, bccau e
the c.ar ha~ to ~o over quite a few im1lar crossmgs, and I found myself
shakrng. with fng~t as we approached each one. However, when I thought
of all Bill was gomg through, I knew I had to mru.ter my feelings.
. It was a very tryrng time for all of us, because the boys were badly
fnghtened when they heard what had happened to their Mum and Dad, but
they were very brave and were a great help. At last, after three week!>. the
bandages were removed, and thankfully Bill could see. Of course. after
such an accident there hod to be an official inquiry. I had to give evidence,
and of .course the SJerman driver was called. Eventually, after a lot of
d1scuss1on, the verd ict was given by the Army Court of Inquiry •An Act of
God.' I suppose the real blame lay with the weather, if it had not been such
a terrible night we would have seen the train, and the accident would never
have happened.
By this time, Robin had made quite a few friends with the German
children and very quickly learnt to speak German. lt was reali ed that
schooling for the older children was going lo be a problem, so the Army
started to set up boarding schools, and Robin went to Wilheimshaven.
After quite a few month at Munster, we went to Hilden, near Du seldorf.
and settled there very happily. Geoff was at school, and also started Cubs.
and lg?t.back to my music, playing for the parade ervice at church, and
also JOmmg the drama group. The months following the accident were
rather worrying, but there was no further trouble with Bill"s eyes, and my
pre~nancy went along quite moothly. Looking back now. I can hardly
believe ~hat I survived thal horrific crash, while three months pregnant,
with no 111 effects to the baby. Michael arri ved on the 22nd of ovember,
weighing in at 9.Slb , o now we had our three sons. He had quite a bumpy
ride to hospital, in a jeep the roads in Mun ter were till full of potholes.
We tayed in Munster. and we were very happy there, but about ix or
seven months after Michael was born , I began to have terrible nightmare
involving trains. I would wake up in the night, shak ing with fright. I began
to get very frightened by these awfu l nightmares, and realised I had to do
something about it. I felt that it was delayed shock. when l had been three
month pregnant, and there was all the worry about Bill' eyesight. Finally
I went to our doctor, and told him that these attacks were frightening me.
He asked me what I thought I hould so about them. I had been at the
hospital several times and knew that they had ome very bad accident
cases in there , so I aid I thought if I could work in the ward, I could pull
myself together. when 1 saw the case in there. He seemed to think that il
might be a good idea. and it certainly worked because after a month the
n.ightmares topped completely, probably becau e I got so tired at the
ho pital that I slept like a log.
Whilst we were till at Hilden, we went to the Leave Centre at the
Mohne See. scene of the famous bouncing bomb dropped by Guy Gibson.
The Mohne See supplied the Ruhr, and wa a favourite place for the
German families to go. It is a very beautiful man-made lake, and beneath
the water lay the lillle village of Delika, wh.ich had been acrificed in
order to form this huge dam. We were able to walk right aero s the dam ,
and it made one real.i e what a terrific feat it was for Guy Gib on to drop
the bomb exactly where it was going to do most damage , and cut upplies
to the Ruhr, the main ource of the armaments manufacture. The German
manager of the Leave Centre wa there on lhe night it happened . and he
told u that in spite of what Gib on did, the Germans paid tribute to him .
The German war effort was very badly affected a a result , and we cou ld
ee clearly where the torrent of water had poured through.
We left Germany with mixed feeling . When we fir t went there. the
ten ion was great. and there were very trict rule in force regard.ing any
ociali ing. But as time went on. the German economy got stronger and as
was inevitable. many soldiers fell in love with German girl and they were
able to marry, o we found quite a few German girl becoming wive of
soldiers in our Unit. Personally. I only ever experienced one act of
hostility, and that was committed by a very arrogant azi. who decided to
pit on me as I walked down lo the Officers' Me s, with Michael, who was
in hi s push-chair. 1\vo Germans came towards me and as they pas ed . the
bigger one of the two deliberately pat on me. We had been given very
strict in tructions by the Area Commander thal we were never to get
involved with any incidents. But this just involved them and me, and there
were no other people around fortunately. I was absolutely furiou s and felt
that he had pat on the Union Jack. and I aw red . I put the brake on the
pu h-chair and very much to hi. urpri e I marched up to him , grabbed
him by the shoulders and shook him . Shade. of Daddy on the troop hip
again ! Anyway, he was o surpri ed that he d.idn ' t offer any resistw1ce . and
I had spotted our German maid . till tanding in the garden. and called her
over. She spoke excellent Engli h and I ju t about knew enough German to
know that she wa telling him. just what I thought of him. Bill was a bit
apprehensive when I told him , in view of the orders that had been i ued .
but f felt a lot better after I had haken him. Of course, he was an arrogant
azi. and he asked for it, but I liked many German we had met , who lived
round where we were. and they had . uffered ju t a we had done in
England. There was o much uffering and cruelty. Before we finally left ,
we did . ee how quickly Gern1any started to recover, and we had to admire
how hard the men and women worked to re ·tore all the deva ration. and
how quickly they got their bu ine e going again.
So we finally got back to England and settled down in Ripon , where
Robin wa at the Grammar chool, Geoff wu at junior chool and 1ick of
course was just two . We felt that we had come home, hopefully for a few
years in England. before the next oversea posting came along. I had left
England to join Bill in India in 1936. and came home in 19-14 . and then
gone to Germany in 1945-46, so I had not . een all that much of England.
everthe le s. T don't regret any of those year and the experiences the}
brought. ln the meantime. time goc. on, and the family grow. up .
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nfortunmely we ha\'e to report the death of Esme earlier this )C.at.
HO\\C\Cf, with the kind permission of her son. we went ahea~ ~v1th the
publicauon. of part of the life of a remarkable lady and her a sociauon with
the Royal orp of ignak
PECIAL LADY!
Esme just a couple of years ago in 1997
with her great grandson 'Mikie'

Brig John Griffin presenting the Unit Champions Cup to
Capt Frank Evans and the winning team
UR Colonel Cliff Walters (Looking really chuffed!),
W01 Nick Hawley (Where did you get that awful pully?),
and Lt Col Alan Browne (Looking as sauve as ever!)

ATHLETICS
INTER-CORP ATHLETICS CHAMPIO SHIPS
The 1998 Inter-Corps Athletics Champion hips were ho ted by the
RLC and took place at Abingdon. In both the men's and the women·s
competition the Corp faced formidable oppo ition from the strong RLC
teams. However. ome spirited individual performances by the members
of the men·· team saw the Corps build, a gradual points advantage during
the day. De pite cwo fierce battles in the relay event the Corp maintained
this advantage and fini heel as Inter-Corps Champions, beating the RLC
by 131 points to 121.
The ladie ' competition produced athletic perfom1ance of an
extremely high level. proof of the amazing upsurge in women· athletics in
the Army in recent year . However, The RLC proved too trong for our
Corps team on this occasion. A closely fought contest saw the _Royal
Signal take the Silver Medal by a narrow margin from the AGC. with the
points being as follow :
58
RLC
47
R.SIGNALS
44
AGC
APTC
43
REME
10

Tanczos who again took on the mantle of Golf Sergeant Major!
Christine i now not only a master of cajoling golfers to pay up , sign up
and to get to the right tee on time . but al o an expert on Medal, Stableford
and countback coring systems . Capt Frank Evans and LCpl Shepherd,
in particular. played ome very fine golf. Both the e and many m?re have
had their handicaps significantly reduced. Our pre 1dent, Brig John
Griffin. kindly pre ented the prize .
RESULTS
Scratch Champion
Handicap Champion
Stableford Champion
Best Veteran
Be t Junior Soldier
Green ome Winners
Unit Champions

SSgt Andy Harriott 14 Signal Regiment
Capt Frank Evans
Roya l School of Signal
WOI Bill Gray
Retired
Lt Col Alan Browne RHQ R Signals
Cpl Poulson
11 Signal Regiment
Sgt Cullington and Sgt McCulloch
I Signal Regiment

DETAILS OF CORPS SPORTS FIXT RES
It makes sen e to adverti e key Corps Sports details in The Wire to give
the greatest possible publicity of events. All too often, Sport Secretaries
are advertising events too late for inclusion in the magazine. Let The Wire
know key fixture well in advance. Hopefully this approach will supply
everyone with a fuller list of the Corps's major sport ing events.
10 Oct
Badminton v Post Office York
7-28 'ov
inter Corps Badminton Chan1pionships Perham Down
20 Jan 99
Badminton v Prison Services Arborfield
Army Badminton Championships
15-19 Feb 99
21 Sig Regt, Coleme
7 Mar 99
Badminton v Army (Past) Arborfield
Inter ervices Badminton Championships
0-24 Mar~
21 Sig Regt, Coleme
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ARMY OFFICERS GOLF CHAMPIONSHlPS
These cook place at yet another famous golf club, Royal St George at
Sandwich in Kent. The weather wa unfortunately appalling almost the
whole week. De pite this , 20 Corps golfer entered the variou
competitions. We had two officers who played extremely well in the
individual stages. Maj Jon William won the Regular Officers Scratch
Cup and Lt Col David Palmer was runner up. The Corp entered four
teams in the various Inter Corp competitions and although we did not fare
too well in the main competition , our 'A Team did go on to win a
con olation team event on the last day. Lets hope that next year they can
all do much better.

27 -28 May 1999
The Corps Champion hips at Ashley Wood
I0-14May 1999
The Army Championship at Royal Porthcawl
The Anny Officer 'Golf Championship at Hill ide
and Southport and Ainsdale
7 - I I June 1999
The Corps Autumn Meeting at A hley Wood
2 - 3 ept 1999

HOCKEY

Standing (l-R): LCpl Portlock, LCpl Hill, Sig Winson,
Sgt Graham (Capt). Sgt Mitchell, Sig Grithiths (Goalkeepe r), Sgt
Calabrese, Sgt Musgrave, S ig Cattell, Capt Copely,
Capt Magill, S ig Prowse
Kneeling (L-R): SSgt (FofS ) Marston-Weston (Coach ),
LCpl Hoffman, LCpl McChesney, LCpl Burkitt, LCp l Burgess

DATES FOR MAJOR
HOCKEY EVENTS NEXT YEAR
January 1999
21

RLC

Blandford
22
24
February 1999
3

Infantry (TBC)
EHA Va e Round 3
andhurst

Brig Griffin presenting the Championship Putter to
SSgt Andy Harriott Maj Len Yates at the back looking like he
knows what he's doing

Brig Griffin presenting the Stableford Champions Bowl to
W01 Gray (Great tache!)
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INTER CORPS LADIES HOCKEY CHAMPIO HIPS
13-15 MAY 1998
After a week of training and a uperb weekend of matche celebrating
the opening of the new a troturf pitch at Blandford Camp the Inter Corps
Hockey Tournament began at Alder hot. The first .day . aw g~orio.u.
sunshine that was to continue throughout the champ1onsh1ps. V1ctones
against the Royal Irish and the Royal Artillery were gained and there was
a growing confidence within the team. At the end of a hard day' hockey
the teams, both male and female, indulged in ome apre~ hockey
activities including a lot of food and a little drink in local ho telnes .
Day two came and we ventured to a draw against the REME ai~d h~d a
win over the APTC, making u the winners of ou~ group, going _into the
semi-finals as underdogs. The team by now growing stronger with each
game and the title of Inter Corp Champions was becoming ever clo. er.
Unfortunately we had one player. Sig Steff Jones , reduced to watching
rather than playing as she had sustained a nasty injury to her cheek bone
during training . This was not the only injury suffered by the team many
more played on a we were already restricted in numbers: Our hard work
and a little bit of fortu ne with t11e luck of the draw had paid off unul now.
The two favourite teams in the tournament were all that tood between
the winners' trophy and us. Now we had lo con~entratc, a.s we w~rc to
meet the AGC in the semi-final. There was a qu iet determinauon 111 the
team. Tactician had been at work, planning a ne\ formation for the
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5 - 15
21
24
March 1999
7
2
May 1999
I -2
5-7
9

Ladie
Vets
Men

RA Blandford
EHA Vase Round 5
EI-IA Va e Semi Final

Men
Men

Blandford Fe tival Blandford
Inter Corp
Outdoor
EHA Va e

All
Men
Ladie
Men

U A Tour California
EHA Vase Round 4

1000
1230
1500

Men
Ladie
Men
Men
Men
!en

Sand/111rst

GOLF
ROY L IG1 ALS 1998 GOLF CHAMPJO SHIPS
The 1998 Royal Signals Golf Championships were held at The Ashley
Wood Golf Club, Blandford on the 28 and 29 of May. Despite the many
problems with the accommodation at the Royal School of Signals, the
event was a great success. 96 Corps golfers played two rounds of golf
each day. This in itself is no mean feat by the organisers, however, add in
feeding everyone, transporting them to the various tees, coring and
posting result~. all this done to a fine timetable , was a splendid
achie\ement. Our thanks must go again to Maj Len Yates for organising
the event in his o.,., n enviable way and to his stalwart assi tant Christine

ARMY GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Army Golf Championships were held this year at The Royal
Lyt ham and St Annes Golf lub, home to the British Open Golf
Championship . Six golfers entered the individual match-play knockout
stages, including one from 7 Sig Regt, Sgt Ian Stallard. gt Rob Hare
was the only one to survive until the quarter-final stages. Cpl Dave
Rogers and SSgt Andy Harriott played bener in the plate competition
both reaching the emi finals. In the Inter Corp Team competition our
Corp Team , captained by Sgt Rob Hare, went on to win the Singapore
Trophy for the econd year running. Thi was only achieved by some fine
golf being played by all the team, in particular by SSgt Martin Jackson
who won all his matches, settin g a fine example to the other team
members.

DATES FOR MAJOR EVENTS
NEXT YEAR

BADMINTON

game. Man to man markers were selected to hinder their better players
The rest of the team just had to work the ball into the net and that is
exactly what they did . The result was 1-0. a fiercely fought competition.
the effort from the team both on and off the pitch was immen~e and now
it was time to recharge for the final against the RLC.
It was an even match, both sides determined to win, both teams battled
hard for every loose ball, tackled strongly and showed great spirit. The
score at full time I - I and still all level after extra time. Both teams were
drained, suffering from total exhaustion after playing in the raging sun for
90mins. The dreaded penalty nick competition still had to come, this was
something not practised very much by ourselves in training. After some
tense moments including some misses and great saves gt Pam Mitchell
tepped up coring a superb !lick in the top left comer of the goal that
clinched the competition for us. Several team members were awarded
prizes from the quad. The individuals were LCpl Cath Burgess for
most improved player, Sig Tracey Prowse for best newcomer and finally
LCpl Tracy Hoffman was voted player of the tournament. The top goal
scorer being Capt Ruth Magill with a magnificent 7 goals.
Thanks must go to gt Pam Mitchell for the organisauon of the team .
Also to Mrs Sharon Reid , the team physio, who worked small miracles
by patching up the team when necessary. And SSgt (Fof ) An d y
Marston Weston working wonders a team coach and seeing us through
to win the competition that in previous years we had never managed.
Congratulations to all those involved .

1330
1445

Final TBC, Milton Keyne.
June 1999
TBC

ummer League

Men

July 1999

Bo11me1110111/r
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ORIENTEERING
R OY L IG
LS ORIENTEERJ 'G CLUB
RE P O RT FOR 1997/1998 E 0
The introdu tion of plitting the Anny Lndi idual & Team
Champion hip ha the effect of str tch ing thi:; Orienteering sea on over
the complete year with only a hort break dunng .the sum.mer month . of
July
Augu ' t. Thi report therefore .:>vers what 1, essenually two thirds
of the sea.on.
The Corps Champion hip was held over the weekend of 30/3 1 May at
gt 1a tthews from the Royal
hool of Signals
Bovington Ranae .
admini tered th~ event and Maj M c ' eil , al o tationed at the School.
planned the courses. Jn the ab:e.nce of S gt. har p and d.efending
Champion, W0 2 Cowie. the Ind1v1dual Male wmner wa 1aJ Ba teson
from HQ 4 Div with a comfortable victory over 233 S!g Sqn' Ca p t
Pa lfreyman for his 5th Corp title . The Overall Female wmner was SSgt
\ aJke r from the TA with the Regular tr0phy going to C pl Cooney from
ig Sqn. Team winner were a follow :
Bde HQ
7 Sig Regt
Major Unit
Minor Unit
216 (Para) Sig Sqn
Ladie
HQ l & 15 Sig Regt
TA Male
89 Sig Sqn
TA Female
45 Sig Sqn
T he prize at the Corp Champion hip were pre ented by the the
Pre ident of the Corps Game Club. Brig J . R. B. Cook . who also took the
opportunity to present gt E mmerson wi th hi well de erved Orienteering
Colours.
At Anny level our ucce s ha been limited to a Silver Medal for HQ . I
& 15 Sig Regt Ladies and a di appointing 6th place for 216 (Para) Sig
Sqn. The Individual Champion hip will be contested m the Autumn, but
1aj Bateson will be repre e nting the Army on the tour to Sweden at the
end of Augu t. He wa placed 7th (M40L) in thi :(Car· Briti h
Champion hip . Over the last 5 years SSgt Sharp (14 Sig Regt ) has
enjoyed con iderable succe s in the Lowe Alpine Mountain Marathon (A
Pairs Event very imilar to the Karrimor). He has been_ placed l t._ 2nd a~d
-!th in the Elite Clas with various partners, and was th1 year reunited wi th
hi victoriou Karrimor A Class pairing of 1993, M aj Bateson . De pite
the dual handicap of both age (That' Bateson , not Sharp) an~. the. 18
month Foreman's Course, they ti ll managed the Runners Up pos1uon ma
very competitive A Clas after a combined two day outing of over 12
hour . Their next event i planned for 2003.
The con tant pre sure of Unit commitments has had the anie effect on
Orienteering as it has had on participation in all port and trai~ng _at
Regimental level. Orie nteering suffers even more than most with its
as ociated lengthy and time consuming administrative tail. It is in this
respect that r would like to thank a couple of people for their time and
effort over the season. Firstly, we have been indebted to SSgt Matthews
who retire from the Service thi year and who ha organi ed the last two
Corps Champion hips. Secondly Capt Crosby from the COMSEC
Monitori na Team. who since hi return to the 3 (UK) Div area has taken
over the o~ganisation of the league and its superb a sociated publication
Triangula1e. He is an active competitor for both The Briti h Anny and
Wimborne O rienteering Clubs and is in the process of becoming the editor
of the Army Orienteering Association's Navigator magazine. Action from
The 1998 British Orienteering Championship Relays at Mytchett.

SHOOTING
BISLEY - THE Q EEN'S MEDAL COMPETITION
Congratulation were in order recently when six first-clas hots from a
combined Royal School of Signals and I I Signal Regiment group returned
from the Queen 's Medal Competition at Bisley. Considered a the most
testing of all kill-at-Ann competition, held during the shooting
calendar, all six member of the group gained the accolade of making the
·Top 100'. In particular SSgt Johnston . of Combat Support Group ,
narrowly mi sed out on a medal with an outstanding score of 684 out of a
po ible 770. placing him sixth. Hot on hi trail were Capt avindra. OC
of Combat Support Group and Sgt Copley, of Military Training Squadron .
who cored 667 and 664 re pectivcly, thus placing them tenth and twelfth .

L DIE TUG OF WAR
Lad ie Tug of War i now an e ·tabli hed Army Spott. In order not to be
out done by the Gunners and the Medics, 11 Sig Regt decided to put
together a fema le team for the 1998 season. Under the expert tutelage of

The BAOC M40 Team, Maj Bateson and two other old men !!
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Cpl Matt Co,~lard and Mr John Gray , eleven keen but clueles~ potential
mountains of muscle were introduced to the complexities of taking the
strain , anchoring up and rope fitness . Learning that brute strength wasn't
en0t1gh and that we didn't have any anyway, we set about gaining some
technique. The team was delighted with their win in the female tug of war
competition at the Morrison Cup. The victory would have been more
satisfying however, had we had any opposition! Pulling in a demonstration
pull against a men's side was valuable experience and we look forward to
a more meaningful competition nc>.t year - female entries from major and
minor units at 560kg are welc0mc.
Jn a bid to gain as much time on the rope as we could, we entered two
civilian competition including the national championship . A creditable
3rd place in the 560kg category made the journey to the ationals in
Peterborough worthwhile . Whil t the committed civilian teams were
alway going to beat u in their events, we had high hopes again t purely
Army opposition . The main focu of our training was the Anny
Championship that included a women' competition for only the second
time. De pite the inevitable injury set backs, (Sig Love seemed to think
that a broken wrist was a sufficient excuse). we put together teams at two
weights for the event. Alternate torrential rain and bright un hine made
for interesting pulling as the area quickly became a quagmire . The hours
of intensive build up to the competition paid off, with the help of raucou
cheering from the IS Sig Regt men's team we managed to come 2nd in 1he
520kg category and were Army Champions at 560kg. Everyone gave their
all although Sig Sarah Howie who battled on despite an injury early on in
the competition, and Sig Foster who stepped in at the eleventh hour to
make up numbers, are worthy of a particular mention .
Tug of War proved to be a really worthwhile sport that rewarded hard
training. team work and discipline. It should certainly become a regular
part of the l l Sig Regt sporting calendar.

Queen's Medal 'Shots' from RSS/ 11 Sig Regt
Rear {L:R ): Sgt Webber, Capt Navindra, Cpl Brewi n
Fro nt (L:R): SSgt Jo hnston , Sgt Copley, SSgt Rideou t
Gurkha shots were in cla sic form, on the day, taking the top three
places . Incredibly both winner and runner-up had identical scores of 700
out of a po sible 770, the winning place being decided on a tie hoot.
Capt a vindra as captain of the 3 (UK) Div Team , received the keen~y
fought for Inter-Divisional/Di trict prize, which i based on the top six
shots in each Division/District. Further honour go to SSgt Johnston and
Sgt C opley who have been selected to be part of the ~ritish Anny Combat
Shooting Team. in Canada during August and m South Africa m
September.

TENNIS
T URPIN CUP WINNERS
The Royal Signals Tennis Team have won the prestigious Turpin
Trophy by beati ng AGC A by five and a half to three and a half (Rubbers)
on 8 July 1998. This is the fi rst time that the Corps has won th is event. The
following players are to be congraLU lated for an outstanding performance:
Lt Col Bailey
HQ Royal Signals
M aj M ason
36 Signal Regimen t (V) (TA)
2Lt Gardner
2 16 (Para) Signal Squadron
W02 (Supvr R) Fisher - 399 Signal Un it RAF Digby
SSgt (FofS) Petty
600 Signal Squadron
LCpl Pearson
43 Signal Squadron (V)

TUG OF WAR

Maj Bateso n anchors the BAOC M40 Team to 3rd place

deserved Runners up meda ls in the 640 kg and 680 kg weights with the
RLC winning all four of the titles. This was the first time in the history of
the Inter Corps Championships that the Signals have not won three or
more of the weights.
Although as said . it is a year of transformation for Corps Tug of War.
the mam problem is not having teams ou t on lhe ground , compet ing
regularly in good class compet itio ns. It is a shame that a sport which has
given a lot of pl ea ure and success to so many individuals within the Corps
is ~ tru gg ling because ex. Corps Tug of War members have drifted from the
Sport. I now ca ll upon all Ex. Corps Tug of War members to contact mc:Sgt Jock Reid
89 Signal Sqn
35 Signal Regt.(V)
Rugby
742 8707
So by working togeU1er we can stop lhe rot, and be determined to
regain Corp dominance in the near future of our sport.
Finally congratulations goes to ll Signal Regiment Ladie team in
winning this year's Morrison Cup and by winning one of the two weight
which were competed for this year and runners up in the other weight
category of the Army Championships held al Larkhill. This has been an
exceptional year for the Corps Ladie team and thanks must be given to
Cpl Cowlard 11 Signal Regt and also to Mr John Grey , QM Dept ,
Blandford Camp, who was also responsible for the Corps successes with
the Men· and Ladies ' teams .

Like every other sport Tug of War has been affected by Bosnia as well
as other commi tments, especially when fi tne s, strength , technique and
team work are all vital to the succes of a ny team . The Corps has seen a
major fa ll in Signal Units havi ng teams o n the 'circuit' for the past few
years. With many seasonal pullers having left the Anny over the last y~ar,
there was a great deal of concern, prior to this year 's Corps Sq uad form mg
up at Bl andford, in our abi lity to be in the medal place let alo ne mamtam
our dominance.
Two weeks prior to the Inter-Corp Championsh ips the Squad started to
arrive at Blandford, wi th most of the squad coming from 15 Sig Regt, 11
Sig Regt, 225 Sig Sqn and 215 Sig Sqn . During the fi r t week the trai ~ing
of the Corps Squad was d isrupted by other events, namely the Mom on
C up , in which 15 Sig Regt. had no major problem in domin ating as th ~y
are the onl y team in 1998 to keep the Corps fl ag fl ying, and taking part in
all major competit ions throughout the Am1y. This was also appare nt w1~ a
fi ne di splay at the Army Championships with major scalps take n aga mst
top class teams fro m the Royal Artillery a mongst othe rs.
..
This year's championship were hosted by 17 Pott Mant1mc at
Marchwood. It was appare nt at the team weigh-in , that it was going to be
an extre mely di fficult day for the Corp , as there wa a muc h improved
turn out by the other Corps espec iall y by the RLC. Obvio u ly word had
got out that the Signals transitional period was a perfec t time to take
revenge on past years. As was expected after the days' pulling the Corp ·
had escaped some what battered and bruised , however gaining much
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Corps Tug of War Squad (1998)
Rear Row (L:R): Sig Steve Loca l (215 Sig Sqn), Cpl Nick Swift (215 Sig Sqn), Cpl 'Fish' Fisher (15 Sig Regt),
LCpl Stef Sabuda (15 Sig Regt), LCpl MattWill iams (15 ~ ig Regt), Sgt 'Jock' Reid (89 Sig ~qn {V)),
W02 Dave Rouke (225 Sig Sqn), Cpl Matt Cowlard (11 Sig Regt), Sgt Cha~ley Brown (15 Sig Regt),
SSgt Jim Duncan (15 Sig Regt), Sgt 'Taff' Brow~ (215 Sig Sqn)
.
.
.
Front Row {l.:-R): Sig Shaun Moses (11 Sig Regt), Cpl 'Dave' Hill (225 Sig Sqn), LCpl Ian Nicols \15 S19,Regt),
LCpl 'Simmo' Simpson (215 Sig Sqn), Sgt M ick Openshaw (11 Sig Regt), LCpl Mark Hone (215 Sig Sqn) LCpl Paddy Mclean (15 Sig Regt)
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dmiral
Commodore
\'ice Commodore
ear Commodore :
Off horc
Dinghy c Daybuats
Windsurfing (UKJ
(Germany)
Yachtmaster (UK)
Yach1mas1er (Gem1any)
Yacht Manager (Quicksifrer)
ecre1arie :
General
Dinghy & Dayboat
Windsurfing (UK)
(Germany)
Soldier Members:
Off hore
Dinghies & Dayboat
Wind urfing

.The rest of the Exercis.e took us via a long rnce to Arhus. where the
always seems to be on the nose ' . Korsor, Marstal and then back to
Kiel. At Arhus. the supcrglue was remo~ed from the skippers' hands , as
th~ crews ~e re allowed to attempt to sail a small circuit by themselves,
with the skippers bemg removed onto other boats . For most of the crews,
thi s event was by far the best; not ~>nly did they have to think about sailing
the boat themselves, but one realised that bigger sai ls made the boat
faster. Unfortunately, for. 2Lt Ben Martin , this meant that as he h~~
contravened the rules, his first. place has to be offered to Lt Rachel
Thompson , who.had .followed him across the start line. The presentations
were m_ade back m Kiel by the Rear Commodore Offshore (Germany). Lt
Col Flm~, CO I (UK) Armd Div HQ and Signal Regiment. The final
pre entallons were a · follows:
Skipper
Place
Unit
Trophies Won
15 Sig Regt
Overall Winners
Pau I Lockart
Dickenson
Telescope
!st place glassware
Copenhagen Cup The long Race
Round the Cans
Runners Up
ULOTC
Mick Patton
Cito Cannon
2nd place
glassware
11 Sig Bde
3rd
- nil
lan Gray
11 Sig Regt
4th
Steve Mitchell Spirit of the Event
I (UK) ADSR Del Whyman
- nil
5th
7 Sig Regt
6th
Keith Whitehead Novice SkipperLt Rachel
Thompson
7th
2 Sig Regt
Fred Calvert
- nil
One unit ha already confirmed e~try for next year. Get your bid in
early. Capt Ian Blower will. be runmn~ the event next year. ine boats
have been booked for what will be the biggest Sail Training Week yet. Ian
can be contacted on Herford Military 3212. or +49 5221 995 3212 BOOK
EARLY!!
.
w~nd

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Maj Gen J. O. C. lexander CB. OBE
Col D.J. Lowe
Lt Col J. R. S. mberton
Maj M. Butler ( bbey Wood Mil 33 186)
Maj 0. C. A. Elli t Blandford Mil 5299)
ta) W. . White (Wilton Mil 3118)
Ll Col E. Flint
Maj J. S . tuart (Blandford Mil 2166)
Capt I. Gray (Malvern DERA Mil 6799)
Capt R. W. Badger (Herford Mil 3285)
Maj J. F. Colvert (York Mil 2204)
Sgt C. Cowell (B landford Mil 2834)
apt F. Hargreaves (Blandford.Mil 5372)
SSgt . Finnegan (Osnabruck Mill 2225)
Cpl D. Sangster
Cpl S. Southern
Sgt A. Varney

The Royal Signals Yachr Club commwiicares with irs members through rile medium of The Wire. which reg11/arly prints a forecasr of events . acco11nrs of
acril'iries and co111ai11s derails for club official .
.
.
.. .
.
Anv member of the Corps who subscribes 10 the Corpsfimds fa auromatica/ly a member ofrhe Yachr Club. If you are a.11 ac11ve smlor 01 111te1es1ed Ell
becomin~ a 11 acrive sailor rhetr register noll' wirh your 11ni1 Saili11g Officer or alrernallvely wall one of the Club Secreta11es ·

THE ROYAL SIG ' ALS SA.Il. TRAI I G WEEK
GERMANY - 12-22 JULY 1998
Cloudy. overcast with intermiuent slight rain; Weath.e~ foreca .1ers. lie.
Gale Force gu ting 9 i what lay ahead of the first trammg day ail to
Sonderborg. Unfortunately, Sonderborg was proven to be lively even on a
Monday night. which did not bode well for the eventful voyage to
Middlefahrt. Fortunately there was only one war _1ory to recount on
arrival at Middlefahrt, which was from Cpl Matty Riley, who suffered a
I-inch oa h on hi head. The rumours spread of how dangerou the boom
is. and how high the sea were, all were waiting in anticipation to dis~over
ho\\ the injury took place. The war tOf)', unfortunately for Matty. did not
have the impact that he would have hoped. a he recounted the t?ry of
how Capt ick Range's I to~e money box fell ?nto ht head whtl the
was lying down on a bunk uymg to bear the seas1cknes . Who ever said
that Sail Trainin!!: Weeks were not advemurou ? 7 Yachts and 45 people
had as embled for the gentle sail training week, crui e around Denmark ,
onl) to have their hopes dashed of achieving that golden tan.

ERS 1998
l TER CORP DI GHY LEAGUE - RSYC \\I
Afle_r a bad start to .the Dinghy League with a loss to the RLC at Calvert
SC_, th1~ due to MaJ George Odling giving Capt Ronnie Launders
w1mmmg lesson_s at the final mark . The CORPS helm>, however, soon
started to get their act together and had convincing wins over the AGC
RE. INF and winning the Wakeham Trophy agamst the Royal Engineer~
t~ey l~ad hard . fought matches against the AAC & RA but came out
v1ctonous and m doing o have won the ICDL
The Winning Corps Helms & Crews have ~n
Helms:
Maj ~avid Ellis, Maj George Odling, gt Craig vey Hebd1tch and Sgt Chas Cowell
Crews: Capt Ronnie Launders, Cpl 'Taff' Burns LCpl 'Jonah'
Jones, LCpl elly Shellito and LCpl Stu o~thern
UKLF INTER N1T DI CHY CHA"1PIO HIP 1998
The Corps entered t~o teams for the above event held at etley on the
25126 June 1998, I_ I Sig Reg1 and 3 (UK) Div & Sig Regt. Both teams
brought s~m_e novice crew~ along for experience that is great 10 see.
However. 11 _is also very testmg for the helms as the racing took place in
Force 5 gu tmg 6.n Sgt 'Chas' Cowell ( 11 Sig Reg!) found the weather far
too ~ot an? dec1?ed on three occasions to take hi young crew for a
coo.ling swim durmg the races. W02 teve Mitchell (3 Div) did the same,
unlike Lt Col . Jeremy Parsons and Maj Adrian Pearce. They waited
unttl. they had JUSI ?rossed the fini h line. SSgt Pete Overton (3 Di v) Sgt
Cr~1g Avey Hebd1tch and L~pl Stu Southern decided they would tay
upnght and sailed con. ervattvely. Both teams sailed very well with a
protest bet,~een our Corp teams deciding who went through 10 the semi
finals. 11 S1gs won ~~t they were kn_ocked out by 47 Regt RA (RA Corps
Team) ~~ final po 1l1on were l l Sig Reg! 3rd Position and 3 (UK) Div
5th Po 11ton. 47 Regt Won the event with a 2 - O victory and a protest win
over Sandhurst.
Congratulations to both teams on being able to fly the RSYC flag after
several year ab ence from this event in a busy work chedule and taking
no~1ces/comple1e beginners and Big Boat Sailors Maj Pearce and W02
Mitchell
·

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
.
Vice Chairmen: Br:ig C. T. Garton Area 1; Brig W. H. Back.house Area 2; Brig S. G. I. Gordon Area 3;
Bng K. H . Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland

Sink the Bow party in Sondeborg
The voyage from Middlefahrt took the flotilla 10 'Hor en Seil Klub',
for our annual affiliation barbecue and dinner. Many thanks go to the chefs
of J (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt for their efforts. This year, the
·round the cans serie 'featured a new amusing twist- ' hunt the cans' . The
first leg was sailed the wrong way around the wrong cans that were
randomly chosen by the lead boat, so the morning wa put down to
experience. Many thanks were pas ed 10 Lt ~ache! Thompson for
pointing out that the yellow barrels had melted mto little yellow round
cans and in fact were the right ones (co-incidentally they came fir. t).
Many thanks were also pas ed to the Chairman, Bas Ennels, for a kmg
her 10 politely ' Shut Up'! At the end of the three legs in the .afternoon,
Grebe the 15 Sig Regt yacht skippered by the permanent staff kipper Paul
Lockhart beat the remainder hands down.
LUOTC displaying the new fashion in headress
courtesy of Lt Col Roger Buston (his underpants!)
The Umver ity of London OTC was the only non-Royal .Signal e_ntry.
although there was the token entry from the TA, featunng 11 Signal
Brigade. (apologie Brigadier). The_ remainder_ of the hearty crews ca~e
from 11 Sig Regt, I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig ~egt, 2 Sig Re&t, 7 Sig
Regt and 15 Sig Regt, a11d three members of 30 Sig Regt were d1sper ed
amongst two of the yachts. Where was 2 Sig Bde, the. remainder of the.T~
and the other units from Germany you may ask- so did we- so please JOtn
u' next year.
Quicksi/\·er, the Corps Sadler 34 ba ed in Germ:my, suffer~ an
unfortunate accident earlier on in the year by finding a lone rock m the
middle of the ocean. This led 10 the commiuee, which was to be chaired
this year by Brig Cook. having to retire early from the event, two weeks
earl). Hopefully next year, all will be back to normal. Each night , a yacht
had to run a ·happy half hour' , which in most case ran into several halfhours. otably. LCpl Del Whyman. the Corps Bosun for Quicksilver who
wa' skippenng the I (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Re~t entry, howed that
he did kno"' how to lay on a proper party - o beers,JU t cheese and wme,
\ef\' impres,ive. 15 Sig Regt started with team games, but this slowly
detcnorated into get the birthday girl wet; oh what the hell get all the girls
wet!! But the jackets and ties came out for the 11 Sig Regt entertainment,
as the bounders entertained us all in an impressive manner.

Overall Winners
15 Sig Regt receiving the Dickenso~ Telescope .
The long haired one is permanent Staff Skipper Paul Lockhart

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records)

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090-.Welfare ecretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
.
.
All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to t~e Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royals1gnals.army.0rg.uk/museum/rsa.htm
7'he

Asfiso~iation com11111ni~ares with its branches and individual members rhrough .the pages ofThe Wire. which contains accounts 0 r Branch arffiairs

~

we 11 as a 01ecast of Association evems.

a
Bra11ch. Secretaries_ are a ked to ~heck that their. Br<_mc!1 m~mb~r . receive .sufficiem copies of The Wire. Associatio11 HQ can arrcm e for co ies to be
dehve1ed 111 b1'.lk to Bw11ch Secretanesforfimh.er d1stribu11011 this is convement: ir helps us save on postage .
g
p
~ates of B/Gnch evems can always be published "' The Wire and should be submined to the Editor. We also welcome /euers, requests to contact old
co 1rad~s and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope rhat each Branch will co111rib111e a short acco11111 of its activities. pre'erabl)• wirh
p110tog1aphs, ar least once a year.
J'

if

NEWS FROM THE AO's DESK
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General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: ii.rs J. 'icholson

Branch news: Good new for all those who served in 260 ig qn Roy Andrews has launched an OCA for you! For more detail contact
Roy at; ·Mooring ', 7 The Heath, South Tankenon, Whitstablc, Kent CTS
3HJ_. Gerry Hunt ha started a Branch in Doncaster. Anyone interested in
JOmmg the Branch should contact Gerry at; 36 Victoria Rd , Bentley,
Doncaster, S York DN5 OHA.
Contributions to 'The Wire': May I appeal for more contribution for
the Association's section in 'The Wire', especially from Branches. This i
your m~gazinc but we cannot invent new to insert. ews, lelter , photos
and articles are all welcome. lf you are one of the several members who
have been reunited with an old pal recently, give us the tory - it might
enco~rage others to try. Jf you have an interesting story/anecdote of your
tune m the Corps , don't die wi th it untold write now
'W here did you serve?' scheme: Whil t J am o~ly too pleased to help
trac~ former Id pa ls, member hould appreciate that I am not permitted
to disclose addre c and telephone number without pennis ion of tho e
concerned. What . l can do is to ascertain if any particular per on i a
m~mber, then mv1tc those inquiring 10 write to him/her via RHQ , where l
will forward the letter to the current addre . Alternatively, I can telephone
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

the per on being sought and a k pennis ion for his/her telephone number
to be given 10 the eeker. My advert on ~eletext at the end of July brought
everal dozen reque t for forn1 to reg1 ter - many from Life Members
from whom we had not heard for a decade or two (50 years in the ase of
Mr L. Golding from Cra,~ford .in D_artford). The scheme was recently
a?le to help reumte Joe Smith wtth hi. old pal from the forn1er Pale tine
Sig Regt. Ken Cheeseman. A I enter members' det ils of ervice in the
Register, I can ee many obvious examples of where people served in the
ame unit at the ·ame time, and think, 'I bet they knew each other·. For the
want of a call or lcuer old pals can be put in touch.
Field of Remembrance: This year the Field of Rcmembran e at
We tminster Abbey, will open at 1130 on Thursday 5 ovember. when a
short service will be held. to which all members arc invited. It is
understood from Clarence Hou e that Her Maje ·t) Queen Elizabeth The
Queen Mother intends to open the Field, which will then remain open until
4pm 12 ovember.
with previou year . RHQ will lay a cro. son behalf
of all our branche . The Corps plot is number 57. near the West Gate. on
ict?ria treet. All tho. e a1tendi~1g are cordiall) im ite l 10 JOin the
Chairman. af~er the opening . for a hght lunch in Mer ury Hou~e. Duke of
York HQ , Kmg · Rd, hel.ea. •ledals to be worn at the discretion of the
holder.
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Th
ociation ' SO-Year Badge: Thi is a pre tigiou award and i
pre,ented to those who have 50 years ervice in the Corps/Association.
Th >e 50 yetm> are a combination of Regular/TA Cf\ ice and A01 E
participation within a Branch. Plea ·e note that be111g m . the
Corp ..1 s>ociation for 50 years al ne i 1 OT suffic ient. All apphcat1ons
for the award mu. Lcome from the hairman of one of om Branche:.
Ian Morri : I wa addcr.ed recently to learn that Ian had died. Those
who erved in 2 Inf/ mid Div ig Regt in Bird' ood Bks. Bunde i1~ the
mid 1970. might remember Ian (or ·Chuggie' as he was ometune
kno" n) . Ian ''a' the larger than life Movements/Leave Corporal in the
Orderl) Room. working alongside Frank Murphy John Pape Donny
Brough lf Holyoake Ba r ry Jack on Bill Deacon and myself. Len
Jeffery and then the late George Clark were the unfortunate
uperi.mending Clerk "ho had to bear our antics. The Adjutant was Capt
(now Lt Col) Derek Mclean .
hange of addr : How ad it is, when we write to our Life Members
only to ha,·e the envelope ·Returned to ender' as the per on no longer
Ii,· at the addre.s. Thi has al o happened when we try to contact o ld
pal for a reunion. Please let us know any change to your address .
ew Life Member : A warm welcome is extended to the following
new Life Members:Rank
Col
WOl (R
Sig
Dvr
Maj
Cpl
Sig
SS gt
Sig
Cpl
S!!t

wo2
W02
LCpl
Sgt
Cpl
LC pl
Cpl
Cpl
SS!!t

Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
Dvr
Cpl
Sgt
Sig
LCpl
Cpl

Lbc
Sgt
Sig
Lt Col
WOI
Capt
Maj
Maj
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Lt
Capt
Cpl
Cpl
Sgt
LC pl
LCpl
LC pl
Sig
Dvr
LC pl
Cpl
Sig
LCpl
Sgt
Cpl
Se.I

Maj
Cpl
Cpl
LC pl
gt
Sig
ig
Sgt
LC pl
Cpl
gt
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ame
Peter Mather
1) 1ike Wringe
John Walt
Roy ineham
teve Bre loff
Gordon Leggett
Albie Lewi
Jeffrey Morri
. D. Hand ·
Steve Kent
Jim Richardson
Bob Cook
R. F. Fletcher
J . Wal h
Andrew Hutchins
Richard Townsend
Jock Wornham
Bob Wishart
Steven Arm trong
Micky ewell
Anthony Simon
Andrew Elli
Stanley Knight
Derek Athron
Steven Simp on
S. Hyland
Derek Green
Jon Pailing
BG (John) Seymour
Angus Fletcher
orman Atkins BEM
John Teeter
Jim Brown
Colin Luckham
Eamonn Ori coll
Mick Besant
Jack Fiskel
Mike Martin
John McFarlane
Stan Vannan
George Camiichael
Duncan Noble
Geoff Pullen
Charlie Roost
Steve Wood
Bill Hamisworth
Paul Stickley
. Hudson
Terry Glover
Robbo Robinson
Len Brace
Allen James
Michael Law
Stuart McDermott
Andrew Helm
John Crier
Steven Williamson
R. G . Harrison BEM
M.A . Truran
Peter Allen
Alf Sheldon
Bryan Williams
Keith Tubman
Harry Jones
Tim Mo
Geoff Oates
Richard Taylor
Raymond Wood
Jim Carnegie

Bran ch
Bedford
RHQ
Cardiff
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
3 Div Sig
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Southampton
Southampton
Middx Yeomanry
RHQ
12/15118 AFSR
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
1 • lreland
South London
. Ireland
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
R HQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
R HQ
RHQ
RHQ
12115/ 18 AFS R
Bradford
Cauerick
Colchester
12/15/ 18 AFSR
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ

Readi ng
Reading
East London
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
Eastbourne
RHQ
Catterick

Service
1958-94
1961-84
1946-49
1942-47
1947-96
1950-55
1942-46
1974-98
1958-60
1982-98
1973-98
1964-98
1939-45
1946-49
1980-98
1985-98
1946-49
1957- 2
1989-98
1974-98
1988-98
1985-93
1942-46
1949-54
1984-98
1984-date
1950-52
1971 -77
1964-87
1920-47
1939-46
1947-49
1952-80
1974-98
1993-98
1965-98
1967-98
1964-98
1972-98
1960-98
1967-98
1993-98
1988-98
1975-98
1989-98
1952-74
1946-48
1950-52
1979-88
1947-49
1943-47
1992-98
1988-98
1984-98
1991-98
1985-98
1984-98
1970-82
1953-86
1944-47
1943-47
1951 -53
1968-97
1950-52
1950-52
1971-88
1950-52
1946-49
1964-88

gt
Cpl
WOI
W02
LCpl
L pl
LC pl
Cpl
Sgt
Cpl
Sig
Sig
WPte
Cpl
Cpl
W02
Cpl

Dave Fuller
Ian Clark
Paul Edward
Mick Heelan
Tony Hughes
Tony James
Mark Kerr
Antony Lythgoe
Graham Perch
D. C. Parker
Horace Wright
Eddie Rodger ·
Sylvia Mogielnicki
David Longfield
Harold ickson
William Buddery
Stan Kendrew

Catterick
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Norfolk
Australia
Au tralia
Australia
Au tralia
Au trali a
Au rralia
RHQ

1970-94
1987-98
1974-98
1974-98
1988-98
1986-98
1987-98
1988-98
1975-98
1942-46
'? ?- 1948
1960-72
1943-46
? ?- 1993
? ?- 1946
? ?- 1960
1939-45

the meeting was. WOI (RSM) John Howell-Walmesley who we
congratulate on bemg select~d for commis:.ioning and thank him and his
feJIO\~ members for allowing the Branch to hold our meetings and
functions 1n their Me s.
On. Saturday I August 1998 , the Branch had the _ple~urc of hosting for
!he third ye~r. a Curry Lunch for members of the lnchan Signals Association
m the WOs & Sgts Mess 19 (Mech) Bde HQ & Sig Sqn. The lunch was
allended by . ·ome _70 members and guests of both Branches. an enjoyable
occasion which, with the help of.our Social Secretary, Stan Perkin and Maj
Joe Crocker Secretary Indian Signals, cou ld be repeated next year.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
We were as delighted with the fine weather as must have been the Staff
and Officer Cadets of the RMA Sandhurst when we attended the Final
Rehearsal of the overeign' Parade in August. This occas ion expertly
arranged for us by Col 'Paddy' Verdon, is the highlight of our Summer
Programme and again we welcomed friends from Reading and
Southampton and more than forty early ri ers from Kent . Maj Hank
Langford, now retired, wa greatly mis ed, having provided us w ith a
well organised bar in the past. However, we end him and Gwen our very
best wishes. Summer having arrived at la t, after the Parade we enjoyed a
picnic near the lake.
When visiting the British Military Cemetary at Ca ino in June, Jane
K night wa urpri ed to find her e lf on a parade conducted by RSM
W illiams under the watchful eye of Lt Col Ron Chisholm. The Royal
Signal Wing at CISS Latina had come 10 watch over the Monte Ca ino
Veteran . Their presence, which included an immaculate Staff Sergeant,
wa a great credit to the Corps. Everyone wa impressed. T here is nothing
like a bit of well pre ented Corps wank to impre other Regiment .
At the Annual Reunion at Blandford our Standard wa carried by Fred
B r id ges , our newly appointed and very able Standard Beare r. We are now
looking forward to our Autumn Curry Luncheon. This will be he ld on
Sunday 4 October at the Army Golf Club, Aldershot. The time, 1230 for
lpm , the cot £ 12 excluding wine. Thi i a very ocial occasion. We hope
friends wi ll join u . name and cheque by 28 Septe mber to Peter Sh a r pe ,
6 Ro more Gardens, Aldersbot. GU 11 3XF.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
Came the merry month of May and we had a Quiz. We were delighted
to welcome six members from 884 Troop . To prove that the quality of
intellect i as good as ever it wa thei r team that nearl y won the Quiz ! But
it went to a tie-breaker and P hil , And y and Steven just managed to win.
To speak of food in June we had our annual Cheese and Wine tasting.
Gordon a lways choo es the wine and Aud rey gets the cheese. We had
thirteen different kinds of cheese Lo taste. Many thank to you both . ' Joe
Soap' naturally wanted wild camel cheese. No such thing we aid. ' Joe'
persi ted and finally we took him to a zoo where he could milk a camel.
' Joe' then became rather quiet.
ext came Blandford and ye , nine of u , including your humble scribe,
went in a little mini-bus. The weather was very ki nd , the museum wa
transformed and the shows were a good as ever. As a one time member of
5 I Hi ghland Division, nothing please me more than the Pipes and Drums
and their gentle pad pad pad, but we must not forget the massed bands and
White Helmet who were splendid .
In July we laid on an 'experience'. It was a profe sional show and of
course we had to pay. It was fa ntastic with joint slide projector that slid
over each other and was accompanied by music . It wa based on
Monument Valley and the Lake Di strict. Some thing none of us had een
before. It was fascinating how the two projector worked.
Member ship : Our Commillee has been having a member hip drive. We
are delighted to welcome ten new me mber including eight from 884
Troop.
Annual Dinner & D an ce 14 November 1998: Our Committee is now
working hard arranging our annual din ner and dance . The disco was a
smash hit last year and we have booked it again. La L year many people
were unlucky and could not get tickets. It looks as though it will be
another ell-out th is year. We had a problem w ith decanters but a
benefactor gave us a quarter of a dozen in c ut cry ta l so now we are OK .
Incidentall y A!.!. reservations must be accompanied by the money - even
fo r ' Joe Soap '!

CATTERICK & DISTRICT BRANCH
Our meeting in June 1998 saw the presentation of the 50-Year Badge to
four of our stalwart members. Badges were awarded to J ohn Baker,
Henry J ennings, Bill Lerigo and Stan P erkin . The presentation was
carried out by the Branch President , Maj ick Pope as isted by the
Branch Chairman , Maj Bill Ba rnes who gave a resume of each of the
recipients careers whilst serv ing, and their contribution 10 the well being
of the Association and the Catterick Branch in particul ar. A l o present al
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.
T~e Recipients ?fthe 50-Year Badge
(L:-R): Bill Lerigo, Stan Perkin, Henry Jennings, John Baker

CORNWALL BRANCH
It se.e ms an age since our inaugural meeting on 31 January this year so it
really is time we got our e lves on the map. Having moved from being a
member of the largest branch of the Asso iation to an area that had no
repre entation at all it was obv ious that ometh ing had to be done . A chat
with Peter Cuckow set the ball rolling. Contact wa made with ome of
the old and bold west of the Tamar, Ron Moyse who seems to know
everyone 111 Cornwall who erved in the Corps and Mr Bertolucci who
be111g a stalw'.1fl of the_ Royal British Legion in Truro was a great help with
contact a~d 111format1.on. Advert 111 the local press plus an invitation to a
hv.e 111terv1ew on Radio Cornwall and su~denly the phone started to ring.
W11.h111 a very hort time pan we had a h t of 20 name and we were in
bu mess. Due to.geography it was decided to hold the inaugural meeting
111 the Royal Bnt1sh Legion in Truro a thi wa more or les central.
On the day I I good men and true turned up and we were off to a good
start. Lt Col ' Bob' Peake BEM our area representative was kind e nough
to come down and give the newly commi sioned Branch the benefit of hi
know ledge regarding the up to date situ ation in the A sociation . Being the
onl y TOT pres~nt John F ield ' volunteered ' to take the post as Treasurer
and Cathy Gwumell kindly offered her excellent secretarial kills to look
after the joined up writing e tc.
So there Y?~1 have ~t, w_e are on the map , meeting every two months at
the Royal Bnu h Legion 111 Truro, anyone down thi way on holiday w ill
alway be a ured ofa warm welcome. The mile on ·Jock' Elliot's face in
the photo is d~e to the fac t that he won the raffle that day, he did buy all the
member a dnnk at the meeting.

EAST KENT BRANCH
The first event in June ended as the coach with 41 members in a
omn?lent mo?<l retu~ed to pick. up their cars at Antrum Lodge at 7 .30pm
afl~r a most mterestmg and en3oyable day at Bletchley Park. We had
arrived at Bletchley about midday and were met and escorted into the
Ballroom of the Mansion and given a short brief of the building by our
Guide, John (who's Grandf~Lher had been a garde~er 10 the Leon family).
He th.e~ took us on an hour .tour around the outside of all the buildings,
descnbmg wh~L had gone o~ mside. The tour ended appropriately enough
at. 1. Sig Sqn s (V) Recru1t111? tent, because the park was staging its
Military Weekend for the public with all sorts of Military re-enactmenls
vehicles and equipment.
'
The group the.n di ~r ed to go around many displays, but most entered
Faulkner House 111 which each room is devoted 10 a particular aspect of the
e~forts to break the G_erman Crypto System based on Enigma, Lorenz or
Siemens machines. Did you know that our uccess in doing this all staned
111 Poland or that they are rebui ldi ng the First Computer Colossu . If you
have not been we thoroughly recommend a visit.
The Blandf?rd Reunion on 27/28 June was attended by over twenty
members. Whilst ll was not hot, at least it remained dry and everyone
eemed to en3oy themselves. On the Saturday morning, as an additional
fe~ture there was a Princ~ss Royal's .Birthday Parade by JI Sig Regt. The
dnll was exei:nplary d~splle (or P<? s1bl.Y bec~use of) all their training and
rehearsals bemg done 111 the evening 111 the1r own time. John Raymond
(Eas.1 Kent ~em~r) wrote to say how impressed he was with our young
soldiers. their politeness and friendliness. Those members who have not
been to Blandford for ome time might like think of going next year. not
on~ y '.1fC the soldiers impre sive but o is the camp now that mo 1 of the
buildmgs have been completed.
. Sunday l ~ July 23 members braved the summer weather to visit the
B1dd~nden Vineyard. Our two reporters were unanimous in the praise for the
way m w~ch Mr Jenks the vi neyard guide and mentor made the mo t of the
v1 it despite the fact that it rained throughout. A first cla s meal which must
have ausfi~ the mo t ravenous of appetites was served and instead of going
out t~ the vmes th~ parry were conducted round the Winery, where Mr J enks
descnbed t~e enure process of making wines and cider. Which prompted
Donald Crisp to reflect that our members are not without initiative.

Sadly Harr y Howlett pa ed away on 16 June 1998 . Our sincere
condolence go to Irene and her family.
ew M embers: We are delighted to welcome M r G raha m and trs
Lynn Jolly of A hford , al o M aj (Retd) C athe rine (Kae) P ascoe-Price
of Roche ter.

GLASGOW BRANCH

COTSWOLD BRANCH
.Our July. and A ugust meeting. have been reasonably well attended in
spite of holiday etc. Severa l member. attended the Reunion at Blandford
at. the end of June and everyone wa mo t impre sed with the Arena
Displays and in particu lar the 'White Helmets ' who eem to oet better and
~cue~ each year. T he main topic of our la t two meeti1~g has been
1ecrn1t men1 and we have now compiled a · ew letter ' to oo to all the
recently retired Signallers in our Area with an offer of no ub cription till
next year. We are also considering a spot on G loucestershire Radio and in
mher 1.ocal media with the hope that some of the ex- ignallers will come
and JOm u at The Victory Club, Cheltenham on the econd 1\1e day each
month at 7.30pm.
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The West of Scotland. Dunkirk Veteran (Glasgow Branch) invited
RSA G.lasgow Br~ch. members to attend, wit1' the Branch Standard . a
Memonal .and Ded!cauon se~1ce at Balloch , and the laying up of their,
Standard 111 the 1ransepl ol. Jame town Pari h Church . mong the
member of our Branch attend mg were A lf Shevill the Veteran President
and R oddie H endrie , their standard bearer for 26yr . On aturday there
wa a hon ervice on Loch Lomond, aboard the Skylark, (One of the
m~ll boat that rescued troop from the be.ache at Dunkirk). Poppy petal
we1 e cattered over the water of the loch 111 memory of those who did not
return .. Sunday aw the ch urch ervice with the Chaplain of the Fleet and
the Mm1 ter of the church officiating, at the dedication of the Dunkirk
Tran .ept, and lay mg up of the Standard . After which the proce ion led by
the pipe and drums marched past the saluting base with F iona S tuart
(Daughter, of the late Brig A. Pearson) taking the alute.
Ten of our members managed the journey LO the re-union . Our thanks 10
the Corp Staff and member:. with the as istance of P eter uckow. We
had a very enjoyable weekend, with vLit to the mu eum. Thi scribe
pas, ed on to Dr. T hwa ites the wr!t1en materi~I and photograph. gathered
froi;i member who ha~ served 111 Royal 1gnals hip ignal e'tions
dunn$ WW2 . Dr Thwm~es had v? l unte~red to coll~te the item 10 place
them .m the mu e um arch1 es and. 1f po s1ble. put a display in the mu . cum
howmg the role played by them, in every major a sauh landing of WW2 .
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Our member. ''om:: particular!) impress<..-<l by the displa) of drill and
mar'hing of the unit. taking part in th~ Princess Ro) al Du~ parade. 1110 e
of u;. \\ho attend •d
Drill lnstructon. courses \\'Ith .the Gua~s.
durinl! our ,cnice. congr.ttulate the Royal S hool of Signal Dnll
In. tructors. and Corp~ 1cmben., on an excellent displny. and th~ high
~tandard a 'hicvt•d. The arena e\'ent were a a.lways on a par with the
tandard. ,, e have come to ex pee•. Our enjoyment had the added attraction
that the Branch tandard Bearer. Bill 'lei amara. won t~e tandard
Bearers contest. at only his second attempt. The hours of pracuce. with the
assistance of our Branch Chaim1an, Bill Taylor , w~re all wort.h~ htle .
Conoratulatton to both Bill' . After ome banter. wlueh he took 111 good
part~ the R l\•1 managed to get some order. in the rank of all the
sociation members a embled on parade pnor to the march _pa I. He
e\entuall\ oned it out. We managed to put a good ·how for him at the
oaluting base. Thu~ making a very relieved and, we hope happy RSM . Om
thank. to all in\'Olved in arranging our tay; we look forward to the 1999
reunion .
The committee arranged a trip by coach to Oban on 25 July for
members and friend . with high tea arranged at a hotel. The weather could
have been kinder, but between a trip round the local distillery and cup of
tea in cafes we managed to avoid the rain . howe~. A vi .i t to the small
mu,;eum named WAR and PEACE was very mtere tmg. The war
memorial had been re tored and victims of the Falklands had been a?ded.
The re ident are now building another memorial of large tone , with. an
engine and a propeller representing the bow of the underland Flymg
Boat . whose crew members lo t their lives whilst operating from that
area. It "ill have their name on a plaque inserted in the tone front.
On the return journey Jim 1cMillan, Branch ocial Convenor. gave
ever}one a return of two pounds which he sa ed on the trip. It was _a
plea ant urprise. Thanks Jim for your effort and arrangement . A - he ts
our new ocial Convenor we look forward 10 more urpn e . Future
e\'ents arranged include a vi ii by coach to Edinburgh Ca I.le to ee the
Beatino of Retreat by the ma sed band of the RBLS (Scotland). A
CounaY and We tern night , and the St. Andre\ 's Dinner Dance, plus
whatever el e Jim dream up.

co·.

rea on our Branch Standard ' as not available for the Parade. This was
most regrettable . ext year we will have to plan a little bit_ better. Tho~e
attending were glad, once again, to renew acquaintance wtth WOl Btll
Ogden and wit h their many friends from other Branches who meet up
each year. Greeting to all our cross-water fnends. Sec you all next y~ar.
Our thanks to Jim Reilly, for once again look mg after the Blandl ord
a ving fund, 10 Assistant Treasurer John Lucas and Edgar, McCall for
a sisting with transport arrangements and of co~r e to our ever on the
ball· Hon ec. lan Wolfe for his overall supcrv1 ton of the arrangements.
Our in itation is still open to any serving Regu lar. TAYR or ex- Regu lar or
ex-T YR. male or female to come and join us any third Wednesday
evening in Clonavcr TAYR Centre Bel fa l.

PETERBOROUGH BRANCH
The photograph shows Branch members and wives who attended the
recent Annual General Meeting

(L-R) Standing: Reg Briggs (Branch Standard Bearer),
Bill Judson, George Hopkinson, Alistair Dunn,
Col Ken Smith OBE TD DL Branch President, Barry Archer,
George Parker. Brian Overlandy Bob Rogers, Graham Pollard,
Gordon Peach.Tony Burley, Eric Ormond, Gilbert C?avey, Harry Lee
(L-R) Sitting: Mrs Margaret Briggs, Mrs Dorc1e Rowland,
Mrs Catherine Lee, Mrs Wynne Hopkinson ,
Mrs Margaret Smith, Mrs Maureen Burley,
Bob Rowland the Branch Chairman was wielding the camera.
Member . wives and guests are presently preparing for their ummer
ocial event which thi year is to be a coach trip to the Ffolkes Arms at
Hillington for lunch. Then it will be on to visit the 21st Anniversary Year
of the Sight and Sound pectacular at Thursford, located west of
Fakenham in orfolk.

READING BRANCH
J asked a friend from another Branch, if he contributed material to The

NEWCASTLE BRANCH
Regardless of a personal request made to Mr Apology by the
As i tant Editor of 'THE WIRE', and in spite of promises made by
1r Apology and hi compatriots to the Assistant Editor of 'THE
WIRE', during the Reunion Weekend, there are still no notes from
the ewcastle Branch. Come 011 ewcastle, where are they?

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
Trying to write about something that is already two months old and
which '~ill not be published for a further two months, can be difficult.
However. we have no difficulty in remembering the excellent talk we had
at our June meeting. Capt Lynn Burrell , 15 Sig Regt. presented a picture
of Bosnia as seen through the eye of someone who was actively involved
in keeping communications going in pile of many difficulties. Having,
previously. only heard report of Bosnia on radio and TV we were given a
very different perspective in great detail and excellently presented . Our
older, or should I say - longer serving members, were also very impressed
by the ultra modern equipment used Lo illustrate the talk, particularly the
computer linked to the overhead projector, but then that's the Royal
Signals, bang up to date. We are grateful to Capt Burrell and the CO 15
Sig Regt, credit must also go co RSM John Black , 40 Sig Regt , for
arrangmg the!>e talks for us.
V ell in spite of all sorts of travel difficulties, such as who needed
tran\port, who wished to travel independently. who would arrive at
Blandford at what time, what meals each per~on wished to have etc. etc. a
total of eleven eventually arrived in Blandford, eight, including Chairman
Tom '.\.1aguire, by minibus (kindly arranged by MTO 40 Sig Regt (V),
whtl\t three travelled independently. Due to an emergency, Vice-Chairman
John Loveda , was unable to make ii. Unfortunately for some unknown
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Wire and he replied that he could ubmit the ame 'stuff' every time with
ju t the date changed. I thought we were different until last_ night when the
Branch comm ittee approved the programme for 1999 and 1t looks awfully
similar to 1998 and 1997. The running of our Branch for the past 28 year
has been in the afe hands of a small, dedicated coterie . Everything
organi ed to the last detail, run like clockwork.
The other day I saw an old gentleman sporting tl1e Corps Tie. 1
introduced myself and for the next hour he told me all about himself, his
personal tragedy, and then about his war ervice as one of the force sent lo
Hamburg to try to capture 'Lord Haw Haw'. What an exploit! Yet he wa
too shy or proud in his need , to make contact with the Association.
We can't find you younger members. Where are you young ·uns? You
are among us , all around us, but 1 don't think you know where we are. We
don't have premises. Sure, we can be found under 'Clubs and
A sociation ' in the Library. Do you know that. .... and would you look
there? We want all ex R. Signals (including TA) who li ve near to Reading
to know that there wil l be a warm welcome- and particularly to chose who
would like to help run our Branch. What's in it for you? Well take next
year. . ... we've planned four Branch Saturday Lunch meeting in pubs. the
Branch Annual Reunion Dinner, a Chri tmas Social, a Summer Barbecue,
an informal dinner, and vi its to nearby Branches ' dinners; Sovereign 's
Parade rehearsal, and many other trips including one to the Corps
Reunion . Every two month we send out newsletters to over I JO members ,
and there's a lot of copying, folding and sticking on of stamps to be done .
If you are not already computer literate you may well oon become so.
What have we done recently? Most recently ome of our chaps went to
Blandford Forum and were delighted by the spectacle of the Royal School
of Signals' Princess Royal Day Parade. They admitted lo having t~ken
their own picnic lunch. We were streaks ahead in the Aldershot Quiz at
halftime but failed to get a point afterward . The visit to Bletchly Park was
memorable ..... we recommend a vi it. For more detail about our Branch
contact:
Alan E . Foot
96 Chiltern Cre cent, Earley, READING RG6 I AN
Tel/Fax: 01189 26 1952. lnternet:
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SHETLAND BRANCH
ASSOC IATION CHAJRMAN AT 600 ORTH
On Thursday 16 July Gen Alan Yeoman a.tTived in hetland to visit
Branch r~embers ~ n~ see something of 'Da Aald Rock.' There had been a
(large) hiatus 111 hi s JOumey north , but we have agreed to let him tell that
story. (once his letter of fire & damnation has reached the Boardroom ~f
British Airways). Maj (TOT) David Collins, Branch Chairman, was on
hand to conduct the General and his travelling companion, Maj Ronnie
Sampson. up the road to Lerw ick, ".'ith a sl ight diversion tu sightsee the
w~~-coa ton the way. It was a glonou ly sunny afternoon. and the large
mm1~us (kmdly loaned by Shetl~nd AC.F), driven by Maj Richard
lla.m tlton , Branch Secre1ary. prov_1ded a~ ideal viewing-platform for the
v1s1tor . Once a base was estabhshe? 111 the Lerw ick Hotel the pa n y
~i1oved on. ~ne~y to ,the RBL.S Lerwick , to meet the remaining Branch
stalwarts , 1.c . Eb1e Moncrieff late OWL of 4 Para Bde Sigs Arnhem
1944, ' Robbie' Bremner a 1950s National Service Tele Tech, David
Edwards late WO I (Fo fS) , and Howard Loates late SSgt TE Tech. John
Copeland was absent on orwegian Duty. However, Gen Alan met him
at umburgh Airport the next day. The whole party repaired to the hotel
for a meal and a few drinks. A thoroughly good time was had by all.

Visit of the President of the RSA to the Shetland Branch
(L-R): Maj R. A. Hamilton, The Chairman, Mr. H. Loates,
Maj D. B. Collins, Maj R. Sampson, Mr J. Moncrieff,
Mr. R. Bremner, Mr. D, Edwards
In the morning, which was a bit grey and breezy. a substantial Scotti h
breakfast prepared the visitors for the leisurely 25 mile drive to Sumburgh
Head L1ghchou e. There, surrounded by pectacular land and sea view ,
and much to his delight , the General wa able to photograph . from
extremely close range, ome of the thousands of Puffin that populate the
rocky cliffs around the Light. Souvenir shopping filled the time before the
vi itors had to board the aircraft for the first leg of the journey outh . The
problem on that part of the trip will no doubt be added to the
aforementioned letter to British Ainvay . It wa a brief but enjoyable vi it
by Gen Alan , who was on form a alway but one that allowed him to
enjoy some of the ights of the I land , and to ample the ho pitality of the
Shetland Branch. Any Association vi itor to Shetland will always be
made welcome. though we cannot alway guarantee uch YIP treatment.
Providing we know when folk are coming, omething can be arranged.
Our Branch meets in the RBLS Lerwick on the econd Thur day of each
month at I 900 hrs. Or you can call our Secretary on 01595-692043 (am) or
01950-431545 (pm) . ·

56DIVISION
(CITY OF LONDON SIG ALS)
OCA
LADIES JGHT
.56 Div (City of London Signals) Branch held their Ladies ight at the
Wish Tower Hotel. Eastbourne on 4 April. Some 60 members attended it.
The guest of honour was Jim Law in recognition of the effort he had put
111 over the last x number of years organising the Eastbourne event on
behalf of the Motor Cycle Display Team - a task he has now relinquished.
The excellent meal was followed by a riveuing speech by Jim. and a disco
cons1stmg of many old favourites of the I 940/50s and 6(h. The traditional
stroll along the promenade the next day was a welcome way of bracing
oneself for the JOUrney home for those who had stayed the night.

KALAMATE 1998
by E. C. Harrison OBE, MC, BEM
. A large contingent of veteran of the Greek Campaign 1940/41 , their
wives and rclauves flew out to Kalamate on Sunday 17 May 1998. Their
reason was to at~end a Ceremony of Remembrance that takes place on a
conve111e nt date 111 May as near as possible to the 28th of April when the
Battle of Kalamate took place. The Municipality of Kalamate and the
Brotherhood of the Veteran of the Greek Campaign 1940/41 shared the
cost of a marble monument in memory of the British , Australian. ew
Zealand , Cypriot and Greeks who fell in the battle, were taken as pri oners
of war or who escaped to continue the fight. The Remembrance ervice
takes place at thi monument, the scene of some of the fiercest fighting
dunng the battle and near to where a ew Zealand soldier won the
Vi.ctoria Cro s. The ite is a very short di tance from the port and the old
ratl~ay station . On Tue day 19 May. our group was welcomed with a
mthtary march played by the Municipality ofKalamate's brass band and a
salute by the soldiers of the 9th Training Battalion. Waiting at the
Monument were representatives of the Greek armed force . of the
Governor of Me sines, of the Municipality of Kalamate, a clergymen of
the Holy Metropoli of Me sinas. a Greek veteran and Greek families of
veterans. The ceremony opened with the President of the Brotherhood of
the. Veteran of the Greek Campaign 1940/41 - Edwin Horlington ipvmg the reason for the a embly. He stressed that with the passing of
time the numbers of Y~l~ran able to attend would dwindle. He expre ed
the hope that the c111zens of Kalamate would continue with the
Remembrance when there were no more Veteran left to travel to
Kalamate. The clergymen of the Holy Metropoli of Me sinas led the
prayer that included the special Greek prayer for the fallen. Thi was
followed by the Oration given by Edgar Harri on . Last Po t wa
followed by a minute of silence then came Reveille. What memories mu t
have flooded back during the quietude of the silence, particularly to tho e
who had not vi ited Kalamate ince the fateful days in April 1941.
Wreaths were laid at the Monument by repre entatives of each of the
Greek armed force and the Municipality of Kalamate followed b'
wreath on behalf of the Brotherhood of Veterans, the Widow . the SAS,
the RAF Regiment and the British Ambassador to Greece.

TAYSIDE AND FIFE BRANCH
Some nineteen members of the Branch accepted the kind invitation
from the OC, Capt John Mayson , to visil the Satellite Ground tation at
Balado Bridge, Kinro s on 10 Augu t 1998. The vi it began with our
normal meeting followed by a guided tour of the station that the member
found very intere ting, although the kit that wa seen was ·new to them' .
The evening was rounded off with a pleasant time in the bar and Frank
Smith thanked the ho t for their warm welcome to our members.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
Recently we have become nomads, having had to change our venue
several times in the past few months. However, we have etl led now into
n ear~r our original env ironment. By courte y of the Duke of Wellington's
Regiment we meet on the last Friday of every month at 2000 hours in
Hounslow Barracks, Beaver Lane. Hounslow. All serving and retired
members of the Corps are welcome to attend but names should be
ub1niued to our Secretary to be added to our nominal roll for security
purposes.
Our Annua l Dinner & Dance will be held at the Houn low Civic Centre
on Friday 16 October 1998 at 7 for 7.30pm . We hope Members of other
Branche will join us. The cost is£ 18 per head exclusive of wine. a mes,
wnh cheques to Cliff Wood . I 2 Village Way. Ashford, Mx, TW 15 2LB .
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In hi. speech, the Mayor of Kalamate gave thanks to all who fought. He
hoped to ee the Veterans for many more year and ga\e an assuranc • that
Kalamate would continue to remember when there were no more Veterans
left. The imple yet deep!) mO\'ing service ended with the BJes,ing given
by the clergyman of the Holy Metropolis of Mcssma. followed'bv the
Greek
ational
nthe~1. This service had hown. yet again: the
togethernes of the Bnt1sh and Gn!ek people. After the scnicc the
Municipality of Kalamate pro' ided an excellent open-air lunch near to the
old railway sHltion.
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KOREA 1950 - 51, RECALLED
The vear 1997 became for me. significant. for it emotional ~foliYery of
e\'ent : The cataly t which made everytlung follow and formed the
key.tone holding the whole ·tructure togeth~r w~ m_y goo_d fortune. 11!
"inning a holidn) in ustralia. The connect1~g hnk m their happenmg
,eemed nlmo't de. igned, a if the f1pal a. t~und~n~ outc?me had, been
orJained. On reflection it brought to mmd K1 met and all that that

Pi::-

implie ·
K
·
t 1950 1' a
lt began on a hot humid afternoon in Hong ong_ m ugus
·
dut\ Cipher Op \\hen a four part Flash crypt came Ill and became the first
of many urgent :ignal culminating in the de patch of 27_lnf Bde to Korea.
Gen Dougla :\-lacArthur's word read- ·For God sak~. end us
omething.
Battalion today is worth a Brigade tomorrow. "".hen th~
rgyll and Sutherland Highlander together Will~ The . 11ddlesex
Re';;iment were joined by The 3rd Bn Ro):al Australian R~g1menl they
be;ame the 27th British Commonwealth Bngadc. U~dcr Br~g B.A:Coad .
the\ were 10 prove the mo t reliable formation of Bngade size dunng. the
iweh·e months of the three year war. lt was the fir. t ' uch UN action.
ot Jong after our arrival. my fellow operator wa. killed whe~1 a . orth
Korean p found our range. Thi tragedy bT?ught a. further 1111~ Ill ':11~
equence. It brought an essential replacement m the form of Sgt Lucky
tulford of BCOF ignal based at Kure. _Japan. He wa to stay unlll a R
jg Op could arrive. ·Lu ky' wa Au traha~ born and a great character. l
milke the point becau e a number of 3 Bn ca ualtte
OK w.ere UJ<;
familie . A rather poignant factor. We were all . orry when Lucky
returned 10 Japan. \ hen he did o we were ull m
Korea b~l
leap-frogging ·outhward . We were re1I7ati~g in .the face of Gen Lm
Paol 4th Fd Army. Ironically the People Liberation Army which l ha_d
een mentioned in Hong Kong mes age when we anx1ou ly watched his
progres· toward the Sino-Briti h border. The ~reat he_po ed then created
~de there as
the original need to reinforce the colony' garn on takmg
part of 40 Inf Div. The change of venue found us all m a ho~ war ~ut m
winter temperatures that were to plunge to 40 below. Subtly different.
Then in March this year, i r s Olwyn Green , who e husband was CO of
3 RAR when he w killed, was anxious 10 speak to ex-mei:nbers of ~7
Bde. She\ as carrying out r earch for a history of the Au trahan forces m
Korea . l wrote to her with some anecdote and we spoke on the_ phone
when he came to the UK. Thi contact came about through Bnt1sh and
Australian Korea eteran A ociations. When I heard that r had won t.he
holiday I immediately wondered if it could po_sibly lead to a meeung with
Mrs Green. Taking the much les likely pos 1b1hty factor mto account. I
al 0 wondered if it would prove po sible to meet 'Lucky'_. He 1!1ay not be
alive! [n any case Au tralia wa a formidable hay tack m which to find
uch a mall needle. l sent details of my holiday to Olwyn and crossed my
finger .
My wife H azel and I had hardly arrived in our Sydne_y hotel. when the
phone rang. Years had tempered the voice but l knew 1mmed1ately that
'Lucky' was very much alive. Thanks to ex-signaller ·Nobby' Clark, he
had been found. As Vice-Pre idem of the AKVA he managed to use the
network to locate him. A meeti ng was arranged and at Sydne~(s busy ferry
terminal we met. A milling throng of pa engers was witness to our
emotional re-union . 'Lucky, had travelled 600 miles. I had flown halfway
round the world. Our embrace spanned 47 year and the archway that
started all tho e years ago was now complete. During our. tay w~ were
royally entertained. The Returned Services League club m Paddmgton
ew South Wale , was the scene of a gathering of AKVA members ~d
their wives that amazed Hazel and l. ft wa so warm-hearted and genume.
Rapport wa instant - we were famil)'.. It was ~ surprise to meet ex-FofS
Cyril Holman again. Our last m~ung was m f-!.erfo~d where he was
completing an exchange tour m 7 Sig Regt followmg his Part U Course.
Some readers may recall that he drove a Humber Super Snipe (c1~ca 61. 62). We have been told that we mu l return in 2000. Accommodation will
be arranged. It will be the 50th anniversary of the Korean War, an
evocative time for all. We left for home overwhelmed by the generou way
we had been received. Al the heart of this is the generou nature of
Au tralian people and underpinning the whole was the bond linking old
soldiers who have shared bad times and found mutual regard and respect.
Officially, we call it 'Comradeship.'
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MONTE CASSINO:
THEY CAME TO A MONASTERY
By Richard Flemington
The author was a young officer in the Royal ig.nals during World War
II. and in the early battles witnessed the des~ructmn of the Bened1ct1~e
monastery of Monte Cassino from Monte 1 rocch10. a huge _mounta111
directly facing the itc. After the second battle he volunteered fo1 a ~ost1ng
a Officer Commanding a Royal Signals Independent ecuon, scrvmg the
98th. Field Royal Artillery. (SP). the Surrey and ~ sex Yeomanry:. Queen
Mary'
Regiment. The 98th. cons1st~d ol three . b~ttenes of
· elf-Propelled' Artillery. known as ·Priest Gun . which, linked with the
1 1. Canadian Armoured Brigade'. three regiments of tan~s. operated 111
the Liri Valley. the most fo1ward area below the monastery itself.
.
Richard Flemington believed that there wa ~ gap m the vano~s
accounts of this historic conflict which needed fillmg._ So he wrote this
book. de crib ing how a wide variety of ranks and nations felt and C?nducted themselve - during the frequent violent eng~gem7nt ; _and after
which. if they were lucky. they continued to live and function w1th111 their
military unit . Wounded and dead comrades were. an almost daily
occurrence. and the casualty rate throughout tho e fighting was enormous.
The four battles of Monte Cassino have been compared with the mo~t
horrific encounters of World War I: e en Hitler himself subscribed to this
opinion. and it i generally considered that the battles of the Somme an.d
Pas chendale were the only equivalent in violence and. slaughter. This
book illu trates what it wa like to play a role m the vru-1ous auempts to
capture !lie mona tery of Monte Cassino. ot from the point of view of the
variou high-ranking officer who directed tl1e strategy of th~ battle .'often
from a comparatively afe di tance, but rather from the point o~ view of
those who bore the brunt of the fighting and who actually achieved the
final victory.
.
.
Young people will find their interest arou ed by readmg o.f what their
father and grandfathers endured in thi s famou conflict. Cas mo vetera~s
will feel a"ain the no talgic memories of the quality of the camaraderie
that exi ted during the conflict. and which, for many, will never fade.
Co t: £9.25 including p&p

(Richard Flemi11g1011, 3a. Prospect Place, Barnstaple, DEVONSHIRE,
EX32 9AS. Tel: 01271 378354)

REUNION
COMBINED
TRAFFIC/TOT & YofS/FofS
CONVENTION
24 - 26 MARCH 1999 RHEI DAHLEN GERMA Y
The Convention will take place in Rheindahlen from the 24-25
March. HQ ARRC will co-ordinate it and 16 Signal Regiment will
kindly host it.Outline of events:
* 24 March - personnel arrive and book in. Evening drinks and
fork supper.
• 25 March - convention commence. Formal Dinner Night in the
evening.
• 26 March - convention continues - disperse at lunchtime.All
serv ing Traffic Officers, TOTs, Yeomen and Foremen are welcome
to attend . There may be limited space available for retired
per onnel. Travel costs will lie where they fall - within individual
Unit budgets. The individual cost, for those attending, is expected
to be in the region ofDM 120.00 (approximately £40.00). This will
cover the Formal Dinner Night, photograph, all other meals and
coffee and biscuits.Point of contact:
Maj W. Ri tchie
G6 Branch , HQ ARRC
BFP040
Tel: JHQ Mil 5343
Fax: JHQ Mil 5481
Civil Access: (0049) (0) 2161 565 (extn)
E-Mail:
Convention Web Site:
The Web Pages will be updated on a regular basi a planning
progresses. This will be the last Convention of this Millennium and
attendance will be limited by the seating capacity at the forma l
dinner night that is expected to be 150 personnel. Book early to
avoid disappointment. Although individual enquiries are welcome,
bids to attend should be co-ordinated through Units.

'CAN YOU HELP'
To mark the Millennium, BT has commissioned AQ&DJ Publications
to re earch. write and publish a new book on the hi tory_of static
Military communications from the days of bonfires on hilltops to
21 t century, state of tl1e art, electronics.
The Editor Don Bridoe, would like to hear from readers who have
been involved in any aspects of fixed military communica~ons before,
during and after WW2. Personal anecdotes or experiences
- lighthearted, humourou , sentimental or exc1t111g dating back to before, during or after WW2 , the Cold War,
the Falklands or the Gulf would be of particular interest.
Reader hould write to:
The Editor
AQ&DJ Publications
I West Street
Tavistock
DEVON
PLl9 8DS
Tel: 01822 613577
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260 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The Squadron had its fir t re-union and meeting on the 5/6 June 1998 at
the Denbigh Arms , Lutterworth, Leicestershire. Twenty members and
their ladies attended. We now have thi rty- ix members on our mailing Ii t
with addresses - do you know any others? After an excellent dinner, our
President, Maj (Rtd) Bill C unningha m , ex-Squadron Commander 260
Sig Sqn , thanked everyone concerned in helping the re-union to take
place. He said how delighted he was to meet us all again. The re-union was
voted a great succe and it wa agreed that another would be held in 1999.
The following agreed to form a committee:
President
Bill Cunningha m
Chairman
Tony Morgan
Secretary
Roy Andrews
Committee Member :
M ike Stanger
Eddie Ridley
Dave Thomson
John Seymore
Geoff Scott
Steve Freeman-Pannet

j~Jj~!

(l:R): Sgt ' Lucky ' Mulfo rd, George Lo udou n,
Norman ' Knobby' Cl ark
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1998

No: 36 Foreman of Signals
Are you interested in getting together for a couple of days around
Easter 1999, 25 years after the start of the course? [f you are then
write or telephone:
Alex Taylor
Pat Baldwin
7 Netherby Rise
31 Gower Road
Darlington
Richmond
Co. Durham
. Yorks
DL3 SSE
Tel: 01325 282998
Tel: 01748 825925

WAR OFFICE ENGINEERING CADETS
1946 -1949 REUNION
Former Engineering Cadets who attended technical colleges in the
period 1946-49 and who also served in the Corps of Royal Engineer , the
Royal Corps of Signals or the Corp of Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers, and their ladies, held a reunion luncheon on Saturday, the 16
May, in the Royal Engineers' Headquarters Mess at Chatham.
As fifty years had passed since their college days , the numbers able to
attend were a bit short of the 300 cadetships awarded. Some had obviously
died , some were too unwell to travel, many had other commitments on the
day, as busy retired people tend to have, but depressingly, it had not proved
possible to trace the addresses of many of the remembered names. otices
had been put in journals and magazines and searches made in lists
provided by the professional institutions, but on the day 56 former cadets
and 42 ladies were able to meet and have a most enjoyable lunch in the RE
HQ Mess. Two cadets had come across from Canada for the event, and
greetings were received from others in Canada, Australia, ew Zealand.
Portugal and various parts of the UK. Although the majority present had
served in the Royal Engineers, there was a fair representation from tht:
Royal Corp of Signal and the Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers and there was at least one person from each of the college .
Br ig 'Bob' Wheatley, as the senior RE officer present and who had
chaired the organising committee, presided over what proved to be a very
happy and enjoyable reunion of former Engineering Cadets. They were all
about 70 years old, but their pirits were reminiscent of the late I 940's
rather that the late I 990's .
An incomplete List of former War Office Engineering Cadets has been
prepared. ff there are any former cadets who have not been contacted, it
would be appreciated if they would get in touch with the Secretary, Maj R.
Anderson RE (Retd) at Glebe Place, Linton, Ross-on-Wye,
Herefordshire, HR9 7RY.

Ex-Royal Signals,
o. I Independant Selection Squadron,
Gallowgate Camp, Febuary 1950 commenced ba ic training under
Cpl O rgill. The Millennium celebrations will coincide with the 50th
Anniversary of start of our Army careers.

Where are you all, what has happened?
A Reunion is planned to take place to celebrate this event in early
2000. I' m looking for Carter, Healey, Leach, Dixon, Wild ,
Weatherall, Gardner, Weannouth, Pope, Wag on, Tryner,
Appleby, Shed, Young and many others whose names I cannot recall
but whose exploits are as fresh as ever. Please call Ken on 01443
224036 and the not quite so good looking Ken on 01423 323407.

HEVERSHAM GRAMMER SCHOOL
OLD BOYS' SOCIETY

1·r Jl\J

The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles
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REUNIONS

Mick Cranny, Bi ll Lawrence, Bob MeSeventey, Norman La dds,
Goldie Peters, John S e ymour, Tom Burdett, Roy And rews,
To ny Morgan, Geoff Scott, Jack Davy, Eddie Turnbull,
Mike Stanger, Bill Cunn ingham , Ray (Titch ) Fallowfield ,
Steven Freeman-Pann e t , Eddie Ridley, Dave Thomson
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1998

Having erved in the Corps between l975 and 1987. I came acros a
few former pupils of the anle school a my elf - Heversham Grammer
School in Cumbria. Are there any more of you out there? July 1999 ees
the Centenary of the Old Boys' Society. In order that an appropriate
function can be organ i ed for next July at. or near. the school l am looking
for fom1er pupi l or lapsed society members who would be intere ted in
attending. T hey can contact me,
Peter O rmond
8 Penryn Clo e
Horcston Grange
NU EATO
C 116FF
Tel: 01203 3563 0
r shal l then forward al l detail to the ociety ecretary.
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THE 1998
LANGELEBEN REUNION
26/27TH JUNE - LOUGHBOROUGH
Burleie:h ourt conference centre. Loughborough University. wa the
ettin<> for the fifth Langeleben reunion on Frida. June 26.and amrday
~7th
Branch had the pleasure lo receive the Mayor and Mayoress of
Loughborough, Ur Ida Thurlby.and her daughter Debora~ Thurlbr
l 0 in auendan e wa the Burgermei ter of . tadl Konig !utter m
Germany, who was accompanied by eight other resident of Konig _Iutter.
Friday e' ening wa:, an informal get together for our members. JUSt to
rea quaint themselve . a it had been a year since most of thef!l had met.
A~ the evening progres ed. people became more relaxed, po~s1bly due to
the alcohol intake. I could see counties photo albums commg out. and
members saying' is that real!Y ~e·. Those d_ays in Langeleben seemed a
long way off. but then agam, 1t seemed hke ye terday_. The bar keI?t
opening and clo ing, with the last people to n:iake their way to their
bedrooms, ometime after 2.30. Saturday_mormng brought a flurry of
activity from the commiuee members, geumg the conference room ready
for the AGM at 12.00hrs.
Our A.G.M. was opened by our Chairman, Maj Tom Perkin, and tl1en
our Pre idenl, Maj Gen Peter Baldwin addres ed the a sei:nbled
members. giving a brief rundown on the di placement of t~e Royal Signals
in the world today. The Mayor of Loughborough poke bnefly _on our past
connections with the Loughborough area . namely ou~ old traimng camp at
Garats Hay. and how it' clo ure had mad~ an impact on t~e local
economy. he aid how ad it was to see the trammg moved to Ch_1c_k and
in Bedford hire. but -he was o plea ed to see that we are mamtammg our
link with the Chamwood area. by holding our reunion · . there. As we
would be holding our Millenium Reunion there. she aid he looked
forward to thi reunion with much interest. This was followed by a speech
by the Burgermeister of Stadt Konigslutter am Elm, Herr Arnulf
Baumann , who was resplendent in hi ha_in of office. He poke of our
ever increasing ties with the town of Komg~l utte~. and_IO?ked forward
greatly to our reunion there i~ 1999. This will comc1de with the
Schutzenfe 1. which takes place m Komgslutter ev_ery Summer.. He al o
thanked u for our panicipation in last year's march m the proce ion from
the Kaiserdom through the town, and onto the beer tent, where the bands
played on. After the speeches were over, it was time to make presentauon
of gifts to the
Mayor of Loughborough, a_ plaque of the R_oyal Corps of Sigi;ial that
was appropriately engraved with a plate d~tailmg the 199~ Reumo~ . The
Burgermei ter then presented the Branch with a most beautiful pamtmg of
the Kaiserdom in Konie:sluuer.
Our President Maj Gen Peter Baldwin then presented Herr Baumann
with a beautiful hand-bell that was made at the local bell foundary m
Loughborough. Before we able to clo e the_ AGM one of our Frien_d from
Konio luner, Herr Horst Funke made an impromptu speech, saymg how
hono~red he was to be able to join us at our reunion, and he looked
forward to a continued friendship with all the friends he had made from
Langeleben. The AGM over, the members made their way outside fo r a
group photograph of the 1998 Reunion.

Tue

Roger Longden. a member from Fleetwood, ha . just hcen
commis ioned into the Lanca hire Cadet Force, as a 2LL. He is b~sed at St
Aidans chool, Preesall, r Blackpool. Roger had arranged. P'.1or to the
aturday evening , to hold a collection for the Cadet ~orce, to raise money
for a ·Jimmy· tatueue , to be awarded to the outstanding ca_det of the year.
This would be named the ' Langeleben Trophy '. The collection ~vas so well
supported by our members. he collected enough money, en~bhng them to
purchase another trophy. which he has decided ~o call the Frank Mitchell
Trophy, and this would be. for the best shot m the Cade~ Force. The
e ening continued ag:un unul the earl y hours. Sunday morning was soo,n
here. and aw us all at breakfa t, the last chance for members to have their
final chatter. This was the end of a truly memorable weekend, for us all.
There were a few sad farewell' with, 'See you in Konig lutter next y~ar· .
So one by one members made their way home, from a wonderful reunion .

REUNION
2nd Armoured Division Headquarters
& Signal Regiment
Buende/Lucbbecke 1978 - 1981
It is proposed to hold a Reunion either late this year, or early next

year, in London or at Blandford, depending_on_accommodation and
the numbers interested. The initial contact pomt ts:
Col Jim Blake
ELC, Right Wing
Duke of York's Headquarters
LO DO SW3 4SS
Fax:01712184888
Please register your interest and send details to the address given
above by letter or facsimile by no later than l 5 October 1998. _A
stamped self-addressed envelope should be enclosed; further deta~ls
will be published later in the year. Please mark your letter or facsimile
'2 Div Reunion '

LOSTCOMMS

CALLCNG ALL O LD GORDO BOYS
We are searching for all Old Gordon Boys, who received a good
education plus military and civil trades training, at the Gordon Boys
School, West End, Woking, Surrey. A most famous boarding school,
built to the memory of General Gordon, and now in tllese modem
times, simply called Gordons School. Or, if you know of someone
who was, would you kindly contact Eddie Holland (Deputy ational
Secretary for the Regions) by telephoning 01246-206231.

Mr Harry C. W. 'Nobby' Jones has severe disabilities, which bar him
from attending Branch meetings. However, he wou ld be very pl ease~ to
hear from anyone who remembers him , or indeed anyone who wou ld Ju.st
like to chat about the good old days in the Un it. Harry served as a Radio
Mechanic in B Troop, LI Armd Div in Herford (BFPO ~5) 1950/52 . He
also served in the Reserves with I6 Ind Para Regt, M1ddx Yeomanry,
1952/55. Harry lives in Stanmore, Middx and can be contacted on 0181
956 1640.

Earnest Chant would be pleased to hear from anyone who remembers
him from his time in Palestine 1946/48 and in Camp 21 near atania. R
Troop attached to 417 Dragoon Guards. Earnest can be contacted on
01932 22 1932.

Mr E. F. 'Red' Redfern would be pleased to hear from any of his
former pals from 104 Beach Signals from D Day, in particular Tom
Careswell and Marty Martindale. Red can be contacted on
0I209-980120.

Christopher Peter Mann would like to hear from any ex-Beverly Boy .
1951 vintage. This was the time when RQMS Bob Humphries wa~ the
terror of the Regiment - he was also Band Master Corp of Drums. Would
anyone interested in making contact please email him. Chris Mann Reg
number 22537649 ex boy Sgt. He now lives in Australia.
Email: Manxmann @zeta.org.au

Do you know the whereabouts of
Paul St Claire Webber
Born 1916?
He served in the Royal Signals, survived both Dunkirk and a Japanese
Labour Camp. Should you have any information please contact
R. Drew 8 Burrough Way
Winterbourne
BRJSTOL B 36 I LE
Tel: 01454 774491

tanley Burton would be pleased to hear from anyone who remembers
him from his time with the South India Monitoring Station in Bangalore
during 1946/47. Stanley can be contacted on 01403 891464.

Will anyone who remembers any of the following or has any information
concerning them plea e contact Regimental Headquarters in Blandford.
telephone 01258 48 2082/2083.
a. Lt Robert Gray (deceased)
b. Capt Edward 'Ted ' Michael Kelly (decea ed).
Born around 1900, perhaps in orthem Ireland , erved in
the Corps during the Second World War. At one time
stationed in Edinburgh Castle.
c. Alfred Edward Wyatt (deceased).
Served in the Second World War. Prisoner from 26 May
1940 to 13 May 1945 . Held in Stalag 8B 13764 Lamsdorf
Camp, Austria. (Information on Lamsdorf Camp would al o
be very helpful).

EX-BOY SOLDIERS
FROM BEVERLEY
If you were with 6 Boys Training Regiment between 1950 and 1954
would you be interested in a Reunion , possibly in the year 2000.
Please contact:
To ny Hull

8 Femcroft Gardens

BOURNEMOUTH
BHlO 6BZ
Tel: 01202-770261

Old Comrades who have not met since the 1950s
(l.:R): Brian Hill, Brian Lees, George Rennie, Ron Davies
and Frank M itchell our Secretary

The Saturday evening saw us all reassemble in the main dining room
for our evening buffet, and get togther. It was quite a poignant time for
some of our members who had travelled from overseas. One had come
from ew Zealand and another from South Africa. People were grouped
together talking about those days spent in tents at Langeleben . The group
from Germany was intermingled with our members, and talki ng of the
days of the •boys from Langeleben'. As the evening wore on members
became more relaxed, and this helped with the ambience of the reunion.
During the coun.e of the evening a raffle was organised which wi ll help to
bol~ter Branch funds. The Burleigh Court laid out a superb buffet for us
that soon went, and had to be refilled. It must have been all the chatter
making our members hungry.
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Seeking in formation/whereabouts of Jimm y eal, Danny Daniels
and Bob Walton, 244 Signals Squadron, stationed at RAF Benson in
the early I970 's, for a forthcom ing reunion. Any information would
be appreciated. Phone Marilyn on 01656 86278 !.

Mr H.J. Walker
is seeking the whereabouts of his former DR pal
Mac Maccormack.
They served together in London GHQ in 1942/43. Last known
address was in Redcar. Mr Walker can be contacted on 016920
403711, he would also be delighted to hear from anyone who
remembers him as CQMS in Jhansi, India.

THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

Anyone knowing tl1e whereabout of former LCpl Andrew Beattie. who
served at RAF Widenrath circa 1969. is a ked to contact Mr Brenda
Allen at 10 Front Street, E Stockwith, Gainsborough, LINCOL SHIRE
DN2 1 3DJ, AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AS THE MATTER IS URGE T.
Andrew ha iled from Scotland.
Regimental Headquarters is trying to trace the following Officers who are
Ex-Corps:
P. Wetherill
J. G. Fleming
J. F. Lucey
E. WeJls
D.J.Mendum
It would be much appreciated if the Officer concerned, or anybody who
knows how to contact them, could get in touch with RHQ at Blandford,
Tel : 01258 48 2082/3.
Graham Jolly would li ke to re ume contact with any ex-memberi. of 249
Signal Squadron (FARELF) in the mid-60 . please ring on 0 I 233 637792.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1998

CAN ANYBODY HELP?
Mr J. A. Butterfield i. trying to contact former army pals. He
enlisted in the 15th (Scottish Division ignals) in 1939 and for some
considerable time has been trying to contact his pals, but with no
success. Should anybody be able lo help him contact him on 01535
607706.

Ken Lakeman would like to make contact with any of his former 1940s
pals from the 1st Corps/I CRESS days in NW Europe. in particular Jim
Crossland and Tommy Blackstock . Also anyone who remembers him
from 2 ASSU in the Middle East (Joe Thomas, CSM Hipperson, Maj
Stubbs, Capt McLennan, Les Horne, Phil D'Huoghc and Johnny
Tripp spring to mind). Ken can be contacted on 01803 297943

CORRESPONDENCE
From: WOl (YofS) N. J. Bain
30 Signal Regiment
Dear Sir,
Reference: The Wire, June 1998 Vol. 52 1o.I
l was recently reading the June issue of The Wire and again noticed a
trend that has being going on for some years and it i only now that I feel
that I must bring it to your attention.
As you are well aware the Movements page lists future po tings of
Officers, Warrant Officers and SNCOs. I am amazed 10 see that on any of
the Yeoman of Signal posted, their appointments are never hown yet all
Foreman of Signals appointments are. This may be seen as a trivial
observation but the Yeoman of Signals appointment is earned by
extremely hard work and should be recognised as uch.
I am sure that you are given updated lists from R Signals/Int Corp
Manning and Career Management Division in Glasgow, so in consultation
with them may the Yeoman of Signals appointments be published in all
future is ue of The Wire . I look forward to the next issue of The Wire.

From: The Editor,
In response to WOJ (YojS) N. J. Bain R. SfGNALS leller of the 16 July
1998, the R. SIGNALS/INT CORPS Manning & Career Management
Division have replied wirh the following explanation:
'It is regre11ed that in previous editions of the Movements Table we
omiued certain appointmems including YojS. This marrer has now been
addressed and ll'e shall continue to ensure that such appointments feature
infuture submissions.'
From: Len Palmer
77 Cambridge Road
We t Wimbledon
LONDO SW20 OPU
Dear Sir.
May I thank you very much for publishing my request for information
re-·Smith 960' in the August i sue of 'The Wire' (page 367). I am very
plea ed to inform you tl1at 'Smudger· and 1 spent a very pleasant day
chatting about our Jive ince we last met in early 1941 when 3 Line
Section went overseas and ome of the originals were left behind,
including me. A sort of not wanted on voyage feeling is well remembered.
Our meeting was due emirely to the efforts of one man. who proved
him elf the exception to the rule that 'all Quartermasters are ..'
He made numerou telephone call to all the Smith · in the telephone
directory in the area where 'Smudger' was believed to be hiding and
ended up witl1 everal probables and finally hilling the right one. He i
Ken Bunston, and l have hi permis ion to give hi telephone number. It
is 0144-322-4036. He will help to fi nd your pal in South Wales if he can.
Thank you Ken . Thank you all once again.
Your truly
From: A Sheldon
6 Kirk tead Garden
OTTI GHAM G7 5EJ
Tel: 0 I 15 9780202
Dear Sir
I am not ure to whom I should be addre ing tl1is letter, whether it
should be The Wire or the NEWSLETTER. l wonder whether any member
might have been trained at Royal Signal , Convent of the acred Heart,
Roehampton Lane, LO DO ? l have some photos and a map/plan of th
Convent where the troops were billeted, in the bombed section. I would be
glad 10 photocopy the c for any ex- ignal bod who wa there and I would
welcome any information and memories of those day . The only name I
remember are Anstey from Feltham and a Scotti,h lad from Ayreshire, and
there was a tall dark lad who played hi violin brilliant!)'. The quad was
either l 10 or 101, my memory fails me.
Yours Faithfully
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Dear ir.
· a new reader of The Wire J was int
ted to read the letter ~r~m S. L.
dam in the June edition and the reference to 'The 0\ I l'. l JOtned the
Royal Corp of ignals at carborough at the latter end of Seplember 1945
and after two week wa tran-ferred to 3 0.T.B. at Whitby, being billeted
in the Royal Hotel.1\'o new quadrons. os JOO and 105 were fom1ed at
th ame time. my.elf being a member of 100 Squadron. fterthe move to
Catteri k both quadron completed their training to B3 tandard ~
O'i Ls. A sele lion then took place and about 30 of us moved t? Radlett m
Henford ·hire for further training for service in the Y Section with I
Special \Vireles Regt. in B.A.0.R. Whil t there our demob was delayed
for i>.. month due to a honage of replacement operators:
fter three years a a civilian I decided that I would hke to renew my
as ociation with the Corp and enli ted in the Army Emergency Reserve.
It was then that [was i sued with my second Army Number and promoted
to Cpl. l was in a Uni t made up mainly of experienced operator~ who were
intere ted in Amateur Radio . This led to my obtain111g a Ham Licence . call
ia-n GW3LLY whi h I operated until aboul two years ago.
"in 1956 the Unit was recalled to service as 119 Medium Wirele sunder
the Command of 1.aj H eylock when I was again promoted . thi time to
Sergeant. In October 1956 we were flown to Malta to join HMS Fonh for
the landino at Pon Said . Here we were respon 1ble for War Correspondent
Traffic. We left Pon Said on the la t day of the 'occupation· and rernmed
to the UK on RMS Asturias arrivino home on 1 January 1957. Followmg a
further period with the Re erves, "mainly the Territorial Army, I finally
severed my conne tion with the Corps in 1966 when I was elected a
member of the Local Authority.
Yours faithfully
Dear Sir.
I wonder if you will find thi poem and explanation intere ting enough
to include in a future edition of TheWIRE . Lt' line are the ·'WAR
DIARY" of one of the Royal Corps of Signal Elite WW2 'GOLDEN
ARROW' Hioh Speed Wff Sections Type ·M', which in their day were
the equi,•alent of today's 30 Sig Regt's Satellite Comms Sections. They
were trained and formed first at 4th Wirele Company Aldershot , then at
4th Wirele Group Egham.

THE FIGHTING TWENTYSIX ' M'
(Or History In The Breaking)
You've heard of the Eighth Army
And Men of Burma fame .
The Men who fought at Arnhem
And what they overcame.
The gallant heroe of the sea
And ace of the air,
Who chased the mighty Luftwaffe
And killed him in his lair.
Of the Home Guard. and the .F.S
The A.T.S as well, of Wrens, and Waafs. and
The tale is long to tell.
But you never aw a headline
ln fact the new was nix,
Of the daring and the exploits
Of the Fighting Twenty-six.
T'was one day in winter
They sailed from Blighty's shore,
And cro sed the mighty Ocean
Like those who'd gone before.
Until they reached that Jewel
That Jewel of the East,
At least that what omeone called it
Connection, not the least.
And then by Rail they travelled
Tiil their journey ceased once more ,
And fought a mighty battle
At a place called Barrackpore.
But you never saw a headline
In fact the new was nix,
Of the Darmg and the Exploits
Of the Fighting Twenty-six.
They rested not on Laurels
But took up the sword again,
Defying all the elements
.... At least defying min.
Ando 'er hill they travelled
That spanned from Coast to Coast,
They suffered untold hard~hips
With each man at his post.
They had to tight through hill and dale
For that's where came the rub .
For they won their Campaign Medals
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Verse 4:
The River Cros ing ... The R.iver Sane wa overflowing and the causeway
wc had to cross was all but 1mpa sable. Only the Drivers were not on the
outside of the vehicles ... but their doors were OPEN . Old Bcnarcs ... a
day's rest from travelling and a Guided Tour of the Old City. The Burning
Ghals, The Golden Temple but The Temple of Love interested us most.
Pictures around the Dome of this Temple were our introduclion to the
variety of positions that could be experimented with and reached whilst
making love. We did admil that you would have to be a contortionist to do
it some of those ways . Stuck at Biara ... Transit Camp our transmitter van is
up to its ax le in the soft soil. It isn't umil an American Heavy Lifting
Vehicle came along that it was extracted.

By fighting for their grub.
But you never saw a headline
ln fact the news was nix.
Of the Daring and the exploits
Of the Fighting 1\ventysix ,

From: B. G. Jenkin .
19 Lodge Dme,
Baglan,
PO~RTT LBOT Al2 UD

aafi,

From Assan ole to Bha1Ti
They travelled on their own,
And made a River Cro sing
Al a place called Dherri on Sone.
The mells of Old Bcnares
The Sahib of Cawnpore,
They met again at Allahabad
It really wa a bore.
Through the rocky hilL of- Jhan i
Through Shi puri's wildne s,
And then got stuck at Biara
They couldn ' t have worried le
But you never saw a headline
In fact the news was nix.
Of the Daring and the Exploits
Of the Fighting 1\venty- ix.

Verse 5:
POONA ... from the heat of Barrackpore to the chilly days and nights here
in the camp we wait. Suddenly the War is over but we are till invading
Malaya as though it was still going on .

Through the Rookie Ba e at Mhow they passed
Through asiks doleful wa te.
or did they find their olace
Of a population Cha te.
But onwards ever onward
Though they hould have got there sooner,
A ba e they oon establi hed
At a place which folk call Poona.
With Chota Pegs , and Mango trees
'Was 1 there? Why man alive,
'By Gad Sir. you ' re insulting'
·1 was there in Forty Five.'
But you never aw a headline
[n fact the news wa nix ,
Of the daring and the exploits
Of the Fighting 1\venty-six.
But once again the wanderlust
Went coursing through their veins,
And so to sea they went again
And eplune held the reins.
To make a beachhead landing
Their Lives they counted cheap,
Against the stiff resi tance
Of two Starfish and a Jeep.
And so to Kuala Lumpur
Assisted on the way
By shower of fruit and coconut
Oh , 'twas a happy day.
But you never aw a headline
In fact the news was nix,
Of the daring and the exploits
Of the Fighting Twenty-six.

Verse 6:
To Kuala Lumpur ... Sailing in the last big Invasion Force Convoy was a
sight to behold. The Landing a diabolical Cockup! It's a good job the
landing was against the Stiff Resistance of two Starfish and a Jeep .... They
must have thought we were Beach Signals and not the Rear HQ and ,
would be their Link with GHQ SEAC Kandy ..... We are landed by LCA
onto Love Red Beach MORIB only eight hours after H hour, and not our
correct time D+ 9 .... How is it we are not with our Wireless TX and RX
Van , 3 Tanners with all our Stores plus the Generators? They are landed
elsewhere, anywhere ... Without one round of .303 amongst the lot of u
we march in true infantry style, pass a company of armed JapU11ese,
marching we know not where, and we meet no other Bitish/lndian
troops . .. The next morning a DUKWE picks u up and the driver tells u
that we should be careful as there are Japanese around who haven't given
up!.. Jt was laughable .. . After reaching Kuala Lumpur it takes our officer
Capt Criticos three days to find our vehicles and get them back to us ...
again we are not required.
Verse 7:
In Singapore ... a job at last...We are attached to HQ , 2 Area, Fort
Canning where we have the chance to prove ourselves .... For three
month with a two sh ift system of 8hrs on 8 hrs off, we take over all
commu nications from Singapore to GHQ SEAC Kandy from 22 'M'.
They go with other Sections to et up the first GHQ FARELF Royal
Signal Regt, Singapore HIS Room Changi, where we also go after clo ing
the Fon Canning - Kandy Link 30 December 1945. I hope all of this ha
not bored you. To u , except whilst in training and then from Fort Canning
onwards it was very frustrating not to have a wonh while job to do after all
the training we had had ....
I Am Sir.
Your Obedient Servant .
R.W. Green . Ex. Sigmn. 26 Norfolk Branch RSA.

Thompson - A. V. B. Thompson
Tonks - Dvr C. Tonks
Vula - Cpl C. L. VuJa
Wright- SSgt A. E. C. Wright
Young- Lt Col G. W. Young

Served
Served
Served
erved
Served

1930/45
1943/47
1961 n8
1942/69
1953/85

Died 11/04/98
Died April 98
Died 11/02/98
Died 22/06/98
Died 19/06/98

Dryland - Lt Col James Dryland OBE died on 31 March 1998. at the
age of 91. He wa educated at Hailbury and RMA Woolwich, and wa~
commissioned into the Royal Signals in 1926. He served both in this
country and the Far East. He gained entry into the Staff College in I 939
but was unable to take up thi appointment until September 1940, as he
was in SD6 in the War Office and was considered operationally vital.
When America came into the war, there was a need for experienced
young staff officers and thus he was posted to America, to work in the
American War Depanment. After 18 months he received the American
Legion of Merit Degree of Officer, in recognition of his work. He
returned to the UK in time for the Invasion of ormandy as a Squadron
Commander in 59 Divisional Signal TA. lJ1 September 1944 he was
appointed 2IC 12 Air Formation Signals, in which Unit he remained
until the crossing of the Rhine. At this point he was given command of
9 Formation Signals in Italy that he convened to B HQ Signals in
preparation for the invasion of Japan . However, when Japan
urrendered he was appointed to the command of 4 Indian Divisional
Signals in Northern Greece, as there was a honage of Hindustani
peaking senior officers. When the Unit returned to India he wa once
more transferred back to British Service, and had the task of raising 13
British Divisional Signal in Athens. ln 1948 he returned to Britain
where he remained in various command until he retired in 1956 when
he was appointed OBE. He captained the RMA Fencing Team and
started the Royal Signals Fencing Team in 1927. A keen horseman, he
competed in the Prince of Wales Cup at the Royal Tournament at
Olympia in 1939. Alway a very hard working officer with a keen sen e
of duty, but never robust in health , he achieved results by good
leader hip and a meticulous attention IO detail.
When he retired he became a master at Heron Wood School in
Aldershot, where he taught the sons of many ervicemen until he
reached the age of 69. He married J ean Cowie in 1935. His younger
daughter Dr Katherine Dryland Vig, four grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren urvive him.

DONATIONS
Lt Col Walter Lamb from his Will .... ....... ............................. ..... .£1000.00
Lt Col (Rtd) Bria n Woods ........................................ ...................... .£50.00
Mr G. Mark well ................. ........ ....... ................................................ .£3.10
Mr Derek C heesebrough ................................. ................................. .£5 .00
Mr Len Palmer ....... ... ........................ ....... .............. ............. ........... .£25 .00
Certo Cito Lodge ....... .. ..................... ........ ........ .............. ................ .£10.00
Church Service (mid-year) RSA Leeds .. ....... ............................... .£57.74
Church Ser vice, 1 Signal Brigade ............................................... .£100.00
Ernest Packha m , 3 Div Reunion C lub ... ....... ..................................£5.00
From the Estate of Albert V. B. T hompson ... ... ............... ........ ... .£150 .00
Mrs L. R. M inett in memory of Michael H. Wall ........................... .£10 .00
RSA Br ighton in memory of Michael H . Wall ... .................. ........... £20.00
RSA Reading in memory of Mr A. E. C. Wright .......................... ...£10.00
RSA Torbay in memory of Sgt Sam Hubb le ....... .. .... ....... .... ........ ..£180.00

But now their day ha ended
For they've reached the Promised Shore,
But they never thought
I'll bet my Boots,
They 'd land in Singapore.
So when this tale i told my friend
Around the winters' tire,
To the son and daughters of these men
For they will never ti re,
To hear these tales of gallantry
And when at last you stop ,
They'll gaze in admiration
At a bloke that they call Pop.
But you never saw a headline
In fact the news was nix ,
Of the daring and the exploits
Of the Fighti ng Twenty-six.
R . Weldon, Ex-Signalman 26 ' M'

LAST POST

Verse 2:
The Battle at Barrackpore ... Adv, HQ, ALF Sigs, SEAC ... BOREDOM ....
After all our months of tra ini ng there is no job fo r us. For five months most
Operator had mundane jobs in one office or the another. T hree or four
were given the odd shift in the Hand Speed room , one had the luck to
operate the secret Fuller Phone link to Fort Will iam, Calcu tta . However,
we all kept in touch with H/S by visiting each of the three ' M' sections thal
are there. Link to Delhi 7 'M', Kandy 5'M' and the Burma Front 1I 'M' ·
Ve rse 3:
A job arrives for u . We are to be attached to the Rear HQ, 34 Corps
(Indian) for Operation Zipper the invasion of Malaya. Forming up at
Poona, the other side of India. It wi ll take 17 days by road plu one day of
re t, and the monsoons have staned.
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Akass - Br ig J. L. Akass
Armstrong - M aj R . J. Arms trong
Chalke - M aj L. S. J . C halke
Curl - Brig G. J. C url CBE DL
Denison - Michael Denison C BE
Goacher - Sig W. S. G oacher
Graham - Sig E . G raham
Griffiths - C pl E . W. G riffiths
Hawkes - Sgt F. G . Hawkes BEM
Howell -Cpl J. T. Howell
Hunt - Maj J . N. Hunt
.Jacob - Maj B. R. Jacob
Jord an - W02 B. J. Jordan
Lang - Lt Col F. S. H.P. Lang
Morphew - W02 R . G . Morphew
Morse - Sgt T. M orse
Pike - C apt C .H. Pike
Roake - Maj .J. H . Roake
Spooner - C pl J. A. Spooner
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Served I 948n9
Served J94ln6
Served 1931/67
Served 1946/8 2
Served 1940/46
Served 1945/48
Served I 955/84
Served 1943/46
Served 1930/45
Served 1940/46
Served 1920/47
Served 1948/69
Served 25 year
Served 1939/46
Served 1921 /45
Served 1946/68
Served 1934/69
Served 1927/64
erved /K

Died 13/07/98
Died 30/06/98
Died 21107 /98
Died 17/07/98
Died 22/07/98
Died June '97
Died 13/08/98
Died Sep ·97
Died 23/09/97
Died June '98
Died 13/07/98
Died 05/07/98
Died 1998
Died 17/03/98
Died 11 /08/9
Died June ·9g
Died 15/07/98
Died fK
Died 16/07/98
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Jordan - W02 Ben Jordan ·erved in the Corps from 30 September 1927
to his relea'e on 31 January 194 . He re-enfated and served as RQMS
with a Battalion of the King. hropshire Light Infantry until 23 June
1953. Hi total ·ef\ice in the Army was 25years and 267 days. In his
pa) book his Milittlf) Co_ndu_ct is listed as e :empla~'. Ben ucces fully
pa,,sed hb trade e~ammauons and obtamed his Army 1st C_la s
Certificate of Education in October 1931. He was such a well orgamsed
and di iplined oldier that it is possible to follow hL service life a. a
month by month progre repor; from hi writings. For example: 18
ovember 1939 re-clas. ified
Operator Sig Bl. 23 February 1940
promoted Lan e Corporal. Took over a p r of Arn1y Watch. Army
Chain talion (Oakhanger). 16 eptember 1940. Promoted Corporal. 25
Juh 1942 promoted ect gt, ·L· Section and . o on.
Throughout late 1942 to late 194' Ben and a Sgt CJiatfield were
re. pon ible for training high- peed operators and they produced a guide
for the ne\\ ly formed H Section . In October 1943 he was posted to
Ceylon with o. 9 Wireless Section Type ' P' . In April 1944 he wa ·
CO i/c HS Auto-Room Ceylon Command. (later to became SEAC).
Then with 8 and 10 ·p· Sections he took o er Delhi and Cemmilla HS.
Jn March 1946 Ben wa promoted to CSM and he returned to the UK in
December 194 7. In the 30 · he . erved in Egypt for five years and 111
India and Ceylon for about four years over the WW2 period.
On hi release, Ben became a Civil Servam for more than 20_years.
He was an active member of the ' Knight of t George' helpmg ex
ervice men with their pen ion/allowance problem and he al o found
time to repair elderly people Radio!TV' in the Woking area. Ben
loved the reunion at Catterick but becau e of ill health he was unable to
attend the final one and for the same reason . did not attend Blandford.
He will be adly mi ed by all members of the We t London Branch of
the RSA .
Clarke - obby Clarke died on 19 March. Nobby joined City of London
Siona! in 1928 and was promoted to W02 (SSM) in 1938 at the same
ti~e as Du ty Rhode and Walter Lamb . He was an impeccable oldier,
alway perfectly turned out. He left the unit on promotion in 1941 an_d
by co-incidence he succeeded Du ty Rhode a RSM of an Air
Formation Signals unit later in the war. He joined the OCA on its
formation in 1946.
Wright - Bert Wright, a member of 56 Div (City of London Signal )
Branch, died on 22 June. He was 76 years old. The funeral took place
on Thursday 2 July at Beckenham Crematorium, Kent. Bert joined the
army in 1940. going first to the London Iri h Rifles. He tran ferred to
the Royal Corp of Signal as a despatch rider and wa po red to 11
Armoured Divi ion and was immensely proud to be a member of that
fighting Division with its Black Bull badge which went to ormandy in
June 1944. On 26 June hi Division was cho en by Monty to launch
'Operation Ep om· to breakout of the bridgehead created by those who
landed on D-Day. to cro s the Rivers Orne and Odon and capture HiJI
112. A German General had said that whoever holds Hill 112 holds
ormandy. After two months action in 'om1andy, Bert's Division was
actively involved in banles through Belgium. Holl and and Germany
until the Germans were defeated.
After the war Bert joined the TA and from 1950 to 1967 served with
56 Division Signals and 332 (City of London) Signal Squadron which
had the famous Dick Whittington Black Cat as its badge. From L967 to
I 969 he erved with 31 Signal Regiment and from 1969 to 1984 with 7 l
Signal Regiment. He was awarded the TA Medal and Bar, the TAVR
Medal and a Meritorious Service Cenificate. He was presented with his
RSA 50 years badge by Maj Gen A. Yeoman at the Branch Annual
Dinner in ovember 1997 ( ee February Wire). He joined the Croydon
Branch of the ormandy Veterans As ociation two years ago after
attending the unveiling. by Prince Michael of Kent of the statue of Field
Mar hal Mongomery in Colleville. Here he met Slan Proctor. with
whom he had served (unknowingly) in the same unit in 1942.He was
also a member of the Reading Branch and was at the inaugural meeting
of the new South London Branch (see June Wire). Our thoughts are
with hi dear wife Lilian and the rest of his family.
Denison - Capt Michael Denison was an actor and a gentleman of the
'old chool'. Even at the age of 78 he was still seen on stage and as
rect:ntly as April. this year, he and his wife Dulcie Gray gave their twohander Currain Up at the Jermyn Street Theatre in London . Hi career
was JUSt beginning to prosper when he was called up to serve in the
Royal Signals and Intelligence Corps in 1940. ·He left as a 24 year old
actor and came home six years later as a captai n in Intelligence,'
recalled his wife. In the decades that followed Michael Denison
worked Meadily in theatre and more occasionally in films. Michael
Denison was neither complacent nor arrogant, but he was a man who
enjoyed and appreciated the good fortune in his life. He is survived by
his wife Dulcie Gray.
Graham - Sig Eddie Graham passed away on Thursday 13 August l 998.
His ..ervice began 111 1956 as a ational Service Conscript and then as a
member of 59 Sig Regt and later as a member of 33 Sig Regt ( he was
amongst a recent group that visited the WWI Battlefields in France).
He was a 'Real Scouse?' full of wit and a really likeable pal. He was a
single lad and had lived with his mother and father who had both passed
away years ago.
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JA 'E NEE E - 1949/98
A Perfom1ance of Handel's Me siah by the Corsham Coral Society.
will be held at p.m. on Saturday 12 December 1998, in Saint
Bartholomew's Church, Corsham. It will be dedicated to the memory
of Jane, who sang with the Choir. This concert will be in lieu of the
Thanksgiving Service originally planned for September. Tickets may
be obtained from W02 Berry Tel: 01225 14338.

We wi h to apologi e for the incorrect spelling of the name of Lt Col
Charles William Thacker Weech FIEE in the Last Po t of the
August edition of THE WIRE. We apologise for any distre s this may
have caused.

An error wa printed in Lt Col Walter H. Lamb's obituary that was
placed in the August copy of The WIRE. It shou ld have read that he
commanded 43 Sig Regt (V) not 40 Sig Regt (V). We apologise for
any up et this may have caused.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BRANCH SECRETARIES
Area I

Area ice Chairman - Brigadier CT Garton (0427 612826)
Area Representative: Major (Retd) R Vasper (Ne.wark Branch)
BRADFORD
CATTERICK
Mr. W.A. Barnes
1rs . Houldswortb
9 Whitelands
40 Kingsdale Crescent
Richmond
Bradford
onh Yorkshire DLI 0 7DR
West Yorkshire BD2 4DA
Tel : 01748 825401
Tel: 01274 638814
CHE TERFIELD
1r.C. Waddoups
20 Green Farm Close
ewbold
Chesterfield S40 4UQ
Tel: 01246 237579

DARLINGTO
Mr.CCooke
95 Stooperdale Avenue
Darlington
Co Durham DL3 OUF
Tel : 01325 354611

DERBY
Mrs J. Elliort
144 Dale Road
Spondon
Derby DE21 7DH
Tel: 01332 735868

HARROGATE
Mr.P.C. Wood
23 Knox Way
Harrogate
North Yorkshire HG I 3JL
Tel : 01423 560646

HARTLEPOOL
Mr.G.D. Wilson
35 Caistor Drive
Hartlepool
Cleveland TS25 2QG
Tel: 01429

HUDDERSFIELD
Mr. G. Scott
2 Waverley Road
Elland
West Yorkshire HX5 0 L
Tel: 01422 373075

H LL

LEEDS
Mr.T. mith
22 Parkwood Crescent
Bceston, Leeds
West Yorkshire LS 11 SRB
Tel: 0113 2701587

1r. J.S. Brown

11 Great Guner Lane
Willerby
N. Humberside HUIO 6DE
Tel: 01482 655963
LI COL
Mr.F.R.J. Robinson
346 Newark Road
Lincoln LN6 8RU
Tel: 01522 543020

EWARK
Mr.. F.C. Dixon (Chairman)
49 Grange Road
Newark
oninghamshire G24 4LS
Tel : 01636 705854

MIDDLESBROUGH
Mrs M. Dadson
89 Canterbury Road
Redcar, Cleveland TS I 0 3QG
Tel:
EWCA TLE UPO TY E
Miss C. Meikle
185 Brighton Rd
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear
NES 4PY
Tel: 0191 4204325
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CAR BOROUGH
Mr. S. Jewel BEM (ACIO)
17 Northway
Scurborough
North Yorkshire YO 11 IJH
Tel:O 1723 375646

HEFFIELD
Mr.R. Simmons
6 Fairfield. Birdwell
Barnsley
S705RR
Tel: 01226 287714

, ORFOLK
Mr.B.C. Gibbs
Dairy Farm
Trunch, North Walsham
Norfolk NR28 OAQ
TTcl: 01263 720827

SO TH LONDO-.
Mr. M. torris
26 Westcroft Gdns
Morden
Surrey SM4 4DL
Tel: 0181 5401868

YORK
MrM Dawkins
46 Starkey Crescent,
!le worth
York Y03 OSY
Tel: 01904 658928

NOTTI CHAM
Mr.R. Toft
Alvanley House
3 Rannock Gardens
Keyworth, Nottingham NG12 5FQ
Tel : 0115 9373326

ORTH LONDO.
Mr.B.W. Cutler
16 Lynton Court
orfolk Way, Bishops Stortford
Hertfordshire CM23 3EN
Tel: 01279 831711

PETERBORO GH
Mr.R .. Rowland
23 St Michaelis Walk
Eye
Peterborough PE6 7XG
Tel: 01733 223054

WEST LONDO
Mr. W. curr
78 Cedar House
Spelthorne Grove
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middx TWl6 ?DD
Tel: 01932 786696

COLCHESTER
Mr. W.1.M. Allan
5 Foxhead, Rivenhall End

PEN YMOOR
Mr.E. Cowan
8 Glastonbury Close
Woodside, Spennymoor
CO Durham DLl6 6XP
Tel: 01388-812907
AREA2
Area Vice Chairman - Brigadier W.H. Backbouse
Area Representative - Maj (Retd) J.B. Iveson (Chester Branch)
BIRMl GliAM
CHE TER
Mr.G. Hedge
Mr.W. Winder
18 RectoryPark Avenue
18 Willan Road
Sutton Coldfield B75 7B
Blacon, Chester CH I 5PU
Tel:
Tel: 01244 372649
COVE TRY
Mr.C.G. Foster
Two-aye The Hiron
CheyIes more
Coventry CV3 6HT
Tel: 01203 224229

LIVERPOOL
Mr.J.J. Carruthers
38 Beech Avenue
Upton
Wirral L49 4 J
Tel: 0151 605 1378

1ANCHESTER
Mr.H. Ferguson
2 Furness Grove
Heaton Mersey
Stockport SK4 2AV
Tel: 0161 4422054

OLDHAM
CLOSE D

PRE TON & BLACKBURN
Mr.I.W. Lo rimer
Royal Signals Association
The Barracks, Canterbury St
Blackbum BB2 2HS
Tel: 01254 261583

SALE
Mr.M.J. Quinn
32 Whitelake Avenue
Flixton, Urmston
Manchester M3 I 3Q
Tel:

HROPSHIRE
1r. H.J.B. Wall MBE
54 Little Harlescott Lane
Harlescott Grange
Shrewsbury SY I 3PZ
Tel: 01743 350606

OUTHPORT
Mr. B.F. Gillingham (Chairman)
48 Lexton Drive
Southport
Merseyside PR9 8QW
Tel:

SO TH STAFFORDSHIRE
Mr.A. Whi les
18 liflon Avenue
Tamworth B79 SEE
Tel: 01827 65758
AREA3
Area Representative - Brigadier .G.M. Gordon
Area Vice Chairman - Maj (Retd) M. Sexton (Norfolk Branch)
BEDFORD
CAMBRIDGE
Mr. T.E. Holyoake
Mr. D. Watson
54 Knights Avenue
14 toneland Avenue
Clapham
Biggleswade
Bedfordshire MK4 I 6DG
Bedfordshire SG 18 OEA
Tel: 01234 349330
Tel: 01767 601305
EAT LO DO
Mr. J.B. Greenwood
5 Merlin Grove
Hainault , llford
Essex IG62QX
Tel: 0181 5003310
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LOUGHBOROUGH
Mr. P. Bruce
557 ew Ashby Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LEI I OEY
Tel: 01509 266272

Witham
Essex CMS 3HD
Tel: 01376 513076

AREA4
Area Vice Cha irman - Brigadier K.H. Olds OBE
Area Representative - Mr. R.F. Andrews (East Kent Branch)
ALDERSHOT
BRIGHTO
Mrs Jane Knight
Mrs D. Barber (Chairman)
4 Grassy Lane
37 The Paddock
Maidenhead
Lancing
Berkshire SL6 6AU
West Sussex B 15 80
Tel: 01628 626468
Tel: 01903 767337
EASTBO RNE
Mr R. Brody
Rosewood
Maynards Green. Heathfield
E. Sussex
TN21 OBU

EAST KET
Mr.J.M.\ . Badcock CB MBE DL
Antrum Lodge
Stodmarsh Road
Canterbury
KentCT34AH

Tel: 01435 813724

Tel: 01227 470340

READING
Mr. A.E. Foot
96 Chiltern Crescent
Early
Reading
RG61A
Tel: 0118 926 1952

SO TRAMPTO
Mr.A.A.T Dear
77 Lumsden Ave
Shirley
Southampton
Hampshire SO 15 5 EJ
Tel: 01703 778017

WI CHESTER
i\tr.G. Gillings
184 Leigh Rd
Eastleigh
Hampshire
S0509DX
Tel: 01703-614173

AREAS
rea vice Chairman - Brigadier P.J. Evans CBE
rea Representative - Lt Col (Retd) R.A. Peake BE 1 (Poole)
BATH
BO RNE 10 TH
Mr. . A. Hanke
Mrs P. Edridge
14 The Firs
30 Coombe Gardens
Ensbury Park
Combe Down
Bournemouth
Bath
BHIO SAG
BA2 SEO
Tel: 01225 837746
Tel: 01202 771606

BR! TOL
Miss J. Burn
63 Watch Elm Close
Bmdley Stoke outh
Bristol
B 12 8AL
Tel:

COT WOLD
trs I.E. Cropp
I 8 hurch Road
windon Village
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire GL5 I QQP
Tel: 01242 2 1530
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DTll 1RR
Tel· 0125 45574

GlJERN Y
:\Jr. E.H. Lr Quesne
•Acquarius'
Clos des Arbes
Les Pri ns Est, Vale
Guernsey GY6 HD
Tel: 0 148 1 57497

JERSE'
'\lr.H. Bell
.. anyukilf"
La rue des Champs
t Brelade
Jersey Cl JE3 EJ
Tel: 01:34 41072

CORNW LL
1r. J.\". P recs
Ashleigh
St I SC)'
Wadebridge
Cornwall
Tel : 01841 540570

POOLE
Mr.J.J.F. Logan
69a Trinidad Crescent
Park tone
Poole
Dorset BHl2 3 W
Tel: 01202 24109

SALi B RY
1r.J. hires
The Wardrobe
58 The Close
alisbury
Wiltshire SPJ 2EX
Tel: (Works) 01722 414536

TORBAY
Mr. J.T. E\•aos
I Fallowfield Clo e
, ewtoo Abbot
Devonshire TQ 12 4EG
Tel: 01626 364508

SWl 00
Mr.T. Davies
39 Valleyside
Swindon
Wilts S 14 1B
Tel: 01793-523256

DOR f
'lr.T.D. \\alker BEi\!
~ : \larston Close
Bland~ rd Fcirum
Do~ct

WALE
Area Vice Chairman - Lt Col (Retd) J.G. Billingham
CARDlfF
1r.W.C. Davies
2 Hafod Street
Grangeto\\.11
Cardiff CF! 7RA
Tel: 01222 374324

SHETLAND
Mr.R .Hamilton
The Old Manse
Stove
Sandwick
Shetland ZE2 9HH
Tel: 01950 431545

NORTHERN IRELAND
rea Vice Chairman
BELFAST
Details held in RHQ
AFFILIATED BRANCHE
Glossop and District
ignal OCA
'1rs. Ruby Price
43 Kershaw Street
Glossop
Derby;hire
SK13 8
Tel: 014574 853743

602 Signal Troop
(Sq OAF
Mr. M . Hope
9 Hoyland Close
Millhouse Green, Pennistone
Sheffield
S30 6 NJ
Tel : 0126 762510

\tlddlesex Yeomanry OCA
\1r. P.O. Bridges
17 Queen bury Place
Blackwater
Camberley
SurrC} GUI? 9LX
Tel: 01276 33345

F Boys Coy 1920-41
Mr. V. Dugdale
12 Deep Well Drive
Camberley
Surrey
GU15 2HF
Tel : 01276 29176
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ignal Reunion Club

1r. J. Tem pleto n

6 Even on Road
Addiscombe
Croydon
CR0 6LA
Tel : 01 81 654 8408

56 Div & lty of London
Signals 0
Mr. S.M. Blund
222 Wickham Road
Shirley, roydon
Surrey
CRO SBJ
Tel : (O il) 01 7 1 276 394 7
(Home) 0 18 1 656 9740

India n ignnl Assoc
Mr. H.J. Crocker BEM
12 Queen Eliza beth Close
helTord
Bedfordshire
SGl7 SLE
Tel : 01462 81 2074

No rth Africa L of Signals
Reunion C lub
Brig R.H. Borthwick
clo RHQ

18 Div ign als R ennion Assoc
Mr. W.R. Partridge
22 Kingsmead
mall field
Horley
Surrey RH6 9QR
Tel: 01 342- 42349

5t h (London) Corps igs O CA
S.F. Prior
56 Racton Road
Fulham
London
SW61LP
Tel : 01 7 1385 27 14

AFCE T
Lnngeleben Re union Br
Mr. B. ' elson
Cuyleborg 164
6228 BP Maastricht
The etherlands
Tel: 01031 43 619226
Ceylon High Speed Wireless COY
Mr. H. Moore

COT LANO
Area ice Chairman - lajor R. Sampson CBE
ABEROEE.
TAYSIDE A D FIFE
Mr.\ .J.A. aismith
Mr.O. Bartlett TO
ewman House, Mid Craigie Road
15 Abergeldie Road
Dundee DD4 9PH
Aberdeen
Tel: Mil: 774 4737
AB! 6ED
Home: 01382 457049
Tel: 01224 596520
GLA GOW
Mis I. Muir
Flat 9!6
75 Kirkton Avenue
Knightswood
Glasgow G 13 3EG
Tel: 0141 959 5832

3rd Oh

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
CHENEVIX-TRENCH PRIZE ESSAY
COMPETITION 1999
PRIZES
First Prize £7 50
Available to all entrants.

SOinC's Special Award £125
Available to non commissioned ranks of Royal Signals.

Young Officer's Award £125
Available to Royal Signals Officers below the rank of Major.

1r. F. Mitchell

Non Royal Signals Award £125

6 Derwent House
Timber Street, Elland
Halifax HXS OOH
Tel: 01422 376915

I Blue Granite Park
The Green
Mountsorrel
Leicestershire LE12 7AG
Tel : 01166 2375423

19 Signal Regiment Association
Mr. C.W. Little MBE
Trasavean
Vogue Beloth
lllogan
Cornwall TR16 4ET
Tel: 01209 2 14132

SHAPE
W02 (YofS) S. Bertram
Regional Signal Group
SHAPE
BFP026
Tel : Belgium (0)65-444050

31 Signal Regiment Association
Mr. K.C. Holman
4 7 St Anselms Road
Hayes, Middlesex
UB3 ISO
Tel : 0181 848 4597

The Airborne Signals OCA
Capt S. Morgan
Adminofficer
216 Parachute Sig Sqn
Arnhem Bks
Aldershot GUil 2AU
Tel: 01252-349547

12, 15 & 18th Air Formation Sig Regt OCA
Mr. 0. Egan
19 Sycamore Close
Longmeadow
inas Powis
S Glamorgan CF64 4TG
Tel : 01222 512959

219 Sig Sqn (Tripolitania)
Mrs. P. Andrews
The Moorings
7 The Heath
Sout h Tankenon, Whitstable
Kent CT5 3HJ

Australia uh Branch
Mr. A.H. Kirche
PO Box 170
Sans Souci
NSW 2219
Australia

Assoc Old Harrogate Apt( AOHA)
Mr. D.O. Dickason
25 Cherry Waye
Eythome
Dover
Kent CT l5 4BY
Tel: 01304 830022

260 Signal quadron Assoc
Mr. R. Andrews
'Moorings'
7 The Heath, South Tankenon
Whitstable
Kent CT5 3HJ
Tel: 01227 26455 1

Beverley Ex Boys Assoc
Mr. A. HuU
8 Fcmcroft Gdns
Nonhbourne
Bournemouth BH I 0 6BZ
Tel: 01202 770261
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Available to the Retired Corps, civilians or officers and soldiers of other arms and services.
None of the last three awards will be awarded to the winner of the first prize.
The objective of the competition is:
"To encourage the study of all aspects of relevance to The Royal Corps of Signal and, in so doing, enhance the
reputation of the Corps and its Institution and provide a fitting memorial to its benefactor".
RULES:
1.

The Competition will be known as ''The Royal Signals Chenevix-Trench Prize Essay Competition".

2.

Entries will be welcomed from anyone.

3.

Essays may be on any topic of relevance to the Corps. In addition the SOinC (A) will nominate one subject of
current interest for tho e who wish to use it. Title in next issue.

4.

All es ay mu t be submitted complete with duplicate. They may be of any length , and preferably should be
typewritten in double line spacing, but manuscript entries will be accepted and will not incur a penalty
provided they are legible. Essays will be judged on quality, not quantity, of reading matter.

5.

Classified matter mu t NOT be included .

6.

When a reference is made to any work, it title and author must be quoted. Quotations and extracts must be
acknowledged as such to the title and author concerned.

7.

Every author must write under a nom de plume and must submit with the essay a ealed envelope with the
nom de plume on the out ide and name and addre inside.

8.

Essays should reach the Secretary of the Royal Signal In titution.
Regimental Headquarters,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum,
DORSET DTI 1 8RH
NOT LATER THAN lST SEPTEMBER 1999.

9.

Adjudication will be arranged by the Council of the Institution .

10.

The Council of the In tjtution reserve the right to publi h any es ay ubmitted in the Journal , whether it
win a prize or not.

Produced by the Publishers. Rcgimenml Hoadquortcra Royal Signols. Blandford Camp. Blandford Forum. Dorset DTI I SRH . (Telephone: Military S}Stem 737 2079 or STD 01158 4 ~79)
Printed in Great Brimin by Holbrooks Printc" Ltd. Norway Rood, Hilsea. Portsmouth, Hant. P03 5HX
For :tdvertising mtc' apply 10: Combined Service Publicntions Ltd. PO Box 4. Farnborough, Hampshire GUJ4 7LR (Te lephone 01252 515 91)
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HEADQUARTERS REME TRAIN ING GROUP
ARBO RFIELD GARRISON
Having recently secured the contract to provide training and o t her support services to the
Arborfield Garrison, Vosper Thornycroft UK Limited now have the following opportunities:

INSTRUCTION

EQUIPMENT SUPPORT

HIGHER INSTRUGORS

WORKSHOP MANAGER

Required to administer the following instructional areas:

e Telecommunications Department • Radar Department
e Control Electronics Department • Optronics Department
The primary function is to manage the department, ensuring that
the section meets its instructional and development commitments.
This will include the allocation of the instructional staff to tasks,
course scheduling within the section, maintaining student records
and providing subject matter expertise for future course
development. Some instructional duties will be required.

INSTRUGORS/LEGURERS
To teach repair and maintenance in the following areas:

•Telecommunication Department
•HF communication equipments and 8920 test equipments
•General Purpose Digital Test and Diagnostic Facility GPDTDF
(DIANA)

e BID 250, Clansman and CSSH.

• Radar Department
e Rapier FSB2. FSC. SEERT and SEGRT e HVM, Javelin (SI 5) ADCIS
• Cymbeline Radar equipment• Rapier Automatic Test Equipment.

• Control Electronic Department
• Challenger 2 (CR2) Control equipment• MLRS, AS9Q and BATES
• Swingfire Improved Guidance System• MILAN Weapon System.

You must be skilled in supervisory management, be computer
literate and fully aware of workshop Quality and Health and Safety
requirements.

TECHNICIANS
To carry out inspection, servicing, fault diagnosis, repair and
modification of a wide variety of military equipments as is used and
trained within SEAE Arborfield. You should have a background
typically as a Technician in a REME workshop and experience of a
range of the equipment detailed below.

Control Equipment Technicians
e To work on Challenger MBT, MLRS, AS90 and CVR(T) through
weapon systems such as Rapier and MILAN to radio and medical
and dental equipment.

Radar Technicians
• To work on Rapier FSC and FSB2, Cymbeline. ADCIS, Javelin,
HVM , ERV and HRV.

• General Purpose Thermal Imaging Repair Facility (GPTIRF}

Equipment• Pathology Equipments •X-ray Machinery• Anaesthetic
Machinery • Dental Equipment.
These roles will also include assisting with the updating and
preparation of syllabuses and training packages as well as the

1998 has been a momentous year fo r the Army. The ' Peace Agreement'
in Northern lreland, the continu ing commitment in Bosnia, the seemingly
ever expanding array of world-wide deployments and operations, and
looming ever larger, as the year progressed, the Govern ment' Strategic
Defence Rev iew (SDR).
The Corps has come thro ugh all thi s with flying colours. I had the
priv ilege of witnessi ng at fi rst hand the supreme professionalism of our
troop in Ireland. By the time lhis is published I shall have tasted the
Bo. nia experience. I have taken immense sati fac tion from the unstinting
prai e for the Corps by senior field commanders and taffi of all three
services, fo r the sheer quality of our contribution to operations, traini ng
and the wider life o f the Serv ice.
As you are only too we ll aware, in the Services, our Corps carries the
banner in the in formation revolution sweeping through civil and military
life everywhere. The outcome of SDR acknowledges this. The Regular
Corps will grow significantly in size, not just to addre s the needs of the
exciting new Army force structure, but also to grasp the un ique
opportunities offered by the ' digi tisation' prospect. Our Territorial too
will retai n their shape and their strength, and can look forward to an
exciting future.
The Corps is in good heart and great shape, a conclusion to which every
' Old Comrade ' from the Associations across the Country, who, with me,
had the privilege of watching the breathtaking Prince s Roya l Day Parade
at Bland ford this year can testify.
Annie and I look forward to seeing many of you in the pre-mi llennium
year ahead. In the meantime, to you and your fa mi lies, a Merry Christmas
and a Happy N ew Year.

This is my first Christma Me sage a Signal Officer in Chie[ First of all.
may I ay what a privilege it 1s to be appointed as the serving bead of the
Corps. I look forward to meeting as many of you as I am able during my tour
of duty and carrying on the excellent work of my predecessor. I am ure you
would all like to join me in wishing Brigadier igel Wood and Wendy best
wi he in their econd career with the TAVRA in Yorkshire.
The Corp continues to cany out its vital role for the Army on operations,
on exercises and in barrack around the world. The importance of our
contribution i widely recogni ed as our required expan ion under the
Strategic Defence Review testifies. The tandards of professionalism
demonstrated by you all are much appreciated, especially since commanders
know we have a diffic ult manning situation requiring everybody to provide
an effort 'above maximum'. However, our task remains enormou ly
interesting and the future abounds with opportunities and challenges. After
many years of talking about the Information Age, we are now beginning to
see the arrival of equipment, y tern and facilities which will make the
Coips one of the most interesting and productive place to work in the
communication and in fom1ation ystems world.
BOWMAJ , new
battlefield information , ystem , new atellite and trunk communication and
EW y tem arrive, we are becoming a Corps at the leadmg edge of
information technology. As a re ult of alt this change. the Corp must become
efficient in the latest data communications and information ystems
technique . We can all look forward to thi , and oldiers in particular will
benefit from lhe new, more flexible trade tructure that will ·hortly be
introduced. The training and the experience gained will give us the
credentials to take a leading role in Defence Cl and lit individual for
successful second careers. The me age i• clear, that crvi e with the orp
means valuable experience in a vital and growing di cipline. The orp.
invest· heavily in traini ng, for more than mo t commercial organi ation , and
has a programme of continuing profes ional d velopment. Each year ·pent in
the Coips pay off two- or three-fold in term of personal benefit well ru
being a contribution of military service to the nation.
We can celebrate Christma. with 1he ati· fa tion of a job well done 111
199 and with the prospect of a fo cinating future in the e\\ Year and on
into the Millennium. Marion joins me in wishing you a bright fu ture and a
very Merry Christma and a Happy ew Year.

and FRTK, and DIANA

Optronics Technicians

• Physiological Monitoring Equipments •Therapeutic and Surgical

A Christmas Message from The Master of Signals - Maj Gen I. 0 . J . Sprackling OBE

A Christmas Message from The Signal Officer in Chief-Brigadier J. H. Griffin ADC

• To work on OTIS, Spyglass, Laser range finders LP6 and LP7,
Osprey, SWIG, GPTIRF. LTMR and SRF.

• Medical and\ Dental

h

BID 250

• Optronics Department
•SWIG, Laser Target Marker, LP6 & 7 and the Osprey Laser Sight.

All corresponde nce and matte r
Subscription rates
for publicatio n in The Wire
1998 (Bi-monthly)
should be addressed to
(Feb, Apr, Ju n,
The Head of Publications,
Aug, Oct, and Dec).
The Wire, RHO Roya l Signals,
Individua l: Yea rly £9.00;
Blandford Camp,
Bi-month ly £1.50.
Blandford Fo rum, DT11 8RH
Dorset. Tel No: Blandford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079
Remittances shoul d be made payable to
(Incorporating the Journal of the Royal Signals Institution)
Roya l Signals Benevolent Fund
Matter fo r publication must be
received by t he 15th of Feb ruary,
Editor Lt Col (Retd) P. Valder
April, Ju ne, August, October and 10th December
for publication six w ee ks later.
Assistant Editor Mrs J . A. Herring
All enq uiries regarding subscriptions/despatch
should be made to ext: 2087
The Wire is a member of the Association of Service Newspapers

di\\
'liJI'

To have overall responsibility for the co-ordination and control of
all aspects of repair, inspection, servicing and maintenance
associated with the training equipment of the REME School of
Electronic and Aeronautical Engineering. The role will also involve
the management of a team of around 37 technicians, engineers,
tradesmen and support staff.

Telecommunications Technicians
e To work on Clansman HF, VHF, UHF, test rigs, CSSH,

GUN FITTER
Ideally qualified to REME Class I Gun Fitter level, you will organise
and carry out inspections, servicing, repair and modification of
main battle tank armaments and artillery equipment in accordance
with military regulations. Additionally, you will be the site Lining
Tackle Supervisor, carrying out all mandatory inspections/tests
and maintaining the appropriate FBB documentation.

production of training aids and invigilating and marking examinations.
Applicants will generally be ex Staff Sergeant or Warrant Officer
Artificers with experience of the REME Training process and having
achieved a BTEC National Diploma or equivalent in a relevant
engineering discipline.

To apply, please send a full CV and covering
letter to: AVS Recruitment, 223 Southampton
Road, Paulsgrove, Portsmouth P06 4QA.
Fax: 01705 354444. Tel: 01705 354400.

December 1998 Vol. 52 No: 6

GENERAL FITTER
A General Fitter with military workshop experience is
required for assisting with lining tackle, gun fitting and vehicle
maintenance tasks.

AVS Recruitment
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BLANDFORD MAN
LEADS THE WAY IN SAFETY

THE CORPS DIAMOND BROOCH
Mrs Wendv Wood arranged a mall lunch party in July at her home at
Chapel Farm near Blandford. LO mark the special occasion of the handing
over of the Corps Brooch to Mrs Marion Griffin soon after her husband
took O\'er ihe po t of Signal Officer in Chief. The photograph hows Mrs
Griffin wearing the Brooch and receiving the Inscription.
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SSM Antony Sartorius of 11 Sig Regt, Blandford Camp has received
ihe prestigious British Safety Council Diploma in Safety Management in
an awards ceremony at ihe Armourers ' Hall, London. SS~ Sartorius was
among 44 safety profe sionals wb.o were prese~ted Wllh. their awards.
They passed a 450-question exam m order to gam th~1r D1plo~a . Many
company directors and managers are unaware of how big the savmg from
good safety management can be. The Baker Group in Northamptons~ire
has seen it's insurance premiwns drop from £400,000 to £ 150,000 m J~ t
three years and Norwich City Council's City Works department 1s savmg
£60,000 a year because of their good safety records.
.
Sir eville Purvis, Director General of the Bnllsh Safety Council, says,
'Good safety is good business and can save fum hundreds of thousands. of
pound . In achieving the Diploma in Safety Management, SSM Sartorius
has shown a commitment to improving health and safety in the workplace.
Proper training for people at all levels of a company is vital, as accident and
illnesses at work cost this country up to£ 16 billion every year.'

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
VOLUNTEERS
On Friday, 16 October, 19 of the 23 volunteers who man the museum at
the weekends and on public holidays during the summer eason met with
members of the museum staff and other guest.~ at the Crown Hotel
Blandford, for their Annual General Meeting and dinner. Lt Col (Rctd)
Pat Soward, the Volunteer Co-ordinator, reported that over £9, 100 had
been. taker~ m shop sale and admission charges on the 45 weekend and
public holidays that the museum was open in 1998. Also that Mr Adam
Forty, the Business Development Manager, noted that this amounted to
some 10% of the total expected income during the year. Maj Gen Jimmy
Hellicr reported that the Museum Trust Deed had recently been approved
and that !he museum shop will become 'The Royal Signals Trading
ompany on I January 1999. The Mu cums and Gallerie Commission
has awarded the museum Phase 2 Registration which means that it meets
the highest standards ~equired of museums in this country and the MoD
has undertaken to contmuc to support the museum as it has in the past.
Mr Adam Forty noted that whilst virtually all military museums in the
area had suffered from falling income and visitor numbers in 1998 two
notable exceptions were the Tank Museum and our museum. Our 'shop
ales in .t 998 we~e more than double that in 1997 (although l 997 was not a
full tradmg year 1t was, never-the-less, open for the start of the main vi itor
season). To the delight of the volunteers, Mr Forty announced that the till
would probably have to be replaced when the trading company is formed!
The meeting ended with the ~pbeat announcement from Lt Col (Retd)
Pat Soward that almost sufficient pledges of volunteer assistance had
been received to permit the museum to be open at weekend for an extra
two months in 1999, from Easter to the end of October. Any past members
of the Corp living in the Blandford, Salisbury, Bournemouth Area who
wo~ld like to help .the museum a volunteers will be very welcome!
Trammg days for ex1stmg and new volunteers will be arranged in March
1999 or at mutually agreed later dates.

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
TRADING COMPANY Ltd
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford DORSET DT11 8RH
Tel: 01258 482 248 (Mii: 2248) Fax: 01258 482 084 (Mil: 2084)
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Ladies G ifts
'Jimmy' Drop Earring
'Jimmy' Pendant
'Jimmy' Stickpin
Sweetheart Brooch
Gold 'Jimmy'
Marcasite 'Jimmy'
Cut Glass & China

Gents Gifts
Prints
Cuff-Links
Golfing Goods
Blazer Buttons
Blazer Badges
Ties & Tie Pins
'jimmy' Signet Ring

ERROR
It bas been pointed out to us that that an error wa printed in the
August edition of The Wire . On page 295 in the 69 ( ORTH IRISH
HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRO , HlTLER LINE PARADE. We
printed that the Line wa finally broken on 23 May 1943. Having
heard from an ex Sgt of the above Squadron we find that the correct
date is 23 May 1944. He remembers it well as not only wa he there
but it was al o his birthday.
Thi diamond brooch was a bequest to the Corps that was made by the
wife of Col Ton:. Fairfield who died in July 1978. The bequest reads:
·ro the Signal Officer in Chief (Army) my Royal Signals Diamond
Brooch. To be used by him and his successors as thought fit, but NOT to
he sold or kept permanently in a museum.'
It has been cu tomary for it to be worn by the wife of the Signal Officer
in Chief (Army) at official and social occasions.

Diploma delegates study safety law, communications, advanced safety
management, occupational health and hygiene and total loss control (nsk
management). The internationally recognised qualification also provides
domain knowledge for the
ational Vocational Qualification in
Occupational Health and Safety Practice at Levels 3 and 4, subject to an
assessment of competence in the workplace.

Authors alone are responsible for the contents of their articles. The opinions expres ed in the articles of this publication are those of the individual
auihors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise, of the Royal Signals or the Ministry of Defence. This publication
should be treated with discretion by the recipient.

Programme for
January and February 1999
2 1 January 1999

Title:
Speaker:

FOR SALE
Ladies Mess Dre s and Jacket: Sergeant's Chevrons and
Jimmy. Size 14 worn thr..,e time

£390
For further details ring: OJ 322 528757

'Police Command and Control'
Dr Mike Taylor, IT Director
Metropolitan Police
The Vine Hotel, Ower
(Nr. Junction 2 M27)
18.00 (Drinks & Supper followed
by Lecture)
'Generic Communications'
Mr Tony tyles, BAe EMA
HMS Collingwood
1800 (Drinks & Supper followed
by Lecture)

Venue:
Time:
18 February 1999*

Title:
Speaker:
Venue:
Time:

AFCEA Members and their guests are welcome. Reservation must
be made through: Maj Rick King,
Concepts Division, Army CIS Eng Gp
Blandford Camp DORSET DTI l 8RH
Tel:
01258 485432
01258 485380
Fax:

SC~

IJitt ~ aft, tJuaaioa
~~1tem4,

Children' Gifts
Toys
Books
Model Kits
Spy Kits
Camo. Uniform
Soft Toys
Die Cast Toys

AFCEA(UK)
SOUTHERN CHAPTER

Systems
Communications
and Networks
Limited

Calling all ex and resettling
Royal Signals personnel

CAN YOU IGNORE
YOUR FUTURE?
To find out more about our
courses and current
vacancies, contact us:

Tel: 01258 480121
Fax: 01258 455366
scnltd@enterprise.net

Systems Communications and
etworks (SC ) Limited is an
independent consultancy and
training company offering IT.
Communication . and
Networking support to the IT
and Telecomms indu trie .
We have in depth experience in
In taJlation aad De ign of
network and secure
communications systems along
with GSM tr:msmis ·ion
engineering, installation,
Technical documentation. and
management kill . The e
kills now range from
tructured cabling planning and
in tallation to Cellular network
engineering. planning and
management.
Our IT professionals provide
consultancy ervices to . ome of
the 'bl ue chip' companies
nationally. Some of this work
is wid1 tho e indu trie
upporting the MoD.

Our customers include; BAe,
Bull. !CL. Reuter • Orange,
Motorola, Vodafone.
ewbridge etworks, MoD.
FCO etc.
Our trainers provide training to
the Telecomms indu try worldwide. To prepare the ex
ervicemen and women for
their new careers we al ·o run
our own Resettlement course
in:
•Mobile Telecomm
et work
Engineering (GSM)
• Data Communications
We continuou ly provide
industry \I ith high qualit)
ex sen ice pl'rsonnel on both
a contract and permanent
basis.

(call us 11ow for current
vacancies)

© Crown Copyright
D1~claimer: o responsibility for the quality of goods or services advertised in this magazine can be accepted by the Publishers or their Agents.
Advertisements are included in 'good faith'.
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A 180 foot abseil from 216 Para Signal Squadron (Who else?)

Queens UOTC Chill-out at the ice cave in Iceland (\\'here else!)
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vrnw OF A SECO

D TOt;R
LCpl ' Baz' Fullerton posted from 249 (A 1F(L)) ig qn
After my first enjoyable three-year tour with the White Helmet J
decided it was time to rejoin the mainstream army and continue with ~y
car~er. So on I
oven:ber 1994 I join~d 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn. For
myself, ~et!-lrning to be.m g an operator 1~volved 9uite a steep learning
curve- this mcludcd havmg to learn the vanous equipment and procedures
used w1thm the AMF(L). I also had to learn to work and live in the Arctic
and.southern Mediterranean. After serving three years with the Squadron l
decided to have a change a~d applied to rej.oin the White Helmets. Again I
had to ~omplcte the Selection Course which assesses you for the ability
a~d aptitude .needed. Amongst other things during the fin.t week you are
~1ven a subje~t to prepare a talk which you give to the course and
instructors dunng the second week . One thing that I found had changed
was that we had a TV interview that was taped, so that the instructors
could see you talking. to the public ~n.d media. If you pass the course you
then return to your umt, clear and reJOm the team in January in time for the
start of the training season.

GOLF
ROYAL SIGNALS OFF1CERS' GOLF
The.next two-day meet at Belmont Golf Club is planned for the
Spnng of 1999. Any golf playing officers who are interested in
receiving details of this event who are not already on the mailing
hst should send their details to PS to SOinC at HQ R Signals,
Blandford Camp, Dorset DTI I 8RH.
Th~

first year riders training at RAF Sealand Cpl Bob Sizeland
rides team-mates around on a trick known as the Tableau

The Royal Signal White Helmets Motorcycle Display Team 1998
Comd \Vhite Helmets
Maj Keith Russell
Capt Gordon 'ewell
Team Captain
Team Sergeant
Sgt Don Brebner
The team has had another very good season culminating in the teams
anticipated appearance at the Greek Military Tattoo at the end of
ovember. This will have seen the team performing over I 00 times across
Europe from as far afield as Athens to The Wirrel. Work carries on and as
always, the annual selection course will run at the beginning of December.
ew team riders for the next few seasons are t11en selected to replace those
soldiers who will be posted back to the Corps. An arduous but exciting
experience, the course runs for fourteen days with the first week spent
cross-country riding at Bovington Tank Training Area and the second
week on an introduction to arena riding. This course is open to all
members of the Corps and always sees a good turnout of volunteers. ext
year bodes well with the highlight being an appearance at what may be the
last ever Royal Tournament at Earls Court in London. The season will
begin with the usual tour of Germany and Belgium followed by a return to
the UK for a busy schedule. The team also looks forward to receiving 30
new cu tom-built Triumph Tiger Millenniums from our sponsor LF
Harris. The e will replace the current older machines in time for a very
busy Millennium year in 2000.
This year we say goodbye and good luck to Capt Lisa Giles, Cpls
Lance Malin and Rob Downton, LCpl Mavis Cann and Sigs Gaz Ryder
and Stu McDermott. ew arrivals are Capt Gordon ewell, Cpls Adam
Malin and Bob Sizeland LCpls Baz Fullerton, Duncan Marsh, Ricky
Ro sand Finbar aunder and Sigs Matty Adams, 'Fish' Fisher and
·scouse' O ' Leary.
If any soldier is interested in a potential tour with the team, is looking
towards three unique and exciting years of personal challenge and
fulfilment with the most famous motorcycle di play team in the world,
then they should not hesitate in contacting the team at Blandford Camp.
Telephone Blandford Military 2365.

VIEW OF A FIRST YEAR RIDER
C pl dam Malin (posted from 399
RAF Digby)
[n the summer of 1997 I decided that I wanted a change of direction in
my working life and that I needed new challenges. With this in mind, I had
interview· with my Troop and Squadron Comma nder at RAF Digby and
submitted my application for a White Helmets Selection Course. The
course was to be held in Blandford in the first two weeks of November
1997. All I really knew about the course was that it was physically
demanding and involved a great deal of riding.
There was a brief introduction on the first day with details of what lay
ahead and what was expected of the 16 new hopefuls that made up the
1997 ~election course. Week I was off-road training using the Armstrong
'MT500 bike '-but getting onto the bikes on Bovington Moors was only
part of the daily ritual. Each morning we had PT followed by a block and
kit inspection. By 0830hrs we were up at the White Helmets Garages
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making sure everything was loaded onto the .Bedfords and were .on
Bovington Moors by about 0915hrs. We were given some expert tutti.on
and before we knew what was going on we were following the instructors
through varying terrain including lashings of Bovington's best muddy
water. Our lunch was brought out to us so that proceedings were not halted
for too long and the afternoon was spent learning different techniques in
bike control.
On return to Blandford we carried out bike maintenance, which lasted
till late in the evening and our kit was re-inspected. After the inspection
your time's your own, so we had about six and a half hours to prepare our
kit and equipment for the next day- and get some sleep of course! This
routine continued for the first week and on into the second, except instead
of off road riding we were now on the Triumph Tiger 750 machines. We
were now being taught various first year tricks including how to jump
through fire. The learning curve was steep to say the least and towards the
end of the week we found ourselves performing in front of a film crew
from Meridian Television. The conclusion of the course was a nail-biting
overnight wait to see who had passed and on t11e Friday we were all put out
of our misery with eight of the sixteen walking out of the OCs office very
happy indeed.
Following a short break we returned to Blandford in January to
commence further training. We trained long and hard each day either at
Bovington or on t11e old airfield at Blandford. These two mont11s figured
out who was going to do which individual tricks and what positions we
would fit into on the larger tricks.
Once the groundwork was done, the team went to RAF Sealand near
Chester for the whole of March for our training camp which was to perfect
the whole performance for the Team Captain and Sergeant. On return to
Blandford, we rehearsed for the Opening Show that was on 24 April 1998.
Parents and friends watched proudly as we performed for the first time in
public and halfway through the Show we were presented with the much
coveted White Helmets. A very successful day for everyone involved was
topped off with a superb celebration and party.
ot being the sort of job that lets grass grow under your feet, four days
later we were on a ferry and heading for Germany. This was for our first
performances in front of a paying publi c at the JHQ Show. After an
unsurprisingly nervous start the shows came together a nd we returned via
Belgium, performing at SHAPE and v isiti ng Brussels. As the season has
gone on everything has fallen into place nicely, wi th the first year riders
learning the ropes and finding the easiest ways to do everything from
loading the truck to fire-jumping on your birthday!! We 've performed in
front of crowds of a few hundred to over 35,000. Many hi ghlights
including performing in our local areas or towns and dealing with the
media attention that th is attracts . Looking forward, we are still not out of
the woods yet, we have a couple of important engagements before the end
of the year, including our shows in Athens and then start the learning
process again as we become more senior riders and progress up the ladder
of difficulty. Good luck to next year's Pinkies! !
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Officers
OCTOBER

Name and Rank

Unit lo which posted

Lt Col R. 0. N. Evans . ... . . ......... HQ DCSA
Lt Col (SL) 1. C. Shuker . ... . . .... . . . .. RHQ Royal Signals
Lt Col J. E. Thomas .. . ............... HQ DCSA
Maj R. V. lBrannigan . ...... . .. . .... Royal School of Signals
~a~ R. P. Gtles ....... ... .. .... .... . . . . 233 Sig Sqn, 15 Sig Regt
aJ G. Smith ... . . . ......... . ........... HQ DCSA
Capt J.B. Duckworth ...... .......... . . 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Capt P. Gaffney ...... . ... .............. ROCCHA Balado Bridge
Capt J. Mayson MBE ... . .............. SHAPE ACOSA
Capt . G. C. Yardley BSc (Hon ) ... 225 Signal Squadron
Lt W. R. Holbrook .... .......... . . ..... Royal School of Signals
'OVEMBER

Rank and Name

Unit to which Posled

Col M. A. Thome .. .............. . ... . HQ LAND
Lt Col P. B . Neale .. . ..... ... .......... HQ (A) CIS Eng Gp
Lt Col D. P. Hughes . ............. . ... HQ Scotland
Lt Col D. E. Rowlinson ............... RMCS Shriven ham
Lt Col R. C. A. Thwaites . . .. ....... . ... ES 31 CIS/SP DGEA (A)
Maj P. C. Bawden ............... ...... 2 1 (AS) Signal Regiment
MaJ R. J. Healey ............ ......... RMCS Shrivenham
Maj N. Keen ......... ............. . . ... HQ Royal Signals
Ma~ A. P. Lomax
. ..... ... ... ........ . Queens University OTC
~a~ D. J. Lumb . ..... .. ...... .... . .... . 9 Signal Regiment
aJ A. J. Tuson ...... .... .............. Wpns Sys Sect Malvern
A/Maj A. R. Urwin .................. Wpns Sys Sect Malvern
Capt H. L. Bosley BSc (Hon ) ......... 3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
Capt K. M . Fitzpatrick ..... . . . ....... 9 Signal Regiment
Capt J.E. Mullender ............ . . . . . . 15 Signal Regiment
Capt A. J. E. J. Parson
............. . . Royal School of Signals
Capt G. G. A. Reith .................. 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
Capt G. Woodcock ............... . ..... HS HQ Royal ignals
Lt G . .I . Oliver ........ . ... . . . ......... 15 Signal Regiment
2Lt M. J. Martin ............... ........ . 21 (AS) Signal Regiment
2Lt K. L. Taylor ............... . .. .... .. 30 Signal Regiment
WOs and SNCO ·
OCTOBER 1998

Rank and Name
WO!
W02
W02
W02
W02
W02

Unit to which posted

RD P. J. Griffith
............... Royal School of ignals
RD RSM A. Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ATO Comms chool Latina
FofS P. A. Court ............ . .. 30 Signal Regiment
YofS S. Tyler ........... . ...... 3 1 Signal Regiment (V)
YofS W. A. Walker .... , ....... 20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
A. M. Haresign .................. 21 (A ) ignal Regiment
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W02 M.A. Webb ..................... 30 Signal Regiment
AIW02 FofS M. Brown . . ............. 8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
SSgt RD A. S. Baird .. . . ........... . .. Exeter UOTC
SSgt FofS S. King .......... .... ....... 30 Signal Regiment
SSgt FofS S. I. Meldrum ...... . . . ... HQ I & Signal Regiment
SSgt P. C. Anderson .................. 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig qn (2l3)
SSgt P. E. Burrows
............•..... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
SS gt S. Dewhurst ..................... 7 Signal Regiment
SS gt A. P. Gamer ......... ... ........ . 3 (UK) Div & Signal Regiment
SSgt J. W. Graham
................ . . 11 EOD Regiment RLC
SS gt D. M. Hancock .... .......... . ... I (UK) Div & Signal Regiment
SSgt R. Hare . . . . .. . . . ...... . ........... J5SU Digby
SSgt A. D. Jones . .. . . . .... ... ........ I (UK) Div & Signal Regiment
SSgt D. Maw ........................... 280 UK) Signal quadron
SSgt S. D. Moffet ..................... JSSU Digby
SSgt J. P. Mor~an ............. ........ 259 Signal quadron
SSgt D. C ..Wh1te ...... ......... . ..... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
SS gt D. Wm field . .. .................. JSSU Digby
A/SSgt A. P. May ... : ................. 24 ~irmob Bde & ig qn (210)
A/SS gt M. J. R. Wakeling ............ 7 Signal Regiment
Sgt S. E. Gallagher
...... ............ ACIO Inverness
Sgt P. S. Gart ide ..................... HQ AFCE T
Sgt R. P. Gathercole .................. 225 Signal Squadron
Sgt B. Green ·: . .............. .. .. ..... . 7 Signal Regiment
Sgt L. P. Hopkins ....... ..... .... .... . 5 AB Bde & Sig qn (216 Para)
Sgt S. A. Howard ..................... 2 Signal Regiment
Sgt L. J. John ton
...... .. .. .... . . . . HQ AFC ENT
Sgt I. D. M .. MacDonald ........... . ... 21 (AS) ignal Regiment
Sgt A. Martm .......... .......... . . . . JSSU Digby
Sgt P. S. Parke ...... ...... ............ Belfast Bn
Sgt D. J. Paz ........................... 30 ignal Regiment
Sgt T. Reene ........ . .................. 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
Sgt K. J. ~oberts . . . ... ............... I (UK) Div & Signal Regiment
Sgt J. Smith ................... ........ HQ I & Signal Regiment
Sgt N. R. Ben on ............. . . . .. DSSS
gt G. Chapman
.................. I (UK) Div & Signal Regiment
WO and SNCOs
OVE 1BER 1998

Rank and Name
Unit to which posled
WO I RD RSM D. W. Craig ......... 4 Armd Bdc IIQ & ig qn (204)
WO I RD RSM D. C. Laycock ...... HQ R ignal
WO I RD RSM G. L. toker . . . . . . . . . (UK) Div & ignal Regiment
WO I RD R M D. J. Willi;un
.. . ... 21 (AS) ignal Regiment
WO 2 RD C. Kearney ............... I (UK) Div & ignal Regiment
WO 2 RD . J. Organ .......... ..... 21 (A ) ignul Regiment
WO 2 FofS Y. G. Ramsdale
......... 3 (UK) Div & ignal Regiment
S gt RD K. F. Tunstall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lnfBde HQ & ig qn (21 )
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gt P. G. Beattie
.............. . ...... 39 Regiment RA
Sgt D. M. Butler ...... . .............. 11 ignal Regiment
Sgt D. K. Butler
........ . ............ 11 S~gnal Reg~ment
gt P. R. Crawford ...... ............... 30 S!gnal Rcg!menl
gt J. H. Davi
........................ 11 Signal _Regu~e nl
.
Sgt D. . Doughty ...... ... .......... .. I (UK) Dtv & S~gnal Reg~m en t
Sgt H. Dunlop ... ..................... l (UK) Div & Signal Regiment
gt A. S. Fox ............... . ........ .. . Royal chool of Signals
Sgt S. D. Harri on .................... .40 Signal Regi ment (V)
gt R. I. Hawkins ..................... 35 ignal Regiment (V)
Sgt M. F. Making ..................... 24 Airmob Bde & Sig Sqn (210)
Sgt M. J. Mann ~ .. ..................... HQ l & Signal Regiment
gt J. . McGaw ...... .... ........... 2 Signal Squadron
gt G. orris .... .. ...... .. ........ ..... 2 Signal Regiment
gt S. J. Pringle ......... ...... ......... 8 InfBd_e HQ & Sig Sqn (2 18)
Sgt P. T. ayer ... .. . .................. J U Digby
gt B. R. teadman ... .. ... .. .. ...... I (UK) Div & Sig Regt
Sgt M. A. Bell ............. ....... .40 Regiment RA
gt S. W. Foard .... .... ..... ..... ... 7 Signal Regiment
Sgt P. M. Lund ...... ... . .. ......... 3 (UK) Div & Sig Regt
Sgt J. Mason . .................. .. ... 2 ignal Regiment
Sgt K. D. Perk ..... . .. .... ...... ... Royal choo l of Signals

• S~l Fol B. L. tc ndrew ............ 25~ 1gnal quadron
· gt
.:\. Behan ..................... 7 1gnal Regunent
gt R. Buxton ........................ RM
·et . A. Ca\'c ........................ 5AB Bdc & ig qn (216 Para)
gt G. Cote ....... . .................. 11 . ignal Re~imc nl
gt . J. Dyson
.................. .. 9 ~gnal Rcg~me nt (R)
gt 1. R. Fitzpatrick ... ...... ...... 9 1gnal Regiment (R)
gt .A.Gorton ....... .. ..... . ...... 5 BBde& ig qn (216 Para)
gt P J. Green
.......... ...... ..... 30 ignal Regiment
gt 'v1. A. Hurren
.......... ........ 30 ~ i!!llal Regiment
gt . 1 Jamell ..................... HQ PF Cypru
gt D. A. ~1itchcll .. .... .. ... .... ... 7 ignal Regiment
gt G. I. 1urrey ..................... 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
'gt J. A. Rock .. .............. .... . ... 14 ign31 Regiment (E\ ")
gt 1. E. Rogers ..................... Cl Eng Gp
gt . Taylor .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . HAPE ACE CO 1M EC
gt G. T. Tin ley ......... .... ........ 220 ig qn
gt P. Youd ............ ..... ..... ... . J 6 ignal Regiment
U
gt D. Alderson . . . ... .. . . . . . .. ... .. . . . .
gt 1. Baker .... .. .... ... .... . ......... 36 S~gna l Reg~ment (V)
gt L \'. Bath ................... ... .. 16 1gnal_Regm~en1
.
Sgt C. Batie) ........ . ... ........ . ...... 3 (UK) Div & 1g11al Regiment

~~OGG
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INTEREST RATES FIXED FOR THE TERM OF YOUR LOAN
HEADQUARTERS
1 SIGNAL BRIGADE

W hatever you r budget, there's never been a more afforda ble time to
buy what you need, thanks to the Wilsons ' Personal Loa n, provide d
by CAPITAL BANK pie, a Bank of Scotland Group compa ny.

ADVE'.\'T RO S TRAINING EXERCI E J AVELfi BACKSTOP
by Maj 'like 'Ll George' Dooley
Following the long. hazy days of Summer leave and with the imminent
arrival of COMARRC's main Wartighting Exerci e for the year, HQ I Sig
Bde decided that the Baltic was a far better location for planning than
Rheindahlen and so headed north. A motley crew were gathered under our
skipper 1aj John ·Mr Magoo' Rowley on a grey morning at Rheindahlen
camp. The journey 10 the British Kiel Yacht Club (BKYC) would bave been
dull if the kipper had not intervened in the navigation in order to as ert his
authority over the passengers at an early stage. Unfortunately, it became
clear as the bus wa tacked and j ibbed across Northern Germany that the
skipper was a lot better with charts than map . It was now that a few of the
more nervous ·Land lubbing' crewmembers were mullering about the Marie
Celes1e and there was talk of weevils and mutiny. The motley crew was
introduced to skipper number two-the real skipper, Paul 'like' Lockhart
who 1s employed as a Yacht Master for BKYC. Paul had the simple task of
whipping the motley crew into a lean, cohesive machine working in synergy
with his pride and joy. This pride and joy was a beautiful 55 fool Yacht, built
in 1935 as one of Rommel's racing boats and was called Flamingo. Paul
initially appeared to be relatively laid back about his onerous task and never
flinched as the motley crew marched toward Flamingo clutching cases of
beer, wine and other essentials required for high adventure.

S ki pper J ohn w ith essentials
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Day On e was spent with the motley crew identifying various
components on the boat and with each person selecting an individual part
of its interior so tl1at they could religiou ly bang their head against it on
thrice daily basi for the duration of the expedition. In these early and
innocent days, the Brigade DCOS Maj Jim 'Curley Watts ' W ood cast his
eyes romantically across the ships saloon, admiring the nineteenth century
lanterns and cupboards and said ' Just think, Rommel could have sat here!'
Skipper Paul, ever present and always alert to signs of premature senility
amongst crew members replied ' I doubt it, this saloon was refurbished ten
years ago!' Unperturbed Maj Wood forced the issue, ' Ah well, Rommel
probably toad on the deck though!' Determined to stop the DCOS
ramblings, Skipper P a ul retorted 'The deck was also replaced ten years
ago, now gel on watch!' M aj Wood was si lenced and forlorn.
Day 1\vo and the motley crew were divided into two shifts of four
under the command of Skipper s John and Pa ul. We set sail and
enthusiastically the crew released topping lifts, raised main ails, pulled
downhauls and set foresails. Each task only required five reminders, two
demonstrations and absolutely no Mission Command whatsoever.
kipper P a ul remained patient despite the disarray occurring around him
and Kiel slipped from sight behind the stem. The motley crew who thrived
on immaturity and cheap humour had a sweepstake on who would be the
first member to decorate the sea with their breakfast. Clearly Skipper
John was unimpressed with such behaviour and volunteered himself for
the task in order to end any further speculation- great leadershi p! The
lengthy day was ended as we sighted land in the form of Faborg. Am idst
great excitement the motley crew ran around the boat shepherded by
Skippers John and Paul pull ing down sails and tyi ng bow protectors onto
the side of tbe boat. We docked and fina ll y the motley crew retired to bed
in preparation for an early start the followi ng day.
Day Three and it was early. T he motley crew was nursing hangovers
caused by the thick sea air and the Baltic was angry. The ship left Faborg
and was soon violently lurching through the sea. Am idst the d in of sails
setti ng and waves breaking across the new decking Skipper John shouted
for the topping lift to be pulled (or was it relea ed?) Two of the motley
crew, Maj Paul 'work shy' Basher and Cpl Rob 'Technico lor' Lavers
seized upon the soaking ropes and hauled with all their might. A loud
crack was heard as the metal stay for fixing the topping li ft was ripped
from the deck. Skipper Paul felt the snap as if it were one of his own
limbs, the motley crew had damaged his pride and joy. It was a bad omen,
an albatross was swooping overhead - we headed back to Faborg. That day
was spent by the crew wandering amongst both of Faborg's shops and
imagining what it would look like if it had a pub or restaurant. That night
the motley crew retired to bed hoping to leave thi s town that marked the
epicentre of what was the Danish equi va lent o f the A ustralian outback.
Day Four and it was early. The motley crew were now into a routine;
Maj Garth 'Mr Grumpy' Pickersgill sat on the seat al the stern of the
boat and remained there for the days sail ing. WOI Jim ' When I' Large
was boring anyone who would listen about anything at all and Sgt Steve
'My lovelies' Bennett peered into the grey horizon, through the narrow
slit that was formed between the hood of his o il skins and his generous
moustache. Skipper Paul laid on hi s bunk watching despairingly as
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Pay outstanding credit off and
spend the rest almost as you like
You m ay w ish to use the Wil sons ' Personal Loan to pay off

No repayments
until March 1999!
Wi lson Hogg Robinson has negotiated a special repayment option
fo r HM Forces ... to ma ke NO repayments until 3 months after
your cheque is issued. So why not use this free time to re-organise
yo ur budget . . . o r to simply enjoy a breather from repayments.

o utsta nding credit you may have . Then you 'll just have one
monthly repayment - and you could even have cash left over t o
spe nd on yourself too! Just call for a quote and see.

JAN

FEB
rill 11i0

trpa)7"trd5.

Rqi.q11k•Ulf start.

Before

After

Outstanding
personal loan

Balance £210

W ilsons' Personal
l oan Amount

Credit Card

Balance £688

Store Cards

Balance £196
Total

Monthly Repayment

Total

£1,094
£295

£3,000.00

New monthly repayment
£1 SJ .32
over H months at l 8. 9 APR

For HM Forces, procedu res are kept to a minimum. There are no

Cash left over after
seeding accounts

Saving each month

Call today to apply
for a cheque tomorrow

£1,906.00

long application forms to complete nor interviews to attend. Just

£141.68..

pick up the phone and you can usually expect a decision on the
Please note: this Is an example of one way a W ilsons' Personal Loan could be used. It is

spot. If your application is accepted. you can get your cheque

not intended to imply any releva nce to your ow n personal finance.
"' Repayments are usually reduced by extending the repayment period.

delivered in 24 hours - if you request the Express Courier Service*.

Loans are provided. subject to status. by CAPITAL BANK pie. Caplol House, City R~d. Chester CH88 JAN W ricten quotadons arc avaibbfo on request. You must be at least 18 and ;ii UK resident (exduding the Ounnel
Islands and the Isle of Man) to appty. The APR will wry depending on the amount of your l~n. APR and ~ymcnc det31ls are correct at the time of print. Certain purposes ol lOJ.n ffi3)' be excluded or tuve limited ~
periods; please ring lor deal ls. On loans ol £ I0.000 and over the minimum rep>yment period will be 2~ months. Ally infornution provided by you m>y be used by the Lender and othen for m>rlteUf1& (by pos~ phone. ~mail
or fax). credit scoring and ocher purposes. tTelephonc al ~ mil)' be mooltored •nd recorded co assist woch scatf tnlnlng. For Example , lor a lo>n of £4,000 rep>y;>ble by Direct Deb<t OYef' 4
H 0 GG
rears. your monthly n!payments would be -48 of £ 19.73. commencing chrtt months aher your loan cheque is issued. The toal ""'°""'payable would be £5,H 7.0'4. 18.9 APR. If you choose
the opoonal courier service. an additional £35 will be J"'y;>bk> one month before your font monthly rep>ymenL • Dehvery !llil)' take longer for weekend apphcations or in ootlyin& •~ 12.9
" - ROS I N S 0 N
APR lor loans of £10.00 1 • £15,000, 14.9APR for loans of £7.501· £10.000,1 6.9 APR for lo>ns of £5.001 • £7,500. 18.9APR for lo>ns of £2.501. £5.000. 20.9 APR for loans of up to £2.500 Coo>cnt•

H")
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' IJpper John attempted to whip the motley crew into a cohe i\'~ team. we
,,ere heading for 11ddlefahn. It was during this long voy;ige t~at the
lup·s cabm boy , ig latt ' the prog ' Burto n · tan cd to spea k!. His only
mi:take wru that it wa, to WOl Jim •\\' hen r Large who told lum that he
had sailed before and persuaded him to place a rope that was. un~er great
·train onto a ma t cleat that could not take any. The result was mev~table as
the teat wa. \\ renched !Tom the ma. t. ldpper Paul yet ~gai~ wmced as
he felt the pain that the motley crew had inflicted upon h1 pride and JOY.
We arrived late at Middlefahrt. but . 1111 managed to mves 1gate the 17th
Centul) re taunmt before retiring for another night.

Day Five and it was early. The heavy sea air had taken its toll upon the
head · of the motley crew as they sluggishly set sa il fo r Arhus. At last we
were heading for a town where there was more than one shop, they had
experienced the sixties rather than reading about it and where there wa · an
abundance of nightlife. A run ashore was the reward fo r coping with the
har h sea, the biting wind and sp ill ing the contents o f th? cook~ng pots
across the hips kitchenette. Arhu~ lived up to ? ur expectations. with great
mus ic, superb food and tunn 111g boat w ith huge mooring buoys
everywhere the eye settled. With time the run a hore became more of a
crawl and the motley crew retired once more to our opu lent be11hs.
Day ix and it wa early- I think. It was also pay back time as the
motley crew needed to be in Kiel within t:"? days and that ~as 160 miles
away. The spritely sea had changed to a s1111ster calm. Mane Celeste was
mentioned for a second ti me and an albatros fl ew low across the bow of
the boat. the engine was started and we headed South . It became apparent
that the warning from the albatross was real, the Flamingo had sprung a
leak and need constant pumping if the va luable tinned cargo in the ships
hull were to remain dry. Day Six dragged onto Day even and we were
still at ea. There was little light relief. WOl Large had run out of stories,
Maj Picker gill had dev~loped sores !Tom sitting on the st~rn seat and Sig
Burton had lost hi s voice. It was quiet a we lipped 111to a deep sea
trawlers mooring spot at Assen harbour in the small hours of the mornin~.
Day even and it wa early. The motley crew had another long haul m
calm seas toward Mar tal another small village where the only
modernisation that had taken place since Hagar wa knee height to an axe
wa to install showers on the quay ide. By now the motley crew were
almo t competent. Each instruction only required two explanation and
there was a general ense of achievement within the crew as Skipper Paul
only cast his eye to heaven once in a thirty-minute period during that day.
A sens came and went and we were oon back in Kiel with fond memories
of a beautiful boat, all five Dani h shop and the enonnous buoy that
decorated the gorgeou boats of Arhu .

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
Another b u s~ period has flashed by in the llcadquarters and the
Com~ande r, Brig Jonathan C ook, has finall y buttoned down the escape

co_mm1ttee. N? one has man aged to depart the Headquarter (Stalag 11)
tl11 s mon th, w ith the exception of Capt Owen Brya nt. However, as Capt
Brya nt was only pass i_ng through havi ng al ready executed a success ful
escape from green a 1~1re, h_e doe. n 't count. That said, we have been
equally unsuccess ful m luring anyone into the Headquarters. There 's
always next month .

EXERCISE .nMMY ' DRAGO
Ex Jimmy's Dragon wa a cunning attempt to get 11 ig Bde personnel
away from the Headquarters whilst the Commander was on leave. The
idea was for everyone to get to know each other better, in a more relaxed
and humane at mo phere. ~s an.ti cipated the Exercise got off to a bad tart.
Why you may a k? Quite simpl y because well paid senior highly
intell igent Sta fT Offi cers we~e left to put themselves dn the t;ansport.
Simple en~ugh you may tlunk , but when coupled with maki ng their
adm!111strat1 ve arrangei:ients wi thout the assistance of any SNCOs, you
can 1mag111e the potenti al for chaos. Maj Jean Payne (TA) decided she
would drive direct to Wales in her car and not take anyo~e else from
Don n!ngt_on, as pl anned. Capt Jim s .ykes. had to visit every Cashpoint
111ach111e m Telford before one would give him any money. ot suprisingly
everyone left an hour 1.ater than antici pated, but were eagerly greeted by
the S COs on their am va l at Sta lag 15 (Capel Curig Trai ning Camp}.

L~ade.rship Training. After we'd recovered we headed fo r the indoor
ehmb1~g cent.re. Flt Lt Fa rid Khan is to be commended for h1~ sterling

effort m gcmng to the top of a difficult chmb. He clung to the wa ll

e~ploy m g a style never witnessed before, the use of nearly every part of

his anatomy.1:Jnfortunately he became slightly disheartened when a young
12-year-old girl raced up and down the wall next to him. in econds, whi lst
he remai ned luck to the wall , his anns and legs achi ng. There was very
nearly a requi rement to surgically remove the RQM 's head from WOI
0'.ofS) Pard ew's. nether area, when the YofS fell from the top of the
chmbmg wall wnh no warni ng, narrowly missing the RQM S below.
Fmally the afternoon was wrapped up wi th a guided tour of 'The Electric

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine
At the S ummit of Mount Snowdon
(l-R): Our Instructor, YofS Graham Pardew
Maj David Sullivan (collapsed ), Maj Mike Wi~e
Capt John Hiorns, Capt Jim Sykes, Cpl Jackie S impson,
Another Instructor, Flt Lt Farid Khan, Maj Jean Payne
and Maj Paul Hudson

The Motley Crew

HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE AND COTSWOLD GARRISON

Comd

cos

Brig S. G. H ughe CBE
Maj R. G. Thomas

EXERCISE PURPLE D STER 3-11-18 SEPTEMBER 1998
Ex Purple Duster 3 was the culmination of two years planning by the
taff of the HQ. Lead man was Lt Col Roger Davenport TD who was
seen running the Exercise from a horizontal position. This was due to a
bad back rather than a general attitude to the proceedings. Around 1200
soldiers from across the country in a multifaceted Exercise, working
alongside emergency services and local government agencies. Some old
face turned up as individual reinforcements, including Maj Mike Fisher,
Capt Peter Westwell and Lt Roger Rimmer. The daily briefings reached
if not huge multi media events with strobe lighting and dry ice, then
something nearly as impressive with Maj John Burnage leading on
advanced powerpoint techniques. TOT types, Lt Col Keith Knowles TD
and Maj Paul Fredericks TD both found reason to do some technical
tests a long way away from the hubbub of the Ops room. Conversations of
kettles and chocolate digestives obviously suggested that they would be

working long into the night with their technical wizardry. It is with with
some certainty that most of the real action happened out at the coal-face
with the regiments and squadrons, and those stories are lurking elsewhere
in The Wire. It is with more certainty that the real tories will never be told.

VISITORS DAY-16 SEPTEMBER 1998
During Purple Duster 3 the Comd took the opportunity to hold a
Visitors Day at Basil Hill Barracks, which was preceded by a dinner night
at the Mess. Invites were given to senior Corps officers, regional Brigade
Comds, and senior government agencies. Patrick Moore would have had a
field day, if not exactly star gazing, then star counting, as a total of26 S!ars
were in attendance, Maj Gen Stokoe being the senior person attendmg.
The aim was Lo show the role and equipments of the Brigade and included
the UK SATHUB, Regional Comms Bunker, 2 Sig Sqn TIPTOE, 31 Sig
Regt CROST, ACISG and an afternoon brief by DCSA. The outgoing Maj
Lee Smart had a close call on rehearsals day when his Heath Robinson
ramp collapsed. lt was rebuilt and tested to ensure that it wouldn ' t collap e
under the weight of the visiting bra s. Luckily, the emergency services
were on site in case the catering arrangements had been over generous.
2 ( ATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) SIG AL BRIGADE

REUNIO

Ex Purple Duster-The twice daily Powerpoint critique
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There was a reunion dinner night that was well attended by past and
present members of the Brigade. The one official non black-tie member was
Capt Debbie Douglas, who was modelling the latest version of female mess
kit. Whether it will become a hit or not remains to be seen, but as there' ·
been a number of subtle and major changes in recent years there can be no
excuses about not having anything to wear. Her modelling fees happened to
be just equal to one set of new mess kit- which was nice. One namele~s
Lieutenant Colonel, thought that er, well lets just say that be turned up 10
mess kit as well. Maj Andy Bern castle TD decided that the speeches would
be a good time to charge his baneries before Ex Purple Duster 3- just hkc
anytime really. The socialite IT girl Maj Brenda Traylcn TD once agam
honed her well u ed military skills to organise the evening. Maj ~aul
Fredericks received his TD, and Maj John Bosley TD who received
another bar to his TD, was the only person to know everybody there, which
together demonstrate his length of ervice to the TA.
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'For goodness sake, look miserable.
The Commander may see the photos.'
SSgt Baz Roberts, Capt Jim Sykes and Maj Mike Wise
'resupplying' on the way up
The first day' activity consisted of a leisurely walk to the ummit of
Snowdon. We could not have a ked for better weather. Spirit were high
and as we walked the route, sounds of ' Men of Harlech ' could be heard
co1~ing from the I:?COS, Maj M ike Wise, as Cpls Jackie Simpson and
Phil Bea.call took 111 deep breath of fresh air, in between chain smoking
twenty cigarettes. Unfortunately, W02 Kath Fenlon received an injury
on the route up and so she didn ' t reach the ummit. However, there wa no
s ~ortage of volunteers to accompany her back down, I wonder why? The
view from the summit was fanta tic, the COS. Maj Paul Hudson.
m~naged to get in some Radio Mast spotting and the 0 CEC, Capt John
H1orns, gave everyone a geography le son on where Angle ey, The Menai
Straights and Caernarvon were situated- gee thank ! The S02 Op CI ,
Maj David Sullivan , wa nearly wept off the summit a he prepared to
t~ke a photograph of everyone using tl1e built in timer. but the re ult of
his efforts speak for them elves! That evening, the RQM , W02 teve
Saddler, organi ed dinner at a local hawlt for the whole party.
Unfortunately the pool table became the main entertainment of the
evening, due in part to the lack of atmo phere in the Pub, but primarily due
to the poor service provided by the Bar StafT. The COS has decided that if
we visit Snowdonia again we ' ll have to take along more morale (beer)
and our own entertainment (more beer).
The weather on the second day wa ab olutdy atrociou ! Therefore,
some of the Staff decided to go and play Golf in Bangor. Wa there any
problen~ getting on the golf course'?
o! The course was completely
empty, 111 fact the loca ls were seen giggling to them elve as the money
w~s handed over and the rain poured down by the bucket full. Capt John
H1orns won the game by ju t one point, but a
gt Baz Roberts pointed
out, he was the Scorer! The remainder of the taff planned to do , ome
Indoor Rock Climbing. This wa on ly after sensibly (not) running up the
lower slopes of Mount Snowdon in the pouring rain, during very high
w111ds and much to the amazement of some Royal Marine on Mountain
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Mountain ' before the COS, DCOS and S02 Op returned to Donnington
to get some more Brigade tre s!
The S02 Log Sp (V), Maj Steve Bellerby, decided to vi it Capel Curig
on the Wednesday evening. Hi aims were twofold, firstly so that he could
have a few quiet drinks, (not!) and secondly, o that he could lead the YofS
and S03 CEC on an i~ter.esting mountain bike tour the following morning.
The hill were not quite hke the gentle slopes he'd sampled in Donnington
and the tw? cans of beer !Tom the night before didn't to anything to help
the cramp 111 lus leg . Everyone eventually made it afely, although a little
tired, back to .Bet Y Cowed for .a well de erved hot drink. before carrying
o~t the ub1qmtou~ family shoppmg. AJl in all, we had a great time and the
aims _o f the Exer~1se were achieved. Many of the memories will hopefully
remam for omelime to come and Cap1l Curig ha finned the resolve of all
to go to kiing in Scotland early in the New Year.

TJJE RAF 0

I

EXERCISE

Having been bored sen eles by one particular member of the
Headquarters taffwith hi 'Many years ago when I wa in .. .' storie , I
decided that it wa abou~ time that I aw some action for my elf and get
some .field e'.'penence with the Anny. Armed with a map. a copy of the
Ptaruugan A1de-Memoire (handy pocket ize edition) and with the ound
of 'Anny- Be the Be t' resounding in my ears, I et off for Otierburn to
spend a week with 2 Sig Regt on Exercise in upport of the RAF uppon
Helicopter Force.
My fir t po~ of call was Trunk ode 021 where I arrived just in time to
hell' with pack1_ng everythmg up. o .n arrival at the new location, I quickly
reah ed that bemg an RAF Officer 111 the mid t of soldiers, who were only
exercising and having to endure the rigours of Otterburn, solely for the
ben~fit of the RAF llehcopter Fleet, wa perhaps not the be t po· ition to
be 111. However, the Trnnk ode Commander Lt Adam Honour did
point out during hi ·o· Group that I was currc~tly on exchange, itl1 the
Anny and should therefore not be regarded a c5ne of the enemy! After
three days \ 1th the Trunk ode, I moved to the 0
where I met up with
colleague from my Troop ommanders Course; 2Lt Graham ·Bed
sores' Wills, and 2Lt Adrian 'The Grey Man' Johnson. Together with
2Lt Peter 'What do you mean I'm silhouetted on thi hill' Hale it, a
'
like being back on the cour eat Blandford.
_With memorie _of Trunk ihcory (very) deep within the rece" e of my
mmd. I ventt~red 111to OSC. Herc, a with Trunk Group at Blandford. I
found my elf amongst people who had the enviable knack of making
apparently mtelhgent conver.auon compri ·ed totally of three letter
abb~vi~tion . Wit~ patient _guid,ance and frequent interpretation by laj
David Doctorate 111 Ptann1gan omerville. the le on taught at R
Blandford started to lot into place. Within a relative!) hon . pace of time.
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I \\ able to com e~e with the Yeoman and actually understand his reply.
During th E. crcise. l also had the opportunity to \isit a Central and cvernl
Radio~Relay site . Any pangs of . ympathy that I felt for their expo ed
location:. in the face of the gale force winds that we were cxperiencin_g ut
the time, were ·oon di ipated when I aw the array of mod-con. and video
collections at each ·ite. Overall, the vi it was a uperb refre her for the
foundation laid at R Blandford. !fy thank go to Capt Mick B~ .all for
his help in arranging the trip. nnd to Maj Diwid omerville for g1vmg me
the freedom to \'i ·it the variou elements of h: • quadron.

B

' DIT
T LARGE- Maj Jean Payne (fA)
.
On 5 October, ma golfing clean weep. Maj Jean Payne i:na~querad1_ng
a. a 21 Handicapper attended the Almy Golfing Assoc1atton Ladte
Autumn Meeting at the nny Golf Club, ldcrshot. Maj Payne took part
in the\ 'hiteh ad al\'cr in the morning. winning the competition with the
!owe t net core. ot content with this, in the afternoon. 1aj Payne,
partnered by Mar) Rook took part in the American. Fourson:ies. After_ a
gruelling I holes that the rest of us dream about wh1l t flogging awaym
our of!ices. Maj Payne again produced the good and won the _round with
an incredible 42 Stableford Points. A superb effort and bnlhant play
ob\ iously earned the day, or, wa it the dyslexic marker who wrote in the
handicap box 21, rather than 12. Well done Jean.

11 IG AL BRIGADE REPORT
FOR THE UT 1 INNER CABINET
'What follows i an extract of the Brigade Report to the Royal Signals
Autumn Inner Cabinet. What better way to up date the rest of the Corps on
what I I ignal Brigade i up to.
_
Operation _ The Brigade continues to provide manpower and
equipment to support operation in Saudi Arabi.a, Tur~e)'.. Albania, Bosnia
and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. with a significant proportion
of the Brigade's Euromux deployed in upport ofSFOR.
Trainino. Ex Able Condor-The Brigade succes fully deployed nearly
900 troop" to Germany on Ex Able Condor in June. A great deal of
valuable training wa achieved by TA units deployed. Ex Arrcade
Fusion-2 Sio Regt will be providing the close support for three Combat
Support Brigades (HQ Anillery, Air Defence and Engineer) in

ethcra\'on. The Ptam1igan satellite Hub at Corsham will be activated to
join the three brigades -to this major ARR Exercise taking place in
Germany, Italy and Greece. Strategic mobile atellitc communication for
the exercise arc being provided by 30 Sig Regt. Brigade Study Period The
Soldier-The Brigade will be hosting a Study Period on our most valuable
resource "The Soldier · over the weekend of 24/25 October 1998 in
Dennington. The Keynote Speaker is The Head of the Commission for
Racial Equality. Ex Winter Eagle- This Exercise, in November, will be the
first Exerci c using the new Brigade-wide Kilostream network which is
due to enter ervicc in October. This will enable the TA units, in particular,
to make maximum use of their limited training time by communicating
more and driving les . The Robert Cook Building- Since its official
opening by the Prince Royal in January, the Robert Cook Building ha
been in regular u e. Users have included: Brigade units, 2 (NC) Sig Bde
(Ex Purple Duster), HQ LA D Touring Team , HQ 5th Divi ion and the
local Speciali t Training Tenn1.
DR. The SDR has had a significant effect on the Brigade and we are
involved in staffing a number of major i ues. In particular, the addition of
240 new posts a sib>ned to I I Sig Bde in upport of the Joint Rapid
Reaction Force (JRRF), CSSG nnd their new Signal squadrons, the Corps
re- tructuring for the Regulars and TA and the forming of a TA General
Support Radio Regiment.
Gurkhas. An ECAB decision is expected on 22 October this year on
the raising of a second quadron of Queens Gurkha Signals. With
undermanning now exacerbated by the add back of some 650 post to
Royal ignals, a ccond quadron ofGurkhas will help reduce the pain of
undermanning.
Corsham Hub. The Corsham Hub continues to be manned by
individual from U1e Brigade, although 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt a sumed
OPCO in May this year to support their Bosnia deployment.
Manning of TWAC . The Brigade HQ is also focu ing on the arrival
of the Theatre Wide Area Communications Sy tern (TWAC ). The
manning of the new equipment, which has an In Service Date of October
200 I, will be in uppon of JRRF operations.
Land Rover Replacement. The programme to replace our Land Rover
fleet i nearing completion. Just around the comer is the replacement
programme for our 4ton vehicle fleet.

THE DCSA
DELIVERING INFORMATION FOR DEFENCE
A new organisation that will ajfec1 all who sen•e in 1he Royal Signals.
the Defence Communication Services Agency, came into being on 1 April
of 1his year. Here Lt Cdr Susie Thomson tells of 1he background to the
creation of1he Agency and looks to 1he future.
THE DCSA-WHY?
As we are all too aware. effective communications and infonnation
transfer service are es ential to the operational capability of the Armed
Forces. Every level of the command structure, from MoD through
Command Headquarters, such as PJHQ, to Theatre Headquarters and
foiward to operational units, is reliant upon constantly available, flexible
communication . Prior to the formation of the Defence Communication
Services Agency (DCSA), in April of this year, fixed communications
within the United Kingdom and trategic communications from the UK to
overseas locations, were provided by a number of different organisations
which had grown up to meet single service needs. Some areas were better
served than others due to the different priorities, procedures and funding
of the ectors. However, this no longer fitted wiih the single focus for
operations provided by the formation in I 996 of the tri-service PJHQ at
orthwood. In 1994. the Defence Command, Control and Information
Systems Board (DCISB), agreed that work should begin on proposals to
create a centralised defence communications service from elements of
defence-wide networks and services; subsequently it was decided that this
new organisation should be awarded agency statu . Agency status was
con idered to o!Ter the best prospect of increased efficiency nnd
effectiveness, whilst still meeting operational needs for integrated
end-to-end ervices. Importantly, it provided an effective structure for
meeting, within stringent financial constraints, the increasing demands of
communications made by modem information systems.

THE AGE1 CY ELEMEi T
The formation of the DCSA on I April 1998 pulled together the
Headquarters and seven 'business units' which consisted of the following
elements of Defence communications:
• The Defence Fixed Telecommunications System (DFTS), the subject of
a 10 year PFI contract with BT/lNCA and at £800m the MoD's largest
PFI contract to date. The objective of the DFTS is to secure for the MoD
a strategic rationalisation of the means of delivery and operation of its
end-to-end fixed telecommunications service requirements within the
UK wfolst ensuring its continued operational effectiveness. The DFTS
pro\ ide> services to 222,000 telephone users distributed over I, l 00
location within the UK and deals with 2.5 million telephone calls every
working day.
• The K ground stations of the Military Satellite Communications
y,tem and the kynet satellites.
• Fixed commumcauons in Germany, including the Bcrgelin satcom
station.
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security, spectrum management, and naming, addrc sing and di rnctories.
Under command will be the UK National Distribution Agency.
• The (UK.NOA). th at 1s based at Thatcham, Berkshire. DCSA
(Fr~q u enc1es) will also be part of the Enabling Service Branch but will
assign all MoD frequencies from Northumberland House, London.
•The . DCSA Co-ord111atmg . Installation Des ign Authority (CIDA)
prov ides CII?A and other dcs 1~11 services and installs new facilities. It is
located al Mmerva House, Swindon.
•Special Facilitie.s Management will, in t.he future, provide a total,
managed, operaltons and maintenance ·crv1ce for certain users on their
sites.
The Age~c.y will also have three Product Managers who arc responsible
fo r mamtammg an overall product range and volume which meet
cust?mer 's needs and .des.ii,>ning individual new solutions where required.
Their areas ofrespons1b1hty are:
Messaging
Voice
Data and Video.
The Common Infrastructure of the DCSA will be grouped under a new
one-star . post and will consist of VK Infrastructure, Global
Commurncat1on.s and DCSA (Germany). Finally, the Resource
Management .0.1rcctorate looks after matters uch as personnel, e tates,
common adm1111stra1tve services, contracted support and other services in.
THE AGENCY RA ISO D'ETRE
The Agency is customer focused and is committed to the provision of
services ~a.ther than t~e O(leratJon of system . It brings with it significant
Op(lortumues to. rationalise the communication infrastructure whilst
radically 1mprovmg the ra!lge and quality of services that can be provided
to Defence. The sat1sfactJon of users' information ervice requirements
hes at the heart of DCSA busine s; it is its raison d'etre. In the case of
defence however, the determination of the user requirement is not
stra1~htfoiward . The Agency must cater for a spectrum of scenarios from
' bu mess of usual' , through regional crise , to war.
'
THE OFFICIAL 'LAUNCH' OF THE DCSA
The business process review has been a long and complex scrutiny of
the work and organisation of the Agency. But we do know how to have fun
too an~ on I 6 July 1998 the Agency was officially 'launched' when the
then Mm1ster for the Armed Forces, Dr John Reid MP, visited Basi l Hill
Barracks at Corsham.
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Dr Reid presents the NATO Medal to CPO Blackburn attended
by SSgt Butuse R. Signals
NEW CHALLE GE
T~e future offers many chall~nges but the DCSA will greet these with
aJacnty. The ~gency has a umque opportunity to significantly advance
defence effect1vene s through the ability better to exploit information - an
operationally essential remit, as effective information transfer is vital to
global force projection.

• The nodal network of the aval Shore Telecommunications System and
the RAF message switch at 9 Signals Unit, Beddington. All of which
provide the core of the Central Message Switching Network
• Radio Services previously operated by Commander-in-Chief Fleet
• Defence Communications Centre, Whitehall
• UK ational Di tribution Agency
• Service Management Centre (previously Controller Defence
Communications Network), and associated control facilities at System
Control Points
Little restructuring of these 'business units ' was undertaken initially.
The DCSA additionally has an extended functional role which makes
the Chief Executive accountable for providing end-to-end services to his
customers. He does this by:
Licensing systems outside his budget (e.g. a tactical system) to certify
that they are capable of providing a defined range of services as part of an
integrated defence-wide network.
Exercising technical control over the way that services are provided
end-to-end.
NEWAGE CY- EWFUTURES
Since the official 'vesting' of the Agency on I April, a business process
review has recommended the following reorganisation that the Chief
Executive has directed will take place on 26 October 1998:
• The Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Executive (Air Commodore Tony
Ferguson) and the Headquarters of the DCSA remain at Corsham but
will occupy part of the aval Support Command site at Copenacre as
well as Basil Hill Barracks and RAF Rudloe Manor
• The Business Performance Branch of HQ DCSA ensures that both
on-going and change, performance targets for the Agency are met, using
high quality, effective and efficient business systems.
• The Strategic Planning organisational layer consists of two HQ
branches:
a. The Capability Development Branch which will look ahead to ensure
the Agency has the right product mix, adequately supported by the
appropriate infrastructure.
b. The Corporate Plans Branch develops the D SA's vision and
produces costed medium and short tem1 plans, including key targets
and milestones for business nnd financial performance.
• The Service Plans and Requirements Branch will arrange access to
DCSA services for customers including the planning of the Agency's
support to operations and major projects.
• The Service Operations Branch schedules, tasks, tests and commissions
WSA services and, once commissioned, ensures they are maintained for
users through the Service Control Centre, the Agency's senior, 24 hour
operaiions focus.
• Enabling Services Branch enables the information transfer services of
DCSA , and in some cases, the whole of MoD, in the area of information

Prior to his. departure, the M1~i s ter _unveiled a co111mcmorat1\C plaque
and made an 1mpn:ss1ve speech 111 which he emphasi,cd the ntal role of
the ~gency within the wider Defence context. Later that day the Agency
held tts offic1al ' launc.h' party and staff and friends were joined, amongst
others, by the Royal 1gnals. White Helmets Motorcycle Display Team, the
RAF Falcons Parachute Display Team and the RAF Band of the RAF
Colle~e Cranwell, who all contributed to a tremendous celebration of the
occasion .

LOOKING FOR

A SECURE

FUTURE?
SECURITY OFFICERS

•curicor is one of Brita.in' forcmo t securiL\
companies - \\ith rewai-ding opportunities al

a 1'ide range of prestigious "-""ignmem;
nationwide.

lfyou are lea,ing the Force> and are intert"'tt-d
in a rewarding career, we '\uuld likt~ to hc.~.1r

Dr Jo hn Rei d is greeted by GSM , W0 1 Charlie Dubique
On h is a rr iv a l at Basil Hill Barracks o n 16 Ju ly
After an introduction by the Chief Executive of the DCSA, Maj Gen
Tony Ra per, Dr Reid toured the Agency Headquarters, meeting staff and
also ~o me o.f the exhibitors from industry who were upporting the
o~ca ion. This was followed by a vi it to the underground complex of I
Signals UnJt (I SU), which lies within the boundaries of Basil Hill
Barracks, where the Mini tcr saw the work of the DFT Principal
Network Control Centre. Once above ground he pre coted a ATO
(Former Yugoslavia) Medal to C hief Petty Officer Malcolm 'Tony'
Blackburn and then proceeded to meet many rcpre c:ntaiivcs of both
Headqua1ters stafT and those from the Agency' more far-flung locations.
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from yon. We arc lool.ing for men and ''omen
"ith a mature outlook, a full1· chtxkahlc
background and the de>i1c .~1d ahilit)· to
maintain our high tandarru at all ti mt..
In rernm, \\C can offer \"OU • Exce11t nt
training - we are holde1 ol th<" '"lu~cl SI ro
il\'CJ award for ~·Q; • Stmnurecl care.-r
dc,·dopment. with gt·nnint~ pro~pefh fur
advann.·me1u • Profe~ional en\i1onmt.•nt
"ith full support .u all timr' • (..e1wrou< r.m·'
of pav ph1> a foll rang•· of bt-1wfi1,.
Find out mort• about a n<'W .ind 1t•,pon,ihle
cau:c..~r in s~curil) - \\itl1 the bt·,1 namt" in
manned guarding. Fo1 opportu11i1i~ iu tht•

SOUTHAMPTO , PORTSMOUTH,
BOURNEMOUTH, POOLE •U~'" and
tlunn)l hout DORSET and 'WILTSHIRE.
nn)l Rachl'I Hurst on 0 I i03 :?22:>'.0 clur in)l
officehm.tr;;
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11 SIGNAL REGIMENT

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BLANDFORD CAMP

ROY L CHOOL OF SIG ALS
AYS F REWELLTO TWO TOKERS OF THE CHOOL'S
'E 'GI E ROO 'I '
On 16 October 199 the Royal School of ignals said a fond farewell to
two of the talwans of Training Re ource Branch, referred to by the
Commander a the chool's 'engine room'. Lt Col Ron Abbott and John
Mclllree both joined the Corp in the same period. 1963/64. Ron wa
commis ioned into the Corp in 1966 and John joined as an apprentice
and went through the technical oldier career route, achieving Foreman of
ignal . Ron' final po ition. in a Training Policy role, helped move the
chool forward through enormous change. John contributed greatly to
moving Course De ign forward into the computer age. gaining a Masters
in Computing on the way. Ron retire from the Corps to take up
employment with the oftware company M . John , meanwhile, has
earned promotion to enior Lecturer in charge of the Computer Studies
Group at RAF Co ford. The Royal School of Signals will miss them both.

One thing I am sure Col Wilk will not mi s are the regular trips down
memory lane, to relive the 1966 Cup Final (e pecially as he will always
have the video to watch which was thoughtfully given as a leaving gift by
A Gp's previous Yeoman). His return to Germany will also swell the
number of home supporters for Schalke 04 (null vier) his beloved football
team. During hi time here Klaus, Birget and his two daughters
Catherine and Dortha have been totally involved in English social scene.
They have been keen travellers around the country and could, perhaps, pul
mo tofus to shame by their knowledge of our Engli h Heritage.

MILITARY TRAI I G SQUADRON
ROYAL SIGNALS CORPORALS COURSE O. 22
SS!
gt Snell
SI
Sgt Cow!ard
SI
Sgt Topps
SI
Sgt Cop ley
Fir tly, let's begin with the Directing Staff (DS). An all right bunch of
blokes really, althou~h one or two people described gt ' Harley Biker'
Cowlard as a very 111cc person, or some words to that effect.
~ell, Week One began, a most courses do, with the initial intake tests.
This was a chance for everyone to meet some new and old friends some
older than others (Cpls Giles, Paver and Dave Eyes). The weather during
the first fort111ght was very hot and the sight of Cpls Gile 'Data' and
Paver ]Jasted m factor 45 sun cream sort oflified people's spirits and took
th~1r minds off the five mile .run ahead- I think. One of the DS's biggest
pams wa · people not prcpann11 for the course. None more so than Cpl
John Reardon, who, after dnvmg over from Germany, realised he needed
a suit, and then had to dnve to Wales to get one. Nice one John . The drill
phase produce~ SOf!le hig~lights during squad control, especially Sgt
Topps s remedial nfie ct.nil squad and not forgetting LCpl Indras's
attempt to carry out the dnll sequence in Gurkhali . Quite amusing.
The next fortnight brought along Shakedown and the final Exercise. These
two weeks.produced a few characters, well more than a few. Cpl Tosh, who in
his o"'!1 wisdom re-wrote the chei:nical safety rule, it now reads 'What is that
smell? . Section 2 collected the pnze for the top model building section, well
accordmg to Sgt Topps the models for the orders left him speechle s. Sadly,
along the w.ay, we lost one or two people, but the biggest loss came during the
final Exerc1 e when Cpl Guy Cresswell paid the ultimate sacrifice and laid
down his life for his troops. This was a great loss to his Section and e pecially
to LCpl Mark Sh.eath as it was his line of fire that Cpl Cresswell ran across.
The body was retneved and Cpl Cres well was given a full military funeral in
the battlefield. The service was emotional and one or two people broke down
including LCpl Sheath who gave an excellent eulogy about Cpl Creswell. '

The Exercise over, the course came to an end. A fi.:w characters had
been. born and othe~ people came out of their shells. Lastly we would like
to wish all the luck m the world to all those who fell along the wayside for
whatever reason. So thanks Cpls ' Smudge' Smitt, utton, Lewis and last
but no_t least everybody's favounte LCpl M. J. Durkin, a character in her
ow~ nght. Well, another course over and done with, who knows, perhaps
we 11 all meet again on our Sgts Course.
Author: Cpl Jones, Section 2, RSCC o 22
BADMI TO
The Regiment entered a team in the Royal 1gnals Badmmton
Tournament that took place at Colerne over the period 7-11 September
1998 .. The team w~s reasonably strong but so was the opposition,
espec1ally I (UK) Div who have the majority of the Corps Players. The
Regm_ient unfortunately los.t .the firs_t match against 30 Sig Regt that put
them m a very difficult pos1t1on agamst I (UK) Div. This match provided
what was to be the clo est game of the whole tournament. After two
~ounds the score was level at 3-3. However, I (UK) Div proved too strong
m t~e final ro,und and won the match 6-3. The Regimental team finished in
a d.1sappomhng third place, but had some noticeable successe in the
md1v1dual events as follows
Mens Singles Plate Runner-Up
Mens Open Doubles Runner-Up
Mixed Doubles Winner
Veterans Double Winner
Veterans Doubles Runner-Up

LCpl Ganesh
Cpl Merchant
Cpl Merchant
Capt Inman
W02 (FofS) Windows

ffthere are any closet players in the Camp who wish to play for the
Gamson Team, contact Capt Terry Inman on Blandford Mil Exm 2661
or JUSt turn up at the Garri on Badminton Club on Wednesday
1630-1830hrs. All tandards welcome.

Col Klaus receiving his second farewell present
the Squadron 21 C

Lt Col Ron Abbott (left) and John Mcllree (ri ght) are presented
with the ubiquitous cable wagon by Col Charles Le Ga llais
COL KLA S WILK
There will be a sigh of relief, Corps wide. from all the Troop
Commanders trained by Col \: ilk. the Royal School of Signals German
Exchange Officer, when they realise he has departed. lt is surprising how
quickly a course of sleepy young subalterns can wake up after a heavy
night in the mes when left alone in a room with Col Wilk. Some may say
his finest achievement was to arrive as a German Exchange Major and be
promoted to Lt Col, others believe it was his recent rewrite of the Exercise
Final Flight scenario. In the new scenario, with Col Wilk in a starring role
as Comd Comms, he managed to achieve what others were unable to, a
German Army Bde sweeping all before them aero s the West Midlands.

Of all things, Col Wilk will be best remembered for his great sense of
humour. He is always ready with an amusing anecdote, particularly the
case when returning from trips home (we think he must have a scriptwriter
over there). We wish Klaus and hi s family all success and happiness in his
new appointment as a CO of HQ 820 Sig Bde attached as part of7 German
Annoured Division, and hope that he will keep in contact with us. We
welcome his replacement Maj Steve G utberlet and hope he enjoys he
stay with us as much as Col Klaus.

XLENDI GARDENS, XLENDI BAY, GOZO
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RENT AN APARTMENT JN GOZO,
this beautiful English speaking Mediterranean Island retreat
bas superb weather all the year round. The coldest month average
6 hours of sunshine a day and temperatures between 9.5°C - 15.1°C.
Spacious 2 Double Bedroom apartments overlooking Xleodi Bay
are a perfect base for exploring this island rich in
culture, history, beaches, bays, ba rs and restaurants.
Prices from 63 Maltese Lira (£105) per week.
Phone 0171 793 0305 or 0181 765 0728 for a full colour brochure.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk,
at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any change of address.
Col Klaus receiving his first farewell gift
from the Commander-Col Le Gallais
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Corporals Course No 22
Fourth Row. Cpl King (549), Cpl Baxter•. Cpl Cresswell, Cpl Evans, Cpl A lexander, LCp l Tej, Cpl Flynn, Cpl Raby, Cpl Dawes, Cpl Sutton,
LCpl Shea.th, Cpl Ey~s, Cpl Reardon Third Row. Cpl Jenkinson Cp l Cook, Cpl Roberts, LCpl Indra, LCpl Shillito, Cpl Brown, Cpl Sergant,
Cpl Bame, Cpl Sm 1th, Cpl Cam~bell, LCpl ~armer Second Row: L~pl King (346), LCpl Murphy, Cpl Jones, LCpl Collins, Cpl Duncan,
Cpl Teal, Cpl Tosh, LCpl Du rkin, Cpl Ha mson, Cpl Paver, LCpl S impson, Cpl Challis Front Row: Sgt (SI ) Topps, SSgt (SSI) Snell
W02 (SSM ) Eaglesham, S gt (S I) Copley, Sgt (S I) Cowlard
'

Make 1999 the year you take out a
subscription to your magazine!

This information should not be telephoned.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1998
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

qn Comd

laj France
W02 ( M) cnior
Autumn Term kicked off on 7 ep1ember with a bang. \: e were
originally expecting our CA ff figure of 82 . Apprentice Tradesmen
(ATs) in the new intake (9 C) but ended up having 10 l~ke 94, with the
addition of ix female REME and one female RE AT, making a total of I 02
1' ! Bui a th.:y say. ·ours is no! to reason why ... ·. and omehow we
managed 10 find a bed for e\·ery AT and place him or her into a sectio!1. By
1he time thi article i published. Intake 98C will _almost be halt wa.y
through their training here al the Cc;illege and Ic;iokmg forward to !heir
Christmas Rec s and becoming Senior Termers m the ew Year. Intake
9< B. the current eniors, of course will be eagerly looking forward to
embarking upon their Pha e 2 (Trade) training al Blandford.
\1

RAW 0 'TROOP
TpComd
Tp gt

Capt C ooper
gt Hodgskins

T HE FIR T FEW D YS-A non
The 7 of eptember was a momentou day, the beginning of term for
Intake 9 C at the Army Apprentices College. I woke early full of
excitement about what lay ahead but to be totally honest I wa ~ally
worried a well. Tiie journey to the college seemed to pass really quickly
and before I knew it I was driving through 1he camp gate . A guard
·topped me to ask for identification, and finally, thi was the real An;ny!
I made my way to the reception area, I could see groups. of. old1ers
marching smartly around. all walking in the same step and ~wingmg their
arms while Corporal called out the step. l would be doing !hat soon!
uddenly, I wa o\·ercome wid1 an immen e fear: would I be able to
handle 1he first even weeks? The endless bawling and shouting, pres ing
uniforms and bull ing boot , the late nights and early mornings, con tant
in pecrions and range days! Would I be able 10 get all my admini trari?n
done in 1he allowed lime? So much 10 worry about and look forward with
apprehension to, and rm a member of the permanent siaffi
WHY I JOINE D THE ROYAL CORPS OF S IG ALS
AT Maddi on
Ever ince I was little, I have alway wanted a career in the public
ervice ·. It wa n '1 until I was 13 that l realised I wanted 10 join the Army.
After speaking to fam ily friends who are servi ng the Royal Signals, l
decided to give it a go. A particular aspect that interested me about the
Army was the sporting side of life, as I am very competitive and like to. be
kept both phy ically and mentally challenged. There are P?rtmg
opportunilie in the Army that I would never have the chan~e of domg m
ci\'ilian life: al o !he chance of travelling around the world interests me. I
have always wanted a job where l can be part of a team, and a large
empha is is placed on us as Apprentices 10 become a learn member and to
work 1oge!her to achieve any given task. I also knew that the Anny would
pro\'ide me with good future job prospect , promotion at an early age that l
wouldn't be able 10 gel in a civilian job. I wanted to join the Royal Signals
because I believe that communications is really important and it is always
going to be needed. l have always wanted to learn about satellites,
computers and radios, etc. Th is particular Corps will give you excellent
qualifications for a career in civilian life ifa1 any poin l you leave the Anny
before retirement.
TT hornley
For as long as I can remember, I have always wanted to join the Army.
Both my grandfather and father served wi th 1he Royal Corps of Signals
and I think my family sort of expected me to follow them into one of !he
armed force . I originally wanted to join up as an infanteer. but the more I
thought about ii I realised that when I eventually left the Army there would
be few job opportunities for a 'fool soldier'. I am far too short to become a
mercenary! I have always been interested in communications (at school I
built one of !hose short wave radios from a kit). I am also interested in
computers and IT, so I decided thal the Royal Corps of Signals was for me.
The Corps is posted all over the world and I am hoping to serve in as many
different countries as possible. I am a keen sportsman and at the College
we are given 1he opportunity 10 participate in a wide range of sports from
soccer to scuba divi ng. I enjoy working as a member of a learn and I enjoy
helping others who are not as good a1 some things as I am (I am
particularly good at bull ing boots and ironi ng!). Of cour e this works both
ways, and some of my new room mates help me wi th !he thi ngs that l am
not so good at (getting out of bed in the morning, for one!).
'COTT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jeffries
Tp Sgt
gt Wagstaff
coll Tp reformed in September ready for the intake of 98C and its no!
o willing nc:w apprentices (ATs) to be inducted into the Common Miliiary
Syllabw. (Recruits) CMS(R). Accommoda1ion blocks nearly breaking at
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the seams, eventually all ATs were found a bed space. Meanwhile Capt
Jeffries, gt Wagstaff and Cpl Askin , all new members _to the College,
were also inducted into the training etlios. Congratulauons on recent
promotions to the forn1er and commi eration~ to the latter f~r beingyosted
from ATR Bas ingboum to a Phase I tram111g um! agam! Wh1l t the
hierarchy are finding their feel Cp ls Mill ington, Lowe and Brotherston
have kept the show on the road, introducing ATs to 1he finer arts of foot
drill, skill-al-arms and cam cream application!
EXER CI E BACK RIVER DRAGON-6 JULY-28AUGUST1998
JOINT SER ICES EX PEDITIO TO THE BACK RIVER
ORTH WE T TERRITORIES, CANADA
by Capt Tom Jeffries
.
. .
In mid January a short ·advert' 111 DCI mv1ted volunteers to apply for
places on a Joint ervices Expedition to the Back River:
.
.
The Expedition is to be an Open Boat descent of the Back River dunng
Julv and August 1998, and will be a national first, descending a river
which is considered 10 be the most challenging in the North West
Territories, passing as it does through uninhabited wildemessfor its efllire
length. The river is 673 miles long, the longest in Canada situated entirely
within the barren/ands a11d flowing i11to the Arctic Ocea11 at Chantrey
Inlet. During its course the river drops over numerous falls and more than
80 sets of rapid as well as having numerous lake systems to be navigated.
This will prove to be a challe11ging expedition which will stretch team
members a11d equipment to the limits in an environment in which we will
not e1'en be at the top of the food chain!'
Following a sift of appl ication fonns, interviews and numerous training
es ion l found myself with five others; Maj Steve White RLC (Exped
C hief Tech
Leader), Capt !Jark Gittoes RM, L t Paul Rowland_s
Bri an T homp on RAF and Sgt Rob Oliver RE, flymg 111 a Sea Plane
over !he Tundra of northern Canada; a vast expanse of land and water.
Jn ide we were crammed like sardine . There was us, three boats and all
the equipment nece sary to be elf sufficient for six weeks. Training in
Britain had included an Open Boal course in Scotland, Whitewater rescue
techniques at Llangollen and an Advanced Trauma course at the Defence
Medical School. We landed on Sussex Lake, the headwaters of the Back
River and unloaded the equipment-each boat when fully loaded weighed
nearly a ton! When tbe plane left the isolation was complete, the nearest
human habitation Yellowkn ife was 250 miles away to the South-West on
the edge of the Great Slave Lake and we were heading 700 miles in the
opposite direction! An expedition of this nature and length can be very
monotonous with one day being very similar to the rest. The landscape
varied from rugged and forbidding rock to gently rollin,g hi lls and long,
undulating eskers and was populated by a wide .van~ty of w_1ldhfe;
Caribou, Wolf, Muskox, Grizzly bear, numerous btrd hfe and literally
millions upon millions of black fly and mosquitoes! lmually the boats
were heavily laden witb supplies and had very little freeboard, fortunate~y
the fi lled spray-decks kept the majority of !he water out. The Arcl!c
summer is very short and the days are long, in early July nearly 24 hour of
daylight and although snow and ice were present daytime temperature
reached into the 30's. We were prepared for the harsh arctic environment
wilh plenty of iliermal clothing, secure tentage and a dietary intake of over
7 ,500 calories per day. What we weren't prepared fo r wa.s die heat and the
high act ivity of Black Fly and Mosquitoes; highly persistent, they found
their way into every nook, cranny and orifice! Headnets and bugsh1rts
provided some resista nce to the on !aught and NBC type eating drills have
never been so religiously fo llowed!
The first week was the hardest, with !he boats fu lly laden, litt le river
flow and routines and paddle fi tness to be ga ined. Slowly a routine
evolved whereby we were on the river and paddling by 0900hrs each day,
covering between 23 and 25 miles per day and finishing arou nd I 800hrs.
Everyone had their task in setting up 1he camp and unless it was your t~m
to cook it was chi ll time under tile 'Tarp', a large communal tarpaul m with
drop down mosqui to proof sides for group admin . The course of the river
initially led us north, following river sections with small rapids and
crossi ng many lakes. A ll of this was into a demanding headwind iliat made
progress difficult and steering even harder. Some days were better than
others, but padd ling into headwaves is fa r from easy. By !he end of the first
week we had covered over 120 miles, nav igated Beechey Lake (40 miles
long) and completed the portage around Beechey Fa lls. Over the next I 0
days we meandered east, alternating between river sections involving
grade 2 rapids to wider near lake-type sections. All the time the river was
gaining in volume and momentum, al!hough progress till seemed hard
work with !he inev itable head winds. Our equipment was proving to be
more than up to the task, although personal repairs were being made to
cu tomise to ind ividual tastes. The safely equipment was working fi ne,
INMARSAT worldphone kept us in touch wi th base at Yellowkni fe and
K, always a surreal experience sal in the middle of the Arctic tundra on
the phone 10 home! Power problems had been resolved by the u e o f a
solar panel, which also charged the batteries for the video camera.
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Fortunately the Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) and extensive Firs! Aid
packs we carried were never called into action.
It was halftime !n the journey and we had paddled over 350 miles under
a vast ~ky of emptm~ sand seen no ot?er human signs, not even jet-trails
from a1rcrafi- the wilderness so pure 1t was incredible. Latterly we had
b_.:en, travelling through an a;ea dominated by huge sandbanks as the
nver s flow slowed and deposited maten~I. This was prior 10 the vast lake
sy.stcm we now encountered, 200 miles m length and in places up to 20
miles wide. It took almost two week~ to navigate through the maze of
chan~cls between the lakes, and at times we were making open water
crossmgs where land c~~ld not be seen on the horizon we were aiming for!
Thr?ughout the e.xped1hon w~ encountered a wide variety of wildlife,
Caribou herds. sw1mm111g the n:--er, herd of Muskox giving us the 'evil'
c~e a.nd charging our tents at night, and Wolves howling in the distance.
Birdhfe was equally as vaned with falcons, geese and loons seen daily.
£?1ets \".ere su~plemen!ed by catchi~g fish from the river by a lure, very
little skill required as I Sib plus Arctic Char and Lake Trout bit at anything
placed near them! As we progressed northwards to the Arctic Circle signs
of vegetation gradually disappeared to be replaced by the vast ex pan e of
boggy, moss covered. Tundra. Into August and the days began 10 get
shorter and colder, w!nds stronger and the rapids bigger. On a couple of
occasions we were w111d bound and sheltered in our tents, thankful of the
rest but aware that we needed to reach the pick up point at Chantrey Inlet
and the plane home.
. 1.n _the final stages of the river ~e encountered enormous sets of rapids,
md1~1dually complex, large 111 th~1r extent and huge in the volume of water
pass111g through. L1m1ted recce111g opportunities were available so we
were forced to run some of them 'Blind'! This resulted in a lot of frantic
paddling a~ we tried to manoeuvre our laden boats through and between
huge tanding waves and look ahead for the next set of waves, in a rapid
complex over I km long. Inevitably on occ.asions things didn't quite go to
plan and we rolled the boat, but the drills we had practised and our
eq~1pment proved more than up to the iask. After a brief recovery and only
a little wet, all equipment _was recovered and. was still dry inside the bags.
One ~f the last sets of rapids we ran was a high volume grade 4 featuring
_tanding waves over 10 feet high! Our confidence high we ran the centre
!me t~rough them, the size was terrifying but no time to back out.
Breaking through the top of die waves, over half !he boat was airborne
before crashing into the trough beyond, bracing against a roll, and then it
was up and over the next wave. We survived without a dunking.

On 20 August, aficr six weeks of paddling approximately 700 miles. \\C
reached Cockburn . Bay in Chantre~ Inlet, the defining point bc!w<.-en the
end of the Back River and the Arctic Ocean beyond. 1 hroughout, the trip
had ~een one of re1;iotcncss and isolation against the clements that we had
su.rv1vcd. An unbelievable area to travel through and experience. combined
with the enormity of the task undertaken a fantastic opportunny that f was
grateful to be a part of. Unfortunately the plane arnved all to quickly to fly
us back to Yellowknife and the realities of the modem world.

Capt Tom Jeffries taking a brea k from paddling,
on the Arctic Circle , Northern Canada

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN
Maj C. N. Cooper
W02 (SSM) Tony Slaney
~.busy month has passed in ATR Ba singbourn. Six Troops have been
trammg_ recruits. under a d~manding programme. to provide the regular
anny. with fightmg ~t old1ers! Each. Troop can find itself with up to 48
recruits at any one nme, some of which can be made up of RLC recruits.
(It does however tend to decrease in size as the days tick by}. Two Troops
ha"'.e be~n away Adventurous Training this month, widi Lt Si C oes hott
taking h1~ Troop to North Wales. Activities included climbing, canoeing,
ca.vm!!, hill waIJ::ing and ~Jeeping under canvas for a night. Wale came up
with its usual tnck of miserable weather, to really test ihe troops to their
limits. C pl Mo Holm es (2 RTR ) became the star CO of the week when
he only managed to get lost once in front of his Section, proving that the
Signal were as usual one step ahead of the Infantry and Armoured
Corps!!
Sqn Comd
SSM

LANYARD TROPHY
For the thi rd year in succession die ATR put up a creditable
performance during the Lanyard Trophy. The team captai n, Sgt C arl
Tucker , organi ed a three mondi training programme and co-ordinated the
quadron effort. He also ensured that Maj Steve Vickery and Capt
Gareth Marsh sweated it out during practice tabs!
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Richard Gregory CHESHIRE
Tp Sgt
Sgt Paula Matheson
The Training Team conti nues to pu h out an endle s stream ofrecmi ts
to the Royal Signals Schoo l, Bland ford. The mos! notab le event 10 occur
recently wa. the Charity Event. T he Troop played wheelchair ba ketball to
ra ise money to send Gordon Perry (Development Officer for wheelchair
basketball) 10 Bangledes h to promote the sport over there. It must be aid
that ome of the recruits played o well ii was a Imo t a though they had
been born in a wheelchair! The recruits, in recent months, have raised just
under £4000.00 fo r the cau e that ha been spent on buying whee lchairs.
We ay fa rewell to Capt Rich Gregory, off to the School Leavers
Scheme. Who ays infa ntry officers shun a decent education. Then he jets
?ff lo Kenya to re joi n his Batta lion. gt Pnula Matheson continue to get
11110 everyone's face. Cpl 'Scds' Seddon also moves to School Leavers,
Lock your kids away now. Cpl Si Link is sti ll bangi ng in there whi lst Cpl
McKenzie is rapidly setting up in competition with die WRVS as the
recruit bess ie mate.
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Rear Rank: W02 Steve Smoothy (Admin ), Cpl Brian Shea rd
Cpl S i Ashwood , Cpl Mick Rutherford Cpl Mac McBean,
Sgt Dave Churchward, SSgt 'Taff' Furn ival (Adm in )
Front Rank: Capt Gareth Marsh , Sgt Carl Tucke r
Maj Steve Vickery, Capt Ewan Merer
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp gt

Lt 'lark Harrop
Sgt Pete Lagden

HELLOS AND GOODBYE
Firstly welcome to Cpl ·Hannie' Hannan and his fi ne nee! of high
perfonnance cars, just exactly how much doc it cost for a new clutch for a
Porsche? Sad farewe ll go to Cpl Laurie ·The Ki ng Pin' skin off to tlie
delight of Arborfield. lei go round again. On behalf of the Troop. thanh
for all your hard work. endle patience and , teadiness on parade ·ir. Cou ld
you not have stayed a little longer? Floral Tributes go 10 1he Camp Gardener.
Lt Mark Harrop who leaves 1he Troop for 2 ig Rcgt. Hi, replacement Lt
Fiona "Fi Fi Le Trixabell' Hay join u from the sunny Falkland Islands.
Good luck! pecia l mention mu ·t go to the Troop'· fine performance in the
Inter Troop Golf Compe1i1ion, wi nning hand down dc,,pite Cpl
kin
having spcnl o much time partnering the OC quadron.
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MULTI NATIONAL DIVISION
(SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
MND (SW) CLOSE SUPPORT IGNAL SQUADRO
BANJA LUKA
Sqn Comd
Maj R. J. Quinlan
S M
W02 (SSM) D. Tait
The Squadron is nearing the end of its tour and morale has reached an
all time high in Banja Luka Metal Factory (BLMF). Both the GO 'S Tac
HQ and Lt HQ have been successfully deployed out on Ex Viziers
Ele~hant, where.the ne~ OC, Maj Richard Quinlan took over from Maj
Wh1c hel_o wh.o 1s leaving to go to Staff College. Besides taking over as
OC, MaJ Quinlan also t~kes ov.er the role of Maitre ' D' to the highest
class restaurant m Bosnia, which sometimes doubles as the GOC '
armoured Tac HQ!

A

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Ll D. Jackson
Tp SSgt
S gt A. Crawford
. Comms Tp has continued to forge its reputation by being involved in
JUSt about every task. in MND (SW). Jn five months it has now deployed
both HQ seven times and has had Spec task groupings almost
permanently deployed to conduct communications reconnaissance or to
provide comms support to trouble areas. During the election period in
September, the Troop deployed to seven Spec Tasks simultaneously and
the remainder of the Troop was on short notice to move to deploy either of
the Headquarters.

Bravo Troop Charity Event
PE~1A ENT TAFF SPORTS CO lPETITIO S

Orienteering- During the last few months, I Squadron have been doing
particularly well on the porting front. eptember proved to ~e a very
triumphant month with the J111er Squadron/Company Onenteerm,g
competition. aturally the val iant members of the team proved that .their
Engineer and Infanteer counterparts were no match for us whilst holdmg a
compa and map. Some very impres ive times were produced by the
whole team. otably by Lt Jamie Balfour who wa fastest on the day,
clo ely followed with a torrning effort seconds later by Capt ~ick
Boyle, the team captain, who clearly took the honest and most direct
route between checkpoints as his lacerated legs proved at the fini h point.
All would agree that it was a good all round afternoon out of work, and to
make things better we went borne with a trophy as well.
Cross Country-Our next sporting challenge in October was the inter
quadron,Company Cross Country Competition around approximately six
miles of the training area ofBassingbourn Barracks. aturally we were no
match for the Gym staff of HQ Coy, but we maintained our overriding aim
of beating again the Infantry and Engineer personnel of the Regiment
again. Sure enough the I Squadron team finished in a respectable second
po ition. Overall thanks is due to the hard work oftbe team who must all
receive a mention; 1aj Charles Cooper, Capts 1ick Boyle and Fiona
Hav, Lts Jamie Balfour, Simon Coeshott and Kate immonds, W02
( S 1) laney, gts Carter and Turner, and Cpls McBean, Revell,
heard and Wil on. Well done to all who ran especially to Alpha Troop
who produced most of the team, and Lt Kate Simmonds and Capt Fiona
Hay who were first and second females respectively. (Although weren ' t
they the only two to take part!?)
SEYE -A- SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITION 23 SEPTEMBER 1998
Our intrepid team set off from the Regiment in high spirits, on the
evening of Tuesday 22 September 1998 and after a miserable crawl around
the M25 we eventually arrived at Blandford and moved into our
accommodation for the night A nun1ber of very fuzzy heads were woken
up, mce and early by W02 (SSM) Tony laney, and then dragged onto
the bus before finding the pitches Oil which they were to play. Cpl Daz
'Fifa 98' Kidd then put us all through our paces with a very 'interesting
warm up'. That's right, get your bad shots out of the way now! We
gathered our thoughts and waited for the draw.
The first match wa against 34 Sig Regt. We expected a fairly easy win
but football i a funny old game, through a lack lustre performance by our
forwards and some inspired goal keeping, we fought out a draw. Our
second match against 2 I Sig Regt was a good battle but on the day they
were a upcrior side and after a good match we were sadly on the wrong
end of a 2-0 scoreline. Match 3 saw us playing 15 Sig Regt in a very tense
match. A combination of nerves and refereeing decisions going against us
meant yet another defeat and our exit from the Main Competition. We
were till in the plate however, o after lunch, in match 4, all of our
identical football playing twin brothers trotted onto the field of play, and
played quality football, showing skill. commitment and a great deal of
fitness. This led to a very convincing 5-1 win over the ACISEG team from
Blandford. Match 5 was verses 35 Sig Regt, where again a quality display
of controlled football aw us through to a 2-0 victory and a place in the
final. Match 6, the final, saw us against 8 In f Bde Sig Sqn. The game
tarted at a very rapid pace with most of the pressure coming from our
oppo 1tion. Their per~istence paid off and they were soon one nil up with a
very .... ell worked goal. It remained 1-0 until just after half time with the
tactical sub~titution of \\02 (SSM) Tony Janey and Cpl ' 1' Link
pro' iding a solid and stable defensive platform which our midfield and
fo,.....ards could bounce off. Shortly after the start Cpl 'George' Forman
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drove home a magical 25 yard shot which new into the top comer of the
net. Our jubilation, however, wa short lived. ln fact , it lasted about 45
econds. We won 3-2 in a very clo e and well fought (but fair) match.
Overall, we were disappointed that we played o poorly in the main event
but extremely pleased that we won the plate match. So after three hours of
competition football on a full sized pitch it was a very quiet bus borne to
Bassingbourn.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ick Morris
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jase Smithurst
Delta Troop welcomes Cpl Lynne Cunningham from I 5 Sig Regt. Cpl
Cunningham teps into Sgt 'Brommers' Bromley's boots, and looks as
though she may well fit them. Cpl ' Tick-Tock' Berrey returns from
Pirbright, after bis POI course, not black and blue but rather Blue Red
Blue. Cpls Jimmy Frew, Daz Kidd and 'Tick-Tock' Berrey recently
represented the Troop in the Inter Squadron Golf Competition. Cpl Frew
won the longest drive, no not down to The Red Lion. Cpl Daz Kidd won
The Longest Route (In house Dartmoor joke) and Cpl Berrey didn't win
anything. The Troop would like to bid a fond farewe ll to Lt ick Morris
who leaves the fold for remedial training in AFS. Welcome to Lt Chris
Stanley- mitb KRH who takes on Delta Troop for the future .
HELLOS AND GOODBYES
A number of people have been posted into and out of the Squadron over
the Ia t month . We would like to wish the following the best of luck in
their new jobs;
Maj teve Vickery, Capt Lee O 'Rourke, Lt Mark Harrop,
gt
Karl Tucker, Sgt 'Taff' Furnival, Sgt Dave Churchward, Cpl Askin,
Cpl Hannon Cpl Rutherford.
The following have been lucky enough to have been posted into ATR
Bassingboum;
Maj Charles Cooper, Capt Fiona Hay, Lt Jamie Balfour, Lt Kate
Simmonds, Lt Charlie Roberts, Sgt Harriot, Sgt Turner, C pl
Cunningham, Cpl Cleworth,

Sig Ashworth{left) and Corporal Jones {right) on exercise with the
GOCs Armoured Tac HQ
Maj Wh ichelo hands over command
of Close Support/202 S ig Sqn to Maj Quinlan in the field
For the Squadron HQ movement , SQMS Keith Langton moves back
to the rear party and we welcome his replacement SSgt Chris ' Don't call
me Q' Davies. When not fulfilling his ro le as the BLMF cream cake thief
'Q' ha been busy carving his niche as a one-man war crimes tribunal!
Katy Caie had to be dragged away from Comms Tp in order to stand in as
Squadron 2TC where she can benefit from the wisdom of SSM ' Litte
p~ck~rs wear bigger knicker ' Tait. Congratulation are in order to Sgt
Jim Long range weather report' Watt, Cpl 'Chico ' Towers, LCpl 'Taff'
R.ees and their respective partner on the birth of their newborn offspring.
Fmally to prove morale really i that high, the Comms Tp morale meter
has swung to an unprecedented 0.5 and the rumour going round the
Squadron is that Sig 'Shep' Sheppard and ig Martin Harper have
actually been seen miling!
The Banja Luka World Cup five-a-side competition took place during
the other World Cup, with BLMF units repre enting one or more of the
Teams in France. The Squadron entered five team for the event with
Comms Tp representing Bulgaria, Gern1any and Tunisia, the Line section
representing Columbia and the Foreman's all-stars who were hijacked
from the CO to represent Japan. Japan progre sed to the final via a 7-4
victory over the Light Dragoons in the quarter final , de pite Cpl Andy
Gleadall taking an enforced red card break. The final was played again t
the officer team, Mexico (Boo, Hiss!) and the vast crowd all upporting
Japan (of course), encouraged the team to a 4-1 victory. This will probably
be the ftrst and la t time Japan wi ll win the world cup. The cup was
presented to the team capta in by the GO , Maj Gen Delves. The winning
team were W02 soon to be WOl (FofS) Os ie ·The Cat' Osbourne
(Capt), SSgt Andy 'Football I eriou.' Dick, Cpl Bob 'I'm knackered'
Drydon, Cpl Andy ' Lo this rag' Gleadall, LCpl ·Twinkle Toe 'Collins
and LCpl Andy 'Square Boots' Wilson. Thank to Cpl Paul 'Alfie'
Alford and LCpl Jim Annis for their 'bit parts' and Sgt Mark Hannah in
the LAD for his wonderful trophy craftsmanship. The BLMF Premier
League is now a lso well e tablished and provides a league where. for once,
Manchester United don't win everyth ing. Or in LCpl Jamie Young'
case, your team never wins at all!

Lt

SITES TROOP
The newly formed ites Tp i busy under the able direction ofOC, Lt
Liz Allen and 2IC, Lt cott Mac ween with gt Mandy Korshcl, who
took over from Sgt ' Dinger' Bell providing the much needed level head
and chocolate supplies for Maam lien. Farewell and Good Luck mu t
be said to S gt ' Dinger· Bell and the rest of the team who all ucccssfully
managed to short tour to go and play Football in outh Africa.
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The largest deployment recently was in August in upport of the JMC
meeting on Ex Viziers Elephant. Once more the gallant members of
Comms Tp were on hand to erect enough tentage to accommodate what
seemed like the feeding of the 5000. Later in the month, the Troop
deployed the Fly Fwd HQ to Glamoc in upport of the I RHA OSG
exercise: Whilst waiting for the Chinook to pick the HQ vehicle up, some
local children came to ee what all the fuss was about. When they reali ed
that SFOR oldiers came equipped. with packed lunches they oon became
qune attache.d. It took some bartenng by Sig ·curly' Watts to get them to
go away. which up et Sig 'Foxy' Fo. who was unaware that hi crisps had
become part of the deal. Upon return from the OSG exerci e, the Troop
stai:ted to prepare for the. elections and were put on about eight econds
notice to move. The stram clearly became too much for Capt 'Jimmy'
Hendricks who picked up his medal and went back to Bui ford to take over
Rear/Overloon Tp instead. Hence Lt Dave Jackson has moved acros
from HQ Troop to ee how a real Troop operates! In the little spare time
th~re has been, gt Joe' Rowe (_DMO ha been conducting Track training
with Troop personnel, which 1s how Sig 'Curly ' Watts came to be
a isling a local worker in painting white lines on the roads; Civil-Military
Cooperation at if be t! Congratulation to all tho e who pas ed.
Finally the Squadron ay a fond farewell to all of our TA counterpart
who are going home. The Essex gi rl trio, LCpl Jo Smith, 'Pilch' Pilcher
and ' at' Gratze are going back to real job , a is LCpl teve 'not an
Es ex gi rl ' Furniss. Also leaving are Lt cott ' queaky clean'
Macsween , and Sgt Heather 'Super Gran' Fraser who would both like
to be able to say the same. Well all the best and we'll ee you ·oon at our
Welcome Home Party and the Chri trnas Bash. And last but not least from
our final report in Banja Luka,
COMMS TROOP PLIT
Tp Comd
Capt P. M. 'ewton
W02 (FofS) J. Dochcrt)'
Tp FofS
E
Split AO Signal Troop wa formed after the departure of the UK
from Split to Banja Luka and the demi e of it · ·upportmg ignal
Squadron. It comprises of Capt cwton and I Royal ignals oldicrs
currently pro ided by 206 Signal quadron and run· the OMMCE , an
FRT repair team and th<! Tnforniation ystems team. With less than four
weeks to go until end of tour. the Troop is preparing to hand over to it I
Di counterpart' and return to Bulford. In spite of thi there i · still plenty
of work left before handover including a cabling project at plit 'orth
Port. The Troop, ha\ ing succes, fully entenamcd Comd 11 Bdc, Brig
Cook, are now looking for\\ard to a vi it to plit by Pope John Paul II on
4 October. Apparently he ha, declined a vi it to the CO:-VIM E ofter
rumours concerning the quality of their brew reached the Vatican'
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BA. 'JA J l'KA t:PPORT, QUADRON
.
Lit\: ha. been as busy a ever for all departments Ill the quadrou a we
finalh approach the end of the l ur. Despite the best effort of the mov;~
and the RAF. en:nbody .hould be back home in Bulford by the ~'
October t 99.'. The· qundron • · focu is now firm I concentrated on the
multitude of final inspection that take place at the end of tour, and on
preparinl! for our handover to I Div.
..
Cpl Tre' Boardman RLC. who work. 1 . the MT. ha? ~n busy :vnung
to all th, major rugb} and football clubs m the UK. a kmg tor donallons of

memorabilia in order to hold an auction to raise monc~ for a local school.
The auction was held on aturday 19 September 1998 m the EFI club here
in Banja Luka ktal Factory (BLMF) ru~d raised jus~ over 3000 DM: Well
done to both him and young Ptc Fram who earned .out the duties of
auctioneer o well that uch an incredible amount was raised. Another very
successful Road Safety Competition was held on Saturday 26 September
1998 consisting of eight stand . all of which tested the teams of four m
different driving skill . A total of over 40 pcopk took part and some very
good luck with the weather made for an mtercsung and enjoyable day.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

RM

Lt Col like Lithgow MBE
WOt (RSM) Gary Johnson

502 BLUE-LIVNO
.
The det has now returned to the UK, but not before a photo opportunity!

SATCO 1 TROOP-OPERATIO PALATI E
.
.
atcom Tp continue the 30 ig Regt tradition of Bo ~rn Tour~ but with
only 32 people (including two detachments fr?m 249 S1~ S~n)_ m theatre
we eem to -pend the majority of.time fig.htmg off a s1m1lat~on by the
Borg 3 Di' to their friend . Tp HQ 1s al BanJa Luka alth?ugh with the OC.
Capt Jule Hill and Tp gt 'Ging' Dyson, hort tounng out of _theatre,
continuity i only upplied by W02 (FofS) 'lt_'s a Kathmandu-Edmbu~gh
tran Iation problem again' McCreath. With a four-month rollmg
roulcment plot there are too many to sa_y h_ello and goo~bye to . However.
incc the QMS is on a six-month contmully tour we will ay go~bye ~o
!rt Mel Crowther and hello to Sgt 'when l wa at 26 Blah Jamie
U~yne-enjoy your Xmas and ew Year.
IEWS FROM THE DETS
.
Gornji Vakuf- Life continues to be hard for the four guys working on
tDORRA, endle s barbecues, sunny day and EFl functions. Life
BT
with the 2nd Battalion Royal Green Jackets is great, but it makes you glad
that you joined the Royal Corps of Signals and not th~ lnfa~try ..As usual
LCpl Ray 'l really do know what Jam doi!lg• hone;;t Jopling 1s hard at
work confusing himself and the local Battalion. Havmg escaped the penal
colony at Banja Luka, Cpl Eden is hard at work trymg to wm the Golden
Blanket award and LCpl 'im has doubled the QG S~~ AL complement
and finally given the Dct 21C, LCpl Ta~ka th.e ability to have a proper
conversation in hi own language. Confusion reigns!
.
'.\.1rkonjic Grad-The 249 boys are winding down f!om a hard six
month . especially for the tech Sgt Kev Howley. the lifeguard for the
gt ' mes pool. The Det Come!, Cpl Rob Lewis ha become addicted to
crisps and LCpl Carl cott ha doubled hi number of contacts- is there
any woman he doesn' t know? The Det Op Sig Ar:idy Mc~illan has n?w
oftlcially got over whinging and flapping about bemg a Radio Op workmg
in a COMCE . The Light Dragoons have been a great bunch of guys to
work with, so many thanks to them and 3 Div for_ looking after us ..
arajev&-The past month has been a busy penod for_t~e Del with thr~
Generals visiting, the CO of 3 Div, and many other v1s1tors from Ba~Ja
Luka. Day to day life continues with HQ SFOR at break-neck spee?. with
gt Des Brown working harder than anx known Tech _re-decoratmg the
social area with paintings of Homer SLDlpson. Beavis and Butthead.
Excitement on the Det has been in the fonn of two evacuations due to
EOD clearances. Firstly an un-cleared RPG round and econdly the
clearance of a suspiciou coke can. Cpl McGuckien, Det Comd.
continues to rule with a finn hand and a busy social calendar.
MOST BEAR-Ba nja Luka
.
Since the handovefltakeovcr of MOST BEAR BanJa Luka from Cpl
te\ie Yoy e to Cpl ' Billy' Kid in mid August, things have been Jlretty
busy. The Det ha undergone some very big change , one of which. IS the
sudden departure of crewman LCpl ' im to GV and the sudden arnval of
Sig 'Taff' Colwel l, leaving the Det 2IC, LCpl · eil' Coils somewhat
confused (not hard though, he is a Sunderland fan). The second and most
probably significant change that is happenin_g is the major surgery that
Syscon is ha,ing both electrically and cosmeucally, all m all for the better
as FofS 'Foxy· Osbourne tells me. Hopefully a nonnal work1 ~g
environment can be re-established ... whatever that may be? On a happier
note though, MOST BEAR and MOST CAT in Sarajevo. arc eagerly
awaiting the arrival of their s~ster dish, MOST AAR~VARK into Theatre.
E\'cntually replacing a 249 Sig Sqn asset m MG provmg that for a Satcom
job to be done well you gotta call 30 Sigs. Good luck to C_pl Andy Smart
who is being re-united with MOST AARDVARK after a six month break.

502 BLUE
Cpl Lowe, Cpl Bannister, Sig Humphries, Sig Ba rrow,
Sig Haywood
GOC's TAC 501 SIE
A-Banja Luka
Since Jul y the Detachment has seen a complete cha~ge of person~el
with the departures of Sgt Andy George and LCpl Justin Markey bemg
replaced by Cpl Andy Smart and LCpl Del Delancy. The last two
months has been a case of on and off the bus waiting for the arrival of
MOST AARDVARK into Theatre and the departure of 501 SlENNA.
Squeezed in though has been a week's exercise with .Armoured Tac tn
Sisava culminating with a JMC. SlENNA also went mto the centre of
Travnik for a Theatre wide JMC hosted by Lt Gen Pike. The Detachment
was there for two days with LCpl 'Pied Piper ' Trotman acting as
playground supervisor to the children near the Det. We are pleased to
report with many thanks to the Dutc.h Battlegroup_ that SIENNA came
back complete to CES. At the present time SIENNA 1s now handed over to
the Squadrons awaiting return to the Regiment for a well deserved rest.
501 COBALT- Banja Luka
Having been in Theatre since late April the crew_ of 50 I Cobalt ~re
looking forward to a well earned rest, before deploymg out on Exercise
again with 249 Sig Sqn, their home unit. Our tbanks go_ out to all ~h.e
member of 30 Sig Regt for all the assistance they have given us. So 1t s
goodbye from Cpl 'Fozzie' Foster, Cpl ' DD ' Eden and ig ' Bez' Berry.

NOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
Telephone: 01258 482248
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HOWES AND WOOD MEMORIAL MATCH
Saturday 29 August found 15 Sig Regt's rugby team playing Lisburn
RFC in what is w1doubtedly the most important fixture of the season: The
Howes and Wood Memorial Match. The game kicked off al a blistering
pace with both teams pl aying attacking rugby. Lisburn scored first with a
well worked scissors movement that left the 15 Sig Regt's defence
scattered. In response 15 Sig Regt, ably led by Capt Guy Bennett, piled
on the pressure with a lot of territorial advantage before scoring a try in the
comer through LCpl ' Bebbs' Bebbington . Both teams then attacked and
defended with vigour but the scores did not change.
The second half started with a new look l 5 Sig Regt's team, W02 Dave
Rook coming on for Cpl 'Taff' Evans, Sgt ' Tug' Wilson on for gt 'Taff'
Drew, SSgt 'Bod ' McDonald reverted to his preferred loose head prop
and Sig Adam Huggett came in at full back. Both teams wapped tries in
the second half and Lisburn were beginning to gain the upper hand when
LCpl Bebbington intercepted a wild pass in hi own 22 and scored a great
individual try for his hat-trick. This should have been the platform that 15
Sig Regt used to dominate the game but all it did was make Lisburn step
up a gear, and they spent the next 30 minutes camped on the l 5 Sig Regt's
try line, coming away with a converted try. With tbat the final whistle blew
and Lisburn ran out the victors, 19-17, in a thrilling match that saw both
teams playing adventurous rugby that was in the spirit of the occasion.

somewhere and in the 660kg weight class, on the last night in front of
15,000 members of the public, fought and beat the RAF team to enter the
final. Narrowly losing to 17 Rcgt RLC, the team won silver medal~. It was
certainly an expcncnce and we look forward to Royal Tournament 1999!
Our final event for the calendar of 1998, was the Braemar Gathering. This
is certainly a 'social event', with the team not managing to train due to
operational commitments so the feeli ng was we would compete and enjoy
the day more than anything. We competed, unfortunately not pulling
against the 3(UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt team but there is always next year.
My thanks as the Manager/Puller go to all the committed members of the
Regiment's team, Coach SSgt Jim Duncan, S gt 'Taff' Drew RLC, gt
Steve Legg, Sgt Charlie Brown, Sgt ' Pip Burberry' Bowkett, Cpl
'Goldie Macrae' Fisher, Cpl 'Bobby' Hill, Cpl 'Springer Hill' 1cClcan,
LCpl 'Benson' Sabuda, LCpl 'Sandy' Williams, LCpl Ian 'Buttons '
icholls and LCpl ' Bomber' Brown REME. The team managed some
excellent results, but more importantly got away to the Mainland and
represented the Regiment and Corps. Corps Colours for Tug of War
awarded for the 1996 - 1998 season go to: S gt Duncan, Sgt Brown, Cpl
McClean
If anyone ever say that Tug of War is '8 fat blokes lying on a rope ' l
beg to differ and they are more than welcome to come and try it Pu h
Tight.

HQNI & 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT TUG OF WAR TEAM 'GANTRY
DOGS'- W02 (SSM) D. Rook
The season's training began in the rain and g loom of a dire Irish winter
in March 1998. From the very successful team of97, there only remained
four 'pullers ' at the unit. With a host of 'willing volunteer.;' our first invite
was to compete at the Princess Roya l's Open lntcrservice competition at
the Royal Windsor Show in early May. However, the competition proved
rather too strong, although we gave a good account of ourselve finishing
5th in the 640Kg competition. The Coach, SSgt Jim Duncan, knew we
had some serious training to do if we were to make our mark. The Gantry
Dogs then qualified for the Army Championships by fini hing 2nd in both
the 640 and 680kg weight classes at the NI Championships held at the
Maze Prison in early June. The main focus then moved to retaining the
Morrison Cup 1998 as a preliminary to the Anny and Corp
Championships. On an early Sunday morning we departed for the
Mainland unaware of how much pain we were about to be letting
ourselves in for! After the drive from hell to Weymouth from the Province,
we began our training in earnest by unfortunately breaking Blandford
Camps ' main gantry! ln June, the Morrison Cup ToW trophy was retained
in spectacular style, not conceding an end despite good competition from
215 Sig Sqn, 249 Sig Sqn, 11 Sig Regt and 30 Sig Regt. This was a
massive incentive with the Army Championship in our sights and the
prospect of ' pulling against the big teams from the Royal Artillery and
RLC .
On 27 June, in some of the mo t horrendous weather conditions, with
the ropes looking as if they were lying in scenes from The Somme again
the 600kg, 640kg and 680kg teams fought some very courageous battle .
The 600kg team came a valiant 8th overall in the Army which was an
excellent result considering the inexperience in the team. Next the 6 Okg
(the big boys) saw us finish 3rd after narrowly being beaten in the semi
final. Morale wa running extremely high as we entered the 640kg
competition. Beating every Royal Artillery team was the greate t
achievement that day and many coache were heard to mutter ' You lot
were beaten by a bunch of Sealey' '--(they were not impressed). We
finished 4th in the Army at 640kg. The team had surpassed anything U1at
we thought could be achieved on a brilliant but cxhau ting day. 8 July saw
the Corps Champion hips held at Marchwood. Thi was the culmination
of weeks of training and competition under the Corps Coach, Sgt 'Nippy
Hunter ' Reid. The teams for the 560kg, 600kg, 640kg and 6 Okg weight
categories were selected from 11 Sig Regt, 15 ig Regt and 215 Sig Sqn.
Everyone managed at least one weight and some ' lucky individuals'
managed two and even three weights! The Royal Corps of Signals fini hed
in the following positions;

EXERCISE DOLOMITI FI
-5-19 SEPTEMBER 1998
Ex Dolomiti Finn was a high level trekking expedition acros the
Dolomites in orthern Italy. It was organised by Sgt Mark fason
(RLC) HQNl, and open to members of 15 Signal Regiment and HQ I.
Ten people went on the expedition, five Royal Signal , two Royal
Engineer.;, two RLC, one REME and one AGC. We all met each other for
the first time on the morning of 5 September for breakfast in the
cookhouse ofThiepval Barracks before beginning our Jong drive to Italy.
We drove to Dover that day and spent the night at Shorncliffe Barrack ,
that was only a stone 's throw away from the Channel terminal which was
to take us into France the following day. The next day we managed to get
as far as Fussen were we camped for the night. This wa a long day in the
transport and many of us regretted having that Indian meal the day before
at Shomcliffe.
The next day we reached our drop off point of Dobacio, Italy at
lunchtime. We pitched our tents at the Olimpia ite and set off on a three
hour walk to loosen up after two and a half days in vehicle . Thi. is when
we first discovered that Italian map are not to the same standard a the
good old Ordnance Survey maps. We got up early Tue day morning bright
and breezy as usual and took a short drive to Lago de Braie to begin our
l 20km trek to Belluno. The first leg was only 21 km to Refugio Pedru but
there was still a couple of blisters and cramps, but that's what you get for
taking Royal Engineer.; on arduous walking expeditions. h rained for most
of the day but luckily the Gortex Kit from the Anny adventurou training
tores kept u dry- Honest. Wednesdays walk wa to be the most difficult
walk from Pedru to Refugio Lagazuoi; a distance of 26km taking in the
three peaks in blazing unshine. The first peak was reached m a record
breaking I Smins by Sgt Paul Gawtborpe (RLC) thanks to the help of a
taxi. For the remainder of the expedition the RLC were known a the
Really Lazy Corp.
Towards the end of the walk Sgt ndy Draper (R Sig ) and LCpl
Richy Lloyd (R Sig ) took a different route to everybody else and ended
up having to scree hop down the idc of a mountain to get back on track .
De pite claims U1at they were geographically challenged they both made it
to Lagazuoi well before the cut off time without a map. Today was by far
the best day for photographs although 35mm film will never give full
credit to the breathtaking cenery around us. That night was spent m
Cortina which is a place not a car as we kept on having to remind LCpl
Richy Lloyd (Thi joke got a bit repetitive after 300 times Richy) . We all
went out for Pizza for a change and ome people ate more than others
namely Cp l Tony Waddington (Royal ignal ) who narro\ ly beat Cpl
Ant Tranter (Royal ignal ) in the Army pizza eating competiuon.
Thursday was another scorcher of a day and ::ilenty of sun cream wa.'
needed by all of us. We left Cortina at Oo35hr which wa · three minute:
too late for S gt l a rk 'Mountain Man· Masons (RLC) liking as he \\as
the expedition organi er. We started the day offwtth ome basic Via Ferata
which mo tofu enjoyed. and then a huge climb in the afternoon during
which we passed many Italian Venture couts. Being helpful soldiers a.
we all were, many offers of help with carrying b'rgans \\Crc made to the
female members of the couting movement who appeared to be struggling.
There were some cracking 'iew~ going up that mountam Howe~er.
coming down the other side of the mountam ''a ' a bit barren, a. ''e took
what wa described a a ' hon cut". The RLC and REM[ found

560kg- 3rd

600kg- 3rd

640kg-2nd

Congratulations to all tho e who took part, and we look forward to
when more units are able to strengthen the Corps team for 1999. Aller la t
years performance the Regime nt was invited back to compete in The
Royal ~ umament 1998. This is the mo t awkward of ground to pull upon.
in tcad of gra s it i compacted earth on concrete. This certainly did not
suit our pulling technique, so much so that we had some disappointing
results. Not to be disheartened, we managed to pull our reserve from
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them ln:s geographica lly challenged at this point but naturall y t11ey
denied it: Well. wouldn't we all? That night we decided to give pizzas a
mi~s and try mountain goat in tead. It wa quite tnsty but I'm sure we all
would ha\e enjoyed it more if pl nt Tranter the Butchers Boy hadn't
gone mto depth about dead animals and the difforent cuts of meat on a TBone. He i a typical interesting Brummie lad. After dinner we di cussed
where to go for our day ofT on aturday and came up with enice.
Friday' walk was a bit of a bea ting for some of t11c lad who
completed a good SOmins of the walk to the top in a mere 2 min . We
were rewarded with a hot chocolate we'll n vcr forget ... We could stand
our _poon up in them ... lovely. That night we drove lo Lido de Je lo a
popular holiday re ort and stayed in a great campsi te with an indoor
wimming pool. We had pizza again for upper. Saturday, a day off at la t
We all slept in until about 1000 hr and then went for a dip in the pool that
wa all of 20 metres away from our tent . I don't tliink we 'II ever forget
the hock from tho e ice cold showers though! After lunch we drove to the
out kirt of Venice before catching a boat into Venice it' elf. The main
anraction had to be , t fark Square ~ hich no photographs could e er
give justice to. We couldn't belie e how many pigeons were there and how
iTiany people were making a living from elling bag' of dried pigeon food
to tlie touri ts. That night we drove to Belluno wl1ich wa to be our ba e
camp for the next couple of days.
unday wa a strange day with the weather. It tarted off beautiful until
we approached tlle top of the mountain when the weather closed in and it
started to now. A f\er tllat we were caught in an electrical stonn where two
of our team experienced light electric shock . Then from about 1400 hrs
it rained until we returned to our base camp at about I 00 hrs. That
evening we took refuge in the bar at the campsite until midnight. Tuesday
wa white water rafting day. The rafting wa with a well known company
called Fazintours who always give British Forces a generou di count. We
got a further di count by agreeing to use our own tran port to get to the
start of tlie rapids. Wednesday morning we began our long drive back to
Blighty via tlie channel tunnel again. We arrived back at Li bum on Friday
morning and pent the day turning around all tlle tents and vehicles etc. It
wa a very demanding, rewarding and enjoyable expedition due to the
good organisation and the calibre of soldiers brought together oo it. A big
well done and thank should go to tliose who took part in the organisation
of the expedition and to the many organisation who donated money to it.
EXERCISE FLYERS FINN 3-13 AUGUST 1998
Ex Flyer Finn was an adventure-training trip lo the BFAHPC in
Bavaria to teach eight unsu peeling individuals to paraglide and hopefully
attain the grade of elementary pi lot (EP). Everyone wa aware of the risks
of flying with ju t a large nylon continental quilt cover above you to keep
you from falling out of the sky but no-one was prepared for t11e calamity
tllat wa to be the trip there. gt J on Ault was due back off leave on tlie
night before the flight out but could oot make it back in time because of
flooding and decided to meet the rest of the party at Heathrow Airport.
Meanwhile tlie following day back in orthem Ireland the rest of the party
gathered expectantly al 0700 hrs for tlie transport to the airport, which
failed to tum up due to a mix up with the drivers sleeping and waking
routines. Consequently tlle flight was missed and a new flight had to be
booked for tlle evening leaving Sgt Jon Ault wit11 12hrs to kill.

Would being shot out of a ca nnon be better?
Sig Murray
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The evening flight was caught and the whole party met up at Heathrow
for the connection flight to Munich. Once in Munich it was a simple case
of collecting the baggage and catching t11e transport to our final
de tination. One out of two wasn't bad as the transport was waiting for u.
but the luggage was still in Heathrow. gt Jn e White as IC party had the
task of sorting out the mix up and t11c airline issued everyone with a wellequipped survival pack which consisted of a lovely white T-shirt and not
much else. We arrived at the lodge in Bavaria at approx 0230hrs after a
three-hour journey. Cpl Dave Burke providing the entertainment, and
were led to our accommodation by Sgt Rick 'pathfinder' Pool without too
much fu ·s. The following evening in the bar was like a James Dean
con ention wit11 everyone wearing their white T- hirt and jeans and the
pro peel ofa very mclly week witllout the mi sing luggage. After the first
admin day the training started in earnest on the training slope with
everyone learning the kill tllat would hopefully get them ofTa mountain,
flying with the bird . Thi wa easier aid than done and for ome it was a
long hard but enjoyable log learning canopy control and everyone was in
awe at the graceful way ig Muz 'dying swan' Murray landed without
using hi legs what oever.
After much ringing round the luggage finally arrived two days late.
After a wa h and a change of clothes everyone wa much happier
including the instructors who had to put up with the smell. The first person
to fly off the mountain was Cpl Ant Tranter and t11e only person to land
on the landing spot in the landing field wa Sig Jase W hitehead. The
course was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone and all received their EP
qualification.
233 SIGNAL SQUADRON
INDIA TROOP
First of all a wam1 welcome to LCpl Bob Bryan, Sig teve H udspeth
and teve Kelly who ha e all just recently joined the elusive, elite ranks of
India Tp. A belated farewell goes to LCpls 'Oggy' Ogg, ' Al' Royston,
' Phil ' Callaway, 'Jimmy' Cunn ingha m and Sig 'Steve' Massey who has
gone to t11e real world for a wake up call and five silver stars in
McDonald' . Also Sig M urray who scared everyone and no doubt he is
carrying on with the reputation that precede him. The Troop has been
quiet lately with most people gening their leave in and hiding from the
SSM.
The Squadron Summer Camp went well with most of tlle Troop
managing to get away to Warcop for some adventure training and serious
socialising up orth in the land of heep and Geordies. Lots of wind
surfing, rock climbing, canoeing and local talent spotting were the order of
tlie week and enjoyed by everyone who attended. Sgt Dave Alderson
organised a trip to Bavaria for tlie Squadron that was anended by most of
India Troop and didn't impress tlle poor shifties left here, as tlley didn't see
the light of day for the two weeks they were away. Unlucky! At the end of
tlie month t11e Squadron bad tlieir Summer Ball with most of India Troop
getting pammed in one way or another. The night went well with the
Peake turning into something resembli ng Beirut on a bad day but good fun
all the same, (apparently!)

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt(FofS) Ma ul
Tp SSgt
S gt Cook
This has been a relatively quiet couple of months for the troop with
many personnel taking advantage and gening in some well deserved leave
and courses. We can say welcome to several new members of tlie Troop
firstly to Sgt Pa ul Alfe r who moves into our URS store and tllen to
LCpl's Mike Garry and Matt C ree straight from our illustrious training
Regiment. Welcome to one and all and we hope that you have good tours
in the Province. In the same breath we have to say farewell to Sgt 'Sparky'
Ba ker to the SF boys, well done on passing probation! Sgt ' Taff' Drew lo
3 Inf Bde on promotion congratulations! C pl Bria n McLean to tlle
cowboys and cowgirls up tllere in R Tp, LCpl Brett Myerscough to 11
Sig Regt and C pl's Kev L umley and Eddie Clay to Civilian Street we
wish you all the best for whatever lies ahead.
Several members have managed to get themselves away on Adventure
Training Exercises-notably Sgt J a e White and C pl ' Hammy' Hamilton
who managed to wangle themselves a trip to Canada and C pl 'Ant'
Tra nter who managed to sidle into a Trip to llaly. Photographs and notes
will be in the next issue and I'm sure the notes will be good as they can't
afford to go out until tlleir respective credit card bill have been paid off.
Finally congratulations have to go to C pl Dave Rycroft who has managed
to pass his EFP maths threshold test at last! Well done and get the beers in.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Massey
SSgt Allen
Tp SSgt
The Troop has been maintaining all our commitments both Province
wide and on the Mainland throughout what has been a very busy period.
However, lo throw a spanner in the works there is an ongoing baby boom
in the Troop (What kind of an excuse is that to get some time off). During
this time we have managed to get numerous people away on rigging and
Chancellor courses. We did have a problem with one non-attendee Sgt
'White Knuckle ' Davies, who didn't quite make the entrance grade fo r
his Riggers course, due to his ability to get nose bl eeds when climbing
above head height. The Troop took pa rt in the McKelvic Cup Football
Tournament, after many team talks and numerous practice essions
arranged by our team manager S gt Rob Allen. We launched our
campaign with high hopes unfortunately it never panned out as planned,
however everyone seemed to enjoy the day ongratulations to TM Troop.
A big pat on the back for Sgt Treffor Davie who successfu ll y
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participa~i:d in t~1e Corps Championsh!p Golf Competition managing to
return with a shmy new putter, the prtzc received for winning the Inter
Unit competition.

QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
. On the sporti ng rront, the Department led the way, by competing in the
Lisburn I lal f Marathon, the team select finished in the folio" mg order:
Cpl Kev .Joyce
I hr 27 mins
Maj (Q'1.) Gerry Hegarty
I hr 29 mins (Veteran)
I hr 40 mins
Cpl Dan tcel
Sgt Al Bolton
!Okm event (due to illness),
.
but he did do the training
Meanwhile, gt Chris 'The Scarlet Pimpernel ' Hood continues to
represent just about everyone (or tries) al Golf. Rumour has it that he
spends more time the bunkers than 'Adolf'.

MT TROOP

Football team
HELLO'S AND GOODBYES
!he Troop woul? like to welcome SSgt (FolS) Stu Meldrew, gt Clive
Wilson, Sgt Justin Woo len, gt Carl Bremner, Cpl Bri McClean
LCpl's Eric Montgomery, Linda MacCulloch, ikki Pullen, Lisa-Jan~
Rayner and Wright we all hope you have a plendid tour.
It is_with a hea".'y heart we say goodbye to the following: SSgt (FofS)
Sue King to 30 Stg Regt, Sgt Tony Ward to 7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn Sgt
D_az Lane to 71 Sig Regt (TA), Sgt Monty Farrow to the Sch~! of
Signals, LCpl Karen Ballard to TM Tp, Pte Jane Barkshire (AGC) to
Comms Ops and finally to Cpl Rona ldo Clinton to civvy street. Good
luck. Many cong:r:atulations to Ga ir and Amanda 'Soopersonic' Sorley
on t11e birth of their son Jake, Treffor and Michelle Davies on the birth of
tlleir daughter Sophie, Dougie and Karen Ballard on the birth of their son
Dillon. Congratulations also go to Cpl Dave and Mrs ikki Owen who
have recently married. Well done to Sgt Treffor Davies on his recent
promotion, (it 's an1azing what playing golf with ihe hierarchy can do for
your career), LCpl Scott 'lckle ' Davies unfortunately is STILL waiting (it
may tum up when the postal service gets privatised).
Well done to LCpls Linda MacCulloch, Eric Montgomery and
Amanda Verrall who recently passed their 3-2 upgrading, promotion are
111 the ))OSt-{beard tliat one before). There seems to be no indication in any
hghtenmg of the workload on tlie Troop, so we can only wait witll bated
breath for new members to come and join us to stem tlle flow of people
atten_dii:ig psychiatric treatment and the rapid increase of greying heads
wtthin m the Troop-should there be a break we might be able to finish off
Sgt Tony (AV) Ward 's Admin, he did leave four weeks ago ...
SURVEILLA CE SECTION- FISHING TRIP
ln and among t the very busy day to day tasks of tlle ection, time was
found for a relaxing days fishing at Bangor. Seven members of the section
and three gue ts (interlopers) set off on a bright and beautiful late
September morning for a five-hour fishing frenzy around Bangor harbour.
Obviously the fi h were pre-warned of imminent deatll by ten men as for
an hour or so not one fish was caught, but all were re-a sured by our
Captain Ahab of the good vessel Purple Heather tllat the fi h weren't
dead, just dead clever. Eventually the first of38 or o mackerel wa caught
by Sgt ' Polli' Perki ns, and was promptly cut up for bait for the re t of
u - much to his con temation! After this the fishes started flinging
tllemselves onto the hooks with alarming regularity for some, and not for
others. Willi Sgt 'Mack' McKenn a even resorting to singing to tlie fi h to
lure tllem onto his line. The day progressed on a very calm Bangor harbour
wit11 much hilarity.
The prize for the most fish caught for the day and for the most time of
relieving a bladder (what a coup!) went to Mack. The prize for lea t fi h
caught and least beer drunk went to Sgt ick Fla nigha n, and by the colour
of his skin on a very calm day in a boat has made us all reali e why he
joined the Army and not the avy. A great day out for all concerned with
many thanks going to Sgt 'Barny P' Ba rnfield for his organi ation and to
LCpl Lynda MacCulloch for supplying the tran port t11ere and back.
HQSQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
M aj G. L . Hega r ty
qn 21C
Capt J. Willia ms
The Squadron has seen . ome serious change ju t lately, witll the
departure of W02 ( SM) 'Chez' C heslett who ha moved , 'just down t11e
road in time for the marching sea on', he departs on well de ervcd
promoti on to WO I. W02 ( M) Steve Ru sell ably succeeds him. Also,
farewell to the RQMS, W02 Pete Hu7..zey who is doing a bit of gardening
in 35 Sig Regt until hi s selection into t11e Welsh Rugby Team, W02
(RQMS) Tony 'Not Jack' F rost has taken over, just in time for a
Regimental Board of Officers. As equally a important on depa1turc, we
bid a fo nd farewe ll to the, 'Double Hatted' OC/QM, Maj Gerry Hegarty
and bis wife Carol. They are off to the seaside at. 'Bawdy', for a rightful
two year break after comp leting the cour e in T, having arrived in
Province in October 1997 (the day before the welcome to Thiepval
'Bomb'). We antici pate a welcome to hi ucce or, M aj John Mullcnd cr
arriving from yprus, (hope he's brought bis wellie ). o it' all th~ best
for the future for all the quadron new arrivals and deparnircs.
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Comings and goings w1thm the troop saw farewells to Cpl Andy ' I love
myself almost as much as football' Palin. posted to 7 Sigs: ig Tim
McGuckin posted to I Div; and LCpl 'Mr Civ Div' Forbes, who still
says he will be missed. Also to Cpl 'Smudge' Smith who was unfortunate
enough to have his car broken into twice in one week prior to departing
('Un luc~y') . Welcomes go to Cpl Andy ' o, I am 'really' good at
Football Corps player Howe; to LCpl 'Shaggy not Shaky' Watkins. The
Huggster, Sig_'why aren't I promoted yet' Huggett continues on hi
further education travels, returning from visiting the 'Chicken Farm', m
New Ze_aland: l\;icanwhilc LCpl Mike Partridge (There must be a 'Bird
connecllon wtthm the Mn returns from leave with a Jamaican suntan, we
pay the e boys too much money.
CDA
HELLO AND GOODBYE
Goodbye to Cpl Jose Taylor posted to 30 Sig Regt, she will be mi ed
for more than just the Red Wine drinking and welcome to pl ngie
Richardson recently arrived all the way from 225 Sig Sqn (some 25 mtrs).
Good luck both ways!
STOP PRESS
As tliese notes were being produced the quadron football team
excelled itself by deservedly winning the CO's Cup football competition.
Sgt Al Bolton came up witli a squad that was obviously the right mix of
enthusiastic youth aided by more than a smattering of experienced older
hand (or feet). Congratulations to the SSM, W02 Steve Russell on
managing to injure himself during tlie pre warm up kick about. Anyone in
the Corp who has recently received a phone call from Capt Guy Benson
should be aware that his goal against 225 Sig Sqn was in fact cored from
a range of 32m a the length of tliis superb strike increa es with each
telling of the tale! A large number of the Squadron was able to assemble in
the Peake Inn after tlie event to witne the CO present tlle trophy to Cpl
sh Ingham. Well done to all those competing.
COMMSOPS
S03 Comms
Capt ddley
YofS
WOl (YofS) 'Man U Fan' Holt
First of all congratulations to Ca pt 'Adders' Addley on hi promotion
to Maj, well done. tllough this doesn't excuse you from the brew list! The
la t four montlis has een a big turn around in the personnel of Conlflls
Op , witli new arrivals in the form of 'laj Watt, Sgt 'I'm off soon'
Scotso n, C pl Stephen ' Blue Badge of Bravery' Hutchinson and hi wife
Cpl Debbie H utch inson who works ju t round the comer. LCpl 'H.
Harriso n, LCpl ·Chunders' Dunderdale and personnel leaving in the
form of Maj 'Walter' Raleigh, Maj ' eil' Yeoell, Sgt 'Andy' C hubb,
C pl Andy 'Civi' Fo rester and Sgt Del 'Exit to Do · Paz, C pl (now Sgt)
Pete ·Golden Boy' C herry and LCpl (now Cpl) teve · o nick name'
elson. All will be sorely missed e pecially the E-mail conversations
between gt Del ·Did you get my E-mail' Paz and Sgt teve 'My fax is
off line' John ton.
. The Squadron ha ju t been taking part in Mercury Cup, with a team
being drawn from available personnel. witll very linle time for us all to
train together. We were the first to go on the Tab, and were the first to
hoot. The march was won in sterling form by HQ Sqn but we
unfortunately kept our eye closed on the shoot. Alt11ough accumulating
enough points for an overall po ition of fourth.

Publish it in

The Wire
The Editor is always pleased
to receive interesting articles
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40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RM

Lt Col . C. Beacom TD
WO! (R M) J. S. Black

RRIY LS ND DEP RT RES
.
Welcome to W02 (\ol'S) Ro e~ hi wife Dawn .and family. from I
1ech Bde. to gt Brannon, and his family, from 2 Sig Regt, takmg ov~r
a· the Tele Op ( ys) P I in 5 ig .Sqn: Al o 10 LC pl Dunwoo~y and h1
family, a he b~-come the ne\\ CO dnver. Farewell to W02 (':ol'S) Pete
Goodliff, hi wife Andrea and daughter Rebecca a they move to 250
Gurkha ig qn. al o to gt can Humphreys wbo ha moved to 2 1g
Rcgt.
L &GC PRESENTATION-W02 (Yof'S) Goodliff
On Is eptember 1998, The Lord Lieutenant for the County B?rou~h
of Belfast. Col J.E.\: ilson. presented W02 (YofS) Pete Goodhff with
hi Long en·ice and Good Conduct Medal at Clona er Park, Bel fa t.

LS&GC Presentation
Back Row L-R CO, W02 (YotS) Goodliff,
Col J. E. Wilson (Lord Lieuten ant for Belfast),
Lord Lieutenant's Cadet
Front Row: Mrs Goodliff, Mrs Beacom
EXERCISE CAIRNGORM FINN {PSls ADVENTURE TRAINING)
Durino the period 20-25 September 1998, the regular members of the
Regimen~ deployed to onvegian Lodge, in the Cairngonns for. the annual
PSfs' Adventure Training exercise. The PSis' left for Scotland m the early
evening, after a normal Sunday training day, arriving at onvcgian Lodge
in the early hours of Monday morning. 'Activities' got off to a quick start,
during the long drive from Stranraer, with Sgt Matt 'Prince aseem'
Murray deciding to hit his 'mate' Sgt Mick ·Tyson ' Simcock, for no
apparent reason. This was not a wise thing to do as Sgt 'Tyson' imeock is
not a mall bloke. Suffice to say that his patience ran out and Sgt Murray
arrived with a slightly different face from that with which he had departed
Belfast! On arrival at the lodge, 'Prince Naseem' M ur ray was heard to
say 'Oh, well it could have been worse, my name could have been Evander
Holyfield, at least I've still got my ears!'
Monday morning started with glorious sunshine and we wer~ blessed
with fantastic weather for the whole week, temperatures reaching 24C.
umerous activities were available in tbc area and for once it was possible
to go hill walking in shorts and T-shirt, not bad for the Cairngorms at the
end of eptember! Routes included Strath ethey Glen via Cairngonn and
also Ben Macdui (Scotland's second highest mountain). Capt (QM) Dave
C hrystal W0 2 (AQM ) Andy om er ville and W0 2 (SSM) Kev
Belam c~mpleted the Ben Macdui route in five hours, this included an
hour for the AQMS to pose for numerous action photos (not that he's vain
or anything).
On the climbing front, WOI (FofS) Phil Cooper took groups to the
Huntley's Cave Crag, 'orth ofGrantown on Spey. Starting the week with
easy climbs and building up to the final climb on Thursday. This was one
of the classic route the 'Huntley's Cave Route' which was an HS 48 (for
the climbing spotter amongst you). All participants enjoyed the climbing,
some more than others! Glenmore and Abemcthcy Forest provided some
excellent routes for Mountain Biking. WOI (FofS) Phil Cooper and
W02 (AQ M ) Andy 'Oh S..t' om ervill e achieved some high speeds,
albeit resulting in the AQMS ending up in a heap with both legs protruding
from the heather! The QM managed to get himself and the Trg WO evicted
from a Golf Course, for cycling around the course, trying to locate some
other PSls! A golf competition was held at Grantown on Spey on the last
day with
gt Ma r k Barrass winning overall (only just!). S gt Dave
'I'm not bitter' Coleman won 'Closest to the Pin' and came second in
everything else (He bribed me to type this).
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SUPPORT SQUADRON
SqnComd

S M

Maj J. Haldane R SIGNALS (V)
W02 (SSM) Cook

ANNUAL CAMP-EXERCISE MARINO POLKA
The Regiment 's annual camp for 1998 was very different to what we as
a quadron had experienced for many years. The Squadron left Clonavcr
TA Centre early on Saturday 22 August via the Belfast to Stranraer Ferry.
They set up a Rolling Replen point under the watchful eyes of the QM,
Capt Dave Chrystal and the MT~ , Capt Neil Turnbull for the rest of~he
Regiment to pa s through at the dis-used airfield at Ca tic Kenn~dy, wh~ch
i just outside Stranracr. On completion of th~ rcplen we moved mto a hide
overnight at BAD Longtown before deploymg to Swynnerton to prepare
for another task- preparing the 'Big Brcakfa t' for the Comms assets of the
Regiment deploying on to the training area for what proved to be a very
ucce sful 48 hours.
The Big Brcakfa t fed some I SO soldiers in one h~ur, a task which the
'new team' consisting of the QM (V), Capt Maurice Stanley and the
RQMS(V), W02 Stevie Delaney and the two SQMS's, SSgt Ed Hedley
(Sp Sqn) and SSgt Lynda Wh itley (85 Sqn) completed. Congratu lation.s
to W02 Delaney on his recent promotion and postmg to Sp Sqn. Then 1t
was off to sunny South Wales, Castlcmartin AFfC.to be pre~ise. This time
we et up a deplen circuit and prepared for the m1htary trammg phase of
camp.
.
.
The military training phase was the bramch1ld of the. Trg Wf!, W02
(SSM) Kev Belam. Members_ of the Squadron were put mto sections and
put through their paces. The highlight ofth1 phase was the use ofSuppo!1
helicopters from RAF Benson and AFV 432 's from 14 Sig Regt, which 1s
something that the soldiers will talk about for m.any years to come_. The
stories and photographs will also help the rccrmter keep the Regiment
going with a good flow of potential recruits. After the mili_tary trg was
over, we put all our skill together for tbe Total Trg Phase. This was where
we deployed into the field as EANs/Echelon and practised our defensive
skills.
A spot of R&R and it was back to Scotland, where a huge tum around
of Comms vehicles was carried out. The Squadron took over the Local
County Hotel for a meal and some well-earned refreshments_. It turned out
to be a night to remember with some notable pert;ormanc,es 1~ fron~ of the
mjc. In particular the star of the LAD-Pte Peaser Stitt with his
impressions of Rolf Harris and 'Two Little Boys', also the regular RQMS,
W02 Ia n Carter with his rendition of the 'Vacuum Cleaner Blues', al~ m
all a successful end to a very successful camp. On a sad note, we are losmg
the OC, Maj Joe Haldane, who is off to join th~ O~s tea~ and ow: long
standing PSI SSgt Roderick Alexander MeAlp me, Mac to bis friend .
We also lost another stalwart in the MT Sgt, Sgt ed Kelly, who left JUSt
before Camp to go to 280 Sig Sqn. On the good side we would like to
welcome the replacements Sgt Dave Reid, and Daz Welch . If Camp was
anything to go by they will fit in very well.
66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj R. G. Butler R SIG ALS (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Irvine

financial restrictions we were unable to travel over the water but were
delighted by the facilities provided and the activities available in the
Coleraine area, by the stafT at Laurel Hill especially CSgt Ally Alexander.
Instructors loaned from other units included for climbing gt Jack
Williamson from the Regt Recruiting Team, Depot R IRISH and S gt
Mark Fettus from 85 Sqn. Again the Squadron got the comp~ny of Cpl
lim 'Not Again' Symcox from NlEW in Aldergrove who assisted the
organiser SSgt Mark 'Oops Rockslide ' Barrass with the Hill Walking
along the Causeway Coast. Other activities enjoyed were mountain biking
horse riding. canoeing and go!f.
'
CAMP PREPARATION
Before the deployment date of 22 August, all the weekends and drill
nights were taken up by Ex Star Trek 3/98 that involved plug-ups, convoy
drills, practice deployments and trade training. The majority of personnel
dep loying on Camp were able to attend most of the Star Trek preparation
Exercise with the highlight of the camp briefing being the excellent Tenby
R & R video footage featuring the PSAO Capt Carl 'Windswept'
Kinghan.
EXERCISE MARINO POLKA
This year's annua l camp took place on the way to, in and around and on
the way back from Castlemartin Army Field Training Centre over the
period 22 August to S September 1998. The fonnat of the camp was varied
and interesting, involving a three day drive to the location com pleting a
commex on the way with stop at RAF Spadeadam and Swynnerton areas
to break up the journey. The ' Most Sleep' award went to the SSM, W02
Derek 's leeping system' Irvine followed closely behind by the tand in
SQMS, Sgt Steve 'this is an easy job' Chambers.
On arrival at Castlcmartin we enjoyed a Range day and anotl1er insight
into total trg. After a Regt BBQ on the Friday night the trg gave way to the
R&R weekend which was mainly spent in the local seaside town ofTenby.
Main feature of the weekend was the gathering of the clans in the t
Andrews Club. Special guest appearances by W02 (SSM) Derek
'McPee' Irvine, SSgt Mark 'McChin' Barrass, Capt Maurice
'McScotr' Stanley, Sgt Ian 'McQ' Chambers, SSgt Tommy 'McLate'
Johnstone, Sgt Matt 'McT-shirt ' Murray, Sgt Mick 'McBelly'
Simcock, Capt Robin 'McWhale' Finlay and Sgt Janet 'MeBaa'
Coates. Upon return to the real world all were treated to a 24 hour
Exercise revolving around our favourite theme of Total Training and
including attacks on each location by a non-mysterious enemy featuring
SSgt Mark 'Name withheld' Barrass and gt Mick 'sweating buckets'
Simcock plus two unknown assailants. The remainder of the camp
included a vehicle turnaround and exchange ofveh.icles at We t Freugh.

EXERCISE MARI 0 POLKA
The Squadron sent four soldiers on the advance party for camp to pick
up four FFR and several GS Landrover.; as the Regiment was down to six
Series III for the Exercise. W02 Lyle, LCpls Patterson, Jones and ig
Young then had to re-mount the four FFRs with all their comms
equipment under the guidance of Sgt Evans, before the rcmamder of the
Regiment arrived the next day. The Rcgt came together at Bel fa t docks on
Saturday 22 August for the Ferry crossing to Stranraer. On the return
journey to West Frcugh Cpl Moore decided that he hadn't seen enough of
Wales and went South on the M6, catching up with the rest of her packet
an hour later. On the last day of Camp. before we all returned to the
Province the Squadron said farewell to Sgt Jim Bromfield who is leaving
the Squadron and returning to England to live. Jim is tran ferring to 58
Sig Sqn in Stoke on Trent, we wish him well in his new Squadron.
85 (ULSTER) SIG AL QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj C.R. Sutherland R SIG ALS (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Brotherston
CHARITY TRUCK PULL-NEWTOWNARD
On Saturday 26 September 1998, members of 85 ig Sqn carried out a
truck pull through ewtownards for local charities. The 4 Ton R.:IJ10
Relay vehicle was pulled around the County Down town and members
raised approximately £2000.

'Starting the sweat'

If responding to
any advertisements
in The Wire please
mention that you
saw it in your
Corps magazine

EXER C ISE SUMMER EAGLE 1998
Some of the more senior members of the Squadron were put to the
sword during this Exercise held in Clonaver Park TAC over the weekend
I S-17 May. The Troop S COs were given an insight into the tasks
expected during a CPX controllc~ by the SHQ staff fr.om OSC: (E).
Simultaneously the Squadrons Radio Relay Ops were takmg part 111 the
first Ex Voyager in local barracks to test their trade skills as they had no
involvement in the static CPX in the TAC. Organised by Sgt Matt
M ur ray, our RR PSI.
M ILITARY TRAI ING
D uring the next month the emphasis was given to Mi l Trg as a Squadron
team took part in Ex Pied Piper, the Province TA Mi l Skills Ex. in "'.hicb all
the Regimental teams achieved good resul ts agamst the mainly mfantry
based teams taking part. This was fo llowed, over the weekend 19-2 1 Ju ne,
by Ex Southern Run, the Regiment's annua l Bounty training weekend.
The majority of the Squadrons regular attending personnel achieved the
necessary bounty qualifications that they require.
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69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sq n Comd
Maj W. B. Houston R SIG, ALS (V)
SSM
W02 (S M) McKnight

EXERCISE DRIVE ALIVE
A team from 66 Sqn consisting of Cpl Gordon, LCpl Burgess and ig
MeKeown achieved success at the Ex Drive Alive competition held at
Aldergrovc over 19-20 September 1998. The stands included First Aid.
Trailer and Arctic reversing, the skid pan, vehicle manoeuvering, a theory
test, load and restraint, RTA drillsand a ROSPA test. The event was well
attended with thirty teams taking part from throughout the Province. The
trophies that the team won were 'Best Spirit of the Competition', 'Best TA
team ', and the prestigious 'Road afety quiz winners' . Also Cp l Gordon
was awarded the top grade of a Gold badge for the ROS PA te t. The team
thoroughly enjoyed the event and is looking forward to next year 's
competition.

CONGRATULATIONS
The Squadron would like to give it's congratulations to C pl Valerie
Hawthorne now Her ridge on her marriage to Sgt Billy Her~id ge and a
excellent day it was to for those who attended the service and do
afterwards in the Stormont Hotel. Congratulations also go to two members
of the Squadron for tying the knot on an exotic island, C pl C hris Collins
and LCpl Anne Scates. Good luck for your futures together.

EXERCI E GERBHOYS FI 1N 2
As a wee respite before the summer break, 27 members of the Squadron
took part in the summer Adventure Training Exercise this year based in
the Coleraine Activity Centre, the home of D Coy, 4 R IRISH. D ue to

A LOOK FORW RD
A quiet period is approaching with a driving excrci c 'f;x Yorkic Bar' in
October, then Ex Winter Eagle in November with b Star Trek 4198 a a
warm-up. Normal Autumn activities including Remembrance Day and
rehearsal arc approachi ng along with the December Christmas activities
including Crazy Sunday.

Show ing off t he Silver
L-R: Sig McKeown, LCpl Bu rgess, Cpl Gordon
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3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

qn omd
Maj . K. Macrostie MBE
R \1
\ 01 (R '1) . Chcslett
The quadron ha .ecn a number of change over the last fe, months,
and our mo.I recent addition was a new qn Comd. We would like to
extend a warm welcome to him and his family, and hope that they enjoy
their time with the quadron. Of course getting a ne\ Comd meant losing
one and it is with sadne that we say farewell to fnj CaJvin Owen, and
wi.h him and hi family the very be t for the future. \ e would also like to
ay welcome to gt Paul Coates and his wife Gayle and family, Sgt Ken
~tcGirr, Tina and the children.
ow the hello and goodbyes are complete, an update on life at the
sharp end. Life continues in much the same way as it did before Drumcree.
The usual round of annual in pection is well and truly underway, as if
nothing else matters. The Squadron has started to flex its mu cle on both
the Football and Rugby fields (more o on the football field) ju ta k Dave
Bartlett. The peace proce: s has brought with it a time for reflection for all
in the Province. Thi ha of course led the RSM and hi Troop
CO to
think of ways of pro iding entertainment for troops with a little more time
on their hands; mo-t notably thi ha meant an increa e in the amount of
PT now being undertaken by the quadron.
The Orderly room staff have al o had their moments with Cpl A ndy
neddon and LCpl cott Maynard both showing the R M how to run a
marathon, after complering the Manche ter marathon in times of 4hrs
l 7min and 4hrs 4 min respectively. The RSM only managed to make it
to the 10-mile point where an alleged groi n strain forced bi early
retirement. ever mind ir there is always next year. We look forward to
continued peace in the Province.
COMM
TpComd
Tp gt

ICATIO STROOP
Lt I. Bates
SSgt Jan Seymour

EWS FROM THE 1E DERS
(T t SECTIO ' FOR THOSE I THE KNO"W)
Starting with the arrivals a warm welcome goes out to LCpl ·Dog ie'
Barker, who ha moved acros from the MT side of the Squadron . Also to
LCpl 'Shippy' hip who joins the Section from Gennany, Cpl Gaz ·J
don't like this PT thing· Hobson and just flown in from 30 Sig Regt, Cpl
Dean Morgan. Finally, last but not least, is Sgt Dave Tribbeck who must
hold the land peed record for moving through 7 Sig Regt in a blistering
48hrs before getting posted on to us. Well done Dave!
ad farewells go out to the following ex members of the Troop-gone
but not forgotten: gt Phil ' What's this Cougar thing then' Bridge who is
off to greener fields on his Foreman's course. Cpl 'Rab' isbet who has
left the Army to see what tbe world can offer him- Rumours of him
walking out of the camp gates with all his possessions in a knotted
handkerchief are greatly exaggerated. LC pl Gaz Watson who is currently
sunning him elf in Gibraltar and LCpl Jez King who is now on the
beache in Cyprus. Don't you just hate Telemechs.
, otable events include the sterling work of Cpl ' Bones' Balkham and
ig ·Mogg y' 1orris who have been escorting the Racal inspection team
around. Apparently they have had that many helicopter journeys they now
qualify for flight pay! Cpl Tony Raby also receives a very special
mention as he single handedly reconfigured a substantial amount of our
radio network for us. Just don't do it again please Tony. On a closing note
we would like to let the world know that Sgt · obby' obel has officially
moved house and is now living in the Squadron's fleet ofFFR vehicles, at
least he assures u it feels like it.
EWS FROM THE SE DERS
(THO E OF THE TELE OP VARIETY)
Wi.th the Drumcree period thankfully out of the way for another year, it
was time for yscon, the COMMCE and the Crypto cell to dismantle the
tents and return to the normal pattern of life at 3 In f Bde. We say a fond
farewell to LCpl Alex 'Tash' Howell who leaves us for Civ Div best of
luck and gt Carl Wooodray who leaves us for the bright lights of
Germany. On the arrivals side of life we would like to welcome Sgt Chris
Bailey from the murky depths of Z Troop, 7 Sig Regt.
With a little more time on our hands, member oftbe Troop have taken
the opporrunity to enjoy a wide variety of adventure training and
recreational activities including sailing in Scotland, Pony Trekking and
even Golf. For those keener members of the Troop the annual Aldergrove
half marathon wa an event not to be missed. LCpl Karen Glenister and
Sig hris Moore put in stunning performances and there was even a
sighting of ig elly , elson, but as this is yet lo be confirmed or denied it
remains an X - file.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt F. . Payct
Tp gt
Sgt Frank Crowhurst
The Tr<?Op has as usual been hard al work, the cooks-cooking, the
dnvcrs-<lnvmg, and the stores ... well doing what ever it is that the stores
do. All of this taking place under the watchful eye of the Quartermaster.
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Having said that though the QM and RQMS do make sure we have time
for the fun side of life as well. Frequent days out have been arranged
taking mall groups jet skiing and power boating this will hopefull)
continue so long as the weather allow it. That and if Cpl i Ferrer
doesn ·t ground the boat again. The Troop has also been adventuring in the
Lake District. Two sun filled weeks of messing about on the water in
Keswick. mixed in with a little hill walking and mountain biking just for
good measure. A special mention must go out to Capt Frank Payet and
Cpl Marty Thomas for their tarring ctTort on the Adventurous
Barbecues, it just wouldn ' t have been the same without them.
On to ome farewells and welcomes, we say fare well to: S gt Fred
Taylor who goes off to York, Cpl Gaz Pollock posted to I Div HQ, LCpl
Daz Moriboy po tcd to 249 AMF (L) in Happy Bulford, LCpl Mac
1ckeown who i otT to deepest darkest Wales with the TA and finally
LCpl Tommo Thomas who i sadly off to civilian life. We wish them all
luck in the future . Warm welcomes go out to Sgt Drew who joins us from
15 Sig Regt, Cpl Pete Peterson from HQ ARRC, Cpl Paul Gaddas from
2 ig Regt, Cpl Marty Thomas again from ARRC, LCpl Ian Pearce
from 7 Sig Regt and lastly LCpl Richie Carlton who arrived from 30 Sig
Regt. On a final note congratulations go out to LCpl Oz Osborne and his
wife ' icky who has just given birth to a baby girl who i to be called
Mo ll.. Well done!
EXERCI E MAPLE FI
1998
Ex Maple Finn was an adventurous training expedition in the Canadian
Rockies. Nine heroic explorers set out early one morning, keen to discover
their own limits, but limits ro·what we are till not quite ure. On arrival in
Vancouver the adventure began. One van, nine eagle eyed explorers and
off to BATUS (Trails End Camp) we go, a distance of over lOOO km. It
was here that the safety warnings were given •Hey Buddy look out for that
Bear'. Funny though, after being told we would see two to three a day we
ended up not seeing a ingle one, but there was the story about the 200kg
Porcupine-but that's another story. Once fully briefed it was off to Willow
Park camp ite for three day of work up training. Did I say work up
training? The second day at our base camp turned into the hike from hell,
climbing from 1350m to 3218m covering a distance of22km. It was steep,
exhausting, and very hard work but the iew from the top more than made
up for it. After a hard day's bike there is also nothing quite like coming
back down the mountain and meeting old friends. Ours was called Alcohol, but we had earned it after all.

set off for the _days hike. Up Paradise Pas. climbing to a height of2567m
pass1n¥ the ripsaw and Mt. Even Thomas, and descending into Litt!~
Elbo ~v s north fork_. Our last cam~ area reached. The following day all that
rem_amed was p1ck111g _up the M1m ~us which was left at Elbows Pass at the
b~gmnm~ of the tr~kkmg stage. Tl11s)ob :went to Sgt 'DS ' Mathieson and
Sig Khrissy Stram, though. I don t tlunk the dynamic duo should be
allowed out on their o"'.'n agam. You see even with a map and hitch hiking
on m ~ in roads they still managed to get a lift in completely the wrong
d1rect1on_. 20km and ~ne hft later, _the pair having been dropped off at an
mformatlon _centre, d1 covered their mistake and quick as you like found a
econd !1fl ~1ckcd up the bus and came back for the rest of the team hoping
that their .m1sden:ieanour would never be found out. Some hope. After the
trekkmg _1t was time for~ hnle White Water Rafting. Well it would have
been while 1f the controllmg dam had let a little more water through. Not
to be put off though we had the obligatory water fight instead.

First top was Campeltown that we made JUSt in time for last order at

th~ bar, handy that. Then eve~ onward it was off to Ayr, afety hamc. sc
being the ord~r of the d?Y with some really gutsy sailing on the menu.
After an evening ~t. Ayr 1t was up anchor and off to Tabcrt with a strong

north westerly g1vmg the perfect conditions for fishing . While it is
admitted that the catch wasn't record breaking it was not bad considering
the tackle we had at hand, and the fishing gear as well! From Tarbert it was
on to Troon and a qwck_ change ~f cr_cws for the econd phase.
, The ha_nc! over was a Jolly affair wuh the usual banter about ·ig George
Mun_chkin Marshall and LCpl Ka~en ' Gin~ster' Glenister never being
seen in the same place. at t_hc same lime fuelling rumours that they are in
fact t~e same perso_n. ~ qwck replen of liquid rations and we were set for
the high sea~. Destmau~n Tarbert, and once again the sea were cruel on
our po_or sailors with 1g • elly · 13 Duke of Wimbim' 'clson looking
fav.o~nte for the vomiting competition until LCpl Beaker 'toxic feet'
Ph1lhps mentioned that the first barf buys the round. The shock tactic
seemed to worked and we made it safely to dry land and the comforts of a
local tavern. From Tarbert to Largs, from Largs to Ayr and then From Avr
back home lo Bangor the intrepid sailors sailed. A pecial Wire entry has
to go out to gt Sam 'Masterchef Park for his time in the galley and Sig
Lee ' Studly· _Mellor who apparently_couldn't find h1 way back to the
boat_ one even.mg and spent until five m the morning looking for his bed
and 1fyou believe that...
'
Both crews agree that the Exercise was a roaring success with ome
new converts to the sport of sailing being made. A fine bal;nce of hard
work and hard play made for a more than welcome break from the
pressures of orthern l_reland. Special thanks have to go out to Lts Bates
and Fraser ~or all their hard work in organising and running this most
enjoyable activity.

)

YOUR
CORPS
NEEDS YOU

Now where did I put that blow up beer?
So now let's see, we had trekked and we had rafted, it seemed that all
that was left to do \~as Rand R, and that's just what we did. Edmonton was
the preferred location, and Cpl 'If it's got DNA do it' Hamilton assured
us that he knew all the best places, but_ it seems that he's a compulsive liar.
Edmonton was a top place though with everybody enjoying themselve .
Some went to th_e drag strip others bungied and all of u had one or two too
many, and tben 11 was lime to come home. l 7 days away but it eemed like
a lot more as we had crammed so much in. Much was learned and fun was
had by all and I think we would all jump at the chance to go again. The
Motley Crew were:
Sgt Billy Boston
Sgt Jez Wh ite
gt Gaz Ma thieso n
C pl Hammy Hamilton
LC pl Bea ker Stringer
Sig Khrissy Strain
Sig 'Mousy' Morris
Pte 'Taff' Humphries
Pte Paul Ridgway
EXERCISE ARRA FIN
Ex. Arran Finn wa an adventurous training exerci e sailing around the
Scottish coasts. Under the watchful eye of skipper Lt John ' lumberg'
Fraser and first mate Lt Ivan 'Finger ' Bates, crew one from Comms Tp
eagerly boarded the lady ofMoyle to set ail across the waters of the Trish
ea. C:onditi?ns on. board were a little cramped and Sgt 'watch tho e stars'
and Sig Craig Stam er were oon banished to the Foreplank to sleep.
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One for Th e Wire
Trained to perfection it was then ju t a formality to continue with the
expedition, being fully elf sufficient and on our own for four nights in the
Rocky Mountains, not something everybody can say they have attempted.
Anyway off we trundled taking in the Sheep Lakes on the first day
covering a modest I 5km. Day 2 came and went, up Piper Pass beading
back ?own Big Elbow trail across the valley floor, then up the other side
stopping on the flat ground that separates the Pass from Little Elbows
West Fore. Day 3 and the discovery that a scree field was not the easiest
thing in the world to climb up, al though thi s still didn ' t dampen our
morale, and the best was still to come.
The morning of Day 4 arrived and, as we had listened to the safety brief,
we had all been keeping our rations up trees to stop the bears getting them .
T_his to Pte 'Taff' Humphrie 's shock hadn 't stopped tbe bears gelling to
his or so he would have had us believe. Aller much commotion and the
thought of the bears in the area now having a taste for adventure rations
the question of, 'Are you sure that it was that tree?' was asked and yes sure
enough otT he went and back he came, ration bag c lutched in his little
hands. You guessed it. Wrong tree. Morale now at a new all time high we
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CARDS ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR
SQUADRON OFFICE - GET ONE BEFORE YOU
GO ON LEAVE.

NOTICE
For: ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS FUND
Read: ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND
Sig Nelly Nelson is banished to the mast for singing
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QUART~RMASTE.R TROOP-by LCpl Benjamin Gallimore
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Maj C. J. Thackr ay
WO I (R 1) Higgins

EXER I ' E HIGHLAND FINN-SEPTE fBER 1998 .
.
0330: \\'h) does the nny always et off.on the c k11!d of Hung at
completely un ·ociable hours? After a 12 hour Journey to King~L 1~ ~ve an
decided to play ·follow me, l know where the. accomn?o.d.atton 1. : this
particular acti' ii) lasted a couple of hours, until after v1s1ting JUSt about
C\ery hotel and carpark in Kingussie we came aero s the YofS and the
Advance Party. On arrival at the hut it was decided that everyone would
test the ·Jemonade· in Aviemore, and boy that lemonade wa trong tuff
indeed. Fortunately e''eryone recovered in time for the. next day' ac_ti~i.ty.
The part) wa split into four enthu ia tic groups all r~n n g .to. go. Ac1Jv1aes
included mountaineering, rock climbing, mountain b1kmg, off road
dri' ing and watersport . With the quote made by Hie Yeoman. W 02
(YofS) ' igel Donohue ' Thi will be hard,_but enjoyable', we all went on
our merry way. A Ii t of what we got up to 1s below.

group ba. ed on ability and courage. However, it soon became apparent
that e~eryone went down the same tretch of water. so it didn't really
matter. Everyone did just the ·ame. If you weren't bemg flung out of the
raft by the instructors you were invariably tossed out of the raft by the
turbulence. All good fun. 1 think each instructor had bet on how many
times they cou ld fling their particular grou p out of the rail. For the
watersports day there was every sort of activity xou w.ould ~~sociated with
water. Activities included canoeing, walcr-skung, JC! sk11ng and donut
rides. T here arc of course those gladiators in the Squadron like Cpl 'soon
to be gt' Cooney, who had obviou ly knee boarded and water-skied
before. W02 'l had my own boat you know ' Donohue, Sig 'Dare Devil '
Herd and lastly SSgt 'The boat was not strong enough to pull' Laffey.

Well it is my amazing luck to be volunteered to write The Wire notes for
this month, what a privilege, I hear you cry. Well straight on to it wuh
llellos from the troop to Pte 'Mo' Morris (RLC) LCp l 'Galli' Gallimore
and wife Zoe, and farewells &oing to LCpl 'Stu' Firth, and Sgt Andy
Bromley (~L9. Co n gr~tulat 1 ons _go out to our glorious leader W02
(RQMS) Higgms, on hi s promotion to WOI and his assumption of
appoi ntment of RSM . Congratulations to Cpl Porter and Cp l Duncan
who have been promoted to Sergeant and to LCpl Harvey on getting
promoted to Corpo~al , als,o o~e last congrat~lation . goe to Sgt 'Not
another 3 days on tnathlon Chivers on becoming acting RQMS with no
extra pay. We all had a chuckle about that one.
MERCURY CUP MARCH AND SHOOT COMPETITION

8 SEPTEMBER 1998
by

gt Hughes AGC
This yea r the Mercury Cup March and Shoot competition was organised
by Sgt ~i.tzp atri ck and Cpl 'Scouse' _Woosey from the training wing. The
Coi:ii~t1t1on ~ook place at a local training centre. The six Royal Signals
Units m Provmce all entered teams each of which put in determined efforts
over a difficult cour e_ and in poo~ weather. Many younger team members
gamed valuable expenence m their first March and Shoot competition and
look forward to entering their next competition.

10

TA I BIKING ( IAXIMO SOR S BUTT S)
Group One con i ted of:
gt John ' l can't ride a push bike' Laffey,
LC pl F rankie· 1y back tyre looks flat' Howarth , ig Ia n 'Racing nake'
Billinos and Pte C raig 'But lam a chef' W right.
Fo~ u , the first day wa a 42mile-bike ride. That's right: 42 miles ~nd
every bike had a razor blade for a seat. With backsides prematurely humng
we were on our way. After the first 12 miles we arrived in Aviemore and
had a well de erved re-hydration break before setting off again for a bit of
cros -country biking. Then came another re-hydration_ break in a little
highland cafe. The cafe was almost drunk dry of their truly awesome
milk hakes a Sgt '40 milkshakes· Laffey would te tify. From ther_e !he
group truggled on against the elements and topography before arnvmg
back in Kingussie, feeling very tired but with a ternfic sense of
achievement.
ROCK CLIMBING
Group Two consi ted of: Cpl Andrea l\filJs, L Cpl HolJy Glen , Sig
Matt La\\ and Pte Ro s 1ilkins.
The idea here was for the group to all have a go at climbing the rock
face. gt Col Bentley and Cpl Andrea 1ills left before the rest of the
group to et up the ropes. With LCpl HolJy Glen, Sig Matt Law and Pte
Ross Milkin followi ng an hour later. it shou ld have only taken about 40
minutes to walk to get lo the climb . What a laugh, it felt like 4 hours, I
thought we were walking Ben MacDui tomorrow, not today. When we
finally arrived we all got prepped. ot everyone was as eager to get up the
rock face as Cpl Mills and Sig Law but everyone did have a go. LCpl
HolJy Glen gm about six feet up the crag and froze solid and it took about
half an hour to get her down. When she was back on terra firma she piped
up: ' Is that it , i that bow far I got? ' Better luck next time. Sig Law on the
other band thought he was some kind of spider monkey as there was no
keeping him on the ground. He ascended with the poise and grace of a
marsupial destined to climb.
MO
TAINEERING
Group Three consisted of: Cpl Al 1acDonald, LCpl Kev ' Spanky'
Daw, ig Dave Healy and Sig Andy H erd .
The first bill climbed was Cairn Gorm which at I 245m was a good one
to start with. During the ascent each member of the team had a tum at map
reading; thi produced some dodgy route fi nding though we finally made
it to the Ptarmigan cafe where we had a well deserved rest. We went on to
climb Ben Macdui 'Hill of the Son of Duff' and made good time to the
ummit. After I 8km of walking the last thing you want lo do is end up
with a slog along a road so we decided to end our trek in a cafe. However,
Cpl I MacDonald being the good egg that he i , volunteered to wa lk
another I .Skms down the road to pick up the mini-bus.
OFF RO D DRIVI G AND Q AD BlKl G
Group four consisted of: C pl Kevin Coon ey, ig Gra ham Lafferty,
ig Gav Prigmore and Pte Jackie dshead.
The day started with a short sharp I 5km bike ride to the OfT Road
Driving Centre. We topped for a well earned um of tea before arriving for
the ' Off Road Driving Phase'. Pte Jackie Adshead tried to run over her
own legs as the Quad Bikes weren 't table enough for her. Cp l 'Whoops
I'm stuck'' ooney decided il was better through the undergrowth and
mud and not on the tracks. We all returned with freckled faces and a desire
to spend our hard earned cash on quad bikes for Christmas. On the cycle
home ig Gav Prigmore raced off thinking he was on a triathlon. Pte
Jackie d~head and ig Graham ' legs' Lafferty decided it was easier lo
\\alk up hill~ and roll down the other side. We all returned safely, with the
longer bike ride till to come. (Unfortunately.)

W T E R PORT

The mo~t exciting activity of the week had to be the white water rafting
and water ,pons day. For the white water rafting we were split into three
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S ig Prigmore, S ig ' Laffs' Laffe rty, Pte Adshead
and Cpl Ke v Cooney
The week was a gruelling success and everyone has commented on how
draining it was physically, mentally and most importantly on the pocket!
In spite of all th is it was a thoroughly enjoyable Exerci e and we hope that
it is organised again in the future.

Two enjoy the Donut ride!
COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt John Laffey
Tp Sgt
Sgt Lee John
Well what can we say? Wi th everything back to normal after a mad
marching season, the troops have been desperately filling out leave passes
to try and find out whether the sun really does shine, or are we in a
permanent ra iny season. A few people have managed to escape under the
cover of night, such as Cp l J im Tom s and LCpl 'I' ll get a job' Foster
both off to sample the delights o f civ div, good luck lads. Somehow, from
somewhere, someone managed to persuade Sig Go ugh to come over on
attachment fro m Aldershot. To say fa rewell , the Troop organised a
bowling night, trust me there are no future stars of kingpin in this Troop.
Hope the 'Long N ight ' was good for her! Congratu lations go out to Cpl
'S port Billy' Coo ney for coming o ff the Sgts board ; look out, here comes
the next drill pi g! Also congratulations go to C pl ' Phooooore' M ills and
LCpl 'Molly' G len on being selected to represent the Corps Netball Team
on a jolly to South Africa for two weeks in the sun .
Welcome to Sgt Lee Jo hns who moved north to the real world from 3
Bde and also ig Chris Yarnell who arri ved from 2 1 Sig Regt, have a nice
tour. Lets not forget con&
'T1itulations to LCpl Tracy mith who found time
to get away to marry Pte Pearson from MT regardless of the weather in the
Dominican Republ ic. Best wishes to both of you on your future together.
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Back Row. LCpl ' Noo Noo' M ier, Sg t Dan Coles,
Sgt Lee John s, Sig 'Woo dy ' Wood
Front Row. Cpl ' Ma c' MacDon a ld , LCpl ' Ro nny' Cuthbert,
SSgt J o hn Hugh es, LCp l 'Jas e' Catchpole
MT T ROOP
MTWO
W02 H air
Well, what's been happen ing in the MT this month? We've been
stretched to all but the barest es entials with people away playing football
and others away competing in the RLC Military Skills Competition. For
the lads that have been left behind it 's been a trying time, some coming in
from one job, to go back out on another. And it doesn ' t help when LCpl
Green sends them to the wrong place! Who 's new and who's gone? Well ,
we welcome Sgt Stanley and family who've come all the way from DTroop in Ballykelly. Farewell to LCpl ' Taff' (snore, and did I tell you I'm
off to Canada) Besley who funnily enough is off to Canada for two years.
It 1s also farewe ll to M r K. Ba rrs who 's gone to Civdiv. Congratulations
to Pte ' Dale' Pearson and L C pl Tracey Pearson nee mith on their
wedding on the 30th September in not so unny Dom Rep.
This is an appea l to everybody out there if you have seen C pl ' Dan'
Benson can you point him back to Londonderry. We have not seen him
since September when he just walked out of the MT office. Oh, and has
anyone fo und the duty driver 's pager becau e Pte Ca nning cannot
remember where he bas left it. Donation will be gratefully received for
Sig Baxter 's accident fund, he is on a spon ored era h-a-thon. Finally
from Sgt Stanley could 1 get a bungalow please because l don't like stairs
when I'm drunk O UCH!

TM TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jo tewart
BTLO
S gt Jim Coupland
First He llo, farewe ll and pats on back to certai n members of the troop.
A hearty welcome to SSgt Coupland who has taken over from SSgt
' return ing to lipper city' Anderson as BTLO. T hree SSgts in the same
number of months, maybe it 's something to do with the as istant?
Congra tulati on to Sgt Craig on his promotion and his recent marriage
and sad fa rewell to Cpl ' Poindex ter ' Pointer who i also off to Blandford.
Welcome al. o to Cpl '666' MacDonald, Sgt ' Olly· Mills and C pl Ruscoe
who have recently joined the mo t elite troop on the nort hern fro ntier. we
all hope you enjoy your tour in Province. Also a big thank you to the two
stalwart fu nction organi ers, Cpl 'mine's a Babycham' MacDoanld and
Cp l ·Gesus' Butler.
Operationally the Troop ha been as busy as ever. The BART team
were called out at all ho urs turning their hand to any number of la ks, but
obviously plann ing their deployment around the RUC meal timi ngs. The
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Troop has also had t~e ongoing maintenance of cxi tmg sit uttli mg the
quieter pcnod7 The nggers ha e also been busy under the v.atehful eye of
Cpl Butler, racing up and down many of the masts in double quick time.
Sgt 'Sh:nanigans' Bent ley has kept the Techs in line v.ith hi unique
~eadersh1p s~yle and he has also kept the morale of troop high by drcs ing
111 a grass skirt, a pair of coconuts, and a lot of lipstick.
On the sporting front the Troop has had various memb<!rs mvolved m a
variety of sports. Eight members of the Troop competed in the Great onh
Run Half-Marathon along with 40,000 other ninners, their succe~s spurred
th~m. to aJ?ply for the London Marathon. I suggest a different form of
trammg th! ttme (less beer). Sig 'Don Juan' Prigmore competed in the
Londo_n Triathlon fin 1~hmg in a_ very respectable time. The Troop also sent
a contingent on Ex Highland Fmn who had an excellent time and arc no\\
all fluent in Jockanesc.
GREAT ORTHR
The Great orth Run. Europe's largest Half-Marathon, is run from
Newcastle to South Shields yearly and contin uing the tradition, the
Squadron under the leadership of LCpl' oo oo' Mier, entered a team.
11 of the finest examples of athleticism to be found this side of the
Sperrins left Londonderry and headed for the hright lights of the orth
East. As soon as the ferry was boarded it was straight into carb loading
frenzy. I'm not sure what the nutritional va lue of southern fried chicken is.
but it bit the spot. Then it was the long drive to our base in South hields
and after eeing all the sights of ewcastle we finall y landed at our
destination.
It was time to meet up with some old Squadron per ·onnel. C pl ' oup '
Cros man, Jim Martin and Sam 1uhsin joined us for ome anti
dehydration training. Feeling particularly full of beans C pl Mark ·Butty ·
Butler _later demonstrated some of his water sport technique very
impressive. Saturday and some light training starting with a run ashore.
This ended up being more hke a marathon and ended with a game of
American football on the wrong side of the tracks. Sig ' Colombian' Dave
Healy should be congratulated for hi original ball catching skills. it
wasn't only himself that ended up rolling on the floor. C pl Al 'Capo·
MacDo na ld then led the way on some aerobics down at the local 'gym'.
Feeling the_ need for an .extra wor~out, Sig Gav Prigmore put himself
through a ngorous physical and didn' t return until he had achieved his
' buzz'.
Sunday morning, the day of the big race! Thank God for Lucozade, Cpl
'Guido· Benson was downing the amber fluid as if there was no tomorrow
(or was that the night before?). The rest of the team arrived in the form of
Maj C unnin gham, Lt J o Stewa rt and Sgt Pete M ills and we set off for
the main event. Status Quo started the run and gt ' Shuggy' Hughes was
so gutted they were miming that he was unable to how his true form and
failed to beat the I hr 30mins deadJine he had set himself (but !!Urted for
3~mins?). gt 1ark C bive r was crowned champion of the Squadron
with a very good run and was able to get the first round in (first this
weekend!). Everyone finished and a sizeable amount of money was rai ed
for charity. A we hobbled to the po trace debrief (cheers AO) everyone
agreed it was an in ane idea to run 13 miles, sorry delete in. en really
challenging, and all were up for it again next year. Thanks must go to
e~eryone at 105 (TEE) Squadron (V) RE who put us up for the weekend
and to the people of South Shields who were great fun-cheers, ee you
next year.

ROYAL SIGNALS \\'HITE HELMETS
POTENTIAL VOLUNTEER
REGISTRATION
R oyal S ignal W hite Helmet-, B land ford Camp
Blandford , D or et
D T 11 8 RH

Trade ............... ......... .. G ia

s ................................................ .

U nit ...................... ... .. ............................. ..... ... ... ....... ....... .. .
Please regi ter me to receive further information on selection for
the Royal Signal White H e lmets when detail · are available.

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF THE CORP
BADGE 'JTh1MY"?-FIND OUT AT

AP

www. roya l ignal s.army.org. uk/museum/
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F REWELL TO MAJ O R HEALEY
On IO eptember 199 a Fun Day wa held to ~id a fond_ far~well to tl~e
qn Comd. l aj Rob Healey. The day began with ~reakta t in ~he gt ~
1 followed by a city flight around Bel fa t. Upon lus return 111J Hea le)
was hoi ted up the mast to the rear of tl1e quadron and tl~en undertook .a
high-speed de cent. He a ured all pre ent that the green tmge ~round h1
gills ;,·hen he reached temi firma wa due to a dinner tl~e prev1?u mght.
The rest of the day re,·olved around tl1e Officers and Seniors taking on tl1e
junior rank at all the Comd's fav.ourite spon ; namely f?otball, h.ockey 3:11~
volley ball. Highlight of the vanous matches were M aJ Healey shat ~ck
on the footbalCficld, gt Aver y receiving a m~ck around. the. chops dunng
the hockey and a distre sing level of uncoordinated bodies in the Officer
and enior· volley ball team. Experience be ted youthful energy and the
enior rank beat the juniors in all event .
.
The day was rounded off by a uperb curry supper m tl1e Horses~oe
Club followed by pre entation , speeche an.d some very enlightenmg
kits. The quadron pre ented 1aj Healey with. a crystal horseshoe and
wished him and hi family all the best ~t ~e1r new. home ~t RMCS
Shrivenham. The quadron welcomes l\'laj 1ck Borrdl and h1 family,
who take over as OC of the quadron.

SQ ADRON CHARITY WEEKEND
The quadron's annual Charity Weekend was held on Saturday 18 July
1998. The week of planning were done, ho~vever, as per nor~nal w ith
orthern Ireland the one tl1ing you cannot plan 1s the weatl1er and 1t howled
it down! The main thru t of the day was ba cd around an ' It 's a Knockout'
competition involving IO teams from the Squadron ~d other. umt ·All. the
game involved the team getting soaking wet whilst negot1a~ng vanous
ob tacles et up by Cpls 'Johnno' Johnston .and ·Roy' Davies. ~ll ~1e
contestants enjoyed tl1e day with the eve1~tual ~vmners ?emg HQ amid cncs
of 'fix, ftx'. gt 'Rich' Avery and Cpl Mac McGum!less took charge of
the • harity Auction·. Many companies ~ad ~onated pnzes to go under the
hammer. With Cpl McGuinness aucuon~ng Ill a style that Sothebys woul,d
have been proud of, raising in tl1e region of £4 700 for the Squadron s
nominated chariiy 80 Malone Road a home for severely handicapped adults
~~ith ~ Canbbea~1 N ight that was
in Belfast. The whole day was row1dcd
organised by Sgt 'Chris' Coates and C pl Piggy_ Lee-DaVles . A steel band
was flown in from the darkest uburbs of Bmnmgl?am, the .evenmg ";as a
complete ucce and was much needed after a hectic marchmg sea on. We
all look forward to next year's event with glee.
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THE MO. RO C P 1998-by 2Lt Pete Brunton
..
The Monro Cup is the Annual Brigade March and Shoot Comp~t1_t1on
which took place this year between 2 and 6 October 1998 at Mag1 l hg~n
Training Camp. The competition consisted of an eight and a half mi le
march phased over metalled roads, traeks and a small beach section,
followed by a fire and manoeuvre fa lling plate shoot. Teams _of 12 me!l,
including one officer and Staff Sergeant, represented each mmor umt m
the Brigade, making 26 teams in total.
Fresh out of Sandhurst and being j udged reasonably afe to handle
firearms, without inj uring myself or others, l was selected to head up the
213 Sig Sqn team, under the watchful guidance of SSgt Robmson. A team
was duly 'volunteered' consisting largely of the Commander's Rover
Group. During the training period it was difficult to get the whole team
together due to operat.ional commitments. Matters were . fu~her
complicated by S gt Robmson suffering from a bout of food po1son mg,
Cpl 'Rusty Blades' Buchan proving that even. P'!l's feet can .ra.ll off and
gt 'Chairborn' Coates spending the vast maJOflty of the trammg phase
on sunny beaches, returning just in time to reap the glory.
Afler two weeks of intensive training around Thiepval Barracks,
Ballykinler and the Mourne Mountains, the team travelled to Magilligan
for the competition itself. The event ran over fou r da>'.s and at the e!ld of
Day One the quadron was in 2nd place. Over the com mg days we slipped
down to 13th, but still in front of 12 infantry companies and the officer's
guest team from the Sta ffords.

Where's your old friend now? Advertise for infonnation in The Wire
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Lt Col E. M. Flint
R M
WOt (RSM) M.A. choficld
There have been a great number of changes throughout the Regiment
since the last edition. Both 211 and 212 Sig Sqns have been temporarily
committed to the vaults of regimental history, at least for the duration of
the forthcoming Op Palatine in Bosnia. The Rear Party elements of 21 l
and 212 Sig Sqns are now officially known as 'Harewood Ops Group',
(the HOG) which will be led, at the halt, by Cap! Jo Evans who is now
affectionately known as ' Boss Hog'. The deploying element of 211 Sig
Sqn is now ' MNO (SW) CIS SP SQN', which has proved to be quite a
mouthful especially when answering the phone i.e. 'Emendee South West
Sea Aye Ess Support Squadron ... Signaller Whom-ever Speaking ir'.
The vast majority of208 Sig Sqn have left for the outl1ern Hemisphere to
fulfil their penguistic de ires at JCUF.I. The remaining handful is bu ily
preparing themselves for their c_iperational deployment to _Wiltsh~re,
securing the Corsham Hub. 201 Sig Sqn bad a hectic preparation penod
and have successfully deployed to Poland for 'Ex Ulan Eagle'.
REGIMENTAL U TATTRAI I G
Early-o-clock Tuesday 15 September saw approximately 900 personnel
from BFG and the UK congregating in ormandy Barrack , Sennelager,
eagerly expressing a desire to be further educated and trained in. the various
disciplines directly affecting all personnel deployed on Operallon Palatme
in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia. The variou areas of training
included: an operations update, intelligence briefing, rules of engagement,
mine awareness, language training, driving presentations, first aid, the use
of an interpreter, duties of a gate guard, helicopter handling and a briefing
and demon. tration of the applications ofSOl 2000.

EX ERCI E ADDLE ORE-by 2Lt Br"!nton
Following the rigours of another marchmg ea on. even members of
the quadron took a well earned break .from the Province and dep.arted. to
the only slightly le threatenmg envuonment of Wales. The Exercise
con i ted of a week of mountain biking based at the TA Centre m
Caernafon during the period 30 August-6 Septembe~ l ?~ · ~ he
urrounding countryside provided several excellent mountam biki ng s1te.s
all within a short drive. The e included the Red Bull route (e~treme), the
Karrimor route (barbaric) and a 30krn road route (merc1ful!y fl_at).
Everyone's kills improved throughout the week, under the patient
guidance of gt Avery. The only injury of?ie week was Cpl ~eeves who
managed to di locate hi · shoulder by gomg fron;i the standmg_ alert to
prone position at 30 mph while demonstrating his mountam bike annarnbush d.ri lls.
THE GRE T ' ORTH R UN 1998-by Sgt S. Hy!aod
A in most years the Squadron entered a team m the Great orth Run.
Our accommodation was an 'A' grade 5 star hotel on the coast of
Whitbum. The team consisting of WO l (RSM) Hawkins BEM, W02
(RQ 1 ) Lawes, gt Hyland, C(Jl'S Warda le and Ca~see with support
staff of Pte Binney, had trained hard over the past montlis and were_ rea~y
for battle on Sunday morning. In the meantime we ~~d a lot of biston1:
sites to visit and vi it the sites we did, most unul the early heurs of_ the
morning. On the day of the _run we all arose bright and early, Jumped tnto
the admin transpon and disembarked at South Shields, then onto the
famed Metro rail system and from there to the very from of the run. Once
the run started the going was easy fo~ the firs~ 500 yards, then the ground
seemed to go up hill and carry on golng up hill for 50~ yards short of 13
miles. An excellent time was had by all and everyone said they would love
to participate in the run again next year.
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Ma j Hea ley ·gets t h e b_e tte r of h_i s RSM , W01_ Hawkins BEM ,
(v e ry rare) du ri ng· t he Charity Weekend in Ju ly 1998
RQMS DE PAR TMENT
by W02 (RQMS) S. F. M . L awes and Sgt S. Hyland
Under the auspicious leader hip of W 02 (RQ ~ ) S. F. M. Lawes the
Department has worked tirelessly towards the ultimate reward of a sports
afternoon, but as usual to no avail. Rumours have been. flymg a~ou!ld that
due to the amoun t of time the Department spends cleanmg and hdymg the
stores that t11e Pope was going to pay us a visit and he would give us the
said sports afternoon. This was quickly quash~~ by the RQMS who
announced the Logistics Inspection Team w.as v1s1tmg m his place.
Much has happened since the last mention m The Wrre some months
ago. Amongst which was Sig 'Faye' Edw a rd ~, who was due to attend a
gliding course at RAF B1cester, however, the lme car she was given fa iled
to reach its destination. Also the neck brace she had to wear stopped her
from fl ying it and also impeded her filling out the FMT 3. L C_PI 'Mac'
McGuinn ess ha spent the last fo ur months _whinging and moanmg about
the state of his accounts and even carried th1 on whilst on ho liday 1n the
easide resort ofMagilligan. Sig 'St icky' Bu nn has fina lly escaped from
the clutches of the RQMS and moved to the MT Section. He is at present
in tbe process of retrading, we all wish him well m his fu ture career. C pl
Paul Selby has after many years service finally completed a number of
courses, that was after the usual comments of 'What do yc_>u w.ant that for,
you're a storeman'. These courses. included MLT (wa lkmg in th~ La~e
District) and also a Map Readmg Instructors . Course (walking m
Berkshire) and is now in the planning stages of taking the department out
fo r a days walki ng (using various local hostelries as key foca l po in_ts).
We are pleased to announce the arriva l of. ig Kev P~ck mto the
Department who has joined us from I (UK) Di v HQ & Sig Regt after
initial rev iews and arrival procedures was promptly booked mto the
Dental Centre for major surge1y. We would also li ke to welcome Pte Steve
Binney (RLC) to the department who has joined us from the MT.

A h ilari ous mom en t for t h e audien ce ... a co lleag u e's obvi ous
misfo rtun e un dergoin g o ne of t he stand s
Many personnel displayed a certain p~wess in variou .areas o~ the
trai ning. Sgt 'Diplomacy' M atless of Split _Tp, whilst negc_illatmg with a
Serb via an interpreter, angled for some middle ground with footbaU by
opening with the statement 'Hey! Croatia did well!' Sig 'We see.m to be U1 a
field of mu brooms' Toner ofComms Tp displayed a keen ability to attract
mines by being effectively blown up on three consecutive stands. L Cpl
'You can tell by the way [ walk' Bazza rd proved his. m~tal at l8:nguage
training by grasping the bare es entials of Serbo-Croat within five mmutes.

IS THERE A BRANCH OF THE RSA IN YORK?
FIND OUT AT
www.royalsignal .army.org.uk/museum
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'You 're nicked me old beauty! '
YofS Van De Broek gets a result
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On a serious note, the
TAT Training proved to be a well organised
TAT Team for
and enjoyable package. Our thanks are extended to the
their hard work in producing this e ential five day training tool. A great
deal of thanks also goes to the U TAT Training Support Group, found
within the Regiment and headed by Capt Dave W il son and W02 (S 1)
Harry Kemp, for their endeavours with the administration of this
monumental Training Exercise and for their keen sense of humour
displayed on many occasions.
201 SIGNAL SQUADRO
PA THER TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt M orton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Robertson
There was a maximum leave period over July and Augu t, giving many
in the troop a well earned break. There has been quite a bit of movement
recently, resulting in several n~w faces around the place. We welcome 2Lt
Mike Morten, Sigs C urtis, F rew, H a rtey and Whitmore (your
nicknames will oon be awarded). There are also ome sad farewells that
must be made. L t , at Ba ker is off to the Province and we wish him well.
LCpl ' ickey 'Stick 'em' Hannon is deployi ng to sunny Bramcote. The
following have six month detachments: 2Lt 'Mikey' Morten to Bosnia,
Cp l 'Gyros' Garrett to the Falklands, Cpl ' Jasper' Scarrott to Bo nia,
Sig 'Markey Mark' Hayden and Sig 'Nickey' Park to the Hub m
Corsham. Congratulations to Sgt 'Robbo' Robertson on his promotion to
Troop Staff Sergeant in October and to LCpl 'Geordie' Gough and his
wife J ulie on the birth of Daniel.
CHEETAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. Pritchett
Tp SSgt
SSgt K. Greenwood
As the majority were departing on their well earned summer leave, we
saw many changes starting with the following detachments: Lt Pat
P ritch ett deploying to BATUS for a six month jolly (by the way Ma'am,
rovers drive better on their wheels not their roofs). Sgt Pascal
M cLaughlin and C pl Dave
'lahoney to Bosnia. LCpl Lee
C ha mberlain and Sig ·Jacko' Jackson to the sharp end (Cor ham Hub)
and Sig K eith L amb, on his way to visit the pengui ns down south. Fond
farewell and best wishes go to Sig 'E' Jones, LCpl Flo Walts (who will
be sorely missed by the Squadron remedial PT gang ... not!!) LCpl
' Geordie' Goulborn, and best of luck to Sig 'Stevo' tevens (we are
missing you already). As a Troop, we would like to ay hello to the
following lucky people arriving in Herford, Cpl Castano from 7 Bde and
Sig John Do ran from the elite Air Mobilers of Colchester. From the
au age factory, we ay hello to Sigs Brixley, Briggs, Jenkin on, Gowdy
and "I won't need my army PT kit in a working unir Thompson.
Congratulation go to Cpl 'Gash' Doe on hi recent selection for
promotion to Sergeant ... that's one step closer to your big shiny badge
Ashley. As thi i written, the Troop is fast approaching Poland for Ex
Ulan Eagle. During thi busy period Sig 'Heppy' Hepwo_rtb ~a called.on
volunteer within the quadron Rear Party to start h1 pnde and JOY
(BMW) at least twice dai ly; he i fed up with ha ing it j ump tarted and
towed around the Squadron car park.
BLCPTROOP
Tp S gt
SSgt Clarke
The Troop nomi nal role get smaller all the time and it was with great
sadne that we aid goodbye to LCpl Jinks who has been posted bac~ to 2
Sig Regt in the UK having completed five years at I (UK) AO R. Prior to
posting, he had erved more ti me in the unit than any other mem~r of the
Squadron. He will be orely mi sed by tl1e Troop and we" 1 h him all the
be t Sgt Mcintyre will definitely remember the going away drinks.. Pizza
Hut wa an intere ting choice oflocation for your la I upper.
208 SIG AL QU DRO
Jn August 199 the quadron, a we know it, no longer e~i .ted. A a
re ult of the Regiment'. operational corrumtment 11 wa spht mto th~
parts: t11e mai n bulk of the quadror formed JCUFI quadron, l
members went off to support the Op Palaiine roulement and the remainder
formed Rear Troop, who have also supplied manpower to Ex Ulan Eagle.
At last the Squadron ·crew Room' (a vision of the former Sqn omd. '\laj
Fraser) is comi ng to life. Work on it has taken place at various 11111es over
the la t coup le of months. ome of the Rear Troop personn l demonstrated
handy kills, namely our two ·~hippy Minto~-' i~ ' .Le\\i .and ~ ess lin g
Sgt 'Pica so' McBride agam howmg his pamtmg skills and ably
supported by Cpl 'Wi llie' R ushten and LCpl 'De · Hill. This is not to .a)
that the others have not had their input; all have crounged, pamted, sawed
and crewed. ew arriva l in the quadron were LCpl ' rch1e' Gemmell
who wa oon whisked 3 \ ay to the quadron 's summer retreat (JClJI'!).
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LCpl · 1 mot;. Ian ' Lonte who was napped up b) Op Palatine.
'Ca\ iar· Bro1111 and ig ' Bomber· Brown .

ig

ORO.

Iaj Harwell
W02 (S l\I) Palmer

\1
.
The quadron. fonned on 4 eptember 1998 and ba ed ?n ~ 11 1g Sqn.,'
"ill be deplo_ ing to Bo nia during October t 99 . The rehef 111 place of j
Di\ 1g Rcgt will be complete by 23 October I 99 . The quadron con 1sts
of ix Officers and 150 other ranks.

Im GROUP

'iPLIT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt K losb.
Tp gt
gt Dewar
huge and hearty welcome goe out to all the ne:v members of the
small. but perfectly formed , · plit Trool?' (geographical _as opposed to
de. cripti,·e 111le!) Contrary to popular behef. the Troo~ umfonn ?oes not
consi ·1 of flip flops, ·unglas e and flowel")'. h1rts. In fact. there 1 ~ pl~n
to actually :upply us with ome woolly-pulhes (cold weather gear),JU ~Ill
ca c any ofu will actually be required to venture out !de of the .C:roauan
RiYiera· to fix some kit . .. peri h the thought. ~t _the lim~ of wnlln~. the
Troop has fini . hed a very succcs ful
TTAT t~ammg_(wh1ch wa enjoyed
by all), kit has been packed and now 1~e ·re wa1tmg \ 1~h tw1ddhng th~m~
and wild abandon for the off. Tune 111 for the next instalment of Spht
Troop-Corporal my ice cream's melting, episode I· .

LSC Group is a dynamic
IT/Logistics company based in
the Midlands. The company has
contracts with a number of Blue
Chip Organisations throughout
the UK and abroad. Due to
ongoing business success LSC is
expanding and looking to recruit
a number of consultants with
varying skills to work at various
locations throughout the UK. The
positions will suit people seeking
a long term career with
opportunities for involvement in
leading edge projects.

COI\l t , !CATO STR OOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mo rton
Tp gt
.
gt W harton
.
. ,,
.
Comms Tp will be responsible for manning the lull (mountam.) top sites
and the various rear link detachments and message centres pread
throughout north west Bo nia. After various shuffling around of personnel,
we aii embarked on ATOS training which fi.ni hed with a 5-day package
with 1 'TAT in ennelager. This gave all personnel a chance to ~et to know
each other. Havina now completed all our training, we are lookmg forward
to pre-deployment leave followed by Op Palatine itself. The_ new members
of the Troop. from 20 I, 20 and 212 Sig Sqns, are lookmg forward to
immersion in a Dllly professional mi litary environment for the first time.
IOBILE T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Shakespea re
Tp gt
SSgt Leach
.
. .
~1obile Tp will provide GOC's Armd Tacncal HQ, GOC s hght fly
forward HQ and Special Task Groupings. The Troop completed the predeployment UNTAT training along with the rest of the Squa_dron. TI1e
weeks training was first class, and the troops are now fully ~me a~vare,
\\.ith a few budding Serbo-Croat speakers, namely C pl Paddy Robms?n
and ig ·subtle· Loose, who got the interpreter to knock up a fe_w_ special
phrase specially for their own personal use. The secret to l?rov1dmg first
class armoured Headquarters is to ha\'e a wealth of expenence. We are
therefore pleased to welcome two fresh fac~s to the Troop. 2L t Ada m
Shakespeare straight in from the School of~1gnals, and SSgt John ~ea ch
from 32 Sig Regt (V). Congratulations to Sig Sa r a h Scott (nee W1t ney)
on her recent marriage to LC pl J a mes cott.
HEADQ ARTERSTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt G un son
Sgt Hook
Tp SSgt
The last couple of weeks have flown by, ATOS training and UNTAT
training in Sennelager and packing up the Squadron to move out to sunny
TAT
Banja Luka for a five month winter tour. The highlight of the
training was the final Exercise where we were able to put all our newly
gained knowledge into practice. Not forgetting Sii 'Kizzy' C r addock
who decided to sneak out for a call of nature, walkmg straight through a
trip flare and destroying the mine awareness stand. We have.now packed
our boxes, been fully admini trated to death and are preparing to .go on
pre-deployment leave. The Troop is keen to get on w1_1h the JOb ~f
providing close comms support to the Div HQ. We would hke to take_ this
opportunity to welcome Sgt M ick Poyning and wife Il a who has arrived
from Blandford ju tin time to deploy with us.
HA RE WOOD G RO P
Sqn Comd
Capt J o Evans
SM
W02 (SS f) Hughes
We though1 long and hard about a new name for the Rear Party of the two
armoured squadrons. It had to be relevant so tha1 the uninformed could work
out who we were but not too specific to show favouritism. So Harewood
Group (also known as Harewood Ops, Rear Armd Sqn or 21 1/212) was
formed on 4 eptember 1998 consisting of the personnel from both 211 and
212 Sig Sqn not deployed to Bosnia or the Falklands. We are certamly not
gomg to have an easy time with one and a half sq uadrons worth of artl!~ured
vehicle· and B \.ehicles to maintain, plus extra duties and all those add1t1onal
jobs that exist in a Regiment. To top it all, Harewood Barracks is undergoing
~•gniticant reconstruction. After 'urnrning' and 'aahing' for several years
following 'Options for Change', they have decided to keep us here. As a
result we are looking forward to receiving a fu ll face lift including a wash
down point. MT building, windows, a working sewage system and
hopefully a lick of paint just before all the builders leave. With any luck, we
might get <;ome running hot water! We have also had a load of new people
posted into Han!wood Group and I would like to welcome them all, far too
many to mention. Unfortunately we will be losing some faithful members of
211 and 212 in the coming month. Good luck to them in their new jobs!
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Currently we are looking for
experienced professionals in
the following areas:
ARM Engineers
LSA/LCC/LORA Engineers
RCM Facilitators
ILS Consultants
Safety Consultants
Senior Analyst Programmers/
Analyst Programmers
Senior Developer
Business Test Specialist
IT Trainers
Team Leader - Project
Management
Software Business Unit Manager
Software Development Manager
Analyst Programmer

The company offers competitive
salary packages including
pension, private medical
insurance and performance
related pay,
Please contact Debbie Stone at
the address below, alternatively
vi sit our recruitment pages on our
website:
http://www/lsc.eo.uk/recruitment/
LSC Group
Concept House Victoria Road
Tamworth Staffs B79 7HL.
Tel : 01827 63449
Fax 01827 63128
email: djs@lsc.co.uk
Web: //www.lsc.co.uk
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2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Lt Col C. Wakerley MBE
WOI {RSM) D. A. Whitaker

214 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj D. W. omerville
SSM
W02 (SSM) Forshaw
VIKING TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt P. J. Ha le
Tp SSgt
gt T. Shiels
Viking Tp returned from a well deserved summer block leave with the
knowledge that we were facing a very busy couple of month . The first big
test was Ex Rustic Reiver a I 0-day Exercise supporting the SHF. Then
after what seemed like the shortest weekend ever, the Troop was broken
up into their new fighting formations. We deployed to the Fort George area
for a very enjoyable and worthwhile two-week battle camp.
The Troop has seen a lot of changes in the past few months. Firstly we
would like to welcome Sgt Mcintyre to the Troop, who was posted in to
fill the gap left by Sgt Davey, who is off to 225 Sig Sqn. We also say a
fond farewell to Sig Taylor who has left the Army to become a well paid
civilian. New editions to the Troop have also come in the form of Sig
Campbell, O'Co nn er, McLiesh and Middleton, the latter was lucky
enough to arrive the day before Battle Camp. On the sporting Cpl
Cadywould attended the Army cross-country altitude training camp in
Kenya, a very arduous few weeks? Congratulation must also be pa sed on
to LCpl eil Bin ks who has recently come off the promotion board.
TORNADO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bee Bryan
SSgt Neil Cooper
Tp SSgt
Life seems to have settled down for Tornado Tp, after a busy year of
Exerci es, demonstrations, trials and manning the Corsham Hub. not
forgetting mopping up all the commitments left to us by certain regiments
while they are sunning it in Banja Luka and other resorts!
ow we are in the lull between the Exercise period and the commotion
that the imminent RSIT inspection will create, we have got a chance to
fonnally welcome our new arrivals . So, a big ' Hello' to gt ea n
Hu mphreys from 40 Sig Regt. We realise that wearing green every day
and working afternoons might be hard to come to terms with, but we hope
you can get used to it. Hellos also to Cpl 'Richie· Lees, LCpl ' JiI1ksy'
Jin ks, LCpl ' Mo ' M orrison, LC pl Scott, LCpl Andy W illia ms, Sig
Stevens and last but not least, ig Raybould straight from the factory.
Also straight from a different factory, Hello and welcome to 2Lt Angie
Aylwa rd, here for two months, to do a flip-top head impres ion and to
learn something of life in the Corp before attending her Troop
Commanders course.
So to goodbyes, and quite a few have left York in the last few months.
These include Sgt 'Gaz' Cor r iga n, Sgt Pa ul Bra nnon (Both of them off
to lives of sports kit and I 20hr weeks!) and C pl J im Cook, and we hope
they are all enjoying their new jobs. Al o leaving us are C pl 'Titch'
Mortim er, ig 'Dinger' Bell and Sig 'Simmo' Simms to try their hand at
being civvies.
EXERC ISE G RYPHO 'S C H ALL ENGE
ADVENTU RE T RAINING O N THE SO UTH COAST
The prospect of a week out of the garages in June seemed like a pleasant
enough one, e pecially a we were to dep loy to Weymouth to do a spo_t of
adventure training. Unfortunately, whoever indented for the weather failed
to notice that it was midsummer. So, our week of sun hine tilled sai ling,
gentle canoeing down the River Wareham, stroll on Dartmoor and grade
I rock climbing on Portland Bill rapidly deteriorated. It turned mto
something resembling a leg of the ta ll ship race, white water raf'.i ng,
trekking in the monsoon eason and scaling the orth fa~e of the E1_ger.
All but spi rits were dampened a the instructors, detern1111ed to achieve
their full teachi ng objectives battled wi th the weather. The boats were
borrowed from the JSSTC in Gosport and ably skippered by C apt Ru ssell,
' Q ' Bristow and Sig Shepherd. The canoeing was rw1 by Sgt Coo~ e r
and C pl Teale and involved a lengthy paddle up tream agam t the t_1de
before ome necessary capsize drills and rafting were done. The walking
phase was done on Dartmoor and wa a little slow 10 get underway a C pl
Scott Burman and LCpl 'Snoz' Da vis tried to remember which way was
North on the map and how to relate that to the ground. Fina lly the R& R
phase wa carried out at regular interva ls in Weymouth. All in all the week
was greatl y enj oyed by the quadron, and we all went back up Orth
rcfre hed and glad to be back in charge of nothi ng more tax ing than a pen
or a pai ntbrush.
E XE RCISE HIGHLAND FLING
On 2 1 September 199 . The Regiment deployed up to Bonnie cotla~d
on what was to be 2 Sig Regts Battle Camp. After what seemed an etenuty
on the luxury coaches we eventua lly reached our de tination Ca~eron
Barracks in Inverness. Bright and early the next moi:iing we were w~ 1 sked
off to the Range . The un was shining and the air was tilled ' uh the
sound of peopl e shouting, and houting, and shouting. Most of the day was
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spent turning bullets into brass with the odd interruption from the local
shipping canal that ran the width of the ranges. The sound of check fire
became a common term as nice yachts and boats sailed passed much to the
annoyance of SM Bob Forshaw and the range staff.
Next phase was the Isle of Skye Exfiltrallon a 19hr Escape and f:vas1on
March over rough terrain . The pace was hard going, too hard for some ·ig
' Si I' m a rugby player ' Hopkins, Paul ' get knifed' Hampson and Cp l
' Barn Barn· Blakey who's feet were to be jailed for bcmg weak and
unmilitary on arrival back at Inverness. With the withdrawal of half the
Squadron's men in order to support an Exercise down in Corsham So with
only a handful of the Squadron 's fightmg men left we embarked on Phase
3 the Patrolling phase. A game of hide and seek between two platoons in a
wooded area roughly 4km square. With now fatigued, weak bodies we all
piled onto the DAFs ready for the journey back to Cameron Barracks. On
returning back to barracks all Section Commanders, Tp Sgu. and Tp
Comds were to attend a briefing for movement order to Warcop Ranges
near Carlisle.
The move down to Warcop proved to be a good idea as the Range were
much better equipped for our needs and thankfully no more shouts of
check fire much to the delight of SSM Bob Forshaw and the range crew.
The range package consi. ted of Law 94, section defence, CQB, I.B.S.R
and finally an assault course competition followed by a falling plate hoot
the results of which went towards the Be t Section Competition. The final
two day ended a very enjoyable battlecamp.
A ATIACHME T TO 2 SIG AL REGIME T
2 SEPTEMBER 1998-23 OCTO BER 1998
by 2Lt Aylward
I arrived at 2 Sig on the 2 September and was introduced to Lt
Lambert, Tp Comd of Tornado Tp. 214 Sqn who informed me that she
would be leaving very soon to get married. The attachment kicked off with
Ex Rustic Reiver and true to her word L t Lambert left on the third day.
Having had no experience whatsoever with anything Signals related this
came a shock. After di covering that the radios I had met at Sandhurst
were nothing to do with Ptarmigan 1 began on a steep learning curve.
Following a series of lessons from the very patient Sgt Humphreys I was
eventually allowed to an wer the phones. My next challenge was a
deployment to lnverne for Banle camp. I felt more at home on this
exercise as it followed similar lines as the training at Sandhurst and I
thoroughly enjoyed working with the soldiers as well as having an input
into their training. All of our hard work was rewarded with a long
weekend and tbe return of the newly married Lt Brya n (formally Lt
Lam ber t). The remainder of my attachment was spent at a slightly le s
frantic pace in York learning about the Regiment(! knew they had radios
somewhere). AJI in all the attachment was an excellent insight into being a
Tp Comd and I have enjoyed it immen ely.
219 SI G AL SQ U DRO
Sqn Comd
M aj D. C . Gaul
SSM
W02 (SSM) . eig bbour
The Squadron has had a busy and committed few months: Squadron
battlecamp-then a well earned Summer Block Leave period. deploying
onto a Scot for HQ Exercise, Regimental Battlecamp and a commitment to
Ex Arrcade Fusion. We can mo t definitely say that thing have been a
little hectic! A number of new arri\'al have meant a change of face within
the Squadron Hierarchy. We ay farewell to Capt Bob Seymour to go and
fly 'Choppers' with the AAC and welcome the new 21C, Capt 'Scottie'
Scott from Bosn ia and attachment with 280 Sig qn. We al o say farewell
to Acting SSM, SSgt Paul Downie to I and we lcome W02 (S 1)
lark Neighbour who has tra elled all the way from TM Troop.
FA LCON TROOP- by C pl Steve Humphries
Tp Comd
2Lt K. E. Cochran
TP S gt
gt C . Tucker
Falcon T-p has been extraordinari ly busy since returning from a well
de erved months Leave. The Troop· hectic chedule came as a bit of a
shock to tho e joining us. We extend a big welcome to , ig Rachel Allen
and ig Jim O ' Mahoney and hope you enjoy your time with us. adl}. we
say good bye to LC pl Villiers, Sig ' Rodders' Rodmell and ig Ross
Dourley, all po ted Good Luck! Some woman somc,~hcre ha. been_ mad
enough to wed Sio 'Benny' Bennett, many congran.lallon · to both ot you
Hopefully he'll b~ a changed man. The new an (AP)'s m thc Troop ha\e
had more experience in the two latest Exerci ( , Ex Rustic R1cver
(TACEVAL) and Ex Arrcade Fusion. Both Exercises were static and gave
u an opportunity to learn more about the pro· and on 's of them. Both
Exercises had two thi ng in common, C pl Steve Humphries \~tfo's
excellent cake and gt John Hoyle' dodgy card playing. A quick two
week Regimental Battlecamp \ a, thrown in the middle which \\as ~n
excellent opportunity for the Troop to get really green and keen 111
lnveme . There was plenty of live finng, weapon handling. exfiltration
and excitement! The Troop ha lots to look forward to. De. pile a bu~y
R IT and PRE period coming up gt Carl Tucker has promi cd plenty of
fun days out on the hills, wh ich we wi ll be t:iking him up on and with
Chri tmas approaching already the quadron is preparing for the Falkland,
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called. It was for this rea on that we moved down to Warcop Trg Arca, for
our fina l range package. which proved a lot more ' f111itful ' and which
.
.
c eryone thoroughly enjoyed.
The Patrol Excrci e. This wa held over a 36 hour pcnod and practl ed
basic patrolling kill and the establ ishment and manning of OP 's and
Patrol Harbours. The main aim wa to locate and eventuall y destroy the
enemy. before they did the same to us. Throw into this a casua lty
imulation and a final attack, which. urprisingly enough we won (because
we were the good guys !)

stars involved in both, included ig Hill who was 111nner up at the Army
400m indivi dual championships. Who also represented the Army m hi
first season at the 400m and 4 x 400m relay. gt Killen who in his 20th
consecutive season representi ng the Army, became the Army champion at
pole vault and decathlon, 111nner up in shot and discus and also 11 Om
hurdles.
Rugby- The team has had a mixed season with reaching the Army and
Div Uni on Cha llenge Cup, and the League Setvices Challenge Cup sadly
losing in all. The likes of Cpl McTavish and Sgt Cassidy continue to
strengthen the team and new potential comes in the form of ig Howland.
FOOTBALL-by W02 D. G. S impson RQM (TECH)
After a year without any competitive football due to operational tour..,
the 97/98 season gave the Regiment the opportumty to compete agam t
some very good sides again. Playing in this major league of the Yorkshire
Services Football League is somethmg major units from out ide our
region may feel envious of. A very well run league with 30 teams in total,
it offers us a chance to compete against strong teams within the Army,
RA F and Prison service . There are certainly no walk-overs in this
competition !
Starting the season with a reasonably strong squad containing a
smattering of Corp players from R Signal , RLC, REME and AOC. We
were confident of making our mark again. The fir t few games went well
with convincing victories but this soon halted when we played ITC
Catterick and were well beaten in the Army Cup. The end of the ea on
saw u in a re pectable third place. In the league thing proved a little
different. Given a bye in the first round got us past the initial stage and we
qualified for the final comfortably. The game was played at Catterick
Stadium against RAF Boulmer, in front of an estimated 5000 pectators.
The game itself very competitive with much skilful football played on an
immaculate pitch. 2 Sig Regt started cautiously and nervously, but with
some fine saves from Cpl Ros that kept us in the game and the team
began to settle. At half time we were one nil up due to a fine individual
effort from LCpl Smith. The second half was a well evenly matched game
and the RAF equalised mid way through the second half. The final few
minutes of the game were all ours and we scored two goa ls within the
pace often minutes to go three one ahead. The fi nal whi tie came and the
cheers began. At the end of the game Cpl Smith was presented the trophy
as team captain and Sig Bennett a man of the match.
With the 1998/99 season now upon us we have been hampered in our
preparations due to commitments. Although we have lost ome key
players from last season, first impressions are that the team has got strong
potential from the new players and one thing is sure, 2 Sig Regt are back
and will be keen to continue the success of previous squads.

'We're H.A.P.P.Y. We're H.A.P.P.Y.'
LCpl Hughes, Cpl Pryde, Cpl Taylor, Sig Hughes
and W02 (S SM ) Terry

Hooray Exercise Again-Sig Tom McGarrity
Q AD RO ' BATILECA 1P
by Lt Alex Clixb)
.
At the tart of the month we were given a welcome break from the
garages and the office for a Squadr.on Battle Camp on Onerbu~ Range .
The camp was four days long and mcluded an excellent It e finn& range
package put together for u by the RSM, WOI (RS~'l) Whitaker.
lncluded in thi package were many of the old favourites- the fBSR,
APWT's defence shoots and fire team as essments. There was ample dry
training in section anack and fire and manoeuvre, with everyone either
learning omething new or remembering something long forgotten. The
main aim was to have a good time and to prepare everyone for the
forthcoming Regimental Battle Camp. Both aims were well and truly
ucceeded, with lots learned and all present enjoying them~elves . The
weather was great throughout the week and the accommodation was an
excellent converted barn, on the training area. The food (as usual) was
exceptional, as was the drink (non alcoholic,. naturally!) The week was
nicely rounded off with a Battle Run compenuon over a number. of miles
of very hilly road . This included a tretcher race and ~ compettn?n shoot
at the finish. Although there were some very nred soldiers stumbling over
the finish line, it wa a great end to a brilliant week.

The CO and 21C deliberate over practical headwear
on Regimental Battlecamp
The Exfiltration Phase. This wa held again , over a 36-hour period,
on the 1 le of Skye, covering what can only be described as very ' d.ifficult '
ground. The basic aim wa to make good your escape from a ho tile area,
passing through a number of RV' , where you were met by ' friendl:(
agents. They directed you to the next location. The move was done m
Platoon groups or less, but we stuck with a Platoon for a bit of extra
firepower. A there was an enemy ' Hunter Force' hot. on our heels, Eagle
Platoon moved tactically at a gentle pace, without bemg contacted by the
enemy unlike many of the groups. Eve1~tually at the end of the day we bad
a little time for a bit of head down time. The next day all the troop
congregated and after a eries of 'O ' groups and recces, we conducted nvo
simultaneous Squadron level attacks, on a farmhouse and comms site. As
the good guys we obviously won again!
o there you have it Banlecamp all done and du ted for another year. ln
summary we can be sure that everybody learnt something. Some learnt
more tha~ others, whether it was about their kit, their admin, themselves
under stress and other this made it all worthwhile. To that end it only
seemed fitting 10 honour some of the more characteristic personalities
from within the Troop.
Largest Bodily 'Tick '-Cpl 'Charley' Farley
Se1vice to McEwan
ig ' Benodict the Third ' Brand-Cotti
Service to abnormality ig Leon ' Who i this guy? ' Creighton
Best FIBUA entry- Cpl ·Can't climb stairs' Pargin
Best on Gd Duty- LCpl ' Guard on my own, Plea e' Dibbcrt
HQ SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

'Target to your front'
SSgt Downey and Cpl Owens on the 219 Sqn Battlecamp
E GLETROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alex C lixby
Tp SSgt
gt Andy All en
The Troop has had a very busy month with Ex Rustic Reiver, an FTX
upporting HQ SCOTFOR and the Support Helicopter Force, and with Ex
Highland Warrior, the Regimental Battlecarnp. Battlecamp created some
great memories- here are a few:
REGIME 'TAL BATILECAMP-by Cpl Dave Maxwell
Battlecamp 1998 was split into three main phases: the Range Package,
the Patrol Exercise and an Exfiltration Exercise on the Isle of Skye.
The Ranges. Various ranges were conducted, including the GPMG , the
LAW 94 ODT, the Section in Defence (both day and night), the IBSR and
Pair Fire and Manoeuvre. There was also a very intere ting fire team
a. es. ment. Unfortunately, all the aforementioned ranges were con tinually
interrupted b} 'check fires' , as the bullet danger zone for the Fort George
range is the Moray Firth Estuary. So every time Capt Pugwash or any of
hi. sea going friends sailed remotely near the ranges a check fire was
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Hill Walking
The photos say it all really. Day I fine , day 2 isn' t the weather coming
in! Day three and it 's the ideal Christmas card scene. The Exercise period
was again intense with echelon moving constantly in and out. Battle Camp
wa as previously mentioned very worthwhile and the assistant adjutant
2Lt W iJJs led the Troop with tyle and panache, picking up the best shot
and fa stest across the assault course for the Squadron.
MOVERS AND SHAKERS
Throughout the last month or so there has been so many departures and
arrivals into the squadron that the page would be full of them . The
Squadron still continues to be a vital link in the overall chain, and shall
continue to provide the essential logistical support for the Regiment.
REGIMENTAL SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
The Regiment has again participated very well in all of the major
sporting events and our trophy cabinet is again full of silver. From the
three major sport we have again fared very well.
Athletics-We were defending champions of the Army Inter Unit Team
Championships, and winners of the Morrison Cup. Some of the athletics

Convert your experience into qualifications •.
Vocational Education Training Programme
The following BTEC Qualifications (NC, ND, HNC, HND, CMS & DMS are available under the programme

Faculty of Technology

Maj Walker MBE
W02 (SSM) Terry

ADVE T URE TRAINING
The hopes of sun, sea, sand and surf during this period of adventurous
tra ining were quite high until the SSM got ho ld of the plot, and brought the
whole thing down to a bener level. Off we deployed for two weeks mto the
highlands of Scotland. With it being summer and the sun shining in York
we hoped for the same in Inverness. This was not to be and as we got
closer to Cameron Barracks in Inverness the weather got worse and wor e.
The move in to the barracks was a smooth transaction, due to the local
intelligence ofSSgt lan Swan, who throughout his time in Scotland !11ade
some useful contacts and was rare ly seen without a bottle of wh1 key m his
top pocket. Once everybody had settled in and realised that there was to be
no sand or sun, the activities began. These consisted of rock climbing and
abseil ing, mountain biking and hill walking.
Top Rope Abseiling/Rock-Climbing
All went well due to the expertise of C pl 'Berty' Bert, until the weather
came in and it was deemed too dangerous to continue climbing. So not to
be phased Cpl Bert made a command decision and returned to camp. His
return though was in order that be could continue abseili ng and promptly
set up a rope to abseil down the side of the guard-room. This was soon
halted due to the fact that it was a 17th Century listed building.
Mountain Biking
..
The scenery surrounding the camp is spectacular and well worth a v1s1t,
however the saddle sores that were sustained during this phase of the
training were not worth it. And 50 men who having not ridden a bike in ten
years were thrown out into the countryside for a day and came back a
rabble of fatigued saddle-sore casualties. There was onl y one person who
didn't though and Sgt Budhi happily cycled the 30 miles in ' two' ho~rs.
Upon finishing and seeing the SSM gave a big smi le and the SSM replied
by saying, ' So what yo u going to do for the rest of the day then?'
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Faculty of Business
& Management

(BS EN ISO 9002 Registered)

•
•
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•
•

Plant Engineering (NC, ND, HNC, HND)
Mechanical Engineering (HNC, HND)
Electrical Engineering (HNC, HND)
Electronics (HNC, HND)
Telecommunications (HNC, HND)

•
•
•
•

Certificate in Managemnet Studies (CMS)
Diploma in Management Studies (DMS)
Professional Award in Supervisory Management
Introduction to Supervisory Management

The programme is an initiative by Blackburn College to assist individuals to a~ain recognised qualifications using the
Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) process for a portion of the award .

Interested?

•

Then conlact Barbara Clarkson, Faculty of Technology, Blackbum College,
Feilden Street, Blackbum, lcmcashire BB2 1LH.

Telephone: 01254 694441I692417I 691237 Fax: 01254 679647
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a BIACKBURN COLL€(£
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Blackburn College exists to serve the educational and cultural needs of the local community
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3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT (REAR)

REGIME TAL HEADQ
RTERS
21C
Maj A. . Ewell
AR M
W02 (SS 1) Tarr
.
Thi:; edition· Wire · note have been co-ordinated by t~e 21C 222 _Sig
qn. in the ab, ence of Maj 'Cru ty dam Ewell. He ~1 appea~ed n~ a
cloud of pip smoke to command the small detachment m Bo ma while
the CO. Lt Col , 'eil Couch ha gone to tv!CM Div to arrange all our
dream posting . . . and a few exten ions of tour m Bu~ford . The
Regimental expedition to Kenya has safely returned ~id there will ~ea full
report from Lt Ale:i. '9mm· Fennel in _the_nex t ed1uon: Tl~e Regimental
expedition to the Draken berg 1ountam, m South Afnca 1s currently m
progress and Lt Ian Hawes wa last heard of avoiding all the RHQ R
IG . ALS hierarchy who are playing golf out there.
202 IGNAL SQ ADRO (REAR PARTY)
qn Comd
Capt L Hendricks
S gt
S gt S~illie
.
Welcome to Capt 'Jimmy' Hendricks, B~r Fayeys, C:Pl \ .h1te bea~.
LCpl 'Flo' Watts, ig Coyle, Sig Doyle, 1g Ga ton. 1g ~nffitb, 1g
Harris, ig Hill, ig Hunter, ig Knight, Gnr Knapp, 1g Marshall,
ig Mayfield, ig Warden and Sig Wightman. A fond farewell to ~C p~
Chambers, Cpl ·Scully· Halliwell and l11s wife Ully, Cpl . Mal
Campbell, LCpl 'Bob' Organ and Sig Jase Moore. Congra.tulallons to
LCpl ·Livi' Peacock for becoming LCpl Barnes, LCpl ·Glen Lyons an_d
hi wife am on the birth of their on Kieran , LCpl ' Puggy' Pugh on bis
promotion. Finally well done to ·scouse' Weston on seeing the light and
supporting a more credible team-from Liverpool supporter to
Bournemouth supporter.

Kl\ I HALF 1ARATHO '-bv Cpl ' Puggy· Pugh
On Sunday 27 eptember the Troop was luck-y enough to be involved in
the planning and organisation of the Kiwi Ha lf Marathon. Most of the rear
party wa involved in the admin. but there were a few lucky people who
were elected to run. The lucky ten were:
SSgt ·Jim. Stillie
Sgt Welsh
Cpl ' Puggy' Pugh
LCpl 'Eddy' Edwards
LCpl ·Flo' Watts
LCpl Williams
igs Maxfield, Hunter, cadden and Griffith.
Despite the down pour everyone finished the race although some were a
bit emba.ml>i ed about coming in behind SSgt 'Jim' Stillie who did not notice
as he was looking for the oxygen tent An enjoyable day was bad by all.
E ERCISE RHI. 0 R , - by LCpl ·Chrissy' 1 icholls
Ex Rhino Run was a week Jong Exercise held by 202 and 206 Sig Sqn at
Lydd and Hyde ranges. We paraded on Sunday at 1330hrs ready for the
week's events, we were sectioned off. given our vehicles and then paraded
at our respective armouries for the issue of the rifle . We arrived at St
Martin Plain Camp in Lydd approximately 6hrs after we left camp. We
were greeted by Sgt Dixon, and SSgt 'Mad Dog' Ferris. We then
proceeded to it our BC and First Aid exams. Monday was a dry training
day, so after finding our way to the training areas we applied our max
factor and were raring to go. The day consisted mainly of revi ion on
fieldcraft. We al o went through section attacks. with blank rounds which
was lucky for the enemy, who seemed immortal. We arrived back at camp
in time for tea, handed in our weapons and the rest of the evening was our
own. Tuesday was a long day; we carried out zeroing and APWT, then the
heaven opened and it rained all day. After tea we were briefed on that
nights activities, a nightshoot and ambush on Hyde ranges. The night
ambush was enjoyed by all especially the GPMG gunners! Wednesday for
me was the be>t day of the week. My section started off on the moving
target range, which was run by Capt Lovett. We were firing at targets ~f
different peeds and sizes. ext was the close quarter battle range. This
was the first time any of us in our section had done this and we all enjoyed
it and were told that we did really well . We then proceeded to the
individual range, where we were set loose down the range. This was really
enjoyable and I think everyone was on a high. This was our last evening
here, and ome went off down to Folkestonc after the health and safety
brief. ome just gathered in the AAFJ after what had been a days hard
work.
Our final day was pent firing the GPMG and pistol and also doing a
'ehicle ambush, which was another first for some of us. That evening we
~ct back to sunny Bui ford after a good week. On behalf of our section I
would like to thank the people who organised and the staff who dared to
take u on the range (with live rounds too) fo r a fun week away from the
garages.
206 lG \L Q ADRO (REAR PARTY)
Sqn Comd
Capt R. Lovett
SSgt
Sgt Ferris
FirMly a welcome back to SSgt Bartleet and the other 206 lads from a
six-month tour in JCUFI time to get back in those garages!
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222 SIGNAL QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Billingham
SSM
W02 (SSM) F. Roberts
HQ Troop ha been through a quieter period in the last couple of
month , giving a chance for mo t of u to get away on Squadron Summer
Camp. which was took place in Weymouth. Many grumbles were could be
heard about the route of Sgt eil Sorley's mountain biking, that
apparently led up the north face of Everest, funny I never knew Everest
was in Dorset. W02 ( SM) Andy Campbell led the social entertainment
in the evening with many a cocktail being dispatched· apparently turning
him into John Travolta. cw arrivals in HQ are W02 (SSM) Roberts
who takes over from W02 (S M) Campbell, Sgt Norris and LCpl
Brown who both go into the tech workshop- welcome to them all. A sad
farewell to W02 (SSM) Andy Campbell who is posted on promotion to
onhem Ireland, also we lose Sgt Pattenden, Cpl Wilkinso n and ig
Mandy.
ADEN T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt C. P. Crowther
Tp gt
SSgt P. B. W. Hogg
Lt Crowther, SSgt Hogg and Sgt M~ek have formed a Squadron
training team to co-ordinate the forthcommg battlecamp and God only
knows what 'delights· those evil men have 111 store for us! A big well done
is extended to gt Andy 'The Bul~el' Hayler and CiJI 'Sky God ' Tur~er
on pas ing RSSC and the Parachuting_Course re IJecuvely. The Troop bid
a fond adieu to 1r Karl Wei h on his final postmg: C1v Div. The best of
luck is given to Sig Tony 'Fatboy' Dunn to the greener grass of HQ
Squadron . Other faces have returned- we are very happy to welcome back
Cpl Hobson and ig ' Taff' Fra ncis from the Falklands- more hands on
the wagons. A warm welcome on board to Sig Andy Brewer from HQ
Squadron-you know the score . . . get the beers .in. Finally con~atulations
are in order for Jackie and LCpl Andy Morns on the culm111at1on of a
never-ending pregnancy-a beautiful bouncing baby girl, Kira Loui e.
You know the score ... get more beers in.

wen: lined up ready for the long trek up to York. In all it took about I Ohrs
until we all arrived safely in the Barracks, keen to prep the vehicles for
Monday so that we could get into town. Our first location was in an old
derelict farmhouse which provided a superb admin palace and had plenty
of slu:ep who bcca~e more and more _nervous t~c longer we stayed. A ftcr
mystcnously not being ab le to get radio comms 111 location we moved to a
quiet little quarry which provided us with excellent concealment and
comms. The ~e re nity o f the location was on_ly interrupted by a couple of
v1s11~ . one. bcin& U1c CO of 2 Sig Regt who literally made a flying visit by
p1 lotmg lumsclf m. By now everyone was thoroughly looking forward to
moving on to the next phase, especia lly as we were aware that we were
going to be digging defensive positions. We moved onto Carlisle Airfield
in order to complete this last phase and no sooner had we dug in than we
were repea tedly attacked by various factions (who were more often than
not supposed to be attacking 21 ig Regt who were located near to us).
MASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Hawes
Sgt A. M. Keen
Tp SSgt
Last month the Troop went Air Mobile and successfully deployed on Ex
Gryphons Eye with the gang from 24 (Airmob) Brigade. The Premier
Trunk Node of the Iron Division proved it's worth again and managed to
provide some tenuous links- and not just in the Colchester night-spots!
The Troop hierarchy have been clocking up a few adventure training
qualifications recently, UEL in the mountains, scuba di ving in the sea and
falling out the sky, all in preparation for some arduous trips 10 places far
afield. Oh, did I mention South Africa? Welcome back to ig 'I did ne
think_ it be this h~rd ' Watt who managed to successfu lly complete the
relaxing Leadership course at Blandford. I' m sure he'll be looking forward
to the JNCO Cadre next year! We also welcome back Sgt Pete 'the one
who came in from the cold' Howlett and say farewell to Cpl 'Robo'
Robinson who has been posted to 34 Sig Regt (V).

well and gain some acknowledgement for the Regiment. Tins wa' found in
two small school projects, one of which linked the BanJa l,..uka School of
English with Kiwi primary school in our home area of Bulford. The other
project was a more hands on affair to assist The Jovan Ducic School. a
villa~e. school teaching twelve children back on to it~ feet by way of
rebuild mg some of its facilities.
The first project was easily achieved by WOJ(R M) Fiupatrick who
wrote to the headmaster of Kiwi School, Mr Chris tuckcv, and the head
teacher of the Banja Luka School of English, \frs Dragic:i Banjac ( also
PA to camp commandant), who were both delighted for the children to
take part in exchanging letters and pictures, which it was felt would help
our own children feel in . ome way part of what we were trying to achieve
m Bosnia. This project continues and it is hoped the link will be one that i
forged for a long time to come.
The second project also led by WOl (RSM) Fitzpatrick assisted by
<;pl Trev Boardman RLC and LCpl Bob Clare QRL, has taken ome
time to complete and firstly req uired the building of a friendship and an
understanding that we genuinely wanted to help the School to progress.
Many visits were made and it was quickly established that their greatest
requirements were the things we take for granted, such as decent
sanitation. Further to this there were 25 broken windows and only one
useablc classroom which required some refurbishment. With a little
financial help from the civil affairs organisations all this was achieved
much to the delight of the teacher and children alike. Cpl Trev Boardman
RLC tirele sly wrote in the region of I 00 letters to professional ports
teams and clab for donations to our chool effort with great success,
culminating in a very successful auction which will purchase mu ical
instruments for the children to u e. Many thanks go to all those involved.
257 SIG AL SQUADRO
JOINT COM.MU ICATIO S UNIT FALKLAND ISLA D
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Duncan
SSM
W02 Jackso n
The Squadron returned safely on 23 Augu t and after ome well earned
leave are now back in their parent Squadrons.

' Nobody does it better'
Mas i rah Tp Reece Team-Sgt 'Dumb' Emerson,
Cpl 'Dumber' Eades and the infamous 063 Reece 'dog' Rover
HEADQUARTERS (THE SOMME) QU DRO
REGIME TAL MT (REAR)
MTO (Rear)
S gt Steve Cooper
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Taff' Williams
During the last six months with the Regiments deployment to Bo nia
and the Falkland Island , life in the Regt MT (Rear) ba been particularly
hectic. The Troop has supplied support to numerous aspects of the
Regiments activitie in Bulford. ta ks varying from Wives Club outing to
the continued provision of driver familiarisation and conversion to TUM
(HS) (GTi). Congratulations i extended to Cpl 'We • Wesbroom on his
promotion and to Paula on the arrival of their first 'Rug Rat ', C harlotte.

Lt Chris Crowther, Sgt Jason Meek and Sig Wilkinson
receiving public adoration at the Nijmegan Marches
OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
~~

Lt R. Scllwood
~&~

.

Within the past two months, Oman Tp has started to reform t~to a
deployable Trunk ode again. With most of the Troop personnel assigned
to Bosnia and tbe Falkland lslands now rerurning this is starting in earne t.
The task of building back up and recovering all the equipment, has been
aided by the arrival of: Sig 'Baz' Barry, ig ' Julie ' Walters, Sig 'Easue '
Westerman, ig 'Seouse' McArthur and Sig ' Baldie' ewbold, all the e
under tbe command of our new Tp Comd, Lt Richard ellwood.
Congratulations to Cpl AJan Brown on his selection for promotion to
Sergeant and being chosen to attend the next Yeoman of Signals course i_n
April 1999. Good luck for the future goes to LCpl tewart Rush. who 1s
looking forward to civvy life (and more MacDonalds, Burger Kmg and
pies! !) He is the longest serving member of Oman Troop, in fact probably
the Squadron! He leaves with the best wishes of the Troop for the future.
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. Johnson
SSgt R. Lang
Tp SSgt
August was a quiet month due to bei ng on leave for the most part. Our
main effort on returning from block leave was the focus on the
forthco ming Ex Rustic Rei ver in which we were to be bolstering three of2
Sig Regt's trunk nodes. The days prior to deployment were spent with
SSgt Lang briefing us on what was to be done in readiness for the
Exercise, ensuring we were fully prepared. On Sunday 6 September we
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ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Troop bids farewell to Capt Charlie Tomkins RLC and extends a
warm welcome to the new MTO, Capt ' Blackie' Widdows RLC. The
impending loss of the MTO (Rear) to Civvy Street i a Imo t upon us and
SSgt 'Windows T' Steve Cooper is looking forward to joining his family
ue and Laura in Plymouth after 22 years with the Royal Corp . Farewell
to our ' civvy' In tructor, Paul ·Sgt' Weston- and Welcome to IOI Bill
' Drill Bloke' Lcddington.
' JOVAN DUCIC' SCHOOL ZAL ZA I
3 (UK) Div HQ and ig Regt arrived in Bo nia on 16 April to set about
its mi ion of supporting the Division in communications and
admini stration based in Banja Luka Metal Factory. To add our
contri bution to the thriving hearts and mind campaign, we set ourselves
the task of finding some loca l projects that would serve the community

If you're vi siling Bournemouth or Poole,
why not combine it with a visit to

The Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp

JCUFI Power Section
LCpl Bolton, Cpl Varney, Cpl Welch LCpl Reeves
Sig Slade, Sig Perereia and Sig Carter

The Wire
is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views

01258 482248 for opening time.
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7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col Da,id Jones
R M
WOI (R 1) Smoothy
The Regiment ha. returned from Lhe bu y ~ ummer period of Exerci es,
Battlecamps and dventurou Training only to find a ne\ Commanding
Officer at the helm. On 26 August the Regiment aid a sad fam ell to Lt
Col Mike Dyer, hi wife A nui e and their two young children, Hillary and
James. fter two and a half years in command he ha left to work in the
rm\ Personnel Centre a i tradition for ex Commanding Officers of the
·MiiJity 7th". He take with him the bet wishes of all ranks .of the
Regiment. The position of RSM has ju t changed hands with tl!e
appointment of \: 01 moothy as the new RSM . WOI Pete Griffiths
wa towed in a specially designed trailer containing a paddling pool
around Bradbury Barracks in hi Water Polo Helmet.

U IFORM TROOP
Tp SSgt
Sgt Rob Hood
God created tl!e earth in six days and on the seventh day he rested.
Whil the re ted, God pondered and thought, who will repair and mai ntain
mother earth to the high standard that is required whilst I'm busy with the
rest of the universe?
GOD THE

CREATE D UNIFORM TROOP

Uniform Tp has now moved from their 12 x 12 Troop Office on West
Park, Bradbury Barracks to Ice Station Ayrshire Barracks hangar 340.
With RSIT out of the way our ongoing challenge is the restoration of the
out of use vehicles from the Regiment. Our work is varied and no day is
the ame a another. This is due to the ever ringing ' Bat Phone' from the
Regiment (NOT A PROBLEM). Reinforcement have been drafted into
the Troop to crack the 63 a sets held. The new arrivals from the Regiment
are Cp ls Powell and Temp lema n our gleaming Tech team. LCpl Langley
and Sig Wilson from 229 Signal Squadron and from 232 Signal Squadron
igs fatthews, J enkins and Dickenson. Finally, straight from 7 Amid
Bde, Sig Hallway. Armed with gloves, hats and fleeces and any other
arctic equipment tl!ey can get their hands on, the happy band of oldiers
work on everything and anything looking forward to the next RSIT (NOT
A CHALLE GE). LCpl Ian (his Sunday name) Blacklock is the main
man in the heating department. Most of hi time i taken up trying to keep
the shop-floor wann for tl!e troops.
The Regimental Football Team have a heavy investment in three
members of the Troop. SSgt Rob Hood, Sig 'Kiwi' Bussell and Sig 'sick
chit' Wilson but we have left them some work to do on their return
(whenever that might be!). Whilst SSgt Hood is off on his world tour with
the team, Sgt M ick Angry· A ngove is doing battle with the task in hand
with great help from the remaining outstanding members of Unifonn Tp
(NOT A DRAMA). Finally a fond farewell to C pl 'Granny' Groundsell
off to Blandford to be upgraded and Sig Steve Kennedy posted to 21 Sig
Regt. We wi h them botl! all the best for the future.
231 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Keith Whitehead
Sqn Comd
W02 (SSM) C hris Ward
SSM

Lt Col Mike Dyer is presented with a so ldier and flowers
at his dining out by all ranks
HE DQ ARTERS SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
~aj Bob O ' Hara
SSM
W02 (SSM) Hilborn
Q ARTERMASTERS (TECHNICAL) DEPARTME 'T
QM (T)
Maj Pete Doherty MBE
RQMS (T)
W02 (RQMS) Ged Keane
Well it's fallen to the proverbial new boy to submit the latest activities
of the QM (T) Dept. Firstly a belated warm welcome goes oul to Cpl Des
·Tommy Tucker' Lang and Sig Bob Lovell and their families to the team.
Both are ex System Op' and therefore are off Lo a good start already!
Maj Pete Doherty MBE runs his usual tight ship supported by W02
(RQM ) 'death from above' Keane. There have been a few sporting
achievements from personnel within the Dept. amely, gt Terry Parle
and gt i Booth representing the Regimental Football Team in the BA
(G} Football Championships, gt (RQMS (T)) tu Taylor and Sig
' teroid Spice' , olan representing the Regimental X-Country and
Orienteering Teams. ig Bob Lovell and Krissey Tilley were asked to
attend Army Swimming and Water Polo Training Weekend in January. Sgt
John Hack and ig ' anjhi' Boswell returned from their Skiing holiday
courte y of the Am1y.
gt Vlick eil, although being rushed off his feet in URS (T) and at
home with his new daughter Rebecca, still found time to jump in front of a
passmg German car. Walking was a problem for a few days but it didn't
get him off hi Orderly Sergeant Duty! Sig Adam Dunne must be
congratulated on coping in gt John Hack's absence in URS (MT). We
also sec the return of Sig 'Jonno' Johnson from Out of Use Troop. His
brain, it is reported, will follow shortly! Commiseration's go to gt tu
Taylor for failmg hi Blue Helmets Freefall Team's entrance exam.
lmally a warm welcome to Sig ·Local LCpl ' Verrill back from
detachment m Bosnia.
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LIMA TROOP-EXERCISE ARRCADE FUSIO
The Troop is starting to wind up agai n after the block leave period,
beginning witl1 a squadron exercise to make sure we were ready for Ex
Arrcadc Fusion. For this month long Exercise the Troop will as usual be
split between HQ ARRC Main and HQ ARRC Step Up, and will be laying
miles of line. The Exercise itself is for the ARRC staff who will occupy
the HQ and practice staff procedures.
The Troop has had its fair share of hellos and goodbyes. We welcome a
new Troop Commander, 2Lt Jones, and Troop StafT Sergeant, Staff Hay.
We wish tl!e best of luck to LCpl Smith who is off to I Div, and 2Lt
Thompson, who has finished her SSLC in the Corps and is now headed
for Durham Univer ity. Congratulations to SSgt Bovan, who has moved
on promotion and is now SSM of 229 Squadron, and LCpl Musgrave,
promoted on the recent G board. 1 think it's time to get the beers in.

In the next edition ...
Ex Arrcade Fusion the fog of war drifts onto ARRC G6,
1 Sig Bde and Regimental Ops
as they attempt to solve one of the Exercise's simpler problems
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1998

OSCAR TROOP-EXERCISE BRAE BA CKSTOP
After return ing from a hard ' summer' leave period the Troop embarked
on Ex Brae Ba~kstop a one-week adventurous training package in
B.avana: Expectmg :-"arm .weather, the fun-seekers were sorely
~1Sappomted . The cOI:itmual ram did not affect the canoeists too badly but
it did prove to be a bit of headache for the mountain walkers. Faced with
staying in our five star sheds (Sta lag-14 style) or going out in the rain
m~dc little d_ifference ~e got \~et e ithe~ way. After four days of hard but
enjoyable clunbmg a mght out 111 Garmi_s<'.h or Muni~h for those prepared
to trav~I , was welcome _and most cnwrtammg. Clutch mg yodelling teddies
(superior quality Garmisch souvemrs), we arrived back in Krefeld in the
early hour of Sunday morning, .ready to crack on wi th preparing for the
next task, Ex Shake Around. This was a Squadron Exercise that took the
fonn ofa high intensity battle scenario. We thought that this would mean a
lot.of moves duri~g the Exerci se, and we weren't far wrong. We moved
wiftly mto location, set up, pulled down and moved and did it all
again- not a problem for highly trained and well motivated' soldiers such as
oursclve !
Goodbye and congratul ations to Capt 'Beanie' Lloyd who has left to
become A:DC to DC-in-C L~D at Bulford. Welcome our new Tp Comd
2Lt Hamilton and new addition to the Troop: Cpl Wright, igs Walker
and Constable who have come straight from Blandford.

'Ditch-the-Rover' aylor would like to thank O. car Group for all the
sleep he had. The final tale of the Exercise was when LC pl 01\cr wa on
shi~ at the ~p dct with all systems runnmg completely oblivious to the
ragmg electrical torm outside that was threatening to fry him alive. On
the whole it was a hard but enjoyable Exercise.
The Troop would like to welcome a new Tp Comd, Lt Byfield, and also
LCpl Clar~ and Sigs Garside, • cwitt, Taylor and Victor from Lima Tp.
Congratulations to LCpls Hankinson and Manns on their promotion. A
fond farewell goes to Cpl Jackson who has had enough of real work and
moved to CIS Tp.

Members of 231 S ignal Squadron on Ex Brae Backstop

232SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Stri nger
SSM
W02 (SSM) Hughes
The Squadron had an excellent week adventure training in Bavaria, in
early September, to hake off block leave. lt was a chance to welcome lots
of new faces to the Squadron using razors and various foams. It wa then
time to embark on a eries of Anglo-Gern1an events and the Kiddies Youth
Week. Consequently. 232 Squadron's most recent deployment has been
the Bradbury Fair but we still hope for more front line opportunities.
Watch thi space. The event wa a uccess, running a Imo t too moothly. It
was only a hame about tl!e weather, which i the tory for the summer of
1998. Overall, it ha been a busy time in barracks and so the quadron i
looking forward to going green again.

PAPA T ROOP-PARAGLIDING
Welcome to SSgt Gemmell and wife Moira from sunny Belize-(oh,
not forgetting the dog). Farewells to SSgt ' Taff" Eva ns and wife icola,
off to CIS Troop, and LCpl ' Scottie' Scot going to HQ MT battery shop.
A pecial farewell to C pl Sa m 'Kiwi' Ma ni apoto, Royal ew Zealand
Signals, who was ho ted by the Troop on Ex Long Look, June- September
1998, during which time he worked on most comms vehicles on Exercises,
got attached to London and spent two weeks in Bosnia with 280 ig Sqn.
He also managed tl!ree lot of adventurous training.
Papa Tp have worked hard this year at getting on courses. The Troop
sport is currently paragliding but there bas also been rock climbing, Clas
I cour es and the RSCC. After the majority of the Troop returned from the
Crickl!owell Paragliding Centre as Elementary Pilots the carrot wa there
to try for C lub Pilot. Sgt teve 'Thunderbird· Easter, Cpl Pete 'Fixation'
Lund and Sig AJ ' I-will-get-in-my-bamess ' Berry went to the British
Forces Alpine Paragliding Centre in Kranzegg, Bavaria. Under the
instruction of Kev ' Ja , Ja, Kaffee Haag' Payne and Steve
'Gues -how-old-I-am ' (47) Anderson, and after some practice on the
training slopes, we decided to take our first mountain flight, the Mittag
( l ,450m), landing at 830m. All four of us managed to launch omehow
and enjoyed our first real flight la ting about I 5mins. We all landed
without problems and were buzzing with excitement. Unfortunately the
weather took a tum for the worse so we were unable to fly for tl!ree day
so we did site appreciations and theory in preparation for our club pilot
exam. fn all we managed five flights wl1ile we were away, all of about 15
minutes duration. We all have the paragliding bug, but we failed to qualify
as club pilots due to lack of flight time caused by the bad weather.
Q UEBEC TROOP-EXERCISE SHAKE AROUND
This was the first Excrci e for the Squadron since block lea e and it
certainly shook us all around. It was al o the last time that tl1c 0 , 1aj
Whitehead, wou ld lead the quadron in the field, as he move on to
pastures new, and as yet unknown , at the end of the year.
Quebec Tp were plit up into thre -man dets and spread between the
CP, Camp, Oscar and Papa Groups with a couple of roaming det . The
Troop primarily provided VHF comms for the quadron but there was al o
an EF Exerci e going on in the background o everyone was bu y. On the
final night the two roaming det:s were led by people on their Cla 2
assessment . One was by Sig • o Con1ms' Roberts and the other by Sig
Stafford. Her crew Sigs Dowell and Ruddy would like to thank her for
letting them sleep th rough the 'air trike· which wiped out most of the
M they were taken for a spot of remedia l
Squadron. When found by tbe
wimming in a huge puddle at half three in the morning. LCpl Dave
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229 SIGNAL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Chris Robinson RA Signals
W02 (SSM) teve Bo\an

REGIME T L ADVE "TURO S TRAJ ING-by LCpl Cozens
We deployed to Bavaria early on a Sunday morning in August, a bit of a
shock after leave. Everybody was full of stories of leave for the long drive
on Army coaches. We arrived in Bad Tolz late afternoon to be greeted by
our five star hotels, or huts, which we had to share with the rats and other
insects, (I don't think they minded too much.) We were then divided into
groups _for canoeing,. rock climbing, or-for the lucky ones -walking up the
great hills urroundmg us. The first day was a climb to the top of Mt
Everest. We got to the top and were the first British people to sign the book
(great). !he second day was a bit more interesting. The mountain had a
spot height of about l500m. We stayed overnight in a lodge, the
entertamment was good as we shared a lodge with German soldiers. The
third day wa spent descending that same mountain. Then we were off to a
British pub. We were promised British pints of beer. Guine s etc, fish &
c~ip and fruit machines. When we arrived, as per the norm it was closed.
~i sheartened we headed back to our five star hotels, for yet another quiz
m~ht .. The fourth ?ay the group were split and our group went rock
chmbmg. It was enjoyable to do something different. It rained, again. The
indoor wall was better than nothing.
On the fifth day we were left to our own devices for a bit of R & R.
Some went to Munich, but our group went to Garmich and to the PX and
spent our readies. In order to endure the coach drive home there was only
?ne .call for the final night - we slept the whole way, includmg the
inevitable two hour drive around Krefeld looking for camp. Not a bad
week for the entire Regiment. and quite a feat of organi ation by the admin
crew. We would all like to say farewell to LCpl 'Swampy' Robertson
who ha been po ted after bi class I. Congratulation goe to LCpl 'Mat·
McDon nell on achieving promotion. also to LCpl ' Hoppy' Hopkinson.
Congratulations to ig ' Mac' McFarlane and wife on the birth of their
on. Finally a special welcome goes to SSgt Gaz Davies who finally took
over as CTp SSgt.

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt David Farrimond
Tp SSgt
SSgt tef Newton
· Here at Delta Tp. we would like to say welcome to our new arrival ,
2Lt 'Tierre' Farrimond, LCpl ' Where' the Beach' Rhodes, LCpl
Gauchi, Sig ·seedie Beedie' Beedie, Sia Burton, ig 'Hey you Guys'
Gallard, Sig 'Andre the Giant' Knowles, Sig 'Wee tie' Williamson and
finally Sig Craig 'Footballtastic' Harris. There i only one goodbye and
that is to Sig King. We would also like to congratulate, LCpl 'Giblet'
Abbott and LCpl ' Jo' Cooper on their promotions. A big mouth and
ginger hair can go a long way.
Elsewhere, Sgt Clark ha excelled in hi angling with a 2nd place in
the BAG Champion hip.. He now has a trainee in the Troop in the form of
Sig Buckle who is increa ingly "Ucces ful. We arc now looking forward to
the big Exercise of the year, namely Arr ade Fu ion. The Troop· role i. to
upport the foreign nation in the ARRC and so elements will deploy with
the Italian. Greek <md Multi- ational Divi ion in their re pective
countrie .
ROYAL SIGNALS (GERMANY) DJ Tt\ T'S Dl NER IGHT
Throughout the history of the British Army. Adjutant have never been
overly popular among t the Young Officers. Our own Adjutant is no
exception. fn an attempt to right thi wrong Capt Andy 'El apilano'
Knott organised an Adjutant's ·Fun Day' to precede the popular
Adj utant's Dinner ight. The 'Fun Day' was to con i t ofa forced march
followed by a log and tretcher race. which he planned a a aturday
morning surpri e. Fortunately the ubaltcms Intelligence Wing got wind
of the urpri c and tried to release detail on Part I Orders. The mam
offender Lt Pete ·one at a time please ladies' Young wa summarily
i sued with a log to carry on hi shoulder throughout the 'Fun Da) ". \\'ith
tiff upper lips and more than a full mea ure of good old Bruish backbone
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all oflice~ im ·olv.::d completed the day' ewnts. Well done all
1molvcd-e p..'<:iall) the girls !
a measure of rc· pect. for lr Youn_g ·s
larg' log antic: th Adjutant is now carrying a clup on his shoulder dun n~
\\ orking hours . fkr getting \\ ashed and shaved (mal ' officer only) 11
"a' into the dining room with our fellow Gennany b ~ ed Corp Office~s
along with the Gue. t of Honour, the Commander l 1gnal Bngade. Brig
Robe rt Ba~ter. The Commander. rm ure, could be nothing other than
impre,~ed with the high brow nature of the table conversation. and
a;; o iated antics, in which 2LI Ian Lowther figured strongly. The
e\ emng went wimmingly up to the point ' ere no one can remem~er,
e:-..cept the Adjutant. who is u :d the ncce . ary extras the followmg
mom mg.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Officers of 7 Sig Regt after completing the Adjutant's 'Fun Run'
'Smile or Extras!' Prior to the Adjutant's Dinner Night

9 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(RADIO)
THE L RGE T EA RTH PIKE
IN THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG ALS
Due to it location in Cyprus. 9 Sig Regt (R) has a unique system of
earthing. It uaiquene. s is ba ed upon the composition of the oil, the
easonally changing level of the water table and the se erity of the
thunderstom1s in the rainy . ea on.
Earthing can be defined a : 'The safe di charge of electrical energy to
the general ma of the earth'.
There are three main use of earthing:
ystem earth that is used by electrical plant sy terns for safety.
Technical earth; which is ometimes referred to a a clean earth, used
in communications to protect against noi e.
Lightning protection earth.
The main type of earthing is a olid earth. This i where the
predominant impedance of the system eartJ1 path i the contact resistance
of the earth electrode in cned directly into the ground. In the typ ical earth
arrangement. the borehole is first excavated to a depth of 80m (depth into
water table). The earth rod i placed into the ground and the borehole is
then back filled with a soil-condicioning agent called Bentonite that
effectively increases the surface area of the earth electrode, thus lowering
its earth re istance. These borehole are then interconnected depending on
whether they are u ed for a technical earth or as a system/ lightning
protection earth.
Due to the high incidence of thundersconn in Cyprus, 9 Sig Regt (R)
experience a correspondingly high number of lightning strikes. The
lightning protection y tern is bonded to the system earth, therefore when
a lightning strike occurs all the bonded systems rise to the same potential.
A the technical earth is independent from the lightning protection system,
the communications systems are as a consequence. still at zero potential;
and as lightning trike produce current strokes of several thousand
ampere , it follows that the lightning fault potential ri se is extremely high .
I! is ·o high in fact that line drive de ice are destroyed and side flashing
occurs (in a imilar manner as the action of a spark plug) due to the high
potential difference between the systems.
One of the o lutions that 9 Sig Regt (R) are investigating is to bond all
the eanh sy terns together so chat all sy terns see the same potential rise
and hence no voltage difference will exist; consequently no side flashes
will occur. Thi olutioa however, does have TEMPEST implications.

W01 (FofS) Lane catches telemechs using an earth borehole as
an escape tunnel I
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THE AYIOS IKOLAOS STATIO SUMMER FETE 1998
The sun hone down from the sky on aturday 19 September 1998 as
the CO, Lt Col D. J. Whitby, officially opened the Ay ik Fete. All the
months of planning and preparation had culminated in the bright array of
tails that filled the gymnasium, ranging from local art and crafts to the
Brownies selling their homemade cake . From the moment the Fete,
which was held upon the Regimental occer pitch, was opened the arena
was a hive of activity with BFBS radio broadca ting live to the whole of
Cypru . The opening arena event was the ' It' a Knockout' competition
with fancy dress seeming to be the order of the day, Ops Sqn coming out
on top as the winners of this category with their Arabian Night theme.
The rest of the competition was keenly fought for by all the team
participating, ending with Eng Sqn as the overall winners. Other arena
events included the Corps of Drums from 2 Royal Anglian, a karate
demonstration by the Dhekelia Karate Club and a fire demonstration by
the Ay ik ervices Fire Section. The afternoon wa ended by a show of
good humour, which had been displayed throughout the day, with a spoof
Section Attack by the 2 Royal Anglians.· Of all the outdoor stalls on
di play the Human Skittle , whereby a 'human ' missile was launched
down a wet ramp into giant skittles, organized by SSgt (FofS) ' Shep'
Sheppard and the Wellie Wanging, run by gt Paul Ross, proved to be
the mot popular. The Fete Chainnan, Capt ' JJ' Smith, Fete Manager,
SSM 'Tigger' Howarth and the Stalls Coordinator, SSgt Dave Cooke
were all pleased with the way the day pa sed and would like to thank all
those who helped in the smooth running of the event. As the last punter
left, the clear up started and with what was obviously a good working
fatigue team, the majority of the work was cleared by the time the sun
started to set. This then left only the traditional post fete discussion, helped
along by a few well earned beers!

9 SIG AL REGIME T SWIMMING GALA-by LCpl Gibbons
The annual swimming competition was here yet again. The fixture was
held at the Ayios i.kolaos Station pool, wi th the competition involving
four Inter-Squadron team competing for the overall winner's trophy. The
competition consisted of seven individual events and four relays, not
forgetting the traditional 'Chain of Command' race. The first event, started
by the CO, wa the 50 metres rreestyle for men, which was won by Sgt
Fletcher of Support Squadron. Support Squadron also won the 50 metres
butterfly through an excellent swim from Sgt Ross . The 50 metres
backstroke and breast troke were won by the 33 SU team of JT Evans and
Sgt Ham and the female events were dominated by the all conquering Ops
Squadron team. Sgt 'Unbeatable' Lees won backstroke yet again and
newcomer Alison 'Ringer' Griffiths won the SO metres breast troke by an
amazing 12 seconds, not surprising really for an ex-Tri-Services
swimmer! The last female event, the SO metres freestyle, was won by
LCpl Gibbons, who was disappointed the re was no fly event, but was
glad ly volunteered by her team-mates to swim in the lads race. Sadly, she
was not allowed just in case she beat them!
With the individual events all over it was down to the relays, yet again
Support Squadron' strength shone through in the men's events whilst the
girls from Ops Squadron completed their clean sweep of the day.
Concluding the afternoon's fun and frolics in the pool was the much
a nticipated Chain of Command race. This year's tortuous event involved a
canoe and all of its associated equipment. Al one end rested the canoe and
the teams, whi lst at the other was the pile of equipment. Each team
member had to swim the length of the pool, retrieve an item of equipment
and wim back. Once all the equipment wa with the team the canoe was
launched a nd a mad da h made for the finishing line. A great race, but very
tiring if your name is W02 'Tigger' Howarth . The overall winners of the
Gala were Support Squadron with 33 SU in second and Ops Squadron in
third. A big thank you goes to the gym stafT for setting up the event and to
all the sw immer for their hard work in making it a fun day.
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EXERCISE INSTANT WHIP
When we were told that we would be deploy ing to Kiel for the
Regimental Exercise, some of us had grave doubts about whether or not
many of the vehicles would reach their destination. In the days leading up
to the start of the Exercise there was an unofficial book being ru n on which
vehicle would be lefi on the hard shoulder and where on the route it would
be stranded . Thanks to the skills of the crews the journey was uneventful.
All the installations arrived in the Kiel area without mishap, except
perhap the two detours taken trying to reach the first crew rest point; the
first being a Shell petrol station, the other being an unsuspecting Gennan's
house a misplaced tac sign- honest.
MAN Troop arrived in its location a disused Gennan Anny camp. All
the crew pulled togetlier to set up in preparation for the visit of Maj Gen
Elliot CBE the GOC UKSC (G) later that day. He toured the MA briefly
before depa1ting for TNO 16 and everyone settled down into a routine for
the remainder of the stay in that location. Sgt Hudson spent most of the
Exercise out on the road, recceiag new locations for the SA Other Nation
Support Group and the forthcoming move for the MA . Needless to say
he looked like a zombie by the time the Exercise was over. MAN Troop 's
second location turned out to be a working German Naval Base. Sgt
Hudson and W02 Love had worked wonders to obtain a good location hot showers, a cookhouse, to the envy of other assets not so fortunate to
get the comforts. During the move into the location packets were
unfortunately split or took detours around the local town to get to this
suburban location. Waiting for the packets to arrive the advance party
wondered whether crews were doing a rolling replen through McDonalds
drive thru ' a kilometre down the road- impossible, the vehicles would
never have squeezed through- would they? The location was our
last- MAN was gradually stripped of its assets to support Trunk odes in
need. When the switch disappeared and was replaced with a broken one all
we could provide was an ELG
The time passed quickly and all the assets on the ground moved to a
central concentration area to harbour the vehicles for the start of the R&R
phase. It kicked off with a Regimental barbecue on Friday night where
everyone drank a few well deserved beers. SSM Oakley was not
impressed to have to wake us up so that we could travel to Eckenforde two
hours later at early o' clock- not something that I would want to experience
again. We arrived at Eckemforde two hours later. We were about to board
two boats-one deep-sea fishing, the other a tall masted schooner. The
fishing group departed, but the sailors were stranded until their boat
arrived. Mutiny was near when the boat and skipper finally arrived. There
was little wind and o the sailing and fishing groups moved together co
Sondberg, Denmark by motor. Everyone was glad to be 011 dry land again
to sample Danish hospitality veryone enjoyed the night and it is a place
that the Squadron will return to next year. The groups swapped over- the
Baltic was rough and cold. The fishing group caught a starfish that day!
Those on the sailing boat had the opportunity to dive-the OC loved
it- tho e of us on the boat wondered whether and where they would
surface. Everyone returned to hore and we travelled back co the
concentration area for the drive back to JHQ . A lot was learnt by all in
Kiel, we only hope that we don't drive the journey again for a while.
EXERCfSE I STA T WHIP Il-TRU fK ODE 014 tell all
Ex Instant Whip LI, the Regimental Exercise, took place over the period
6-10 September 1998 in and around the area of Kiel. The long drive began
on the Sunday evening for all except Trunk ode 016 who deployed a day
early in order to prepare for the GOC ' visit on the Monday morning.
After a midway stop for breakfast we arrived in our locations ready for the
Exercise to begin. The GOC's vi it went according to plan, with him
taking the opportunity to sec ARRC Rear HQ and the oh so early TN 016.
The main task of the Exercise was the establi hment of communication .
After a lot of work links were established, and the ever-pre ent conference
call began. The Exercise ended with a vi it from the new Comd I Sig
Bde, Brig Baxter, who went to every location. to talk to the troops on the
ground. After a tiring but enjoyable five day we all moved to a centra li ed
location, where the R&R phase began. The weekend was either spent in
Hamburg or on a sai ling boat. ot surprisingly 230 Sqn cho e the
Hamburg option , and it must be aid, Sig 'TV' Husband made a mt take
that I am sure will aot be forgotten. (Well not by the Squadron anyway).
TRUNK NODE 015
Tp Comd
2Lt Gladwin
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ma rshall
.
Thi will be the first time that the ' ode with the code' ha appeared 111
The Wire for some time, but that doesn' t mean that we have been inactive
or even disbanded, so taadby for our input!
Since the Troops return !Tom ummer block leave the work load ha
gone into overdrive e pecially when we only had four days to prepare for a
Regimental Exercise (ye. ihose well known but despised series of
exercises known as instant whip ). This one was not the nonnal type of
Instant Whip . The Troop, along with all the other Regi1~1catal a sets were
to deploy to Kiel and carry out 11 communication exercise over a five day
period followed by a two day R+ R pha e in and around Hamburg. It
tarted on the Sunday when it became apparent that the man in the Know
namely Sgt 'Richie' Morgan had been bedded down with ome. ort of
virus that he allegedly caught in the Caribbean (He's been on a cru1 e y~u
know!) So in steps the new illustrious leader 2Lt 'Gladders' Gladwm
(God Bless him!) He not only led the Troop to Kiel and back, ma~aged to
blufT the 0 C group quite convincingly, idc- tepped any que tion that
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Brig Baxter had about broken wmdscreens, but al. o managed to teach
most members of the Troop some really outstanding card tricks! Boss you
did well (especially paymg your beer fines off so quic kly!) It must be
mentioned here that in 2Lt Gladwin and LCpl Hare, we now have some
local celebrities, featuring in the local area newspaper. due to the
attentions of the resident German Battalion 's Press officer, Oberleutnant
Staap. A few mentions must be made of the R R phase especially to that
West End musical duo (well karaoke kings) LCpl~ Kai '\farshall and
Hartley Hare who managed to get a sleazy part of Hamburg rocking by
around 1 l.00 o' clock on the Saturday morning! (Le~s said the better!)
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
Over the last few months a few stalwart members have left namely Sgt
' Phil ' Howes off to 3 Div, C pl 'Si' Piercey off to Civ Div, LCpl
'Smudge' Smith off to I Mech, LCpl 'Richie' Jepp off to Civ Div and
last but not least Sig ' Mark' outh off to Civ Div. We wish you all well in
the future and hope that the code will remain with you always!
Even though there seemed to be an endless stream of people leaving we
were fortunate enough to have two replacements, welcome to 2Lt
'Gladders' Gladwin straight from the factory and SSgt 'Rab' Marshall
from 7 Sig Regt (via RSSST). We would also like to extend a wann
welcome to our new Troop Mascot, Pingu the Penguin. Finally you
haven 't been forgotten, Congratu lations and good luck in your new job to
Sgt 'Wps' Poppa our new Reece crgcant.
EXERCISE ORMA BACKSTOP
Ex onnan Backstop was a conducted Battlefield Tour of the WW2
Nonnandy Landing area that took place over the period 23-27 September
1998. Twenty-two members of the Regiment attended what turned out to
be a most fascinating week, thanks mainly to our expert guide Mr Peter
Caddick-Adams from RMCS Shrivenham. a profe sional military
historian. Initially the scene was et with a visit to the cinema to see 'The
Saving Of Private Ryan". This allowed us to picture the beaches as they
were on D-Day. as today 's calm and tranquil settings make it difficult to
imagine the scene in 1944. Our guide talked us through each area in tum,
both from the grand strategy down to the tactical level and even included
variou torie from individual soldiers who saw action that day. All
locations oftbe landings were covered in detail, including the two airborne
assaults off to the flanks. There was al o an opportunity to visit several of
the local museums as well a the sobering sight of Allied War Graves. The
trip was a definite uccess and enjoyed by all and can only be
recommended to tho e who have yet to go.

Lt Ph il Connor attempts his APWT on a WW2 German gun
EXERCISE WRECK BACKSTOP
A SUB-AQU EXPEDITIO TO GIBRALTAR
Gibraltar ha to be an ideal place for a diving expedition. Ex Wreck
Back top was organised by 2Lt Caroline ' I can drive' Orlebar, abl)
assisted by Maj listair Ross, who rumour has it is actually 255 ig qn ·
OC. This is yet to be conclu ively proved! For two weeks al the end of
August a group of twelve members of the Regiment made the trip to
Gibraltar. On arrival they boarded an 82ft ex aval Fleet Tc:nder. which
they were to call home for the duration of their tay.
Each morning, kit prepar.:d, the trip to the dive ite wa made aboard a
mailer di ve boat. The ' e ite varied fro!ll a ~hallow dive of I 0 metres to a
mru imum depth of 30 metres. The div;:. varied from intcntionall} .uak
baroe . to wrecks, some of which dated back to I 8 . There wa-, also a
stu;ning array of fi h and other marine wildlife to be seen, and although
all of the dive were carried out in full wet uits. it wa. cold enough to
make bras monkey cry! The expedition had it high· and lo\\~- A 'shark·
bit off LC pl Daz Watson's little finger. Sig Storey alarmed all of us by
turning green, frothing at the mouth, temporary paralysis, and to cap it all
the inability to peak. He blame seasicknes ·. as well a ma 'be: the bad
pint he had the night before! Cpl Maycock to her immense crc:dit
overcame a morbid fear of di\ ing (which beg the question what "as she
doing on the Expedition in the fir ·t place?) to become one of the trip.
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bener air perpetuators. ig torey was the trip- official air guzzler. in the
end requiring an e tra large cylinder. LCpl Orange preferred on-deck
leeping and dare it be ·aid tople. unbathing. omc buoyancy problem
were el1countcred. with Cpl Hill having problem_ oin king due to an
over:;i7ed wet uit. and 2Lt Orlebar having mid dive tloat .. The
expedition proved to be a challenging one. E,·ery member of the trip must
be ommended on achieving their BSA
port. level diver.

Cpl Donna ' Kebab' Hill
is introduced to the accelerated diving course method
SPORTS 1E
DINNER
The task of organi ing the annual Sportsmen's Dinner fell to Sgt
(FofS) Bob owles. The dinner was held on the 4 September in the ARRC
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Me . The dinner provided a great
opportunity for all portsmen and women co wine and dine together, and
for all new teams and team members to get together for the first time and
to meet with other sports ' persons' who represent the Regiment in a
panicular pon. The dinner itself went without incident, that is until the
Loyal Toast, when a expected Sig 'Droopy ' McKechnie made even the
simplest peech seem difficult. After the evening meal , tl1e CO, Lt Col G.

A. James presented the Regimental Colours to spon smcn and women,
although it is with regret that it mu t be announced that a noticeable
ab entee Cpl facpherson is yet to receive hi s from gt Goldsworthy.
Cpl Stansfield wa awarded the best sports-person of the year and ig
Varley the most improved player of the year. Although he was run clo e
by the indomitable Sig Dickinson (Jlow the Tiger did roar!).
Congratulations mu t go to all member of the Regiment who gained
Colours for their ports. All in all, the dinner was great ly enjoyed by all
who attended.
PO ISTT TO 16 SIGNAL REGIME T-by OCdt Li ndsay Griffiths
A this was my first vi it to a Regiment, I didn't know exactly what to
expect. However, after my well timed arrival in Hanover on l I September,
an R&R weekend after Ex Instant Whip 1998, it became clear that the best
a peel of the e visi ts was having lhe opportunity to talk to people. The
weekend involved a ailing and fishing trip to onderburg in Denmark.
This ga e me ample chance to chat and get to know not only the Troop
Commander that were hosting me, but al o the soldiers as well. It was a
great weekend and had me looking forward to the following two weeks.
Throughout my visit 1 gradually got to see exactly what role 230 and
255 ig Sqn played witl1in the Regiment and within the ARRC. l was
hown around the Squadron garages to see what vehicles were used, and I
had explained to me how some of the less complex equipment worked.
One day al o involved a visit to Ayr hire Barracks to see 255 Sqn
providing support for HQ ARRC Rear HQ on Ex Arrcade Guard. There
were frequent opportunities to see the socia l side of the Regiment as well,
during my stay, including two Dinner nights in the Mess, a Bavarian night
and an evening in Miinchengladbach. Again these provided excellent
opportunities to talk to people of all ranks about tl1eir experiences in the
Royal ignals. Squadron PT was al o a memorable, yet somewhat
unplea ant, experience of my stay. Thank to all those in 230 Sqn who
encouraged me to keep going.
.
De pite all I have learned about Ptarmigan, Trunk Nodes, and Squadron
roles and re ponsibilities, the real eye opener has been to watch the
'subbies' and ee tbe jobs that they do, considering they are relatively new.
Thank to 2Lts Gladwin, Bruce, Orlebar, and Lts Hutchinson, Thirsk
and Connor and Capt ' Yoda' Bu xton. Special thanks goes to 2Lt
Crinnion for ho ting me, and ensuring the visit was an experience I hope
to repeat soon.
P.S: Good Luck to ' igel at Rowallan Company.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col John Terrington
RSM
WOI (RSM) Chris Laycock

very thankful to have had such a fantastic opportunity. Overall the exercise
wa a huge success and would have not been possible without the time and
effort put in by gt Morse and 01 , Capt Jeff Ashwell. Roll on next year.

L-R: LCpl Speare, Pte Lewis, LCpl Richardson, SSgt McDonald,
Sgt Morse
EXERCISE COLORADO IRO
Ex Colorado Iron was an adventurous training exercise to Colorado in
the USA. The main party lefi Coleme on 20 April 1998 heading for
lleathrow Airport, next stop Chicago, a mere 8 hours later! After a shorter
flight it was on to Denver where we were met with now and hail showers
- not the sunbathing weather we were expecting. The first two days were
spent walking and collecting skiing equipment and tl1en it wa off to
Breckinridge for two day on the piste. The weather turned out to be
fantastic and proved to us all just how hot the sun can be. Just ask Cpl
Dave Graham!
On returning to Colorado we prepared to drive to the Grand Canyon and
this was to be a 15 hour drive. We spent two days at the Canyon enjoying
the spectacular views and l think everyone agreed the drive was worth it.
On the return journey, our two minibus dri vers, SSgt Phil 'Fi nger ' Fluck
and Sgt 'Taff' Roberts obviously thought that a speeding police car
behind each bus would get us back quicker! The resulting ticket actually
slowed us down instead. Each evening we all ate out and then went on to
various bars and clubs. Most places had some competitions to enter. Sigs
'T' Turner and ' ath' Acott both entered a 'Mr Baywatch Body
lookalike' competition, although we're still convinced Sig ' ath' cott
thought it was a Mr Universe competition! Horse riding was next in the
calendar. This proved to be too much for Sig Wendy Torode who found
lying on the ground much better than itting on her horse! In the evening
we were invited to a Rodeo by some locals. It was an excellent night and
fortunately for us amateurs they didn't recommend trying it, much to our
disappointment.
As the end of the Exercise approached we went white water rafting
down the Colorado River. The water level wasn 't as high as usual, but for
those of us who had never been before, it was an exciting and exhilarating
day. We would all like to thank Lt George Tyndale, SSgt Phil Fluck, Sgt
' Taff' Roberts and Cpl ' Speedy' Speed for all their efforts and
organisation that made Ex Colorado Iron such a success.

HEADQUARTERS SQ ADRO '
Sqn Comd
1aj Chas Dale
SSM
W02 (SSM) Skelton
Despite the respite of summer leave the Squadron contin ues to plough
ahead providing vital logistic support to the Regiment. It has been a period
of major change for both working practises and individuals. Rather than
list all of the departures and arrivals may I take this opportunity to
welcome all newcomers to the squadron and thank all those that have left
for their support and work during their period of tenure.
TM TROOP
Having said farewell to LCpl Gareth ' Rhino Car Wrecker'
Richardson who has moved across to 244 Sig Sqn it would be remiss of
us not to mention the write off of two brand new cars whilst he was in TM
Tp. He introduced himself to the Squadron by ' Emergency parking' the
FRT Land Rover and trailer, in a ditch. Sgt Jerry Spicer has still only
managed one day in the workshop since January due to a tour in Split
followed by leave, sick leave and more sick leave. We just hope he's fit
enough to complete all of his resettlement before February 1999. A special
mention must be given to
gt Phil 'Gypsy' Fluck who on Ex Rustic
Re1ver, made such a profit selling tickies that NAAFT have put in a takeO\'er bid for the next Exercise.
Q

RTERMASTERS' (TECHNICAL) DEPARTME T
The Department has been going through an extremely busy period with
a Board of Officers and build up for our Logistic Support Inspection
(which reminds me, who in the photograph wi ll still have a job after the
LSI?) We have just returned from our deployment on Exercise where Maj
Bailes, as OC Ech, kept up his usual 25hr day with the aid of Mr escafe.
The three Siggie got some valuable experience namely Burgess (Sarge I
ca~·t put this camp bed together), Fletcher ( I will wash up) and Baker
domg her btt for the environment by putting a drip tray under the trailer.
The B Echelon civilians were kept to task by RQM 'Stay at Home'
\\ ylie whose golf buggy was said to have been sighted at the 19th hole on
the day the Regiment deployed .
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QM (T) Department
EXERCISE DEEPE R IRON
On l June 1998, 14 personnel set off for Fort Bovisand in Plymouth to
begin Ex Deeper Iron. The purpose of the Exercise was to take non-divers
and tum them into ovices, and progress Sports Divers up to their Dive
Leader Qualification. The ability levels ranged from non-diver right up to
SADS. The diving started cautiously, with a dip in the training tank and a
couple of dives in the local quarry. The quarry proved to be an excellent
place for the Novices to practice their drills and deal w ith any probl ems
they had. In the first week a trip was organi sed to the di ving school at
HMS Drake, where a dive to 50 metres in the decompression chamber
took place. Need less to say this was the deepest dive of the Exercise and
an amusing experience for everyone.
From there the Exercise progressed well and people became more
confident with their diving as it got more challenging. As it was going so
well it was decided Lo take on the James Egan lane. This shipwreck was
375 feet long and was split into two when it sank. lt was chosen that we
would dive the bow section as there was a max depth of 20-25 metres
depending on the tide. The James Egan lane is easi ly one of the most
spectacular and best sh ipwrecks in England. As a group of divers we were
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The Greensomcs Trophy was started way back 111 195 and tht i the fir t
lime 1t h35 been won by Signaller.. ~incc 1<159. Robert 1 a well knm\n
figure on the Corps golf circuit. he currently plays oil 7, and that' the
lowest handicap in Royal Signals (Gennany). The two companion> arc
unde_rstandably jubilant with their sweeping victory and say they are
lookmg forward to coming back and defending their title next Autumn.

Grand Canyon
L-R: Cpls Tim Robinson, Damian Black, LCpl Angela Thickett,
Sigs Stephen Smith , Sig 'T' Turner, Sig 'Nath' Acott,
Cpl Matt Turney, Cfn Scott Norris, LCpl Sheryl Richardson,
Cpl Dave Graham

The photograph shows Sig FavilJ (left) and Sig Hansen (right) with the
Green omes Trophy and their individual winners crystal tankards
244 SIG AL SQU DRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Jan Walton
SSM
W 02 (SS 1) Dickson

CHARLIE T ROOP
TpComd
Tp SSgt

Lt

·em

SSgtWalton

E E RCISE LO G LOOK-by Lt Leanne Neill
Ex Long look took place over the period May- eptember 1998 and as
one of the fortunate few I made all the neces ary arrangement for my
detachment Down Under. My destination was 5 ig Sqo in Hob onville.
Auckland. It took about three day for the RAF to tly u to Australia via
Bahrain, Singapore, Bri bane and then the final stop in Sydney. It was then
time for the ew Zealand Airforce to take over and fly us into Ohakea
airfield and then finally to Auckland. That was when the fun began. The
Kiwi have a very relaxed attitude toward 'Long Lookers' ie: they don't
expect very much work out of them. I probably pent more time than mo t
at work bul I wa. oon to find that it was not the ame hectic agenda as it
.normally is in the British Army. This coupled with the fact that my job was
to be Troop Commander of the trategic Comm Troop with a whole
even people in the Troop. one of whom was the Troop Staff ergeant, my
work wasn't exactly difficult!
I wasn't complaining though as this gave me the opportunity to go ·ight
seeing around the whole country. They had a great ystem of free weekend
military flights to all of their Airfields that made travelling really ea -y. I
managed to see nearly all of ew Zealand, a beautiful country. with a
relaxed way of life and incredibly friendly people. My two favourite
pastime are kiing and Sailing and there is no better place than ew
Zealand to perfect them both. Auckland i dubbed the city of sail and as a
result I wa able to attend a one-week sailing expedition around the i. land
just off the coast of Auckland. kiing was the next adventure with
kificlds within about two hour drive of anywhere. The trip back proved
to be great fun . The ew Zealand Airforce was re ponsiblc for gettmg u
back to RAF Brize ' orton and a they are limited in aircrc\\ it meant we
had to have compu l ory top overs. We tayed in some really good hotels
in Hawaii. San Franci co, Ottowa and ew Foundh111d. Ex Long Look wa ·
a chance in a lifetime experience that I hall never forget and certain!) one
of the perk of being in the crvice .

CORPS GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS
A pair of the quadron 's Telemech ignallcrs ha e beaten the fine t
golfers Royal Signals (Germany) can mu ter to become this year's
supreme Green omc Golf Champions. Sigs Robert Han en and Gary
Favill beat 16 other pairs in to the rain soaked green over an 18 hole
course at RAF Bruggen Golf Club on Friday 2 October 1998. The top
qua lity opposition found it hard to cope with the appalling weather
conditions on the day, but Gary and Robert battled through poor
visibility, rain and wind to leave the re t of the field reeling in their wake.
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Sig Greenwood. The Exercise got ofT to a bad start when the aircraft
didn "t rum up but luckily it clashed with the local beer festival. After
summer lea e it was back to Exercise prep and the normal work routine in
preparation for Ex Ru tic Reiver which took place in Carlisle and
Otterburn. The fir t phase of the Exerci e went without any hitches and
there was quite a lot of training for all the new arriva ls. Hal!~way through
the Exercise the MAOT and AOCC detachments deployed on Ex Bonnie
Dundee and were subjected to staying in barrack accommodation at
Rede dale Camp. The Exerci e had quite a few amusing mishaps but we
can only mention a few. The first goes to Flt gt Lorrimer (part of the
MAOT team), who thought he didn ' t need to use the road and decided to
use a convenient hortcut instead. The trouble was, the ho11cut took him
acros a wamp. In true 'Carry On· fa hion the rescue vehicle got bogged
trying to rescue him. Then a second vehicle and al o a JCB that tried
helping them out, got stuck too. Finally it was left to the TA Engineers to
dig them all out.
220 IGNAL QUADRON
qn Comd
SSM
Lt Leanne Neill and Kiwi
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Finnie
Tp gt
Sgt Duke
Yet another hectic period for Delta Tp. The pa t few months have been
crammed with 1AOT Exerci e , and Regimental Exercises. There have
been a number of new arrivals in the Troop. Sadly there have also been
quite a few departure . LCp l Ian Fowler has gone to I (UK) Div , LCpl
Mick 0' eil to 7 Armoured Brigade, LCpl 'PC' Weaver i going to
become a PC and ig Yarnall to 218 Sig qn. Congratulations go lo Sig
Coates and hi wife Amanda who have ju t had a baby. Congratulations
go to LCpl Fo\\ ler and etchfield on their selection for promotion. Half
of Della Troop deployed on Ex Pegasus Anvil and LCpl 'Airborne'
etchfield played a major role in the Exercise. However, it i now
rumoured that Sig Ma rtin Grist (having been on LCpl ' Airborne'
etchfields detachment) has haved his head and is now wearing maroon
coloured clothing items.
Ex outhern Tower, thi was the final Exercise for the September 1997
intake of RMAS . The Troop detachment consisted of one MAOT det
crewed by LCpl ·Ken· Barlow, ig 'I play cards in my leep· Yarnall and
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co

RSM

Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
WOI (RSM) Gary Johnson

SUPPORT SQUADRON VISIT TO ALDERNEY 1998
After 16 hrs of.travelling, nine of them crossing the channel on a LSL
landing era fl, setting ofT from Southampton, we arrived at the tiny island
of Alderney.

Maj Andy Williams
W02 (S M) Robinson

QUADRATHON
An eight man team based at Laarbruch and Bruggen appeared live on
BBC's hildren in eed appeal, which wa transmitted by BBC Norwich
from Great Yarmouth on 20 ovember 1998. The Squadron team handed
over a cheque for money donated in spon orship for a challenging
quadrathon they uccessfully completed in September/October. The
quadrathon, which wa supported by the 'Bike Shop' in the ATO base at
Geilenkirchen began on Sunday 26 September at Bad Lippspringe with a
3,000 foot parachute jump led by the OC, Maj Andy Williams. Although
none of the participant had ever taken part in a parachute jump before,
they all made a ucces ful de cent. The following morning at Laarbruch it
was a long cycle journey to Colche ter via the Hook of. Holland. After a
ix mile run and a 2000 metre swim, the remainder of the day was filled by
a guided tour of the places of interest, courtesy of W02 (SSM) Jed
Robinson, a former Colchester resident. Wednesday the 29th began with
an early wake up to the challenge of riding the bikes all the way back to
Laarbruch. The whole event finished just after I O.OOpm on Wednesday.
On behalf of the Children in eed in UK who will benefit the team would
like to thank Hans at the Bike Shop in Geilenkirchen and all the staff at
the Rhine Anny Parachute Centre for their help and assistance, without
them none of this would have been possible. The photograph shows the
intrepid quadratbon team:

Arrival at Alderney
Two of the crew, namely gt 'Ginge' Mc eilly and FofS Yam decided
to feed the fish with their own three-course meal provided by the RLC .
The ere~ of 27 was ready to tackle the week ahead, which involved
community tasks, adventurous training and drinking! Community tasks
included the clearing of a 18th century dam, which had become overgrown
with bramble and fern bu hes, which Sig 'Frankie· Frankel took to like a
duck to water, not! The second task that we achieved was the clearing of
the Telegraph Bay steps, a steep decent down 200 feet of cliff face which
is why the islanders thought it would be a good idea to leave it to u;.

SSgt Yam , Cpl Purna, Cpl Ashton and S ig Young
clearing the steps
Adventure training involved a small bimble around the i land of about
five mi les, seeing the sights that the island had to offer, includi ng the
interesting bird sanctuary. This was followed by an orienteering mountain
biking exercise until Cpl E ddie 'The Eagle" Wedlock, was rushed to
hospital after tackling a sleeping policeman at full speed down a hill,
(Apparently it looked like a bad impre ion of Supennan. The policeman
suffered no injury. We al o had super canoei t QM I Morton for the sea
canoeing who was remarkably saved by first timer canoeist Sig 'Liam'
Young when the Q failed to emerge to the surface when he cap izcd. The
remainder of the week was spent sociali ing in the "limited yet
entertaining assortment' of pubs and nightlife.

(L-R): Cpl Jason Harris, LCpl Matthew Dawson, LCpl Matthew Wh ite, SSgt Mark Sherwood W02 (SSM) Jed Robinson

LCpl Mane Singleton, W02 (FofS) Guy Lewendon BSc

'

'
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Phil Foulkes. They have passed 264 Selection and have been posted. Well
done lads. Welcomes go to Cpl Mal Campbell, LCpl 'Swan to Oz'
Hepworth, Sig 'Sprog' Andrews, ig 'surf mad' Armitage, ig 'late on
the first day' Cassells. ig 'Scunny' Wilkinson and ig ·Sprog'
Winchurch. Following the September Squadron change round, Delta Tp
welcomes Techs Cpl Martin Parkinson, Cpl Mark Jone , and DE's Cpl
Paul Conroy and Sig Rob Hall into the best Troop. Congratulations go to
Cpl 'guare' Rawlings on his marriage to Debbie.
EXERCISE BEAR PAW-SEPTEMBER 1998
ADVENT RETRAI ING I BRAWDY
The progr~mme for the week involved coasteering, surfing, walking
and sea fishing. The first day was coasteering. This so called sport
involves d~essing_ uJl like deviants and throwing yourself off
Pe~~rokesh1~e Cliffs _i~to the se~ or onto _the rocks like Sig Craig
Wtlkrnson did. Lt Ten pathfinder Downes 1umpcd off the highest rock
pl~tform first, pressurising the re t to follow or they were named Wimp
Gnnps. Sig Andy ' odge' Armitage took to wallowing and swallowing
in the sea froth, most amusing. If ever in need of a hangover cure, try
coasteenng. The following day we took to the waves, surfing in South
West Wales probably does not seem like the ideal place to catch a crest,
personally l prefer Hawaii. For most of the day everybody was called Brad
as it seemed like a good surf name. Through the week surf Jang was
adopted like 'rack off dingo ' and 'fancy a moothie'. Lt Downes thought
it would be a good idea to take photographs of the surf dudes but changed
her mind after nearly swallowing the board of Sig Lee immons.
On Wednesday night the lads decided to hit the town in Haverfordwest
to sample the local beer and Sig Mick Alle n, ig Stuart 'Lover-man'
Gou ld and Sig Matthew King tested the strawberry vodka which some
local maniac bad concocted. After many shots their chatting up techniques
were then put into practice. A an extra-curricular brain activity Lt
Downes set a civilian logic problem for us to solve. The problem involved
repairing an airfield on an island with a time limit and only a certain
amount of equipment. Sig Brendan Davies certainly made a meal of it.
His plan involved landing a plane on a sandy airfield directed by one man.
quote 'the advantage of this is you could have a beach party once the plane
has landed.' It was an excellent week away from the hangar and much fun
was had by all.

258 Squadron coasteering team in Brawdy
LA D COMMA D WALKABOUT
Well done to Capt Rich Carter, Cpl icklaus 'Tatr· Lean and Cpl
Dave ' Brewboy' Rogers who finished a creditable 14th in the Land
Command Walkabout race. The race con isted ofnavigating 35 miles over
difricult terrain in the Shrop hire Hills in what turned out to be rather wet
conditions. Fortw1ately, there were medics placed along the course to keep
up the hourly intake of Brufen for Cpl Roger .

258 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj George Odling
W02 (SSM) Paul Ellis
SSM
The Squadron welcomes Maj George Odling who has been saved fro m
the perils of UNICOM in MoD. The Squadron has reorganised with SHQ
Troop disbanded and F Troop fanned as a new communications troop. The
technicians and MT now work within each Troop.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Teri Downes
Tp Sgt
gt Ken Barker
Delta Tp would like to say a fond farewell to LCpl 'Spec' Huckle and
Cpl Tom Rothern and wish them every succe s in the big wide world. lt is
with sadness that we also say goodbye to ig Tom Eckersley and LCpl
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258 Squadron's Finest Runn ers take a brew
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250 CRKHA IG . \L ' QuADRON
'Ql'ADRO. HEADQ
RTERS HELLO
ND GOODBY~ ..
·.di). all good things must ev nm.a lly co1~1e to an end, and tlu s ed1!1on
ee. 1he departure of e\·eral ke) figure m HQ. Fm;1~y. the Ofhcer
Commanding. l\laj Gavin Grant leave us 10 go to 1he big apple 111 the
k\. HQ Land. 1and in 2JC, Lt Jason • ichols 1110\'C away after two
years 10 I D Rand back out to Bosnia ( nlucky! !!).The Squadron FofS,
at Tez Bro" n and YofS \\'02 Kev Robinson also depart for bigger
and better thing (well, one of them is!). E ' ~ry cl?ud ha a silver lining
however and we mu ·t of course ay Hello w their lucky repl~cements;
\laj Richard Wilson (mO\ ing in from MoD Lond_on) Sgt (FofS) ue
King and \'1"02 (YofS) Pete Goodliff all step 11110 the rather large
breech '' elcomc.
LOC. L RICKET MATCH
A: an ongoing annual fri~ndly compet111on, goi.ng back ome four
years. 250 Queen Gurkha 1gnal qu~dron. found_ 11 elf a1 a local. Pub
·King \\'illian1 JV' in unea1on prepanng tor a fairly infonnal Cricket
match bv oiling the mechani m liberally before play. This year. the match
wa in aid of ii local girl called helley who had uffered a horse riding
accident. Paralysed from the wais1 down, the Landlord of the honourable
King William i decided to raise some money and champion a woJ'.hy
cau ~eat the · ame time. The Squadron has succe fully defended the ntle
and hield for the la 1 two years and the. local team therefore. had high
hopes of. 1ealing a 'ictory this year. It was a great day. There wa a good
lewl of upport with peclators from 30 ig Regt and ~he local pub tummg
out to become entangled in the exci1ement of watching a match of kill.
pride and detem1ination mixed with lots of fun of course! The final
outcome wa very acceptable to the Squadron, who had, _earlier in the
week. participated in and unexpectedly won the Regimental Inter
quadron Cricket Competition and was therefore at peak perfom1ance
levels. After a hard fought battle. where all our player displayed their
CUS!Omary aggre ion and competitivene S, !he be~t team emerged
victoriou with six wickets 10 spare! Everyone enjoyed !hem elves
1horoughly and helped LO rai e the £1,462 lo!al for Shelley.
EXERCISE AYO G RKHA SCOTLAND 1998
Ex Ayo Gurkha Scotland wa a fund raising event wi1h sponsored
bicycle ride around cotland, which took place from 9-23 Au~st. The
aim of this event wa to rai e money to help tho e Gurkha soldiers (and
their families) from World War II who served and fought but not long
enough to qualify for a military pension. The Royal Bri1i h Legion
cotland and the Gurkha Welfare Trust put their collective heads together
to make this event uccessful. Maj (Retd) Alec Power and his team of
mo tly retired Officers from 1he Royal British Legion Scotland. having
worked with Gurkhas before put in a huge effort to ensure that thi event
was succes ful.
This 1wo-week cycling trip around Scotland started and finished in
Edinburgh ha\ing complete.d I 002 miles and 27 British Legion Branches.
Queen Gurkha Signals provided a five man support team under the
watchful and e\·er attentive eye of Sgt Gyan Tamang. In good Signal
kaida, we provided the communicarions be1ween the riders ~nd the supp.ort
team-and of course, when we weren't busy, selling raffle tickets, ru1mmg
the Gurkha ou,·enir Shop and doing the G5 liaison (media minefield
eyasion) with local reporters. The arrival of the teams had been well
publici ed and co-ordinated in each town and so everyw~1ere we wen! , we
were met by numerous Royal British Legion personnel; m some cases, the
local School Pipe and Drums had deployed and piped 1he teams in.

E XE RCI SE HIGIILA D FLl 'G 1998-by Sig Dharma Rai
250 Gurkha ignal Squadron's annual adventmc training sum mer camp
was held at Garclochhcad Training amp in Scotland during the period 3 1
July to 19 Augus1 1998. It was plit into two i.dcntical phases, each p l!~Se
being a ' eek long, catering for th~ squadron s 56 ~11cmbers, .13 families
and children. The aim of 1he exercise wa to combmc some adventurous
type of ac1ivitics with the maximum um?unt of fun a_n_d relaxation . !he
fren zy of activities inclu_ded. r?ck-chmbm~ .and abs e1l111 ~ , hill :-valking,
wind surfing and mountain b1kmg. All p_art1c1pants we.re d~v1ded into four
groups who. for a week would take part in a round rob111 ol ~II ac11v1t1es 10
give everyone the opportunity to ample :ach of them ..The mstructors for
the activi1ies en ured that groups were briefed and equipped before going
out on each ac1ivity.
.
.
One group of cl imbers ou1 on the rock face wa nouccd for their
potential climbing abili1y. Some really did impress the _mstruclor Lt
•Anyone coming out tonight?' ichols but others _of fa mt. he~rt had
worked ou1 the one to avoid forever. Most people enjoyed chmbmg and
ab ciling but for !ho e with no head for height (and weak arms), it was no
fun a1 all.
Mountain Biking through the ups and down wa of course, more great
fun. Almost 20km journey was punctuated with frequent stops for
refreshment, with the majorily of participants completing the journey
totally exhaus1ed but cheerful, and looking forward to a (several) cold
beer(s) and a hot curry (is there any other ort in this quadron?).
Wind urfing was next on the agenda - Expertly instructed by Sig 'I'll
go out with you Bo ·s ' Chhatra. Most participant enjoyed the trug~le '.or
balancing the surf. At the end of the event all had done extraord1nanly
well.
Hill walking in the beautiful area of Scotland was more good fun
(not!)- meticulously planned by Cpl ' Mr Morale' Kaji the hill walk!ng
instructor, the walking routes alway had some pubs at.the fim hmg pomt.
Apart from that mentioned above, we were able to indulge in a variety
of 01her ac1ivities which were not in the ex co-ordinator ' planning book;
in the first week. we took an opportunity to get together with some
members of oldier Wing 2 (Gurkha) based at Gia gow. This was only
after the Sqn MT drivers (no names. no pack drills) managed to get losl for
five hours fa iled to maintain comms and had to be rescued by the
navigationally superior QMS ( Sgt Yam) in the middle of Glasgow! We
warmly welcomed them and chatted to them f?r several hours (once the~
got there) over the ubiquitou everal beers. Finally, Gurkha Major, Maj
(QGO) Govinde Gurung MVO and SQGO, Capt (QGO) Om
Bhattaehan thanked them on our behalf for coming so far lo eat chillies
and hot stuff
Other activities such a Sailing, Water Skiing, Glengoyne Di tillery
Visit and Edinburgh Tattoo Show were !he resul_ts _of hard. work of the
exercise co-ordinator. During the Glengoyne Distillery V1s1t we were
delighted to learn the real secrets of single Malt Whiskey which were
presented by several channing and lusty Scotti h lasses (who were later
rumoured to have been re-visited on numerous occasions for strictly noneducational reason by several members of the OS and students!). Much
fun was had by all, despite the overall three weeks of almost continuous
rain . Thanks must go to Sgt Hebindra Pun wl~o was responsible for
organising the whole exercise and 10 Lt Nichols for his expert
demonstrations of soccer skills- particularly tackling! (Apologies to all
those who were 1ackled e pecially the crutch born Sig Yam.)
Q EE S GURKHA SIGNALS
REGIMENTAL BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIO S
The Queen's Gurkha Signals 49th Regimental Birthday was celebrated
on 19 Sep1ember 1998 in Gamecock Barracks. All QG Signals per onnel,
families and Ex-members of British QG Signals gathered together to
celebrate thi auspicious occasion.
The day began at 1245 hrs whereby W02 (SSM) Chandrabahadur
Gurung paraded all per onnel on the Regimental Square and handed over
to the Commander QG Signals, Lt Col M. Lithgow MBE and the Gurkha
Major Maj (QGO) Govinde Gurung MVO. They gave the traditional
birthday speech in both English and Nepalese respectively. During the
parade, S gt (FofS) Tez Brown, SSgt Jane Lawrence and SSgt
Yamkumar Gurung were presented with their Long Service and Good

Conduct medals. LCpl Om Pun also found himself at the centre of
att..:ntion. being presented wi1h his Genera l Service Medal {Op JURAL,
audi Arabia). A fler 1he birthday parade, the celebra ti ons and
competitions began, with everyone pl ayi ng for their ranks in Basketball ,
Soccer, 1lockey, Tug of War and the Ladies Badminton competition. After
severa l close run games, the LCpl 's team emerged victoriou Well Done
(See you next year. . .)
All birthday parti cipan1s were gathered after the spurts for the
Regimental Birthday awards. Best Sportsman went to Sig Suresh
Gurung, Most Hardworking Soldier to Cpl Mohan Rai and the Piper of
the Year to Cpl Dhal Bahadur ahi. The winners of the sport
competi1ion got awarded !heir prize (not a rumoured, two weeks paid
vacation in the Bahamas, which is apparentl y what !he LCpls were told).
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The Winning LCpl's Team
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY QUEEN GURKHA IG

L

,
31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS-SOUTHFIELDS
CO
Lt Col L. F. Harrison TD
RSM
WOl (RSM) D. E. Hall
WELCOME, FAREWELL A D GOOD LUCK
Welcome to W02 John Woolley, !he new Chief Clerk, fre h in from
the 9/ 12 Lancers. Goodbye and good luck to W02 ' Rude Man of Putney'
andell who not having had enough of the Royal Corps of Signal here, is
off to 32 Sig Regt (V) in G lasgow. aturally !he Chief couldn't leave
without a farewell lunch- and what an afternoon that was. After having
upset/embarras ed nearly everybody in his farewell speech at Southfield
TAC, the Rude Man him elf and the rest oftbe permanent staff headed off
10 Putney for a slap up lunch and copious quan!ities of the local ale. We all
hope that the Chief enjoys his time north of the border and that he sobers
up in time to revise for his forthcoming Open University exams. Welcome
al o to W02 (YofS) Simon Tyler and his wife Vereena who have arrived
from 200 Sig Sqn in Paderbom. Good luck to Vereena for the imminent
birth of their fir t child. The Yeoman bas replaced SSgt (YofS) McKie
who is now heading directly for civvy street- good luck Yeoman! Good
luck to Capt John Symmons (41 Sig Sqn) and Lt Suzie Sidwell (83 Sig
Sqn) who have deployed on Op Palatine and all the best to W02 Jim
Paine (56 Sig Sqn) who will be mobilised shortly.
ANNUAL CAMP 12-25 SEPTEMBER 1998
The highlight of the training year for any TA Regiment is Annual Camp
and thi year wa no different. Camp 1998 was divided into two distinct
parts; week one was Ex Purple Duster 3, a 2 (NC) Sig Bde Comm
Exercise; week two was military training at Regimental level bas.ed at
Sennybridge Training Camp. During Ex Purple Du ter 3 the Regiment
was deployed from Edinburgh down to Okehampton in Devon. Such a
vast geograph ical separation made it nece_ssary for th~ R _M to
commandeer a helicopter so that the CO cou ld literally pay flymg v1 its to
her troop . The Regimental Command Po t was established at Corsham
along with the D Tp Comms det that wa ably manned by Cpl trickland,
LCpls Ford and Roberts, Sigs Cox and Mackay.

Sgt Gyan and his personal protection squad
·o fa•,£ 48,000 has been raised for this worthy cause and the money is
till flooding in. The generosity of the Scots was awe ome and was
te,tament to the mutual respccl tha1 Gurkhas and Scot have for each 01her.

In addition, the QC 250 Gurkha Signal Squadron. \Jaj (,a,in Grant
handed a c heque of £25 ,000 for the Gurkha \\cl fare Trust to the Colonel
of the Regiment, Brig S. M.A. Lee which \\ as the total amount raised by
Trailwalker 1998. The cuttmg of the birthday cake, by \1r\ Gillian
Lithgow and the GM . concluded the cclcbm1ions.
By no means over, the participants retired to their respecllvc messes for
the continuation of the celebrations, which. it is rumoured, began and
finished in daylight hours (not the same day though). ext year looks to be
an even bigger affair as the big 50 {Silver Anniversary) approaches. It is to
be held once aga m at Bramcote however, the Queens Gurkha Signals
Association dinner will be in Nepal.

Sig Mackay sacking his job as a Dvr Lineman
and making the brews instead!
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The training in Phase 2 at Sennybridge Camp was a tremendous
succe s. The troops deployed on a 3-day Mili1ary Training Exerci e, spent
a day adventure !raining, a day doing bounty training and a day
participating in the co ·s Cup, a military skills competition. The COs Cup
coincided with the Visitors Day when we welcomed The Mayor of
Wand worth, the Liaison Officer from the Worshipfu l Company of
lnnholders, Brig TA, Col TA (S) and the Regt Hon Col, Maj Gen Robins
into the Regiment. Both the competition and the Visi!Ors Day were a
storming succe s and camp was nicely rounded off that night with a
barbecue before we all returned home the next day. A special mention
goes to the laster Chef W02 Fred Bramble and his team for the
fantastic VIP lunch in the field on co·s CupNi itors Day and the superb
barbecue on the last night. Running concurrently with Annual Camp was
an exchange visit to the USA for two lucky individuals. The Regiment has
a strong tie with the 1108th USA Sig Bde in Maryland and each year
reciprocal exchange visits !alee place.
HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON-SOUTHFJELDS
Sqn Comd
Maj Chris Mahony
SM
W02 (SS I) Pete Lovett
Whilst the re t of the quadron prepared for and deployed on Annual
Camp, SSgt Craig Bruce was fortunate 10 be preparing for an exchange
vi it to the USA. He sent back the following report in an attempt to justify
his trip!
EX CHA GE VISIT TO 1108TH USA SIGNAL BRIGADE
12-25 SEPTEMBER 1998
by SSgt Craig Bruce BEM-PSI HQ Sqn
There had been talk of an exchange trip to the United States to the
1108th Signal Brigade in Fredrick, Maryland but informa1ion had not been
widely circulated. To my hock and horror I had been selected from a cast
of million to attend the trip along with SSgt Steve tcAuliffe from 41
(PLK) Sig Sqn (good training for this soon to be Yeoman). After 1he initial
shock we found out that eats had been booked on a Bri1ish Airways fligh1,
return tickets that i . no comers were cut, o it wasn't a wind up. The
planning and briefing complete all that wa left to do wa the packing.
After a long and arduous flight, which apparently had free beer on it. we
arrived at Dulles Airport to be gree1ed by Sgt Feliciano and gt Gerre
from the 1111 th Signal Battalion. It would appear that quaddie the world
over occa ionally gel lo I on route, a the Sergeant' were heard to ay,
'We don't come to this airport much'.. . ot that old badger lads!!? After
a night of familiarisation !raining in _the surrounding area (t~mc pent on
recce is seldom wasted), H was strmgh1 to work the followmg day. The
work aspect of the trip went superbly well, with good re ult being shown
by all tho e concerned in the Sta~e and in the UK. The American. host_cd
u very well and seemed determined tha1 we would become familiar with
all the downtown delight . 1 believe that they were working on the plan of
getting the ·Brits' to have a few beer in the evening and then have them
do PT a1 0630hrs in the morning. The plan spookily changed after a couple
of day due to the fact that the ho·ting troops realised that they had to do
the PT as well so ultimately there was little to be gained'
The American ho ted both S gt tcAuliffe and m) ·elf expertly. We
met the Battalion Commanders within the Brigade and eventually were
privy to an audience with 1he Brigade Comman~er, Col D. E. Titu .
Having dispensed wi1h the work a pec_t of the_ meehng the Bd~ Comd !hen
invited us to his home lo meet hts family an:! have dinner rather
unexpec1ed for two S gts. but v~ry enjoyabl~ noneth~less. The ·econd
week of the tnp wa pure 1ght eemg and con. 1sted of v1s11s 10 Geuesburg
and The Pentagon. The finale' a a 'back door' Yisit to the White House
where SSgt Mc uliffe wanted to take photo of every1hmg, much 10 the
annoyance of the ecre1 ~ervi~e. But he came away ~appy \\!th his photo
of a toilet in 1he We 1 Wmg (mce one teve ... ?) With the tnp conung to
an end ii wa time for the ex hangc of gift and momcnto . Again !he
ho 1 did u proud with variou gill uch a certificates of 3chicYcmenl
and their Brigade and Battalion coin . Thi was follo,~ed b a superb
barbecue.
The . mcrican Brigade sem two oldier over 10 the UK for the t\\O
week dura1ion in the fom1 of Sgt Vela and pcciali t Huber {\\ho \\a. the
Brigade soldier of 1he year. well done young lady). The ne\\ s from 4 I
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CO's Cup 41 Sig qn didn't manage to beat the competition on the day, we
did manage to collect ome ·iiver at the prize givi ng ceremony at the end.
We were awarded the Recruiting Prize for the most successful and
imaginative recruitment throughout the year, well done to Sgt 'ick Tuck
who hos been co-ordinating the Squadron effort. Sig Warren O'Driscoll,
for his continued hard work and commitment, won the coveted prize of
oldier of th Year. His prize wa pre ented by Specialist Huber, one of
our American visitors. he is the I 108th (US) Sig Bde Soldier of the Year
and part of her prize was participating in the exchange visit to our
Regiment. Very well done to you both.

'PARTY OF A LIFETIME' 15 AUGUST 1998
' It's the BBC on the line!' 'Oh yeah? Pull the other one! ' But it was- the
TV channel aoke~ ~he Squadron to hel~ out at an Arabian theme knees-up
for 200 by prov1dmg guards-cum-waiters for its 'Party of a Lifetime'
hosted by TY chef, Ainsley Harriott and other celebs.

Look SSM I'll show you one more time
Maj Brian Howe revealing the intricacies of ironing to his SSM,
W02 Tony Potter

SSgt Bruce and SSgt McAuliffe
with their US hosts at the 1111th Sig Bn.
(PLK) ig qn. who were ho ting the visitors, was that they had a great
rime in Hullavington, Wale and London, which was confirmed by
telephone call. Well done 41 (PLK) ig qn. The Brigade Commander
comes over to our Regiment oon for a vi it and the Regiment look
forward to welcoming him in the ame excellent manner that wa afforded
gt McAuliffe.
to my elf and

.n (PLK)
qn Comd
SSM

IGN L SQUADRON-COULSDON
Maj Steve Baker
W02 (SSM) Watson

ANN AL CA 1P 1998
41 (PLK) Sig Sqn spent the first week of this years Annual Camp at
Hulla ington on a disused airfield near Swindon, as part of Ex Purple
Duster 3. From here we establi bed both secure and insecure comms with
3 Sig Sqn in Donnington and Edinburgh, 56 Sig Sqn in Okehampton and
the RCP at Corsham. Despite initial problems with the Donnington link,
we soon had all link up and running and succe sfully managed to keep the
traffic flowing, de pite the volume that Brigade seemed to think that we
could handle. The Squadron was fully tactical throughout the Exercise
(unlike ome other qns we could mention). We were visited during the
week by Brig Hughe , the Bde Comd and Lt Col Harrison , the CO, who
both eemed impre sed by the site (big sigh of relief all round!).

Sgt Mike Dowds with some of his new 'Arabian' friends

Sig Warren O' Driscoll receiving his trophy as Soldier of the
Year from Spec Huber- US Army
We had a number of attachees during camp including Specialist Huber
and gt Veler who came over from the I I 08th. We also had two Individual
Re ervi ts, Capt Ray Clifford and Cpl Mark Cox attached for the
duration of camp. Capt Clifford provided invaluable assistance in the
SCP, and wa him elf an ex member of 41 PLK Sig Sqn. Cpl Cox joined a
detachment for the comms phase of the camp, and became a Section
Commander on Ex Moody Merino in the final week. Our friends from
over the water had a somewhat unexpected shock when they first saw our
location. o cosy 9-5 office hours or hotel facilities. However, they soon
got into the spirit of things and aided in the efficient manning of the 618
det. Sgt Yeler learnt that the Sergeants Me s is no place for an
inexperienced drinker, whilst Specialist Huber was perhaps ju t a little
too heartbroken on her return to the States. We all hope they enjoyed
being attached to the Squadron. It was a successful camp, provi ng we are
able to do our job in the field, and have a good time whilst doing it.

ot ones to tum down a challenge, nine members of the Squadron, at
two _ day~ notice, bravely volunteered to become French Foreign
Le~1onna1res for the day and man the Redoubt Fortress where filming was
taking place. Oh, what a fine-looking bunch they were in their dapper
legionnaire uniforms, strutti ng their stuff with such grace, such tyle! Sgt
Mike 'Ca ll Me Lawrence' Dowds and Sig Gavin Dalton gave
particularly fine performances dishing out exotic Arab fayre- that is, until
Sgt Dowds burst into a unique rendition of 'The Desert Song' and nearly
blew the BBC sound system! The evening also raised over £5,000 for the
Special Baby Care Unit at Eastbourne District Hospital.

break in the cloud, which revealed the spectacular cenery surrounding us.
there wasn't much to see, except the ever-steeper hillside ahead! But we
did it! A most enjoyable evening was then spent in the function room of a
local hostelry where we resurrected the Sqn smoker. Special mention must
go to Sig Richard Baldwin and James Coleman-Brown, on their first
Camp, for their ' uglie t man in the world' skit. Finally, what Squadron
knees-up would be complete without the unparalleled inging talent of
W02 Jim Paine?
All jocularity was set aside for the serious business of winning the CO's
Cup competition, and win it we did, in style! W02 Potter led the 8-man
56 ' A' Team to victory with the ' Best Section' prize, and the Squadron's
12-man (and I woman - well done Sig Jo Reader!) team, drawn from the
' A' and 'B' sections, romped home in first place in the assault course
competition. Point gained here plus those of the 'B' Team were added
together for an overall score with the result that our neare t rivals were
nearly 100 points adrift. The cup, that had first been pre ented to the
Regiment in 1936 by the then Mayor of Wandsworth. was pre ented by the
current Mayor, Councillor Professor Elizabeth Howlett. aturally it was
promptly filled with finest Sennybridge champagne for a well-deserved
toast-to 56!

56 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)-EASTBOURNE
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Howe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tony Potter

THE NEWS
They say variety i the spice of a TA soldier's life - well , 56 Sig
Sqn (V) has certainly had more than its share of that lately! Riding high
was the name of the game: one minute we were skimming the surf on the
Isle of Wight, another we were 886m up on Pen y Fan. Next we were
scaling the dizzy heights of the rope walk on Sennybridge assault course
and the next swooping over bills and valleys in a Chinook! Just to show
what an adaptable bunch we are, we even found time to give a few Oscarworthy performances for the BBC's 'Party of a Lifetime'.

2lt Debs Speakman on patrol
When endex was called on Day 6, the Squadron happily retired to an
empty hangar and enjoyed a well deserved break and barbecue. The next
day we deployed to 'sunny' Sennybridge (didn' t we all have bets on how
oon it would begin to rain after crossing the Severn Bridge!). At
ennybridge we met up with the rest of the Regt. Week two of camp began
wtth a three-day infantry exercise. The aim, being to refresh our
·~omewhat ru ty' mfantry skills. Aller spending a short time rehearsing
patrolling and harbour drills, we moved into a tactical location, carrying
out the kills we had practised. The Exercise culminated in a final attack,
after which we deployed back to barracks via Chinook, leaving more than
one member of the Squadron feeling a bit queasy. Although during the
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ADVE TURE TRAINING WEEKEND 7-9 AUGUST 1998
'So, we don't need our passports, then? ' piped up one bright spark who
shall remain namele s, as the minibuses rolled onto the ferry. Sensible
question, except that we were actually bound for the Isle of Wight for this
year's Troop Commander's weekend, all threeTroops together for a spot of
adventure training. We were based at Jersey Camp (whose excellent
facilities are highly recommended to any Reserve unit thinking of training
in the area) and travelled from there to indulge in mountain biking, water
sports and orienteering. The cycling route was at least picturesque, if
somewhat bumpy in places (which will not be mentioned but were
obvious to anyone watching us trying to walk afterwards). Some took the
term 'push-bike' a little too literally on occasion but all made it safely
back to Ryde (pun intended!) another day!
ext was the orienteering competition, which had obviously been
recced before the brambles had overgrown most of the route! Suffice to
say there were blood, sweat and tears in abundance! Congratulations to
those few who emerged from the undergrowth not looking as if they'd
gone ten rounds with a man-eating thorn bush! The day was rounded off
with a barbecue laid on by chef, Cpl Steve Howell, which set us up for
Sunday's sea ide fun. The sun was shining and the surf was so high it was
more like Bondi beach than the Isle of Wight! After suppressing the
laughter at the spectacle of us in neoprene (bathing beauties we were not!)
we look the plunge to tackle the technicalities of body boarding and sea
canoeing. A brilliant time was bad by all, even LCpl Paul Renaud , whose
body board was almost as tall as he was!
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The Victorious 56th !

Members of 56 Sig Sqn-or just a bunch of out of work
Legionnaires?!!!
ANNUAL CAMP 11-25SEPTEMBER1998
With the exotic locations of Okchampton Camp and Sennybridge to
lure us, it was with a rush ofenthu ia m (well. we're allowed a little poetic
licence!) that the Squadron et off for the windswept wilds of Dartmoor
for the first week of Annual Camp. We were participating in Ex Purple
Duster Ill, and, under the watchful eye of comm whizzkid, SSgt Paul
Hattemore, managed to maintain excellent comms for most of the ex.
Meanwhile, a detachment led by Capt Jackie Blake, spent 3 days at HQ 2
(NC) Sig Bde in Corsharn, providing di mounted "A' and ·B' type troop
a part of the display put on for the Bde Comd's VIP Day. It was also an
opportunity to how off our new kit. Initial problems with con truction of
the display- like how to rig it up without causing irreparable damage to a
listed building!- were overcome by a seemingly bottomle s well of
initiative and improvisat ion, mo tly from gt Chris ' Trust me, Ma'am! '
Maginnis. We knew this mu t be a serious tasking when OC, Maj Brion
Howe. wa caught giving W02 (S M) Tony Potter ironing les ons the
night before the Big Day!
All went well and the VlP pa ed through suitably impres ed (and we
uitably pressed), allaying fears that we may end up with a collection of
brigadiers and colonel enveloped in collap ing cam nets!
The second week was spent with the re t of the Regiment in
Sennybridgc. Where, miraculou ly, apart from the first day, it didn't rain!
However, there was plenty of mi t a the Squadron valiantly climbed up
Pen y Fan during our adventure training day. Apart from a 30- econd
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83 (LO DO ) SIGNAL SQ ADRON (V)-CHELSEA
·sqn Comd
Maj Mike Jackson
SSM
W02 ( SM) Jim l\.fo\tahon
ANNUAL C MP 11-25 SEPTEMBER 1998
PHASE I THE COMM
The Squadron plit into two unequal halve , de patching troop to
Donnington and Edinburgh, lovely journeys-a big thank you to the Trg
Maj for that one!
2Lt Kiriana Houia, as you can ee by the name i not from the e parts.
took her Troop to bonny cotland. They followed like heep hardly
urprising as she came from ew Zealand. The troop that included • u h
people as L pl Colin 'not one bad word pa se the e lips' nd erson, ig
Dave 'I'm not Scotti h' McKenzie, Sgt lat 'I'm wary' Cahill were up
for the challenge ahead. They all did remarkably well tinding time to learn
that ew Zealand tribal thing The Hacker (not uic it' ·pelt correctly!).
plus sightseeing around Edinburgh Ca tie. The communication· were not
bad either!
Donnington Troop deployed to 11 ig Bde's new Ptannigan Building
along with members of 39 ig Regt (V), FA Y nd 71 ig Rcgt (V) D .
Thanks mu t be extended to Brig J . R. B. Cook and hi· ta ff for their help
during thi phase. Special mention must go to the quadron Yot . W02
Jim ·I 'm not a Yors· McMahon for hi use of 'anything goes' antennas.
We had quariels, Don 10 dipoles and 10 1ile of Donnington fence to
name but a fe\\. Voice procedure may need some fine tuning ig bbe)
' ay again unknown talion ' Laurel- mith \\a trying single handed! to
confu e the enemy. Mention mu t also go to 0 dt Kate l\lilner on
attachment to the quadron pnor to join Rowallen Company at
andhurst-good luck for the course!
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PH \SE 2 THE \UR !BRECO ')
Let Battle commcnc.: were the cries from , 3 ig Sqn. after wai ting three
houn; to mon~ their baggage 200 metre:> the troops were not amu ed.
HO\\e>er, as in. tructed by th' 0 , i\laj like 'Hamlet' Jackson there wa
no ''lunging. The field exercise began 2Lt Kiriana Houia could not
believe her luck all th ·e sheep and men to me about. Lots of quadron
membe~ deserve a mention for their hard work and detemlination ,
ig
te\ e 'Ye it b my name' Farq uharson-Roberts worked well as the
e tion Radio Operator only b cau e of hi 6'2" antenna.

Check the Mu ·eu.n/Shop opening time,
Telephone 01258 48~'.!48

PHA E 3 T H E CO' ' CUP
The quadron, plagued by injury, wa · divided into two learns for the
CO 's Cup. The illustrious leader were Capt Guy 'follow me not!'
Bcwshcr and yes her again 2Lt Kiriana Houia. The team moved around
a serie of stands and fi ni hed with a gruelling Assault Cour~e
Competition. SSgt Dez Eldridge had injected ome sense of humour into
thi s event by placing ign s around the course of 20 obstacles such as ' Your
O is with you in pirit' , ' Just over the next hill ', ' Mind the Mud ', ' You' re
now half way- OT' and many more. The team that included the
following fin ished a credited 2nd in the competition. Capt Guy Bewsher,
Sgt Dave Alleyne, Sgt Mat Cahill, W02 Jim McMahon, LCpl Colin
Anderson, LCpl Laurel Allott, LCpl Paul McGarrity, Cpl Steve •p I
Tech ' Taylor, LCpl Mick ' CO 's Driver' Taylor (who we poached from
HQ qn- thanks for your help}, LCpl Mark Bell, p l Joe Samuel, Sig
Abbey Laurel-Smith.

RANGE DAY
Guests of the Regiment for Camp were fo ur Lithuanian Sergeants and
our photograph shows our friends wi th members of 51 Sqn during a range
day to remember- memo to the tankies their ski lls wi th Anti tank
weaponry is scary!

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
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Life continue unabated in HQ SQ . Without doubt our hardest
working qn (probably). The Squadron has had input into every event that
the Regiment undertakes, none more so than our over worked chefs, who
take part in all the Exercises. adventure training and support both the
Offrs' mes and Sgt ' mess. The lads and la sies can rest assw·ed their
endeavours do not go unnoticed, even tbe RSM has had on occasion
lipped up aud said complimentary thing about them! Our Photograph
hows Sgt · huggie· M cLean taking a well-earned break ou the West
Highland Way.
BEATING THE RETRE T-29 A G ST 1998
The Officers' mes hosted the beating the retreat parade on 29 August
1998. The gue t who came from all walks of life were treated to a
cocktail reception in the Officers' mess, and were then entertained by the
Pipe and Drum followed by a curry supper in the mess.

51 (HIGHLAND) SIG AL SQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj M . trachan
SSM
W02 (SSM) Webster
A happy mixture of training exists at Aberdeen with our new PSAO,
Cap t orrie Dona ld, bringing his Infantry as well as his admin skills to
the Squadron. On Ex 'Shooting Stars' his pistol lesson to the assembled
throng was an education to even the old and bold present- he never told us
bis la t posting was Dodge City!
EXERCISE TARTA TERRAi -by Sig Bogart
Ex Tartan Terrain for this year the Regiment decided to attempt the
Wet Highland Way, which is a 96 milejourney across bog, moorland and
mountain . I shared the seven days with a group of people some of whom I
had met only briefly-<:>thers not at all , it was a challenge of a different
kind! I am ure I can peak on behalf of my team when I ay that as a
group of individuals we united to overcome any doubts or obstacles that
lay in our path. After spending seven days with sore feet sore legs,
delicious food- prepared of course in the traditional Highland way
(Midges and all) I would still not tum down an opportunity to do it all over
again. Our photograph hows the team at the fini h, summoning up the la t
of their strength to hold their drinks aloft.

Beating th e Retrea t 29 August 1998 Pipes a nd Dru m s
It proved to be a very successfu l and kept the Regiment very much in
the public eye. Contributing to the event was Sgt Danny Beattie and his
me staff

REGIME TAL MT
The CO' driver LC pl Johnno John on was asked at short notice could
he provide a car for the GOC Scotland as the Yeomanry failed to upply.
ot hort on initiative he procured the CO's own personal car a vintage
Roll Royce and saved the day. much to the embarrassment of the
Yeomanry. Also congratulations to Sgt Paul Brown on his recent
promotion to Sergeant. Welcome to the mess.

LCpl Johnson driving fo r the GOC Sco tland
after the Yeomanry failed to p rov id e a dri v er
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CO GRATULATIO S
Very many congratulations go to W02 Jan and H eath er Walker on
their recent marriage. All our very best wishes for a long and happy
marriage go to you both from your good friends in the Squadron.
Congratulations also to LC pl Lind a Johnston on her first tape, and also
to SSgt Ly n Bertra m and Sgt Bud Burnett on their recent promotions.
ANNUAL CAMP 1998
Annual Camp 1998 consisted of an NCRS ex followed by a week of
adventure training based at Deverill Barracks Ripon. A week before these
events, our Comd accompanied by our PS!s' and a number of operators
prov ided comms support to 5 1 (H) Bde on Ex Bonnie Dundee- the
highlight of the tour was an entire Brigade HQ plunged in to darkness via
an electric kettle and some dodgy wiring-<:>nly remotely vestigial ca reer
ambitions stop me from na ming the guilty Ma ' am- sony- person involved.
REGI MENTAL SPORTS DAY
Undoubtedly the highlight of our camp was the superb effort our
sportsmen and women put in to retain the sports trophy. With the
numerically fewest to choose from- I must congratulate the teams who
fought for the Squadron in the various events. To single out only a few is
wrong but I am sure we would agree that Sgt John Gorman our tech PSI
for his coaching and tactics in the rugby. His know ledge of rugby stems
from the fact he supports Newcastle United FC and LC pl Douglas and ig
Bnck for the sheer head down, go for it effort at footba ll deserve a ment ion.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Sigs McDona ld, Meldrum, McGill,
Nursimiloo, Roubi and Teirney on their promotion to LCpl. Also to
LCpl Andy ' the cat' Wilson on his long awaited promotion.
GOODBYES AND HELLOS
The Squadron says a temporary farewell to Sgt Kev Byrne on his way
to Bosnia as an interpreter, we hope they can understand his Gia wegian
accent mixed in with the Serbo-Croat be is busily perfecting at present.
Also leaving us on a longer term move is our PSI, SSgt Steve Harriso n, as
he moves to 61 Sqn in Edinburgh, his replacement is SSgt John Lamont,
we hope you and your family enjoy life here in Glasgow. Our photographs
depict our most recent events, with both Brigade Comdrs visiting us, Brig
Ourcan at Cultybraggin in conversation with OCdt Provan and Brig
Hughes at Annual Camp with our four Lithuanian soldiers.

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

ANOTHER FINE MESS YOU'VE GOT ME INTO!
No other Mess can boast a greater variety of continental cuisine within
a two mile circumference. The delectable delights of the orient are
frequently enjoyed, every Tue day evening by all and sundry. Our
Pandora 's Box holds the menus to a large number of eating establishments
ranging from the Taj Mahal to Pedro's Pizza. The only pre-requisite for
being included in this box is they mu t have the facility to provide delivery
within a specified tim notably within 15 minute of receipt of order.
Mess members currently strive to find the takeaway that delivers the
quickest- the record is currently set at 8 minute 26 seconds on the night of
a fish and chip supper. Who would have thought the Commanding Officer
would have chosen the winner to date!
ow we go to more eriou matters. The Mess has a fine collection of
silverware that i enjoyed by all members and vi itors. Those new to the
Me s (the younger suba ltern ) have eyes for only one item 'the sword'.
This coveted trophy i awarded annually to the most promising young
officer and takes pride of place above the marble fireplace. One of the
oldest traditions in the Mess is to purchase an adornment on retirement.
Past gifts have included tatue , goblets, serviette rings and wooden items
bearing the famous Yorkshire mou e. eedless to say over the years the
Me s has benefited from the generosity of many former members dating
from the early part of this century. o Mess would be complete without
each member having their per anal silver tankard hanging on a hook from
the top of the bar. This quaint cu tom add atmosphere a you might
expect. The only draw back to thi is it costs at least one months salary to
purchase your ilver tankard! till you know the aying 'Good things
come to those who wait!'

Command Tasks, Range Shoot, BC, Cas Sim, avigation and Speed
March with the placing each team secured going towards their overall
core and final po ition.
Highlights for the Squadron team led by Lt J o 'follow me' Howard
were the Command Ta k where C pl Kev Ward managed to destroy mo t
of the equipment and Sig Lloyd 'Orang-Utan' Widdows demon trated his
flair for a career in the Russian ational Contortionist Circu . Thanks al o
go to C pl Ker ry Webb for carrying out the hasty cramming session for
the BC stand in the back of a 4 tanner, together with the terling work of
Sig K elly M arsden and LCpl 'Ned the Packhorse· 1oun ey. The
. competition was very tight throughout with the re ult being decided on the
First Aid tand and the quadron being victoriou once again over HQ
Squadron. This was a great result for the quadron winning the trophy for
the fourth time in five year , and we look forward to nex t years'
competition and the chance to secure the trophy for a third succe sivc year.
At the end of the competition the prizes were pre ented by Maj Gen A.
Birtwistle CBE DL to the victorious team of Lt J o Howard, Cpl Kerry
Webb, Kev Ward, Andy Oxley, Alan Gribben and Rus '\1oun ey and
Sigs Kelly 1arsdcn, Lloyd Widdows and Greg C umberland. There then
followed a Regimental Barbecue followed by an inter-Regimental volleyball
competition and you've gue. cd it-49 qn were victorious once more.

49 (WEST RIDING) SIGNAL SQ UADRO (VO LU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj D. E. ixsmith
SSM
W02 (SSM) A. Jame
BIRT WISTLE T ROPHY COMPETITIO
The Regimental annual militaiy skills competition took place over the
weekend of 1-2 Augu t at Stren all Trai ning Camp. Was it heer
coincidence as the exi ting ho lders of the trophy that the CO tasked 49 qn
with organi ing this years' event'? Each qundron from the Regiment put
in one team together with a composite team from vanou elements of the
Regiment. Each team then had to complete ta k in the A ault Course.
TH E WIRE, DECEMBER 1998
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50 ( ORTHl \18Rl.\. ') IG
L SQ
DRON ( OL NTEERS)
qn Comd
1aj J. Lambton
· \I
W02 ~
t) . Tinkler
RRIYAL fF REWELL
.\ sad farewell to W02
i\1) Ke\
ppleby, ' ho ha lefl the
quadron to take up the post of W02 (RQM ) at .Regimental
Headquarters. The quadron ·. Officers will now h.ave to tra1~ someone
el:e up to bnng their tea and toa. ton a unday moriung! Auf'.V1cdersehen
aLo to, ig 'Big" Al He\\ett who has left to pur.:.Pc a career m the Royal
Marines. all the best and hope all goes well fo1 you. A warm welcome
1) teve Tinkler. who return to the
ba k 1s extended to W02 (
quadron for a :econd tint. (as if he didn't learn his lesson first time
around).

0 'GRATULATIO '
The quadron· heartiest congratulation go out to Cpl can weeney
and hi wife Yi ck\ on the birth of their daughter, although to date we are
still waning to wei the bab) · head.
~
PROMOTIO
A the e notes are being typed out. The CO i hot footing it to
Darlington, under the gui e of attending an NVQ Certificate Presentation.
but we all know the real rea on for l.Iis vi it is to present ig (soon to be
LCpl) Steve Greenway with his long awaited first tape. Well done LCpl
Green\\ay and don't forget the money goes behmd the bar on Tuesday
nie:ht. Al:o congratulation must be sent to OCdt Pa ul Denning, who
managed to come away from Chilwell with a Pa and the first hurdle of
bis commi ion completed.
DYE 'T RE TRAI ING
Following R IT an Adventure Training weekend was organised, in an
effort to how the Squadron that there was in fact life out ide of the
garages. Ba ed at Blackton Youth Ho tel, the weekend comprised,
walking pan of the Pennine Way on the Saturday - the more adventurou
members of the quadron taking ro their bikes and peddling around the
area. topping from time LO time, to quench their thir t in the local
ho telries, only to walk into one and find the OC and SM holding an 0
Group! unday wa taken up with a Walk and Talk to Hury Reservoir and
for the brave and hardy members of the quadron, horse riding across the
moors. Sigs Sean Byrne and Cpl Cliffie Read haw leading from the front
and earning new respect from all and sundry. Clay Pigeon shooting
rounded off the day and thanks must go to Capt Graham Jenning and Lt
teve 'Don't mention my Zipper' Wayman for an excellent weekend.
Thank you.
SPORTING ACTIVITIES
Congratulations to all who recently took part in the Great ortb Run,
panicularly to ig Emma fartin -Law, whose wheelchair push raised a
great deal of money for charity. The husband and wife duel between Lt
Jez Bailey and Cp l Ross Blair resulted in a narrow victory for the
follicley challenged of the two. The challenge has now been set and extra
training in the Bailey household has already started. If any other couples in
the Squadron fancy competing in the unofficial 'Mr & Mrs Great North
Run', the standard has already been set and the Blair's are ready for all
comers. See you on the Tyne Bridge next year.

i

On the footballing front , the Squadron is licking its wounds. after a
narrow defeat on penalties and an early exit from the T.A . Cup. A special
mention has to be mude about SSgt tu McKinnon's 20-Yard, (or wa it
40-Yard!) equaliser during the match. ·A finer goal has yet to be seen in
the orth East of Englund this Year ', an anonymous Scottish speaking
caller to the quadron Office told us aflcr the game. Well played lads and
better luck next year.
90 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
p I

faj Ian Hall
SSgt Colin Dawson

'THE GRANGE' OPEN DAY
It seemed quite innocent, Darren Steele from 'The Grange' Day Centre
visiting the CO, Lt Col David Hargreaves, for coffee and an informal
interview - the content of which were to be published in the 'Grange
ewslctter'. This local newsletter is pub Ii hed regularly and is distributed
among t parochial shops and businesses. 'Ah, a chance of some free
publicity', the Bramble Farm Recruiting Officer wa heard to mutter.
Little did we reali e that Darren wa an expert, trained in the art of gentle
persua ion! (Or is the CO getting soft?) ot long after the departure of
Darren a me sage arrived at 90 Sqn from ' the big hou e' sugge ting that it
might be a marvellou idea if we would consider providing an ' A sault
Course' for the 'Grange' Open Day, that had been arranged to coincide
with ·world Mental Health Day'.
ot wanting to di appoint the CO, or Darren, we readily agreed to assist
him in hi mis ion to provide a challenge to the local community. Capt
Duffy, the quadron PSAO, quickly searched the records for a smart, fit
and well qualified young CO that would not only be a good advertisement
for the quadron but al o protect ihe P AO from any potential Court
Martial from injured civilian participants. The name that quickly came to
the fore was Cpl Faulds who rcli hed the idea of displaying his physical
training expenise. Cpl Faulds soon selected hi band of helpers in the
gui e of Sigs Craig, Rutherford and Ellis. On the day Sig Ellis happily
bogged down the Bedford on the Day Centre manicured lawn, whilst Sig
Rutherford chased the stag around all day with a big stick! Much to his
delight Cpl Faulds was co-opted into giving an in depth interview on BBC
Radio Cleveland. The event raised just short or £400 for a very worthwhile
cause. A very uccessful day due to the effort of Darren and his willing
team of military helpers. Well done io all concerned!

Cpl Fau lds supervises a round on the assau lt course
at 'The Grange' Open Day

35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
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G MHO!
A recent and unwelcome appointment with the dentist served to remind
me that extracting articles for The Wire from would be contributors can be
both a painful and stressful proces and quite often what is promised fails
to materialise. In fairness without the support of my SPSI I would have
al o failed to materialise at the dental centre through a fear that is quite
irrational. Happily my fear palled into insignificance when, in the
somewhat austere waiting room, I was joined by equally nervous patients.
One of whom disappeared to the toilets every minute or so to brush her
teeth and on the fifth occasion failed to return! My SPSI adopted a Gum
Ho approach to make us feel at ease and even managed to inject some
unintentional humour to the proceedings when he was asked by the Dental
Surgeon ifhc took ugar in his tea? The response by the Dental Officer to
h1~ reply yes. ATO plea~e sir, is unprintable. Consequently his trip to the
dentist wasn't as pleasant as he thought it would be- he swears by the way
that hb remark was quite innocent. As for myself it was a case of look
mum five fillings! However, I digress, three contributors have fulfilled
their promise, kept their appointments and have submitted three
fascmatmg articles commencing with a riveting report of her tour in
Bosnia (including would you believe a not so brief encounter with a
dcnu t) by apt Helen Molyneux.
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DOBAR DA I ZDRAVO
Just four days afler my last university exam in June 1997 I mobilised
through the ITC at Catterick. Here I spent a week being issued with a huge
variety of kit (most of which I already had and I am still trying to work out
who decided that I needed two S 10 respirators). From Catterick my group
moved to Knook Camp to engage in some very realistic U TAT training.
Every effort was made to ensure complete realism; minefields, sparring
neighbours, armed gangs of hooligans, interpreters, foul weather and, of
course, the Gurkhas. On completion of this rigorous training most of our
group deployed to Bosnia leaving a small group to go and experience the
joys of a language course in Serbo-Croat at Beaconsfield for 14 weeks. Six
of us attended the course which included a mix of TA and Regulars and
even included a Royal Marine. The days were arduous starting at around
0910 hours and finishing well before 1600 hours with an hour and a half
for lunch and every Wednesday and Friday afternoon devoted to private
study, Whew! Seriously though the time was u efully spent learning
grammar and a wide range of vocabulary. The course itself was great fun
and the four Bosnian's that taught us gave an excellent insight into the
local customs and rivalrie not least by the constant rancour between one
or two of the staff. After a refresher UNTAT course we finally deployed to
Bosnia.
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Capt Helen Molyneux with her team
On arrival I flew up to Banja Luka where 1 was attached for the
following eight months to 3RMP as a battlefield colloquial speaker.
Because the situation there was pretty stable my colloquial skill were not
in demand and I was able to undertake the role of the GS Project Officer.
Working from SFOR House which also housed the Civil Military Centre
(CIM IC) and the DLO, my main job was to identify and manage projects
of the Department of International Development funding proce · ing
applications for grant from local businesses and investing money into
important infrastructure projects (a typical example being DM200,000
invested in the students University Hall of Residence, which had been
used as a refugee centre, along with DM I 00,000 of European Community
Humanitarian Office money. In total we disbur ed over DM486,000 of
which DM260,000 was on small bu inesses thus creating over 160 jobs. I
wa ably assisted by a Tactical Support Team composing of a Dutch and
Canadian Warrant Officer and an RMP LCpl Driver. As a team we pent
much of our time working with local government, even meeting the Prime
Minister of Republica Srpska, Mr Dodik, and liaising with the
International and Non Governmental Organisations that were operating in
the area. We also maintained a high profile with local schools, all of which
were in desperate need of help and resources. All in all a thoroughly
rewarding experience.
Later I tran ferred to Information Operation and was posted to Drvar
for ix weeks. Drvar bad endured a spate of arsons due to local testiness to
returning Serbs followed by a riot in April 1998. lt was hoped that a brief
Info Campaign could publicise what SFOR and the International
Community were doing in the area. The fact that over 25million DM was
being spent which included a 12million DM project to repair electricity
and water supplie being run by OXFAM was well publici ed. Drvor also
gave me the unique opportunity to observe how other armed fore.es
operate. The Canadians in particular proved very ho p1table and despite
their odd sense of humour, I was treated to unending supplies of icecream,
vast quantitie of fruit juice and other goodies. This did lead to an
unexpected vi it to a mo t conscientious dentist who took an unbelievable
hour and a half to replace a filling. C learly a cavity that presented a huge
challenge. I finally returned to the UK on 28 September having spent 11
months in theatre. I had a great tour and some really memorable and
rewarding moments. I know that l have formed many friendships with the
locals and now look forward to returning to ee the success and growth of
the businesses and venture that we have supported.

Scaling the heights, LCpl Steve Mottram from 58 Sqn
After a short rest, including lunch we et off down the mountain to be
confronted by another scree . lope. While most of us got to grips with thi
and descended quickly Cpl Gordon Tummington decided to do some
acrobatic that, while amusing, did cause some minor cut and grazes. The
following day saw a marked deteriorarion in the weather with torrential
rain and a thunderstorm. Caution prevailed and the days climbing wa
cancelled in favour of a more relaxed trip to Venice. SSgt Bria n Allen,
FofS Bill (Pathfinder) You ng, Sgt Dean ichols and Cpl Oen Feely set
off for St Marks Square only to find that it was flooded. The remainder of
the team wisely chose to stay in the local area During Day 7 and 8 we
successfully climbed Mt Cristallo (322 Im) and Torana di Mezzo (322 Im}
which was perhaps the most difficult climb of the week with its fair share
of overhangs and ridges and normally reserved for the experts (l wonder
where we fitted in!). The weather was fortunately on our side and we were
treated to magnificent view over the valley. We took the easy way down
by cable car. Day 9 was our last day of climbing and ascending Tofani di
rozas was an excellent way to finish off what had been a great week of
climbing and trekking. It started with an 800 metre climb through a tunnel
followed by a large traverse. This proved to be a rather daunting climb in
places as we were clipped onto the cable with nothing but a few hundred
metre below us. Once again brute strength replaced technical climbing
skill . It was during this stage that LCpl Rob Jon es gave u a good
demonstration on how well the harness and shock absorber worked. After
about seven hours negotiating drizzle and mist we finally reached the
summit. On the way down C pl Go rd on Tu mmington , always good for a
laugh. threw himself down another scree slope only this time he removed a
rather large chunk of his trousers and bottom. The remaining few day
were taken up with consoling G-Ord on and enjoying some well earned R
and R in Gem1any replacing lo t body fluids and energy before returning
to Sutton Coldfield.

Brace yourselves for the following article that is a cliff-hanger
submitted by SSgt (FofS) Bill Young.
EXERCISE DOLOMITE DRAGON-3-15 SEPTEMBER
Any thought of enjoying two weeks in Italy eating Pizza_'s, drinking
the local vino and going for a nice stroll around the countryside couldn't
have been further from the trntb. The final briefing and equipment i sue
laid to rest any leisurely holiday plan . When I was issued a full cl~mb~ng
harness and a shock absorber ju t in ca e T fell, followed l.Iy more climbmg
equipment and a helmet it dawne~ on me that wbi~e. thi. wasn't goin~ to be
a picnic. everthele s it was gomg to be an exciting 1f not a formidable
.
.
physical and psychological challenge.
The trip to Cortina took us just over a day and on am val we qmckly et
up an admin area and orted out the climbing eqpt while Capt ndy
Ta lb ot and Lt Peter Ayre dismantled the Mes Annex in ~he back of the
mini-bus. The following couple of days were taken 1;1P with lectures on
Mountain First Aid weather forecasting, ropc/bclaymg tcchmque and
harnesses and a sho;'I trek. 7 cptcmber was our first big day. The climb
was to be Punta Fiamas (2240m). It started with a long steep climb up a
cree lope that was not a ea y as it looked - it didn't help matter when
SSgt (FofS) Al Hollyo nk and LC pl Rob J ones tarted ending rather
large rocks onto the fo llowing group. At one tage gt Dean ichols had
to seek refuge under a large bou lder to avoid th~ debri . Eve~ tuall>'. we
reached the start of the climb that proved to be quite arduous with quite a
lot of vertica l bit.. Apart from gt M icky Mann, gt teve Pre nda g~ t
and C pl G ordon Tummington who aJe rock freaks, a lot of our chmbmg
skills floated into the mountain air and brute trength and 1gnoranc1.: took
over with climbers pulling them elvc up the 'via ferrata'. We finally
reached the summit after about four hours of hard work to be greeted by
breathtaking views.
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A nonchal ant looking FofS Bill Young
o~ for something completely indiftcrent with a tongue in cheek repon
ubmined by S gt O z Linden on the Pennanent taff escapade: at
Penhale during a hazy lazy, crazy week during August.
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BREAKA\HY
On :iturday - eptembcr the Regimental contingent arrived at Pcnhale
camp after being tuck in a trafiic jam on the A30 for five hours. range
of acti' illes started immediately after arrival when the Training Major,
'lllj Tudor Hill led the charge to the Quad-Biking track close to the camp.
ming a tnde the throbbing machines, with thought of Dennington at the
b:icl..s of our mind the throttles were wide open and the bikes screamed
onto the c1rcu1t with the Training Major taking the lead well he was in
charge! 'ot to be put off by our illu triou leader Sgt Steve Pickering
shadowed him and atlcr a couple of laps took the lead and reduced hi
Confidential Report by two grades. Meanwhile the action in the remainder
of the pack wa just as fierc
gt J ock Reid wa trying everything to
advance hi po ition amongst the Engli h horde . Unfortunately he pu hed
m a little too hard and rolled over he was do ely followed by gt Carl
males who failed to negotiate a bend and ploughed through the Tyre
barrier while cu ing gt D1we Taylor who cau ed both incidents, . o far a
great and fun . tart to our Adventure Training week.
On unday 6 eptember any thought of sun bathing on the local
beach were . oon put to re t when the Initiative Exerci e wa announced.
Wa · thi the way the Training Major would exact revenge for been
trounced at the Quad Bike track? The Exercise started when we were
dropped off in ewquay without any money and separated into group of
two and three. Each group had to wander around Cornwall and find out
as much information a po.Sib le on such varied and exciting subject as
Basket Weaving, crumpy Brewing. Tin Mining and Gold Production to
name but a few. To achieve ucce we had to rely on the renowned good
will and co-operation and friendlines of the locals. Sgt Derek da m s
thoughts of an ea y ride were quickly dashed when following a lengthy
explanation to a very attentive bu driver he wa told to u e his initiative
to find the £4.50 for the bu fare. Thi form of resi tance was to prove the
norm for the day and even gt (Fof'S) And y Gilpin wa refu ed help by
his mm father who live locally. There is, however, no truth in the
rumour that they are no longer talking to each other! To add insult to
injury the heavens opened and we all got drenched! Later that evening
the happy wanderer gave the CO a detailed brief on their struggle
during the day. Havi ng li tened to tories of hard hip and endeavour that
plucked the heart trings the CO Lt Col 'liles tockdale took pi ty on
them all and in a welcome act of benevo lence declared Monday a 'Free
Day'.
De pile the weather many took to the golf course while others tried
their hand once again at Quad Bike racing. The remainder either braved
the surf (in 20fi waves) or took the easy way out with ten pin bowling.
Thankfully the ea fi hing expedi tion in the Bri tol Channel was
cancelled. Following this all too brief respite from our strenuous adventure
training activities Tue day 8 eptember began wi th another Ini tiative
Exercise. Only this time we were dropped in the middle of nowhere - the
idea was that whoever achieved the greatest distance over the day and
returned by a certain time would be the champion.
Having learnt one or two lessons from our previous miserable
enterpri e money began to appear from everywhere and out of every
orifice. But the prize for the greatest feat of initiative and
resourcefulness must go to Sgts Reid and Lal who j ust happened to fi nd
a tandem lying around. This ingenious pair then pirated a map from the
mini bu and set of in the direction of Penzance some 150 miles away.
Reports were received all day long from all over the Duchy of Cornwall
with sightings of the peddli ng duo. gt Dave Taylor was so impressed
by thi inventive move tl1at it inspired him into borrowi ng a car from a
local lady who fell for his charms and managed a 168mile round trip
before returning the vehicle. SSgt Jim Stephens attempts to enl ist the
help of Mr Blobby failed dismally! That evening most of the groups
returned in time for the Dinner and prizegiving ceremony with one
notable exception the pair on the tandem. Thirty minutes before dinner a
phone call was received from Sgt Jock Reid who sheepish ly declared
that he was stranded in Redruth wi th a puncture and needed a lift. The
eventual winners were Sgt And y Egan and Sgt Rob Thomas w ho were
each, at great expen e, presented wi th a magnificen t gift of a pirates
mask and sword. An outcome that did not come as much of a surprise as
it could onl y take two scouser's to rob and blagg their way across
Cornwall! T his welcome break of a week from our normal duties ended
all too quickly but was brought to a happy concl usion wi th more GoKarting and Ten- Pin Bowl ing.
\1SJT OF BRIGADE COMMANDER
On Tuesday 13 September the Regiment received a welcome, albeit
formal visit from the Bde Comd, Brig J. R. B. Cook. The Commander
was met and welcomed by the CO, Lt Col Miles tockdale and the RSM
WOl Kev Wink.Jes. The Bde omd was then given a detai led briefing on
the Regiment by the CO and a GI Briefing by the Adj t, Capt Andy
Talbot. Following this initial bri efing the Comd was treated to a VTC
briefing at which he received live video updates from fo ur bemused
quadron PSAO's and a Squadron Commander. Whi lst this was a success
playing to the camera proved much harder than expected, but it i~
defi~itely the way ahead., Shortly after the VTC briefi ng the Comd
received a detailed Ops bn ef from the Tech Adjt, Capt Jason Kennedy
(welcome back Jason ) c losely followed by a G4 briefing by the QM, Maj
Rod Glad~in . Dunng this phase of the visit the Comd received other
bnefings on adventure traini ng and other activities and took time out to
view the Ex Dolomite Dragon video. The visit to the Regi menta l
Headquarters concluded with the Comd presenting the LS&GC to W02
teve Da"ison, . gt (Fof'S) Bill Young, Sgt teve Pickering and Sgt
Rob Thomas and the TA Efficiency Medal to W02 (Yof'S) Lyn Mayell
and Cpl Ca rol Dilley.
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The Medal Presentation
Following the pre entation the Comd, before congratu lating all
recipients and thanking them for their long and valued service, gave a
short pre entation on tl1e unique history of both medals and their
ignificance. Later that day the Comd visited 89 Sig Sqn at Rugby where
he was met and e corted throughout his visit by the OC, Maj Steve Pell.
Here the Comd met many serving TA soldiers and the quadron 's
Permanent Staff and took time out to chat to many members of the
Squadron and the Army Cadet Force who were also training that evening.
Before returning to Dennington the Comd joined all ranks in the Squadron
Club to present Orienteering A\\ ards to S gt Dave Arnot C pl Colin
Richards before enjoying one of SSgt C harlie Walkers excellent curry
suppers and drink .

Lt Col J. A. Allan TD
WOl (RSM) R. J. Stanton

REG IMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
Before we get into the meat of things I would like to say, hello and
welcome lo W02 Garry Stevens AGC, our new RAOWO who took over
from W02 Barry Green AGC who was forcibly removed from post only
to start aga in in a far Oung country, which for the life of me ! cannot
remember the name! We also say hello and welcome to W02 tevc
Kentish, our new 'motorman ' as the CO calls him, (so it's OK for me!),
Steve tran fcrred across from the RGJ to the NRPS job and is often seen
smiling when kettles and computers are loaded into vehicles ready to
deploy on Exercise. The outgoing NITWO, W02 Martin Roessler, made
the final journey from NRPS to TA soldier (after 22 years regular service)
some time ago. He is now firmly entrenched as SSM 44 Sig Sqn. Sgt Kev
East, fresh from his Tl has taken over from Sgt Dutch Hollands in TM
Troop workshops. We hope you enjoy your time with the Regiment.

the use of respirators! The MT skills stand was a little different this year as
W02 Steve Kentish, our 'ITWO. has just transferred from the Royal
Green Jackets, o 1t was not the normal race against the clock type stand. It
was more of a survivability stand. with a Landrover at an incredible steep
angle with its nose in the river that needed recovering, whilst the duty
sniper Sgt 'Wi ngn ut' , ichols took the odd shot to make it more
interesting! As you can sec from the photo. there is a 101 of waler and not a
lot of recovery being done.

VISIT OF THE COMMANDER 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
Thursday 3 September saw the visit ofB rig J. R. B. Cook Comd 11 Sig
Bde, to II ford TA Centre. During his vi it he toured the local area in sports
kit with Sgt Paul Haggett REME in a time faster than it would have
taken by car. Later he visited RHQ and stopped off at all the offices for a
chat with everyone except W0 2 (Fof'S) Steve Elswo rthy, who the
Commander has never met. Aller a brief tour of HQ Sqn lines, it was off to
the Sgt's Mess to present Territorial Efficiency Medal to W02 Ron H ill
and Sgt Babs Babester, with Bars to the TEM to W0 2 Drew Johnson
and Sgt K enny H unt. The Commander al o presented a NATO medal to
LCpl Pa ul Mi nsha ll. After flowers and photo , it was off to the 36 Club
for a buffet and beer. A good night wa had by all.
REGIME TAL GOLF
As I sit here typing these notes with all the speed of a striking tortoise,
the Adjt, Capt Scotty Youn gson , keeps popping his head around the door
saying things like ' I must write those Golf notes ' or ' I must tell the Corps
wbo is the best Golfer in the Regiment' . Well I'm still here and he i n t, so
the best golfer in the Regiment is WO t (RSM) Bob Stanton (because T
write The Wire notes). ote to Adjt (and everyone else) if you want to see
your name in light , get your notes to the RSM on time!

What on earth su rprised the Com mander that Liz Judge fo und
so amusing?
QUICK ROUND-UP
To close off this round of Wire Notes it is felt important lo mention
briefly one or two other activities that took place during August. Staying
on the Adventure Training theme an excellent Adventure training week
took place at Weymouth duri ng the period 3-9 August splendidly
organised by SSgt Jim Stephen of 89 Sqn and run jointly with 48 Sqn.
Many activities took place from Rock-C limbing to Canoeing and
Trekking. As we ll as being enjoyable the week and weekend were
extremely well upported and attended and th e weather was glorious.
Although Cpl Tracy Haggan 's and Sig Karen Jeskins idea of a coastal
trek consisted of a stroll along the Weymouth promenade and beach
enjoying an ice cream was not what the DS intended. Finally not
forgetti ng our Recruits Phase I Course successfully concluded on Sunday
24 August when many proud recruits were joined by their parents,
relatives and friends at the traditional pass off parade.

MOUNTVO Y TROPHY
The Mountvoy Trophy is the hotly contested, annual military skills
competition, which the RSM, WOt Bob Stanton, organised on STA TA
in September. The PS!s were given leeway to use their imagination to
produce a stand that was exciting, challenging, competitive and relevant.
This they did in no uncertain terms! With recces complete, reports written
and stores loaded, we all set off from our various TA Centres to meet up at
Bedney Camp. Driving through the training area on Friday became one of
those nightmares that other people have but not you! We came upon a ign
which said ' Bailey Bridge Diversion ', as S gt Jim Pollitt was I water
crossing, we decided to go and have a word. The bridge was about to be
replaced with a new one and the place looked like a building site.
Remaining flexible as usual , Jim changed his stand at a moment's notice,
to fit in with hi new surroundings. A you can see from the photo below,
the aim was achieved and all team enjoyed the cool down on a particularly
hot and sticky afternoon (nothing to do with S 10 re pirators, hone t!) Well
done to L Cpl Ruth Griffith s, of756 Tp. for completing the river cros ing,
Sgt Glen Ba ker is considering you for the next channel swim.

747 Tp from Grays at the water crossing

The Recruit Pass Off Parade
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The teams moved around the trai ning area completing all tands to the
be t of their abi lity, although ome abilit ies arc better than others and
that's how competitions are won or lost. The competition wa designed not
only to test subject know ledge and kills but focused on command and
control. and teamwork when under pressure, hence the BC scenario and
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Cpl Studholme
from Colchester leads t he attack to sil ence the enemy
Other stands included a navigation stand. led by Sgt Pete Stid~ ell and
as isled by SSgt Bav Bavington and LCpl EIJy Murdoch which involved
a CP, radios and some command decisions to be made to achieve the aim
in the time allotted. ot as easy as most thought it would be. gt Aidan
Whitty ran an observation stand that again was han1pered by the fact that
there was an enemy to be eliminated and a chemical attack, ju t a · you
were beginning to enjoy yourselve . A comm stand. organi ed by Sgt
(Yo!S) 'Taff' Thomas and helped out by two of our TA yeomen, John
Bagnall and Brian Higgin s certai nly put the team to test by
incorporating field telephones. 349s. 320 and a BATCO mes age to send
and receive which certainly blew a few cobwebs away. Well done to 749
Tp at Southend for being a cut above the rest at thi tand. Other lands
that te ted the grey matter were NBC, at the BC run to the outh of the
training area, where ca ualties in casbag were being ripped to shreds in
seconds. A First Aid stand that eemed (and felt) more like the trongest
man competition. There was a com mand ta k which proved only to be a
test of command and control if the team captain knew what they were
talking about, otherwise it wa ate t of teamwork.
aturday night was a chance to ee the brains rather than the bmwn.
with a mil quiz and a few beers, although I'm ure mo t would have been
quite happy fo r hot shower and bed. Sunday morning broke and teams
made thei r way to the back gate to be weighed in prior to the march and
shoot competition, 30 I b excluding hel met and rifle. ow a March and
Shoot Competition is not very ea y to organise when you're told that it' a
non live firing weekend! So Sgt Gr:iham Smith got to work and managed
to loan some AWE . which. it ha got to be ·aid, ' 'a better than a foil ing
plate hoot. Live rnrgets were sent out onto the range in a combat scenario
where they were to be fired at fro m the kills hou e. trategically placed at
the end of a 6 mi le march. Maj Gary tason and \ 02 (RQ\1 ) Ton)
Gaston ran an e ccllent shoot, with numerous others, except to ·ay that
Capt Mike White won an 0 car in the "Be t Dying cene' category. Aficr
real first aid wa. adminstered to LCp) Tim Hill by gt Gar) Tuff for
blisters. The team made thei r way back to Bedney Camp for a First Aid
Update by SSgt Andy Parkins RAM and then the pre entation of the
Mountvoy Trophy and T he March and hoot Cup. The Regiment fonned
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up on the square to hear that 755 Tp from orwich had won the March and
hoot Cup. narrowly beating 747 Tp from Groys. ~n the Trophy
competition 750 Tp from Colch ster and 754 Tp from Bedford came equal
3rd. 749 Tp from outhend came ru1U1ers up but yet again 755 Ti) from
'orwich pipped e\'eryone at the po t with a late urge to reta111 the
fountvoy Trophy 199 .

briefing to be given by Lt imon Jenne~, unfortun~tcly he was shot by a
·nipers bullet through the heart, covering gt Kim Medley and Cpl
Karon Lyons with hL blood. gt Andy ~ibson took over and advanced
the troop to ::i nearby disused church, believed to be where the fatal shot
came from. With one single hot to the head, Sig Darren Southernwood
despatched the sniper ju t as a message was received by LCpl Roger
Bower to take a nearby bridge that was being occupied by the enemy. This
they did swifily.
Later an OP was set up by LCp l In n Kett and Sig Ba r ry Hodder,
whilst Sgt Di Gib on de patched recce patrols from the harbour location.
Later that night their location was attacked by light armoured vehicles but
these were repelled by LAW 90s. Sunday morning saw the Troop attack
the enemy location killin~ them all. Then , as. 1fby i;iag1c the enemy came
back to life and gave nde to the Troop m vehicle such as aladm,
corpion. Ferret Scout Car. 432 and an old WWll Jeep. The weekend was
deemed a great success and finished with a barbecue, produced by the
chef:. namely gt orma lill er-Knig ht, LCpl Nick O wen and Pte
Wendy Da rk.

Lt Col J. A. Allan presents the Mountvoy Trophy
to Lt Simon Jenner
HEADQ ARTER
qnComd
M

Q ADRON
Maj Dave Watsom
W02 (SSM) 1ick G rim shaw

ADYE 'T RE TRAINING WEEKE D
After a bu y and hectic chedule, me mbers of HQ qn travelled lo
sunny Crowborough Camp in S u~sex for ~ome well deserved rest and
relaxation in the form of hi ll walki ng, abse1 lmg, canoemg and for some
reason a raft building competition. With the camp set up, the grc:iup was
split up into pairs, i ued map and compasses and en! off mlo the
wilderness. After a while the pa irs quic kly caught onto the fac t that each
checkpoint wa • near to a local hostelry. The Admin team of M aj Dave
V arson, W02 1ick Grimsh aw, SSgt Tony Wells gts Kenny H unt
and ' Bilko · carff swept the route for stragglers or casualt ies and then
returned to a well de erved barbecue. The weekend finished with a
de-brief in the 'Crow Bar' where Sig Ernie K uma performed his '3 man
lift' trick- Hercules would have been proud.

Sig Darren Sout hernwood commanding a
Salad in Armoured Car
M ESSAG E F ROM T H E CO MMANDI G O FFI CER
The CO would like to thank all members of the Regiment for their hard
work over the last 12 months and wishes you and your families a Merry
Christmas and a Happy ew Year.

good
this life
••• ·~~L'l!"l ll&to.l'~UL&e

HQ Sqn Mountvoy Trophy Team-'The Happy Team '
Back Row L-R: Sigs Rodwell and Mcintosh, LCpl Egunjobi,
Sig Nicholls, Sig Bu hler
Front Row L-R: Sigs Dye and Ha ll , LCpl Norris,
W0 2 Johnson, Sig Hill
Lying Down: Capt Needham
54 (EA) SIG AL Q ADR ON
qn Comd
Maj Mark Smit h
SSM
W02 ( M) Ed d ie Kikas
FO R PEAKS EXPEOJTIO
24 members of the Sq uadron, including Sigs Bob Brenn a nd and K ile
Blackwell and three others from RHQ, et off on a Bank Holiday weekend
to walk over Ben evi , Scafell Pike, Helvellyn and Snowdon, whilst
most other sane people chilled out at home with their fa milies and friends.
However, the organisers, gt Gary Tuff and SSgt Mar tin Wright are
known not to have many frie nds. so they decided to rai se£ I 000 for charity
and have a good time up in the mountains. The mon ies raised went to
Marie Curie and SAFA .
EXER I E VIKI G HOARD
This was a 755 Tp weekend organised by Lt Simon J e nne r in the Long
tratton area, near orwich. The scenario had been building up for a long
lime, with Int sums coming in weekly. Eventually the local po lice
m~pector {actor) arrived to brief the Troop on the c urrent situation and
what they were expected to do. Recces were carried o ut by all members of
the Troop in a Gazelle helicopter fl own by C apt a mple and C pl
hapman from 658 qn AAC. Once landed, an APC432 took them to a
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Territorial Army
SAS (Volunteers)

IPhone 0171 414 66661
Trained Corps Attached
Personnel also required
IS THERE A BRANCH OF THE RSA IN
NEWCASTLE? FIND OUT AT
www.royalsignal .army.org. uk/museum/
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38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

HEADQUA RTERSSQUADRO
'A EW PADRE'S VIEW'
+ In The Army ow+
This short article is by way of a thank you to the men and women of
38th Sig Regt (V) who over the course of one week made me feel a very
welcome new addition on the scene. Arriving in Edinburgh, after a long
haul from Sheffield up the M 18 and acros to the Al . Past my old
University City of Durham, overlooked by the Angel of the North, past
Jed-Forest Rugby Football Club and up into Edinburgh. All this while sat
at the side of Sgt G odbchere, perhaps was someone's idea of humour?
For Sgt Godbehc rc perhap not! As he was rather forced to make
conversation with a man who was no more a soldier, than Lily Savage is a
woman .
Arriving on the square, the Adjutant put me in a room somewhere
'round the back'. I sat and contemplated my navel wondering what on
earth I was going to do during this week. A feeling of impending doom
mixed with curiosity overcame me. Tpulled myself together and set off, in
ignorance, towards my fir t meal on camp. A mixture I believe of
something called 'Compo' and regular nosh. Having despatched a meal
half the size of the usual portion l would have at home, over a stimulating
conversation about the drive up with two soldiers, I headed for the iron.
This caused some amusement. At least, 1 thought, I need to look the part. l
dashed from one building to another trying to avoid anyone aluting me,
just in case 1 had to salute back.
The RSM arrived on the scene, 'Evening SIR'. I explained l didn't feel
very soldierly. I was told not to worry and that during the cour e of the
week what was now as clear as mud would become as clear as a fine sunny
day, down a mine in Sheffield. Actually, if you've not guessed that's a
paraphrase of what was explained to me. For the rest of the week I sat, ate,
slept and drank with the RSM never very far away. I wa instructed in
marching and in how to wear my kit and maintain at lea t a half decent
outward appearance. 1must admit to being told on more than one occasion
whil t crossing the Craggie-Hall car park that putting my hands in my
pocket was considered and I quote 'WEAK A D 0 MILITARY!'
Throughout the week I vi ited M-dets, D-dets, CRS, oldiers being
attacked, soldiers waiting to be attacked, the pay people (who doubled up
with Staff T hwaites, as the Regimental Choir) the tired. the lonely, the
completely barking mad, and the efficient ane ... and that's across all
rank .
All ranks, indeed everyone I met made me feel very welcome, and
seemed plea ed to see me. Thanks for that. Throughout the week 1 was
impressed by the level of commitment, understanding and skill each
soldier brought to hi or her work, and the willingnes of each individual
soldier to support and look out for their mates. lt was an easy week for me,
if not a long one. Usually a good part of my work at home in my three
pari hes involves administration. I was free in this week to do what I first
felt called into ministry for. To be a person representing Christ to the
people. When I looked out from the front on Friday morning at our
ervice, I wa pleased to ee that I had, during the week. managed to meet
and speak to many of you personally whilst you were doi ng your work.
Thank you for making me feel so welcome. and for freely sharing your
experiences and insights into life as a Territorial Am1y soldier, and of
course a special thank you to Steve C arr. 'The Badge' for pull ing up wi th
someone who was at times 'weak and non mil itary'. Cheers ean!

A dodgy finish
IMPE RIAL SERVICE MEDAL
We are plea ed to announce that M iss Kath House who retired from the
Civil Service in April after 33 years ervice wi th the Squadron was
recently awarded the ISM for her out la nding Service.

64 (SHE FFIELD) SIG AL SQ UADRON (VOLUNT EERS)
Sqn Comet
SM

M aj David Tomlinson
W02 (S M) Jimmy Mees

AN UAL CAMP 1998-SC OTLA D
This year's Annual Camp comprised of two elements, the Regimental
and Ex Purp le Du ter 3, during week one, which was followed by
Independent Squadron Traini ng in week two. Ex Purp le Du ter 3 that wa
controlled by RC P/SCP from HQ Scotland saw radio detachment
dep loyed as fa r west as the Ayr hire coa t and north to Perth and beyond.
Although sometimes hectic all detachment acquitted themselves
exceedingly well and contribu ted to a mo t successful Exercise.
On the middle weekend. 64 qn deployed north to Cul tybraggan
Tra ining Camp fo r a mixture of military skill s and adventure tra ining
acti viti es including top rope abseil. ca noeing, cli mbing and m ou~t~ m
biking. T he climax to the week was the ' O ' Cup_' Competition
comprising teams of 4-5 having to complete a mult itude of ta. ks
incorporating all the skill s practi ed in the days pr.ior. The culmmatmg
acti vity was a conunand task invo lvi ng the constmct1on of a raft to re cue
'a damsel in di stress '. As can be seen from the photograph , C pls Sarah
wift and Adria n Simmons with Sigs ' Cheesy' Cheetham and Mark
G r iffin , like many before them, had some di fficulty with the project. Our
spec ial thank to the god 's for two weeks of excellent weather a ~d to Cap t
Tom Grah a m, Commandant C ul tybraggan amp fo r mak mg u ,o
welcome.
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Kath House with the CO, Lt Col Ian Griffith s
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CA:\IP 1998
\ ·eel- 1-Th< bul k of the quadron deployed out to the Edinburgh area
on F Purple Duster 3. There followed a very interesting week with 1aj
Tom ·aka Jack' \tc appin and the bo) and girls of 'Te tosterone'
, quadron. The commumcat1on. a pect went well de pite the fac t that our
site. were attacked twice daily. We now realise how they fel t at ' Rorke ·
Dnn·. c:· cept we can't sing! However. the 'R ide of the Valkeries' proved
to be 'o l in the charts. pecial mention must go to pl ·o rrible ' Orme,
\\ho di ·covered that a LandrO\·er goes better with the handbrake off.
Week 2-0ff to 'unny Go port where the quadron had a wonderful
time doing Adventurous and Military Training. Thi included raft building
and off road biking. We had two vi itors from U G - Sgt Tracey Frye
and , gt Bob Butler. They left u till rather hell shocked and stunned.
but having had a '' nderful time. tars of the week. were many, but top
star \\as ig Tm not a bloody Au ie' tevenson . The quadron missed
our detachments who we left in Otterbum on 'Tartan Riever· and ' Raging
Bear·. Howe,·er. we' ll make up for it at Xmas!

18 AUGUST 98-CL T RAI I G
17 adventurous members of the Squadron took themselves down to the
ational Water po1is Centre at Holme Pierrepont, on the outskirts of
ottingham, for a spot of white water ra ftin g. After the safety brief, which
basically amounted to 'don't drink the water or you will die', the two
crews took to the water. First in the water was Capt eillson . M any more
fo llowed in his foots teps. The JRC raft. lost onl y one member in the
session but we all lost track of how many o ffi cers and SNCOs got u good
dunki ng! The prize for the mo t pectacul ar spl ash must go to LCpl
James Houghton and Cpl Stuart Nesbitt for flipping the raft in a fast
eddy at the end of the evening. Holme Pierrepont has made a few fa ns
aft er this very thrilling evening. Everybody' 'wet and cold ' thanks goes to
Capt Bev ' I don' t want to get wet' wift for arranging the outing. We look
forward to the nex t one Bev!
COAST TO OA T COMMUNICATIONS
' MOULD' i spreading the length of Hadrian 's Wall as Nottingham
Signaller Lianne Ely and her comrades take up position in
onhumberland. The Territorials' special battlefi eld communications
equ ipment provides the army with the ultimate mobi le phone system. Not
only can the troops feed dozen of portable handsets into their transmitter
network. code-named MOULD, they can move the network itself. This
week 87 Sig qn are on their Annual Exercises showing why they wi ll be
an indispensabl e as et to tomorrow' British Am1y.

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Regiment has completed another h~ctic period culm inating in
An nual Camp based around Swynnerton Trammg Area. Camp included a
B n ~a de FT?C. (Ex. Purple Duster 3), adventure training in Snowdonia,
military trammg mcludmg the Lafone Cup competition and finally a
'
Regi mental Sports Day.

SSgt Tracey Frye USNG, Sgt Emma Crogan, Cpl 'Viking'
Mountney, S ig 'Colonial' Stevenson and S ig 'Para' Matthews
EXERCISE TARTA REIVER
Before we had even et off. l don't think 2 Bde or Sgt Danny 'l'm a
Clansman Tech' Fielding knew what they had let themselve in for,
electing Cpls ·we wanna be models ' Miller and Eley.
The first week tarted very slowly with all the girlie neces itie . Sgt
Fielding always managed to end up at their site for tea and toast,
pretending that he bad come to check for faults. It was then that we
realised that Sgt Fielding had inserted the UHF link into the VHF link. Er
Doh! Of course. the week would have been better if there were male
species around. l believe that was why we had the furthest away location.
Although when the battle had ended we came across 40 big hairy Jocks!
We returned back to ba e camp at Otterbum on the Friday night to meet
the other guys travelling down from Edinburgh. No rest for the wicked we were back out again on the Saturday for Ex Raging Bear. This time
giving us a chance Lo share the workload between four people. Sgt
Fielding thought it would be a laugh to take us for a short run. Yeah. pull
the other one! Cpl 'Carphone Warehouse' Miller came in very bandy
when a namele s Corporal managed to block their phone up, which
became one of the highlights of the second week. All in all it had its own
entertainment, although I believe we did more physical activity than those
at Browndown who made the excuse of'We couldn't find a PT!.'
The Squadron deployed to Norfolk over the weekend of 15/16 August.
Our home, for the weekend, was a car park. The aim of the weekend was
to test the Squadron's map reading skills ready for Camp. The event took
the form of a treasure hunt around the orfolk countryside. This was
certainly done, judging by some of the recorded mileage. Highest mileage
of the day going to LC pl Dion Brittain and Sgt Lee who came second.
Four member of the Squadron decided to go for a run down to the beach
on the Satur~ay evening. The four, who shall remain nameless for security
reasons, decided to run aero s a large expanse of flat mown grass, only to
be confronted by a taxiing aircraft coming towards them. Comments such
as 'Shall we get out of here?' or words to that effect were heard to be
muttered by the intrepid four. A hasty retreat was definitely the order of
the day! A g~ weekend ~as had by all. Special thanks go to all the
support staff, Without whom 1l could not have happened.

Sig 'Rally Driver' Magas doing his 'techy' stuff
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Aaaah! We must have been given an amphibious capability.
This det is in the middle of a lake!

L-R: Cpl Lianne Ely and Cpl Dawn Miller
OVERA DOUT
Derby's ' Mr TA' sent one last message to county business folk before
signing off after nearly 40 years in tmiform. Capt Cliff Webb's plea to the
city was, 'Look after my lads and lasses.' A new era is dawning for the
part-time military and his Kingsway-based unit is set to confront its
biggest challenge for two generations. However. the 57-year-old
administration officer said Derby's Signallers could on ly do their bit if
they had full backing from local businesses.
Capt Webb said, 'Our members can only continue their part-time
military career with support from their full-time civilian employers. la
return we give our soldiers skills and management training which are
worth their weight in gold to the companies and firms they work for. But
now new government legislation is bringing the biggest test the squadron
has ever faced. Britain is to have a new Territorial Army (TA) which will
be more closely integrated with the regular forces than ever before. lt's
crucial that the Unit maintains its backing among county employers if it is
to ful_fil its crucial future defence role.' Capt Webb, from Scroptoo, joined
46 Sig Sqn 15 years ago. His successor Maj Steve May (49), said,
'No-one's done more for the unit over years than Cliff. To hundreds of
present and former part-time soldiers he is 'Mr TA'. He will be very
greatly missed.'
Maj May aid that his first job now would be to maintain and build on
the business links Capt Webb helped create. He said that he would be
contacting employers throughout the county to tell them of the benefits of
~upP?rting members of staff wanting to take up TA careers. The
1mphcanons the government's Strategic Defence Review hold for East
Midlands Territorial Army units is due to be annou nced later this year.
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I think the instructor tipped me over deliberately!
Don't even ask!
The Vi itor ' Day took place on Thursday 24 cptember 1998 and the
C) Sig
Regiment had the pleasure of ho ting Comd and Dep Comd 2
Bde and Comd 43 (Wx) Bde, Regt Hon Col and Hon Cols 5. 47 and 57
qns, TA Col, Chairman WWe sex TAVRA, ecretary EWe. ex TAVRA,
Ma ter of the Worshipful Company of Skinners and Clerk of the kinners
Company. They all had chance to vi it some of the military training being
conducted in camp over this period and then remain for ome fe. ti Ye fare
in the evening. It was the mo l pre tigiou5 birthday party the djutant bad
ever had! All ranks appear lo have th roughly enjoyed Camp this year, and
got a great deal out of it. having the opportunity to de clop both trade and
military kill . Well done to all.
LAFO EC P-lst47 qn
2nd HQ Sqn
3rd 57 qn
4th 5 qn

Time for a spot of fishing
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REGIME 'TAL PORT DAY
It HQ qn
2nd 57 qn
3rd 47 Sqn
-Ith 5 qn
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71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
R .1

Lt Col C. H. Turner
WOl (RS 1) 1. Godwin

REGI~IE TAL HEADQ
RTERS-BEXLEYHEATH
HELLO
D GOODBYES
This has been a busy two months for the members of RHQ. We have
said farewell both to our CO, Lt Col Ray Wilkin~on, and our R M. WOI
• andy' Dos lartyres. \ e wish both of them well for the future.

The CO inspects the troops on his fina l parade
At the same time, we extend a warm welcome to our new CO, Lt Col
Charles Turner, and to our new RSM , WOt ' Blod ' Godwin. We wish
both them and their families a happy and successful tour with the
Regiment. We also welcome two new technicians to the permanent staff Sgt Mike Weeks and gt 'Daz' Lane. The Fots is delighted to see them
and has already started to hand out th' projects he has been saving up for
the last six month ! Al o in the technical department we welcome under
the Regimental umbrella the Regional MOULD controller, Sgt Tommy
Bums. gt Bums has returned to the Corps after 22 years regular service,
via a spell in the wilderness of the RAMC. I'm sure he is delighted to be
back in the fold!
HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO -BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj Barrie Corfield
SSM
W02 (SSM) Micky Mustoe
NEW FROM THE TECH WORKSHOPS- by Sgt Mike Weeks
The workshops have witnessed a lot of change in recent months. Firstly,
congratulations go to Sgt Danny Cboriton on his recent promotion and
secondly, congratulations to him on his selection to F&S. Sgt Steve
Johnson left in May to take up civilian life. We wish him and his family
all the best for the future. This however, left SSgt (FofS) Andy Riglar
with only one P I Tech, Cpl 'Fluff Flaherty until my arrival in
September. gt 'Daz' Lane arrived at the end of September to really boost
the manning le\ els. Another arrival in the department, is the operator who
laves in our tech storeroom,
gt Tommy Bums. This nearly completes
the line-up of the workshops. At the helm is the TOT, Maj John 'Cor look
at this lovely bit of kit' Barber, and last but not least is the old man of the
department, gt Da e Bearnis. He has probably been here since the
Yeomanry units were first formed!
'VI CERP TRIAL by Cpl 'Fluff' Flaherty
There are a number of Army and RAF static COMMCENS that utilise
telegraphic equipment that is funded under the Defence Telegraph
. "etwork (DTN) agreement with BT. The Automated Message Switching
COMMCE
Equipment Replacement Programme (AMSCERP) was
originally intended to replace only the funded equipment used in static
COM\i!CE S in the UK mainland, TABES in Germany and ome
equipment in Cyprus. The original requirement did not allow for any
replacement to the functionality of the ACP 127 based messaging system.
A~ the Tender Assessment process to select the preferred contractor for the
CP 127 option neared completion, the sponsor changed the requirement
to a total X.400 based ·olution.
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Having received this information, and being a Radio Technician, I was
literally none the wiser. However, it was decided that l was re ·pon ible
enough to help out on the trial . 7 1 (Y) Sig Regt were required to provide 2
x FFR Landrover , 4 x operators and I x technician to interlink with
AMSCERP through Dial-Up Secure Telegraph (DUST) and to try out the
new ruggedised PC. The trial was due to start in ewcastle in August, but
volunteers were earee - ie. none! 70 (EY) Sig Sqn provided the 2 x FFRs
and 2 x Drivers - Sgt Wilks and LCpl Topley. 68 (IC&CY) Sig Sqn came
through in the end, however. with a volunteer, Sig Duncan Sinclair and
we were also joined by LCpl Sta nley from 37 Sig Regt.
One fine day, ig Sinclair and l left London to find the BT Syntegra
building in Newca tie. With hi first cla s map reading, we found it
without any difficulties. dropped off our kit, and like any good soldiers,
went looking for our accommodation. We found the ovotel mo t
accommodating! The following morning we met up with other members
of the team and were briofed on the nature of the trial and our ta k . The
det then et off to a field location to et up and prepare me sages for
transmission. This took longer than anticipated due to the lack of
experience we all had with DUST. However, thi was soon overcome and
we were finally happy with our set up. The next thing we were tasked with
wa to work with ecure mode. This again took ome time, but was
eventually worked out. The following morning, we were informed that the
bunker team at Syntegra had been having problems of their own, but were
progressing. The det was then ta ked to link into the AMSCERP. We tried
for some time w ith no succes , even with specialist help from BT
engineer . Eventually, it wa discovered that the modems at Syntegra were
reading our band speed incorrectly, so it was decided to leave our det out
of the equation for a while. Due to conti nuing problems at Syntegra, the
system as a whole was still not completely up and working. On the Friday
it was decided that the BT personnel still had a lot of work to do to
configure the system correctly, so the det stood down for the weekend.
Back to work on Monday, the system seemed to be coming along well,
and SOPs needed to be written. LCpl Stanley had left us and the FFRs
couldn't link in, so Sig Sinclair and I joined in with the bunker team. For
the final week, we worked with the BT pecialist to try and link in the
system from our field location. I ended up helping to write the SOPs,
basically asking why they weren't doing things the easy way. This
continued until our two weeks were up and it was time for us to return to
Bexleyheath. Although the trial was not a complete success and was still
going on when we le ft, the Regiment can be proud that they fulfilled their
tasks and that at least two of us have a basic knowledge of AMSCERP.

ANNUAL CAMP 1998
Annual Camp th is year was based on Penhale Camp although hardly a
day was spent there. The Camp fo llowed the now famili ar programme of
Weck I Comms Exerci se, Week 2 Military or Adventurous training.
Weck I was taken up with Ex Purple Duster 3. The quadron deployed
!Tom the Chelmsford TA Centre, after a mobil isation exercise, via
Hullavington where we took part in a ' plug-up' prior to deploying to Excrci e
Locations. The Squadron CP was based at Okehampton and kept busy. The
Exercise tested the skills of the operators and the patience of the OS. In all, it
was considered very worthwhile by all members of the Squadron.
Week 2 was Ex Long Haul, an Adventurous Training Exercise which
comprised of cycling, climbing, navigation, arduous map reading and
compass skills. It proved to be a very popular week's training that tested
the mental and physical abilities of those who participated. Our thanks go
to the organisers, the newly promoted Capt Michael Wood and S gt
teve Matthews.
Both Trailwalker teams at the start

The SSM knows why the OC's bike won't work!

70 (EY) SIGNAL SQUADRON-CHELMSFORD
Sqn Comd
Maj Simon Palmer
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys
WELCOME BACK
The Squadron welcomes back from Op Palatine LCpls atalie Gratze,
Joanne Smith and Jo Pilcher. We thank 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt for looking
after them so well. From the 'war stories' we have already heard, it sounds
as if they tl1oroughly enjoyed themselves.
VISIT OF REGIME TAL HONORARY COLONEL
Squadron Headquarters and 881 Sig Tp received a visit from the new
Regimental Honorary Colonel, Vice Admiral Sir Geoffrey Dalton. He
was initially briefed on the role of the Squadron by the QC and then
proceeded on a tour of the TA Centre. During his tour, he met soldiers of
the Recruit Troop carrying out basic training. At the garages he met
soldiers of 881 Sig Tp preparing for Annual Camp. At the end of the
evening an informal buffet was held in the Squadron bar. Here, he met
soldiers of 882 Sig Tp from Harlow.

For public safety, not allowed on roads!

The early weather was kind. Having ·topped raining, the morning sun
shone brightly and spirits were high. The two four-man teams Team A,
the Whipper-Snappers, and Team B, the R&Rs, set off with the
smileometer reading 10. This would soon decrease! Team A got off to a
fast start, somewhat unsurprisingly considering its content- LCpls haun
'Mumbles ' and Danny 'Wedding singer' Tanner, Bart 'Beer for blood'
Dunseith and Kenny ' Foxy' Foxwell Team B took a more relaxed
approach- probably a wise decision made by the 'experienced' members
of the team, SSgt McHenery and gt Martyn ' more pills' Feather. The
first Checkpoint passed without incident as did the second, but then the
smileometer began to lower. By Checkpoint 3, the hard ground was
beginning to take its toll, as feet, muscles and joints began to ache the
pain had really begun. Both team had an extended rest at Checkpoint 3 as
LCpl S. Tanner recovered from cramps and Team B's ig Benet 'The
kid ' Casson had his blistered feet repaired by medics. A true te timony to
the fact that 1000 mile-socks don't work. Th.is break presented the perfect
opportunity for Sgt Feather and Team B's remaining member, LCpl
James 'paint in my hair' Boyden to take the healthy approach and have a
fag for the road.
All patched up. both teams headed off into the now uncomfortable heat,
with Team A some I 5 minute ahead of Team B. With the true enormity of
the task becoming clear, a cruel blow was thrown at the midway
point- both teams lost a member. One to dehydration-a problem that
claimed many in the race-and the other due to an over fondness for lsostar
resulting in stomach cramps. Just ix miles later at the next checkpoint
Team A lost another member. Down to two they were forced by the rules
of the competition to join with another team. Fortunately they managed to
find three lads from the RLC willing to take them under their wing. At this
point the pain left each of the five remaining with a personal battle to keep
going. A job that grew harder as we now entered our own tamping
ground-we knew what lay ahead. The smileometer ran low.
Light relief came at each checkpoint as our much appreciated support
crews met us to stock us up with jam andwiche and !so tar. For Team A
there was Cpl Stuart "Ridgy' Ridgewell and LCpl Tyson 'PK' Pickett
whereas Team B had the more hefty pairing of LC pl Matt 'who ate all the
pies .. .' Cox and Sig Bill ' ... I did' Thomson to contend with. Their
presence helped them immeasurably except for the one occa ion when
Team B found the leftover McDonalds packaging of the support crew's
lunch-demoralising to say the least.
With just 20 miles to go Team B lost their second member. In a similar
situation to Team A, they joined forces with 244 Sig Sqn and continued. With
an occasional smile and giggle. along with tunnel vi ion and brute
detennination, the remaining four, along with their new friends, banle-0
through the darkne sand chilly winds to the end at Brighton Racecourse. The
last 1.5 mile were by far the worst of the race. Team A' LCpls . Tanner
and Dunseith romped in after just I4 hrs 48 mins of racing. gt fcHenery
arid Sig Casson followed three hours later to record a time of 17 hrs I min.
Impressive times in that both teams ca.me in the top third of the table.

The week was rounded off with a Squadron camp ocial, and thanks go
to S gt John Fensom for rounding off the camp in such fine tyle.
265 (KCLY) SIG AL QUADRON-BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson
SSM
W02 ( M) Keith Wrate
PROMOTIO S
Congratulations go to the following newly promoted members of the
Squadron: LCpl Ashley Green, Cpl Kenny ' Floyd' Jones and Cpl Andy
Wilton. Well done to all concerned!

The Honorary Colonel with members of 881 Sig Tp
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EXERCISE TRAILWALKER 1998
Ever wondered what the definition of pain is? Try thi for a start-Ex
Trailwalker 1998, a Queen's Gurkha Signal run of 65 miles (27 BFTs!)
across the bone crunching hills of the South Downs from Pctersfield to
Brighton in aid of the Gurkha Welfare Trust.
As is normally the ca e, S gt Stu ' Homer ' McHenery took advantage
of our soberly challenged state to rope in even troop members to join him
on what he described a a 'jolly in the counrryside'. He would oon be
eating his words! l don ' t know if it can be described as bravery or stupidity
but 884 Tp eems to attract thi type of event. True to form, eight
steely-eyed, courageous men formed up at the tart line at 0900 hr on a
aturday in June, despite nursing mild hangover , courte y oft11e prev1ou
night's football match between England and Columbia.
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The moment of triumph for LCpls Tanner and Dunseith
With the onset of arthritis brought clo er we all sat down with a beer to
recount storie· of great heroi-m backed up by Sig Ca son ho" ing off
what can only be described a the bigge ·t bli ter· e\'er seen. De ·pite the
mobility problems that ensued over the following oupl of days we all
look back with enjoyment over our 65 mile epic.
O\\. a· full
medalled-up veteran of the race. it would be rude not to return for. omc
more punishment next year.
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EXER I ELIO
N 13--1-30 SEPTEMBER 1998
qn Comd
'laj J . E. Richardson 1BE
R 1
WO! (RSi\1) T. Crane
On a cold day m Paderbom the quadron was offered the opportunity to
go and do ome very hard, realistic training in a foreign climate.
Unfortunately, the \'enue wa to be Cyprus in the wann month of
eptember. What a drag! One whole month away from the armour. the
boy were eager to ay the lea I.
So, Cyprus here we come! The reassuring word from the OC before
deployment were, "I'm not going to rag you, but I am going to work you
hard.· The first five day were de igned to get all acclirnati ed to the
:urroundi.ngs, with orienteering. watersports and range built in to the
programme. The middle of the package was then . ~elegated to. f?ur
members of the quadron and was to be a 'round robm of three trammg
acrivirie·. The R M. WO l (R M) Terry C r ane, would stan off with the
ection le,·el training. the 2IC, Ca pt Nick O 'Kelly would tie thi all
together with the Platoon level training, and finally the 'Tiff' , SSgt
Marshall (as i ted by the FofS) would provide a beach camp for ome
·arduous adventure training'. Once the three platoons had completed all of
thi training. the Ops Offr, Capt Jason Hazlewood would finish tbe
whole training period off witl1 a five-day final Exerci e.

The Troops enjoyin g them s el ves o n the range
SSgt Yates, S gt May (aslee p ), Sgt Moore, S gt Tayl o r,
S ig Ramsden, S ig Cousi ns and Pte Peel.
ECTION T RAINING
Suitably refreshed from the rigours of beach camp the mighty Three
Platoon venrured forth from a rest day to embark on section training. After
an initial day spent dusting off cobwebs, the sections started the Section
Competition, only slightly perturbed by the shattered remains of the two
previous platoons who attempted this endurance trial. All three teams
completed the first command task with only a minimum of cheating,
re cuing Recuss} Annie and retrieving a set of NVGs from an old
abandoned well. Whilst teams were encouraged to take the NVGs for the
fonhcoming CTR, C pl Sla ter decided to travel light, signing for them
then tabbing off leaving them behind at the stand. As dusk fell , legs weary
from endless hills were propelled into Section Attacks. The 'Bags of
moke and Straight up the Middle' approach proved a firm favourite with
the first rwo sections completing the entire attack with Bergcns on! The
benefits ofthi ·unusually masochistic approach soon became clear when 2
ection, who attacked after last light, spent fifteen minutes searching for
their Bergens. Aller more tabbing and an agent contact, black woolly hats
were donned for the CTR. Such measures soon proved inadequate when
LCpl 'Mo' 1orr ison and Sgt G riffiths both experienced unprovoked
attacks near the enemy encampment. The stealthy perpetrator was only
re\ealed as the QM when the black tape slipped from over his eyes. On
receipt of the final grid and finding it coincided with the beach the sections
prepared for a sunbathing stand. Raft building however proved a more
comical finale, C pl Macleod and team clear winners of the 'Most
n. table Sea-Going Vessel Ever' award . The eagerly awaited results
proved favourable with LCpl Morrison and 2 Section the clear winners,
and the Platoon only JUSt missing a clean sweep with 3 and I Section
picking up . ccond and founh .
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The Raft Buil di ng Command Task
Cpl Cade leads on with LCpls Marsh and Knox,
S igs Foyle a n d Ramwe ll, and also the medic Pte Baynham
PLATOON TRAINING
The Platoon Training was conducted over a three-day period. The first
day consisted of indoor clas room work taught by SSgt J ack Payne and
hi merry band of Squadron left-overs teaching tactics obviously derived
from a different TAM than the rest of us had . Lessons included Pit
formations, obstacle crossing, search and prisoner handl ing techniques.
Unfortunately LCpl 'Ross Throb on' T hu bron received more than a
gentle demonstration from LCpl 'Pam' Doyle, which resulted in a
squeaky voice and a couple of bruises! The day finished at the Stonehouse
(a Cypriot ale house) with Brandy ours and Keo beers all round.
The next day saw FIBUA and OBUA training commence in the
deserted village of Paramali. The Platoon put into practice the classroom
lessons. I guess there musl have been a pyro ban on as the assaults were
conducted shouting bang-bang and throwing rocks instead of thunder
flashes-well at least it demonstrated the techniques-especially Cpl
'Louie' Pie ted and Sig Kelly MacGregor who trialled the Bah-Boom
grenade! The Platoon continued training with cordon and earch
techniques and ending Cpl J ay Shuttleworth down a black cave with a
goat skull and snake named 'Steve' resident in it. The instruction tasked
the Platoon to set up an ambush and wail for ' Transalvanian United
Revolutionary Devils' the enemy to appear. At last they did, but
unfortunately so did ome innocent Cypriot walkers. They weren't
walking for long!
The Platoon training climaxed with a Platoon attack on an enemy
location. After we bugged out of the ambush site we were once again on
the hoof, tabbing up and down sunshine mountain led by Lt 'Wild Bill'
Holbrook, be obviously thought we were mountain goats, not armoured
communicators from The Premier Armoured Signal Squadron. The
Platoon attack was over within minutes and once ig Crawshaw had
stopped returning to life the Reorg was called and Sgt ' RLC handbook'
Goss calculated ammo and casualty states-we had survived and the 2IC,
Capt ick O ' Kelly declared end ex.
THE FINAL EXER CISE
With the Squadron already competent in providing communications for
an Armoured Brigade Headquarters Maj 'I'm not going to rag you,
HO EST!' Richard son decided to give Capt ' rehab ' Hazlewood the
task of coming up with an infantry based company Exercise to treat all the
soldiers to the hard work they had put in to the last year. This Exercise was
to consist of boats, helicopter , high explosives and a lot of weird named
enemy.
The Exercise started with what was meant to be a pleasant ride on an
RCL (more like a rollercoaster). About two miles out to sea, the wind
picked up and the boat was flung from side to side, which caused Sgt
Steve 'There goes tea' Mayell to dispense his meal over the edge. Three
Platoon were taken from the RCL by Rigid Raider to secure the beach
head and the RCL took the remaining troops to the hopefully secure beach
head. As the gate came down a firefight broke out and it was realised that
Three P latoon hadn't completed their objective, and there followed a
period of rei nactments of ' Saving Private Ryan' until the day was aved by
our illustrious OC.
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The remainder of the first morning passed without incident until LCpl
Lee ' The Fircstartcr' Lewis started a small fire in the Bondoc giving away
the Company's harbour location, this gave WOJ (RSM) ' Jimmy Hill '
Crane good enough reason to force everyone to eat rations cold. The
following morning came with the good news that we would be
undertaking an OP and that only one section had completed their patrol
with any success from the following night. The OP would consist of four
people and the 21C to ensure all went well. With the guidance of Capt
O'Kelly a suitable OP position was chosen, which was then moved due to
a previous exercising unit already building a perfect position 20m to the
left. Time in the OP started to drag after an hour with no sighting so Cpl
Jim Powell decided to shotgun packets of screech, under the instruction of
his respon ible 21C, Capt O'Kelly. This provided sightings, which
unfortunately happened to be hallucinations. Finally, a bit of action was
seen for half an hour about 500m to the front, this one incident provided
enough information to pack up the OP and move back to the pick up
location.
Day Three, from the OPs that had been carried out the day before an
area was given to be cordoned and searched. Cpl Willie Rushton was
given the task of going around a hill and setting a cordon along the nonh
side of a sheepfold. This was done with speed and efficiency and the rest
of the platoon carried out their task. As the first team went into search, Cpl
Rushton and his team of Rough Necks realised they were at the wrong
heepfold and had to move with speed to their correct positions. Cpl Gaz
Dixon in the meantime had Cpl Callum Black who had decided to play
enemy in various stress positions ensuring if we were going through pain
on the Exerci se he would too. The cordon and search closed down and the
task of setting an ambush was given. Cpl Dixon gave the important task of
pulling a trip flare and lighting up the killing zone to Pte Wesley. At
l 600hrs the ambush was set and no noise and movement wa the aim till
the first shot was fired. This didn't count to Sgt Steve Mayell who used
his NBC respirator pouch as a mobile tuckshop. At 1605hrs Pte Wesley
wa sleeping. 2 l 30hrs, a landrover had come into the killing area and the
killing group opened fired letting off approximately four hundred rounds.
With all the firing we sti ll had no light. On return to the RV Pte Wesley
was asked why the trip flare didn't go, his reply was 'I only heard two
rounds but l was wide awake'.
Returning from the ambush we were glad to get some sleep, for one
hour. We were awakened with the news we were to go to a holding area
then onto Paramali village to clear it of the enemy. So, off we trudged to
the holding area to receive full supplie of ammunition. We arrived on the
edge ofa hill over looking Paramali where we were to give fire support to
two other assaulting platoons. With the first loud bang of Batsim
exp losives One Platoon charged forward with Three Platoon, only to be
halted in their tracks by following explosions. On, the final explosion the
assau lt began, any enemy dead that lay in the way received a quick nudge
for the grief they had given u over the last week. One and Three Platoons
not wanting to hog all the glory left the la t three buildings to Two Platoon
who had been giving fire support. As Two Platoon charged down the hill
under the cover of smoke there wa a scream as C pl Mark Evans
disappeared over a sudden drop, he was soon on his feet knowing this was
the last stage of the Exercise. The last three buildings were a saulted with
speed except for the occasional weapon stoppage in the face of the enemy.
The last building was secured and Reorg was called followed by tho e
longed for words End Ex.

BEACHCAMP
The OC and RQMS decided to take a very bold move and et up beach
camp within Happy Valley something that had not been attempted before.
This involved the setting up of a tented village on the current camp-site at
Happy Valley. After all the initial dramas of getting generator~. cook ·et
and tentage together it was down to the busine s of arduou adventurou
training. The DS team resembled a cross between Bay Watch and Phantom
of the Opera with John Halbert and Callum Black speaking in a
language known as surf dude talk. The training package was to include
Water Skiing, windsurfing, canoeing and snorkelling.
Each Platoon were to have a three-day period on the Beach Camp with
one day for tum around to enable the D to sort out all the admin and for
the main DS team to try out the water skiing. The first Platoon to hit beach
camp was 3 Platoon. They arrived on the first night looking more like
displaced refugees than beach bums. After a slow start the Platoon got to
grips with most aspects of the water skiing, snorkelling and canoeing
Windsurfing is an art that 3 Platoon would require more practice on. The
Banana Boat claimed its first victims with Cpl McLeod and L pl
Morrison using this as an excuse to visit the medics. Our next victims
were 2 Platoon who arrived in the dead of night full of fun and frivolity.
The next three days were to be the best for the DS as 2 Platoon were here
to work hard and play hard. As well as some good water skiers C pl Black
saw the fruit of his labours with students progres~ing to level I . At the
barbecue on the final night Lt Jones led his men and women with a
rendition of songs not heard since the Battle of Rourkes Drift. Last and by
no means least were the 1st Platoon who had spent the last week and a half
tabbing round Cyprus. There were several relieved face who looked
forward to the training more than all the other groups put together. The DS
proved to be the best water skiers with notable performances from Maj 'I
haven't done this for years' Richardson and Capt (QM) ' Its an old war
wound' Bohanan '. Less notable performances were from Capt (OP )
'salt water recycling unit' Hazlewood and Sgt (Master C hef) ' under
water skier' Mason. A final note on Capt (21C) O'Kelly who thought it
would be easier to mono ski with no skis.
WELCOMES
The Squadron welcomes Ca pt M ick Boh anan and his wife J ackje. It
also welcomes 2Lt 'Randy' Randell fresh from Blandford and gt teve
Griffiths and hi wife Al i on. Welcome to L C pl Rickard and igs
nderton, Campbell and Ri ley, also new from sunny 11 Sig Regt.
Everyones favourite is back SSgt J im Cra bb tanned and fat from Ex.
Long Look. We would also like to ay hello to SSgt Capplema n, gt
Moore, Sgt Kep plang, Cpl Doick, LCpl Rop es and Sig Ha rper.
FAREWELLS
This month we sadly say goodbye to our gallant Bravo Tp commander Lt
'Wild Bill of Bo nia' Holbrook who is off to Blandford and gt Tony
Taylor who has moved all the way to the training wing. Farewell are also
due to Sig Dave HoneywiU who is off to I (UK) Div and finally to Sgt J ack
Bayakly who has returned to sort out the mess J im · 8 Ace' C rabb had made
in Australia. Farewells also go to W 0 2 Tom Smith to Oxford OTC, gt
Ware to Shomcliff. Sgt Crawford to 30 Sig Regt, C pl Ingha m, LC pl
Crook, LCpl M oan and Sig Macfa rla ne. Good Luck to you all.
Congratulations are also due to Sig Steve Bower ing and C pl J ay Wood who
have lost control of their lives and got themselves hitched.- Well done You!
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Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj A. H. Campbell-Black
W OI (R SM) G . Waters

OSCA R TROO P
Tp Comd
TpSSM

Lt R. J . Odlin g
S gt J. C . Heaton

MY LAST M O NTH- by Sig Andy Ma rtin
As we returned from Cyprus, I was looking forward to my farewell bash
in tlie AAF I function room. C pl Wayne 'Dibley' Bramwell bad taken
control of all tl1e activities. The Horse Racing wa a big succe s. Apart
from myself it wa also C pl Jim 'Mr Wbiooy' Mason, Sig Lee ' Tom
Jones' Dodgson and Sig Damon 'The Blind Mole' C hichester 's leaving
do. At the end of Dodges' . peech he then aid to everyone that he. wanted
to sing a love song to Sig icki 'D irtbag' M oxon, who rap1d l.y got
embarrassed and pulled him ofT the tage. All four of us would ltke to
thank 'Dibley' and everyone invo lved for organising a cracking do that
was enjoyed by all. Cheers.
HELLO S A D G OODBYES
Just a quick he llo to ig C hris ·Jimmy Hill' Burke and ig cott
'Frank Butcher' Robert on who are fairly new in tl1e Troop but haven't
been officially welcomed from Blandford. A well a .LC pl H ~ rdin g, Sigs
Ritchie, C rawford, Eden and Walker who e tntroductmn to the
Squadron has varied between Cyprus and Poland.
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I have been at 204 Sig qn for just under 18 month and although I
haven't enjoyed every minute of my tour here, some time have been good
and rather memorable ie: BWT and six months in Canada! A few people
have said that I'll mis the Army and everything that goe with it.
However, I want to say goodbye to all the lads and las es in all the Troop
as their morale i what keep this Squadron going. So good luck and the
very best wishe to you all, keep in touch.
P.S. Enjoy Poland!!
PAPA TROOP- by LCpl P ollit
Lt Hopcra ft
Tp Comd
SSgt orm Finnegan
Tp SSgt
Firstly a few hello's and goodbyes! Farewell to LC pl Dave oker who
ha left for 30 Sig Regt, ig ·Taff" Collins who 1uls left for civvy street
'Good hoice' and finally Sig C r aig Harris who ha left to play football
in Krefeld. We wi h them all the ve1y be t, and a very wam1 welcome to a
whole pos e of new faces: C pl Steve Heywood, C pl J im Pearsall and hi
wife C hristain e. Sig King and ig Pattin on and his wife Ka trin a. We
hope you enjoy your tour!
The ma in event for the Troop recently has been Exerci e 'Lying in the
un'. Having arrived in Cypru and ettled into Radio onde amp. u
became quite apparent thai the QM and the advance party had been
working very hard 'on their tans' and that the Japanese had decided to
donate 'Tenko' to the Briti ' h Army. For the duratton of the Exerci e th.:
Troop was broken down into Infantry Platoon with the other members of
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the .·qu:iJn,n. \\ hich allowed Papa Troop· e: peruse to be spread amongst
the quadron mi. ing the O\'era1: standard!
Th E ercisc wa initially broken down into three packages. The first
package at fount Troodos was organi ed by two of the quadron 's Hill
Billy'
gt ( o ) Phil John on and g_t Ti,m Ho~kin . This packa~e
im·oh ed na\ igation skills, low level walkmg followmg the tourist trail
along Cyprus;-: only year round river and waterfall' and mountain biking
'which in\'Ol\'ed mad quaddie going a ~t as they could around Mount
01\'mpu taking in the breathtaking m untai view and mis ile ilo sites '.
Pa~kagc 2 wa. low level infantry dry training ably taught by the
quadron own 'B-:!O' gt· pike' Hughes who e knowledge wa eagerly
ab orbed b the quadron member and u ed in the final Exerc ise.
Package 3 wa a water- port beach package conducted by the Squadron·
own baywatch crew,
gt . orm Finnegan,
gt Dave Patrick, Sgt
(FofS) Phil ·GWA' Johnson and gt Dave Covey unfortunately there
were not many babe on the military beach. There was also a surpri e
activity thrown in that involved many members of the quadron, namely a
tarring role in the oon to be relea ed film ·eypru Burning'. The
quadiono own 'Blue\ atch' carried out many daring and dangerou feats
aving the Garri on of Epi kopi from Armageddon. LCpl ' Where's
reverse? ' ow ie wa given a · tarring role but was replaced by a double
due to bis mi.erable attempts to break out of Radio onde during the fire.
The next phase of the Exercise was the range package at Dhekelia run by
the quadron own 'Alia Smith and Jones', W02 (RQMS) Vince
le 'aught and !rt Dickie Dyer. This wa an excellent package wid1 LCpl
'Vinnie' \\'alsh' ection winning the team hoot, LCpl Scott Roe, winning
the indhidual hot and the quadron casualty list increasing \\~th Sig
William breaking hi wrist. Good Skill ! Anyone who has ever been on the
rang at Dhekelia will know that the most conu11only u ed fire order i in fact
'Check Fire• due to the local and tourist straying onto die range areas without
a care in the world. After the ranges came the Exercise Phase that consisted of
a series of Platoon attacks to positions on hill top sites. Tiiis included an
unplanned section attack on WOI (RS 1) Waters who somewhat surprised
the ection attacking him by simply saying ' You can see my house from here
the one with the tree in the garden.· thanks for that RSM . All in all, the Troop
had a good Exercise, despite the fires and departed on some well earned R&R,
either to Egypt or Papbos, having felt we bad achieved somelhing even if it
was not the something that was originally intended.
Q ADRON HEADQ ARTERS
W02 (YofS) , eil Ferris
SqnComd
RSM
Sgt tu Leadbeater and
Sgt 'Tiffi' Chris Kimber.
SHQ saw it's numbers reduced from 13 to ju t 3, W02 (YofS) eil ' On
the phone' Ferris, gt Stu 'Welfare not Warfare' Leadbeater and LCpl
'Jock· Kelly who collectively and successfully fended off anymore work
than was already left behind, that no-one wanted to do. However the
pressure soon got to gt tu 'Welfare not Warfare' Leadbeater who was
forced to take some leave, pas ing on his Acting RSM duties to SSgt
'Tiffi' Ch ris 'and that' Kimber to carefully micro-manage the small
amount of resources against the vast amounts of tasks. LCp l 'Jock' Kelly
kept the morale of the Squadron up by dealing with the mail, and filling
the Exercising Troop , in-trays with work. Whilst W02 (YofS) eil 'on
the phone' Ferris had the task of obtaining, manpower, vehicles and
equipment from half the Signal Units in the Corps. ln addition to an
Individual Reservist who was later 'too busy to come' and some 81 flights
for Ex Ulan Eagle. At this point we must say welcome to Sgt Carl and
andra Woodray, here from NI who takes up the post of DSO of
COMMCEN Osnabruck and farewell to Sgt Phil ·Di co dancing'
hawcro on his return to Herford.
COMM TROOP
We'd like to congratulate LCpl Dave Harding on bis marriage to
helly and welcome her to Osnabruck. In addition welcome to Sig Scotty
Walker from glorious Blandford and farewell to Sig ' how do you get all
that time off' Chiche ter and Lo uise wbo are on their way to 21 Sig Regt.
Watch out 21 a you will never see him in work! Whilst the Squadron has
been on holiday, ·for the second month running ' I mean Ex Lion Sun in
Cyprus, the REAL trade men have been back at Osnabruck preparing for
Ex Ulan Eagle. Each vehicle has had every 'A' and ' X' job cleared. Cpl
1ick 'I'm too busy on the computer' Preston oversaw all the work in true
acting Troop Senior style, whilst Cpl M ike 'my tea is definitely not salad'
Bell. LCpl C harl ie ·handsome old bloke' Forsyth and Sig Ma r k 'kwik
fit' Lo~es worked to clear the job on the Panzer fleet. igs Glen
' advance colloquial German' Hislop and Mal 'no nickname' Patti nson
cracked the even harder task of the rover fleet. Jn addition LCpl ' l do all
the work around here' W right did the MT store and the 'in' secure bay,
what a guy! All of thi was managed whilst defending the camp, manning
the Bde HQ phone and fitting in four parades a day.
ig 1al 'new bloke' Pattinson returned from leave to find his new flat
with a swimming pool and his locks had changed. Welcome to Osnabruck
Katrina and thanks to LCpl 'Chalkie easily Jed' White our LAD PT!, for
all the beastings during the PT sessions, which if you turned up with a
football changed into a five a side match. Oh and before we forget, LCpl
ndy 'spotter' Parki nson decided to tum up towards the end lo help out
after fitting m leave and 'spotters' recognition course.
PPORT TROOP-'REAR DETAILS'
From \1T
HELLO
:'iD GOODBYES
, Welco,me to. gt Mick Pryce and Angela from 14 Sig Regt, Hello to Sig
Chocky Thornton back from the BFG Yacht club in Dummersee and
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goodbye to Sig 'Chocky· Thornton as he went traight on leave. Finally
welcome back to LCpl 'Red' Davis from his lass I course in Blandford.
A very eventful four weeks for the rear details, whilst the Troop ha
been away sunning themselves in the MED. If we were not on duty, we
were ju t coming off duty. or ju~l about to go back, on which was the
highlight of our four weeks. LCpl 'Dog' C reeley has been waiting
patiently on the arrival of hi new sprog. and the rest of the MT has been
eagerly waiti ng to wet the baby's head. Sig 'Bi h' Bishop has been
beavering uway in the genny bay servicing gen nys ·more than once, just
for omething to do' LCpl 'Red ' Davis managed lo make an eight ton
truck look like an UBRE. its amazing what a few stickers can do ! gt
Mick Pryce has been given the highly respon ible task of sorting out the
tuck shop and dispo able plates for CAST. Cpl ' Donny ' Donaldson still
ha n't managed to sell his Celica, complete with one square alloy wheel,
any buyers! Finally, Congratulations to LCpl ' Dog' Creeley for
suece sfully pa sing his P 0 interview and wi ll be re-trading to
Technician in February 1999 'Traitor'.
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SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Cornd
Maj A. P. Bristow
RSM
WOl (RSM) C. G. Milne
The last few months have been as busy as the rest of the year for the
squadron and have seen a number of changes of personaliti es. A warm
welcome to the new OC, Maj Andy Bristow and his wife Fiona and to
the new RSM , WOJ (RSM) Colin Milne and to Edith, his wife. Now on
with the news from the Troops ...

From LAD
The LAD has been hard at work with it's reduced manpower of 2 x
VMS and a electrician. In true REME fas hion they have managed to
reduce the units VOR state, even with LCpl Col 'Ex Dodger' Forster
managing to ustain a broken hand 'from cycl ing not working! ' (getting
too much for him). He now works very well behind a phone on the spares
demand front. Watch out RQ he 's after your pay! We look forward to the
lad and lasse returning to ease off on our duties.
UPPORT TROOP
The majority of Sp Tp recently deployed on Ex Lion Sun I I. The Troop
were given ome of the harder ta k , such as Beach Party and Adve11ture
Training instructors. Some of the Troop had it even ea ier and were
attached to the platoons for the duration , gt ·Gunny' Doughty being a
fine example. Around the halfway point of tlie Exercise a junior ranks
function wa organised. It took place at the exclu ive George Pub in
Paramali. Entertainment was laid on in the form of Ladies Boxing, starring
in the Red corner ig 'I need dyoralite' Francis, and .in the Blue comer
Sig 'Murry' Walker. Unfortunately the bout was cut hort due to transport
problems. Duri11g the third week 16 members o f the Squadron were sen t
on early R&R. All went to Egypt to see the Pyramid . On arrival in Egypt
most of us felt out of place, all except Sgt 'Stavro , two special kebabs
with chilli sauce' Wood. He was even called ' Stavros' by the locals. He
pretended to fit in by buying as much u eless Egyptian memorabilia as
possible.
The Squadron ski t night followed the Exercise, the how being
presented by Sgt ' Karaoke ' King, the compere for the evening. The main
stars of the evening being Sig 'Dinni ' Dinsdale, who played the hands of
the RSM. gt ' Victor Meldrew' Hopkins, who showed us what to pack for
Exercise Lion Sun, LCpl 'Vinny' Walsh , who played the RQMS 'I'll run
with that '. Cpl ' GWA' Bapty, wbo played Senior GWA ·op Offr'.
The final phase of the Exercise was the main body's R&R, most of
whom don 't actually remember having R&R . The majority of people who
did make it out of bed during daylight hours hired one of the local chicken
chasers. Anyone wanting tips on how to ride these vehic les should contact
LCpl 'Del' McCaUion, who by all accounts is a bit of an expert. Hiring
these machines enabled people to visit some of the local beauty spots,
namely Coral Bay Beach, which certainly bad its fair share of beauties.
Somehow everybody managed to return from R&R without any major
drama's, well except LCpl Stiff's room who had to get a bank loan to pay
the room bill after watching suspect movies, and phoning home several
times.
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On the Bavarian Heights
L-R: Leyh Roberts (Hut lnsr.), Sig Court, Sig Matan,
LCpl Wooley, LCpl Alston,
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Helen Murphy
Tp SSgt
SSgt James Runchman
After three weeks leave, the Troop returned to work in August and
started to prepare for Ex Roland Diamond. Before deploying there were a
few happy welcomes and a sad goodbye. A big hello to SSgt Tony Ward,
LCpl Jinty McTurk and Sigs Ben Maton and Mark Fairley and a sad
farewe ll to LCpl John Peach who is off to orthwood, good luck and all
the best.
Ex Roland Diamond was a Troop Adventure Training Exercise held at 4
Brigade's lodge in Weitnau in Bavaria. All started well as tbe whole Troop
paraded at die cookhouse at Sam. Although the Tp Comd. Lt Helen
Murphy had obviously forgotten to brief herself and turned up an hour
and fifteen minutes late, to find the Troop haviag had no breakfast and
with no packed lunches for the 10 hour drive ahead. The activitie tarted
on Saturday and tbe foul weather did not impress the hill walkers at all.
The fun and games began under the direction of LCpl Bernie 'Admin '
Clifton; his group did not realise that the UEL requirement now included
lack of co-ordination, no balance, no map and an ability to lead from the
back. Tbe ability to tie knot when instructing in the subject i also.
apparently, no longer a requirement. The canoeists had a better day, except
for self styled canoeing instrnctor LCpl ' Whale' Petty who cou ldn 't
master going in a straight line and thereby managed to sink the rest of his
group. LCpl ' Biff' Bithel displayed his talents in the evening as Austin
Powers, Internation al Man of Shock and Joke , recruiting most of the
Troop to take part in variou bar games. Over the next few days the sun
emerged enough for LCpl 'Tomo' Thomas to decide to go for a wim but
unfortunately he lost hi s gla ses in the proce sand couldn't see his hand in
front of his face for the remainder of the week. The walking group pent
the rest of the Exercise on a 3 day expedition including an ardous ascent of
'Hamburger Hill' to finish . The lads generally et the pace but had to slow
down oui of concern for Lt Murphy who ounded ' like she was having a
baby'!
The last day was an Rand R day with a number of options for the troop
including a PX trip, waterskiing and a trip to Munich. The week ended
with a barbecue and a few sociable drinks, mostly bought by the OC- tbe
victim of a succes ful kangaroo court. On returning to Hohne the Troop
had to prepare for Ex Siamese Rat whilst LCpl McTurk went to play in
the Corp Badminton Championships and won the ladic singles. the
ladies doubles and the mixed doubles. The Troop ha a very bu y time
ahead with Ex Ulan Eagle and Shelldrake Sword. o all hands to the
pumps for the next few months ...
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ada m Corkery
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Sloane
Yet another coup le of months go by for the troop with more delightful
things happening, most notably Ex Ulan Eagle 1998 which was a great
uccess for the Troop and the quadron. 5 Brigade's parachute drop
proved a good spectator port with a friendly sweepstake on the number of
casualtie . Two rebro-clusters were deployed for the Exercise that did a
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great job. Cluster two in particular managed to stay sane with occasional
games of cyalumc football-quite what the exercising troops thought,
we're not sure!
Cpl ' Jonah' Jones had a bit of a fall whilst out running with the OC,
almost breaking his leg but he's now back and worki ng as ha.rd as u ual.
Sig ' Bob' Zimmerman is lucky as well after being taken out by a Polish
goalkeeper in a friendly match against their local team but is now on bis
way to a full recovery. It's still a busy time for the Troop with two more
major exercises to look forward to before the run up to Christmas . . . o
rest for the wicked yet!
OPS/ES TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jason Grey
TpYofS
W02 (YofS)Keith Parsons
Tp FofS
SSgt (FofS) Malcom McCallum
Congratulation go out firstly to newly promoted Sgt Owen Gudge,
and Cpls Richie Brown, cott Marlow, and Tony TbirlweU. It was a
long wait but they finally got it. September has been a busy month in the
Squadron, with several Exercises going well for the Squadron. Firstly in
the role of DSG, and more recently in Siamese Rat and Ulan Eagle, for
which we got a big pat on the back from the GOC. All of thi came off the
back of summer leave where the Troop returned early from their leave to
go adventure training in Bavaria. Everybody had a good time, although
Cpl (at the time) Gudge was less than impressed with the hill walking
phase of tbe training and suggested in no uncertain terms that he would
never do anything like it again. LCpl Scott Thomas was true to form once
more and jumped into a lake with his glasses on, needless to say he hasn ' t
got them anymore, which didn ' t help him in the water skiing phase!
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
QM
Capt W. J. Drain
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) R. D. Cowan
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt . Roome
Tp Sgt
gt K. A. Barnard
The month leading up to deployment on Ex Ulan Eagle 1998 was
extremely busy for all concerned. The ED's were gathering enough cable
and Lighting to reconstruct the Blackpool Illumination under the watchful
eye of LCpl ' Dennis the Menace· ordon assisted by Sig 'Ghandi'
Holroyd who was man in change of humour. Meanwhile Sgt ' Barney'
Barnard managed to amend the movement order more times than Bill
Clinton's testimony and LCpl ·Bizzy' Bisland was away with a view to
becoming CO i/c Fire Extinguishers-enough aid!
D-day came and again Sig 'Ghandi' Holroyd was providing the laughs
by demonstrating the remarkable flying abilitie of a Land-Rover trailer.
POL on the Exercise wa covered by the now famous ' Boom-Boom
Boy '-Cpl 'Taff' O'Connor, LCpl 'Taff' El ton, Sig ·Ronnie Kray'
Pierrpont, Sig 'Du tbin' · ~on and Sig 'Diesel-Dog' Barclay. The ED's
were al o busy upplying enough power that they virtually doubled the
country's con umption for the period of the Exercise. The line det was also
well employed laying cables for a phone sy tern that rivalled that of BT.
All in all a good Exerci e was had by all. Finally a big hello to Cpls
Pearson and Topping and igs Milne, Soppit and Stead.

The Admin Support Element on Ex Ulan Eagle 1998
EXERCISE UL
EAGLE 1998
Once again the dept wa ofT on its travels thi time to • unny' Poland
where we supplied the admini trative upport to Ex Ulan Eagle. As the
RQMS had to attend the all arm RQM course in the UK. the Department
enlisted the help of Li Helen lurphy OC, A Tp a the Ex Con 21C and
Sgt Dave 'Inch High' loane From Bravo Tp a camp RQ 1 . Although
this was a new experience for him he took it on and proved that he could
run a taxi firm with the best of them! Also on thi Exercise we 'borrowed'
ome soldier from 11 Sig Regt known affectionately a the 'Blandford
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Troop'. II \\ere soldier.; awaiting trade training ( AllS) who came to
the quaJron to ee a bit of the Army before teaming a trade: they can now
put up tent with the be t of u ·! The:.' did however get out on the g~ound
with kdm Op and aL o as enemy wtlh the 2 Bn RRF winch they enJoyed
vel') mu h The Q 1 would like to take thi opportunity to ay thank to Lt
Helen Murph~.
gt loane and the 'Blandford Tp' for all their hard
work during E\. Ulan Eagle and making the administration so much easier.
The Blandford Troop are named as follow ...
ig tubb
ig Simpson
ig Picker gill
ig Perkins
ig Hussey
ig Hughes
ig Wright

... the object being that they can all get the beers in for getting a
mention m The Wire!
Other highlight during the exercise were Sigs ' Robbo' Robinson and
'Bart' Simpson who proved it is pos iblc to light tl1c water heaters and set fire
to tlleir hair al the same time. Another mention must go to Sgt Steve 'Tent
Master' Corcoran who when not a lcep in his URS trnck was out putting up
tents with style and vigom·. The other personalities on the exercise were Ci1pt
(QM) Wally 'Cuppa' Drain, Sgt Alan ·Meal Mon itor' Engli h, Cpl Andy 'I
had a hard paper round ' Carrick and Sig ' Blod' Davies. On the whole it was a
good Exerci e and all the boys worked very hard. Last but not least a spc.>cial
mention to all of the Chefs - Sgt Jeffreys and the boys who agai n produced
·1op scran' throughout the Exercise and have our total admiration.

19 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
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LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. Griffiths
Tp Sgt
gt G. Steel
After a welcome summer leave. we were oon back in to the swing of
thing- with a week ATD training camp in Hom ea. Thi aw the whole
troop complete their APWT with the help of gt Richie ' George Doors'
Bro\\ n. and attempt a CFT in record time courtesy of LCpl Dave ' lmmac'
Berry. The highlight of the week was undoubtedly the excursion down the
coa tal cliff and into the ea, led by RS 1 ·Mad as a badger' Howen
Walmsley. The next maJor event for the Troop was the taff College
Demo which whit t not being the most exciting week was noted for yet
another fine display of navigation by Sgt eil ·Tru t in Me' Hunt. The
Troop i now bu y preparing for quite a hectic Exercise period as well a a
Troop Range Camp in ovember.
BRAVO TROOP-LCpl J. R. Robson
Lt J.E. Toze
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
S gt M. O' Brien
The quadron ' Look at Life' week ran 5-9 October, consi ting of five
one-day recruiting packages run on camp at Gaza barracks. Each day up to
ixty 15-18 year old college pupils were given a taster of modem army
life. Bravo Tp were tasked with runnjng this event. and here are their
thoughts on the organised chao that followed ...
The day staned with
gt 'lick 'Fulton Mackay' O'Brien taking the
students for a bit of drill wi th the aid of Sgt 'eiJ ·Cliche' Hunt After the
above mentioned had whipped the trainees into shape. they were spl it into
four groups. One group went to the CNR stand under the gujdance of Sgt
Mick 'Twinkle' Toes. The aim of the stand was to get the students to do
some orienteering using a PRC35 l. The two guides had to ensure the
students did not veer off course. it's just a shame that the only course the
guides (LCpl Jase 'Batistuta' Robson and Sig Eddy 'Pest' Banks) knew,
were to the AAFI and they were never too far away from the an wers.
Another stand was mast erection, which was taught by Cpl John 'Old
man ' Hart and hi twin brother Cpl Chris Binns. ext was Cpl Dave
·Admonished' Robinson playing with h.is AFV 432 with Sig Mary
'Dancing Queen ' Anderson. All the students wanted to do was take it for
a spin, as they said the lesson was reall y boring because all Cpl Robinson
spoke about was his preciou guardroom. 2 Signal Regiment provided the
last stand. This wa the chance the students had to have a spin on 80cc
mini motorbikes, which they ended up talking about all day. Just to round
the day off, the last lesson for the students was a PT lesson by Cpl Dave
' Action man ' Leask. The aim was to show them how a typical PT lesson
was run , instead they had fun watching Sig Stu 'Love Doctor' Paton
weat. whit i Cpl Leask nearly had to be taken off with eyestrain, after
one girl' particularly energetic warm up. Thanks go to all those involved
for their hard work, including Cpl ' Taff' Mallaney who offered to show
them how his photocopier worked.
The Troop would !Ike to wish farewell to John, Claire and Bradley
Chamberlain . All the best in your new career in civvy street. Also
farewell to ig Archibald, who is a newly adopted Sunderland supporter,
on his bid to conquer 216. The Troop would like to welcome Sigs
'Shaggy' Palmer, 'Shep' hepherd, 'Stretch' Wrightson and the new
sprog ig 'Flymo· Whatmough. We hope they all enjoy their time in
Bravo Troop.
EXERCI E IL ER EBOR 1998-by Cpl Porter
On 22 August 1998, six members of 19 MBSS headed for British Kiel
Yacht Club in North Germany for Ex Silver Ebor I 998. The aim of the
Exercise was to introduce novices to offshore sa iling. The expedition was
orgamsed by gt Warren 'Shaky' Quinn, who also doubled as First Mate.

Day I was spent ail training in and around the waters off Kiel, enabling
the crew to gel together prior to sailing further afield. Thi s was an ideal
opportunity for Cpl 'Shandy' Porter and ig 'Are we there yet?' Jones to
acquire their ea legs. OT! Day 2 - After an early start and an excellent
cooked break fa t, courtesy of Galley Slave Sig Jones, Yacht Teal, a ajad
331 , et sail for Damp. Despite Force 5-6 winds, the crew arrived safe and
sound, and in good spirit for the evening activities. After a long night
trying to teach LCpl 'You don ' t wanna ' do it like that' Clough the art of
spoof, we were tucked up in bed looking forward to our next days ' sailing.
Day 3 involved a sai l across to Marstel, which i ituated on the orth East
side of the i land of Aero. About 10 miles from port, we were hit with
heavy squall , rough seas and a strong Orth-Easterly wind gusting up to
40 knots. The crew was severely tested during sa il changes. Sig Jones
overcame his seasickness and pulled out a blinding performance as
foredeck hand, he wa last heard muttering ' I really enjoyed tl1at! '
The next day we et sail for Faborg. Again, we were sailing into a
strong NE wind, managing a steady 6 knots with three reefs in the main
and a hardwind jib et. Day 5 brought a pleasant change in the weather and
for the first time we were able to ditch our 'oilys' and don shorts and
shades. This enabled Sig 'Je ter' Atkinson and Cpl ' Shandy ' Porter an
opportunity to re-enact famou swashbuckJing scene from Sinbad, much
to the dismay of our Skipper Sgt 'Watch tho e fenders' Mcintyre. We
arrived in Svendborg refreshed and in dire need of a good run ashore. We
treated the locals to a hearty rendition of our sea shanty ' Sloop John B'
accompanied with massive amounts of wide dancing!

CCX

~

210 SIG AL SQUADRON
CHARITY HALF MARATHO I AID OF THE ARMY
BE EVOLENT FUND
o sooner had we returned from Ex Gryphons Eye, than it was time to
get ourselves revved up for ·ome serious running. As a prelude to the final
farewell of Squadron Commander, Maj Tim Watts, the RSM and Sgt
Willo ughby organised one last PT session and what better than a half
marathon cross country? The event was to take place around Mersea
Island, a total distance of 13.9 miles, and the weather forecast was
ex tremely hot. At 0930 on the last Friday morning before leave, over 90
runners set off for what was for most, the longest run of their lives. Guest
runner, the Master Driver got round in a lung busting I hr and 21 mins, and
the prizes went to LCpl Brophy 42 Ml Sect (fi rst), Cpl Brown (second)
and Cpl Samuelson (third). New Ops Officer, Capt Rachel Harvey won
the pri ze for first female past the post. However, all those who took part
managed to complete the course, despite the heat and arduous route, and
all felt a real sense of achievement, made all the better for the fact that the
Squadron managed to raise over £1400 for this worthwhile cause.

Runners at the start
FAREWELL TO SQUADRON COMMANDER, MAJ TIM WATIS
The Squadron would like to say good luck and farewell to Maj Tim
Watts and family on his posting to Staff College as an instructor, and
promotion to Lieutenant Colonel. He wilr be sadly mis ed by the
Squadron .

Front to Back: LCpl Clough, Sig Jones, Cpl Porter,
Sgt 'Tezza' Mcintyre, Sgt Quinn
The next leg back to Damp was an excellent test of navigational skills,
meandering our way around the tiny islands of Denmark. We arrived back
in Kiel the following day, and after a swift wash and brush up, handed the
yacht over to BKYC. Our last night was spent enjoy ing the sights of
Hamburg. TI1e Exercise was an excellent introduction to offshore sailing
and has certainly wetted our appetite for more, with plan afoot for
entering the Royal Signals Regatta nex t year.

Maj Watts receives a framed Map of the Marathon Route
from Maj (QM) Britton
... AND IN WITH THE NEW . .. !
The Squadron would al o like to welcome new Squadron Commander,
Maj Ivan Hooper and family to Colchester. We hope you enjoy your tour
with the 210 family.

YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE,
ARE YOU GETTING IT?
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SQUADRON BATTLE CAMP
EXERCISE GRYPHONS REAPER
This year's Battlecamp took the form of an Escape and Evasion
Exercise in the Scottish area of Gareloch Head. To best set the cene for
tllis extremely successful Exercise it is best to give both a Hunter force and
runners perspective ...
EXERCISE GRYPHONS REAPER
by Capt R. M. Harvey (Evil Hunter Force)
' ... and of course you wi ll be planning the Squadron Escape and
Evasion Exercise, The new RSM will help ... ' And so ended my initial
OC's interview in March. He sounded like he was speaking to somebody
who knew something or should I ay anything about Escape and Evasion.
Okay . . . but I'm not killing any bunnies.
Those of you who read the July Issue of The Wire will remember the
scene of myself and the 76 year old RSM ' ow then' Hodgson dashing
through the streets of Ea tnor village in pursuit ofa fugitive. It was during
these five days in May tllat we became experts in Escape and Evasion and
so headed to Scotland to plan Ex Gryphons Reaper. We selected the
Ardgatan peninsula, most noted for its barren mountainous land cape and
least noted for its hops, B&B and sympathetic landowners. A TOP
SECRET planning cell was built in the comer of the RSMs office and the
chosen few were admitted to the team. The long suffering QM, Maj Ben
Britton, YofS ' Gaz' Tomlinson, LCpl 'Wolfie' Old lied, gt ' The .. ·
Pritchard and Sgt Mick Willoughby bore the brunt of our many
bra inwaves. For three months we went over and over the plan ... RVs,
ERVs, capture sites, proces ing centres, boat drop off points, Hunter Force
headquarters, ambulances, dog , instructors, agents, kit lists, maps and of
course comms. Phew, on 9 September the advance party left for Scotland.
The initial training phase was handed over to the expert from 264
(SAS) Sig Sqn and 14 Sig Regt. Within hour of arriving the 13, five-men
'Running' teams had built shelters and made clothes out of hessian, the
smell of spit roast chicken filled the air while the video of Tornado Down
played in the background. The Secret 7 went back to the planning cell. The
initial capture was causing us some concern. Enticing 5 (already wary)
individual into a small grenade hut would not be easy, we needed a
friendly face and a plausible story to win their tru t.
'I've got to pretend I'm going to give them a night nav briejl ' The
Yeoman, who had been establishing the Rebro on the top of Ben Donich
during the meeting had been elected in bis absence. 'It'll be easy, just
offer them a cigarette, get them inside, shut the door and within seconds
the Hunter Force and the dogs will be in.' I gave him some maps and
headed for my rover. 'Ma'am, they' ll never fall for it.' ' Why not?' 'These
maps are of Plymouth. ' The Yeoman was clearly unconvinced of the
brainwave, but two hours later . ..
'Thank &Od its you Yeoman, we thought it was a trap, great you've got
fags, we ran out yesterday morning' they slumped themselve down in the
grenade shelter and then ... BANG ... the door crashed open ... By 8pm
all 13 group had been captured and delivered to the enemy-processing
centre. They surrendered their own combats and were given back an old
set with jus.1 their urvival tins and escape map . By midnight they were on
the move again, thi time to be bumped by a friendly agent (The RSM) and
then by boat onto the Ardgartan Peninsula. It was 4am before the ecret 7
were all back at EXCO with the Squadron on the run.
Well thafs the difficult bit over I tllougbt the next morning, now we ju t
have to keep track of them. I made up a STATE board with every runner.
The RSM and Sgt 'Shorty' Green arrived back from tlle first Agent RV.
Much to our amazement all the groups checked in with only one injury to
report. Sgt 'Hammy' Hamlett from the QM's Dept had acquired a handleless frying pan, the u e ofwhjch he would ign over to hj team on 1033.
The agents set off for RV 2 and I headed to the medical centre. Hobbling
along the corridor, LCpl Childs looked a little shy about tlle forthcoming
examination on ltis strained groin, even more so when a pretty medical
assistant appeared around the curtain. Reali ing the injury she offered to get
a male orderly.' o, no' he replied 'You ' ll dojust fine.' I waited outside.
Back at EXCO 1 the agents arrived back. There had been a bit of bother
with a landowner and a few horses but everything eemed in hand. The
runners, many of whom had now done a tint in the Hunter Force pen were
all till alive. The weather wa not looking good. The rebro crew I OOOft up
on Ben Donich was unable to tand in the wind and rain. At 2am their tent
took flight , at 6am everything was soaked through and the weather was
reported to be getting worse At 9 am the Yeoman and pl Brown et off to
extract them. By Day 3 on the Run many of the runners had become
separated from their team members. There were now ix of the original 67
unable to continue. The twice daily TATE board up-date wa getting \ery
colourful and complicated. With only one day to go I felt ure we could get
through without a hitch. then I received a garbled me sage. ' Lt ol Ro
wants to see you, omething about 30 odd oldi r congregating on private
land in a barn full of Arab ponie in foal ... ' ·The land owner i absolutely
furious , Rachel this will have to be orted out or he'll be \VTlling to
·
just what I need. l made my way back to EX 0
rehean.ing my
explanation to the 0 and my apology to the Landowner.
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·1 think I should go and . ort thi one out' offered the OC. He left at 3pm

a, the fiN of the ,:Cry bedraggled nmners made there way to their fin al
R\ .. . Bv late afternoon th ) were all safely ba k at the EXCO cook
hous and th• war storic were m full flow. At 6:50pm there ' a still no
-ign of the OC who had scheduled hi d~brier fo~ _7pm . At 6: ~8Prrl: his
n)\er pulled up and out stumbl d the OC. I thmk 11 s sorted. he s qmtc a
ni e man ac1ually' Hiccup. Ex Gryphon· (Grim) Reaper drew !O a close.
What had .eemed like a logistical and administrative nightmare back in
May had all come together. The outcome was a credit 10 enonnous
amounts of flexibility. good humour. enthu ia m and tolerance of the latest
brainwa\e.
EXERCISE GRYPHO 'S REAPER
b\ 2Lt McTurk (Thoroughly brave good gu s (runners))
·'Right. that is it then, prepare to meet thy doom'. whispered a sceptical
, 'CO.-·Don't worry. we·reju 1 going on a navigation exerci e' I replied in
m' naivete. A the final part of three days survival training, I, and 67 other
·runners' were told to wait for the transport that would take our group to
the tart point for a avex. Thi cover story foo led me but not the more
experienced among us.
A my group number was called and we·piled onto a waiting rover, Sgt
·hone t Bob' Pritchard reas ured us that it wa only a avex and we
would be back in our comfortable bivvi by midnight. The Rover topped at
a grenade range overlooking the Clyde naval ba c and Sgt Pritchard told
u to go in ide and meet Yeoma n ·friendly' Tomlinson. As I walked past
the throwing bay into a hut I aw a man's band appear briefly from behind
a wall and I finally reali ed we were walking into a trap.
.. . GET DO\.\ 1 •. The five of us were easily outnumbered
'GET DO'I
by enemy and we certainly weren't going to argue with the dogs. They
moved us out to a waiting vehicle. While on the transport everythmg
became quiet again. I could sen e there wa a guard next to me but l dare
not peak. If thi were for real I'm sure I would have been terrified but
being, a it was, an Exercise I just wanted to be the grey man and watch for
an opportunity to escape. We had been taught in training that the be t time
to escape is a soon as po ible after capture before you anive at a well
guarded PoW camp. 'Get off the van' wbi pered the unseen guard. I was
pulled along by my thumbs into a building. ' trip', whispered the guard
'WHAT!. I thought,. Eventually some cloth was pushed into my hand,
•put it on·. Slowly one by one I was given ome clothe , a huge pair of
trou er , a tiny jacket and a pair of boots. There were things in the pockets
but ifl tried to feel for them I was quickly pushed back to the position of
attention. Grabbed from behind and pushed outside I was now sat in
upright on cold concrete with my hands on my knees.
It was hours before anything el e happened. I bad managed to work my
blindfold loose o that I could take a look at my watch. After six hours I
was gibbering with cold and I could bear those around me doing likewise.
The bitter Scottish wind had Jong since made me nw11b_ At last, we were
moved. I couldn't have cared if it was to interrogation as long as I was
moving, hopefully I could warm up. Another trip in a van and ...
·Hello RSM .. Blindfold removed we were in a small briefing tent.
WOJ (RSM) Hodgson sat in front of our reunited group, · Are you all nice
and warm?' he asked miling, and proceeded to explain that we bad been
rescued and were to follow a chain of friendly agents towards safety. After
the briefing we were loaded onto rigid raider boats for the journey to an
island. We were to survive on only our small tobacco tins and initi ative for
four day having already had three days with little food. We quickly
became tramps, scavenging anything from the beach. We found plastic
sheets and a few scraps of bl ankets, lots of mussels, raspberries,
wimberries and a can of beer! We shared the beer and cooked the mussels
in an old tin can. The beer was great, the mussels, awful.
After a couple of days (and a freezing night) the hunger and cold
became less important and we really started to enjoy tl1e exercise. Meeting
one agent in the morning and one in the evening with between five to ten
kilometres between them became almost fun . At each agent two of us had
to close in and meet the agent, the others waited hidden nearby. Each time
LCpl ·Volvo driver' Sharman would worry that we were about lO be
ensnared in another trap, Cpl 'Taff' Reed would grin and be Wei h, LCpl
'Gym Queen' O'Donn ell would plan his next cunning stunt or career
course with Sig 'Sneaky' Snarski always keen to kill or be killed. I, as the
officer, fell it was my duty to step forward and be the first to get it in the
neck. On the th ird day as Cpl Reed and l approached the agent, two
enemy soldier burst out of the trees and we ran offtlirough a river that put
them off following us. Next, as we made our way to our planned
emergency rendezvous we were ambushed, again we escaped. Shattered,
we climbed through thick forest and onto a track where we were bumped
again! A close have but eventually we met up with our group and headed
to our next agent.
We had expected our final agent RV to be a trap so we approached it
very cautiously and watched from a distance for a while before closing in.
What a relief to find that this was Endex. Tea and Stickies were passed
around and we were taken to the boats for our return to civilisation.
Despite the hardship it was an excellent Exercise which must have taken a
huge amount of organisation. Everyone I spoke to learned a lot from our
attached instructors and I especially learned enormously on my first
Exercise with Royal Signals soldiers.

5 AIRBORNE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (216 PARACHUTE)

Juliet Section
The only Team to make every RV on time without getting caught
awaited them . Thi was to test the Squadron on an Escape and Evasion
Exercise that included capture of food and re istancc to interrogation. To
some this was a welcome to the Squadron that few expected with Cpl
Dcrnie and Cpl Reed along with Sigs Currie, Crutchley, Kershaw being
thrown in at the deep end. Lucky to miss tl1e Exercise were Cpl Wilson
and ig Mu rray arriving just after.
Sadly ome have left with Cpl Robinson going to Germany.
Promotions have included LCpl Hill and Wilson.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bowdler
Tp SSgt
SSgt May
Unfortunately we have to say bye to SSgt Shelmerdine and Joy who
are moving to OTC Edinburgh on promotion to W02. The Troop wishes
all the best to 'Uncle Kev' as he advances bis career in ·the weird world of
jocks. A warm Bravo Troop welcome goes to SSgt May and wife
C la udia, who arrived from 3Div. Also new to the Troop are Sigs Frost,
Jones and Foster who have arrived at their first unit after nine months
tra ining in Blandford, and LCpl Dernie who has arrived from 4 Bde.
Current prize for lucki est man in the Squadron goes to Sgt Watts on his
two promotions: firstly from Cpl to Sgt, and secondly from Alpha to
Bravo Troop!
STOP PRESS!
o less than FlVE member of the Troop managed to come off tbe
recent promotion board. They are: LCpls Barringer, White, Heynes,
Kirk, Kiff.
This has got to be some sort of record, so get the beers in lads!
SUPPORT T ROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (QM) Britton
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. Lati mer
The Troop would like to welcome the fol lowing new arrivals: LCpl
Humphries from I Div, LCpl Sharman , and Sigs McKeown and
Sinclair from training and LCpl Ayre from Brigade HQ. Special
welcomes' go to RQMS Furni val , SSgt Spate, SSgt M ills and Sgt
Fairfield . Sad farewells go to Sgt Thomson and fami ly on po ting to 14
Sigs, and congratulations to WO I R SM Cupper and family, and Sgt
Hoskin s who are posted on promotion. Congratu lations are also due to
LCpl Mat McCall, C pl C harlie Fulton and C pl 'Wolfie' Oldfield on
their respective promotions.

ALFA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ashton
Tp gt
SSgt McKenna
210 Signal Squadron have over the past months been deployed on
vanous tasks which have taken us all over the country, for some this
mcluded a trip to America. For the rest however an Exercise to Scotland
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BOSNIA TOUR-Sig Warran Betts
During February of I 998 1 was given the opportunity of taking part in a
three-week telecommunications project in Bosnia. This short, but
worthwhile trip, was the best insight into former Yugos lavia that I could
have wished for. The project tasks we had to complete during our time in
the country meant that we did a great deal of travelling around the South
West of Bosnia which gave m~ the opportunity to look more closely at my
surroundings. Dunng the project tasks we travelled from Mrkonjic-Grad
towards Gornji-Vakuf through the Anvil (which is one of the most mined
areas in Bosnia). A we drove through the An vil you could not help but
notice that most of the houses were either bullet ridden, clearly marked
with religious signs, or mounds ofrnbble.
Although I was taken back by these destructive scenes, I was more
shocked to see a great deal of the population of the Anvil living an
apparently normal life, oblivious to the everyday dangers that surround
them . I saw many of the children playing in the minefields and on the
roadsides that have taken so many lives in the past. My three-week trip to
Bosnia gave me an opportunity to see bow the war had affected the
Bosnian people. Their housing situation, the basic standard of living. and
the lack of schooling for the Bosnian children saddened me. Considering
all the problems I felt concern for the future of the Bosnian people.
My ccond trip lo Yugoslavia was very different. I was attached to 3
(UK) Div, Bulford, for three months in the same area of Bo nia. It may
seem a little strange that I chose to go straight back to Bosnia but I felt this
was tbe best opportunity to improve my trade skills. There were of cour e
many other rea ons for my return, for instance the opportunity to save a
great deal of money and of course gain my first medal! During my three
month tour I was stationed in a camp nick-named 'the Metal Factory' at
Banja Luka, this camp was completely different to any other I had vi ited
during my previous trip . Banja Luka has many facilities to offer like the
notorious beer tent, a well-equipped gymnasium that was open 24 hours a
day, and the NAAFI. While there I had a variety of different duties which
included being a member of the project team, and then the faults team.
The project's teamwork con isted of travel ling around tbe country
installing telephone networks like the Euro-Mux and tbe V-Sat into the
different camps. After we installed the new networks into the camp the
only task left to complete the project was the live change over, which
basically means moving from the old network onto the new network
whilst the lines are live, hence the name given to the procedure. Moving to
the Faults Team I was given tbe task of repairing telephone equipment's
with systematic faults , and updating the telephone records throughout the
South West of Bosnia.
My Bo nian trips have given me more than I could ever have wished for.
I have learnt an immense amount and coped with many pre sures, and I
have returned confident that I can cope with any future task I may be given.
CAYTHORPE
Every Year the Squadron holds the annual re1mion of the Airborne
Signals Old Comrades Association it i held in the village of Caythorpe
near Lincoln, this year the weekend was held on 5-6 September. The week
before the Squadron sent up an administration party to complete various
ta ks including helping the locals with various community activitie uch
as painting the local church and school clubhouse. On Friday the main
party arrived and promptly de cended on the two local pubs and sent
recces out to Grantham and Lincoln.
Low cloud and torrential rain put a stop to the planned parachute
descent on Saturday morning, but it dido 't top the regular football match
between us and the loca l team, resulting in an easy 6- 1 victory for the
Squadron. The goa ls were scored by LCpl Rob Dawson (2), LCpl Kent
O liver ( 1), Cpl Rob Howe (2) and Sgt Kev Read ( 1). The afternoon also
saw the village fete and a classic military vehicle display grace the village
green. Photographs of both the quadron and the old comrade preceded
the fonnal dinner held at Caythorpe Court where a magnificent 130+ sat
down to dine. Meanwhile the remainder of the Squadron imbibed more ale
and sent larger patrols lo the previously recced targets.

Cpl Simon Roughton with one of our old comrades
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Sunday saw many a sore head fall in for the march to church for serving
squadron members and old comrades alike. The salute was taken by Maj
Gen A. J. Deane-Drummond, CB, DSO, MC who is the president of the
Airborne Signals Old Comrades Association. Overall the weekend was a
considerable success with the only downside being the bad weather
spoiling the jump. Everyone who attended the weekend enjoyed it
urunensely and we look forward with anticipation to next year's event.
EXERCISE IRO CANYO
Cpl Ted Page and LCpl Dan Pear on
The tour started with fourteen members of2 l6 Para Sig Sqn deploying
to the sunny climate of the USA . After one day acclimatising in the
gambling resort of Las Vegas, a group of seven men took up the challenge
of the Hermit Trail led by Cpl Rob 'The Winner ' Howe. The other group
took the alternative challenge of the Bright Angel trail led by Sgt Craig
' Studley' Dudley. We soon found that both trails were to prove arduous
and challenging with water at a prcmmm and temperatures soaring up to
I 20F! After six long days both group emerged from the Canyon dusty
and a lot dryer!

Ready to go at the entrance to the Gran d Canyon
The next morning we drove across the Mojave Desert to Death Valley,
having been surprised by the temperatures in the Grand Canyon we were
taken back by the valley which even at 0900 still made us sweat. We spent
two days walking and photographing the vast, featureless valley, every
area of which eemed to have a bizarre name. After arriving back at the
start point the groups were ready for some long awaited R & R in La
Vega ! Having washed out the Mojave Desert the lads were keen to
sample the facilities of Vegas and headed for the tables, this is where LCpl
Rob ' 200 Dollars' Dawson earned hi reputation in his misfortune at the
card table. Cpl Rob 'The winner · Howe on the other hand had his heart
set on an Elvis how and was keen for the lads to share his interest.
Half the group decided to make a beeline for Los Angele to meet the
exotic inhabitant of Hollywood's clubs and bars. Wbil t there they took
enough photos of the Beverly Hills sign to do David Bailey proud. After
this they hurried back to Vega for the last night in order to blow their
remaining do llars on the black jack tables. ft was an excellent trip and a
good time was had by all, no doubt Ceasars Palace hopes we will return
some (pay) day!!
EXERCISE PEGAS SPIKE ig And. Sta nding
After a weekend in the village of Caythorpe at our Airborne Reunion .
none of us were really ready for a week in the Lake District. We managed
to get up at four in the morning to load the tran port with Sig Dave 'Buzz
Light Beer· Blaney only just starting to get over Saturday night and his fat
lip which was looking bigger than ever! Afier the eight-hour trip we
finally got to where we would spend the next few nights. Just a· we had
fini hed putting up the tents the rain tarted, and it didn't stop until the day
we left, typical! The nex1 few days were a mixture of rock climbing, hill
wa lking and swi mming. On day one half the group went walking around
ethcrn10 t Pike, whilst the rest of the group went to an indoor climbing
wall at Keswick clue lo the bad weather outside. Tho e of u that braved
the element had to return quicker than hoped due to the freezing fog and
rain. The next day the rock climbing group went to Kendal to put into
practice what they had learnt the day before. Unfortunately the weather
was till too bad for hill walking. o the re t of the group went swimming
in Langdale.
On the la t day the majority went ab citing around the black raig ar.:a
whilst the rest spent the day ' alking. After a couple of hours abseiling Cpl
Al Joy had the bright idea that we hould go for a swim, de pite the fact
that it was till raining, freezing cold, and we had no swimming short,·.
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\\ell t least the c1Hie watching had a good laugh. a did we when LCpl
\latt · 1'm never wrong ' \\'itham went in, and \\as pro ed wrong when he
couldn't ,ta\ in fi r more than a couple econd . We all enjoyed the wee~
but \\ere glad to get out of the rain and into our own beds at the end of 1t

all:
EXER ISER NNEL TO E-DENMARK
The • econd weekend of October found members of 216 Para ~ig. Sqn
d:J>loying to deepe t, darke t D.enmar~ on Ex Runnel Stone. Tl11 ~ an
annual Home Defence Exerc1 e with mem rs of vanous Signal
quadron. te ting Danish key point defence . .
ent a pati;il of ten ubdi\ ided into two team of five under the au p1ces of pl S1 Ba r ker and
Cpl Ma r k Wyldes.
,. .
The Exerci e began with a full on a·sault at a Burger Kmg m Luton
follo\\ed by a 2hr flight. on which Lt ' ic~bag· ~1ong decided h~ didn't
want hi burger anymore and promptly e,1ected 11. After our amval on
Danish oil and a very hort tactical landing, Dani h ·parti an ' who drove
us to a safe house and then to a drop off point met u . From here we
conducted do e target recce on two separate oil facilities. 1t wa during

this pha e that the Exercise weather arrived and the rain began, ceasing
only after we had rabbed back to a safe house. Once there we rested, is ucd
orders. and awaited nightfall.
.
.
.
Both teams opted to carry out d1vers1onary attacks while two members
of each team would attempt to get inside the facilitie to plant dummy
demolition charge . After a hefty display of pyrotechnics. Cpl Mark
Wvldes and Cpl Paul Clancy successfully planted their charge next to the
fuel tank . At the otJ1er target a witJ1cring diver ion from LCpls Sanders
and Witham-'The Beretta Boys'. allowed Lt Wong and Cp l Barker to
climb inside the wire to plant the explosive. Both pr~vcd ~hat .water is an
excellent electrical conductor as tJ1ey e caped, after Jumpmg 111 a stream
then running . traight into an electric fence.
We all extracted back to tJ1e safe hou c, then to a Danish anny base for
breakfast where Cpl Al Joy was very impre scd by the sour milk and sugar
puflS. and Cpl Paul Coxon made the mo ·t of the fact th~t.all the food wa
free. A quick debrief followed and then we boarded the wmtmg C-130 for the
ride back to tJ1e UK. All in all it was a very good opportunity for Squadron
members to practice tJ1eir patrolling skills ag.ai.n t . an ac~ve enemy in
unfamiliar urroundings. We look forward to part1c1palmg agam next year.

223 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(JOINT SERVICES SIGNAL UNIT DIGBY)
RAF DIGBY

1 Q UADRON
SqnComd
Ops Sp Offr

Maj Calum Clark R Signals
Flt Lt Andy Woodgate

SITUATION GEi E RAL
The past few months have seen tumultuous change here at Digby. We
no longer fall under the title of 399 SU, but are now part of tbe more
modem JSSU Digby (the Army take-over is going according Lo plan!) We
are al o proud owners of a new CO and a new qn Comd, G p Capt Andy
Warnes and Maj Calum Clark respectively. Best wishes to our outgoing
CO, Gp Capt Bob Alan and our outgoing QC 1aj M . M cComb, whose
trendy moped shall be missed about camp. F lt Lt Andy 'Just one more
Lager' Woodgate bas just bad his leaving do in preparation for taking
over a University Liaison Post, which will no doubt uit his social habits
perfectly!
FO.RMATIO ' OF
THE NEW JOINT E.RVICES SIG 'AL UNIT DIGBY
by Capt Sam 'Respirator' Harrild
Tuesday l September 1998 heralded the announcement of what we at
Digby already knew. The Anny has been infiltrating the RAF for some
time and now it was officially to be a Joint Services Signal Unit. Service
personnel gathered on the main car park to mark the somewhat sad and
nostalgic demise of the RAF's 399 Signals Unit, a unit that has been
exi tence here at RAF Digby since the mid-50's. The task of organising
the event was given to an Anny officer, M aj lan M illar, who was more
than ably advised on the preparations by SSgt Danny 'RSM-for-a-day'
O ' Brien and Cpl 'Rock Ape' Powell from the RAF Regiment in the
capacity of 'Drill Advisors'. The Executive Officer, Sqn L dr Peter
Beange, Look on the role of Parade Commander with his glamorous
assistant L t Anna Jan es as Honour Guard Commander. Twenty-four
willing volunteers from both the Arn1y and RAF made up a fine Honour
Guard, complete with fixed bayonets. A further four squadrons of all three
services completed the line-up. Such was their highly tuned prowess at
drill that only a few rehearsals were required before they would not have
looked out of place on Horse Guards Parade (except possibly Cpl Sarah
Harrison, at 5ft 2in!)
'Rain before seven, sun by eleven ... ' As the dawn arrived with tlle
heavens (and the carpark) full of rain, M r Mike Holderness, the Unit Met
Officer, was hauled in front of the Station Commander, Gp Capt Bob
Allan . Miracles have been known to happen, and this was no exception,
when iike Hoderness confidently predicted a window of opportunity
between 11 o'clock and midday. Cometh the hour, cometh the man. On tJ1e
stroke of eleven, with VIP , families and past-members of 399 Signals
Unit watching from their windswept viewing tents, kindly provided by
591 Signals Unit, the Parade marched on in step just witJ1 the Royal Air
Force Cranwell College Band. Earl ier fears of a complete catastrophe
proved unfounded and a reassured smi le was most visible on the face of
Chief Ops. With swords swaying in the wind and SA80s bearing down on
their owners, the Commander Defence Intelligence, Vice Admiral West
D C R , tepped on to the dais. The inspection only underlined the
commitment and profes ionalism of the Honour Guard who represented
the Unit with great style.
The retiring Unit Warrant officer, WO .John Sanderson , immacu late as
ever, tood proudly, the much sought after Wilkinson Sword in hand. The
399 ignal Unit flag was lowered to the sound of the band flanked by the
flag orderlie , gt Dave Corby and Cpl Tony Pilgrim. Tears welled in the
eye of the many RAF per onnel. A new era was ushered in with raising of
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the Joint ervice flag over the Lincoln hire country ide. Then the Parade
Commander and the Squadron Commanders led the Honour Guard and the
Squadron off the Square. The Parade over, the Station Executive invited
the assembled guests and selected representatives from all ranks to a bullet
lunch in the Unit's conference room. Is tbis the final piece of the RAF
Digby JSSU jigsaw or do others linger, awaiting to complete the picture?
Whatever, the one thing that can be as ured is tJ1at an extremely talented,
dedicated and highly trained tri-Service force are ready to face any assault
course!
RAF DI GBY EXPEDITIO TO CANADA 10-22 SEPTEMBER
by SSgt (Supvr R) ' Nobby' C lark
. .
RAF Digby's main Expedition for 1998 was to Lake Supenor m
Canada and took the fonn of five days trek down and then back up the east
side of the lake. Thi was followed by four days R&R in Ottawa and
Montreal before returning to RAF Digby. The task of organising the
Expedition was left in F lt Lt Stu Hadley' hands after F lt Lt Calder was
whisked away to sunnier clime on a short notice operation. This meant
that there wa only a few weeks left before we departed, in which to
finalise all details and acquire the equipment for the trek. With 399 Signals
Unit becoming JSSU Digby on 1 September the team had a JSSU feel to it,
comprising 2 Anny, l Royal avy and 5 RAF. Myself, and C pl Kev ' Dr
Exped' T hompson representing the Anny and LR O 'Spider' Webb from
the RN. The RAF element were F lt Lt Stu Hadley, C pl Donna Ca r rot,
Jnr Tech Sara h Ashworth, SAC E mm a Hooton and SAC Kerri
M ullins.
The flight from Brize orton to Trenton Airba e courtesy of the
Canadian Air Force was on time and the in-flight movies and tlle
delightful young lady on the aircrew made the flight pass quickly. Approx
8hrs later we left the aircraft to be greeted by bright sunlight and a warm
day. The weather we were told was unusually warm for the time of year
and it was to stick around for the duration of our time in Canada, a Brucie
Bonus for us! Our Canadian liaison wa s C apt Brnce 'Brucie Bonus'
W illiams who was on time to meet us . With hire car hired and loaded we
set off for the seventeen-hour drive north to MaratJ1011, near Lake Superior.
After booking in with the Ranger at the Pukaskwa ational Park and
getting the low down on how to behave in front of any bears we may
encounter, we set out from Hatties Cove for Willow River. The sun was
bright and tlle air warm and still, not ideal conditions but things could have
been wor e. The weather turned out to be a big factor in everyone 's
performance but the team made good going early on, stopping of cour e
for the Kodak moments and to take in the breathtaking views. We arrived
at Willow River late in the day, hot and tired and the lake looked so
inviting for a swim but food and rest were first on the list. After stowing
the food high in the trees so the bears couldn't get at it; we sat around the
big fire next to the beach in darkness still amazed at how warm it was for
the midd le of September in Canada.
The second and third day's treks were to the north and south of the cove
explori ng the areas either side of Willow River. Aga in the weather was hot
but as we were nearer the lake there was a breeze and the overall
temperature fell cooler than Day l , which was a blessing. Day 4 oftJ1e trek
started ofT very wet fro m the early hours of the morn ing and continued
right through the days trek. We headed back in the di rection of Hatties
Cove but had decided to split the journey into two parts stopping overnight
near the Willow River Falls. With the terra in being very rocky in places,
the rain made things very sl ippy underfoot and concentration was needed
to avoid any injuries. With everyone's boots getting a good soaki ng some
blisters started to appear and Kev Thompson earned his nickname 'Dr
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Expcd' by being so efficient with the tape. The fin al day's walk was the
return to Hatti es Cove. The rain had topped and although the sun hadn't
returned it made the going easier under foot. The conversation turned to
the next few days sightseeing we were to embark on and we arrived at
Hatties Cove in good time. After clearing from the Pukaskwa National
Park, we left for Ottawa. During the drive we passed through Sudbury and
we got a request played for the RAF Digby Expedition team on Sudburys'
FM radio station ' Mix I 05 '.

I

The Group' Chilling Out' in Pukaskwa Park
On arrival at Ottawa, we did the tourist bit as our liai on 'Brucie Bonus'
was a resident there and he kindly showed us round. Downtown Ottawa
has a mixture of high-ri e and old fashioned English looking buildings
including the Houses of Parliament which Kev Thom p on and Emma
Hooton managed to get a close look at one evening. They met the
Canadian Prime Mini ter 's personal assistant in a bar and were invited in
to have a look around the Parliament Building, a rare Kodak moment that
we hope develops okay. Early the next day we drove an hour and a half to
Petawawa and spent the day white water rafting along sections of the
River Ottawa, a fantastic day had by all.
On to Montreal and on the first night we managed to get tickets for the
Montreal Canadians versus Boston in the Molson Centre (their stadium).
A good match for the ice hockey pre-season and a first for most of us
(coincidentally it took only 51 seconds for the first fight to tart). Again
we had the benefit of being shown round as Digby' own Flt Lt R achel
Burn was there on holiday with a friend who was a resident of Montreal
for many years before transferring from the Canadian Air Force to the
RAF. Finally it has to end and we drove the four hours back to Trenton
Airbase on the 21 t to catch the flight home. Again all went to plan and we
arrived at Brize orton in the early hour of the 22nd. Everyone in tlle
team enjoyed themselve thoroughly and thanks must go to Capt Bruce
Wi llia ms for orting out the Canadian side of our trip, and also to F lt Lt
Stu Radley for his efforts at very short notice, here at RAF Digby. Roll on
Expedition 1999!
EXPEDIT ION ASCENSION ADVE TU.RE.R-17- 24 SEPTEMB ER
by LCpl Neil ' Cocktail Lisi' C hrispi n
While the main Digby Expedition disappeared off to Canada, the real
hardened Mountaineering Expedition headed to the Ascension Islands
under tlle command of Q Ma rk 'soon to be promoted' Potter and the
UEL requirement upplied by 2Lt Stu ' Off work for another week '
W hittley. The intrepid party arrived afely on A cen ion and before you
could say 'Look at the nice beach' a certain young officer had us pounding
up bills. We decided to attempt one of the Category 'A' walks (all walks
being categorized A, B, C with C being the barde t) on our ftrst afternoon
on the Island to ease us into the Expedition after the long flight from the
UK. It was early afternoon when we set foot onto the path towards i ters
Peak (1463 ft). The patll ascended rapid ly much to the group's surprise.
However, after 45mins hard slog through some steep cl inker we reached
Sisters Peak and collected our first Letterbox Stamp. These Letterboxes
are located at the end of vi1tually all the Islands major walks and climb .
Inside the small white boxe there is a logbook and a rnbber tamp that
you fill in or stamp to record your vi it. After a brief re t 2Lt tu 'There
must be a patJ1 down here' W hittley decided it would be more interesting
to visit Perfect rater on our way back to the minibus. After ome intrepid
trailblazing especially by Jnr Tech Kate Wright, who cleared a path for
the rest of the group admittedly on her posterior. we climbed the lip of
Perfect Crater and de cended into tJ1e crater itself. After admiring our
urroundings we cl imbed out of the crater and made our de cent towards
the minibus and the end of Day one.
On Saturday we decided to attempt one of the Category 'C' wa lk on
the Southern end oftlle Island. Due to some 'overhanging' Admin problem
fro m the previous night we had a late start. The path up lo Mountllin Red
Hill (1792 ft) ex.i ted only on tlle map, o it wasn' t loo long till we found
ourselves trailblazing again. We even managed to find some small clim to
navigate our way over. Our progrc s was made easier when we deployed the
experienced Q Mark ' Path fi nder' Potter as our forward recce element to
fi nd a way through the thickening vegetation. We eventually crested the
final small set of cliffs to find our elves on the summi t. Mountain Red Hill
provided u wi th omc excellent views of the surroundi ng coastline and a
ratJ1er daunting view of Green Mountain, the L lands highest peak, which we
were to attempt later. We were able to plan an easier route down from tJ1e
ummit and after obtaining our Letterbox tamp we tarted our descent to
the min ibus which was a very ma ll dot on the horizon.
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We were now becoming aware that the issue map could tell a few
porkies when it came to the location and condition of paths, owe decided
to pick a route that was clearly marked for Sundays walk. After quashing
LCpl eil ' I do go to Church' Chrispins argument that we would incur
the Wrath of God by walking on a Sunday and the only place to seek
refuge was the beach we set of for a hard day's walking. We left the
minibus at the old NASA Site and proceeded towards the base of Weather
Post ( 1993 ft) the Islands second highest peak. When we reached the base
it was decided to make the ascent hort and sharp. So 50mins later we
reached the summit plateau after some 'interesting' moments during the
ascent up the Southern face. It then took us a further l 5mins to find the
Letterbox, which was craftily bidden in a ecluded pine tree grove. We
then headed off towards the Devils Cauldron ( 17 1Oft). We had some
difficulties locating the Letterbox, so off we went round the rim of the
crater in search of it. Having eventually found the elusive Letterbox we
returned to search start point only to find we had completely ignored a
huge stone arrow pointing towards the Letterbox ! After lunch we felt good
enough to squeeze in one more peak. We arrived at the base of White
Horse Hill slightly shaken due to the interesting cliff route taken to get us
there, but here our luck failed us. The final part of the ascent was deemed
too dangerous to undertake. So we trudged back Lo the minibus. which yet
again wa doing a very good impression of a small dot on the horizon. It
was only later back at camp when tlle PT! told us that White Horse Hill is
u ually roped off that we realised that maybe it hadn ' t been uch a bad idea
to tum back after all.
Monday was an overcast day, and therefore not the best day to attempt
the highest peak. However, by now we were hardened climbers and a little
rain and drizzle wasn't going to dishearten us. Green Mountain (2817 ft)
the highest peak on Ascension is a mixture of volcanic rock on its lower
slopes, changing lo plush grass and fmally into tropical rain forest on its
summit, a truly remarkable climb. Fortunately for us there i a road that
run right up to the Red Lion Pub, which is just over half way to the
summit. Unfortunately Lt A nn a J a nes was unable to indulge her Tequila
Slammer fetish as the Red Lion was shut. Undeterred we set off to conquer
the highest peak the Island had to offer. The final ascent to tlle Dew Pond
(an actual pond with live Goldfish, which marks the summit) was through
dripping wet Bamboo forest and a path, knee deep in thick mud. ll was a
weird experience to be standing on the summit of A cension ' highe t peak
and not being able to see more than IO metres due to the thick bamboo
forest surrounding you. Feeling suitably refreshed we started the descent.

Group at t he summ it of Green Mountain
On the way down we canle aero a 400 metre long tunnel built by the
Royal Marine in the late 1800's. The only warning wa to ensure people
passing through tlle tunnel carried torche . but it said nothing about
switching them on so off we went. The tunnel fi nally emerges in
Breakneck Ravine on the other side of the mountai n. We admired the
inside view ofa cloud that was available and tllen stumbled back through
ow that we were feeling uitably
the tunnel in pitch-blackness.
ad enrurou we attempted another walk. Unfortunately the walk to
Bullocks Pond was un ucce ful. The walk it elfwa not difficult and we
found some huge land crab in tlle Eucalyptus Grove where the path
stopped. But could we ftnd the Letterbox?
We saved one of the hardest walks on the i land for the la t day. The
original Letterbox wa lk is a 5-6 hour round trip. with 3,000 feet of
combined ascent and descent over some very treacherous terrain. Having
experienced the perils of White Horse Hill up close, we decided discretion
is the better part of alour and opted for what looked like on the map an
easier route. De cending 1500 feet from the old A A ite toward the
shoreline we were able to view all the de cent technique available to the
modem day hill wa lker. The e ranged from the almo · t catlike agility of
SAC Kev 'Mountai n Goar Holmes to the crafty idea of LCpl tu
'Paleface' M agness, who di appeared out of people view before he took
a head first tumble down the slope. Finally afier one final breakneck
de cent we reached the horeline. T horoughly knackered we re ted over a
very welcome lunch. All too soon though it wa time for the final up hill
log to the min ibus, which wa not even vi ible on the horizon thi · ume.
The route up wa lightly eas ier than the rou te down , but by tJ1e 11me we
arrived at the mi nibu. e eryone was exhau ted and the call for a victory
lap over the a ault course by the old A A ite wa quickl) over ruled.
The final day on the island wa spent lianding over the accommodation
and buying the required present and souvenirs. We eventually returned to
Digby on the 24th ' ith 20 ·lightly ore in the foot department and lightl
browner in complexion.
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238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

QuADRO HE DQ
RTERS
qn Comd
1aj . P. Hunt
M
W02 (S M) 'H' Wells
qn HQ ha;; recently undergone a re nucturing proces , wi th the OC
trying to get the be -t value for money out .,fhi quadron. The quadron
i lucky enough to have a Tra ining Wing in Chelsea under the control of
gt i Hodle) and hi team of Cpl Paul Crabb and LCpl arah Hill.
The Wing has been kept Yery bus_ wi th the final period or quadron
ATD's and the planning for the new ITD"s. The team are in unny
ennybridge at the beginning of October for Exercise Blazing Bruno, the
quadron's joint Battle Camp with 243 ig Sqn. More stories later. HQ
welcome- Mr Terry Marsh to the fray a the new Chief Clerk. we all
hope he enjoys the challenge!
Q ADRO, IO ERSA DSHAKERS
Arrival , hello and welcome to Sgt Sandra Thompson who joins u
from I, Cpl Dean pires from 280 Sig qn and ig Greg Burgess from
24 Air fob Bde HQ & ig Sqn, we hope you enjoy your stay in town.
Departure , we ha,·e recently aid goodbye to a fair number of the
quadron including gt Da,•e Purver to Blandford, Cpl Anne Vardy to
30 ig . The flow into Civ Div has been steady witl1 Sgt Fiona Baker, gt
John Ha~den , Cpl 1ou e Hou ley, LCpl Matt 'Golden Boy' Eades
and ig Dan ston all taking the plunge, we wi h them well for the future.
Promotion , big congratulations to Sgt Chalky White, Cpl Gordon
1c eillie, Cpl Paul Bone and LCpl Bully Bull on getting promoted.
L &GC presentation were made by Brig Hughes Comd 2 Bde to S gt
Karen Ripley and Sgt Karen Ellams both appear to have got away with
their crimes.

the overeign's representative could be heard by tl1e soon to be Officcr·s
and their families. The job entailed setting up 18 speakers and 2 cameras
(so that we could ee who was going to speak) around the seating area
being fed from the 'Main Van' where control or lhe amplifiers and mixer
occurs. Aller installing the sy tem on the Tuesday a skeleton crew returns
to test the y tern on the Wedne day for the full dres rehearsal. Friday the
main parade. after changing into barrack dre s (now there's a tight tit) our
task wa then to roam around the eating area making sure that there is no
feed-back (Jimi Hendrix eat your heart out) and that the level were loud
enough so that everyone could hear. After the parade the whole of the
section made a harp exit in the direction of the pavilion to partake in the
consumption of a curry and imbibe in a pint (coke or course!) After the
crowds had dispersed to picnic in the cenic grounds P.A. Section, after
retrieving all tl1e equipment used , made their way back Wacky races style
to the afety of the city of light and home and everyone lived happi ly ever
after! Till the next time.

238 CHALLE GE C P 1998
Cpl Debs Walker !lie Sqn PT! ha been busy co-ordinating the
quadron 's Challenge Cup 1998. This is the Squadron's way ofletting off
team with inter Troop sporting battles. To date Mike Tp are holding the
rest of Ille Squadron at bay witll fine performances. There has, however,
been ome concern that now SHQ are witl1 Oscar Tp due to the
re tructuring, things won't go their way!
Badminton
Mike/SHQ Troop
Mike/SHQ Troop
qua h
Mike/SHQ Troop
Rowing
Mike/SHQ Troop
Volleyball
Orienteering
Radio Troop
Mike/SHQ Troop
Hockey
Golf
Oscar/SHQTroop
oftball
Oscar/SHQ Troop
Football
Mike Troop
Still to come, Rugby and basketball; finishing off with potted sports and
a Sportsman' dinner in December. Po itions so far:
1st Mike Troop
24 pts
16 pts
2nd Oscar/SHQ Troop
14 pts
3rd Radio Troop

MIKE TROOP
qnComd
TpSgt

Maj R. Howes
gt WilfKempton

FRO:YI MIKE TROOP- by ig (Retd) Dan Aston
After nine year of conveniently being too busy 'working' to write Wire
.\ote ~ this report h~ s been ' Volunteered ' to report on the Swansong (no
Badge Jobs) of his ca~eer. Three times a year (April, August and
December) the P.A. ecuon of 238(L) Sig Sqn makes a perilous journey
out of the hustle and bustle of city life, to a little known place called
andhur.,t. Here they erect a public address system so that the speech of
, E\\
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fin.t major incident with "1aj Dave Gilchri t at the helm grounding the
boat on a sandbank coming into East Cowes Harbour. Much to the
laughter of the crew Vlaj Gilchrist protested his innocence and blamed
the navigation on our Coastal Skipper, John Broadlcy. After an enforced
wait for the incoming tide to lifi us off, we finally came to berth at our
mooring point. The crew promptly abandoned ship and headed off to the
ncarc~t pub, as much drinking time had already been wasted.
Tuesday morning was spent practising capturing buoys and anchoring
procedures with Ille crew trying out new knots such as Bowlines (which
we would soon come accustomed to) and reef knots. We finally set sail
southwards for the long trip to Cherbourg. The weather was fair with the
wind getting up to a force 3-4. The crew soon got stuck mto life on board
ship and quickly found their seafaring legs. Mother watch brought a whole
new meaning to Pan Bash and fatigues. This was a 24-hour stint as the
ships Chief Cook and bottle washer. Compo was the order of the day and
LCpl 'Master Chef' Pete Fagg impressed u with our first ca-borne meal
(amazing what a tin of Compo can do).
Wednesday we sailed for Guernsey, by-passing Alderney and with the
wind picking up to force 5 to 7 the crew began to feel the effects of li fe on
the ocean waves. one more so than Sigs Lee Pearce and Ian light who
were both in contention to see who would be sea sick the mo t. Sig Slight
won hands down. On arriving in Guernsey, the SOP was to head ashore
and seek out the nearest Pub. This was our way of giving a good excuse for
being seasick. With tllis picturesque port sampled, we headed back for
Blighty and in particular that good old port of Weymouth. Without any
real wind behind us the journey back was becoming a conte tin putting up
new sails in double quick time. This was all well and good but by Day 3
our hands were beginning to feel the effect of rope bum! Word of advice
from an old sea dog-wear leather gloves witllout the lingers in them .
Shortly before midnight we berthed at Weymouth where Sig Jenn 1ills
went to seek our supper, a culinary delight of fi h and chips. he came
back with curried Ch ip saying ' there were no chip shops open.' After a
dry night in Weymouth the crew were looking forward to a good night out
in Poole. Capt John Broadley again grounded the boat, right by the
Quayside (to the delight of the wa iting public) but thi time witllout the
help of Maj Gilchrist to the infinite annoyance of our erstwhile kipper
Peter Batley who with ome quick reactions (and a little local knowledge)
rescued the boat from an embarrassing situation, another round of drinks
from John .
From Poole we sai led along the coast to Gosport and finally moored back
at JSASTC. A tlloroughly good time was had by all especially as it was
sometliing tllat was completely different from the normal run-of-the-mill
adventure training. Well done to Sgt George Roper for making the trip
exciting and arduous. Throughout Ille week Ille weather was warm and
unny with light to moderate winds making tlle sailing a piece of cake!!
With our newfound experience behind us some of us were a ked to crew tlle
boat on a Tri-service round the world yacht race. If the wind during this
week were light to moderate and not gale force, then God knows what they
will be like around the world. I know one thing I am staying firmly on terrafirma. If I had wanted to be a ailor I would have joined the Royal avy!

A motley crew from Mike Troop
think it would be a good idea to have a photo taken
with the sovereigns parade in the background!
OSCAR TROOP
TpCornd
Tp SSgt

Cpl Andy Thompson collects the shield from the OC
for winning the Volleyball

from thi drndgcry and were soon returning to their village. The reason
their head. were shaved was to get rid of the lice and nits which had
infested their hair. Maiti epal has grown out of all proportion since Mrs
Anurada Koirola founded it in 1993. As well as the Orphanage
Rehabilitation Centre and the School; Maiti Nepal also has two hostels 01~
the border with lndia, in which, the girls can find refuge if they are lucky
enough to escape from the brothels. Presentations arc also given in the hill
villages warni ng against se! li ng their children. For example a moneylender
will lend money to a villager, but the repayments will become so
expensive, the villager has no other means of paying back the debt and
will be forced to hand over his daughter. The loan may be for as little as
£ 15.00. A recent urvey states that out of 50 child prostitutes 34 were gang
raped before the age of seven, a frightening stat istic which is hard to
believe.
The £ 1600 that was raised by Ille Squadron will be used to pay the rent
on a new school. Maiti Nepal set up their own school Mother Teresa's
Academy because the children had to travel quite a distance to attend
school. The school also has an accommodation block, which helps
separate the healthy chi ldren from the girls who have come back from
India wi th HIV. These girls may become ill and can transmit TB and other
contagious disease . The school at present has 52 pupils. As the children
may not have had any education a class may have chi ldren from the age of
six through to fourteen.
Life for the Nepalese is always harsh . As well as having the dubiou
honour of being one of the ten poore t countries in the world it also
experiences a number of natural disasters. The monsoon in Nepal has been
the worst for live yea r . Over 200 people have lost their live due to the
rains causing mudslides. The mudslides wash away village and their
occupants. Eighty percent of Nepal i mountainous. A Twin Otter plane
was lost for six days in the hills between Jomson and Pokhara in west
central Nepal. When it was finally found all eighteen on board were dead.
It then took a further four day to get the bodies back to their families. The
only way for the majority of people to travel around Nepal is by bu . The
infarnou night buses travel at break neck speed round the hairpin bends
and switchbacks of the narrow mountain roads. Four crashes have
happened in the last three days causing a large loss of life. One of the
accidents was caused by a driver trying to avoid a fast flowing stream. As
he swerved he lo t con trol and crashed down a canyon. On another
occasion a bus was crossing a sunken bridge in the south of the country.
The force of the monsoon floods wa such that the bus was turned over
and washed down stream. I was going to go trekking to visi t a Sherpa
family I know. When I went to book my fli ght I was informed that there
had not been a helicopter in or out ofLukla for ten days due to low-lying
cloud.
If you require any information on Maiti 1 epal or on epal in general do
not he itate to contact Sgt Fergie Anderson 763 2236.

Maj D. Gilchrist
SSgt Karen Ripley

NEWS FROM OSCAR TROOP
A donation to Maiti Nepal orphanage and rehabilitation centre as
told by gt Fergic Anderson
I could see the whites of my knuckles; I had forgotten how frightening
Kath~andu .taxi dri vers are. The Asian belief in fatalism is complete. Faith
1s put 111 their horns; brakes are an added extra. It is purely co incidental if
the taxi driver is travell ing on the right side of the road . I had run in this
year's. ~ondon Marathon and had returned to Kathmandu to present £1600
to Ma111 epal an orphanage and rehabilitation centre that cares for former
child prostitutes. It is estimated that over 1500 Nepalese girls are
trafli~ked to India every month, and over 200,000 Nepalese girls are
workmg m the brothels of India. On arrival at Maiti Nepal I paid the taxi
driver for my ordeal and thought it might be safer to walk back to my
hotel. In the lane on the way to Maiti epal two youths were teasing a
snake by throwing it up in the air with two wooden canes. I thought tlli
was really strange, as I had never seen a Nepali be crnel to any animals.
The . epale~e are so rrightened of snakes that they would run away or kill
1t sw1f1ly with a kukn . As I got closer I found out that it was on ly a plastic
snake.
Mrs Koirola the founder of Mai ti Nepal and her assi tant Bis hwu were
waiting to meet me. Behind her stood two little boys who tried to raise
their han~ in the Nepali salutation of Namaste (The Nepa lese form of
hello) their hand were all swollen and their hair had been shaved ofT.
They looked almost alien. The two boys had been sold by their families
an~ had e~ded up in a carpet factory working 16 hours a day. The method
of 111 trucuon to make carpets is that iftbc little boys made a mistake they
would get smashed over their hands with a metal bar. They had been saved
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Sgt Fergi e Anderson hands over the loot
OSCAR TROOP ADVE TURE TRAIN! G
by Sgt (YofS) eil Stewart
This year 0 car Tp Adventure Training was organised by gt George
Roper who wa hand picked from a ca t of thousands. Hi. task was to
come up with something very arduous and challenging. He did u proud
by opting for a saili ng trip around the English Channel , encompa ing tl1e
Channel Islands. The sa iling lrip wa set-up by utilising the services or the
Joint Services Adventure Sailing Training Centre (J ASTC), down in
Go port, Hampshire. The willing ervices of Mr Peter Batley ( taff
Skipper), Capt ' I can ground a boat' John Broadley (Coa tal kipper)
and SSgt Stan ' I've sailed the even eas' Haynes (Day kipper) from 2
. Sig Regt were also appreciated.
The Troop assembled on the Monday, looking omewhat apprehensive,
especia lly as none of us had sai led in a IC 55 before. We met our kipper,
Joh11 Broadley, who gave u the mandatory welcome aboard brief. The
brief for !lie next week was !hat we would be ailing around the Channel
Islands heading for Cherbourg, then onto Guernsey (via Alderney) and
then back to Weymouth, Poole and finally Gosport. Aficr bunk were
allocated and tores were drawn we slipped anchor and embarked on a
little mooring practice in the olent. Our Motley ere\ oon knuckled
down and settled in to a new way of Ii fe trying to get to grips with the
nautical terms that we had to adopt for the week. The first night saw our
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The Motley Crew prior to sailing, all keen, unsunburnt,
unbruised, and attired for a pleasant sail little did they know
Back row L-R: Sgt George Roper, Sgt Chalky White,
Sig Lee Pearce, Sig Jenny Mills, Maj Dave Gilchrist
Front row L-R: SSgt Stan Haynes, SSgt YofS Neil Stewart,
Sig Nadia Mitchell, Sig Ian Slight, LCpl Pete Fagg
RADIO TROOP
Sqn Comd
Tp gt

Capt K. Levins
gt 'Scoffs· Schofield

NEWS FROM RADIO TROOP
GA IES IGHT "L TROOP-by LCpl Lee Lester
On Ille e ening of Wcdne day the 15 July. we challenged L Troop from
ight, which took place in the Bmno Bar.
the Duke or York '. to a Game
There were five events, Darts, Table Football. Crazy GolC lfario-Kart, and
ail I Iammering. Each ide had five pairs battling again teach other. gt
·Ronalda' Hadley . wept the board on Table Football.\ hile. pl 'Tiger
wood · Mc iellie putted like a pro in tl1e Golf. fier the first two round
'L' Troop were in the lead. but thanks to the e:rit and detcnnination of the
overall winning pair, gt "I'll ave a go· Roper~and ig 'Tranmere' Kearn ,
23 were victoriou . We look forward to the return leg in the Duke of
Yorks. More from the hustle and bustle of London town in the next i sue
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241 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Dave Wright
W02 (YofS) Wilf Wedge

qnComd
\I Op· Otfr

243 SIGNAL SQUADRON

I~IPERI

L ERVI E MED L
Her Maje ty the Queen ha been graciou ly pleased to approve the
award of th Imperial ervice 1edal to two ex members of24l 1g qn.
The fin.t to 1r Ian Ben who u ed to work in the OAC at Castl!!martin
and the econd 10 1r Bernard I on the ex upervisor from Preston
O C. Both Mr Ben and 1r loon bavc given over 26 year to the Civil
er.i . At the request of 1r Ben, hi medal wa pre ented by 1'.aj Dave
\\right. QC 241 Sig qn, in Mr Ben's back garden whilst 11' Moon ·s
medal was pre ented by Brig David haw ex Commander of 42 (NW)
Bde in a ceremony at Fulwood Barracks Preston.

THE COMMA D CHA GES HA DS
At last the new Squadron Commander, Maj Andy Walker, has arrived,
much to the relief of Maj John Floyd, who has been at the helm for the
pa t nine months. The official handover/takeover took place at
Sennybridge during the Squadron Battle Camp, however rumours have it
that the new QC has still to sign the handover/takeover certificate! Whilst
in command John's golf skills have apparently faded due to the pressures
of wearing three hats, something we are all sure that he will rectify very
quickly. We welcome the new QC and his wife Karen to the Squadron.

Have you heard the one about .. .
Brig Hughes (Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde) talks to members of
No1 Section, prior to the start of the Assault Course.
Cpl Rob Love nearest to the Commander listens intently

Staff of OAC Preston with a very happy Mr Moon

Mr Ben receiving his ISM from Maj Dave Wright

HELLO AND GOODBYES
The Squadron would like to say hello and welcome to Sgt Gary
Corrigan (but farewell to hi motorcycle which was stolen from outside
hi house in Cannock) and fami ly. LCpl Charlie Greig, wife Mar.ina and
son Jake and Keith our new TG I. Goodbye to LCpl Zoe Aldridge posted
once again to 16 Sig Regt and we hear that the Aldridge's may suon be
hearing the patter of tiny feet. Finally Congratulations to the Squadron's
MTO Phil watton on tying the knot with Lesley and also to Jan Charles
Elgar Kirk our MCTG I and his wife Lucy on the birth of their daughter
on Friday 9 October 1998.

SQUADRON SPORT
For the econd year running, Mr Vic King CO I (QC Comms Tp}
managed to organise, run, play and win, a very succe sful Squadron Golf
Day. The morning started with a nine hole Texas cramble which (you
have guessed it) Mr Vic King's team won. The Texas Scramble was
followed by an eighteen hole Stapleford. With Vic King winning it seems
on ly fair that his 21C Com ms Tp (W02 (YofS) Wilf Wedge) should come
econd. I'm pleased to write that the Competition was won by Mr Vic
King and the runner up wa W02 (YofS) Wilf 'Martin ' Wedge.
Other members of the Squadron also took part in the Nottingham Half
Marathon. gt John 'A finely tuned engine pity about the body' Blyth,
Cpl Donna 'Heart Monitor ' Scaife and LCpl Mandy 'The Profe sional'
Robinson wanted to run for charity and raised £80 for Arthritis Care.
W02 Yeoman Wilf Wedge not to be out done ran in the Great orth Run
and managed to raise £200 for various children's charities. Sgt John
'Vaseline' Blyth liked the half marathon so much that he has volunteered
to run another couple over the next six months. However, he does request
that if anyone has any spare tubs of Vaseline please send them to him!

naafi98/sport&adv/adcsadverts

EXERCISE BLAZING BRUNO 1998
by W02 (SSM) Paddy Mor row in Sennybridge
As these notes are being penned, the first group of the Squadron have
just departed Sennybridge, having taken part in Ex Blazing Bruno 1998,
which is the Exercise name given to a 2 (NC) Signal Brigade, combined
Static Signal Squadron Battlecamp, which our Squadron had the prime
responsibility of organising. The five day training programme was
designed to refresh those attending in their basic infantry skill , give them
an introduction to OBUA and finally to give those personnel who are due
to go on the RSSC and RSCC an opportunity to lead a section. As for
many such Exercises there is a great deal of planning and organi ation to
be done. Thi was taken-on by the SSM who was ably a sisted by S gts
Bob Lawrence, Andy Burdge and Bernie Smith not forgetting our
SQMS, Mr Chris Ritson . The SSM's headache began when in
November he visited Senneybridge to book ranges and found that uch
Units a ITC Wales had blocked booked a great number of the range ,
however, a number of ranges were booked and from there the les ons were
planned. The planning went into overdrive after the unit Summer Camp, at
this stage members of our sister Squadron's 238 and 251 gave support.
On Friday 25 September the advance party deployed to Sennybridge, this
was the first time that the OS had all got together, in the same place! Stores
were unloaded and vehicles collected, then a briefing was held in the 'Abar
Arms' (Very handy). The first week's exercising troops from 243, 238 and
251 Squadrons arrived on Sunday 27th. This was to cau e the SSM more
headaches, as names had changed and more than a few who were upposed
to show up, had gone via their local Medical Centre, and got themselves a
'Get out of Battlecamp Card'. The training began in earnest and surpri ingly
enough the weather for Sennybridge for the end of September was pretty
good, much to everyone's amazement. As the week progre ed the morale
remained high. For ome of those deployed on the camp, it was their first
time on the lBSR range and on OBUA training, which whi l t tiring, many
found enjoyable. The week culminated on the as ault course. and for tho e
of you have not had the pleasure, it is a sight to behold. lt i one and a half
miles in distance and very demanding, not forgetting muddy.
The troops arrived at the assault course after carrying out overnight
patrols and having had little or no sleep. Our PTl's on loan from 3 Div ig
Regt introduced the sections to the ob taclcs, then under the watchful eye
of Commander 2(NC) Signal Brigade, Brig Gordon Hughes CBE, the
competition began. After a brilliant performance by all the section ,
section No I , which included two members of the unit, namely Cpls Rob
Love and Gregcy Gregor y won the race and the overall competition. The
Commander kindly presented the winning team with their prize and afier
lu11ch the tired and battle weary troops departed Sennybridge, leaving the
SM behind to recuperate and look forward to the arrival of tho e
personnel involved in week two training. The equel will be published in
the next is ue, so AS (wait out).
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Change of Officer Commanding
Maj John Floyd hands over the Squadron to Maj Andy Walker

Window of Opportunity!
Sgt Jim Robertson contemplates his next move!
SQUADRO SPORT DAY AND BARBECUE
by SSgt Bob Lawrence
In view of the hot weather (7 Augu t 1998) it was not surpri ing that the
first event of the day was dragging the team away from the bar, run by
Sgt George Quar. Tech Tp were well in the lead after the first event. the
five-a-side football, and their succes continued in the rounders. The
Cl CC team made life difficult for the opposi tion by the unorthodox tactic
of persuading a small child to run away with third base!
The proceeding were brought to a temporary halt for an excellent
barbecue organi ed by Cpl Jim Grey. Activities re urned with Ladies and
Gem Welly Throwing. Some of SWS Tp succe fully adopted a cotti h
hammer throwing technique and despite endangering the crowd got fir ·t
place. The bungee run proved entertain ing. FofS Ian tc 'clly imtially
found the run ca y, not realising WS anc T Tp were as 1 ting him.
Unfortunately they let go and he rapidly re:umed hi place. back at the
tart. The final stage of the bungee run were a clo e call. gt Gaz Hinton
was particularly pica ed with his son' upport, which was to pour cup of
water over him and the already lippy mat. SW Tp continued in the lead
and proved very adept at the egg tos ing, though it wa su pectcd that they
had substituted their egg for a hard boiled one (that was until it broke
while Ian Mc elly tried to catch it). HQIU Tp won the last evem, the
aek race but it wa not enough and once again W Tp won the day.
Thank mu t go to
gt Bob La" rence for organi ing the da) and to
the team reps, gt George Quar. Cpls Jim Grey and Dave ang ter, '\Ir
Dave Taylor, Jr Allister Gillies and tr Chris harp.
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the WOs' & Sgts' mess the Brigadier watched as Oscar Tp were given a
briefi ng on the deployment and setting up of the trailt:r rcbro by Cpl Dean
Wilson. In the mess we were all treated to a light gowmet meal prepared by
two of our egg OPs Sgt Chris Trowbridge and Cpl Nick Homer who
once agai n brought our taste buds back to life. A Iler a chat with the
Brigadier and a few pints of pop and orange juice it was time to bid farewell
to our guest who had the long trip home across the road to Picton Barracks.

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE
MOBILE FORCE (LAND))

PPORT TROOP GETTING BACK o, TRACK AFTER LEAVE
b' LCpl :-.lick Cooper
• \\'ell after a well deserved three week block lea e during ugu t, it
\\SS back to the grindstone with a very busy chcdule prior to deploying on
Ex ummer Link. PRE ha rolled round again and yet more llP briefings
keep u on our toes before going out on the annual quadron sum.mer
comm exerfre. But before we deployed there wa ti me enough for our
morale to be boo ted by a Troop evening out and aptly enougb the Troop
·went to the dogs·. The whole event was excellently organi ed by Cpl
·Ginger spice· Atherton, and certainly allowed for the con umption of a
large quantity of liquid refre hment. In the ca e of Sig Paul McGee this
was obviou ly enough to make him mistakenly whisper weet nothings to
the hare!
o to the Exerci e where upport Tp fulfils the role a echelon. All
detachments were kept busy throughout the exercise apart from Cpl Si
Hurst who had plenty of rime to start hi prep for hi TI entrance. The MT
no'' under the enthusiastic and watchful eye of Sgt Andy Paling
endeavoured to add to the chao of war by implementing a 'rolling replen'
for the two Comm Troops. Meanwhile the Power Section ably led by Sgt
Si Robinson were always on 'call-outs' that seemed to require them to go
just before moves and get back just before meal times- how trange. Well
maybe that i why they are the official echelon ' Morale Officers'!
pecial thanks to W02 (RQ 'IS) ·Geordie' Harvey and his taffat the
QM's Dept, gt 'Jock ' Castle and Sig ick James for providing good
·ech admin' and great food, on time, care ofLCpl ·AJi' Bunclark RLC.
At this tage the Troop would like to say farewell to a few veterans of the
quadron. Goodbye lo Capt (QM) John Marriott and LCpls Si Clayton
and 'Popeye' Doyle. A wann welcome goes out to our new QM, Capt
Rav Patrickson and his wife Connie as well as the two new faces in the
MT, gt Andy Paling and LCpl ' Daz' Mortiboy. We hope you all enjoy
your time here.
SQUADRON ORIE TEERING COMPETITIO
by 2Lt Lind ey Calderhead
On the afternoon of the 7 October members of 249 Sig Sqn {AMF(L))
could be seen scurrying in and out of the thickets of the Bulford Training
Area. They were participating in a demanding test of fitnes and map
reading of the highest precision. For some, namely Sig 'Tips' Tipple, it
was more of a test of fitness as, in their eagerness, competitors attempted
to search every square foot of the entire training area for those cunningly
hidden contra! points. Older and wiser competitors, well certainly the
oldest competitor-Cpl Bart Storey- took a less frantic and more
systematic approach and subsequemly strolled in with an impressively
tamped control card. Top tips such as, ' Make sure you take the map out of
the bag before marking it up, lads,' were issued by Sgt Ade Sims to Papa
Tp. However, his words of advice were not enough to beat the speed or
accuracy of Support Tp, who were cunningly coached by Sgt Si
Robinson. Prizes were also won by W02 (S M) Cumming - and not just
for the outfit - and Sig , ick Jenkins. Well done to all those who
participated in the hotly contested competition.

is important to target the positive a pects in such situations. Therefore
after a couple of pints it was decided that the trek back would at least sober
the party up and in a few ca es acts as a good work out prior to the start of
the main effort.
The following day saw the real start of the expedition as the party was
split into two groups which would alternate daily between rock climbing
and hill walking. The hill walking was led by Sgt Chris Trowbridge and
the rock climbing by the OC, Maj Peter Holliday, Sqn Ldr teve Hunt
RAF, Sig Paul Calvert and Capt Paul Mattin RM. The hill walking
meant covering some hard and treacherous routes that were both
physically demanding and gave the les experienced members of the
group a chance to navigate. The climbing proved to be ju t as physical, if a
lit1le more testing. A severe case of 'disco leg' was felt by all except a
hardened few but ig 'All the gear no idea' Smith sti ll ma naged to
demonstrate a can ny ability to instil confidence in the less able.
Mid way through the week, whi le climbing the Rannoch Wall, one of the
groups witnessed a lone climber having a horrific fall, during which he
received a number of injuries. Sig Paul Calvert and the rest of the group
quickly admini tered first aid thus ensuring the individual was as
comfortable as possible. Meanwhile a party of three de cended to alert the
Mountain Rescue. We then helped the Mountain Rescue Team with a
difficult technical lower 900ft down the mountain to a point below the cloud
where a helicopter was able to take over. It was later confirmed that he had
fractured his skull and broken his pelvis (but ha recovered well since the
accident). The incident brought home the dangers of climbing in such an
environment and provided an important lesson for all those involved. After
the eventful incident of the previous day the expedition finished with one
group trekking up Ben Nevis and the other group climb!ng the North Face.
Overall the week proved to be both hard and challenging, but enjoyable
nevertheles . The Squadron members who participated in the expedition
would like to thank Sqn Ldr Steve Bunt, gt Chris Trowbridge RLC and
Sig Paul Calvert for their excellent in truction and the QC for both
organising the expedition and his instruction.
Expedition members: Maj Peter Holliday, Sqn Ldr Steve Hunt RAF,
Capt Paul Mattin RM, Sgt Chris Trowbridge RLC, LCpls 'Del'
Dri coll, Gareth Howell, Jimmy Scott, igs 'Mac' McDonald, Blake
Whitehead, ' Mac' McGregor, Paul Calvert, Kev Rutherford, Gaz
Prydie, 'Head' Smith and Stevie King.

EXERCI E IRON GLE1 1998-by LCpl Driscoll.
The Exercise began on 16 July 1998 with a long drive to the highlands
of Scotland, and in particular the Pathfinder hut at Glencoe. Having
arrived. after a twelve-hour journey with only the contents of a ' haver-bag'
to eat It was apparent the nearest sign of civilisation (i.e., the pub) was
only lkm away. Unfortunately the lkm soon became 3mile by the time
the pub was in sight. Fortunately all the expedition members agreed that it
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Capt (QM) Ray Patrickson and W02 (SSM) Cumming look on as
Comd UK Elm AMF(L) meets the 'Newly Twins' newly arrived
Sgt Andy Paling and newly promoted Sgt Si Robinson
BULFORD KIWI HALF MARATHON-27 SEPTEMBER 1998
As the defending Kiwi Half Marathon Minor Unit Champions the OC,
Maj Peter Holliday was very keen to retain the silverware for the trophy
cabinet. The lucky eight runners who made up the two teams representing
the Squadron were soon to find out that the o called 'half marathon' was
actua lly the longest cross country race in the world ... ever! Sgt ' Jock'
Castle managed to recruit a strong 'A' Team and 2Lt Linzi Calderhead
successfully roped-in a second team to take on the challenge of the 13
miles across Sali bury Plain Train ing Area. The teams lined up as fo llows:
TheA Team:
Capt 'Honest- I' ve not been training much ' Rumsey
Sgt 'I'll blame my all inclusive holiday for the slow run' Castle
Cpl 'This'll be good training for the march and shoot' Wilson
Sig Tm wearing my clean go-fa ter shoes' Kemp

The teams looking a lot cleaner then they would do
in about an hour and a half
L-R: Sgt Trowbridge RLC, W02 (ROMS) Harvey, Sgt Castle,
Cpl Wilson, Sig Kemp and Capt Rumsey

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj John Oakes
W02 (SSM) Jim McNaught

HAIL AND FAREWELL
Farewell to Maj David Ellis to CPD Blandford in August. Cpl Jackie
Collins to SHAPE in August, LCpl Lynne Cunningham on promotion to
15 Sig Regt in June and Sgt Dean aylor to civvy street. Hail to Maj
John Oakes from 220 Sig Sqn, Cpl Hayes from 243 Sig Sqn, Cpl
Coldwell from 8 Inf Bde, Cpl Perry from 280 Sig Sqn. LCpl Bateman
from 30 Sig Regt, LCpl Homewood from 16 Sig Regt and Sig Hunter
from 16 Sig Regt.
'The Rescuers' on a slightly less hectic day at the start of the
Anoch Eagach Ridge, Glencoe

From L-R: W02 (SSM) Dave Cumming certain ly looks the part.
LCpl Graham Hamblen looking pensive or sick and
Sig 'The Head' Smith looking like The Head always does

TheB Team :
Maj ' Gi ve me five minutes Sgt Castle and I will see if I'm fit to run '
Holliday
2Lt 'I will do the training and see how I feel on the day ' Calderhead
W02 (RQMS) ' I'll volunteer but I know I'm going to suffer' Harvey
Sgt ' Is my hair all right- has anyone got any gel?' Trowbridge RLC
The race was nm in typical Bulford weather rain by the bucket full.
The 'A' Team managed to pack 3 runners in the top ten with Capt
Ru_msey, Sig Kemp and gt Castle running together. 2Lt Calderhead
finished as the 1st female runner in 25th position. Cpl Wilson and Sgt
Trowbridge were next to count with gutsy runs from W02 (RQ 1 )
Harvey and the OC completing the re ults. Apparently all runners
finishing in front of the OC would get the next day off- 'Good try gt
Castle-It's nice to dream!'

VISIT OF BRIGADIER RADCLIFFE OBE
Comd UK Elm AMF{L), Brig Radcliffe OBE, visited the Squadron on
Wednesday 7 October. As soon as he arrived the QC and 2IC, Maj Peter
HolUday and Capt Richard Rumsey respectively, briefed him on the
latest developments within the Squadron. On completion of the brief it
was then time for the tour of the Squadron, starting off with the Trg Wing
where the Brigadier was comprehensively briefed by SSgt (YofS) Gaz
Currie on the squadrons IIP Strategy and induction of new members into
this unique Signal Squadron. After this he was introduced to the other Trg
Wing staff; Sgt ' Arctic fox ' Render and Cpl 'Spellchecker' Pay.
Next it was time to have a walk around the vehi cle compound and to
meet the various departments. First on the hit list was the LAD, where
discussion peaked on how to make mashed potato in a landrover
radiator- this lefl Sgt Keith Shaw REME omewhat bemused. Then on to
the servicing bay to meet the Squadron morale officer LCpl Nick Cooper,
who had been connecting and disconnecting tbe same wire on the
generator all morning- no change there then! Now ofTto the first of the two
Radio Troops, Papa Tp where the Brigadier met some of the fresh young
faces within the squadron (that excludes Cpl Bart Storey who is old
enough to remember horse drawn rebro 's.) Before light refTeshments in
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CO GRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Cpl Sue Neate on her promotion to Cpl again
and to LCpl Homewood also promoted to Cpl- Well Done.
The Squadron has had a very busy and turbulent time over the last eight
months or o. The Squadron operationally i now responsible for all CIS
equipment maintenance and repair within 4 Divi ion. Since I July the
Squadron has operated the ACTSG Helpdesk and o far thi has been well
received by the Staff. What with asbesto in the COMMCE at Aldershot,
Summer Camps, ATD Training week, Battlecamp , Exerci es in Belgium
and UK, personnel deployed to Bosnia, Squadron reorganisation and
hierarchy changeovers it has proved to be a challenging time for one and all.
EXERCISE CHATURANGA
by LCpl Wendy Boardman and Sig Nicky Dean
For the fourth year running soldiers from 251 Sig qn fooli hly set-off
for the Chaturanga Assault Course Competition. held in Tournai, Belgium.
The competition is ba ed on fom member team competing over a 2km
Assault Course where natural and artificial ob tacles alternate with
shooti ng te ts using cro sbow , niper rifles, pi tols and assault rifle .
We departed Aldershot on the 25 June. Just before departure our ever
optimistic SSM , Jim Mc aught told u that he had made pace in the
cabinet for the trophy, cheers Sir at least someone had faith in us. Our first
port of call was of course the duty free shop in Folke tone. On the short trip
over there we bumped into ome football fans, but we still didn't manage to
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sell any Chaturanga · tickets on the black market Once we arrived in
Toumai we all et off to see the local ights (taste the local beer!), as for us
the competition did not start until the Saturday morning, so we had a little
rime for R &R. Before any team could compete in the competition all team
members had to pass two confidence tests the first being a cat crawl over a
valley and the second a death ride!-both of which brought a negative
reaction from LCpl ' tan' V endy Boardman and Sig ' tuntrnan ' Ruth
Harkness. All ieam members eventually passed the confidence test and
were now waiting in anticipation of what lay ahead of them!
Team one consi ted of Sgt Sean Curry, who gave pectators a laugh at
the water jump ' I can't swim' he shouts, and decided he would rather tip toe
in than drown. Sgt 'pizza thier Ray Carter who had ju t about every team
member tamp all over him during the competition and still managed to look
fresh at the end (he did however have a rest when he was the team member to
be carried IOOm on a tretcher). We also had our own Cpl 'sporty pice'
Jackie Collins who we all thought was going for the Russian Acrobatic team
the way she was tumbling over the obstacles. Sig 'hollow leg ' 1 icky Dean
was the lasi member of Team One and was seen elegantly giving Cpl Collins
a helping hand by the pu h of a buttock only to have her come era hing down
on top of her (you had to be there to appreciate the ight)!
Team Two consisted of Sgt John Martin who having competed in the
competition before knew exactly what lay ahead, no wonder you kept
quiet John! LCpl 'Stan' Wendy Boardman (I'll get over every ob tacle,
however pos ible, even if it means killing myself1). ~ ig 'stuntn1an' Ruth
Harkness, who gave us all a fright when instead of climbing down the
wall of tyres decided to free foll down backwards! Sig Bret Merrick. who
wa injured before we even tarted! Top tip, never get in the way of' tan'
when he is loose with a rifle.
We mu t mention the team coach photographers. Team Coach, Capt
Mick Purves who popped up at ob tacle, where you would lea t expect
him to and what an excellent job he did throughout with the camera right
to the point of taking picture with a camera with a flat battery! gt One
Green who encouraged very loudly the whole wa round 'Yer cheers gt'.
Team One came an impres ive 3rd place and Team Two followed up the
rear coming fifth. A fantastic week was enjoyed by everyone. lots of food
and a few beers added to the enjoyment of a very phy ical competition.
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ATHA K YO TO OUR PO ' ORS!
On n ·erious note. the exerci e would not have happened ' ithout the
1d of the follO\\ ing:
HQ Ro\ al ignals who kindly donated£ I00 for the entry fee.
HQ Land om mand who kindl covered the cost for the channel
ero·sing.
L pl Coone) the qn PTl who did an excellent job in preparing us for
the event.
Q OTE FOR THE EXERCISE
io Bret .Merrick who on completion of the competition aid 'l would
ha'edone belier on the hooting ifl had my gla e on (Bret had been the
nominated ' niper' for his team!).
•B
Thi is an annual event, and the organisers are keen lo have more
·Bnti h' team compete. If your Unit i interested plea e contact gt Da c
Green on Aldershot Mil ext 4199 for further info.

Sig '1 01' plants the flag at the top of Mount Everest
duri ng the Episkopi Garrison Fete
THOUGHTS FROM AIRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. Hill
SSgt B. Sten house
Tp SSgt

LCpl Jackie Col lins and Sig Nicky Dea n

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qn Comd
Maj S. J. Turnbull
SSM
W02 (SSM) D. Ewing
The Summer has just about finished and, according to the natives, was
one of the hottest for a long while. The Unit has been busy with personnel
travelling to Jordan with the Resident Infantry Batta lions, a Squadron
Exercise and the continued requirement for communications in
Cyprus ... ye terday. Congratulations to Mrs Davids on who received A
Commander British Forces Cyprus commendation fo r swimming. As the
temperature cools the Hodgson Shield hots up and SHQ came close to
winning the footba ll competition but were pipped at the last minute by
Dhekelia Tp.
EXERCISE BRAVE DRIVE 1998
Ex Brave Drive is the annual 259 Sig Sqn Road Safety and Skilled
Driving Competition and was this year held in Episkopi Garrison on 2 1

Sig Marshall, of Dhekelia Troop, thumbing a lift
from a passing Saxon
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September. The competition was aimed at the less experienced drivers
within the unit and emphasised the importance of lower, safer driving in
order to reduce the number of road traffic accidents in Cyprus. A anyone
who has been posted here will know, Greek Cypriots are renowned for
their .excellent observation and all-round ability wbil t at the wheel of a
car. In total eight teams from Airfield, Dhekelia and Episkopi Tps took
part in the various stands that formed the competition. These included
vehicle fault fi nding, recovery, and a Saxon drive that proved lo be
daunting for the recently qua lified drivers.
The event was organised by Sgt M ickey 'Can't get a girlfriend'
Harman, C pl Bob 'Bitza Bar' Kirby and Cpl 'Geordie T-Tota l' C ullen.
The day concluded wi th the QC presenting prizes to the winni ng team, the
Plug Pl ayboys captained by C pl Ryan 'Plug' Dalgreen, and to the
runners-up, the FMT 3s f:rom Episkopi Tp.
EPISKOPI T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt S. J . Pedder
SSgt K. Tierney
Tp SSgt
It has been a hectic Summer for Episkopi Tp and the relaxed restrictions
have helped to restore morale to its former high. SSgt (FoS) Stu
Meldrum left the Troop for Northern Ireland, C pl 'TafT' Williams
departed Cyprus and igs Hogg, Ball, Sheph erd and Petch all became
civillians and handed their uniform back to the QM. The Troop wishes all
the best of luck. Epi Tp has proved popular with visitors recently including
the Royal Air Force ChiefofStaff, the outgoing Garrison Commander and
the Regimental Colonel. The major event of recent weeks was the fire
within the Garrison resu lting in some fire figh ting for members of the
Troop. LCpl Mick Alsop and his team of Rad Ops dep loyed to the seat of
the fi re as the Genera l's four-wheel drive vehi cle had been destroyed. The
fallo ut fro m the fire is the inevitable taski ng on the unit and the recent
Sq uadron Exercise provided the telemechs with the chance to practice
their pole removal skills. The recent Episkopi Garrison Open Day proved
to be the ideal opportunity for LCpl Owen Trimble to try out his bright
idea; to climb the equiva lent of Mou nt Everest in a grueling 17 hour event.
Climbing constantly fo r this period was LC pl Lance warbrick, Sig
'Elvis' Trewin, Sig Gav Darke, Sig 'Big Ann ' Bennett, ig 'Jock'
Milne, Sig 'FMT3' Duffie, Sig 'Tuna' Williams, Sig Dan O 'Connell and
Sig ' I 0 I' Davies.
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HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Firstly goodbye to Ca pt Fi nn era n after his inter-Squadron posting to
Dhekelia Tp (the Troop will say a proper goodbye when you finally leave
the Sqn). Goodbye and good luck to Cpl 'Sally' Webster, wife Denise
and the kid on their long awaited posting to 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn.
Welcome to 2Lt Hill as Tp Comd during his pre Troop Commanders
course attachment. Nothing like in at the deep end; hope you can swim.
Welcome back from his holiday in the Falkland Islands to LCpl 'Cav'
Cavanagh and welcome to Sig 'Ski' M ilevsky newly arrived from
Northern Ireland. We all hope that you have an enjoyable tour. Since the
last Wire insert Airfield Tp have had two Signaller to LCpl promotion ,
LC pl 'Teletubby' Fa r row and LC pl ' Shaz ' McCreaddie. LCp l
McC readdie was pleasantly surprised on her return from leave when she
was presented her LCpl chevron from che Regimental Colonel. Col
Wa lter s found the time during a very busy schedule to carry out thi ta k
when he visited the Squadron at the end of September; it's a day she won't
forget in a hurry. LCpl Ea rrow had his happy bubble deflated soon after
his promotion, shortly after his promotion he was beard to say. ' o more
crew brew making for me.' Unfortunately this theory doesn't always
work especially if you are Ol) a crew of two and the crew commander is a
Cpl (RHll' and all that).

ATTACHMENT TO AIRFIELD TROOP
259 SIG AL Q ADRON 17 A G
f-19 OCTOBhR 1998
by 2Lt Andy Hill
I had just cleared an enemy trench, adrenaline still flowing, when I
paused and took a deep breath. During this momentary lull in my final
Exercise, in Bittburg Germany, of my Sandhurst Commissioning Course I
realised how cold and wet and thoroughly exhausted my body was. It was
during this pause in the battle that I had a glimmer of hope. That hope lay
about three hours plane journey away to a well known East-Mediterranean
island that was to be the dcstmation for my post-Sandhur t attachment.
After taking about a week to recover from my Commissioning Ball 1
found myself in sunny old Cyprus. I had chosen to be attached to 259
Signal Squadron, though I had virtually no idea of what they did, only that
work finished at 13.30 hrs every day and that I would have no command.
On day one, Maj Stt:ve Turnbull the Sqn Comd, informed me that I was
to have pleasure of being thrown in at the deep end to command a Troop
for eight weeks. Command a Troop? But I hadn't done my Troop
Commander's Course! evertheless, the 2lC, Cap t Pa ul Merry pointed
me in the right direction and I turned up nervously at my new command of
Airfield Troop based at RAF Akrotiri. I was met by Sgt Kev Ingley who
mstantly made me feel welcome. Being 22 yrs old and looking 18, I only
had Sig 'Port ' Stanley for competition as to who looked the youngest in
the Troop! The following day, T p S gt Stenhouse returned from leave
and began to show me the ropes. He was to become my right hand man, as
an immense source of knowledge and experience.
I was soon introduced to the high morale of the troop when I attended
my first troop social which said farewell to the previous OC, Capt 'Admin
Crab' Finneran and C pl 'Sally' Webster . A good night has by all, but 1
was not such a big fan of the local Cypriot spirits! It was also good to ee
the troop improving soldier/tourist relations in Limassol, as hown by
LCpl's ' Bar trick' Cavanagh and 'Tinky-Winky' Farrow.
Work wise the Squadron, and therefore the Troop, was very busy with
CPD inspections, MCM visits and welcoming the Regimental Colonel for
a visit all on top of the u ual heavy workload. Getting involved with all of
the visits was a great experience.
Being a Tp Comd prior to attending the Troop Commander's Course
has been great fun, but more importantly a tremendous experience. l have
learnt so much in just a couple of weeks that I can apply throughout my
career. I would like to thank the whole of Airfield Tp for being such a joy
to command and special thanks go to SSgt (FoS) E ric O ' Halloran and
SSgt Bob Stenhou e for all the advice and help they gave.
DHEKELIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt M. Finneran
Tp SSgt
S gt J . Whitty
More glorious months for Dhekelia Tp have passed with the Troop just
leading the Hodgson Shield competition. It's been a pleasant change for
Capt Ma rk 'Scarlet Pimpernel' F inneran, whose has just arrived from
Airfield Tp, to find out what being on the winning team is like. Plug's
Playboys won the Unit's annual driving competition and the Bitsa Bar has
fmally been re-opened after an extensi e facelift. Cpl Bob Kirby and Sig
Dai Bowen worked wonders to produce the best bar in the Garri on and also
got rid of Sgt Pete Gruncell 's psychedelic paint job. Congratulations to
LCpl Lorraine 'CaU me Mrs' Dennis for the extra cloth she is now wearing
on her right arm. Welcome to SSgt John Whitty, SSgt(Fo ) Bernie
'lcAndrew and his wife Claire, and to Sgt Sid Crowton and his wife
Debbie. Goodbye to Sgt Pete Gruncell who left us for CPD at Blandford.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
Maj S. G. H utchinson
WOl (RSM) M. J. McKenn a
qn RSM
Life in St Tonis continues at it usual hectic pace despite the immi nent
end to our comm itments in Bosnia. Adventure Training. pre-battlecamp
trai11ing and normal routine on can1p ensures that nobody has a quiet
moment!
VISIT OF DIRECTOR OF SUPPORT
HEA DQUA RTERSLA DCE T
The Sq uadron recently received a visit from Maj Gen Milne, Director
of Suppo11 and Senior British Officer at Headquarter LANDCE T in
Heidelberg, to mark the end of the Squadron commitment to Bo nia. Gen
Milne's visit was part of his tour of the LA DCENT Signal Group (L G),
a mul ti natio nal grouping of German, Dutch, American and Briti h ignal
unit. that support Headq uarters LANDCE T. 2 0 (UK) Sig qn, the
British component to the LSG, ha been deployed to Bosnia for the la t
two years in locati ons as di verse as arajevo, Tuzla, Banja Luka and
Mo tar. Gen Milue toured Francsica Barrack to view the improvement
that have been made to the Camp whilst the quadron ha been on
opera tions. This included a visi t to the lncemational Dini ng Facility, the
NATO name for cookhou e that the quadron shares with the Dutch
ignal quadron. He wa also able to see the RMA y tern that did not
deploy to Bosni a and wi ll be rep laced with a new system oon.
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Sgt Ivor Moore explains the RMA system to the General
wh ilst showing off his prowess at one finger typing
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LPHA TROOP- by pl haw
Tp Comd
Lt Todd
Tp gt
gt Barker
eptember heralded the end of 280 (UK) ig qn · mi ion in Bosnia.
Although our mis ion i officially over, the quadron will till be called
upon to upply a number of personnel in llidza. Banja Luka and for a short
time. Tuzla. Thi means a far as Alpha Tp i concerned, it' busines as
m ual. To that end, the Troop ha had its us1r.1 l tum-around of personnel.
with pl • Ml' Wells deploying for hi ~ond time and Cpl 'Billy'
Htinter on hi third. Don't be mUed into believing that Cpl Hunter i
being hard done by, he volumeered again! Cpl Hunter , aid he had no
friend in the quadron so he might as well be deployed. Sig 'Penny'
Ed\lard was al o deployed to Bo nia but this time it' for a proper tour
m tead of the usual two week holiday. Cpl 'confident' laughter had a
good ·tan to hi leadership course, when returning from Bosnia to collect
hi kit. he couldn't find the key to hi room, but not wanting to bother
anyone, he imply changed the lock in tead. Who said he didn't need the
course! ome people ju t get all the luck, with
gt 'Tony ' Barker
having 10 tra\·el to plit to do 11is EFP2. S gt Barker complained about
the di cu sion groups. He aid ·the pool wasn 't warm enough and they
didn't erve the right cocktails'. Oh yes, l almost forgot , it's official now,
he can 't pell! Sig 'Sun Tan' Foulkes managed to spend the whole of
eptember on Exercise in Cyprus with 20 Annd Bde Sig Sqn. It wa
uppo ed to be an Exerci e, but judging by his tan, it looks as though the
only Exerci e he did wa lifting glasses of cold beer.
CHARLIE TROOP
TpComd
TpS gt

LtRae
SSgtSmith

TROOP ' HELLO '
D ' GOODBYE '-by LCpl Young
Well, it has been very quiet on the 'hello' front- in fac t no-one new-just
tho e rerurning from Bo nia. The message of 'have a good one! ' goes to
gt tick 'Hippie· Kenning, LCpl Mark 'Theo' Theobald and Sig
oooy 'Don't call me Terrence either! ' Lowe who have recently
deployed. We have, however. had three people leaving Charlie Troop.
Firstly, Sgt 'lartin 'Loyalty' Stebbiog who would be ad ly missed except
he has only moved aero s to Alpha Tp and sti ll visits for coffee. ext to
leave was LCpl John 'Silverback ' Phoenix, his wife Lyn and children
Rebecca and ndrew: we all wish you the best at 7 Sig Regt. Last, but not
least, we said a fond farewell to LCpl Craig ' I love ID X and red bull '
Marshall-good luck on the re-trade to Technician. Be afraid Blandford,
be very afraid!
INTERNATIONAL MONCHE "GLADBACH MARCHES
by LCpl ·again' Young.
Two teams from 280 (UK) Sig Sqn entered this annual competition-one
solely made up of members from the Almighty Charlie Tp. Our Troop
team consisted of Lt Emma 'Give me the map, Staff' Rae, SSgt Kev 'I
really need to get out more' Smith, Cpl Danny ' I need fluids' Bailes and
LCpl Kev 'Thats far enough for me' Young. The team, numero 20, set off
at a blistering pace, which continued until they got geographically misled
(for the first time). By Stand 3 the team was doing reasonably well, having
overtaken three teams already. It was somewhere between Stands 3 and 4,
when taking a more direct route than required through the marshes, that
LCpl Young had a tree fall from the sky and strike him on the bead. But
the rest of the team continued unperturbed. As the day rolled on it was the
team' individual and somewhat bizarre personalities that kept them
gt Smith 's
going: Lt Rae's outstanding, nee superb, leadership skills;
Plane, Tank and Map symbol recognition; the mighty wit of Cpl Bailes'
and the pain and anguish of LCpl Young 's knee packing up.
After 18 miles of marching LCpl Young 's knee finally gave way and
gt Smith was the man to carry him to the First Aid stand, which was
conveniently only 200 metres down the road. He was then taken to
hospital and the remaining three team members contin ued on to complete
the rest of the Stands. Overall the Charlie Tp team finished 20th- strange
considering the number of teams we passed! They also picked up a 3rd in
the mixed team competition . As for the other team from 280 (UK) Signal
Squadron they finished 2nd in the British teams ' category. As for LCpl
Young-he has made a full recovery.
EXERCISE RAMBO MUDDY TRACK
CHARLIE TROOP PREPARES FOR WAR
by Sigs Richens and tyles
Under ~he illustrious leadership of Lt Emma 'Netty' Rae, Charlie Tp
deployed m the field for a one-week Infantry Style Exercise. The DS team
also comprised of
gt Kev 'Boil in the bag' Smith, Sgt Wayne
·Greyman' Dunbar and LCpl John '5 bellies' Phoenix. On the first day
we went for a leisurely walk (civvy tenn for a ' patrnl! ) through the woods
practising snap ambush and harbour drills. Day 2 saw the first casualty of
the Exercise (Sig Tracy 'Laminated Sickchil' Holland) and activities
su~h ~ fire and man.oeuvre drills with a stretcher casevac in the evening.
Th~s involved carrymg LCpl Phoenix who, according to SSgt Smith,
weighs the same as an average man (on rehab). Day 3 witnessed LCp l
'Weasel' Tyrrell doing his one-day 'dustman resettl ement course' as he
carried a full rubbish bag around with him for the whole day, including the
ambush rehearsals, as punishment for being untactical. The Exercise
endeJ that night with an ambush that only the DS were awake for! In
ummary, all junior members think Charlie Tp is now Charlie Platoon. As
a lasuhoug!Jt. let us not forget to mention to Cpl Matt 'I really want to be
!11ent1oned m the Wire' Lennie. There you go Cpl Lennie, twice in one
issue happy now?
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EXERCISE PICOS BACKSTOP- 31 UG ST-12 EPTEMBER 1998
by Cpl Danny Bailes
On 3 I August, of this year, ten brave young adventurers under the
leadership of Lt Emma ' Phone Horne' Rae ventured deep into the
wilderness of the Picos Mountains in the Cuntabrian area of Northern
pain. The aim of the expedition was to trek self-supported across the
Picos de Europa (The Peaks of Europe) for five days. The route taken
retraced the footstep of over 400,000 Arabs who, legend has it, were
driven out of this area by King Pelayo and hi 31 Christian follower in the
8th Century; and hence the Reconquest of Spai n began.
The E ercise got off to an ominous start when, an hour after we waved
goodbye to the Camp gates, we were still driv ing around Kre feld town
centre; this wa due to the superb map reading skills of Cpl Danny
'Where's the 57?' Bailes! However, afi er another couple of detour around
Monchengladbach and Maastricht we were well on our way. The team of
ten con isted of OIC, Lt Emma 'Good Adm in' Rae, with Sgt Martin
' Anyone seen my teddy' Stebbing as 21C, Sgt Bob ' Strange name for a
girl' Dunford, Cpl Danny 'Fall Guy' Bailes, LCpl Kev "Vortex ' Young,
ig Bernie 'I'm not a scouser' Brennan, LCpl Dave ' But I am' Lewis,
Pte Gemm a 'I'm a chef really' Catchpole, Sig's Steve 'Psycho'
Wildridge and Jo 'The Mum ' Ellison. We finall y arrived in Santander
after a brief overnight top at Tours, just in time to set up camp and hit the
beach for a quick but chill some dip off the Northern coast. This was
followed by a couple of barbecued hor e burgers and then it was time to
hit the town and 'educate' the locals.
After a quiet night we headed towards the mountains and began our
main trek. We entered the Pico Massifs from tbe west at the religious
shrine of Covadonga and re-entered civilisation five days later at the
southern village ofFuenta De. Everyone on the Exerci e team would like
to extend their thanks and appreciation to the member of MT Troop who
joined u . They had an unfailing ability to soak every bit of kit they
touched, this was until a stop at the cl imbing centre at Refuge Vega de
Urriellu. When they attempted to return to their tent, the tent in question,
unfortunately had caught the climbing bug and was now half way up the
mountainside! Thanks also goes to Cpl Da nn y Bailes who regaled u
with his perfect demonstration of a bead flip, unfortu11ately Sgt (SI) Bob
Dunford, forgo t to tell him about mats and general safety tuff, so he ju t
went for the rocks i11stead-ouch! On return to Potes, after what was quite
pos ibly the worst cable car ride of Sig ' Scouse' Brennan 's life, we
settled in for a quiet night down the town. Unfortunately the town had
other ideas, and come the early hours of the next morning, even the bar
staff had entered our round . The next day was spent on a omewhat more
relaxed trek around the area of Potes followed by a very large sieak meal
and an early night.
The seventh and final day of Adventure Training was spent on the back
of five 400 cc quad bikes. With Lt ' Schumacher ' Rae trying to leave the
pack behind at every opportunity much to the annoyance of the instructor,
who made this clear on at least three occasions. Accompanying the ten of
us, there was a young Spanish girl, who was a nervous driver for the most
part. The remaining couple of days were spent driving back, with
overnight stops in Laredo (Spain) Biarritz (France) and fin ally a return
visi t to Tours. After a week of being very wet and tired and dragged up and
down, up and down, up and down the mountains, it was good to be back
home, however the decision taken by all was that Ex Picos Backstop had
been challenging yet enjoyable and , therefore, a uccess! Drivel provided
by Cpl Danny Bailes and all mistakes are to be put down to poetic
licence.

'The Team'
Back Row &R: Sgt Dunford, Sgt Stebbing, LCpl Lewis,
Cpl Bailes, LCpl Young , Sig Wildridge, Lt Rae
Front Row L-R: Sig Brennan, Sig Ellison and Pte Catchpole
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QMS DEPARTME T
October sees the QM's Department down to half strength, as members
of the Department have taken to the great outdoors for a week in
preparation for the Squadron's Battlecarnp to be held in November. (A hint
for Cpl ' Baz' Botwright- removc the fo resight when using a usat). On
the sports field Cpl 'Cozy' Powell has been awarded 'Man of the Match'
in hi s va liant role as goalkeeper for the Squadrons Football team The
Department would like to pass on their best wishes to LC pl 'Squirrel'
Tyrrell who is off the th e sunnier climate of 20 Armd Bdc in Paderbom
and Sig ' Woody' Wood who is making the big step of returning to civvy
street, all the best lads. The QMs Department would like to pass on special
greetings to SSgt Rob Mclotte, wi fe Marina and the kids. Rob, we all
hope you ha ve a speedy recovery and hope to see you some time in the
near future.

MT T ROOP
L.S.C. (LANDCENT SUPORT COMMAND) T RA PORTATIO .
COMPANY-THE END
On 2 June 1998 the last elements from the Squadron MT returned to
K.refeld, having spent two years on operations in Butmir, Sarajevo. The
followi ng were the last members of the Sq uadron to serve with the MultaNational Transport Company, confidently led by gt 'Keer Betts and his
crew, LCpl 'Geoff' Johnson, Sig 'Esso' Calladine, Sig 'She' d get it'
Brennan and Sig 'Wannabe' Custy. During the final week gt 'Dave'
Honeyman and his team of drivers flew into Sarajevo to assist the last
elements of the Squadron Drive our 'Trusty' DAF Trucks back to K.refeld
Th is was to take a three day road journey, covering Bosnia, Croatia,
Slovenia, Austria and fin ally Germany, with overnight stops in Zagreb and
Bad Reichenhall e. The only trouble was the boys had to watch England v
Argentina in a local German town, where, as you can imagine, we were
made to fee l most welcome.

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj Julian Bunce
SSM
W02 (SSM) Balsdon
I (UK) Armd Div arc now safely installed as the army element of JCUFI.
(Yes even Sgt Maj Balsdon who managed to make the connecting flight this
time.) Thank you to 3 Div Line and Power section who greeted us off the
plane with 'Have a Merry Christmas 1 Div' banners, don't worry, we will!
ALPHA TROOP/RADCON
IC RADCON
Sgt 'Daz' Bailey Co1t1ms are robust.
CHARLIE T ROOP
SqnComd
SS gt

Lt 'You can keep your boots on ' Jeeves
SSgt 'Taff' Jolly

EW SUBBIE JN THE SOUTH ATLA TIC-by 2Lt 'Oli ' Dinnis
August the seventh was a great day for me. r attended my
commissioning parade and ball on a hot summers day at RMA
Sandhurst- less than two weeks later, I found myself getting out of a RAF
Tri-Star onto the snowy runway at Mount Pleasant Airport. Had
something gone wrong? The answer was definitely not! For ome, the
FalkJands may not seem an ideal posting, spending six month away from
family and friends but for most of us (including fresh young subaltern ) it
is an excellent opportunity. The snow is unusual even for winter and soon
melts once the sun comes out again or more likely, blows away in the
ceaseless wind. All trades that come here have plenty of work to do and
everyone leaves wi th lot of relevant experience. The facilities are
excellent and include a top gym, a swimming pool, lots of squash courts,
several sports pitches, a cinema and over two hundred licensed bars! This
is by no means an eXchaustive list and there is always omething for
everyone during time off. Like improving police relations.
My first weekend here r was titched up like a kipper by Capt Fiona
Hay and Lt Rob Francis by being sent out to one of the mo t remote
outposts in the land with a PRC 320 for company. Mt Adam is, at 700m,
the highe t manned site on the i lands. It is often cold and o windy that
going outside is an endurance event in it elf. [ was left up there for a few
days enjoying the hospitality of the rebro det: Cpl ' Burp ' Belcher who
likes hot and picy food , Sig ' Geordie' Harvey who doesn't and Sig
'Larry' Lamb who will eat anything. They claim to enjoy the isolation
from the delights of MPA and have their own entenainrnent includ ing a
gym. Luckily for me, the weather was too bad for me to be able to climb
down the hill to the lake at the bottom to carry out the check for
Legionnaires Disease, yet another stitch up.
On my return to NWA I took part in the Rock.hopper Challenge, a 27km
military skills and endurance competi tion. My team consisted of three
others, Sig ' Ell 'Elcock, and myself ig 'Ringo' Wringe and Sig 'Parks'
Parker. For a change, the weather was almost perfect for tabbing. cool and
clear and only spoilt by the ever-pre ent wind. The route was not difficult
and covered a large part of the area around the airfield and port. Bli ter
were a problem and were responsible for slowing u down but we all
fini shed. JCUM entered four team but all were oundly beaten by the
Reinforced Infantry Company teams.
Unlike most of the army clement of JCUFI who aJe here for six months,
I only have a two month tour which means that I will leave many thing
left undone and unseen. I can recommend the Falkland as an excellent
tour, which, if you make the most of it, rank amongst the best there i .
SOUTH GEORGIA LSD SIGNAL DETACHMENT
Det Comd
Sgt J. Barsley
Tech
Sgt Tye
Operators
LCpl Law
igKnight
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The det are all nicely settled-in at King Edward Point and with the
arri val of a new batch of Royal Engineers. they find themselves as the
experienced veterans of the island. All have completed the Mountain
Movement and Survival Course and Sgt Barsley seems to be a bit of a
closet ski champ, winning the all island competition. (There are only 18
people on the island) LCpl Law has grown a new set of muscles with the
aid ofa little computer enhancement (but I doubt that Jodie will be fooled)
and Sig Knight now has more hair on his top lip than on his head, start as
you mean to go on. Congratulations to Sgt Tye on his promotion.
SOUTH GEORGIA VISIT ABOARD HMS EDI BURGH
by Sig Hosking
On the afternoon of I I September, four landlubbers ventured aboard
HMS Edinburgh as guests for the passage to South Georgia. For all four of
us Lt Franci , Sig Hosking, Sig
ipper' Sherlock and Sig ' Ringo'
Wringe, ii was a once in a lifetime chance to experience life aboard a
Royal avy destroyer. Within moments of being aboard we were taken for
a briefing to be made aware of the forthcoming journey. Sick-bags and
seasickness pills were issued and every eight hours. Signallers could be
seen popping pills to combat that Tm going to be sick' feeling. Top tip ....
Don 't go to sea with a hangover! After the briefing we were shown to our
accommodation (me s in navy speak) which was where we got our first
surprise. Around 20 men live in tbe same space as three do in the average
army room. The beds (cabins) are tacked three high and come with a
safety belt to prevent you falling out in rough seas! The messes are
surprisingly well kitted out. each having it's own TV, video and fridge (no
beer here honest). Once underway, time pas ed urprisingly quickly
mainly due to the amount of sleep that sailors get. Sig' ipper' herlock
soon got into his routine and earned the name of 'Kipper · due to the
amount of time he pent in his cmtcher. We all took our sea sickness pills
which seemed to do the trick as none of us were ill, unlike a certain new
rnatelot who spent 24 hours in his pit throwing up. To help pas the time
we were invited to work in the MCO (Main Communications Office)
which is the naval version ofa COMMCE .
Upon arrival in South Georgia, early on the third morning. we were
greeted with a magnificent sight. HMS Edinburgh was anchored in King
Edward Bay off Grytviken. wh ich is a whaling station abandoned in the
!960's. Situated in an enclosed bay wi th turquoise, almost tropical
coloured water, not that any of us felt like wimming. We went a hore in a
large Gemini inflatable and got soaked in the proce s. Once ashore, we
were left to our own device and we took the time to look around the old
buildings, ome of which till bear the mark of the 1982 conflict, and get
close to the wildlife. lt was the first time that any of us had seen penguin
and elephant seals in the wild. The large bull seals were randomly
scattered along the water'. edge and we all took turns to have a photo with
one. each of us trying to out do the other by edgi ng ever closer to one until
it took offence and reared up, unhappy with being a tourist attraction.
There is a museum that is run by the only two pennanent inhabitants of the
island. It is an illustrated history of life on the wl".aling tat ion a well a
documenting the amazing adventure · of one tr Shackleton. It contain ·
many original artefact in exce llent condition. \ ell wortl1 a look if you
happen to be at a loose end in the outh Atlantic Ocean.
The next day we travelled around the coast to tromne s. another
abandoned whaling station with an abundance of penguin . We managed
to pend the night in hackleton House with the resident detachment of
Sappers and Signallers who ho ted u in true am1y fashion . . . a curry and
a few beers. The next morning found u preparing to return to HM
Edinburgh for the return journey that was cut short by a day due to the
Lynx breaking down. It wa lucky that they found the fault becau. e we
were due to be taken up for a flight the following day. Although a good
time wa had by all and it wa a unique experience, we were pretty happ
to get our feet on solid ground again.
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2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
A 'N AL
l\IP
The quadron deployed a part of 2
C) ig Bde Exercise Purple
Duster for the first week of camp 11-1 cptember. The Exerc1 e wa a
tactical communications task utilising the operational role of secure
ground-\\ a\'e telegraph circuits along th length of the we tern coast of
Great Britain. The quadron ba e local n and echelon. support was. at
Altcar Training rea (near Liverpool) with two relay chams, one run111ng
north and one -outh. The northern d1ain ran from Itear to the Isle of Man
and then on to the Mull of Galloway in the cotti h borders. The outhe~
chain ran from Altcar to 1oel-y-Parc in north Wale , RAF Valle~ m
Anglesey. 1ynidd Rhyw on the Lynn Penin ular (We~t Wales) Ysg1bor
Mountain in south Wales. Lundy Island m the Bnstol Channel and
terminating at Condolen Barrow in om wall. A furth.er tation was sited at
2 ' ) ig Bde HQ in Corsham a part of.a VIP d1 play event that al o
connected into the outhem chai11 when a ailable.
The off: hore det at the I le of Man and Lundy I land pre ented an
unu ual challenge both in logi tic re upply and initial deployment
although both, of course, made superb ground-wave loca.tions. being
urrounded by water! The Lundy Island det had a planned 111sert1on by
landing craft courtesy of the Royal Marines based in Cornwall, but due to
the heavy weather which dogged the entire Exerci e thi wa cancelled
and a hasty fallback plan was made and a Sea-King helicopte.r was tasked
to drop the di mounted det onto the i land. The succes of th1 plan bears
te rimony to the fle ·ibility and 'can do' ethos of our det crew . The tormy
weather kept all of our crew busy during the week. particularly as they
were mainly deployed onto hilltop and in ome ca e in very expos~d
areas. Mynidd Rhiw det wa ited adjacent to a meteorological ~talion 111
We t Wales where wind peed of 1OOmph were recorded at times that
prompted a det tatus report from gt R onnie Thomson at one point that
read: 'Del in Wale , Masts nested and tent in Cornwall!'
The support for a deployment covering such a long line i no mean feat.
The RQMS" resupply teams were constantly mobile as were the Forward
Repair Team (FRT) without whom the show could not have gone on. Ex
Purple Duster 3 aw the first joint deployment with our augmentee Troop from
46 Sig Sqn Derby who provided two dets. They were glad that the circuits
w re put to secure RAIT quickly as the linguaphone jockaneese language
course had not arrived in time for anything in voice to be understood!
Each det was kept busy with ubstantial moves of location and realistic
traffic loading, along with tactical play from our colleagues in 2 (NC) Sig
Bde. Some urpri ing extended ground-wave links were e tablished and
maintained over distances that raised a Yeomanesque eyebro\v! Apart
from validation of training, one of the tasks undertaken by SPSI, S gt
Tony Doherty on his trips around each det was the compilation of the
Egon Ronay guide to det cooking. giving eacb crew a scored rating. Well
done to C pl Dave Garla nd ' crew. You can have a recipe page in the
Squadron newsletter. The end of Ex Purple Duster 3 saw the dets
regrouping at Halton Training Camp near Lancaster where a day of
refurbi hment took place. This wa followed by a cultural day in
Blackpool where C pl Avril Forsyth was seen eyeing up Blackpool tower
with a view to use it as a vertical radiator for the next comms deployment.
Rumour has it that the PSAO Capt ' Buffalo' Bill aismith was spotted
on a Blackpool Donkey with a 'Kis me quick' hat on, but l don 't believe
this as he i normally a bucket and spade man. The second week of camp
was based at Halton Camp with Monday 21st spent on ATD testing and
brushing up drills. Tuesday saw the Squadron moved to Ambleside cricket
club from where high level hill walking and mountain biking was
conducted. Commander SI (Highland) Brigade, Brig G r a nt OBE visited
during Tuesday and spent the day hill walking with members of the
quadron. He also attended a barbecue social at the cricket club along with

our other vi · itor Maj Hugh Bardell from the MoD. Wednesday was a
challenge day held at Rookin House fan11 where th<: activities included
Go-Karting Horse riding and Human Bowling. at which the OC excelled
but Maj B:;rdell took on a rather green complexion. During Wednesday,
PSI SSgt Tony Doherty and Sgt George Cowan returned to Tlalton
Camp to help co resident in the Camp, 74 Ind Fd Sqn RE (V) \~ith Signals
training, again empha · ising Corps excellence to all wc come 111to contact
with. Thursday the quadron regrouped at Halton Camp and conducted
varied adventurou pur uits in the local area . Friday was recovery day
back to Dundee and a complete turnaround of all our equipments followed
by the endex party.
CONGRATULATION
Congratulation to those hardworking individuals who were awarded
their promotion at the end of annual camp, namely: Sgt Heather ' Ginger
Whinge' Lawrie, gt Tracey 'Simply the Be t' Waterston, Cpl Joe ' ay
Comb' Wiggins, Cpl Leslie ' ub Calibre' Bruce and Cpl Bob 'What
Morse Key?' Penman. Well done one and all. Amo ngst the foray of bell
ringing which followed the promotion announcements was the long
awaited engagement announcement from Heather Lawrie. and Joe
Wiggins, Watch this space! Another well .done go.es to CM 'Ju111or Bo~net
Lifter · Millar on the succes ful completion ofh1s class 2 REME Vehicle
Mechanic cour e at SEME Bordon.
ATTACHME TS
Immediately following annual camp, wi thout the aid of a change of
suitca e, LCpl Andy 'TG Op Worshipper' Henderson and Sig Jason
'Battle Bowler' Honeyman departed from Halton Training Camp to join
243 Sig Sqn in Bulford to take part in Ex Blazing Bruno, an Exercise to
enable the Officers and Soldiers of a static Signal Squadron to refresh their
Fieldcraft and Tactics. Andy and Jason acted as enemy and general
support throughout this excursion to Sennybridge Training Area and
thoroughly enjoyed the Exercise. They would like to extend thank for the
hospitality and good humour shown by all.
HELLOS AND FAREWELLS
Two key posts within the Squadron permanent taff have ju t seen
band-overs take place, namely in the shape of W02 (MS) Andy Dob on
moving on to join Vodaphone in civvy treet (some people will do
anything to get better mobile phone coverage in a canoe!) Best wishe to
Andy and Janet in your new life. Andy hands over to W02 (MS) ' Fort'
George Hume and Liz to whom we extend a warm welcome. George is
currently polishing his Morse key to a high sheen.
The second handover sees Sgt Steve 'Buzz' Goodyear handing over
the DPM hair lacquer tin on posting to 34 (N) Sig Regt (V). The Norman
Wisdom fan club is now in mourning. Good Luck Steve. Steve's
replacement is Sgt George 'Ya Bazza' Cowan who's wife Becky is a
local la s which makes this more of a hom ecomi ng than a po ting!
Welcome to the team, The future is bright, the future is GREEN! (sorry
A ndy!)
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THE SERVICE OF THE FAMILY OF CAPTAIN (QUEENS GURKHA OFFICER)
NAVINDRABIKRAM GURUNG QUEEN'S GURKHA SIGNALS
by Capt (QGO)
The British Army has a tradition of sons following their fathers into the
Service. This is especially so in the Brigade of Gurkbas and their story
must be one of the finest examples of that tradition in the whole history of
the Am1y. Capt (QGO) avindrabikram Gurung, who is currently on
the taff of the Royal School of Signal in Blandford, comes from a
remarkable family with a magnificent tradition of Crown Service spanning
a period of nearly I SO years and six generation . Capt Navindra · greatgreat-grandfather, Puransing Gurung, enlisted in 2nd King Edward 's
Own (Sirmoor Rifles) some time in 1848 in Dharamsala. This wa the fir t
Gurkha Regiment ever formed, just over 30 years before he enlisted.

avindrabikram Gurung
Premsing Gurung- Detai l not known.
Kalamsing Gunmg- Ex 2/4 GR, later served in epal Police Force and
retired as an Inspector. His eldest son Capt (QGO) Surendrabikram
Gurung served in Queen's Gurkha Signals and he was in the first batch of
Radio Mechanics in 1955. His second son Gajendrabikram erved in the
epalese Army, retiring as a Major. His third son arendrabikram worked
as PA to the Finance Mini ter in Nepal. His youngest son Cpl
Jayendrabikrarn Gurung erved in Queen's Gurkha Engineers but is now
retired and serving with the Sultan's Armed Forces in the Oman. Hi sonin-law, Capt (QGO) Jitman Gurung, served in Queen· Gurkha Signals. He
was the first Gurkha in the Regiment to attend and pass a Foreman of
Signal Course in the UK in the early 1960s.
Ransing Gurung-Detail not known. He had one on, Subedar
atthusing Gunmg, who enlisted in 3/4 GR. He died soon after his
retirement. His wife survived with three daughters.

THE FUTURE
September saw the acceptance trials of the first phase of our new
comms equipment, due to replace the Clansman equipment over a period
of time. lt i reassuring in these times of uncertainty to ee our sponsor
department giving a vote of confidence in the capabilities of 2 Signal
Squadron. The future bodes well for the Dundee Signallers. To steal a
catch pbrase from our adly departed 'B uzz' Goodyear, TO INFINITY,

AND BEYOND!

Great Grandfather- Birsing Gu rung

THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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Puransing's on, Havildar Birsi ng G unmg, cnli ted in 1/4 GR some
time in 1885 at Bakloh. During the Great War in 1914-191 he was
awarded the JANG! !NAM for his ferocity and bravery and awarded a
pension of 60 Rupees a year (worth £100 today) to last for two
generations. He was also awarded 1.3 Acres of land in Bakloh and after 111
retirement he wa renowned a 'Sikari Buro' beeau e of hi hunting skills.
Altogether he killed seven tigers and a bear. In the ca e of the last of thee
seven tiger , Bir ing had to follow the wounded animal into a cave anned
only with a Bhalla (Spear). The tiger charged and Birsing thrust bi spear
in its mouth. A search party found the two in a heap hours later. Birsing
was just alive but the tiger was dead and it skin is in th1.:. 1/4 GR Office:-;
Mess to this day. Having served in six campaigns he died of old age. 111
1938 in Baklob at the age of 70. Birsing Gurung had nine sons and 111ne
daughters. All the sons served in difTerent regiments. What i known about
them is a follows:-
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Grandfather - Dhansing Gu rung
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itendra G urun g born in 1984 in BMH Hong Kong is now a 13 years
old student and it is yet to be seen ifhe will continue his fa mily tradition in
the Army. Nitika was born in 1987 in Sekkong Family Hospital. M igendra
is the second son of Rajendra. He is in Canada employed as a computer
engi neer. He is married and has a son Amrit and a daughter Netasa.
Havildar Gagendra is the third son. He en listed in J&K Rifles in 198 1 and
is still serving in the Indian Anny. He is married and has two daughters
Nidhi and Neha. Upendra is the youngest son of Rajendrabikram. He is
single and employed in Canada as a civi l servant.
Capt (QGO) Pritamsing Gurung is the second son. He was enlisted in
1/7 GR in 1949 and later transferred to Queens Gurkha Signals. He was
renowned as a Nepal Cup soccer player. He retired as a SQGO of 247
Gurkha Signal Squadron in I 976 fro m Hong Kong. He had four sons and a
daughter. The eldest son Navin Gurung was born in Tidworth Camp in
1962 and is now employed in Heathrow airport as a security officer and
his second son Cpl Bijen Gurung enl isted in QG Signals as a clerk, but is
now serving in I RGR. Two other sons Dheran and Suchan are now
studying in the USA. Daughter Sangita is employed as a teacher in
Kathmandu . She is marri ed and has two sons.
Capt (QGO) Jogindras ing Gurung is the thi rd son. He was enlisted in
Queens Gurkha Engi neers in 1960. He was the second Gurkha to qualify
on the Clerk of Works course in Civil Engineering. He was also the first
Gurkha Officer with the UN in Cyprus and as such was awarded the MBE

Oh an ing ur ung is the younge t on of Birs in~. Dhansing enlisted ~n
I 7 GR at Quetta. Baluchistan in 1930. He .se:-·ed m the Indian Anny ~n
th· rank. from 1930 to 1947. He was conuru s1oncd m 1?48 and . e1vcd m
the British Anny in I 7GR from 1948 to 1957. Dun~g the t:'lalayan
emergen y m 195 . 'C' Company Commander MaJ D. 0 . Leary
explai ned · ' Coy of 1 7 GR was tasked to carry out close reconna1s ance
on a group ofCommuni t terrori ts in Malaya. Capt (QGO) Dh ansm~ 7 Pl
ommnnder of· · Coy volumeered for tl1c task and wn ucces fu l m the
operation. They had killed thre~ out of .four enemy. He ~"'a a a. re ult
. 1enuoned in Di patche· for tlus operation . . Lt C<?I D. 0 L.eary ts now:
reti red and ettled in Levburn. 1ortlJ Yorkshire. H1 on. 1 laJ T. D. P. 0
Leary i no\\ serving i~ Gurkha Training Wing. In 1957 Capt (QGO)
Ohau- ing wa · po ted to RA C cbool and wa the firs t Gurkha Officer to
attend an MTO oursc m UK. He was later po ted to the Gurkha A .c and
he was in trumental in rai ing 3 1 oy GA C- now QOGTR. H1 war
medal were: 1939-45 Africa tar Clasp Amly, Ita ly tar, Burma Stai:, War
1edal, India Independence Medal, India ervice Medal, Long ery1ce ~
Good Conduct Medal. G M with Cla p 'Malaya'. He fi nall y retired m
1961. After hi retirement he joined the Indian Home Guar~ as Deputy
Commandant but adly, on a visit to Bila hp.ur ~aha raja on H1machal D~y
in imla, he had a Jeep accident and later died m hospnal at t~ e a.ge of. 4
in 1966. Hi wife Bidiyawanli Gurung wa born in 19 14 and 1s till hvm g
with his on in Kathmandu. Capt (QGO) Ohan ing- had even ons and
four daughters and their tories are as follows:-

for service in Cyprus in 1984 He retired after bu1ldmg Bikram Bhawan,
the British Transit amp in Kathmandu. He later joined the Gurkha
Reserve Unit in Brunei for I 0 years as Assistant Log istic/ Project Officer
and built a camp costing B$ 86 million. He retired on I April 1998. He had
a son and three daughters. His son Rupen 1s married and employed in
Singapore. Daughter Sarita is married and now employed in HongKong.
His wife died in 1991 in Brunei.
Sgt Brindrasing Gurung is the fourth . He was enlisted in the Gurkha
Transport Regiment, now the QOGTR. After retirement he served in
UN ICEF as a Transport Offtcer. He had a son Bikash and two daughters .
Lt Col Bhupendrabikram Gurung is the fifth son and he was educated in
Singapore. He enlisted in 3/1lGR in 1967. He was commissioned in 1972
and served in the 28 Madras Regiment. He is now retired and has two son .
Rfn Mahendrabikram Gurung is the sixth son. He was enlisted in
3/ l lGR in 1969 after the lndo-Pakistan war in 1971 he retired . Later he
served in the USA Embassy in Kathmandu as a Transport Officer. He has
two sons. Samir Gurung died at the age of 16.
Subader Jitendrabi kram Gurung is the youngest son of Capt (QGO)
Dhansi ng Gurung. He was enlisted in 3/4 GR in 197 1. He is still in acti ve
service in Traini ng Centre 14 GTC in India. He has a son and two
daughters. Of the four daughters of Capt (QGO) Ohan sing Gurung, three
married servicemen and onl y one married a civil ian.
Th is fam ily is an army in its own right!

THE QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
EXERCISE QUEENS HEKLA FINN-ICELAND 5-25 JULY 1998
'THE LAND OF FIRE AND ICE'

Myself-Capt (QGO) Navindrabikram Gu rung
Ca pt (Q GO) avindrabikram G urun g is currently serving in the
Royal School of Signals as Office r Commanding Combat Support Group.
He never had a chance to participate in any Campaign but he is renowned
for Combat Skill at Anns shooting. He has represented the Briti h Anny
rifle team twice in Canada. He was awarded bronze Medal by Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II in tlie Anny Rifle A sociation Centenary year 1993.
He also represented Ho ng Kong International at long-bore taq~et nfle
competition in UK in 1990. His wife Bindiya Gurung was born m 1962
and is currently living in married quarters in Blandford. They ~av~ one
son, itendra, and a daughter Nitika Gurung. Both are studymg m St
Leonards Middle School in Blandford.

Father- Subader Rajendrabikram Gu rung
ubad er Rajendrabikram Gurung is tl1e eldest son of Dhans ing
Gurung. He was enlisted in 1/7 GR at Palampur in orthern Lndi a in 1946.
After India Independence in 1947 he was transferred to 3/11 GR in the
Indian Anny and the rest of tlie family moved to Ma laya in 1948. He was
commis ioned in 1965. Subadar Rajendrabikram Gurung served in Bunna
during the Second World War, in the lndo Chi na War in 1962 and in the
ludo Pakistan War in 1971 . He was born in 1929 in Bakloh and died in
1990 in Dehradun. His wife Nardevi Gurung was born in 1937 in Shillong
and is still living with her son in Canada. Subader Rajendrabikram had
four sons. Capt (QGO) avindrabikram Gurung the source of this story, is
the eldest son of Subadar Rajendrabikram Gurung. Navindra en listed in
Queens Gurkha Signals in Hong Kong (Sek Kong Camp) in 1974. He was
commissioned in 1991.

My son Nitend ra
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A joint effort by CJUO L. Blair, JUO M . Lewis and OCdt G . Bransby
Early on the morning of the 5 July 1998, 21 members of Queens
University Officer Training Corps departed Belfast for Iceland. Ex Queens
Hekl a Finn was to be an adventurous Training Exerci se with the purpose
of trekking Icel and, and seeing all that the island bas to offer on route. The
journey started aboard the Seacat ferry from Belfast to Stranraer, which
thankfully was a smooth cross ing. We arrived on time and met up with our
mini buses for the trip to Gl asgow airport to catch the Icelandair fli ght to
the mysterious and relati vely unknown country of Iceland, a land that
Queens' had previous ly exercised in. The party, however, only bad one
person who had been there befo re.
As we travell ed, the Iceland guidebook was frantically passed around
the group to ensure every one understood the island's culture . Landing
witlJ a heavy bump at Kefl avik International we were greeted by our
friendly American sponsors, who were wearing sunglasses and chewing
tabacco. The American navy has a base on Iceland and we had arranged to
use the transit accommodation and fac ilities for a base camp and poin t of
contact. Our sponsors on the base were the Naval Explosive Ordnance
Disposal detachment who transported us from the International airport,
over what could only be described as ' the surface of tlie moon ' in their
oversized trucks to our accommodation. Being the great sponsors that they
were, they oon had us down to the detachment and eating American sized
portions of barbecue.
The next day was spent training, preparing the tents and equipment for
the fortlicoming bikes. Supplies were bought and cooking gas ought.
With all equipment checked and ready, on the evening of the 7th, after
W 0 2 Steve White refu ed our ideas of staying on the base for the next
three weeks. We headed out on an old American school bus to the first
camp that was to be by the side of Lake Kliefvartan. At the site my team
spent an embarras ingly long time setting up our tent. Once e tablished,
however, we eagerly ran up the nearest mountain and gasped in awe ai tlie
incredible mountain views with clouds of steam bellowing from several
geothennal areas. We used up nearly half the film we had in heroic poses
and ruggedly stem expres ions. The evenings were awe ome, with the sun
never really setti ng, and we arose early the next morning witlJ the un high
in tlie sky, and precious little sleep had. The trekking started with a bang,
as C apt Manni Farr actually departed at the time he had dictated, and the
rest of us were left to catch up. After exploring the local area we plit
down into two groups to find the evenings site witli a water source. We
found a beautiful spot beside a lake on the top of a plateau. where we all
contemplated becoming gypsies and living tlJere for the rest of our live .
The day had been a hard shake out day but well needed.
The honeymoon was truly over and we departed early for the
rendezvous with the coach that was to drive us to the ba e of Mount Hekla
(which is sti ll an active volcano). Here we ate, slept and washed our ocks
in anticipation of climbing the scary, intimidating feature the next day..
We arose in the small hours, a advised and our Icelandic coach dnver
drove us a little further than expected towards the mountain and caused u
all severe anxiety as he delicately traversed his coach along mall dirt
tracks to the start of the ascent. We managed to ascend through the
volcanic ash in good ti me, and although blustery at the top we could wann
ourselves by sitting down on the hot ground. To our amazement the mobi le
phone that W02 Steve White was carryi ng worked and we all made calls
home. The descent was long but enjoyable.
From Hekla we moved to Landmannalauger an area which is rich in
Geothennal spectaculars, the best being a stream which i naturally heated
from the ground, a great way to fini h the day, relaxing wondering why the
sun never goes down. In Landmannalauger we climbed to see the
spectacular views where the volcanic lava meets the landscape in an array
of colour.
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It was another early morning rise and we were on our way to the area
known as Hrafntinnu ker a climb of some fifteen kilometres up hill through
lava and active geysers. We camped on the side oftlie hill in man made rock
bunds to shelter from the wind. We had been told not to miss the local Ice
Cave that were soon discovered and photographs taken . Hundreds of years
of ice fonned into a natural arch and cave. Onwards and upwards across the
ever undulating countryside and we made the next camp area in good time.
Hvanngill, our next overnight stop was soon upon us and Capt F arr
departed for Keflavik to collect the Commanding Officer. who was coming
over on a four-day visit. O Cdt Connor McGrory and O Cdt J a mes Ca rter
found the nearest peak to climb once camp was established and ensured we
all knew how great the view was from up there.
The next day was to be the longest of the Hike, twenty eight kilometres
from Hvangill to Porsmork, having to cross a number of glacier streams, rope
walks and foot bridges tliat proved to be a good cooling treatment for tlJe feet.
Today was tlJe only day we had bad weatlier, but morale was high and we
pressed on making camp in good time to meet tlJe Commanding Officer.
Porsmork is a remote area, but well used by the locals as a holiday spot,
so running water was found and porcelain toilets to match. A welcome
change for some. A late start was planned for the next day's hike, to
provide a well earned administration period. Dobie was done, blisters seen
to and packs re-adjusted. Tomorrow was to be short but steep, so we were
informed and the map backed up the rumours. Administration sorted we
departed, initially in tlJe wrong direction, to cross the fast running river
which separated us from tlJe mountains we had to conquer. Leaving
Porsmork below we climbed one bill after the other sometime by pre
positioned ropes and handrails until we came between the hvo glaciers of
Eyjafjallajokull and Myrdalsjokull spending the night in the 'A' framed
but, to keep out of the cutting wind.
After signing tlie visitors book we headed down hill. following the
canyon ' and many beautiful waterfalls'. which has been cut out by tbe
glacier melting over thousands of years. The momentum increased as we
approached what was to be the end of this phase of the Exercise. We
finished at what can only be one of tlJe best places to finish any hike,
Skogafoss, one of the largest waterfalls in Europe and by far the mo t
pectacular I have een. A kind Gennan tourist volunteered to take the
team photograph, twenty cameras and even more picture later he got to
rejoin hi s party.
After a relaxing evening in a local hot pool , and a good nights sleep we
rejoined the coach and headed on the long journey back to Keflavik.
Stopping at Geyser. Gulfoss, (another large waterfall), and to do ome
White Water rafting in the icy waters, we eventually arrived in Keflavik
late that evening. An administration day was in order and duly granted,
along with a relaxed visit to the world fan10u 'B lue Lagoon' a geothennal
set of pools, where it i said they have healing powers. We hoped so. The
clean up and sort out was soon over and W02 White once again had us
on the move, this time up to the north we t of the 1slan<l to the area known
as Snaefell sness, and its glacier, naefellingsku.I. luch was een and
done here. Then it wa back to Keflavik via Reyka ik to return all
equ ipment and tores we had borrowed, an early flight saw u back in
Glasgow and on the way to Bellrut.
Overall the exped ition wa extremely enjoyable and knowledgeable.
The whole team worked well a · a group, everyone put a lot of effort in to
keep going when the steep mountains became teeper and the peak · never
ended. Iceland is breathtakingly beautiful, unspoilt and completely barren
in places, giving you a total fee ling of being isolated from the re t of the
world. Our thank must go to W02 Steve White R ignals, who organised
the Exercise and worked extremely hard before and during to ensure
everything ran smootlJly. Also thank to our pon ors in Iceland, C hief
Rand Hetzel in the US aval EOD detachment, Keflavik . 1oreover. the
Uly e Tru t, for their support and financial as i tancc. Without su h
a istance the Exercise would not have been the succe · it wa -.
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CURRENT PRESIDENTS&
SECRETARIES FOR EACH SPORT
Athletic &

ros

Badminton
Ba ketball
Beagle
Canoeing
Cricket
Football
Golf
Hockey

Tenni
, erba ll
O rienteering
Rugby Union
Ru gby League
hooting
kiing
q uash

Tug of War
Volle,·ba ll
Ro\\i"ng

ountry Lt Col \! akerley MBE, 2 ig Rcgt
Maj L Wood 1BE, 34 ig Regt ( )
Lt Col M Lithgow M BE, 30 Sig Regt
Capt (TOT) T Inman, HQ R ' IG AL
Col T E M Richard on, HQ ATRA
Maj G Grant, 30 ig Rcgt
Brig J H Griffin. HQ R JG AL
Lt Col I W McKenzie. 14 ig Regt (EW)
Maj JR C Bunce, l(UK) Armd Div
Maj A Hicking, ATR Ba singboum
Col T E M Richard on, HQ ATRA
Capt D Kenyon. 11 Sig Regt
Col CJ Walters. RHQ R SIG ALS
W02 (RQMS) Buckingham, ITC
Brig J H Griffin, HQ R SIG AL
Maj (Rtd) L Yate , 93 ig Sqn (V)
Lt Col D G Proctor. AFV Sig ch
Maj J tewart (Mgr), HQ R SIG ALS
gt P Mitchell (F), RS
Maj G J Mc eill (Vet ), BDMT
Lt Col D M Steele MBE. HQ LA D
Maj G Mason, 36 Sig Regt (V)
Lt K H McAnulty. AAColl
Lt Col P Richards, RSS
Maj Bateson, CIS HQ 4 Div
Col J Blake, RFC4 (NELC) Chel ea Bks
Capt T Hall CDCN RAF Rudloe Manor
Maj D G Halstead. 5 AB Bde
W02 (Supvr) S J Prowse, JSSU Oakley
Brig J H Griffin, HQ R SIG ALS
Gapt G Reith. 2 Sig Regt
Brig R Baxter, I Sig Bde
Maj J Woods, DCOS HQ I Sig Bde
Brig S G Hughes, 2 Sig Bde
Maj M Griffiths, 9 ig Regt (R)
clo W02 (FofS) Bason, 3 Cdo Bde RM
Lt Col J A Terrington, 21 Sig Regt (AS)
Maj T Langford. 63 (SAS) Sig Sqn
Lt Col D E Rowlinson, IS Sig Regt
W02 (SSM) Hymas, 3 Div
Capt Heywood, 7 Sig Regt
Capt T Crapper, 11 Sig Regt

CURRENT ROYAL SIGNALS GAMES
CLUB COMMITTEE
Chairman
RS Rep
L ND R ep
Ladies Rep
LA:\'D WO !
Corp R M
K C(G)
Treas urer
ecretary

Brig JR B Cook. 11 Sig Bde
Lt Col T W Canham, 11 Sig Regt
Maj S May, CJS HQ LAND
Capt RA Davies, 39 Sig Regt (V)
WO! (RSM) Whittaker, 2 Sig Regt
WOI (RSM) EC Laycock HQ R SIG ALS
Maj P Welch, HQ UK.SC (G)
Col (Rtd) AF Carter, RHQ R SIGNALS
Maj (Rtd) R J G M Rumford, 11 Sig Bde

BADMINTON WINTER SEASON 1998
FIXTURE LIST
I.

Planned fixtures for the Corps Badminton squad are as follows:
Arborfield
S-6
December Trg Weekend
9-10 January
Trg Weekend
Arborfield
15-19 February Army Championships
Coleme
20-24 March
Inter-Services Championships Coleme

2.

Proposed fixtures for the Corps Badminton
Date TBC Corps Vs Chippenham
Date TBC Corps Vs Bramcote
Date TBC Corps Vs Blandford
Date TBC Corps V REME
Date TBC Corp (UK) Vs Corps (G)

I•
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Squad are as follows:
Coleme
Bramcote
Blandford
Arborfield/Blandford
Blandford/Herford

BADMINTON
The Royal Signals Badminton Tournament took place at Colcmc over the
period 7- 11 eptembcr 1998. The number of Units participatin.g in this year's
event was disappointing due to Operational and other commitments, which
prevented four major Units and some minor Units from entering teams.
early all the Corp • main players entered the variou competition and
many novices were given a display of the high standards that could be
achie ed from with in the Corp . The men's competitions were domi nated
by Cpl Steve Pengelly, (yet aga in), and Sig Ford, both from I (UK) Div,
who progre scd to all the men· event finals (except the Veterans). The
women's competitions were once again dominated by LCpl Mcl\trk
(Rigg), 7 Amid Bde and LCpl Mcintosh, 30 Sig Regt, who have
remained at the top of women's badm111ton 111 the Am1y over recent years.
There are over 150 players in the orp at present, which shows that the
sport is quite popular. The aim of the Corps' Squad is to win the
Inter-Corps Championships for the first time in ovembe r, (we were very
close la t year) . If there are any closet players in the Corps who wi h to
play for the Corps Team, contact Capt Terry Inman on Blandford Mil
Exm 2661.
The results of the competition are as follows:
I (U K) Div
Men · ingles Winner
Cpl Pengelly
I (UK) Div
Men ' ingles Runne r-Up
Sig Ford
30 Sig Regt
Men ' Singles Plate Winner
SSgt Yam
11 SigRegt
Men 's ingles Plate Runner-Up
LCpl Clane h
7 Armd Bde
Women's Singles Winner
LCpl McTurk
30 Sig Regt
Women 's ingles Runner-Up
LCpl Mcintosh
Men's Unit Double Winners
Cpl Pengell y/Sig Ford I (UK) D iv
I (UK) Di v
Men 's Unit Doubles Runners-Up C pl Pearson/
LCpl McBain
Men ' Open Doubl es Winners
Cpl Pengelly/Sig Ford I (U K) Div
I (UK) Di v/
Men ' s Open Doubles Runners-U p Cpl Pearson/
Cpl Merchant
11 Sig Regt
LCpl McTurk/Sig Park 7 Armd Bde/
Women 's Doubles Winners
I (UK) Di v
LCpl Mcintosh/
Women 's Doubles Runners-Up
30 Sig Regtl
LCpl Parkinson
I (U K) Div
Cpl Merchant/
Mixed Double Winners
11 Sig Regt/
LCpl McTurk
7 ArmdBde
Sig Mohan/
Mixed Doubles Runners-Up
30 Sig Regt
LCpl Mcintosh
11 Sig Regtl
Capt Toman/
Veterans Doubles Winners
I (UK) Div
SSgt Shirley
30 Sig Regtl
SSgtYarn/
Veterans Doubles Runners-Up
11 Sig Regt
W02 Windows
I (UK) Div
Unit Team Winners
30 Sig Regt
Unit Team Runners-Up

HOCKEY
After a very successful summer season, which saw the Corps men's side
undefeated in Division Two of the S&J Sports Bournemouth Summer
League and a well earned promotion into Division One next year, our
winter fixture programme is now finally underway.
Last year saw the introduction of Veterans Hockey for Royal Signals as
a trial, with one match against the Royal Engineers and participation in the
Blandford AstroTurf Pitch opening extravaganza in May. The popularity
of the idea and overwhelming support means that Corps Veterans Hockey
is here to stay. The fixture card for this season is quite full , and it is hoped
that in the not too distant future we wi ll be the instigators of the first ever
Veterans Inter Corps Hockey competition. For those of you interested the
minimum age is 35 and a maximum age has not been set, however the
Combined Services Rules also stipulate that the aggregate age of the team
on the pitch at any one time should be over 440! Friend ly games aren ' t so
strict, and remember, you don't have to be serving. So if anyone i
interested, contact Maj Graha m Mc iell on Blandford Military (737)
2692 (Civil: 01258 482692). Most of the games will take place in
Blandford, so even if your not keen to play, if you're in the area why not
come along and support- for old timers' sake!
The Ladies side is also hoping to continue on from their success of last
year when, after three successive years as runners up, they won the Inter
Corps competiti on against some excellent teams. Their fixture card is
growing every year and this coming season is no exception with games
planned against the RLC, AGC, Infantry (The Royal Irish Ladie team in
fact) REME and Sandhurst. The men 's team is, as you might expect, till
the busiest of the three teams (although the girls are catching up fast) . This
year we have a very full fixture programme including a long awaited (as in
never before!) overseas tour in February next year to Ca lifornia, which we
are all looking forward to. This year we have also qualified through to the
English Hockey Association VASE competition, and our first game was
played on Sunday 29 November 1998 away against Banbury.
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A fu ll fixtures Ii ' ting is given at the end of this article but some of the
highlights to watch o ut for are: All three teams are playing the RLC here in
Blandford on Th ursday 2 1 January 1999 starting at I 000 hrs with the
Ladies. The Men's and Ladies' are playing Sandhurst at Sandhurst on
Wednesday 3 February 1999 with Lad ies at 1330 hr and men at 1445 hrs.
1t was hoped that th is would combine wi th Corps Rugby versus andhurst
and make it a Royal Si gnals day at Sandhurst but this has yet to be
confirmed.
RE SULTS AND MATCH REPORTS
Corps versus AGC-On Wednesday 23 September the Men' team
started its wi nter programme with a game against the AGC here in
Bland ford . As ever not all the fi rst 16 were available, but the Corps has
such a depth of talent to select from that a good quality sq uad of 16 turned
out on Wedne day morning for tra ining and set piece drills.
The game sta rted well with the Corps adopting a strategy of four across
the midfield in an effort to dom inate th at area of the park, in retrospect thi s
perhaps led to con fusion in rol es but these early games are all about trial
and error. Considering it was the fi rst game of the season it started well
with the team wo rking reason abl y well together particularly in attack. In
the first half, the Corps dominated the AGC and a relatively early goal was
inevitable. T he roaming centre forward , Maj Matt Hanson, opened hi s
score sheet for the season after a good sequence of one two moves
between himself and Sig Matt Salmon up through the middle of the AGC
defence. The pressure continued throughout the fi rst half and by half time
we had a comfortabl e 2-0 lead ( laj Matt Hanson scoring for a second
time), although thi s could have been 3-0. Unfortunately the AGC
goa lkeeper saved a penalty fli ck from Sig Matt Sa lmon awarded fo r an
in fringem ent on Sig Rob Brown when in a scoring posit ion.
In the Second half the AGC fou ght back, settled into their game and
soon were also awarded a penalty fl ick. They had no trouble in convert ing
it into a goal, placing it hard and low to the right of goalkeeper LCpl Jase
Holcombe (who to be fa ir i an outfield player who volunteered for goal
as both regul ar Corps keepers were unavailable). At this point the Corps
team began to lose its composure somewhat, the midfield tired and the
defence held back too much allowing the AGC far too much time on the
ball. A further brief di splay by the Corps o f good teamwork between
midfield and forwards (and an award-winning dive by Maj Matt
Hanson!) resulted in the awarding of another penalty flic k. This time it
was safely put away by the man with the equity card, Maj Matt Hanson
(yes a hatrick and a jug!) which in theory placed us well on track for a
comfortable victory at 3-1 but the rot had set in. The AGC continued to
work better and better as a team (including Maj David Hudson of the
Corps, who was loaned to AGC for the game) as we allowed them more
and more time in midfield. A a consequence it was only a matter of time
before more goal were to follow and the game fini hed up as a 3-3 draw.
Although on the face of it a disappointing fin i b for the Corp , there was a
great deal to be positi ve about and the overall forecast looks good.
Corps versus Infantry-On the following day, Thursday 24 September
the Corps played again t the Infantry. The squad had shrunk lightly from
the day before with a number of squad members returning to their course
work! We were however al so strengthened by the addition of another one
of our Combined Services players Capt T im Wood .
The Corps started again with 4 in midfield but not the ame four as the
day before and the result was even less sati factory. The Infantry had a
number of players missing but nevertheless had a very useful quad and
were dominant for most of the first half. Although we failed to maximise
on their weaknesses, we al o were finding that the four aero s the middle
form ation was not working and at halftime and 2-0 down the coach ( Sgt
' Bru ' Baker) decided to switch back to the trustworthy 3-3-3-1 formation
that everyone new.
The beginning of the second half saw some end to end hockey and ten
minutes into it the score had gone from 2-0 to 2-1 to 3-1 to the Infantry.
The Infantry could have had more if it hadn ' t been for some uperb, if
somewhat unorthodox goal-keeping by LCp l Jase Holcombe whose
valiant efforts earned him much praise and man of the match. Our goal
however had also put the fight back in to the Corps and two run from
deep within our own half by Sig Matt Salmon, now playing as sweeper
earned two short comers in uccession which were both capitalised on by
the short comer team . As with the first goal , accurate injections by player/
manager and skipper Maj Jo hn tu a r t were superbly topped by Capt
Tim Wood . The fir t was slipped to Maj Matt Ha nson for his econd
goal of the game. Unlike his first goal which creamed pa t the Infantry
goalkeepers' head as he dived to the floor to ave the strike, thi time a
slightly miss hit hot deflected off a defenders tick ending it way above
the reach of the now prone goalkeeper and into the top of the net. The
second wa dragged back by Cap t T im Wood himself and equally well
struck past the goalkeeper who didn't know what had happened.
The Corps continued to put the pre sure on and work practi ed in the
morning on moving the ball out from defence paid off, frustrating the
Infantry attack and mid field. This lead to what can only be described as
confusing substitution decisions by the Infantry Manager and it could be
said was instrumental in the Corps taking the lead. The awarding of a
pena lty flick for deliberately stopping the ball with a foot on the goal line
by a defender (much to the annoyance of Sig Matt Salmon, out of
po ition again from his sweeper role but hoping for hi fir t Corp goal
this season} gave Maj Matt Ha nson another hatrick opportunity. The
flick just deflected into the goal after hitting the underside of the
goalkeepers am1, another jug it was. Our lead was e tended further after
some very good team hockey, which ended in a free hit on the Infantry 25
yard line. An excellently placed ball was flung into the goal coring area
by Capt T im Wood and just clipped Maj Matt Ha nson 's stick, barely
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deflecting as it flew JUSt 111 ide the right hand post, 5-3 and four to faj
Ma tt H a nson as the final whistle blew. A good fight back by the Corp>,
still a great deal to work on but a good result and overall, two good days of
promising hockey.
My thanks to all the players for making the effort to get here from as far
away as NI and I6 ig Regt and of course to all the COs and 0 s for
releasing them , long may it continue. My thanks also for those who turned
up to support us, it really does make a d ifference, most of our games are in
Blandford this year so we hope to see you again and more besides in the
futu re.

ROYAL SIGNALS HOCKEY CLUB
FIXTURES - 1999
Month

Date

Versus/Where

Teams:

Time

January

21 (Thursday)

RLC
Bla ndford

Ladi es:
Vets :
Men:
Men

1000

Ladies:
Men:
Men

1330
1445

24 (Sunday)

EHA Vase
Round 3

February 3 (Wednesday)

Sandhurst

5- 15 (Fri-Mon)

USA Tour
California
EHA Vase
Round 4
RA
Blandford

21 (Sunday)
24 (Wedne day)

March

7 (Sunday)
28 (Sunday)

May

I - 2 (Sat/ Sun)

5 - 7 (Wed-Fri)
9 (Sunday)

EHA Vase
Round 5
EHA Vase
Semi Final
Blandford Fe tival
Blandford
Loter Corps
Outdoor
EHA Vase
Final
Milton Keynes

1230
1500

Men
Men:

1400

Men
Men

All
Men
Ladies
Men

(As at 28 Sep 98)
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Patron: HRH The Princess Royal

Pre ident: The Master of ignals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Old rea 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales· Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland
General ecretarv and Trea urer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
• Welfa re Secretary: Mrs J. Nicholson

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records)

ociation Office RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll SRH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
'
All contributions for The Wire should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm
The Association communicate with its branches and individual member: through the pages of The Wire, which co11tai11s accounts of Bra11ch affairs as
well as a forecast of Association events.
.
.
.
.
. .
.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch members rece1l'e suffic1e11t copies of The Wire. Assoc1011on HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for fun her di tributio11 if this is co11ve11iem: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branch evems ca11 always be published in The Wire and should be submiued to. the Edi.tor. We also welcome leuers, requests to co11tact o_ld
comrades and a1111011nceme111s of births, marriages and deaths. We hope tha1 each Branch will comnbwe a short account of Ifs act11111res, preferably with
photographs, at least once a year.

NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK
May I start by wi hing all members and their families , a Happy
Christmas and a safe, healthy and prosperous ew Year. May J also take
tbe opportunity to thank all Branch Officials for their upport during
1998-1 couldn't do the job without your help and co-operation. The nice
part of thi job is speaking to all the old comrade who call or write to
recall the wonderful 'good old days ' (I wonder if today, with its absurd
political correctness, will be somebody's 'good old days' in years to
come?) The ad part of course, is bearing of the passing of members who,
over the years, bave become friends with us all in Regimental HQ. We
shall all mis dear old Tommy Seddon at this year's Corps Carol Service.
Branch , ews. The committee of the Oldham Branch have reluctantly
been forced to close the Branch due to insufficient membership. Any
former member of the Oldham Branch is more than welcome to contact
the Manchester Branch with a view to joining. It's always a great pity
when a Branch is forced to close, so may I remind you again, that if you do
not already belong to your local branch, think about joining- you might
meet an old friend, you will certainly meet new ones. Remember, spouses/
partners are also welcome to attend with you. Many of you who served at
the School of Signals in the early 1990s will remember Elgin 'Taff'
Davies. Elgin plans to tart a branch in Llanelli and would be pleased to
hear from interested members in the area. He can be contacted on 0 I 554776493. Jimmy Logan, Hon Secretary of the Poole Branch has moved
and can now be contacted at; 6 Ryal! Rd, Canford Heath, Poole BHI 7
9FA. Remember, if you are ever on holiday in another part of the country,
you will be most welcome to pop in to the Local Branch. Call the Hon
Secretary of the Branch concerned to see if his meeting fits into your
schedule. The Jersey Branch has elected Mr L. Perrier as Hon Secretary
to succeed Mr ff. Bell. Mr Perrier can be contacted at; York House, 5
Grosvenor Str, St Helier, Jersey JE2 4QR.
' Beverley Ex Boys Assn. ' Did you serve at Beverley as a boy soldier?
Tony Hull has started an association and would be pleased to give details
to those interested. Contact Tony at; 8 Ferncroft Gdns, Northbourne,
Bournemouth BH I0 6BZ. From the list of inaugural members which Tony
sent me, 27 were already Life Members of The Association, several of
them we had not heard from for many years. Several were already
members of other existing Branches, but that is perfectly acceptable as any
member is more than welcome to belong to as many Branches as they like.
49th West Riding Div Assn. The monument to the 49lh (Polar Bear)
Div was unveiled at the National Arboretum, near Croxall on 7 June.
Several of our branches sent representatives along and the photograph
showing the monument was kindly sent in by Tom Davies of our Swindon
Branch. Whilst on the subject of The National Arboretum, Ray Bullock
has kindly ent me ome photos taken there of the Burma Star Dedication
Parade. Despite his years, Ray brings Col John Stuart-Usher and the
ladies to the Reunion every year, from their Nottingham home.
12th, 15th & 18th Air Formation Sig Regt OCA. Dennis Egan has
reminded me that the sa le of his Association Ties is going very well Gust
what are hot cakes, Dennis?) These ties are not marked with a regimental
number, so they are suitable for service in any Air Formation Sig Regt. For
a measly £9.00 you can purchase this lovely memento which can be worn
with pride. Orders to Col P. F. (Pat) oward, 'Shipton', The Hollow,
Childe Okeford, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTI 1 SEX or call him (at
reasonable hours), on 01258-860647.
The 'Where did you serve?' scheme goes from strength to strength,
with now over 1400 names in the register. Fred Dykes was pleased to be
rcumted with his old pals from Line Tp, British Element Trieste Force
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(BETFOR) from around 1948. Steve Bresloff was also pleased to be put
in touch with John Templeton of the 3 Div Reunion Club. To demonstrate
how the ystem works, here are some of those listed under 'COMCAN
Signals, airobi':· Geoff Fordo m, Roy ' Pop' Ga rtside, Bill Goss, Pat
Soward, John Ross and John Cork. They all served a~ roughly the same
time in the early to mid 1950s. I wonder if they remember each other? T
saw Bryan Williams' advert on 'Service Pals' asking to hear from any of
his mates from 1st Commonwealth Div Sigs in Korea and was able to send
b.im my list to help in his search. Bryan has had some luck and managed to
track down a few of his pals. I sent John Blinkhorn in New Zealand, a list
of tho e registered as served in D Corps and 2 Corps Si gs in India during
WW2. John was delighted to see the name of John Dawson, with whom
he was great friends at the time. With addresses exchanged, the friendship
should by now have been renewed. Following on from my piece in the
October Wire about the Orderley Room in 2 Div Sig Regt, Bunde in the
70s, does anyone know the current whereabouts of B. J. 'Taff' Thomas,
Paddy Crookes, Bill Strachan , Billy Clunn, Dave Williams or Fra nk
Murphy from that era?
Post OfficefBT. It was good to see The Association mentioned in the
Post Office/BT monthly journal 'The Veteran ' . Good, becau e it prompted
several readers to contact RHQ after several years 'in the wilderness'.
ewsletter. Many of you non-Branch members will have received our
Newsletter for 1998. If anyone would like me to include anything
appropriate in the 1999 edition, then please drop me a line before next
June. Calls for contact with lost pals, reunions, service memories,
anecdotes are subjects that are most suitable.
Mailshot. Unfortunately there are many thousands of Life Members,
with whom we have lost contact many years ago. In an attempt to reestablish contact, I recently sent a letter to l 00 sucb members (random
selection). Obviously most have moved from the address shown on their
enrolment card (30 years old in some cases) and most letters were 'RTS
not at this address'. However, it was pleasing to learn that the letter
eventually found its way to John Bason ( 1962-71) in Middlesex, Brian
Bailey ( 1956-58) in Bicester and Chris Ball ( 1968· 79) in Portland.
Reunion 1999. There are hundreds of names on the mailing list for
details of the 1999 RSA Reunion, when they are released, hopefully in
April. Please let me know if you would like your name to be added, or to
cbeck if your name is already on the list. Remember, accommodation on
camp is severely restricted, so make your arrangements soon. A list of
local B & B is available from RHQ and free camping faci li ties are
provided on camp from noon Friday 25 to noon Sunday 27 June 1999. The
Bedford QLR Group had planned to make an appearance at this years
Reunion, but were prevented from doing so by a mechanical breakdown of
their vehicle. The Group has accepted a booking for their WW2 'Y'
vehicle and display team to appear next year. They are also part of a
display in Normandy fo r the 55th Anni versary of D Day. For those
interested, the Group's call sign is:· FIG 0 WBZ
Special Forces (Signals Section) Assn. Judging by the returns for the
'Where did you serve?' scheme, there are quite a few members who migbr
be interested to know of the ex istence of this Association. Contact Miss C.
A. Turner, 10 St Georges Mansions, Yauxhall Bridge Rd, London SW19

4RZ.
The E mpire Field of Remembrance. Around 38 past and present
Corps members attended the qpening of the Empire Field of
Remembrance at Westminster Abbey on 5 November. The representative
Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen S. R. Carr· mith and Mr Roy
Andrews, Area 4 Representative stood at the fro nt of the Corps plot and
met Her Majesty The Queen Mother. Her Majesty commented
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favourab ly on the number of poppy crosses within the plot (one for each
Branch). It was goo<l to see so many members attending from somewhat
d15tant Branches, including_ Cyril Cooke from Darlington, Gordon
Schofield from Derby and Bill Barnes from Catterick. Roy Whittle my
predcccessor, also took time off from work to join us.
'
The Co~ps Carol . ~rvice. All past and present Corps members.
together wah their families, arc most welcome lo join us at the Corps
Carol Service on Thurs~ay 17 December 1998. This delightful event starts
al 6pm at St Stephen with St Johns, Rochester Row, Westminster. Renew
acquaintances after:wards over she~ and mince pies in the nearby Napier
H~ll. No need to ?>tvc advance n?t1ce of attendance, just come along and
enJOY yourself. Give RHQ a call 1fyou are unsure of the exact location of
the church.
ew Life Members. A warm welcome is extended to those below who
r.eccntly became Life Members. To those members recently discharged
from the Corps, we wish them all the very best in starting their 'second
career'_ and ask them not to forget their old Corps. Hopefully some of
those listed under 'RHQ Branch' have by now joined their Local Branch.
Rank
LCpl
Sig
Cpl
Sgt
W02
SS gt
Cpl
Cpl
SS gt
Cpl
Sig
Sig
LC pl
W02
Cpl
SS gt
Cpl
ig
Cpl
Dvr
LCpl
SS gt
LCpl
LCpl
Capt
Sig
SS gt
Dvr
LCpl
Cpl
Sgt
Sig
Cpl
Lt Col
Sgt
LCpl
W02
Cpl
Sig
Sig
Sgt
Cpl
WOl
LCpl
W02
Sgt
Sgt
LCpl
Sgt
W02
Cpl
Cpl
WPte
Sgt
Sig
SS gt
Cpl
Sgt
Sig
WOl
Sgt
Sig
Sgt
LCpl
Sig
W02
Sgt
Sgt
Sig
W02
Sgt
Cpl

ame
Branch
Jack Haworth
RHQ
Sid Gorard
R.HQ
lan Smillie
RHQ
Andrew Anderson
RHQ
Neil Ardem
RHQ
Nick Bahado
RHQ
Peter Broadhurst
RHQ
Chris Cole
RHQ
Andy Osborne
RHQ
Jonathan Turton
RHQ
Bill Piper
RHQ
Ted Rathbone
Preston/Blackbum
Alan Leslie
RHQ
Steve Stevenson
RHQ
Toby Fembank
RHQ
Sammy McMurray
N Ireland
George Simpson
Tayside & Fife
W. Ketcbion
Tayside & Fife
Robert Cunningham
Tayside & Fife
Ron Bradley
RHQ
Tom Topping
Sale
Bill Cameron
RHQ
Harry Harrison
RHQ
Ray Oliphant
RHQ
George Glass
RHQ
Eric Foster
RHQ
Anne Wilde
RHQ
Francis Young
Glasgow
A. Hepburn
Glasgow
H. M. Woods
Glasgow
W. Duffy
Glasgow
John Stockford
RHQ(USA)
David Hartwell
Nottingham
David Dobson
RHQ
Gordon Pemberton
RHQ
Frank Barrell
RHQ
Martin Waclawek
RHQ
Andrew Rowlands
RHQ
Andy Owen
R.HQ
Simon Mullins
RHQ
Christopher McQuade
RHQ
Morgan Kielty
RHQ
Dale Tkin
RHQ
Helen Halstead
RHQ
Eddie Grattidge
RHQ
Ian Eddleston
RHQ
Bob Dillet
RHQ
Alan Corker
RHQ
Richard Carpenter
RHQ
Robert Chidley
RHQ
Jack Jackson
RHQ
Michael Snowling
Norfolk
Wendy Bale (nee Lodge) South London
MickMcMain
Darlington
William Mcfarlane
RHQ
Peter Alden
R.HQ
Mark Bailey
RHQ
Stephen Clark
RHQ
Toby Gardner
RHQ
Nigel Griffiths
RI-IQ
M. R. Hanson
RHQ
Craig Jones
RHQ
Tony Mann
RHQ
Andrew Nurding
RHQ
Philip Sands
R.HQ
Steve Wilks
RHQ
Allan Scoit
Catterick
Joe Bevan
RHQ
Nick Nicholls
RHQ
Harry Griffin
RJIQ
Vic Brain!
RHQ
Sam Sherman
R.HQ
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Served
1936-46
1945-48
1973-95
1974-98
1976·98
1974-98
1992-98
1982-98
1983-98
1984-98
1940-47
1947-49
1984-98
1974-98
1985-97
1971-94
1947.49
1952-59
l940-46
1942-59
1954-57
1937-60
1959-70
1941-46
1939-46
1942-46
1983-98
1945-48
1936-45
1933-44
1966-79
1947-49
1964-76
1968-98
1939-46
1942-46
1976-98
1989·9
1991-98
1988-9
1982-98
1984-98
1974-98
1990-98
1974-98
19 3.9
1974-98
1989-98
1974·9
1948-69
1952-70
1952-60
1964-67
1969-90
1954-56
1974-98
1989-98
1976-98
1992-98
1975·9
1980-98
199 1-98
1974·9
1987-97
1992-9
1974-98
1944-52
1950-61
1951-53
1975·98
1967-91
1943-47

Dvr
J. . Whittaker
WSgt D. Webster
Maj
LG.Kelly
W02 Stuart York
Sgt
Andy Winckle
Cpl
Jack Thorpe
Cpl
Kenny McRae
Sgt
Simon Lazenby
SS gt
Keith Dunk
LCpl
Steven Crook
Cpl
Ken Pearce
Sgt
Peter Booth
WLCpl Diane Gardner
Maj
Don Chctwynd
LC pl
Kevin Blades
LCpl
Cbris Bound
SS gt
Ian Flooks
LC pl
Rob Hooper
Sig
George Bagshaw
LC pl
Douglas Hyder
Sig
Leonard Bertolucci
Sig
Colin Morgan
Sig
Dennis Seccombe
Cpl
Neville Smallman
Sig
James Fairlie
Sgt
Roger McHugh
W02 Tony Singleton
W02
Clive Sear
Cpl
Adam Rothera
Sig
Chris Nicholson
Sgt
John McArdle
WCpl Sue Hope
Cpl
Andy Forster
Cpl
Darren Field
Cpl
Mark Farrow
Cpl
Richard Famdon
Sig
John Auger
LC pl
Alan Elli on
Sig
E. H.F. Wood
Sig
Bob Bate
Sgt
Terry Whitehill
Cpl
Ian Ireland
Capt
Rupert Chapman
Sig
Michael Jennings
Maj
Alisdair Harrison
Maj
Frank Roberts
Capt
Roger Ayers
Capt
Paul Rennie
Maj
Martin Ramshaw
Capt
Darren Saul
Maj
Percy Beynon
Capt
Donnie Robertson
Maj
Andy Johnstone
Capt
Lisa Taylor
Bdsmn John A. Smith
Sig
M. W. (Bill) Lush
Sgt
Peter Fincham
Lt
Torn Byatt
Maj
E. J. (Ted) Kelly
LC pl
Colin Pirrie
Cpl
Billy is bet
SS gt
Stephen Hughes
SSgt
Steve Casson
Cpl
Jim Tom
Sig
Paul Wildish
W02 Steven Townsend
Sig
Dan Aston
tbc
Ebie Moncrieff
SS gt
John Cro by
Cpl
M.A. Taylor
Maj
E. R. (Robbie) Robin
Sgt
Adrian O'Dell
LCpl
Rob Stepney
Bill Riley
Sgt
Bob King
gt
Robert Huckle
LCpl
W02
Kirwyn Gi lder
LCpl
Paul Byers
Lt Col TimGigg
Maj
Alistair lark
Ray Barsby
Sig
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Manchester
Manchester
Manchester
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ
RI-IQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
ottingham
Brighton
RHQ
12/15/18 AFSR
RHQ
Bristol
Tayside & Fife
Liverpool
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Leeds
RHQ
Dorset
Dorset
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Norfolk
Reading
Reading
RHQ
Cornwall
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
he ti and
Royal Hospital Chelsea
Loughborough
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

194146
1952-53
1998-datc
1976-98
1986·98
1976-98
1986-98
1980-98
1974-98
1984-98
1962-86
1947-49
1992-98
1939·72
1992-98
1992·98
1975-98
1990-98
1941-52
1951-54
1942-46
1943-47
1947-49
1942-47
1945-48
1966-93
1974-98
1975-98
1983-98
1992-98
1985-98
1991-98
1984-98
1987-98
1989-98
1990-98
1944-45
1944-48
1943-47
1958-60
1963-85
1963-76
1987-98
1968-73
1975-98
1981-98
1993·98
1990-98
1985-98
1988-98
1966-98
1984-98
1976-98
1994-98
1948-50
1944-46
1949-59
1943-46
1939-67
1987-98
1990-98
1976-98
1984-98
19 2·98
1984-98
1983-98
1989-98
1942-47
1943-60
1952-55
1942-48
1983-87
1992-98
1984-9
1979-9
19 8·9
196 -9
1992·9
1975-9
1966-9
1952-53

WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF
BLANDFORD CAMP?-FIND OUT AT
www.royal ignaL .army.org.uk/mu eum/
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CLOSE ARREST?
The photograph show the A sociation 's
dmin Officer, Peter
ucko" flanked b) the hief Con table of Dorset, 1r 1?· W. ldous
Q P\I and the High herifTofDorset at an Award Presentation C:eremony
at the County Police Headquarters on 30 . eptem?c~ 199 . Ret~1mmg home
one dav Peter . a" a -uspiciou looking 111d1v1dual carrying a video
machine. The per>on started to run when chalicng~d but .Peter caught ~1m
and held him until the police arrived. Peter rcc~1ved 1~1 Commen?atton
for his awarcncs and quick thinking not to mention an 11npres.1vc display
of personal courage.
OUR C01 GRATULATIO , .

CARPETS AT THE
VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM
We were recently sent a copy of an arti~le that appea~ed _in the
Autumn/Winter is ue of the NADFAS ell's, as 11 was fe lt that ti m tgh~ be
of interest to members, or indeed ex-members, of the Corps. The arttc~e
tell of an interesting rug taken along to a study day. The study day ID
question wa on Oriental Carpets.
.
Col David Clarke (who erved with the Corp from I 943n2) and lus
wife Brigid took along one that used to be part of an old addlebag. It had
been acquired by the Colonel's Grand~ather m about 1. 88~, S?mew~ere on
the Indo'Chinese border. The rug was identified as bein& pn_cele s and a
mu,eum piece. The Clarkes took the rug along to the Vtctona and Albert
Museum. The interesting thing was that it didn "t appear to fi t any of the
well known categories. This made it very important. After some research
the Museum identified the rug as being part of a bag made by a Turkoman
tribe in Afghani tan in about 1883. Col and Mrs Clarke sub equent_ly
donated the rug to the Museum who said that it was a very generous gift
and that they had nothing like it.

time to say goodbye until Sunday as the candidates were going into silent
retreat at All I !allows Convent. aturday was for me a very busy day
doing my shopping duties and collecting Kathy Pe.rcival , a friend from
the 3 Div Signals Reunion Club, from the bus Statton. who was to stay
with me for the weekend. My youngest daughter Joan ne and her young
man , Edward came to join us for our evcning_meal. E_dward drov~ us to a
country pub, which is also a brewery. for a quiet even mg. Beltcvc ll or not
we were all in bed by 2230 hrs.
Sunday began in absolute chaos. l had set my alarm clock for 0730
hours but it did not go ofT and I woke up al 0830 hrs. An hour lost already.
Fortunately Joan ne was up and about and the bathroom was. clear for me
to carry out my morning ablution s without the others wantrng to. do the
same. My nerves were getting a little bit on.edge, we should be all nght for
time but there would be a dire shortage of tea before my departure to the
Cath,edral at 0930hrs. My econd daughter J udith and C hris , her husband
were due to arri eat 0900hr , my aged Aunt wa due to arrive _at the same
time. and my mother-in-law at 0930 hrs. At 0915 hours J udit h had not
arrived. My nerve were getting somewhat frared, but my temper was
, ell under control. My Aunt arrived. on time. At .092.~ hrs my
mother-in-law arrived, she had been staymg m ~alcot , with fnends "'.ho
kindly brought her over. Tea and coffee was reqmred. Joa nn e was gcttrng
ready, and I had to make it. My nerves ~ere now v_ery frayed and
beginning to tum to panic. At 0935 hr Ju dith and C hris finally arrive.
They overslept as well and had to turn back for the maps they . had
forgotten. Why they needed a map is beyond me. They have travel le~ !rom
South Mimms to orwich often enough to know the route by now. 1t s all
main roads. Panic had by now set in, if anything thi_ is worse tha.n my
wedding day when bride maid roa ted me for OT _bemg nervou . Fmally
left home 15 minutes late and drove to the car.park m the .Ca1!1edral Clos~,
and get there just as the OLM candidates arrive from D1tch111gham. Thts
ga e me the chance to greet Joan and put her luggage in the car.
J oa nn e and my elf went into the Cathedral and found 01:1r row of fi ve
reserved eat . I wa by now in a blind panic, and gettrng worse. _A
friendly steward kindly re erved another row of .eats for. the other family
members and guests. During ~e time _spent howmg family and fnends to
their seats I made several tnps out 1oe We t Door for_a quick smo~e.
Didn 't calm me down though. The Service. began with a p_rocesston
entering the we t door with the Bishop leadmg the six cand1da11:s for
ordination into the nave. As they progre sed down the nave the candidates
joined their families. Joa n arrived an~ at besi?e me, and holding my h~nd
tightly, she looked radiant. I was as htgh as a ktte w~th nerves, but the blmd
panic seemed to have gone. One oftbe many h1ghltghts of the serv1c_e wa
surely the Archdeacon 's sermon which will be long remembered for 1t .K9
and Blue Peter themes. He started by giving us a very detailed 111s1ght mto
how to make a dog collar out of either a Fairy li~ui? bottle, or even a
plastic coffee cup. Following _this humorou. begmnmg be went on to
explain the role ofa Deacon usmg tbe an~log1es of".anous dogs. It would
seem that my wife will now behave as lively and Joyfully as an ete.mal
puppy, be as irritating to the pari.sh as a Jack Russell and be as well tramed
as a Co ll ie. All l can say to that 1s Woof!
.
The Service went very well and I was very proud to see my wife
amongst the other Deacons being ordained. Even communion, assisted by
all the deacons, appeared to proceed without a hitch. ot one nervous
deacon dropped a cup or anythin_g. After the servic~ we all gathered m the
cloisters to greet and mingle with the ne:-wly ordamed ~everends, and I
was conned into having my photo taken with Joan and Bishop Peter .

Another very pleasant Autumn Luncheon was held at the Army Golf
Club on the first Sunday in October. Brig Keith Olds was our guest and
we were happy to welcome others of our Members who have forsaken us
for the West Country. J immy and Marion Treglown were the guests of
our President. and his wife, Henry and Janet H ild, and Tom and Ros
Whcawcll were guests of oel and Edelgard Moss. This was a great
occas ion for Gen Hen r y Hild to present the badge of Honour
Membership to Brig Tom W heawcll, awarded for hi s service to the
Association and especially to the Aldcrshot Branch, which would not have
flouri hcd but for Tom. In eptember another successfu l Bowling Alley
Evening at a Hampshire hostelry was organised by Carole Thomas
successful , that is, for some who have mastered the art. Tho e of u who
have not yet mastered it enjoyed the evening despite the frustration. After
all, the chicken and chips went down well.

In high August, Sunday 23rd to be exact, we decided to have a car rally.
Sad to say the heavens opened, still the event was most enjoyable. A
clever route caused many members to get lost but no one used the 'bus
only' lanes we arc pleased to say. Thanks to Dave Wren for being the
organiser. Margaret Holloway's group won first prize. We will not
mention the last to return but at least the bar was still open!
The coffee morning goes from strength to strength It is wonderful to see
so many people there. Many older people will not venture out at night, as
Bri.ghton can be an odd place, as your humble scribe knows only too well.

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Bath and District Branch are unab le to meet often as the
membership is spread so widely embracing a circle from Wootton Bassett
and Wam1inster in Wi ltshire, through Frome and Taunton, to Bridgwater
and Portishead, Clifton and Bristol. However, we do meet several times a
year at either the WOs' and Sgts' Mess, 21 Sig Regt at Coleme, Wilts or
the Officers' Mess at 2 Sig Bde at Corsham. Enclosed is a group
photograph taken after a curry lunch in Corsham with the Chairman, Lt
C ol Geoff O a kley standing in the front row.

On 28 October we held our ma in function, the Annua l Luncheon, at
Coleme with 21 Sig Regt and of cour e, we expect our Standard to be
paraded at Bath Abbey on Remembrance Day. For th_e sec_ond year
running, a Memorial Service will be held on 11 ovember tt _elf m Combe
Down Bath at which the Secretary of the Branch and Committee member,
M r R~y Platten will be pre ent. As our Standard Bearer.is a serving nurse
and will be on duty, the Standard cannot be paraded at this Service.

On Sunday 4 October the Branch ho ted a lunch at a leading
Bournemouth hotel, with guests fro m the Poole and Bland ford Branches
of the As ociation. A total of 58 members and guests were present. The
guests included Brig P. J . Evans C BE the Area Vice Chairman , Lt Col I.
Hamilton the Assistant General ecretary and Mr P. C uckow the
Association AO. Tt was pointed out to the guests that the hotel w~ the
most appropriate fo r the Branch to hold it's Sun_day Lunches, a;; 1t was
owned by our civil ian opposite The Commumcallon Workers Union.

My W ife is an OLM?
Colin Spencer
•orfolk Branch & 3 Di v Sig Regt Reunion Club
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BRIGHTON BRANCH

BOURNEMOUTH BRANCH

THE VIEW FROM A PEW

On Sunday, 27 September 1998. my wife Joa~ was ordaine~ i_nto t~e
ministry of the Church of England, as an Ordained ~ocal M uus te~ ID
orwich Cathedral by the Rt Rev Peter ott, Lord Bishop of Norwich.
Joan is to serve in the parish of St Mary Magdalene as Deacon.
Ordained Local Mi nistry is a new and rapidly developing ministry in
the Church of England. OLM are local people who have resided in the
benefice for a number of years and who expect to continue to do so in th_e
foreseeable fu ture. After selection and training they return to serve in their
own panshes. While the stipendiary clergy exercise the leadership and
oversight in the parish, OLMs minister under their_ gu_idance _and au.thonty.
They serve as members of ministry teams and their licence 1s restncted to
the benefice in which they serve; usually thi s is also the place where they
live. The word loca l has also the same meani ng as in the Corps i.e. unpa id,
although not unwashed and unwanted. Joan will continue to follow her
career with the orwich Union PLC.
!'vly build up started at the ame time as Joa n's on the previous
Wednesday. It was lunch with Bishop Peter, and the other candidates,
both Deacons and Priests, together with their spouses and the hierarchy of
the Cathedral. in the Prior's Hall. Joan and myself were seated either side
of Bi hop Hugo, Bishop of Thetford, who I dis~overed was, as a member
of his college cadet force, a Corporal, Royal Signals. After lunch 11 was

ALDERSHOT BRANCH

Eventua lly, after ,Joan had changed into ~i vi l ia n _dress, we adjourned to
the Wig and Pen where a pint was awa nmg dtspos.a l by me. I wa
beginning to calm down by now, but when we arnved at St. Mary
Magda lene church hall fo r a light lunch, my nerves were as taught a a
fi ddle string. The clear liquid (not of Scottish origin) I drank was most
welcome as was the food. After all that it appears that a wonderfu l,
although 'mentally, emotionally,_ and phr ica ll y ex hausting dar was had by
all. I know I didn ' t recover until sometime dunng the fo llowmg Tuesday.
It is a day we will remember for a long whil e to come.
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Ke n an d Mo lly Clarke at the Coffee Morning
On the 20 September there was a good turnout for the Bluebell Railway
trip which was a great succes . Mind you, your humble cribe who often
ha to travel by ob cure train services in the north cannot ee much
difference between the Bluebell Line and ordinary line . Except that the
Bluebell Line i clean with comfy carriages and a uper engine. True the
engine puffi out moke but it does not seem to have to stop for wet leave ,
fallen tree , signal failure, objects on the line , wet now and poor
pa engers who have jumped out of their carriages in total de pair. Still
enough of that it will soon be our annual dinner and dance.

EAST KENT BRANCH
Sunday 9 Augu t 1998. 75 member · arrived at the Hon ec' hou e fo r
our an nual barbecue, the weather could not have been better and the
company wa excellent. There wa no hortage of fun to be had. The Bat
& Trap competition, run by Keith Cham bers and John Ballantyne dre\_Y
many conte tam and· ince John had generou ly donated a _Branch Cup, ~ t
Wal fitti ng that his team should be the first to ha, ·e their name on tt
(though it was Marion not John who won). Throwmg the Horse hoe was
another popul ar event whilst there ~ ere a number who contented
them elves in that old Kenti h pa ti me of scrumprng apple ofT the Hon
See's Discovery tree o that he need have no con cience about having to
pick them him elf. Finally. there was the tar it7m in the ~rogramme,
Do ug Dickason 's fri end Bri a n Powell brought h1 1944 0 311nler. co~t
Car in Inn of Court colour . The a cmbled company wasted no t1111c 111
emulating the White Helmets and Br ian drove 15 (\\hen it ·tarted)
members round the paddock.
Saturday 12 September 1998 th irty-three intrepid voyagers ct forth on
the Prince s Pocoho11tas from Gra esend fo r the d1stan1 horc · of
Greenwich and the upper navigable reache of the Thame .
Apart from one or two heavy squall , on the way up: the sun shone. The
Gemian-madc boat ail ing under the Red Ensign 1 named afier the
Prince s who aved the life of and then married John m1th. an early
American emigre. he wa buried at Grave end . The laster not only
helmed the hip but gave a quite excellent running commcntal) for the
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"hot..: of th two hours it took to reach the House~ of Parhamc1?t· full of
hi:tol"\ but also dc:cribing e'ery detail o~ the ships then v1s1tmg these
,, h!~ We pa sed through the Flood Barner and in pected the Dartford
bridl!c from undemeath and the much discus ed D?me before dropping off
engers at Greenwich and continuing on into the Pool of London.

be_ ond the R ·gimenf control our ~hedu l ed visit to the stations in the
field were called off, o the pubs in Ripon had some extra customers over
two days.
.
The formal dinner in the WO 's and ergeants mess to which we .had
been invited to attend, wa ·changed to a Kara.oke Fancy Dress. event with a
meal later in the evening. It was a pity we did not know earher, ~e could
have found some khaki cloth, printed LVD arm~and s and with some
broom handle , Hey Presto DAD'S ARMY. We ~1d howe~er enJOY the
evening while guessing who was behmd the vanety of d1sgu1ses. The
members of the Mess did take a lot of lime and trouble to find and produc~
interesting co·tume . The RSM announced the bar would be open until
2am. but there would be no excuse for being late on morning parade . He
also announced that the RSA members would not be charged for the drinks
that evening as the tab still applied. A very generous gesture by our host .
The only ' nag was, us four car drivers. who had a long driv~ ahead ?f us
back to cotland early next morning, watching our compatriots getting a
merry glow on, whilst we were on ofi drinks.
The R A members wish to ex pre s their thanks to the member of the
Regiment for their hospitality and kindness during the visit, and to Karen
who made u welcome and looked after, us.

A close-up of the Millennium Do me from the River Thames
An excellent buffet lunch wa laid out for u in the fol"\vard lounge and
a full bar wa open throughout the trip. The homeward Journey was
punctuated by half an hour to rretcb legs at Greenwich, ( everal went to
ee the Cull)" Sark) and then back to Grave end. Members would certamly
recommend any that had not done this trip to do so.
en of Branch Members: One might really think that Tom Bewsey
hould know better. but it was not his fault that he di locat~d hi, should~r
at the RAF Farnborough Clo ing-Down Ball. On the pnnc1ple you can t
take it with you' they blew the Mess fund on one cremendous free party,
during all thi Tom was pushed, fell backwards _and "'.hen he came to
found hi boulder was out. It was all the more to his credit that he came to
the barbecue but he wa excused a ride on the Scout Car.
Charle Skingle reports that his March adapted for the Corps _Band to
play now known as ·Signal Salute' is to be u ed on a regular bas1 ~s the
ervice Voluntary on the Sunday Re-union Church Parade service at
Blandford.
.
lichael and . dney Enright have now moved to Cornwall, we wish
them every happiness in !heir new home.
.
New Members: We welcome Mr R. (Bob) Hooper of Orptngton
(Kent). He was a regular from 1964-1989, tarting with Junior Leaders
then serving at various times with 5 InfBde 224, 244, and 264 Squadrons,
22, 30, 71 (Y) Sig Regts and The Royal School of Signals.
Cricket: The East Kent Branch bas th.rown out a challenge to all
Branches in the Southern Hemisphere to a FUND AY, SUNDAY, in July
1999. A Cricket and Bat & Trap competition to be held at Canterbury.
Further detail from the Hon Sec East Kem RSA, Antrum Lodge,
Stodmarsh Road, Canterbury, CT3 4AH.

EAST LONDON BRANCH
The East London Branch. held its annual end of season Fish and Ch.ip
Supper on the I 7 October I 998. The function was held in the TA Centre of
36 Sig Regt. We were joined by members of HQ. Squadron and new
members who have just joined the Branch. With 120 1~ attendance we had
a very enjoyable evening. As with every social funcllon, we closed with
the ceremony of the Last Post and March Off with our Standard that was
carried by Roy Bilby.
Our next social event will be the Dinner & Dance on Saturday 27 March
1999. The tickets will be available nearer the date from the Secretary, J.B.
Greenwood.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The Branch held a Counny and Western night on 22 August which was
very enjoyable with a band playin~ a ~umber_ of wel_l known west~rn
ballads. Donny outshone everyone with bis very 1mpress1ve western-attire.
After all he i a retired Master Tailor and made his own gear.
Unfortunately the numbers attending were not as high as expected. This
was remarked upon by Jim McMillan, our Social Convenor, at the next
monthly meetmg, when he stated th.at a lot of effort is put into the
preparations for these functions and, be expects to see a great deal more
support if the members wish to h.ave any future events or functions
arranged. The Pies and Beans were up to the usual standard and were
dished up by Eric McWaters our Treasurer with I obel McMillan and
Lison. Also France Mac ' amara who organised the curry course.
Twelve members were able to make the journey to Ripon to see the
Regiment in action at its annual camp, at the invitation of the CO, Lt Col
. . C. Lapsley. Arriving around 11 to I l.30am we were greeted at the
Quartermaster~ stores with a very welcome mug of tea. Once the members
had as emblcd, having driven down in four cars, we were welcomed by
'\1aj (Q'\1) Gus Boag and WOI (R M) Jim McLachlan and introduced
to \\-02 ( M) Karen wan , who would look after us whilst in the camp.
We were informed that our beds were made up. We were then shown to the
barrack room we were to occupy for our stay. Due to circumstances
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MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH
Leeds Branch kindly invited -us to attend a Sunday Lune~ at the TA
Centre at Leeds on JO June and this was well attended and enjoyed by 33
members and Associate members of our Branch. In fact, it was so
successful that we reciprocated and held a similar lunchtime social event
on Sunday 13 September, in the WO's & Sgts Mes at Brambles Farm
with the kind pem1ission of the CO, RSM and Quartermaster of the 34 (N)
Sig Regt (V). With bis usual enthusiasm our Chairn1an, Colin Dadson,
invi ted members from the four other Branches who have links with the
Regiment, and many of whose members did in fact serve with the
Regiment.
It was unfortunate that the date clashed with the Annual Remembrance
Parade at Eden Camp, but despite this 70 members s~ l down to an
excellent lunch prepared by the Regimenta l Cook, etl Berry, who
obviously set out to cater for eve.r yone's taste buds. Lt Col Har~reaves ,
the Commanding Officer, and his lady were. welcomed by Cohn, who
expressed his thanks to the members attending '."om Hui~, Leeds and
Darlington Branches. Lunch was followed by social act1v1lles, Tombola
with a wide range of prizes, a quiz (courtesy o~ Ke nny Jackson , helped by
Davie Lyons) and of course two games of the 10ev1table Bingo.
It was a most enjoyable occasion and will no doubt be repeated by
popular demand. It gave us a chance to chin wag with other members who
we see all too rarely now that the Association is held at Blandford.
Thanks are due to Bruce Basset for his usual service at the Bar,
Margaret Dadson the Secretary, and Dick and Audrey Grainge for the
various activities. Also, of course, all the other members too numerous to
mention who helped with the tables, chairs and washing up and generally
entertaining our gue ts.

extends its deepest sympathy. The Branch was also represented at the
memorial service of Capt C.H. Pike who pas ed away on the I 5 July last.
Ca pt Pike bad bet:n a Bandmaster t:xtraordinaire in the Corps and had
sc1vcd from 1934 to 1969. The service was well attended at the Chapel in
Norwich Cathedral and led by a sect ion of the Corps Band in the charge of
Sgt S. Hancock. They were magn ificent and well appreciated. Attendees
from the Branch were: Maj Mike exton, Don Ellingworth and Brian
Gibbs, Also Mr and Mrs J. Smith.
Two new members joined the Branch this month and were welcomed by
Branch Chairman Frank Mortlock, they were: M ike Snowling ex 19 Sig
Regt and Dr John S mith ex Corps Bandsman

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
One of the difficulties in writing this column is that our Branch meeting
is held on the third Wednesday of each month.. This is usually just a couple
o f days after the deadline for The Wire which is the fifieenth., so that
activities at a monthly meeting appear in print two months later. However,
two months ago at our 19 August meeting we had the pleasure of asking
Branch President, Maj Bill Doug.las, to make a presentation to Maj Tony
Lomax. He was not only a good friend to the Branch during his tour as Trg
Maj with 40 (U) Sig Regt (V) but was also a fully paid-up Branch. member.
We wish him well with his new post with Queens University OTC and are
delighted that not only will he remain a Branch member but he has
volunteered to accept the post of Branch Property Member.
Our September meeting was brightened up by Capt Jules Waister, 15
Sig Regt who not only gave a mo t intere ting talk herself but brought
along Cpl Bob Bowden and LCpl Andy Carter who each gave a talk on
their experiences and their careers within the Royal Signals. We were
particularly impressed with the very professional way these two young
men presented their talk, even more so when we found that this was the
first time they had done so. Several members also remarked on the very
high standard of photography used in the presentations. Still on the subject
of 15 Sig Regt, we have just learned of the posting of Lt Col D. E.
Rowlinson. We appreciate his interest in and his assistance to the Branch
and wish him well in his new posting. We welcome his successor Lt Col
G. J. T. Rafferty, whom Branch President, Maj Bill Douglas and Vice
President, Maj oel Johnston met recently and we look fol"\vard to a
closer association with him and 15 Sig Regt.
Our busy Hon Sec, Ian Wolfe, bas been nying in vain to get a suitable
date for our annual dinner-dance. It looks as though we may have to give
1998 a miss in favour of 1999. If you are reading this, live in orthern
Ireland and are ex-Royal Signal (Regular or TAVR) and are not an active
Branch Member, then you hould be. Come and join us any third
Wednesday at Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast. If you know of any exSignaller who is ill or housebound our Hoo Welfare Member, John
McArcavey would be glad to know.

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH
Since our last newsletter the Branch has been quite active promoting
two Skittle Evenings and an outing to Stourhead arranged by Jack
Mackenzie. Our secretary Tony Dear was able to get a few member at
short notice to visit Sandbur t. a trip we hope to repeal next year. The
Skittles Match in May was ably supported by other organi ations
including Gary and Margaret GiJJings from the Winchester Branch. The
resultant profit meant we could send a ch.eque for £80 to the R.S.A.
Benevolent Fund.
The drive to attract new members to our inaugural eveni ng meeting at
the Ex Servicemen's Club, Archers Road proved a succes . anracting
seven younger members. As a result we now meet regularly al the Club on
the third Thursday in the month at 7.30 p.m.(for anyone out there who
might be in the area). We will continue our monthly lunchtime meeting on
the first Tuesday in the month. At the inaugural evening meeting two
generous presentations of a statuette and plaque were made to the Branch
by Sidney Smith and Tony Hull. ln the photograph our Chairman,
George Packer can be seen receiving both for the benefit of our ph.otographer Tony Hulse.

WEST LONDON BRA CH
September marked our annual attendance of the Morning erv1ce at the
Royal Hospital, Chelsea. We were joined by the Secretary ' id Prior and
Members of 5 Corps Signals Association. We paraded with our tandard
under the watchful eye of the Sergeant Major for inspection by the
Governor, then marched to the Chapel to the drumbeat. The service,
attended by members of the public, is dedicated on these occasions to our
Corps. Afterwards we retired to the In Pensioners Club to enjoy a specially
organised Curry Lunch.

THE 12TH, lSTH & 18TH AIR
FORMATION SIGNALS REGIMENTS
ASSOCIATION (OCA)
The 5th Annual Reunion took place at the new venue of The . orth
Stafford Hotel, Station Road, Stoke-on-Trent, STAFFORDSH IRE, over
the weekend of the 12th/13th eptember 1998 under th.e Chairmanship of
Gerald D. C. Evans. There was a supporting cast of Dennis K. (Joh nny)
Egan, Pamela G. Morgan, Lt Col (Retd) Pat F. oward, Maureen
Soward with a most eloquent vote of thanks by Colin V. Morgan as
shown on the Agenda for the Reunion Dinner on the Saturday evening.
Early on Saturday afternoon members were gathering from all corners
of the U.K. with Ron 'Jock' Thomson from darkest lnverlocky, Fort
William. (Well supplied with the amber liquid.) The deep South once
again brough.t forth our good friend and comrade John ' Cliff' Clifford
from 26 Lippell Drive, Plymstock, Plymouth. Who came from the East,
but Don Ellingworth, minder Colin Spencer also Len/Barbara Bennett
from the Norwich area. The South Ea t saw our old comrade Harold
Carver from Chichester who has attended all our events to date. It was
also a great pleasure to see George W. Gray of Welton (Hull) not an easy
trip. It was good to ee many new faces including Joe hakespeare, one
of our newer members. However, th.e numbers go on and on wi th locals
such as one of our very old comrades Joh.n Stockton. Burslem. From the
West came Tom Fenron, Hoole, locals Les and Joan Large and so many
others all well known to us. So in all there was the largest number to attend
!his event so far, 35 being seated that evening. As a wedding was in
progress it was rather overcrowded. Pam Morgan arranged with the hotel
manager that we all moved to a separate room, which was not in use, for
the usual ·tamp swinging session' and matters of general interest for the
old h.aods and those who were attending for the first time. Soon old
photographs were being passed around showing a lot of young men in
uniform armed with sten-guns and other arms which were 'liberated' etc
on the way through Europe in 1944 and after VE Day. Also for those who
found themselves deposited on the bores of Egypt. Palestine, Jordan etc
for a couple of years, waiting for that 'number' to turn up.
Those of 147 & 148 Don R Sections also Wing Signal Sections of the
18th AFS soon joined the Bar- one Motor Cycle Club with our comrades
in arms of the Royal Air Force and Royal avy. Some of the wives present
must have thought, what a disreputable looking lot we were, and most of
us were single at that time. Perhaps also some of us did not recognise tho e
in these old photographs of yesteryear. Time flew by and before long it
was time to prepare for the Dinner scheduled that evening 19.00 for 19.30.
After a two-year tay at Leamington Spa for this event, the committee
thought that a change of venue was called for. We called, once again. upon
Saga to run the event. However, it was found that their Dinner only costs
were prohibitive to our local members, therefore the decision wa taken to
run the event by ourselves. Our Chairman, Gerald D. C. Evans, who i
very experienced in thi field took on the task and for this he bas our
thanks. The welcome and grace was given by Gerald with each of the
three round tables being presided over by members of the management
team when dinner wa served. At th.e coffee tage, Dennis 'Johnny· K.
Egan gave the toa t and short introduction, with an apology for its
shortness. It was only the week before that he had been discharged from
Hospital for the second time after quite a eriou operation.
The floor was pas ed on to Pamela G. Morgan for a 'Presentation'. It
mu t be said that she kept all those present in a state of expectation until
the very la t minute. She then pre ented a ' Special Trophy' to Pat and
Maureen oward a a very pecial mark of our appreciation and thank
for what they have done and all the upport given to the A ociation.

NORFOLK BRANCH
As we approach the festive season, it would seem appropriate to wish
all our friends in the Royal Signals Association all the best for Xmas and
the New Year and th.ank all at RHQ for all the work they do on our behalf
throughout the year especially at the ~eunion.
.
.
.
We in the Norfolk Branch are sll ll very active with meetmgs on a
monthly basis at the TA Centre in Norwich and various activities going on.
This coming week the Branch will be visiting the lmperial War Museum at
Duxford for the day and on 5 December the Branch will be holdin~ their
annual social evening at the TA Centre, Aylsham Road, Norwich at
I 800hrs. All members are welcome lo come along, we also would
welcome visits from other Branches.
On a sad note we lost one of our regular attenders Lt Col C. J. Bayfield
who bad served in the Corps for 44 years and had a very distinguished
record . Several members attended the cremation in Norwich, including
Branch President Donald Ellingworth and Secretary Brian C. Gibb. Lt
Col Bayfield leaves his widow Mrs Leah Bayfield to whom the Branch
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1998

On a adder note it is with regret we an nounce the death of Floss Budd
the wife of Em Budd. Floss was always a' illing helper in the Branch
activities.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1998

Col Pat Soward-note Pat's Branch tie, which is available
via the Branch
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A hort comfort break followed, which ga' e ome time for Lt ol (Retd)
Pat F. o"ard to recover and deliver hi addres on general matters and
what is going on at the Mu. um and Blandford. A vote of thanks was
1\cn by~that· il\'crTongued' Wei h.man, Colin ' Taffy' V. 1organ:' ho
':poke ai length. with uch great eloquence that one was perhaps reminded
of the late ir Geo~e Thomas who had tho e sort of gift. Many thanks to
all tho c who attended, the large 1 number to date, and our thought went
to tho. e "ho were unable to attend for one reason or ano.ther. Our be t
\\ ishcs are being taken \'ia Harold Carver to our hard work mg outh Ea t
rca Reprc entati\'e Paul Quinn at Polgate, East u ex please support
him ring 0 I 2 4 2471 for details.
L~ t but not lea t a few 9"x6" photographs of the 1997 Reunion in
eptember at Leamington pa arc left at £3.09 each on a first com~ first
served ba·i to your door by post. The offer will not be repeated. It 1s the
men only picture. there is no group picture th_is year. Thank you all for
upporting the raffie run by Colin and Pam. w1~h a further. big thank Y?U
to Colin pencer for hi effort '!1ank for bnng1!1g Don Illingworth with
you. lt i hoped that you all enjoyed the day mp out on the unday but
there were regrets that . ome were not able to anend.

31 SIGNALS REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
As promi ed in our la t note for The Wire, here i the infonnation you
have all been waiting for!! Our Guided Walking Tour of London went
ahead as planned. with people reminding each other of the days w~en they
did their BFT . However, a good Pub Lunch soon fim hed off all the
torie .
Our next day out wa in upport of the Royal. t~r and Garter _Home,
Richmond. urrey. Once again our man on the m 1de left Tac signs to
guide us to our pre-concert buffet and drink , Maj James Mill has a lot to
answer for. The Roya l Military School of Music, based at Kneller Hall
gave the concert. It was a very hot day, which brought out the sun hades
and Panama hat . We are getting a bit worried about Col John Eversfield,
who e Panama was sporting a pink Ribbon? He said that it was in
preparation for the Henley Regatta (Nudge, nudge wink, wink, say no
more!). Quickly moving on, our next event was tl1e Treasure Hunt and
barbecue at Coulsdon TA Centre. Our thanks go to Sa!Jy Bentley and her
team, consi ting of Sgt ' ick Tuck, Cp l Lesley Wade, Cpl Kerry
1cAuliffe, LCpl Maria Traynor and caretaker, Mr Vern West. A great
day was had by all, especially when the winner of the Treasure Hunt was
none other than the Squadron Commander Maj Steve Baker. His round of
drink in the bar, blew away any suspicion that it was a fiddle. We also
upported the West London RSA at the Governor's Parade at the Royal
Ho pital Chelsea, on 6 September. Our Chairman, Col Donald Crawford,
was unable to lead the parade this year, but another good looking officer
stood in at short notice. It was Col Donald Grocott, who impressed us all
by knowing what to say, when to say it and when to do it, a born leader.
Well that appears to end our ' Quiet' Summer period, it only remains to
give you a couple of dates for your diary. Our Annual Dinner next year
will be on 17 April 1999. Our trip overseas will be to the Somme and the
V2 Rocket Site at La Coupole, on the weekend of28-30 May 1999. If you
want further information at this early stage, ring our Tour and Social
ecretary Ron ' Dusty' 1i1Jer on 01784 250756.
To all members of the As ociation and ex-members of 31 Sig Regt, the
committee wishes you and your families a Merry Christmas and a Happy
ew Year.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
There has been a quiet summer period for us all. There was no
'Selboume Lunch' this year. Our Organiser, Ted Hawkins, who says he's
eighty but acts and looks fifty-five, felt it was time to hang up his knife,
fork and poon. Our thoughts are with Capt Sidney nderwood , who is
not too well at present, we wish him a speedy recovery.
By the time you read this we will have paraded at St Pauls Cathedral
with the Squadron and OCA Band. We will have held our annual dinner at
the Duke of York's HQ, challenged the Squadron to a 'shoot-out' and
attended the Remembrance Service with the Squadron, but more about the
events in our next notes. othing now remains but to wish you all a Merry
Christmas and a Happy ew Year.

19 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
On Thursday, I 0 September, 56 members of the 19 Sig Regt
As oc1atton met at the Victory Service Club for their annual luncheon. A
particularly warm welcome was extended to John Sweeney who had
timed his holiday from the Transvaal to enable him to attend the reunion.
The officer~ of the association were re-elected and the chainnan, George
Bre~ . announced that he would investigate the possibility of holding next
year's reunion in the Midlands, po sibly in Birmingham. As we do not
expect to distribute the 1999 edition of the association journal, ' The 19th ',
until June, notification of the reunion will be sent out separately and as
~oon a5 details have been arranged.
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A new supply of association t_ie have been received and these are

a ailable (at£ .50 inc post & packmg) from the Pubhc1ty Member, Lt Col
(Retd} Pat oward who _can al o _uppl:i' garmen_ts, bl_a zer badges and
ports caps embroidered with chc Indian Air Formation_ Signals Badge.
Earlier thi year, Clive and Jane Thompson 1s1ted Thailand on
holiday and photographed the headstones of 2324487 Sgt B. Hope (6
December 1943 aged 22) and 2594893 Sig M. tccl (2 November 1943
aged 37) in the cemetery at Kanchanaburi . If friends or rela~i~cs would
like copies of tl1e e photographs, plea c contact the arch1v1st at the
mu cum (Tel : 0125 -482413).

REUNIONS
'F' BOYS COMPANY
ROYAL SIGNALS 1920-41 REUNION
The seventl1 reunion wa held at the Union Jack Club in London on 30
eptember 1998 for member of• F' ompany 1920-1941. Bruce Beattie,
the Pre ident welcomed members and guests and then addressed the
meeting, me~tioning the work don~ by the com~ittee _and thanking
individuals by name. He followed with general affairs of interest to all.
including the fact that we were now affiliated to the R.oyal Signals
Association. He al o gave u the ad new of the deaths of three of our
members during the past year. They were Lt Col Charles Weech , a
popular character who will be much mi sed, Maj Jock Hunt, a founder
member of ' F' Coy and The Corp , and David Maxwell (formerly Dennis
Wilkes). Bruce mentioned that Victor Dugdale had taken over as 17th
Infantry Brigade Signal Officer from Jock Hu~t, at Go Jar. after the war.
Bruce then introduced tl1e Ma ter of Signals, MaJ Gen 1.0.J,
Spracklino OBE, who attended as our guest of honour, despite having an
extremely bu y schedule. He gave us an up to date position of The Corps
and it prominence in the modem _army, which_ depends so mu~h _on Royal
Signals expertise to keep pace with the ever mcreasmg soph1s1tcatton of
battlefield communications. Despite the continuing cuts in the armed
forces he gave us the welcome news that Royal Signals have in fact bad an
increase of 600 soldier posts. He followed with a potted history of his own
career, beginning with his arrival in Ca_tterick in_ a mo_ t interesting and
amusing way, which was very well received by his audience. By the wry
smiles on many faces one could assume that their thoughts were back m
the ' 30s as each remembered his own arrival al Catterick Camp, a place
and a ti~e that still remains as an important part of most ofour live .
The following members attended: B. Band (PRO), F Betts, B Beattie
(Presdt), A. Brown, D. Chet:wynd (Trea ), P. Clowson, H, Cooper,
W. Callegari, J. Dadswell (Chmn}, V. Dugdale (Sec), A. _r;:arl,
D. Fairweather, H.Galloway, M Ham, C. Johnstone, R. Kmght,
L. Knight, R. Laing, E. Mullen, P. Moore, T. O 'Connor, W, Offord,
F. Pavey MBE, S. Pavey, A. Probert, C, Robbins (from Canada},
A. Ridgeon, P. Smith, A. Taylor, R. Todd, A. Weatherly MM and
R. Webb.
We also received a telephone call from Jim Davidson from Brisbane,
Australia, and Jock Mullen, a close friend of his, was delighted to have an
unexpected conversation with him. We were particularly pleased to see
once again Alan Ridgeon , who has not only been very ill for some years,
but has very recently lost his dear wife Ivy. It was Alan's initiative lo
actively search for his former comrades that led to our annual reunions, for
which we are most grateful to him. Regrets were received from Freddie
Worth OBE (founder member of 'F' Company and The Corps), F.
Verlander (now 83), J. Davidson, E. Sanders, E. Ford, J. Harding, E,
Harrison OBE MC BEM. J. Le Hardy, Stanley Smith, and Victor
Martin MC.
Our most welcome guests were T. Band (son of B. Band), H, Craig (ex
Catterick staff), and Joe Crocker accompanied by Joe McGlynn.

60's 16ers
The 1998 Reunion was held on the 4-6 September at The Lord Mayor
Treloar College in Alton, Hampshire, courtesy of Ricky Gordon and
organised by both him and Chris Bartlett. Most members were able to
arrive on Friday, the bar duly opened and we settled in for a good
weekend. After an evening meal we set ofT for the local Royal British
Legion Club in Alton where we tried to boost their bar profits. The raffle
was interesting with prizes of meat! o one in our party won so much as a
pound of sausages. Audrey Grainge (nee Bradbrook) was devastated
there was no bingo. After attempting the waltz and tango we weaved our
way back to the College and yes the bar opened again, but this time we
settled down to talk old 'war' stories.
Arthur ' Piggy' Paxton and Dave ' Punchy' Ayres believe they were
persecuted and misunderstood at 16 Signal Regiment we couldn't imagine
why, they were highly regarded PTls who regularly held sing-a-longs for
the troops and we were given a few renditions that night. ls it rapturous or
raucous that comes to mind . Some made it to breakfast on Saturday
morning, the remainder a little later for brunch and as the food was so
good, some people made it to both. While most went off to visit
Winchester, the last of the members arrived and time was spent renewing
old friendships and checking out the photos, (funny really, no one even
remembers owning a camera at 16). More new faces this year, some of
which hadn't been seen for almost 30 years and initially there were glazed
looks till the mist lifted or was it to do with the fact that most of us now
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had to search out our specs first. Judy Cottam (nee Watson) well known
for her ' fashionable ', black framed glasses in the 60s cheated and wore
contact lenses.
Saturday evening started with a photo-call which would have put the
paparazzi to shame, a group photo, Squad ron photos, the 4 TRC shi fts
ABC and D. We gave up when ' Piggy' Paxton called for a photo of 'Ce ll
5 ' occupants and he was the only one to admit to it. The chefs and catering
s~a rr produced a great meal and then we bopped the night away to a 60 's
di sco. Jan Radfor~ and Gordon 'REM E' Harper changed into their
ev~nmg frocks. which they had purchased from a charity shop in
W111chester, wives Evelyn and Sue having long forgotten about
embarrassment, took no notice. 'REME' had fallen off a 'bucking bronco '
at the Krefeld reunion, no bronco in Alton so he just fell o!Tthe floor! But
in case of injury we always have a few nurses on hand , Judy Cottam and
orcen Dixon to name just two this year. Jim ' Jock ' Brooks laughed and
c_hatte~ all night ptt):' not many of us understood him. Even after years of
hv111g m Germany his Scottish accent still gets stronger each year.
It was a great evening and even though the bodies couldn ' t keep up the
pace of the 60 's, the minds were still active. Stories of 16 Sig Regt in the
60 's _were sough! for this report, but by Sunday morning they were mostly
1llcg1ble or unprintable, anyway a few of the less libellous ones:
Bud Abbott obtained a frid_g e from an RAF Rugby Club for the price of
a crate of beer, only to lose 1t 24 hours later when they claimed it was
stolen.
Brian Cummings MBE pinched a box of condoms from the Med
Centre but didn ' t know wh~t to do with them! (Obviously he didn ' t get his
MBE f?r that, congratulattons by the way.) ~udrey and Dick Grainge
complamed they never got to snog m the bm area as Chri and Judy
Cottham were always there first.
Mike Tp used to lay bets as to which pocket Bill Higgs would take his
hankie from (the mind boggles}.
Lorrie Vula (sadly very recently deceased) threw the javelin only lo
stab someone in the backside.
Sunday was the AGM and amongst items discussed was the 1999
Reunion, which it is hoped will be held in Germany sometime in
September, details to follow. John Farrell reported on the state of our
finances and it was agreed to keep the fees at £ I0 per address. Another
uccessful reunion, this being the third. People had come from all over the
UK. (Trev Davis and Tom Watts having to drive from the orth of
Scotland), Germany and even igeria (Ray 'Ginge' and Pat Lyons) Ian
Buckley d_1dn ' t have to travel from Hong Kong this time - his Anny
service bemg completed. Even with all the technicians pre ent, AJlen
Lafferty and John Turvey among t others, no one could get the previous
evenmgs video to run on the TV, perhaps it was for the best. Dick Burt
couldn't attend this year but we toasted his health and wish him a speedy
recovery. Thanks to Ricky Gordon and family and all the staff for a
brilliant weekend and we now look forward to Germany 1999.

LOSTCOMMS
Darren and Nicole Kirby are looking for Cpl Stephen and Josie
Brodie._They were in Soest (3 Div) 1991-1993, then went to Bulford (3
(UK) Div) 1993-1995 and then to 2 Sig Regt in York where contact was
lost. Anyone with information please contact Mr D, Kirby, Colchester
Walk 19, 41179 Monchengladbach, GERMANY.

Donald Shewring is eeking infom1atio11 on two of hi former
colleagues from his time in SCU3 and SCU4. Fir tly John E.
Crowley number 2602 ..... last heard of living in the Reading area.
The second is George Quirk( e) from Leeds. Last heard of in CU4
in Belgium in 1945, again his number would have been 2602 .... .. .
Anyone who can help is asked to call Donald on 01222 810457.

2 15 Sig Sqn plan to upkeep the grave of fonner Sig (14915080) Sydney
Alla n John Hawkins, who died at the age of 18, as the result of a road
traffic accident in Tidworth in 1945. The grave is in Tidworth Pari h
Churc_h and is marked with a Corps badge on the headstone. The Squadron
has tn ed to trace the relatives of Sig Hawkins, through the local pari h
record. and other . arc.hives, but without su~cess. It i known that Sig
Hawkms was ervmg 111 Ea tern Command Signals (UK) at the time of his
death. Anyone with any information on ig Hawkins, or his family, is
asked to contact Cpl Andy Monger on 01980 602787.

Andrew ' Monty ' Gray-Montgomery would be pleased to hear
from anyone who remembers him from his time with a)
5 Trg Regt, Dvr Trg In tr at Tholthorpe and Barnard a tie,
1947-48.
b}
Camp E22, London Di tricl (Mixed} Sig Sqn Ham tead Way.
London W 11 , 1948-49.
Please contact Monty on 01244 537 44.
Tom Stevens is seeking the whereabout of hi fom1er pal id Harvey,
from their time in the Trucial Oman Scouts in 1958-1964. id's last known
address wa in Bui ford in 1965. Tom's contact number L: O1223 512 17.
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Richard Robinson is seeking information on Ken Ellis (Retd
Major). They served together in Saudi Arabia m 1947-48. Anyont:
who can help is asked to contact Richard at ' Gladwins'. Madeira
Walk, Lymington, Hampshire, S041 3RJ.

Jack Blinkhorn has lived in Auckland, New Zealand for nearly 40
years and would be overjoyed to hear from anyone who remembers him
from his time in the following Units:
1934-41
125TndBdeSigSect(42DivTA)
I 940
I st Border Regiment, France
1941 -42
53rd Field Regt Sig Sect. Holt Norfolk
1942-43
76 Div Sigs, Norwich
77 Wff Sect 2 Corp D Corps (SEAC-ALFSEA)
1943-46
(India, Ceylon and Singapore)

Mr Michael Bidwell wonders if his old RSM 1s still alive. They
erved together at Southern Command Signals in 1951 and the RSM 's
name was Gray. Anyone who can help is asked to call Michael on
01638 507771.

David H~rne is tl'):'ing to trace FofS Phillip Robin on (ex radio tech
Sgt - 233 Sig Sqn). Hts last known location was BAOR approximately 14
years ago. David can be contacted by either e-mail or telephone.
e-mail: David.J.Home@ btintemet.com
Tel: 01294 213763
If anyone has any information on Phil's present location please feel free
to contact David or pass his details on to Phil.

Dave Wales i seeking the whereabouts of his former pal Mick
Healey. Mick and Dave served in Line Troop, 6 Armd Bde in Soest
around 1970-73. Mick was a Corporal at the time and is believed to
have ended up as a Staff Sergeant. Anyone who can help Dave is
asked to call him on 01642 891616.

C_hri

B_artlett is trying to trace all who served with 16 Signal
HQ BAOR Sig Tp) during the 1960s. 60 16ers is a
th_nvmg reumon club, ~Ith annual reunions and twice yearly ewsletters.
1:>4 people_are already m conta~t. We have been back to Krefeld renewing
contacts wtth our fo~er Regunent and 7 Sig Regt, who now occupy
Bradbury Barrack , kmdly hosted us during our 1997 Reunion. For details
contact Chris Bartlett at: 45 Whitehouse Road, Leigh on Sea, ESSEX
SS9 5SR. Tel: 01702 524620. E-mail: Chris60s I 6s@hotmail.com
Re~1~ent (m~ludmg

Mr B. Saunders i eeking his former pal, Peter Robinson, from
111 Section during WW2. Peter married a Belgian lady and wa last
heard of living in Liege. Anyone who can help is asked to call Mr.
Saunders on 01225-873486.

Please could anyone help to locate a veteran ofWW2. who erved in the
Royal Signals? Mr M. Rubenzer i trying to locate Mr Howard 'Toddy'
Sloan, Army o: 5782365. Mr Sloan originally came from Deal in Kent
and serv~d in Pop kis Private Army in Italy 1943-45. He i hoping to
locate th1 per on a there are at lea t three of his old mate ali e who
would love to hear from him.

Barbara Bayly has, for a number of years, been trying to trace
her Mansel relatives. There wa a Maj Desmond Mansel , believed
to still be alive in 1931 (her ide of the 1ansel family left UK in
1884). Are there any readers of 'The Wire' who know, or knew of,
Maj Desmond Mansel or one of his family? Barbara would be
grateful and i quite happy to re-imbursc any postage. he will be in
UK from October until 10 ovember. Her contact addre i
B.M.Bayly
o M & U Thompson
29 Ennismore Avenue
Guildford
URREY
GUI I R
Fax: 0064 7 5736951
he will be able to retrieve her faxe whilst he i in UK. You. the
Readers ofthi publication, are her la t hope after years of re earch.
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John Ellett from Am 1ralia. \\ ishe 10 contact m1yonc who knew hi
father L pl ·Jasper Ellett. LCpl Ellelt erved in o 3 pec1al
omn.iumca11ons Lnit. Royal ignal . They w~e based at or ne~r
Bktchlev Park in 1942'46. John Ellett i trying to !Ind out mo~ ab~ut ht
father·. military ·crvice and if any of h!s o~d comrade are S'.lll ah\'e he
would hke to contact them. Hi father died m 19?0 and he .recently ~e
acro:s old document · that seem to ind!c te that his father did a lot for his
country but it seemed to be shrouded in secrecy. Jo hn neve.r really ~ne~
hi father and wishes to find out as much as he can about him. If thae 1
an ·one \\ho can help please contact him at: John Ellett. 2A Lindsay
rreet. Lone Jetty. . .W.,
TRALIA 2261

Da' e Thornton i ceking the whereabout of Les \~al ker from
their iimc together in 249 Sig qn in 1960, School of 1gnals or 30
ig Regt in 1971 '73. Dave live in Germany and can be contacted
through the R A Office in Blandford 01258 482090.

t r M. Me hta is seeking the whereabout of hi fonner Corps friend
J C hurchward, F. J. ha re and J. W. Lawless. Anyone who can help
i ·askedtocontact 1r 1ehtaon0116266806 .

Eileen Ker haw (nee Kennedy) is eeking ean Moynih an
(spelling of umame i uncertain). They were members of the 1969
Wbite Helmets Team. Anyone who can help is asked to contact
Eileen at:
Enquiry Office
Police Station
Fleming Way
SWINDO
S l 2HZ

Mic 1orris Hon Secretary of the South London Branch of the RSA, is
seeking hi fo'rmer pals from ational Service da)'.s, Lnta~e 49/23. 8
December 1949. M ic goes on to ay that they were b1ll.eted rn Sa.ndhurst
Block, Bagdad Lines, for basic training with gts Dowlmg .and Kinseller
and moved to I Training Regiment, 'S' Lines. V1my for trammg as either
Line Mechs or Teleprinter Mecbs for 20 weeks. ame.s he remem?ers are
Pete Rawti.n , Ginger mith, Gor~on Upfield,_ Bnan \\'.Orsw1ck and
Johnny Otton. 1ic and most of his fe llow anonal Service comrades
then worked for the old GPO. 1ic would be pleased to hear from anyone
from that Intake and can be contacted on 0 I 8 I 540 1868.

Former C pl P. J. ·Pip' Turner is seeking information abo~t his
former friends from WW2. They all served m the Cl:uef Signals
Officers Branch in Italy until disbandment in I 945. Their names are:
Capt Peat
Maj Hiley
C apt Thorpe
Capt Wheeler
Cpl James Anderson
gt Alfred 'Wag' James
, .
,
C pl Ralph Mineard s
C pl 1ineards left the Unit to .work on. the. Umon Jack
newspaper. Pip also served with 2 Atr Formauon Signals, p lus 12
Sig Regt in Caserta, Italy and would be pleased to hear from anyone
who remembers him.
Anyone who can help is asked to contact Pip on 01934 843650

M r Alan Tilley is seeking information on a form.er Quart:rmaster
called Harrison. They first met in fortress S.1gnals m Smgapore m 194~,
then met up again as POWs on the Burma ra1lwa:y .a~d finally on the ship
taking them back to 'Blighty' at the end of hostillnes. Anyone who can
help is asked to call Allan on 01702 524691.

249 IG AL SQUADRO

(FARELF)

249 Signal Squadron are trying to contact all ranks ~ho served with
the Squadron in the mid 60s. So far 20 are already m touch. Please
ring Graham Jolly on 01233 637792
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CORRESPONDENCE
From:

Ex CSM G. W. 'Jock' Briggs
outh Queen ferry
COTLAND
Dear ir,
.
h
·
h·
Thank you for all the pleasure and enjoyment you ave given me 1 1s
past twelve months with the copies of ' 71te Wt1:e' and the Ncwsletlers. IL
almost makes me feel a pari of the old Corp as. 1t was n:iany year ago, the
trust and good comradeship we had in good times or m ba~ ... Thanks
again for all your help in unearthing my RSA Number, 1t must have
gathered ome dust. Best of luck. to all at RHQ a_nd Ion ~ may you prosp~r.
(Peter C11ckow: Jock served 111 the 26th Tank Bde S1gs 1939-42, No11h
Irish Horse Sig Del 1943-45 and 13 Co1ps Sig HQ 1945-46)
Capt C. Armstrong
Armed Force Careers Oftice (Army)
2 Glisson Road
CAMBRIDG E
CBI 2HD
Dear
Sir.
Following the death of my husband, MaJ. D"1c k"1e A rmst rong I have
been hown so much kindness from members of the Corps. 1.t was deeply
moving the number of people who were able to attend his funeral m
Cambridge and such a support for hi sons a.nd myself. Then there were all
the card and letter I received. I am trymg, and fa1lmg miserably, to
respond to all these people. May I through your columns thank them all :
those who attended the funeral; tho e who would like t? have attended but
were unable to because of my bad planning, it comc1ded with the SOR
announcements. Al o I thank all the very many people who wrote and ha.d
held Dickie in such high Iegard for all hi achievements throughout his
career with the Corps.
.
.
The Corps itself has al o been very upl?orti:.re from endmg a tru~petcr
to play al the funeral to planting a tree 111 his memory and burymg his
ashe at Blandford. I have many happy me!no:ies of the Corps'. both
serving and a a wife. From when I first met D1 ck1e at 16 S1.gna.l Reg1mem
(when it was still at Krefeld) and where we were also mamed m St James
Church, then there were the many hapl?Y years we were m Rhem~ahlen ~t
4 Signal Group. There is a great feelmg of camaradene. and friend hip
generated by the Corps that has been so valuable to me dunng the past few
month.
My heartfelt thank goes to all those who have been so supportive to
me.
Yours faithfully,
From:

From:

G renville Bint
Yew Tree Cottage
Station Road
Eynsford
KENT DA40ER

Dear Sir,
.
· RSM ' · h
lam currently involved in a research project concernmg .
s mt. e
British Army who served during the inter war years up until the I ?SO s.
One of the subjects of my research was a member of the Ro:yal S1ipia.ls
during this time. I wondered if it would be (JOSs1b.le to publish his details m
'Tire Wire' to see if anyone can help me with build mg up a pen picture of
his career and po sibly lending me a photograph ofh1m that I may copy.
I have already contacted both the Museum and the OCA who have no
record of the RSM in question. My research concerns 2868603 J. C.
G rieve who served in India in the 1930's was promoted RSM m 1943 and
remained with the Royal Signals until early 1952 when l believe he left
.
before serving for some time with the TA. .
l f you could publish this request for mformatton I would be very
grateful and would ensure that a copy of my research was sent to the
Museum for their records.
Yours fai thfull y
M r H. C. W. 'Nobby' .Jones
25 Morecambe Gardens
Stan more
MIDDLESEX HA 7 4SW
Tel: 0 1819581640
Dear Sir,
May l thank you for my October issue of 'The Wire · for my request on
page 466 of the same. However, may I respectfully point out that there
were two mistakes within this page 466 advert?
Firstly l was an OWL and not a Radio Mechanic as stated, and my
telephone number was incorrect because actua lly my. number is 958 1640
and not 956 1640 as indeed printed. Unfortu nately this 956 exchange does
not exist on the London BT lines and consequently anyone trymg to
telephone me on that number would siml?IYget an unobtainab le sound and
. .
,
. ,
possibly I might lose a contact of some kmd?
Anyway, congratulations on another very mterestmg issue of The. Wll'e
and although I never read anythi ng about my 'old' BAO R 15 D1v1s10n of
the 11th Armoured within its pages, could this mean it no longer exists?
Once more my sincere thanks for my issue.
Yours sincerely,

From:
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From:

Mr P. J . Hodgson ex WOI (FofS)
I St Winifred 's Ave
HARROGATE.
HG2 8LT
Tel : 01423540297

Dear Sir
I read the arti cle on Strategic Communications by Capt (TOT)
H a tfield in the October edition with interest, however I would like to
comment 011 the historical data given in figure 2: 30 Sig Regt- Opcrational
Deployments.
The strategic communication link for the medical relief force to Jordan
in 1970 was provided by a D 13 HF radio detachment from Bravo Troop, I
Squadron, 14 Sig Regt. Later in the deployment it was decided to provide
internal communications within Jordan for the other International Red
Cross and Red Crescent elements (some 17 nations), using C l V C42 radio
detachments from 263 Sig Sqn, Cyprus.
Where the confu ion may have arisen was that the normal deployment
at that time was for 14 Sig Regt to provide the equipment, an Officer, a
Foreman of Signals, Technicians, Radio Telegraphists and the Electrician
Driver. 30 Sig Regt providing the Data Telegraphists, as in the Anguilla
and early Belize deployments. However, due to a restriction on personnel
and equipment only a "short detachment" (one Cl30 load) was deployed
to Jordan with the Radio Telegraphists operating the COMCEN during the
whole deployment.
Although definitely only "steam radio" compared to today ' systems it
is interesting to note that we were able to achieve better than 23 hours 55
minute traffic time daily throughout the deployment.
Yours sincerely

DONATIONS
Mr Jack Blin khorn ... ...... ... ............. .... ... ........ .. ..... ....... ........ ............ £25.00
Mr L. H. Lad brooke .... .... ......... ....... ... ... ....... ......... ............................ £5.00
Maj (R td) Bob Aitken .... .. ..... ................ .. ..... ........... ..... ....... ...... ...... £10.00
Ms Alison Howson .......... ... ..... ......... ........ ........... ....... ......... ....... ......£10.00
Mr R. . Rowland ...... ... ... ....... ... ... ....... .................. .... .. ..... ..... ......... .. £5 .00
Mr G. W. Cook (USA) ... ... ......... ..... ...... .... .......... ........ ............. ....... .£54.05
Mr R. L. Cartw right ..... .... ..... ....... .... .. .......... ....... ..... ........... .... ........ £12.00
M r D. C happell ..... .. ...... .......... ...... ... ..... .. ............. ........................ ....£25.00
Mr C. F. Pullma n .. .... ......... .. ...................... .... ..... ........ ............... ..... ... £8.50
Mr J a mes C um ming ... ... ... ... ......... ....... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ............. .£20.00
Mr P.H. Jo hnstone (Cyprus) .. ............. ........... ................. ............... .£50.00
36 (Eastern) Signa l Regiment (V) .................... ..............................£70.00
Dorchester Trike C lub & Arrow Head Trike Club ...... ............ .... £75 .60
(Collected at the Museum Cycle Day)
Indian Signals Assoc of Great Britain ....... ...... ...... ....... ..... .......... £250.00
56 Div Sig Regt OCA .. .. ...... ......... ..... .. ...... .................. ............ .... ... £331. 70
Certo Cito Lodge ... ..... ........... .................. ....... ........................... ... ... £30.00
G lasgow RSA .. ... ......... ........ ........ ....... ....... ........ ......... ....... ............. £ l 00.00
Peterborough RSA .. ............ ............. ... ........ .. ... ........... .. ...... ...... ......£25.00
Shropshire RSA ......... ............... .......... ..... ...... ........ ............... ...... .. £250.00
Swindon RSA ...... ... ..... ......... .... ... ....... ........... ... ......... ......... .... .... ...... £50.00
P reston & Black burn RSA .... ... ....... ..... ............... .......... ...... ...........£80.00
Bourn emouth RSA Ln memory of Mr R. Ayling ....... ........... ... .... .... .. £5.00
Co l & M rs A.D. Lewis in memory of Lt Col C.J. Bayfield .. ....... .... £50.00
Da rlington RSA ................ ...... .. ....... ....... .................................... .....£10.00
G lasgow RSA In memory of Jim Kent ................ ........ .... ........... ......£24.00

LAST POST
Ada ms - Sgt J. 0 . Ad ams
Allen - Capt D. Al len
Ander son - Sgt D. Ander son M BE
Awburn - LCpl D. C. Awburn
Ba rlow - SSgt D. R. Ba rlow
Ba rnshaw - C pl P. J . Barnshaw
Bayfi eld - Lt Col C. J . Bayfi eld
Blower - Lt C ol A. J. Blowe r TD
Cook - Sgt C. H. C ook
C urry- M r T. J. A. C urry
Dibley - Maj G. Dibley
Dolphin - L t P.R. A. Dolphin
Dunn - LC pl H. Dunn
Fuller - Sgt J. B. F uller
G uest - Lt C ol W. A. G uest
Har vey - W02 J. Harvey BEM
lngall - Brig F HB lngall DSO OBE
J efferies - Sig F. K. J efferi es
.Johnston - Sgt J. H. John ston
Lloyd - W02 E. W. Lloyd
Morga n - W02 D. J . Morga n
Morrell - Cpl A. V. Morrell
Morrison - Sig E. S. Morr ison
icholls - M r W. Nicholls
urdin - Lt Col F. urdin
Pemberton - gt G . Pemberton
Quigley - Sig J. Quigley
Roe - Maj H. J . Rae TD
Salisbury- Maj R. H. A. Salisbury
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Served 1939/46
Served 1953/82
Served 1939/46
Served 1964/74
Served 1946/72
Served 1959/68
Served 1945/80
Served 1939/60
erved 1953174
Served 1939/45
erved 1936/63
Served 1943/47
erved 1939/45
Served 194 5173
Served 1932/60
erved 1954/7
Served
Served l 939/46
Served 1939/46
erved 1932/44
Served 1940/68
erved 1934.46
Served 1939/46
erved WW2
ervcd
erved 1939/46
erved 1940/46
Served 1939/65
erved 1933/64

Died
Died ov '9
Died 22/12/95
Died l Oil 019
Died 1991
Died 04/l 0/98
Died 1998
Died
Died
Died 11 /09/98
Died 12/01 /97
Died 01110/98
Died
Died 18/04/98
Died 04/05/9
Died 29/09/98
Died 21 /08/98
Died 30/08/9
Died
Died 1993
Died 13/ I 0/9
Died 26/08/98
Died 05/01 /97
Died 28/08/98
Died 08/07/9
Died 28/ 10/98
Died 17/09/98
Died 30/09/9
Died 10/ 12/97

Shrive - gt W. Shrive
Served 1939145
Smith - ig P. Smith
Served 1959165
Suett - Mr R. ·uett
Served
Thurgood - RQMS M. Thurgood
crved 1954177
Tucker - Maj E. J . G. Tucker
Served 1939/45
Tyack - Lt T. M. Tyack
Served 1939 '46
Wall - Sig Wall
Served
Warhurst - Maj F. Warhurst
Served 1939/45
Williams - Lt Col H. R. Williams
Served 195 1184
Wing - Maj P. A. Wing
Served 1943, 65
Dunne - Trudie Dunne Assoc Manchester RSA

Died 16.- 08/9
Died 1997
Died l 0103198
Di ed cp '98
Died 26111 196
died 06/ IQ.98
Died
Died 1997/98
Died 13,09 198
Died 1998
Died Aug '98

Curl-Brig Godfrey .John Curl CBE was born in Wale the only son of
the late Mr and Mrs E. Curl. Due to the death of his mother when he
was ten months old, he was brought up by his grandparents in
Carn1arthenshirc, and educated locally.
He attended an engineering course at Oldham Technical College in
1944 and on completion. under the Reserve Occupation Regulations,
was sent to the Admiralty Signal Re earch and Developement
Establishment at Keighley. He resigned from the Admiralty with the
intention of tudying for Holy Orders. He was accepted for study at St
Davids College Lampeter, but on the advice of the Principal decided to
carry out his Emergency Service with the Anny in Royal Signals. He
was subsequently awarded an Engineering Cadetship and released from
the Army. After completion of hi studies he returned to Royal Signals
in March 1949 and after officer cadet training was commis ioned as a
Short Service Officer in Royal Signals on 26 August 1949.
His first posting was to form 45 Field Regiment RA Signal Troop at
York, and he took this Troop to Korea in October 1950. He remained
with them until posted to I Commonwealth Division Signal Regiment
as QC 909 Troop in October 1951 and then returned to the UK to be
Adjutant, l War Office Signal Regiment at Woolwich in April 1952. He
then served in the training organisation before proceeding in 1955 to be
21C ofa Squadron in 18 Army Group Signal Regiment. After a tour in
the War Office he went to Malta to command 235 Signal Squadron
(COMCAN). In 1962 he was appointed GS02 at HQ Southern
Command where he wa the Signals Representative on the Commander
in Chiefs Committee (West). His next two appointments were in
Germany, firstly as Squadron Commander in 2 Divisional HQ & Signal
Regiment during the vital period of integration. This was followed by a
tour in HQ 1 (BR) Corp where he took a prominent part in producing
the SOP's for the introduction of BRUIN.
He was promoted Lieutenant Colonel and given command of 37th
(Wes ex and Welch) Signal Regiment with its HQ at Bristol. In August
1972 he became GSOI (Sigs) on the staffofCSO BAOR. During this
tour he carried out an in depth study of all Signals Establi hments in
NW Europe. In !973 he attended the Senior Officers War Course at the
Royal aval College Greenwich. and on completion wa appointed
Commander, 3 Signal Group in Cyprus. ln June 1976 he became the
Army Judge on the Joint Services Job Evaluation Team, working as part
of the Anned Forces Pay Review Body. His achievement in this
appointment was to include for the first time, a sample from orthern
Ireland, Belize and Cyprus, and there is no doubt that th is greatly
contributed 10 the Pay increases authorised in 1977 and 1978. In Augu t
1978 he was promoted Brigadier and given command of 11 Signal
Brigade (V) and Merseyside Garri on. Brig Curl lo\'ed being back with
the Territorial Army because he appreciated their loyalty. dedication
and above all their sense of duty and service.
Brig C url married Valerie in Richmond. York in 1956, and they
had one son, who is a erving officer. Brig C url retired to the country
he loved. Wale where he was actively involved \\ ith the Army
Benevolent Fund, the Royal Briti h Legion and the Cardiff Branch of
the British Korean Veteran A ociation.
Al bu ry- C pl Evera rd H addon Al bury died on l September 199 . He
served with the Corps during the Second World War as a Wireles
Operator. After training and po tings to Putney, ewmarkel and
Norfolk. he was ent with 14 Corp to India. After arrival in theatre.
Albury served a an operator in the besieged outpo. t of Imphal. He was
a proud member of hi local branch of the Burma tar As ociation. He
lived on the Isle of Wight, in retirement with his wife Peggie. whom he
met after the War at the Mill Hill Radio Club. He retained his morse
kills 10 the end. exchanging me sages with hi wife. who had been a
RAF morse operator, between hi workshop in the garden and the
kitchen of hi hou e.
IngalJ- Brig Francis H. B. Inga ll DSO OB E died on 21 August 1998.
Francis Inga II was President of the San Franci ·co Branch of the Briti ·h
Legion, Founder/President of the Queens Club and forn1er Honorary
Consul for Pakistan, his fluency in Urdu and Pushtu wa out landing.

AN OLD SOLDIER FADES AWAY I N NEW ZEALAN D
William 'Bill' ' icho ll pa ed away on 28 ugust 199 . He
erved fi e and a half year in the anny, during the econd World
War. He fought at Arnhem. where he met and married t ari a, hi.
wife. lie is ~nis ·ed and sun ived by his wife and two children.
Rosemarie and David. and by fi\'e grandchildren
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\kas -Brig John Leslie Aka (picrured be/owl: Brig John Akass will
be chieth remembered m the Corp. for hi s cxception~I. technical
ability ori the one hand. and hi warmth and approachab1h~y on the
oth r. After graduating from Cambridge he held parucularl y s1gmficant
technical appomtment thr?ughou~ his career a. an lnst~uctor at the
chool of ignals, as Techmcal _d)utant at 9th 1gnal _Regiment, on th:
Directine. taff at the Royal M1htary College of c1ence, and ~n th<:
1ini tT)~ where he wa directly involved in Mallard and Brum 111 the
earl) day. and took a lending part in the de elopment and proc~remen~
of Ptarmigan. Clan·man and the computer control of c?mmumcauoi:is
on behalf of the Corp . This at a time of very rap1_d advanc_e m
technolog '. Hi · command appointn:..·nts included 8th Sign~! R~g1ment
and 4 ignal Group, both substantial o~ni a!ions w~ere his kmdne s.
upport and understanding endi::arcd ht~ to h1 a oc1ate at all. levels.
Hi · enthusia m · were for cla 1cal mu 1c. photography. garden mg and
good company, food and wine. A true gentleman who will be sadly
mi . ed by his wife Robi n. daughters Jenn. and Susan and all his many
friends in the Corps.

To those who d1dn ' t know him well Roy was an in ten e_and cflicicnt
but very private person who seldom d1 played any cmouon. To those
who did know him he wa the ort of person upon whom one could
totally rely, a perfectionist and an intense competitor wh? had to do well
in whatever he did. These attributes fitted him well for his chose~ career
and with onl y one exception, when he wa _condemned to a _ cha1rbo~e
stint at the Mini st1y of Defence , he nourished m evcrytlung h~ did.
Whether advising the ultan of Oman's Force ; command mg. a
Parachute Brigade ignal quadron; runnmg the famou s Wh ite
Helmet · as an Exchange Officer with the Umtcd States Army;
commanding a Si gnal Regiment; running a Signals Training Wing or in
latter years as a Retired Officer at Bevington.
.
Throughout hi long carce_r Roy never asked anyone to do m1yth111g
he wa not prepared to do lumself ? !t follo~vs that as the 0 of :he
Royal ignals Display Team he paruc1pated m the most dangerous of
manoeuvres. During hi. successful tour Roy took the team to Australia
and America for the first time and it is a fitting tribute to him that they
will always be called ' The White Helm_ets_' , the name that he gave them.
When commanding 216 Squadron he 111s1sted that they mamta111ed not
only the highest standard of technical exc_ellence but that they matched
the phy ical fitne s of the parachute battalions.that they supported. .
Rov never ettled for ccond best in anythmg but 1t was perhaps 111
golf that this was most aiJpar_ent. Roy represented the . Army on
numerou occasions and mamtamed an enviable standard nght to the
end. Although retired he continued to play for the Corps and in the la l
competition he played in he won the Retired <;>fficer'~ alver.
.
There is no doubt what oever that Roy cnJoyed lus long and fruitful
military career and his happy life with_Pam. ~!though it was so cruelly
cut short he achieved more than most rn the ume that he had: In golfing
terms hi life's round was well under par.
T hurgood-W02 Michael Allen Thurgood. lt i with regret that the
death of Mike Thurgood i reported . He died peacefully at his home m
Devon in September 1998. Michael enlisted in the R_oyal Corp ~f
Signal at Salisbury in October 1954 and served with them until
September 1977. He saw ervice in France, Cypru , Gell!lany,
Singapore, Belgium and Northern Ireland as well as tour of duty m the
United Kingdom. Mike completed his army career as RQMS m 11
Signal Regiment. During his service M ike earned the GSM with Clasp
' . Ireland' and the Long Service & Good Conduct Medal. After 23
years exemplary service he took up an appointment. a a Yeoman
Warder al HM Tower of London serving there unul his retirement m
1996.
.
Our thoughts are with his dear wife Grace, his children and his
grandchildren.

RSA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Royal Signals Association's Annual General Meeting wil~ be
held in Mercury House, The Duke of York's Headquarters, Kings
Road, London on Saturday I 0 April 1999, starting at I 030hrs. All
Life Members ofihe Association are eligible and welcome to attend.
For security reason , any vehicle details should be given to RHQ, at
Blandford, by 30 March 1999.

\ illiams - Lt Col Horace Roy Williams 1933-1998. I was a Troop
Commander with a parachute arti llery regiment when I first met Roy.
He appeared quiet and reserved and gave no hint . that he was
contemplating a military career. As children he and my wife spent most
of their summer holidays at their grandparents' farm in Wales.
I was therefore quite surpri ed when, several years later, I was on an
Op in Korea in support of a company of the Royal Au~~lian Re~iment,
when I received a letter from Officer Cadet H. R. Williams asking my
advice on which Regiment or Corps he should join. I wrote back at
length describing the varied and exciting career offered by a
commission in the Royal Regiment but adding that Royal Signals came
a close second - wherever the army goes so do the signallers who
usually enjoy a great deal of independence. Roy opted for the latter.

RSA CHARTER
Part of the Royal Signals Association Charter is to help in the
reunion of former friends. The numerous soldiers who do not stay 111
contact with the Association after discharge make this task more
difficult. It is a proven fact that later on in life, when family, job and
home are more secure, memories of life in the Corps are often
rekindled and an interest is taken in possible reunions with former
pals. When you are contacted by the Association, upon discharge,
please be sure to return the relevant card and stay in touch- believe
us, one day you will be glad you did!

THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
GOODWILL SPORTS TOUR
TO SOUTH AFRICA
By Lt Col (Rctd) Alan Browne, Tour Party Secretary
TRODUCTIO
Many of you will already be aware that a sport tour to South Africa
was undertaken by members of the Corps in October 1998 but you may
not know how it came about or how it turned out and this report aim to
inforn1 you on both counts. We had a lot of fun, played some very good
sport but most importantly met many of our South African Signal Corps
(SASC) counterparts, made lots of new friends and cemented relationships
between the two Corp in the process.
BACKGROU D
On 16 March 1996 Her Maje ty the Queen, to quote, ' .... was graciously

pleased to approve the reinstatement of all former Alliances with South
Africa'. The Royal Corps of Signals are allied to the SASC and we were
encouraged to renew these past associations. In 1997 the SOinC (A)
visited the SASC and following thi it was agreed that the feasibility of a
Corps' sports tour to South Africa hould be investigated. The Regimental
Colonel, Col Cliff Walters, carried out a reconnaissance trip from 26 to 30
January 1998.
Originally it had been envisaged that the tour party (TP) would be
approximately I 00 strong and include a variety of sports. The recce
confirmed that the SASC would be pleased to host a tour. However, it
became clear that the sports played by their soldiers were limited, mainly
to soccer, netball and volleyball and it was decided for administrative
reasons amongst others that the optimum size of the party would be 40. It
was therefore decided that the party should comprise 22 soccer players
and officials, 12 netball players and 6 golf players (also widely played in
South Africa), with the admini trative/organi ing personnel for the tour
being provided from within these numbers. Eventually the e numbers
were amended slightly since one of the occer team had to drop out and an
extra golfer took his place.
The aim of the tour was to establish links with the SASC and to develop
the relationship in a friendly, competitive and informal way by playing a
number of sporting fixtures with the officers and oldiers of the SASC. It
wa found that the Tour Party members took some time to fully understand
the political implications of this and that it was not imply a ports tour.
However, after a number of briefings individuals realised that their
involvement included a commitment to learn about the country itself in
addition to the enjoyment of playing sport.
PRE TOUR PLAN I G AND PREPARATIO
As readers will understand much had to be done before we departed.
One of the conditions of the tour was that it mu t be elf-financing with
particularly no cost to the South African Government. South Africa is
going through a period of reorganisation and whilst it is one of the more
financially viable countries in Africa it remains poor. As a tour party we
therefore had to rai e money to pay the bill . We are particularly grateful
to those who bought our lottery ticket and to the Army Sports Board who
authorised a grant to all serving oldiers providing that they were members
of the Army Sports Lottery. Addi tionally there were many locally
organised activities, such as the seven-a-side occer competition in
Blandford, which were generou ly supported and produced further fund ,
much of wh ich went toward the charitable activities that we planned for
the tour. Eventually a combination of grants (from the lottery and the
Corps), limited sponsorship, fund-raising and individual contribution
produced the required amount of finance to make the trip a viable
proposition.
Flights were booked, insurance arranged, inoculation endured.
passport checked, planning meetings held, administrative in tructions
issued and time passed until departure day arrived. The party met at
Heathrow Tenninal I at I 500 hour on the I October 1998 for a flight at
1930 hours. Despite the months of planning at this stage two flight ticket
had still to be picked up at the flight de k and they were not there! Luckily
all of Alan Browne's (the Tour Party secretary and administrator) hair is
already white and to cut a long story short to his relief eventually they
arrived by motorbike at about 1700 hour and the fuial piece of the jigsaw
was in place for the trip to begin. To Col ClilT Walters, the Tour Party
leader's. amazement everyone had arrived from around the different parts
of the globe that tour members had been serving in. We all booked in and
awaited the time to board, for the 11 hour flight to Johannesburg.
FIR T I M PRESSIONS
We touched down in Johanne burg ju t after 0730 hours and were met
by a South African Am1y National Defence Force (SA DF) Captain and a
Petty Officer from the High Commission who moothed our path through
customs. Meanwhile WOI Al Higgin. hud lefi hi blazer on the aircraft
and de pite al.I effort it wa never to be cen again. Afier cu toms we met
for the first time our tour organisers Lt Col Andre Coctzee, Lt ol Lcnie
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Boshof, Mrs Lynn Fordred and WO I Callie Beukes, who apart from being
RSM was to be our bus driver for most of the tour! We were subsequently
to get to know them all very well since at least one or other accompanied
us throughout all events. Their attention to detail and the time and trouble
that they had put into making the tour a succes soon became apparent.
They were exceptional hosts.
We stepped outside the terminal building and lo and behold the sun was
shining a it was to do for all but one and a half day during the tour. The one
hour journey to Wonderboom on the outskirts of Pretoria started and we
experienced the delight~ of South African driving for the first time. Thi
produced some moments of interest and we soon realised that the amber
traffic light (Robot in local parlance) was treatea as green, that there existed
a bemusing 4 way stop ystem on many roads including major ones, where
as far as we could see the bravest had priority, and that the mean. of
transporting goods and personnel were varied and in many cases original.
Our next experience was in changing our money at a bank near to our
destination. This too produced moments to ponder on. Firstly we
discovered that not all banks exchange travellers cheques, a frustration as
time went by. Sterling travellers cheques required a time consuming
amount of paperwork to be completed and security of money was
particularly important. Later in the tour Maj Pete Smurthwaite, OIC
occer, whilst accompanied by Lynn Fordred, was at the scene of a fatal
shooting out ide a bank following a robbery. As an aside we noticed that
many of the white population carried pistols in holsters attached to their
belts, an activity which seemed to be condoned by the authorities. The
good news about our financial transactions was that the rate of Rand I 0 to
the pound was greatly to our advantage. We also soon realised that prices
in South Africa are much cheaper than in UK. examples being beer is
about 30p a can and a steak meal costs about £5. To put thing into
perspective a senior Cpl in our Anny earns approximately the same as a
Major in the South African Army.
Our initial day of becoming acclimatised to the local scene was
completed by a detailed briefing from our ho ts and the Chief Clerk from
the British Military Advisory Team. The dangers stemming from a large
element of the population being very poor were emphasised with robbery,
often armed, being prevalent. Other detail about the local scene were
pointed out to us which included such diverse items as the political
situation, with the transfer of power from the white to black population
and the difficulties that it entailed, to where to go and equally importantly
where to avoid when going out in the evening. After all the e warnings we
were informed that despite the problems the South African people were
very hospitable by nature and we should anticipate an enjoyable time.
Experience proved that thi wa , if anything, an understatement and by
way of initial evidence that evening we were treated to a Braii (Barbecue
to you and me) where 2 whole lambs were pit roasted and we had our first
taste of the local brew, Castle beer. Most went to bed quite early!

THE PROG RAi\.IME
Sun City. Space does not permit a detailed day by day record of the tour.
However, an overview of the programme will be of intere t I feel ure. It
was a splendid balance between sport, education and social activity aimed
at srrengthening bond between our two countries. We started with a day
of sport about which I will report later. The unday aw u up early for a
trip to Sun City, an experience which none of u will forget. To try to
describe thi man made oasis of entertainment carved out of what can best
be described as desert for miles all round will leave the reader till
insufficiently infonned or impres ed. The go lfers enthused over playing 9
hole on the famous million dollar golf course: all the party enjoyed the
facilities of the man made beach, the lo t city, the volcano. the ca inos and
eating hou es of considerable variety.
Pretoria. Monday tarted with a most inforn1ative trip around Pretoria
hosted by Lynn Fordred who is a hi torian of great kno\ ledge. Lynn
incidentally was born in Harlow but is married to Col Ian Fordred of our
si ter Corp . In the afternoon we played a 'friendly· round of voile} ball
matches. This is a major sport in the outh African Army and it was not
surprising that we lost all matche , with the addiuonal excu e that it was
over 25°C and in the one case where' e looked like winning a game rapid
ub titution en ured that our oppo ition oon rega111ed their po ition of
dominance. We followed this with a Potje (pronounced Poikie) which can
be t be described as a form of pot tew in the Garrison'· port Pa\'ilion.
OWETO
Tuesday wa another memorable day. By 0700 we were all on our \\ay
in the now tenned. Battle Bu to oweto. It became clear as the visit
progressed that much preparatory work had been carried out by our ho t
to pave the way for the tour and we were informed that we were the first
mili tary group that had vi ited oweto. The Town. hip i in effect part of
Johanne.burg and compri,es a va t number of brick built, ·mall hou e ·
each mainly of 4 room . A lot of improvement have already been made to
the facilities in the area, including the provision of water. ewage.
electricity and many metalled road . Generally the initial impres. ion
gained was of an area which was not a run down as we had anticipated
and indeed we saw other tin hack village, during the tour that appeared to
be worse off, often associated with large m111ing conurbations.
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As the day progre. sed \\C Yi ited the memonal to Hector Peters~m who
wa shot by the security force· during a peaceful demonstrat_ion by
. tudent · s1."Ck in~ to be instructed in Engli. h rather than their own
languages \dvan ccment in society can o~ly really b~ ~chieved by Engli h
peak ing personnel, of course. We next v1 1ted the 1v1c cntre where we
\\Cre receiYcd by the Mayor. M.
andy Mayathul a-Khoza, who bn efed us
in the council chamber.

Meanwhile to their surprise the netba ll team also fou nd that they were
expected to play against the more senior girls. Both sports were keenly
contested and suffice to say the soccer team won 3- 1 whilst the netball
game was lost, although 1 do nol know the score.

We !ell the school having presented them with some soccer strips and
ball . After a roadside Barbecue we were taken to the Blue Fountain, a
very famo us township tavern and invited to taste the local home brew
made fro m bread and pineapple j ui ce. It looked a bit like a pint of
Southern Comfort but ta ted revolting to even the most seasoned drinker.
Our other visit o f note was to Nelson Mandela's original home, although it
was noteworthy that the pl aque on the wall referred to it as the house of
Winn ie Mandela and fa mil y.
Kruger Nati onal Park Area. A fter another days sport it was pack your
bags and onto a coach aga in . Th is time we departed for a 9 hour journey to
the North Ea t of the country, the in iti al desti nation being Phalaborwa.
Herc we were hosted by a Troop of 5 (EW) Sig Regt. As part of the first 2
days in thi s area we not onl y pl ayed sporting fi xtures but also visited an
open cast mine of enonnous proportions, the main pit for example was
1.87 Kms across and 0.64 Kms deep. On the second day we took a tri p on
the local river on a raft, which proved to be a two storey home made
platfo nn on top of about 30 empty oil drums. Wh ilst it was remarkably
stable it did have the di advantage of tipping badl y when an animal of
interest auracled the occupants all to one side of the raft Luckily we were
accompani ed by the Troop 's RSM , a man of giant South African
proportions who acted as excellent balancing ballast. This boat trip
viewing many of lhe native animals proved lo be an excellent fo rerunner
fo r the next 2~ days th at were spent in the National Park itself.

Some of the party took the opportunity to tax Gary's local knowledge to
the full and accompanied him on momfog exc u rsion ~ into the park at 0530
and late evening trips up to 1800 hours (from 0530 to 1800 touring the
park is banned). On one of these trips we were taken to a spot not
access ible to the general public in which some I 00 hippos resided, it being
the on ly decent sized pond left in the area. The stench was as described on
TV and lhe irritabi lity of the animals noticeable. of all animals it is the
hippo which inj ures more park visitors th an any other species. We oon
became expert~ on their hab its. We al o had the opportunity to vi sit a
couple of watering holes and the fact that it was the end of the dry season
became only too apparent. Each had a viewmg platfonn built at the site
and we watched ~cbra nervously drinking from small pond containing
crocod il e and a hippo. There was much more to fa scinate us and about
which we have many wonderful memories, each member of the party no
doubt havi ng their own favounte. l feel sure that bookings for slide
presentations are being taken as J wri te these notes. Eventually at midday
on the Monday it was time for us to return to Wonderboom for the final
few days of the tour. These comprised a days sport and then final packing,
shopping and administration.

SPORT! G ACTJVITIES
Soccer. The soccer tea m fonned th e largest element of the party and
played four matches against the South African Forces teams and one

We were able to present her with clothing that we had brought from
England which we were informed would be well :eceived by the
community. From there we progressed to the Reasoma High Schoo! where
the occer team held a clinic and later played a short match agamst the
tu dents.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
IS NOW ON THE INTERNET
www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/
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Thus on the Saturday we et olT to travel through the Nature Reserve
with a destination of a Company Outpost Camp belonging to the Kruger
Nationa l Park Unit. The soldiers ba ed here pend four weeks or so in the
bush looking for poachers and for illegal immigrants from neighbouring
Mozambique and then have four day off. eedle s to ay the days touring
the National Park were fascinating and illuminating. We were fortunate to
be accompanied by Lieutenant Gary Manners who having pent much
time in the Park wi th the rangers had a depth of knowledge which wa the
envy of all and made the tour much more meaningful and enjoyable. We
were also accompanied through this part of the tour by Major Pietie de
Klerk, the Command PR (Communications) representative. In the Park
you are not allowed to disembark unless in an official recreational area.
A ll pictures of anima ls had therefore to be taken through open windows of
the bus. Highlights of the trip were: coming aero two eparate lion kills
each within some ten yards of the road, arriving to ee two female
elephant with their young near the road to then discover that the youngest
had been born on ly 15 minute earlier. ceing two cheetah - a rare ighl in
itself and a myriad of other animals with the only notable e. ception of
Rhino and Leopard - both of whom are quite carce.
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shorter game again t the Soweto High chool during the tour. Pitches by
UK standard were not good, indeed the oweto School pitch did not have
a blade of gras on it. The heal and altitude played a part in the results that
were achieved. The first game was against the ignals Fonnation Team
that subsequently proved to be the tronge t oppo ition faced. Our players
acquitted themselve well and oon took a lead and shortly into the second
half we were leading 3-1 (goal scorer being Sig Galliford. Hattie and
Murray). The home team continued to press forward and qualised with
two late goals, which would have been more but for good ave from ig
Miller between the posts. An excellent game to start with. played 111 a
sporting and competitive pirit. Thi set the tone for the remainder of the
malche . Space pre ents full match report , uffice it to ay that we won
the remainder of the games and enjoyed each in tum meeting many good
players on the ' ay which i a reflection at gras root of what can be
expected at the national level in the years to come.
etball. The etball team played teams from the ·ame fonnations and
unit as did the soccer ide. In truth they took a linlc longer to ettlc down
to their team fonnation and lost the fir t two game . The fact that they had
oppo ing them in the second game n 6ft 7in goal scorer. was Yiewed a
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on the illegal and certainly con idered a. extremely unfortunate!
ay wa a major contributory fac tor to the opponent'
su ce The touring team worked very hard at their game plan and skill
dunng evcral practice se ion led b) Capl Jules \ alster and Foreman
ue King and this effort came to fruition in their final games of the tour. In
Phalaborwa they had a rewarding and enjoyable match winning 57 - 21
against a valiant but inexperienced team on a cooler damp morning - just
like home. In their final match on the Wonderboom court they again won.
thi time b; 3 - 24, thus finishing on a high note.
Golf. The author being a member of the golf team can give a personal
a count of their activitie . The temptation to give a stroke by troke
account will be re i ted . We were able to make be t use of our time due to
the generosity of Land Rover who loaned u a vehicle for the duration of
the tour, a generou and much appreciated ge ture . The team played on
ome uperb courses and experienced delights that they are unlikely to
repeat. otable were Cpl Dave Rogers ' em.ounter with a baboon at un
City G : ig Jason Andrew avoiding wart hog on the green at the Hans
. foren ky GC; Col Cliff Walters, Cpl Gary Bell and Lt Col Alan Browne
putting out under the clo e crutiny of a giraffe on the same course; MaJ
Len Yale ' playing from the large t bunker he had ever een at Centurion
GC (he claim to have only put hi ball in there for the experience), whilst
Cpl Ro Menzie was voted the be t golfer of the week. We won our
matche most of which were superbly arranged by Col Ian Fordred and
included our final outing on the Presidents own GC behind his offices in
Pretoria, a rare honour afforded us. The final obering thought for the
golfers came a week after our return where we read in the UK papers that a
lady golfer had been killed by a charging elephant on the Hans Moren ky
Cou~e where we had so recently played knowing the po ible danger of
lion . but not elephants!
en?mg

he~ nc die · to

11 RY
As the tour drew to a close we moved to the final fonual event which
was a farewell party in the Wonderboom ports Tavern. Pre entation
were made accompanied by peeches. Brigadier General Van
Broeckhuizen poke of the transfom1ation in hi country and that our visit
wa a continuation of the friendly relation hip between our two Corps. Col
Cliff Walters poke for all the team when he thanked our hosts not only for
their hospitality but for their diligence in en uring that our tour wa
successful. enjoyable and informative. We were able to present a number
of commemorative plates and other mementoe to units and individuals.
That evening after the presem:ations had fini bed the mother and father of
a storm broke out with lightning, thunder. hail stones and torrential rain.
Even the gods were aying farewell to us in impressive manner.
Many said before we left that this would be an experience of a life time.
It is an oft-used phrase. generaJly without foundation, but in our case it
proved to be exactly the right description of our experiences. Our hosts
could not have been more helpful, hospitable and generous in both thought
and deed. We all have some memories which will last a lifetime. As a final
thought I can only repeat what was aid in the post tour report, namely,
that we hope that our ho ts derived from the tour similar happy memories
and u eful cross fertilisation of ideas and views that will provide the
foundation that will enable the links between our two Corps to be further
strengthened in the coming years.

-I
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33rd (LANCASHIRE & CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
59 SQUADRON (VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Chris Heaton
If
W02 (SSM) Bob Patterson
ince our last
ates we have seen two major changes in the
management of the Squadron with Maj Chris Heaton relieving Maj
Andy Payne and W02 Bob Patterson relieving W02 Tommy Guy as
SSM. Congratulation al o to LCpl Helen Hogan on the birth of Joseph
1ichael and Sgt Mick Murphy and Cpl M ichelle M urphy on their
recent marriage.
EXERCISE CASSINO DRAGO
The quad.ran deployed recently to Capel Curig in Wales for a very
succe sful adventure training weekend organised by Sgt Frank Hale.
The training consi ted of Hill Walking on Mt Snowdon, Rock climbing

OCdt McCleod and SSgt Hale with their team
on Mt Snowdon Cpl Dave Simcock shows off his body

Lt Hughes found the blind command task challengi ng but was slightly
distracted by the make and all of the DS were amused by the plank head
butting competition. Saturday night saw the start of the night convoy
drive under the watchful e;:yc of WOl (MTWO) Ian Thorneycroft that
turned out to be a mammoth driveathon. He was later heard to say, 'Look
this way, this is your lefl hand and this is your right. Got it?' We all arose
lo a glorious Sunday morning and the rolling countryside ofSennybridge.
The final day's competition which was to be a speed march via three RVs
(Ahh more blisters). The heads went down and off the teams went racing
around the cour e. The winning team for this event was 42 Sqn Team C
and a well deserved I 00 points. The teams now waited for the final
an nouncements of the positions.
Runners Up:
Team C-42 Sqn
Winning Team:
Team A-80 Sqn
42 (EAST LANCASHIRE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj I. G. Kelly TD KINGS
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
Fifty members of the Squadron enjoyed a weekend of outdoor pursuits
in the Lake District during August. The Squadron took over Denton
Hou e, otherwise known as the KOBAT Centre, at Keswick in Cumbria.
The centre is ideally placed as a base from which to explore this
picturesque part of the country. It is administered by the Kings Own
Border Regiment from its Carlisle Headquarters and comes complete with
fully equipped kitchen, bedrooms and living rooms. Activities carried out
included, Fell Walking, Mountain Biking, Water Skiing and Boating. Our
Foreman of Signals (Regular), Sgt 'Pieman' Hamilton, set the standard
in his Range Rover with speed boat in tow. Just to prove that anything the
Regulars can do the TA can do better, he was assisted on Lake
Windermere by the RQMS (V), W02 Phil Daniels, with his own
speedboat-who said that the pay is poor in the Army these days? The
water skiers were to have enjoyed a spot of dinghy sailing as an alternative
to being half drowned and dragged around the Lakes by the FofS and
RQMS but, unfortunately, the Squadron dinghy was left behind in
Manchester. Rumour has it that the Squadron Commander, Maj ' Black
Adder ' Kelly 5/8 Kings, left it behind on purpose to avoid going public on
how ru ty his sai ling skills had become.
The Fell Walkers may as well have gone water skiing as they spent most
of the day in the clouds in pouring rain. Although they pretended to be
enjoying themselves trying to keep up with Sig ' Abdul' Ranif, who was
doing a credible impre sion of a Mount Everest mountain guide stuck on
fast forward. The PSAO, Capt Gerry Whelan, who was doing a good job
bringing up the stragglers, was not impressed. Saturday evening saw the
officers preparing a barbecue for the soldiers, which we all agreed was
taking the 'Investment in People' policy just a little too far, before all and
undry were let loose on the unsuspecting residents of Ke wick in a
cultural tour of the local pubs. The weekend was a huge success and
disproved the overused cliche that, 'the fun has gone out of soldiering.'

under the supervision of SSgt Mo Lyons, and Mountain biking with Sgt
Tony Wylie who managed to find some hitherto unknown tracks. Admin
backup was provided by Sgt Paddy Cavanagh and Sgt Tommy Ryder
who eventually got the barbecue to light. OCdt McCieod was last seen
heading off in the oppo ite direction to his team. If located please post
back to Liverpool. Canoeing proved once again to be very popular. Cpl
Hayes provided expert coaching in the principles of capsize drills and
basic techniques. Having been introduced to the cold water most found
this the incentive to keep the canoe upright.

THE COMMA DING OFFICER' COMPETITlO
The Command ing Officer's Competition, Ex Peccav1, took place in
September 111 the areas around Sennybridge Training Camp. Thi
comp:tition has almost. become routine for the Squadron having been
v1cton ous t_hree years. 111 a row. Jn an effort to encourage the other
Squ_adrons 111 the Regiment, the QC, Maj Ian Kelly, decided that the
tactics would be to enter two evenly matched teams rather than packing
one team with superstars. This had the desired effect, as much to
everyone's surprise, 80 (Cheshire) Sig Sqn won the competition with 42
Sqn chasing them home and coming in narrowly behind them 111 second
and third places.
The competition was a good all round test of military kills with teams
teste~ in night driving and navigation, vehicle recovery, first aid, map
read~ng, comm_ai:id ~sks and the assault course. It was designed for
maximum part1c1pat1on and covered all aspects of the Royal Signals
soldier in the field.

LCp l Samantha Hickson showing true grit
during the CO's Competition
VISIT OF BRIGADIER COOK-6 OCTOBER 1998
The highlight of this period was the vi it of Commander I l Signal
Brigade, Brig Cook, to the Squadron during a Tuesday night evening drill
night. The Brigadier was accompanied by his Deputy Chief of Staff, Maj
M ike Wise, and escorted by our CO. Lt Col John Steed 1BE. The
Brigadier was met by the QC Sqn, Maj Ian Kelly TD King , and the
SSM, W02 (SSM) Paul Williams. After touring the Squadron lines to
view soldiers under training the Brigadier presented Efficiency Medals
(Territorial) to W02 (SSM) Paul Williams, Sgt Kevin Westall, gt
Yvonne Davi on and Cpl Phi l Jennings. During his visit the Brigadier
was surprised to find his old driver, Sig 'Scou e' Porter, being put
through his pace at PT by our intrepid PT!. LCpl haroo Blythe.
'Scouse· Porter having completed 12 years service with the Corps has
been trying Ii fe in civvy street and has recently joined the Squadron in his
old trade of Driver Lineman.

' Outside the KOBAT Centre'
Sgt Paul G lover (PS I) extreme right with h is pupils I
L-R: Sig 'Abdul' Han if, LCpl Chris Jackson , Cpl Dave Kerr,
LCpl Duncan Anderson, Sig Charles Vincent and
Sig Helen Cockroft
Cpl Hayes keeps his distance
from the first group of white water experts
EXERCI E PECAVVI SENNYBRIDGE
Ex Pecavvi Sennybridge was this year's Commanding Officers
Competition. The theme for the competition was to be a patrolling
competition with various military skills stands and command tasks on
route. The Advance party deployed, sel up and awaited the arrival of the
main body of competitors. The more clever members decided to try and
get a head start on the rest but the hand of fate intervened and they ended
up arriving in the small hours like the rest!
Saturday morning arrived and the start of the competition, all the teams
first worked their vehicles thinking they would be allowed to use them. We
did allow them to drive lo the first stand then it was off on shankses pony
(Ahh blisters). One of the highlights of the competition was the assault
course. Not only did the teams have to race over the course but also along
the route they had to find the ingredients for a 'full monty' breakfast. Over
the last wall and it was Ready Steady Cook. S gt Mo Lyons was really
chuffed as he got to eat eight breakfasts.
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Recipients of the Efficiency Medal (Territorial) pictured with
the Commander 11 Signal Brigade
L-R Cpl Phil Jennings, Sgt Yvonne Davison, Brig Cook,
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams and Sgt Kevin Westall
TIME TO SAY GOODBYE (SARAH BRIGHTMAN)
Sadly we have recently said goodbye to the following: gt Yvonne
Davison after many years looking after the Squadron pay. gt teve
Meachin from the Technical Work hop Team, LCp l Paul Rowan and
LCpl 'Elvi ' Jone from Acces Tp. Also Sgt Paul orrie who has
recently moved to RHQ on promotion as the new tafT ergeant
Regimental Foreman of ignal .
SSgt 'Pieman' Hamilton (Striped shirt) with
L-R: SSgt (SSI) Martin Henley, Cpl Dougie Pepper,
SSM Paul Williams and SSgt SQMS (V) Maurice Aarons
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1998

CONGRATULATION
Finally we congratulate OCdt Daniel Fenwick on pa ing his
Territorial ommissioning Board and appointment a · an omcer adet.
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REPORT FROM
THE CORPS BAND
by

gt ·Geordie' Thomson

B . Kl GHAMP LA E
Man) engagements during the Band' busy year come and go without
distinction. Others become etched in the memory and are di cu sed for
man) years Jul) the 7 199 was one uch { ·ca ion. The Band travelled to
London to play at Her Maje ty t11e Queen ·s- arden Party in the grounds of
Buckingham Palace. Heavy traffi c and our non-expected arrival at
Wellington Barracks delayed our progre slightly and precipitated a quick
change before our . hon coach journey to the Palace. Unfortunately as we
pulled away our driver failed to notice a mall concrete bollard to t11e ide
of the coach which he hit with ome force . On arrival at the Palace Mew
the damage became obviou and initial attempts to open the damaged
panel proYed un -ucce sful. With vi12.I in truments inside and time licking
away a more bruti h approach became necc ary. A man with a large horse
ra p appeared but thi swiftly napped in half. There then followed a
crow bar that with deft manipulation eventually gained us access. Relief,
however, was hon lived when it was discovered that bot11 euphonium
had become jammed again t the coach floor and were till reluctant to be
freed . everal minute later we had a full band with in truments and
formed up and ready to perfom1 for Her Maj esty and guests, which we did
of course with our normal aplomb.
A we were marching to our po ition on the lawn of this prestigious
building thi - writer felt a sense of honour and hi tory. Honour at seeing
and being omewhere that many people never get the opportunity to see.
Then there wa the hi tory of previou British Monarchs walking the
grounds discu ing ideas with heads of state or simply mull ing over
problem had a powerful effect on me and one I hall remember for a very
long time
GERMANY 1998
With a flourish of fanfare trumpets to open the Krefeld Ascot Race Day
the Royal Signals Band 1998 UKSC (G) Tour tarted in eame t. Next onto
the Wind or chool and a concert with a difference! The taff were
de perately trying to keep the children quiet and \VO ! (BM) Kevin
Davies wa encouraging them to make as much noise as possible even to
the extent of unleashing a gorilla. in the form of Musn Brian ' Creech'
Cleworth . amongst them, during a lightly alternative version of ' Old
McDonald Had A Farm ' (absolute chaos! ! Ah' happy days). Across the
border to .SHAf'.E for a marchi!lg di play.... in a car park! A Regimental
Dmner 1ght with an opporturuty to catch up on the gossip from ex-CO,
Lt Col Lynne Relph and then a mad dash back to JHQ for a Retreat and
cocktails for I Sig Bde wiftly followed by a dinner night in Churchill
~ess (and so to bed). The next day was taken up with rehearsals and yes
football pracnce (even the Band) this was interrupted by yet another
rehearsal for the flag lowering party but they forgot one important thino
the flagpoles! and it was starting to rain. (A good one for the Ban~
morale.)
Just when we thou.ght we had done everytlung possible, 7 Sig Regt
along with Krefeld City Council were celebrating British Week and the
Band found themselves playing in the town centre on a catwalk for the
lo~al po~ulace fol.lowed by refreshments in the Stadthalle. The Bradbury
Fair, agam for 7 Sig Regt, the weather was atrocious and did not lend itself
to the .occasi_o~ _but those tough enough to brave the elements had a great
day With acuv1ttes uch as dunk the CO/RSM and many others. This year
there was a bungee crane and SSM Rick Hughes thought it would be a
great idea to _have. 1usn Sa ma!ltha Wilson, our only female, jumping in
full ceremomals pictures of which to grace the cover of The Wire Soldier
or maybe Vogue! Sadlly time ran out, but maybe next year Sam? J~st when
we iliought we had got away wiili it the rain held ofT long enough for us to
have lo wad.e knee _deep in mud to close the day in fitting style. Our
goodbye said a quick shower and change and off into tlle Messes for
Officer's, WO's and Sgt's Mess Dinner ights to remember at both 7 and
16 Sig Regt and suddenly its ....
Sunday a well deserved lie in and pack ready for Mondays fligh t home.
As always our old friend Lt Col (Redt) 'Gus' G urr S02 Gl/G4 had lined
us up for a very hectic eight days but we must not forget to mention that
B M ~u s Du ckwo rth found time to play him at golf in Bruggen and
beat him. There may be a lesson to be learnt there! This year was sadly
gt 'Geordie' T homso n's and LCpl Diston Dryburgh 's last UKSC (G)
tou~. The)' ':"111 be sadly missed and the band would like to wish them and
their fam1hes all the very best for the future. Until next time Auf
Wiedersein.

even time ofT to go shopping and sightseeing (well worth the effort as
some oft11e city date back over IOOO years).
However, the one lasting memory for the band will be ilic Swedes
themselve . From dawn till du k whatever the time or how odd the request
nothi ng was e er too much trouble or effort for our hosts and aside fro m
overdoing the reindeer pa tics the Band are eagerly awa it ing an invitation
to all end in 1999.

. The ma le team event was closely fought between 7 Sig Regt. 216 (Para)
Sig S_qn, who ha~ brought a coach full of lean mean running machine , and
I! Sig Regt (going for quantity and quality). 7 Sig Regt came out the
v1~tors f~r. the second year running, closely followed by 11 Sig Rcgt and in
third position 216 (Para) Sig Sqn.

THE 10th BLANDFORD TOWER
HALF MARATHON
4 OCTOBER 1998
The Blandford Tower Half Marathon that incorporates the Roya l Corps
of ignal Half Marathon Championships was held in Bland fo rd Camp on
Sunday 4 October 1998. It attracted a record entry of some 2 10 runners of
whom 187 finis hed on the day. Thi years event in addition to the 'G ri ffin
Memori al Trophy' introduced two new trophic , 'The Holden Challenge '
and 'The Stonier Challenge'. For those not aware of the background of
these trophies here is a short re umc of each:
The Griffin Memorial Trophy is pre ented to t11e Royal Signals
winner of the Blandford Tower Half Marathon in memory ofW02 (SSM)
Peter Griffin. W02 Griffin served in the Roya l Corp of Signals up unt il
August 1990 when he was tragically killed while training for the Army
Marathon during his ervice in Bland fo rd Camp. A naturally fit and robust
soldier Peter Griffin came to competiti ve running late in his career. His
natural ability coupled with an intense enthu ia m for training and
competing. ensured his rapid progres ion to Corp and Army
representauve honours . He undoubtedly never fulfilled his true potential.
His positive attitude to bot11 his port and hi profe sion combined with an
outstanding sense of humom and zest for li fe made him a role model for
all young oldiers embarking on their military careers. It is this memory of
W02 Griffin that should never be lost.
T he Hold_e n Challenge Trophy is presented to the first Royal Signal
Jumor Male m the Blandford Tower Half Marathon. This trophy originally
named The Holden Relay Trophy was donated by SSgt George Holden
BEM on retirement from the Royal Signals in 1982. An extremely talented
runner during his career, George Holden joined the Royal Signals in July
1960 as a Dri ver Electrician. During his service, George was a renowned
cross country and marailion runner. His personal achievements included
winning the last of the Morrison Cup Cros Country Championships in
1967 and being the first British runner to win ilie orth German Marathon
Chameionships .. Afte~ winning the Army Team Championships three
limes m ucces ion with 21 Sig Regt, he was posted to I Armd Di v HQ
and Sig Reg! where he trained a young team of runners. He took them on
to win the Army Championships, again three times in a row in 1980, 198 1
and 1982. The Trophy was originally presented to the winning team of the
Verd~n 10 Road Race. After I Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt left Verden
Gamson the trophy was returned lo the UK. This is the first year that the
trophy has been awarded, unfortunately due to ill hea lth Geor ge Holden
was unable to present this in person.
~be Stonier Cha llenge Trophy is presented to the first Royal Signals
Jumor Female. WO I (RSM) Sarah Stonier donated the trophy. She was
the first femal~ Regimental Sergeant Major of 11 Signal Regiment at
Blan?~ord Gamson. WO I (RSM) Stonier fir t joined the Army in 1977
and JOmed the Royal Signals as a SSgt in 1992. During her outstanding
career sh_e has always considered fitness to be one of the primary qualities
of a old.1er. As a keen runner, W Ol (RSM) Stonier was a key member of
the 11 Sig Regt Female Cross Country team during her tour as RQMS in
1993 - 1996. Now a renow!led Golfer, having captained the Army Ladie
Go!~ Team, she still finds time to enJOY more than the occasional run ai1d
continues to lead from the front in Regimental BFT's. WO ! (RSM)
Stonier has donated this trophy to help encourage and promote the
younger members of the Royal Signals to carry on the strong tradition
w1thm the Corps ofproducmg outstanding atlllete .
T~e event started at 1100 hrs with runners completing 600 metres of the
Garrison athletics track before head ing off down to Pond Bottom, up over
Tarrant Monkton and onto tbe picturesque countryside, Northeast of
Blandford. W0 2 Dave Rollins RLC from 216 (Para) Sig Sqn took an
early lead, followed closely by W Ol (YofS) Lee Keily from 7 Sig Regt
and Sgt Stewa rt Ma ughan from I J Sig Regt. Dave Romn s maintained
his lead iliroughout the race and was first over the line in a new course
record of !hr 14mins and 7secs.

W02 Dave Rollins RLC, from 216 (Para) Sig Sqn
overall winner of this years Blandford Tower Ru~
The fir t Royal Signal s runner and winner of the Griffin Memoria l was
WOl(YofS) Lee Kcily from 7 Sig Rcgt in a time of I hr 17 mins 54sdcs.

7 Sig Regt male team winners of the Royal Corps of Signals
Half Marathon Championships 1998

W01 (YofS) Lee Keily receives the ' Griffin Memorial' Trophy
for first Royal Signals runner, from W01 (RSM ) Stonier
Sgt Ama nd a Str awn I l Sig Regt was the first Royal Signal s female in
a time of I hr 45mins 25secs.

I_n the ladies event injuries and ailments prevented 7 Sig Regt bringing
their. team acr:oss from Germany and last years winners, ATR
Bassmgboum failed .to enter a team. This left the competition open to only
a couple of teams, w11h a strong team from 11 Sig Regt winning the trophy
on the day.
Other individual results were as follows:
Sgt Bho Prad han
11 Sig Regt
1st Royal Signals M40:
I t Royal S!gnals M45 :
Maj An dy Stokoe
11 Sig Regt
I st Royal Signals Junior Male:
Sig Pa ul Kemp
249 Sig Sqn
.
.
(winner of the Holden Challenge Trophy)
lst Royal Signals Junior Female: Sig Emma Flynn
11 Sig Regt
..
. .
(winner of Stonier Challenge Trophy)
Jn addmon to prov1dmg a challenging and enjoyable event for runners
of aU standards the event raised in excess of £800 for local charities and
the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. The organisers hope that all runners
enjoyed ilie event a~d look forward_to seeing you back next year, to have a
go at beatmg your time. The Prov1s1onal Date is 3 OCTOBER 1999

RUGBY
ARMY MERITT BLE
.The _ma_tch wa played at Blandford on 11 ovember 199 . A chilly
~vmd did h~tle to cool the firey determination of the Corp side. However,
1t did contr1~ute to a number _of unforced errors. The Corp donunated the
play but ~o hnle.effect but did manage a try and a conversion just before
th~ halfttme wh1 tie. The second half was almo ta mirror ofihe first half
with.· try scoring opportunities. Thwarted at the la t pass the Infantry
sconng was through three penalties. The Corps produced another two try
and_ a conversion. !he next fixture 1s on 2 December against RMCS at
Shnvenham. The Fmal score was: Royal Signals 21 v Infantry 9.

Sgt Ama nda Straw n, 11 Si g Regt recei ves the First Royal
Signals Fema le Team Trophy from W01 (RS M) Stonier

S\ EDE 1998
.Sweden, a land of outstanding natural beauty, wonderful people,
reindeer a~d as luck would have it the setting for the 1998 Swedish Army
Tattoo which we were honoured to be asked to take part in. Held in the
tockho.lm Globe Arena, (a technological marvel- mini St Paul's nonlook-a-hke) this three day event gave us the chance to show ofT British
military porn~ and pride and to see our counterparts and if you like the
term competition. Along wnh bands from America, Noiway and of course
wedcn we were fed , watered, chaperoned and well looked after from
departure at ~F Lyneham, in a Swedish Air Force Herc Cl30 (still
noisy), to landing eight days later. Rehearsals, opening night, marches
through the city of Stockholm to the Royal Palace and concerts in various
towns, .most worthy of n_ote was ykoping where the Mayor and others
entertained the Band w1.t11 a medieval banquet complete with serving
wenchc~ and JOUStmg knights. All this added to the charisma of the tour,
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Sig Paul Kem p from 249 Sig Sqn receives t he
'Hold en Chall enge Trophy' for first Royal Sig nals male junior
fro m W01 (RSM ) Stonier
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WINDSURFING
RO\ \ L, IG AL'\
·n RFI G CH MPIO SHIP 1998
The Corps Windsurfing hampionship were held in Portland Harbour
bet\\ <'ell 16 - 18 eptcmbcr 199 . Whil t the competition was advcrti ed
throughout the orp~. the numbers attending were below previous years.
with fifteen UK based Royal ignal, competitors and six guest sailing.
The \\ind on Day One \\1!. a steady force 5 gu 'ting 6, and the decision
made to dcla} the competition to the next day. In order to provide
entertainment, for the less e:-;peri 'Heed wind urfcrs. a serie of Ma ter
Blasters (first one around a buoy I km away and back' and lalom events
"ere laid on for anyone competent brave enough to g0 out. The younger
competnors were cmbarra ed by the domination of the e fun race by the
·over 35s'. \\ith Maj Bill White convincingly beating 1aj Dave
Gikhri t m each race. 1any thank mu t go to the crew of the afety boat
(SSgt Dougie Piper and the Blandford Diving Club) for the use of their
boat for the duration. It was primarily used on this day to recover Sgt
Da\C Bennett who eemed to prefer the smell of the outboard motor than
returning to the . hore under wind power.
Day 2 saw glorious un bine but very little wind (Force 2/3 if we were
lucky). It wa. till po ible to get four races in with 2nd, 3rd and 4th place
hotly come ted by W02 (RQl\18) John Fradley, Capt Fred Hargreaves
and gt Dave Bennett. laj Dave Gilchrist wa almo l unbeatable,
ha\ ingju t returned from the World Raceboard Champion hips and before
that the Army Funboard Chan1pionships at Rene e. If anyone from MCM
Di\ i reading thi , can I please have his job next? Throughout both Days
2 and 3, the no' ice e,·ent was al o well conte ted. dominated by Sig Caz
Pope and Cpl ·Woody' 1artin-Woodgate. The novice turnout was
exceptional. largely thank to 30 ig Regt. and it was very encouraging to
notice the competitive spirit between the people who had ·pent le s than a
week wind. urfing before arriving at these championships. The message i
clear, one doe not have to be an expert to compete, merely be able to sail
in one direction and tum around. Hopefully thi may encourage others to
attend next year' events irre pective of skill or competition experience.
The weather was imilarly warm with light winds on the final day, with
a number of competitors suffering from some fom1 of head/stomach aches,
apparently from something they 'ate· the previou evening. The Admiral
of the Royal Signal Yacht Club, 1aj Gen (Retd) J. O. C. Alexander
pre ented the prize as follows:
Overall Champion
Maj Dave Gilchrist
238 Sig Sqn
I t Heavyweight
- W02 (RQ 1 ) Fradley RSS Blandford
I st Lightweight
- Capt Fred Hargreaves Army C!S Eng Gp
I t ovice
ig Gaz Pope
30 Sig Regt
I t Veteran
1aj Peter Bowles
RSS Blandford
I t Female
- Cpl Joyce Taylor
30 Sig Regt
I t Minor Unit
- 238 Sig Sqn
- 30 Sig Regt
I t Major Unit

,,a,

The Admiral was thanked on behalf of all Corps windsurfers for the
upport he has given during his six-year tenure. Thank must also go to all
competitors for making the effort to travel to Portland and to their
Commanding Officer · Officer Commanding for granting the time away
from the Unit. I can only hope that more competitors are able to support
the 1999 events. especially those from out ide the UK.
B: Details of windsurfing funding, events or couces arc available from
the Corps Secretary, Capt Fred Hargreaves on Blandford Mil 5372, (Bui ford
Mil 268 from I January 1999) or Maj Bill White on Wilton Mil 31 18.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
CHENEVIX-TRENCH PRIZE ESSAY
COMPETITION 1999

1999 PROPOSED WINDSURFING
COMPETITION DATES
EVENT
LOCATIO
(d)
(c)
Alexandra Palace
Sailboat &
Wind urfShow
R Signal Corps Trg Portland Harbour
2 Aprl-2
Inter-Corps Series
May 5
3
I st Round;
Chri ·tchurch
3 & 4 Div Regatta
Jun 17
Inter-Corps Series
4
2nd Round;
3 Div Champ day I Weymouth (tbc)
3 Div Champs day 2 Weymouth (tbc)
5 Jun 18
Weymouth
RE Champs
Jul 10-11
6
Army Champs
7 Jul 12-16
incl Race Trg;
lnter-Corp Series
3rd Round
Weymouth
Aug 30-Scp 3
Forces Open Champs Renesse (Holland)
8
Portland (tbc)
Sep 15-17
R Signals Champs
9
10 Sep25-26
Joint/Inter Service
Champs:
Inter-Corps Series
4th Round
Weymouth
II Sep30-0ct I
4 Div Chan1ps;
3 Div Regatta
Thomey Island
Further details can be obtained from Capt Fred Hargreaves
(Blandford Mil 5372; Bulford Mil 2688 from I January 1999) or
1aj Bill White (Wilton Mil 3118).

PRIZES

ERDATE
(a) (b)
I
Mar6-7

First Prize £750
Available to all entrants.

SOinC's Special Award £125
Available to non commissioned ranks of Royal Signals.

Young Officer's Award £125
Available to Royal Signals Officers below the rank of Major.

Non Royal Signals Award £125
Available to the Retired Corps, civilians or officers and soldiers of other arms and services.
None of the last three awards will be awarded to the winner of the fir t prize.
The objective of the competition is:
"To encourage the study of all aspects of relevance to The Royal Corp of Signals and, in so doing, enhance the
reputation of the Corp and its Institution and provide a fitting memorial to its benefactor".
RULES:
l.
The Competition will be known as "The Royal Signals Chenevix-Trench Prize Essay Competition".
2.

Entries will be welcomed from anyone.

3.

Essays may be on any topic of relevance to the Corps. In addition the SOinC (A) will nominate one subject of
current interest for tho e who wish to u e it. Title in next issue.

4.

All e says mu t be ubmitted complete with duplicate. They may be of any length and preferably should be
typewritten in double line pacing, but manu cript entrie will be accepted and will not incur a penalty
provided they are legible. Es ay will be judged on quality, not quantity, of reading matter.

5.

Classified matter mu t NOT be included.

6.

When a reference is made to any work, its title and author mu t be quoted. Quotations and extract mu t be
acknowledged a such to the title and author concerned.

7.

Every author must write under a nom de plume and mu t ubmit with the essay a ealed envelope with the
nom de plume on the out ide and name and addre inside.

8.

Essays hould reach the Secretary of the Royal Signal In titution,
Regimental Headquarter ,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum,
DORSET DTl 1 8RH
NOT LATER THAN lST SEPTEMBER 1999.

9.

Adjudication will be arranged by the Council of the Institution.

10.

The Council of the Institution reserves the right to publi h any e say ubmitted, in the Journal, whether it
wins a prize or not.

Maj Gen J. 0. C. Alexander CB OBE the Admiral of the RSYC and all the prize winners
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